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Leader in Quantity, Quality and Business Establishments Audience . . . Leader in news,
and new ideas in Community Service: Latest Pulse & Hooper Total Rated Time Periods.
Another

Great Storer Station Represented

by the Katz Agency, Inc.

od 2nd 1

Just as important as one's 2nd shoe is
Michigan's 2nd TV market . . . that rich
industrial outstate area made up of
LANSING-FLINT-JACKSON and 20
populous cities . . . 3,000,000 potential
customers . . . 684,200 TV homes (ARB
March '60) . . . served exclusively by
WJIM-TV for 10 years.
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Once again ABC breaks with tradition, allows quarter-hour buyer two
separate commercials shorter than a minute.
Industry ponder- out<"me

lost control?

Six media pros from client and agency shops outline ratings trends and
usage at second media managers conference called by NBC Spot Sales

expanding fast
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Part V> °f SPONSOB's series on "Radios Big New Burst of Creativity"* reviews high spots of radio's increasing importance in national, local news
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Reluctant radio client ups sales
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Raymond's of Boston
breaks print-only habit, scores with 17 Sunday
newscasts on WBZ plugging Monday sales: plunges into 52-week contract
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TvB backs top-level research competition

... and 30 years of KTRH
programming has developed a pattern of listener
loyalty blanketing over 80
counties, serving over
1,087,100 radio households
and extending over 60,000
square miles. Comprehensive news reporting,
tasteful music, sports, farm
information and variety
give KTRH the popular balanced programming that
benefits over four million

42
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RADIO-ACTIVE...

JOE VAN
Not since the "Housewives
Protective League" has any <
person or one program dedi
itself so completely to the
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One day he's promoting the
Joe Van "Step-Saver" contest
and giving away expensive
perfume like he's Madame
Schaperelli . . . the next, he's got
them chuckling over one of his

the milk man. Folks just can't
listen without being receptive.

/ \

/
ROBERT E. EASTMAN

the Mrs. of the house wouldn't bjj
without. And with good reason!
Joe's got 'em coming and going.

neighbor's running battles with

•

i
An RKO

in ^he. v^r^SW^r*^ ^ —

Detroit area is a little pleasiire"^^,,^

mlt

ML

-iii/'i-J? AM

''Van" Wagon

-.. W.io*

J***

t

And that's when our Mr. Van
puts the message

across.

Easily, one of Detroit's most
accomplished salesmen . . .
and the June Pulse . . . he's the
No. 1 boy in the area.

MONDAY - SATURDAY
10 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

50,000 Wafts

•

800 KC

_ .

Essex Broadcas»ers , Inc.
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in Madison, Wis.
you buy MORE
with

WKOW

+
Scarcely half a
among network
Fuller & Smith
is undergoing a

MORE

NEWSMAKER
of the week
dozen "good" new shows are to be found
fr's "giggle-fesC according to Art Durum,
& Ross senior v.p. for radio /tv. His unit
major realignment designed to unleash him

for program development and attracting new clients to FSR's
concept that quality, not cost-per-thousand, should come first.

listeners per home

The

MORE

newsmaker:

adults per home

MORE

program strictly on a cost-per-thousand basis and those that empha-

homes per week

size grams
"interesting,
the viewersstimulating""
of which proare

(cumulative 9 AM-6:30 PM)

"active" not "passive."

11 County

AREA PULSE
Mar.,

1960

per family is

§8,345 and in the 1 1 county
Pulse area of 117,800 radio
10,000 watts

at 1070 Kc, delivers a powerful selling sound to mature
people who can

^flHfe
#^P

the viewers reaction to the show."
Based on the mediocrity he sees in

Jn Madison, Wis. where the

homes, WKOW,

"Cost-per-

thousand is important."' says Duram, "but it should not be an end
in itself. You can get good costper-thousand with good programing, but for effective advertising
the prime consideration has to be

current
city income

Arthur E. Duram. with Fuller & Smith

& Ross a decade, began as radio/tv director, rising to v. p. in '53,
board of directors in '55, and in '57 became radio/tv senior v. p.
Previously he was at CBS where he served as market research director and later national sales manager of the radio and tv networks
Duram feels that a pitched battle is coming between agencies which

programing,
Duram
expects to find many network tv cli-

ents susceptible to an agency pitch
rt ur
t)uram
geared to a more qualitative approach.
To provide Duram with the time to concentrate on programing
and new business. FSR has shifted some of his other responsibilities
elsewhere. Taking over the new post of radio/tv manager is Edward
H. Mahoney. who served as broadcast v.p. with Cunningham & Walsh
and before that at Benton & Bowles. As administrative head of the
department. Mahonex

reports to Duram. and he takes on complete

responsibility for running the commercials division, with the exception of production which will be administered b\ Peter Cardozo, v.p.
and radio/tv copy creative director.

buy.

B\ "good" programs, Duram does not mean culturally so. though
For detailed analysis

the latter might meet his standards. He's talking about programs
that reach the type of audience the client is after and hold that audi-

call Headley-Reed.

ence's intense interest. Mass is important but all programs get mass,
he maintains. The crucial question for Duram is "What's that viewer

ilVJ RADIO
POWERFUL

RADIO

STATION

doing while he's watching?"
Perry Mason, Dinah Shore, Omnibus, and Project 20 meet Duram's
standards. Among the new shows, he expects The Lau and Mr. Jones.
Route 66, and The Witness to make the grade.

"
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gg™ WHITE
would have relished running station WPTR
The sage of Emporia was one of the heroes who made communi-

When you couple this with a public service drive for every

cations what it is today. He'd have relished running WPTR.
Its informal, individualistic spirit, its up and go, its entire modus
operendi would have suited him to a T. Like White, WPTR
believes that the primary function of any media of communica-

worthwhile cause that comes along, you've got responsible
broadcasting at its very best. And from an advertising standpoint
—responsive listenership second to none in this 2,000,000 plus
market.

tions isto communicate. That's why (tho music is an integral
part of our programming) news comes first.

Perhaps that's why local sponsors give it more advertising than
the next three stations combined— and why it carries more total
advertising than the next two put together. Represented nationally by Robert E. Eastman & Co. In New England— by Foster &
Creed.

To cover the news WPTR receives reports from correspondents
around the world. The amount of contributors is fantastic —
almost a million! At the local level 5 mobile units work round
the clock. When it's helpful there's even a helicopter available
which broadcasts traffic and highway road conditions and covers
other important events. The quality of this news is evident 48
times a day. That's how often newscasts are scheduled. News
in depth is on the hour. Commentary— at least 12 times a day.
Editorials when necessary.
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tEOPLE J. A^%- 50,000 WATTS
ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan

Mounsey,

Exec. V.P. — A division of SCHINE

ENTERPRISES.

117 IIIII IKKRS
STARRING

Iff MARIAN

All 117 programs sold on first presentation
to WPIX, New York . . .WGN-TV, Chicago
KTTV, Los Angeles... WMAL- TV, Washington, D.C....WBRE-TV, Wilkes-BarreScranton . . .WALA-TV, Mobile. Many other
stations in negotiation. Your MCA TV film
representative can arrange the same
profitable deal for you. Call him today!
it|03l
tv filmS^cS

598 Madiscn Avenue, New Yo[k 22> New York
PLaza 9-7500 and principal cities everywhere

Produced by Latimer Productions with Revue Studios facilities
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LIMELIGHT ... the Fine Music design for
discriminating KBUZ listeners . . .

ers* Service
. Wiggins

Attracts and holds early morning and late
afternoon audiences who appreciate the finest and show their
appreciation with sponsor results . . .
KBUZ, best Fine Music buy in the booming-buying Southwest
, . . where advertising is limited timewise,
screened tastewise . . .
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by Joe Csida
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John Joseph McSweeney

Exhibitors stir up new

anti-pay tv wave

Meanwhile, back here in Hollywood the nation's motion picture exhibitors are sounding the
call to arms again, loud and very clear. When
Tom O'Neil's RKO General operation filed an
application with the FCC last June, requesting
permission to make a $10,000,000 three-year test
of the Zenith Phonevision system in the HartfordNew Haven area on their uhf station WHCTTV. the exhibitors hastened to rally their forces anew.
Last week, out here in Los Angeles, the vanguard of these forces,
in the form of the Theater Owners of America and the American
Congress of Exhibitors, held their annual convention. High on the
agenda was pay television. The disheartening (from the exhibitor
viewpoint I admission leaked out that few exhibitors had responded
to the efforts of the TOA to raise funds to wage an all-out campaign
against pay tv. But now that the FCC has announced, in connection with the O'Neil request, that the Commission will conduct a
full inquiry into the pros and cons of pay television, the exhibitor
leaders feel their members will realize the great urgency for an allout battle.
They are trying to raise better than a quarter of a million dollars,
and in the meantime, they are hustling the public's signatures on an
anti-pay tv petition via members' theaters. At the time of the convention they claimed to have about 15 million signatures. They're
shooting for 30 million. The drive of course, is directed toward
getting legislation introduced into the next session of Congress, outlawing all forms of home pay television.
Convention

leaders stress threat of extinction

The TOA leaders really pulled out all the stops at this get-together.
Mitchell Wolfson, president of tv station WTVJ in Miami and the
prosperous Wometco theater chain, told the pay tv panel at the meeting in flat terms that if pav tv became a reality it would mean the
end of the nation's theaters. He said it would wipe out investments
of over S2 billion, which exhibitors have in their theaters today, and
would put 150.000 theater employees around the country out of work.
It was Wolfson's further point that not onlv major forces in the
television industry itself, and major motion picture producers and
distributors were ganged up against the exhibitor in trying to bring
pa\ tv into being, but that the nation's newspapers and magazines
were on the pay tv side. Their angle, according to Wolfson, is
simph that they would love to see the end of free tv so that those billion dollar tv advertising budgets would then have to be spent substantially inprinted media.
The TOA attornev. Marcus Cohen, told the group that he welcomed
the upcoming FCC inquirv. He claimed that this would be the first

■ There are some purists who resent
any attempt to compare John Joseph
McSweeney with George Bernard Shaw.
■ Attant; eight,
was amanager
grocer's with
assis-a
at 17 theJohn
assistant
weekly salary of $28. Foresaking materialism, JMcS resigned and took a $13
cut by joining the NY Sales Department
of the Chicago Tribune where after IVz
years of dedicated service he was able
to recover 10 of the original 13 dollars.
Married at 20, he left the Trib and joined
Paris and Peart as assistant media director, rising to Proctor and Gamble heights
within a year at the Compton Agency.
Then 5 years as a radio rep for John E.
Pearson, and in 1948 -WMCA, where
he is sales manager. ■ The comparison
with GBS? The master once wrote,
". . .The people who get on in this world
are the people who get up and look for
the circumstances they want, and, if they
can't find them, make them ..." ■ And
of course, they're both Irish.
the
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backstage

time that the exhibitors would be able to ask the pay tv proponents
specific questions, and to get answers under oath as to their exact
programing plans. He pooh-poohed the oft-repeated general statement made by pay tvites to the effect that they would give the public
top Broadway shows, brand new multi-million dollar motion picture
releases, major sports events, etc. He said that the Hartford RKOGeneral-Phonevision application to the FCC ran almost 200 pages,
and that only three pages dealt with programing at all. And that
these three made only generalized promises. There is little doubt that
when the FCC hearings begin, the exhibitors will make use of the
odd programing deals Matty Fox had worked out in his Skiatron
pay tv efforts with entrepeneurs and sports operators.
A Boston exhibitor. Sumner Redstone, told the panel that thev
should battle the argument that pay tv won't kill theaters any more
than tv killed radio, radio killed records, etc. Pay tv and the theaters will be offering precisely the same product to the public, he
said, and the competition will be deadly. Redstone told the exhibiHere's
the prescription
sales
success:
advertise for
on
WPAT. A balm to Greater New
York,menwe're
positive
to
the
who a make
and tonic
market
America's leading drug products,
cosmetics and toiletries. Listened
to throughout 31 counties in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut where more than
17,000,000 people live, work and
buy in more than 5,000,000 radio
homes, WPAT is heard and preferred, among other places, in
more of the Metropolitan area's
6,000 independent retail pharmacies than any other station. That's
what we call point-of-purchase
penetration in depth. And there's
no doubt that it moves merchandise. Which probably explains
why our drug product, cosmetic
and toiletry advertising has increased 327% in the past three
years, thanks to advertisers like
these : Bell Mack Laboratories, A .
Brioschi, Bristol-Myers, ColgatePalmolive Company, Coty, Lever
Brothers, Miles Laboratories,
Pomatex, Prince Matchabelli,
Schick, Shampion, Shulton,
Squibb Pharmaceutical, Sterling
Drug, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical. All of them have advertised on WPAT ... the station
with the look of success.

WPAT
&
WPAT-FM

tors that if they thought drive-in theater competition, with its "dollar-a-car" deal was rough, they would be horrified at what pay television's "dollar-a-home" would do to theater business.
None of this exhibitor activity, however, seems to be slowing
down the powerful men and groups who believe in the future of pav
television. Word comes from Etobicoke (the Toronto suburb where
the Paramount Telemeter division is in the sixth month of its coinslot pay tv experiment), that 5.500 families in the area are now subscribers to the service. When the project started, the operators set a
goal of 6,000 homes. There are no facts really available yet as to
how much the subscribers are spending, what programs they're viewing most, etc. The major portion of the Canadian programing, however, has been current motion pictures.
Teleprompter's plans in the pay tv field will get under way via a
Community Antenna TV operation the firm runs in Liberal, Kansas,
in the not too distant future. And even abroad the pay tv bug is
biting. In England, a company called Relay Exchanges formed a
separate wing to provide pay television services, if, as, and when
the government okays pay tv. This is called Rentaslot Television.
FCC

hearings should shed new light

You may recall that the FCC got its wrist slapped a couple of
years ago when it indicated it would okay some pay tele testing.
If I recall correctly it was Oren Harris, our Democratic friend from
Arkansas, who led the Congressional contingent which chastised the
Commission on that occasion. But last spring, you'll remember, the
Commission set up some new rules under which pay testing might
be conducted, which seemed to meet more favorable Congressional
reaction. The upcoming hearings will no doubt shed more light on
pay television activity than any other development in the 15 years
that pay tv has been pushed by its proponents.
My own feeling, as I've said in numerous previous pieces, is that
in some form, sometime, sooner or later, pay television in the home
as well as in theaters is inevitable and. indeed, desirable. I think it
is vitally necessary that careful controls be set, that very intelligently
devised ground rules be laid out. But in the final analysis the economics of pay tv. and the type of entertainment it will eventually
bring into the average American home add up to its inevitability. ^
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Lovable Huckelberry Hound,
crowned "King of the Campus
and Community," at Ohio State
University's Homecoming, was a
sweetheart of a promotion
by WTVN-TV,

the

Taft Station in Columbus.

everybody's
sweetheart
It's typical of the unusual and
appealing promotions that have
made the nine Taft Stations so
popular and well-known by more
than 8 million people in Cincinnati,
Birmingham, Lexington, Knoxville
and Columbus. Dynamic Taft Station
promotion builds larger, more
receptive audiences for your
goods or services. This is another
reason why your advertising
dollars earn more on Taft Stations.
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IN PITTSBURGH

Take TAE
and See
TAE -Time is ABC -Time!
Let Pittsburgh's hottest
adjacencies carry the
ball for you this season.

wXAE

m

".vB3
REPRESENTED BY
THE KATZ AGENCY

Timebuyers
at work
Joe Hudack, broadcast media supervisor at Warick & Legler, New
York, feels that "the basic consideration for media selection for
most packaged goods is audience turnover — reaching as many new
and different homes as possible within the designated budget. Even
so-called 'domination of a single medium' does not necessarily mean
that the broadest audience reach
can be achieved unless schedules
are constantly evaluated and improved. Therefore, when broadcast
schedules have been established,
especially in spot radio and television which allow more flexibility.

IN PITTSBURGH

we do not believe in 'standing pat'
with the original buy. Constant
examination of spot and network

Take TAE
and See . . .

proposals can provide the opportunity for working out various
broadcast combinations which
could result in attaining the desired audience turnover. Admittedly, a
continuous policy of change and improvement throughout the year
does create a heavier workload at the agency, but in many cases, hel ; s
maintain maximum

efficiency. Another important factor is the coop-

eration of the broadcast sales reps' presentation of competitive proposals. We are always eager to evaluate what they have to offer."
Doug Humm

of Charles W. Hoyt, New York, is of the opinion that

"knowledge of the client's product and its distribution patterns is a
must for the timebuyer. Attendance at client-agency meetings is a
great help in educating him along these lines. Once he has a firm
grounding in the product's values and its channels of distribution,
he's in a position to act effectively.
He may learn that for a given cli^^^j^^^
jpP
^V
ent the initial emphasis should fe
'm
on selling the distributor, wholeI
saler, and retailer. After all if the
goods have not yet found their way
V
T^

'
ea, i

^fl|0^|k

4jm ^Hk^^

^5%/-%^^^

W^

to an ample number of dealers'
shelves, it isn't enough
to cornmunicate with the consumer. And,
when

^H

takes on more significance. In other words, it's always important to
bear in mind audience selectivity as well as quantity. And remember,
knowledge of product means a lot more than what the package looks
like. Most effective timebuying is that which keeps marketing in mind."
•
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS
WTAE department heads average
fifteen years of experience in broadcasting. Engineering and directorial
personnel average eight years in TV.
These professionals provide the deft,
sure performance and bright programming that is a WTAE trademark.
BEFORE

THE CAMERAS

The tri-state's best known performers
give extra personal sell to every message they deliver. Among them are
the first news and sports broadcasting
team ever seen on Pittsburgh TV and
the first women's affairs director. In
total, there are eleven on-the-air performers who average more than nine
years TV experience. Take TAE and
see how they sell for you.

the

sells the
consumer,"
continues
Doug, "there are differences in ap2B* ^E- ^^kfi&^l
proach. Ratings don't necessarily
play as important a role in your strategy, and merchandising support

SPONSOR

how
pro's
help top
goodTVselling
messages sell better

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

wTae

now...bi or zutn uentury-Fox s '

ith many '57's and '58s, featuring

rlon Brando, Anthony Quinn
Burt Lancaster, Dorothy McGuire,
Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan
Edward G. Robinson, Susan Hayward
'VIVA ZAPATA"
"MR. 880"
"I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE"
"HOUSE OF STRANGERS"

nost memorable reature rums

Today's Top Film and TV Stars
Now... comes the first major package of Post-'48 feature films for
television. Produced by that master studio, 20th Century-Fox, many
of these dynamite-laden feature films are pre '57's and '58's. And
they feature today's stars today! Many players in them are top television stars today, as well as big current motion picture draws.
In NTA's "61 for '61" Package, too, are winners of 42 Academy Awards
and Nominations. Produced at a cost of $75,000,000, they are superior
to most network "specials" — in star value, in property value and in
attraction value. And they also include a few all-time classics, such as
"Berkeley Square."
Some of the biggest box office grossers of all times, they're sure to
win big audiences and big ratings, as they reach television screens
throughout the nation. Safeguard your market- protect the prestige
of your station -by making plans to obtain them for your city today.
-or
Get inwith
touch with your nearest NTA Sales Office-this moment even
E. Jonny Graff, V. P. in Charge of Sales, Eastern Div.,
10 Columbus Circle

• JUdson 2-7300

Berne Tabakin, V. P. in Charge of Sales, Western Div.,
9570 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. • CRestview 4-0411

NTA

10 Columbus Circle,
New York 19, N.Y.
JUdson 2-7300

FLASH; Here are the stations that already own this package, Today!

161 for 61 package

Albuquerque, KOB; Cincinnati, WLW-T; Fort Smith (Ark.), KFSA; Hartford, WHNB; Kalamazoo, WKZO; Knoxville, WATE-TV; Las Vegas, KLRJ;
Miami, WCKT; New York, WNTA-TV; Omaha, WOW; Philadelphia, WRCV-TV;
Phoenix, KPHO; Providence, WJAR-TV; Rock Island, WHBF; Salt Lake

This year more than ever
New York audiences are watching
network quality entertainment
every night on WPIX-11,
the prestige independent.
Advertisers are selling with
minute commercials in this
"network atmosphere"
during prime evening hours!
No other station provides this
kind of selling opportunity
in New York - Prime Time Minutes
in so many good looking programs.

the prestige
independent with
network
programming !

M SQUAD
AIR POWER
MAN AND THE CHALLENGE
MIKE HAMMER
MEN INTO SPACE
HIGH ROAD
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE
SAN FRANCISCO BEAT
THIS MAN DAWSON
TARGET
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
DECOY
MEET McGRAW
INVISIBLE MAN
STATE TROOPER
YOU ARE THERE
TRACKDOWN
SILENT SERVICE
YOU ASKED FOR IT
MR. ADAMS AND EVE
THE HONEYMOONERS
SHOTGUN SLADE
NAVY LOG
BOLD VENTURE
JEFF'S COLLIE
WHIRLYBIRDS
THE CALIFORNIANS
BOLD JOURNEY
AND MANY MORE

where are
your
60~$econd
commercials
tonight?

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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Three tv perennials from the food field have likewise turned to spot radio for
copyright i960
sizable runs this fall.
sponsor
The trio: Skippy Peanut Butter (Guild, Bascomb & Bonfigli), Nabisco (McCann-Erickpublications inc.
son) and Maypo Maltex (Fletcher Richards). All are using minute announcements.

SSC&B,

says it bills $65 million, underwent

last week the first upper echelon

realignment the agency's had since Brown Bolte came in as president.
The motive for the shuffle as put out by the agency: get a wider spread of people responsible for running the agency and the account.
Effected by the changes:
Raymond F. Sullivan: moves from chairman of the board to chairman of the executive committee. Brown Bolte: switched from president to vice chairman of the board. Alfred Seaman: from executive v.p. and creative director to president. S. Heagan Vayles:
from vice chairman to chairman of the board. Seaman came from Compton where he was
also creative director.

Broadcasters are genuinely worried lest the FCC separate and reassign stations
to drop in extra licensees.
Such a situation would undoubtedly be followed immediately by a demand for reduced
station rates on the basis of lesser coverage.
And added competition between stations could lead to wilder discounting and finally, a
complete mockery of the rate card system.
Such a broadcaster's loss might be an advertiser's gain : the more sellers in the business,
the more the market might favor hard-hitting buyers.
This is not idle talk: Commissioner Ford has labelled separation one of the first
orders of business for the FCC this year.

ARB will drop the decimals from its local rating reports this fall.
Reason behind the move is to remind subscribers that ratings are subject to statistical
errors. There's no real difference, for example, between an 18.1 and an 18.4. When decimals first came into broadcasting, the motive for introducing them was to urge people to
believe the figures were really as accurate as they seemed.
The new ARB policy of whole numbers probably won't have any impact on
the radio research services, where there's still a big difference, say, between 1.5 and 2.4
— scores that would both show up as 2 under a no-decimals system.

National spot tv ran 9.7% ahead of the like year period of 1959.

000.

The 1960 second quarter gross billings as reported by TvB via Rorabaugh:

$160,644$,-

An index to the heightening of the battle for nighttime audiences among
works: they're spending a lot more
newspapers.

than ever for program

tv net-

spotlight ads in the

This may serve as something of a barometer: SPONSOR-SCOPE learned from the New
York Times that the billings from this source so far are 10-15% over the fall level of 1959.
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Automotive

continued

tv spending will top $75 million in 1960, says TvB.

That's more than 25 per cent ahead of last year's national and regional figure, while of
the 1960 dollars more than forty cents is going into compact car advertising.
In the first six months of 1959 and 1960 spot hillings rose from $4.8 million to $9:6
million, while network billings ascended from $19.2 million to $22.3 million.
The four biggest spenders were: GM, $10.5 million; Ford, $8.4 million; Chrysler,
$6.5 million, and American Motors, $2.0 million.

Fm

radio will be standard equipment

on more

and more

new cars.

Capitalizing on the trend, the current Harper's magazine has a selective list of 44 fm
music stations; drivers are urged to keep it in their cars.
Good news for fm, meanwhile, is in Chrysler's order for a five-minute daily
news strip on 27 fm stations, including the QXR network.
Yet another encouraging note in the New York Daily News' interest : it purchased
a piece of WNCN, part of the Concert Network.
(The News' tv outlet is WPIX.)

Making itself increasingly evident to marketingmen are the advantages of spot
media as tools for quick action once a marketing problem has been recognized.
It is this superior flexibility that makes it possible for an advertiser to plug up the competitive weak spots within two weeks after the issuance of a Nielsen Grocery Index.
As one media director put it: the packaged goods field actually lives on an every
other month basis (the Nielsen GI calendar), making media buying by necessity more and
more of a hand-to-mouth process.

NBC

Radio shows a quarter in the black for the first time in a decade.

Its third quarter of 1960 — the first quarter of fiscal 1961 — reportedly had a total of $1.2
million in sales, largely due to L&M, Chesterfield, American Motors, and Curtis Publications.

A lot of admen

are rediscovering that the best things in life are free.

Take the ADA's pronouncement on Crest, which still has some people scratching their
heads.
Crest zoomed

ahead 60 per cent in sales in the first 30 days afterwards, but

the boom fell most heavily on P&G's other brand, Gleem, which suffered a 13 per cent
loss. (The other heavy losers were Pepsodent, Ipana, Stripe, and Colgate, in that order,
which dropped between six and three per cent each.)
The toothpaste turmoil recalls the reaction of the tobacco industry to endorsements by
consumer magazines on filters.
Agency-controlled tests, some admen are muttering, never carry to the public the
authenticity of bona fide free and independent endorsements.

Here's a wide open opportunity for air media: inducing the frozen foods industry to come in on a broad campaign which would (1) tell the part that these
vittles play in today's way of living and (2) promote
gressive force.

the industry as a stable, pro-

Frozen foods, marketingmen say, are going through a new phase of their manufacturing and marketing evolution and their place in the consumer habit pattern. Their
use in meal planning and preparation are in need of clearer understanding.
SPONSOR
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International Harvester will make its bid for the small truck market early in
1961 when it introduces a compact version of the Travelall (Y&R).
The new product will launch a counterattack against the gains made by Volkswagen trucks
and will use general consumer ads, not just farm media.

Sponsors of tv programs

with provocative public informational

in a way, take heart from the Nielsen measured
Nixon debates.

contents can,

tune-in of the first of the Kennedy-

The viewer returns by the time SPONSOR-SCOPE went to press were only in from the
New York metro area but the figures sufficed to show that if you give them something in the
service sector of real moments and excitement the medium can lease them to their
sets in hordes.
What the Nielsen 17-county count disclosed: (1) a cumulative rating for the networks of 62.2, or 2,581,000 homes; (2) a share of 75%, as against 25% for the other four
stations in the market; (3) the average check was poised on the debate 85% of the full hour;
(4) the sets-in-use jumped to 72% as compared to 52% for the week before.

Chicago
ure out just
So many
have come up

agencies NL&B, T-L, and Burnett have IBM machines working to figwhat those complicated tv station rate cards really mean.
apparent discrepancies between estimated costs and the actual billings
that the reps have washed their hands of the whole matter, turning rate cards

over to buyers and saying, "You figure it out."

(See Automation story on page 29.)

Before bringing up its new program formula for approval at a meeting with affiliates inNew York last week, CBS Radio demonstrated its own system for alerting
network stations to news flashes, on-the-spot coverage and national emergency
nouncements.

an-

The name of the CBS signaling system : NetAlert.
As described to the affiliates, NetAlert provides six different alert systems, each composed
of from one to six virtually inaudible pulses of less than one-thirtieth of a second duration and
they are transmitted at a fraction of the normal program sound level.
Significant note by the network's president, Arthur Hull Hayes: NetAlert opens the
door to eventual automation of certain phases of station operation. NBC Radio introduced a similar device in November 1956, called the Hotline.

Shades of the early 1950s: agency executives are getting out on the road to see
what they can do about clearing time for their network shows.
What obviously has brought this about is heightening competition between ABC TV
and NBC TV for clearances in two-station markets particularly and a tendency among
more and more stations to hold out evening period for syndicated or local service
programing.
To make sure his client got the markets he needed (in fringe time) one agency media
director has just completed a tour of 24 markets, with the result that his Sunday
night show will have a potential reach of 91% of all U.S. homes.

Early morning station clearances for network
to get than they used to be.

programs

are now

a lot easier

Massey-Ferguson's Today on the Farm (NL&B) started 1 October on NBC TV Saturdays at 7 a.m. with 120 affiliates to start, but back when the daily Today show first began
only 63 stations were on its original list.
•
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Automotive spending in smaller radio markets is heading for its second straight
annual record in 1960.
The auto and truck advertisers will probably top last year's mark by 100%, says Keystone's Sidney J. Wolf, recalling that 1959 auto spending also set a record of sorts.
Small town sales now account for one-third of automotive buying, and note that
merchandising cooperation between small radio stations and auto dealers usually
isn't duplicated in the larger cities.
There are 11 automotive brands, some of them on 52 week campaigns now using those
1,112 Keystone stations.
NBC TV scored a newsbeat on the two other networks in being the first to get
its newsfilm cabled into Eastern European countries.
UN appearances by Eisenhower and Khrushchev were cabled to the Eurovision network
via NBC's cable link to the BBC.
DX Sunray's focus on farm radio in its 16 states is coming of age.
Next week its farm information show on 26 stations celebrates its 500th broadcast; agencv is Potts- Woodbury.
Sperry and Hutchinson's S&H Green Stamps (SSC&B) won't mention
ice or its clients in its local tv campaigns to promote retail trade.

its serv-

They've ordered half-hours for a film on all four Chicago stations promoting retail business but with nary a mention of their stamps or their 5,000 clients.

Broadcast

cooperation

is paying off better than competition in Medford, Ore-

Five radio stations and a tv outlet pooled forces for a two-hour simulcast to promote

gon.
Medford's fall retail promotion, and for three days before all the stations were actually
cross-plugging each other.
The stations were: KBOY, KDOV, KMED, KWIN, KYJC, and KBES-TV.
Similar to the Broadcast Media Association of Medford is a media association of
Rockford,

Illinois, which through Howard

Monk

Agency will spend $10,000 to interest

Chicago agency people in the market, Illinois' second largest.
Besides three radio and two tv stations, the Rockford group also includes two daily newspapers.
Tobacco advertisers are chain-smoking up more tv time than ever before.
Their gross time billings for the first six months of 1960 were S59.0 million, compared
to ^52.9 million for the same period in 1959, a "cording to TvB.
Network is getting more of this than spot, but the percentage increase over last year shows
that spot is swelling faster than network.
The network figure rose from $37.9 million to S39.4 million— a $1.5 million increasebut the spot expenditure went from $14.9 million to $19.6 million for a bigger $4.7 million
increase.
Here's how the tobacco companies ranked as tv spenders in the semi-annual
1960 report: R. J. Reynolds. $10.4 million: Brown & Williamson, S9.1 million:
P. Lorillard, $8.6 million; American Tobacco. S8.6 million: Philip Morris, $8.2
million; Liggett & Myers, $6.8 million; Bayuk
dated Cigar, $2.2 million.
For other

news

coverage

In this tasue,

Cigars, $4.0 million, and Consoli-

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 47; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 57; sponsor
Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 80; and Film-Scope, page 58.
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This
status symbol
you have to
lug around

This one you can
see anywhere

Carrying an attache case
won't make you a vicepresident overnight. Putting
advertising on KPRC-TV in
Houston.ButTexas,
either.
it willwon't
help doyouit
make sure your customers
see your commercials in a
clean, crackly environment with an inviting, colorful presentation.
Use KPRC-TV in Houston. Commercials on KPRC-TV have a
better chance of getting read, heard, seen, remembered and acted
upon. Besides, they look good. And they cost less than you think.
See your Edward Petry & Co. man. Use KPRC-TV. Channel
2 in Houston for your next Houston sales campaign. KPRC-TV,
NBC in Houston. Texas.
Courtesy of Hammermill
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The WSYR MARKET

IS BIGGER

49th and
Madison
Picking up the scent

Your 19 September issue of sponsor
requests information as to whether
any other radio station has female
account executives ("News & Idea
Wrap-Up" I. I am sure that KOOO
is an excellent operation but I know
we at KSTT are not alone in having
a female account executive.

delivers 85%
more radio homes
than the No. 2
station
The WSYR-Syracuse

market em-

braces 18 counties, and 1.6 million people with a $3 billion buying
power.

WSYR coverage
equals that of die
next two stations
combined
Top programming . . . top personalities .. . top facilities make
the difference.
WSYR leads in public service and
public response!
•All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

The NBC Statio
Covering the full Syraeu

WSYR

We have had one for approximately three years, and before that
she was employed by another radio
station in this same market. So much
for KOOO's claim to exclusivity.
I am sure that your next issue will
publish a long list of those other stations having such personnel; just add
ours to the list. I can also envision
claims for the oldest in service, the
oldest and/or the youngest, and possibly the prettiest. When you get to
the claims of sexiest, please send me
a list of names, addresses, and phone
numbers.
Frederick Epstein
KSTT
president
Davenport, Iowa
Kudos

the 19 September issue. The remarkable success of this fine product was
certainly worth documenting and is
undoubtedly largely due, as you indicate, to the part played by Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
However, let's give credit where
credit is due. Brylcreem's successful
introduction and its healthy initial
sales rise were achieved while the account was at Atherton & Currier. Inc.
(now merged into Kastor, Hilton.
Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, Inc.).
The significant achievements of getting the brand off the ground uere
superintended by Bill Atherton and
J. Dennis Molnar. The now-classic
jingle about how "a little dab'll do
ya" was, I believe, originated by the
very talented Jack Atherton. Most of
the commercials built around this jingle were the work of Anne Netzer: I
did a couple myself.
While K&E rightfully should take
bows for their excellent work it would
only seem right to credit the initial
market successes, and the basic theme
and structure they are still using, to
Atherton & Currier.
W. L. Olesen

Congratulations on the piece on cake
mixes. I think it was extremely well
done, informative and very fair.
Robert L. Foreman
executive v.p.
BBDO, N.Y.C.
Credits & debits

Thank you so much for the
Brylcreem-K&E articles.
We are grateful for this
coverage because it exposes
the top work we are doing
clients.

splendid
kind of
some of
for our

D. C. Stewart
president
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.
New York

I read with interest your story "Action Tv Shoots Brvlcreem to Top" in

product director
Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick, N. J.
Wanted:

more

on talent

This is basically a subscription order,
but I thought you might be interested
to know that it is the direct result of
an article that appeared in your
magazine.
The article I refer to is: "Wanted
— New Company Spokesmen" which
appearded in your issue of 15 August.
As an announcer at WBRC-TV in
Birmingham. I found the article
thoroughly interesting and shared it
with the rest of the announcing staff:
it was read "hungrily" because there
is a dearth of such information available to "talent" in markets other than
I Please turn to page IS)
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CREATIVITY.

. wfmy-tv creates
sales in the nation's 44th market

This ancient Indian pottery is a product
of someone's innate ability . . . creativity.
Here in the Industrial Piedmont the one
station with the proven ability to create
sales is WFMY-TV.
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To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities in all) ... where 2.3 million
customers have $3.2 billion dollars to spend
. . . call your H-R-P rep today.
• Source:

Television

Magazine,

1960
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STORER BROADCASTS
33 years of community service

PIONEEE?
A pioneer pioneers to get out of a
rut. To explore. To open frontiers.
To bring about new concepts. It's
not the easiest calling. Everything
must be learned the hard way. The
risks are large and incessant.
There were few broadcasting guideposts when Storer started out 33
years ago. What have we learned
from it all? THIS:
You first must make yourself a responsible citizen and a good neighbor to the community as a whole.
Only in this way can you build
large, loyal audiences who will
respond to your sales messages.
In short, operating in the public
interest is good for our business
and for yours.

Radio
PHILADELPHIA-WIBG
LOS ANGELES-KGBS
DETROIT- WJBK
THE BEGINNING

by J. Minton from the

TOLEDO-WSPD
CLEVELAND-WJW

COMPANY
NATIONAL

SALES OFFICES:

625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 • FRanklin 2-6498

MIAMI-WGBS
WHEEUNG-WWVA

Television
DETROIT- WJBK-TV
CLEVELAND^WJW-TV
MILWAUKEE-WITI-TV
ATLANTA-WAGA-TV
TOLEDO-WSPD-TV

Florence, daughter of the
new Confederacy

The confederacy is of industry and
agriculture, the result a new and

productive South. Florence, single-station
market of 1,300,000 potential customers,
is a unique heir of this dynamic union and a
worthy target for television marketers.

®WBTW

Florence, South Carolina
Channel 8 • Maximum power • Maximum value I
Represented nationally by CBS TV Spot Sales m
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PLANNING the floor space for Benton & Bowles'
20 IBM machines: (I to r) John Boyd, Jr.,
manager
of data processing;
Carl Goodman,
supervisor of tabulating
dept.;
Marvin Katzman,
mgr. of tabulating dept.

WILL
COMPUTERS
REPLACE TIMEBUYERS?
^

The growing use of mechanization by agencies may

soon revolutionize the timebuyer's every-day function
^ The removal of hordes of paperwork will not mean
his replacement, but new status for him, business for spot

Wi ill the

timebuyer become something to throw a cover over at night
and switch on in the morning?
The question is in the air this week
as a major agency takes an important
step toward mechanizing its media
department (and six others). Benton
& Bowles in New York has turned
over another 21 feet of floor space to
the computers, and the machines will
now occupy a 21x68-foot area that
SPONSOR
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once housed clerical personnel. This
is in marked contrast to the crowded
corner of a few years ago. when B&B
served as an IBM pilot project, and
the layout has been designed to make
room for further additions.
When B&B knocked down another
wall and moved in its twentieth machine, and as other agencies followed
its lead, the industry wondered aloud
just what
the inevitable
changes

would be — in other words, whose
place would they take?
After all, some theorized, with
proper feeding and digestion the machines are soon able to take over
most of the jobs of cost-estimating,
media selection, preparation of insertion orders, preparation of contracts,
forwarding, inter-media balancing. In
fact, exulted William Salkind. associate research director at Kenyon &
Eckhart, last week, '"They can bring
together all the information you need
in minutes; books of stuff can be
produced in a day. They are fascinating and fascinatingly useful to the
advertising business.
'The beast is such that if you join
with it and learn to understand it,
you can

really ride high.

Bui

clerical details both before and after

the buy.

added, "it < an onlj case the buyer's
job — not take it over — and should
actuall) give him a more professional

• Mechanization, by simplifying
paperwork, will no doubt make spot
more attractive to timebuyers who at
present avoid the medium because
of the many complications involved.
• Mechanization may be the cure
to some of the old ulcers of the business caused by its inability to shake
off archaic practices, such as the billing bugaboo.
The how is explained by Young &

Btatus."
\\ bat consequences will the beast
bave on the ad business? Industry
opinion volunteered to sponsor runs
on parallel tracks, all of which lead
to a more professional handling of
the details of the business:
• Mechanization ( or, when systematized, automation i will not think,
but will leave the media buyer free to
think while it handles a multitude of

Rubicam, Inc., which this spring com-

, WW LP, Springfield:
what mechanization
accomplishes at the
local station level

"TO KEEP ABREAST
of the continuous flow of
forms, schedules and other material of prime importance
to a television station," WWLP, Springfield, Mass., has
installed a Remington Rand Univac machine.
According to William L. Putnam, president and general
manager, "The Univac's importance is not merely in holding down personnel costs. Actually, it replaces only one
employee in six, but the saving in work hours and the increase in operating efficiency is enormous."
Putnam noted that the station log alone, which can take
anywhere from three to four hours and occupy four or five
people, can now be produced in a matter of minutes. Also,
much of the billing that used to take the bookkeeping
department two to three days can now be done in a couple
of hours. WWLP is using the equipment for its traffic,

pleted installation of a Remington
Rand Univac computing system in its
New York offices. "Strangely enough,
this mechanized mammoth . . . can
do no more than add one and one, but
it does it in a millionth of a second.
In minutes, millions of one-plus-one
additions come to complex answers in
subtraction, multiplication, and division, as well as addition." Univac
can read ("information fed into it by
other units" l and write ("answers
onto paper through a high-speed
printer, onto punched tape or cards,
or magnetic tape").
"It can do complex arithmetic. It
compares data and checks itself for
accuracy: makes yes or no choices
among offered data. The other 16
units in the system are also highly
complex, but their simple purposes
are to feed data into the computer,
to store raw data in a variety of ways
until it's needed again, and to record
the completed information as it comes
from the computer.
"In one minute, Univac can do
20,000 additions or subtractions. In
one minute, its magnetic tape can
absorb over 240,000 digits. In one
minute, its magnetic drum can hold
until wanted 1,050.000 alphabetical
or numeric characters."
To the timebuyer. mechanization
means a revolutionizing of his job.
Now, most of his time is spent on
the least important duties connected
with buying. Mechanization will free
him from these drudgeries.
"Univac can't think for the buyer,
and is not here to replace him." said
Richard Campman. manager of \ &R's
media department. "Its important use
will be to relieve the media department of the need to prepare insertion
orders: it also will relieve it in the
area of spot and newspaper estimates
and preparation of spot and print
contracts.
"Eventually," he predicted, "we
will be able to turn over to the buyer
a selection sheet of facts and figures
on what has been done previously
in certain areas or markets. Machines will save him a great deal of
spadework. highlighting bargains and

billing, and payroll. "Speed plus the elimination of human errors makes the use of the equipment well worth

rate discounts, for one example."
More specifically, Ki^Es William

the rental fee," Putnam said.

Salkind pointed
puter can bring
facts that apply
ation. Then the

out that "the comtogether all of the
to any media situpeople who have to
3 OCTOBER 1960

munication between agencies and media could be advanced to the stage of
sending tape and cards instead of invoices.
"For example," he said, "the station representative would offer the
the agency a contract calling for a
cost-for-time bill monthly, and all information would be contained on a
simple card or tape. The great saving to the buyer, in terms of never
having to spend so much time wading
through past-performance paperwork,
will change the very nature of the

Any size agency can now use mechanization
SIZE AND

ABILITY

to spend do not limit the firms that can now take advantage of mechaniza-

tion. The above is an IBM 704 computer at the IBM Service Bureau in N. Y. Independent bureaus
throughout the country rent machines and personnel by the hour for any types of computation

make a decision can make it, not on
a basis of experience or personal values, but on the basis of fact.
"Automation will make the media
buyer more important in the sense
that he will be able to concentrate on
what to buy rather than serving as
a human adding machine and accountant."
The major value to the media department of the computer is that it
can assemble and store tremendous
amounts of information. It does this,
in Salkind's words, "in a fantastically short period of time. If the timebuyer has a schedule of hundreds of
stations to compile," he continued,
"all he need do is set for himself a
method of buying, selecting the stations, and the machine will bat it out
for him.
"Also, in inter-media balancing
and selection, the computer can actually set proportions in terms of
goals, such as which will reach high
,income people, which regional groups,
and so forth."
Mechanization should have its greatest effect on spot television and rajdio, among all the media. The spot
media have long suffered from lack
(of business from buyers who avoid
,it, consciously or unconsciously, because of the blizzard of paperwork
Jboth before and after the buy.
! This was hinted at Benton &
Bowles, where the feeling would apIpear current that mechanization may
■prove itself to the industry by comSPONSOR
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ing up with the long-sought answer
to one of the big problems in agencymedia relations, and the one that
most concerns spot salesmen, the billing bugaboo.
As William Vickery, B&B vice president for finance, and controller,

"The great saving to the stations
would be in the fact that they'd get
paid on time. The agencies, after all,
job.
want to pay as soon as a station's
bill comes in, but challenges and protests arise all the time because the

For the buyer: more
professional status

noted, "The agencies are in favor of
anything that will clarify and speed
up the cycle from the time an order
is placed to the time a payment is
made. It's to their advantage and to
the advantage of the media. We believe that the computer may be the
answer, on the simple theory that if
you get something right the first
time you don't have to go on handling and rehandling it.
"sponsor's standard billing form,
I might mention, goes a long way
toward finding a suitable solution,
but it cannot correct the original
source of differences between agencies and the media. We think that
the computers may soon prove that
they can do just that."
B&B's views on mechanization in
its role as the eventual answer to the
billing problem were summed up by
the man closest to the agency's IBM
set-up, John Boyd, Jr., manager of
data processing:
"The considerable variance between what the agency has set as
its liability to the station and what
the station bills, caused by differences
in cut-off periods and a general overlapping of paperwork, could be eventually ended by mechanization. Com-

THE COMPUTERS can bring together all the information a media
buyer might need on every aspect of
a market or a station in minutes, says
William Salkind, associate research
director at K&E. "Books of stuff can
be produced in a day. The beast is
such," he states, "that if you join with
it and learn to understand it, you can
really ride high. But it can only ease
the buyer s job — not take it over —
and should actually give him a more
professional status."

bill doesn'l equal t h«- agency's idea
of its liability."
Spokesmen For agencies that have
alread) installed computer equipment,

I

or who send computing jobs out to
private service bureaus,
have predieted that in the future, perhaps the
bear future, the larger representatives will become
mechanized
and

'
[<

communication by punch-card will become a generally accepted business
practice.
For size and ability to spend do not
limit the firm? that can now take

j

ABC launches 'shortie'
plugs on daytime video
^ Whitehall, Block charter participants in tv plan for
advertiser to divide one minute into two commercials
^

Flexibility pleases agencies, but injury to programs

advantage of the machines. Inde- j feared; spot problem anticipated if fragments scattered
pendent service bureaus using IBM,
Remington Rand, and other equipcials in a quarter hour, and the initial
ment are available to any size agency, I \& redit ABC with another minor
revolution in ways of selling daytime
rep firm or station. They charge by
use of network 40's and 20's. ABC
the hour.
sees the new approach, which curtv. This time it's separate commercials shorter than a minute.
rently is sold only for the second
"Actually, there's no reason for a
quarter hour, as superior to piggyThe fomenter of scattered minute*
small
agency
to install expensive
backing from a programing standis off on a plan to allow advertisers
equipment,'" stated William O'Brien,
point because the fourth commercial
information
manager
of the IBM
who buy a quarter hour and run all
three
of
their
commercial
minutes
is
placed
after the closing credits.
Service
Bureau
Corp.,
a whollyj
This way the viewer encounters only
owned subsidiary of IBM.
"In order I within that 15-minute period to divide one of them into two separate
to get full utilization out of the comI
three commercial "jerks" during the
puters, they should be going at the I 30's or a 40 and a 20. First takers:
main body of the program, as ABC
TV daytime sales v.p. Ed Bleier puts
barest minimum 40 hours a week," I Whitehall and Block Drug.
it.
he explained.
The other networks, with varying
"A smaller agency can, however,
degrees of reluctance, allow "piggybring its work to us, or to any one
backs"— i.e. 30's back-to-back coverof the many independent service bu- j j
ing two brands of the same adverreaus throughout the country. All
tiser, but this is probably the first
the customer pays for is the time it
instance of four separate commertakes us to do the job. He gets the i
benefits of data processing from
equipment he couldn't possibly install
himself, and he gets it by the hour."
Using one of these bureaus, the
smaller agency can temporarily add
to its staff the computers plus mathematicians, programers, engineers, I
and method analysts.
As IBM says, I
they can handle "any kind of work
from the most complicated computa-

I
;

tion to a simple accounting analysis."
Agency research departments would
also be well advised to automate their

I

work.

THEY

DON'T

GO

Though the new plan is not expected to have as wide an appeal as
scattered minutes, agency media
officials feel it may fill the bill for
advertisers with four or more non-

ALONG

WITH

THE

PLAN

According to K&E's Salkind,

"In the research department we have
j
automated, and the processing of sur- l
veys, for example, has become a rela!
ii\«l\ simple
and analysis,
speed

affair."
Computation I
he said, is done at a

a few years
OVER-COMMERCIALIZATION is what Fred Houwink (I), general manager,
WMAL-TV, Washington, sees in the additional commercial break provided;
Will what is inconceivable now beago."
■ ome facl in the near future? Will the I NBC's daytime sales director James Hergen not only agrees with Houwink,
machine take over, not where the time- 1] but finds a definite threat to the spot business and anticipates station trouble for ABC as a result. Houwink and other station men are especially conbuyer's job ends, but where it begins?
i Please turn to page 62)
cerned over repercussions if ABC allows advertisers to scatter 'shorties'

32

"inconceivable
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competitive brands. The lower-budget
brands, hard put to carry the cost
of network minutes can now increase
their reach and frequency via the

of spot business in a market the size

'THREE,

of Washington, though he's not sure
what effect ABC's plan might have on
smaller markets. His main concern

PROGRAM

newly available 20's, 30's and 40's.
provided they can deliver their message in these shorter periods.

is the increased number of program
interruptions, which he fears can
make a "mess and shambles of the

Block Drug plans to string out its
announcements this way: opening
billboards; Polident (minute) ; program; Nytol (minute); program:
Minipoo (30 seconds) ; closing credits; Rem (30 seconds). Or the last
two products will break down 40/20.
Whitehall's variation on the theme
calls for a 30-60-60 lineup with a 30second hitchhike.
Appreciative of the added flexibility, agencies nonetheless show concern that an increased number of announcements can cut down the value
of programs. "How many times can
you break up a show?" was the rhetorical query of one top agency
media man. Said another, "The audience isn't timing individual commercials, but they surely notice the
number of different ones and begin
to think of dial switching when too
many come along." He added that
the fourth comercial comes so close
to the chainbreak as possibly to
create the impression the local station is triple-spotting. "That way,
if you preserve the program by withholding the final commercial until
after the credits, you may be robbing
Peter to pay Paul, shifting the onus
to the local station."
As for possible effects on spot business, stations and reps do not show
a great deal of concern over the
ABC plan as it now stands. "It is a
further break away from the traditional way of selling network, and
does appear to be a move into the
spot field," says one rep, "but so
long as the shortened commercials
are kept in the same quarter hour, it
should present no real problem for
spot."
The possibility that ABC might
eventually allow scattering of the commercials shorter than a minute has
occurred to many at the station end.
"It's like pregnancy," is the vivid
simile of Fred Houwink, general
manager, of ABC Washington affiliate, WMAL-TV. "Once these things
get started they keep growing." Houwink is not worried about the health
SPONSOR
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NOT

FOUR,

BREAKS'

daytime audience."
By far the severest critics of the
ABC plan, both from a programing
and spot business standpoint, are the
other networks. NBC's daytime sales
director James Hergen sees it as a
further breaking up of network shows
and therefore degrading. His network on "rare" occasions accepts 30's
back-to-back for two related products of the same advertiser, and is
reluctant to do so, but considers
separate shorter commercials as more
disruptive to the programs.
Hergen calls network sale of 40's,
30's and 20's competition with spot
advertising. He says his network is
not currently considering separate
commercials shorter than a minute,
and anticipates ABC will have difficulties with its affiliates on the matter. CBS. one of whose officials calls
the ABC plan "stealing spots from
local stations," likewise contemplates
no move in this direction.
Last month NBC did take steps to
counter ABC's provisions for scattered minutes. Two Mondav-Fiidav
shows, Dough-Re-Mi (10-10:30 a.m.),
and Here's Hollywood (4:30-5 p.m.),
and one Saturday morning show.
Shari Lewis, are included in the newFor the weekday programs, adverplan.
tisers can buy a quarter-hour and
instead of placing all three commercial minutes therein, run one or two
on his major day and the remainder
on any other day within a two-week
period. The shows are not interchangeable for commercial purposes.
The Saturday morning program is
available for one minute each on
three consecutive weeks.

FOURTH

COMMERCIAL

follows closing

credits, so there are only three 'jerks' in the
actual program, an improvement over piggybacking, says Ed Bleier, ABC daytime sales dir.

chance to buy single minutes per day
CBS thus far has limited its daytime scatter allowance to a minute or
on ABC."
30-second cross-plug for every quarter-hour purchased and no change
is in work at this time, according to
daytime sales director Joe Curl. The
network does permit piggybacking.
the feeling there being that this practice produces no extra break.
Outside of the rival networks there
apparently
is no
fear that
{Please
turnsubstantial
to page 52)

'NO PROBLEM
NATIONAL

FOR

SPOT'

"The vast majority of our advertisers don't have a need to spread
out their commercials." points out
Hergon. "They're interested in reach,
but want frequency and prefer owning a quarter-hour. However, there
are exceptions, and we've instituted
this new plan in hopes of bringing
back some advertisers, for example
Brillo. who were wooed away by the

SPOT

ADVERTISERS won't shift to network because of this plan, notes Frank Kemp,

Compton

media v.p. If they want blanket

national

coverage

they

aren't

in

sp?'-

Ratings: have

admen

lost control?

^
>i\ media pro* representing agencies and a major advr-rti't-r outlinr trend* a- >»rll
a* their hopes for rating service* and rating* at >BC Spot Sale* informal confe:
Uisgruntlement

Palmolive Co.; William E. Matthews,

that agencies and

and buyers, j

vice president and director of media

advertiser? don't have more of a sayso in the direction and development
of ratings has been voiced by a group
of media pros in New York. Their
concern was shown in a typescript of

relations
at "l oung
Rubicam: Erwin.
Marvin Richfield,
mediaL director.
Wasey. RuthraufF k Ryan: Humboldt
J. Greig. vice president and manager
of station relations. C. J. LaRocbe &

NBC

Spot Sales" second media managers' conference, an informal session
designed to benefit and guide its sales

Despite this and other stumbling
blocks, the media executives see new

Co. : Leslie Towne. media director -of
Smith-Greenland Co.. and Roger
Bumstead. media director of the Eastern Division of MacManus. John &
Adams, all New York City.

and exciting movement in prospect
for broadcast ratings and the rating

They
projected
their views and
facts for the following subject posed

staff.

from the staii.-r of
data than on <
or raring analyses.
• The furor abc
and their small — —ikJ

base is

based on a lack of kncwfedpe. Probability samples, the adman said, base
been
long estabBsbed
as reliable
• :.

-::.-:

:- s ..£ s:...r: i:

' - - ' ■.- - - : ::-—:-

:--: --•-

.-- ./

l: l. -—

i--

,:;
--: : :■ :r_ 7i_r : = -; ._> :':;
i ^.fr-:: t.: : : :i\:._ :-—;.; :. l~
»r-i-- :: _-•----::_
• The overnight or automated
rating is on the rise, with agLi.ii>
hz. : .: -: >
—
■ _ :_ - • :;: i : :: -

- . - -.—
■

-

f. canoe altogether. Most media
people
• T travel the middle road of isms
ratings in a qualified manner.
agency and advertiser media executives that they have "lost ooafroT
-.-: ::.- • i:

--"

SECOND MEDIA MANAGERS'
conference sponsored by NBC
Spat
Roger Bums+ead. MJ&A: Pete Matthews, Y&R; Marvin Bd
(standing)
(seated)

Edwin
R.

Jameson,

S. Paige,

NBC;

(seated)

Colgate-Palmolive;

£
Leslie

- both of which frequently are
thought to be static and rigid.
The group enunciated the specific
problems attendant to "rating madrid outlined some of the trends
_ vhich will make for better
and broader application of raw ratings as veil as those which wiU give
dimension to the media involved.
The six discussants: Richard S.
Pake, media manager of the Household Products Division
of Cohrate-

M

Fmm
Towne,

K

—

• The
H

landing)

. Greig, Laftodbe;
H.

C :

Smith-?

bv discussion moderator Bill Fromm.
new business and promotion manager
of NBC Spot Sales: "Rating Services
and the Use of Ratings." Only a few
of the group's attitudes can be summarized here inasmuch as the original typescript of the session covered
94 pages.
But several highlight comments
seem to point up these trends:
• Ratings are related directly —
and onlv — to one factor: circulation.

.-

:•- --—

admen

frrt-:

:r.'T"

: • ::.-

:. i"'7:_ : :•_:

agreed

that

~z

Ac

rating services should piovide circulation figures and dot information
beyond this should be in the nature
of special surveys or nepotts whack
are requested and paid for 1
S. ::.r
: ::,,
each of the
box on the next page. The,
articulate and evocative,
explaining a coaple ofB<rfd

uhimaiT
"They
have

to be
i :.:-t:--.ej

1 >•:

getting the answer to how many
people did actually hear or view the

The word "attentive" in his phrase
implies a buying analysis going far
beyond a clear-cut 6.8 or 27.4 rating,
because it ventures into the quality

advertising message." But the "real
problem" goes beyond this, he says.
"Clients and buyers want to know
the audience — the attentive audience

of the audience itself. "Ratings give
you a size figure, not a judgment on

to an ad messasre."

what that size means," Paige says.

IMPORTANT

QUOTES

HUMBOLDT

RICHARD

Div., Colgate-Palmolive Co. — "The
real problem is {getting) a workable, agreed-upon definition of
audience . . . and this is very tough

E. MATTHEWS

V.P., dir., media relations, Young
& Rubicam, Inc. — "A rating service
should be used as a relative circulation measurement, not be considered the answer to questions of
advertising effectiveness, strength,
or appropriateness for a product."
"Every (research method) is
questionable in some respect. . . ."
"Agencies and advertisers have put themselves in a
questionable position in alloiving private research organizations to determine the ways in which they receive informatioon
n l I the scope and nature of circulation."

MARVIN

RICHFIELD

how they define an audience."
"Rating services give you entirely divergent answers
for individual positions, but not on a broad average."
"To an advertiser, the question is audience: the attentive audience to an ad message."

F

LESLIE TOWNE
Media dir., Smith-Greenland Co. —
"We are probably better off having
a small sample size. {If it were
bigger), more people would feel
that the ratings are even more
valid and we'd have more slide rule
"{No one in this) room thinks

ratings are the one andbuying."
only standard."
"(Radio ratings are confused.) Radio stations themselves are a great deal to blame by not getting together
and contributing money towards a reasonable definition
of a very rough thing to answer."

ROGER

BUMSTEAD

Media

rauff & Ryan, Inc. — "The probability technique is fundamentally correct and as accurate as a random

Manus, John & Adams, Inc. — "//
the industry
got together
and
started publishing a Media Records
for local radio and tv, it might well
be a valuable supporting tool for

one service. I don't feel it necesj sary to subscribe to all that are available."
"Almost any timebuyer would prefer to buy by Pulse.
I It gives him a higher level of station popularity. I suppose
this is the way all of us buy radio today — not adjacencies
It's like shooting craps."
3

to get. . . . The differences that
arise between the rating services is

Media dir., Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

sampling can be."
"We applaud tv rating service
competition but we prefer to use

•

S. PAIGE

LaRoche & Co. — "The print boys
always have sold circulation while

WILLIAM

SPONSOR

industry
initiating
own53)"Media
{Please
turn toitspage

Media mgr., Household Products

ing method. To get that should be an industry job."
"Today radio stations are paying more for surveys
than they receive from network affiliations."

i

need." Roger Bumstead of MJ&A
spoke out in favor of the broadcast

V.p., mgr., station relations, C. J.

a handicap."
"We're getting rating services
strictly as a competitive tool — one
station against the other . . . Radio needs a different rat-

|

says,

FROM THE 6-MAN MEDIA PANEL

J. GREIG

broadcast is trying to evaluate circulation. This places broadcast at

t but popularity.

And Pete Matthews of Y&R

"Generally speaking, we do not have
the kind of audience analysis we

OCTOBER
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dir.,

Eastern

Div.,

Mac-

the buyer in arriving at his ultimate decision."
"Both the use and the importance of 'overnight' ratings
are on the rise. There's a much greater need for instantaneous measurements with tv."
"For agencies and advertisers to take charge of directing how rating services run, we have to pay lion's share. , ."

RADIO STATION INVESTMENTS in news staffs and equipment are striking evidence of radio's i panding news role. Above, the fleet of rr
units employed by a single station, WGH. Norfollc-Portsmouth-Newport News. Not shown, WGH's r Jio-equipped 'Jet boat,' used for n

Part V — Radio's

Big New

RADIO

Burst

NEWS

^ Grass-roots
'battle
of
finer news
coverage
than
^

of Creativity

EXPANDING

ideas'
gives
many
cities
newpapers
ever provided

Fast, accurate, in-depth reporting, huge investments

in staff,

equipment

and

W

facilities,

spark

radio's

rise

FAST

\ feu weeks ago. when Hurricane
Donna swept up the Atlantic coast.
Jack Gould, radio tv critic of the
New \ ork Times, took a full column
to praise radio's superlative reporting of the storm, and gave a particular bouquet to WBT. Charlotte.
But the tremendous increases in
the scope, breadth, and depth of
radio's news coverage are not limited

ith radio's "creative revolution"
boiling up hundreds of new ideas
for grass-roots
programing,
it is

Reports reaching SPONSOR in rerent months indicate that radio stations in manv markets have smashed

scarcel) surprising that radio"? oldest
staple — news coverage — is also going
through a period of exciting and
dramatic expansion.

through traditional concepts of news
reporting and are providing greatly
augmented news service that most
newspapers never believed possible.

to occasional "big stories" or to a
handful of outstanding outlets.
Hundreds of fiercely competing
stations throughout the country are
investing millions of dollars in staff,
equipment, and facilities to gain news
leadership in their own communities.

3 OCTOBER 1960

WGH, Norfolk -Portsmouth -Newport News, for example, maintains 11
radio-equipped mobile units on duty
24 hours to collect news of the Tidewater area (see picture, page 36), and
careful checks of newspapers in the
region show that WGH is consistently
outscooping them on a majority of
both national and local news items.
WHDH, Boston, has its own 11man news department as well as the
full facilities of the Boston HeraldTraveller.

carried a showing of this,).

ings tory of Rochester City Council meet-

In addition, WBBF, which gets national and international news from
the Mutual line, has signed a new
contract with Radio Press International (see below) and is now inserting into its daily newscasts (with
appropriate comments) items which
it records from the Radio Moscow

6) New mobile facilities for onthe-spot coverage
7) Only Rochester station to send
a reporter to the Democratic Convention in Los Angeles
8) Delayed re-broadcast of Governor Rockefeller's tv appearance on
Open End (no Rochester tv station

English program service.

WBNS, Columbus, uses mobile
units, a patrol plane, beeper phones,
and other expensive equipment, and
has five monitors tuned in on police,
fire, sheriff, and highway patrol systems around the clock.
WAKY, Louisville, in addition to
its own mobile facilities, has 10 radio
units belonging to a private firm
that cooperate in feeding in daily
news tips.
WOKY, Milwaukee, augments its
own staff with 20 paid correspondents
in six counties, plus 1,500 Voice of
the News reporters who compete for
weekly prizes for the best story
turned in.
In Omaha. WOW maintains 20
reporter-writers plus 100 exclusive
land paid) station correspondents.
In Detroit, WXYZ has a special
City Hall Reporter, a direct line to
the state capital in Lansing, and dozens of other facilities. . . .
The list could be multiplied indefinitely. But the moral is clear. Radio
men, in their struggles to become the
"first news source" in their own markets, have thrown away the book and
are striking out for new horizons.
To take but one example of how a
station increases news coverage to
build community prestige, consider
the case of WBBF, Rochester.
Early this year, WBBF embarked
<>n a policy of expanding its news department and Rochester news service.
Here are a few of the ways in which
it has implemented this policy:
1 ) Monthly presidential preference
polls among local residences
2 i Press conference programs with
high city and county officials
3 ) Expansion of ski reports and
news for sports enthusiasts
4) Station news chief sent to
Washington to attend a White House
press conference
5) First radio broadcasts in his-

SPONSOR
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as
INTENSIVE

ON-THE-SPOT

COVERAGE

of l<

Dallas, gave to Texas tornado, characterize radio's r<
n tracked path of the storm, gave constant, <

RADIO'S

BURST

KLIF,

happenings
such
ole. KLIF
y increasing news
e-scene reports of its effect

OF CREATIVITY

THIS is the fifth in a series of SPONSOR

articles dealing with

the amazing, but little-known, "battle of ideas" at radio's grassroots level that is fast making it America's most creative medium
PART I [issue of 5 Sept.) detailed the reasons behind radio's
new creative revolution, why it's happening and what it means
PART II {issue of 12 Sept.) explained how stations, in fierce
competitive fight, are creating many new public service features.
PART

HI (issue of 19 Sept.) gave examples of the new music and

talk program formats which are emerging in radio's "battle of ideas"
PART IV I issue of 26 Sept.) discussed editorializing, the vigorous
treatment of local issues that is bringing new vitality to radio
PART V I this issue) completes the series of Radio Creativity with
a highspot review of dramatic developments in radio news coverage

Rocks, posies aimed
at station drummers
^ Oklahoma City advertisers, agencies, and merchants
sound off on local station salesmanship and policies
^ Admen pros and cons on presentations, personalities,
practices, production, programs, are revealed in study
^■ocal time salesmen are the butt of

FARM
NEWS
gets special coverage
many
—
-y stations. Above,
Above, Frank Arney, WOW,
Omaha,
interviews a farmer for news items

;

fairly sharp criticism and are the recipients of posies too, from advertisers, agencies, and merchants, in a
survey of Oklahoma City admen.
Here are some highlights of local
advertiser beefs against station salesmen:

In general, the news pattern which
• They don't provide enough speis evolving at hundreds of stations is
cific information regarding the success of our broadcast advertising
two-fold : 1 ) more frequent newscasts
campaigns.
of accurate, authoritative national,
and international news supplied by
• They don't have enough good
sales ideas, and promotional gimthe networks or other prestige
sources, and 2) greatly expanded I micks.
coverage of local news events.
• They do not understand the businesses to which they are trying to sell
ABC, CBS, NBC, and Mutual are j time.
now all furnishing their affiliates with
news
on the average
of once or I
• They are not sufficiently sensitive to the personalities of the people
more per hour. Radio Press Inter- j
to whom they are trying to sell.
national, the largest of the independent services has 52 station subscrib-

38

Basically, "Posies & Rocks" is a
summary of attitudes of agencies, advertisers, and potential advertisers in
Oklahoma City toward the salesmen
of radio and tv stations who call on
them to sell advertising. The report
is composed mainly of advertiseragency quotes on specific topics relating to station salesmanship. Pros
and cons on station service, facilities,
production, programs, results, presentations, are printed verbatim.
Not all points in the study were
critical. In the main advertisers and
agencies made suggestions and offered their opinions and conceptions
of how stations operate and what the
salesman's job, influence and responsibility isand ought to be.

era to whom it supplies 180-200 international and national taped news j
items per week.
Westinghouse Broadcasting is
bringing foreign and national news !
to its stations from its own Washington and London News bureaus,
with correspondents in various parts
of the world (the London Bureau
alone has a reportorial complement
of 30 men).
Such services, plus the tremendously increased attention which stations
are giving to local news, mean that
Americans in Kokomo and Kankakee,
Elgin, and El Paso are being better
served and better informed about
both world and community affairs
than ever before in history. And
radio is spearheading this news expansion.
As a matter of fact, sponsor be(Please turn to page 52)

A 61 -page summary of the study,
titled "Posies & Rocks," has been
published by Sherman P. Lawton, coordinator ofbroadcasting instruction,
University of Oklahoma.

Among
localsalesmen:
admen's attitudes toward station
Generally, advertisers understand
that a salesman has little to do with
service. "Remember we don't get the
real service from the salesman ... he
sells us, and then the account is
turned over to someone else . . . the
salesman is the front-line man but he
does not always stand alone . . . his
presentation has little to do with his
sales
success."
It is
interesting to note that attention to commercials is expected of
each station, but when special attention is given, it is recognized as a
good service. Whether from the
salesman, the station writers, or the
STUDY

WAS

conducted by Sherman P. Law-

ton, author of 'Modern Broadcaster' due in fall

talent, it is appreciated. Advertisers
also seemed flattered when given special attention from station managers.
SPONSOR
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Station facilities which affect sales
include studio and control room
equipment, space, coverage, and reception. Production methods used
by some stations affect some buyers
unfavorably. For instance, one advertiser said, "With all their screaming and shouting I wouldn't let them
give me advertising free." Another
said, "I quit because they advertised
the station more than my business."
By far the most common reason
for discontinuing advertising on a
station is, as might be expected, lack
of satisfactory results. Of those who
answered Lawton's query as to why
they discontinued their radio or tv
advertising, 73% said it was because
of failure to get good results, rates or
change in rates; 11% said it was because of programing; 7% said that
their advertising was for a specific
promotional or seasonal period; 3%
said it was because of reception; 2%
said they were cutting back; 2% because programs were changed under
ithem; 2% because ratings slipped.
Also mentioned were the intention
[to increase newspaper advertising
and unsuitable availabilities.
j Specific comments regarding salesmen were made on such factors as
cnowing when to call, knowing how
ong to stay, respecting the compe
ence of the buyer, avoiding the ap)earance of pressure, gaining a repu
ation for dependability, keeping reationships direct, keeping relation
hips on a business basis, and avoiding personally irritating habits.
Frequently mentioned by advertisrs was the fact that most salesmen
ome with nothing but a rate book,
vailabilities, and sometimes a rating.
To sell and resell the medium or the
:ation is often a waste of time,"
oted one advertiser. "The salesman
iay feel that he has made his case
|nce, and that now all he needs to do
keep in contact until a sale de;lops." Yet, Lawton points out, ad;rtisers are insistent that salesmen
•e not adequately informed, and that
ore complete presentations would
i more effective.
"Over and over again advertisers
|ive the impression they would use
dio and tv more if they had proof
results," said Lawton. Many who
e using the media have little evince one way or another whether
{Please turn to page 54)
•ONSOR
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HOW

LOCAL

IMPRESS

STATION

ADMEN

IN

SALESMEN
OKLA.

CITY

Here are some random opinions and attitudes voiced by admen
in the Lawton study. Advertisers, agencies were queried as to
what they expected from salesmen in line of service, pitch, etc.

The salesman is not selling advertising as such . . . he is selling
the station . . . he is the symbol of the station's image.
There isn't enough sufficient evidence as to the success of specific
advertising campaigns . . . salesmen have surprisingly little knowledge of who is buying our products and how best to reach them
. . . we rarely see data on audience composition.
The greatest station service tends to go to the biggest advertisers.
Salesmen call on us, but only once in a while.

Suggested copy isn't important . . . creation of advertising is our
specific function . . . still we would like more ideas and promotion
gimmicks from salesmen.
We'd surely use tv and radio more if we had proof of results.
But most salesmen are lacking in convincing data.
More complete presentations would be welcome . . . most of
them just contain availabilities.
How

can he make good proposals, with creative ideas, if he

doesn't know my business and its needs.
Most salesmen don't make a specific application of their pitch to
our particular type of business.
The salesman's attitude should be one of confidence, real interest
in making the sale, high interest in our problems as advertisers.
We always look for neiv ideas . . . but, I guess if salesmen had
ideas they'd be in merchandising instead of radio and tv.
Salesmen are never creative . . . but we feel their job is only
to keep relations with the station open.
Success stories are not necessarily convincing to us . . . give
us more audience data.
We liked the salesman who brought along a tape of a commercial
which had already been used, so we could hear hoiv it sounded.

SOMETHING
Paul She;

r

added to their i
vid Lirtkins, pres.

3 strategy: radio. They are (I to r) : Charles Coyle, Raymond's department store ad mgr.;
:. John Fitipatriclt
umpbell, Emery Haughey & Lutlcins ad agency. At far right is WBZ acct. e

Reluctant radio client ups sales
^ Raymond's of Boston breaks print-only habit, notches
20% hike with Sunday spots plugging Monday sales
^ Cuts back newspaper lineage to allow for 52-week
schedule of 17 Sunday newscasts; adds Saturday spots

It wasn't eas\ . Overcoming inertia
seldom is. It took a newspaper strike
hack in 1957, when radio was hrought
in on an "emergency"' basis, and a
-uhM-quent series of isolated spot
stabs for special sales, all reportedly
sua essfol, before Raymond's depart-

ment beads would hear of regular use
of the medium. But when they did.
the outcome was a 20f'c rise in sales.
The breakthrough began in the fall
of 1959 when Raymond's tried a 13week series of 12 weather spots a
week on WBZ

to promote ski equip-

ment. From the favorable results of
this
campaign.
Raymond's
gathered
momentum
in February
of this
year
to launch a schedule of 17 Sunday
newscasts on the station plugging
Monda) sales events, along with its
regular newspaper advertising.
The departments involved experienced a 15-209? increase in volume
over previous events supported bynewspapers only. And a large percentage ofcustomers told sales people
the) heard
about That
the store's
sales
events
on radio.
was enough
for the once radio-shy management,
I Please turn to page 54)
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AGENCY
^

Off-beat

agency's

USES

commercials

unique

formula

1^1 ar\ a day has gone by in the past
year when someone hasn't defended
or berated the advertising profession
in print, on the air, or from one
speaker's platform or another. One
small N.Y. agency, however, is doing
its bit to promote advertising, and
at the same time sell itself, through an
unusual house-produced fm program
called Montage.
"There is no better way for an
advertising agency to prove its abilities and intrinsic worth, and the worth
of the profession, than to sell itself
through its own skills," said Alvin
Zakin. partner of the Zakin Co.
Instead of putting forth "high-sounding general messages," the Zakin Co.
presents advertising problems with
j their solutions, in the unexpected
form of fables, written and delivered,
as Zakin put it, "with the creative
touch that best illustrates an advertising agency's prime function: to
make a strong selling point, and to

FM

in fable format
for selling
make

IN SELF-SELL
plus

itself

it memorable

cultural

and

through origi-

Montage brings to the air a wellnality."
rounded program of cultural selections ranging from discussions of the
arts and current events, to music,
drama, recitation. For example, a listener may hear within one hour (the

image

tive director of the agency. The Zakin
Co. started this program with a
double intent: "Commercial statement
of advertising in a positive way to
help advertising and ourselves," he
said. "We were looking for a way to
present our ideas on advertising to
the general public as well as to people
in management in the N.Y. area,"
said Zakin. "Fm seemed to be the

ner," Elaine May and Mike Nichols
doing improvisations to music, and
Richard Dyer-Bennet singing folk
songs. Another week he may hear the
Oranim Zabar Israeli troupe, agencyman-turned-comic Bob Newhart, and
a performance by Van Cliburn. And
so on.

The program began last 21 April
and will run for 52 weeks. There are
answer."
no plans to repeat any of the shows,
although recently a repeat was imperative because the material for the
scheduled show was in the home of

Why fm? "Because the kind of
programing we wanted to do would
best be done through a medium which
we believe has the narrowest focus on
the audience with the broadcast point
of view." said Ted Eisenberg. crea-

Page

(left) recording a

discussion on method

act-

ing and the merits of actor s studio, in a special
Montage

interview. Actor,

Peter Turgeon

(right) is

narrating one of agency's
advertising fables. There
are 8 fables in the series.

1960

advertising's

is Zakin

program runs on WABC-FM from
9-10 p.m. Thurs.) Moss Hart reading
from "The Man Who Came to Din-

Eli W attach and Geraldine

3 OCTOBER

programing

promoting

Zakin's shows
and advertising
fables are
flavored with
unusual content

•

fm

producer Jim Duffv during hurricane
Donna. "With $3,000 worth of recorded material floating around h\>
living room."" Duffy gave the go-ahead
to repeat an old show.
Montage is Duffy's first crack at
producing a radio program. He i*
a junior

high

school teacher

"with

a flair for creative production, an
enormous record collection, and a
Health of knowledge on fm," said
/akin.
The value of the program to the
Zakin Co. hasn't been measured in
terms of new business." Zakin told
SPONSOR, but rather in "image."
"You can't put a dollars-and-cents
ticket on the prestige value of a venture such as Montage," he said.
On the first few programs, the
Zakin Co. spoke about advertising in
the L-eneral concept. "With all the
bad feeling about advertising, what
we would be accomplishing for ourselves, we would be accomplishing
for all agencies and advertisers." said
Zakin. Initial commercials told people
that "it wouldn't matter what group
or agency they selected as long as
their selection was careful" . . .
"There are 3,200 advertising agencies
in Y Y„ and selection is free and
open," etc.
The fables were instituted last May.
There is a series of 8 fables each with
a little advertising moral. Here are
some examples:
• Don't hide vour rainbow

under

a bushel of cliches. You're different
and special — and it might just be
that the Zakin Co. people could show
you how to make the most of it.
• If you have a good product —
make sure you tell people what it is.
And if you haven't thought of a fresh,
creative way to say it— that's where
the Zakin advertising people just
might be able to help you.
• If you own a "better than" —
make sure you tell people what it is.
And if you're having difficulty finding a novel approach, the Zakin advertising people might be able to
come up with one for you.
The fables are written bv Zakin's
copy chief Jody Hart. Peter Turgeon,
of Broadway's Thurber Carnival, is
narrator. It is interesting to note
that the Zakin Co. excludes its address and phone number after each
message.
Possible plans to syndicate Montage are in the works, Zakin told
sponsor. "We have received commendation from stations across the
countrv and are scheduling some
meetings with them to discuss the
programing concept," he said.

^

PARTICIPATING IN a program planning conference for the Zakin Co.'s 'Montage' fm series are
(I to r) Jody Hart, Zakin copy chief and creator of the advertising fables; Jim Srau, WABC-FM,
who is station's liaison with Zakin; Roger Coleman, director of WABC-FM; Alvin Zakin, president
of the agency; Mike Fabian, former 'Montage' producer, and Ted Eisenberg, Zakin's creative dir.

TvB backs
^

Committee

of ace aca-

demic brains in the country
works to find new
^

$10,000

research

in awards will

go to best plans related
to tv and human
behavior

I he television industry is making
I its first bold venture into the realm
of theoretical research in the hope
that practical application of the findI ings will improve tv itself as well as
all of advertising.
The industry, with the Television
Bureau of Advertising, is trying to
penerate the mysteries of television's
I effect on human behavior.
The de| vice: a national competition for new
I ideas.
The cost: $10,000
in cash
1 prizes for 20 awards and a sponsorestimated $10,000 additional for operating expenses.
The governing committee and TvB
I hope they'll find some new ideas
which can give more dimension to
television and therefore make it more
meaningful to all elements of the ini dustry as well as to viewers and advertisers.
This week the official announcement of a nationwide "competition
for exceptional plans in the field of
television research" will go to several
hundred colleges and universities,
professional societies, academicians,
and advertising men and women as
the Television Bureau of Advertising
casts a wide net for new thinking in
communications research.
The plan originated
with TvB's I
board about a year ago, and was im- I
plemented with the formation of a I
nucleus advisory group last spring j
followed by a larger governing body
this past summer.
TvB, although it
is financing the project, has relinquished all administrative and managerial work to a governing
body
comprised of some of the most distinguished and thought-provoking educators in the country.
These educators are spearheading
the drive to carrv word of the comSPONSOR

•
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top-level research competition
petition to any student, school teacher,
researcher or practitioner — regardless
of his or her field of specialty — in
the search for people with new ideas
which may lead to new intelligence
on tv as a communications medium
affecting human behavior.
The cash prizes total some $10,000
— $4,000 for the person submitting
the best entry, $1,500 for the second,
and $250 each for the most distinctive 18 additional plans. Members of
the governing
committee,
however,
think most entrants will look at the

vertising research" as well as a "getting together of campus and Lexington Avenue." Each member of the
governing committee, he adds, "is
interested in the field of visual communications and is an expert in mass
communications. Together they represent the best brains in the country.
The plan has definite breakthrough
possibilities" for the entire television
and communications industry.
George Huntington, TvB vice president, agrees. The entire program for
the competition was sparked by the

cash awards as peripheral benefits to
the challenge of the problem and the

simple fact that "90 % of the time we
in advertising are answering immedi-

prestige of being selected a "winner."
The only full-time advertising men
i on the committee are Dr. Milton Sher' man, client service director at Marplan division of McCann-Erickson,
who
combines
the theoretical
ap! proach of the educator and researcher
I with the practical application of an
I advertising and marketing specialist,

ate problems. It's very hard to find
time for the basic research which may
or may not provide answers.
"That's why," adds Huntington,
"the committee is seeking ideas from
the academicians and students. They
have the time as well as the inclina-

! and TvB's
Arons.

research

v.p.,

Dr.

Leon

in the specific field they came from.
"Sampling techniques, for example,
were developed originally by gamblers and then by agriculturalists, not
researchers as such. That's why we're
asking cooperation of people in the
physical sciences, not just in social
sciences such as sociology and psyThe governing committee chairman
chology."
is Professor Mark A. May of Yale
University, who also is chairman of
the U. S. Advisory Committee for
Information. He points out that the
competition is "unusual in several
respects," one of the most important
ones being that it is designed "for
plans and research strategies, not for
accomplished research." Another
variant from the usual competition:

tion for research, and we think they'll
be stimulated by this challenge for
new ideas.

"We appeal to the scientific community as a whole to lend its creative
talent to the solution of the many

"We think an appeal for these new
plans or concepts to scientists and
technicians — in what may be obscure

In Sherman's
opinion, the move
represents "a coming of age in ad-

8-MAN

fields — may possibly give us some
new, startling and significant approaches. Many of the great inventions were not developed by people

COMMITTEE

FINALIZES

problems offered by mass communication in today's world."

COMPETITION

OR.

SOME
OF THE
BEST 'BRAINS'
in academics
join with agency
land TvB executives in drawing blueprint for this first competition of its
kind. Anyone may enter a plan, but special

SPONSOR
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effort is being directed

MILTON

PLANS

SHERMAN,

MARPLAN

toward scientists
hope their origins

id researchers in "off-beat" areas of special+y !
theories and research will lead to radically ne

developments

sight

or

into television's

effect

on

human

behavic

T\B"s announcement of the competition make? this generalization:
"The ranse of problems for which
es may be developed, and the
range of types of research strategies
*hich can be utilized, have been kept
ver\ broad. An entrant may take
virtually any problem which has to
do with television and human behavior and make use of any scientifically acceptable methodology in
devising a strategy for attacking the
Similar approaches have been
problem."
evolved by TvB with the help of
Pennsylvania State L. over the past
two or three years. Norman «Pete»
Cash. TvB president, notes that "This
competition is a development of the
basic research program we launched
at that time."
The competition is for plans only
— for possible blueprints which may
lead to some basic answers to tv"s
unknowns. The governing committee
considers the "design of the strategy
the most critical phase of any research."
What are some of these problems?
Committee members say they are
countless.
But
Georse
Huntington

cites as examples of completely unknown areas of tv : < 1 1 the value of
repetition: i2i the amount of information which can be imparted in a
short time: "3» the lasting effect of
a piece of information: > 4 ■ the importance or significance of a "fun"
product.
The range of problem areas has no
limits, as indicated in the 12-page
brochure being mailed to prospective
entrants. Some examples from which
"specific project studies might be
selected": civic behavior, learning
and education, consumer behavior,
cultural values and activities, interpersonal relations.
There are no restrictive guidelines
for persons interested in submitting
plans. "Research plans may. in fact,
deal with any aspect of human behavior as affected by television. The
research problem itself may be defined in either "basic" or 'applied"
terms." according to the published
summation.
The 20 plans considered the most
"exceptional" will be published in
book form.
Those selected will be chosen on
the basis of these contents : • 1 » the

problem, its conceptualization and importance: >2> the research strategy,
its freshness^ originality, creativeness
and "breakthrough" potential: i3'
the research strategy, its soundness,
including the extent to which relevant
variables are included : i 4 | the research strategy, its feasibility and
practicability : I5 J the anticipated results, the possibility of generalizing
results or concepts and the expectation of yield: i6> the presentation
of the plan, its clarity and completeness.
Because some of the entries may
come from obscure fields or those
unknown specifically to members of
the committee, the judges may call on
outside persons expert in these fields
to counsel them on specifics.
The synthesis of what may be two
heretofore unrelated activities is what
TvB has in mind for the competition.
Huntington cites, for example, the instance of Bell Labs" scientists running
rats through mazes to give researchers
better ideas as to how the lines on a
switchboard should be installed.
"Other industries do this kind of
thing." he comments, "but advertisins and television haven't. We don't

Arbttron's all-electronic measurement technique uncovers the latest and most
startling fact about television marketing in Metropolitan New York:
WNEW-TV EQUALS THE BEST-RATED NETWORK AFFILIATE... IN REACH!

% of N.Y. TV homes f cached ml

week*:

% of N.Y. TV homes reached m 4 weeks-:

88.6
lOO.O

92.7

82.9

97.7

95.9

'Afbrtron: 4 Weeks Ending Apr! 10. I960- For details on this penetrating
Market, and distribution of viewing st home demographic ch •

|

oo.o

study of
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have either the people or the time to
relegate someone to an ivory tower
to just think about things.
"Yet this needs doing. That's why
we consider this project a very longrange effort, with the possibility of
no pay-out or none for a long time."
Why hasn't the television industry,
particularly, moved into this theoretical research area before now?
Huntington answers: "I think the
big reason is because we've been too
successful on our hunch system. But
it's possible we would have done a
lot more if we'd had the research.
One thing's for sure: as costs go up
in the industry — as in all media — television will have to find a more efficient way of doing things. We'll also have to make a better defense of
those rising costs.
"This is true of all media, and I
think it's significant that television
is taking the lead in this effort."
Huntington and his TvB and governing committee colleagues will welcome any media-oriented plan as well
as those from academic people. Thus
comparative papers — analvzing tv in
contrast with other media — are welcome if they relate to the basic prob-

lem of tv and human behavior.
All entries must be forwarded to
the Competition on Plans for Television Research, 1 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, by 15 March, 1961.
There are several stipulations, one of
which is that only individuals — not
organizations — can submit an entry.
The descriptive booklet on the competition can be obtained from there
also.
The judging will take an unknown
amount of time because the number
of entries cannot be estimated. Another factor is the considerable perusal and study time which will be required for each entry because of its
original and penetrating nature. The
compilation of the 20 best plans into
a book therefore is not expected for
at least a year.
Among the other distinguished
committee members are C. R. Carpenter, psychology professor and director of the division of academic
research and services at Pennsylvania State U. (with whom TvB has
been cooperating on projects for the
past three years l : John B. Carroll,
professor. Graduate School of Education, Harvard U; Joseph J. Klapper,

consultant, communications research,
behavioral research service, General
Electric Co.; Paul F. Lazarsfeld,
chairman, department of sociology,
Columbia U.; Wilbur Schramm, professor of communications research,
director of the institute for communication research, Stanford U.
Among the advertising and industry supporters of the project: Marion
Harper, Jr., president, McCann-Erickson; Arno H. Johnson, chairman,
Advertising Research Foundation;
Thomas B. McCabe, president, Scott
Paper Co.; Frank Pace, Jr., chairman. General Dynamics Corp.
Others who have endorsed the competition: Philip H. Coombs, program
director of the education program,
Ford Foundation; Roy M. Hall, assistant commissioner for research,
U. S. Office of Education; Ralph Hetzel. vice president. Motion Picture
Assn. of America; Porter McKeever,
director of information. Committee
for Economic Development; Gilbert
Seldes. director. Annenberg School of
Communication, U. of Pennsylvania;
John F. White, president. National
Educational Television and Radio
Center.
^

IN CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

*FIRST CHOICE of more people, more times
than any other Chattanooga TV station. That's why
you'll tell more and sell more on WRGP-TV in
Chattanooga, dominating 60 counties in Tennessee,
Georgia and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars annually.
♦March, 1960, A.R.B.: April, 1960, N.S.I.
Member The FRIENDLY Group (

\John J. Loux, Exec. Vice-President

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

CHANNEL 9

BUYS

WTVM

TV BUYS
Ceneral Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek: Going into about
100 markets with schedules for Gravy Train. Lineup of prime minutes and 20's starts 10 October for four weeks. Buyer: Stu Hinkle.
Agency : Benton & Bowles, New York.
Procter & Gamble., Cincinnati: Schedules start this month on Duncan Hines mixes, Crisco and Comet. Placements of day and night
minutes run through the P&G contract year. Agency: Compton Adv.,
New York. Doug MacMullan buys on Duncan Hines; Bob Pape on
Crisco; Joe Burbeck on Comet.
Ceneral Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., Hoboken, N. J.: New
schedules for Instant Maxwell House begin this month and run until
the end of the year. Prime chainbreaks and fringe minutes are being
used. Buyer : Grace Porterfield. Agency : Benton & Bowles, New York.
Ceneral Mills, Inc., Minneapolis: Southern markets get Red Band
flour schedules beginning 19 October. Night minutes are being
bought for nine weeks. Buyers: Ira Weinblatt and Bob Fitzgerald.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.

RADIO

Co.,

BUYS

Lincoln-Mercury

Div., Dearborn:

A
82%

Great

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on the

only primary ABC station between
Atlanta and the Gulf!

•

Top

ABC

Programs!

Shows like Maverick, Cheyenne, The
Real McCoys,

Sunset Strip, Hong

Kong, Lawrence Welk, and The Untouchables.

•

The

Best of

NBC
Train, The

Price Is Right, and the Huntley-

follow-up campaign that starts mid-October. Close to 150 markets in
47 states get traffic minute schedules for four weeks, fairly heavy fre; quencies. Buyer: Bob Bridge. Agency: SSCB, New York.
Motor

•

Programs like Wagon

Gasoline Tax Education Commission, New York: Some change
in pattern, but substantially the same markets being used now, in its

Ford

COLUMBUS, GA.

Campaign

for the '61 Mercury begins this month for six weeks. Schedules are
for minutes, Monday through Friday traffic, and seven to 12 noon
Saturday.
Buyers: Bob Morton and Ed Kobza.
Agency: Kenyon &
jEckhardt, New York.
Vick Chemical Co., New York: Cold-season campaign for Vicks
cough drops starts this month in about 50 markets. Flights placed are
10 October for six weeks; 12 December for five weeks; 6 February
for four weeks. Schedules are mostly traffic, 12 to 30 spots per week
per market. Buyer: Mary Ellen Clark. Agency: Morse International,
line, New York.

Brinkley News . . . plus top syndicated programs.

CHANNEL 9

<3@©Q
COLUMBUS,

GA.

jBulova Watch Co., Inc., Flushing. New York: Christmas campaign on Bulova watches begins 31 October in 25 top markets. EightMeek schedule is about 70% traffic, 50-175 I.D.'s per week per marjket. Buyer: Phil Stumbo. Agency: McCann-Erickson, New York.
Minute Maid Corp., Orlando, Fla.: Adding schedules to current
|:ampaign for its frozen orange juice. Traffic I.D.'s begin 10 October
,For three weeks in a number of top markets. Buyer: Chet Slaybaugh.
j|\gency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.
Sponsor
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Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS
CANNING
SPONSOR:

BEVERAGES

JARS

K. .1. Korvett

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: A special sale promotion on WHNBTV. New Britain-Hartford. Conn., showed E. J. Korvett the
\alue of tv throughout the year. Previously this pioneer discount chain, based in New York, had been strictly a print

SPONSOR:

Squirt (Varietj Club)

VGENCY:

Hadley Miller Adv.

Capsule case history: As part of a new consumer campaign to attract those who had never used its soft drink

advertiser in this area. For the promotion, it used saturation

Squirt as a mixer with beverages, the Hadley A. Miller Advertising Agency of Toledo decided to try local spots within

daytime I.D.'s to push one or two items each day, for sales
impact the following dav. According to Earl Perlov, store

week campaign consisted of one 60-second spot, Monday

the confines of The Jack Paar Show on WTOL-TV.

The 12-

manager, and Mrs. E. Nelson, promotion manager for the

through Friday, for six weeks. This was alternated with a

chain, most of the goods sold out the same day advertised.

20-second "reminder" spot each Thursday night every second i
week. WTOL-TV coupled this campaign with a good mer-

But what impressed Korvett most was the sustained response for weeks after the schedule. The advertiser quicklyplaced a series of schedules w ith WHNB-TV on a year-round

chandising campaign to back it up. and covered the Toledo
area with clever cards sent to retail outlets and taverns. Results: a100% increase in sales since 1 May. In addition.!

basis, in an over-all campaign to promote the store itself,
rather than specific items. Result has been an all-time high
in store traffic in all departments. E. J. Korvett Co.'s usual
schedule with WHNB-TV that has proved to be successful:
Twenty-five I.D.'s throughout the day, Wednesday. Friday.
WHNB-TV.

New

Britain-Hartford

DEPARTMENT
SPONSOR:

Announcements

STORES

Robert 0. Hess Co.

the advertiser reported that Squirt distribution tripled
August, compared to the same period in 1959. Squirt
uses only WTOL-TV.

and the Hadley A. Miller Advertising

Agency has now issued a contract renewal for 39 more weeks.l
WTOL-TV.

Toledo

AUTOMOBILES
AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Robert 0. Hess, food broker in

SPONSOR:

Don Watson Pontiac

Capsule case history:

AGENCY:

Direct]

Walt Casteletti, general manager ofl

Wheeling, had never used tv before, and his five-week cam-

Don Watson Pontiac of Clinton, New York, reports that PonJ

paign on WTRF-TV to promote his "Ball" canning jars was
strictly an experiment. The second day of his campaign he

tiac sales are soaring in this area of the state since 14 Marclu
when Watson started using, as its main advertising medil

made a visit to some of the supermarkets distributing his

urn. WKTV.

products to make a pitch for carrying the jars. In each place

ing either a new or used car in a one-minute live announce!

the manager had already seen his spots and wanted to know
when the jars could be delivered. By the end of the week he
had contacted most of the stores and found that the jars had
been pre-sold to the managers in 90r> of the outlets by the
advertising, e\en though he hadn't sent them an information
bulletin to back it up. But the spots were equally successful

ment.

Casteletti himself goes on the air nightly, shovl

"It doesn't necessarily sell the car we're advertising."]

he says, "but it has built up more floor traffic than we've ev« r
known before. The big trick is keeping enough stock on hanJ

Her usuall;
usualil
to sell." Using a late evening schedule, the dealer
gets immediate response, and has received calls at WKtJ .
tercial.
Al ;
within two minutes after the finish of a commerci

in -tiling the consumer. Thousands of housewives in the

though Don Watson Pontiac is located nine miles from Utic

Wheeling area who had never done their own canning were

the biggest percentage of customers drive in from

induced to try it after Beeing the commercial. It'll be a
record year for Hess, and now he is planning to use WTRFTV for other products he distributes in the Wheeling area.

Cooperstown. Syracuse, and Rome.
''Our WKTV campaig
has been so successful we've sold out all our popular mode
and now have difficulty getting a new supply from factory

WTRF-TV.

WKTV,

i;;

Wheeling, Weal Va.

tanooncementa

Utica-Rome, Y Y.
SPONSOR

Utic;
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It's a.
habit.

in FRESNO
(California)
KMJ-TV . . .

There's only one way to build the kind of viewer
KMJ-TV has — and that's with quality programming.loyalty
Proi gramming which presents a pleasing balance of top network
shows, excellent local productions, the best film library including MGM releases and leading syndicated shows. For
every program category, Fresno area viewers tune to
KMJ-TV first and leave their dials set longest.
THE
•0\S()K

•
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NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING
Valley
COMPANY
first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees

With buyers deluged

by personal calls, SPONSOR

ASKS:

Is it really worthwhile for
station men
Nick Imbornone, timebuycr, McCannErickson Advertising (U.S.A.), New York
Broadcast salesmen on the whole,
are well informed on markets they
represent. However, there definitely
is a place in the selling of broadcast
time for the visiting station man.
Aside from the information and

A

help he gives to his own representaJf art h while
when they
bring us market
information
otherwise
unobtainable

tives, he can be of invaluable service
to broadcast buyers. Among the
services he could and should perform
are the following:
1. Market peculiarities — We must
all agree no two markets are alike.
Special marketing problems develop
during the year in individual markets
that only local people can properly
analyze and evaluate. It is in this
way, by talking to station people, that
a buyer can keep up with changing
markets without visiting them in person.
2. Merchandising — Merchandising,
always a "plus" in any broadcast
schedule, is very difficult to "pin
down" at the representative level.
Local station people, who actually do
the merchandising, can give a broader and clearer picture of the services
available to a client.
3. Availabilites — Local station
men are equipped with future end
dates of other accounts, both national
and local, and therefore can better
plan for improvement of announcements, especially for the long-term
advertiser.
4. Competitive stations — Who is
better qualified to criticize or praise
tin competition in any given market
than the local station man himself?
Certainly no national representative
i~ full\ qualified at all times to judge
competitive stations in a given mar-

50

to visit

ket without personally being in the
market for a long period of time.
5. Ideas — Being close to the people advertisers are trying to reach,
the local man can recommend ways

he goes immediately into his fabulous merchandising with which no
other station can compete. Also, station men who skillfully duck hard
questions are not helping the buyer

to substantially increase the effectiveness of current and future advertising. These ideas can be in the form
of local personalities, special promotions, store tie-ins and the use or
misuse of other media.
6. Trends — Trends in individual
markets occurs frequently, not only in
terms of station usage, but also in
terms of industrial and economic

much. "What does your local busi-

changes. These trends are very difficult to foresee at the national level in
spite of the increased research material available. The local man can
bring these trends to light and thus
help the account to plan for the future.
In conclusion, then, there is definitely a place and a need for the vis
iting station man in the agency busi
ness. The alert, progressive local
man will be in as often as his time
allows.
Anita Wasserman, timebuyer, Laurence C. Gumbinner Advertising Agency,
New York
It certainly can be worthwhile if
the station man doesn't limit himself
to bare facts to which the buyer has
easy access, such as ratings, coverage,
power changes, etc., but places the
stress of his presentation on signifiYes, with reps
first briefing
.station men
on buyer s
accounts
and needs

cant local trends in stations and the
market. This would be a profitable
visit for the station man and the
buyer !
A profitless visit is one in which
the station man launches into his
"numbers" but is reluctant to talk
about his programing, or one in which

ness picture look like?" "Fantastic!"
"Any interesting changes in the market or stations in the last couple of
months?" "No — we're still Number
1!" Faced with this unremitting wall
of superlatives, the buyer being no
Olympic hurdler, is quickly discouraged from clearing it. Another profitless visit? Maybe not, because the
"superlative" salesman has given the
alert buyer (correctly or not) the
impression that all is not well under
the station.
slick umbrella he's spread over
his
Ours is such a fast-moving business with new men in sales and
management posts calling on agencies, that to make these visits really
profitable, reps should brief the station man ahead of time on the accounts and needs of the buyer he is
going to see. It follows, of course,
that communication should flow from
station to rep, too, so that neither one
is embarrassed or caught flat-footed
on basic discussion points that come
up in the visit. That happens too
often and gives the buyer the uncomfortable feeling that the two may not
be working together harmoniously,
that when the time comes to consider
this station, he may be missing out
on information or service. And it
wastes that precious commodity, time.
for both the busy agency buyer and
the station man.
If he comes to town well-armed
and doesn't frustrate us, as we've
mentioned above, the station man's
periodic calls can certainly be rewarding and worthwhile for a buyer, i

Dorothy

Classer,

timebuyer,

Kastor,

Hilton, Chester, Clifford & Atherton, Inc., j
New York

We in the agency business would
like the security and comfort of know- j
ing that all our decisions were based J
SPONSOR
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agencies?

How Come CHANNEL 10
Stays Perennially On Top in
the Rich Rochester N. Y. Area?
COULD

on only the most scientific tools,
equal to those used in a laboratory.
That's why we clutch those Pulses,
Nielsens and slide rules so tightly.
But, just remember that without that
very necessary human angle in selling (and isn't that what we are all
concerned with) , we timebuyers could
be replaced by IBM machines. That's
why agency calls by station men are
so important. I bet I could yell out
a few call letters and complete station
images would come before the eyes of
each and every buyer. So, station
managers, since you stand for your
stations, make calls in New York, but
follow a few basic rules:
Bring several changes of clothes.
I Managers
of independent
stations
calling on buyers of teen-age accounts
should wear complete beatnik attire,
and I always expect managers
of

Come — but
be sure to
impress me
with lots of
pictures of your
station tower

we have the POWER
Yes, thanks to our new 316 KW (maximum power)
transmitter, we now speak to more than a million
Western New Yorkers with a stronger voice— look
at them with a brighter eye! Our primary
coverage area is considerably extended!

we have the SHOWS
We offer our viewers the very finest programs of two
major networks — CBS and ABC— a galaxy of great
stars in a brilliant host of new shows and old favorite
We also offer News- Weather-Sports, complete and
accurate, twice nightly at 6:30 and 11:00 P.M.— plus
many other fine, live local shows, and the great
MGM movies.

we have the KNOW-HOW
Not only do we possess the technical know-how
that guarantees best-quality production, but being
Rochester-owned, we understand the wants and
whimsies of the people of this area, give them
what they want, know how to promote our station
and our programs in the most effective manner.

we have the FACILITIES
Now

"good music" stations to show up in
top hat and tails. Network affiliates
and horn-rimmed glasses go together
for that stable effect.
And

don't forget those two invaluable pieces of luggage — the attache case and the tape recorder. The
first should be impressively worn to
give the feeling of how hard-working
and well-traveled you are. And, it
must be well-stuffed, preferably with
[pictures of your new stations (and
|how much they cost to build) and
tower (the "highest" tv tower ever,
[of course).
I Don't forget a program schedule —
even if it has to be printed especially for the trip, and an assortment
|of rating books is invaluable. As for
(the tape recorder, know your buyer
{before you turn it on. Nothing can
Hjiave a more devastating effect than
{Please turn to page 62)
I SPONSOR
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BE BECAUSE: -

that we have the very latest in Videotape, our

facilities, both in equipment and personnel, leave
nothing to be desired. Our well-trained engineers and
production staffs welcome the constant challenge of
handling live shows and live commercials in truly
expert fashion.

we have the WILL

Q%>

Perhaps our BEST quality is our ceaseless w
please.' We are intensely proud of our consist
leadership in Rochester, and we are determi
to maintain it!
Adequate power, top-notch programming, expert know-how.
modern facilities and the resolve to please and satisfy— every
one of these things is essential to a successful television station —
and these are the things that attract and hold our
ever-increasing number of sponsors.

CHANNEL

lO

(WVET-TV • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE
THE BOLLING CO. INC.

•

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

ABC

TV 'SHORTIES'

ABC's new wa\ of selling daytime
tv. as it now stands, will perpetrate
serious inroads on spot business. Too

lieves, as it stated in the opening

than three non-competitive brands,
at least two of which lend themselves
to a sales message of less than a
minute.
And. if such an advertiser exists
and currently is in spot tv. he's there
for a reason. As Compton's media
v.p. Frank Kemp puts it. ''Network
gives vou simple, blanket national
coverage: if you want something
else you go into spot." So if the
advertiser is in spot, chances are he
wants to vary his frequency from
one market to the next, and would
not be likely to give up that objective
because he can now get some of his
lower-budgeted brands on network —
unless relative cost-per-1.000 made
it extremely attractive, runs the reasoning.
"This is not a war between net-

youkee
PONL
ON CBYS
RADI
O

article on "Radio's Big New Burst
of Creativity, that what is happening in radio today, is the most challenging development that any major
communication and advertising medium has known for years.
The

radio industry, rebounding

after the first stunned shock of tv's
onslaughts and a convalescent period
of "formula operations"' is now displacing an astonishing degree of vitality and originality in every phase
of programing.
Music, news, community affairs,
all-talk programs, and the potent new
weapon of station editorializing are
all figuring in radio's "creative renaissance." and in each of these areas
scores of stations are coming up with
new. more effective treatment.
To radio men themselves this "battle of ideas" means longer hours,
harder work, a fiercer fight for competitive programing advantages.
To advertisers and agencies, it has

work and spot, emphasizes ABC's
Bleier. "If Minipoo and Rem. for
instance, could not divide up the
shorter commercials they wouldn t

an equally profound significance. Radio's drive for greater program creativity is making it more meaningful,
more needed, more important to its

switch to spot, but rather would have
to settle for half as many network

audience. And this factor of "editorial vitality" is enhancing its value as
an advertising vehicle at the expense
of the slow-footed, stodgier media.

commercials. Deciding between net-

For the sixth successive year Lowell
Thomas is on CBS Radio for General
Motors. World traveler, explorer, lecturer, author, his first-hand knowledge of people and places gives his
newscasts special color and authority.
And his long-term association with a
single company points up the cumulative advantage of sponsoring an outstanding personality year after year.
In all radio Lowell Thomas-and his
colleagues-are the kind of company

NEWS

{Continued from page 38)

main variables are involved. You'd
have to have an advertiser with more

LOWELL
THOMAS

RADIO

[Continued from page 33 i

work and spot isn't a simple matter
of budget size; distribution is the
issue. Spot is for uneven weight, as
to frequency and choice of markets:
network is for even, national coverShould ABC elect to scatter the
shortened commercials, as many fear,
it might be another story. That plus
the sale of regional networks would,
many think, really begin to look like
competition with spot. And there
age.'" concern among stais considerable
tions over the handling of brand
protection should the shorter commercials get scattered. Considerable difficultj alreadv has been encountered
along these lines due to the scattering
of 60-second commercials I see "Sponsor-Scope." 19September).
Otherwise, the <>\erriding issue involving the ABC plan as it now stands
seems to be over-commercialization.
In other words, how many breaks in
the flow of daytime programing will
the audience tolerate?
^

In this five-part series on "Radio's
Big New
Burst of have
Creativity"
tors of sponsor
been the
ableedito
present only a few of the hundreds of
examples of radio"* creative power.
SPONSOR is now planning to publish
early in 1961 a greatly expanded
study,ative
in revolution.
book form, of radio's creQuestionnaires are now being prepared and will be sent to all U. S.
radio stations, seeking in-depth facts
on their programing operations.
The sponsor study will also include examples of the new creativeness that is fast emerging in radio
selling and radio commercials, as
well as and
factual
background on radio's
reach
coverage.
sponsor believes that this new
studv will give the industry the most
complete picture of radio's power that
has ever been assembled, and welcomes suggestions and contributions
from broadcasters and advertisers
evervwhere.
>60
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RATINGS
[Continued from page 35)
Records" for local tv and radio stations with a rundown on how local
merchants — presumably experts in the
market — are spending their money.
He suggested, too, that the local station or representative provide cumulative figures, which he terms "good
sales-making ammunition.'"
He contends that cume figures
"deal more in a specific, in the household net coverage of an actual number reached rather than set counts,
which represent only the potential audience or ratings which are mainly a
yardstick of cost efficiency."" Commenting on the mountain of broadcast research, Matthews noted, "The
print boys have sold circulation while
broadcast is trying to evaluate it.
This places broadcast at a handicap."
Another difference cited by Matthews: "In broadcast you don't have
a stable product. It varies from season to season, day to day, changes of
scheduling to changes of scheduling.
Publications have a fairly stable circulation, particularly where subscription is concerned."'
He was one of the spokesmen most
concerned about agency-client "control" in ratings research. "I feel very
strongly that agencies and advertisers
and the industry itself have put themselves in a questionable position in
allowing private research organizations to determine the ways in which
they're to receive information about
what they are most concerned with:
the scope and nature of the circulation of the medium."
But Bumstead noted: "In order for
us to take charge of directing how
the rating services run their techniques, advertisers and agencies will
have to pay the lion's share of the
cost of these services rather than as
at present when media usually pay
the largest proportion of expense and
sometimes influence the result."
Discussing duplication of ratings
services, Richfield of EWRR said
the uses one service and doesn't think
jit necessary "to subscribe to all that
;are available. And it's a downright
(waste of money."'
i The admen discussed their own
(policies of subscribing to one or more
ratings services, as well as the attendant discrepancies. But they seemed to
igree that each service points out
'rends and general directions, even
SPONSOR
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though the actual figures may be different, that can he weighted to form
the basis of buying conclusions.
Les Towne argued strongly in behalf of the small sample on which
ratings are based. "If research companies were to raise the sample size,
more people would feel that ratings
are even more valid and we'd have
more slide rule buving." No one, he
said, thinks ratings are the one and
only standard. Richfield felt the probability technique "is fundamentally
correct and worthwhile, as accurate
as a random sampling can be."
Greig came out strong for radio,
asserting. "Currently, surveys sell the
radio industry very, very short." He
wants duplication facts on radio to
determine the reach potential. "Advertisers don't want to know they'll
miss 60 ri of the homes in a market
if they use only one radio station.
They must know how many stations
are required to reach 909? of the
market. Then it is possible to make
a comparison of costs, which could
result in a budget for radio."
Greig adds: "If you just measure
homes, radio's going to look bad in
relation to tv. But if you measure all
the places that radios are you have
about four times as many radios as
tv Most
sets." of the men were concerned
with the frequency of rating projection, in which media representatives,
particularly, project an isolated rating
bevond reasonable limits.
Commented Greig: "Projecting a
rating outside the area in which it
was made is done so often it's very
shocking." The group cautioned
media people to remember there are
station-to-station and region-to-region
differences, and that an established
rating or tune-in pattern in one localitv is more often than not not typical of other stations or areas.
Matthews summarized the point of
ratings: "A rating service should be
used as a relative circulation measurement. Itshould not be considered
the answer to questions of advertising
effectiveness, of the strength or appropriatenes ofthe medium for a
product purpose. Nor should it be
used as a system of mathematics by
which we determine whether we're
getting values in c.p.m." Added Richfield: "It's no longer possible to
achieve a rating that is far better
than someone's else's. Things have
leveled out."
^

mwwm
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A legend in his own time. A personality without peer. Philosopher,
story teller, news maker, catalyst,
he brings to each listener an immediate sense of personal participation. As if that weren't enough, he
just happens to be the greatest
salesman in broadcasting history.
In all radio, Godfrey is the kind of
company you keep . . .

raur
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ROCKS,

Far -Reaching!

POSIES

RAYMOND'S
I Continued from page 40)

I Continued from page 39)
their advertising is working.
Except
for test items, most seem to agree

and in April, 1960, it signed a 52week contract for the Sunday news

with one man who said, "You really
can't prove anything in advertising."
By far the most outstanding result
of this study, Lawton said, is the
identification of a widespread, deeply entrenched, and sometimes deeply
felt attitude that salesmen almost
never have an idea to sell, do not understand the businesses to which they
are trying to sell time, and are not
sufficiently sensitive to the personalities of the people to whom they are
trying to sell. There was even a question raised as to whether radio and

spots. To this was added four Saturday evening newscasts, beginning last
July, which run through next April.

television "are suited to ideas tailormade for specific businesses."
Some interviewees felt the salesmen are never creative, but "their job
is only to keep relations with the station open," while others said, "It is
the duty of the salesman to know his
clients' business well enough to sug-

unless we find a way
to jam this
unauthorized broadcast

gest something sensible."
The most frequent spontaneous
comment made by advertisers had to
do with the lack of good sales ideas
on the part of the salesmen. When
salesmen or stations get a reputation for bringing in sound ideas, they
are remembered, and praised.
Agencies are not in full agreement
as to how much the salesman needs to
know about the client. "I don't
ideas. That's the agency's job,"
one adman. The term "idea"
generally meant as something

Meanwhile, I suppose
I'll have to watch it.
Everyone is impressed by the
fast, accurate and complete news
coverage on 6. Teamed with
NBC, we make a combination
that spells "Good News" for advertisers, too.
Your Weed TV man has all
the facts.

WCSH-TV

6

MAINE
WCSH-TV

Lawton's report is based on interviews with merchants or advertising
managers in 108 places of business
and 16 people in 12 advertising agencies in Oklahoma Citv. The agencies
represent approximately 135 broadcast clients. The advertisers represent more than 300 retail outlets. A
pilot study in Norman. Okla., preCity.
ceded the interviews in Oklahoma
Lawton suggests to stations in his

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

6, Portland
WLBZ-TV 2, Bangor
WCSH Radio, Portland
WRDO

was directly related to the salesman's
specific store, product, or audiences.

preface: "If vou read this report only
as a collection of interesting anecdotes and quotations, vou will have
missed the point ... if you read it

NBC for
PORTLAND
MAINE

WLBZ Radio, Bangor

want
said
was
that

Radio, Augusta

thinking. 'Does it apply to us?' then
you can profit from the report." He
also tells stations, "I presume neither
to interpret, nor to recommend. Each
station must interpret for itself and
find its own recommendations.'"

^

Newspapers continue as Raymond's
major medium, but radio's performance has won staunch friends among
store officials who once turned a deaf
ear to it. The feeling there now is
that most additional monies appropriated for advertising will go to radio.
Fur buyer Harold Sussman had
seen radio work for retailers in Chicago and was curious to see what
would happen in Boston. With the
help of his sales force he kept track
of customer comment on how they
learned of a $199 mink stole sale. He
calculated that radio was responsible
for bringing in approximately 50%
of the customers. He then insisted on
running a similar sale two weeks later, despite warnings that it was too
soon after the initial sale. Previous
experience had shown that sales repeated after so short a time were not
successful — when advertised only by
newspapers. This time, with a boost
from radio, the second sale got the
same heartening results as the first.
Raymond's major radio buy was
preceded by a presentation by Mel
Goldberg, research director for Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp., owner
of WBZ. It included a run-down on
newspaper and radio advantages and
disadvantages, and described how the
two media could complement one another and thus serve Raymond's purposes most effectively.
The presentation asserted that
newspaper advertising informs people on price, place of purchase, product specifications, with words and
pictures, bringing about minimal
emotional involvement. It said that
radio seems to involve people through
use of humor, music and friendliness.
For these reasons, the presentation
recommended that Raymond's allocate a portion of its ad budget to radio, thus presenting an audio image
of the newspapers visual image.
The recommendation was followed
and. says Edgar Emery, v.p. of the
store's agency. Campbell. Emery.
Haughey & Lutkins. "Week after
week. Raymonds has reported a substantial sales increase in departments
advertised on the newscasts. Customers specifically mention WBZ." ^
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)ut-of-doors or indoors, the perfect partner for those who prefer the extraordinary ... a "Metropolitan"
)ersonality like each member of our media family. . .Television, Radio and Outdoor- Advertising.

METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

205 East 67 th Street, New York tt, I

1\ STATIONS: WNEW-TV, New York: WTTG, Washington, D.C.: WTVH. Peoria/111.: KoVR. Stockton-Sacramento/Calif.
RADIO STATIONS: WNEW, New York; WIP, Philadelphia: WHK. Cleveland
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations
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The Senate Commerce Committee will have many questions about broadcastwhen the new Congress resumes. The House Legislative Oversight subcommiton the other hand, may or may not be reestablished.
The elections hold the key to that group.
The subcommittee never did get down to the work for which it was established over three
years ago. Lost in the headlines about politicians with hands in the gravy bowl and alleged

misdeeds in the broadcasting industry was the original goal of finding out whether the federal regulatory agencies have been administering the laws in line with Congressional
intent.
A Senate subcommittee under Sen. Carroll also made a stab in this direction, but wound
up doing nothing at all after a Carroll bill lumping lawmakers with all others forbidden to
contact commissioners off-the-record got tossed into the junk pile.
Again, depending on the outcome of the election, there is a strong possibility that some
other Congressional group will want to take a look at the way the agencies are interpreting
the law.
For the FCC, this would mean a hard look at the criteria used in choosing between applicants vying for the same channel or frequency, control or lack of control over
programing, etc.
It will be the Senate Commerce Committee, which has never accused an agency or an industry with malpractice, which will be providing most of the pressure on
the FCC.
Year after vear since 1954 this committee has been inquiring of the Commission about
getting more tv channel assignments. It will want some answers early in the next session of Congress.
The Commission will have no answers on tv allocations for a while, but it will likely be
in a position to report that the New York City test of uhf is proceeding in a satisfactory
manner.
It shouldn't be too long, either, before the FCC tells what it plans to do during the estimated two years before the uhf test is over. Deadline for pro and con filings on the "drop in"
idea was 30 September. This would put new vhf stations in up to 21 of the top 100 markets
which currently have fewer than 3 stations each.

The FCC

will have new license renewal application forms ready for the new

Congress, in case it is asked what it is doing about programing.
The Commission will be somewhat farther along on the clear channel proceedings, the
radio version of an allocations problem.
With much trembling the Commission will have taken some action on the complicated
transaction which would put NBC into Boston instead of Philadelphia and into San Francisco
instead of Washington.
The Commission knows the courts are already looking over its shoulders on this one, and
it is just as sure that voices will be raised in Congress. This could be one of its touchiest
issues in a long time.
Further, the Hartford pay-tv application could set Rep. Oren Harris on the Congressional warpath once again, as theatre owners fight pay-tv either by cable or by air.
That the FCC will restate its position in favor of a law requiring all tv sets to
receive all channels is pretty certain.
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
3 OCTOBER

I960

Copyright I960

Those post-1948 pictures, only recently freed of union obstacles to tv distribution,
now have their first full-scale law suit on their hands.

SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

So far the only distributor involved is Seven Arts, a new company formed by Eliot Hyman and other veterans of the old AAP distribution house.
Triangle Stations complained they had been guaranteed exclusives from AAP in their
markets for post-1949 Warner Bros, features at $4,000 a picture.
Seven Arts — which Triangle claims was set up to evade the AAP option — is
asking $15,000 a picture plus 15% for color rights for these pictures.
This week Triangle got a New York Supreme Court stay restraining Seven Arts in the
Triangle markets.
Meanwhile Triangle lost its suit against C&C Films, also on a feature film question:
Triangle had to pay C&C $44,000 it had withheld from the distributor on a delivery issue
over a group of RKO feature films.
The Triangle stations, involved in both suits, are WFIL-TV, Philadelphia: WNBFTV, Binghamton; WLYH-TV, Lebanon: WFBG-TV, Altoona-Johnstown: WXHC-TV, New
Haven, and KFRE-TV, Fresno.
Seven Arts Productions were briefly known as Creative Telefilm and Artists
after Eliot Hyman left the UA group: AAP was known as UAA for a time.

Take it from NBC
schedule this season.

TV

that CNP's Lawless Years will definitely be back on its

NBC TV ordered 26 new episodes of the series and will slot them in January.

Nobody was more startled than Rheingold, WCBS-TV. New York, and CBS
Films by the premiere ratings of their Brothers Brannagan on 24 September.
New York is a tough syndication market, and hence the show's remarkable 20.3 Arbitron came as complete surprise: the next two contenders. Lock Up on WNBC-TV and Superman on WPIX, only scored 9.5 each.
One explanation was that Brothers Brannagan at 7 p.m. was back-to-back with Perry
Mason on CBS TV and caught the early tuners-in via similar programing.

It looks now like Colgate will back out of its proposed deal for 21 Beacon St.
The idea, via McCann-Erickson. was to cover 50 markets with re-runs of the Filmways
series. (See FILM-SCOPE, 26 September.)

The clicking-off of additional markets for syndicated shows already on sale could be
heard distinctly this week.
ITC's Best of the Post reached 107 markets and Ziv-UA's Lock Up reached a total of
191 cities in its second year.
Latest sales were these:
• Best of the Post added RCA distributor Collins in three Kentucky markets. Kentucky
Utilities, and Union National Bank of Arkansas: also. California-Oregon Power and Miles
Labs put on additional markets.
• Lock Up signed R. J. Revnolds. Italian Swiss wine, and Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co. (For
details on both shows, see FILM WRAP-UP, p. 72.)
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

The syndicators are sitting with frozen faces for what's one of the longest double-takes on record:
they still haven't really reacted to the FCC option time ruling.
The problem: if syndicators galvanize themselves into action and start getting product
ready for a forthcoming abundance of time periods, they may suddenly again find themselves with a unmarketable surplus.
To glut the market with film again after two so-so seasons could only result in tumbling prices downward — the last thing film men want.
But by watching and waiting, film men are hoping that demand will puff up to the
point off a product shortage and a seller's market again.
Incidentally, the half -hour syndicators aren't the only ones acting aloof: station men
are behaving in equally frigid fashion to overtures of post-1948 feature film distributors.
It's the same question of supply and demand : asking prices for the new pictures are considerably ahead of pre-1948 levels, and bv holding off manv stations are expecting post1948 feature film prices to descend while they make up their minds.
The distributors sav that the stations are chafing at the bit to get at new pictures: but
stations assert the features market is still in a general slump and bv waiting a little longer
thev'll be able to do business more on their own terms.

A syndicated show doesn't have to be among the top 10 or top 25 to be a good
investment because the ratings gap between the top- and lesser-ranked shows is
often very small.
In Pulse's four-month weighted averages (January to April 1960) there was only a twopoint gap between the 10th and 25th ranked shows.
I See FILM-SCOPE. 29 August.)
Here, in shows ranked 26th to 50th. the last show on the list was only 3.4 points awav
from the top 25 and 5.4 points below the top ten. 40 shows higher on the listing.
RATI NX
RANK
SHOW & DISTRIBUTOR
kUDIENCE COMPC
26.

Whirlvbirds I CBS Films)

27.

Bozo the Clown (Jayark)
Trackdown (CBS Films)
Brave Stallion (ITC)
Man Without a Gun I XT A I
San Frncisco Beat (CBS)
Cisco Kid (Ziv-UA)
Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Jim Bowie (ABC Films)
Not For Hire (CNP)

29.
30.
32.
34.

37.

41.
42.

49.
50.
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10.5
10.5
0.7
10.1

71
33
54
39
82
83

9.4
9.4

67
74
82
67
78

w

68
41
58
75
89
46
91

T
16
17

16
18
16
16
17

9.4
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1

Looney Tunes (UAA)
Honeymooners (CBS Films)
Cannonball (ITC)
Deadline I Flamingo)

8.9

How to Marry a M"aire (NTA
This Is Alice i \T Vi
i)
Mr. District Attorney fZlv)
N. Y. Confidential (ITC
LifeofRilev (CNP)
Decov l Official I

M
64

9.8
9.8
9.7

Vikings (Ziv-UA)
Highwav Patrol I Ziv-UA)
Jeff's Collie (TTC)
Little Rascals (Interstate)

Roy Rogers (Rogers Synd.)
46.
47.

11.0

55
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.2

8.5
8.2
7.8
7.7

72
14
82
43
73
41
75
69
41
34
83
82

69
77
93
59
85
75
61
41
79
78
91
43
79
68
89
65
93

*Per 100 homes
7Q

15
15
17
15
15
17
17
17

C
TOTAL
87
236
112
202
SITION*
68
232
89
217
22
27
95
210
68
236
216
79
232
195
19
209
77
234
33
211
95
226
101
222
82
112
182

15
18

03
35

17
13
15
16
15
12

68
63
65
11
77

16
15

31
79

237
250
190
234
223
229
201
194
105
221

A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

The succession of presidents at Colgate (E. H. Little to G. H. Lesh), people at
copyright i960
sponsop

PUBLICATIONS

INC.

its agencies feel, has created somewhat of a question mark as to who
carrying the air media ball, or a general hesitation on how to proceed.

is actually

To put it in baseball terms: just wbo is it on first base, second base and third base and
how do you get to the home plate?

It's amazing how one network consistently outbedazzles another network when
it comes to presenting its air talent at special trade occasions, such as dinners, etc.
The likely reason:

the network that does the job up brown usually plans for it long in

advance and assigns to the task a showman-producer who has specialized in this sort of thing.

You've been around the business a long, long time if you can recall when:
• Stations had manned mikes at train stops to interview agency people and others
bound for an NAB convention.
• When ex-N. Y. Governor Al Smith, Jock Whitney, ex-Pepsi-Cola president Walter
Mack and George B. Storer were at various periods lessee-operators of WMCA, N.Y.
• The Lux Radio Theatre was given a tryout on WGN,

Chicago.

• Union Insurance's Roses and Drums dressed its radio actors up in Civil War uniforms and crinolines to make the show more conducive for the studio audience.
• The soap opera actor scale was $15 for performance
• There were two sponsored minstrel shows:
Dutch Masters Minstrels out of New York.

• Network artists bureaus kept for themselves as much
what they collected for a performer from a sponsor.
• Radio was sold without sales promotion
of social scientist.
• You could count the v.p.'s at any network

Even the fabulously successful P&G
with new products on the market.

and $7.50 for rehearsal.

Sinclair Minstrels out of Chicago and
as a half or two-thirds of

pieces based on studies by some stripe
on the fingers of one hand.

has had plenty of missouts in its efforts

Among the failures: Whirl, a liquid shortening; Wondra, a cold cream and soap; Teel,
a liquid dentifrice; Secret, a permanent wave; Ivory Shaving Cream.
Present problem area:

peanut butter.

A tv network salesman, who's a comparative newcomer to the business, learned a lesson in restraint in the matter of competitive selling.
He was pitching to an executive in a upper-rung Madison Avenue agency and in the midst
of his sharp critique of spot, his auditor stopped him with this rebuke:
"You forget that not only the organization you work for is in the spot business through its o&o stations, but a substantial part of our tv billings is in spot. If
whal you say against spot is right, we've been misleading our clients for a long time."
SPONSOR
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A copywriter is questioning a WMAL-TV

executive.

Copywriter: "You say that station C was 27 steps
(their steps) ahead of us when we began pursuit."
Exec:

"That's right."

"And they take eight steps to our five."
"True."

"Then how on earth did we catch them?"

STEPPED

"Bigger steps.*
Your experience
you to compute
catch them. In

UP

Two of our steps equal five of 'CY.
with those puzzle ads should enable
exactly how many steps we took to
fact, you might be able to make an

ad from this."

CAMPAIGN

Our copywriter produces the correct mathematical solution. Duplicate his feat and win a copy of Dudeney's
"Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications,
Inc., N. Y. Repeat winners will receive an unrepealed prize.
* First-rate local personalities, first-run movies, ABC programing and a number of other big WMAL-TV steps that
an H-R representative will be happy to discuss.

wmel-tv
Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Filiated with WMAL
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Harrisonburg, Va.
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COMPUTERS

SPONSOR ASKS
i Continued from page 51 I

i Continued from jhil'

a smooth suave voice coming out <>f
that machine when the product is
beamed at the cracker barrel crowd.
With this handv guide and your

the morning? Y&R's Campman answered for himself and his counterparts MNo!M Tnere will be a savin:: in personnel in the areas of estimating contracts and forwarding, he

diners
club card you'll wow "em on
the
avenue!

said, "but there will always be more
to buying than the slide rule, or even
the I nivac."
\nd even the I nivac "agrees."
Perhaps some da\ in the future, theorized Y\R when introducing its
Remington Rand set-up. the computer
ma\ be a self-contained "thinking
mac bine."" But even the largest model
new made, ''as complex and broadly
useful as it is. can"t theorize, use independent judgment, or use intuition
to arrive at a conclusion.
"All these machines can do
utilize and combine data which
been carefully broken down for
into a special code . . . the

is to
have
them
com-

Kathyrn
director of uomen's
activities,Broman,
WIT LP, Springfield,
Mass.

the type of program, audience and
general market make-up they serve,
most of their suspicions disappear.

Not only do I think that visits bystation management are a must for
solidifying relations with the ad agencies, but I feel it is just as important

The visit to an ad agency by a station personality I think should be
standard operating procedure at least
two or three times a vear. Not onl]

for station personalities to take some
time off from their radio or tv jobs
to meet these people at agencies and
give them a chance to get a first hand
idea of how the personalities that
may be doing their commercials look,
act and handle themselves.
A lot of agency people seem to

"The only practical thinking machine now in existence is still the human brain.""

^

of the

BROADCAST
New

PIONEERS

York City — Philadelphia Chapters

are

product lor which the agencv is buying time. However, \>hen the agency
people get a chance to meet the personalities, talk to them and discuss

does a personal visit give the personality a chance to give a solid pitch
for his or her own program but it
also is a tremendous opportunity to
sell the station as a whole.
I know on several occasions I have

puter'? 'language.* This painstaking
breakdown of facts and figures into
it- tiny components, which makes up
the language, is called programing.

To All Members

think that because the personality is
not from New 1 ork he is liable to
botch up a commercial or he might
not be suited for the commercial

you and your friends
cordially invited to attend

a

punch full of holes is the oft-repeated
grumble that the agency people don't
have enough time to see station people or personalities, or that the\
wouldn't be welcome. I've found that
the exact opposite is trupeople are delighted to meet ^ith personalities despite their heavy schedules and I have never received a
"brush-off"' routine. They have been
exceptionally gracious and have been
more than pleased to learn more
about the market, other personalities

Gala Evening
Entertainment
Prizes

and the general make-up of the stations in the areas in which they are
using campaigns.

Surprises

The proof of these personal visits
is in the orders that come through.

at

Savoy-Hilton Hotel
59th St.-Fifth Avenue
Crystal Suite
Tuesday — October 4th
Cocktails

gone to visit agencies in New York
primarily to make a pitch for my own
program on X^ ^ LP. and have run
across the situation where the agencv
timebuyer has a product that was not
suited for my show. But after discussing the various shows on \^ \^ LP I
was able to come away with the order for another show on the station.
Another fallacv that I would like to

at 6

DON'T MISS THIS FIRST BI-CHAPTER GALA
EVENING WITH YOUR FELLOW PIONEERS.
Price. i8.00 per ticket (including full course
dinner, entertainment, gratuities and tax)
For Reservations, phone M. H. Shapiro

Plaza 9-1500

On the first trip I made to visit agencies I came back with four orders.
And I have never yet made a visit to
the agencies without coming back
\\ith some orders.
I try to make a trip to \ i~it the
agencv people at least twice a year,
and in the future I hope I can do it
more often. I think that every station should make it a point that its
personalities be given a chance to
meet timebuyers at agencies with
either the station representatives or
the station management when they
make their regular visits. ^
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• • • in the San Antonio report

WOAI-TV
dominates every category!

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

& IDEA

WRAP-UP

The Allen B. Wrisley Co. (Peitsher, Janda) is readying a tv tesl
for a new toiletry product, kiddie
bubble bath in three markets:
Columbus,

Syracuse, and Phoe-

Campaigns : Buick, General Motors
I McCann-Erickson I to introduce its
1961 line via the Bob Hope Buick
'LITTLE MISS PEACOCK,' wi
gets bussed by Carole A. Melan
contest judges. Five-year-old

gl

r of WINS

(N.Y.) contest for prettiest little girl in WINSIand,

■ (I) and llene Jones, models of Foster-Ferguson Talent Agcy.,
) Nancy Winkler, hails from Brooklyn

Show, NBC. and a pre-announcemenl
radio schedule in kev markets . .
General Foods, I Benton & Bowles I
to introduce Instant Yuban in tl«
Dallas area with a multiple spot t\
campaign . . . Whitehouse Foods
refrigerated dressings I McNeill. Mc
Cleary & Cochran I taking a 13-weel
saturation flight on KABC Radio, L. A
Personnel moves: Thomas R
Smith to General Food Post division
White Plains, N. Y.. as assistant mar
ket research manaser . . . Bernarti

TELETHON

for Variety Club

Charitie:

raised over $100,000 thanks to KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh. Participating performers (l-r)
Roscoe 'Hennesey' Karns; Clayton 'The Lon«
Ranger' Moore; Shirley 'My Sister Eileen
Bonne;

SIMULTANEOUS

EQUAL TIME is what both part ies are getting in new Advertising Council
te and party campaigns. Shown here during
Kinnery, radio tv dir., Adv. Council; Sen.
recent shooting of film in Wash., D. C. (l-r): Gordo
Thruston
B. Morton;
Sen. Henry
M. Jackson;
Al an M. Wilson,
v. p. Advertising
Council
tv spots aimed at stepping up contributions to candid

and

Raymond

'Perry

Mason'

Bun

is¥'d!i

WANT

TO TRAP

A SPONSOR?

Rube Gold

berg (r) tells Trans-Lux Tv's Richard Brandt
(I), pres., Richard Carlton, v.p. sales, how
with his latest invention. It's part of Trans-Lux':
new
'Rube
Goldberg's
Inventions'
series
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troldberg elected v. p. in charge of
advertising, Schenley Import Co.

Vew company: The Jerry Franten Company, advertising and pubic relations. Office location: Hollywood, and New York City.

AGENCIES
„aRoche is back in the toiletry
ield: via 75% of the Lanolin
'lus account, recently resigned
»y EW-R&R.
The LP advertising runs between
*3.5-4 million with most of its tv tied
1 with barter.
LaRoche's
share of the Lanolin
'lus roster includes: Wash V Curl.
Cash V Tint, Lanolin Plus Liquid.
Daniels & Charles takes on Rybutol,
nd Color Plus, and Nail StrengthenEnamel now being tested.
This
j aakes up for LaRoche about as much
* it lost by quitting Revlon.

account supervisor . . . Ed. A. Leary
from Perrin-Paus, Chicago, to Grant
as account supervisor . . . Nelle Bell
to Harris & Weinstein Associates, Atlanta, as media buyer.

Agency appointments: The Gold
Seal Vineyards to Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley, Clifford & Atherton . . .
Warner-Lambert to Lambert &
Feasley for Sloan's Liniment and
Sloan's Balm . . . Overseas Commodex
Corp. to Lambert & Feasley . . .
The Lawson Milk Co. to Wyse Advertising, Cleveland . . . Schorn
Paint Manufacturing Co. (div. National Lead I to McCann-Erickson,
Seattle office.

More admen

on the move : Duncan

John Angier to copy staff, Adams &
Keyes . . . Evelyn Waldman from Edward H. Weiss to Tatham-Laird, Chicago, as senior marketing research
analyst . . . Cherie Lee and Jack
Wallace appointed associate creative
directors, McCann-Erickson, Chicago
. . . Harold Balk from L. C. Gumbinner to Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli,
N . i . as account executive . . . Kenneth M. Spence from Norman, Craig
& Kummel to Chirurg & Cairns as account executive.

Admen on the move: Gary W.
Harm promoted to media director.
Karker-Peterson. Minneapolis . . .
A. E. Staley HI resigned as v. p. and
account supervisor, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample toArthur Meyerhoff Associates, Chicago, as marketing director .. . Gordon F. Buck from Foote.
Cone. & Belding to Aubrey, Finlay.

Agency additions : Robert Savage,
James Fisher and John Thomas to
Ogilvy. Benson & Mather as account
executives.

Marley & Hodgson. Chicago, as business manager . . . James Blair from
TelePrompTer Corp. N. Y. to Detroit
office, N. W. Aver as service representative .. . John F. White Jr.
from McCann-Erickson
to Grant as

.*s: August
Thev were named

'

,<AIDEN VOYAGE for 65-foot KHJ-TV (LA.) yacht cons
day trips up the Hudson for N.Y. agency and ad people

MONKEYING

AROUND

is penalty KEX (Portland, Ore.) d.j. Lee

Smith must suffer for losing Zoo Railway d.j. money-raising contest.
All

through

the

show

other

KEX

d.j.'s

threw

peanuts

at

Smith

65

CLEVEREST ADVERTISING INVENTION
SINCE TELEVI!
Here's how to get a sneak preview
of the new 5-minute "Sidesplitters"
by the world's wackiest inventor...
Rube (who else?) Goldberg.
One look at the pilot film now available
for audition and you'll know why this dizzy series
will dazzle, delight — and sell!
National advertisers and their agencies can spend
the most valuable five minutes of a lifet;
catching this preview (custom-shown
at your convenience).
130 of these episodes, each
with a new invention, and
starring Joe Flynn and Dave
Willock with the animated
artistry of Rube Goldberg,
will be available for
TV advertisers in 1961.

TV

ADVERTISER

BONE(C), OPENING
CAUSES
LIGHTED
RUNS

(A) READS

AD IN PAPER

AND

JUMPS

UP AND

DOWN

WITH GLEE, JACKJNG

UP

DOG (B)

DOG

GRAB

CAGE(O) AND RELEASING MOTHS(E) WHICH EAT LARGE WOOLEN SOCK (F)
LOSS OF WEIGHT IN SOCK
CANDlE(G) TO SET FIRE TO WIG SHOWING NEW BEEHIVE HAIRDO (H)
FIREMAN (l), SEEING
FLAMES.

ON TREADMILL

(J) WHICH

SETS

PROJECTION

MACHINE

(K) IN MOTION

SHOWING

PILOT OF RUBE GOLDBERG'S

NEW

TV SHO*

Audition Screenings by appointment:
Call or Wire: Richard Carlton. Vice President in Charge of Sales

TRANS-LUX
TELEVISION
.625 Madison Avenue. New York 22. N. Y.

CORP.

Phone: PLaza 1-3HO
Chicago • Los Angeles
!
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A. Wavpotich, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather . . . Otto Prochazka, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

They were named directors : Harold S. LeDuc and Eugene F. McGarvey, Gray & Rogers. Philadelphia,
public relations department.

ASSOCIATIONS

played a sign in his yard acclaiming
him as winner. Area folks went all

TV STATIONS
The nation's tobacco companies
spent 11.5% more in tv advertising during the first six months of
this year over the like period, last
year, according to the Television
Bureau of Advertising.
Gasoline companies also favored tv
with a 45% increase during the first
half of 1960. National spot billings
reached a total of $13,199,000, according to TvB.
Beer advertisers followed the tv

NAB's fall conference in Atlanta
13-14 October will include talks
by Noah Langdale Jr., president
Georgia State College Business
Administration; and G. Richard
Shafto, executive v.p. of WIS and
WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C.

year of $26.3 million. Last year's
comparable time billing: $24.5 mil-

NAB

Ideas at work:

actions and developments:

an up-to-date summary of federal lottery laws — the fourth edition of
Broadcasting and the Federal
Lottery Laws. The publication goes
into: 1. A definition of lotteries. 2.
Cites federal statutes. 3. Summarizes
enforcement and penalty provisions.

trend with an increased national spot
and network tv advertising gross time
billing for the first six months of the

Clean up time: KTRE-TV, Luftin,
Texas, sparked a community improvement program with its Yard Beautiful
Contest. The format: each week during the campaign, an area home was
honored as yard beautiful of the
week. The winner received and dis-

'Mr. Kavloff, a.6 our ttf^
0>^ bab«y car<, how do 4*M
^*Xt o. child qood f"

out to compete for the honor.
Whoa-there: WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio, tried the realistic approach
in an effort to promote its new program Pony Express. The station
hired a former rodeo horse, put one
of the station floor boys in the saddle, and both horse and rider made
the rounds of shopping areas handing
out messages which read "See Pony
Express tonite at 7 on channel 6."
Station acquisition:
WBIR-AMTV, Knoxville, Tenn., sold to the
Greenville, South Carolina NewsPiedmont paper by the Taft Broadcasting Corp. Sale price: $3,250,000.
Sale brokered by Blackburn & Co.,
Washington, D. C.
More power: WVUE-TV, New Orleans, got FCC nod for power increase
to 316 kw visual and 158 kw aural.
Sports notes: WHNB, Hartford,
Conn., telecast of Baltimore Colts
football games to be sponsored by

wel», *D? tic,

pretty <jOoc{

'BearrutiVy/
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Hartford Fire Insurance Co., and
Connecticut Hank & Trust Co. . . .
WNHC-TV, New Haven, Conn., to
telecast Saturday N.C.A.A. and Sunda\ American Football League games
.Notre
.'. K1PLR-TV,
St. games.
Louis, to carrj
Dame football

n' data: KOCO-TV, Oklahoma (it\. debuting a physical fitness
program for women . . . KEZI-TV,
Eugene, Ore., to affiliate with ABC. 1
November . . . WREX-TV, and
WTVO, assisted 1>\ radio stations
\\ RRR, WROK, and WJRL, all Rockford. Illinois, played host to some 50
Chicago advertising executives, 16
September, with a get-acquainted day
tour of the Rockford area.

New

station quarters: The Beaumont Broadcasting Corp., owners of
KFDM-TV, Beaumont -Port Arthur,
Tex., is constructing a new television
center to house KFDM studios and

sports and special events of Triangle
Television group: KVAL, Eugene.
Ore.; KPIC-TV, Roseburg, Ore.; and
KCBY-TY, Coos Bay, Ore.

offices. Contemporary in design, the
huilding will he ready for occupancy
b) I January.

More people on the move: Robert C. Buckley to production manager, Mrs. Ardis Bequette, pro-

Thisa

Program notes: WKJG-TV, Fort
Wayne, Ind.; WCSH-TV, Portland,
Me.; WSPD, Toledo. Ohio: WSTV,
Steubenville, Ohio; KSOO, Sioux
Falls, S. D.: WDAM-TV, Hattiesburg-Laurel. Miss.: and KVAL-TV,
Eugene. Ore., to carry NBC's Continental Classroom Course in Contemporary Mathematics.

People on the move: Phil Johnson to WWL-TV, New Orleans, as
promotion manager . . . Robert
Dressier from production manager
WNBQ, Chicago, to production manager of video tape recording department, same station . . . Don Chapman from Adam Young to WPIX,
N. Y., as account executive . . .
Larry Carothers from KVET, Austin, Tex., to KTBC-AM-TV, same city,
as promotion manager . . . Eddie
Cary to KXJB-TV, Fargo, N. D., as
staff announcer . . . Richard Paul
from WBRE-TV and radio, WilkesBarre, Pa., to WAVY -TV as promotion & advertising director . . . Mark
L. Wodlinger to WMBD-TV, Peoria,
111., as station manager . . . Tom
Hoover appointed director of news,

gram director, Mrs. Phyllis Mitchell, office manager, and John Parsons, chief photographer, all KHASTV, Hastings, Neb
Ralph Kanna to WHCT, Hartford. Conn., as
program director . . . Robert B.
Farrow from KATZ, St. Louis, to
WICS-TV as account executive . . .
Janet Byers from KYW, Cleveland,
to KFWB, Hollywood, as advertising
manager.

RADIO

STATIONS

Atlanta broadcasting execs — J.
Leonard Reinsch and Elmo I. Ellis have put out a book dealing
with the radio industry.
The authors go into the many facets connected with radio station pro-
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graining, promotion, advertising,
merchandising, broadcasting laws,
and a score of other radio industry
subjects.
The book is entitled Radio Station
Management.
Ideas at work:
For crying out loud:
WIL, St.
Louis, is paying out good money for
weepers. The idea: listeners are encouraged to send along their weepiest
hard-luck story for consideration in
the station's Loser's Contest. The
hard-luck story that really tugs at the
hearts of the contest judges wins a
$100 prize.
The
last
word:
KABC,
LA..
proved that women are more adept
with words when the station's Timebuyers Contest was won by four members of the buying profession distaff
side. The contest: timebuyers were
asked to contribute the best one word
description of KABC's programing
and personalities. The winners: Ruth
Johnson (Milton Carlson), Sandy
I Dare (Beckman, Koblitz). Claire
Moses (The Goodman Organization)

and Dorothy

Staff

(Grant Advertis-

More ideas at work :
Help

from

KELP:

KELP,

El

Paso, played mother's helper by treating the ladies to a morning off. The
scheme: the gals were invited to the
leading downtown theater to see, free,
a special showing of a movie. To add
to the occasion, the station arranged
a baby-sitting service for the youngsters and a follow-up treat of a snacktype breakfast of coffee and dough-

Happy

birthday: KNX, L.A., celebrating its 40th anniversary.

Station acquisition:
KFOX-AMFM, Long Beach, Calif., purchased
by Max Resnick and Robert Symonds,
from Kenyon Brown, Bing Crosby,
and Kevin Sweeney for $850,000.
Sale brokered by Blackburn & Company, Washington, D. C.
Thisa 'n' data: KOIL, Omaha,
playing coffee break host to business

offices by serving coffee in the a.m.
The special KOIL treat is obtained by
a phone call from employer to station . . . WCKR, Miami, keeping
teenagers busy counting station call
letters painted on a wildly-painted
auto — Krazy Kar. The winner gets
the Kar, paint, call-letters, and all . . .
KXOK, St. Louis, increasing its
United Nations News service to keep
pace with current events . . . WKNB,
West Hartford, Conn., kept telephone
company frantic when the station received some 7,264 phone calls during
one week when listeners called asking
for sports scores, a service promoted
by the station.
Sports notes: Lee Adam

Pontiac

agency to co-sponsor Notre Dame
football games over KGO, San Francisco . . . Monroe Auto Equipment
and Pontiac Motors Division, GMC,
to sponsor ten-game Notre Dame football schedule over WFIL, Philadel-

Kudos: WPON, Pontiac, Mich.,
news director Larry Payne recipient
phia.
of Michigan Associated Press Broad-

casters1 Division I top newsman
award . . . kNOk. Dallas-Fort \\ orth,
winner national award Pet Milk Gospel Singing Contest . . . WNEW,
N.Y., presented with citation from
I he American Bihle Society for its
program Living Bible.
People on the move: Bernie
Mann to WTRY, Albany, as sales
manager . . . Donald P. Rupert
from account executive, WRIT. St.
Louis, to sales manager, same station
. . . Mort Hall from WBBM as creative director, to J. Walter Thompson.
Chicago office, as creative department
head . . . James Mergen from
KDWB, Minneapolis, to KLAC. L.A..
as account executive . . . Dwight
Case from KRAK, Sacramento-Stockton, to KOBY, San Francisco, as account executive . . . William Hoftzer from KFRC, San Francisco, to
KOBY, same city, as account executive . . . Sam Posner from KBAYFM, San Francisco, to KOBY. same
city, as account executive . . . Robert
S. Hix, resigned, as general manager
KHOW, Denver . . . James F.
Combs
to WSAZ,
Huntington-

Charleston, W. Va., as director of
weather service . . . George S. Dietrich promotion station manager,
WNBC. WNBC-FM, Vu York City.
More people on the move: Harry
A. karr, Jr., to acting station manager post, \\ RC, \\ RC-FM, Washington, D. C. . . . Pat Francois promoted to program director, KFIV, Modesto, Calif. . . . Bob Barnett from
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Calif., to KFIV.
Modesto, Calif., as d.j. . . . Dick
Doty to WWIL and WWIL-FM, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.. as general manager.
He comes from Miller, Bacon. Avrutis
& Simons advertising agenc\ .

educators, and newspaper people
in an all out effort to stimulate an
interest in good music listening.
The occasion: Fm Festival of Music— observed during the month of
October.
More

than 100 key advertising

execs were given the first presentation of the recently organized
kansas City Fm Broadcasters
Assn. last week.
City.
The event was sponsored by the
Electrical Association of Kansas

NETWORKS
Net tv sales:
Fm in the Chicago area is in for
another major hypo.
A new magazine, Chicago Scene,
scheduled to break 16 October, for
bi-monthly publication, will include
a special section. Fm Highlights.
Fm'ers in the Hartford area are
getting together with civic groups,

Procter & Gamble

I Benton & Bowles) to sponsor Victory At Sea, 29 December, on NBC
. . . Ford Motor Co. to sponsor
Christmas Startime, a 1959 rebroadcast, this Christmas, on CBS . . .
CBS National League Football sponsorship purchased by Philip Morris
(Leo Burnett I ; P. Ballantine & Co.
and Sun Oil Co. I William Estv i ;
Shell Oil Co. (JWT) ; Studebaker-
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Packard i D'Arcy Advertising I ;
American Oil Co. and Pan Am Oil
(Joseph Katzl: Falstaff Brewing
Corp. I Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample I ;
Speedway Oil Co. and Altes Lager
Beer i W. B. Doner i : Standard Oil
of Indiana I D'Arcy i : National
Brewing Co. (W. B. Doner);
Ha m m Brewing Co. (CampbellMithun) ; Union Oil Co. (Y&R) . . .
Canada Dry to co-sponsor Walt Disney Presents. ABC.
Net

radio

sales:

Sehaefer

Beer

I BBDO) purchased Monday, Wednesday and Friday sponsorship WNBC.
Circle of Sports.
Personnel moves : Milton R. Neaman appointed director of facilities.
CBS . . . Robert A. Jelinek to CBS
TV business affairs department.

Net program notes: NBC to carry
Bowling Stars, a half-hour taped
match-game competition between two
bowling stars, 26 weeks, beginning 15
October. General Mills I Knox Reeves)

to sponsor . . . Fred Coe and \rihui
Penn producing four dramas for VBC
TV.

Chicago.

cated: San Francisco,

Hollywood,

REPRESENTATIVES
An 18-fold increase in mattress
Rep
appointments : WDAF-TV
and WDAF, Kansas City, to Edward
Perry . . . WCKR, Miami: KANS,
Kansas City: WHIS-AM
and TV,
Bluefield, W. Va.; KABL, San Francisco; and WYSL, Buffalo, all to
Clarke Brown, for Southern representation .. . WWSR, St. Albans, Vt., to
New England Spot Sales for regional
representation . . . KOMU-TV, Columbia. Missouri, to Avery-Knodel,
national representation.

sales in just ten days is the success story that Ziv-UA is telling
about Louis Shanks furniture in
Austin, Tex.
The syndicated show sharing glorj
for the success: Sea Hunt, on KTBCTV.
Shanks, incidentally, has been in

Personnel moves: John A. Garland from Scott Paper Co. to sales

Sales: Ziv-UA's Men Into Space and
KTTV's Divorce Court to WPIX,

staff Deyney-O'Connell, New York
City . . . Robert Schneider from
CBS Television Spot Sales to Edward
Petrv & Co. as director of research.

New York . . . M & A Alexander's
Q. T. Hush, Private Eve to W ABCTV, New York: WIIC, Pittsburgh;

New firm: Sandeberg Gates & Co.
radio-tv

representatives.

Offices

lo-

tv for six years, all of them with cither Sea Hunt or / Led Three Lives,
another Ziv-L A series.

KSTP-TV. Minneapolis; and KSDTV, St. Louis . . . WGN-TV, Chicago,
to telecast ITCs Best of the Post in
color for People's Gas. Light and
Coke Co. iNL&Bl . . . Barclay Pre-

LAIR: RADIO WITH A DIFFERENCE-FROM

ABC

Bright people and bright talk make a show with a bright future. It's ABC's FLAIR,
a new kind of radio variety and home service program. FLAIR'S daily 55 minutes
is under the egregious aegis of Dick Van Dyke, our choice as Young Adult Of The
Year. Dick's regulars are (despite appearances) all experts in their fields. They
make up a long list* of famous types: up-beat, off-beat, down-beat, on-beat. (And
all definitely un-beat.) FLAIR is strictly for the Supermarket Set . . . the millions
of young adult women with large families ... the gals with the packaged goods
habit. FLAIR takes to the air on October 3. Get with it. FLAIR is even fun to buy.
Let your ABC Radio Salesman tell you all about it.
FLAIR

ON THE ABC

RADIO

NETWORK

LONG LIST; Boris Karloff • Toofs Shor • Audrey Meadows • Jean Carroll • Toni Gilbert • David Wade • Eileen Ford • Bonnie Prudden
Gussie Moran • Theodore Bikel • Hans ( nned • Irene Hayes • Johnny Desmond • Martha Rountree ■ Vance Packard • Lawrence Galton
Peggy Cass • Wayne and Shuster • Je, i Shepherd • Natalie Brooks • Joe Leitin • Orson Bean ■ Betty Walker • Connie Bannister
lermione Gingold
• Phyllis Kirk • Arthur Treacher
• Fernando Lamas
■ H. Allen Smith
Jonathan Winters
• Arlene Francis •
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Berves (Raj Barron) to present CBS
Films' Deput) Dawg on \\ HDH-TV,
Boston . . . Ziv-1 \ a second year of
Lock I /> to K. J. Reynolds (Esty)
and Italian Swiss Colon) wine (Hoaig, Cooper, and Harrington) on
KRON-TV, San Francisco; Pioneer
Hi-Bred Corn I klau-Van PietersomDunlap) on KELO-TV, Sioux Falls;
and to stations WMCT. Memphis;
KTVO, Ottun.ua. and KMJ-TV, Fresno . . . ITC's Best of the Post to the
Collins Co.. in Louisville, Evansville,
and Lexington: Kentucky Utilities on
WPSD-TV, Paducah; California-Ore-

gon Power in Eugene-Roseburg;
Union National Bank of Arkansas in
Little Rock; Miles Labs and Safeway
Stores on KING-TV, Seattle; First
Federal Savings Bank and John T.
Nothnagle Realty on WROC-TV,
Rochester; Graves Red and White
Supermarket on WAGM-TV, Presque
Isle, and to station KGHL-TV. Bill-

International: CBS Television stations division and Goar Mestre open
their live, tape, and film studios in
Buenos Aires; the program produc-

tion company formed by the two interests in PROARTEL, and its product will be made available throughout the Spanish-speaking world.
Buenos Aires, incidentally, has more
than 500,000 tv homes . . . Carl H.
Goldstein appointed Screen Gems
representative in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.
Programs and production: Jack
H. Harris will develop a full hour series for CBS TV in 1961 . . . KTTV's
Golden Camera is a program featuring uncut motion picture classics in
Los Angeles . . . Rocky Marciano
signed with Programs for Television
for a regular series.
Commercials:

Duncan Coffee Com-

pany's Admiration coffee will use Mr.
Perk and Senor Bean in the southwest. The animated characters were
created and made by Animation,

in

MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL

Inc.; agency is Clay Stephenson Associates ofHouston . . . FC&B's Los
Angeles office received the Golden
Smokey public service award . . .
Fred Niles Productions appoints
Max D. Pride as sales v.p., succeeding Fred Foster . . . Peter A. Griffith elected a v.p. of TransfilmCaravel.

ADULT
RADIO

WPBC

International Video Tape Recording & Production (IVT) is
launching its first mobile tape cruiser
. . . Tape production and playback
standards were discussed this week in

in

Better
Listening
Tied for 2nd place — average }A hour share of audience —
six a.m. to six p.m. — Monday through Friday — May-June 1960,
Upper 50% Pulse.

WPBC

President

under the auspices of Macy's and
WPIX, New York . . . NTA is about
to launch the largest advertising and
promotion campaign in its history,
through Moss Associates.
Tape
notes:
Philip
McEnemy
joins Videotape Productions of New
York as sales account executive . . .

Adventures

William V. Stewart,

Promotion: Screen Gems' Huckleberry Hound for President promotion
will visit Freedomland on 8 October

Broadcast Time Sales
National Representatives

Washington,
D. committee;
C, by the meeting
NAB's
videotape usage
is under the direction of Bill Michaels of WJBK-TV. Detroit; other
committee members are Virgil Duncan, WRAL-TV, Raleigh; Kenneth
Tredwell, WBTV. Charlotte; Norman Bagwell, WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City; Robert Breckner, KTTV, Los
Angeles; Stokes Gresham, WISHTV, Indianapolis: Raymond J. Bowley, WBC, New York, and Charles
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In the Public Interest . . .
Another citation for WSB-Radio, The Voice of the South

Congressman John J. Flynt {seated left) congratulates Frank Gaither, general ,
WSB's winning the special "Safetython" award given by the GAB. Looking <
chairman, and Elmo Ellis, WSB-Radio program director.
Following a tradition of 38 years of broadcasting in the public
interest, WSB-Radio joined other broadcasters during the July 4
holidays to wage an unprecedented safety campaign to save lives
on the highways.
The station utilized a three-pronged approach, featuring 1100
announcements, during a three-day period, with reports from the
station helicopter, the mobile news units, and prominent state
and city officials

Radio
The Voice of the South / Atlanta

This promotion was judged best by the Georgia Association
of Broadcasters among stations serving a market of more than
75,000 population. It is this type of programming in the public
interest that has served to make WSB-Radio synonymous with
public service in the minds of listeners, and has won for the
station a tremendous audience loyalty.

IEdwirdYpetry AICo., Inc.)

.Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WS0C/WS0C-TV,
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Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
73

E. Corcoran, NBC

TV, New York.

Strictly personnel: Chuck Connors
will substitute for Charlton Heston as
an alternate member of the SAG
board for six months . . . Earle B.
Harris joins International Telemeter
as production manager . . . Carl H.
Law ton appointed sales representative for Magna Film Productions of
Boston and Watertown, Mass. . . .
SMPTE's Progress Medal award to
Otto H. Sehade, RCA staff engineer
at Harrison. Y J.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

Ideas at work:
Kids
love life: WDRC-AM-FM,
Hartford. Conn., aired the voices of
35 youngsters, state troopers, town
police, aides and doctors from hospital emergency wards in a Kids love
life-Drive Lovingly campaign. In addition, safety stickers were distributed
for car bumpers bolstering the plea.
Songs for presidents: WIND, Chicago, is adding color to the national
elections by inaugurating an eight
program series entitled Songs for
Presidents. The programs offer a
wide variety of humorous, patriotic,
cynical and serious lyrics covering
election years of the past to the present.
Radio

helps tv: WYSL,

Buffalo,

started something new in public servicing when it w<ent all-out to help a tv
station. WYSL cleared the wav for
air time to saturate with WNED-TV
story testimonials bv the city's mayor
and other business leaders.
Thisa 'n' data: WIBG,
Philadelphia, adding two new public service
features: Hit and Run, for which
the station pavs fifty dollars cash for
information leading to the apprehension of hit and run drivers ; and Phila-

j
i
I

delphia Speaks Out, an educationogram . . . KCHA, Charles City,
Iowa, beginning third money raising

Leading^* Dallas agencies place.
among top 4 stations in total market
and in top 2 for quality market !

campaign
for heart operation
fourth year. Current victim, mother
of 4 . . WAAF, Chicago, helping ,
the elections along with a Get Out
The Vote campaign . . . WWLP, |
Springfield. Mass., resuming Western Massachusetts Highlights, a I
program
and

dealing with area subjects,

personalities
SPONSOR
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*

I'm sold on J I

work sold him on 7... the same creative energy that has
Iird
ide ABC's Flagship the leader in the growing West. KABC-TV's
gressive team and vast facilities at TV Center stand ready to
)rk hard to sell your product You can be sold on 7, too.

Oklahoma Cit) . airing five minute
nightb show giving out information
of nation's most wanted criminals.
Kudo-: WEYD. New York Cit\.
recipient of public service award
for program Jewish Home Show.
Presentation was made by Medical
Societj of the Five Counties and the
Medical Society of New York State
to Ruth Jacobs, program hostess.
Service
programing:
KGO-TV,
San Francisco, beginning instructive,
area historical series. Expedition-

California . . . KABC. L \.. going
all out in support of Sunair home for
asthmatic children . . . NBC-TV,
Y ^ . to -tart telecasting Victory, a
series of public affairs programs on
the nation's defense activ itie- . . .
KNXT. L. A., to premiere seven public
affairs programs covering new science,
music, religion . . . WPON, Pontiac,
Mich., to present Consultation, beginning this week, a panel show of
medical problems and solutions . . .
NBC forming two separate news staffs
to provide faster and more thorough
coverage
of 1960
elections . . .

Now you can. listen.
and compare
before you buy
the rich. Syracuse
N.Y. market

WBKB.
Chicago,
science series.

to

begin

local

No thanks — no service: KHOLTV, Houston. Tex., offer to telecast
program re\ olving around local government problems and City Hall meetings was turned down by councilmen.
The reason: "It would onlj add to the

confusion."

TRADE

DATES

NAB fall conferences. Atlanta. Biltmore Hotel. 13-14 October . . . New
York Pioneers joint meeting with
Philadelphia branch. Savoy-Hiltoi
New York City. 4 October . . . Annual Outing Federal Communications Bar Association. Manor
Country Club. Y\ ashington. D. C. 10
October . . . 10th Annual Hi Fi
Music Show. Benjamin Franklin
Hotel. Philadelphia. 18-20 November
. . . ARF Annual Conference. Ho
tel Commodore. New York City. 4-:
October.
^

at our
expense

ixi by

INTRODUCING

THE

NEW

DRYDEMIST
HOTEL
39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

. . . Get the proof ol WFBL leadership! Make a personal survey of
station programming in Syracuse — by telephone. Call WFBL collect at any time ol day or night to hear the live broadcast of the
moment by am or all stations. We think you'll agree with local
listeners and advertisers; the most enjoyable good music, the best
news reporting in Central New York is heard on WFBL. It delivers
the audience you want to sell. Listen, compare. Prove it to yourself.
Phone HOward 3-8631 collect. Ask lor Sponsor Listening Service.

radio
5000

FIRST
REPRESENTED

IN

CENTRAL

NATIONALLY

BY

NEW
GEORGE

WATTS

DAY

AND

NIGHT

NEW

appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.

Robert Sarason, General Manager

YORK

P. HOLLINGBERY

YORK

Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New

ORegon 9-3900

CO.
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WAVE-TV Gives You
28.8% MORE HEAVY EATERS!
{therefore 28.8% more food-selling opportunities!)
jS^

When more people see your commercials, you

^^/automatically make more sales. So it's important to you that, from sign-on to sign-off in any
average week, at least 28.8% more families watch
WAVE-TV
Kentucky.

than any other television station in

And you pay less per thousand for viewers on
WAVE-TV than on any other station in this area.
A lot less! NBC Spot Sales can PROVE it to you!

CHANNEL

3

•

MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC
SPONSOR
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SPOT

SALES,

National

Representatives

49th & MADISON
i Con i in u <>(/ from page 2 1 1

SPOT
AND
SPONSOR
HAVE

the main production centers.
I realize that the nature of your
magazine prevents you from doing
this sort of thing too often, hut I
want you to know that occasional details about the top commercial personalities, their problems, and their
skills, will be sincerely appreciated
(maybe interviews with the top
money-making announcers, male and
female, about their approach to a
commercial I in some of the larger
markets such as Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles. Ham Mabr)
WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala.

A LOT
IN COMMON
AND
SIX
OUT OF
TEN
COPIES OF
SPONSOR
GO TO
AGENCIES
AND
ADVERTISERS

Wrongly

accused

Our usual reaction to sponsor editorials isone of complete agreement
and support: but we feel it our duty
to voice our objections to your 29
August, 1960 editorial entitled "Unfair requests by agencies." Our interest lies in the fact that the questionnaire mentioned in your editorial
was distributed by our firm on specific agency assignments.
As you know, spot radio is the only
advertising medium where competitive information is not readily available. Tv, newspapers, magazines and
all other media have regularly published records available for industry
use, usually based on information
supplied by sellers. The lack of comparable information on spot radio
places this medium at a serious disadvantage. We would imagine that it
is difficult for an agency to adequately explain the "not-available" entry
under spot radio in an otherwise
complete all-media competitive expenditure report to a client. The absence of such information is certainly to the detriment of radio.
The lack of an organized industry
system for providing this vital information prompted the formation of
our service to act as a central clearin" house for such information. In
an effort to comply with clients' requests many agencies sought this information through stations. In several major categories this naturally
led to much duplication of requests,
and it is our function to gather this
information for agencies and at the
same time eliminate much of the du-

tions.

plication ofwork on the part of sta-

We currently conduct surve\s on
agenc) assignments in the airlines,
beer, cigarettes, coffee, tea, gasoline
and other major product categories.
We serve more than a dozen agencies— all of whom actively use the results of our survey to encourage the
use of more spot radio by their clients. As a central source for this information we have eliminated several
individual agencv surveys in these
categories and have considerably reduced duplication of effort on the
part of the stations. Am station answering our questionnaires can refer
to us am other form they may receive which requests information they
have already given our firm.
It is our policy never to request information on advance schedules, and
our reports are prepared from four to
six weeks after the period involved.
so the information we furnish clients
has already been broadcast and is
after the facts.
In this same issue of sponsor you
carried an item regarding spot radio
expenditures in the beer category.
This item was released by our firm
and was based on the results of one
of the surveys so strongly opposed in
your editorial. In view of vour longstanding campaign for the publication
of spot radio expenditures, it seems
contrary to oppose surveys which.
with our intended expansion, can ultimately provide such figures.
The fact that average response to
our survey is in excess of 80 /^ would
seem to indicate that the great majority of stations are aware that this
information will be put to practical
use for the promotion of spot radio
and, ultimately, to the advantage of
individual stations. We believe that
our station respondents appreciate
the fact that Ave do not abuse their
cooperation by accepting assignments
for spasmodic survey prompted by
their curiosity; but rather that we
conduct continuing surveys in major
categories only for mutually beneficial use b\ reliable agencies.
In view of your usual policy of
fair plav. we feel we may look forward to vour clarification of this matter to your readers.
James M. Boerst
Owner. Executives Radio
Research Survey
Larchmont, A . ) .
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ROBERT MCLEAN
IS THE

PACESETTER
IN

ICE SKATING

He covered 50 yards in 5 seconds!

/

sai
IS CINCINNATI'S

PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

STATION

offers Cincinnati's most comprehensive drug and cosmetic merchandising

plan . . guaranteed

display in 42 high-

traffic drug stores, plus counter cards and
window
WSAI

streamers. Your product as the

Special of the Week

response from the thousands
who

make

WSAI

In Merchandising

insures sales
of shoppers

a daily listening habit.
. . in Programming

. .

in Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.
Represented Nationally by gill- perna
THE CONSOLIDATED
'SPONSOR
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SUN

RAY

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta

STATIONS

WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN - Philadelphia; WALT -Tampa

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
■ ^H7 n

i S h V i1

Bill Andrews

was named

general sales

manager of KTVT, Fort Worth. Andrews
began his career in television at KBET-TV,
Sacramento. Calif., in 1954, following several years of service with the U.S. Air
Force. At KBET, he worked in both local
and national sales. Following this, he

way
the

station
to the
central
south

spent some time with the Independent Television Corp. in the South-West Territory.
A native Californian, Andrews did considerable work in acting and
directing in the legitimate theater before entering television sale*.
Dr. Arthur

1
1

Way ahead with the news,
WLAC-TV won 4 out of 5

1
1

1

recent top news awards.

w>,

lefts'

"/4 thesaurus
of fundamentals."

RADIO
STATION
MANAGEMENT1
Second Revised Edition

By J. Leonard Reinsch and E. I. Ellis

A completely rewritten edition of a
standard manual covering new programming and advertising concepts for radio. It discusses organizational set-up, program' lg, engineering, personnel, aclg, sales, and promotion.
ill find it
useful, with clear, cogent prelplex station
problems." — -X-Justin Milpresident,
ional Association of Broadcasters.

D. Kirsch was appointed to

the newly created position of research manager for the American Research Bureau.
Dr. Kirsch, who joined ARB last year, came
to the Bureau from the National Security
Agency of the U.S. Government where he
had served as research psychologist. Prior
to this association he was director of technical research at Gallup & Robinson. Dr.
Kirsch received his A.B. degree from George Washington University
and subsequentlv his M.S. and Doctorate in
Psychology at Purdue.
Mort

Bassett has been named executive

vice president of Broadcast Time Sales.
Bassett, who began his career at NBC as
network salesman and assistant circulation
manager, came to BTS from Forjoe & Co.
where he was an executive v.p. and a partner. Earlier he was associated with the rep
firms of John Blair & Co. and the Robert
Eastman Co. In 1958, Bassett purchased
radio station WORD, Daytona Beach, which he operated until November of that year. Bassett is married and the father of one son.

Robert M. Purcell, director of the broadcast division, has been elected vice president of The Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.
Purcell is president and general manager
of KFWB Broadcasting Corp., L.A., as well
as president of KEWB. San Francisco-Oakland; and KDWB, Minneapolis-St. Paul. He
is a veteran of some 30 years in the broadcasting industry. Prior to joining CrowellCollier. Purcell headed his own consulting firm, Robert M. PurTelevision. He is a member of Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
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WBT

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

CHARLOTTE, NORTH

CAROLINA

of facilities
Varied, creative programming demands
full, flexible facilities. The influence
of WBT's superior facilities in producing
a plus of audience is indirect but
indispensable to advertisers.

wbt adds up!I

DWER
WSOR

+ PERSONALITIES + PUBLIC SERVICE + CREATIVITY + ADULT ACCEPTANCE
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
// hen buyers and sellers talk about syndication, they almost invariably mean
the half-hour show, which has long been the backbone of the syndication side
of video. Because it is the keystone in the national spot programing

struc-

ture, the availability of facts about it give the half-hour shou an advantage
in the tv market place. As Richard
sales for Trans-Lux

Carlton, vice president in charge of

Tv Corp.. points out. admen

might take another look at

the five-minute show. They might be missing something important if they don't.

GOOD

THINGS

CAN

COME

IN SMALL

PACKAGES

^Jffer a half-hour filmed show today and within a few

ing such deals now on a local basis, using Felix. Not t

hours the agency's media crew can have read) complete
costs — for an\ and all markets, for any time slots.

mention our new five-minute offering, Rube Goldberg's Ir
ventions. Plug, i

It's routine. The information is right at hand. Now. try
the same with a five-minute show. Media wails. "H ou kidding? We have to do a station by station survey. Might
lake months. "
Not months. But weeks, certainly. We know: we've been
through it. But even if by some chance the information
was immediately available, media would turn a fishy eye
upon the account exec. Meaning: "Whatthehell you gonna
do with a five-minute show.'"
Good question. From our experience with Felix the Cat
we can deliver hard-nosed answers on the five-minute variety to agencies, stations and sponsors.
t Felix, by the way. was offered first to national advertisers, including Good'n Plenty candy and Bosco. \^ e got
tired of their thumb-twiddling, syndicated the show, and
made a lot more mone\ that wa\ . i
Does your agencj own a "modest-budget" account (national and/or local I who keeps querying, frequently querul<>u>l\ : "Why cant I gain identification with a specific tv
show or personality, instead of spending all my money on
spots?"
I ell him, "Can do." Simple, too. Contract for a year,
>a\. for the spots preceding and following something like
Felix. Announcement -a\>. "And now. Himmelouser's
Chocolate Drink brings \ou Felix The tot. who lo\e> that
Himinelouser's." Et cetera. So Felix or whomever, belongs
to "Himmelouser's." instead of being just a cartoon character in a kiddie show.
\nd that's identification.
i \ number of local advertisers, it so happens, are ready-

Five-minute shows are not for adults?

At least one is dt

ing well righfnow. No time slots for "em ? Watch how fa?
the station will-come up with one if you arrive with janglin^
pockets. For instance, right after vour news and just b
fore your movie.
Sure, sure, but where else? Anywhere else the station
have network fare. Seek, brethren, and \e shall fin
—doesn't
with profit.
The point is, a station is supposed to be flexible. It igenerally. and wants to be. always. Means more incomelove that word! — and aids in building audiences. But agei
cy and sponsor have to help the station by seeing in a
directions.
Which brings up perhaps the most important point. Or
big reason for the snails pace progress of the five-minu
show thus far has been a glaring lack of production valu
To be kind, it's been tossed together.
But you mav have noted an improvement in products
values recently. If you haven't, we're telling you.
You may have noted, too. a new concept in filmingcombination
of live and animated
characters
which
really different.
One final point: as Number 1 purveyor of the five-minu
show i we feel i. we welcome others. The more successi
we five-minute-ers become, the more chance of media sa
ing: ''Have the facts and figures in a couple of hour
And that'll be the Millenium!
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says:

climbing into the

TOP "100

99

NEW!
1293 ft. tower blankets Georgia's second
largest market*! More than twice the height
of former tower!
NEW!
Total Grade "B" Audience increase of over
72%. Now more than 1 93,000 television homes
in 55 Georgia and Alabama counties!
NEW!
Ampex Videotape facilities, both live studio
and on-location remote equipment.
RENEWED!
Georgia's second largest market — the
Columbus Metropolitan Area with the highest per-family income in the state.
•

RENEWED!
Established prestige of continuous seven
year dominance in ratings, homes delivered,
public service and lowest CPM.
RENEWED!
The same

"personal" service from management, along with balanced programming, client contact and community trust!

*1293' above average terrain
JimWoodruff,

Jr., Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

George "Red" Jenkins, Dir. of Nat'l Sales

W

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA ,

^tr^T^

BFm

\\ rj if cuv.. J
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Company
i |)NSOR
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lO-SECOND

SPOTS

National Purpose: During its ad
inirable television coverage of
hunch of Communist leaders assembled with party hoss Khrushchev i
American soil the other week, NBC

SPEAKS

kept repeating this announcement

A matter
Tv network encroachment

of tv logic

with its station hreak: "Tonight on
The Barbara Stanwyck Show, the
story of a woman who loses her most

in national spot is bewildering

precious possession — her mink coat.

and infuriating network affiliates everywhere.
sponsor learned this during an intensive tour of television
stations in some 15 western and midwestern markets last
week.
"Why," the station manager asks, "is our network competing with us? We are partners in a flourishing business.
But can a partnership stay healthy under such unequal conpointed out that the unhappy practice of

network radio rate intrusion into spot is being repeated, and
for far less reason.
is the time for the tv networks to stop and consider.

They are engaged in a "gasoline war"
thing but hurt the medium.
We

that cannot do any-

recognize the competitive pressures among

the three

networks, their desire to broaden their base, to make network
time more

flexible for advertiser use, and

methods which permit medium-sized
network programing.

to work

out

accounts to buy into

But if tv stations, who exist largely on national spot revenues, are to prosper as partners of the networks, their means
of livelihood must

not be impaired.

At the present time many tv station men are talking, bitterly but very privately, about the growth of network spot
carriers in both option and non-option periods.
Their resentments, however, may easily boil up into an
unpleasant storm and one which, we feel, is wholly unnecessary.
In a fast-moving, ever-changing, tough business like television problems are the norm. But why create a new one
with eyes wide open?
We

urge that networks consider the consequences

pell-mell flight into spot. Who

of their

wants to kill the goose that

Token vending

Another

first: In Canberra, Aus

THIS

under that country's criminal Jibe
law received a one-year jail term. Ht
was described by AP as a public rela
lions specialist.
Through our maleroom: One of ou
loveliest blonde secretaries received i
folder from Esquire which said tha
by answering a few questions sh<
could "find out how gentlemanly
really are." Aw, cmon fellas, lean
well enough alone.
Capital labour: A London psychia
trist is reported by UPI as sayii
that a bad-tempered boss is probabl
sex-starved and that employees shouli
pity him because undoubtedly he
"the henpecked husband of a socia
climber or a female iceberg . . . pron
to carry
his grievance
Theri
his
emotional
forces to
arework."
liberated
dressing down some luckless subord
nate. Suggested solution (oursi
"Now, boss, some of tlie fellows imv
gotten together and arranged . .
What

then?: Over the radio trj

other
heardround
that knoct
"Jess
Smith morning
survived we
a 10th
out to hold Henry Hank to a dra^
The crowd booed the decision.
Everyone's excitable these days.

Lays i lie golden egg?

diid

ad medium:

tralia, the first person ever convicte<

ditions?"
Several managers

Now

New

machines in the New York subwaywill dispense 30^-worth of tokens in
a cardboard wrapper imprinted wit!
advertisements. Should be a good
place for ads from the bus company.

WE
a

standards

FIGHT

vigilant
which

FOR:

adherence
benefit

/
to

Stable

ill<llistr\

sound

buyers

and

business
sellers

Let's cooperate: Orson Bean rea
that our Space A«enc\ sent a rocki
ship up 123 miles at a cost of $*]
million to lake a photograph of ll
whole world, but the picture wi
ruined. Somebody moved.
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Lock up your Fall program schedule now. Close up
those blanks in your local programming. Line up any of
these MGM-TV shorts across the board. Or combine them in any
of many exciting ways. Open up new sponsor possibilities with
the comedies, cartoons, novelties and specialties that really click!
Wire, write or phone TS/LGr^l/L
:
MGM-TV, 1540 Broadway, New York , N. Y., JUdson 2-2000

r^l

Stories of the man
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hired to

MIAMI!'

I
SUDDEN

*

DANGER.

HIDDEN

INTRIGU

Against a background of luxurious hotels, exotic
nightclubs . . . interesting people seeking fun and
excitement! A gay, care-free resort that must fce
kept crime
free ofofundesirable
dal,
any sort! guests, embarrassing scan- '

%

FILMED ON LOCATION IN MIAMI!
Ziv-United Artists captures the adventure, excitement and romance of America's fabulous playground. Now, a TV series destined to be the season's most unusual success.

w
LEE~K£MAN
■

P-
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IE BIG
BOYS CONTROL
SPOT TV?
Complaints that top
agencies squeeze out
smaller competitors
are checked, answered

Why the agency
tv exec is
not expendable
Page

30

e s'
rising rolweb
Agency
in air media
Page 32

The
STORZ
Stations
today's Radio
lor today's selling

/here there's a Storz Station .

WDGY, WKB, KOMA, WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.

Reaction mixed
to station's
'golden rules'
Page

36

NASHVILLE'S

WSIX-TV
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Quality...with NEWEST

VIDEOTAPE*

DIGEST
27

OF ARTICLES

Do big agencies control spot tv?
Admen and representatives outline this annual

complaint

and where

comes from, separating fact from the fiction on the big agency
30

Agency tv execs: Not expendable
They retain their importance in direct proportic to their standing in
the industry, despite a shift to buying spot arriers. participations

32

Why Esquire stays with tv
Esquire agency Mogul, Williams & Saylor offers economical method
for reaching food brokers, salesmen with t ipe of company president

34

Agency webs boost air role
Seven national agency networks see bright future with more and I
broadcast media activity.
Over 190 agencies are network affiliates

36

$1 million-a-day on tv for food ads
TvB figures for first half of this year show time and talent total is
more than $180 million. Biggest ad category is coffee, tea, food drinks;

36

Reaction to KYA 'golden rules' mixed
Agencies consider this station's 'dignity" move a significant step. Some
broadcasters call it routine, while others find it a bit embarrassing |

39

the fastest way to sell
the Central South
Simplified, economical production ... the
quickest way to get your sales message
across. In Tennessee WSIX TV offers you
the latest model VIDEOTAPE* television —
improved circuitry insures brilliant reproduction. Complete facilities for both recording and playback ...

or send us any

tape that's been recorded on an Ampex
VR-1000
for immediate
scheduling.
VIDEOTAPE

LAND OF THE
CENTRAL SOUTH

it

"squeeze"

Old flicker technique finds new place in tv
Assigned the task of recreating scenes from 1910 period. Jamieson Film;
Co. digs out old hand-crank camera to do job the modern camera can't |

40

What's going on in Mexican tv advertising?
There is more U. S. advertiser interest in south-of-the-border video than;
other Latin-American markets, but expansion is limited by certain factors
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WAX

WORKER
An electrical storm extinguishes the lights,* but not
the spirit of an indomitable H-R representative, hard at
work on a campaign proposal involving WMAL-TV.
He requests, and receives, two candles from his secretary, lights them, and goes on with his work. Sensing
an opportunity for one of these ads, the secretary
points out that although the candles are of equal length,
one will burn for four hours, the other for five.
When the lights go on, what is left of one candle is
exactly four times as long as the remainder of the other.
Our man is no clock watcher, but he needs to know
how long he worked by candlelight for time records.
As you've no doubt guessed, he quickly and easily
computes this. Can you?
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. Repeat winners can be assured
of receiving a different prize.

*Good way to throw light on your product in Washington isvia WMAL-TV's first-run, late-nite movies. Y outlocal H-R man will be glad to discuss this light source.

wmal-tv
Washington D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

iliated with WMAL
10

OCTOEEB

and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D. C.j WSVA-TV

and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va,
5

LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

NEWSMAKER
of the week
/. Walter Thompson last Thursday made an important boic
in the direction of its creative talent icith appointments of a

THE

VOICE

OF LONGISLAND

THE GREATER
LONG ISLAND MARKET
(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE RETAIL
SALES ARE
RUNG UP ON
LONG ISLAND
THAN IN
CLEVELAND,
CHARLOTTE AND
CHATTANOOGA . . .

PUT TOGETHER!
2,718,971,000
aPO

%*»5>0 '^SXZ '^aZXD '^^SXD 'x»!

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

►10,000 WATTS

WHLI

HEMPSTEAD
IONC

ISIANO. N

( hifwgo man as the company's first executive rice president
and a Detroit man as the first r.p. from that branch. Further,
it noted the importance of $135 million in air bailinga b%
naming broadcast v. p. Dan >e\mour to executive committee.
The

newsmaker:

'

bs, 55-> ear-old manager

of the Chicago office of J. Walter Thompson and a "company" man
for more than three decades, takes over a post new to this behemoth
of advertising: that of executive vice president He will continue
to headquarter in Chicago.
The move gives a significant and approving nod of management
sanction to Reeves as well as to the Chicago operation which he has
directed for nine years. A corollary sanction went to another key
center of JWT activity, when William D. Laurie. Jr.. manager of
the Detroit office, was elected to
the board of directors.
The

changes, announced

by

president Norman H. St:
firm ad row predictions that the
companv is interested in broadening its management and creative
base as well as strengthening it.
These new appointments — as
well as that of New l ork v. p.
Wallace Elton to the executive
committee — place these men

in

line to match the pace and growth of the company itself. The diversification of power and authority among key executives has the ap-l
pearance of integrating them more closely with New lork.
Ge::_
ressional advertising career has spanned 31l
years with JWT. where he started to work at the age of 24 < in 1929 I
as a copywriter in the Cincinnati office.
In 1934. Reeves was transferred to JWTs Chicago office. wherJ
he was promoted through the years to copy group head, creative
director and vice president 11944 1. a director 1 1950 » . Chicago offic J
manager and a member of the executive committee
1
He"s been active in professional groups, primarily in behalf cfl
the American Assn. of Advertising agencies for which he has served
as governor and vice chairman of the central region and chairma "m
of the committee on the improvement of advertising content 1 194f ■
52 . as a national director 11954-1957 1 and as vice chairma J
■ 1958-1959*. He and his wife. Margaret, live in suburban LakM
Forest.

T

JWTs announcement notes the executives "were schooled in creaj
tive phases . . . suggesting the intention of Strouse to place ren<
emphasis on creative assets. . . ."
SPONSOR
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Remember How Exciting
Television Used To Be?

WPRO-TV

STILL IS!

In those days, loyal, top-rated audiences were built on exciting local
personalities, exciting local sports and news coverage, and exciting
editorializing, combined with potent network programming.
In these days, WPRO-TV

still builds (and holds) audiences in Southern

New England with 12 top-rated local personalities, covering sports, news and
children's programs, plus C.B.S. programs and first-run movies.
For exciting availabilities, backed by exciting ratings, call
Gene Wilkin at Plantations 1-9776 or your Blair-TV man.

WPRO-TV
SPONSOR
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Providence

what has an eye^Lpatt

Two things.
One — it points out how brilliant a job
advertising can really do. Two — it proves that
the advertiser who does it generally
winds up with the business.
The moral is obvious.
Which brings up two things more.
One — there are some 7500 men and women
involved in the purchase of national spot.
7
• .7
t i (10
WT/tfl
t/OU

0
f

Of this number — the top 2000 control over
95% of the total business. We call them
the "influential 2000". The most economical
way
pre-sell this
"influentialbecause
2000" SPONSOR
is
via atoschedule
in SPONSOR
has the greatest penetration of influence
with this "influential 2000" of any book
in the broadcast field.
Two — give your ads a "patch" of individuality.
Without it— the page you buy is empty.
With it— you can spark a purchase, increase a
schedule, motivate a new appraisal, change
a buyingevery
pattern
volume
year.and build your station's

SPONSOR
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40 East 49th St.
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MU 8-2772

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

.
Helpful, intelligent
programming sets the mood
that means response to
your sales messages on
KOIN-TV, the medium in
Portland, Oregon and 32
hard-buying surrounding
counties. Your customer
tuned to KOIN-TV is in a
receptive mood ... a mood
we've cultivated with a
program
format
tailored
to fit the
needsthat's
and
desires of our community.
Check the latest Nielsen
for proof*.
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Michael G. Silver
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Diane Schwartz

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups like Triangle
bought
all of
their markets for
including
Philadelphia,
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New Haven-Hartford, Altoona-Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

L. C. Windsor, Manager
Virginia Markey

H^nt^src^t
KOIN-TV

• Channel

6, Portland,

ADMINISTRATIVE
Oregon

One of America's Greol Influence Stations
Represented NoHonolly by CBS-TV Spot Sales

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

DEPT.

S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Anne Marie Cooper;
Michael Crocco; Syd Guttman; Wilke
Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Dorothy Tinier;
Flora Tomadelli

488 Madison Avenue • N.Y. 22 . PL 5-2 C
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were Putnam's words at the battle of Bunker Hill, June 17, 1775. Those muskets had a
3ge for the British ... and it was a message that got through! We think there's a lesson here.
aim your fire and then get the best dispatcher you know to carry it, be it muskets or a radio
>n. Balaban Stations are famous for carrying messages direct to the buyer. On a Balaban
|n, your message rides on top-flight programming, strong, popular personalities and keen selling
jv-how". Day in, day out, the message gets through with Balaban -couriers par excellence.
Ill B/VuiilMill

ulAlIUXlU

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director!

Concentrate

in

JACKSON.
MISS.

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary
Lousy at promoting

themselves

'

^ hy is it that advertising agencies, the eagerbeaver image-builders of our industrial society,
do such a horrible job of self-promotion ?
Recently I tossed this ancient trade question
at Dave Stewart, newly named president of Ken\ on & Eckhardt. over a luncheon at the Barclav.
Dave, himself, readily admitted the indictment
and. as far as K&E is concerned, is determined
to do something about it. His new plans include an expanded public
relations program which should. I think, pay off.
But why are so many of our other top 20 shops s<> shv. awkward
bashful, and confused about merchandising their own virtues?
If you had to judge Young and Rubicam. J. Walter Thompson
McCann-Erickson. BBDO. and Bates on the basis of their own com

Did you know?

Over 233,000
TV Homes

• • •

panv public relations, you'd end up by establishing a house agency
Benton ^ Bowles. Compton. N. W. Aver. Foote. Cone & Belding.

A Billion Dollars

Lennen & Newell — none of them has for its own promotion the kind
of careful coordinated program it would recommend to its humblest,
half-million-dollar client.

in Retail Sales

• • •

editor who is almost daily subject to the blandishments of high-powered public relations people. I am absolutely appalled by the agen-

All in the

cies" promotional backwardness.
I think thev are missing opportunities. But what is much worse.
I think thev are growing dangerouslv careless about their own precious corporate images.

JACKSON
TV Market

Big boys with blurred images

Area

WJTV
CHANNEL
KATZ

WLBT
CHANNEL

3

HOLLINGBERY

When I myself was in the agency business. I was vaguely aware
of these deficiences. But now. as an outsider, and especially as an

12

The other dav. just for fun. I tried to jot down m\ impressions ii
the company personalities that are now being projected by some or
our leading agencies.
I was startled to discover how blurred and fuzzy these images haw
become over the years.
Young & Rubicam. for instance, once exuded an air of bright.
vouthful creative vigor that was made solid and substantial by th j
presence on its staff of such specialists as Don Stauffer and Hubbeil
Robinson in radio. Tonv Gahagan in media. George Gallup in re-l
search. Vaughn Flannery in art. and many famous copy men.
But the impression I get of Y&R today is vague, shapeless. A bid
capable shop. A lot of hard-working people. More shirtsleeves tha u
in the old days. But more anonymity, too. And. I think it is fair 1 1|
sav. less color, glamor, interest, and appeal.
Or take Thompson.
Always a complex personality. JWT once ha
its dazzling nighttime
radio dominance,
its much
discussed test
monial campaigns, its shrewd Fleischmann's Yeast strategy to adl
i Please turn to pa^e 11 I
SPONSOH
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ere else could you get all these entertaining people together.
:ept on the fresh, new hour show :
'may name-drop for a moment . . . our guest list is impresjlust check the group assembled here (identified above, if a

of easy informality and graciousness . . . and you have a sho\
that has great appeal for a vast audience, playboy's penthous
is available now for syndication— 26 one-hour shows. Arrang

[should escape you), playboy's penthouse relies on an oldened, but always unbeatable factor: superb entertainment
by the show business people everybody is talking about
ione coast to the other. Add to that an atmosphere of a

for a screening now. This is the show to
watch. *Hosted and produced by Hugh M.
Hefner, Editor and Publisher of Playboy

oticated penthouse ... a witty host* who projects a mood

Magazine, official

films,

inc.

Mtfe-. W

NEW

-

YORK

36
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Commercial

commentary

(Com. from P. 12>

piquancy and zest to its solid, conservative Ivy League and J. P.
Morgan character traits.

PI

But Thompson today? Well, it's the biggest, of course. And obviously competent and powerful. But I get no very vivid impressio:
of what Thompson is or stands for, even though Norman Strouse i
recently announcing promotions for four top executives, stressed the
fact that they all had creative backgrounds.
BBDO, under Ben Duffy, had an aura of brass tacks, down-toearth realism that was quite different from the personality that Bruce
Barton and Roy Durstine gave it but was also a verv positive image.
But now BBDO. in the face it presents to the public and the trade,
seems strangely lacking in individual identitv. just as agencies like
Benton & Bowles, Foote, Cone & Belding, Compton, D'Arcy, N. W.,
Aver seem hardly distinguishable, one from another.
The search for identity
I am not suggesting, of course, that these remarks are an accurate
appraisal of the agencies themselves.
I know they are not.
They're simplv impressions, picked up from reading hundreds of
press releases, items in advertisting columns, articles in trade journals, agency house ads, and speeches by agencv principals, as well a:
a good many talks with my agency friends.
Moreover, as impressions they should not be taken as criticism
of such hard-working agency public relations men as Harry Rauch
of l \R. Carl Spielvogel of McCann, and many others.
The fault (for I think it is a fault) does not lie with them but withj
the policy-making levels of agency management.
The fact is that agencies too often limit all their creative efforts ai
self-promotion to the short sharp strokes of a new business presentation. And they neglect the preliminary selling that could make theiij

We've got the moxie, make no
mistake! And that's why soft
drink advertising has increased a
smashing 121% in three short
years on WPAT. There's nothing
"like
sparkling effervescence
of
our the
programming
for refreshing
soft drink sales throughout 31
counties in New York. New Jersey. Pennsylvania and Connecticut .. . an area where more than
17.000.000 people live, work
and get thirstv in more than
5.000.000 radio homes. Ask the
purveyors of America's leading
potables.
Dry, Coca-Cola, Ask
Hoffman.Canada
Xehi, Pepsi-Cola.
Seven-Up, While Rock or anybody else who. in the last three
years, has advertised on WPAT
Popularity moves products and
you get popularity in the big. big
bottle on WPAT ... the station
with the sound of success.

WPAT
WPAT'FM

way much smoother. Also, through shyness, self-consciousness, pom-|
positv, and plain lack of imagination, they fail to recognize the channels which are open to them for establishing a positive and attractive
image with many potential customers.
There are, for instance, house ads. But most agency house adver
tising today is sporadic, unplanned, spur-of-the-moment stuff, liki
the Ted Bates blast against the FTC last winter, and the recent Bur
nett protest against anti-advertising speeches at the conventions.
Neither of these great agencies would ever dream of recommendir<
such in-and-out advertising strategy to a client.
Then there is the advertising trade press which the Wall Stre
Journal has called the best that any industry enjoys.
As an editor I promise you that there are opportunities to bui d
valuable prestige through the editorial pages of the trade press whicl
not one in 20 agencies is smart enough to take advantage of.
Finally, there are the outside activities of agency executives whica
if properly thought through and organized, could contribute so greatll
to over-all agency reputations.
When an agency president agrees to become head of a Red Crosl
or Heart Fund drive and this news is solemnly sent out in a prea
release I am not sure that it adds much to an agency's stature.
For that matter, when Marion Harper delivers a ringing spee^
praising "the spiritual values inherent in luxury," I don't quit
know what it contributes to the McCann-Erickson image.
But there are activities which could contribute a great deal
wonder why agencymen aren't creative enough to find them?
SPONSOR
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rhrough the Bureau of Standards with
Three Barleycorns and a Nose Tip
Pinch, the noun, used to be a unit of
measure — the quantity of a commodity
that could be taken between thumb and
forefinger. An inch was the length of the
terminal joint of the thumb — or the length
of three barleycorns laid end to end (which,
properly fermented, could be stretched to
a mile) . The hand, in case you have any
tall horses to measure, is just what you
think; equally prosaic is the origin of foot.
Yard was the distance from nose tip to
fingertips of a man's arm extended parallel
to the ground; it was also a step's length,
except to that breed apart, Harvard men,
who made it hallowed ground. An acre was
what a yoke of oxen (and a man) could
plow in a day, a rod four yoked oxen
abreast. A score was a mere tally mark, an
abacus a matter of sliding pebbles (not unlike devices encountered by men whose
misspent youth included visits to the pool
hall) .
This was pretty subjective stuff. Today
the length of a yard is precisely delineated
by a metal rod kept by the Bureau of Standards. Its length is constant, regardless of
whether Republican or Democratic nose
tips are involved (although temperature
variations can measurably change the
length of a piece of metal) . With reasonable accuracy we measure gross national
product (in dollars that vary) , the dimensions of Miss America (not measured in
pinches) , the amount of Grade A land in
Iowa (25% of the nation's total — in rich
acres) , and the number of television sets
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in WMT-TV's coverage area (426,000) and
we figure that most are working.
We segue to another measurement, a
modern-day manifestation slightly larger
than a man's hand that, with biblical verisimilitude, grows by statistical projection.
We refer to surveys. Of these there are several types, varying in depth, breadth, and
method. But no matter which ones for our
area you subscribe to, WMT-TV leads in
all time periods from 9 a.m. until sign-off
in share of audience, Sunday through
Saturday.

WMT-TV. Cedar Rapids— Waterloo. CBS
Television for Eastern Iowa. Affiliated with
WAIT Radio; KWMT Fort Dodge. National
Representatives: The Katz Agency.

nail down

more
gales

Reps at work
Roy Holmes, general manager. Quality Music Stations, New York,
feels "the large agencies have not as yet made the effort to properb
appraise the opportunity fm presents to many of their quality products or service accounts. There has been entirely too much routine
buying. Some of them have talked of their interest in the medium
but have never used it. Fm is a
young and vital medium which has
grown tremendously within the
past year. It offers a selective market with the best buying power,
and its audience is receptive. From
various surveys it appears that
46% of the fm audience has an
annual income of between 85.000$10,000, with 49.8% earning from
$7,500 up. The size of this adult
audience is attested to by the 15.5
million fm sets in the U. S. today.
Hooper ratings show that in 28 major markets fm stacks up as competitive with am. Strong increase in fm by such agencies as Doyle
Dane Bernbach. Al Paul Lefton. and Victor Bennett is very significant. Also, a good part of the present interest comes directly from
clients, such as Hamilton Watch. Grace Line, and Arnold Baking.

with

SAN ANTONIO'S

Charles Bernard, president. Charles Bernard Co.. New York, reports gratifying agency enthusiasm over the first national survey of
the country and western music market, conducted for his outfit by
Pulse. It revealed that 18r^ of the populace in 18 markets are c-w
fans. "We didn't need the survey to convince us or the stations we
rm...^mta

^^— « "VB^
m.^

ABC Television in Son Antonio . . .

THE

m

have it on hand
for those agencies
glad we
represent, but were sure
that still buy only by the numbers.
In our four and one-half years of
specialization

with

stations

that

^kJF
**;

program
carefulh
selected country music, we have sold over 50

W^mt

blue-chip advertisers, with the Sinclair account running on 30 stations for over two years. For an
average minute spot rate of $7 on

9

the Greatest Unduplicated Live
Coverage in South Texas!
Represented by
KATZ AGENCY

n

%

our stations, we deliver 1,000 loyal listeners for less than the cost of

a seven-cent air mail stamp. A 85 20-second spot buys 1.000 listeners
for only four and one half cents, and a S3 I.D. delivers 1,000 prospective buyers for less than the cost of a three-cent stamp. Our slogan is.
We'd rather have 100.000 loyal listeners who will buy. than one
million

who will just listen.

Our network totals over 50 stations."
SPONSOR
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Twenty-Five Per Cent. Lower Than Ever Sold Before.

WAT
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

StS^A ' .

CT&&M

rjr» & wott-ts,

MULTI-CITY

TV

MARKET

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. This Channel 8 station
is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities as well. WGAL-TV delivers
this responsive, prosperous viewing
audience at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
CAcuobd £

Lancaster,

Pa.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres,
316,000 WATTS

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
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I960

Ca»yrl|ht I960

PUBLICATIONS

INC.

There's a movement afoot among bellwether tv station operators that could
have decided repercussions in two areas: (1) chain-break privileges and (2)
ground rules for network product protection.
What these broadcasters are basically aiming for is a grand reappraisal of the economic
climate created for affiliates — particularly with regard to spot business potential — by the
myriad new ways that network time and programing are being sold.
Changes in network selling concepts, it is contended, make it imperative that networks
and affiliates jointly embark on a study centered around these questions:
1) Has the mushrooming of nighttime as well as daytime spreads and participations, the
crossplug, the hitchhike, the cowcatcher, etc., substantially undercut the affiliates' position in the sale of spot?
2) Have these practices made antiquated and impractical the traditional rules
relating to product protection and their amplication to chain-breaks?
3) Should revisions be weighed for (a) the allotment of more time for chainbreaks,
(b) the placement of the ever-expanding credits crawl and (c) and any other standards
that would compensate affiliates for the economic squeeze engendered by the changing complexion ofnetwork selling concepts?
(See 17 October sponsor for a full-dress probe and analysis of this issue.)

A somewhat surprising sudden entry into radio : Fisher Body (Kudner) for
eight weeks, starting 7 November.
Other radio buys of the past week: Pall Mall (SSCB), using 50 spots a week for one
week each in November and December; Chapstick (Gumbinner), in six-week flights; Kraft
Miracle margarine (NL&B).
Incidentally, reps with top stations in major markets report they're unable to clear for
any more business in traffic times before 1 December; the schedules are that loaded with
automotives, cigarettes, gasolines, toiletries and foods.

National spot tv keeps perking along with new business for the fall.
The orders and calls for availabilities include: Lever Imperial margarine (FC&B),
eight weeks; Tenderleaf tea (JWT), five weeks; Lipton Tea (SSCB), seven weeks; O-Cello
(D-F-S), four weeks, Yuban ground coffee (B&B) six weeks; Jergens lotion (C&W), three
weeks; Simonize (D-F-S), six weeks, packages based on total ratings.

King Sano cigarettes will do a series ©f weekend
middle of this month via LaRoche.

spot radio blitzes starting the

The initial flight's are for six weekends. Markets: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Washington, Cleveland, Boston and Detroit.

Reps are wondering

just how much

will come

availabilities that they're getting from GB&B
Committee.

of the sweeping

requests for

in behalf of the Democratic

National

Instead of suggesting a pattern, the queries cover the whole waterfront. The agency's
asking what's open in minutes, 20's ID's, prime, daytime and fringe time, etc.
Already the committee has disclosed to the press that it's had to call off some reserved
network time because of a stringent bankroll.
PONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

You might call this the end of another era: Wrigley, after 31 years with CBS
Radio, switches its network radio business to NBC in late December.
The close personal link over these years, of course, had been Phil Wrigley and Les Atlass,
CBS' now retired midwest chief. Now running the gum company's advertising roost
is a nephew, Wrigley Offield, who, CBS notes, attended college with NBC's Bill McDaniel.
It is also recalled that during the past era, CBS spent some of the millions it got from
Wrigley as a tenant of the Wrigley Building on Michigan Avenue.

Pillsbury's planned 52-week spot tv buy seems to have bogged down in midstream due to some budgetary confusions.
Turns out that some of the money that had been allocated for the spot campaign to meet
the stiff cake-mix competition had been siphoned into network participations.
The agency, Burnett, is now waiting for budgetary realignments before going ahead
in all the proposed markets.
Toni's also got a candidate in the hair-coloring sweepstakes: Colorcade.
It's being tv-tested via Wade, which helped launch Alberto-Culver's Treseme.
For those agencies that occasionally are asked by clients how each network
in average cost-per-l,000-homes-per-commercial-minute
five years SPONSOR-SCOPE has compiled the following table:
YEAR

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

ABC TV

$3.93
3.82
2.86
2.66
2.78

nighttime

has fared

over the past

CBS TV

NBC TV

$2.80
2.65
2.97
2.93
3.17

$3.31
3.52
3.27
3.43
4.17

Note: All averages are based on January-February reports.
Spot tv may
income.

eventually find Japanese-made

products a substantial source of

Reps last week got a letter from the New York branch of Dentsu Advertising, Ltd., asking
that it be placed on station information mailing lists, because it was in process of checking
its account lineup for tv prospects.
The letter stated that Dentsu was the largest agency in Asia, with $130 million in
billings and a network of 30 branch offices in Japan alone.
For the first time since 1954 U. S. Steel will forego its Operation Snowflake,
which has served as a boon for spot during the Christmas selling season.
The promotion put the spotlight on kitchen appliances made of steel.
Explained BBDO: the objective has been totally accomplished.
Even before the new tv network

line has had a chance to go on public display,

certain agencies are off" and running
season's programs.

in their planning and searching for next

Ask them why and they tell you the cause is two-fold: (1) they're worried that the lookalike of nighttime programing may become so palling that chunks of regular viewing will drift away; (2) their agencies have fortunes at stake in the medium and they have
to do something on their own to protect this interest.
What it could mean: free lance producers will have a better chance to compete
with the machine-made stuff of the big Hollywood studios, providing they're working on
things which depart from threadbare formulas.
20
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

The tv networks don't appear to be in a hurry on making a decision on what
two-and-a-half-hours of the nighttime schedule they'll carve out as option time.
Inquiry by SPONSOR-SCOPE last week, generally speaking, elicited this response: we're
weighing all the factors and facets but we can't say how soon before the first of the year we'll
be ready to move in rewriting our contracts with stations.

NBC TV affiliates are garnering something of a harvest from the spate of minutes that the network has opened up to them in nighttime programs.
Some reps report that they've already sold out of these odds and ends.
Although the spots are recapturable on two weeks notice, the network has assured the
affiliates there's little chance of anything happening
Apparently Vitamin Sales (Fairfax) is now
liver mail orders in steady profusion.

before 1 January.

convinced

that daytime tv can de-

It used to buy a quarter-hour at a time and wait for returns.
Last week the firm gave ABC TV an order for seven quarter-hours to be run off in a
13-week cycle.

It doesn't look as though the 1960-61 season will have as many
tions using network tv as did the previous one.
The lineup at the present moment:
TRADE

GROUP

American Dairy Assn.
American Gas Assn.
Watchmakers of Switzerland

Among

PROGRAMING

trade associa-

USED

Today
Barbara Stanwyck alt. wk.
Today

Pan-American Coffee
ABC TV daytime
U.S. Brewers Foundation
Specials
the missing: Florida Citrus, Edison Electric Institute, Florists Telegraph.

NBC Radio estimates it will show a profit of over $3.25 million for 1960, and
that its compensation to stations will come to about $3 million.
The network says its income from co-op is less than 2% of the total take.
Armour

(FC&B)

has allied itself with ABC TV for a combination

package.

The order covers four weekly quarter-hours of daytime and participations in the Untouchables, Hong Kong and Maverick. Annual rate of the business: $6.5 million.

ABC TV appears to have become miffed at NBC TV's tendency to skip around
among age groups in claiming housewife viewing predominance.
With the intent of stopping NBC in its tracks ABC cites a couple of tables on total
housewives reached per week, noon to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. One table
was put out by NBC a couple of months ago. The data was based on ABB December 1959
audience composition. The other table shows ABC's housewife breakdown in the ARB
I960 report.
Here are the tables :
AGE GROUP
18-29
30-39
40-49
Over 49
TOTAL
•
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NBC (DEC. 1959)
2,350,000
2,600,000
1,970,000
3,260,000
10,180,000

August

ABC (AUG. 1960)
3,096,000
2,670,000
1,932,000
3,380,000
11,078,000

\^d

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Spot tv got somewhat of a jolt last week from Detroit: the Pontiac Division cancelled the five-week schedule it had set weeks ago to hegin 1 November.
When the notice came through the reps were faced with this question : should they agree
to wipe out the entire obligation, though a portion of it could have been enforced, in face of
the fact that Life and some newspapers refused to cancel?
The problem was debated within the SRA and the decision was to give Pontiac, which
placed the business via MacManus, John & Adams, what it asked for.
The spot campaign was to focus on the Tempest compact and the reason given for cancelling was there was some trouble at the factory.

WPIX, N. Y., lost about $50,000 worth of business to a competitor, WNTA-TV, last week,
while the NAB code board was pondering the question as to whether cocktail mixes came
within the purview of the ban on hard liquor.
WPIX is a subscriber to the code, while WNTA-TV is a non-member. The product involved: Holland House cocktail mixes. The board eventually ruled in the affirmative.
Judging from

the preparations

going on, you can expect the most

furious

scramble for daytime business among the tv networks that you've yet seen.
Raiding attempts will be rampant, with a lot said about the advantage of splitting daytime activity between networks in order to beef up cost efficiency.
The protagonists in this battle will probably be limited to ABC TV and NBC TV,
since the top CBS TV sales echelon, sitting smug with its nighttime sellout situation, seems I
little inclined to match the sales policies effected by the competition in recent months.

As Madison

Avenue

sees it, Norman

Strouse's appointment

of Dan Seymour

and

Wallace Elton to jWT's executive committee demonstrates this: (1) he's now able to |
act freely and (2) the transition path from the old to the coming ruling caste has been smoothed.
The elder regime represented on the committee: Sam Meek, Henry Flower (two
powerhouses of the agency business) and Howard Kohl, personnel head for over 30 years.
(For more on JWT's realignments see NEWSMAKER

OF THE WEEK,

page 6.)

What is likely the last radio and tv holdout against beer, the Frank Gannett
group, has now gone the whole works.
Some years ago the late newspaper publisher modified his stand on network beer programs :they would be cleared on his stations if deemed in the public interest.
The stations, located in Rochester, Binghamton, Elmira and Danville, 111., will now take
beer whether network or spot.

There's been quite a burst of action lately among such agencies as Bates, Ayer
and JWT in updating their presentations anent tv for their clients.
They're scouring numerous statistical and information sources for their documentation.

TvB will have out by the first of the year a book primed to show Sears managers how to use tv at the grass roots.
It's in cooperation with the retail chain's headquarters management.
A similar how-to-do-it will be compounded for members of the National Retail Merchants Association.

For other

now*

coverage

in this issue,

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 44; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 59; SPONSOR
Hears, page 62; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72; and Film-Scope, page 60.
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EVENING

CHORES

. . . in tk S&md oj JdiHk and ^oney!
She's getting ready for
Country Club! Seriously,
our Station reflects that
1. Channel
2. CBS for

a "Barn Dance", 1961 version, at her
our people enjoy living at its best. And
better life with
2 for those
extra counties.
the best in Public
Servrce.

A tfie (£ahd oj <JMk ad ySfotiey!
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WISCONSIN

IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and western nevadai

BEELIN&«ao«o

Fresno is the nation's Number One
agricultural county and the heart of
America's raisin industry.
More Fresno listeners will hear
about your product on Fresno's Beeline station, KMJ. Compared to the
second best stations in this market,
KMJ delivers:
35' i more of the morning audience
14' ,' more of the afternoon market
31%more of the evening audience
(April 1960 Pulse)*

No question but that Beeline Radio
is your key to the desirable Fresno
market. And that's true for all five
Beeline markets in the Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bees. As a group, the
Beeline stations reach more radio
homes in these markets than any competing combination — at the lowest
cost per thousand.* Ask about the
three discount plans that make Beeline Radio a timebuyer's♦Nielsen
dream.
and SR&D

KFBK

KBEEoWs.o
KMJO

H«SNO.

\

KERN |j««s«ho

/UcClotcluf BAoGu£ca*t"u^ CoHtf>o*«f
SACRAMENTO,

CALIFORNIA

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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IT'S POWERful !
I

Needed

49th and
Madison
Long memory

support

Your lead article on radio ("Radio's
Big New Burst of Creativity") in the
September issue of SPONSOR leaves
me defenseless. Obviously, I was running off at the mouth when I should
have been inhaling with my eyeballs
as your story hits our radio target right in the teeth.
This is just the sort of support we
needed and believe me we are much
impressed.
Jay Barrington
asst. to gen. mgr.
WDAF
Kansas City, Mo.

The article in the September 19th
issue of SPONSOR entitled "Action Tv
Shoofs Brylcreem To Top" naturally
attracted my attention. (Incidentally,
it was 1958, not 1957, that this account moved to K&E.)
In this connection, I cannot help
but recollect the original article on
Brylcreem which you ran in July 23,
1956. I think it would prove quite
interesting if you reviewed this in the
light of the current article.
J. William Atherton
Kastor Hilton Chesley Clifford
Atherton, Inc.
N. Y. C.

Us, too!

Negro supplement

fCOOO's claim that it has the only
woman account executive in the Mid-

I've just received your
Negro Radio Supplement
done it again. It's even
your last one, and I can

west is "KOO0-K000." For KCFM,
Louis' oldest fm broadcasting
station, has an all woman — all 34-2655, 5' 6VI2" of her — account execuive. Miss Gertrude Bunchez.
We hope K000 doesn't mind
haring this distinction with us in
he Midwest.
Harrv
Eidelman
president
KCFM
St. Louis

ponsor is such a thoroughly read
lagazine that I'm sure several people
ave mentioned to you the caption
lix-up in the story, "TvB backs topvel research competition" in the 3
ctober issue.
But just for the record — and for
>ur morgue file — I'd like to report
at my face ended up over Dr. Leon
rons' name, and his over mine.
Milton Sherman, Ph.D.
client service director
MARPLAN Div.,
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
N. Y. C.
arch at the Tel,
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See this Hollywood epic . . .
final showing tonight at the
Bangor Drive-In.

Traffic is snarled on all
Maine highways.
9th Annual
and you've
better than
readily see

we're going to be giving it a lot of
use down here during the coming
months.
Sam Vitt
Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, Inc. N. Y. C.
The Negro supplement to your September 26th issue of SPONSOR contains an error which I believe should

(Held

over another week)

be corrected. As owners and operators of Station WNJR in Newark, we

Hundreds of local and national
advertisers have come to expect

were distressed to see, under "Negro
Station Profiles," a listing for WHBI
Newark
claiming 168 hours per wee'v
on
the air.

"special" results from
Channel 2.

WHBI is on the air Sundays only,
sharing its broadcast week with
WADO in New York which broadcasts Monday through Saturday. The
listing as it stands would give the impression that there are two full-time
Negro programed stations in Newark.
The fact is that WNJR is the only
100ff Negro programed station in
either New York or New Jersey.
Albert R. Lanphear
vice president
Continental
Broadcasting
Wilmington, Del.

Powerful

Combine 2 with Portland's 6 on
a national spot buy and save an
extra 5%.
See your Weed TV

man.

WLBZ-TV
NBC for
BANGOR
MAINE
MAINE
WLBZ-TV,

BROADCASTING
Bangor

SYSTEM

WCSH-TV,

Portland

Ko.#*e«

t—*

/VyeAr/eJe**^

tor-

fUs'<*^T

THANK YOU
KAREN „
friends who attended WTOL's Day at the Zoo.
Zoo director Phil Skeldon, said it was the biggest day the Toledo zoo EVER had!
We're proud of our ability to sell an item, an
idea or an event . . . because both our advertisers and our community benefit. Sure, we
deliver book numbers, but we wanted you to
see the actual people.

WTOL -TV RADIO

The Community Broadcasting Co.
WTOL-TV represented by <•** H-R Television
WTOL Radio represented by Gill-Perna, Inc.
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O

'CONTROL' SPOT TV f
FACTS OR FICTION?
ood spot slots aren't available
the medium or small client

Highest paid men from rep firms
have first call on the best spots

ig agencies get first option on

Agencies

pst spots and control tv time

are heard

about

big agencies'

'monopoly'

Buyers and sellers of spot time outline what the
Ipors are, where they come from, how much is fact
1/ou tried to buy a spot tv sched11 this week which included hot
U> in hot markets, and if you want> get on the air within the next
llth, you'd be in for a rough and
1 a disappointing time.
||:t because this has been happenl,n the past couple of weeks, some
]|»pointed clients and agencies are
that they've been "frozen
I by the "big boys" — the blue10 OCTOBER
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option

to shift

| spot from one client to another

As fall spot tv schedules begin to peak, the annual
ablings

have

chip advertisers and the "Top 10"
agency shops. Their problem is simple :theyor didn't
get most
there planning.
first — either
fastest
with the
Tv spot buyers dallied most of the
summer so that intensive buying
peaked late in August — far beyond
the usual cut-off for fall-winter scheduling. But when buying began, it
rushed through client-agency-representative offices with the force of

Hurricane Donna so that the hottest
spots in the hottest markets are gone
— but only temporarily, say the reps.
They stand firm against the rumors
and murmuring* of disgruntled
charges that the big agencies "control" prime tv spot time, squeezing
out the small, and that smaller clients and agencies are discriminated
against.
Agency executives queried by
sponsor on this subject align themselves unanimously with the basic
stances of station representatives,
but they contend there are occasional
shifts of favor toward some agencies
and clients, and that a few reps switch
ground rules on occasion.
The biggest single factor which
makes the prime spot tv squeeze alle-

WHAT

ADMEN

MUTTERINGS

AND

REPS

THINK

OF 'BIG AGENCY

ABOUT

CONTROL'

gation a speculative rather thai
factual issue is this: More time share being opened up than ever b
fore, with such moves as that
ABC TV affiliates to build seven ne

40-second announcement periods 1
tween
the last two network shows |
an
evening.
And regular announcement perio
are opening up for new sponso
faster than ever because today's bu
ing calls for shorter-term "flights'
for four-, six- and eight-week cai
paign periods. These days, says Ja
Denninger, eastern sales manager
Blair-TV, "a long-term campaign cc
ers 15 to 20 weeks."
Reps say there was a squeeze — I
not a freeze-out — in the severe i
of tv when the majority of adveri
ers wanted long-term schedules
so
times didn't open
muchtheir
frequency.

STATION REPS say buying hinges on "first come, first serve" sales
premise. They contend (1) buys involve fringe as well as prime time;
I 2 ) more prime times are available than ever before as stations open
new slots, as advertisers tend toward flights rather than long campaigns; (3) only stations control time. Pictured (I), Ralph Allrud,
I' lair-TV account executive, with Bill Warner, Ted Bates timebuyer

up w

Both the seller and the buyer ag
that this kind of sotto voce grousi
is an annual ailment most plaguin
prevalent
during
the fall solst
Says Frank Pellegrin. president1
H-R Representatives: "I've heard |
squeeze charge muttered at least 1
times," but he has yet to hear
first documentation
which
w>
prove (he assertion.
Jack Dennii
notes that he's heard it "every j
for 12 years since I've been in
Just what are some of these I
mured charges? And how factu
business!"
based are they? How much favd
ism is there in the sale of televij
spot time to one agency as opp<
to another?
The allegations reported to 61
SOR by agency media executives a
to follow these general lines. In i
instances the media pros were <
ing ideas and themes which thev
heard "somewhere" but with
they did not agree.
First, there's the broad ass<
that the agencies spending the

SY FROLICK, broadcast v.p. at
FRC&H, New York, thinks the

MARVIN

successful buy is based on a person-to-person relationship between buyer and seller, that

says major responsibility for successful tv spot buy rests with buy-

smaller agencies may well have
edge on big ones in this regard

RICHFIELD,

director of EWRR,

media

New York,

er, who must be "negotiator" or
"horse-trader." He thinks savvy
timebuyrrs should get higher pay

money in television get first '
on all prime, good or hot avai -^
ties which turn up.
Second,
there's the charge I
the big shops are permitted bvl
tions and representatives
to
trol" time slots by shifting a
ule from Product A to B made
same manufacturer,
or to mcs
another client automaticallv whd
first one cancels the schedule.
-:>ONSOR
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Third, there's the allegation that
is concentration of spot time where
le spot tv money is— in the big agenes — closes out (a) medium and
oall agencies, (b) medium and
nail advertisers, and (c) advertisers
w to the medium.
A peripheral complaint to the first
»int — about reps giving the biggest
ot agencies first option — is that the
ost experienced, highest paid men
om a representative organization
BU on the biggest and richest agenH and that these executives have a
j^or claim on good availabilities
i,er sales associates.
Representatives as well as agency
t;diaexecutives scrambled to refute
;se broad allegations. Said Frank
mp, vice president for media at
mpton Advertising: "By and large,
re's a fair shake for every agency,
tting good availabilities is more a
iiction of the quality of buyer than
Machiavellian stranglehold!"
jjWarvin Richfield, media director of
,vin, Wasey,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
.nmented:
"Large
agencies don't
re a monopoly on good spots; I
get as good a schedule as anyone
Young & Rubicam or BBDO for
simple reason that if reps don't
b me good spots they won't get my
liness!" And Sy Frolick, vice preslt in charge of tv and radio at
cher Richards, Calkins & Holden,
;ed, saying, "The fact that I— in
/nailer spot tv agency — have had
good luck in getting spot schedgives the lie to this. How would
'sstoil ever have happened if this
true?"
The Lestoil account, now an inry giant, started as a "backroom"
ufacturing plant and built its endistribution and sales operation
pnally on a foundation of spot
ision at a time when reps hadn't
d either of it or its agency.)
pspite general unanimity in termj:he spot tv availability picture a
|one, one adman who declined to
ioted said there "was some small
of fact" in the allegations. He
"There's a small fire but massive
■vs of smoke." He and his cole thinks the smoke comes from
small fires:
It's true that representatives
it a P&G, for example, to switch
■chedule from one product to anI. All media permit this, as long

:■ '■' SOR

•
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as the corporate client remains the
same. But some people therefore assume schedules are switched haphazardly— and automatically — once they
are "in" an agency.
2. There have been a few instances
where a schedule has been shuffled
between clients, although everyone
queried by SPONSOR could think of
only one example, involving Benton &
Bowles two years ago.
3. Because salesmen from the same
representative firm compete with each
other for sales, commissions and promotions, some observers jump to the
incorrect conclusion that they also
compete for availabilities. A small

modern representative firm assigns
salesmen by account and divides
small, medium and large agencies
evenly among them.
5. There are instances in which
advertisers or agencies of any size
can't get what they want in the way
of spot availabilities. This may be
because they're calling on too short
notice, that they're inflexible in their
stipulations, that they want an immediate "airing." This leads to the
charge of "lock-out" or "freeze" from
the less sophisticated buyer and client.
Several of the admen queried contend that the key to the success of a
spot tv buy lies with the buyer. Sy

"bucket" shop rep might do this, but
none of the big ones would permit
such chaotic disorganization . . . nor
would their stations.

Frolick says, "Whether the agency
is big or little, people are people. And
a nasty buyer in a big agency will

4. In many instances a top executive of a rep firm will trouble-shoot a
major account because of the money
involved in a contemplated buy or
cancellation, and this perhaps gives
rise to one charge that these top men
control the best spots and take them
only to the biggest agencies.
But the

experience and background."
Citing Beth Black (Cohen & Aleshire) and Reggie Schuebel (Guild.
Bascom & Bonfigli), Frolick said

THE BIGGEST
jj

get far less cooperation than a knowledgeable and pleasant one in a smaller shop. The key is personal contact,

"These are two gals from so-called
small shops who perform incredible

BILLERS IN SPOT TV

Figures are agency and/or sponsor estimates for 1959 as to the
Top 10 ad agencies in terms of their annual spot television billings
RANK

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

AMOUNT SPENT IN
SPOT TV IN MILLIONS

AGENCY

TED BATES

33.2
26
$47
21
21
19.5
19
17.9
14
11

BENTON & BOWLES
BBDO
McCANN-ERICKSON

(Tie)

YOUNG & RUBICAM

(Tie)

LEO BURNETT
N. W. AYER
COMPTON
CUNNINGHAM
J. WALTER

& WALSH

THOMPSON

(Tie)

DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE

{Tie)

11

Total
$240.6

AGENCY TV EXECS:
NOT EXPENDABLE

magic in finding availabilities which
aren't there ! As a matter of fact, the
big agencies are more likely to have
dead-heads than the little ones, and
they can he hidden and covered up
better with bo main

people around!"

Marvin
Richfield'
of EWRRbuying
agreesis i
that
the focus
of successful
with the buyer or. as he calls it. the I

^

"negotiator or horse-trader." He finds
the availabilities he wants, but he

agency programing departments are not on the way ou<

goes beyond the normal buying routine of calling and getting avails.

Despite shift to buying spot carriers, participations

I

^

He knows exactly what he's look- ||
ing for, in what markets and at what

Networks agree that the agency programing execii

tive's voice is in direct proportion to his own standing

cost. "Some buyers, unfortunately,
are at the mercy of the rep salesmen.
and some of them therefore get left
out in the cold. You have to know

Kvast week Alan Stoneman, president of Purex, filled 12 inches of one

how to temper frequency and cover-

of the nation's most influential news-

age to sell a given product." and this
type of buying transcends the simple
avails and costs-per-1,000 he says.
Richfield estimates that only 10 in

papers with a "hands off" statement
regarding his company's sponsored
tv shows this season. Sponsor relations to network programing were

some 200 media people he's worked
with in agencies have been good "ne- •
gotiators," a prime buying requisite.
"The man who spends S5 million in
spot tv wouldn't think of hiring a guv
for more
than $8,000 to keep the

referred to by Stoneman as "interThe article must have left some
ference."
verv highly paid and hard-working
executives, including some at the in-

agency honest!" he charges, adding
that he believes in a "negotiatorbuyer" who knows (1) the mechanics
of buying, and has an intimate knowledge of ratings services and computation so it can be explained to the client concisely; (2) who has presence, ||
because he or she needs to talk to

terviewee's agency, wondering whether the president thought that his an-

AGENCY

INFLUENCE

nounced 50rc sales increase was
accident. It also raised the questio
as to yvhat role the agency tv execi

-!

tive plays if he can be barred froi
participating in a special, in the 11|_fc
of the trend to buying spot carrier
and multiple participations, and tl
passing of control of all but 15 nigh
time shows to the networks.
i

t

Spokesmen for agencies high on tl
list of network tv users, as well as t
major tv networks, resented the i
plication
and dj
dared
that ofan "interference"
increasingly importai

STILL HIGH . .

the reps and perhaps to account peo- .
pie who may not know the intricacies: (3) who has judgment, an abil- 1
ity to make a deal in favor of the I
agency and client.
Pellegrin of H-R contends that basic buying strategy militates against
the charge that schedules are "controlled" by an agency for several accounts. Two major factors are involved: "First of all. there's usually
product conflict.
If a time slot has
been cleared for Product A. part of
the clearance involves separation from
competitive items.
More than likely
this same
clearance
wouldn't
hold
true for Product B, so from a marketing point of view the agency would
not find it feasible to switch.

1

"The
lineups
profile
by the

;-..'

second factor is that station
wouldn't
match the market
of two different accounts, and
time you added some stations
i Please turn to pape 50 i
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DAVID LEVY, NBC
"Most of the agency's comments are constructive," says
|$ "and the agency executive is usually well trained and
preter." BBDO's George Polk sees agency tv programing
ing, with more building of shows for clients, more need

NBC's David Les
a very good int
departments grt
for top executhl
10 OCTOBER

15J|

nction in programing is being cared out by the agency programing
ecutive. Their almost unanimous
ipraisal of his present position:
• In the flood of '59, which came
1 twin waves of declining agency
ograming responsibility and ineasing small and varied participaan buys on network tv. the programg executive kept his powder dry
op his own Ararat and today comands as much influence within the
;ency hierarchy and almost as much
ith the networks and packagers as
fore.
True, they conceded, many of the
executives from top agencies had
itched over to the packager and
[twork side. But this, they declared.
is part of the natural process of
er-marriage
among
the various
anches of the industry.
As David Levy, NBC v.p. for netrk programs and talent and a forr agency executive himself, pointout, "When you look at the ros5 of programing guys at major
jncies you'll mostly see men who
e been through the tv production
II. As for the networks and pack-

LTHOUGH

THEY

agers, the situation is vice versa."
But the basic functions of the pre1959 programing executive are still
his basic functions. They include:
• The final say on recommendations for all nighttime network programs, syndications and local program buys.
• Protection of the client's interests through influence (not interference), however unofficial, over subject matter in the areas of controversy or matters of taste.
• When purchasing spot carriers
or scatter plans, the choice of what
shows, although media may have a
big voice in deciding how many and
when.
The

agency

executive has lost

ground only in the matter of "control," with less than a handful of
shows still brought in by the agency
or client who are able to choose their

half of his clients as his own personality and background permit.
Where he has surrendered much influence is on the multi-sponsored
shows. With a spot carrier, for example, the advertiser is obviously going for greater circulation, not identification. The agencv programing executive, as one said, "may know the
show will be a stiff but will have a
big audience for a few weeks." In
manv cases, he gives media his opinion and from then on it's a shortterm media buy.
George Polk, vice president in
charge of programing at BBDO. stated one case for the agencv exec.
"Basically, our department makes the
programing decisions." he said. "Anything to do with content is in our
domain. Sometimes media gets into
the
buy.picture, especially in the areas of
scatter plans which are really a media

network. But in today's set-up, with
the network furnishing the show and
the agency furnishing the sponsor, the
word "control" is a misnomer, anyway. The agencyman is acknowledged by the networks to exert as
much "constructive influence" in be-

BRING

IN ONLY

"Media makes a recommendation
for a scatter plan dollarwise," he continued. "It's still up to us, however,
to pick the shows. Very often they're
picked before they go on the air,
(Please turn to page 52)
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1960-61 Shows
SHOW

DENNIS THE MENACE
GE THEATRE
DANNY THOMAS
ANDY GRIFFITH
HENNESSY
DOBIE GILLIS
MY SISTER EILEEN
V. S. STEEL & ARMSTRONG
ZANE GREY
ANN SOTHERN
JUNE ALLY SON
MR. GARLUND
ALFRED HITCHCOCK
PETER LOVES MARY
\ BACHELOR FATHER
1 PETER GVNN
1 THE

RIFLEMAN

jLAW

& MR. JONES

SOR

Delivered By Agencies,
NETWORK

•
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CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
ABC

SPONSOR

Kellogg;
General
General
General

Best Foods
Electric
Foods
Foods

Gen. Foods; Lorillard
Pillsbury; Ph. Morris
Colgate
U. S. Steel; Armstrong
S. C. Johnson; Lorillard
Gen. Foods; S. C. Johnson
DuPont
Plymouth; L&M
Ford
Procter &
Whitehall;
Br. Myers;
Procter &
Procter &

Gamble
Am. Tob.
Reynolds
Gamble
Gamble

OF PROGRAMS
Clients
AGENCY

Burnett; GB&B
BBDO
Benton & Bowles
Benton & Bowles
Y&R; L&N
Burnett
Ted Bates
BBDO
NL&B; L&N
Benton & Bowles
BBDO
N. W. Ayer; DFS
J. Walter Thompson
Benton & Bowles
Bates; Gumbinner
DCS&S; Esty
Benton & Bowles
Compton

31

MOGUL,

WILLIAMS

& SAYLOR

supervisor, Richard Lockman,
latest

product.

WHY

Standing

by

are

creative team heads: Jeanne Harrison, executn

(at left) go
John

Wingate,

Esquire

ESQUIRE

^ Esquire shoe polish,
obscurity to No. 1 spot
^■ast week a shoe polish company
who pioneered in nighttime net tv 11
years ago returned to that medium
after a two-year venture in tv spot
and daytime net. The current campaign also heralded a first for the
veteran tv advertiser — a new and
economical use of tape.
The company — Knomark, Inc..
maker of Esquire Shoe Polishes, and
a long-time Mogul, Williams & Savior
account, broke into tv back in 1950
with participation in ABC's Blind
Date, the first in its field to tr\ the
media. Since that debut date, Esquire
shoe polish commercials have made
the rounds on a variety of nighttime
network shows, and more
recently,
32

over last minute details befor
product

spokesman

( ight)

Esqui
and

STAYS

enior v.p. and Esquire accd
musical announcement of
of the

Jai

WITH

MW&S

tv

departnn

TV

first brand in its field to try nighttime net tv, rose fro
in shoe polish industry; begins 12th year in televisk
daytime network and spot tv.
Tv advertising has been accredited
by both MW&S and Knomark admen
for taking the shoe polish out of
relative obscurity and placing it in a
top position. Esquire was the first
shoe polish product to establish a
strong position in the supermarket
shelf.
When Esquire began its affiliation
with MW&S, in 1945, the company's
total advertising appropriation was
in the neighborhood of S25,000. This
year — although agency and Knomark
execs are not talking — the advertising budget will come close to the
S3 million mark.
Hold That Camera — a low-budget

ABC variety show came in for <
week sponsorship
bv Esquire
Blind Date. This was followed b
company's purchase of an hour stj
in the Kate Smith
noontime A!
net show — during
1952-53 seasons.

the

1951-52

Esquire distribution which b
to broaden during these expo:
began to gain momentum rapidl;
ter that. It was right about here
Esquire, in order to reach nod
homes, added NBC TanDem R»
on a three-time a week participate
In this period it introduced, !
cessfully, Scuff-Kote.
Later,
in 1953.
when
Esqi
gained shelf space in food stores i
SPONSOR
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ipermarkets, the most extensive disibution expansion was started. To
;lp this along, MW&S "lend-leased"
3 v.p. in charge of marketing and
erchandising, Jules Lennard, to
squire for six months.
To support this move into food
itlets, Esquire placed its line on
thur Godfrey's CBS TV-Radio
ows — a single investment which
st well over SI million.
In the 1953-54 and 1954-55 seans, Esquire sponsored Masquerade
rty on NBC. By this time, accordto MW&S admen, Esquire had
ptured 25 cr of the entire shoe polrket.
Completely sold on tv, they entered
1955-56 season with sponsorship
Caesar's Hour and came back with
enewal, the next season. MasquerParty was added again in 1957
over 87 stations. In the fall of
>7, they bought into the Perry
mo Show with a lineup of 180
>C stations. Here they stayed for

a second season — and bought into the
Garry Moore Show in the fall of
1958.
It was at this time that Esquire decided to try a new approach: to
reach the homemaker during the daytime hours. A heavy spot tv campaign was launched and daytime net.
consisting of soap operas and women's shows were bought. Esquire was
happy with this medium, labeled Operation Daybreak.
There was one small sour note,
however. There was a feeling that
Esquire dealers were not aware of the
power of this advertising program.
Some of the glamor, excitement, name
value was lacking. A certain amount
of company product prestige was gone
— with nighttime net.
The dealers had, according to an
agency spokesman experienced a
"psychological boost" in being associated with top names like Kate
Smith, Arthur Godfrey, Perry Como,
etc. In addition — there weren't many

MW&S puts tv tape
to economical use
w to reach Esquire food brokers and salesmen
fastest and least costly way, was solved by
V&S creative team headed by accountsupervisor
■hard Lockman. The idea: to tape a 15-minute
c and product demonstration by Esquire com■y president, Irving J. Bottner, shown here
left) receiving some on-camera instructions
!ove
n Lockman, and at right during the taping session.
OR
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people watching, during the daytime,
the dealers argued.
To allay their fears — and to point
up the potency of spot tv and daytime net, MW&S senior v.p. and Esquire account supervisor Richard
Lockman devised a dealer contest.
The contest — "Guess How Many People Will See The Fall '59 Esquire Tv
Spots" — was distributed to retailers,
wholesalers, and all their employees.
Two-color, two-page spreads in all top
trade journals featured the contest
clues. With attention directed at the
Esquire commercials in this new
manner, the dealer was awakened to
the magnitude of the Esquire daybreak campaign although he was not
able, during working hours, to catch
the commercials.
Last week, however, Esquire returned to nighttime tv. The campaign— to introduce the company's
newest No-Odor Boot Polish as well
as a new line of spray polishes — broke
I Please turn to page 48)

AGENCY

WEBS

BOOST

^ Seven national agency networks
see rosy future
with broadeast media activity definitely on ascendency
^ Over 190 small- to medium-sized agencies in nation's
top markets are linked in specific network affiliation
I his month four of the seven advertising agency networks will be
having their national meetings. The
meetings will undoubtedly reflect the
fact that broadcast media are playing
a more extensive role in recent network operations.
Members of agencies representing
over $550 million in annual billing

will be discussing tv program exchanges, local timebuying and availabilities, general marketing problems,
reports on current campaigns, and
case histories.
Several vears back it was generallv
thought in the agency business that
agencv networks were formed "so that
smaller shops could huddle together

AIR

ROLE

for warmth." Today, spokesmen fo
the existing national agency network
however, not only resent such a state
ment but feel it is barking up th
wrong tree. The networks, thev sa^
today operate for the mutual benefi
of their members, are growing b
leaps and bounds, and generallv con
sider their outlook to be verv rosv
indeed.
The basic objectives of an agenc
network are obvious. Fullv staffei
small- to medium-sized agencies, whir]
operate in their own markets as inde
pendent firms, also assist each otha
in basic marketing functions. There
fore, a client of X agency in Dalla
may also have at his disposal the fa
cilities of similar agencies in most o
the nation's top markets. "Networl
offices are in effect autonomous aged

cies with a family resemblance,"
Henry J. Kaufman, pres. of Henrv J
Kaufman Assoc. Washington, a mem
ber of National Advertising Agenct
Network, told sponsor.
By the nature of their organization]
member agencies can enlist account
which, on their own. they couldn|
possibly tackle.
As network agencid
can woo heavier accounts, smaller j»
counts can also get the benefits of
branch agency by affiliating with
network
member.
As one netwoi
put it:
"Youan
aspokesman
branch outfit
with
8100,000 ... so you best
. . . and more and more

can't
aff
account
go netw
smaller a

counts are realizing this."
A Boston adman told spons
"We agency networkers think that
business is local and the knowleu,
of local markets enables us to intn
duce new products, new ideas
broadcast media, thousands of m
from our home base bv virtue of i
work affiliations."
Aside from time buys and chec
on availabilities, a network meml
may be asked to monitor commerci
in his market, suggest a storvboa
used for a client in his market \fl
a similar product, or recommend
syndicated show which would be(
good buy for a specific client t
Recently one agency asked an affili
to "please suggest best tv home eo(
SPONSOR
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BASIC

FACTS

1946

1932
F.A.A.G.

1928

ON THE MAJOR

AGENCY

61

NETWORKS

Figure
not
available
35%

16
Figure
not
available
11%

26
$200 &

22%
1947

21

1932

32

1950

26

$350

$1,500
$350-

1938

Figure
available
25-35%not

20
$500
$300-

omist program in your area for introducing new food product."
Or, one agency may be called upon
to produce commercials for another,
using local talent. Such was the case
this year with an Alabama agency
which asked its Los Angeles affiliate
ito produce in Hollywood, commercials for a snuff manufacturer. When
Jack Paar's late-night show originated
from the West Coast last Christmas
season, the same L.A. agency was
called upon to supervise commercials
for an Albany agency's tree decoration manufacturer-client.
Timebuying, however, is still the
most important air media service network members provide for each other.
So important has it become that the
First Advertising Agency Group,
whose N. Y. franchise was left open
vhen Lee-Stockman Agency disbanded
t a
a year ago, will only accep
Iibout
^. Y. member with top tv contacts.
Transamerica Advertising Agency
Network N. Y. affiliate Friend-Reiss
produced a tv program and did the
jommercials for the Toy Guidance
council for three years. Network
jnembers bought time locally and
upervised the commercials, as well as
JPONSOR
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newspaper tie-ins and usual merchandising. "This close control on the
local level resulted in better timespotting, more efficient synchronization with local customs, such as what

purpose stressed in these contests is
not winning an award but rather putting fresh campaign ideas before
affiliates for discussion and suggestion.

slots and supervise commercials," he
pointed out.
Most networks have one unique
feature unto themselves. Such is the
case with N.A.A.N., which boasts a

Billing methods vary with each
network. Where N.A.A.N. has rigid
billing practices through its central
office, F.A.A.G. gives affiliates a halfhour's service per request free of
charge and bills the agency for time
spent thereafter. On the other hand
some networks have no set rules on
billing. One agencyman griped that
when it came to billing his affiliate,

successful marketing division, Marketing Development Associates. MDA
is a franchised member of N.A.A.N.
When an N.A.A.N. member wants a

the response was "don't bother, we'll
have a drink at the next convention."
As he put it: "This sort of puts the
damper on further requests for serv-

day is pay day in a given city/' said
Ben Reiss, chairman of the board,
Friend-Reiss. "This type of operation
saves darn costly agency time in traveling the tv circuit to check on time

marketing service performed, it must
issue an order to MDA, which is carried out and billed to the agency.
N.A.A.N. also has a central clearing
office through which all network requests, billings, accounting and payrolls, are filed. It also serves as a
central library for background marketing information and case histories.
F.A.A.G. and Mutual Adv. Agency
Network have annual advertising and
marketing competitions. The primary

ice, because
of obligation."
Some
networks,
such as T.A.A.N.
however, have regular inter-agency
billing charges. Here is T.A.A.N. 's
breakdown, on an hourly rate: stenographic or clerical personnel — $2;
regular survey personnel — $2; survey supervisors — $5; junior execs
— $7.50 and senior execs — $12.
All networks have regularly scheduled annual, semi-annual, national
(Please turn to page 51)
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REACTION

FOOD SPENDING ON TV:
A MILLION BUCKS A DAY
l^l.iti>;nal and regional food product
advertisers laid their money on the
line fur tv at a SI million-a-day rate
during the first half of this year.
The Television Bureau of Advertising estimated today that a total of
more than S180 million was spent in
six months by these advertisers on
both time (net) and talent. The gross
time expenditures for network and
spot during the January -through-June
period came to SI 44. 766.075, of
which $88,798,000 was for spot and
$55,968,075 was for network.
In estimating the net figures, TvB
assumes that net time spending for
spot is about 70r7 of gross (based on
the ratio to FCC time sales data),
while talent adds another 15rf to the
reduced figure. As for network spending, the promotion firm's researchers
add about 35 rT to the gross time level
to get a net time-and-talent total.

TV'S FOOD
Baked goods

TvB noted that tv continues to be
the No. 1 advertising medium in 1960
"for the food industry.
Among the big spenders in major
categories:
• General Foods spent S9.320,000
alone in the top-ranking coffee, tea
and food drinks category for Maxwell
House, Sanka, and Yuban coffees.
This is a gross time figure for network and spot.
• Leading in the cereals division
was Kellogg, whose gross time tv
total came to S8,028,511 for these
products.
• The National Biscuit Co. led in
the baked goods category with $4,087.472 for network and spot.
In the relatively less important national food stores category, A&P led
with spot gross time expenditures of
"•825.240. while Safeway was second
with S751.750.

1 "

SPOT TV

NETWORK

TV

$16,836,003

$11,393,000

$ 5,443,003

Cerefds

20,666,327

5,699,000

14,967,327

Coffee, tea, food drinks

31,321,881

23,645,000

Condiments,

etc.

proper
^

direction

for

radio

Some reps and stations

wonder what the 'noise' is
about: others disconcerted

I he proposed "golden rules" of station operation that KYA, San Francisco, set up for itself received a pat
on the back from agencymen last
week, but some sub rosa mutterings
from other industry quarters.
Agency media people welcomed the
"dignity" move as an improvement
that can enhance radio's value to advertisers. "A constructive step for
the advancement of radio," said Art
Pardoll, associate media director,
Foote, Cone & Belding. "This commercial policy should provide definite
benefits for advertisers," was the comment of Jerome Feniger, radio tv

$$, 1ST HALF, 1960
TOTAL TV

^ Agencies see 'dignity'
move as significant step in

7,568,881

v.p., Cunningham & Walsh. "A statesmanlike policy," added N. W. Aver
v.p. Tom McDermott. Others on record as approving included Cliff Botway, media supervisor. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, and William Esty's
Jack Fennell.
As for broadcasters there was both
(1) a natural reluctance to boost a

6,893,485

4,500,000

2,393,485

9,870,622

3,884,000

5,986,622

2,203,486

508,000

competitor, and (2 ) a let's-give-creditwhere-credit-is-due attitude. Reps and

1,695,486

14,807,358

10,363,000

4,444,358

station men willing to be quoted favored the move, though they found

Fruits & vegs., juices

8,656,630

5,237,000

3,419,630

Macaroni, noodles, etc.

2,078,875

1,476,000

602,875

Margarine, shortenings

8,310,883

5,845,000

2,465,883

Meat, poultry & fish

4,110,591

3,530,000

580,591

/Vaf'I food stores
Soups

4,680,000

4,680,000

3,245,825

720,000

2,525.825

Misc. foods

9,431,869

5,820,000

3,611,869

1,498,000

262,240

Dairy products
Desserts
Dry foods

Misc. frozen foods
Gross

time

expenditures.

Spot — TvB-Rorabaug i;

1,760,240
network— TvB/LNA

BAH

it par for the course for any "good"
radio station, and didn't see what the
hoopla was all about. The unquotables. however, showed concern about
how their own image might fare in
the wake of KYA's effort to recast an
image for itself.
Among the major planks in KYA's
new platform:
• A reduction in the hourlv commercial maximum from 23-24 units to
18, of which 14 are minutes, the rest
30's or 20's and 10's. The number of ,
60-second commercials per half-hour
drops from nine to seven.
SPONSOR
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TO KYA

'GOLDEN

• One commercial announcement
between musical selections, where in
the past there were two, sometimes
three.
• Product protection increased
from 15 to 20 minutes, and maximum number of commercials per advertiser per hour cut from three to
two.
• Discontinuation of spots shorter
than 10 seconds and sponsorship of

RULES'

time signals, weather reports, and
news shorter than 10 seconds.
• Adoption of a single rate, effective no later than 15 December. All
national business must be placed
through agency and sales rep.
According to Morton Wagner, executive v.p. of Bartell Broadcasting
Corp. which owns KYA, "In no way
does this action decry, condemn,
question the previous, current, and,

HERE'S HOW THOSE

MIXED

undoubtedly, future policies of our
own properties and those of our colleagues." Nonetheless, a development of this nature can't help but
draw attention to the industry in
general.
Among the reps consulted, KYA's
plan probably got its most favorable
review from Richard O'Connell, executive v.p.. Devney /O'Connell, who
was "completely
in accord insofar

IN FAVOR LOOK AT THE PLAN

IT BENEFITS

ADVERTISERS

1%

JEROME FENIGER

THOMAS

CLIFF

McDERMOTT

BOTWAY

observed, "All agencies and advertisers welcome media ef-

''This commercial policy and its innovations should provide definite benefits for advertisers," said Jerome Feni%er, v.p. in charge of radio J tv programing, Cunningham
£ Walsh. Putting his reaction concisely, Tom McDermott,

forts to advance the dignity of the profession." In the
opinion of Art Pardoll, associate media director, Foote,

>.p. of N. W . Ayer, called it, "A statesmanlike policy."
Ilift Botway, media supervisor, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,

action

IT'S A 'GOOD'

Cone & Belding, "This is a constructive step for the advancement ofradio." He expressed the hope that such
would
trigger a de-commercialization
trend.

STATION'S

DUTY

\\leps and station men for
he most part go along
H-ith the plan, though
lany resent the fanfare
ccompanying what they
onsider a policy all
good" stations more or
follow. Most comletely in accord with
YA's actions is Richard
'Connell, exec v.p., DevRALPH GUILD
ey/O'Connell.
He says
YA can now raise rates. Ralph Guild, v.p. Daren F. Mcavren, which represents KABL in same market, wel>mes move as improvement to competition there. In fa'ONSOR
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RICHARD O'CONNELL

MITCHELL DeGROOT

vor of the move, but critical of how it has been handled,
is Mitchell DeGroot, radio mgr. of Paul H. Raymer Co..
who calls it a "grandstand play for editorial attention."

37

as it furthers radio's goal: to sell.
Over-commercialization dilutes the
effectiveness of sales messages. By
holding down the numher of commercial units, KYA increases their value
and can charge more for them."
OTJonnell added that "over-commercialization isrampant in all media,
especially print," and expressed the
hope that a counter trend was underway.
The quotables for the most part
limited their remarks to a comparison
of KYA's new- operation with their
own. "Most of our stations are less

THERE'VE
NEW

Maximum

commercial," says Daren F. McGavren executive v. p. -general sales manager Ralph Guild. In the San Francisco market his outfit represents
KABL, which he says runs 12 commercials perhour, in clusters of three
every 15 minutes. As for KYA's plan
Guild is "glad to see it. If they do
this, it should help improve the competitive situation in the Bay area."
Among the unimpressed reps is
Mitchell DeGroot of the Paul H.
Raymer Co. "A grandstand play for
editorial attention; it's indicative
that the station formerly acted con-

BEEN SOME
POLICY

CHANGES

trary to the practices

WMCA, New York. "We've operated
that way for years, and are glad to
see another station come out with
meaningful controls on commercial
content, which we believe adds
great deal to effectiveness of radio
Some broadcasters were on the deadvertising."
fensive. "If a station is doing o.k.,
who's to say it's too commercial?"
queried one. "It's the technique of

MADE
IN THE

commercial units per hour:

18.

Al-

of the better

radio stations."
policy is sales
"nothing
new"
to The
JohnKYA
McSweeney,
manager,

AT KYA

PAST

Permitted 23-24 hourly commercial announcements,

' lows 14 minutes, two 10's, two 30's or 20's.

including 18 minutes, 9 per half hour {now it's 7).

Number of sales messages between musical .
■ lections will be held down to one.

Usually two spots between records, sometimes three,
though always separated by other ingredients.

{Product category protection of 20 minutes, and
■ one advertiser held to two spots an hour.

Protection period had been 15 minutes, each advertiser could have up to three commercials per hour.

4. Single

rate card effective no later than 15 Dec.
Until then, 20% off for Bay area small retailers.

Maintained two rate cards, one for local advertisers,

No announcements less than 10 seconds; no time,

Allowed spots shorter than 10 seconds, sold sponsorship oftime, weather, news shorter than 10 seconds.

2

5. weather,

news sponsorship less than 10 seconds.

announcements,
6. All
fixed at the outset

regardless of type, may be
within

not accept pre-inquiry,
7. orWillbarter
business. No orders

period.

If plan bought, position was not fixed even at beginning. Ifcategory purchase, fixed only if at outset.

percentage of sales,
accepted for re-sale.

Accepted a limited amount of barter business, was
not involved in pre-inquiry or percentage of sales.

a half-hour

approval required for "call
8. Special
copy, use of client's address in "write

9. All
10.

other applied to national business placed on station

right now"
now" copy.

Permitted all "call right now" and "write
continuity as the occasion dictated.

now

national business must be placed through advertising agency and station s national sales rep.

Infrequently accepted on a direct basis, national
business emanating from outside San Francisco area.

Spots added to schedules during protection period will carry current rather than protected rate.

Charged the protected rate for additions to schedules during the protection period.
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,the personality that counts. One guy
weaves in commercials more skillfully
than another. If the audiences resent
commerciality they can switch, and I
think they should be the jury that
counts," asserted one who insisted on
anonymity.
Among the disgruntlements was
widespread question as to KYA's motivation for implementing this new
plan. Several referred to the station's
relatively low position in the market.
(July-August Nielsen Station Index
finds KYA fluctuating between sixth
and tenth.) If KYA thinks this will
help its business, fine, said one rep,
'but why does it have to make so
much noise about it and put other stations in a bad light?"
As for improvement of KYA's business, most granted that this could result eventually, beginning on the lo[cal level. In time the audience should
grow, "provided programing keeps
|>ace with commercial policy," qualified one, and then the national busies would be forthcoming.
Several additional stipulations were
ncluded in KYA's new plan, some
bund to be fairly off-beat by several
>roadcasters. For instance, the station has banned commercials shorter
|han 10 seconds and will no longer
liccept sponsorship of time signals,
tveather, or other programing fragments measuring less than 10 seconds. None of the broadcasters
(ueried could see any reason for this
iction. For the most part they felt
he advertiser ought to be able to buy
s short a time period as he thinks
ie needs, though several would be
jharging the minute rate regardless
•f brevity.
Also, there was no approval to be
ound for KYA's decision to charge
he current rate for spots added to a
chedule during protection period,
hould rates have risen since initial
urchase. And adherents to KYA's
limination of sound effects from
ve commercials were nowhere to be
ound.
Among the changes broadcasters
onsidered entirely appropriate, and
3 some said, "long overdue," were
bift to a single rate (effective no
iter than 15 December) ; discontinution of barter; and requirement that
U national business be placed
irough agency and rep.
^
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CHIPPER as these 'newfangled' cameras, early hand-crank model
to touch of Fitzgerald's Campbell Fairley. Fairley accompaniec
Dickinson
(r) and head cameraman
Chester
Gleason
(backgrc

ihown here responds easily
Jamieson's director Jerry
nd)
to shooting
location

OLD FLICKER TECHNIQUE
FINDS NEW PLACE IN TV
fciast week history made a comeback. Shelving modern television film
and tape techniques for turn-of-thecentury movie making, the Jamieson
Film Co. of Dallas came up with a
series of commercials, aired for the
first time 1 October, which could be
the start of a back-to-the-good-olddays trend in air media advertising.
Use of the outdated "flicker" treatment came to mind when Fitzgerald
Advertising agency of New Orleans,
turned over to Jamieson an assignment of tv commercials for Blue Plate
Foods, Inc. which called for recreating a scene from 1910.
Jamieson's first job was to gather
authentic props, costumes, and sets.
The need for a 1910 Locomobile was
quickly answered by the Dallas Horseless Carriage Club whose members
eagerly pitched in and restored the
car. This, incidentally, required
3,900 hours of labor.
Next step on the agenda: Recreating the 1910 flicker effect. And here
a slight complication arose. Jamieson
found that the modern camera and
film processing, having been specifically designed for smooth action and
I pictures of high photographic quality,

could not adequately simulate the
old-fashioned technique. Solution:
to come up with an old camera (a
simple task) and one which would
work (this not so simple).
It was found pronto — a 45-year-old
Bell and Howell studio hand-crank
model — where it had been left to
gather dust in the Jamieson storeroom some 30 years ago. Surprisingly the old machine went to work
with relative ease.
It wasn't the camera, Jamieson then
discovered, that was the greatest
problem, but the crew. Accustomed
to the completely motor driven equipment of our time, the cameramen
were stuck for knowledge and facility
in operating the hand-driven model.
Founder of the film company Hugh
Jamieson Sr., who was schooled in
the movie making of the old days,
brought the men back-to-date on the
method.
Even director Jerry Dickinson and
his staff, spent several days re-learning the old gestures and pantomime
of the "silent" era.
With the final step taken by the
processing lab personnel, who found
they could reproduce early film qual39

FortWorth®@Dallas

^hreveport

t

Austin& Houston Orleans ^
•Chihuahua

Chihuahua

it\ best through use of sound recording film, preparation time was over
and Jamieson ready to roll.
It took some four days to complete
the commercials — a series of three
plus two days of looking for a
suitable location in Dallas. '"Getting
awaj from the scores of present-day
telephone poles, cars, and house-, w as
not easy.'" said Campbell Fairley.
T itzgerald agency spokesman, "but
once we found the right spot, everything followed smoothly."
Each of the three spots utilizes the
same format, although each differs in
content. The first opens up. in typical
flicker-style, on a 1910 family driving
off to a picnic in their Locomobile.
A shift in scene finds the familv at

MAntonio
im&

©/Corpus Christi

Torreoi
o
v
Durango
v

\

|atamorosGrLF

Tr°#Url|

MananilfiS.Cit
""
y Puebl
'"uATE
-aO^^, "~
SIA
/SHE
Mexico
'-^

^

the picnic grounds, blanket with food
spread out before them. The voiceover narration — used throughout all
the spots — explains how foods in the
early days were bland, unexciting.
There's a dissolve, and we're back
in the '60"s looking at a modern outdoor picnic, w ith an accompam ing
narration on the changes in food to- j

What's going on in
Mexican television?

day, specifically Blue Plate Food's
prepared mayonnaise.
The second commercial, following
the style of the first with about 20
seconds of the old-style movie, deFrank Boehm (below), ivriter of this
picts a 1910 couple out canoeing, I
article, is vice president and director
leads into a 1910 kitchen where the
of
research-promotion-advertising of
housewife is struggling to make her
the Adam Young Co.. but his recent
own mayonnaise, and dissolves into
trip to Mexico, out of ivhich this armodern setting from there — first a
ticle came, had nothing to do with his
speedboat scene, with the couple
position in the rep firm. His experiwater skiing, then an up-to-date kitence in U. S. broadcasting provides
chen with the housewife's job of prehim with valuable background in evalparing tasty meals simple and timeuating trends developing in Mexico.
saving because of prepared foods.
The hand-crank camera was not
necessary for the third commercial,
since the first scene was set in the
1930's.
Will this type of technique prove
successful? That remains to be seen.
since the test has just gotten underway. (Blue Plate Foods has bought
programing and spots in 43 Southeast and Gulf Coast markets, including the half-hour syndicated mystery
show Brothers Branigan, which made
its debut only last week.) There's a
strong feeling of optimism, however,
on the part of both Blue Plate and
Fitzgerald executives, who feel their
unique way of telling the story will
bring rapid, substantial results.
^
40

I here is probably more interest b\
U. S. advertisers in Mexican television than in any other Latin- American video market.
Advertising in Mexico is a S110
million-a-year business. The bulk of
this ad money goes to radio and tv.
This is partially a result of the newspapers' inability to meet the advertising standards of sophisticated ager-j
cies, partially because of government
restrictions on outdoor advertising
adjacent to federal highways, but it
is mostly because of the natural desire of the Mexican people for thel
type of entertainment provided by thel
broadcast media and the consequent!
ability of those media to move mei
chandise.
Advertising time is difficult to o!
tain in both broadcast media, esp<
cially on Mexico City stations. Sin <
10' , of Mexico's purchasing pow
is concentrated within a short radi is]
of Mexico City, the Federal DistriJ
i the state in which the capital lie^)|
is the prime target of any efficienl
Mexican media buy.
Radio

stations
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popular music, drama, sports and
ane station (taking advantage of the
lack of governmental restrictions)
broadcasts commercials, separated
(only by time signals at regular inervals.
Television, while representing the
greatest potential sales force for the
lational advertiser (there are 660,,)00 television homes in Mexico, 85%
)f which are in the Federal District)
I hampered in its growth by the reluctance ofthe Mexican government
1) to allocate additional channels
n Mexico City, or (2) to permit forign investments in the communicaions industry. Unlike other LatinAmerican countries, Mexico prohibits
oreign participation in any phase of
ts communications system, which
ncludes Mexico's radio, television,
highways, airlines and so forth.
Emilio Azcarraga, who controls all
ut a handful of Mexico's tv stations
now operating or planned in the
breseeable future) is interested in
stablishing a television link with this
ountry, but admen say he appears

determined to keep imports of American programs to a minimum while
hinting at the possibility of an export
market in Central and South America
for Mexican programs.
Azcarraga operates the Telesistema
Mexicano, a network of inter-connected stations throughout the country. Key to the Telesistema lies in
Azcarraga's ownership of all three
television stations in the vital Federal
District (Mexico City). These three
television stations (channels 2, 4, and
5) operate from the lavish Televicentro in downtown Mexico City. This
production plant rivals any in the
world, with 17 studios and 60 television cameras in use, including two
studios with facilities to seat over a
thousand people.
Channels 2 and 4, in addition to
serving the Federal District, feed
their signals to repeater stations surrounding Mexico City, and this programing is further relayed either
directly or via tape delays throughout
the Telesistema. ( Telesistema Mexicano. incidentally, operates Mexico's

only video tape center).
Channel 5 is operated as a "local"
station. Programing is limited t;>
films and children's programs and,
unlike channels 2 and 4, which have
identical rate cards, channel 5's rates
are substantially lower and provide
the only means by which local business can afford to use the medium.
(There is no provision for frequency
or volume discounts).
As might be expected, the top-rated
programs on Mexican television are
comedy, musical comedy variety, and
live dramatic shows which bring local Mexican talent to the people.
Ratings are produced monthly in
Mexico City by a firm employing the
personal coincidental technique, a
system which is not common in the
U. S. because of labor costs.
The government operates a board
of censorship which must pass on all
program

material for public consumption. Strangely this has resulted in programs such as Wyatt Earp

being classified
as "adult"
i Please turn
to page and
49) not to

are a number of branches of U. S. agencies
I0BLE ADVERTISING is considered
the 'hottest' agency in Mexico City currently, though ther
Shown in a planning conference (I to r), Edward J. Noble, president and founder; Alvara ( onzales, v.p. and acct. supvsr.; Jay WasserBrands, Carnation, Mennen, Viclc
ian. creative dir.; Paul Scott, v.p. and acct. supvsr. Accounts include P&G, Du Pont, 3M, Revlon Standard
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Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT

RADIO

DIMENSIONS
Radio station index
End of August 1960

3,502

End of August 1959
3.406

Radio set index

I

107

Radio set sales inde:
TyM

1960

1959

106,007,095
40,387,449

98,300,000
37,900,000

August 1960

Home

794,608
340,860

Auto
10,000,000*
156,394,544

1959
8 months

8 months
1960

August 1959

671,713
279,424

5,246,329
3,991,961

951,137

9,238,290

4,357,421
3,434,345

10,000,000*
Total

146,200,000

Source: Elec tronic
figures are fac

2. CURRENT

1,135,468

LISTENING

7,791,766
sales, auto

Vssn.
Home figures »re estimated retail
Tiese figures are of U.S. productlor
to the home sales figures.

Industries

,

PATTERNS

Four-fifths of the daytime radio audience are television homes
Homes

using

8,407

7,566

7,368

6,478

6,330

5,934

4,896

4,302

4,154

4,500

•MONDAY- FRIDAY
The above chart, based on a Nielsen survey, shows the television penetration in radio homes by hour. The figures represent
a Monday through Friday average, November-December, 1959.
Note the gradual decline in radio listening through the day.
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QUALITY BROADCASTING
SELLS
RICH, RICH
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
■■■■■

U

WTIC

G

L.

A

S

Q

C-g_^

50,000 watts

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

CHANNEL 9

SPOT

WTVM

TV BUYS
American

COLUMBUS, GA.
A
82%

Great

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on the

only primary ABC station between
Atlanta and the Gulf!

Top ABC

BUYS

Programs!

Shows like Maverick, Cheyenne, The

Motors Corp., Detroit: Schedules for Rambler begin

this month on about 125 stations in 75 markets. Prime night minutes, five to 10 per week per market, will run for six weeks. Buyer:
Betty Powell. Agency: Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, Inc., N. Y.
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: Going into about 25 markets this month with schedules for Pertussin. Placements vary, some
for as long as 26 weeks, using day minutes. Buyer: Dick Brown.
Agency: Compton Adv.. New York.
Studebaker-Packard

Corp., South: Schedules for the Lark begin

this month in 25-30 markets where S-P can't get clearance for its
network programing. Buys are for eight to 10 weeks, mostly sports

Sunset Strip, Hong

adjacencies. In addition, it is placing Filmways' new situation comedy, Wilbur and Mr. Ed, on a dealer co-op basis, to start in January

Kong, Lawrence Welk, and The Untouchables.

for 26 weeks. Buyer: Bob Lazetera. Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
New York.

Real McCoys,

The

Best of

Programs

NBC

like Wagon

Train, The

Price Is Right, and the HuntleyBrinkley News . . . plus top syndicated programs.

CHANNEL

9

0©©Q
COLUMBUS,

GA.

International Latex Corp., New York: Night minutes for Playtex
bras and gloves begin this month for 39 weeks. Schedules for the
bras are in about 75 markets, for the gloves in about 40. Bob Bruno
buys at Reach, McClinton & Co., New York. Other night schedules,
on its girdles, begin early November for 13 weeks, also in about 75
markets. Girdle is handled by Ted Bates & Co.. New York; the
buyer is Greg Sullivan.
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: Five-week campaign for
Vaseline hair tonic starts in October. Fringe night minutes are
scheduled in about 35 markets. Buyer: Alan Silverman. Agency:
Norman, Craig & Kummel, Inc., New York.
Lever Bros. Co., New York: Silverdust schedules start at different
times in October in about 35 markets. Schedules are for six weeks,
day and night minutes.
Buyer: Bob Bridge. Agency: SSCB, N. Y.

RADIO

BUYS

Kraft Foods, Chicago: New schedules for Miracle Margarine start
in October in 25-30 markets. Day minutes and 30's are set for eight
to 10 weeks. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago.

Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC CH. 9
Chattanooga. Tenn.
The #1

night-time

Chattanooga!

Chun King Sales, Inc., Duluth: Campaign for 10 weeks on its food
products starts 24 October. Moderate frequencies of day minutes are
being bought. Agency: BBDO, Minneapolis.
Fisher Body Div., General Motors Corp., Detroit: Planning its
'60-'61 campaign, to start 14 November in a four-flight series. About
300 stations in 55 markets will be bought using these minimum traffic frequencies: 20 spots per week in two-three station markets; 30
in four-five station markets; 40 in six-seven station markets; 65 in
eight-or-more station markets. Buyer: Maria Carayas. Agency:
Kudner Agency. Inc.. New York.
SPONSOR
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
■
1960 AIR MEDIA BASICS

$2.00

TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS
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As more

stations gain tv tape know-how,

SPONSOR

ASKS:

How can locally produced tape
shows be given national appeal?
E. Jonny Graff, <•/>• '« charge of sales,
eastern division, NTA, New York
Although it seems academic to
mention it at this late date, it is a
proven fact that locally produced tape
shows can and do have national appeal. There is no mystery to how
this has been accomplished.
It is

simply a blend of show business intuition, good taste, and professional
production techniques. For a tv station on the West Coast has put a local show like Divorce Court into
more than 20 markets ; WPIX in New
York has put one-shot documentaries
like the Russian and Hitler films into
many major markets; KDKA in
Pittsburgh has put its kiddie show
into other Westinghouse markets;
and last but not least, WNTA-TV,
through its parent company, National
Telefilm Associates, New York, has
put programs like Open End, Mike
Wallace, Bishop Sheen, Alex In Wonderland, and the award-winning Play
of the Week into national syndication
with great success.
A look at the type of shows that
have been successful in their national appeal indicates certain facts: Obviously, they all start with a good
script, believable personalities, and
top-flight production; but the important element is the general appeal of
the subject matter. Shows that deal
with religion, national themes of a
controversial nature, such as our
Open End program, the Westinghouse
produced Civil War series, or even
Traffic Court, are sure bets to win
national acceptance. On the other
hand, programs that are indigenous
to local areas, such as a fishing show
taped on the west coast of Florida,
would certainly not be adaptable to
16

tape syndication with any degree of
national appeal in other sections of
the country where the sport of fishing is followed along completely different lines. Conversely, a bowling
show, a bridge game, or even golf lessons, when fortified with big name
performers who may be available in
certain markets, certainly are programs with a national appeal.
I have not mentioned the element
of music which is a great national
leveler. Here, if a local station is
lucky enough to have a Liberace or a
Jonah Jones group available, it can
obviously set up a musical tape show
with strong national potential. In
Chicago, WGN is even now taping its
great music from Chicago series for
national syndication after having
tested the show locally. In like manner, KDKA in Pittsburgh is considering using its own excellent musical
groups as a springboard for a syndicated tape show with national appeal. However, if I were to give advice to local stations regarding the
formating of programs for national
exposure, I would urge them not to
try to compete with the major market
stations who have available all the
big name stars necessary for good
dramatic or musical casting. I would
suggest to them that they think in
terms of specialized programs that
they can produce with their limited
facilities, yet which will stand up
when compared with the material
coming from the production centers
of the country. For example, a station in New Orleans produced a most
unusual documentary concerning a
dav in the life of a Carmelite nun.
By taking the viewers inside the cloister and through the ceremony the station was able to create a memorable
and unusual program just recently
shown on our New York station
WNTA.
In summing it up,
spring from most any
is no predicting what
tastes of the American
cept as subject matter

his shows can
source. There
the changing
public will acwith national

appeal. When I was asked about the
possibilities of syndicating Play of
the Week, I was fearful of the reception in the hinterlands of programs
like ■"Medea," "Tiger At The Gates,"
and "The Cherry Orchard." I questioned their national appeal once we
left the metropolitan centers. However, we have been enjoying unusually high ratings throughout the
country with these same programs.
The same is true of Open End, which
many people would consider an egghead show and one which would not
go well outside of New York.
So to all your frustrated producers who thirst for national recognition, survey your market for outstanding personalities, unusual locations, or gifted writers who can tie
together all these indigenous elements
into a genuinely interesting presentation, and vou will have answered the
question

that

started

this

article.

Warderal manager,
L. Quaal,
and JTG.V
genfFGN, nce
Inc.,president
operating
Syndication Sales, Chicago
Tape is certainly opening up new
vistas for viewers everywhere. A subject of universal interest and, in some

cases, known talent, are the necessary
elements of any program produced
for national distribution.
Our Great Music series, for example, appeals to audiences everywhere
and is therefore ideal for international as well as national syndication.
Here you have the combination of
good music's universal appeal and
the magic of such great names as
Reiner, Fiedler, Barlow, Kostelantez,
Barbirolli, Beecham and a score of
others distinguished in the field.
(Please turn to page 53)
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1960 ARB COVERAGE STUDY PROVES WRAL-TV's
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Yes, WRAL-TV is your biggest sales picture
in the Raleigh-Durham area with top daytimenighttime audience from sign-on to sign-off.
I960

ARB

WEEKLY

COVERAGE

AUDIENCE

TV HOMES
DAYTIME
NIGHTTIME
TOTAL

WRAL-TV
166,100
229,600
240,100

DAILY AUDIENCE
TV HOMES
DAYTIME
NIGHTTIME
TOTAL
NUMBER OF
WRAL-TV

42

rsB

10

Television Coverage

one time buy in North Carolina's
second largest market.
• NBC Programming

• ABC Features

• Local Color Film and Slides
• Ampex

Video Tape Recorder

• 4 Camera

Mobile Unit

• Top Talent

TV

5

by:

***H-R Television Inc.
•

1960

WR A L

AFFILIATE

SPONSOR

STATION B
101,300
132,100
156,700

IN COVERAGE AREA
STATION B

48

Represented

STATION B
152,500
21 1,300
228,200

ARB

Study places WRAL-TV FIRST in
every category. This is your number

CIRCULATION

WRAL-TV
108,800
144,500
169,800
COUNTIES

STUDY

CIRCULATION
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RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

ESQUIRE
{Continued from page 33 )
on two CBS shows: the 1960 initial
showing of Person-to-Person and Eye
Witness. Esquire will continue to sell
its five product line on Witness and
the CBS interview -panel show. Face
the Nation for the rest of the season.
\-ide from the matter of prestige
other reasons went into the changeover: itwas felt that after more than
two years the time was right to go
after the audiences in prime hours.
In addition — the shows themselves —
Eye Witness, Face the Nation, at-

tracted sponsorship — MW&S

SPONSOR.

men told

After carefully screening "hundreds of tv properties," these shows
beckoned as good advertising vehicles. The Person-to-Person opening
show which was devoted to a full
half-hour visit with Senator Kennedy
and his wife, was a strong opening
for the fall 1960 campaign introducing Esquire's newest odorless product.
A new 10-second radio jingle I.D.
in the top 15 markets will bolster the
tv campaign. The six-week radio
push, which
also broke last week.

calls for up to 80 announcements a
week. It will be used to introduce
the odorless boot polish.
The Esquire campaign will also hit
Canada with one-minute tv commercials in eight markets.
Esquire's return to night net also
heralded a "first" for the company.
In an effort to reach and acquaint
food brokers in the 85 key markets
as well as company sales people with
a completely new line of Knomark
products, a 15-minute-personal-touch
pep talk was taped by Knomark president Irving J. Bottner, for distribution.
The innovation here, was the use of
tape, which brought the cost down to
an approximate one-eighth of the
cost of filming for a comparable segment. The idea — the agency's — was
born with the taping of a new songand-dance commercial to introduce
No-Odor Boot Polish.
Against an already established studio set, and with equipment set up
for the commercial taping, Bottner in
a natural manner, explained (and
showed) the new line of Esquire
products. Film transfers will be made
and dispatched to brokers for use in
regional meetings across the country.
To assure utilization of the tape
talk. MW&S worked with Esquire's
ad manager Lionel Braun to develop
a series of night letters.
( The first regional broker-salesman
meeting featuring the Knomark president's taped talk was held in Chicago,
last weekend — 8 October.)
The new Boot Polish commercial represents a fresh new approach
in commercials for Knomark. In keeping with the concept of a new shoe

For every 10 cars in the Indianapolis Trading Area . . . there are
13 in its Satellite Markets.
Call us . . . find out why this big
.Mid-Indiana television market is
different!
Where else will you find satellite
markets that are 15% richer and 30%
bigger than the metropolitan trading
zone itself ... or such a widespread area
covered by just owstation with no overlapping basic affiliates of the same network!
WFBM-TV
Aomimtes Mid-Indiana, because it is the only basic NBC
outlet penetrating this market. K.C.S.
No. 3 confirms these facts . . . and we'll
back this up with county-by-county
retail sales figures for market planning.
Let us show you how to test regional
marketing ideas with amazing results.

America's 15 th TV Market

S°0W-°0° Indianapolis — Major retail

area for 18 richer-than-average counties
1,000,000 population— 350,600 families with
90% television ownership!

o

)••* 11 Satellites — Each market
within WFBM-TV's verified coverage . . .
Marion • Anderson • xMuncie • Bloomington • Vincennes • Terre Haute • Lafayette
• Danville, Illinois • Peru • Logansport •
Kokomo.
Represented Nationally by the KATZ agency

polishing product, a song-and-dance
commercial incorporating a catchy
tune and spirited lyrics was designed
by the MW&S creative team headed
by senior v. p. and account supervisor
Lockman and comprised of Jeanne
Harrison, executive tv/radio producer
and v.p., and copy chief Al P. Berger.
A bit of irony centers around the
second commercial idea which revolved around a pantomime routine,
featuring facial expressions dramatizing the jingle telling that no unpleasant odor can be detected in the
new polish. Looking for a good pantomimist with an appealing quality, the
agencv
creative
team
considered
Jimmy Savo — and days after that
idea was discarded in favor of the
dancing commercial — He died.
SPONSOR
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MEXICAN

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE

TV

{Continued from page 41)
be shown prior to late evening hours,
at a risk of a 50,000 peso fine ($4,000 U. S.).
Copy restrictions are imposed on
products which relate to health or
well-being. No competitive claims may
be made unless the government health
board considers them to be fully justifiable based on laboratory testing.
For many products, therefore, the
challenge to move goods can be met
only by the advertising agency's creative ability. Ad presentation, rather
than product characteristics becomes
the catalyst for increased sales.
Although there are many branch
offices of major U.S. agencies in Mexico City, Noble Advertising, a local
agency, is considered the "hottest"
currently and in a dead heat with the
Mexico City branch of McCann-Erickson for top honors.
Founded in 1951 by Edward J.
Noble, Noble Advertising enjoys a
list of clients that would make many
a U.S. agency envious. Among the
more familiar "American" clients on
the Noble list are: Procter & Gamble, Carnation, Admiral, Du Pont,
Kimberly-Clark, KLM Airlines, Minnesota Mining, Standard Brands, RevIon, Mennen, Beech-Nut, Corn Products, Brylcreem, U.S. Rubber, Vick
Chemical, Allstate Insurance, Mohawk
Rugs, Noxzema and Warner-Lambert.
Billings are over $4 million (U.S.).

the first time anywhere in the world
to advertise its Kotex product. Greenfader reports no adverse public reaction to the campaign which utilizes
the mother-daughter relationship with

NEGRO

virtually no "sell" involved. The
product enjoys a 70% share of all
sales in its category in Mexico.
So far as tv in general is concerned, Mexico appears to be a country of conflicts. On the one hand,
there abounds creativity at both the
agency and station level, but a rigid
television situation may prevent this
country from matching the rapid expansion as it appears to be developing in other countries south of the
border, with U.S. technical, financial
and programing assistance.
More and more U.S. businessmen

THE NEW YORK

COMMUNITY...

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strat-

are eyeing Latin America as a growing market for goods and services.
Not the least interested are the U.S.
advertising and broadcasting leaders.

egy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido

ABC's newly formed International
Division has announced the formation
of networks in Central America and
Venezuela and has just moved into
Ecuador. CBS has just tied up with
Goar Mestre (the Cuban broadcasting
tycoon ousted by Fidel Castro) in
Argentina.
^

only
WLIB canjob.
dothe effective
we eneuuve juu.

a -,-

Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue. New York 27, N. Y,

EMBRACES
NEGRO MARKET

THE ENTIRE

IN GREATER

NEW YORK

MILWAUKEE? NEW HAVEN?

Forty percent of Noble's ad money
is placed in radio, but the agency is
currently spending more money in tv
than all other Mexico City agencies
combined.
The heart of Noble's television emphasis isa unique use of the medium
developed after a thorough analysis
of the more usual forms of utilizing
tv. Early this year, Noble closed a
deal with Telesistema which includes
over five hours of broadcast time
daily over the three local Azcarraga
stations. Such a bulk purchase of
broadcast time is now being utilized
by Noble to advertise its 50 brand
names. In this manner, the agency is
able to obtain program association at
the cost of straight spot advertising.
Another departure from U.S. standards is Noble's approach to the use
of television in advertising a personal
women's product. Hal Greenfader, a
26-year-old Long Islander, is account
executive on the Kimberly-Clark account, which is using television for
SPONSOR
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NO,

KNOE-LAND

(embracing
industrial,
progressive North
Louisiana,
South
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET
DATA
Population
1,520.100 Drug Sales
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales
Food Sales
$ 300.486,000

KNOE-TV

AVERAGES

79.1%

According
to March
1960
ARB
wc
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

SHARE

average

KNOE-TV

A

Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Photo:
Paper
dissolvingInternational
and paper pulp.

Company's

OF

79.1%

$
40.355,000
$ 299.539.000
$ 148.789.000
$1,286,255,000

AUDIENCE

share

CBS
James

of
•

A.

Noe

audience

Mill.

Natchez,

Uistissippi,

from

ABC
Station

Represented
H-R
Television,
Natchez

JJ

Arkansas,

by
Inc.
which

pred-uces

SPOT

TV

[Continued from page 30)
and subtracted some others you'd
have a whole new schedule anyway."
Still another marketing Factor was
cited by Kemp of Compton: "The
fact of life in spot buying is that it's
not often you'd have a client standing by to pick up a spot at the precise time another account dropped
it." Another adman elaborated: "An

WIJSBK-

DETROIT

"They know they have a technical
advantage, particularly in newspapers
and print, because they are easier and

Reps agree there is often a backlog
mitted to!"
of orders because of client's clamor
for top spots in the top markets — the
top markets being, in most cases, the
largest 10 to 25 metropolitan areas.
Because these are the population centers in which the greatest proportion
of the national mass market is con-

people who "don't want
ered with it. don't know
it or want to take the
way. To do this, thev

centrated, these areas are "must buys"
for any national marketer. But even
in these "tight"' markets prime spots
are available if advertisers and agencies wait their turn and or get their
orders placed in reasonable advance
of air time.

fewer clients." He noted that his
firm in its first year of operation
showed 20"7 of its billings coming
from agencies or advertisers with
whom the stations had never previously done business. He suspects that
charges of close-out and freeze come
from two sources : (1) agencies themselves, and i 2 i competitive media.
Why agencies'? Because, says
Mohler. "Spot tv is admittedly complicated and hard to buy. It requires
a lot of people — and good people.
Larger agencies have bigger media
departments and are more geared to
buying this kind of tv. Many small
agencies are on the defensive about
spot: thev don't know how to use it
or thev don't want to because of the
cost, and they use as an excuse to
their accounts that 'it's impossible to

R station

\> hy do competitive media take
swipes at sp<.t t\ ?
point.
"For the obvious reasons!"' said
one media v. p. at a major agency.

simpler to buv." But he agreed with
several admen who think the anti-spot

ise more
of spotbusiness
tv. We from
don't want
and
fewer more
and

the STORE

it ever dreamed of by using spot tv."
He cited Lestoil. again, as a case in

advertiser isn't going to kill a schedule he's running with and pick up
some quick spot, even if he were per-

Jack Mohler. eastern sales manager of Television Advertising Representatives, makes the point that "All
reps are interested in broadening the

backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting

operations, hut in the long run main
an agency has made more money than

get good time slots in spot." "
Denninger of Blair-TV concurs.
noting that "This is a perfect excuse
for the agency. The agency doesn't
make more money immediately, because of the cost of personnel and

tv changes come largely from agencyto be bothhow to buyeasy media
must have

a defense for the client."
No advertiser uses only tv announcements during prime times: clients want a balance in their effort as
well as the advantage of frequency
discounts. This is why anv sharp
buyer who knows what his client
needs, who knows markets and the
intricacies of buying, can come up
with a fine schedule at almost anytime. So say the representatives.
Media pros agree, but they think
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who at one time was a vice president
and director of H. K. McCann Co.,
and in his later years (he died in
Sept. 1959) was an advertising agency consultant, also was instrumental
in starting C.A.A.N. and N.A.A.N.
both in 1932. His Ellis Plan Foundation consultancy operation is being
carried on in Westport, Conn., by his
wife, Mary Ellis.
What is the outlook for agency
networks? "Better than ever," said
N.A.A.N. exec, secretary Oakleigh R.
French. "As the demand grows for
complete marketing service, network
membership becomes more valuable,"
he said.
"A small or medium

VGENCY

sized agency

can't operate without network affiliation," opined Allan J. Copeland of
M.A.A.N. "The average small agencv
has nothing to sell on its own but

WEBS

Continued from page 35)

personality," he said. Another
N.A.A.N. spokesman felt his net-

nd regional meetings. These are
onsidered by many to be the most
mportant function of the network.
\t these meetings, members can disuss problems, make suggestions,
ffer campaign ideas, ask questions

work's marketing pattern, "is creating a whole new marketing device
that will no doubt be emulated." The
outlook is "excellent" he said, "with
more and more agencies becoming
qualified through network affiliation,

nd generally learn what's happening
I other markets. They also exchange
ase histories, operating statements
nd client lists. The meetings are
sually very well attended. N.A.A.N.

to handle clients they wouldn't have
dreamed of tackling 10 years ago."

'lakes attendance compulsory, and
harges absentees for their share of
i'ie expense pool.
In addition to N.A.A.N., F.A.A.G.,
II.A.A.N., and T.A.A.N., there are
ational Federation
of Advertising
jgencies, Affiliated Advertising agenNetwork and Continental Adverting Agency Network.
Generally, networks seek mediumzed agencies with good credit and
I
ill staffs as new members. Members
■e usually selected by invitation. In
1 cases, prospective members must
tend at least one regional or nationmeeting, to meet affiliates, learn
>out the operation, and present his
asons for thinking he is a qualified
indidate.
The first cooperative group of inTJendent advertising agencies was
:gun by A. J. Izzard and William
orsley in Seattle in 1926. The first
today's networks, F.A.A.G., was
[unded by Lynn W. Ellis in 1928.
',2 is generally considered the father
I the agency network concept. Ellis,
ONSOR
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INTRODUCING

THE

NEW

DM-EAST
HOTEL

39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW

YORK

Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.

Robert Sarason, General Manager

ORegon 9-3900

As Ben Reiss put it: "During the
next decade great emphasis will be
placed on generating marketing efficiencies. As all sales are local sales
the need for spot professional marketing assistance at the focal point,
where sales are made, will rapidly increase. As darn few- agencies can
afford local office services in all important marketing centers, networks
must obviouslv grow to fill the need
... as demand for market efficiency
grows, coverage will be needed in
many more than the Top 10 or 20
markets," he said.
There is also a growing optimism
that larger agencies will be elected to
networks in the next few years, and
network agencies will concentrate on
larger and more profitable accounts.
"After all," an A.A.A.F. spokesman
told sponsor, "an agency network
offers one thing that major large
agencies can't boast of in all branch
markets: fully staffed self-contained
agencies. Too many large agencies
merely have service offices in very
important markets." Another network booster exclaimed: "There s no
doubt. We're a definite threat to the
majors."'
^

SPOT
AND
SPONSOR
HAVE
A LOT
IN COMMON

TV

EXECS

[Continued from page 31)
and here the important thing is judgment. Daytime tv is more often a
media buy. more often bought on a

vor

numbers basis."
For some other agencies, daytime
network tv is the last outpost of out-

taste, "the agency wields influence t<
the extent that the agency can show

and-out agency production of programs. Just about all of the CBS daytime serials, for example, are produced by Young & Rubicam, Leo
Burnett. Benton & Bowles and Compton.
A J. Walter Thompson spokesman,
however, conceded nothing to the erosion of the agencyman's position, declaring that "the role of the programing executive is more significant than
ever. He has to have the ability to
influence program content without
the power of production.

BIG MOVIES

"We all recognize that control now
rests outside of the agencies. But
the client looks to the agency to represent him in seeing that a show remains the best possible buv for that
client. And the sponsors backing is

+BIG AUDIENCE

still the great force in this business."
The ability of an agency to influence creative decisions, he agreed, de-

BIG SALES!

creases proportionately with the decrease in its share of sponsorship —
"if for nothing else than in the interest of sanity." With scatter plans or
spot carriers, "the premium is on
judgment as to what shows go on.

waga
CALL KATZ

tv
S

the STORER station
backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting

producers of entertainment and dra
ma shows scream at times, we have
to have certain conditions in our fa

"If it's the considered judgment of
the JWT programing department that
the best way to spend a client's dollars is through a spot carrier, media
will, of course, be a party to that deThe programing v. p. at one of the
cision."
top
tv- using agencies discussed
the "influence" of the agency more
specifically. "Look, if there is anything in a show that pertains to the
sponsor's business," he said, "the
agency is going to have some sort of
veto power whether major control of
the show rests with the packager or
a network. If my client sells peanut
butter and the script calls for a guy to

when
we put up the money.'
Beyond these questions of sponsoi
self-interest, and any questions ol

it is being constructive."
The networks have little quarrel
with the agencies' appraisal of theii
"constructive influence." As Thoma:
\^ . Moore, v.p. in charge of programing at ABC TV, put it, "Thev are. oi
course,
advertisers'
interests.watchdogs
But they for
arethealso
of greal
value in making creative suggestion?
which mav lead to the success of a
"Thev do not have the final sav
program.
but their ideas in developing a ne\i
show and strengthening it while the
series is in progress are many time:
beneficial." he conceded.
NBC's David Lew concurred, calli
ins: network-agencv relations "amicai
ble in the main." He charged thai
"too often a writer iumDS on or*
controversy and it gets blown up to
look li^e we are always fending ovei
'control.' On the contrary." Lew saidi
"we believe that the agency person
nel's intentions are constructive. W«
have — for all of the tremendous
amount of tv participation bv agem
cies — very
few
critical
problems
"Most of their comment is mean]
to be constructive, and the a^eno
executive is usually well trained anc
a very good interpreter back to hij
management of show business probj
lems — a sort of charsre (Taftairei
When, however, strong differences i
opinion occur, the network must 1
the arbiter between the producer, al
vertising agency, and client, becauwe bear the responsibility for what
on the air.
"Agencvmen, not onlv in tv d<
partments, ma^e substantial contribi
tions to attitudes in programing
their interests penerallv are naralle
to ours. But." Lew warned, "if t
is ever to mature to all of its poter

sandwich, vou can bet we're going to
switch that poison to a martini.

tial. greater perception on t"e part c
the advertisers and their agencies i
needed. I see an emergence of thi
in better utilization of the medmm b

"On any controversial issue, we'll
throw our weight any way we can."
he stated. "After all. we're frying to
sell something to all groups of people,
and although it mav make writers and

sponsors in the area of puMic affairs
CBS lets President Frank Stanton
statements before the FCC last wii

be poisoned eating a peanut butter

ter stand as its policy in dealing w'tl
SPONSOR
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the agency programing chief. Stanton's stand was in general agreement
.with the NBC and ABC positions,
with stress on a "hands off" public
affairs shows and strict limits to
agency participation in drama shows.
In the final analysis, it would seem
that the agency tv executive's influence is in direct proportion to his
own standing, background and skill.
"The degree of contribution is," as
ABC's Moore noted, "dependent entirely on the individual and the respect that he commands
try."
[ Who,
agency
the man
:he Top

in the indus-

newsreels, sports or humorous film
clips can be made by any station that
has access to a specific film library.
The off-beat kind of programs such
as women's featurettes and courtroom
melodramas, can be produced by the
larger market stations.
Basically, the concept must have
broad appeal and the execution must
be of the highest professional quality.
Josl

Chaseman, program manager,
WJZ-TV, Baltimore

Pick a problem of interest to all
parts of the country. Feature a fa-

mous performer, writer, host, or official dignitary. Tape on location in
exotic, beautiful or little-photographed
places. Discuss your topic, expose
some need or offer diversion in general terms or human appeal common
to everyone. And keep the cost attractively low in relation to the average station's limited programing
budget.
Public service programing lends itself most easily and appropriately.
The pure entertainment show (except
for the children's show) when produced locally is usually, and rightly,

then, is best suited to be an
programing executive? As
filling such a post at one of
Five tv-billing agencies told

SPONSOR, "You
foesn't exist!

need a guy

who

;He must be able to evaluate scripts
as to drama, storv content and resoutions. He should know music and
arietv; performers and writers. He
hould know statistics and ratings.
He should be an administrator, execuive. salesman, p.r. man, and a natural
dealing with others both within
find outside of the agencv."
He then added one more comment
n the desired attributes of a good
igencv tv exec: "He should love his
msiness — and have a good hea'thv
tomach."
^
iPONSOR

ASKS

Continued from page 46)
A program for pre-school children.
rke our Treetop House, has national
ppeal and is being considered for
Vndication because nursery and pre':hool concepts are generic.
Sports such as bowling, golf, and
nnis have fair universal appeal but
sed a strong "star" element to be
ationally successful. Team sports
ich as baseball, basketball, and football, for the most part, have more
:gional and local appeal plus an alllaportant time element. They are
lost acceptable on either a live or
i almost immediate playback basis.
| Discussion shows can be geared for
litional audiences by simply booking
jlebrities and carefully choosing
lpi:s of broad interest, but here the
leal moderator usually stands a
letter chance of gaining audience.
ie same is true of panel shows and
iiizzes.
Short program
elements such as
ONSOR
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ONE-HOUR
KTVE-TV

PROGRAM

(MARCH

'AIR-CONDITIONED"

ARB)

ASSURE

AUDIENCE.

i

clotted with local references and

PHILADELPHIA
v• • • • •

WIBG
The finest families in Philadelphia listen to WIBG.
First in quantity, quality
and on-the-air audiences,
according to the latest Pulse
and Hooper. • CALL KATZ

geared to the local taste, but a public
service show, if conceived along entertainment lines rather than dusty
cliche formats, more often than not
has built-in appeal for all markets.
Our Baltimore viewers have recently seen a KYW-TV, Cleveland-produced discussion of the steel strike,
a KPIX, San Francisco, performance

3

of Ernest Bloch's "Sacred Service,"
and a WBZ-TV. Boston, exclusive interview with East German Premier
I Ibricht. Viewers in those and other

The public
service slant,
conceived dramatical y, is

and you won't sell it beyond the city
limits.

everywhere

You would expect stations in the
major markets to have a large quantity of possible script material for
video tape syndication. However, the
local station producer may very well
have persons or events in his market
that have potential universal appeal.
In South Bend, for example, we have
Notre Dame football, a natural for
svndication. Our close association
with the University of Notre Dame

cities saw a platform debate on the
railroad featherbedding issue between
union and management, and will
shortly see a documentary called The
Wild Ponies of Chincoteague, both

to one station's needs. It had fitness
and legitmacy in those terms first,
with thoughts of syndication or national appeal second. It was precisely because these programs were conceived by an individual station and
appropriate for an individual station
that they proved fine for viewing
elsewhere. Of course, each subject
matter was of general as well as local
interest.
National exposure must not be an
end in itself. But stations and the
communities they serve benefit when
locally inspired stanzas have that national or international appeal which
comes from an exciting subject—
whether person, place or problem.

Edward L. Doyle, program manager.
WNDUTV, South Bend, Indiana

STORER
station backed
by 33 years
of responsible
broadcasting

The great temptation on the part
of the local producer is to seize upon
an idea that has had great success in
his own market, as for example a
public service offering, and expect it
to be equally well received in other
markets whether near or far away.
Once the product is in the mail, it
leaves its local identity behind and
must survive the scrutiny of a foreign market solely on the strength
of its universal appeal.
Your local symphony will please
the local market, but put it into syndication against the symphonic orchestras from Chicago, Boston, New
York and a few other major cities,

marketable

produced by WJZ-TV.
In all these cases, the show was
conceived for one station in answer

the

by.
wished" but devilishlv hard to come

Producing a local program on tv
for national syndication calls for an
approach similar to that of the syndicated film producer and the newspaper columnist who must find the
gem of an idea which, when put to
the test, will stand the strain of coastto-coast exposure and leave the audience eager for more of the same.
"Universal Appeal" is the key
phrase; an ambition "devoutly to be

1

Local programs
usually
unsaleable unless
names, themes
have national

has prompted us to plan a syndicated
video tape series featuring some of
the outstanding scholars at the University. The University drama department might cooperate in producing scenes from famous plays.
Probably a good rule of thumb for
the local producer of syndicated video
tape programs is to go at it with al
the energy, creative imagination
and sound business sense he uses ii
producing his local programs, bear
ing in mind that his potential audi
ence has expanded to many times nor
mal. They have no interest in wha
your local mayor thinks, and thej
will like your show if you strike th<
right comon denominator in terms o:
content.
Dress the program to be visuall)
appealing and don't forget the higl
cost of shipping when you plan th<
budget.
#
SPONSOR
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GREATEST

ACTIVITY
IS IN THE
CENTER

Are you keying your marketing activities to the greatest area
of richness and development in the nation?
This area is the eight-state region of the Southwest,
based upon the facts of economic and industrial expansion, coupled
with availability and high caliber of labor.
And the Greater Oklahoma City Market is right in the center.
Thus, there is another important factor that is compounding the industrial
and economic development of the Greater Oklahoma City Market.
It is the importance of Oklahoma City as a center of distribution!
WKY

RADIO AND TELEVISION,

as prime communicators

in a coverage area of 56 counties, is closely allied to the distribution of
products to people enriched by the market's great
and growing advantages.

zing on
Geographical
Good Fortune!
Distribution is an important industry in Greater Oklahoma City. Whether
products are manufactured elsewhere, or here, they find their way to wholesalers, retailers and consumers more easily and more economically than almost
any other market anywhere in the nation. A look at the map will explain why.
Oklahoma City is practically equidistant to everywhere!

FACTS:
The distribution industry employs
Oklahoma City market.

about 40,000

people in the Greater

The market is served by 1 1 railroads, 5 airlines, 44 motor freight carriers.
The market
main

highways

is the hub of the federal interstate highway
from the East Coast come

system. Two

together near here to form the

one main highway to the West Coast. Crossing this route is the main highway
from Canada and the Great Lakes, to Mexico.
The

excellence

several ways.
pouring money

of distribution benefits the marketer

of products

in

First, of course, the distribution industry has a big payroll,
into the hands

of people you want

to sell.

In addition, you can get your products through the distribution channel
to your Oklahoma
economically.
More
reached

customers

more

customers . . . with more

more

easily, and

dollars . . . reached

effectively through use of WKY

prime communicators
on page 4.

in most

in the market.

RADIO

Another

AND

more

cases,

more

easily. And

TELEVISION,

of the "reasons

why"

the
is

One of many new traffi^B

■

£ ''."

We are the prime communicators to over half of
Oklahoma. You cover 56 counties on WKY RADIO
...54 counties on WKY-TV.
This is more than just coverage. Because in these
counties, people look toward us as the center of communication, entertainment, news,
weather . . . and
commercial information.
Naturally, we're dominant in the Greater Oklahoma
City market itself, or we couldn't afford to be selling
the market. We'd have to talk about the stations.
But outside of Oklahoma City, there's a rich area
of prosperous, growing communities with names like
Shawnee, Seminole, Duncan, El Reno, Enid, Chickasha. And each of these towns is closer by minutes to
Oklahoma City than the Battery is to the Bronx!
Best of all, they watch WKY-TV and listen to
WKY RADIO. They always have, because we were
first on the air . . . and haven't stopped running ahead
since! So, you're only a split second away from ableto-buy customers in 56 counties, when you're on the
air with us. That's why we're . . . GOOD STATIONS
ON WHICH TO DO MORE BUSINESS.

RADIO and TELEVISION
OKLAHOMA
The WKY

CITY

Television Sy

WTVT, Tampa- St. Peter
Represented
by The Ka

What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

+■

WASHINGTON

WEEK

10 OCTOBER I960
The FCC continues to toughen up: it has challenged two more stations on numcopyright i960 ber of spots and programing.
sponsor
The Commission has made it official that licenses will be granted for less than the usual
publications inc.
three-year period when there are questions about station operation.
Action on license periods, by itself, was little more than routine. During the time the FCC
was considering this change in its rules, Congress enacted a bill stressing the right of the Commission to issue licenses and renewals for shorter periods than three years. Legislative history
was made to show that Congress intended this authority to be used where there exists a question
as to whether a station is operating in the public interest.
However, the fact that the FCC was acting before Congress did has considerable significance, as does the fact that the Commission shows every intention of using this power in
the future. Perhaps frequently.
The two stations challenged most recently were radio station, WAVZ
and KORD in Pasco, Wash.

in New Haven, Conn.,

WAVZ was hit with a 309 (b) letter because it carried more spots than had been indicated in its last bid for a license. KORD got caught for the same thing, and also because its
general programing was not as promised.
Significance of this step is in the fact that the decision to act was so hard fought.
Chairman Ford and commissioners Bartley, Lee and Cross barely outvoted Craven (who called
it censorship), Hyde and King.

The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters stood almost alone against the
dropping in at less than present minimum mileage separations of new stations: the
FCC has proposed to do so in major markets now having less than three vhf outlets.
ABC, which authored the original plan, was all for the FCC's modified proposal. CBS
and NBC were for it, if the FCC would name specific markets and "open the doors" with a
willingness to listen to applications for new vhf assignments on a "case by case" basis.
Arguments for and against, otherwise, followed the well-worn paths. AMST said people
living between stations would lose service because of added interference. ABC said
third stations are needed in many
works.

markets

to even up competition between

net-

AMST said also sponsors would be taking some money out of tv and putting it
into other media when they found interference was losing tv coverage.

Theater owners were slapped down on two counts, as the FCC set 24-28 October
hearing dates on the RKO General Hartford, Conn., pay-tv application.
There have been opposite interpretations based on the fact that Hartford area exhibitors
were permitted to come in as "equal parties." However, the fact is that the FCC felt itself
powerless to keep them out because of the Appeals Court decision holding Philco a "party
in interest" in connection with the renewal of NBC's Philadelphia radio-tv licenses.
This decision held that the FCC must hear allegations of economic injury because of the
granting of a Ucense. The theater owners made such allegations.
With the reason for the FCC's letting the exhibitors in back in focus, the order for the
hearings makes it pretty clear the commission is not backing down on its determination to have pay-tv trials.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
10 OCTOBER i960

What

copyright
i960
SPONSOR
UBLICATIONS

does NBC

have in mind

for its film arm, CNP?

Syndication men were buzzing with curiosity over the appointment of a flock of high
level NBC veterans to key posts at CNP recently.

INC.

Following hard on the heels of Alfred Stern's election as board chairman
Stern's appointment this week of Carl Lindemann, Jr., as CNP's programs
Added to CNP president Earl Rettig and v.p. and general manager Herbert
earlier NBC veterans who went to CNP, the two latest NBC-to-CNP migrations
unique situation in the field today.
No other film subsidiary has been so thoroughly saturated from

of CNP came
v. p.
Schlosser, two
put CNP in a

above by former

executives of its parent company — much to the astonishment of CNP's competitors.
Some insiders thought that NBC was bolstering CNP for a healthy upswing of syndication
activity, but some trade observers wondered whether NBC wasn't merely getting firmer control for cross-corporate reasons, which have nothing to do with tv film business.

Latest regional advertisers to use syndication is American

Hardware

& Supply

Company (Sykes Adv.) which will sponsor NTA's Assignment Underwater.
Regional deal, presently for five markets, could expand to 20; initial markets are Pittsburgh, Rochester, Buffalo, Huntington-Charleston, and Harrisburg.
Retail hardware dealers cooperating in the campaign may
Maryland, and Virginia.

add

stations in Ohio,

ABC Films has entered into a program agreement with Herts-Lion International to distribute twro new shows, Famous Ghost Stories and The Inquisition.
The former stars Vincent Price in a 39-episode series designed for network sale and is , I
said to feature $7,000 worth of visible ghost special effects; latter series is a five-minute i
interview format depicting infamous people in history and may run to 200 episodes.

MCA negotiated the Studebaker-Filmways
Ed but it won't handle the time clearances.

national spot deal for Mr. Wilbur &\ i

Although the show was bought for Lark dealers, D'Arcy will clear the time even if that;
means paying national instead of local rates.

Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt will match Highway

Patrol in longevity — four seasons.

Making third renewals for their fourth consecutive season of sponsorship are Standard:
Oil of California (BBDO) in 20 markets and Bristol-Myers (DCS&S) in New York City.
Incidentally, Bristol-Myers will advance from
three seasons of sharing the show with Sun Oil.

There are several syndication counterparts

alternate to full sponsorship, afterf

of the network

Christmas

feature

film spectacular such as MGM's Wizard of Oz on CBS TV.
Coming up for their fourth season as Christmas specials are feature films such as UAAs
Christmas Carol and Emperor's Nightingale, offered in color on local stations.
60
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Syndicators are still proceeding with the utmost caution on new product.
The FCC ruling on option time — despite all its favorable implications for syndication —
has made virtually no difference to the industry to date.
Ziv-UA, for example, this week went back two seasons and into the former United Artists
TV inventory for Miami Undercover as its latest syndication release.
The Ziv-UA move, coming as the first program announcement after the FCC's ruling,
symbolized the extreme business prudence still guiding syndication men today.

Quite a few of MCA's film executives have reached their posts by coming
through the ranks step by step.

up

Besides long-time MCA veterans such as Lou Friedland in New York, Bob Greenberg in
Los Angeles, and DeArv Barton in Cleveland, here are five men who recently reached
their present jobs by promotions from within:
NAME

Hal Golden
Frank Brill
Phil Conway
Ernie Montgomery
John Cameron

PRESENT

POST

v.p., dir. sales
N. Y. v.p.
N. Y. sales
eastern supr.
chg. Minn. terr.

FORMER

POST

Chicago & Buffalo salesman
N. Y. salesman
Cleveland sales
Detroit salesman
Baltimore salesman

But exceptions to MCA's promote-from-within policy include MCA-TV's chief, Dave Sutton, who came from CBS, and a host of ex-UTP salesmen and managers MCA acquired when it
absorbed that company six years ago.

A defender of the stand-up, hard-sell demonstration
Nashville last week before the AWRT.

commercial

spoke out in

Walter Collins, radio/tv production director of Fitzgerald Advertising of New Orleans,
defended the stand-up demonstration thus: "If there is something to say and it's believable —
say it. The straight announcer pitch works — it has been working for years and will continue to work."
Internal agency politics are giving tape commercials
ache.

producers a serious head-

The problem, in a nutshell, is said to be this: film-oriented agency producers aren't
familiar with studio techniques of live or tape commercials and would rather reject
the possibility of tape in some cases than expose their inexperience.
Hence, to sell tape, producers have sometimes gone over the production

depart-

ment's head or have gone right to the client, creating bitterness if not outright blacklisting. Some agency managements concerned over possible repercussions from clients, are
probing for a solution to this situation.
Syndicated commercials

for regional advertisers are still being used by those

who don't want to pay for their own commercial production.
Fred Niles Productions of Chicago, for example, is handling syndicated packaged meat
commercials, as well as syndicated tv spots for banks, beverages, dairies, rug cleaners, savings
and loan organizations.

tion.

Commercials

producers are getting that big yen to break into program

produc-

Since Filmways' graduation to program production status, other commercials producers
have been asking why they can't turn the trick too and move up from one-minute into 30minute production.
Watch for others to try it in the near future.
•
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McCann-Erickson

HEARS

has just administered another stiff hypo to its Operation Thrust,

cwriiht i960
whose primary message is this: let's get going on new business.
•PONsop
The manpowering; adding four men to work on nothing but this project and channeling
publications inc.
into it much time by several top level people.

CBS TV is taking a hard look at the Doug Edwards show with a view to doing
something to perk up the news strip and give it a change of dress.
Actuating the activity : (1) the Edwards ratings could stand a hypo; (2) in contrast, NBC's
Brinkley-Huntley combination have come up a long way, taking a bit of the shine off the
CBS pride and joy.

NBC TV has backed away from at least one tradition this fall : it isn't hosting iti
new shows with cocktail parties for the critics and columnists.
Says the network: it decided that the money could be spent elsewhere; if interviews with
stars are wanted, they can be had via personal tete-a-tetes.

Reports grow that one of the giant broadcast organizations is due for a grand reshuffling at the top before the end of the year.
It's been governed by cabal instead of management.

McKesson-Robbins, which grosses around
single out the type of agency it would prefer.

$600 million, may not find it easy to

For an agency with a long list, McKesson's diversity of operation (drugs, toiletries, chemiical, liquor and wholesaling) offers heaps of conflict. Billing: around $1.5 million.

A retail-manufacturing account (around $4 million) in one of the top-rank
agencies seems to be in more jeopardy than ever because of a consistently bad tv record.
The agency's latest pick (for this season) started off with a thud rating.

An upper-rung agency has succeeded in avoiding heavy losses of business thii
year by hiring top-flight men for each of the trouble accounts.
For the time being the fires are out on three accounts, which collectively bill around
$20 million.

Sterling Drug has gone in for a diversification that's really in left field.
It's a sewage disposal unit that converts waste into fertilizer and even into purified water.

Two accounts whose names perhaps cause the most confusion when
to spelling are both within the same shop, BBDO.
The pair: Schaefer Beer and Sheaffer Pen.
SPONSOR

•
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Trade You Know-How?
Somewhere

in the United States an advertising

agency is looking north to Canada. Someone is
weighing problems against profits as he considers opening up a Canadian operation.
If it's your own company that could use the contact, the experience and knowledge of a wellfounded Canadian office — how's this for a suggestion ?
We're a purely Canadian advertising agency. We
can help guide your people through the intricacies of a market that has more differences than
similarities when
States.

compared with the United

You can help us in exchange.
• Its a talking point.

Let's talk.

Box 101
SPONSOR
40 E. 49th Street,
New York 17

OR
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS

International Harvester's truck,
station wagon may be going into
tv after all.

& IDEA

Agenc\
media.

WRAP-UP

(Y&R)

.Campaigns:
PRESIDENTIAL

CAMPAIGN,

part of

SULLIVAN

WBC's promotion of new 'Songs for Presidents' radio series, finds Joe Fitter and Lyn
Charnay (Theodore and Edith Roosevelt)
greeting

political

and

radio

IN SAN

FRAN.

On arriving)

at San Francisco International Airport to tape'
first of his 'See America with Ed Sullivanf
shows, tv star and his wife Sylvia (I) were*
greeted by Nancy Fa mum
(Miss San F

tv personalities

plans are for j

A few experimental tv commercial:
are in the shooting process.

Ballerina

Manufac

Jturing (Wexton) going spot tv, na
jtionally: S250.000 worth, to intro
4duce Little Ballerina Dance Studio.

.

"-J.S40.000 chunk has already gone int
fall programing in the New York (lit
larea ... V. La Rosa & Sons I Ye
SAdvt.J breaking fall campaign, thi
;WWRL.
Jweek, in Spanish-language mark
•New York City, over WHOM, a:

4 I 'hisa *n' data: Lever Bros.' ne(
shampoo Starlight (JWTi. trying
spot tv in Syracuse, N. Y. and Ind

NOT

A BUNNY HOP, but two 'Playboy' gals— Delilah (I), Joan (r)— seated with (l-r) J
r-Fitzgerald-Sample; Norman Mintz, Benton & Bowles; Lee Schreiber, Officii
WOR-TV

(N.Y.),

Official

Films

party

launching

2nd

Playboys

Penthouse

-MOBILE

REGISTRATION

TRAILER,

rWJPS unit making rounds of Evan
is heartily endorsed by (l-r) Mrs.
"ter, trailer asst.; Ed Mitchell. De
chmn.; Gresham
Grim; Arkla Co.

FIREMEN
MAKE
TV
NEWS!
new 'Rescue 8' show, WTVN-TV

regis+rJ

Pre
(Co

O.) announcer Chuck Nuzum interview
ter Strickfaddtn
(I), Fire Dept. chief. &
Buchanon,

Rescue Squad on "Casper Caj

SPONSOR
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anapolis . . . Atlanta Advertising

vertising Review Board to "increase public confidence in all t\pes
of advertising."
Merger: Nalley's Inc., Tacoma,
Washington, and IXL Food Company, California. Both companies to
ceep individual identities and brands.
Combined billing: over $28,000,000.
Personnel moves:

Paul W. Shel-

Ion to advertising co-ordinator, Gulf
m Corp., Pittsburgh . . . Clyde A.
3rown Jr. from Y&R merchandising
xecutive to Shulton, Inc., as national
tales manager, toiletries division . . .

Babcock

AGENCIES

Club and that city's Better Business Bureau joining hands as Ad-

Dr. Arthur H. Wilkins, B&B's
director of advertising and developmental research gave the
ARF annual meeting last week
findings on program values not
covered by the ratings.

Bester to Ted Bates as casting supervisor .. . Robert Van Roo to A. C.

watching the commercial but doing
other things varied considerably from
show to show.
• Audience

attentiveness varies

from program to program.
• Programs which are viewed
more attentively are more effective
vehicles for their commercials.

products with the exception of Young
,ook cosmetics.

Admen

TALK

w
Spheeris,

from Market Research Corp. to Audits and Survevs as v. p. . . . Roily

Nielsen as promotion director of Nielsen Coverage Service . . . R. S.
Buckbinder from Frederick Clinton
Advertising to The Zakin Co. as senior
v.p. . . . Burt Avedon to West Coast
operations K&E . . . Paul R. Smith
from Fletcher Richards. Calkins &
Holden to Grant as executive v.p. in
charge of creative services.

• Audience attentiveness is enhanced by high audience interest in
the program and by an absence of
competing household demands and
interests.

l-r): Andre

Stargby from S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wis., to Ted Bates, as account
executive . . . Laurence J. Jaffe

The findings included these:
• The number of viewers who were

;togert M. Kirk Jr. promoted assistnt general manager, Lehn & Fink
roducts. and will be responsible for
lirecting and coordinating of marketactivities of all L&F Division

RADE

from Babcock, Homer, Car-

berry & Murray. Philadelphia and
N.Y. to Doremus-Eshleman, Philly.
as account executive . . . Arthur

on the move:

Foster A.

More admen on the move : James
A. Dearborn appointed assistant to
the president, Kenyon & Eckhardt . . .
Angus B. Woodbury from BBD&O.
San Francisco, to GB&B. same city, as
account executive . . . C. M. Rohrabaugh, Kudner Agency board chair-

jcktail party in N.Y.'s Hotel Roosevelt given by WEMP, Milwaukee and KWK, St. Louis for timebuyers. Shown
ir WEMP, KWK; Flora Tomadelli; SPONSOR staffer; Ray Stone, Maxon; and Beth Black, Cohen & Aleshire

man and executive officer relinquishes
chief officer title, to remain as board
chairman . . . Charles R. Hook Jr.
Kudner president, to chief executive
officer . . . Jon Christopher from
EWR&R to MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicago, as radio-tv creative director . . .
Henry 1*. Bernhard from Life
Magazine to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather as account executive . . . Walter
Stone from Compton to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather as account executive
. . . Hubert M. Tibbetts from Sala
da-Shi rriff-Horsey to Lennen & Newell as senior v. p. and management account supervisor.
V ti « I more admen on the move:
Mike Sloan from Botsford. Constantine & Gardner. San Francisco, to
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, same city,
as v.p. and account supervisor . . .
Fred Marlin Mitchell Jr. from
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, to K&E. as
senior v.p. account management . . .
Sterling J. Hiles from advertising,
promotion, Remington Rand to director of marketing, same company . . .
Robert C. Jamrozy from K&E, to
\. W. Ayer, Detroit, as PlymouthDeSoto-Valiant account representative.
HERE'S

WHAT

A joint Committee for Improvement of Advertising Content has
been set up by the Association of
National Advertisers, and the
American Association of Advertising Agencies.
The plan: to police advertising
which is "in bad taste, manifestly misleading, or otherwise likely to be
harmful to advertising as a whole."
Boyle-Midway selects: Ted Bates
for Aerowax, Black Flag and SaniFlush . . . Tatham-Laird for AeroShave . . . Cunningham & Walsh
for Wizard Deodorizer . . . Maxwell
Sackheim-Franklin Brack for
Antrol.
Lever selects: Sullivan, Stauffer.
Colwell & Bayles for Summer Countv . . . Ogilvy. Benson & Mather
for Vim . . . JWT for Starlight Sham-

YORK

CRITICS

". . . gives promise of being one
of the better new dramatic
shows of the season. ..will
have no trouble finding a wide
audience"
Sid
Bakal. New York Herald Tribune

EXCLUSIVE
AVAILABLE

Johnstone, secretary-treasurer.
New agency : Jordan-Danielson
Advertising. Office location: San
Francisco.
Reciprocal deal: Hunter & Stapies Advertising, Sacramento, with
Kae Algyer, L.A. to service each
other's northern and southern accounts.

Agency thisa *n' data: Ann Jacknowitz, of Y&R's New York Citv<
media department, won $500
Pulse's National Contest — How I Usej
Pulse Data to Solve a Specific!
Problem. Second prize — $350 went
to John P. Curran, McCann-Erick-j
son, N.Y.: third prize was copped by,
John H. Newell, Johnson & LewisJ
San Francisco, media director.

SAID:

PREMIERE

ACCLAIMED
BY CRITICS

NOW

Guerin. Johnstone.
billings: over $2^2
Paul Guerin, presiB. Gage, v.p.; Jack!

Agency appointments:
Robert!
poo and Mrs. Butterworth's Syrup.
Bosch Corp.. Long Island Citv, (Ger-:
man made Blaupunkt car radios) trt
Merger: Guerin, Johnstone, JeffDaniel & Charles . . . Real Kill
ries with Gage-Booth & West, both
"...tai

"Considine yarn a TV thriller
(Headline) . . . direction ...
topnotch. We're eagerly anticipating next week's play."
ATicfc Kenny, New York Mirror

NEW

L.A. New name:
Gage, Inc. Total
million. Officers:
dent: Raymond

They were named v.p.'s: Ruth
Downing, Helen Klintrup and Harriet Rex, JWT writers.

it, suspensef ul . . . the 30
minut ;s clicked away as absorbin gly as any of the better
action ers . . . a gain for local
imming..." Horo, Variety
progrc

ir5KiS

LfflVi

TOP

RATED!

"Exclusive!", on Channel
2 (WCBS-TV) snares 271.
of New York audience to
tie for 1st against strong
network opposition, whips
other network, and
trounces all others!...
New York to
rating,
Tuesday.
According
A. C. Nielsen's
September 20, 7:30 P. M.

! For complete information see your ABC Films sales rep. or call: ABC

FILMS

INC.

1501 Bwy.. N.Y. 36, N.Y
Telephone: LA 4-5050
1(1

f)( TOBER

11

Products, Div. Cook Chemical, Kansas City, to Del Wood Associates
. . . Liana, Inc., (subsidiary United
Fruit — processed foods) to BBD&O,
Boston . . . Eldon-Ungar Toys (Eldon
Industries), L.A., to GB&B, San
Francisco . . . Martin Century Farms,
Lansdale, Pa., to Mid American Advertising, Philadelphia . . . ABC
Radio Network to Fladell-Harris . . .
American Brewery to NewhoffBlumberg, Baltimore . . . Rust Craft
Publishers to MW&S . . . Raeford
Worsted to Donahue & Coe . . .
Autolite to BBD&O, $3 million expenditure .. . Ballerina Manufacturing, Garfield, N. J. to Wexton . . .
KNX LA. to Mays & Co. L.A. . . .
Chamber Co., Chicago, to Howard
H. Monk, Rockford, 111. . . . King
I County Chevrolet Dealers Association
I in Washington, to Eisaman, Johns
& Laws, L.A.
J Agency elections: William J.
Quail Jr., and Keith S. Lyman,
v.p.'s Albert Frank-Guenther Law . . .
, Ralph E. Keller, chairman of the
board; Harry W. Calvert, president; and A. H. Bitter, executive
I v.p., Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit .. . Gunnard Faulk and Gene
Federico, art group heads, to v.p.'s
Benton & Bowles . . . Charles M.
Skade, Fuller & Smith & Ross senior
v.p. of administration to treasurer.

stations: WSFA-TV, Montgomery,
WAPI-TV, Birmingham; WKRGTV, Mobile, WMLS-TV, Decatur,
WOWL-TV, Florence, and WAFGTV, Huntsville.

KRSD-AM and TV Rapid City, S. D.,
as general sales manager . . . George
H. Anderson from Randolph Associates Advertising, Wellesley, Mass.,

Name change: Capital Cities
Broadcasting Corp. formerly Capital Cities Television Corp.

local sales manager, and Floyd Eckerson, salesman, WKTV, Utica, N. Y.
. . . Jim Hill to KMTV, Omaha, as
account executive . . . Henry White
from Screen Gems to WNTA-TV as
v.p. and general manager.

Just published: By MacMillan:
Television and Radio News. Authors: Bob Siller, Ted White and Hal
Terkel.
Thisa 'n' data: WNTA-TV, Newark, N. J., brought back, this week,
Storevision, embracing supermarkets, laundromats, drug stores . . .
KTRK-TV, Houston, Tex., began
construction of a 40,000-square foot
building with circular studio area . . .
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul attracted more than 200 agency, client
and press reps to its closed circuit
ABC fall programing preview.
People on the move: Frank
Bishop to KHOW, Denver, as station manager . . . Paul E. Freygang
from KHOL-KHPL, Kearney, Neb. to

In Roanoke in '60
the Selling Signal

is Seven...

TV STATIONS
New \ ork tv has cracked the local
savings bank field.
Bowery Savings Bank, for years in j
radio, bought a package embracing a !
variety of programing on WNBC-TV.
j
The tv schedule covers 26 weeks.
Kudos: WTCN-TV, Minneapolis- J
iSt. Paul, a co-owner in the Radio
Television News Directors Assn. top
(national award for tv reporting . . .
WJRT, Flint, Mich., recipient of four
[awards for excellence in the Michigan
Associated Press Broadcaster's news
Competition . . . WTVT, Tampa-St.
Petersburg, awarded citation of merit
by Sunshine Chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.

Wig-wagging will get you
nowhere, but your selling message
on WDBJ-TV will go into over
400,000 homes in Virginia, N.
Carolina and W. Va. ... a rich
and growing Television Market of
nearly 2,000,000 people.
You can sell like sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is WDBJ-TV . . .
best in sight, day or night, for higher
ratings at lower cost. Your only
station in this area offering CBS
network shows — plus superior local
programming, plus hard-hitting
merchandising assistance.
ASK YOUR PCW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Sports notes: Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co. to sponsor
iVuburn Football Review for ten
iveeks over
ONSOR
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Roanoke/

Virginia

to WBZ-TV, Boston, as account executive . . . Sheldon Storrier named

RADIO

STATIONS

Auto dealers this season are ballyhooing their new lines by tying in
with station showmanship
tions.

exhibi-

A case in point: Chevy dealers, who
bought 13 and a half hours on WAVY,
Norfolk-Portsmouth, broke its campaign last week by taking part in a
parade of station personalities who
visited seven Chevy dealers and engaged in remote broadcasts from
showrooms.
Another

group

of broadcasting

people have put their heads to-

gether with other «-i> it- minded
persons in an effort to stimulate
shopping interest in their loeale.
The place: Medford and Ashland.
Oregon. The people: managers "I
stations KBOY, KDOV, KMED,
KYA 1\. KBES-TV, andKYJC; area
merchants and newspapers. The result: an all-out promotion of Fall
Greater Medford Harvest Festival.
Ideas at work:
New dimension : WCAU, Philadelphia, took to the air — two ways
to
promote its Dimension show. Aside

GET THAT

from airing promos, the station hired
two tow planes to H\ across the area
toting huge banners advising Hear
Dimension Only On WCAU Radio.
Key to popularity: KQV, Pittsburgh, is creating quite a stir in its
listening locale by offering a reward
for the missing "K" after they removed it. temporarily, from the call
letters. People are being stopped on
corners and queried "do vou have the
missing K from KQV?". A $500 reward will go to the person who comes
up with what the station deems the
right answer.

EXTRA

PUSH
You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference
between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success."
You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV
WOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level — the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer as well as the retail outlet.
This "togetherness" sells products in the nation's 47th TV
market. More than 2 billion dollars in retail sales ring on

in

the retailer's cash register Over 438,000 TV homes are
within the 42 counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

THE QUIM
DAVENPORT
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To the National Advertiser,
WOC-TV offers the greatest
amount of local programming —
over 33 hours each week — and
the finest talent in the area put
these programs across.
Your PGW

ILL

ss„„

^

Colonel has all the

facts, figures and other data as
well as day by day availabilities
See him today.

A daffy of an idea: WMGM. N.1
C, have reached new heights
broadcasting. To celebrate groundbreaking ceremonies of the world's
tallest hotel, the Americana of New
York, the station built a platform,
drove a station wagon on it, put air
personality Ted Brown in the auto
and platform, car. and Brown were
hoisted, via a giant crane, some 40
feet in the air. No saying how long
Brown will remain in his loftv qu;
ters.
Kudos:

KiNUZ, Houston, Tex., :

cipient of Allstate Insurance Company public service award for highway safety work . . . WTCN. Minneapolis-St. Paul, radio regional sales
manager Norm Page, presented with
Greatest Guy in Media plaque from
St. Paul Home Builders Assn.
WIP, Philadelphia, received special
commendation from Phillv Chamber
of Commerce for station help to
Transport Emergencv Mobilizatir
Program during recent Pennsvlvani i
Railroad strike . . . WPEN. Philadel
phia recipient of Honorary Membei
ship award from The Poor Richaro
Club for furthering education .
KSFO. San Francisco and KVI|
Seattle, awarded Notable Achieve]
ment in Advertising Certificates.
Thisa "n' data: WDNC.
Durham
N. C. now affiliated with the Tobaect
Radio Network . . . KBIG. Catalin.i
Calif., going all out in editorial sun
port of car dealers bv donating ne^^^|
background
and spots highlightii
1961 car models . . . WFEA. Ma i
chester. N. H.. forming New Englai
Merchandising Network comprised
WGAN.
Portland:
WCCM, La
rence.
Mass..
WHAV.
Haverhil
Mass.. WFGM.
Fitchburs.
Mas-,
ami WWNH, Rochester. N. H.
Station acquisition: KDAC,

Fo

Bragg. Calif., sold to Charles ^
Stone by Mendocino Coast Broadca
ing Co. Sale price: $55,000. S;
brokered bv Paul H. Chapman (
. . . KFYN, Bonham. Tex.. *old if
(xril W. Reddoch and Ralph fl
Hooks bv- Charles L. Cain for s75.0<
Sale brokered bv Hamilton-Landis
Associates.
Peonle on the move: Edward
W. Smith from Adam Young. 1
troit. to KQV. Pittsburgh, as gem i
10
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sales manager . . . Daniel W. Kops,
president of WTRY Broadcasting
Corp.. Albany, N. Y., and WAVZ
Broadcasting Corp., New Haven, reelected national president, The Associated Press Radio & Television Assn.
. . . Rita Garner from WMCA, N. Y.
C. to WABC, same city, as advertising
& exploitation manager . . . Richard
Stone from Avery-Knodel and Don
Huber from Curtis Advertising, to
WABC, N.Y.C. as account executives
Nadine HiU to KPRO, Riverside,
Calif., as promotion manager . . .
Mace West to WKID, Champaign,
111., sales representative . . . Stuart C.
Burr to KRLA. L.A.. as account
executive.
?

The Triangle Stations which pioneered in fin back in 1941, bejgins this week a new f m service.
, The fm service will embrace WFILFM. Philadelphia; WNBF-FM, Binghamton, N. Y.; and WNHC-FM. New
;,Haven, Conn.
u They will be joined, later this
month',
bv WFBG-FM.
Altoona. Pa..
land
KRFM.
Fresno, Calif.
FM is getting an extra boost in
the Kansas City area this week.
The city's mayor has designated this
ueek as FM Radio Week in Kansas
City.
ill Counter gesture: he was gifted with
an fm radio by the Kansas City FM
Broadcasters' Assn.
Active fm regional-national
acI
counts : British Overseas Airways
. . Imperial Division, Chrysler
2orp. . . . Guardian Life Insurance
Co. . . . Pan American Airways . . .
Vlagna vox . . . Ford dealers . . .
Lowenbrau Beer.

IjjVew fm'er: K-QUE, Houston, beJ j;an broadcasting this week.
JlVew fm
affiliate:
WDAS-FM,
'hiladelphia, joining QXR Network.

is giving strong vocal support to FCC's proposal of addiiional YHF channels by decrying
|he lack of educational, cultural.
10
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and public service programs
many major markets.

in

The network urges: "'Prompt adop-J
tion."
Ir^CBS Television Spot Sales ha
Their stand: "The public in theV
added a Sales Presentation
Demajor markets with only two stations J^fpartment to their operation.
is being deprived of one-third of the .£*,• ; Daniel R. Kelly, the company's \-television service which is available '."' -istant Research Manager, will head
to those communities which now have V up the new department,
three stations."
Six CBS affiliates were presented
with Golden Microphone Award.
The occasion: 30 years affiliation
with CBS Radio Network.
The men accepting the awards and
their respective stations: Charles
Crutchfield. executive v. p. and general manager WBT, Charlotte: Lowell
MacMillan, v.p. and general manager
WHEC, Rochester; Cecil Sansbury,
general manager WHP, Harrisburg:
Lloyd Dennis, v.p. WTOP, Washington; William Bryan, general manager KTRH, Houston; and Thornton Cran. president CFRB, Toronto.
ABC

Radio has added nine new

affiliates. They are: KAGT, Anacortes, Wash.; WMEK, Chase City,
Va.; KOOS, Coos Bay, Ore!;
WWHG, Hornell, N. Y.; KAAB.
Hot Springs. Ark.; KWBA, Houston,
Tex.: WPGW,
Portland. Ind.:
KFMJ, Tulsa. Okla.: and WNSM.
Valparaiso, Fla.
Net tv sales: General Mills (Knox
Reeves. Minneapolis) to sponsor
NBC News Day Report on NBC
TV. beginning this week.
Net elections: Richard A. Borel,
WBNS-TV, Columbus. Orio, Director
of Television, elected CBS Television
Affiliates Assn. board chairman . . .
Tom

Chauncey, KOOL-TV. Phoenix, president, to succeed Borel as
Association secretary.

Net program
notes:
ABC
Radio
debuted Flair, a daily afternoon series
featuring top tv and show people personalities, this week . . . ABC readying Las Vegas, a weekly, one-hour tv
series. scheduled to break on the
1961-62 seasons.
Network switch — WICU-TV, Erie,
Pa., to switch primary affiliation from
NBC to ABC, next May.

•',

^

'Rep appointments: KIMO, Hilo
Hawaii to Breen and Ward, New
York Citj . . . KSDO, San Diego, to
' Adam Young . . . KXEN, St. Louis,
and WMNI, Columbus, Ohio, to
Broadcast Time Sales.
Personnel moves: John Falcetta
from H-R Television New York Citv,
to Boiling, same city, as director publicity &promotion .. . . Paul Kinsley, to Broadcast Time Sales, New
York City, as director sales development, from San Francisco office, same
company
. . Sales.
Paul Philadelphia,
O'Brien to
Broadcast .Time
as office manager, from WNTA-AMTV. Newark. N. J. sales staff . . .
Ward Glenn to BTS San Francisco
office as manager.

Merger: Day-Wdlinsjton, Seattle,
and H. S. Tacobson & Associates,
Portland

No detail is too small where the
art of timing can assist tv film
sales.
Distributors frequently tie their
program released to some
event for added impact.

general

Thus CNP's Pony Exoress was
linked to the centennial of that service, and Blue Angels to the 50th anniversarv of naval aviation.
Now CNP will take advantage of
the football season to release a single
feature
If inch. film. Republic's Crazylegs

Sales: MCA's If Squad re-runs to
KTTV. Los Angeles: KPLR-TV. St.
Louis: WMAL-TV. Washington. D.
C: W ALA. TV. Mobile- KOOL-TV.
PWnix: KTSM-TV. EI Paso, and
KYSO-TV. Wichita Falls . . . King
Features' new 208 Popeye cartoons to
KTI A. To, Anceles . . . NTA's Issignment
Indent ater to American
69

Hardware & Supplg Companj (Sykes
Idv.) in Pittsburgh ■ K DK \ I \ .
Rochester, Buffalo. Huntington
( barleston, and Harrisburg . . . CNP's
A*. C. M. P. to KFBB-TV. Great Falls;
\\ I l\. Indianapolis; WWTV, Cadillac KID-TV, Idaho Falls: KOOKrV, Billings; KYTV, Springfield, Me.;
WCBY-TV, Bristol, Va.; WSBA-TV,
York, Pa.: KPIX. San Francisco:
\\\(.\1T\. Presque Isle. Me.:
W I \( -TV. Johnston. Pa. : and WDB.J-

and bj Standard Oil <>[ California
l BBDO) in 20 markets, including Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake
( it\. Sacramento. Fresno. Spokane,
Seattle-Tacoma, San Diego. Portland.
Yakima. Bakersfield, Phoenix. Eugene-Roseburg, Medford, Salinas.
Monterey, Boise-Mampa, Eureka. Klamath Falls. San Luis Obispo, and
Honolulu.
More sales: CBS Newsfilm

TV. Roanoke. Va. . . . Ziv-UA's Sea
Hunt renewed for a fourth year by
Bristol-Myers I DCS&S i in New York

service

to WRDW-TV, Atlanta: KRCG-TV.
Jefferson City, Mo. : WREX-TV. Rockford, 111.: WTOL-TV. Toledo. Ohio.

Now you can. listen.
and compare
before you buy
the rich Syracuse
N.Y. market

at our
expense

in. by
. . . Get the proof of WFBL leadership! Make a personal survey of
station programming in Syracuse — by telephone. Call WFBL collect at any time of day or night to hear the live broadcast ol the
moment by any or all stations. We think you'll agree with local
listeners and advertisers; the most enjoyable good music, the best
news reporting in Centra] New York is heard on WFBL. It delivers
the audience you want to sell. Listen, compare. Prove it to yourself.
Phone HOward 3-8631 collect. Ask Eor Sponsor Listening Service.

radio
5000

FIRST
REPRESENTED

IN

CENTRAL

NATIONALLY

BY

NEW
GEORGE

WATTS

DAY AND

NIGHT

YORK

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

and KOLO-TV,
Reno,
Nev.; new
foreign subscribers are Fuji Telecasting Co. Tok\u, Japan: CFC.VTY
Calgary, Canada; CHAN-TV, Van
couver, Canada, and Productores Tele
rision tasociados, Montevideo, Urugnay.
Programs

and producer?:

U.

5.

Borax' Death Valley Days, re-run as
The Pioneers, transferred for distribu
tion to Peter M. Robeck, 230 Park
Avenue. New York: series was for
raerly distributed bv Crosby/Browi
Productions . .. ABC Films to dis
tribute Herts-Lion International's Famous Ghost Stories and The Inquisi
tion . . . Collier Young and Robert H.
Hill have formed CoUier Young Associate?, an independent tv production companv headquartering at
MGM . . . Felix the Cat Productions
has purchased the RCA Film Record
ing Studios in New York at 411 Fifth
Avenue: henceforth the studios will
be known as 411 Recording Studios. Inc. . . . Ziv-UA has placed
Miami Undercover in syndication,

Strictly personnel:
Kurt Blum«
berg appointed sales v. p. for Robert
Lawrence Productions . . . Carl Lindemann. Jr. to CXP as programs
v.p. . . . Arthur Greenfield ap
pointed manager
of Screen
Gems
northcentral area syndication force.
headquartering in Detroit . . . Jo<j
Cramer named director of busine
affairs for Paramount Television Pr
ductions . . . Frank Brill promote
to v.p. of MCA TV film syndication
division.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

Westinghouse
Broadcasting
had
put together a number of publ
service shows.
Among them:
• University
of the Air — a I
series covering courses in inedicirei
religion,
philosophy,
mathemat
chemistry, economics and language. 1
• The American Civil \S ar — .(J
L3-week series scheduled to break
iii
irrtnj
November.
• The America at Mid-CenturJ
Series — a series of five LS-mini.tJ
programs starting this week.
• American
Forum —
presentation
SPONSOR
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series to continue for the rest of the
vear.
Service
programing:
KGW-TV,
Portland, beginning fourth >ear of
Teenarama — a program centered
around schools, teenage problems, desires, accomplishments . . . WFYI.
Garden City. L. I. station manager.
Wallace Dunlap, an Air Force Reserve
Captain, scripting and narrating four
quarter-hour transcribed programs
with pops singer. Joni James for
Christmas distribution to 2,000 radio
stations. The project: Operation
Reindeer.
Public
service
notes : WTVJ,
Miami, newsmen. Ron Oppen and Ed
Reed, spent six davs at Florida State
.Prison, to shoot film for the stations
,F.Y.I, program entitled Men Behind

dren; Harvey Miller, working with
Philly police inspector on children
rehabilitation program: Bill Jones
I aided by the Mrs.) door to door
1 nited Fund campaigners: Jerr\
Grove, chairman Darby Township

estimated 72 hours a week is spent by
the WIBG familv on these services.

Delaware County School District Authority: Chairman Briarcliffe Little
League: PTA and Bov Scout officer;
Bob Knox. Ardmore Optimist Club
member in charge of youth activities;
and president of Beverly Hills Junior
High School PTA; member executive
board Hishland Park Canteen.
An

NAB fall conferences, Atlanta,
Biltmore Hotel. 13-14 October . . .
10th Annual Hi Fi Music Show,

TRADE

DATES

Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia. 18-20 November . . . Australian Association of Advertising
Agencies annual meeting, Adelaide.
Australia. 9-12 October.
^

DEFINITION

(Bars — The Story of Raiford,
which was telecast late last month . . .
fKDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, general man3ager Jerome R. Reeves, to head up the
Pittsburgh Radio-TV Club in a communitv effort to raise money for the
local United Fund Torch Drive. Don
laloset. general manager of WPIT,
Hand Greer Parkinson. WCAE, exec,
to assist. Stations participating also
include KDKA-TV,
WIIC-TV,
and

Btae-tv.

I MCA,

N.Y.C., will do a series of

['specials starting 23 October, dealI ng with problems both local and
I jeneral.
| The topics under consideration
Include: crowded court dockets:
I rowded hospitals: growing boredom
I mong the aired: teenagers who dellerve recognition.

stat'is-ti'cian (stat'TstTsr/an) ,n.
ts facts and figures, such as the fact that
I people in the United States are men.

| '.onnecticut's four tv stations are
I tutting out a monthly bulletin coperatively giving details about
I heir public service programs.
t The stations: WTIC-TV. Hartford:
rXHC-TV. New Haven, WHCT.
I artford and WHNB-TV. New Brit-

BECAUSE OF THESE FACTS WE CLAIM THAT 50% OF
THE MARRIED PEOPLE IN OUR AUDIENCE ARE W(
AND WHEN YOU TELEVISE TO 448,000 TV \
THAT'S A LOT OF WOMEN AND MEN, BECAUSE THESE
FACTS ARE TRUE, THIS MAKES FOR A LOT OF
CHILDREN TOO -AS A MATTER OF FACT, SOME 2,000,000
PEOPLE ALL TOGETHER. ADD TO THIS WSLS-TV GETTING THE MESSAGE ACROSS EVERY DAY, AND YOU
HAVE A POWERFUL MEDIA, SO IF YOU'RE A STATISTICIAN AND WANT THE FACTS AND FIGURES, JUST ASK

fore good deeders : WIBG, Philaplphia. d.j.ers and news staffers who
"e giving off-mike hours to commuty projects are: Bill Wright, serving
jjjPhiladelphia Fire Dept. commitb; Jerry Stevens, arranging special
"inefit for Mentally Retarded
ONSOR
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Chil-

WSLS
ROANOKE. VIRGINIA

ANOTHER WRBL-TV EXCLUSIVE

Tv and radio

IN GEORGIA'S SECOND
MARKET

NEWSMAKERS
Russ Raycroft has been appointed station
manager of KPLR-TV. St. Louis. He comes
to his new post hacked by more than 30
years' experience in broadcasting. These
include 11 years at WGN, Chicago; eight

in».

years with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New
York and Chicago; and posts of vice president in charge of radio and television for
Robert W. Orr. Inc., New York. In addihe was national tv director for the film producing firm of WildInc. Raycroft taught radio courses at Northwestern University.

Donald

P. Rupert was appointed to the

sales manager post at the Balaban Milwaukee station, WRIT. He succeeds Parker R.
Daggett who recently was named general

m
BUY THE
)*,
SUPERLATIVE
STATION

manager of K-BOX, the company's Dallas
station. Rupert, who has been a WRIT
account executive since 1958. was associated with the Bell Formica Co. as sales
manager for a 10-year period. Rupert
attended the University of Milwaukee. Married, thi father of two
children Rupert served four vears in the AAF durin< World War II.
Janet Byers was appointed advertisin;
manager for KFWB. Hollywood. Shi
comes to the Crowell-Collier station from
KYW Radio. Cleveland, where for the past
five years she had been advertising ami
promotion manager. Miss Byers began h» r
broadcasting career in 1949 as WLW-C
Columbus, copywriter, later did radio N
publicity for Y&R: sales research and presentation writing for RAB: and sales promotion for WINS, N. Y. A
charter member of BPA, her KYW work won national recognition.
William
Andrews
has been appointed
general sales manager of syndication at
Independent Television Corp. He replaces
Alvin E. Unger who resigned to join the
Hank Saperstein Organization. Chicago
born. Andrews joined ITC two years ago
as western division manager. Last June he
was named northeastern division manager.
Prior to his ITC affiliation. Andrews was

E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

spot sales manager for ZIV Television for three and a half year;
attended the U. of Oregon, is married and the father of three chili

10
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

I

The seller's viewpoint

That radio's biggest problem is to sell itself needs no argument. The big
r/uestion is "How?" Jay Victor, who runs an agency under the same name in
Newark, N. J., and is an experienced hand at radio, maintains the only way
to funnel substantially greater ad expenditures to this medium is to go to the
source of all ad monies— the manufacturer himself. Victor is not only talking about face-to-face contacts. He is talking about selling radio by using
radio itself, by using the large-circulation publications the manufacturer
reads. All radio needs, he says, is 1% more of the total advertising pot.

RADIO

NEEDS

A POLICY

TO REACH

Iwlillions of dollars and man hours are consumed every
year in the care and feeding of the timebuyer, that gentle(?) soul who never even enters the picture until all
media allocations have been irrevocably set, and who then
and only then is given his little "budget" to spend.
Weird isn't it?
Yet this is the alley up which every major seller of network or spot radio seems to tread. For such is the blindness of radio today that it wastes its powers over the
crumbs that are offered and loses sight completely of the
loaf itself from which all crumbs must fall.
An outsider might find it incredible but nobody in this
business — nobody — seems to concentrate on the men behind the men who buy the time. No organization is around
to spark a plan or explain "how to reach that other pup, the
guy who wakes the timebuyer up," at all. Yet here is the very
seed of media's growth. Because here at the policy level
is where the actual allocations are firmed. And it is this
level and this level alone, that determines how much of

THE

POLICY

MAKER

a message, in its way, to deliver as has milk or meat or
even the delicious coffee bean. More powerful in some
ways, too. For with diversification growing in every major
corporation today no medium can do a better umbrella job
for anywhere near the dollar expended.
I am not offering an academic thought. In my opinion
this is an idea that should be implemented starting tomorrow by the 4,000 stations that stand to profit. For
with any sort of effort radio has nowhere to go but up.
We are smothered in research and pretty brochures. What
is needed is the fresh air of a down-to-earth, hard-sell campaign to reach the man who signs the checks.
If I were to plan this industry-wide campaign I'd go over
every agency head directly to the manufacturer himself,
search him out in his own habitat, speak to him in the
language he understands, tell him the dramatic story of
what radio can do for him. I'd seek him out in publications like the Wall Street Journal, Nation s Business, New
York Times, etc. I'd sell him radio via radio, too, in every
open spot a station could spare. The manufacturer must
be convinced that what he needs is more of radio, and he
must tell this to his agency. It will not work the other

anyone's money ever goes where. Think about it, then ask
yourself this question: As of now how many agencies have
a radio media supervisor on their plans board?
Place the blame where the blame belongs. Radio does
not seem to understand that advertising needs an advertising story, too. It fights itself. It does not fight for itself
with any conviction at all. Its occasional speeches in its
own behalf are generally beamed at agencies, and if the
shop talk has any merit at all, it occasionally earns a
paragraph in the broadcast press. Little more. With all
due respect to the present non-profit associations that serve
it, what the industry needs is a counterpart of the Coffee

way 'round, for strangely enough, an agency is a far
stiffer group than the clients it serves. In the business of
running advertising, I mean. For the client in this area
generally has little fixed overhead, no really fixed opinion
and a marriage license he can break at any time. He is
always looking for a better and more economical way to
sell his product. He switches agencies very often — proof
enough that you, too. can sell him if you try.
Last year some $12 billion were spent in advertising. If

Bureau — or the Meat Institute or the Dairymen's Association. "Milk is good for you" says the Dairyman, "drink
three glasses a day." Who says that about radio? Who is
fighting to expand its market?
Yet radio has as powerful

just V < of that were added to radio's share there'd be an
extra $120 million a year to split. This is the pot of gold
the radio industry should be shooting for. And the shooting season is now.
^
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lO-SECOND

SPEAKS
[An important

ANA-AAAA

announcement

Sometimes the most significant developments in our business are announced so quietly and with such little fanfare
that they almost escape attention.
This was the case last week when the Association of National Advertisers and the American

SPOTS

UNusual: We know a guy who
solved the traffic problem in New

Association of Advertising

Agencies disclosed the formation of a joint committee
prove advertising content.

to im-

The new ANA-AAAA committee, which will have as cochairmen Edward D. Gerbic, v.p. Heublein Inc. and Robert
E. Allen, pies. Fuller & Smith & Ross, will number
ranking agency and advertiser executives.

20 top-

Their mission will be to "deal with that small percentage
of national advertising which is deemed in bad taste, manifestly misleading, or otherwise likely to be harmful

to advertis-

ing as a whole."
But the unusual and important aspect of the committee's
work will be the machinery and techniques they will use in
policing the industry.
Effective immediately the ANA-AAAA

group will be oper-

"i oik during the monumental UN sessions with its heads of state winging
all over town. He hired a big, black
limousine, got himself a homberg,
and rented four motorcycles (with
drivers dressed in black jackets, blue
pants, boots and blue helmets). His
final items were a siren, a little American flag and a little blue, white, and
green one his wife whipped up on the
sewing machine. Police stopped traffic for a week wherever he sped, and
his office teas picketed for three days
by a group that wanted him to get
out of Lithuania.
Immobile unit: During all the fuss
and chicken feathers that accompanied Castro to and from and among
Harlem, WLIB had a box seat. It's
located right smack in the Hotel
Theresa. One of the staffers reports
that in the middle of one of those proand anti-Fidel demonstrations, some
guy with more important things on
his mind carried a sign that read:
Pittsburgh, si — Yankees, no!
Life begins at: Red Skelton introduced fortxish James Aubrey Jr. to
the audience at his opening show of

has

the season. Said Red: "He's president
of the CBS TV Network— but almost
young enough to be President of the

Under the "Interchange" system complaints about copy
and commercials which are misleading, harmful, and in bad

I 'nited States."
Final chapter: AP reports that the
former head of a stock advisory sen -

ating the "Interchange of Opinion"
been conducting since 1946.

which the AAAA

taste are referred confidentially to the members
mittee for individual study.
If a majority of the members

of the com-

believe that the problem is

serious, both agency and advertisers are asked by the committee to take corrective action.
During the past five years 151 such requests have been
sent out by the AAAA

Interchange Committee

Now, with the added pressure and prestige of ANA support the work of the committee should be even more effective.
Particularly significant is the fact that the ANA-AAAA
group is dealing specifically in the shadowy area of good
taste and with copy which, though it may be factually correct,
i> offensive to the public and harmful to advertising.
officials told sponsor

that the com-

mil tec would be glad to process complaints from NAB members on offensive advertising. Address them to Richard L.
Scheidker, c/o AAAA,

74

his next book, "How I Ran Through

and only four

agencies and advertisers have failed to comply.

Last week ANA-AAAA

ice who authored a book titled ';How
to Build a Fortune and Save on
Taxes," filed for bankruptcy in Federal Court, listing assets of $2,052 and
debts of $55,811. Probably a stunt for

420 Lexington Ave., New York.

^

Presidential
choice: For those who
My First Fortune."
cannot decide for whom to vote, we
nominate Caroline Hill, a secretary at 1
McCann-Erickson's corporate office.
While agency chief Marion Harper Jr.
was addressing a recent meeting of
Mc-E managers at the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof, Andrei Gromyko
marched in with five bodyguards.
\lis> Hill stood up to the Russians
and convinced them they had moved
into the wrong territory. They withstill. . . drew.
. Well, it's not a kitchen, but
SPONSOR
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Detroit is speaking its piece— and loving the opportunity— on WWJ's
exciting radio public forum. A torrent of phone calls rushes to the
studio every evening. Citizens from far and near air their views on
myriad timely subjects as the whole town listens. And popular Bob
Maxwell handles every one with consummate skill.
Human

interest, community

service, a salesmaker! That's "Phone-

Opinion", another example of Total Radio for the Total Man on WWJ.

WWJ

%A#%A#
Better place your call today—
to your nearest PGW office.

Detroit's

I

and FM
RADI
O

AM

Basic
Radio
NBC
Affiliate

Station

NATIONAL REPESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS

INC.

Did you
1200 ft.

Yes, the prudent buyer knows that WISC-TV at
Madison, Wisconsin has the tallest tower in the state,
bringing service to 378,310 TV homes m thirty-two
counties in Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa. For instance,
in the Rockford area, WISC-TV now carries 25 out of
38 nighttime CBS Network programs exclusively.

CMAMME

MAD

I SON,

Wl SC.

~^f K Rep,«,ent<!d Nationally by

17 OCTOBER
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RADIO/TV

ADVERTISERS

USE

STATION DRIVE
TO OFFSET TV
SPOT CARRIERS
Important affiliates
proffer seven-point
plan which includes
longer station breaks
Page 27

Do wholesale
figures mislead
air clients?
Page 30

Radio sparks
fast-growing
retail chain
Page 32

Lady execs rule
sales roost at
Official Films

like yW o( Mk

ad ^c

Page 34

NOW

AVAILABLE

.. .

Radio Impact
in the Twin |
City Market
A sociological

study approved

by the University of Minnesota

A recently completed survey designed to
measure the impact and impression which
each radio station and its personalities
makes on the Twin Cities population has now
been compiled for use by advertisers and
advertising agencies.
Under the direction of Dr. Roy Francis, Professor of Sociology, University of Minnesota,
this survey meets the highest possible standards of design, procedure, sampling and
evaluation that modern research can provide.
Among the results which we (for obvious
reasons) find particularly interesting are
the following:
Favorite disc-jockey among
Don Doty

15 listed —

Favorite radio sports announcerDick Nesbitt
Favorite radio newscaster— Bob Ryan

Impact is also measured
educational levels.

by age, income and

Your nearest Edward Petry office or a
KSTP representative will be happy to give
you further details on obtaining a copy of
the survey. Or, you may write Byron E. Anderson, Sales Manager, KSTP Radio, 3415
University Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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The counter-attack on spot carriers
27

Here's the network answer to seven-point proposal by top affiliate operators for easing their selling, made difficult by greater web flexibility

30

Wholesale shipments: Do they fool air clients?
Some stations charge that markets are heing bypassed as agencies sel
lists allocating advertising to wholesale points, not retail sales areas

32

Five years ago, with 24 outlets and a $10 million gross. John's Bargain
Stores added radio; current sales of its 144 stores are at $30 million

34

Lady execs rule Official Films sales roost
Grace Sullivan, director of national sales, and Sherlee Barish, v.p. of
syndication sales, hold their own in hard-selling tv film business

36

TIO's

39

Is slow-motion next tv commercials trend?
Among brands using technique is Prell, two of whose tv commercials use
slow-motion throughout, as visual aspect carries the burden of the sell

40

'Those two SPONSOR articles were wrong'
Bruce R. Bryant, head of CBS TV Spot Sales, takes issue with practices
which limit or screen the contacts between air salesmen and timebuyers

4X

Public service swings big sales for chain
Star Markets food chain bought into Boston tv news panel show ten
years ago, which accounted for sales increase from $12 to $70 million

Radio boosts fast-growing chain

Public service tv sponsorship on rise
new study "Interaction" lists 1,038 public affair- programs presented over 264 local stations; 160 in 14 categories were sponsor-backed
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To add "atmosphere" to the sales pitch . . .

RCA Special Effects !

1^".^^
fitted into a backyar

Products of your local sponsors can be given that "distinctive" appeal with intriguing traveling matte effects. Using RCA Special Effects equipment, exciting slide
or film backdrops can easily be inserted into commercials. You can place an
animated figure into a moving background or add "atmosphere" details that
give results, very simply. The system will accept signals from several sources to
produce a variety of effects.
In addition to traveling matte backgrounds, RCA can provide modules for 154
special effects, including wipes, split screens, block, wedge, circular and multiple
frequency patterns. Any ten effects may be preselected— simply plug ten modules
into the control panel. You get the right effect to add that extra sell to your programs and commercials every time !
Your RCA Special Effects will sell itself to
advertisers and give your station a competitive
edge. See your RCA Representative. Or write
to RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept. MC-264, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
for descriptive booklet. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden,

N. J.

RCA Special Effects I

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

NEWSMAKER
of the week
The bromleast industry is experiencing a turning point toward a netc life in the new year as Florida Gov. LeRoy Collins
takes the post as president of the Motional Assn. of Broadcasters
in Washington. On 4 January, he becomes the 17th president of the all-industry group which paces broadcast's methods and morals. One question being asked by observers: Can
a politician cope with tv/radio communications complexities?
The

newsmaker:
Florida Gov. LeRoy Collins, 51. announced some time ago that he would retire from political life and
public office at the close of his gubernatorial term on 1 January of
next year. This move backgrounded submission of his name as a
possible successor to Harold Fellows shortly after the NAB president
died last March. An NAB interim committee of three men as well

as a selection committee of eight — all leaders in the radio/tv industry
— started moves last spring which
were climaxed a week ago (10 October I with the sanction of their

San francisco

choice for
three-year
to be many
selection,

this high post for a
term. There appeared
factors in favor of his
few occasioning any

doubt as to the direction he'll take.
Gov. Collins has been chosen
because of his national prominence
as a governor as well as chairman
of the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles this past

Gov. LeRoy Collins
summer, because he's respected by
colleagues as well as adversaries and has iade a distinguished record
as an administrator, attorney, and politician.

10,000 Watts
FULL TIME

BY
AND F M
GORDON

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Ju*^ I Li Su»o
KOBY

So- '•=-< .re

»

KSDO

So" C90

*

KBUZ

***">«

He's worked diligentlv to expand industrial horizons in Florida and
is believed to have a wide understanding of business and industry.
Some observers, however, wonder how a man adept at these
undertakings can cope with the unique and mounting problems of
broadcasts. NAB's membership numbers more than 2.500 tv and
radio stations as well as the networks. How, some ask. can an executive with no precise training in such complex fields as am, fm, and
tv — in programing, transmission, operations, advertising, engineering— grasp needs and spearhead industry action as well as reaction? But NAB's basic problems are not technical. It seeks (1) to
improve the industry's "image" with government, and the public;
(2 I to forestall national, state, or local regulation by legislation.
Gov. Collins is expected to spearhead imaginatively and forcefully
a task force of NAB pros (some 80 of them I , all of whom are
specialists in specific broadcast areas. His task will be to set the
broad blueprint for action and then to have top professionals — at the
NAB and in the industry — implement this plan.
^
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Hard-boiled rating service
Let's face it: The toughest rating service
of all is determined by the sponsor's pen; .. ,_.
he either signs a renewal or he doesn't. '^^
And, by this standard especially, we shine ^
with a gem-like brilliance. For example, ^^
Esso Standard has sponsored our 11 P.M. fc^J

news for five years without an interruption. Sealy Mattress
has sponsored
the
11:10 P.M. weather show for eight years.
Ratings like these from top national advertisers pay off — for our clients and for
us — against any competition.

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL

10,

PROVIDENCE,
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For years SPONSOR
ideas and facts.

has been my fount of
It keeps me posted

week after week on vital developments
in radio and TV spot.
HOPE

Hope Martinez purchases SPOT
for the following BBDO clients:
Lucky Strike Cigarettes, Philco
Corp.. Pan American Coffee
Bureau, United Fruit Co.
and B. F. Goodrich Co.

MARTINEZ,

BBDO

Miss Martinez is one of the "titanic 2000" who finalizes over 95% of all the national
SPOT business sold in America.

It will better a billion in 1961.

To every station owner and

station representative the name of Hope Martinez is synonymous with time buying at its best.
Needless to say she reads SPONSOR.
TIMEBUYERS

at BBDO

include not only the men and women

who actually buy SPOT but, in

a broader sense, the hard core of media supervisors, account executives, researchers and other
key personnel who work along with them.

87 of these key personnel at BBDO subscribe to

SPONSOR.

Put in another way — 950 out of every dollar spent in national SPOT will be spent by the
men and women who subscribe to SPONSOR.
only figures that count.

BREAKDOWN

If we're talking figures — these are the

OF SUBSCRIBERS

AT BBDO

President, Exec. Vice Presidents, Vice Presidents
Account

Executives and Branch Managers

3

Timebuyers
Other media

—

2

personnel

Research, programing, publicity

I

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

40 East 49th St.

MAGAZINE
MU 8-2772

TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

-

SPONSOR
Executive Vice President
Bernard Piatt
Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin
News Editor

to buy

PURCHASING
RO<=HiSTER

POWER

BUY
Yes
THE

!
GROUP

WHEC

B-82%

STATION

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich
Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida
Art Editor
Maury Kurtz
Production Editor
Lee St. John

C-65%

Spec/a/ PULSE Audience Composition Survey March 1960

Choose a QUALITY

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Ben Seff F. Scanlon
Walter
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanger
Diane Schwartz

Buy the Biggest Group of BUYERS!
THAT IS 25 YEARS OLD OR OLDER!

STATION

Managing Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

station for a QUALITY

audience!

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider
Eastern Office
Willard Dougherty

Western

Manager

George Dietrich

CIRCULATION
DEPARTMENT
L C. Windsor. Manager
Virginia Markey
Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

BASIC
CBS

ROCHESTER, N.Y. I£=-

REPRESENTATIVES:
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO

EVERETT

•

LOS

ANGELES

McKINNEY.
.

SAN

INC.

FRANCISCO

ADVINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimino. Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Michael Crocco; Syd Gul
man; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Dorotl
Tinker; Flora Tomadelli
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Spend your time more profitably
in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of more large cities
than any other station

television
Winston-Salem / Greensboro
CHANNEL 12
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by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage
Was great debate worth prime net time?
The best available estimates were that maybe
somewhere between 75 million and 100 million
viewers watched and listened to the first great
debate between two candidates for the office of
President of the United States on all three of the
video networks at 9:30 to 10:30 p.m., EDST

on

the night of Monday, 26 September, 1960. Surveys and interviews with the man in the street
the morning after the big argument indicated that, as per usual,
there were those who resented the hell out of the fact that Adventures
in Paradise (not an original, a repeat yeti had to be canceled to
permit the two seekers after the most important office on the face of
the earth to say their respective pieces on the domestic issues.
There were those,
tion of those of us
show with a wooden
decide our destinies

and there always will be no doubt. The inclinawho are willing to forego an exciting dramatic
actor in the lead to hear what the men who may
and the destinies of our children have to say, is

to pooh-pooh the short-sighted nuts who bemoan the loss of such an
entertainment interval. But, as I've noted, the Adventures in Paradise
episode scheduled was a repeat. The titillating fall and winter sched-

KBUZ
&KSDO
The first word in fine music
with high rated audience acceptance. KBUZ, Phoenix
and KSDO, San Diego have
located the adult audience
and keep them listening to
your clients' message
full-time fine radio.

gLfy

with

ule of entertainment programs had not yet been launched. And let's
face it. the first great debate was inexcusably polite and dull, and
ducked some issues which screamed to be aired.
Now there are three more chapters of his great debate scheduled:
On 7 October Senator Kennedy and Veep Nixon will probably
meet in Cleveland; on October 13 there will be a split screen duel
with the vice president in Los Angeles and Senator Kennedy in
New York; and on 21 October they will argue their respective positions on foreign affairs in the same studio once again.
\nd I submit that quite possibly the whole future of great debates, in the fullest and truest sense of the words, will be on the line
in these next three conversational duels. For all three of them will
be bucking the best of the new season. And while the television
critics may wail over the continuance of the cowboy shows and the
cops and robbers series, these have proved potency over and beyond
stale repeats of Adventures in Paradise. What they really have that

JU->

KBUZ Phoenix AM and FM
KBUZ San Diego AM
and the all new
KQBY San Francisco AM and FM

THE GORDON BROADCASTING CO,

the initial historic great debate lacked entirely was some 100r7 genuine unashamed, uninhibited emotional wallop.
I am fullv aware of the vast need for the two young men wTho
seek to head the nation, and the free nations of the world to display
dignity and decorum in impressive
each is less than a half-century old
and collected statesmanlike approach
{Please turn to

quantities. The very fact that
makes restraint and the calm
a must. But my guess is that if
page 14)
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Lots of
stations claim
to be dominant.
The August Nielsen
Special Four Week
Report proves
WAGA-TV in Atlanta
is DOMINANT!
1st. in Atlanta!
Over-all share of audience
for period ending August 7 39.1
Station B 36.6; Station C 24.3

waga4yB
THE STORER STATION IN ATLANTA
(NSI Special 4-Week Report August 1960 Metro Area Average Day Part Station Shares M-F 6am-6pm
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Sun-Sat 6 pm-mid.)
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sIDEWHEELER^
& FLYING
MACHINES

Sponsor

backstage

[Continued from page 12]

they maintain this imperturbable Emily Postish attitude through the
next three debates, the last one will find only a handful of scholars,
historians, and dedicated workers of the Democratic and Republican
parties among the viewers.
Decorum

to the point of dullness

From a sheer debate standpoint, each left himself wide open, but
Mr. Nixon chose not to throw a straight, hard right at Mr. Kennedy's
chin, and Mr. Kennedy reacted in kindly kind. It was quite dull,
not to say irritating and unconvincing. The rich, young Senator
from Massachusetts had been making, and in the big debate before
the video nation, chose to continue to make the point that ". . .
I'm not satisfied when the United States had last year the lowest rate
of economic growth of any major industrialized society in the world,
because economic growth means strength and vitality. . . ."
This is such a transparent insult to the intelligence of any voter
that you would have felt that Mr. Nixon would have said so with a
certain amount of heat and passion. Did he? Not at all. He calmly
waited his turn, — and the turn was so far removed in time from the
Senator's initial remarks along these lines that the answer lost its
impact — and then he pointed out with exquisite politeness that:

Don't be detoured. If you
want to move in Metropolitan
New York, you need WPAT . . .
the station that moves millions
throughout 31 counties in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut. Follow the lead
of the world's leading lines.
They're
in transports
the
effectiveness
of WPAT . over
. . where
transportation and travel advertising has climbed to a stratospheric 2090% increase in three
short years. There's no doubt
about it, commercials get there
faster on WPAT. And for advertisers, getting there is all the fun.
Here are only a few of the world
travelers who've found out how
much faster and how much more
fun it can be to get there on
WPAT: Arosa Steamship Lines,
Braniff, BOAC, Capital, The
French Line, Irish Airlines,
K L M, National, Northeast,
Northwest, Sabena, SAS, TWA
and United. In the past three
years, all of them have advertised
on WPAT ... the station with
the air of success.

&?

". . . First of all, I think it is well to put in perspective where we
really do stand with regard to the Soviet Union in this whole matter
of growth. The Soviet Tnion has been moving faster than we have.
But the reason for that is obvious. They start from a much lower
base. Although they have been moving faster in growth than we
have, we find, for example, today, that their gross national product
is only 44% of our gross national product. That's the same percentage that it was twenty years ago."
Both underestimate viewer/voter's intelligence
Now, any thinking voter was aware of this for the first time the
papers reported Senator Kennedy's usage of this fact, used in such
an insultingly twisted manner. Yet Mr. Nixon's answer, pertinent
and strong as it was, came only in the summation of the one-hour
debate, the three-minute-and-20-second period, when each candidate
was allowed to wrap up his case. Kennedy's initial statement to this
effect came in his very opening remarks in the earliest minutes of
the program. I'm sure the Republican candidate was following the
sound debating principle he learned way back in high school that
you
save yourin strong
shots for your summing up. But I doubt it's
effectiveness
this case.
And I decry more than the positioning of his answer, the complete
lack of honest vehemence in his presentation of it. I had the feeling
he should have charged Senator Kennedy with insulting the intelligence of the American voter. Maybe he didn't because there were
certainly statements made by Mr. Nixon, in rebuttal to which Mr.
Kennedy could have made a like charge. Maybe Herb Klein and
Bobby Kennedy and their advisors all signed a pre-debate pact to
be calm and dignified and imperturbable and unemotional about the
whole thing. Maybe they intend to continue in this manner through
the next three stanzas.
My concern is, that if they do, most viewers will wind up voting
for Gardner McKay.
^
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It's traditional in the theater. When the houselights
come up, the audience disappears into the lobby . . .
the sidewalk ... the rest rooms. Fine for the theater.

fill the house with the people you want. It's up to
the commercial to hold the audience in their seats . . .

|ilVlurder for television.

and sel| them ... for three minutes of intermission.
Obvious? Sure!

|'~or
on TV,
intermission
is the
thing.
pays
Teight.
Thethemost
you can ask
of the
showIt is
thattheit

Overlooked? Often! Which is one thing we try always to avoid at Ayer. The commercial is the payoff.

N. W. AYER
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& SON,

INC.

FRESH MONEY!

Timebuyers
at work
Nate Rind, Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, would like to see

Research Triangle Park
Unleashes New Buying $
You have a new. solid reason for scheduling WPTF. The North Carolina Research Triangle Park has progressed
from "dream" to reality. Early estimates
that the Park will attract research installations employing 7,000 persons appear conservative.
FIRST to be completed was the multimillion dollar Chemstrand Research Center. Following closely will be the Research Triangle Institute headquarters,
the Dreyfus International Center for
Polymer Research, and the U. S. Forest
Service eastern regional laboratory.
MORE WILL FOLLOW. The three institutions which form the Triangle already
provide the largest concentration of research personnel in the South. (North
Carolina State at Raleigh, Duke University at Durham, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.) Now. with the
4,600 acre Park a going operation, the
future development will be substantial.
SCHEDULE WPTF ... a better buy than
ever. And don't hesitate to call if we
can help you or your Southern manager
open doors in this exciting, new segment
of our market. Our towers are practically next door to the Park and we are
intimately familiar with the area's trade
patterns and potential.

current competitive media information more readily available. "The
existence of such publications as Media Records, PIB. LNA-BAR
and sundry reports on spot radio activity testifies to the importance
of competitive advertising activity in the media business. Frequently,
the material is used in the preparation of media and budget recommendations, and this form of media
cooperation works to the benefit of
the medium as well as the agency.
If the information were not important, the time, money and effort in
accumulating this data would not
be expended. The various media
are often happv to make known
the activity of competitors in their
publications and when making

M\ik

presentation?. Published competitive data are rarely current. In order to get this information, direct
contact with media is necessary. Some publications and stations respond immediately. A minority, unfortunately, do not. It is part of the
selling operation and constitutes a legitimate request. The same medium
which refuses will probably request a service someday of the agency."
Jack Dube, Cole Fischer & Rogow. New York, sees sponsorship of J
syndicated programs as a media strategy not to be overlooked by I
advertisers seeking to heavy up in certain markets. "Of course the ml
prime consideration has to be individual marketing and product )
requirements." Dube points out.

'but if these conditions allow, there
is a great deal to be said for investing in syndicated shows. To begin
with there is significant prestige to
be had from sponsorship of a program. And this approach offers
the advertiser an opportunity to
air his one-minute announcements

50,000

WATTS

during prime time. Furthermore,
product identification with a program offers vast merchandising
possibilities. Both the trade
the consumer are susceptible

680 KC

this t\pe of program-oriented mer-l
chandising. Dube suggests that '"when network clearance difficult
are encountered, syndicated program buys may provide the answ

NBC Alliliole lor RaleighDu'ham
and Eoiiem North Carolina
R H. Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

INC. I

These are some of the main reasons why. though it's probably les>
of a task to recommend spot purchases in a given situation. I feel
timebuyers ought to explore the feasibility of show sponsorship.
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Really, dahling, anybody ivho is SOMEBODY

WING

in

•>•

True, more national and local somebodies adver-

TiMEBUYERS...

tise on \^ IXG than on any other Dayton station.
There must be a reason! Get the FACTS from

write a caption for this picture
and win S25 CASH! Deadline
October 30. Winning caption

your East/Man or General Manager Dale Moudy.

will appear in November -1 issue.
Give vour entry to your East,' L
Man. or Davton
mail to2.WING,
Tower,
Ohio Talbott ~

Find out why high-flying WING has become the
pivot point for all national and local bins in

is on

Dayton.

robert e. eastman & co., «*
national representative
AIR TRAILS static
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Boston; WKLO,

This month's Caption Winner:
Esther V. Andersen. MaeFarland. Aveyard & Co.. Chicago.
Illinois

Louisville; WING,

Dayton; WCOL,

Columbus; and WIZE, Springfield, Ohio

No significant difference!
This was the verdict of
the A. C. Nielsen Company
following their qualitative
analysis of the audiences
of two New York TV stations
-the leading Network station
and wpix, the prestige
independent. This special study
provides a direct comparison
of the audiences of both stations
during the hours 7-11 PM,
seven nights a week:
FAMILY
HOME

INCOME
OWNERSHIP

AUTOMOBILE
OWNERSHIP
SIZE OF FAMILY
AGE

OF HOUSEWIFE

OCCUPATION, HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD
Nielsen states: "None of
the comparisons yielded a
significant difference."
Saying it another way, the
"content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading
Network station is the same!
(Details upon request)

where are
your
60-second
commercials
tonight?

i

the prestige
independent with
network
audiences!

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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PUBLICATIONS

INC.

The hottest rumors along Madison Avenue these days relate to this : some giant
automotive or another is being on the verge of getting a separate agency for a compact.

Admen who are in pretty close touch with Detroit's problems think that type of divorcement is at least a year off.

It can't, they say, become a trend until much of the turmoil in marketing and
factory-dealer relationships created by the compact revolution has been resolved.
The frictions are not only in the factory-dealer area, they also involve agencies. For
instance, one agency is having a nerve-wracking time getting clearances from the Detroit boss
on copy pertaining to the compact line.
But the key question plaguing the factory is this: do you sell them as twin cars or
do you sell the compact all off by itself, and competitively?
And, of course, any spinoff trend will depend on the answer to that conumdrum.

For the big and medium-sized reps September turned
biggest months ever in terms of gross business written.

out to be one

of the

A cross-check estimate put the increase for tv somewhere between 20-25% and for spot
radio, 10-15%.

Carter's Pills (Bates), with refurbished copy and the word Liver extracted, has
swung back into spot tv, placing — something that's not so common — 26-week schedules.
Other national spot tv activity includes: Brillo (JWT), two flights, one 10 weeks
and the other, starting January, 29 weeks, three minutes a day; Betty Crocker (BBDO) ;
Spic & Span (Y&R) ; Calumet baking powder (FCB) ; Welch's grape jelly (Manoff) ; Maytag
and Brown Shoes (Burnett) ; Robin Hood Flour (Kastor) .
Kraft Parkay (NL&B)

is about to request availabilities.

In radio, Wander's Mivitine (Clinton E. Frank) is buying introductory markets. The
budgets call for heaw saturation.
For those sellers of television who are griping about finding it tough to get a
response out of Lever on its first quarter buying possibilities, here's an insight into
what's going on:
1) In momentary command of selling expenditure at the topmost level is the camp that
favors pouring more money into promotion than into advertising.
2) The pro-advertising camp thinks that the longer the company holds off making decisions the better will be the chances of walking into a tv buyer's market.
The promotion-minded element in the company has this figure on their side: the president himself, M. C. Mumford.
Net result: a blurred picture of advertising direction, policy and authority.

Local spot should be benefiting from the new Renault
is to put more advertising emphasis at the dealer level.

(Kudner)

policy which

Renault's president, Maurice Bosquet, enunciated this step last week when he assumed
sales policy direction for the company in the U.S.
The French car's first job had been to get identity through national advertising and now
the task is to build ample area support for its 800 dealers.
•
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continued

Watch for Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing to launch an advertising campaign to educate ad managers, agency management and account men on the advantages of tape for video commercials.
The main objective: to counter the opposition tape has been getting from many
agency commercial producers who prefer to play along with film.
Suggestion from the tape studios: because most commercial producers aren't equipped to
handle live commercials (tape) as well as film, it would be to the bigger agency's advantage
to have two specialists with equal authority, one for film and the other, tape. Such an
arrangement already prevails at BBDO, with each man in a position to relate why his medium
would serve the particular project better.
As it turns out this year the national spot shoe fits very nicely for stations in
the key radio markets.
They're being well loaded with automotive and other accounts until the latter part of
November, which makes it possible for them to take on lots of pre-christmas advertising from local retailers.
The stations like it when they can give such customers plenty of frequency around the
clock during these heavy gift-buying weeks.
Coca-Cola's expansion activities, according to estimates, should find the company spending at least $20 million for advertising within the next two years.
What with offering a full line of beverage flavors, orange juice (Minute Maid) and one
of the largest of instant coffee brands (also Minute Maid), the company has easily achieved
the billion-dollar class in sales.

The "debate*" fever among
Kansas grass fire.

tv and radio stations is spreading around

like a

For easy confirmation scan the reports contained under Public Service in sponsor's News
and Idea Wrap-up lately.
Politicos of every description and rank are being hauled to free mikes and
cameras to confront their opponents and even answer questions phoned in during the
exchange by viewers and listeners.
It's the hottest programing genre that's come along the pike in years and, as one rep put
it. the stations in their excitement are giving away free something that used to bring them a
tidy income.
A migration that caused somewhat of a surprise in Madison Avenue media
circles : Hal Miller from Benton & Bowles, where he has been associate media director.
to Grey, where he'll have the same title.
Miller's chief at Grey will be Larry Deckinger, with whom
prior to his coming with B&B five years ago.

he worked

at Biow just

NBC TV will hold its annual affiliates convention at the Plaza in New York City
on 16-17 November.
Says the network : the affiliates' board of delegates hasn't so far indicated that it
will have some new proposals, like more station break time, more minute participation* I
for spot sale in network programs, etc.
(See page 29 for what some stations want in the way of sales opportunities.)

For other

news

coverage

In this issue,

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 70; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scope, page 56.
SPONSOR
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e eavesdropped on a hurricane!
From the time severe hurricane "Donna" was
pawned in the churning Caribbean, this station
istened in on her progress, and reported calmly and
factually to our TV viewers and to our radio listeners.
We reported the crashing rain-drenched path of
Donna" through the Bahamas . . . the terrible devastaion of Marathon Key. . . . We traced the turn to the
lorth that sent the killer storm crashing into the
^lorida mainland, and toward heavily-populated
ampa-St. Petersburg. . . .
The storm picks up speed. . . . Cape Sable is
. . Fort Myers reels under 130-mile winds. . . .
iVe pick up the first communication from this hard-hit
my. . . . Tampa battens down. . . . Families evacuate
,ie low areas and the Gulf Beaches, the orders go out
Sarasota staggers
ver WFLA-TV
and Radio.

under "Donna". . . . and Bradenton, Arcadia,
Wauchula. . . .
Then WFLA News Director Jerry Harper,
boarded
in the Tampa
weather
says: "The
eye of theup hurricane
will pass
east bureau,
of the Tampa
Bay
area,beach
goingresidents
directly breath
over Lakeland.".
. . Tampans
the
a sigh of relief,
while and
the
folks east of us dig in for the worst.
And so it went on. ... 36 hours of grinding vigil,
eavesdropping on a hurricane, by WFLA personnel to
bring our viewers and listeners the minule-to-minute
facts. ... a tremendous example of how the immediacy
and thoroughness of electronic journalism can inform
accurately, factually; stifling rumors, helping to keep
death and damage down and assisting local governments maintain order.

Another WFLA-TV first. To inform
the more than one-thousand deaf
persons in the path of hurricane
"Donna" — this station arranged
with Mr. Roy Carter, who himseif
does not hear, to re/ay all hurricane bulletins in the sign
language of the deaf.
In addition, a Spanish speaking
newsman was utilized to broadcast in that language for the
benefit of the nearly 50,000 Latin
people living in this area.

The big busy 28County Safes Area
blanketed
by
WFLA-TV,

wffo-fv GO K
'ONSOR
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ESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY BLAIR-TV

CREATIVITY . .

wfmy-tv creates
sales in the nation's 44th marker

This ancient Indian pottery is a product To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counof someone's innate ability . . . creativity. ties, 17 cities in all) . . . where 2.3 million
Here in the Industrial Piedmont the one customers have $3.2' billion dollars to spend
station with the proven ability to create . . . call your H-R-P rep today.
SaleS

iS WFMY-TV.

*Source: Television

Magazine, 1960 Data Book
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49th and
Madison
Basics

I found your "Timebuying Basics"
most interesting. I think other people in our shop would feel likewise.
Would it be possible to have more
copies?
Carol Brosmer
timebuyer
Meldrum and Fewsmith, Inc.
Cleveland
Reprints of "Timebuying Basics" and other
■ections of SPONSOR'S Air Media Basics are
available at nominal cost.

! More on Negro supplemenf
I would like to call your attention to
an obvious error in the special Negro
market section of the 26 September
SPONSOR, page 20. You list the Washington, D. C, market as being 53%
Negro. Against this you show a total
population of over two million people and a Negro population of 600,000.
As a matter of simple arithmetic,
your answer should be approximately
30% rather than 53%.
As a matter of fact, you show a
similar 53% figure on page 18 and
do not make it clear whether you are
Ireferring to the city or the market.
I There are a little more than two
million people in the five-county
j Metropolitan Washington Area. According to the Census, 746,958 of
Jthese people live in the District of
(Columbia. The correct figure on the
Negro population I would estimate to
be about 53% of this 747,000, or
about 420,000. This amounts to about
21% of the total market population,
not 53%.
I would suggest that when you accept figures from someone with an
axe to grind, you check their accuacy.
Ben Strouse
president
WWDC
Washington, D. C.
population of the Washington Area as
ired to the total Washington Area population is around 30% rather than 53% as indieated on page 20 of SPONSOR'S 9th Annual
Vegro Supplement
(26 Sept.).
However,
beSPONSOR
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cause of an incomplete explanation, percent of
Negroes for practically all of the 47 markets
listed does not correspond with the total Negroes and total population figures. The three
columns should have been clarified as follows:
Negroes, 1958 (metro area); Total population.
1959 (metro area); % Negroes (city only).

I was delighted to contribute an artl
cle for the annual supplement on Negro radio.
Unfortunately, the gremlins thai
fly around linotype machines were al
work. On page 50, the third paragraph begins "Lastly, it is
time to abolish the concept of broadcast apartheid" — this of course was
exactly the opposite of what I meanl
and what I said in the copy sent you.
The copy read, "Lastly, is it not time
to abolish the concept of broadcast

FOR

33

YEARSI

I would appreciate your noting
apartheid."
this correction in the event certain
readers may have read the article
quickly.

Peter M. Bardach
media supervisor
Foote, Cone & Belding
N.Y.C.

Response to radio series
I just want you to know that your
recent series on radio's creativity at
the grass-roots level is one of the
brightest things any trade magazine
in our field has ever done. My hope
is that the series will create a new
dimension of interest among timebuyers — that they will be inspired to
inquire about the station's point of
difference in its market, rather than
just what its ratings are.
Radio is on the threshold of an
era of greatness the medium has
never known. And why not? As
sponsor so well points out in your
series, now there are over 3,000
sources of creativity, rather than just
3 or 4.
It's great — just great!
Ernie Tannen
owner
The Eastern Shore Bdcstg. Co.
Pocomoke City, Md.

the STORE R station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ
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IHARLOTTE
VBTV

IS FIRST

DELIVERS

TV MARKET

55-3^

MORE

IN ENTIRE

TELEVISION

SOUTHEAST

HOMES

THAN

WITH

636,900

CHARLOTTE

TV HOMES*

STATION

"B"*

* Television Magazine — Sept. 1960
*ARB 1960 Coverage StudyAverage
Daily Total Homes
Delivered

LET'S COMPARE

UIBTV
JEFFERSON

STANDARD

CHANNEL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

2 ® CHARLOTTE

MARKETS!

CHARLOTTE

636,900

ATLANTA
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
BIRMINGHAM

528.500
517,600
462,600
420,700

LOUISVILLE
NEW ORLEANS
NORFOLK
RICHMOND

418,900
363,500
297.700
265,800
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OUTLETS

WANT LONGER
CHAINBREAKS
Major goal of affiliates is securing more time during chainbreaks,
by means of: more daytime
breaks; ending daytime shoivs 35
seconds early; mid-program 40second breaks in nighttime hour
shows; sale of two 20's at night

THE COUNTER-ATTACK
ON SPOT CARRIERS
Top affiliate operators propose

seven

made difficult by greater web flexibility.
w\

seven-point comprehensive proposal to help tv affiliates out of the
Ipot selling squeeze brought about by
betwork selling practices has been
Irawn up by a group of influential
I.but anonymous) affiliate station
owners and managers.
The proposal contains specific suggestions to (1) end confusion in the
!irea
of product protection, (2) inPONSOR
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steps to ease their selling,
Here's the network answer

crease the size and number of station
breaks between and within network
programs, (3) open the local sale of
unsponsored network programs, and
(4) revise placement of commercials
and credits within network shows.
The affiliates' aim is a solution "without undue hardship to the networks
and without inflicting on the viewer
an undue amount of commercials.

The seven points were made necessary, their authors said, because "as
network selling becomes more and
more flexible, the affiliates' position
becomes increasingly rigid. You
might say that the networks are selling
more these days, but the affiliates are
Of significance
enjoying
it less." to the industry was
the apparent acceptance of the fact
27

Networks

are adamant

against any

station plan to cut program
thai networks will continue selling
like spot, with spot carriers, scatter
plans, multi-participations, short-flight
selling; and that specials, cross-plugging and other manifestations of network flexibility were here to stay.
Stations and their representatives
had fought these practices in the past.
With these proposals, at least some of
them are saving that they are not trying to stop Avhat appears to be the
inevitable, but are trying to salvage
what they can. The following seven

ments between programs.

time

grams in which a station break would
be an intrusion, eliminating the
middle break therein, stations to be
given 40 seconds before and after
such programs to allow the stations to
partially recapture the revenue lost
by the elimination of the break position at mid-program point.
Point Six — Work toward the scheduling of nighttime network programs
so as to permit the affiliates to schedule up to two 20-second announce-

Regarding the sale of unsponsored
network programs:
Point Seven — Permit affiliates to|
sell locally unsold minutes in network
shows on a two-week recapturable
basis.
Network reaction — from CBS and
NBC — ranged from outright agreement on some points to a flat "absolutely no!" on others. ABC declined
to comment on any of the points.)
Agency reactions, which show signs
of being quite outspoken on some of
the suggestions, will be covered by
SPONSOR in its next issue.
On Point One, asking for 28 daysl

steps are designed, therefore, to "restore at least a part of the local stations' flexibility and potential revenue
that has been lost" as network operations have become more flexible.

A SEVEN-POINT

Regarding product protection of
network advertisers:

AFFILIATES'

Point One — Provide as much notice
as possible of sponsorship changes
and not hold the affiliates responsible
for product conflicts attendant thereto
short of a lapse of 28 days from the
giving of such notice.
Point Two — Review the whole
problem of product protection with a
view toward restricting advertisers to
fewer products for protection purposes: specifically, restrict the num
her of products of the parent com
pany that can be carried in a majorminor program purchase. Moreover,
restrict the products carried in the
sponsored program.
Regarding station breaks between
and within network programs:
Point Three — Provide the stations
with additional minute breaks between commercial network programs
in the davtime in lieu of conventional
20-second and 10-second break position-.
Point Four — Permit in stated policy
affiliates to sell daytime minute anDouncements adjacent to unsold network programs, accommodating such
by ending these programs 35 seconds
earlv.
Point Five — Provide middle breaks
in all hour-long shows currently on
the schedule or planned for the future
whose formats follow such breaks

1

PROPOSAL
PLAN

PROVIDE as much notice as possible of sponsorship changes anc
not hold the affiliates responsible for product conflicts attendant
thereto short of a lapse of 28 days from the giving of such notice!

I REVIEW the whole problem of product protection with a view towartj
restricting advertisers to fewer products for protection purposes]

3

PROVIDE the stations with additional minute breaks between cor
mercial network programs in the daytime in lieu of conventions
20-second and 10-second break positions.

PERMIT

in stated policy affiliates to sell daytime minute announce

( ments adjacent to unsold network programs, accommodating
by ending these programs 35 seconds early.

sue

i PROVIDE middle breaks in all hour-long shows currently on till
k schedule or planned for the future whose formats allow such bresl' without harming the program's content.

6

Work toward the scheduling of nighttime network programs so «
to permit the affiliates to schedule up to two 20-second announcM
ments between programs.

7

Permit affiliates to sell locally unsold minutes in network shew
on a two-week recapturable basis.

*ABC TV declined to comment on any of the points.

without harming the program's content. In the case of dramatic pro2;;

SPONSOR
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notice, CBS's spokesman declared,
"We give them as much notice as possible on sponsorship changes. It is
the affiliate's responsibility, of course,
to use the chainbreak at its own
discretion. However, when a conflict
exists, the network endeavors to have
it eliminated."
NBC's stand on this point: "Considering the over-all tremendous volume of separate clients and product
advertising being currently serviced,
there are a negligible number of occasions on which stations receive less
than 14 days prior notice (the time
required in spot contracts for
, changes)

on which to shift local an-

ID THE REACTION
CBS

nouncements toavoid conflict between
network and local advertising."
On the matter of product protection, Point Two, both networks agreed
that restrictions are needed. CBS
said it "took the initiative in breaking
down the type of competitive product
separation that carried over from
network radio. We will continue to
exert every effort in terms of educating and convincing advertisers that
competitive product adjacency should
be viewed in the same manner in network television as in other media."
The NBC statement: "The NBC
network has been a leader since the
inauguration of network tv in progres-

OF TWO

TELEVISION

POSITION

NBC

sively limiting the extent of advertiser product protection. It should
be borne in mind, however, that it is
the network advertiser who primaiih
supports the medium through payment of the cost of network programs
which create the value of the adjacent
station break availabilities.
"Hence, it is unreasonable to suggest further limitation on the products which the network advertiser
may feature on the programs for
which he has paid."
Point Three, calling for more minute breaks in daytime, and Point
Four, suggesting ending daytime
(Please turn to page 42)

NETWORKS*
POSITION

NjWORK'S responsibility is to give as much notice as
Jhitde on sponsorship changes; affiliate's responsibility is
oje break at own discretion. We try to eliminate conflicts.

THERE are a negligible number of occasions on which stations receive less than 14 days prior notice on which to
shift local spots to avoid conflicts with network ads.

continue to exert every effort to convince advert competitive product adjacency should be viewed in
! manner in network television as in other media.

NETWORK advertiser, by his support, creates valuable adjacencies. Hence, it is unreasonable to further limit the products which he may feature on shows for which he pays.

provide specific places in the daytime schedule where
^ates may schedule one-minute spots, by eliminating 30's
iddle of half-hour shows, adding them to end.t

INFORMATION

from major affiliates indicates that there is

a large potential in 10's and 20's, and these stations desire
the retention of the 30-second mid-program break.

"IT should be noted that ABC provides a significantly lesser
number of mid-program breaks which are highly salable in

answer to Point Three.

major markets."
Tj'-N full hour show is sold to two half-hour sponsor!
j,.^c is provided. A sponsor buying an entire hour is
to an hour uninterrupted by local commercials.

IMPROPER to suggest that effectiveness of network client's
ads be reduced even in the slightest by cutting program
time, or adding additional messages adjacent to his time.

|iOLUTELY NO!"

(permit this) from time to time when feasible, where
0yve the right insofar as our agreements with the pack(<and sponsor are concerned.
i nearly all dally p

ONSOR
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DID this until board of delegate's meeting prior to fourth
quarter of 1960. Affiliates did not desire to be burdened
with co-op fee necessary to recover network program costs.

SHIPMENTS: DO THEY
FOOL AIR CLIENTS?
^ Fall
that ad

buying
season
agencies
give

sees renewed
station charge
smaller
markets
short shrift

^ They say media budgets often favor key wholesale
distribution
points
rather
than
retail
sales
areas

Wa
' arehouses are beginning to
bulge this month as carloads of packaged goods are shipped to distribution points before the rush of Thanksgiving. Christmas and winter business to consumers.
Because this pipeline activity is accompanied byheavier spot business
— an invariable feature of each year's
last quarter — but for other less obvious reasons, too. broadcasters have
been noticeablv more vocal this vear
in their complaints that spot market
lists are being weighted heavily in
favor of key wholesale distribution
centers rather than reflecting actual
point-of-sale data.
Typical
of the
broadcasters'
comments is this
from
Paul J. Miller,

They contend, for example, that a
Wheeling or Steubenville is omitted
by a food or drug client who puts
his advertising money into Pittsburgh, the wholesale center. Yet the
stations say these smaller, peripheral
cities should not be omitted because
each accounts for significant retail
sales.
Admen last week commented
these main station allegation;

on

1. That good retail markets are
bypassed in favor of wholesale cen
ters.
2. That retail sales are not, therefore, taken into account when the
basic market lists are prepared for
a campaign.

managing director of WY^ VA. \Y heeling. W. Va. : "Advertisers miss half
their sales potential if they don't
give the point-of-sale areas due consideration, along with distribution
cities, in ad campaigns.

3. That national food and drug
chains are equally remiss in heavying-up in cities which are credited
with bulk shipments when actually
these distribution points reship a

"Distribution set-ups are mostly
planned on the basis of state lines as
boundaries. . . . Merchandise credited
to the distribution area in larger
cities is not all used in those cities.

large proportion of this merchandise
to other areas.
4. That a lot of consumers are
therefore not reached, even though
they are the ultimate users of a given

(yet) the agency gives those cities of
distribution advertising in proportion
to the business done."
Similar allegations have been
voiced to sponsor by Edward J.
Fitzgerald. Jr. of the Long Island
(N.Y.) Network iWGBB. WGSM),
H. Needham Smith of WTRF-TV,
Wheeling, Harold B. Barre of WRVA,
Courtesy of J.

Richmond. Va.. and Paul Bain of
KOB-AM-TV. Albuquerque.

New York media and marketing
product.
professionals say that these charges
are. in some instances, true. But
they are unanimous in saying thi
kind of marketing pattern and medi
usage is not true for established
products or for large, corporate national manufacturers.

Leo Cooke

SPONSOR
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smaller national manufacturer — the
family owned company, for example

Here's why. Warren Bahr, vice
president and associate media director of Young & Rubicam, explains
that allocations are made as a percentage of sales, and the markets and
media selections over-all therefore
balance to match population.
This pattern, though true of packaged goods, would not necessarily apply, of course, to other types of product lines or to specialized items. Suntan lotion, obviously, will always sell
better in certain areas, as will such
specialized lines as cold remedies,

Heaston points out also that some
areas are deliberately omitted from
market lists for valid marketing reasons. "A new product, for example,
may be pushed hardest in wholesaler
or broker territories because the

— doesn't spend the kind of money
this sales check requires.
"Smaller companies don't have the
kind or size of field force or sales
organization which keeps on top of
every outlet in every area, and they

manufacturer wants to gain maximum distribution. And often it's
necessary to impress these people be-

don't have the money to spend on
elaborate agency marketing surveys,
the Nielsen Food or Drug Index or
material available from the Market

fore you impress the consumer."
There are other instances in which
certain markets might be omitted,
even though the general pattern is to
match advertising to sales to people.

Research Corp. of America," he says.
And store audits are difficult to
come by without these tools, says
Frank Heaston, marketing director
of Gardner Advertising Co., New
York. Bigger advertisers also are
able to get more complete data from
wholesalers and distributors who, he
explains, now are automated in many
cases and can break out exact figures
on Avhat was shipped where and when.

anti-freezes, luxury goods, beer, grits,
i and such splinter-market products.
Bahr explains that the large corpo; rate manufacturer distributing nationally knows exactly where his sales
i come from and, therefore, does not
miscalculate and put too much advertising stress in some areas, too
little on others.
But, adds Bahr, the

Bill Birkbeck, media buyer at Cunningham &Walsh, says that a sales
drop is an automatic index to reappraisal of the market list. Depending on the product — which so
much of marketing and buying does
— "We may then add some markets
where we need more sales and slacken

ii!!!ii;i!ii:!i:ii!iiii!i!ii:![i:!;i!:;!ii:...::iiii!!i:ii:,:,:;!!!iiiiiii!;!iiiii!!!!iii!:;:ii!![!i;

HOW

MAJOR

AGENCIES

TRY

TO

AVOID

GUESSWORK

Wholesale shipments figures are important, but actual retail sales figures in specific
markets are more vital to media selections. Below is typical big agency analysis
compiled quarterly to show
ranking, number
market

territories by cases sold per 1,000 persons, sales

of tv homes

accounts

for.

But

this

impressions, percent of total sales of item each
type

of

analysis

is

elaborate

and

expensive

6re$i tv
Sates
Mf nit(000)
'59
house holdj
Boston

28.8
18.9

Hartford
Providence

25.8
20.4

Portland, Me.
Albany
Manhattan
Brooklyn
Newark
Pateraon
nusloicn

•
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35

1,046.5
828.8

48

527.4
531.2

15.9

57

414.4

9.9

64

28.4

33

897.0
500.8
465.2
340.1
320.9

1.90%
.97
.83
.69
.38
2.74

N.Y.
Diet.

Pittsburgh

ONSOR
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bone
per inprtssiou
ftr. (000)

20.8

1960

47

4,662.6
935.7
749.9

1,975.4
809.6
690.4

1.70
.98

RADIO
^ John's Bargain Stores
up from 24 to 144 outlets
since radio debut in 1955
^

East Coast retailer runs

heavy spot schedule in three
cities, extras for openings

ADVERTISING

i now being matched in many instances to tv coverage
by Frank Heaston, marketing manager of Gardner Ad
wholesaler-distributor
lin
changed
to meet

in others from which we might have
to take money."
'"Markets are very carefully selected, despite what some stations think.
And even though it really isn't their
business to know why their city isn't
on our basic list, we'll usually explain
to them even though some of our
thinking might seem to them abstract."
Jerry Arthur, vice president and
media director of Donahue & Coe,
New York, cites the importance of
television in this marketing era and
points out that his shop and its clients
tend to base their allocations on tv
coverage patterns. He thinks that a
radio station, therefore, might have
a more legitimate point to make about
its market being omitted even though
it's a good retail sales area.
"A full pipeline," he says, "is just
one part of the complexity of marketing. An advertiser is interested
only in getting sales, yet one factor
which a lot of stations forget about is
the advertiser's cost of getting those
sales." Sometimes the cost ratio is
t.H, high, even though the market
may be an excellent one for media
and their reach.
The marketing vice president of
one of the top 10 agencies, whose
management maintains a "no official
comment" policy, told sponsor that

eas, as with Busch
New York. Former
by

tv

coverage

"Advertising just doesn't follow distribution set-ups; it follows population or media coverage areas, and it's
as simple as that.
"There are some instances of unusual products where different market adjustments are made, obviously.
Beer has a higher per capita consumption in the North than in the South.
A decade ago, soap sold better in the
Midwest because the water was harder there. These are the type of factors considered in market selection.
"Another element, however, is that
the smaller grocery or drug advertiser will sometimes try to advertise
beyond the consumer in order to impress chain store and distributor people. A major marketer, however.
would never be so short-sighted as to
avoid reaching his ultimate consumer.
Anyone who thinks he would is being
ridiculous!"
The problem of tracing sales is a
tough one, the admen agree. And stations are correct in charging some
clients with not knowing where their
case shipments travel beyond the major distribution or wholesale point.
This is particularly true of chain
stores, which ship from their own
warehouses with merchandise fanning out over broad areas. And it's
true of the manufacturer who ships
(Please turn to page 50)

Last week John's Bargain Stores
opened an outlet in Scranton, Pa.;
a week before, in Washington and
Brooklyn ; the week before that, Long
Branch and Riverside, N. J.
And so it goes, week after week,
with no end in sight. John's latest
count is 144 stores in six eastern seaboard states plus the District of
Columbia, and the chain has big plans
for further south. John's added spot
radio to its previously all-print media
lineup five years ago, when 24 stores
comprised the entire chain. Volume,
now at approximately S30 million per
annum, was in the neighborhood of
$10 million in those days.
Radio's bugetary share started off
at a rather modest 3%, but rose
steadily and today is 20 % of the
over-all budget, which, obviously, is
considerably higher than it was five
years ago. And the 209£ does not include spot barrages with which John's
ings.
frequently
fanfares new store openThe regular lineup includes WMCA.
New York (61 spots per week):
WHOM. New York (25 spots) ; W1P.
Philadelphia (33 spots), and WPAC.
Patchogue, L. I., N. Y. (50 spots).
John's buys all 60-second announcements, having found them the best
length for its message. Heaviest em
phasis goes to the hours of 6:30-10
a.m., at which time listeners are urged
to come out and take advantage of the
day's bargains. The 4:30-7 p.m.
traffic hours also draw a healthy dose
of John's radio spots. The chain is
on the radio during the hours in between but to a lesser degree.
In addition to this regular schecl
ule, John's has been having a great
17 OCTOBER
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HELPS

CHAIN'S

deal of success with one-week blitzes
of 100 spots or more in conjunction
with openings of new stores. In the
midst of Hurricane Donna, John's
ran 100 spots apiece on WDOV and
WKEN, Dover, Del., to plug an opening there. The first-day turnout was
reportedly "tremendous"
and radio
■ gets full media credit, since print ads

500%

tion's continuity director Ted Royce
wrote, produced and acted out a
series of humorous spots for John's
Patchogue branch. Within three
months, Royce reports, the store rose
from a "C" to an "A" classification,
in the chain's terminology, which
meant one of its weak sisters was
selling up there with the best of them.

didn't begin until two days later.
Latest store-opening, 100-spot salvo
was fired off via WARM, Scranton,
last week.

And Royce has been with John's ever
since, serving now in the capacity of
radio advertising manager.

John's first found out what it had
been missing when, five years ago, it
tried radio in Patchogue, L. I., to
5 remedy a sagging sales situation there.
Its advertising dollars were pulled out
' of local print media and invested in
announcements over WPAC. The sta-

for John's. The live material usually
deals with the day's specials, and runs
primarily in the 6:30-10 a.m. time
block. Copy urges listeners to get

Royce creates both live and electrically transcribed announcements

right down to John's for the bargains,
and according to Royce the merchan-

GROWTH
dise is usually sold out by 10 a.m.,
so it's necessary to cut off those announcements.
For the rest of the day, the e.t.'s are
aired, and they dwell more on regular
merchandise. "The e.t.'s are used primarily to get listeners to remember
us, but even our regularly priced merchandise is fantastically low-priced
and often our spots around 5 p.m.
will bring people into the stores before closing time the same evening."
Royce tries to keep a humorous sell
running through all of the John's
commercials, and when it comes to
the e.t.'s he generally pulls all the
stops. Among the zaniest of the recent crop was a tie-in with Nikita
Khrushchev's U. S. visit. There is no
(Please turn to page 66 )

Lady execs rule
the sales roost
at Official Films
GRACE

^

Grace

Barish,

Sullivan,
vice

director

president,

of

national

syndication

La<lv executives in the hard-boiled
sales sector of the tv film industry
come few and far between. And
Official Films is probably the only
tv company that can boast three top
female sales executives out of three
top sales positions: Grace Sullivan,
director of national sales, Sherlee
Barish, vice president in charge of
syndication, and Adrienne Douglass,
coordinator of international sales out
of Luxembourg.
Miss Sullivan and Miss Barish are
regarded in the trade as vivacious,
knowledgable, attractive ladies. Their
sex doesn't protect them from the
usual heavy schedule of agency calls,
equipped with film, pitch, et al. And
they are obviously a success, as evidenced byOfficial's profit position for
the first half of 1960.
In commenting with pride on his
somewhat unique sales setup, Official's
president Seymour Reed boasts that
"women seem to have more stamina
than men, and they cover more territory in less time." This being Official's busiest selling season, with several new five- and one-minute offer-

sales,

SULLIVAN'S

sales
hold

day begins with a barrage Photos
of phone
calls
by Herb Levart

and
their

ings, Miss Sullivan and Miss Barish
are actively upholding his confidence
in them. They make between six
and eight agency and station calls a
day. "We've known some sharp salesmen who start rubbing their ankles
after two or three daily calls," Miss
Sullivan said.
Miss Sullivan, a former high fashion model, came to Official seven-andone-half years ago, when there was a
two-girl staff and "I did everything
from operating a switchboard to operating a projector." At this time,
Official's product consisted of threeminute music hall varieties and some
cartoons. Following Harold Hackett's
arrival as head of Official, Miss Sullivan became his secretary. In 1956 she
was made secretary of the corporation
and on 1 February 1960 was named
director of national sales. She also
supervises syndication sales in the
N.Y. area.
Her national sales task force consists of two men. Do they mind a
woman boss? "In the tv industry,
people seem to be more broadminded
and don't mind a bit. We've got a

secretary
own

of
in

firm;
a

Sherlee

man's

game

congenial shop," she replied.
As for the business in general,
"being a woman has a definite advantage as far as getting out and
meeting people,"
she said.
"Appointments for instance
are easier
to make because many

for a woman

times agencymen
ous about us. I
very well, with
agencies seeming
into advising me

are just plain curiam usually treated
most stations and
to put more effort
about my product

and the market," she told us.
Although most companies begin
hawking their tv wares in January
for the following fall, Official is experiencing an early selling season
this year. "If you've got half-hour
or hour-long pilots to sell, January is
early enough," said Miss Sullivan.
"But we've not only got shows to
sell, we've got to educate agencies
and advertisers on how and where
to use them," she said.
Miss Sullivan began selling for
Official last January and had a "very
successful first month." About that
time Seymour Reed took over the
company as president, and the sales

SPONSOR
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force had no chief. With Miss Sullivan's early sales record to back her
up (she called it "beginner's luck"),
she was made director of national
sales.
Miss Barish. with Official for five
years and before that with NTA, was
made vice president in charge of
syndication sales in June of this year.
She now makes calls on major markets only and has 10 field salesmen
working for her. Of these, two are
women. Mary Cox covers the New
England area for Official, and Kay
Herman, the Southwest.
Official however doesn't just hire
women for women's sake. It is difficult to find women with a film industrv background. "This is not a
I Please turn to page 62)

BUSY

morning routine includes screening of

new material, such as this hour of 'Playboy's
Penthouse,' for program acceptance, along with
Joe Fusco Jr., of Official's station relations department; at the right, Miss Sullivan and Miss
Barish have a moment to enjoy an inside joke
on their way to respective agency calls. Both
isaleswomen make at least six daily agency or
!station visits during Official's rush selling season.
'SPONSOR
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SHERLEE BARISH checks her appointment roster as
Miss Sullivan sets up another afternoon agency call

SPONSORED
^ New TIO report
individual
television
■Mast summer
titled "The

THE

COMMUNITY

This week, from the Television Information Office comes a handsome

$25 Million Tv

Trend'" I issue of 25 July), reported
one of the most heartening developments of the new tv season — the increasing number of network sponsors
who are backing public service and
public affairs programing.

FROM

SERVICE

'Interaction'
details 1,038 public service programs on 264
stations . . . many different types win advertiser backing

sponsor, in an article
New

PUBLIC

NEW
AFFAIRS

288 page report "Interaction" which
gives ample evidence that this trend
is extending to local public service
shows.
The TIO, under its director Louis
Hausman, and special project editor

TIO
AND

STUDY:
PROBLEMS

Robert Louis Shayon, asked every
one of the country's 562 tv stations
(including the 47 ETV's) to send in
reports on the local public service
programs they had broadcast in the
18 months prior to April 1960.
Replies were received
from 264
individual
stations and 1,121 pro-

160 LOCALLY-PRODUCED
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV— Indianapolis Symphony

TV

Orchestra —

Altoona, Pa.— Eye on Channel 10— WFBG-TV
Chattanooga— Point of View— WDEF-TV
Chicago— A Queen, the City, Its Future— WBKB
Dallas— Telescope— WFAA-TV
El Paso— 4 Noon— KROD-TV
Fort Dodge, la.— Calling Ed Breen— KQTV

Kansas City— Kansas City Hour— KCMO-TV
Nashville— Nashville Sings— WSIX-TV
New Orleans— Television Little Theatre— WWL-TV
New Orleans— A Tribute to Armando Agnini— WDSU-TV
Omaha— Concert Chorale— KETV

FOR

BETTER

SCHOOLS

Grand Rapids— Unit 8— WOOD-TV
Huntington, W. Va— News Conference— WSAZ-TV

Rockford— Graduation— WREX-TV

La Crosse, Wis.— Coulee Crossroad— WKBT

Syracuse— One O'Clock Scholar— WHEN-TV

Little Rock— Eye On Arkansas— KTHV
Los Angeles— 770 On TV— KABC-TV
Milwaukee— Special Asignment— WTMJ-TV
Nashville— Newsscope— Special Report— WSIX-TV
New Orleans— Byline Mel Leavitt— WDSU-TV
Omaha— The 10:25 Feature— WOW-TV
Peoria— It's Your Decision— WMBD-TV
Philadelphia— Eyewitness— WFIL-TV
St. Louis— Eye On St. Louis— KM OX-TV
San Antonio— Comment— WOAI-TV
Seattle— Seattle Report— KING-TV
Seattle— We Like It Here— KING-TV
Sioux City— Channel 9 Reports— KVTV

SCIENCE

AND

TECHNOLOGY

Los Angeles — Adventure Tomorrow — KCOP
New York— The Magic Eye— WABC-TV
San Francisco— Science in Action— KRON-TV

CHILDREN

AND

YOUTH

Baton Rouge— Buckskin Bill— WAFB-TV
Chicago— Treetop House— WGN-TV
Detroit— Quiz 'em— WWJ-TV
Fort Wayne— Communism Looks at Youth— WPTA
Fort Wayne— Elektra Club— WANE-TV
Louisville— Hi Varieties— WHAS-TV
Meridian, Miss. — Quiz 'em on the Air — WTOK-TV
Miami— Youth in Review— WPST-TV

South Bend-Elkhart— Jack Scott's Report— WSJV-TV
Tallahassee— Good Morning Show— WCTV

Oklahoma City— Miss Fran from Storyland— KWTV

Tucson— Dateline Tucson— KOLD-TV

Rockford— Call On Casey— WREX-TV
San Diego— Zoorama— KFMB-TV

LITERATURE

AND

THE ARTS

Chicago— Books and Brent— WBKB
Ephrata-Moses Lake, Wash.— On Stage— KBAS-TV
Indianapolis— Easter Sunday Concert— WFBM-TV

Omaha — Playground Champions — KMTV

Syracuse— Magic Toy Shop— WHEN-TV
Valley City, N. P.— Teen Quiz— KXJB-TV
Yakima— Sports-o-rama— KNDO-TV
SPONSOR
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BOOMS

AT TV's LOCAL
sponsibilities on the community level.
To advertisers and agencies (as
well as station men) however, one of
the most interesting phases of the
TIO report is the number of these
locally produced public service shows
which receive sponsor backing.
Last week, spo.xsor editors went

grams were reported. Of this total
TIO eliminated 83 shows which were
either straight newscasts or syndicated shows in which the station was
not creatively involved.
The remaining 1.038 programs are
described in the "Interaction" study.
Even a cursory reading of the TIO
report cannot fail to impress observers with the extraordinary creativity,
originality, and effectiveness with

over galley proofs of "Interaction"
and selected 160 programs which
were either partially, or fully advertiser-supported.
Surprisingly, they fall into 14 dif-

which the country's tv stations are
approaching their public service re-

PUBLIC

SERVICE

GOVERNMENT

AND

PROGRAMS
POLITICS

THAT

LEVEL
ferent categories. (Of the 1.5 typea
of public service programs listed by
the
TIO only the
"formal
education"'
classification
failed
to disclose
evidence of sponsorship.)
A detailed examination of a few
of the more important categories
shows the tremendous variety of important public affairs programs which
have attracted advertiser support.
In the "Community Affairs and
Problems" section, for instance.
WFBG-TV, Altoona's Eye on Chan-

HAVE

HEALTH

AND

WON

SPONSORS

SOCIAL

PROBLEMS

Austin— Press Conference— KTBC-TV

Birmingham— What's Your Problem?— WAPI-TV

Fort Dodge— Great Debate— KQTV

Columbus, Ohio— Juvenile Judge— WBNS-TV
Detroit— Youth Bureau— WXYZ-TV

Huntington— Man in Washington— WSAZ-TV
New Haven— Election '60 Spotlight— WNHC-TV
Wichita— Election Party— KAKE-TV
SAFETY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Hartford— To Live Tomorrow— WTIC-TV
Los Angeles— Divorce Court— KTTV

Cincinnati— Signal 3— WLW-T

Los Angeles— Youth Court— KTLA
Miami— To Smoke or Not to Smoke— WTVJ

Columbus, Ga— Operation Courtesy— WRBL-TV

Omaha— The Matter of the Heart— KETV

Lubbock— Traffic Report of the Air— KDUB-TV

San Diego— TV-8 Reports: "The Sex Offender"— KFMB-TV
San KTVU
Francisco-Oakland— Doctor's News Conference—

St. Joseph— Big Jim and His Deputies— KFEQ-TV
RELIGION
Springfield, Mass.— Chalice of Salvation— WWLP
FARM AND CONSERVATION
Amarillo— Cotton John's Farm and Home— KGNC-TV
Cedar Rapids — Weather, Markets, and Farm News —
WMT-TV

ORGANIZATIONS

AND

SERVICES

Abilene, Texas— Dateline, Abilene— KPAR-TV
Alexandria, La. — Almanac — KALB-TV
Amarillo— New Ideas— KGNC-TV

Chicago— Farm Report— WBBM-TV

Atlanta— Today in Georgia— WSB-TV
Atlanta— Two Belles— TV Edition— WAGA

Detroit— Michigan Outdoors— WW J -TV
Ephrata-Moses Lake— R. F. D— KBAS-TV

Cape Girardeau, Mo.— Breakfast Show— KFVS-TV

Evansville— Best in Hunting— Best in Fishing— WTVW
Florence, S. C— Southeast Almanac— WBTW
Memphis— Mid-south Today— WMCT
Oklahoma City— Farm News and Markets— KWTV
Philadelphia— Bill Bennett Show— WCAU-TV
Roanoke— Farm and Home— WSLS-TV
Shreveport— The Ark-La-Tex Farmer— KSLA-TV
Wilmington, N. C— Farm Beat— WECT
Winston-Salem— On the Farm— WSJS-TV
NSOR
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Cadillac-Traverse City, Mich.— Scope— WWTV
Columbus, Ohio— Morning Show— WTVN-TV
Harlingen, Texas— Table Talk— KGBT-TV
Kalamazoo — Feminine Fancies — WKZO-TV
Manchester — Revue Francaise — WMUR-TV
Mobile— Woman's World— WKRG-TV
Monroe, La.— Clearing House— KNOE-TV
Norfolk— All-Navy and All-Air Force Boxing Shows—
WAVY-TV
Norfolk— Story of the Peanut— WAVY-TV

nel 10 is a half-hour Sunday program that focuses attention on such
problems as saving a local industry
and improving slums, parks, libraries,
and the state hospital.
KQTV, Fort Dodge, Iowa, has a
program
titled Calling Ed
Breen
which
presents
two-way
telephone
conversations on local affairs, and has
covered such diverse subjects as garbage collections, pension checks and
a new government building.
WOOD-TV,
Grand Rapids, builds
95% of its Unit 8 programs around
its mobile unit which has taken station crews and cameras to a migrant
worker
camp,
a home
for unwed

SPONSORS

BACK

mothers,
and a small town weekly
newspaper.
WKBT, La Crosse, devotes about
half of its Coulee Crossroads show
to farm problems.
KABC, Los Angeles, has in 770 on Tv a discussion
and interview show which is the oldest labor-sponsored
tv program
in
the world. WFIL-TV, Philadelphia's
Eyewitness
gives
on-location
film
reports in such local problems
as
beatniks,
drug
addiction,
mental
health, and transportation.
Comment on WOAI-TV,
San Antonio, combines capsule news and a
short editorial into a five-minute late
evening
program
presented
seven

14 TYPES

Parkersburg— Pulse of Industry— WTAP-TV
Peoria — Blue Ribbon Movie Intermission — WMBD-TV
Peoria— Fiesta Days— WMBD-TV
Plattsburgh— For You, Madame— WPTZ-TV
Roanoke— Saturday Show— WSLS-TV
St. Joseph— You and Your Home— KFEQ-TV
St. Louis— The Charlotte Peters Show— KSD-TV
St. Petersburg-Tampa— Let's All Sing— WSUN-TV
Salinas— La Hora Mexico— KSBW-TV
Sioux City— Club Hi-Lites— KTIV
Topeka— Rush Hour— WIBW-TV
Weslaco, Texas— Boy Scout Camporee— KRGV-TV
Wilmington— Military Log— WECT

ARTS

SERVICE

1
1

1
1
1
1

SHOWS

Utica— Good Living— WKTV
Washington, D. C— The 25th Hour— WTOP-TV
Wichita— Gard'n-wise Show— KAKE-TV

GENERAL

ADULT

EDUCATION

Burlington— You Can Quote Me— WCAX-TV
Chicago— At Random— WBBM-TV
Denver— On the Spot— KLZ-TV
Denver— Panorama— KLZ-TV
Detroit— George Pierrot Presents— WW J -TV
Detroit— World Adventure— WXYZ-TV

Salinas— Town Topics— KSBW-TV

PRACTICAL

OF PUBLIC

days a week.
Channel
9 Reports
on KVTV, Sioux City, is a monthly
half-hour documentary,
In the field of "Literature and the
Arts," sponsored shows include On
Stage, presented by KBAS-TV, Ephrata-Moses
Lake, Washington,
feature a series of original tv plays written around
dramatic
and historical
subjects of local interest,
The Kansas City Hour on KCMOTV
presents
monthly
telecasts of
the Kansas
City Philharmonic
Orchestra, while WFBM,
Indianapolis,
has had sponsored programs of the
Indianapolis
Symphony.
WWL-TV,
(Please turn to page 63)

AND

SKILLS

Charlotte— Betty Feezor Show— WBTV
Charlotte— The Sportsmen— WSOC-TV

Durham— Reading Program— WTVD
Durham— V. 1. P.— WTVD
Nashville— Noon— WSM-TV
New Haven— Yale Reports— WNHC-TV
New Orleans— Lsuno Profile— WWL-TV
Phoenix— World at Large— KPHO-TV

Chicago— Creative Cookery— WBKB
Denver — Weekend Gardener — KLZ-TV

San Francisco— William Winter Maps the News— KGO-TV

Durham— The Peggy Mann Show— WTVD
Evansville— Things that Grow— WTVW
Green Bay— Marianne Show— WFRV
Greensboro— Second Breakfast— WFMY-TV

Shreveport— Dateline: Shreveport—KS LA-TV
Steubenville— Tel-All— WSTV-TV
Tucson— Desert Trails— KOLD-TV

Huntington— Garden Club of the Air— WSAZ-TV

Cedar Rapids— Seven Ages of a City— WMT-TV
Los Angeles— Expedition!— KCOP

1

Oklahoma City— Oklahoma Heritage— WKY-TV
Pittsburgh— Pittsburgh Cavalcade— WIIC
St. Louis— St. Louis— City of Flight— KSD-TV
St. Louis— That Fabulous Summer— KSD-TV

1
1
1
1

San Diego— Target, USA— KFMB-TV

1

Los Angeles— Art for the Fun of It— KTTV
Los Angeles— Gordon's Garden— KABC-TV
Los Angeles— Square Dance Party— KHJ-TV
St. Joseph— Back in Your Own Backyard— KFEQ-TV
Sioux City— You and Your Dog— KTIV
Spokane— Community Profile— KREM-TV

38

Seattle-Tacoma — Exposure — KTNT-TV

EXPLORING

NEW

PROGRAM

SPONSOR
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Tv close-ups suggest

■V

Prell's selling points

PRELL commercial from B&B uses slow-motion throughout as visual aspect carries burden of sell

Is slow-motion next
tv commercials trend?
f it's occurred to you there's a noticeable rise in the number of in-slowmotion commercials on tv recently
it's not your imagination. (Don't be
surprised if it's the beginning of a
.trend.)
i Two of the brands using slow-motion commercials — Prell and Zest —
come out of the Benton & Bowles
i)hop. They are both, of course,
• products of P&G, often a bellwether
in video.
Of the two, the Prell films are the
-most arresting and significant. A
Lbrace of Prell commercials, turned
out by Transfilm-Caravel, are not
pnly in slow-motion in their entirety
out are also in extreme closeup
hroughout. Furthermore, they contain only 47 words each — roughly
>ne-third the average amount of copy
ound in the usual one-minute
tv
I The basic thinking behind the use
| >f slow-motion is not startling but
liiugurs well for the future of tv adertising. It is that the burden of
l!he sell should be visual rather than

ferbal.

|- The B&B group that conceived the
I ommercials I Ted Okon was the agenl]V producer), sought to put across
| jhe point that Prell concentrate shamj oo leaves the hair silky, soft, grace| al and expressive. Rather than em[ hasize this in words, B&B resorted
I p the film camera to see if these
i joints could be made pictorially.
IrONSOR
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Transfilm-Caravel's technicians under Peter Griffith shot 27,000 feet of
film, which, T-C said, is about five
times the usual amount of footage
that would be shot under normal conditions. The large quantity of film
stock was made necessary by the wide
variety of combinations in lighting,
camera lenses, filters, special effects,
etc., used in the tests. However, except for dissolves, none of the special
effects were made in an optical printer, but were done by the camera
itself.
Background music in both commercials is sensuous but scored differently. One commercial has two guitars.
The other has an unusual combination of French horns, bongo drums,
harp, flute, drums, trumpet, violin —
in addition to human voices. Copy
in both commercials, written by Nita
DeBerg. is identical. The musical
director was Roy Eaton.
Neither of the commercials shows
a full head or, interestingly enough,
a full head of hair. Except for perhaps one shot it would be hard to
identify the model, who was chosen
from a field of 150 for her special
combination of hair and facial characteristics.
The B&B creative group is convinced that, in addition to helping
sell beauty products, slow-motion
photography, well-conceived and integrated music and minimal copy can
benefit food products, too.
^

'Those two SPONSOR
articles were wrong'
* Bruce R. Bryant, head of CBS Tv Spot Sales, take*
issue with practices screening buyer-salesman contact*
^ Rep executive says business
moves
too fast foi
plans which restrict the flow of day-to-day information
The author of this article is Bruce
R. Bryant, vice president and general
manager of CBS Television Spot
Sales. In it he takes issue with agency
timebuying practices detailed in two
recent SPONSOR stories. Both stories
involved — though in different ways —
the ever-present headache engendered
by the time consumed in contacts between buyers and sellers of air media.

"Don't Call Us— We'll Call
which presented D. P. Brother's
door buying policy in Detroit.
a firm believer in vocal and

You,"
closed
Being
visual

station representation. I would like to
take issue with these practices.
Many of the reasons set forth favoring alocked-up system of buying
are undoubtedly valid. There is no
question in my mind but that, particularly during the heavy buying seasons, media buyers are hard pressed
for time.
They certainly do not have time to
see media representatives who have
nothing im]>ortant to say. At the same
time, when buying is hot and heavy,
a media representative that does not
have a concrete, valid proposal to
make is wasting his time, too.
Since television and radio are such
dynamic

media,

can

a system

Let me take one point to illustrat
my case: The D. P. Brother agenc:
of Detroit has instituted a systen
whereby, after the availabilities havl
been received, the timebuyer goes ir(
to seclusion, completely out of contao
with the representatives for a weet
During that time he makes his buyirul
decisions and has them transmitta

the agency and client? Isn't this an
invitation for inaccurate availabilities
and opening the door for prospective
— "maybe this high-rated spot will be
available when you buy" — presentations? In a media that moves as fast
as spot tv, a method of speeding up
the buying process would be of more

■ n the 12 September issue of SPONSOR, back-to-back articles described
new systems instituted by two separate advertising agencies in an effort
to "streamline media-agency relationships." The Stories were, "New Relief
for Old Time Squeeze." which described the method employed by Fitzgerald Advertising. New Orleans, and

value than one that slows it down

restricts the flow of vital day-to-dav
information operate to the benefit of

HOW

GOOD

SPOTS

CAN

BE LOST

Chart below shows rate at which prime 20-second availabilities are sold on
CBS Television Spot Sales station. Ratings shown are the average for a ye
WEEK ENDING
DAY & TIME

8/1
RATING

8 8

9/6
8/15

7/25

8/22
8/29

Thu

10:15

Thu
Wed

10:15
10:15

Wed
Fri
Sat
Fri
Thu
Fri
Mon
Fri
Wed
Tue

10:15

20.8

X

19.5

X

sold
sold

X

sold

X

sold

9:00
7:30

22.8

9:30

17.2

7:30
12.2
8:30

13.8

7:30
7:30

19.6
14.3

7:30
8.6
14.8

9/12

sold

20.8

19.5
16.0

7:30

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

sold
sold

X

X

X

sold

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

sold

X

X

X

X

X

X
sold

X

X

X

X

X

X

sold
X

sold
X
sold

Total Available:
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to the representative via his secretary.
I suggest that this methodologv presents at least two basic problems:
First, when the representative is asked
for availabilities he is faced with the
problem of presenting a schedule that,
he hopes, ivill be available next week.
Perhaps there is a choice spot, curerently sponsored, with an expiration
date that would, if the client cancels,

1

_

t

ESWINMANHM

OT
GEORGE MIN

'add greatly to the schedule he has to
offer. At that moment he does not
fknow whether the advertiser will renew his schedule or not.
I Does he include it in his list of
availabilities? If he doesn't, he may
not be considered. If he does, it may
,not be available. Or, if he is a little
unscrupulous, he can list spots that he
t.knous will not be available. When
■ivou order next week he'll express
igreat regret that that choice spot is
ino longer available — "however, I
&have one that's almost as good, etc."
- The second problem, and more prevalent, isthe fact that availabilities
•do disappear fast on a station in demand. The box shows a list of prime
time station breaks that were available on one of the stations represented byCBS Television Spot Sales.
Average ratings for a one year period are also shown. (Ed. note: See
L'hart. page 40.)
As you can see, if our salesmen
offered a list of availabilities on 25
July and the buyer sat in seclusion
until 1 August, and then placed his
order — he'd be out of luck. He would
now have to re-evaluate the availabilities of the other stations in the mar<et to see if they were as good as, or
setter than, what was now available
">n our station. And, of course, the
ivailabilities on the other stations
vould have changed in the interim,
oo. It looks to me like he's right
>ack to where he was a week ago.
New techniques for efficiency will
ilways be developed. Time and costs
;nust be saved wherever possible, but
f the streamlined procedures cause
m agency to miss outstanding opportunities which develop at the last
jninute, the client suffers. I am all in
javor of any new technique that will
nake the job of selling and buying
jasier and more efficient, but if I can
;ast only one vote, it has to be for
\*tra effort!
+
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FOUR-STAR PANEL of editors (l-r , George Minot, 'Boston Hera J,' Erwin D. Canham, 'Christian Science Monitor,' David Briclcma , 'Medford Mercury,' 'Malder News,' and C. Edward Hollocal, national issues on Sta Marlcets-sponsored tv show
land, 'Boston Record' go to bat on

PUBLIC SERVICE SWINGS
BIG SALES FOR CHAIN
In the past decade a Boston food
chain has been setting a strong precedent for local tv advertisers.
Back in 1950, the chain— Star Markets— which at that time owned five
stores in suburban Boston, decided to
take its first plunge into tv. Its program choice: Starring the Editors, a
then new public service-type news
panel show7 scheduled on WBZ-TV
during the "intellectual ghetto" Sunday 5-5 :30 p.m. slot. Sound like a poor
choice? Perhaps, but contrary to
what might have been expected Star
Markets sales have since zoomed from
$12 million to some $70 million, and
this largely due to tv.
If a detailed account were drawn
up, the whys and hows of Star Market's success with this type program,
it would read like this:
Once Star Markets was sold on trying tv. it convinced a number of its
food suppliers to join the campaign
with co-op funds. Choice of program
was based on cost and purpose of
campaign: It was felt Starring the
Editors offered low cost local television ($2,000 weekly) with built-in
prestige value. Featuring four distinguished news editor panelists — Erwin D. Canham. editor, Christian Science Monitor and president of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce; George
Minot. managing editor. Boston Herald; C. Edward Holland, assistant
managing editor, Boston Record; and

David Brickman, publisher and editor, Medford Mercury and Maiden
News — the show concerns itself with
an analytical appraisal of vital local,
national and international events.
Commercials include an opening
and closing 10-second, one 40-second
and a 40-second for each co-op
advertiser.
An interesting side-effect of the
public service tv venture, in addition
to Star Markets' sales and store
growth fit started with five outlets in
suburban Boston, today boasts 19, 12
in Massachusetts. 7 in Rhode Island)
is the boost it's given to the chain's
suppliers. Typical examples include
William Underwood, canned meats,
which showed a 57% increase in four
weeks) ; American Home Foods —
132$ in three weeks; Victor Coffee
— 35% in 10 weeks. And all of these
suppliers report the Sunday program
has stepped up product sales not only
in Star Markets, but in stores over
a 100-mile Greater Boston area.
Summing up the value of a public
service tv program for retailers. Star
Markets' vice president Harry Sandler says, "We have found a successful
formula for low cost local market
television and have been proving it
for 10 years. We recommend the
formula to other groups who believe
as we do . . . that the greatest secret
for doing business in a communitv is
to associate closely with it ..."
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shows 35 seconds early, were an-

A TELEVISION
ADVERTISING
DOLLAR WELL SPENT
Sell Western Montana
At $1 per 1,000 TV Homes
• 9 OUT OF EVERY 10 TV HOMES view only
KMSO-TV in Far-Western Montana. Captive Audience in 90% of the area.
• 7 CITIES ENJOY KMSO-TV's Best Lineup
of CBS, NBC, & ABC programs in Montana. Missoula. Butte, Anaconda, Helena,
Hamilton Deer Lodge, and Kalispell.

60,300

TV

HOMES

swered as one by CBS: "CBS Television already provides specific places
in its daytime schedule where affiliates may schedule one-minute announcements, bythe device of eliminating 30-second breaks in the middle
of a half-hour program and adding
them at the end of the show."
Explaining its policy on Point
Three, NBC noted that "affiliates
currently have an average of 40
one-minute availabilities per week between and adjacent to daytime network programs for local sale. In addition, a substantial number of 30second station breaks are available
within programs.
"It is our information from major
market affiliates," continued the NBC
spokesman, "that a substantial potential in 10 and 20-second spot sales
exists and such stations therefore desire the retention of the 30-second .
mid-program
breaks."
(ABC allows
60 seconds between
nearly all daytime programs.)

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

NBC's comment on Point Four: "It
should be noted that ABC provides a
significantlv lesser number of midprogram breaks which are highly
salable in major markets."
To Point Five, suggesting mid-program breaks or 40 seconds on either
end, CBS pointed out that "when a
full hour show is sold to two halfhour sponsors, a break is provided.
A single sponsor buying a full hour
show is entitled to an hour uninterNBC

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can dothe effective job. (v|

EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK

rupted bylocal commercials."
gives a complete explanation

with its stand: "The genesis of the
station break is the FCC rule requiring that each television station identify its call letters a minimum of once
per hour. As network operations developed, this identification which
need be audio only, expanded to 30
seconds in order to permit time for
local sale as well as identification.
"The networks went a step further,"
declared the NBC source, "by establishing a practice of station breaks
between all programs creating further
local availabilities. Several seasons
ago. programs were predominantly a
half-hour in length, establishing a certain volume of station break availabilities on which stations could base
operating budgets and sales efforts.
"As the pattern changed to a larger

number of one-hour programs, NBC
recognized the need to maintain substantially the same volume of local
sales opportunities and therefore provided mid-program station breaks
within one-hour programs where they
were multi-sponsored.
"It is our firm position that there
should be no other advertising which
interrupts a one-hour program sponsored and paid for by a single advertiser; nor do we believe it is proper
to ask such advertisers to relinquish
additional time from their 60 sponsored minutes to permit additional
local advertising at the conclusion of
On program."
the Sixth Point, calling for two
their
20's between nighttime programs NBC
stated flatly that "we do not believe
that additional time should be taken
away from the network advertiser
who supports the medium in order to
permit 40 seconds of local sale availability between programs.
"Network programing is the foundation of the television industry. It
is supported by network sponsors and
it is improper to suggest that the
effectiveness of their advertising be
even in the slightest reduced bv a
reduction in their program time, no
matter how small, or that additional
product or service messages be introduced adjacent to their programing
which vie for the viewer's remembrance in conflict with the impression
that the network advertiser is seeking
CBS, concurring, merely declared:
to
make."
"Absolutely,
no!"
On the final point, which calls for
local sale of unsold minutes on a
recapturable basis. CBS asserted that
"we do (permit this) from time to
time when feasible, where we have the
right insofar as our agreements with
the packager and sponsor are conNBC explained that "prior to the
fourth quarter of 1960, NBC made
cerned."
available to its affiliates unsold minute positions in network daytime
shows. This availability was eliminated at the suggestion of the affiliates' board of delegates, since the
board felt that such stations did not
desire to be burdened with a co-op
fee which it was necessary for the network to charge in order to recover its
network program costs.
"Currently," NBC explained,
(Please turn to page 44)
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WBT

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

CHARLOTTE, NORTH

CAROLINA

of facilities
Varied, creative programming demands
full, flexible facilities. The influence
of WBT's superior facilities in producing
a plus of audience is indirect but
indispensable to advertisers.

I

wbt adds up!

OWER
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(Continued from page 42)
make available a minimum

of four

minutes per week within prime evening time programs for local sale for
which a modest co-op fee is charged
to help defray the network's investment in allows
programing."
(ABC
its stations to sell all
basis.) on a two-week recapturable
minutes
The reactions of station men not
involved in the drafting of the plan
were practically unanimously favorable. The only disagreement heard
by sponsor was that the proposal did
not go far enough. As one sales manager put it. "Why
are towecome
asking
for
40 seconds?
That has
in time
anyway. We need 60 already, because
advertisers want minutes. My major
concern now is the network is selling
its minutes against my minutes."
"In my opinion," a West Coast
general manager stated, "revisions
should be made by allotment of more
time on the station break, with a firm
stipulation only two spots would be
used on the chain break; and do away
etirely with product protection."
Another point, the question of placement of commercials and credits within network programs, was brought up
by the sales manager of a leading sta- ]

The figure-filberts at the census bureau say that after ten years
in
of grinding by those monster machines they keep on the leash up
Washington, the golden answer has poured forth:

Columbia, South Carolina, is the
state's biggest metropolitan area
Don't take my word for it, old nose-counter. Ask Lemuel K. Crasswinder,
assistant bureau chief in charge of hobbles for wandering IBM
machines. He'll tell you Columbia's up 257,961 people, an
increase of 38.1%, and that this makes Columbia also the

second biggest metropolitan area
in both the Carolinas, as well
used
second only to Charlotte, with 270,951. Well, as old Wade Hampton
and a
to say, people is power-buying power, I say, nearly a billion
half dollars in disposable income, all reached by that 1,526-foot
tower-close to the whole state for one easy buy. That's WIS-TV:

the major selling force of South Carolina

tion group. His suggestion: "Networks should be requested to reevaluate the number and placement
of opening and closing commercials,
cross-plugs, hitchhikes, credits, and
promotional announcements within
network programs with a view to enhancing the effectiveness of such advertising and relieving stations of
much misdirected public criticism
due to multiple messages.
"Network advertiser practices," he
contended, "are equally responsible!
with stations for such reaction — since I
the over-all effect on the viewer isU
Another Midwest affiliate operator I
identical."
stated, "My station has informed thel
network that it is our intent, but notl
our obligation, to guarantee productl
exclusivity with regard to network™
commercials."
"Let the advertiser fight it out with
the network." said one station sales

WIS-TV
COLUMBIA,

a station of

NBC/ABC

SOUTH

CAROLINA

THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV. Channel
10. Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV. Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
WIS, 560. Columbia, S. C.

manager. "We must tell the network,
'Gentlemen, if you're going to sell this
way, I cannot protect everything. I
refuse to give up the right to makej
money.' "
^1
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fts a habit-

watching EM J-TY ^ (California)
feesno
There's only one way to build the kind of viewer loyalty
KMJ-TV has — and that's with quality programming. Programming which presents a pleasing balance of top network shows.
excellent local productions, the best film library including MGM
releases and leading syndicated shows. For every program category, Fresno area viewers tune to KMJ-TV first and leave their
dials set longest.

THE KATZ AGENCY,
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NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

KMJ-TV
McCLATCHY
Valley
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
of the Beet

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio i

RADIO

•
BOTTLED
SPONSOR:

RESULTS
DEPARTMENT

GAS

Suburban Propane Gas Sen ice

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Suburban Gas Service, one of North
Carolina's leading gas distributors, offered free installation
of their bottled gas on a special, short-term saturation schedule on WWNC.

Five spots a day were aired six days a week

for four weeks. This was the kick-off of the gas service's
spring campaign. So successful was the promotion that the
schedule Avas extended two more weeks, and then one more
week. In a letter to WWNC,

Wayne

B. Norman, district

manager of Suburban Propane Gas Service, said: "As I
previously told you regarding the success that we had in our
spring campaign over WWNC,

we have used other media in

numerous markets, but at no time have we been able to pinpoint the direct sales from these as we have from the spring

SPONSOR:

STORES

Sears, Roebuck & Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Sears, Roebuck & Co. had a two-day
warehouse sale at its warehouse in Watertown, New YorkHighlight of the Monday-Tuesday sale was "Crazy Night.1
which the store promoted in all Watertown media: WWltl
radio, newspaper, and television. Because the special sale wag
held on a weeknight and since it took place at the warehouse, all traffic attracted to the outlet had to be a result ol
the advertising schedule.

To determine which media was

most effective for future campaigns. Sears' manager con)
ducted a survey of the customers. Of all three media, rad:
scored the best.
duced 31%
20%

WWNY,

the only radio station used, pra

of all the traffic, even though it received on!

of the total campaign budget. Newspaper, which n

schedule on your station. I am happy to say that we have

ceived 60%

again selected WWNC for our fall campaign." The autumn
approach also will be four weeks in length. WWNC receives

an equal percentage of customers.
Sears reported that ';
was obvious that WWNY delivers a higher return for dollar)

the bulk of the gas company's advertising budget for fall.
WWNC, Asheville
Announcements

invested than any other
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.

REAL

AUTOMOBILES

SPONSOR:

ESTATE

SPONSOR:

Healy Homes Dutch
Village

Capsule case history: Louis Crandall & Associates, advertising agency of Phoenix, placed a schedule for its client Healy
Homes Dutch Village on KRIZ. Its effectiveness was so outstanding that the agency was able to prove to the client
beyond any doubt the advisability of concentrating the budget on KRIZ. Last Memorial Day weekend, Crandall bought

of the total budget, was not able to turn oi

medium

that we've

Coyer Motor Co.

used hen
Announcement

AGENCY:

Dire.

Capsule case history: The Coyer Motor Co. of Scrantcj
recently renewed its schedule on WGBI

for its 26th conseej

tive year. Cover's radio advertising started back in the dai
of the first loud speaker. For more than 23 years, it
sponsored The Coyer Show, a half-hour Sunday aftern
musical program conceived by WGBI.

which has beco:

58 announcements on the station for Dutch Village 812,900

synonymous

Chrysler

homes. No other advertising was used. The campaign paid

During this period the advertiser has tried all of the othl

off for the Dutch Village with results the real estate firm had

advertising media and has carefully checked results. It h
found that WGBI has been the most productive through

not previously received from other advertising. Comparing
it to the results it received the weekend before when almost

years.

throughout the area

with

Nick Coyer, its president, considers WGBI

producl

an integi

advertising produced twice as much traffic. But most im-

part of his advertising, and feels that the station has been
kev factor in the tremendous growth of his agency in

portant ofall, it brought the caliber of people who had the

departments, new cars, used cars, and the service divisic

a quarter-page ad was run in the daily newspaper, the KRIZ

money to invest and were not just window shopping. As

The Cover agencv attracts customers not only from Scranlc

a result, the Dutch Village became a regular KRIZ advertiser, using basically the same heavy weekend schedule.

but from the entire northeastern Pennsylvania area, throu
a reputation that WGBI

KRIZ, Phoenix

WGBI, Scranton

46

Announcements

helped to establish over the ye<
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"When you first turn on the radio,
what station do you tune to?"*
"Pulse Special Survey, Washington 5 County Metro Area, May 31-June 15, 1960

WWDC FIRST. Greater Washington, D.C. radio listeners tune us
first in preference over the 16 other stations in the market.
Let us help transfer this instinctive preference to your product.

WWDC
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN

Radio Washington

BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference."

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla. - it's WWDC-owned WMBR
•ONSOR

•
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As children'slprograming

What

In the San Francisco Bay Area,
children's programs are evolving into
more personality-type shows, depending less and less upon cartoons.
At KTVU in particular we are increasing our children's programing
in the coming weeks with two more
personality-type shows.
One, utiliz-

league baseball units and boys'
marching teams. Creative games and
projects, we find, get more child viewer response than do purely "give
away" gimmicks. In a recent KTVU
creative arts contest, more than 8,000
youthful enthusiasts submitted drawings, sculptures, collages, mosaics and
craft items. Many were suitable for
continued display.
KTVU

More ality
persontype
shotis taking
hold, depending less on

ing marionettes, teaches youngsters
humane education through entertaining stories.
The other, a juvenile talent show,
will offer contestants $1,000 in scholarship funds for higher education.

programs its share of filmed

start but let's call his special longterm appeal "accrued popularity."
Also, and very important, is the
fact that the live personality can become a force for good by virtue of

Thomas
S. Bretherton,
executive
vice president & general manager,
WTOL-TV, Toledo

WTOL-TV, for instance, co-sponsored
the Toledo Soap Box Derby this past

The most significant trend in local
live kids programing is the movement

Parents are becoming more and
more selective in viewing for their
offspring. While many still use tv as
an electronic baby sitter, more and
more are becoming aware of the role
television plays in the leisure hours
of the youngster. We have found
that by adding informational elements to pure entertainment shows —
good health tips, library book reviews, current events — we build parental support for Channel 2 programs. And the mail from parents
proves the children do learn, despite

new, of course, but these supplementary "live" personalities are being
merchandised in ways which are
reaping rewards for those stations
and sponsors interested in reaching
young television audience.
Particularly, in the first few months
of his development, the success of a
children's personality hosting a half-

should be

enough time in his "live" segment
for discussion of traffic safety, health
habits, study habits — topics which
make the television personality and
his program an asset in the development of his young viewer.
The specific live personality should
be used to take an active on-the-air
interest in many community projects.

year. Registrations were moving slowly until we gave the on-the-air recruiting job to Mr. T., host for our Monday through Friday children's programing. The day after his first announcement the youngsters began to
flock to the registration booths. Mr.
T was the chairman of our Huckleberry Hound for President Rally at
the Toledo Zoo which drew 45,000
people; he supports community projects the year-round — building a very
favorable image for the station and
participating sponsors while doing a
remarkable job of selling merchandise.
The movement away for full-time
"live" program structure in this particular children's area does not bv
any means presage the decline of local program facilities and local program fare. Rather, it reflects the excellent quality of the offerings which
syndicators and sponsors are bringing into local markets today.

the fact that we don't label the process "educational television."
KTVU has been cited for its infor-

can be "doers" as well as viewers,
K I \ 1 organizes and sponsors little

program material in the future will
achieve almost immediate acceptance
for them. He must be good at the

his popularity. There

away from it. As we see it the concept of the "live" wrap-up rather than
the complete "live" format is the current direction. The trend is nothing

mational children's programing l>\
such varied organizations as the
I nited States Air Force, local health
agencies, and youth activity groups.
Carrying out the belief that children

accomplished it's possible to build a
personality so strong and so acceptable that his association with new

half-hour children's shows, including the outstanding Huckleberry
Hound and Quick Draw McGraw
series, but feels that local personalities who know the needs of youth and
like children as people can carry programing one step further and bring
forth participation as well as entertainment.

KTVU's practice has been to build
a strong local personality — not just
a human splice between films — who
not only sells the products but entertains and informs as well.

18

ASKS:

are the latest trends in
local live tv kid

William D. Pabst, general manager,
KTVU, San Francisco-Oakland

L

is enlarged, SPONSOR

hour film presentation is especially
interrelated with the strength of his
program material. It follows that
management must provide the highest quality and strongest film offerings available. With this spadework

Robert
M. Joyce, program director, I
WMTW-TV, Portland, Maine, Mt. Wash-l
ington, N. H.
An important trend in children's I
shows,
from
our
viewpoint
at I
SPONSOR
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shows?
LWMTW-TV, Portland, is that a more
mature attitude towards the produc'tion, presentation and content of children's shows is slowly developing.
It is developing mainly because the
American children today are becoming more sophisticated from constant
exposure to the world around them
and if television is to stay abreast of
this trend it must develop a more mature approach to its future programming projects.
J We have found at WMTW-TV that
the children's shows today can no
more talk down to its audience than
Programing
more mature,
bug-eyed,
gee-whizzing
m.c. on

mm

way out

[the adult programs can. The bugjyed. "gee whiz" approach with its
cliches — "did we all brush our teeth
. oday" — "let's all look at our fingerlails" — we believe is on its way out.
(The parents of the children certainly
tlo not talk like this at home so why
^hould the tv people use this sach[lirine
ferns? approach on their children's
I If the children in the tv audiences
ire given an intellectual challenge,
10 matter what the age group, they
vill respond enthusiasticallv. Here
it WMTW-TV we have found the
•hildren's audience to be the most
.responsive audience we deal with, and
ijf we develop programs that will help
hhem develop mentally we will have
Uchieved an important step in truly
L restive television. And we also will
liave been instrumental in developing an audience of loyal and intersted youngsters.
li We have become aware of an interesting reaction to one facet of programing for children and it is one we
j;eel should be extremely important to
|U broadcasters and sponsors of chil< Please turn to page 64)
PONSOR
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SHIPMENTS
(Continued from page 32 I
directly to the store buyer
through a broker, thus
commissi <>n.
And even if a manufac
through brokers and

rather than
avoiding a
turer ships
wholesalers,

some of them don't keep accurate.
easy-to-analyze records even though
the trend is in the direction of automation so that a simple punch-card
and push-button system delivers a
card with the needed information.
But e\en small companies — admen
say — know basically if not exactly
where the sales come from. They as
well as their larger colleagues pay
close attention to two factors: where
the sales are now and where thev are
potentially.
Savs Heaston of Gardner: "The
market list, as drawn by the marketing people in cooperation with the
plans board and the account group, is
a balance of sales and potential.
"Potential is determined from
study of a variety of information
sources — independent surveys or organizations, media groups, government units, the client's records, those
of his competition and of the indus-

WRGB
puts your
MESSAGE

WHERE
THE SALE

BEGINS

ti\ generally. This is where marketing probably plays its biggest role.
The compilation of this market list
then gives direction for the media deMedia usually is consulted after the
partment."
market list has been selected, with
the media executive giving his appraisal as to revisions or additions.
The agencymen point out that frequently station sales and management
executives don't seem to grasp that
compilation of the list is "not haphazard" and— as one put it— "We
don't add Denver because we're really in love with the town! It serves
a marketing need . . . period."
Admen charge that stations — in
making these allegations — are taking
a defensive tack, or using the subject
of wholesale-retail distribution as a
"talking point." Commented one v.p.:
"Station men use this as a talking
point and then go into a pitch. Broadcast is more promotional than anything else, and sometimes a little bit
careless about detail. What they want
is the order, not the fact!"
A- station people become more
marketing-oriented, however, they
comprehend the need for and processes of finding such facts as in the

Sales begin long
before sales are
made, and WRGB

IjIQl is there at
the outset in the
homes jf^ and on
the minds of the
people ®@0 who
can translate your
message into sales.

chart on page 33. This is an extract
of a costly report from one of the
Top 10 New York agencies. The analysis involves study of 66 basic cities
receiving daytime network and nighttime tv commercials on behalf of a
food product. Its labrynthian detail
is typical
of an agency's market and
media
analysis.
Each quarter, the advertising agency compiles for each of these 66 cities!
the following information: cases sold
per 1.000 people in that market: the|
ranking of cities (T, 2, 3. etc. i in
terms of their total sales per capita;
the number of households: the gross
number of television impressions per
home: the percent of sales based on
the previous 12 months. These datai
are then related to the total number
of commercial impressions and thaj
costs-per-1,000.
Thus from one season of the year
to another this client
cisely his case sales
per capita in each of
which he distributes.

can trace preand total sales
the markets in
If Boston, for

example, dropped from 31 to 20 the
agency would take quick remedial
action after analvzing the trouble.
And if Raleigh rose from 17 to 461
(Please turn to page 60 l

Sales begin here, too, because
more and more manufacturersj
are discovering the test-market
ability of this Northeastern New]
York and Western New England!
audience. The thousands of engineers, skilled workers, farmers
and their families who live here)
ing
represent a wide cross section of]
preferences and tastes. And, the
metropolitan, suburban and rural
nature of this market further
gives you an excellent sampling
of modern America's livin
habits. But, what really mak<
sales begin here is that WRGB k-sis
the number 1 voice and picture
in this area. Let WRGB place
your message where sales begi:
Contact your NBC Spot Sal<
representative.

WRGB

CHANNEL
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
ALBANY. SCHENECTADY • TROY
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**xx imbibers
These are the numbers that really
it: advertisers who invest in the sales
ability of a radio station.
n the left is a list of advertisers using
F RADIO when the new sound from
Signal Hill started two years ago. On
the right are the current accounts.
Te think this growth is a result of our
radio-to-be-listened-to policy . . .
programming that delivers active
listeners to our advertisers.
Represented by
[EdwardYPetry *|Co., Inc.)
The Original Station Representative

AF 610 RADIO
KANSAS

♦ SIONTA1L, HILL

CITY, MISSOURI

A TRANSCONTINENT

A

STATION

m

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed!

CHANNEL 9

SPOT

WTVM

TV BUYS

COLUMBUS, GA.
•

A
82%

Great

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on the

only primary ABC station between
Atlanta and the Gulf!

•

Top

ABC

Programs!

Shows like Mavericlc, Cheyenne, The
Real McCoys,
Kong, and

•

The

Sunset Strip, Hong

The Untouchables.

Best of NBC

Programs

like Wagon

Train, The

Price is Right, Huntley-Brinkley
News and Perry Como

. . . plus top

Standard Brands Inc., New York: Campaign for Tender Leaf tea
begins 31 October in about 25 markets. Two and five-week schedules
are being bought: two's are for prime time I.D.'s, about 10 per week;
five's are for fringe night minutes and 20's, some prime and day,
about 10 per week. Buyer: Joan Ashley. Agency: J. Walter Thomp
son Co., New York.
Corning Class Works, Corning, N. Y.: Adding to the 53 markets
currently running for Corning Ware, Electromatic skillet and percu
lator. Prime and late night minute schedules start 31 October for six
weeks, averaging six to 15 spots per week per market. Buyer: Arn«
Ramberg. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia.
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., Hoboken, N. J.: Campaign on its soups
starts 24 October in the top markets. Day and early evening minute;
are set for 23 weeks. Lorraine Ruggiero buys at Young & Rubicam
New York. Out of SSCB, New York, other day and early evening
schedules start this month for seven weeks on regular Lipton's Tea
Bob Anderson is the buyer.
Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati: Schedules start 7 November foj
three weeks for Jergens lotion. Day and night minutes and chai
breaks in about 50 markets are being bought. Buyer: Bill Birkbeckj
Agency : Cunningham & Walsh, New York.

syndicated programs.

CHANNEl

BUYS

Pharma-Craft Co., New York: Coldene schedules begin this montll
in about 25 markets. Night minute runs are placed through the coldj
season, to March in some markets. Media director: Bill Murphy!

9

Agency: Papert, Koenig, Lois, Inc., New York.

<£l@@Q
COLUMBUS,

RADIO

BUYS

General Foods Corp., Jello-0 Div., White Plains, N. Y.: Campaij
for Jell-0 pudding and the pie filling starts 24 October. About 31
markets get schedules of day chainbreaks, 15-20 per week per markedBuyer: Polly Langbort. Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York. H|

GA.

Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC CH. 9
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The #1

night-time

Chattanooga!

American Tobacco Co., New York: Buying one-week schedules in J
the top markets for Pall Mall starting 14 November and 15 December. I
Frequencies range around 50 per week per market, morning and if
afternoon traffic minutes and weekend spots. Buyer: Fred SpruyterW
burg. Agency : SSCB, New York.
Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis: Schedules for Minit-Rub begifl
7 November in a number of major markets, 9 a.m. to 4 p.nw
minutes are being used for five weeks. Buyer: Bob Widholm. Agency:!
DCSS, New York.
Glenbrook

Laboratories, Div. of Sterling Drug, Inc., New York: I

Campaign begins this month for Bayer Aspirin. Day minutes are!
being scheduled for 10 weeks, moderate frequencies. Buyer: Ronald II
Bobic. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
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What's happening in U. S. Governm*
that affects sponsors, agencies, statu

WASHINGTON

WEEK

The end of the headline-making House Commerce Legislative Oversight su
committee was forecast in Miami hy chairman Oren Harris: In a tv interview
\S PST-TV. the -tation whose license has been ordered revoked by the FCC folio
ing subcommittee revelations. Harris buried the group.
That this will likely he true, barring unexpected developments and regardless of the o
come of the election, has been foreshadowed by notice given unofficially to staff members
look for other jobs. Members of the staff, other than those needed for drawing up the fir
report, have heard stories that their walking papers will come well before January.
Leading off with the scandals revolving around Miami channel 10. now occupied by WPS
the group went into other channels, into other markets, and into other tv and radio matte
Pa\<>la-plugola and quiz show fixing were probably. the most sensational.
If the subcommittee is actually killed, as now forecast, it will have set a record for ignori
the purpose for which it was established. That, in case nobody remembers, was to look in
the wmy administrative agencies interpret and carry out the laws under their jur
diction.
The group still managed, through pressure of publicity on the FCC, to change the grou
rule- f..r broadcasting. The end of the regulatory changes is in fact still not in sight.
The regular House Commerce Communications subcommittee will clean up the remaini
-u< h a* the proposal to put networks under regulation and the proposal to make
difficult to buy and -.ell station-.

more

So-called trafficking in station licenses is still very much a live question over at the FC
Up f«.r consideration are such proposals as a minimum time the station must be he
after a construction permit is iasued or a sale is approved, permitting other applican
to appl\ when the -air i- ron-idercd. oi -rreening station performance much more clos<
approval time.

The Harris plans for next year remain

as much

of a mystery as ever.

lb- has promised daytime-only radio stations to consider their plea for longer winl
operating hours over the protests of the clear channel and regional stations. He has promis
to go thoroughly into the question of whether networks should be regulated. He has ma
many remarks which indicate he might like to reopen the question of subscription televisic
Trouble with attempting to figure out what he will do lies in the fact that Harris has ma<
many statements about future plans which haven't been fulfilled. Particularly in t
field of legislation.

A Montreal speech prepared by FCC chairman Frederick Ford, but read f>
him in his absence by hi- special as-i-tant James Sheridan, indicates that if a broa
caster editorializes he has a good chance of escaping FCC inquires into his total p«
formance.
The indirect suggestion came as the Commission was continuing to add to the list of h«
up license renewals on 4-3 votes. Ford said that fair editorialization could be considered go<
evidence that broadcasters are consulting community leaders as the FCC has su
gested that they do.
Ford indicated he felt the time might be ripe to call in broadcasters for conferenc
about rules on what constitutes fairness in this field.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials
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The migration of NBC

executives into CNP

now amounts

to a virtual stampede.
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Latest is James A. Jurist, whose appointment as CNP's business affairs director was
anounced by Herbert Schlosser, CNP v.p. and general manager, himself another NBC veteran. I
Jurist's appointment follows hard on the heels of Carl Lindemann's appointment to the
CNP programs v.p. post, announced by Alfred Stern, CNP chairman. (See FILM-SCOPE, ,
10 October.)
The persistent absence of CNP president Earl Rettig from any official role in making new
appointments has led to continued speculation that NBC was considering his transfer to
another post.
Insiders were wondering further who a successor to Rettig might be, if and when one
should ever be named by NBC.
Meanwhile, CNP's competitors in syndication are baffled by NBC's wholesale measures
in taking over its tv film subsidiary.
It's been pointed out that the counterpart network syndication arms, CBS Films and ABC !
Films, had chieftains appointed at least from related activities in distribution or broadcast- i
ing : Sam Cook Digges was manager of WCBS-TV, New York, and Henry Plitt was an AB-PT
exhibition executive.
However, CNP's top executives have been fiscal, legal, and administrative menj
lately, without specific experience in film distribution, station operations, or agency-client procedures.
ced:
Hamm's Beer (Campbell-Mithun) will return to regional syndication via its 16 1
market buy in the far west of Screen Gems' Tightrope re-runs.
The deal was set through the syndicator in 14 markets and through stations that had
already picked up the show in Los Angeles and San Francisco. Sale of Tightrope in syndication now totals 48 markets.

Brown and Williamson (Ted Bates) has already cleared 36 markets for Ziv-UA'g
Case of the Dangerous Robin and adding more.
The syndicator has kept pace in finding alternate week buyers in all markets so far, the
last three being Burger Beer in Dayton, Central Hardware in St. Louis, and Old Milwaukee
Beer in Grand Rapids.
Series sales totals 173 markets.

(For latest sales, see FILM WRAP-UP,

page 74).

Animated comedy shows for adults appear to be fairly successful in their rating!
despite the mixed reactions of tv critics.
ABC TV's The Flintstones, first original animated adult series for nighttime tv, earned a
19.5 rating and 37.7% share in its premiere week, topping both its network competitors,
according to Nielsen 24-market reports.
The show is produced by Hanna-Barbera and distributed by Screen Gems, the same team
which has now closed a third national spot deal with Kellogg (Burnett) for Yogi Bear,
a new series developed out of animated characters in Huckleberry Hound.
Yogi Bear will start for Kellogg on 130 stations in January in time periods no*
being held by re-runs of Woody Woodpecker.
17 OCTOBER I960!

FILM-SCOPE

continued

The disappearance of the great number of small companies that used to inhabit
film syndication is creating a new kind of pinch : a shortage of personnel reserves.
Time was when an abundance of companies meant a testing ground where talented men for
middle and lower-middle echelon jobs could prove themselves.
Until recent seasons a department chief in syndication could always keep several names
in the back of his head as men he'd like to hire away sooner or later.
But the disappearance of many minor companies created a new job psychology: tenure
replaced achievement as the goal for many tv film men when the number of possible employers dropped drastically.
Today it's a frequent complaint that the reserves of bright younger men have vanished
and tv film managers must compromise more and more when they hire.

What

is a legitimate tax write-off period for a tv film re-run?

Internal revenue agents working out of Los Angeles are actively seeking a reliable formula which could be logically applied to tv film series.
The government's position is understood to be this: it's losing a lot of tax dollars which
it feels it should be getting from tv film re-runs.
The problem in a nutshell is that re-run performance is hard to predict: some shows never
go into additional re-runs either in network or syndication beyond the usual 39-and-13 cycle,
while others like Lone Ranger, have had 11 network runs, or like Gene Autry, have had 20
syndication runs.
Film owners like to write off shows quickly while their prices are still high and then to
sell the whole package in a capital gains deal.
There's nothing punative in the search for a new tax formula ; it's merely that the government feels it's losing millions each year under the present one.
The suspense type of program is doing best of all general types of shows in
increased audience in recent seasons, reports a Ziv-UA study.
Suspense shows increased 10% in the first six months of 1960 over 1959, while
other types such as comedy, drama, westerns and quizzes dropped from 2 to 13% each.
The study was made public to help sales of Miami Undercover in syndication.
Tape men are now at odds with themselves over what kind of selling image to
attach to their services.
The biggest enemy of the early companies in tape is the idea they themselves created : that
tape was fast and cheap.
Now these same older tape companies are trying to argue against this, maintaining that
tape's real virtue is broadcast quality and production flexibility.
At the same time new tape companies, like Henry R. Alexander's Video Tape Unlimited,
Inc. of New York, have come into the picture with tape and mobile tape bus facilities
and are selling the fastness and cheapness of tape as hard as they can.

NTA Telestudios reports that its recent six-months' billings were 59%
the previous semi-annual period.

ahead of

The video tape producer cited agency and advertiser acceptance of tape as the main factors in the increase.
It's now doing business through Ayer, Bates, BBDO, B&B, Burnett, Frank, Maxon, NC&K,
OB&M, Sakel-Jackson, JWT, Carlo Vinti, and Y&R, plus others, and recent advertisers include
Armstrong, Carter, DuPont, Gallo, GE, General Cigar, Heinz, Hudnut, Kellogg, Lambert, Lestoil, Lever, Miles, P&G, Reynolds Metals, Ruppert, and Speidel.
•
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McCann-Erickson

HEARS

has replaced Y&R

as the No. 1 agency on ABC

TV's books.

What had made Y&R the network's top biller was the business it delivered at the beginning
of Operation Daytime. Much of it is not there anymore.

INC.

Wrigley Gum's switch of its business from CBS to NBC Radio recalls the personal predilection of Phil Wrigley for certain types of programing.
In the earlier days of the medium it was shows with a patriotic flair or that glorified the
small community and the wide open spaces.
His one exception : Myrt V Marge, the saga of a couple of lower caste show girls.

Several agencies are showing a we-can-help-you
week of the board of directors of the Pharmaceutical

interest in the meeting next
Manufacturers Assn.

The ethical drug houses have been taking quite a beating from the price investigation of
the Kefauver subcommittee and prime questions before the meeting will be: (1) what policies
do we pursue on advertising; (2) what can be done about refurbishing the industry's image.
The firms have cut back on their ad budgets and the line taken by the subcommittee has
been construed by admen as basically an attack on advertising itself.
Where tv may fit in : a series of public service programs which would serve as a vehicle
for the drug people to tell their side of the story to the consumer.
William

Burke

(Sheets) Miller came

to NBC

in June 1927

assignment to publicize the network's coverage of the Lindbergh
in harness.

on a temporary

flight and he's still I

Miller's job in recent years has been night executive officer at NBC, New York.
In any event he's been around the network longer than anybody else, with perhaps the
exception of a couple of engineers.
(Look for a profile on Miller in an early issue of SPONSOR.)
Chicago agencies are complaining

about an irritating practice that they say I

doesn't better relations between their timebuyers and reps.
The nub of the plaint: spot of late has been rather slow on Michigan Avenue and repsjl
in their haste to accelerate what business there is keep checking on the processing of the|
contracts
to the point where the buyers can't settle down to consummating
tions.

the transac-i

A growing tendency among the tv networks' flagship stations in New York
To cut off the promos in the middle of a sentence to make sure that the subsequent!
20-second commercial and I.D. come out on time.
It's probably due to faulty timing by the promos' producers.
You'll find a difference of opinion among

admen

on what constitutes a "hoi

agency."
Some regard the word, "hot," as meaning an agency that's suddenly on the receiving endM
of a lot of new accounts, while others are inclined to apply the term to an agency that's lately
piled up a success record on mass-marketed products.
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MOBILE, ALA.

THE PICTURE
HAS
CHANCED

SHIPMENTS
[Continued from page 50)
they'd check into that, too, to learn]
the secret of Raleigh's success.
The big agency and advertiser supplement this quarterly information
with spot-checks from Nielsen Food.
Index or Drug Index and from other
survey sources in an attempt to have
an accurate, current profile of what iaj
selling where. The smaller agency,]
representing smaller national advertisers or those with more limited
budgets, is not able to afford or mah>(
tain such an elaborate check on sales]
or correlation of sales with advertis-i
ing impressions and costs.
Admen stress the need for these
more subtle marketing strategies and)
techniques. As one v.p. said: "I like]
to hear any well-considered station)
opinion, and if any station man can
help me improve sales for my cli<
I'm eternally grateful! What I
object to is some station men shooti
off their mouths about a subject tr
know nothing about.

in the important

ALBANY-SCHE

■flail llmli E I
#
MARKET

DY-TROY

j!/i\^lj. • . Lucky Channel 13 ... is the ONLY area TV
station posting consistent and considerable day and nighttime
audience gains.
ARB, November

'58 to March '60, WAST

NSI average ratings, April '59
to March '60, 6 A.M. -6 P.M.,

|

"There are times when markets {
omitted or dropped off a list. But if
a station man or a rep or anyone elsi
can give us sound reasons why the
market should be added we give clo?fl
attention. In some cases we've added
markets, but this is usually whe«|
market A had a slight edge over Mai
ket B and then we received new infoi
mation which tipped the scales to Bj
"We're by no means infallih
the factor we watch closest and thd
one, I think, in which we have thd
least possible margin of error is thai
indicating where our sales are mada
Stations are thus challenging agenda]
and advertisers on their stronge^

WAST

Saturday-Sunday 6 P.M.-Midnight WAST

SELL Where People BUY

Stations, however, still make tli

coll iii >ii r **fcflK IlXi

strong point tvpified by this allegi
tion from WWVA, Wheeling. Froi
a presentation. "The Case of the Ne|
lected Food Markets": "Sales of 6
WWVA market supermarkets credite
to Pittsburgh. The retail food sail
point!"
of these supermarkets, including
Kroger and many others, are credit'
to Pittsburgh due to the fact that thj

3&fih

Leading^w Dallas agencies place.
among top 4 stations in total market
and in top 2 for quality market !

buying of these stores is done ii
Pittsburgh. All of these food doll
are credited to Pittsburgh despite thj
fact that all of these supermark*
are located outside the effective
fluence of Pittsburgh advertising
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Almanac

(Continued from page 35)
woman's industry yet," Miss Barish
told SPONSOR. "Both Grace and I
worked hard for many years for our
knowledge of the industry, and Ave
realize that few women have had this
Reed does the initial screening
of new executive
employees. Gen.""
opportunity
erally, both ladies found that men do
not resent being interviewed, screened
or decided upon by women, mainlv
because "the company is headed by
a man, and he makes the final deWhen not in the heat of the actual
cision."
selling season, Miss Sullivan and Miss
Barish screen new material, discuss
sales, agency, and station trends and
plan new sales campaigns. And of
course there are always follow-up
calls to be made in N.Y. as well as
other top markets. "The sale isn't
always over after the contract is
signed," Miss Barish said. "Stations
like to feel that sales people are really
interested in how their shows are
going, and in what the station may be
looking for in the future in the way
or renewals or new
Miss Sullivan agreed.

programing."

In addition to Official's five-minute
shows, and hour-long Playboy's Penthouse, there are about 18 syndicated
half hours in circulation.
Official began co-producing and
financing the shorter, newsy programs because it found that many
times stations kept the half hours on
the shelf for lack of programing

ThE
NewYorIi
PhilhARivioNic
Possibly there is no program anywhere on the
air about which the audience feels more deeply
than this one. The Philharmonic, under Leonard
Bernstein, is in its 31st consecutive year on
CBS Radio. The 31st year in which listeners
hear what many believe to be the world's greatest orchestra. In all radio the New York Philharmonic isthe kind of company you keep . . .

time. "We are now trying to produce
things stations need and want. The
shorts give them an extra program

and Greatest Headlines i

the Century. They also have a ne'
one-minute show Sportfolio, a 5-mii
ute cartoon kiddy show called Am
maland and a one-minute documej
tary called Do You Remember.
Here are some of Miss Sullivan
comments on current industrv topic
On post-'48's: "At first, I wished \
had some but they're so overly price>
I don't know how well they'll sell
individual markets." On new optic
time ruling: "We're delighted. *
though it hasn't affected our sales
yet. it gives syndicators much mo
of a chance." On programin;
"We're bypassing new svndicati'
half hours this year, it's a co?l
business and the market is floodec
Official is also looking forward
an increase in foreign sales of tin
short series. "For one thing, beil
news-type programs, all that is g«
erally Sullivan.
required isShevoice-over,"
Miss
also indicals^
that Playboy s Penthouse is enjoyi
great interest overseas, according
Mrs. Douglass, who has been affilial
with Official for 10 vears.
In general Miss Sullivan and y\
Barish have no unique-to-women ?g
experiences. It was a little differl
in the beginning. Miss Barish
calls a time in Toledo about I
years ago when after concluding]
station sale, she was driving her l
and "sort of lookins the wrong wa
She bumped into the car in frond
hers and began to sob when e\c\
the over-S900 damages done to j
own auto. The man in the hit J
was coincidentally from the stall
she had just
this <-',)
whenever
I hitvisited.
Toledo, "To
he savs.

where time is tight," said Miss Barish.
Miss Sullivan is a high-spirited
young woman with definite views on

look here, the cry baby's bacldj

the industry. "Although other companies seem to be having a bad year,
we are in profit for the first six

out in selling, she "did thing?
showing up at calls minus my fi
but she managed to smooth out
"
rough
in a short time. SI
town.'edges
still secretarv of Official Films
has remained active in administr.
affairs at the N.Y. office.

months of 1960," she told sponsor.
"This is due mainly to our new entries in the five-minute field." Although Official doesn't have a monopolv on short filler-type programs
(there are about 14 in circulation)

oiMly

"we were the first with them and had
to overcome a great deal of problems

on CBS
RacHo

with stations, agencies etc," she said,
"and we believe we've paved the way
for other companies."
Official was the syndication originator of the five-minute format with

When

Miss Sullivan first sta

Mis? Sullivan told SPONSOR f
Reed is currently on the West (
negotiating for the co-productiol
a half-hour
film series, gearell
network sale early next year. She|
indicated that one national adv<
is interested in negotiating buy -\\
of Penthouse on local marke^
program it in a network slot.
SPONSOR
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Big Jim and His Deputies, a safety
program directed to children.

{Continued from page 38)
\ew Orleans, gives four two-hour telecasts a year of its Television Little
Theatre which uses local talent for
scene design and construction, cosuming, lighting, and acting.
■i WREX-TV, Rockford, attracts
isponsors for its two annual broadcasts of graduation exercises at the
•ity's two largest high schools.
CRON-TV, San Francisco, had as
iliost for its weekly half-hour series
|Science in Action, Dr. Clark Kerr,
chancellor of the University of California, assisted by faculty scientists,
,,n demonstration of experiments and
laboratory techniques.
In the "Children and Youth" category of local public service tv programs. WAFB, Baton Rouge, has
participating sponsors for its Buckskin Bill series which is built around
: tories of the American West ; WWJj'TV Detroit's Quiz 'Em is a current
i, lews and affairs quiz program with
.earns from local high schools competing; Communism Looks at Youth
oncerns Communist propaganda peraining to the young people of the U. S.
,nd has a panel of high school students on WPTA, Ft. Wayne; WMTV,
j)maha, with Playground Champions
[jresents a summer series in which
Various champs of local playground
ports meet in all-city finals ; Zoorama
il!rom KFMB-TV, San Diego, is a
'eekly broadcast from the San Diego
'oological Gardens; Sports-o-rama
n KNDO-TV, Yakima, has local
-MCA and Little League representa''ves giving instruction in baseball,
['ado, boxing, swimming and other
xnrts.
| Among the sponsored programs in
le "Government and Politics" class,
I'.QTV, Fort Dodge, staged its own
. ersion of the Great Debate with
(■:>cal candidates discussing opposite
{ides of important community issues;
! /SAZ-TV, Huntington, kept track on
I; te area's senators and representatives in its Man in Washington
juries; KAKE-TV, Wichita, was one
) |f several stations to give intensive
* cal and sponsored political coverre with its three-hour Election
arty specials.
t | "Safety and Law Enforcement" had
| 3 share of sponsored local public
JM'rvice programing. Among
I j'DUB-TV, Lubbock, ran a
yraffic Report of the Air;
l|V, St. Joseph, had sponsors
NSOR
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weekly
KFEQfor its
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"Farm and Conservation" programs
with advertiser backing included
Mid-South Today over WMCT, Memphis, which explained modern agricultural methods and equipment,
Best in Hunting — Best in Fishing,
over WTVW, Evansville, directed at
sports enthusiasts and sponsored by
a local sporting goods store; Cotton John's Farm and Home Show
on KGNC-TV, Amarillo, which included school bands, choirs, soloists,
and awards to young people's groups.
Programs dealing with "Health and
Social Problems" ranged from Divorce Court, KTTV, Los Angeles, and
Youth Court, KTLA, Los Angeles, to
To Live Tomorrow on WTIC-TV,
Hartford, a half-hour, one-time documentary about an open heart surgery
case at the Hartford Hospital.
The "Organization, Activities, and
Services" classification of the TIO
study disclosed sponsored programs
such as Almanac on K ALB-TV, Alexandria, La., a kind of many-sided
community calendar, Today in Georgia, a local homemaker, news entertainment program on WSB-TV, Atlanta, Table Talk, KGBT-TV, Harlingen, Texas, a 25 minute Mon. through
Fri. show featuring local celebrities,
Revue Francaise over WMUR-TV,
Manchester, N. H., for the Frenchspeaking people of the area, and
Military Log over WECT, Wilmington, N. C, which presented guests
from many neighboring Army, Navy
and Air Force bases.
Other sections of the TIO study
"Interaction" such as "Practical Arts
and Skills," "General Adult Education'" and "Exploring New Program
Areas," disclose equally interesting
examples of local tv station creativity, and appreciative advertising
backing.
Two months ago in Washington,
Chairman Frederick W. Ford emphasized to SPONSOR what many both inside and outside the industry do not
realize — that the FCC considers that
sponsored public service counts equally with unsponsored in determining
how well a station is living up to the
"public interest, convenience and necessity" provisions of its license.
Chairman Ford, and SPONSOR both
hope to see a continued growth in
advertiser - backed public relations
programing on both the network and
local level.
^

Garry
Moore
Moore fun. That's just what happens every
Monday-through-Friday when Garry and
Durward Kirby blend their special brand
of informality and wit. Millions of listeners
find Garry Moore immediately and immensely likable. No wonder sponsors find

Only

any friend of Garry's is a friend of theirs!
In all radio Garry Moore is the kind of
company you keep

on CBS
Radio

SPONSOR

ASKS

[Continued from page 49)
dren's shows a> well. That is the
participation by children in projects
initiated by the station. The participation can be by mail, as studio
guests or through special promotions.
But active participation we have
found, has done more to increase interest in our kid's shows than any
other thing that we have done.
We built a space ship in our
WMTM-TV studio during the live
segments of the children's show recently. Our chief engineer wrote a

list of engineering specifications for
the design of the ship and we asked
the children to become "consulting
engineers" for the project. The response was far more than we ever
anticipated. The children wrote in
and amazed the staff with the examples of diligent research they had
done at home. Their absorbent interest in the program was certainly
displayed by the results they sent in
and it was obvious that they had
achieved a pride of accomplishment
for their "consultant" work.
Careful attention must be given to

an understanding of this audience
we're seeking. Tv is not only a medium of entertainment in the case of
children's audiences. It is also
important educational tool which
erts a great and lasting influence
the viewers. If these factors

an
exon
are

taken into consideration when programing for the children, tv can be a
delightful medium through which
they can be invited to participate in
the adult world.
Wm, A. Riple, gen. mgr., Van Curler
Broadcasting Corp., WAST, Albany, N. Y.
On September 14th, 1959, WAST
went on the air with a program called
Breakfast With Mike. The show was
on from 7 to 9 a.m. and starred
a young man dressed in a cowboy
costume with a setting in and around
his ranch. Sunrise Ranch by name.

6 out of 10
copies of SPONSOR
go to advertisers
and agencies
The only publication edited 100%
for buyers of radio and television

SPONSOR
Shortest distance between buyer and seller

The show, while film features are included, isbasically a live show which
capitalizes on being local. It was pinpointed at the six to 14-year-old
age group. The opposition two)
stations carry the Today show on one|
hand and Captain Kangaroo and|
Romper Room on the other.
In June of this year Ranger Mike\
left his ranch house and moved intoa modern setting. At that time li
began wearing normal everyda
clothes. There was no adverse effectj
whatsoever because he moved to
town to bring newer and more special features to the audience.
The program has now become accepted "family" entertainment in this
While it is primarily a children's show there are enough features
included
to find
general
interest
among both teenagers and adults. Foi
area.

example,
from 9 to news,
8:15, weather,
"Mike"
does
a complete
and sports roundup. This is the m
complete
locally presented news
the area during this general time pe-M
riod.
The news is presented
witlT
special emphasis
on visuals.
Mik«
uses a large globe of the world ti
show
graphically
just where
new:
events are taking place.
(Please turn to page 66)
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Interview: /ucZ^

/z^^£*^£. % .

Account Executive of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden when
asked why he selects WLW Radio-TV stations
for U. S. Rubber Farm Boots:

"Our WLW advertising enabled U. S. Rubber Farm Boots to open
25 new dealerships in the WLW primary coverage area!"

"And this WLW campaign sparked dealers
into unprecedented enthusiasm and
cooperation

in promotional tie-ins!"

"This first Radio attempt to sell these particular
U. S. Rubber Farm Boots was so successful that we'll be back
again and again on WLW with lots more advertising to boot!"

Call your WLW Stations' Representative . . . you'll be glad you did! The dynamic WLW stations . . .

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of Avco
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ASKS:

i Continued from page 64 I
A new innovation which we have

Onedesirable
of New locations
York's
most

MADISON AVENUE
AT 52nd STREET

just started is part of what may well
be a trend, and that is the availability
of children in the audience to actually take part in the show if not on
the show. Mike gives away a "Prize
A Day." All the children have to do
to win is send their name in. The
postcard is placed with others, in a
huge cylinder, which .Mike spins on
the air and picks a dailv winner.
At one time every children's show,
going back to the Nila Mack "Let's
Pretend" days, was all imagination.
Today our children no longer dream
of Buck Rogers type characters because these characters are virtually
real, or soon will be. Therefore, we
have found that an honest, realistic
approach is a sobd method of attraction. We combine this with heavily
emphasizing the local approach.
Mike gives school closings during
winter storms, talks about a heavy
fog so the kids should "warn Dad to
leave a little earlier for work." He
discusses places in the area of interest, historical and otherwise which

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere...
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

the children can actually visit or already know.
In other words we are following a
trend that goes away from the fairytale world of complete imagination
and into the world of realistic, entertaining information. We attempt in
every way possible to make the children feel as if they are a part of the
show. We shoot local film of places
and events that are either known to
the children or that children have
actually taken part in. We give them
tips on how to improve their handwriting and point out how important
this is to their marks in school. Most
important of all, we don't talk down
to them. We talk simply, but we talk
directly.
I feel with the tremendous increases
in knowledge that now rub off on
even the smallest of children that a

17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well . . .
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.
PLAZA 3-5800 • TWX: NY M38

definite trend, if it hasn't developed
vet, soon will. That trend is to provide intelligent entertainment on the
children's own level, or even sligtly
higher. Thev are no longer awed by
such once imaginary spheres and
outer space, this is now part of the
world in which they live and grow.
They are interested in learning about
it in an entertaining manner which
they can understand.
^

i Continued from page 33 t
JOHN'S
mention
of the Soviet Premier
by _
name, but the Russian-like gibberish I
followed by an interpreter's "translation" leave no doubt of who's supposed to be talking.
"I have seen your factories, I have
seen your cities, but you were afraid
to show me two things. You did not
show me Disneyland, and vou did not
show me John's Bargain Stores." rum
the speech. But. warns the vengeful
foreigner's translated warning. "Give
me five years and I will have Ivan's
Bargain Stores all over my country."
John's has one e.t. used strictly for,
its frequent store openings. It centers
around a carpenter, hammering away,
trying to complete construction of the
new store. Citizens keep bothering
him to ask if the store is open yeL
Finally, at hi? wit's end. he exclaims.]
"Next guy that interrupts me
gonna smack
with the
enough,
someone
elsehammer!"
does, and Sithe|
carpenter lets him have it. onl;
discover that. "Oh my gosh. I hit the
boss! Joe . . . Joe ... I didn't kni
it was you! Joe . . . Joe . . . S]
A 20-second jingle leads off m<
to the
me. commercials.
Joe!"
of
Set to the tune oi
'"Camptown Races." it runs:
IT ho shops at
Stores?
You do: I do.

John's

Bargain

Ladies, gents and kids get more
At John's Bargain Store.
Shop and save today
The John's Bargain uay.
Everybody shops John's Bargain
Store
Where
your money
buys you
more.
John's Bargain Stores, founded i
1927. is run bv the Cohen familv^
which managed its rise with little
the way of formal education.
Har
Cohen. Avho started the chain, is
semi-retirement now. while most
the executive responsibility is hand!
bv his three sons and daughter. Bel
Cohen is president of the corporatioij
and in charge of real estate operi
tions.
David Cohen serves as t.j
and treasurer, devoting much of
efforts to promoting harmonious
ployee relations. James Cohen is
charge of buying.
Stella Tobin
merchandise
expediter.
A neph
Marry Cohen, heads up merchandn
in2 and advertising.
SPONSOR
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decidedly Cleveland's #1* station
A spot announcement
on WHK is the only way
she can get through
to him now. For she's
not the only one
who's overboard.
He is, too— overboard
for Metropolitan's brand
of news, service and
showmanship which
finds WHK

swimming

in listeners and
advertisers. Is your
product in competitioninfested waters? S.O.S.
Blair, or V. P. 85
General Manager
Jack Thayer. Just
call EXpress 1-5000.
Cleveland!

WHK

A station
of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

GO

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

^
LOOKING

& IDEA

FTC's

Earl Kintner warned advertisers along with their agencies that hy ignoring the law they

WRAP-UP
BACKWARD

were "digging their own grave."
Kintner said that most of the
mounting complaints the commission's
heen getting related to the food business whose annual sales came to

are Mr. and Mrs. Flintstone making the rounds of Columbus, O. to

promote new ABC TV show 'The Flintstones.' Mrs. (a professional model) and Mr. (local station prop boy)
visited stores asking for such items as dinosaur
steaks and whale
oil

$72 billion.
He noted : "it was inequitable to hit
a few people (with enforcement),
leaving others to go merrily on their
way ignoring the law."
Eversharp

Ine. and

its agency,

Compton, have agreed to an FTC
consent order forbidding them to
use deceptive pictorial demonstrations to sell Schick safety
razors and blades.
The stop:
order specifies the advertiser
must
• Using demonstrations purporting
to prove that the Schick razor is safer

Washington
of

all

football

team

is Frosty

led official dog chaser for team's
dogs — is briefly interrupted
to pose

Fowler

(with

net), KING,

games.
His job — keeping
ith school cheer leaders

SIXTH

ANNUAL

vertising

Research

CONFERENCE
Foundation,

of Ad

brought

to-

gether Frank Gromer (I), Foote, Cone & Beld- 1
ing; NBC's Hugh Beville, v.p. planning-resea

PENNANT-HAPPY

PITTSBURGH

<

rise to poster offered by Kahn's meat products.!
Here Dick Groat (r), Pitts. Pirates, KDKA'sl
Rege Cordic (I), Kahn's Luther Harford chat|
on
station's
nightly
baseball
broad
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than other safety razors, in actual use.
when such proof is not in fact given.
• Disparaging competitive razors
by untruthful statements or misleading or deceptive methods.
• Misrepresenting consequences
that may result from the actual use
of competitive razors.

papers . . . John Oster Manufacturing Co. ( Reiner Co. ) for housewares line, using extensive radio and
tv spot in over 50 markets . . . Elgin
National Watch Co. (JWT) has
bought participations in NBC-TV's
Today and Jack Paar Shows in preholiday push. Also for Elgin on NBC
will be hour-long Dave's Place special starring Garroway.

fop August Spots: ARB's August
1960 report of best-liked TV commer;ials reports Hamm's beer in front
vith Johnson's Baby Powder and
.-Mel's Beer second and third respec!ively. Also in top positions were
.uch newcomers or returnees as Raid
;6th) U.S. Steel (9th) Ballantine
,16th) and Stag Beer (also 16th).

campaigns: Quaker City Chocoate Co. (Adrian Bauer & Alan
ripp) to promote Good & Plenty
>ith extensive tv spots . . . Lite-Diet
f.hite bread (Mogul Williams & Saypr) 3-month drive using 162 radio
Rations, 33 tv stations and 200 news-

Drug Sales Up: U.S. annual drug
and proprietary story sales passed the
87 billion mark in 1959 and gained
Co' c in the first half of 1960 over
the like period 1959. Source: Nielsen's Review of Drug Store Trends.

Based in San Diego are D'Arcy's
Convair (div. of General Dynamics
Corp. ) account, recently moved from
Lennen & Newell. The agency now
has 11 offices.
Agency appointments : Lever Bros,
new liquid household cleanser, Reward to J. Walter Thompson . . .
Braniff International Airways to Cunningham & Walsh . . . DCA Food
Industries to Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton for DCA
ice cream division . . . Contessa Di
Roma to Yardis Adv. . . . Habbersett
Bros, food products to Mid American . . . Sorensin Spratts (sardines)
to Ben B. Bliss Co. . . . Mag Powr
Games Inc. to Richard T. Clarke
Co., San Francisco . . . White King
Products to Donahue & Co., Los

AGENCIES

Angeles, for White King Jet Starch
D'Arcy acquired Armstrong, Fenton & Vinson, San Diego agency.

and White King Soft ;N Fluff . . .
Rent-A-Car Services Corp. to Gour-

D'Arcy is now the only large national agency with a branch in San

fain-Loeff, Chicago . . . Pasquale's
Foods Inc., to Perry-Brown Inc.,
Cincinnati.

Diego.

SAN

DIEGO

RADIO

COUNCIL

seminar on Radio in

the '60V join (l-r) Dwight Reed, H-R Reps; Ben Holmes,
v.p. Petry; Robert Eastman, Robert E. Eastman, Inc.;
Marion Harris, pres. KGB; Pete Goodwin, Sears, Roebuck; Marion Benson, Phillips Ramsey; George Whitney,
v.p.-gen. mgr. KFMB-AM-FM
western adv. mgr., SPONSOR;

* >SIN' KAR was object of feminine affectioi
Wrecent Las Vegas Community Fair, whei
■.NO placed it in station's booth, d.j. Doi
m son (I) urged visitors to kiss it. Follow

I

^■jweelc, the car (a '54 Mercury) was woi
I gal who guessed number of kisses on it, am
making lo
'"■ — kisses and all—
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& TV; George Dietrich,
Jack Keiner, mgr. KFMB

Name change: Revill J. Fox & Co..
Denver, has been changed to Fox &
Chenoweth.
They were named v.p.'s: Clayton
G. Going and Charles P. Murphy,
BBDO . . . W. Watts Diggers, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample .. . Perry
Schofield, v. p. for creative service at
Friend-Reiss Adv., New York . . .
John Bocsel, A. C. Nielsen's Broadcast Div.
Anniversary party: Kudner celebrated its 25th year with a dinnerdance in New York, with 300 employees and their spouses attending.
Admen on the move: Paul J.
Greenfield from marketing director,
Simoniz Co., to Edward H. Weiss,
Chicago, as v.p. and Purex account
supervisor . . . Samuel B. Vitt, from
associate media director to media
director, DCSS . . . John Wilson
Berch from Transfilm-Caravel, to
v.p. in charge of special services, communications, field. Robert C. Durham
Associates . . . James C. Shelby
from tv/radio director, Joseph Katz
Co., to tv/radio account supervisor,
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit . . . Harvey
M. LaTerre from NBC to OBM, as
media supervisor . . . Stanley Kohlenberg, from account executive. L.
W. Frohlich to account and marketing executive, Smith/Greenland . . .
Marian Crutcher from creative
group supervisor. Grey, and Mary
Hardin from Clinton E. Frank, to
Compton Advertising, Chicago, as
copy group heads . . . Maynard
Greenberg from market research
manager, Marplan, N.Y.C., to Campbell-Mithun. Minneapolis, as creative
research supervisor.

TV

STATIONS

Coffee and tea companies spent
more in tv in the first half of
1960 than in any similar period
previously and the bulk of it was
in spot.
The coffee and tea total in tv was
$27.2 million from January-to-june,
of which $21.0 million was spot,
according to TvB-Rorabaugh. and
£6.2 million was network, as reported
by TvB/LNA-BAR.
The domination of spot over network was paralleled by coffee's eclips70

ing of tea. Total coffee spending was
$21.8 million and tea accounted for
$5.4 million.
Leading coffee and tea spenders on
tv were General Foods' Maxwell
House, Sanka and Yuban, $9.3
million; Standard Brands' Chase
and Sanborn, $2.2 million; J. A.
Folger, $2.1 million; Lever Bros.'
Lipton, $2.0 million, and Standard
Brands' Tenderleaf,

$1.1

million.

Programs: The first systematic attempt to provide information to stations on what other broadcasters are
doing to produce local public affairs
shows has been summed up in Interaction, book
a
published by the TIO.
The work studies 1.038 programs produced by 264 stations in 162 cities
between January 1959 and June 1960.
Topics covered in the book include
community affairs, literature and the
arts, schools and education, science
and technology, children, government
and politics, safety and law, farm,
health, religion, and other subjects.
Copies of the book are gratis in TIO's
trade distribution and S3 to others
from TIO. 666 Fifth Avenue. New
York 19, N. Y.
A helping hand: It's not all hard
and cynical in the world of commercial television. One educational television station, WHYY-TV and FM,
Philadelphia was devastated bv a fire
recently. The following day NBC o&o
WRCV-TV and AM donated facilities
and Bell Telephone installed emergency microwave equipment from the
NBC building to the WHYY transmitter. The WRCV-WHYY "marriage" began 5 October and was expected to last two weeks.
More on programs: This week
WOR-TV, New York, begins regular
color telecasting on its Million Dollar
Movie. First attraction is Rodan, a
Japanese science fiction import . . .
A repeat telecast of a documentary on
the naval carrier Enterprise was provided byWVEC-TV, Norfolk-Hampton, Va., at the request of Fifth Naval
District officers.
Next of kin: Credit WCAX-TV,
Burlington, Vermont, and its regional
news program. Newstime, with carrying out a century-old instruction for
the property of a dead Civil War
soldier. A New Testament found in

the hands of a Vermont soldier was to
be sent to his family, but it did not
reach a descendant until last month
when the story come out on Newstime. Mrs. Clifford W. Hanson of
Starksboro, a direct descendant of
Sgt. Charles W. Ross, received the
New Testament: she donated it to the
Vermont Historical Society.
Tune-in ads for tv spots: Helena
Rubinstein purchased a 670-line insertion on the society page of The
New York Times on 30 September to
call attention to a Coverinse tv spot
to be seen at 11 :15 p.m. that night
on Channel 2. The tv spot Avas the
first commercial seen on WCBS-TV
that evening on The Late Show, which
starts at 11:15. The headline of the
ad read. "Tonight at 11:15, Channel 2, Helena Rubinstein will change
Barbara Kelly's hair from 'salt and |
pepper' gray to brown with new Coloi
Lift Coverinse." The station believes j
the tune-in ad for a 60-second tv spot i
is without precedent. The advertisement was prepared by Ogilvy, Ben- j
son & Mather. The ad also con-|
tained a reference to other telecasts of |
the tv spot on WCBS-TV's Early
Show and on WNEW-TV's Five Star!
Movie.
Ideas: WJZ-TV, Baltimore, dispatches a hostess to board a transit!
bus each morning to pay the fare ofl
all riders and to inform them that!
they are the guests of its Bandwagon|j
Bus. The station uses transit advi
tising on 50 buses throughout the citvj
. . . WJRT, Flint, hired a Chinese
laundrvman to do 20-second promoJ
tions entirelv in Chinese for HonQ
Kong, a new ABC

TV series.

Promos: WNDU-TV, South Bend]
sent a float through the downtow
part of the city on a moon rocki
theme to call attention to the 196
Studebaker Lark models . . . The Ore
gon State Bar's first tv award
presented went to KGW-TV, Port
land, for its World Court in Actioi
telecast . . . WSJS-TV, Winston
Salem. N. C. salutes each of 13 citi
in its telecast area weekly with pi
motions including a barrage of to'
parachutes . . . WTRF-TV, Wheel
ing. W. Va., promoted new NBC V
programs with floats entered in Wes
Liberty State Teacher College Home
coming Parade.
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WEBfBBmB*^^*^NSI SURVEY— GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

AREA

June 6- uly 3, 1960
Quarter Hours in Which Stations Deliver Most Homes
No. of Quarter Hours
WKZO-TV STATION B
Mon thru Fri.
7:30 a.m.-Noon
Noon-6 p.m.

80

10

70

50

79
76

5

Sun. thru Sat.
6 p.m. 9 p.m.
9 p.m.-Sign off

8

Per Cent of Total
11%
STATION B
42%
7%

WKZO-TV
89%
58%
93%
81%

19%

pi IT

BUT... WV7n.TV'e
WKZO-TV's PAmilnritu
Popularity
In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids
Will Be Music To Your Ears!

The latest facts about Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids are
that, according to Television Magazine, each is among the
55 fastest-growing markets in population and households.
WKZO-TV is your most effective selling medium in
this important market — delivers far more viewers than
any other station.
(See NSI box.)
Keep pace with the growth in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids on WKZO-TV.
And if you want all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to
your WKZO-TV schedule!

1 *i0 million people have paid a record $35 million to see the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, "Oklahoma."

WKZO-TV

100,000 WATTS
•
CHANNEL 3
•
lOOO' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

SPONSOR
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Also about people: Donna Butler
to KT\ I . ><in I rancisco-Oakland, as
assistant audience promotion director
. . . .Michael James is new assistant
to the sales promotion director there
. . . Glenn \\ . Maehl promoted
to local sales manager of the station
. . . Thomas B. Shull, director of
film operations, Storer Broadca>tiim.
elected chairman of the U.S. Broadcasters Committee oil World Affairs.

RADIO

STATIONS

Almost two-thirds of all radio stations broadcast editorials, but
only one out of eight do so with
any regularity.
The latest NAB survey discovered
that 61.8 per cent of all radio stations
air editorials, but onlv 12.2 editorialize regularlv while 49.6 per cent editorialize occasionally.
The same NAB study, the third
part of a general radio news survey,
came up with these other discoveries:
• Editorializing is on the increase, but only top management or
news chiefs perform the function.
• Regular editorializers usually
broadcast an opinion on only one
day, while occasional editorializers
generally repeat each editorial.
• Most stations look for the opposite viewpoint as well : 80 per cent
try to find it actively. 15 per cent offer
time if it is sought, and only one
per cent don't seek other viewpoints.
The survey was conducted under
Richard M. Allerton. NAB's
search director.

re-

A Philadelphia station is the butt
of self-styled humor in a campaign to sell men's clothes.
Station WIP's audience games and
contest are the take-off point for
satires on lucky dollar bills, special
days, and phone contests.
Beneficiary of the humor is Krass
Brothers clothes: campaign was created by Martin Master Agencv.
The quality Radio Group met in
New York last week for a clinic
on sales and sales promotion.
Speakers included Richard Jones,
J. Walter Thompson media v. p.:
Thomas B. Adams. Campbell-Ewald
president; Ward L. Quail, v.p. and
general manager of WGN, Chicago;
Frank Gaither. general manager of
72

W-ll. Atlanta: Gustav Brandborg,
v.p. and general manager, KVOO,
Tulsa; William ML McCormick, president. Yankee Network; Bob Cooper,
general manager, WSM, Nashville:
Harold Simpson, timebuyer. Wm.
Esty; John K. Frazier, director of
sales promotion and merchandising,
Crosley Broadcasting: David E. Partridge, national advertising and sales
promotion manager. Westinghouse
Broadcasting, and Dr. Mark Munn.
manager of research. WGN. Chicago.
Those present at the first session
included Lee Morris. WSB, Atlanta;
Pete Kettler. Storer Broadcasting.
Miami: William D. Wagner. WHO:
Ralph Evans. WHO: Robert D.
Harter, WHO; William Wiseman,
WOW. Omaha; Paul B. Marion,
WBT. Charlotte; Perry B. Bascom.
Westinghouse Broadcasting: J. J.
"Chick" Kellv, Storer Broadcasting.
Miami: Harold B. Barre. WRYA.
Richmond: John B. Tansey, WRYA:
Edward H. Benedict, Triangle Stations: Bill Tucker. KIRO, Seattle;
Lionel Baxter, Storer Broadcasting.
Miami : Bernie Neary. \^ GBS. Miami :
Scott McLean. WLW: Charlie Gates,
WGN. Chicago; John L. Yath. WWL:
William E. Rine. Storer Broadcasting.
Miami; Worth Kramer. WJR. Detroit; Maurice E. McMurrav. Storer
Broadcasting. Miami, and Ott Devine.
WSM.
Affiliations: Sherwood

R. Gordon

good music stations in two cities will
join the Mutual Radio Network on
30 October. They are: KQBY. San
Francisco, and KBL'Z. Phoenix.
Incidentally, there is an application
currentlv before the FCC for KQB\
to raise its power output from 10 kw
to 50 kw.

Although individual income is below average, family income is good
since families are large, 4.3 persons
on the average, 2 or more of whom
are employed in 42.5 per cent of the
families.
Favorite listening reported in the
survey was novels and stories, music,
and news, and listeners asked for
more of all three of those program
Listeners tuned regularlv to 19 diftypes. ferent radio stations, but these had
the greatest lovaltv as reported:
WWRL.
cent: 29.0
WHOM.
76.3 per 84.9
cent: per'
WBNX.
per
cent; WINS and WMGM. 14.3 per
cent each, and WNEW. 11.6 per
cent.
Kudos: KMHT. Marshall. Texas received a citizenship award from \ FW
Post 3969. The award was presented
by Reverend Ed Haffner to station
manager H. A. Bridge. Jr. . . . Rep.
Oren Harris i Democrat. Arkansas'.
Chairman of the House Committee on
Legislative Oversight will be the keynote speaker at the 9th annual national countrv music festival presented byWSM. Nashville on 4 and
5 November. Harris, whose committee placedvocabulary,
the word "payola"
in the
national
will appear
at
events sponsored by the station. Other
events in the countrv music festival
are sponsored by Dot Records. RCA
Yictor. Warner Bros.. Columbia Records, and Capitol Records . . . Chuck
Arnold, broadcast personality of
WlSN, Milwaukee, received a special
citation from the Disabled American
Yeterans presented by national commander William Friblev . . . KMTY.
Omaha, celebrates its 11th birthday.

New York's Spanish audience: A
study released by WWRL. New

Negro news coverage : WOAK, Atlanta, has expanded its coverage of
local and national Negro news. Local

York, prepared by Audience Analysts. Inc. of Bala-Cynwyd. Pa., outlined the size and importance of New

coverage is provided by Burke Johnson. Paul E. Z. Brown, and Ned
Ludens. In addition, a thousand

^ ork's Spanish-speaking radio audience.

church and special items are received
and used each week. National and

There are 1.028.000 Spanishspeaking people in New York and
thev average 8.4 hours a day as
radio listeners, more than twice as

world news are provided by International Negro News Service and UPI.

much as New York's overall 3.5 hours
a day average.
The average Spanish-speaking home
has two radios and 21 per cent
have three receivers.

WNAC. Boston, has revamped its
day.
program schedule throughout the
There's greater emphasis on community service, news in depth and
music with a hi-fi sound.
SPONSOR
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says:

I'm climbing into the

TOP "100"
NEW!
1293 ft. tower blankets Georgia's second
largest market*! More than twice the height
of former tower!
NEW!
Total Grade "B" Audience increase of over
72%. Now more than 193,000 television homes
in 55 Georgia and Alabama counties!
NEW!
Ampex Videotape facilities, both live studio
and on-location remote equipment.
•

RENEWED!
Georgia's second largest market — the
Columbus Metropolitan Area with the highest per-family income in the state.

•

RENEWED!
Established prestige of continuous seven
year dominance in ratings, homes delivered,
public service and lowest CPM.
RENEWED!
The same

"personal" service from management, along with balanced programming, client contact and community trust1

1293' above average terrain
JimWoodruff,

\g^

Jr., Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

3

George "Red" Jenkins, Dir. of Nat'l Sales

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Company
•
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News will run 15 minuter ever]
hour on the hour from 6 a.m. through
11 p.m.
People on the move: Donald F.
Sailors from national sales manager.
KIOA. Des Moines, to v.p. and sales
manager. WING, Dayton, Ohio . . .
Edward R. Rooney from Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone
Co. to account executive. WKRC,
Cincinnati . . . Dorothy Wall from
continuity director to publicity director. WHAM, Rochester. X. Y. . . .
Sheldon Engel to KVIX, Phoenix,
Arizona, as general manager.

The QXR fm network has
changed a couple of affiliations:
The newcomers: WDAS-FM Philadelphia, being substituted for WFILFM. and WCCC-FM Hartford, will
be substituted for WNHC-FM New
Haven. WKOP-FM
Binghamton,
X. YM has joined the network and
WKIP-FM Poughkeepsie has been
added.
New Florida outlet: WYAK (fin)
Sarasota made its air debut Oct. 15.
WYAK is owned and operated bv
Multitone Music Inc., 1373 5th St,
Sarasota.

NETWORKS
NBC TV to promote the value of
repetition has put together some
excerpts from more or less recent
studies on audience recognition
of ad slogans.
These findings, as you:ll recall
covered gasoline (Texaco), automobiles, toiletries (Pond's l tv sets.
white goods and various household
products.
The main thesis: the identification
quotient of the occasional viewer is
generally double-fold the non-viewer
and the frequent viewer's at least
twice as high as the occasional viewer's.
The data documentation is to be
found in the XBC Research Bulletin
=212 iG-R-TVt.
Political convention sponsors
dominated list of leading network tv advertisers in July 1960,
according to TvB-LNAR.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., which
sponsored complete coverage on CBSTV, led in gross time billings with

time and programs, for half of
six specials.

15,831,551.
Companies sponsoring portions of

New affiliations: KOY

the other networks' coverage included
Lever Bros., Mutual Benefit Health
& Accident Assn., Brown & Williamson, Bristol-Myers, Cowles Magazines,
B. F. Goodrich and RCA.
Promotion ideas: ABC sent out
to editors last week promotions
on behalf of two of its programs.
These were :
• An abacus, to check out election
night results against the Remington
Rand Univac A\hich the network will
have in use. The Univac will project
trends and results of the presidential
and key congressional races, supplementing the network's nationwide
coverage of election returns.
• Genuine flint stones "chips from
tools made by ancient man" on behalf
of the network's new animated halfhour series The Flintstones which debuted 30 Sept.
Network notes: CBS pres. Dr.
Frank Stanton has announced his
forthcoming book, as vet untitled, will
be published in 1961 by Alfred A.
Knopf. Long range significances of
advances in broadcast journalism including the current presidential debates, will be assessed in the book, as
well as the role of electronic journalism in a free society during crises . . .
National Academy of TV Arts &
Sciences has signed a new agreement
with NBC for the rights to the annual Emmy Awards Telecast through
1965. Under the new pact ATAS will
receive $1.1 million for the rights for
the next five years. The agreement
goes into effect immediately and supersedes the contract which was to
have run through 1962.
Net tv sales: The National Committees of the Democrat (Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli i and Republican parties
(Campaign Associates I to sponsor 5minute paid political messages on behalf of their respective presidential
and vice presidential candidates on
ABC-TV during daytime schedule . . .
Timex ( Doner I will sponsor XBCTY's White Papers, hour-long public
affairs specials, the first of which is
set for Nov. 29, 10-11 p.m. The network was reportedly asking $575,000,

Phoenix will|

become ABC Radio's exclusive affiliate for that city 30 October. Thel
station is currently an MBS as welll
as ABC outlet, but will gradually release its contractual arrangements!
with Mutual during this month
KRAK Sacramento became a Mutualj
affiliate last week.

Tv commercials

producers 1

give top priority to diversifies
tion moves which would
them into the thick of program
production and distribution as all
second area of business activity. I
As the latest case in point, FreJ
Niles Productions of Chicagi
growing as a producer and distribuj
tor of syndicated programs. This i
in addition to Xiles commercials aoj
tivities.
Latest show to be distributed byj
Xiles is Ed Allen Time, a morningj
exercise show originating
TV, Detroit, and already carried OBJ
WSPT-TV, Toledo; WJW-TV,
land, and WIT. Milwaukee.
Xiles is also distributing
Time for the Xational Lutheran
cil and has feature motion

Cleve-

Light
Light
Com*
picture
picture
Coinrights to the current Hillary expi
tion in the Himalayas.
\; ei iSales: ITC*s Best of the Post to Pj
Lorillard l L&X I and Bristol-Mvers'
Clair ol and Sal Hepatica (FC&B) oi
WABC-TV. New York; also to Ass<
ciated Investors on WISH-TV, In<
anapolis; Binyon Optometrists (M(
Cann-Erickson I in Spokane; KFBF
TV, Great Falls; Fairway Foods oi
WDAM-TV. Fargo and KCMT, Ale!
andria: Progresso Foods on WHEN
TV, Syracuse; KYTV, Springfieli
Mo.; KTVA. Anchorage: KTV1
Fairbanks, and WKJG-TV. Ft. Way
. . . Lopert Pictures' Latest 62 pad
age sold in color (26 of the title;
to WGR-TV. Buffalo: WFIL-T
Philadelphia: WCKT. Miami: KRCA
TV. Los Angeles; WAVY-TV. No
folk: KPLR-TV, St. Louis; WNB1
TV. Buffalo: KFRE-TV. Fresno
WFBG-TV, Altoona ; WLYH-TV, Lei
anon; WWL-TV. Xew Orleans, A
WWLP.

Springfield
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS

$2.00
1 to 10....
10 to 50
50 to 100„
100 to 500
500 or more

TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

To Readers'

Service, SPONSOR,
Please send me

40
30
25
20
15

40 E. 49th Street,
the following:

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

N.

Y.

each
each
each
each
each

17

AMM£
FIRM

'60 AIR MEDIA BASICS ISSUE
TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS
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Case i> j the Dangerous Robin to FlTSl
National Bank (Wendt Adv.) and Pet
Milk on KFBB-TV, Great Falls: Wilshire Oil and Thompson-Sauske Ford
on Kl VI. Santa Barbara: Ga\ John-nti"~ \iito Service on KREX-TV,
Grand Junction; J. M. Fields Department Store ( Arnold vV Co. I on WTIC
TV, Hartford: Calling Brewing
(Harold Cabot I on WCAX-TV, Burlington; Miller Tire Sales on KOATV. Denver, and Tennessee York Co.
on WLAC-TV, Nashville; also, to stations KXTV, Sacramento; WDEF-TV,
Chattanooga; KMSO-TV. Missoula:
KOLD-TV, Tucson: KRGV-TV, Weslaco-Harlingen- Brownsville; WJRT.
Flint; KOOK-TV. Billings: WDAUTV. Scranton ; KALB-TV. Alexandria,
and KPLC-TV. Lake Charles.

Programs and producers: A newsfilm manual on technique, said to be
the first of its kind, has been written
by Leo Willette of WLOS-TV. Greenville-Asheville-Spartanburg. Title is
"So You're Gonna Shoot News-Film."
Distribution is through Radio-Television News Directors Association
(RTNDA).
Commercials:

Robert

Lawrence,

addressing the Fourth Annual Industrial &Audio-Visual Exhibition at the
Trade Show Building in New York,
again urged that producers take a
more active role in the creation of tv
commercials . . . Mauri H. Goldberg to Robert
Lawrence
Produc-

ATTENTION
MR. STATION MANAGER
IF YOU

NEED

sponsored quarter-hours of inform
tional programs on the three networks
within the last three years. In 1957

supervisor . . . Hollywood Advertising Club searching for best commercials produced anywhere in the world
in 1960 for consideration for awards
to be presented during Advertising
Week. 5-1 1 February 1961.

58, 357 of these quarter-hours weiij
sponsored: in 1958-1959. 475. and ii|
1959-60. 569.
Public service here & there
WSEN Baldwinsville. \. Y.. £

Strictly personnel: Robert Hoffman named Seven Arts midwest manager .. . Norman C. (Buck) Long
will be western sales manager of
Seven Arts Associated . . . James A.
Jurist to CNP as business affairs
director . . . Herbert G. Richek appointed operations and services director of Seven Arts, Lester S. Tobias
appointed special feature sales director, and George Mitchell named
southwest division manager . . . Ed
Aaronof f appointed advertising, publicity and promotion director for
MCA.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

Radio and tv stations across the
country continue to hop with
vigor and increasing number on
the "debate" bandwagon.
Couple new" cases, in point:
• KTSM, El Paso, which featured
a 32-hour "partython," in which candidates for regional, state and local
offices debated and discussed issues
and listeners sot their inning bv
phoning in their questions and reactions.
• WOWO, Ft. Wayne, hired a
theater and got permission to use a
high school auditorium, brought together Congressional candidates for
debate, invited the public and broadcast the proceedings.

A top-rated Disc

Jockey with lively modern radio
sound. Three years strong air personality plus solid Radio-Tv background over ten-year span. Family
man with B.BA. in Advertising —
Excellent sales story from Station
Rep.

Box -102
Write to SPONSOR
40 E. 49th
New York

lions as senior producer and director
. . . Robert M. Rehnbock to Wesley
Associates as radio/tv production

St.,

17, N. Y.

Crash coverage: WHDH-AM-TV
triggered coverage of the 4 Oct. Eastern Airlines disaster minutes after the
72-passenger Electra plunged into
Boston Harbor. Both stations also
had first films and taped on-the-spot
interviews with survivors, as well as
rescue attempts. WHDH-TV interrupted regular programs 20 times to
present bulletins and film clips.
Advertiser Interest in Public
Service: John Karol. vice president
& director of special projects, CBS
TV sales, pointed out this month
there has been an increase of 210

inaugurated a school bus safety feat
ture. Each schoolday. actual locat
of school buses are broadcast, warn
ing motorists about the need for cau
tion in these areas. A Svracuse brak<
repair service sponsors the featur
WRCV-TV, WFIL-TV and WCAU
all Philadelphia, pre-empted local
network time last week to broadi
in-school programs of educational sta
tion WHYY-TV following a 5-alar
fire which put the educational statioe
out of use . . . WnC Pittsburgh ha]
made a $2,000 cash grant to
area's educational tv station WQEI
for purchasing of sound-proofing nia|
terial for WOED's studios .
WFIL-TV's University of the Aij
series will be presented on Westing
house Broadcasting Co.'s five tv out
let. this fall . . . WBC's Lab 30
alreadv being carried by all Trianid
tv stations.
KUDOS: WCCO TV MinneapolisSt. Paul news department has bee
named winner of the radio-tv new
directors associations top nationd
award for "reporting of a communitf
problem for 1960 . . . WCHS-T1
Portland, Me., has received the AmeJ
ican Heart Association's 1960 Howarj
W. Blakeslee award for outstandinj
tv reporting on heart and circulator
diseases.

TRADE

DATES

The TvB's 1960 annual meetini
will be held in New York 15-lj
November at the Waldorf -Astori
A new TvB presentation The Pre
ress of Discontent will be shown
the hotel's grand ballroom the
day of the meeting.
The TvB board gets together on
first day and the Sales Advisory Ccnj
mittee the next day.

The Maryland-D. C. Broadcasted
Association is set to meet Frida
11 November in Washington.
The date and agenda was set fit
tors
last <>f
week.
^
meeting
the regional group's dir«
SPONSOR
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by the Katz Agency, Inc.

IN GREENVILLES. C.'s 1st MARKET

Tv and radio

LEADS

i.:::r.:";V'.v::.:"---:"!-?<
Ben Park has been appointed executive
producer, program development for Westinghouse Broadcasting. A writer, director
and film producer, Park was formerly program chief for the NBC network in Chicago. Later, he was director of public
affairs for NBC in New York City. Earlier
this year he directed and produced the
science series Lab 30 for NBC. A former

Ask us or
AVERY-KNODEL
for the facfs about our leadership

WFBC

president of Mills-Park-Milford, Park has taught television production at Columbia U. and has won numerous production awards.

5,000 WATTS- 19 HOURS DAILY
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Offered with WORD, Spartanburg,
S. C, as the PIEDMONT GROUP
AFFILIATED WITH WFBC-TV

John F. Falcetta has been appointed director of the Boiling Company's newly established promotion and publicity department. Boiling's new department head will
handle national sales promotion, publicity,
as well as related services for all Boiling
stations. Falcetta comes to Boiling from
H-R Television Representatives, where, for
the past four years, he was assistant director of promotion. Previously, he was with Commercial SolventCorp., Peoria: earlier, he was a salesman for national magazines.
Dave Nathan, Curtis Advertising radio
and tv director, has been named president
of C. F. Productions, Inc., a newly formed

ninni:\i:isT
INTRODUCING

THE

NEW

HOTEL
39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW

YORK

Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.

v

^

i jf _fl
™4™™"™™

company created to syndicate and service
the Carlton Fredericks program and other
radio and tv productions. He will continue
his present association with Curtis. A
former vice president of House of Thomas,
Inc.. Nathan was also director of radio and

television at Lewis Advertising, Newark, N. J. He began his advertising-broadcasting career as a radio salesman for WVNJ, Newark.
Kurt Blumberg has been appointed vice
president in charge of sales for Robert
Lawrence Productions in New York and
Hollywood. He comes to his present position from United Artists-Television, Inc.
where he was manager of sales and operations. Previously he was vice president in
charge of sales and coordination for Tele-

t Sarason, General Manager

ORegon 9-3900

vision Programs of America, and earlier, ■■Ml
M
assistant to the vice president of sales for Ziv Television Program?.
Blumberg holds a B.A. from Princeton, is a W.W. II Navy veteran.
SPONSOR
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. . .and
there are
those
who
will swim
TO

THE

FIFTH

ANNUAL

CONVENTION

IRoadgasters' promotion /kb\ssooiation
sheraton
charles ^hotel
S!
november 14-15-18
new orleans, la.
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
Iliac is, of course, no formula for "good" radio programing. But there are
some guideposts that can be useful to the operator of a radio station. Some
of these guideposts were outlined recently by Stephan B. Labunski, vice president and general manager of WMCA,

New York, in a speech before the

Advertising Club of Birmingham, Ala. The core of this speech is reproduced
below. In it, Labunski warns both up-to-date and conservative broadcasters
not to underestimate the competition, but to do well what each does best.

WHAT

MAKES

'GOOD'

Wwli> is radio's business image so often mixed? Let's
look at some possible reasons. Radio men spend too much
time harpooning each other's accounts and not nearly
enough time examining and criticizing their own performance. There are plently of unsold clients waiting to be
called on. There's more than one good station in every
major market. And there's more than one good way to
run a radio station.
The 50,000-watt powerhouse which has been slipping in
the last few years had better quit knocking that 250-watter
for "all that rock 'n' roll music" it plays to get those embarrassingly bigratings and concentrate on improving its
services to listeners in those things it does best. And that
cocky independent which thinks it has a pat formula that
will last forever better not laugh at the CBS "gray lady"
down the street just because networks aren't what the\
used to be.
What's a great new "formula" today may be a loser tomorrow. Only broadcasters who are willing to look objectively at the challenges and the opportunities will continue
to be successful. And that's good. Nothing regulates like
competition — good competition, I mean.
Maybe some problems arise because radio broadcasters
have not always clearly understood what the proper function of a radio station ought to be. Is it an advertising
vehicle or it is an instrument of communication? An
advertising vehicle has, as its sole and legitimate purpose,
to sell — products, services, sometimes ideas — to its prospects. \n instrument of communication, on the other hand.
has as Us purpose to inform, entertain and stimulate.
This i- not to say that advertising is unimportant, or
that it easily and automatically follows effective communication. But it does follow — as a second step in the procesi
of making a successful business out of an instrument of
communication,
Its the difference between a shopping

RADIO

PROGRAMING

?

guide, which is purely an advertising vehicle, and a new
paper which serves a large and influential readership wit
news and editorials, and as one of the results, carries a
great deal of advertising. It's the difference between a billJ
board — purely an advertising vehicle — and a good radio)
station, which ought to be an instrument of communication which also happens to carry advertising.
It shouldn't take the FCC to tell us how and why to ril
radio stations the way they should be run. It should bej
perfectly clear that responsible broadcasting involves seek]
ing out the interests, needs and tastes of the listening au
dience, then programing a service of entertainment, infol
mation and advertising which attempts to meet those needs
You have to go beyond the usual efforts to ascertain wha
those tastes, needs and interests are.
Ratings are good in retrospect. They tell vou somethin\
about how you're doing. But that's not enough.
It';
good idea to get together with businessmen, com m unit]
leaders, educators, religious leaders and others and
them what they think about vour radio station. Don't
pect savvy advice on the latest hit records, but you Bil
find out that they have some useful, at least indicatn
criticisms and suggestions worth \ our consideratioi
When you've done all that, remember that operating ii
the "public interest" suggests doing things which
est the public." Think in terms of your listeners. St)
objective. Forget your private tastes, those of your w
your advertisers, and the members of your country c
set. Program to the general public. Entertain them,
Lighten them, stimulate them to thought and to action. Am
with it all, under careful control, sell them soap, sell tli
new cars, encourage them to buy new and better homes.
them to try a new way to shave. But keep the instrumenl
of communication strong, healthy, solvent and above al
independent; the salesmanship will take care of itself. ^
SPONSOR
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THE

UNITED

GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG
and ASHEVILLE...
and it's 7th* in the Southeast
larger than Nashville, Raleigh-Durham,
Jacksonville, Mobile or Jackson

^•SPARTANBURG
GREENVILLE
South Carolina

Georgia

For any "1st 10" markets
n the Southeast, or for any
1st 50" markets in the U.S

you'll want "The Giant of Southern Skies"

Write, wire or phone the Station
or AVERY-KNODEL, INC. for rates.
availabilities and assistance.

Represented Nationally by AVERY-KNODEL,
)NS0R
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lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Philatel-phaddle: Chet Huntley said
that with the continuous procession
of heads of state on television screens,
tv was beginning to look like a stamp
collection.

The sponsorship last week on CBS TV of the hour-long
documentary The Year of the Polaris by Marlboro Cigarettes
was a heartening development in tv programing.
As Roger Greene, v.p. in charge of advertising at Philip

Station break: Two models were assigned to the concourse of Grand fjl
Central Station in N. Y. by the Ladies
Home Journal (BBDO) , their mission
to pass out doughnuts and hors
d'oeuvres to advertising men. McCall's counter-attacked by distribut-

Morris Inc. pointed out, it marked "the first time that a lowcost, nationally used consumer product ever has presented

ing hero sandwiches (6" thick, 18"
long) to the secretaries of 83 media
men. BBDO battle instructions to its

such an ambitious program in the public interest."
This season there has been a gratifying increase in the

models read: "You should know the
advertising men by their attache |
cases and their generally brisk

Congratulations

to Marlboro

number of far-sighted sponsors who are supporting tv's public service offerings (see sponsor, 25 July 1960 — "The New
$25 Million Tv Trend").
But it makes us particularly happy to know that such
sponsorship is not limited to "corporate image building"
but is being extended to include brand participation in public service as well.

pearance." And their secretaries?!
See those fat girls ivho always seem\\
to be chewing?
Shhhhhh,
Milton:
The man who
once owned Tuesday
night, Milton |
Berle, let the secret out last week. )
When asked his opinion of tv ratings

Our congratulations to Philip Morris Inc. and to the Leo
Burnett Co., agency for Marlboro, for a fine example of

he answered — "/ only believed
them when I was No. 1."

"good tv citizenship."

J. Edgar Homer: The Baltimore
Orioles of the American League have
called in two F.B.I, men to train their

Meanwhile,

back at the local level

Meanwhile, at the community level of tv programing
there has been a parallel and equally exciting growth of
advertiser interest in public affairs programing.
The article on page 38 of this issue carries the names of
160 local sponsor-supported tv programs which appear in
the new TIO brochure "Interaction." And the TIO study
covers only programs that were on the air before April of
this year.
Reports reaching sponsor in recent months indicate even
more intensive local station activity in the public affairs area
and a stepped-up participation in these programs by local
and regional advertisers.
Corinthian Broadcasting, which sold out its locally oriented coverage of the Republican and Democratic Conventions, isreportedly readying other program offerings of this
type. And many independent stations have been flooding us
with announcements of new public service programs and new
public service sponsors.
\11 in all, it is a very healthy trend, and one which we
applaud vigorously.
^
82

in

scouts in how to investigate prospective players. Jim McLaughlin, Oriole
farm chief said, "When you spend
many thousands of dollars to sign a
boy, vou want to know all you can
about him before it's too late." And
he defects to the Moscow Red Sox
with the second baseman.
Our leader: Hy Gardner complained
that the only leader not attending the
UN session in New York was Frank
Sinatra.

think,

Think,

WBKB,

Channel 7 in Chicago, an*

THINK:

Whei

nounced that David Susskind's discussion show Open End would be
carried every Saturday midnight, it
quoted an old review by Ben Gross j
of the N. Y. Daily News. Gross said
the show was "amusing, civilized,
sometimes infuriating, but always in- 1
teresting talk. It's a gerilol for tired
SPONSOR
minds."
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Psst!...CaU Hollinfietxi

...for

a

Sure*

"KEENELAND RACE
COURSE FALL MEET
OCTOBER

Winner

in the

^QuzQw^

8th THRU

22nd."

^-_^r~-> — -Is* — ^-

^~*A^^^s7Z-*-k—

"X* Sure, most of us know there's no such thing as a
"sure thing." But radio's leading handicappers . . .
The Pulse and Hooper . . . have rated WVLK FIRST
since 1952. Backing any other entry in this market
is strictly a long-shot.

MIGHTY

590

)-. Top of

HE HORTON-KINCAID

TVHOO
ORLANDO

"°™ ffi" To>> "< ,he Phoe™ Hotel

STATIONS

3 of
Lexirington, Kentucky
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ADVERTISERS

for a commercial

USE

AGENCIES BEEF
UP MEDIA
DEPARTMENTS
More middle-echelon
executives are being
added as departments
grow
in size, depth
Page

29

Station plan
arouses fears
of agencymen
Page

Millions of voters will listen to election returns on radio next
tionth, and they'll hear your message and vote for your product,
oo, when you schedule Spot during Radio's election coverage.
OB
Albuquerque
'SB
Atlanta
'GR
Buffalo
'GN
Chicago
'FAA .... Dal las- Ft. Worth
'KMH
Detroit
PRC
Houston
'DAF

Kansas City

KARK
WINZ
WISN

Little Rock
Miami
Milwaukee

KSTP. Minneapolis-St. Paul
WTAR
Norfolk
KFAB
Omaha
WIP
Philadelphia
KPOJ
Portland
WJAR
Providence

WRNL
KCRA
WOAI
KFMB
KMA
KREM
WGTO ...
KVOO

Richmond
Sacramento
San Antonio
San Diego
Shenandoah
Spokane
Tampa-Orlando
Tulsa

32

How accurate
are radio/tv
ratings data?
Page 36

How Proctor's
network
tv
debut paid off
Page

Edward Petry & Co., Inc
The Original Stat
Representative

'
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THE

QUALITY
TOUCH

The restoration of an old master . . .
Just imagine the quality touch,
meticulous care and infinite patience
required. These are the same basic
ingredients which comprise the
quality touch atmosphere surrounding today's better television and radio
station operations.

TELEVISION £^-^
RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving
BROADCAST

_
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SERVICES
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RAY

PERNA

St***

PROGRAMING
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[ STAR
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^ ^
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TO

A

STAR

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
WPEN - Philadelphia WALT - Tampa; WSAI - Cincinnati
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29

Media departments re-tool for '61
Agencies an- beefing up their media units to keep pace with industn
growing complexity; middle-level executives, committee?, research ac

32

Media directors are wary of affiliates' proposals to increase the nuir.tj
and length of chainbreaks, but agree to product protection n\i

35

Want a promotion job? First, find a gimmick
Eager to make a big impression during a job interview, two Stan
L graduate students rigged up a plan that surprised even an old d

Will station plan over-commercialize tv?

How

accurate are ratings?

36

Admen most often answer this question io their clients' sati-fact
A Martin Mayei article, reprinted from "Enquire,' may help thi

38

NBC research study shows success of Proctor's plunge last spring
daytime network l\. Company doubled its NBC TV campaign for ft

40

Here are answers to a dozen questions commonly raised by I . S. spans
and agencies on foreign programs, commercials, stations, restrictioj

4X

Network television's second month of the fall season unfolds an unpre^
denied number of specials. Also included in this section: Comparagrai

Proctor's web tv debut pays off

the fastest way to sell
the Central South

If you're going into tv overseas

This month — specials and more specials

Simplified, economical production . . . the
quickest way to get your sales message
across. In Tennessee WSIX TV offers you
the latest model VIDEOTAPE* television —
improved circuitry insures brilliant reproduction. Complete facilities for both recording and playback ... or send us any

12
72

Commercial Commentary
Film-Scope

tape that's been recorded on an Ampex
VR-1000
for immediate
scheduling.
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WHO-TY HAS
BUY-APPEAL!

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

Thousands of Central Iowa housewives get most of their
'shopping and buying ideas from WHO-TV — because
:his station reaches more of their homes in 80 of 120
quarter hours surveyed, from Noon

to 6 p.m., Monday

:hrough Friday (NSI — June 20-July 17, I960).
Family Theatre, an exclusive WHO-TV production,
eaches an average of 49Tc more homes than any
)ther station in the market — Noon-2
hrough Friday!

p.m., Monday

WHO-TV's "station time" programming is produced
vith the state's leading television personalities
nd studio facilities, plus one of America's most complete
ilm libraries*.
Sell Central Iowa's housewives, at a low cost per
ilhousand, on daytime WHO-TV. Ask your PGW Colonel
or availabilities !

S.MG.M Package * WARNER BROTHERS "Vanguard"
• 'Showcase Package" *• NTA "Dream," "Champagne,"
■Sunset," "Santa Monica" • SCREES GEMS
"Sueet 65" • HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE
"Constellation' * M and A ALEXANDER "Imperial
Prestige'' * PARAMOUNT LIBRARY and others.

WHO-TV is part of
entral Broadcasting Company,
vhich also owns and operates
WHO Radio. Des Moines
WOC-TV,
Davenport

WHO-TV
Channel 13 * Des Moines
NBC

Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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nail down

more

sales

NEWSMAKE
of the week

.

Procter & Gamble, the air media's largest advertiser, <
tinues its unique policy of choosing its top corporute exei
tives from the ranks of the advertising department uith t
naming of W. Rowell Chase, v. p. in charge of its soap proi
ucts division and a former ad manager, to executive vice ji
dent.
The general advertising manager ivill report to him
The
newsmaker:
With the election of W. Row ell Chase I
executive vice president for Procter & Gamble, the Cincinnati r
ing colossus dittos its long-standing policy of choosing its top e»
tives from the ranks of its advertising department.
In his new post. Chase will continue to be directly responsible fi
operation of the company's domestic soap products division,
hereafter P&Grs general advertising manager and the general n
ager of its bleach business will report directly to him.
P&G, the leading air media advertiser, now lists board chairman Neil H. McElroy, president

II

IT

with

SAN ANTONIO'S

Howard J. Morgens. and executive vice presidents Walter L.
Lingle Jr. and Chase as its top four
executives. All came up from the
"brand manager" posts created by
McElroy in the early 1930's. when
he pioneered in coordinating sales
and advertising and the brands
system.
At the 11 October meeting during which Chase was elected execu-

Rouell Chase

tive v.p., the "rather exceptional progress" being made by P&(»
Duncan Hines Cake Mix line, which in 18 months took over ab<
25 r7 of the cake mix market in the face of two entrenched leade
was cited by the board of directors.
This is certainly a feather in tv's cap. and that of the Duncan Hi*
agency. Compton. for P&G has said that its strong and creative pi
in spot tv was the major factor in pushing the mix to the top. (Si
Tv's Cake Mix Battle: What Next?"' sponsor. 15 August 1960/
Executive v.p. Chase, has been more interested in soaps al
bleaches since he joined P&G in 1931 as a sales trainee. HarvaHl
ABC Television in Son Antonio . . .
Hit Greatest Unduplicated Live
Coverage in South Texas!
THE

Represented by
KATZ AGENCY

:26 and Harvard Business '28. he had spent three years with Sear
Roebuck. In 1932 he was appointed a brand manager in P&G's advflj
tising department and rose to brand promotion manager i« 1936.
xvoi
ne held
neia the
ine post
posr of
oi advertising
amending manager, and
ana in 1054
iv.n nan
By 1951
named
g( he
1 general advertising manager and a member of the adminisrB
five committee,
mmiittee. In 1955 it was v.p.. advertising and in 1957 v.p.. s«
eta division and member of the board of directors. The 56-yefl'
products
old
executive is married and has a son and a daughter.
tfl
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the key
to many
doors

?

For the buyer or seller of broadcast time NCS '61 is
the master key that unlocks new opportunities . . .
provides fresh solutions to recurrent problems in . . .
(o^Z3> What
Marketing
broadcast coverage should you buy,
county-by-county, to meet your sales goals?
(o\d Distribution
Do advertising allocations match your sales
area potentials?
<o^Z3> Media Selection
How can you tailor a campaign to fit the
varying characteristics of markets?
(o\zz> Station Management
Are you reaching the right prospects at a
reasonable price?
NCS '61, now polling 375,000 radio homes, is timed
to coincide with release of 1960 U.S. Census figures.
Nielsen Coverage Service alone will give authoritative answers on radio and television coverage and
circulation . . . current information from every
county in the U.S.
FOR

ALL THE

CHICAGO

FACTS

call ... wire ... OR write today

1, ILLINOIS, 360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK, 575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO

PARK, CALIFORNIA, 70 Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021

jelsen\*F Coverage Service
Vvice of A. C. Nielsen Company 2101 Howard
BOR

•
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Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

n \J I I^MvY \3 ■ Everybody wants Deputy Dawg. He is syndication!
hottest new cartoon property. Variety reports that Deputy's Terrytoons-producel
series "continues to pile up sales, with the 75-market gross now up to $850,0001
The excitement figures. Deputy Dawg and his pals (Vincent Van Gophe|
Li'l Whooper, Muskie and others) were created for the special delight of tel
vision audiences and advertisers (Lay's Potato Chips is sponsoring Deputy :
dozens of Southern markets). Then there's a merchandising bonanza: Depu<
Dawg apparel, comics, records, games, toys, books available from Grosset
Dunlap, RCA Victor, Dell Publishing, Ideal Toy Corporation and other license^
Better order your 26 Deputy Dawg half-hours today. Becauseytake it frc
us, he's hot! For details, call or write to the nearest office of . .. © CBS FILM
". . . the best film programs for all stations.
Sales offices in NewYork, Los Angeles, Chicago,
San Francisco, St. Louis, Detroit, Atlanta,
Dallas, Boston. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell Ltd.

_J_~ L

J— __J — r-J_~r--LT

WANTED

1

SPONSOf
Editor and Publis
1 R. Glenn

ecretary-Treasurer
aine Couper Glenn

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor

and WVEC's" SHOCK THEATRE ' has it!
I VIDE-KNOW-HOW[ is the rare Showmanship/Salesmanship thai has
earned consistent Top (late night) Ratings* for the show that features old
(some very old) horror pictures. Host "Ronald" is resurrected every Friday
night to guide legion viewers and delighted sponsors through television's
hottest late periods. With 65% more viewers than the other two stations

John

E. McMillin

Managing

Editor

Alfred J. J off e

Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton

can average, "SHOCK THEATRE" typifies the job WVEC-TV is doing.
| VIDE-KNOW-HOWl delivers the audience, too, in the market's Top Rated"
children's show and 89 Top Rated prime quarter hours.

Midwest
Gwen

Editor (Chicago)

Smart

Film Editor
*Tops in EVERY Survey since March '60

I®

Heyward

NORFOLK* PORTSMOUTH
NEWPORT NEWS • HAMPTON

Ehrlich

Associate
Editors
Jack Lindrup

DETROIT? PITTSBURGH?
NEWARK?

Ben Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanger
Diane Schwartz

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production

Editor

Lee St. John

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT1
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office

Willard

Dougherty

Southern

Manager

Herb Martin

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND
(embracing
industrial, progressive North
Louisiana,
South
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA

Population
1,520,100
Households
423,600
Consumer Spendable Income
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES
79.1%
According
to March
1960
ARB
we
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

average

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Pholn .- The Crossed Company — producers of lu

OF

79.1%

A

$ 40,355,000
$ 299,539,000
$ 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

AUDIENCE

share

CBS
James

of
•

A.

audience

from

ABC
Noe Station

Represented
H-R

Manager

George Dietrich

Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales
SHARE

Western

Arkansas,

by

Television, Inc.

per, chemical* end charcoal

Oro

Production

Dept.

Barbara Parkinson

CIRCULATION

DEPARTMENI

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

ADMINISTRATIVE

DEPT.

S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Published I
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Met
George Becker; Michael Crocco; Syd 3*man; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach; DoTinker; Flora Tomadelli
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Viiddle Western Spread
X Tow

that

the frost is on the pumpkin

■^ ^ and ducks ore writing V's overhead, Eastern oI wans have a choice of fall spectaculars:
the farm-, or town-, or city-horn availability of
near-by nature, or cosmopolitan entertainment,
bought with the twist of a television dial. We
compete with the changing seasons. Fortunately,
it rains — and the nights grow frigid.*
Middle Western Eastern Iowa is east of the
West that has been described as the place where
it's always a long way from here to there. In
WMT-land it's always a middle way from here
to there. The scale is comprehensible. Distances,
compressed by train and car and four-lane highway, have yielded to the march of mechanization
and electronics. Yet Iowan's live spread out.
The top six metropolitan centers account for only
31% of Iowa's population — and WMT-TV
home-town station for three of those centers.

is

In this spread-out market you need the coverage WMT-TV provides: 51 counties in Eastern
*Sets-in-use figures are often in the seventies. WMT-TV
lias the largest liastern Iowa audience of all tv stations. ARB
Metro Area

'ONSOR

•
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Feb.

'57-Nov.

1960

'59; NCS

1, 2, 3.

Iowa with about 400,000 tv homes — more than
half of all tv homes in all Iowa.
WMT-TV.

Cedar

Rapids— Waterloo.

for Eastern Iowa. Affiliated with WMT

CBS

Television

Radio, KWMT

Fort Dodge. National Reps: The Katz Agenry.

by John E. McMilUn

Thdf9faf/on/ras\
s/c/es - 0#/y

Commercial
commentary
Cottage small by a tv camera
One minute before the third, and technically
most difficult, of the Kennedy-Nixon debates went
on the air. an excited voice blurted out suddenly

/

over the PA system in ABC's studio TV-2.
" Attention please! Attention please! The NewYork City Fire Department reminds us that
smoking is not permitted in this building. Please

/

put out your cigarettes. We are sorry."
There was a tiny murmur of protest among the nearly 200 members
adult

of the working press sitting at the long tables (TV-2 was the official

audience is square, we're
the squarest!

New York pressroom for the debate. ''Damn," said a jowly characj
ter next to me. "And it was a 65c* cigar, too."
I remember this silly, trivial incident because, looking back now on
the telecast of 13 October, I think it was the only possible gripe which

If having a solid

\S SI N has the greatest percentage (97.2%) of adult
listeners of any station

on

Florida's west coast. Furthermore this adult
leadership

is

throughout the
entire 24-hour
broadcast day. and
to the entire 29
county Suncoast
area with 1,404,403
people. In WS1 \
radio homes the
adults control
the listening. . .
they control the
purse strings, too!
For top results use
the grown up's station

even the sourest anti-tv sorehead could have had about the magnificent arrangements which ABC made for the great debate.
And of course, after all, when Leonard Goldenson and Ollie Trey
face the pomp and majesty of the New York Fire Department, the
are confronting a power greater even than themselves.
But in every other respect ABC's planning and attention to
million complex details left me absolutely gaga with admiration
And I wonder how many people, even in our own industry, fullv
realize what a tremendous job the networks did with these ]
More

than just free time

When I saw the first two debates, produced by CBS in Chi
NBC in Washington, I did so on my own home screen. \nd I
remember thinking then that the industry's primary contribution t<>
the campaign was a sizeable hunk of expensive free time { better thanj
8325,000 per program) plus some rather simple sets and production,
But when the debates shifted to New York, and I had a chance to
discover first hand some of the fantastic problems involved, I began
to realize that the networks can be even prouder of the almost incredi
ble amounts of technical and executive care, time, and attention. a3
well as the substantial out-of-pocket costs, which they donated to
these unique political broadcasts.
The third debate, of course, involved three studios and t\\<> origination points with Kennedy in New York. Nixon in one Hollywood
studio, and the panel of reporter questioners in another.
Even under ordinary conditions, the electronic sleight of ham!
required for such cross-count rv switches is tough enough. But with
a great debate it's just plain murder.
Technically, the Kennedy voice and image was shot cross coram
to Master Control in Hollywood, where it was mixed with the audio
and video from the Nixon and panel studios, and then fired back to
Chicago whence it was fed to the three tv and four radio networks.
{Please turn to page 14)
SPONSOR
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CLEAR

CHANNEL

PROBLEM
Take our channel number (seven). Use it four times with
arithmetical signs so that the total comes to a perfect score
(100)*.
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of Dudency's
"Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications, Inc.,
N.Y. (If you've already won it, say so in your entry and
we'll provide a different prize.)
Current perfect score in D.C.: ARB Metro Area Survey (A tgnst)
hows WMAL-TV first, Sunday through Saturday, 6 p.m. to
\dnight.

wmal-tv
Channel 7, Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R
Affiliated
JONSOR

with
•

WMAL

and
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WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C,

WSVA-TV

and

WSVA,

Television,

Harrisonburg,

Inc.
Va.

I

Commercial

commentary

(Com. from p.

But what ((implicated the already complex was the painstaking
impartiality ABC had to exercise at both ends of the feed.
The Nixon and Kennedy studios had to be painted the same, set
the same and lighted the same to forestall charges of favoritism.
Voice levels had to be absolutely balanced, camera angles identical,
and even delicate timing operation perfectly synchronized.
On top of the three cameras facing Nixon and the three facing
Kennedy were so-called "panic boxes" to warn the candidates about
their 2V2 minute limits for answers and iy2 minute limits for rebuttal.

NICKELODEONS,
VAUDEVILLES
&• MAGIC
LANTERN SLIDES

(A green light showed o.k., a yellow, caution, and red, you're off.)
During the debate these panic boxes were operated simultaneously
by two engineers in constant telephone communication between New
\ oik and Hollywood. And meanwhile ABC director Marshall
Driskin was watching nine separate monitors for his camera choices.
Small wonder that ABC found it necessary to spend a full hour on
Wednesday and four hours on Thursday for expensive camera rehearsals with standins for the Senator and Vice President. All in all
it took over 300 technicians to get the debate on the air.
And Philippine mahogany

Businesses that want star billing in Metropolitan New York
advertise on WPAT . . . Metropolitan New York's leading good
music station. We can't quite
promise that all the world will
be your stage, but 31 counties
throughout New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut will be and that's a potential
audience of more than 17,000,000 people in more than 5,000,000 radio homes. Two-a-day or
eight-a-dav. commercials get results on ' WPAT.
That's why
amusement
and entertainment
advertising alone has increased
191% in three short years on our
station and that's only one, count
it, one, of many advertising categories that has shown record
breaking gains. We say that's
show business! Advertisers like
these seem to agree: Allied Artists, Buena Vista, Columbia
Pictures, David Merrick Productions, Freedomland, Loeu's Theatres, MGM, The Museum of
Modern Art, The New York City
Ballet, Paramount Pictures, Radio
City Music Hall, Twentieth Century Fox and United Artists. They
are only a few of the many who.
in the past three vears, have advertised on WPAT ... the station
with the drama of success.

WPAT

yet

And the technical was only one of many different phases with
which the networks had to contend. There were hours
negotiations with party chieftains (Kennedy and Nixon
rules for the third debate the very day it was going on
There were all kinds of arrangements to be made

of high-level
changed the f
the air.)
for meeting

and greeting v.i.p. guests. Complex security problems required coordinating the work of network police departments, city police and
fire departments and the U.S. Secret Service.
In the matter of press relations, the debates placed the networks
in an entirelv new position. For the first time, tv events wTere being
reported in and for themselves by huge numbers of newsmen.
For the third debate, for instance, in New York alone 80 different
news outlets sought press passes. To provide credentials, ABC scheduled a press luncheon at the Sherry-Netherlands, where we were given
badges and a 13-page briefing on arrangements.
In studio TV-2 the network had installed 48 phone booths for reporters, including two each for AP and UP and one apiece for the
New York Times, Herald-Tribune. News, and Wall Street Journal.
A press canteen in one corner of the studio provided sandwiches. {
coffee and soft drinks.
To get fast transcripts of the debate, stenotype operators working I
directly from the monitors, handed their copy to typists who cut!
stencils which were fed into a battery of duplicating machines.
The first page of the script was being distributed to u<= w ithin nine
minutes. The complete script was available 30 minutes after the
debate was over (breaking NBC's Washington record of 43.)
There was no audience for the debate itself. In the studio, three
pool reporters acted as observers for the rest of us. Twenty minutes
before airtime David Wise of the Herald-Tribune, described the set.
"ABC has built a 'cottage' right on the stage. It's a dressing room
for Kennedy with desk, chairs, and a little bathroom. And — the network wants me to tell you — it's paneled in Philippine mahogany."
There was a how 1 of laughter from the Fourth estate. But if Leonard
and Ollie want to be proud of that mahogany, and of all the rest of
their debate arrangements — I think thev have every right to be.
SPONSOR
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New research concept, measuring significant audience in seven areas, shows more families
spend more time
listening to WBZ than any other Boston radio station! Get the full Pulse report from your AM Radio
Salesman.
|g) westinghouse

broadcasting

companv,

Nc\yBZ

BOSTON + WBZA
B E P R E S E N TE D

liV

S P R IN G F IE L D m
A M R AUIu
BALES
^"^

Look
at
new
Boston's
f

pulse
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Our Altruism
Backfired
Our stations were 100% successful in selling coverage of both political conventions in
Corinthian market.
We fielded a 14-man team— complementing
CBS'scal andsuperb
national
coverage—
loregional
coverage,
to tellto anachieve
intensive
story of our respective state delegations, and to
view national events with local eyes. We did this
with our eyes open, hardly daring to hope for
extensive sponsorship, fully prepared to underwrite the expense in the interest of service. The
fact that we didn't have to is a tribute to the
enlightened local, regional and national sponsors
who saw the prestige— and commercial— value of
our local coverage.
Among the comments:
"Countless compliments attest that convention programs gave ns a prestige vehicle for primarily institutional messages. We feel that other advertisers throughout the country should watch this sort of thing carefully
and evaluate its possible future value to themselves."
—Texas National Bank (Agency: Goodwin-Dannenbaum) on KHOU-TV, Houston.
Purchase of both conventions gave complete saturation of our market . . . KOTV spending lot of money
and effort bringing local angle to our public. Excellent
opportunity for advertising."
—Safeway Stores (Agency: Perry Ward Associates), co-sponsor with Conoco Gasoline (Benton & Bowles), on KOTV, Tulsa.
"Corinthian's convention coverage gave us saturation
with dominance, intense audience interest— and lots of
family audience per dollar."
— Bonsib, Inc., agency for meat packer Peter Eckrich & Son, on WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne.
Through KXTV's locally oriented convention coverge with Shell's regular newscaster, Hank Thornley,
people of Sacramento area will continue to associate
Shell with important news presentation. This is an ideal
combination of audience service and commercial im-Shell Oil Co. (J. Walter Thompson, San Francisco) on KX'l'V, Sacramento.
pact."

It is heartening to prove that good public affairs programming is also good business. Each
Corinthian station will continue to explore opportunities tobring such programming to the
attention of sponsors who recognize that service
and commercial effectiveness go hand in hand.

Responsibility in Broadcastm

•
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work
C. William

Boiling, III, assistant to the president, Boiling Co.,

New ^ oik. wishes to "salute those numerous agency and advertiser
people on whom we call who haven't lost sight of the romantic persuasiveness ofthe broadcast brothers. Too often those responsible
for buying broadcast time haven't had an opportunity to see first
hand the respect and mystical reverence on the average citizen's
face when he or she visits a tv sta
tion audience. Many have nevei
fully taken into account the dynamic impetus a single radio n;
rative of the facts of space exploration or the exciting fiction of
yesterday's heroism may have on
a plastic young mind. For radio's
every subjective word is conjured
up to each individual according to
his capacity for experience. All
that is said or implied, therefore, becomes a highly personal impression. Those who look at broadcast advertising solely as numerical
exposures to units of buying power are too caught up in the value
of the orchestra's instruments to hear the beautiful music. A lusty
bravo to those who will never try to weigh ladio and tv's special
glamor by the pound nor measure its total effect by the yard."
H. W. (Bud) Simmen,

sales manager of Weed Radio Corp., New

York, feels that a station's continued success for local accounts can
serve as a valuable guide to the national advertiser. "Both the
local and national advertiser have one primary concern: Sales
results! They're also interested in reaching the same people: the
man or woman who shops at the
corner store. Many stations are doing an outstanding job for local
advertisers through creative pro-

I KOTV
Tulsa (H-R)
KHOU-TV
Houston (H-R)
KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

graming, salesmanship, and merchandising. This same creathe approach can be readily put to work
for national advertisers. It's up to
the reps to be aware of the station's local successes and sales
stories, and to use this information

WANE-TV
, Fort Wayne (H-R)
WISH-TV
1 Indianapolis (H-R)
WANE-AM
f i Fort Wayne (H-R)
WISH-AM
I Indianapolis (H-R)

as a basis for a more creative salt^.approach on the national level. A
station's pulling power may not necessarily be reflected in high ratings.
Prestige, believability, the use of imaginative production and delivery
— all play a major part. Audience composition is also important.
When properly documented and presented by the rep. this type of
station

isor

•

and

audience

data can be of real service to advertisers."
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4 Dev

In this official USAF photo, the main stage of a Thor missile drops
away from the camera carried by a nose-cone, 300 miles up.

How to grab attention in four states
To strap the facts to a couple
of space-worthy capsules:
KGNC's TV signal stretches far beyond
ordinary television transmission. It
covers 539,300 people who live in 44
counties; 271 cities, towns, villages and
wide-places-in-roads. This electronic feat
is accomplished by full power on Channel
4, 12 community antenna systems, 6
translators. The core, of course, is
metropolitan Amarillo, Pop. 149,000.
Second capsule : For 38 years, KGNCAM has been the strongest, sellingest
radio voice between Dallas and Denver.
Consider that it's some 400 miles to
either of these cities; you'll quickly see
that we deliver a big, fertile market —

320,000 radio homes in 80 counties. (We
have only one rate card.)
These radio/TV basics demonstrate
vividly, we believe, that the Amarillo
market is far bigger than Amarillo alone.
Think about it for the schedule you're
working on now, and for the facts of the
market's buying power call Katz. You'll
be happily — profitably — surprised.

K6NC-TV and AM
NBC

Radio and Television
in Amarillo, Texas
SPONSOR
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR

-SCOPE

Pillsbury (Burnett) has thrown Chicago reps into more or less a state of confusion and frustration by its current pactice of buying spot tv for Pillsbury on a
so-called formula basis.
The formula, as reputedly handed down by some one in the Pillsbury organization is
not quite clear, but it runs something like this :
• You take the NSI metro data from NCS#3 and the last series of P&G credit home
data (somewhat revised) and the end figures are divided into the number of dollars
allocated to a market.
• Standard of cost efficiency should come to around $3 per-1000-homes. (But, if it's in a
single market, and it can be justified, the allowed cost may go as high as $5.)
What disturbs the reps in bidding for the business is that they're not told what the
formula is or how far off their figures are from the decreed CPM. In other words,
they're operating in the dark; from the Burnett viewpoint, this should prove there's no
attempt at trading down a station from its original figures, as some have suspected.
Another disturbing element in the Pillsbury buyer-seller relationship: Pillsbury commercials haven't been getting to the stations in time and Burnett's being billed anyhow.
Nobodv likes it and the reps are hoping things are put on a even keel soon.

General Mills will be re-examining soon its whole media structure in collaboration with its several agencies.
The survey will cover not only the weight in spot as against network but relative activity in davtime vs. nighttime.

Some marketers think it took lots of courage on S. C. Johnson's part to apply its
corporate name to one of its lines: the shoe polish.
The risk — and that's perhaps why P&G and Lever and others have refrained from doing it
through the years : the product might not turn out a resounding success.
About 90% of the Johnson Shoe Polish budget is going into tv.
The reason: the marketing gimmick is an applicator; applicators have to be demonstrated; tvis ideal for demonstrable products, especially new ones.
Note, competitors: S. C. Johnson is convinced the Johnson name inspires customer
confidence.

Virtually on the eve of starting an eight-week campaign, Bulova (McCannErickson) cancelled out of radio last week.
The account was to use three-four stations in the top 25 markets at the rate of four
or five a week. It was to be the big pre-Christmas push.
As happened in the case of Pontiac recently, there was some question within the SRA
about holding Bulova to the terms of the contract, with a decision in the negative.
Probable cause: Bulova's extended as never before whatwith its Japanese watch line and
the company finds it not easy to induce dealers to build inventory for the electronic set.

Lever's top management
its advertising plan for 1961.

asserts it knows what direction it wants to take with
(See 17 October SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 19, for reference.)

The explanation: the company's holding back on media purchases for '61 until it's gathered all the facts and the best thinking within Lever and its agencies.
•
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continued

Stations can expect a spiral of business from the big three
thctic yarn manufacturing, namely, DuPont. Chemstrand and
The reason for their expenditures on the local level : the apparel
yarn have got into the strategem of insisting on assurance of
at retail points.

in the field of synEastman.
makers who use the
advertising support

It's also a case of the apparel-maker playing one yarn-spinner against the other; like
telling DuPont that Chemstrand or Eastman has already offered such support.
Look for ABC TV and CBS TV to make a commercial package of the Inaugural
Ceremonies, parade and ball and making it available in segments.
The cost figures are being compiled at each of the networks.
Standard

Brands, which for a while looked like it was going to embrace

radio

in a big way. has changed its mind:
it's sticking to tv for its major spot medium.
It would have meant $3 million for the radio basket. At the most it'll probably be
around S600,000.
National-regional spot radio in 1959, according to the FCC, billed S188,143.000, which is 9.4% better than 1958; the SRA had estimated $176,782,000.
Local radio sales reached $359,138,000,
network radio time dipped to 832,659.000.

a plus of 11.1%

over '59. while the sale of

Following are the top 20 national spot radio markets for '59. as credited by
FCC:
TIMEtheSALES
CITY
TIME SALES
CITY
Cincinnati
New York
$26,597,178
$2,874,872
Pittsburgh
Chicago
11.976.097
2.700.424
2.625.052
8.174,782
Los Angeles
Mpls.-St.
Paul
Buffalo
2.209.204
6.196.002
Detroit
Kansas
Citv.
Mo.
2.044.554
Philadelphia
5.240.245
Milwaukee
San Francisco
1,998,781
4,834.062
Baltimore
Boston
1.952.264
4,687,096
1.932,679
St. Louis
Houston
3,791,141
Hartford
Washington, D. C.
3,322,733
1,754,084
Miami
Cleveland
3.124.807
1,745,521
(For further breakdown of 1959 radio figures see WASHINGTON WEEK, page 71.)
The

increasing complexity

of media —

especially tv —

has upped

the impor-

tance measurably in agencies of the media planner's function.
His job is not only to write the plans but to sell them to the client, something
that had previously been the sole province of the account executive. The shift in the "selling '
responsibility is due to the complexity factor.
The development of this level of specialist has had a considerable effect on the reorganization of media departments.
(For graphic spelling-out see page 29.)
New York

buyers are watching with a certain amount

of amusement

the stiff

battle being waged for business among the tv networks' local flagship stations.
The agencies say that there's never been such diligent and persistent solicitation from
these sources at this particular time of the year.
The orders apparently are to dispose of the remaining I.D.'s and 20's before the new
season gets too much under way and the ratings settle into their grooves.

For other

new*

coverage

in this issue,

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 66; Washington Week, page 71; SPONSOR
Hears, page 74; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 86; and Film-Scope, page 72.
SPONSOR
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

49th and
Madison
Commercial

I read
THE

VOICE

OF LONG

ISLAND

with

Commentary

I obvious l consummate

interest your piece today with Dave
Stew art in the lead. I "Commercial

LONG ISLAND MARKET

Commentary." SPONSOR. 10 October I.
The remarkable thing is that I sat
adjacent to the conversation at lunch
which revolved about your column.
I did not know the people.

(Nassau-Suffolk)

Comments: "McMillin ought to
know most clients don't want you to

THE GREATER

plav
vourself is
up."
"McCann
Harper.

Harper is

MORE FOOD
IS SOLD

McCann.
Nothing fuzzy about that."
"He's right. We need it badly.
But to merchandise a top guv takes

ON

Who
I usually i wins?"
And so on. Thought you'd like to
know your column provoked much
thought and at least some conversation.
Edward W. Harbert II

LONG ISLAND
THAN IN
PHILADELPHIA,
PEORIA AND
PENSACOLA . . .
PUT

TOGETHER!

'704,995,000

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

> 10,000 WATTS

WHLI

HEMPSTEAD
IONC

ISIANO. N. Y.
Repreiented by Gill-P«rna

time. It's either publicity or clients.

vice president
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.
X.Y.C.
New

radio clients

Have just finished reading your article "A Publisher Looks
at Radio"
1 22 August
issue i for the second
time.
I think in it you have one of the
most promising slogans and sales
messages everv radio station manager
could use in 1961. That would be.

we develop this week?" It might
make a good slogan for radio in
1961. and a campaign, which if conducted on the right selling level foi
new business, can mean the best year
spot local radio has ever had.
D. A. Rock
general manager
WSMN
Xashua. X. H.
Radio editorials

I read with interest sponsor's articlein the 26 September issue, i "Radi"
Editorials Gain in Power" i detailing
the scope and effectiveness of editorializing byradio stations. I am
pleased that sponsor saw fit to mention the KCBS editorial on the Cit'.
Hall riots, but I would like to point
out that our station is located in the
city of fog. rather than the city bi
smog, as the article would have its
readers believe.
Incidentally. KCBS aired its first
editorial on a vital community subject in October. 1958. As a result
of a recent KCBS editorial, the Sa::
Francisco Board of Supervisors 19
considering construction of a new
pier and breakwater, which KCBV
suggested was necessarv to keep thP
local fishing industry from seeking
other ports. A copy of that editorial
is attached.
Robert E. Harris

" Y\ hat new account did Ave develop
for radio this week?"
WSMN is proud to have brought
into the radio fold such wide and
varied advertisers as Trampoline
Centers, United Rent-All outlets, a
fellow who wanted to rent an apartment in a hurry, an answering service, a fellow who kills poison ivy in
your driveway, several large industrial firms who don't sell a blessed
thing in our market, a local kennel,
and the list goes on.
We believe without a doubt, that
the future of our station depends a

manager, adv. & sales promo.
KCBS
San Francisco. Calif.
Cheers

Just a note to express our appreciation for the fine job you did in connection with the SPONSOR story on
our latest Audience Dimensions survev i "Want to Reach Younger Moth- |
ers?" sponsor. 19 September i . Apart
from the space the survey received,
the story treatment was excellent.
Robert M. Hoffman

v. y. c. Adv. Rep<.
Television

great deal on "what new account did
SPONSOR
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CHALLENGE: Provide a way for some 400.000 TV homes in the Nashville
area to see for themselves the weather conditions in 36 Kentucky, 3 Alabama
and a full 50 Tennessee counties.
SOLUTION:

Radar, miraculous as television itself, scanning 65.000 square

miles of the
South, to show "live" weather patterns to viewers — exclusivelv
fromCentral
WLAC-TV.
MORAL:
Buv the station that wins audiences bv meeting the challenges of
"'the times— WLAC-TV.
® of course.

the "way" station
TMM
nashville

to the central south

Ask any Katz man — he'll show you the nay!
Robert M. Reuschle, General Sales Manager

T. B. Baker. Jr. Executive Yi.-e-Presi.lent an.l General Manager

STORER

RROADCASTING
33 Years of Community Service

COMPANY

WHEN DO YOU Kill A FORMAT
The answer is simple — never!
At least, in 33 years, no Storer Station has been able to manage it.
Public preference changes too fast and so do each community's needs. That is
why every Storer Station is locally oriented to the particular community it serves.
Only by knowing community problems from day to day have we been
able to help solve them. Only through constant check on listener and viewer
preferences have we been able to build loyal, responsive audiences
— responsive, that is, to your selling messages.
Keeping the public informed and entertained, and working for a better
community is a day-to-day, often an hour-to-hour, even minute-to-minute job.
We've never found a way to format community service. It's too big...
too fluid... too much of a responsibility to be frozen — even for one day.
Of course, increased sales is your big interest. And we're with you
in this — all the way. Call us. We'll be happy to prove it.
Radio
CLEVELAND-WJW
TOLEDO-WSPD
WHEELING-WWVA
MIAMI-WGBS
LOSANGELES-KGBS
DETROIT- WJBK
PHILADELPHIA-WIBG

Television
DETROIT-WJBK-TV
CLEVELAND-WJW-TV
MILWAUKEE-WITI-TV
ATLANTA-WAGA-TV
TOLEDO- WSPD-TV

IATIONAL SALES OFFICES:: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 / 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1. FRanklin 2-6498

OLD NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

^
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Donahue & Coe media
re-alignment reflects
spreading new trends
MODERN media unit in action
(I to r): Stuart Kaufman, buyer;
'Gordon Vanderwarker, media
mgr; Gerry Arthur, v.p.-in-charge;
Peter Dalton, supervisor, and
with back to camera, buyer
Harry Durando. D&C has added
■middle level execs, research,
all-media buying to department

MEDIA DEPARTMENTS RE-TOOL FOR '61
To keep pace with the industry's growing complexity, agencies are
beefing up their media units; middle-level execs, committees added
I I here's a quiet revolution going on
in agency media departments.

network tv purchase decisions is on
the rise.

• They're
growing
in size and
fepth
I • Bright, young, figure-minded
men are moving into top posts

There are exceptions, of course, but
ever-growing volume and complexity
of broadcast advertising has brought
on a new look in many a media de-

1 ' • Media analysts are playing a
ilarger role, and research departments
ire heing integrated into media
[

• The

I SPONSOR

department's
•
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partment. Some of media's added
weight is bound to come from programing departments, as a result of
the spread of spot carriers on net-

work tv. "The show is no longer the
biggest element," points out youthful
Gerry Arthur, media v.p., Donahue
& Coe. "Other factors — cost-per1,000, product distribution, audience profile, station lineup, etc. — are
taking over, and it's the media department that knows the scene."
Recent changes at Cunningham &
Walsh are representative of the re29

tooling apparent all over the lot. C&W
had added depth by creating five
levels of planning and buying authority, where formerly there were three.
The accounts are divided into four
group?, each headed by a media super* isoi responsible for the actions of
his groups media buyers. Supervisors
report to one of the agency's two
group media directors, each in charge
of two account groups.
Responsible for all planning and
strategy of accounts in their bailiwick, the group media directors are
an example of the additional, medium-level executives popping up in a
large number of media departments.
At C&W they report to v.p.-associate

media director Edward T. Baczewski

manager and three supervisors to the
lineup. All accounts get a periodic
revue by the media plans board, consisting ofv.p. Arthur, media manager
Gordon Vanderwarker, the media supervisor on the account to be examined, and the media buyer most
active with the account.

and Newman F. McEvoy, senior v.p.director of media.
An additional new tool assisting
C&W's media department to cope
with its increasingly complex responsibilities isthe media services section
made up of media analysts now operating as a full-fledged unit within the
media department. They carry on a
regular program of digesting the
mountains of published material in
the field, and are available for special
assignments having to do with individual accounts.
Donahue & Coe is another of the

According to Arthur the D&C media department, in addition to its
day-to-day operations, maintains a
constant search for "new uses for established media." The media research
department, recently incorporated
into media, allots a good proportion
of its time to this quest, and presents
special reports on the subject to the
department periodically.

agencies lately beefing up the media
department.
It has added a media

'NEW LOOK' AT CUNNINGHAM

&

WALSH:
DIRECTOR
NEWMAN

ADDED

OF MEDIA
McEVOY

Sr. Vice President

SUPERVISOR MEDIA
SERVICES
E. ACCLES

_T

MEDIA

MEDIA
SUPERVISOR
J. DUCEY

SUPERVISOR
H. BRAUMULLER

ASST.

SUPERVISOR
ESTIMATORS

SUPERVISOR
TYPISTS

Five levels of decision are now indicated for most media buys through C&W, where formerly there were but
full-fledged research unit newly integrated into media.
Such changes are in work among many agencies
|
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A highly salient factor in the recent re-alignment at Lennen & Newell
is withdrawal of media strategists and
planners from many of the frontline distractions that might impede
them in their increasingly complex
job. Six
contact"
planning
work in

"assistant media directors —
were created, each doing the
for an account group. They
conjunction with their supervisor (one of the two associate
media directors), and media director
Herbert Zeltner, another of the new
wave of young media leaders.
While media departments are taking on larger responsibilities in network tv decisions due to the spread
of spot carriers — Donahue & Coe and

Cunningham & Walsh are cases in
point — this is no unanimous trend.
At Young & Rubicam the opposite is
noted by William E. (Pete) Matthews,
media relations v.p.-director. Though
his unit is responsible for media selection, the programing department
maintains the last word on which
shows to use if network is recommended and it carries out all network negotiations. Time selection is
in media's bailiwick, but with spot
carriers, once you've picked the show,
the time follows automatically.
Matthews foresees an upsurge of
spot buying, however, and therefore
a heightened role for his department.
He feels the proliferation of filmed

Rapid tv decisions come out of
Benton & Bowles. Media, programing headed by v.p. Lee Rich.
shows on network tv will usher in
heavier usage of syndicated shows, on

{EXECUTIVE

DEPTH,

a participation or client-purchase basis. "Syndicated shows can be just
as good as what the network offers,
now that almost everything is on

RESEARCH

film," he asserts. "With this type of
show we can build a network, mar-

. PLANNING
STRATEGY

U—

I

OR
P CTMEDIA
OURE
GRDI
E
I
I. LUCINATELL

MEDIA
5IPERVIS0R
. PALMER

|

„

—

_

MEDIA
SUPERVISOR
J. SPRAGUE
> ANALYSIS
BUYING

BlTER

I

&

&

BUYER

BUYER

ree (new posts in color). Also shown in color is media services, a
king on heightened responsibilities in an ever-more complex industry
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ket-by-market forthe client."
For purchase of participations in
station-controlled syndicated shows,
Y&R's media department is entirely
in charge. If the client is to buy a
show, media and programing share
in decisions as to show selection, and
media handles the station placement.
At Benton & Bowles a former media man has been placed in charge
of both media and programing.
Though on the surface this would
seem indicative of media's ascendancy
at programing's expense, this is vigorously denied by the man with the
dual assignment, v.p. Lee Rich.
He insists that each department
maintains its autonomy and points
out that manpower is the same as
ever — 100 in the media department,
90 in programing. According to Rich,
all tv-heavy agencies would do well
to blend the departments. This way
both sides learn of the new show offerings and available time periods at
the same time. Better analysis and
recommendations can be made more
rapidly and more completely he says.
Additionally, Rich considers it essential for efficiency that members of
each department be familiar with the
function of the other. "In tv media
and programing are so closely related," Rich says, "that they ought
to be under one head."
^
31

WILL

STATION

PLAN

^ Media directors wary of proposals
to increase the number of chainbreaks,

* <K$ V®

I he '"sinner? who represent a fairlv sizable minority of stations" have
made agencies extremely wary of
agreeing to more or longer chainbreaks and a relaxation of product
protection.
Media directors saw "the ugly
specter of over-commercialization"
hovering over virtually all of the
seven points contained in the tv affiliates' "counter-attack on spot carriers." which was disclosed by sponsor
last week.

and to lengthen them by shaving shows
^ They agree, however, on suggestions
for relieving product protection rules
and the sale of unsold network minutes

whole system of network-affiliate relations in the areas of chainbreaks
and product protection could turn
into a hodge-podge.
On the matter of product protection, their official comments sometimes varied from their private remarks. Speaking for the agency, most
would go only so far as to say that
"the rules of product protection
should be more explicit so as to make
the station's position more flexible."
Speaking for themselves, some con-

A "new round" of triple spotting.
of chipping away at time paid for by
network sponsors, and of ad taste in
the positioning of local spots, was
forecast by media men last week if the

curred in the opinion that "product
protection as we know it in tv is often
unreasonable and cannot be main-

affiliates'
suggestions were agreed to
in toto.

works replied in last week's SPONSOR,
were proposed bv several anonymous
but influential affiliate station owners

Oddly, most admen were sympathetic to station efforts to offset web
tv's completion, but felt that as they
were presented they tended to give
the stations too much of a selling advantage. As a Chicago-based adman
put it. "The proposals over-correct the
imbalance that now exists in favor of
the networks."
Taking a softer line than the networkswhose
|
comments appeared in
sponsor last week I . most agencies
contacted by sponsor indicated that
with one or two exceptions the suggestions were not unreasonable. But
thc\ warned that without thorough
industry policing and control, the
32

tained much longer."
The seven points, to which the net-

and managers. Here are the suggestions:
Point One — Provide as much notice as possible of sponsorship
changes and not hold the affiliates responsible for product conflicts attendant thereto short of a lapse of 28
days from the giving of such notice.
Point Two — Review the whole
problem of product protection with a
view toward restricting advertisers to
fewer products for protection purposes; specifically, restrict the number of products of the parent compan] that can be carried in a majorminor program purchase.
Moreover,

restrict the products carried in the
sponsored programs.
Point Three — Provide the stations
with additional minute breaks between commercial network programs
in the daytime in lieu of conventional
20-second and 10-second break positions.
Point Four — Permit in stated policy affiliates to sell daytime minute
announcements adjacent to unsold
network programs, accommodating
such by ending these programs 35
seconds early.
Point Five — Provide middle breaks
in all hour-long shows currently on
the schedule or planned for the fu
ture whose formats follow such breaks
without harming the program's content, fn the case of dramatic programs in which a station break would
be an intrusion, eliminating the middle break therein, stations to be giver
40 seconds before and after such programs to allow the stations to partially recapture the revenue lost bv the
elimination of the break position at
mid-program point.
Point Six — Work toward the scheduling of nighttime network programs
so as to permit affiliates to schedule
up to two 20-second announcements
between the programs.
Point Seven — Permit affiliates to
sell locally unsold minutes in network shows on a two-week recapturable basis.
SPONSOR
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OVER-COMMERCIALIZE
The most acceptable of the points
was the first, asking for 28 days notice of sponsorship changes. Composite reaction: This is the most reasonable of all the suggestions. Every
effort should be exerted by the sponsor and network to notify affiliates of
such change even more than 28 days
in advance.
Media directors were willing to
consider the stations' side of the product protection argument, Point Two
— calling for a review of the whole
problem. But some of the suggestions
were greeted universally by the cry
of "Unreasonable!"
Representative remarks on this pro-

WHY ADMEN
Affiliates

have

posal included: "Advertisers and
agencies must have broad product
protection for their multiple-line companies ifthese advertisers are to continue to use television in the major
way they do now. The increasing
cost of network tv, coupled with longterm program and time contracts and
the fact that the buying season gets
earlier each year, all make network
tv a big gamble for the advertiser.
The gamble pays off often enough so
most advertisers are willing, at this
point, to continue in the medium."
Declared another media man, "We
disagree that advertisers should be
restricted to fewer products for par-

DON'T WANT
proposed

mercial network shows

LONGER

TV?
ticipation purposes. It should be
possible, however, to provide greater
flexibility to stations by supplying
schedules 60 days in advance.
"Products that a sponsor carries
on his program should not be restricted ifthe agency gives this advance notice. Advertisers, in turn,
should in all fairness relax arbitrary
and sometimes dictatorial product
Off-the-record estimates of the fudemands."
ture of product protection itself resembled those of the station men. A
fair example: "Most advertisers and
agencies have gotten themselves into
a vacuum-type world if they really

CHAINBREAKS

(l) additional minute breaks between

com-

in daytime instead of conventional 20- and 10-second

breaks; affiliate selling of daytime minutes adjacent to unsold web shows; middle
breaks in all hour-long shows when such breaks do not harm program's content
-or, eliminating middle break and substituting 40 seconds before and after such
programs; two 20-second spots between nighttime shows, and the sale of unsold
minutes on a two-week recapturable basis.

Media

directors

answer

that in view of the difficulty of clearing time

and the increasing cost of network shows, it would not be practical to lessen
the desirability of those shows by increasing the amount of commercial time on
a local basis at the expense of the network advertiser who, after all, makes
valuable adjacencies possible in the first place. Over-commercialization would, in
the long run, affect the size of the audience and hurt the advertisers, the
networks, and the stations.

SPONSOR
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think product protection on tv is
something they can maintain. After
all. there is none in magazines, and
in t\ even under the present restriction-, competitive messages are
bouncing off the consumer's head
from ever] direction."
"Protection is a fable," said another. ''You may have it on one network. hut the viewer switches channels at will and who can say what
commercials he is seeing?
"Many agencies use the fable of
product protection," the second
spokesman continued, "as a competitive clog to freeze out the competition. But everyone loses. The networks lose because of lock-outs. The
sponsors lose because the next time
it's they who are locked out. More
and more product protection has become a competitive weapon.

A

STRONGLY-WORDED

"Back-to-back protection is feasible
and necessary, but the degree to
which protection has been carried is
unrealistic, and makes advertising

ly sizable minority which would tend
to take advantage of the longer station breaks, and I am afraid it could
lead to a new round of triple and

less efficient."
Points Three through Seven, which
call for more time during chainbreaks, more daytime breaks, ending
daytime shows 35 seconds early, midprogram 40-second breaks in nighttime hour shows and the sale of two

multiple
spotting."
As another
agency source put it,

20's at night, leave agencies wary of
"the sinners."
Agency reaction to additional day-

they want with on
the Point
time." Four
In thing
commenting
(adding a daytime minute adjacency

time minute break suggestions: "You
will find that most major agencies
who have been active in the area of

by ending programs 35 seconds
early), agencymen all point to the
truism that "advertisers and agencies
aren't so concerned Avith the amount
of commercial time — i.e. a minute instead of 30 seconds — between programs, as they are w?ith the number

trying to police the multiple spotting
problem would be very concerned
with this development.
"Although the sinners represent a
minoritv of the stations, it is a fair-

MINORITY

VIEW

"This might be all right if limited
(and policed) to single one-minute
commercials. But that is probably
an unrealistic desire on our part, because stations will probably do any-

of One
spots answered
which are with
put back
to back."
a resounding,
"No!" Actually, he said, this amounts
to shaving the network shows 35 seconds, shows being paid for bv network sponsors. "I see the ugly head
of over-commercialization popping-up
Media directors were also opposed
to Point Five: that middle station
breaks be provided in more of the
hour shows. They indicated that they
would
much prefer to see a complete
again."
elimination of middle station breaks
of all hour shows, even at the cost of
increasing the chainbreak.
They noted that the way the suggestion is worded, "stations to be
given 40 seconds before and after
such programs," would seem to create an 80-second chainbreak for the
local station. This, they predicted,
would lead to "all sorts" of triple
spotting abuses.
The general response to Point Six,
permitting two 20's between nighttime shows, was, "No! This would
just encourage over-commercialization. Itwould be abused."
The problem, thev said, is one of

* spot
orer-c err. er c 1 a 1 1 ze

I rer.cie?
- r network adrertlsara

I :leot.

THE SIGNIFICANCE of this bitter attack on the affiliates' proposals is that it came from the
vice president and media director of one of the most influential New York-based agencies; one
that is among the leaders in almost every category of air media billings, both network and spot

34

educating the advertiser to I.D.'s. because if a station starts double-spotting 20's it'll soon be selling less
of these, too.
up in
the chainbreaks:
agencies' position
on Summing
an increase
We understand the purpose behind
the suggestions and agree that many
times it is difficult to clear announcements for local or regional advertisers. But it is also frequently diffi-
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WANT

ult to clear time for a network adertiser.

A PROMOTION

In view of the difficulty of clearing network time, particularly during evening hours, and the increasing
host of network shows, it would not

FIRST,

seem practical to lessen the desirability of those shows by increasing
he amount of commercial time on a

^):in Francisco was the city, KPIX
the station, and advertising sales promotion manager Chris Christensen
the target for a neat little promotion
stunt pulled by a couple of bright,
ambitious amateurs a few weeks ago.

ocal basis at the expense of the network advertiser. After all, it is the
letwork advertiser who makes adjacencies possible in the first place.
In the long run, over-commercialisation isgoing to adversely affect the
dze of audience delivered, which will
vork to the disadvantage of not only
he advertiser concerned, but also the
letworks and the stations.
Media men almost unanimously
called Point Seven (permit affiliates
o sell locally unsold minutes in network shows on a two-week recapturiible basis) "a very acceptable prolosal." They declared that if the lo•al stations would sincerely accept the
Responsibility for maintaining competitive product separation and reasonable standards of a good taste in
*he acceptance
of local advertisers
would be put in network shows,
KVho
s could work.
"But," each and every media direc■ added, they are concerned about
■]he minority of "irresponsible station
taanagements" who would not take
he trouble to police the competitive
ituation which could develop beVeen local sponsors and network
■ponsors within the framework of this
uggestion.
; One adman called for a firm prom*e from the stations of "common

I
1
i
I

FIND

JOB?

A GIMMICK

Having gone through the ritual of
setting up a job interview with Christensen to demonstrate a new technique of film promotion, the amateurs
— Colon Brown, Jr. and Sheldon Fay,
Jr., a couple of Stanford Uiversity
graduate students — devised a plan to
insure their interview would come off
as no ordinary one.
On the morning of their appointment the two boys, equipped with car
and camera, followed Christensen on
his daily trip to the studio. Result:
From the moment he started out, till

H he parked at the studio, Christensen's
1 every move was captured on film.
Plus some. As Christensen stepped
I out of his car and sauntered toward
1 the studio entrance, an eye-catching
i brunette approached him. She smiled.
I "Would you like to kiss me?" she
1 said, mincing no words.
Not one to be noticeably caught off
jf
3
ti
1

guard, our man replied that he was as
red-blooded as they come, but it was
mighty early in the morning, and
what was the pitch anyway?

The young lady's pitch, she forth•A rightly told him, was a kiss for a
I donation to the United Crusade.

j
Christensen quickly agreed to the
H terms, and the bargain was sealed.
|
And might have been forgotten, if
•mother stated that the permission of
le network sponsor should be given i the same girl didn't reappear at his
nly if it were clear that the network H office a few hours later with the two
ad some say in what kind of com- U young heroes of our story. Surprised
iiercial was permitted.
« is a poor word for the look on Chris| "It has always seemed to me," said B tensen's face, but it's adequate when
lie media director of an agency rep- ($ compared with his reaction to the
resenting one of the top tv-billing if five-minute film of himself the boys
lutomobiles. "that it could be arproduced.
It should come as no surprise to
ranged bythe networks to have affili|tes sell locally those unsold minutes p readers, however,
that both Colon

*ense compatibility" when inserting
)cal messages into network shows,

i 1 a network show."

H and Sheldon packed a wallop of an
Next time Christensen
J "If the necessary arrangements for H impression.
dent and production compensation |§ needs some outside film promotion
'3uld be made," he said, "it seems
help, "I'll get hold of those greenhorns who taught an old hand like
|>gical to have the stations use the
( Please turn to page 64)
me a new trick," he says.
^
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'IT WORKED!'

she laughs into camera. "He

fell for it hook, line, and sinker!' Which Christensen had to admit when he was treated
to

a view

of his

morning's

venture

on film

HOW
^

ACCURATE

Hero are some

answers for agencymen

who are trying to explain subject to the client
^ Martin Mayer's article in 'Esquire' goes
into both theory
and practice
of sampling

It's not easy to explain how accurate ratings really
are, though researchers consider the theory behind
sampling as proven beyond doubt. Martin Mayer,
author of "Madison Ave., U.S.A.," a respected tract
about a business not often respected, tries his hand
in a piece written for the November issue of Esquire
magazine. With the election coming up, Mayer's
article went into the subject of political polling at
length, but a considerable part of the article (reprinted inpart here) covers the general subject of
sampling and probability. Mayer avoids oversimplifying a complicated subject, but sponsor editors
feel that the reader who pays close attention will
gain a greater insight into the subject — and perhaps
satisfy some of the nagging doubts. Below, the
author samples the fish without asking any questions.

ARE

RATINGS?

^%t a meeting of radio and television broadcasters thm
years ago, the A. C. Nielsen Company gave an odd am
persuasive demonstration of the product it sells. Because
the product is market research, the company could
scarcely offer a taste or a feel or even a pitchman's sh<
Instead, Nielsen offered the assembled businessmen a
chance to prove for themselves the mathematical theory
which forms the foundation for such topics of general
discussion as political polls, television ratings, cost-of-!
living figures, unemployment statistics, does-smokingcause-cancer, national income estimates, and the like. Thi
theory is called "sampling."' and the demonstration, callec
"Sugar Scoop," was ingenious — worthy to represent the
proprietor of the nation's most intricate and most widely:
accepted television-rating service.
What Nielsen did was to fill a bowl with ten thousand
ball bearings. Most of the ball bearings were silver steel,
but one in ten of them was bright yellow brass. In the
bowl rested an ordinary sugar scoop, with which any
visiting businessmen who cared to try his luck ladled out
balls at random and poured them into a funnel device
which fed five clear plastic tubes, each capable of holding 100 bearings. The number of brass balls in each
"sample" of 500 was counted, and then everything was
returned to the bowl.
Over the six days of the experiment, some 511 samples
were pulled from the bowl. Some of the businessmen, as
any mathematician could have predicted, beat the game.
To be accurately representative of the "universe" —
the ten thousand ball bearings in the bowl — a sample of
500 should have contained exactly 50 brass balls. One of
the visitors found only 31 in his lot; another, remarkably
fortunate, pulled 79. Of the 511 samples, however, only
53 contained fewer than 40 or more than 60 brass ballIn other words, it was true nine-tenths of the time that
by looking at only 500 out of 10.000 B-B shot in a bowl
you could describe within two percentage points the proportions ofdifferent-colored shot in the total. . . .
An electronic calculator can demonstrate that the odds
are better than two-to-one that a random sample of 1,000
cases will give a result within 1.58 percentage points of,
the correct answer. (It makes little difference whether
the universe contains a million or a hundred mil
units.) If you consider that the figures were about three
per cent off in the 1950 Census of the United State:
when monstrous numbers of interviews went out to count
every living nose, you must agree that a "standard error"
of 1.58 percent in a sample makes a highly accepted
showing.
Except that — and here the mathematicians depart, complaining loudly, from the offices of the practical pollsters
— no actual research project can claim accuracy as good
as mathematical theory predicts. For the theory assumes
a truly "random" sample, and human effort is too conditioned byhistory to produce random results. The best
of the research firms usually do not relv on what anv individual might regard as "random."
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MARTIN

MAYER

ON

RATINGS

THE THEORY of sampling is valid simply beyond
question. The Census Bureau has proved it over
and over again, drawing samples as small as 400
from the 45,000,000-plus households of 1950, and
coming within three percentage points of the correct answer on about eighty-five out of every 100
tries.
AN ELECTRONIC calculator can demonstrate that
the odds are better than two-to-one that a random
sample of 1,000 cases will give a result within 1.58
percentage points of the correct answer. (It makes
little difference whether the universe contains a
million or a hundred million units.)
EXCEPT THAT— and
part, complainingly
practical pollsters—
claim accuracy as

here the mathematicians deloudly, from the offices of the
no actual research project can
good as mathematical theory

AND

SAMPLING

everybody is more likely to be accurate than the
information from a sample. The defense of sampling in a commercial situation is that the sample
will give information accurate enough to form a
basis for sound decisions — at a cost infinitely
lower than that of a census.
BUT EVEN after all the neutral probability techniques have been employed, there remains a disturbing "who's-who" aspect to any sampling operation which involves people. Not everyone will
answer an interviewer's question. There are differences in intensity of feeling, vitally important to
the man who is planning to market a new product
or get himself elected president, but very difficult
to pull out reliably from questionnaire results.

predicts. For the theory assumes a truly "random" sample, and human effort is too conditioned
by history to produce random results.

TOO MANY people have a stake in the results
of both polls and ratings. Politicians have been
forced to deny that they pay attention to polls,
which is nonsense. Television network officials
whose week is made or ruined by the ratings will

THE WHOLE purpose of sampling is to save
money. . . . The information gathered from asking

tell investigators that their decisions aren't influenced bywhat the rating services say, which is
even worse nonsense. 11

the more exactly described "probability sample." in which
each member of the universe to be measured has an equal
chance of selection as part of the sample. But even here.
with the blank neutrality of the electronic calculator
thrown onto the scales, genuinely "random" results cannot be achieved. "Blueprints of airplanes don't fly," savs
Warren Cordell. chief statistical officer of the A. C. Nielsen office, a quiet enthusiast with apple cheeks and an
Indian accent. "There are lots of perfect sample designs,
but in field surveys there are no perfect samples."
The failure to assure that all possible respondents have
an equal chance to be asked mav introduce into the results a"bias" of unknown dimensions. On the coarsest
level, for example, a man who did his political polling in
a working-class district of Boston would come up with a
prediction of a Kennedy landslide unlikely to occur nationally. Aservice which rates the popularity of television
programs by calling telephone numbers in cities can be
accurate nationally only if farmers and other rural residents have the same viewing habits as city dwellers — an
unreasonable assumption. . . .
The whole purpose of sampling is to save monev.
Mathematicians can have some fun pointing out that the
standard error on a perfect sample of 1,000 is substantially lower than the actual error of Census results, and
George Gallup can comment sarcastically on "this fatuous
notion that you must be accurate if you ask everybody."
But, of course, the information
gathered from asking
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everybody is more likely to be accurate than the information from a sample. The defense of sampling in a commercial situation is that the sample will give information
accurate enough to form a basis for sound decisions — at
a cost infinitely lower than that of a census. Perhaps the
first fact a researcher wants to learn from his client is
how accurate the information must be, because the cost
of the project rises drastically each time you knock a percentage point off the margin of error.
One way of saving money is to limit the size of the
"universe," to sample only from those groups which can
be expected to give useful answers. In checking the market for a new gadget on a power mower, the researcher
will avoid wasting interviews on city dwellers. Nielsen
does not include in his tv-rating sample that eighth of
the population which does not own a television set. Usually the distinctions are more subtle, and the researcher proceeds by trial and error. As Alfred Politz puts it with his
great gift for analogy, the researcher is often in the position of an artillery officer who knows that the enemy guns
are in the wooded hill across the way. but doesn't know
where. He has mapped out the enemy terrain into a thousand squares, and given his guns square-by-square firing
orders to saturate the hillside. Suddenly there appears
in his camp a spy — "an unreliable spy whose information
has not been wholly trustworthy in the past." The spv
examines the officer's map, and says that the enemy's guns
are in square 196. "What do you, as the artillery officer,

do?" Politz asks. "You shoot in thai
square first. If the spy is wrong, you
have lost noting. If the spy is right.
you saved 999 shots."
The major money-saving device is
called "clustering." The modern
"probability" sample eliminates the
old bias of interviewer judgment by
sending the interviewer to a specified
house on a specified lot. or to a specified apartment in a multi-family
dwelling. Every square mile of the
United States has heen mapped, by a
municipality, a fire-insurance company, or a government agency. The
Census Bureau has mapped hundreds
of thousands of "Census Tracts."
Each dwelling unit on each map is
assigned a number, each map has a
number, and selections are made by
means of "random-number tables,"
eliminating human judgment entirely.
A straight probability sample, however, will probably permit an interviewer no more than one or two collections day.
a
He will have to spend
the rest of his time traveling several
hundred miles to get to the next house
on the list (and then return to "call
back" on the family that wasn't
home). To avoid the travel expense
and the waste of salaries, therefore,
researchers "cluster" their sample
geographically, gaining a much larger
sample for the same cost.
How much clustering should be
done is a matter of controversy
among statisticians, though there is
general agreement that it all depends
on what vou're measuring. The
greater the homogeneity in a region
or a social class, with respect to what
you are measuring, the more dangerous the clustering. The technical term
is "intraclass correlation," and everyone "takes it into account." William
Hurwitz of the Census Bureau feels
that manv private organizations "exaggerate the costs of travel," and thus
may pull too many responses from
I

I

too few clusters. The Federal Reserve System has a hunch that the
Census Bureau may demand an unnecessarily expensive purity of distribution inthe sample.
Government
agencies, however, must always be
more cautious than private firms in
arranging their samples. The commercial researcher finds a workable
answer for a single client, suited to
(Please turn to page 54)
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DISCUSSING the NBC research study on behalf of Proctor-Silex are (I tc
Rambo, advertising mgr., P-S Corp.; Max Tendrich, Weiss & Geller account i
Marvin Baiman, mgr. NBC

research projects & Larry Wisser, W

& G senior ' .p. & creative dir.

PROCTOR'S WEB TV
DEBUT PAYS OFF
^ Research study shows success of appliance firm's
plunge last spring on six daytime shows, one special
^

Weiss & Geller blue-printed Proctor's increased use

of spot tv over seven years ; foresaw '60 as network year
■ ^roctor-Silex
Corp. has taken a
plunge into daytime network tv. After
building up distribution and dealerships with spot tv over the past seven
I years, the small appliance manufacturer initiated a six-week
daytime
campaign on NBC TV last spring and
has doubled this venture for the fall.
The tv budget, all on NBC, is 80% of
; Proctor's national media advertising
■ expenditure, roughly Si million.
Proctor, and its agency, Weiss &
' Geller, have come a long way from
i the one-market spot saturation campaign initiated in 1954 as Proctor's
| toe-wetting start in tv. Progressively,
| Proctor increased its spot tv advertising through 1959 ($551,000 in spot
j last year, according to TvB),
prij marily to secure ample distribution
and dealerships
(sponsor,
11 June
1956) as well as establish product
awareness.
With this accomplished, and with

the merger of Proctor Electric with
the Silex Corp. on March 1, 1960,
the plunge into network tv was made
last spring, and the results are tremendous. For one thing, Proctor sales
are 25% ahead of the first nine
months of 1959. Max Tendrich. W&< !
executive vice president and account
executive told SPONSOR. He pointed
out, however, that the industry on the
whole is not ahead in sales by this
percentage.
The network tv plunge is the result of Weiss & Geller's planned expansion of the use of tv for Proctor,
which started with the one-market
buy in 1954. When the agency took
over the account in the early '50's a
spot tv blueprint, was made, which
opened up to markets, one by one,
to the point where it became economical for Proctor to enter network tv.
With the Proctor-Silex merger came
an approximately doubled sales and
24 OCTOBER
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Btribtuion staff. Therefore, taking
Ivantage of the increased manpower,
id the market-by-market saturation
lilt up bv the spot campaign, ''we
;re ready for network tv," said
plliam Y. E. Rambo. Proctor ad
|inager.
iThe results of Proctor's initial net|>rk campaign are evidenced in a
pcial study made last month by
BC's research department, on behalf
Proctor-Silex. The study deals
jsicallv with audience size and direc|n and appeal of Proctor's spring
J60 NBC TV campaign, as well as
! advertising impact which accrued
the sponsor. NBC decided to initi■ the studv last spring when Proctor
ide its heavy switch from spot — a
nificant boost to daytime network
Here are some of NBC's findings:

NBC STUDY

• Proctor's spring campaign employed the unique combination of six
daytime programs, plus a nighttime
special, the Jerry Lewis Show, for a
total of 60 minutes of commercial
time over six weeks.
• During this
reached over 27
homes representing
10 tv homes. The
home tuned to over

period
million
six out
average
four and

Proctor
different
of every
viewing
one half

episodes. NBC estimates that the gross
rating points for the entire six-week
campaign was 450 points. Nielsen
figures were used.
• In a typical week of the daytime
campaign, Proctor had nine minutes
of commercial time with the average
minute viewed by 4.1 million people
(2.7 million homes times 1.52 viewers
per set I . resulting in a total of 37
million impressions each week.

SHOWS

PROCTOR

• The daytime campaign was most
heavily concentrated in those homes
that are the best appliance customers,
namely young housewives, higher income homes and larger families. The
five-week cumulative audience was
22' i above average in the homes
with housewives 35-49 vear of age
and 12' < above average in the 16-34
group (6th week of the campaign
was a Nielsen black week). Homes
with housewives over 50 years of age
were 10% below average, however.
• The cumulative rating among
homes with five or more persons was
25% above average, while among
homes in the §5,000 a year and over
bracket the rating was 7% above the
average and 2rr above average in the
88.000 and over group.
Here is what NBC's special study
(Please turn to page 56)

IMPACT OF VIDEO

"How would you rate Proctor Toasters . . .one of the best,
very good, good, fair or poor ? "
% RATING PROCTOR "ONE OF THE BEST" OR VERY GOOD"
50.7

+31.3

32.8
19.4

■

Before
After
TOTAL

25.3
20.1
1+5.2

Before
After
NON-VIEWERS

194

Before
After
HEAVY VIEWERS

Typical chart in NBC's study on the effect of Proctor's spring NBC TV campaign. "Before" and "after"
refer to random calls made prior to and after the campaign. Heavy viewers saw at least 10 of Proctor's
possible 60 daytime quarter hours or five segments and the 'Jerry Lewis' special. Non-viewers saw none
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IF YOU ARE GOING
TO USE TV ABROAD
^
U.

Here are answers to a dozen questions asked by
S. advertisers
and agencies
entering
overseas
tv

^ What you should know about U. S. foreign branches,
program buying, commercials, stations, and restrictions

43

U.

FILM

S.

ADVERTISERS

SHOWS

IN

WHO

LATIN

AMERICA

Country

Advertisers

All L. A.

Goodyear Tire

Argentina

Compania Toddy, Max Factor

Brazil

Shell Oil

Costa Rica

Cliquot

Club,

Westinghouse,

General

Admiral,

Kitchens,

Motorola,

GE, Wurlitzer,

Philco, RCA, Scott's Emulsion, Numar margarine
Cuba

Bristol-Myers

Honduras

TAN Airlines, Sherwin-Williams

Mexico

Orange
Crush, American Airlines, Bristol-Myers,
Procter & Gamble, Corn Products Co., Kimberly-

Puerto Rico

Esso

Clark, Warner-Lambert
Standard

Oil,

Shell

What percentage of program ordi
from overseas advertisers are plaa
through
the parent company
or
agency in the V. S.?
The percentage of orders placed Y
overseas branches through their d
fices or agencies in the U. S. is J
than 1%. But important screenin
do take place in this country
L . S. advertisers and agencies, wt
in turn suggest and recommend pai
ticular types of shows or specific d
ries to their overseas branches ar
agencies. This is an important fa
tor, but few sales are actuallv c
summated in this country.
Are overseas orders for V. S. tv f
usually placed by the local agency

Tire,

Gibson

USE

I he rise of overseas operations .
American companies has posed n^
problems and neiv opportunities I
advertising abroad. To introduce a
vertising managers to overseas tv ai
to discuss some typical tv problen
of U. S. companies with forei^
branches, sponsor presents this int^
view with Edward J. Stern, found
and president of International Telet
sion Programs \1TP\ — a compat
for seven years the international <L
tributor of Ziv-UA tv films.

Oil,

Nestle,

Nabisco,

by the advertiser's local office?
Local factors varying within ea(
country determine this question.
Venezuela, for example, the majori
of shows are bought by advertisir
agencies for clients. But in Japs
and Australia it is mandatory th<
the stations purchase the shows. E
cept in those commercial marki
where the law requires selling
rectly to stations, usually both A
agency's recommendation and the cl
ent s approval are necessary beloi
tv film programs are bought.
What degree of influence or rnnir
is exercised from the U. S. by clien
or agencies?
This varies a great deal from coo

Fresh Milk Coop., Corona beer, P&G, GE, Chase
Manhattan Bank, Kellogg, Borden, General Motors, Crosley, Ford, Hazel Bishop, Bristol-Myers,
Westinghouse

pany to company. Most forei
branches operate more or less aut<
omously but are, of course, ready
listen to their parent company's r
ommendations.

Ven ez twin

Borden,

General

Motors,

Richard

Hudnut,

Lucky

Strike, Sears Roebuck, Standard Brands, Corning
Glass, Bristol-Myers, Chesterfield

What

about commercials, wht

they're prepared, their length, a
whether they are film or live?
Commercials are generally made i:

*sourck: ITP

the

country
where
they're
(Please turn to page 60)
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TV BASICS/NOVEMBER
s/h

This month's
Network television's

speciality— specials
of the season

season reveals an overwhelming number of brand new shows featuring

for the three networks

last year's weekly tv talent. Among
these experimental shows are the
Danny Thomas special and last
month's Phil Silvers special. John
Wayne, a popular film personality,
and seldom available to the tv medium has a November show.
The 1960 vs. 1959 cost increases
are: Bell Telephone Hour, $285,000
vs. $275,000; Du Pont Show of the
Month, $300,000 vs. $275,000 Hall of
Fame, $275,000 vs. $250,000.
^

second month

•eveals a total of 28 specials
he four weeks ending 20 Novem-

twice-a-month specials such as Hall

ber— sponsor's comparagraph period
S— sets a new record for network speials scheduled within one month's
ime. Last year, during the same

of Fame.
Responsible for at least part of the
increase is the presidential election,
creating six specials including all

leriod, sponsor's Tv Basics showed a
,otal of 20 shows as compared to the
urrently scheduled 28 shows. Both
periods include a two-part series and

three networks' election returns coverage.
Although many familiar specials
are once again being aired, the new

1. THIS
SPECIALS
PROGRAM

MONTH

SCHEDULED

DURING

(NETWORK)

Doiv Hour-Great Mysteries (IS)
Dupont Shoiv of the Month (C)
Elections (IS)
Election Coverage (A)
Election Returns (C)
Family Classics l&ll (C)
Dave Garroway (IS)

Hallmark Hall of Fame (IS)
Bobe Hope Buick Show (IS)
Dean Martin (IS)
Omnibus (IS)
Rep. Pres. Cand. Speech (A)
The Right Man (C)
Story of a Family (IS)
Danny Thomas Special (C)
Tomorrow (C)

275,000
110,000

*
*
*

300,000

265,000
250,000

275,000
320,000
250,000
120,000

ENDING

TV

20 NOVEMBER
AGENCY,

DATE

Bell & Howell, McCann, 11/3
AT&T, Ayer, 10/28, 11/11
Purex, Weiss, 10/25
10/29, 11/6
Revlon, Grey, 10/27
Dow, MacManus, 11/15
11/8
Dupont, BBDO, 11/16
11/8
Westinghouse, Ketchum, 11/8
Breck, McClinton, 10/28, 10/29
Elgin, 11/18
Elec. Auto-lite, Grant, 11/8
American Luggage, J. C. David, 11/8
Berkshire Hosiery, 0, B&M, 11/8
Hallmark, FC&B, 10/24, 11/20
Buick, McCann, 11/16
Speidel, NC&C, 11/1
Aluminum, JWT, 11/13
Republican National Committee, 11/7

225.000
125,000
275,000
150,000

VIS Anniversary Concert (A)
John Wayne Shoiv (A)
Wonderland on Ice (IS)

24 OCTOBER 1960

WEEKS

SPONSOR,

$30,000
285,000
125,000

John Brown's Raid (IS)
Campaign Roundup (A)
Date With Debbie (A)

•Part of a package which includes conventions,

FOUR

COST

Bell & Howell Close-Up (A)
Bell Telephone Hour (IS)

J

IN NETWORK

275,000
200,000
speeches, etc.

Traveler's Insurance, Y&R, 10/24
Ocean Spray, BBDO, 11/14
General Motors, 10/30
American Machine Foundry, C&W, 10/26
10/24
Pontiac, MacManus, 11/14
Top Value Enterprises, C-M, 11/17

CO

NIGHTTIME

P A

MONDAY

SUNDAY
CBS

NBC

ABC

TUESDAY

CBS

Meet The Pres
Manhattan ShlrU
(Daniel ft Char.:

Walt

Disney

Derby (McC-E)
llo (JWT)
$94,001

F

CBS

NBC

lohn Daly News

No net service

People Are
P- jientia!
<R-McC)

G. Mills (DFS)
Ludens (Mathesl

Squibbs hue ft (DonaCoe)

$35,000
Tfim

Shirley Temple
Lassie
Campbell
Soup
(RFtDO)
'Mathesl

ABC

NBC

News

RCA (7-8)
(JWT)
B-Nut Lire
Savers

Dow

(TftR)

D

'repeat fe«*1>
Story-Family

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)
Ralston (Gard.
Peter Paul (DFS)
Brts-My
(i
Union Car. (Esty)

ST.',.. O
T*Rl
Brillo
(JWT)
Noxema
(SSCB)

To

Tell

Edwards

■repeal feed.

The

Truth:
(9/26
S)
Helene
Curtis
>cF

118.000

(7:30-8.30)
(C. Mith.)
DPMI
BSDO
Block
(SSCB)
JL

Bugs Bunny
G TOs. BftB
Golgate (Bates)

Best
Glass

TAR

West$39,000

11a

HM

Wyatt

Scott (JWT)
lc-F
$35.00
The

Right

Monk

Alfred

Earp

C.
Or

Man

Elections

5e-F
$37,000
(Burnett)

Tom
Ewell
'i-sitr Ol:;

Surside 6
Cluett Peabody
UM
Whitehall

E. Theatre
(BRT>Ol
F
$51. (

wHitchcock
id
nre

Gen Mills
alt PAG(DFSi

$40,000

The Rebel
rnion Carbide
(Esty)

(BBDO);

Cellogg (Burnett:
Returns #
Election
':-.

[Lftlll

Hl-;i

Father Knows
B-Myrs

Buddy Up
Bringing
Surside 6
(8:30-9:30)
Bn ft Wmsn
(Bates)

'KMftJ)
Madi

David

P&G
(BftB
War-Dam
(Bates)
Phn
BftB

Gen Mills
(BBDO)

B&W
ta
□data

Riverboat
R. Digest
(JWT)

National
Velvet
(BBDO]

I Resall

Tab Hunter
P. Lorillard

CA-W)

Pi-G

BAB
I

.-:

(!My-F

BBDfl
$85.

Adv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)
DuPont
(BBDO)
A-F
$110,000

Sute Farm
fXL&B)
•-L
$80,500

Candid
Carner.
ver (JWT)
lstol-Myers
(TftR)
AuP-L
$34,001

John

Loretta

Young

lit Warner Lan
(Lam ft Feasleyl
Dr-L
$49,50(

Wayne

Adv. In Paradise
LAM
J. B.

rMcC-E)
Williams

Spike
jone:
Gc->Show
Foods
(BftB)$47,500
Mj-L

Singer

(T&R)

My-F
$37.00fl|Gen
Hall of Fame
F3s

.'OBM>

Carry
-■-..::_ Moore
Ayeri

Hennesey
rlltard
rt~

NBC

Show
(10-11)

LftB
Amer.

Whitehall (Bates)
Peabody (L&N)

Thriller

Stagecoach
West

Specials

3.

C- Johnson
(NLftB)
Polaroid
(DDB)
$115.0

Gas Co.

ya-r

Bowling
I Walter Winche
Show
Hazel Bishop
(Bay. Spector)

• Special*.
ttCost is per segment,
ins or co-op programs,
talent and

42

prod —

'~

v

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
(DCSS). R J
Reynolds (Esty)
My-F
$39.00

Presidential
Countdown
(8/12- 10/81)
Wwtingbouse
(Eetcbum-MaeL)

Prices
do
i
ot include sustaining, participatCosts
refer to average show costs including
They are gross
include 15%
agency commission).

Jackpot
Bayuk

(Werm

No

Net

Service

(McC-E)
Sp-F
$3T.00(

They do not include
26 Sept. -23 Oct.
Program ty
(Au)
Audience
Participate

: or time charses.
are indicated

This chart c:

as fo"

24 OCTOBER

196-3

G R A P H
t

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

IIESDAY
NBC

ABC

24 OCT. - 20 NOV.

CBS

NBC

ABC

SATURDAY

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC

ohn Daly News

ohn Daly News

Campaign
Roundup

ai
] S)
1 S)

». tt
t

D Edwards
rexaco
(C&W)
PhlUp Morris
] I-L
$6.5O0tt
(Burnett)
Wonderland
(7:30-3:30)
•
alt Schlitz
(JWT)
<-L
$9,500tt

Texaco (C&W)
•-L

$6.500tt

e
News
1

D Edwards
Parliament
(B&B)
N-L

(Bate!)
$9.500tt

Texaco (C&W)
f-L
$6.500tt

No net service

No net service

No net service

D Edwards
Philip Morris

D Edwards
Parliament

Texaco

(repeat feed)

(10/1; 7.30-8)
(10/8; 8-8:30)
(10/15; 7-7:30)

Roundup
Campaign
(7:00-7:30) 0

(repeat feed)
(repeat feed)

I Is

I
3)
00

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)
Ford
(JWT)
V-F
S88.00C

Wason Train
B. J. Reynolds
(Esty)
Nafl Blse.
(Mc-E)

-

Cuestward Ho!
Balston (GB&B.
Gardner)
7-Up
(JWT)
5c-F
$38,000

Donna
Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)
alt
Johnson
& J
(T&R)
3c-F
$40,000

The Witness
(7:30-8:30;
R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

The Outlaws
Gold
Seal
] . & Wmsn, Dupont (BBDO) ;
Ford
(JWT)
I. Dvd
(Weiss)
(McCann)
$83,000
)r-F
$78,000 V-F

Lever (OBM)
alt Speldel
(NC&K)

The Witness
Esq. (MW&S)

00 i-L

$22,500

T&R) ;War-Lam
(L&F); Colgate
(Bates) ; Stude.
(BBDO) ; Pan

(B&B)

(
)
(
)
$80,000

1 •
Harrigan & Son Nabisco
(Me-E)
(10/7 S)
Family Classics
Reynolds (Frank)
CC-F
$39,000
8:30
(10/28.
7:30-

KM&J);
B-Nut
Ate
Sav. (T&R)
Dow
(MJ&A)
*restone(Mathes)
ly-F

$79,000

Dan Raven
Mentholatum
(JWT)
(D'Arcy)
Studebaker
I. Dvd
Smnz

(Weiss)
(DFS)

Crey

Sat

Theatre
NLB)
lard

P. Loril(L&N)

V-F

Masterson

(9/29 (Ayer)
S)
Sealtest
Hills Bros.

$45,000 '

r-F

(Ayer)$39,000

(10/15 S;
The 7:30-8:30)
Roaring 20's
Dupont
(BBDO)
Anahist (Bates)
Ritchie (K&E)

Perry
Mason
(7:30-8:30)
Colgate
(Bate*)
(B&B)
Parliament

My-F

My-F

$83,000

$80,000

alt
Flintstones
Miles
(Wade)
R. J. Reynold!
(Eaty)
:C-F

544,000

Route
(10/7
Chevrolet

The

66
S)
(C-E)

Philip Morris
A-F (Burnett)
$85,000

Lone

Westerner
Car.-Lam.(L&F)
l-Nul Life savers
(T&R)
I. Dvd
(Weiss)
Smnz
(DFS)
r-F
$36,000

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)
im. Tob. (BBDO)
RCA
(JWT)
W-F
$78,000

The Roaring
Perry
Mason
Dracket
(T&R)
Sterling
(DFSi
Moores

Derby
(Mc-E)
Am.
Chicle
(Bates)
Brlngtn
Mills
(Don.
& Coe)

II

20's
Leave
It To
Beaver
ftalston (Gardner,
GB&B)
GE (Grey)
Sc-F

Bonanza

Family8:30)
Classics

(10/29.

(Camp.-Mith.)
Zane

The Real
McCoys
P&Q
(Comptoo)
3c-F
$41,000

G. Fds
$10,000 Dracket
W-F

Sc-F

Dan Raven
(7:30-8:30)
Brn. & Wmsn.

(7:30-8:SO)
Parliament
(B&B)

Funday

Mattel

The Outlaws
1S-Nut Life Savers

i

Price Is Right

Rawhide
Matty's

7:30-

Checkmate
(8:30-9:30)
alt.

K.

Clark

(Bales)
Lever (K&E)

$30,000

My-F

Tall Man
R. J. Reynolds
Life Savers (T&R)
(Esty) ; B-Nut
W-F
$36,000

$80,000
The Deputy

Perry Como
Kraft (JWT)
-L
$125,000
Bob
Hope
(9-10)
«

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)
Armour (FCB)

1
Perry Como

n

My Three
Sons
Chevrolet (C-E)
3c-F
$49,500

C.AngelJohnson
(B&B)
Gen.
Foods (B&B)
C-F
$43,000 (

S.

7

alt (Bates)
Am Too
(Gumblnner)
c-F
$38,000

Untouchables
Ritchie
(K&E)
Vhltehall (Bates)
(Esty)

Ann Sothern
.
ennessee Ernie
S. C. Johnson
Ford
Show
(B&B)
Gen.
Fortd (JWT)
Foods
(B&B)
-L
$45,000
c-F
$41,000

Sunset

Strip

(9-19)
Am.
Chicle

Route

Sunset Strip
H. Ritchie

R. J.(Eity)
Reynold!
Whitehall

Sell Telephone
T&TINW Ayer)
-L
$175,000

Hu-L

66

Uy-F (Bates)$85,000

11

L&M
(Me-E)
Uy-F
$90,000
Date-Debbie
(9:30-10:30)
£

eter Loves Mary
P&G
(B&B)
*-F
$38,000

achelor
Father
Whitehall
'

Lawrence Welk
(9-10)
Dodge (Grant)

alt Gen
Cigar
'olariod
(DD&B)
(T&R)

Checkmate

J. B. Williams
(Parkson)
$45,000

Klmberly Clark
I*ver (FCB)
alt. B&W

Have Gun, Will
Mr. Carlund
Plymouth
(Ayer)
L&M (DFS)
A-F
$37,000

Sell Telephone

Lawrence

Project 20

(9:30-10:30)

Whitehall

Welk

Gen. Cig. (T&B)
Polaroid
(
)
W-F
$39,000

(Bates)(JWT)
M Lever
V-F
$40,000

S)
The(11/12
Nation's

(Bates)
Person

to

(9/29
S)
olarold
(DDB)
TJ. Carbide
.an. Pis (R&R)

Croucho
(L&N)
I orlllard
Tonl (North)
$30,000
- uP-L

Robert Taylor
in The
Detectives
P&G
My-F

(B&B)
$45,000

Twilight Zone
3en Food (T&B)
Kimberly-Clark
A-F

(FCB)$36,000

Michael Shane
(10-11)
Oldsmobile
[Brother)
Pitt.
Glass
(BBDO)
lupont
(BBDO)
ly-F
$78,000

Fight Weekof

the

Miles (Wade)
3p-L
$45,000

,
&M
V-F

Cunsmoke
(DFS)

alt

Project 20

(T&R)$42,000

uP-L

1o net service

a

Ernie AKovacs'
Take
Good
Look
:onsolidtd
Cigar
Bell & Howell
11/3,
10-10:30)

•

History
Eyewitness
June Allyson
(9/29
S)
)upont
(BBDO)
)r-L
$44,000

ia, (F)
Film,
(I)
Interview,
(J)
■ Music,
(My)
Mystery.
(X)
News.
ay. (Sp) Sports,
(V) Variety,
(W)

-VSOR

•

24

OCTOBER

1960

Law
lo

Net

Service

Jones
P&G
A-F

Juvenile,
(L)
Live,
(M)
Misc.
(Q)
Quiz-Panel,
(Sc)
Situation
Western. tNo charge for repeats.

&

(9/30
S)
Firestone
P.A

Man

to

Mr.

(10/7 S)
(B&B)
$41,000

(C-E)
$25,000

Michael
-Nut Life Shane
Savers
(T&R)

TBA

No net service

Sterling
i-F
arting

L preceding date means last date on air.
S followin g date means s Note :
ludei.
date for new
show
or sponsor
in time slot.
tPric 3 not availale.
in
many nighttime
shows which were omitted last mor th are now

43

From
(DFS)
$25,000

i*

market on the move"

rowing GROWING GROWING!
dustry . . . culture . . . population. All are making fabulous strides in the dynamic
impa Bay area!
eliminary 1960 census figures of 1,439,165 for the 21 counties covered by WTVT

make

is "market on the move" a better-than-ever buy for your media dollar!

The station on the move . . .WTVT
th top CBS and local programs, makes TV's most modern facilities available to adverers . . . studio and mobile Videotape units . . . radar weather . . . plus three studios and
\.cameras. WTVT . . . first in every way in Tampa -St. Petersburg, Market on the Move!

t'ONSOR

•

24 OCTOBER

1960

c o

->-zzzi<

r DAYTIME
CBS

NBC

Lamp Foot
Unto

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

P A

ABC

CBS

NBC
Dough

M

December

Brid

CBS

Re Mi

NBC

)ecember

Bride

sust
alt.
Sterling
(10/10

Video Village

Look Up & Liv

ABC

Video Village

S)

Play-Hunch

Play Your
Rem.
Colgate

UN in Action

Camera

Matty's
Fund;
Funnies
Mattel

Rocky &
Friends
Son. Mills, Ame
Chicle. Peter Pai

Love That Bob
Dow,
Ponds,
Miles, J&J, Estr
Mlmal, G. Fds,
G. Ms, Staley.

Three

The Texan
Dow,
G. Mis.
Nab,
Brdn,
Bn
&mi. M. Md, Es
thr, Rnlds, Lan.

t

1 Love Lucy

Love of Life
Amer

i

11/13

College

S

News

Pro-Football
(Partic.)
(1:45-

Rand

alt.

Sterlirur alt

No. Araer. Van
Lines. Shwadyei

Pro-Football

Cigar,
Schlcl

Natl. Brewing.
% regional;
Genessee, % reg

Pro-Football

Pro Football

Footbal

P&G

Culver alt «ust
P&G
alt
Mentholatum
(10/3 S)

Ponds,
Sterling,
S. C. Johnson.
Reynolds, Miles
Brillo.
Campbell

Full Circle

Art

Linklettei

WIms,

Md,
G.
Cmpbl

Brdns,

Adolphs,

Lvr,

American
Bandstand
Gen. Mills. Level
Western Tablet

sust

Footbal

Smnz

UN

Anniver-

sary Concert
(4:20-5:30)
#

alt. B-Nut
P&G

Brdn.

H.

Curtis

Daddy
Make

Room

PAO
Tomorrow
Guiding Light
P*G

It Could Be You
Miles alt sust
P&G

alt

sust

Dow. J&j.
Lvr,
Pond
Fds, Bai
Pond?,
P. Pat
Cpmbl
About

News
(1-1:05)
No net service

Hollywood

alt

Full Circle

FToad to Reality
Ponds, Dow,

No net service

Visn, i

No net service

Whtehall,
Nab.
Jhnsn,
Cmpbl

J&J,
Nxzma,
Mystic
tape,
WIms,
Brdns,

For

Jan

sust
Murray
Show

J.

Linkletter

Kellogg
B.

Williams

Loretta Young
Gold

Seal
Tonl

alt

Young
Dr.
Malone
alt. P&G
Sterling alt P&G

j&j. rx
Pan Am,

ter, Boi

Scott

Welch

Brighter Day

Daddy
sust

Make
Secret

Storm

J&J. I

Staley, Bi,
8. C. J

FromRoots
These

Whitehall.
Coty
Dow-Corning

Amer.
Band.
Tonl, Hollywood
Candy, War.Northam

Welch,.
Road
to

BeatLanTi
Millionaire
sust alt. Vick
5eott alt. Quaker
Verdict Is Yours

American
Bandstand

Si-Lax.
Day In

Art

Welch.
Lever.
Gen. Mills

Pro

alt

Nabisco B-Nut
Culver alt suit

Who
You Ponds
Trust?
Ex-Lax,

Roots

sust

Edge P&O
of Night

Truth or
Consequences

For

Sterling

Beat The Clock

Malone

Home

Home

O. Lr.ii
Hartz

The

Quaker

(wkly)

Day In Court
J&J, L. Esther,
S.C. John, B-Nut,
O. London
Dow,
String, Cmpbl,

Loretta Young

Secret Storm

Amer

alt.

Life

Quaker

Jan Murray
Show

Verdict Is Your

Brighter Day

of

Brillo

Ponds.
Jhnsn,
Adolphs,
Btr
Visn,
Esthr,

Old La
Melmat
Mis, Q|

World
P&GTurns

alt Gold Seal
P&G

alt

B-Nut

A.Leeming
Culver

Love

■nit

WIms, Van Cam

Amer

alt.

Concentration
Frlfldalre

Clear
Horizon
Vick
alt.
sust

Mis,

Queen-Day
Hartz,
Ponds,
Min. -Maid,
Armr,

sust

Lever

Search

Cmpbl,

Millionaire

Who Vou Trust?
Lvr, Armr,
S.C.
Jhnsn,
L. Esthr,

alt.

alt sust Toni

Ne net service

Day IrTCeurt

Amer. Band.
Amer.

The Texan

Ponds, Lan. Pis,
J&J,
Lvr,
Dow,
M.

No net service

Pnds. wims, Mel-

Amer.

P*Q

It Could Be Vou

No net service

Welsch.' Btr Visn,
Wilms,
Dow,

Footbal

Truth or
Consequences
Miles

sust

Price Is Right

John-

Love That Bob
Dow. Ponds, S.C.
Johnson, Miles,
Pan Am. Cmpbl,
Mennen alt Level Melmac, Welch,
Sterling-

Newt

Pro-Football

(11/6, 2:30-3) < 1

Amer.

S.C.

Concentration

alt
H. Curtis

Road To Realit)
Ponds, Sterling,
S. C. Johnson
Nxma, Pan Am

Pro-Football

Amer. 1-ootDal
Piels, Renault
Sinclair.
Pabs
Campaign

Dow,

1 Love Lucy

About Faces

(1-1:05)

Frontiers of
Faith

Amer. 'Footbal
Gen.
Colgate,

Morning Court
WIms, Nab.
G.
ins, P. Paul.
Cartr, Lan. Plus,

World Turn*

Pro-Football

Championship

Pro

Guiding
p*o Light

About Faces
Ponds,
Dow
Whitehall Brdn.
Min. Md. Cpmbl

TBA

Home

Search for
P&G
Tomorrow

Queen-Day

Hartz, Ex-Lax,
J&J, Staley, Borden, Lever, Pan
Am, Dow, Cmpbl,

Price It Right

alt Whitehall

Clear Horizon

Re Ml

Proctor-Silex
alt sust

alt Whitehall
Morning Court
Lvr. G. Mis, Olc
Lndn. Nxma, J.
B. WIms. Carter
Block, Jhsn,

Dough

Room

Who

Ym

nolds,
B-Nut,
For

PIbG

Amer. ;

Quaker
Edge af Night
P&G
Sterling
It R.

Hollywood
ColF
sust whtehl
alt.

T. French

Lax, ),.'
Hollywood
Amer.
Vick Co
Here's

Matty's

Funda

Mattel

■ Kocky lr
Friends
Chicle, P. Pau
(TBA
11/20,

Amateur
Houi
Williams

Celebrity Coif
Kemper (alt.)
Omnibus
(5-6) f>
Ihet

College
Bowl
(10/2 S)
GE

American
eo-ep
Bandstand

American
•o-oo
Bandstand

Captain
Gallant
Geo. Mills

Rin Tin Tin

BarX

Huntley

Reporting
Amer.
Photo.
Copy
Equip.,
Kemper Ins. Co.

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

Gen

Mills

Lone Ra
imer.
g*v.Hoav
Crar er 1

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (42, 43)
includes regularly scheduled programing from 24 Oct.20 Nov., inclusive (with possible exception of changes
made by the networks after presstime).

Irregularly sched-

-20

G R A P H

a

Rnesday

THURSDAY

NBC
f Bride
"al

t

Dough

ABC

Re Mi

sust

lage

NBC

sust alt. Block

Bride

alt.

Dough
Gold

_

r
Ufa
"Pr

r
od

Wit

^kT

-

Video

Price Is Right
Frlgidalre
kit Sterling

Morning Court
Dow, S.C. Jhnsn,
J&J,
Ex-Lax,
alt Culver Bon Ami, Wlms,
Armr, Block, Pan

Concentration
Miles alt Gen.
Mills (9/28 S)
Nablico alt
Proctor- Silex

Love That Bob
Dow,
Ponds,
Jhnsn,
Miles,

Truth or
Consequences
Heinz

The Texan
Ponds, Cracker
Jack. Mrs. Filbert. G. Mis,
Armr,
Adolphs,

P&G

(10/5 S)

Could Be You
Whitehall alt
Leeming Whitehall
Heinz

alt

G.

No net service

Corn,

P.

Lucy

Clear Horizon
sust

alt.

Borax

Queen-Day
Sterling,
Armr,
fin. Maid, Pnds,
Jhnsn,
Wlms.
Melmac,
Brdns,
About Faces
Dow.
Ponds
8. C. Johnson
Brillo, P. Paul,
Ex-Lax, Mystic,

Love of Ufe
Amer

Search for
Tomorrow
p&o
Guiding Light
PAO
News
(1-1:05)
sust
No

net

No net service

Loretta Young
Chemstrand

Gelatin

CBS

(L 11/7)

ust alt Leeming

Full

Lever
Leeming

Concentration
G. Mills
alt Lever

Circle

Morning Court
Johnson,
Ponds,
r&J, Mrs. Filbrt.

1 Love Lucy
Best
Fds
alt

3rdn, Levr. Groc!

Gerber alt

(ing
Short Leonard
Subjects&
Gen. Mills

Love That Bob
Jhnsn, Pnds, Es
thr, Ex-Lax, Lvr,
Ban, String, Nab,
Mystic, G. Fds,

Truth or
Consequences
Hartz alt sust

The Texan
Ponds, Maxwell
House, Adolphs,
Cmpbl,

P&G
It Could

Be

Mile,
alt
Nabisco

Price Is Right

Kellogg
Land

Culver alt.

Heinz alt
Whltoh.ll

Nxzma,

Dow
Queen-Day
Coty, Carter,
J&J,Corning
Down,

PAO

Clear Horizon
R.

Rand

G.

Mighty alt.Mouse
Nestle
sust

Simonize
Lever
alt

Colgate
Nestle alt.

Truth

Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
Cuiding

Light

P&G

Could Be You
Frtgidilre
P&G
alt
sust

Faces

(1-1:05)

Ponds, Sterling

No net service
No net service

College Football
Kickoff
Union Carbide
Wlllard
Storage
Battery

ight

Here's
Hollywood

! *These

are package

Jan Murray
Show
Nab
alt. sust
P. Silex
alt.
Block

Amer. Band.
Lever, Gen Mis
B.-Nut.
Welch
wood Candy

Secret Storm

G. Mis sust alt.

Ame.
Band.
Northam-Warren,, Tonl. Posi

Edge P&G
of Night

Hollywood
B-Nut alt.
Here's
G. Mis

Day
Court
Lever,In Armr,
Ponds,
Dow,

Full

Circle

Jan Murray
Show
Whtehl alt. sust

Road to Reality
J&J,
John.
Dow
Nab, Pan Am,
Brillo. Cmpbl,
Blook

Make

Daddy
Room

For

Amer.
Mills.
Tonl,
Amer.

Band.
Lever.
Posltan
Band.

ern Tablet

American
Bandstand

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

include

Diary
Drug

Mr. Wizard

MBA

Wlms, Ex-Lax.
Johnson

American
Bandstand

prices and

Drug

Carnation alt
R. T. French

Brighter Day
Drackett

Pillibury

Saturday News

Selective
Sterling

No net service

No net service

Road to Reality
Loretta Young
Art Linkletter
Lever, J&J,
S.C
P&G alt G. Mis
Johnson, Dow, Lever alt Dracketl
(L 11/17)
Pillibury
Cmpbl. Grocery,
Heinz alt P&G
Nab.
Pan
Am,

Culver alt. Ton!

Sterling

World Turns
Best Foods

time, talent, production

and

cable costs.

led programs appearing during this period are listed
|s well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled prorams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,
Ionday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

Basketball

Sponsors
Art Linkletter
Bauer & Black
alt Armstrong

Loretta Young
alt G.
P&G

Mills

alt G. Mills

TBA

NCAA
Football
Gillette,
Humble
Oil. L&M
Competition Mtrs.

Footbal

i Prod

True Story

Sky King
Nabisco

Wlms.Brdn, '

NCAA

Room
For
Daddy
Heinz (10/5 S)

Gen.

News
About

No net service

Football

Make

alt.

Lone Rdnger
Gen. Mills.

My

alt

NCAA

■It

Miles

or

Consequences
Frig, alt sust

From These
Who You Trust
Roots
Who You TrustFrom These
Ponds,
Lever. Verdict Is Youn
Reynolds,
Staley Verdict Is Your; sust alt. Plough
Roots
Sterling alt Lev« Simnz alt. Hein2 Cmpbl, Johnson,
atl. Vick
Cmpbl,
Nab,
Gold Seal alt.
Purex
Cmpbl,
Daddy
hall, WhitePonds. Oil
Wlms, Melmac

From These
Roots

Magic
of

Allakazam

Mis

Concentration
Miles alt Lever

alt.

Love of Life
Borax alt. Nab.
Best Foods alt
R. T. French

Shari Lewis
Natl. Biscuit

Play-Hunch
sust alt.

Beat The Clock
Young
Beat The Clock
Millionaire
Millionaire
Dr. Malone
L. Esthr, Knapr
Dr. Ma lone
Lever, dow, Rey- Quaker alt. sust
Dr. Malone
Mennen
alt.
nolds, Brdn,
Milei
alt Culver
Plough. G. Mills Monarch, J&J,
Welch,
Reynolds, Drackett alt sust
Wlms. Nab, Mel- Gerber alt. Nab. Sterling
Heinz, Plough
P&G
alt
G.
JOs
alt Nab
Cmpbl, Jhnsn,

fours

NBC

Captain
Kangaroo

sust

service

PllUbury

Jan Murray
Day In Court
Show
Gen. Pds., Lever
J&J. Coty Dow,
ust alt. M Dvd Sterling, Johnson
(11/12 S)

alt

Price Is Right
alt
Miles,

Home

As the World
Turns
P&G

Knox
r.

1 Love

U. S. Steel alt

Paul,

ng

rttar

Village

}. Mis

Mills

,rn,

:le

sust alt. Borax

Play Your

Play-Hunch
G. Mills

Heinz

ABC

NBC
B-Nut Realt.Mi
Dough

December
Bride
Kodak alt sust

Vick

Village

NOV f

SATURDAY

CBS

Re Mi
Seal

Miles
ucy

ABC

Nabisco alt.
String
Video

•

FRIDAY

CBS
December

24 OCT.

Brighter Day
Make Room For
Best Foods Level
Proctor- Silex
Secret Storm
G. Ms.
A mar Home Pror
(L 11/18)
Edge of Night
Quaker Oats
Amer

Home

Hollywood
G. Mis
alt.
Silex

College Football
Scoreboard
Gen. Mills
Bristol Myers

Here's

All Star Coif
Reynolds Metals

Captain Gallant
(10/15Mills
S)
Gen.
B-Nut Life Savers

Saturday Prom
3-Nut Life Savers
(10/15 S)

Special, CBS. Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.; Today, NBC, 7-( )
a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8 a.m
and 8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday.
All time periods ar
Daylight Saving.

With sales creativity a necessity today, SPONSOR

How

did you make

ASKS:

your greates

The Case of Lakeview Gardens one

dation, and the station followed the
progress of its construction daily.
Listeners were invited to visit Lake-

important in my career as a salt
man. The first would have to be t
first sale I ever made for radio,

da\ may intrigue Perry Mason as a
Stor) title, hut to us it is one of the
most outstanding advertiser success
stories.

view Gardens in a spot series participated in by other station sponsors,
who also furnished and stocked the
home from front to kitchen door.

made an appointment with the Bi
ager of a large furniture store tl
had never used radio before. For

Lakeview Gardens is a Negro subdivision and WDIA today is its exclu-

An impressive list of valuable prizes
were awarded Labor Day to persons
who had visited the development previously and registered.
Lakeview Gardens and WDIA hit

Archie

S. Crinalds,
\l"1)1. i. Memphis.

sales manager,
Tenn.

sive "mass salesman"; and has been
almost continuously since August.
1959.
The 240-acre tract, on which eventually will be built 614 $9,000 to
819,000 homes, this year won a National Association of Home Builders
award as the outstanding work of its
kind in the United States in 1959 —
and no racial strings were attached to
the "Oscar," either.
It is the brain child of William B.
YA olfe. who conceived of it nearly
four years ago to meet "the oftexpressed but seldom fulfilled desire
of the growing multitude of middleincome-group Negroes in America for

agp* pgg

a well-planned suburban development
of new. qualitx homes comparable in
price and terms to the housing of any
American city."
WDIA, which has devoted itself to
the personal service of its 1,500,000
audience. Negro minority-group, met
Wolfe and Lakeview Gardens in the
spring of 1959. We were seeking just
such a sole on which to hang a special promotion.
After several months of devising a
workable plan to sell to Lakeview
Gardens, we presented WDIA Home
of Happiness in September, 1959.
The station staged a gigantic promotion, Labor Day. Wolfe built the
Home of Happiness from its foun48

Time, September 21, 1959, via mention and picture. In an article titled
"A Lift in Living," dealing with
Negro housing in the U.S.
When the promotion ended, Wolfe
went to straight advertising on
WDIA, using the expert services of
Jan Gardner and Ruth Taylor, Ridgeway Advertising Agency, Memphis
office.
Early this year Wolfe sold his interest in Lakeview Gardens to Wallace E. Johnson Realty Co., one of
the largest firms of its kind in the
nation.
Today, still under the guidance of
the Misses Gardener and Taylor,
WDIA continues to sell homes in
Lakeview Gardens with a weekly
schedule of 10 ten-minute programs,
Monday through Friday, and 20
weekend one-minute spots.
It has been a great sales experience for Memphis' goodwill station.
But its greatest satisfaction for all
concerned has been the element of
real, considerate personal service to
the home owners it has created.

Harry
B. Shaw,
v-P- & gen. mgr.,
WSJS Radio /Tv, Winston-Salem, N. C.
In 25 years that I have been engaged in the selling end of the broadcasting industry there have been numerous "big" sales that have come over
the pike and it's not always easy to
select the one best "big" sale that I
was fortunate enough to put across.
Actually, from the standpoint of
importance
I would
have to list a
couple of sales that I feel were equally

minutes I pitched using my carefu
designed and brand new sales pres
tation. The net result at the end
that 40 minutes was a big and wl
seemed like a definite "no."
I finally asked the manager if
would at least let me write a sam]
announcement and read it to hi
he could hear how it would sour
He gave me a piece of paper, herd
me to a typewriter and I pound
out my version of what his sales rrl
sage should say. He listened to
carefully, pulled his ear lobe a cou]
of times and grunted "How

much

thisThat
going
me?"
was tomycostfirst
really import
sale and it probably did more
justify my confidence in my sales al
ity than anything could. It also a
vinced me that selling was the can
I wanted to follow from there on
And. just incidentally, that furniti
store went from that small sale t
full five-year contract on radio.
I think the greatest sense of
complishment I have ever gotten fn
a sale since I've been selling for
tion
WSJS-TV
here
in Winsft
Salem, was to the local franchiser
Pepsi-Cola in the area.
This was the toughest pitch I ei
had to make and I pulled out all
stops in trying to create new
interesting sales angles to prove
value of WSJS-TV to the Pel
dealer making a major investmel
Together,
with my sales staff. I
SPONSOR
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sale?
L ed an original presentation that
L do say so myself was one of the
I t we ever put together. It was
pood in fact that after all of the
r lems we had previously faced
i the soft drink dealer, he made
i decision immediately after this
I cular presentation was shown to
i That was. to my mind, the fulI ent of creative selling. From a
l K-ial standpoint it wasn't bad
ii r. making Pepsi one of the
B -t advertisers on WSJS-TV. That
licular account has been running
I he past five years on the station
c is still growing strong.
B Floyd, president. KELO-TV, Sioux
Falls, S. D.
le greatest sale of my career
I not a single transaction but
l Jr a multi-level, many-faceted
r ect which was conducted over a
f id of several years and on many
r ts. It was the sale of an idea —
i'philosophv of operation which
r'ted KELO-LAXD.
ELO-LAXD is more than just a
le for our coverage area. It is an
I e philosophy of growth and opert 1. stemming from the basic fact
I narketing that although Sioux
i ; is the 202nd metropolitan area
l ie nation, it is the key to a trading
r much larger and more important
I this rank indicates.

Extension of
coverage area,
good promotion, made
our market
a must buy

n after KELO-TV in Sioux
started telecasting in 1953. it
e apparent
that many
adverwere interested primarily in
politan area rankings.
Since
Falls ranked relatively low. it
ecessary to find other appeals.
I Please turn to page 62 i
P.SOR
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You'vi Cot by Hud (tfi tk Finish Line
by h in tk Moti«y /
i
Your campaign will finish in the money if vou start
by buying broadcast I N Lexington. In all the world,
only Lexington broadcasters effectively influence
the $445,793,000 retail purchases made by 559,200
people
the growing
area. Getin your
share of 3*0-county
$657,165,000Lexington
consumer trading
spendable income by buying broadcast IN Lexington . . .
Don't
head the wrong direction in planning your
next campaign.

You Have to Buy LEXINGTON
to Cover the Rich, Growing
30-County
Central
Kentucky
Market

FROM

THE FABULOUS

FIVE IN LEXINGTON

WBLG * WlAP * WVLK * WKYT-TV *WIEX-TV

rirsi rating results on nias bi Tor l
AUDIENCE

ACCEPTANCE:

Gregory Peck. Hugh Marlowe
"TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH"

RATING BYARBITRON...for
New York Premiere Week on WNTA/TV, Channel 13

Have you been waiting to see the public's reaction to the big and important post-'48
movies? Well, don't wait any longer.The first rating results are in...on NTA's"61 for'61"
group of 20th Century-Fox's masterpieces. Hold on to your hats, in a strong breeze.
An unduplicated rating of 33... reaching 2,728,766 adult viewers... sweeping ahead
of all competing independent stations and the third ranking network station from
Monday through Friday, from 11 p.m. ...and only 6/10 of 1% behind the leading
network station in the area on Premiere Night in the time period... was registered.
Station: WNTA/TV, Channel 13, New York. Program: The Picture Of The Week. Time:
Week of Sept. 19 to 25, 1960 from 11 p.m. on. Source: Arbitron
That should answer any question you might have on the terrific audience pulling
power of these 61 fabulous feature films that won 42 Academy Awards and nominations... contain more of today's big stars and titles than you will find in any network special... and cost over $75,000,000 to produce. They're among the biggest
box-office grossers of all time, and they're proving their great attraction power on TV
right now.
What are you waiting for-when you've got a sure thing, everywhere they're still available. Already, they've been sold in 26 markets in the first three weeks. For the others,
today contact your nearest NTA Sales Office, orE. iONNY GRAFF. V.P. in Charge of Sales. Eastern Div.. 10 Columbus Circle • JUdson 2-7300
BERHE TABAK.IN, V.P. in Charge of Sales, Western Div, 8530 Wilshire Boulevard. Beverly Hills. Calif.

NTA

10 Columbus Circle New York 19, N.Y. • JUdson 2-7:1

oup of post-48s from 20th Century-Fox!
SPONSOR

BLUE

ACCEPTANCE:

CHIP ADVERTISERS

on WNTA/TV,

DentyneGum
Ivory Liquid Soap
Philip Morris
Yuban Coffee
Prestone

Channel 13, New York

Comet
Lux Liquid
Imperial Margarine
El Producto Cigars
VicTanny

Dove Soap
Tide

Pillsbury Mills
Realemon

Anacin

Avon
Duncan Hines

Dash
Rambler
Noxema
Premium Duz
Wisk
Bufferin

Gleem

Burt Lancaster, Dorothy McGuire.
"MR. 880"

Hotel Bar Butter
Castro Convertibles
Democratic Party
Ocean Spray Cranberries
Ivory Soap
Scott Paper
Holland House Cocktail Mix

■J | A Q LI ■ Here are the stations that already own this package (listed according to popu■ LHOll
■ lation): New York-Newark, WNTA; Philadelphia, WRCV, Washington, D.C., WRC;
St. Louis, Mo. (Belleville, III.), KTVI; Cincinnati, Ohio, WLW-T; Miami (Ft. Lauderdale), Fla, WCKT; Providence, R.I., WJAR, Birmingham, Ala., WAPI; Phoenix, Ariz., KPHO; Syracuse, N.Y., WSYR; Honolulu, Hawaii,
KHVH; Hartford, Conn. (New Britain-New Haven), WHNB; Omaha, Neb., WOW; Springfield, Mass. (Holyoke), WHYN; Knoxville, Tenn, WATE; Salt Lake City, Utah, KUTV & KSL; Harrisburg, Pa. (Lancaster, Pa.),
WTPA; Kalamazoo, Mich. (Grand Rapids), WKZO; Wichita Falls, Texas, KSYD; Las Vegas, Nev., (Henderso^
Nev.), KLRJ; Fort Smith, Ark., KFSA; Boise, Idaho, KTVB; Spartanburg, S.C., WSPA; Rock Island, III. (Davenport, lowa-Moline), WHBF; Twin Falls, Idaho, KLIX; Alaska-Anchorage, KENI; Fairbanks, KFAR.

Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan
'I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE"

Edward G. Robinson, Susan Hayward
"HOUSE OF STRANGERS"

National and regional buy
in ivork now or recently complete

CHANNEL 9

POT BUYS

WTVM

TV BUYS

COLUMBUS, GA.
•

A
82%

Great

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on fhe

only primary ABC

station between

Atlanta and the Gulf!

•

Top ABC

Programs!

Kong, and

The

Sunset Strip, Hong

The Untouchables.

Best of NBC

Programs

like Wagon

The
Ti

Price is Right, Huntley-Brinkl.
News and Perry Como

. . . plus tc

syndicated programs.

CHANNEL

flights,
weeks;
of day
W alter

in 12-15 markets. First flight begins this month for 1
second in January for about 20 weeks. Moderate frequencie
minutes are being used. Buyer: Nancy Smith. Agency: .
Thompson Co.. New York.

El Producto Cigar Co., Inc., New York: Staggered pre-Christn
schedules start this month and next on its cigars. Night minutes a
chainbreaks will run in 75 markets.
Buyer: Tim Tully. Agencj]
Compton Adv.. New York.
Northam Warren Corp., Stamford. Conn.: About 25 markets j
Cutex schedules this month.
Day and late night minutes are set t
four weeks, seven to 15 per week per market.
Buyer: Don Millei

9

Agency : DCSS, New York.

(£)@@Q
COLUMBUS,

International Latex Corp., New York: Schedules for Isodine 1
gin 14 November in about 40 markets. Fifteen-week lineup is fc
day and prime night minutes and chainbreaks. Buyer: Marti
Foody. Agency : Reach. McClinton & Co.. New York.
Brillo Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn: Placements for Brillo are ii

Shows like Maverick, Cheyenne, The
Real McCoys,

J. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine. Wis.: Fairly heavy schedule
on Stride floor wax begin this month in the top markets. Can
paign is for eight to 10 weeks, day and prime night minutes. Buyei
Mary Ann Monaham. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, In
New York.

GA.

Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC CH. 9
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The #1

night-time

General Foods Corp., Jell-0 Div., White Plains: Going into abd
50 markets this month with schedules for Calumet baking powdJ
with the bulk in south and southwestern markets.
Live minutes
women's
Bardach.

formats are being used, light frequencies.
Agencv: Foote. Cone & Beldin^. New York.

RADIO

Buyer:

P^lj

BUYS

Pontiac Motor Div., General Motors Corp., Pontiac. Mich.: I
addition to its tv activity, radio schedules on the Tempest begin 3
October for two weeks. Traffic minutes are being placed in the to
50 markets. Buyer: David Balnaves. Agency: MacManus. John
Adams, Inc., Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Charles Gulden, Inc., Saddle Brook. N. J.: Two-week campaign f
its mustard starts 24 October in 30-35 markets. Most markets ar
one-station buys, about 20 traffic and day minute spots per week ;
station. Buyer: Doug Humm. Agency: Charles W. Hoyt. New "lo
Capital Airlines, Washington. D. C. : New flight begins late thi
month in 10 eastern markets. Traffic minute schedules. Monda
through Saturday, are for eight weeks. Buyer: Lucky Kerwir
Agencv : Kenyon & Eckhardt. Inc.. New York.
SPONSOR
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In the world of Arnold Stang spot is a very big deal. His spot campaign for Chunky
| Chocolate Corporation is a tremendous success in a powerful and versatile medium. It
made famous the comedy buy-line —"Chunky ! Whatta chunka chawklit !" The Chunky
Chocolate people — and Arnold — know the value of spots well placed. Nothing is more
flexible. You sell your products where they are, with maximum exposure, high return,
and no waste, and when it comes to smart placement call your H R man. He's an expert.
^Television, Inc.
^Representatives

RATINGS
(Continued from page 38)
the client's needs. The government
bureau expects that thousands of businesses, with very different needs, will
using government-sponsored data.
Archibald Crossley would hardly ever
suggest to a client a sample so elaborate and scattered as the one he used
for a survey by the Fish and Wildlife
Service of the Dept. of Agriculture.
But even after all the neutral probability techniques have been employed, there remains a disturbing
"who's-who" aspect to any sampling
operation which involves people. Not
everyone will answer an interviewer's
questions. There are differences in
intensity of feeling, vitally important
to the man who is planning to market
a new product or get himself elected
president, but very difficult to pull
out reliably from questionnaire results. Above all, there is the problem that the universe which is relevant to a client's problems may be
smaller and shaped differently from
that big, nation-wide universe of all
the households which is usually what
the (political) pollster must sample.
. . . Most survey errors of course, do
not trace to mathematical mistakes or
to inaccurate sampling. They are
the result of bad questions or unprovable hypotheses which can easily
load the final data with misinformation. Nielsen in 1951 did a study of
public-aid recipients in the State of
Illinois, under commission from a
state department which wanted to
know how many frauds it was sup-

Top COTBKVGE

BONDS

COVERAGE

^VRtPchannel32

BRATTLEBbRO.VT.
GREENFfELP.AiASS., KEENE.N.H-

porting. "We had everything under
control," Warren Cordell says. "We
had lists of people on relief, so we
could make a truly random sample.
They had to cooperate with us or
they'd be taken off the rolls. We
knew just the questions we had to
ask them. But if we'd relied solely
on the answers, instead of looking
around and checking with the neighbors, as we did. the survey would
have been useless. A number of our
respondents
wouldn't tell
of the basic
is usually a

obviously didn't and
the truth. The accuracy
information you collect
lot more important than

the accuracy of your sample. That's
the area of the next crusade — reSampling
sponse error."is the method

of all

science. The "laws" of physics, as
David Hume pointed out some cen-

turies ago, are merely hypotb
which fit observed experience,
do not know that the sun will
tomorrow morning, or set tomor
evening: we know merely that
have always seen it do so (excep<
some incidents in the Bible). E
individual's sample of experienc
limited and unprovable, and
the experience of the race as a wb
assuming it can be communic
is inevitably partial. . . . Scientific
vance occurs when experience
pands, when information which c
not fit the rules begins to turn u|
the sample. . . .
The current emphasis on samp]
as a means of data-gathering p
and simple — the stress on put
opinion polls and television rating
has slowed understanding of samp]
as a possible way to bring objectr
to the so-called "social sciences." '
many people have a stake in the
suits of both polls and ratings,
ticians have been forced to deny I
they pay any attention to polls,
is nonsense. Television-network <
cials whose week is made or i
by the ratings will tell investigati
that their decisions aren't influenf
bv what the rating services say, i\h!
is even worse nonsense. When th
is cash money involved, businessi]
do tend to want more and be
sampling before they make decisic
but the popularity of the attiti
which "doubts the polls" has scatte:
confusion over theory and practi
That the theory of sampling is va
is simply beyond question. The C
sus Bureau has proved it over i
over again, drawing samples as sn
as 400 from the 45,000.000-plus hoi
holds of 1950, and coming wit
three percentage points of the (
rect answer on about eighty-five
of every hundred tries. (This ex|M
ment. of course, was not a field j(
the work involved was merely
random selection of 400 out of 4
000.000-plus cards. What is pr<*
is that the sample reflects the ceffl
accurately, (not that either is nee
sarily true.) Where surveys go wro
today, it is either by that matl
matical necessity which lies belli
the very idea of sampling, or by I
researcher's failure to make the d
he needs sufficiently objective in t
eyes of the people from whom I
data is sought — CordelPs "next <
sade. . . ."
SPONSOR
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No matter what
your tape problems,
WNBQ is better
equipped to handle
them than any
other station in the
country. This
is no idle boast.
WNBQ has complete

tape, to film

facilities, .

more color- equipped
tape recorders
than any other local
station in the
l country, and a staff
of technicians
and production
experts second
to none.

Video Recording Sales
Merchandise Mart
Chicago 11, Illinois
SUperior 7-8300

PROCTOR
I Continued from page 39)
to measure changes in awareness!
knowledge, attitude and purchase
tential, of Proctor products resul
from viewing the spring camp;i
showed. A before and after rest
design was adopted for this st
enabling comparisons to be mad
the levels of awareness, atitude,
purchase potential, prior to as
as after the campaign.
Heavy viewers are those ho
wives who watched at least 10 of
60 possible episodes of Proctor-s
sored programs during "the past
weeks" or who viewed The J
Lewis Show and at least five da\ I
episodes. Occasional viewers an
other housewives who report le
exposure to Proctor-sponsored
grams. Non-viewers are those ho
wives with no exposure to this
paign. Therefore, changes tal
place among the non-viewers, if i
measure the effectiveness of word
mouth, or in-store merchandising
The sample was selected by ram
procedures from local telephone di
tories in 24 markets, by Marke
Impact Research, an independent
search company. Nearly 1,000 I
phone interviews were completed
the "before advertising" phase,
spondents were queried about hr
awareness of small appliances a;
as their viewing of the six da;
shows, and were recalled immedia
after The Jerry Lewis Show to d(
mine their viewing of this progr
The "after advertising" sai
comprising more than 1,200 ii
views was asked the identical <
tions on appliances and daytime v
ing. Jerry Lewis viewing was d<
mined by a previous phone inter?
on the night of the show.
The question on brand awarei
was unaided. The proportion of \
pie spontaneously mentioning Pr<
improved
between
the "bef<
and
"after"38%
calls.
Awareness
anl
non-viewers remained virtually
changed. Also increasing substanti
between phrase of calls was sld
identification. Almost 2.5 times
many heavy viewers could identify^
there a
in your houa
with Proctor after the campaign tj
could do so before. Non-viei
changed only slightly.
There was also considerable
provement in the opinion of Pro(
SPONSOR
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KETV

has more

unduplicated programming

in this area
than any other Omaha

,

station!

•
NBC

,OVJ*

AMES

I CBS
ffl{}}ABC

DCS MOINES

,1 I

i*

ST. JOSEPH

HV
KETV's BASIC

KETV, OMAHA,

KETV

ABC-TV

PROGRAMMING

IS EXCLUSIVE

IS THE MOST

POWERFUL

ABC-TV

OMAHA

ss0uw

IS UNDUPLICATED

FOR

LINCOLN

STATION

IN LINCOLN

products after the campaign, the
Stud] points out. The percentage of
heav) viewing housewives who rated
tin Proctor toaster as either "one of
the best" or "verj good" went up
over 2.5 times during the campaign.
There were also opinion questions
comparing Proctor with two of its
greatest competitors — Sunheam and
General Electric. The question read
as follows: "Taking into account all
the products they make, which do you
think makes the better appliances or
are they about equal?" Heavy viewers rating Proctor better than or
equal to Sunbeam doubled, while the
non-viewers recorded a small decline.
The comparison w ith General Electric
was substantially the same as that for
Sunbeam, with heavy viewers nearly
doubling in level while the non-viewers
opinion decreased. There was little
or no decline of GE or Sunbeam advertising during this time.
Also showing a sharp increase was
the image of Proctor products during
the tv campaign on the part of heavy
viewers. Viewers wTere asked "which
toaster toasts the most slices at one
time," "is the best-looking." "has the
most useful features." "does the best

job
\ouincreases
shade ofin toast,"
and of
the giving
absolute
levels
were 17..V &, 8.1%, .'!' h, and 1.27c respectively. Asin previous cases, none
of these measures showed a significant change among non-viewers.
At the same time, GE's and Sunbeam's images "declined" among
heavy viewers in this study. Losses
ranged from 0.0' < to 6.19? Ior GE
ami 1 ' i to 5.4% for Sunbeam.
Also appreciably strengthened
among those most heavily exposed to
Proctor's network tv campaign, was
company image. The image statements put before viewers followed the
question: "Which do you feel apply
or do not apply to the Proctor-Silex
Corp. and with
its products?"
The sevenin
statements
absolute increases
parentheses, were "modern progressive company" (30.8%) ; "appliances
are among the best made" (28.1%) ;
"classed with the most respected appliance companies" (25.9%); "do a
lot of research in designing their appliances" (25.9%); "not an oldfashioned company" (20.8%) ; "one
of the leaders in the appliance field"
(20.6%); and " a major national
company" (20.2%).

A sharp rise was also registered I
the proportion of heavy viewers wll
would be likely to buy or considJ
buying the Mary Proctor ironi^T
table. This measure of purchase jiJ
tential more than doubled in thl
group. On the other hand, non-vie\l
ers showed only a small increase. Tq
total sample, moving from 14.6% I
22.8% , increased 56% in its purchaJ
consideration of Proctor.
Tv definitely increased product i
terest in the Proctor line, NBC i
ported. There were 2.5 times as man
heavy viewers showing an increase i|
product interest, while non-viewei
again hardly changed.
In summary, 27.1 million hoi
were reached 4.6 times a day for
total of 37 million daytime comma
cial viewer impressions, delivers
each week. For heavy viewers tl
average of all 15 measures of a wan
ness, attitude and purchase potentij
at the end of the campaign was moj
than double its original level.
As a result of its successful sprin
campaign. Proctor entered a 12-wee
drive in mid-September on seve
NBC TV daytime shows for a tot}
of 30 quarter hours.
Although the bulk of small app]
ance buying is done during the lai
two months of the year, and just 1
fore Mother's Day, "it is Proctor
plan to sell small appliances eve
month of the yrear," Tendrich tol
SPONSOR. In order to sell small appl
ances Mr. Tendrich added,
must be able to demonstrate themand where else but through tv cj

want to talk image?
SPONSOR has assembled
37
different ads showing you how an
"image" can be created for a station.
IT'S THE ONLY SOURCE BOOK OF ITS KIND
Whether you want to sell image,
ratings, market . . . whatever your
advertising approach — SPONSOR has
compiled a SOURCE BOOK OF ADS
indexed and catalogued showing you
how the best brains in the country
solved your problem.
IT'S INVALUABLE. YOU'LL

BE SEEING

^SPONSOR

IT SOON

The shows on NBC TV being use
you
do this?"in the current campaig
by Proctor
include Dough Re Mi, The Jan Mm
ray Show, Comedy Time, From Thei
Roots, Make Room ior Daddy, Cot
centration, Here's Hollywood.
The sales theme of the fall caq
paign is carrying through on daytira
tv the Mary Proctor spray, steam,
dry iron, and the Mary Proctor flip
top ironing table (both introduce*
during the spring campaign) and in
troducing the self-lowering toaster.
As for future tv plans, Proctej
plans to remain in daytime tv, but ii
also looking into 1961 to "see whal
all the
have color
to offer."
Proc
tor
alsonetworks
uses some
newspapej
|.u!

ads and bridal magazine spreads, bfl

usually with no tv tie-ins, "just fJ
a change of pace."
SPONSOR
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■ were Putnam's words at the battle of Bunker Hill, June 17, 1775. Those muskets had a
fte for the British ... and it was a message that got through! We think there's a lesson here,
■rim your fire and then get the best dispatcher you know to carry it, be it muskets or a radio
I

Balaban Stations are famous for carrying messages direct to the buyer. On a Balaban

f |,your message rides on top-flight programming, strong, popular personalities and keen selling
(•how". Day in, day out, the message gets through with Balaban -couriers par excellence.
\t* JO At* A .DA JN

5 1 Al

1" XlU

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

■ST. LOUIS WRIT- MILWAUKEE

/ KBOXSold Nationally DALLAS
by the Katz Agency

TV

ABROAD

(Continued

front

page

40)

Sometimes they're made centralis for
distribution throughout an entire region, as in the case of U. S. advertisers who prepare commercials in Mexico for utilization there and in Latin
America. But some foreign markets
have laws prohibiting the import of
tv commercials made elsewhere, and
there's a law in some countries that
commercials must be live. Sometimes
brand names vary from country to
country and commercials must be
made locally. The length of foreign
commercials varies from 10 seconds
to three minutes, depending on the
country and on the advertiser's choice
of length. In Italy, for example.
there's a three-minute period within
which all the commercials are lumped
together. In Latin America a halfhour film program is actually only 22
to 25 minutes long, and the balance
of the time is filled with commercials
of varying length.
Are V. S. commercials ever dubbed
for foreign use?
Very few commercials used in the
U. S. are dubbed for foreign use. A
few years back we dubbed
some

In Roanoke in '60
the Selling Signal

is Seven...

Many people, much wampum,
in Roanoke. Heap big voice is
WDBJ-TV, serving over 400,000 TV
tepees in Virginia, N. Carolina
and W. Va.
Roanoke not get-rich-quick
market, but plenty steady. Growing, too! That's why smart ad chiefs
are going western . . . Western
Virginia, where they'll sell like
sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is WDBJ-TV.
Maximum power, highest tower.
Superior programming for braves,
squaws and offspring.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Westinghouse commercials into both
Spanish and French, and we also
dubbed into Spanish some Bab-0 singing commercials which proved to be
very effective. But such dubbings are
the exception rather than the rule.
What kind of price structure does
V. S. tr film hare abroad? Hon- do
prices circulation?
compare with the I '. S. for the
same
Regarding price structure, it must
be understood first of all that the
value of money in many foreign
countries has no relationship to its
value here. For example the people
in Japan live on a yen standard of
360 to the U. S. dollar under which
SUM) represents a tremendous amount
of earning and buying power. When
a sponsor buys a tv show for $500 he
is spending a tremendous amount of
local currency in the terms of his
business — even though he is spending
less translated in U. S. dollars than
for a comparable market at home.
Supply and demand, of course, operate abroad just as in the L. S.
Some of the factors affecting film
prices are availability, quality, the
local cost of live talent, the number
of television
stations
within
each

market, and the seriousness of cf.rj
petition among
U. S. firms sellir
there.
Another dominant
factor
the purchasing power of the popul
tion as it affects the dollar value
expenditures of the tv users.
It is unquestionable that prices
tv film shows are considerably low
in foreign markets than in compar
ble U. S. markets, offering what's pe
haps the lowest cost-per-1,000 in
for a U. S. sponsor.
What kind of success hare foreift
advertisers had tcith I. S. tr films?
In Mexico City Procter & Garr
has used a daytime
and afterm
strip of re-runs for the past thre
years.
It is our understanding thj
the cost-per-1,000 is the lowest eve
in Mexico and one of the lowest in
anywhere
in history.
(Agency
Noble Advertising, Mexico City. >
Shell Oil Co.'s first overseas fill
buy was Highivay Patrol in Poi
tuguese for all of Brazil. Today itl
one of the top-rated shows there an
is having a tremendous impact fd
the entire Shell marketing organic
tion in Brazil.
You may also have heard of t
success of Pet Milk with Cisco Kid
Puerto
Rico and General
Elect
with Favorite Story in Mexico Cit\
Incidentally,
local advertisers
h;
great success with U. S. shows. On
of the largest realtors in Buenq
Aires, Villafane Molina
v Cia.. r
ceived over 1.500 inquiries on i
apartment project in one month,
was advertised only on the Cisco K
program. They've sponsored the pr
gram for three years now.
Just why do V. S. advertisers In
If. S. film shoics overseas? To sell »/*
cific products, or for public relatt
and employee relations purposes?
The majority buy because fill
shows are able to draw large aud
ences at low cost, that favorable coal
per-1,000 again. The determinin
factor is still how many people yo
can get to listen to your messages an
at what cost. We have found thi
about 95% of U. S. advertisers
tv film overseas to sell specific prod
ucts. and perhaps only 5% buy flj
purely institutional reasons. But th
motives are actually mixed to sons
extent. Certainly most sponsors w
to sell their products, but they mil
also consider a show for its corporal

Roanoke,

Virginia

image as well.
Why
did Chase
SPONSOR
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ITS OUR
THIRD

NATIONAL

NEWS
AWARD

. . . presented to us by the Radio Television
News Directors Association for outstanding
reporting of a community problem. This is
the second citation awarded WCCO by
this great group . . . the first coming in
1 955 for being the Outstanding News
Operation of the nation. Last year we
were honored by being named Newsfilm Station of the Year, an award presented by the University of Missouri
school of Journalism and the Encyclopedia
Britannica.
We accept these honors with pride. They
signify that we have achieved and are
maintaining our fundamental goal of
excellence in our news coverage. They j
symbolize the recognition WCCO Television receives everyday from the vast num
ber of people who depend on this station
for the finest in television news coverage.
This is the difference between Good and
Great in Minneapolis, St. Paul Television.

m*1

5 to be included
within the body of the

advertisement to the left.

rCCO Television's
ial $1200 four
year scholarship, to an
outstanding student
entering the school of
irnaiism at the
Iniversity of Minnesota,
IS THE FIRST MAJOR
EFFORT

OF ITS SIZE

BY AN INDIVIDUAL
STATION TO PROM
HELP AND
LEADERSHIP

TO

POTENTIAL

JOURNALISTS."*

THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

GOOD

AND

GREAT in MinneapolisSt. Paul Television is
WCCO

TELEVISION.

*From an address by Pro!
Richard Yokam, School o
Journalism, Indiana Univef
to the RTNDA C
October 6, 1 9
in Montreal, Can<

iepresented by
FFIN AND WOODWARD

WCOL
has

SOUND
INFLUENCE
in
Columbus,
Ohio

w

me new

8.

Advertising is a true investment. It must be based on
sound judgment. In Columbus, you get maximum returns on your investment
when you advertise on the
New WCOL!
The New WCOL offers the
largest listening audience
at lowest cost*. Don't speculate with your dollars. Invest in New WCOL Blue
Chip advertising for greatest returns.
*(You invest in the largest
share of audience for less
than half the cost per
thousand listeners of other
media. Ratings and CPM
figures on request.)
24 hours a day broadcasting
1230 AM
92.3 FM

buy The Man
Puerto Rico?

and

The

Challenge

in

Actually they bought the show as
a co-sponsor with Goodyear. At the
moment of answering this question
the) were still not yet on the air, so I
can t give an accurate response. But
most banks overseas use tv film to
obtain accounts, increase deposits,
and to remind everyone of the services the bank performs.
Hon much does it cost to sponsor u
series abroad? WhaCs a typical budget, including the film. time, commercials, shipping, everything?
Let's take a hypothetical case of a
top-rated series in a large Latin
American market. For 52 weeks the
advertiser gets 39 programs for
$13,000, including the repeats. A
typical freight bill is $1,040 both
ways, and for duty let's say $520.
Class AA time might run $7,800 for
52 weeks. Live commercials run in
the vicinity of $6,000 for an entire
year: film commercials might be a
good deal less if the same commercials are used for several markets of
the same language. We believe the
advertiser should add at least 5% for

0p@:m« 0$ uimits

merchandising, point-of-sale material,
direct mail, and other such promotion. That would add on $1,050, but
I feel this figure is actually too low.
All this gives us a total of $29,410,
but I would suggest to an advertising
director that he budget about $35,000
to cover miscellaneous expenses and
contingencies which do arise.
Does the success of foreign advertisers with V. S. tv shows often encourage them to expand into the U. S.
market themselves?
There are a few foreign advertisers who use U. S. tv film overseas and
are also fairly large advertisers in the

WVOK
AND

IN

BIRMINGHAM

WBAM IN MONTGOMERY 1,1 AN RET THE WHOLE

STATE

OF

ALABAMA,

AND

PARTS OF GEORGIA, FLORIDA. MISSISSIPPI, AND TEN
NESSEE
WVOK 50,000 watts
BIRMINGHAM
WBAM 50,000 watts
MONTGOMERY
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY RADIO-TV
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
SEE SRDS LISTINC THIS PACE

U. S., but it's hard to say which came
first. Bacardi, Philips Electronics.
San Miguel beer. Heineken beer, Malta Corono, and KLM have all used
our tv film shows overseas and all
are substantial advertisers in the U. S.
Do advertisers often use the same
show overseas as in the V. S.?
Two advertisers have done this at
ITP with Ziv-UA shows. Pet Milk
uses Cisco Kid in some U. S. markets
and also in Latin America, and Brist&I-Myers bought Tombstone Territory
on ABC TV some time ago and
leased rights to it in six Latin American
markets.
^

SPONSOR ASKS
1 Continued from page 49)
and demonstrate that the actual vali
of KELO-TV coverage went consi<
erably bevond what the metropolis
area ranking would indicate.
M\ a-sociates and I felt that tH
key to success in this market
area coverage coupled with aggre
sive promotion.
Thus the first step in our big sale
job was to expand our coverage area
not only to a large expanse of geoj
raphy, but tailored to the flow of ditribution, filling a real need for
single advertising medium serving
market area previously serviced <
by a patchwork collection of n
stations and newspapers.
Building KDLO-TV was the initia
step in this planned expansion.
Next came building KPLO-TV. Thi
filled out a natural coverage patter!
which
closely parallels the flow
distribution.
Our 104 county coverage area t
compasses parts of five states. \
forms a natural market area, fillin
an important gap between Minn]
apolis and Omaha. To fill the nee^
for an all-inclusive term to describi
this vital market, we coined thj
name KELO-LAND.
With the start of operations
KDLO-TV. and later KPLO-TV ai
important policy was

established

This is the "one market — one buy'
concept, which means that all KELO
TV programing is automatically carj
ried on the booster stations. Thu:
is possible to program a full schedul
worthy of a major metropolitan sta
tion, since the combined coverag
area of KELO-TV and booster
KDLO-TV and KPLO-TV lifts ou
ranking well into the nation's Top 10
markets.
Sales at the regional level wer
easiest, because it is immediately ap
parent to local distributors that tb
73,496 square miles of KELO-LAM
are generally a duplication of thei
own marketing areas. It is this logica
""flow of distribution" that gives u
an important advantage in fitting ad
vertising campaigns to local and i
gional sales tactics and coordinatioi
with distributors and dealers.
Aggressive promotion continued a
part of the big sell. A recent exampk
is our highly successful promotion i
which 100 local merchants
coopel
i Please turn to page 64 I
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Quality
(Dusic
Stations
WIFI

The New Dimension In Radio
In Major Markets

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

To 450,000 FM homes in metropolitan
Philadelphia, WIFI means fine music at
92.5 on the dial. The ever increasing
number of local and national advertisers
using WIFI attests to its popularity in

nese are your Quality Music FM

Stations

. . . Delivering the largest single Quality market in America
. . . The Fine Music audience, most influential, most efficient
and most responsive.

■is market now represents over one quarter of ALL U. S.
nilies. The fastest growing advertising audience today
s. . reached most effectively through Quality Music proKms. An audience which cannot be duplicated with any
er broadcast medium. Loyal and receptive Quality Music
idience listening averages 3 hours per day, 4 days per week.
spons/ve; Quality Music audiences are pace setters at
age of acquisition and are able to buy. Quality Music
vertisers have found this audience to be most responsive
well-directed appeals.
W Cost: Because the medium is young and growing fast
ality Music Stations offer the chance to establish time and
lience franchises at extremely favorable low cost. Any
lker-Rawalt office listed below can give details on these
tions. We hope you will contact them soon.
National Representative — WALKER- RAVVALT

the nation's 4th largest market.
WYZZ

WILKESBARRE,

ing 200,000 FM homes in the ScrantonWilkes-Barre, Hazelton area of 3 million
people. Since 1947 WYZZ

Ave.

f
York 17
ijray Hill 3-5830

■JNSOR

360 N. Michigan Ave
Chicago, III.
Andover 3-5771

• 24 OCTOBER 1960

100 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.
Hubbard 2-4370

has built up

a "captive quality music audience" unduplicated by any other station in the

WFMM

BALTIMORE,

MD.

The fine arts music station for 130.000
FM families in the 12th national market.
Quality Music program format and
quality control of commercial copy gives
the advertiser a solid unduplicated responsive audience. A station for national advertisers to check carefully A\hen
setting up radio plans for Baltimore.

COMPANY,

INC.

Boston
3 Madison

PA.

The Pioneer FM fine music station serv-

672 S. Lafayette Park PI.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Dunkirk 2-3200

260 Kearney St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Exbrook 7-4827

SPONSOR

KYWiswayup
in Cleveland!
. . . with the most extensive international, national and local news coverage in town. More people dial KYW
for News than any other radio station
in Cleveland.* KYW Is your Mo. 1 radio
buy in Ohio's Mo. 1 market.
Represented by AM Radio Sales Co.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Inc.

ASKS

l Continued from jxige 62 l
ated in a gigantic summer

contest

which sent 44 people on an all-expense-paid luxury vacation in Las
Vegas.
Our popular children's personality.
Captain Eleven, has made hundreds
of personal appearances, with a record of at least one visit to every town
of over 1.000 population in our entire area.
KELO-LAND weatherballs on the
skyline in Aberdeen. Watertown,
Huron. Pierre, and Sioux Falls are
a familiar symbol of our operation.
These large neon balls predict the
weather and sell us at the same time.
All of the above are ingredients of
one giant sales campaign.
We now rank as the nation's 81st
tv market.
This has been my greatest sale. Its
success can be measured by the enthusiastic acceptance of our stations
by advertisers at all levels.

Robert B. McConnell, ■ -p- &
general manager. WISH, Indianapolis
There have been many great sales
of many different sizes at WISH radio and television in the 15 vears

ing, and one of the family who ha:
died advertising told me that radic
couldn't benefit their business. 1
made a suggestion that they sponsnn
a 15-minute program of old hit musicj
because I reasoned that most funeral
arrangements were by older people;
I explained it was my impression thai
the burden of such arrangements usu
ally fell to the eldest brother, son, etc
My suggestU" apparently made sense
to the mortician.
We both agreed that the cog>|
should refrain from any "hard sell*
and should be strictly identification
and institutional. He said he'd try il
for 13 weeks, and I quickly produced
a contract from my pocket. Then i
looked like all was lost. He insistei
on reading even word of the fim
print on the back of the contract. Af
ter the complete reading, he finally
signed.
The contract was one of the moal
important. It started me on a sales
career in broadcasting, and it gave
me confidence when I was nearly
scared to death. I'm sure it wa
greatest sale because it started a sales
career that has continued for 15 years
and is still going strong.

STATION

PLAN

i Continued from page 35 i
unsold
announcement
time." was su^
The road
to a solution
gested by the media director of art
other Chicago shop.
In a letter
sponsor, he wrote:
"Currently, the stations as an
ganized group are active in the abov«
areas: via the NAB Code certail
ve been associated with the stations.
Some have contained elements that
were verv complex while others were
simple, less complicated sales that required call after call and an extraordinary amount of pavement pounding
and hard-sell convincing.
I am sure many salesmen agree
that their greatest sale wasn't necessarily their largest. I think the greatest sale I ever made was my first sale.
Upon separation from the United
States Navy in 1945, I joined the
sales staff of WISH radio. Since my
previous experience had been in programing instead of sales. I wasn't
given the prize account list of the
station.
One of the first accounts I called
upon was a local mortuary. They had
never purchased any radio advertis-

ground rules are set forth, \etwo
policies differ, and agencies art
charged with obtaining the best po=
sible treatment for their clients from
both network and station.
"It is essential to eliminate the
growing area of confusion, with particular reference to governmental i
lationships. I would sav that the NAB
should take it upon itself to arrange
with the AAAA. the ANA and the
networks to set up a special composite
committee charged with drawing up
regulations satisfactory inasmuch as
possible, to all. The regulations
should then be adhered to by station,
network, agency and advertiser, alike.
"Admittedly, this is an ambitiouij
project. Nevertheless, it need be so in
order t~> provide an equitable set if
around rules."
SPONSOR
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IN INLAND
II
IN

CALIFORNIA

(and western Nevada)

EEELINE««ao,o
jdUXlo^AS tvuyte -fiyt-t^e ftunieu

resno is the nation's Number One
gricultural county and the heart of
America's raisin industry.
More Fresno listeners will hear
bout your product on Fresno's Bee!ne station, KMJ. Compared to the
^cond best stations in this market,
1MJ delivers:
35' "r more of the morning audience
14' r more of the afternoon market
' 31 /c more of the evening audience
(April I960 Pulse)*

No question but that Beeline Radio
is your key to the desirable Fresno
market. And that's true for all five
Beeline markets in the Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bees. As a group, the
Beeline stations reach more radio
homes in these markets than any competing combination — at the lowest
cost per thousand.* Ask about the
three discount plans that make Beeline Radio a timebuyer's'Nielsen
dream.
and SR&D

/UcCfatciuf B/UXfefcaatuuq Coi«f><M«f
SACRAMENTO,

NSOR
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CALIFORNIA

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

The Tea Council (Burnett) mad
official its decision to put all it
money (SI. 4 million) into pria
for a while.
Said chairman of the council RoF

& IDEA

WRAP-UP

ert B. Smallwood: "The use of th
mass circulation
magazines'
region;
editions
enables the
council to
cove
in depth the same

markets whi

were covered by last year's tv mi
ARRIVING
Columbus

and

FOR

BIRTHDAY,

Miss WCOL

Ch

PRESS

(both f rom

Co-

lumbus, O.) headed N.Y.C.'s 5th Ave parade,
ckefeller
met N.Y.'s Mayor Wagner, Gov. Ro

,i i «> nit

Ik

SHIRTS

staged by ABC

tor its new

with

ABC

vice

president

Robert

Pauley

Campaigns:
Contadina
Food
campaign."
i Cunningham & \^ alsh. San Fi
cisco). going heavy on spot radio t
push its tomato paste. First of M
five-week flights began last week ii
28 major markets. Minute. 30- ant
20-second spot saturations of tbj
Contadina jingles are being
during strong housewife listening
times . . . B. T. Babbitt (O
Morev. Madden & Ballard I . goini
spot radio ( minutes i in New Yorn
New Jersey areas. Philadelphia. Bof

■> &
SPORT

PARTY

radio series 'Flair,' finds comedienne Jean
Carroll, featured on the show, chatting

IN LATE

OCTOBER

are the uniform of the day in and around Miami Beach, Florida, for location crews currently shootf*

half-hour episodes of Miami Undercover for first-run syndication. The series, produced and distributed by Ziv-UA, stars Lee Bowman, and Rock
Graziano. Howard W. Koch, director, also directed several episodes of 'The Untouchables' among other television programs. After first week o
» in 18 markets including Buffalo, Miami, Columbus,
Norfolk, Phoenix, El Paso. Salt Lake City, Bakersfield, and Bisi

L. A. and Albany, for Oakite . . .
£ Frost Sugar (National Sugar
ning Co.) trying out spot tv in
ke\ cities. Ten-second spots in
ime and late evening slots . . .
ania Lighting Products, Div.
>vlvania Electric Products, Inc.,
g heavv on net radio to push its
ibulbs. Ninety-seven Sylvania
mercials will be heard during
; net shows: NBC News on the
r, Monitor, CBS News, Amos and
v Music Hall. Gunsmoke, Have
Will Travel. Johnny Dollar,
tense. The Mitch Miller Show.
McNeil's Breakfast

Club, ABC

Midway, household products. Div. of
American Home Products, to Corn
Products Sales as v.p. and marketing
director in charge of new products
. . . Steven J. Wadyka from media
director, Young & Rubicam, to Pharmco, Inc., Kenilworth. N. J., as assistant to v.p. in charge of advertising
. . . George Abrams to J. B. Williams Co. (formerly Pharmaceuticals.
Inc.), on product development and
company expansion.
Advertising awards : Southern
California Gas Company, and
Southern Counties Gas Company, recipients of Southern California Broadcasters Association rec-

*rsonnel moves:

Charles

W.

: helan to new post as merchandis2 manager, of Schick Safety Razor
>.. Div. of Eversharp, Inc. He's
liner merchandising manager of
nerican Weekly . . . Miles Kehoe
med marketing head, food and
locery products, Hunt-Wesson . . .
.obert S. Wheeler
from Bovle-

ognition award, "for 20 years with
the same program on the same station." The program: Evening Concert on radio station KFAC, L.A.

AGENCIES
AAAA's board chairman, Harry
Harding, is taking a dim view of

recent publications downgrading
the advertising profession.
His suggestion: "someone should
write a book called, The Proud Per-

Admen
suaders." on the move : David Mathews to head broadcast activities,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, L.A. office . . .
John E. Stoller from account executive, Rumrill Company, Rochester, to
broadcast media manager, that cornpan) . . . Robert C. Howard from
General Mills, Minneapolis, to research supervisor, Foote, Cone & Belding. Chicago . . . Donald W. Osten
from media supervisor, Gardner Advertising, St.Louis, to account executive, Duncan Hines special baking
mixes, P & G, St. Louis . . . Walter
H. Johnson Jr. from senior v.p.
for marketing, Capital Airlines, to
McCann-Erickson as v.p. . . . Lawrence Butner from chief buyer. Albert Frank-Guenther Law, N.Y.C., to
manager, Radio and TV Department,
that company . . . Gene Taylor from

STUNT MAN Ted Brown, WMGM (N.Y.) d.j., bids his wife adieu as he climbs aboard 50-foot
platform at site of new Americana Hotel. Brown will broadcast aloft from station wagon for an
undetermined
period.
Station is offering prizes to viewers who guess correct length of time

*W NAB LEADER, Fla. Gov. LeRoy Col; (c) meets with policy committee mem,s (l-r) Merrill Lindsay, exec v.p. WSOY
?catur); Clair McCollough, pres.-gen. mgr.
|(inman Stas. (Lancaster, Pa.); S. R. Shafexec v.p. WIS, WIS-TV (Columbia, S.C.)

criioSiahon WMGMs MAN IN Tffi SKY-TEOBfi
l.
'
jEWERS of TvB's new Videotape recorder
.1 (l-r) Blair-TV's Ralph Allrud, Bob Hemm,
I nk Martin; Shaun Murphy, national sales
k KTVI (St. Louis); Edw. Benedict (N. Y.
( ss mgr. Triangle Stas.; Otto Ohland,
i- k Denninger, Blair-TV; Norman Cash, pres.
; Edward
Shuric

-

!C

'TOW BALI J™

InT\£too...
FILM does the Impossible"

THE REAL McCOY!

Not a background

projection! This scene, from a 60-second
TV film commercial, lL was
a unit,
" roofshot,
of aasBrooklyn
— real as life, and

EASTMAN

KODAK

York, N.Y.

W. J. German,

COMPANY,

Rochester 4, N.Y.

Chicago 1,111.

Inc. Agents for ti

Eastman Professional Motion F.^.„.
Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood,

r

PRODUCER: Gray-O'Reilly Studios
ADVERTISING AGENCY: Young and Ruble.
,
ADVERTISER: General Cigar Company, Inc.
PRODUCT: Robt. Burns Continental

McCann-Marschalk to v. p. and creative director. Fuller & Smith & Ross
. . . Jim Pratt from White & Shuford, El Paso, to Radio-TV director,
Taylor-Norsworthy. Dallas.
More

admen on the move: Raymond Brophy from Colgate-Palmolive to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather as
market research supervisor . . . Jack
Hill from N. W. Aver to Ogilvy.
Benson & Mather as media research

supervisor ... Clare N. Atwootl
from Bisbing Business Research, Milwaukee, to Gardner Advertising as
account executive on the Elanco division, Eli Lilly . . . Richard IN.
Risteen from Sullivan. Stauger, Colwell & Bayles to Needham. Louis, and
Brorby. as v. p. and director of marketing . . . Lou E. Sargent from
Fleetwood Company to R. Jack Scott,
Chicago, as marketing and merchandising director . . . Edward P. Gallagher from Norman. Craig & Kummel to Kenyon & Eckhardt, as account
executive. Beecham Products, Macleans toothpaste . . . George A.
Welch to manager. Pittsburgh office.
Fuller & Smith & Ross . . . Frank
G. Hunsicker from George Fry &
Associates to Ted Bates as v. p. and
director of personnel.
And more admen on the move:
Ken Shaw from JWT to OB&M as
senior producer, broadcast department . . . Peter Johnson from McCann-Erickson to Kenyon & Eckhardt
as tv commercial writer . . . Perry
Schofield from Bozell & Jacobs to
Friend-Reiss as v.p. in charge of creative services . . . Dick Content from
Y&R to Kenyon & Eckhardt as tv
producer . . . Radford Stone from
NBC to OB&M
as broadcast super-

They were named v.p.'s: James
S. Bacharach, Trendex . . . Milton
H. Raymond, Grant . . . Bruce M.
Dodge, North Advertising . . . Robert H. Ellis and James J. Jordan
Jr., BBD&O . . . Vern Eastman.
D'Arcy, Western operations.
Aylin agency appoints five : Charles Lewis, executive v.p. . . . James
Dahmer, Beaumont. Tex. office manager, from sales promotion manager,
KFDM-TV. Beaumont . . . James F.
Anderson, v.p. in charge of Central
and West Texas operations . . .
James W. Moorefield. art director

. . . E. T. Nicolaou, production
manager.
Agency appointments: Continental
Oil ($3-4 million I to Clinton B.
Frank, from B & B . . . Waring Products entire
l
line) to Graceman Advertising, Hartford . . . Regina Corporation to Hicks & Greist . . . Purepac
Corporation to Weston . . . Reynold
C. Johnson Co. (Volkswagen. Northern California, to Doyle Dane Bernbach . . . Hollvwood Lanes, Walpole,
Braintree and Weymouth, Mass.. to
Ray Barron Inc., Boston . . . Rootes
Motors (Hillman, Sunbeam, and
Humber I to Mogul, Williams &
Savior.
Branch office: William V. Glastris
Advertising, Kansas Citv.
Agencies play host: J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y.C. to some 14 Japanese business men studying American advertising trends . . . NTA, to
40 Kudner admen at a videotape
seminar in NT Vs Broadway studios.

TV STATIONS
Bediming next week, SRA affiliated firms will be able to cut
down on the heavy load of paper
work involved with the contracting of radio and tv spot buys.
The new. and much simplified contract and modification forms, drawn
up by SRA. with the help of AAAA,
has been approved by the AAAA
mittee on broadcast media.

com-

The advantages of the new forms:
II The blue and yellow forms
eliminates the need for a rep firm to
issue seperate order confirmations.
2) Agencies will no longer
'€> need
to issue contract forms.
Corinthian this week will demonstrate to the trade and consumer
press how its stations, at a unit,
covered their own delegates at
the presidential conventions.
The showing from tape clips and
charts illustrating how the stations
operated will be at the Overseas Club.
New York.
Chil
tv prog
has
d
r
take ren'as turn for theamibnegtt
a
n
er, ccording to the Idea Toy Cor
p
l
\ Plea
turn to pa^e 7(> I orase
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WHY IS VIDEO TAPE
MADE ONLY BY 3M?
When

the first video recorders were introduced in 1956,

there was a big "if." Video recording would revolutionize
the television industry IF someone could make a magnetic
tape that would meet its fantastic demands for quality
and durability.
This meant a tape with an essentially perfect oxide
coating that would hold up under tremendous operating
pressures, heat and tension under repeated use. This, then,
would result in cutting production costs for TV commercials
in half, provide perfect rehearsal conditions, eliminate
fluffs and insure a "live-looking" finished product. In short,
it meant doing the nearly-impossible.
3M did it . . . and when the daylight saving time deadline
of April 27, 1957, brought demands for video tape in
quantity, 3M did it again.
What made the difference? Experience and research.
3M had 50 years of experience in precision coating processes. 3M pioneered in magnetic tape manufacture.
After three years, 3M remains the only commercial
manufacturer of video tape. While others try to make a
workable video tape, 3M can concentrate on further
advances in "Scotch"
time-tested.
'M"

brand, the tape that is already
»M"

"Scotch" and the Plaid Design are Registered Trademarks of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Ave., New York. Canada: London, Ontario. £ 1960 3M Q

M'"
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

Theatre owners were licked all along the line in their opposition tactics in the
Hartford trial case and the FCC will devote all this week to pay tv.
The defeat concerned having the RKO-Zenith trial run bid broadened in these respects:
(1) let a trial examiner first hear the matter; (2) the FCC confine itself in assessing whether
the Hartford application meets the trial standards already set up.

The radio industry in the aggregate earned more money in 1959 than in 1958,
according to FCC figures, but it was a very, very spotty picture.
The networks and their 19 radio stations dropped from a $64.5 million gross in 1958
to $60.4 million in 1959, though cutting of expenses even more managed to hold losses
down to $4.5 million in 1959, compared to $4.9 million in 1958. The 3,509 other am and
fm stations raised their combined revenues by 9.3 percent to $499.6 million and profits
rose by 11.9 percent to $46.9 million for these independents.
Within this framework, there were vast differences between stations and between markets. Earning $500,000 or over in profits in 1959 were 26 stations (20 in 1958) but 13 stations lost over $150,000 (8 in 1958) . Of 3,064 am stations in 1958, 1,013 lost a median
$7,500 each, or 34.6 percent losers. Of 3,248 am's in 1959, 1,074 lost a median $7,200 each,
or 34.7 percent losers.
The median of the 2,174 stations which made money in 1959 was also down, to $10,300
from the median of $10,600 for 2,053 stations in 1958.
Fm continued to limp along with the radio networks. Gross of 148 stations not connected
with am operations in 1959 did rise to $4.3 million from the $2.5 million grossed by
93 stations in 1958, but losses also rose, from $700,000 to $1.6 million.
As to market differences, 30 stations in New York City area netted only $7,868,467
on a gross of $33,816,354, while 23 stations in the Chicago market netted almost as
much, $7,696,981 on a gross of $22,122,627. On the other hand, Philadelphia's 20
could gross only $10,816,217 and net only $816,420. In Los Angeles, 29 stations grossed
a total of $18,183,121, with the net at $3,074,737. More of a contrast still, the 18 San Francisco stations could manage a net of only $32,759 between them.
For the radio industry as a whole, revenues were up in 1959 to $560.0 million, 7.1
percent more than in 1958, expenses were $517.6 million, up 6.5 percent, and profits
were up 13.7 percent to $42.4 million. Combined with figures given by the FCC at the
end of August for tv, total broadcast revenues hit $1.7 billion in 1959, up 11 percent,
expenses were up 8.6 percent to $1.5 billion and profits were up 26.5 percent to $264.7
million.

Come high water, or the other, the Federal Trade Commission
down on its policing of advertising and business practices between
time Congress comes back into session.

will not slow
now and the

Although chairman Earl Kintner is practically in a lame-duck position due to the failure
of Congress to confirm him and the likelihood that an incoming president will want his own
man, he still breathes fire. And the other commissioners back him.
Kintner has now embarked on a series of speeches to businessmen around the nation,
warning both them and the media against consequences unless they cooperate to clean
up malpractices on a voluntary basis.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
m Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
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Product protection problem
cation advertisers.

is becoming

very uncomfortable

for some

syndi

Take 7 p.m. Fridays on CBS affiliates, where a syndication half hour is followed by onj
tobacco, Phillip Morris in Rawhide at 7:30 p.m., and preceded by another, Parliament, i
the network news at 6:45 p.m.
Brown & Williamson (Ted Bates) wanted to get out of one show in these Friday slolj
where its billboards before and aft were both only a station break away from other tobacc
brands.
But the lack of time in mid-October precluded any transfers by B&W out d
these time periods and hence B&W will accept the lack of product protection there as the lea
ser of two evils.

United Artists is the latest Hollywood studio to enter negotiations with the nd
works for special telecast of post-1948 features.
UA's three offerings were understood to be Man With The Golden Arm, The Pride an
the Passion, and Not As a Stranger.
Previously other studios such as 20th and Columbia tried to make network special
of their post-1948 features but nothing came

of it.

Stations with small feature film inventories are some

of the best customers fo

theatrical products just now.
In the case of WISH-TV,

Indianapolis, the station paid a reported price of $200,000 fo

180 of NTA's 20th Century -Fox features, including 61 post-1948's. (For more sales, se
FILM WRAP-UP, p. 82.)
Trade estimates are that stations are paying one-quarter to one-third more
ture for the post-1948's than for the older pictures from the same

per pi<l

studio.

Incidentally, there's been much alarm in broadcasting circles lately about the content o
post-1948 features and especially the question of their suitability under the NAB code.
Stations now have around 1,000 post-1948's available including 410 UA's from UA^
122 Warner Bros, from Seven Arts, 120 foreign films from Flamingo, 62 Loperts from LM
and 60 others from PTI. (Columbia, Paramount, and MGM
the market yet.)

post-1948's haven't been put oi

Station men are asking three questions: 1) Are all the pictures usable? 2) Can they b
telecast intact? 3) Must they be limited to late night showings?
Station men generally say that they must be vigilant with the scissors on a few recent picj
tures, perhaps two or three per cent of them.
Distributors have often cleared the way for stations by dropping out those pictures whid
aren't suitable, or by warning stations of those titles which are best suited for lati
night adult audiences only.

ABC

Westinghouse Broadcasting's American Civil War series was picked up by i
affiliates, bringing total sales of the documentary show to 102 stations.

The ABC stations picked up the 13-episode series to alternate with its own
Expedition show, which is omitted every third week.
Distributor of American Civil War is Trans-Lux TV.
SPONSOR
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Outstanding feature films are providing natural local specials for major
vertisers in important markets.
In Philadelphia, for instance, WCAU-TV
cials. They are:

ad-

has three sponsors of series of feature film spe-

• Ehi Pont bought To Paris With Love and Cloak & Dagger as specials.
• General Toy will have three feature film specials between Thanksgiving and Christmas:
Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn, and Alice in Wonderland.
• Schaefer beer
Theatre specials.

(part of a multi-city campaign)

Triangle Stations were handed
this week in feature film cases.

is continuing its pre-holiday Award

their second straight unfavorable

legal decision

The N. Y. Supreme Court denied Triangle's application for an injunction to prohibit
Seven Arts Associated from renting post-1948 Warner Bros, features in its five markets.
A few weeks ago Triangle received another disappointment in the decision on its suit
with C&C over feature film billings.

Ziv-UA reports 18 first week sales of Miami Undercover, now in production.
Markets include Buffalo, Miami, Columbus, Norfolk, Phoenix, El Paso, Salt Lake City,
Bismarck, and Bakersfield.

NTA's two-hour tape drama
year renewals in many markets.

series, Play of the Week, is coming up for second

Sara Lee foods (Daniel J. Edelman) renewed in Chicago, but Jersey Standard (OB&M)
left the show in New York and Washington.

ITC of Canada

has scored its fifth sale this year to the CBC.

The latest, Halls of Ivy, joins General Foods' Fury, Texaco Canada and Tuckett Tobacco's Danger Man, and P&G's two entries on the French Network, Fury and Interpol Calling
(Furie and Ici Interpol).

There's still widespread unfamiliarity among some agencies, tape producers
have discovered, when it comes to the methods and capabilities of video tape.
Several tape producers have actively campaigned to educate agencies, providing massive
seminars for their personnel to introduce them to tape.
This week NTA-Telestudios,
tape seminar.

for example, was host to 40 Kudner

personnel for a

Previously Telestudios took its tape demonstrations to N. W. Ayer in New York and was
host to J. Walter Thompson in another wide-scale tape seminar.

Paper Mate
(FC&B)
will use entertainment
Christmas commercials this year.

to make

its tales point in pre-

Joe E. Brown will appear in a series of spots illustrating a "goof-proof" theme.
The commercials will go into NBC TV day and night participations and also into
NCAA football and Dick Clark on ABC TV.
•
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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One of the automotive
owvriiht imo
Detroit contracts.
sponsor
publications inc.

The problem:

agencies is going through a lot of frustration with \\t

inability to get copy approval.

Interpretation of the rumor mill:

What

HEARS

the factory's bending an ear to solicitations.

looks like the first nighttime casualty on CBS

TV:

Witness.

The network's scouting around for a replacement at the end of Witness' initial 13-wedj
stretch.

Keeping the star buttered up with other than salary is getting to be a
twist in sponsor relations.
Witness the report that Kraft, whose deal with Perry Como runs out at the end of thd
present season, is putting the vocalist in the twin role of supplier of containers for thf
factory.

Neither party would comment

but there was a little hassle over the commer

cials Philip Morris proposed using for Marlboro
The Year of the Polaris, the week before.

(Burnett)

on CBS

TV's special

The network didn't fancy having the blurb delivered across a desk with a miniature mi»
sle on it. It didn't think it appropriate.
CBS had its way.

A Philadelphia agency has been looking for two months

without success for a

media analyst with two years' experience.
The reason hasn't been the starting salary : the prospects don't want to leave New York
where they think the pastures for their end of the trade are greener.

Esty, which bills $75-80 million from but 10 accounts, is suddenly on the prowl
for business in the non-volatile goods field, and may pitch for an automotive.
Philosophy of the agency up to now had been: we want to stick to products that go up
in smoke or go down the gullet or drain or evaporate in the skin.

Curious example of the new marketing
that's selling Falcons by the pound.
The pitch:

age: there's a supermarket

in L. A.

take it by the pound and it's cheaper than coffee.

Reps have a hard time recalling when the competition for a set of prospects b.M
been as intense as they are in the case of the WBT-WBTV
stations.

and WTOP-WTOP-TY

There are at least six rep firms contending for these plums.
The breakaway date from CBS Spot Sales is June 1961. CBS Spot Sales' profit take from
its operation now comes to about $4.5 million a year. The non-o&o's account for about $1.5j
million of this.
74
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IN
A four man

BOBSLEDDING

team

headed
is the

by Captain Fiske

PACESETTER
It covered 5 miles in 3 minutes, 20.5 seconds

IS CINCINNATI'S

PACESETTER
RADIO

STATION

Northwest Orient Airlines used only
WSAI in Cincinnati to promote a Hawaiian
tour. Says Donald Kimel, Area Sales
Representative for Northwest: "This is
the most successful radio tour ever generated from the area. I think it is significant that your station was able to
generate over $20,000 worth of business for us with just two one-minute
spots a day for two months in the Jack
Reynolds show. No other advertising
media were used on this tour." In Promotion ... in Productivity . . . WSAI is
The PACESETTER Station in Cincinnati.
Represented
THE

OR

Nationally

CONSOLIDATED

•
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RAY

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta

STATIONS

WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN - Philadelphia;

WALT -Tampa

WRAP-UP
I Continued from page 69)
lion's advertising
vin Helitzer.

director,

Mel-

Helitzer stoutly disagreed with the
mowing criticism of the medium's
''unwholesome" kid shows, in a talk
before the Pittsburgh Radio & TV
Society, last week.

IN PITTSBURGH

Take TAE
and See . . .

how top production
facilities make hot
adjacencies even hotter
• Pittsburgh's largest studio space: two huge
drive-in studios . . . spacious outdoor facilities
. . . two in-studio bowling lanes'.
• Two dual control rooms, each with customdesigned and built RCA audio boards, transistorized switchers, and the latest RCA
special effects amplifiers.
• Four Vidicon film chains: tour 16mm projectors and two 35mm slide projectors.
• Ampex VideoTape facilities.
• Complete production facilities for I6mm
sound or silent film . . . 35mm slide production equipment . . . fully equipped art department, scenic and prop shops.
• TeleScript production aids . . . TelePro rear
projection units.
• Full 100,000 watt signal power: two transmitters, two antennas with independent transmission lines, and three power supply sources
at the huge transmitter installation.

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH
UiCH

BIG lUMSIOH^^LlH

4

PITTSBUtGH

CHANNEL

loo, Iowa, to
WLOS-'l
Greenville,
S. sales
C. . staff.
. . John
Bnr|
from sales staff to national sales c
ordinator, and Claude Taylor fro|l
account executive to assistant salj|
manager, WJZ-TV. Baltimore .
Alan B. Johnstone to sales depaJ
ment. KEWB, San Francisco . ,T
Irving Stevens from KEX, radi|
Portland, to sales development

Coffee and tea makers are hiking
their tv expenditures to new
heights.
According to TvB. coffee companies
took the spending lead with net and
spot tv gross time billings of $21,807.054 for the first six months of the
vear. The tea advertisers racked up
a gross bill of $5,413,851. The trend
will continue upward, says TvB.
Note: The Tea Council has just
decided to put its next campaign in

promotion director, KFMB-TV,
and FM. San Diego.

print.
Insurance companies are going
in for heavy tv programing with

Kudos:

"wide audience appeal." according to TvB.
The programs: Twentieth Century
(Prudential). Celebrity Golf (Kemper). The Right Man (Travelers), Today, (Insurance Company of North
America), Thriller (Allstate), American Heritage (Equitable). Gross time
billings for 1960. will top $16 million,
is TvB's estimate.
Ideas at work:
Tv witchcraft : WFLA-TV, TampaSt. Petersburg, viewers, junior edition, will celebrate Halloween by aping their favorite tv personalities. The
station started a run on Huckleberry
Hound and Lone Ranger costumes in
local shops bv inviting the youngsters
to come garbed as the tv favorites.
Dog-gone it ! : KNUZ, Houston, area
pooches are straining at the leash
dragging reluctant masters — so the
release reads — to the station to com-

Am

Thisa 'n' data: Broadcast AdvertiMI
ing Club members heard A. C. N^"*
sen Co. chairman, Arthur C. Niels
explain the importance of marketii
research, at a luncheon in ChicaJ
last week . . . TvB has put out j
brochure, Image Through Items,
suits of a Pulse conducted study macjl
in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market. }j
WNCT,

Greenville, N.

presented award by North Caroliii
Agricultural
Stabilization
and Cert
servation State committee for '
standing
public service to farmed
and the general public in Eastei
North Carolina.

FCC's broadcast financial dad
for 1959 shows that the radio in
dustry as a whole had total ret
enues of $580 million, 7.1% ov«j
1958.
The time sales breakdown by dil
sions:
Network
National spot
Local

S 32,65§dI
188,143,01
359.138,ol

Total
$579,940,0(1^
(See SPONSOR-SCOPE,
page \
and Washington week, page 71, f|
more figures out of FCC '59 radj
report.)

Dete in the latest promotion stunt —
Most Pooped Pooch. The attraction:

Ideas at work:
Down to earth: WMGM.

Houston's dog-tiredest dog wins for
himself a real Texas-st\le weekend.
The weekend: air-conditioned repose

whose air personality. Ted Browl
spent six davs, three hours, and 31
minutes ensconced in a station wag<
on a platform some 50 feet in the al
has come down off his lofty percl
Over 150.000 entries were received I
the station from listeners, and visitol
to the site, venturing a guess as to thj
exact time Brown would descend fr< >l
his novel living, broadcasting quai

in a kennel: six months' supply dog
food: an individual monogrammed
food bowl; and a new collar. Extra
attraction; his own private fire plus.
People on the move: Guy Tiller
from sales staff ( KWWL-TV, \\ ater-
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IN PITTSBURGH THIS SEASON...

Take TAE
and See
TAE-time is ABC-time!
Get your extra-hot
adjacencies now.

wTAE

ters. The closest guess will win '
station wagon as the prize.
Free samples: WIL, St. Lot
WRIT, Milwaukee, and KBOX,
las are trying out a new car mail
ing project. The idea: specially
duced announcements, on a saturat
basis, are being aired by the statio
urging listeners to see the new i
lines in their respective dealer she
rooms. Letters with not-negotia!
checks in the sum of 818,000, are tl
sent to the dealers advising that tl
a comparable sum in free air time 1
been handed out in their behalf,

GET THAT

EXTRA

low up contacts by station accoi
executives, and direct mailing pis
spotlighting the stations facilities ca
plete the station selling job.
How radio reaches 'em: K1$B
Portland, tested its station reach \v;
an unique contest Radio Read
Everywhere. Listeners were invited
write and tell the strangest plal
where thev have listened to the <
tion. From the deluge of letters it i
learned that a traffic officer carried
transistor in his cap; a mother
three listens on a trampolin

PUSH
You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference
between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success.
You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV
WOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level — the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer as well as the retail outlet.
This "togetherness" sells products in the nation's 47th TV
market. More than 2 billion dollars in retail sales ring on

nn

the retailer's cash register Over 438,000 TV homes are
within the 42 counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

THE QUINT

1

Bl i rENDORf

/ ,OWA

ISLAND
MOLINE

™:i

To the National Advertiser,
WOC-TV offers the greatest
amount of local programming —
over 33 hours each week — and
the finest talent in the area put
these programs across.

CITIES

DAVENPORT

ROCK
MOLINE
EAST

™'""-'

"1>
J

Your PGW

ILL

rs™

"J?

Colonel has all the

facts, figures and other data as
well as day by day availabilities
See him today

some members of Lncle Sam's Kl
hear the Portland station deep bel
the Pacific in a submarine.
Cool radio listening: KBIG, Ca|
Una, came up with a cool idea in a
vertising for its sponsor. Alpine, ma
er of evaporative air coolers hv sclie
uling spots only on days when t!
temperature soared above the I
mark. Alpine sales increased 2(1
with this method.
What next?: KBONT, Omaha,
cashing in on the instant product U
bv giving its listeners an Insta
Weather News. The combination coi
munity service, news and station pr
motion gimmick goes like this: \W
the use of phone company answer]
facilities and equipment, the static
records complete current weather ro
ditions and a 24-hour forecast, pi
the top news story of the hour, eva
hour, 24 times a day. Listeners av«
themselves of this modern day capsuj
report by dialing the phone number.
Radio puts on the dog: KDVTI
Minneapolis-St. Paul, paid tribute
the canine set by staging a personalit
contest

for members
24
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/'Il tell you about it in Carolina classrooms,
arm homes of the fertile Piedmont. WSOC-TV's worthy
practical public service features are another
t of the program structure that changed viewing
its in America's 25th largest tv market.
/ers get more, advertisers get more on Charlotte's
)C-TV-a great area station of the nation.

WSOC

j'NSOR

•

and WSOC-TV
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are associated with WSB

WSeC-TV
CHARLOTTE 9-NBC

and WSB-TV,

and ABC. Represented by H-R

Atlanta; WHIO

1960

and WHIO-TV,

Dayton

79

friend clan. In honor of National
I)"- Week, the -union received (and
examined) hundreds of photos from
all classc- of dogdom in an effort to
locate the pel with the most appealing
personality. Contest over and doggj
prizes distributed, one question remain-: Will the cats demand equal
time?
People on the move: Sidney Goldstein, secretary-treasurer. Consolidated Sun Rav Radio Stations
W PEN, Philadelphia: WALT. Tarnpa; W SAL Cincinnati I. named secretins of the parent organization . . .
George Gray from eastern division
manager. Paramount Television Productions to v.p. and general manager.
W'ORL. Boston . . . Mrs. Shirley M.
Ott from office manager and sales
manager. KRIB. Fort Lauderdale, to
general manager, same station . . .
Hal O'Halloran, sports announcer,
KFH. Witchita, KOME. Tulsa, to account executive. KOME. Tulsa . . .
Mike Verges, account executive.
W TIX. New Orleans, to sales manager. WWOM. that city . . . Judith
Law ton from KABC. L.A. writernewscaster, to KNDI, Honolulu, as
station manager . . . Cal Culver from
KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N.D. to KBOM,
same citv. as station manager . . .
E. C. Hughes from KFW'B. L.A. to
KLAC. Glendale, as account executive . . . Martin Giaiino. from general sales manager WILX-TV. Lansin?. Mich., to general manager,
WPON, Pontiac, Mich.

Station
acquisition:
WEW,
St.
Louis, sold to Franklin Broadcasting.
Sale price: $60(1000. Sale brokered
1>\ Hamilton-Landis & Associates . . .
KTVE, El Dorado-Monroe. Califbought by Veterans Broadcasting Co.
New officers: Ervin F. Lyke. president; John B. Soell and William H.
Simons, v.p.'s; George Claffey, treasurer: Grant Neville, secretary.

Kudos: WIP, Philadelphia, station
alumni to honor former boss. Benedict Gimbel Jr., at a get-together in
Philly, 26 October.
Thisa 'n' data: WMMM, Westport.
Conn., took a popularity jump from
9th to a near tie for second place in
the recent Pulse study involving the

80

station's eight-market coverage area
. . . WGTC, Greenville. N. C. took
the direct route in attracting media
buyers by sending samples of freshhharvested Bright Leaf tobacco to some
200 l,u\ers.

National advertiser's are taking
to fm on the double, according
to Walker-Rewalt.
Advertising schedules on Qualitv
Music FM stations ran double that of
last vear during the month of September.
The current roster advertiser: Arnold Bread. Atlantic Monthly, Danish
Blue Cheese. Oldsmobile, French
Tourist Bureau, Fleetwood Coffee.
Chrysler Corp., TWA Airlines. Grace
Line, Hamilton Watch. Matson Navigation. Time Magazine and Japanese
Airlines.
The

four-month old FM Broadcasters association of Greater

Kansas

City has taken

a 17-minute
presentation
of FM radio
potencv.
admen were

exposed to the presentation at a special gathering in Kansas City, last
month.

FM

notes: WrXFM, Chicago, extended its evening programing to five
hours per week with the addition of
After Hours, last week . . . KMLA.
L.A. began, last week, to broadcast
programs in Yiddish, French, Spanish. German. Italian and Hungarian
via an international segment of programs slotted in the early a.m. to
noon hours.

American

affiliation:

to join ABC,

end

Kf
of

Promotion
idea:
NBC
TV
borrowed from the Chinese in it~
est promotion gimmick. Fort
cookies are being dispatched to ai
ate stations who in turn, are hand
them out in their areas. When opei.
the Chinese confection reveals a t
slip of paper which reads somethlike this: Yes! We have Bonai
every Saturday — \BC.
Net people:
E. Roger Muir
signed his post as senior menib
NBC's program department,
plans: to produce film and live
productions and theatrical offerii
in his newly formed company — N
Merritt Enterprises, Inc.

Net thisa *n' data: Some 210 G
affiliate radio stations have been
ed with season memberships in
New 1 ork Philharmonic Society.

REPRESENTATIVE
Rep appointments : KICN, Deiivi
to H-R Representatives . . . KIC|)
Calexico. Calif., to Sandeburg-Gaj
. . . KSWO-TY. Wichita FaJ
Texas, to Venard. Rintoul £. McO
nell . . . WQMR. Washington. D. \
to Headlev-Reed . . . WEZE. Bo-t
and WVET, Rochester. N. Y. to P
ert E. Eastman.
New

address: Forjoe and Ca

panv L.A. office location: Pan
Building. 6362 Hollywood Blvd.
New office: Robert
Atlanta.

E. Eastnia

Personnel moves : John S. Hugh
promoted to assistant sales manag
for radio. Averv-Knodel . . . Dona

NETWORKS
Net tv sales:

radio

Phoenix,
month.

several

giant steps forward in establishing mf as a selling implement.
Their methods: the organization
originated and produced
color slide-sound film
which traces the growth
and stresses its selling
More than 100 kev

New

Tobacco

I BBDO I to sponsor Remember Hon
Great, Jack Benny hosting, on NBC.
9 February . . . Commercial Bank
of North America i Bach Associates) purchased sponsorship of Meet
The Press. WNBC. N.Y.C.

F. McCarty from S. E. Zubrc
Philadelphia, to radio sales st*
Avery-Knodel. N.Y.C. . . . Lewis
Johnson promoted manager. East
office. NBC Radio Spot Sales
William P. Marseilles from LiaJ
v*
Trainer Corp.. Binghamton. N.Y.I
Robert E. Eastman. Atlanta
manager.
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. . . others like chocolate, strawberry,
. in fact, that's the reason for 28 fikvors . . .
something to suit every possible taste!
Good, sound programming comes in many
flavors, too. At KSLA-TV the flavors of programming are
as many and varied as are the tastes of our 755,000 viewers.
And each flavor . . . news, variety, public affairs,
comedy, drama, action . . . has all the richness and
taste appeal that keeps the viewers coming back for more.
Our advertisers keep coming back, too,
for the "double-dip" of KSLA-TV's audience loyalty.
Ask your Harrington, Righter ir Parsons man to scoop up
your flavor of availabilities for you today.
We've got 'em all . . . even plain vanilla!

shreveport, la.
OR

•
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Syndicators are often able to
make a success out of a specialty
that other distributors and prodneers have overlooked.
Thus Official Films is riding the
crest of a wave which it itself did
much to set in motion: the shorter
program segment.
Official's three latest entries of this
type are Profile and Animal Land,
each five minutes, and Do You Remember?, a one minute series.

All are now being shown to network prospects, but might possibly be
subsequently released for syndication
instead.

Backus Show to American TobacJ

Sales: NTA's post-1948 20th features
to WKBW-TV, Buffalo; WFAA-TV,
Dallas, and WFLA-TV, Tampa . . .
ITC's Canadian office sold Halls of
Ivy to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBCj. the fifth program deal to that network this year
. . . Sara Lee renews Play of the

Honolulu; WDAU-TV, Scrantol
Wilkes-Barre; KFBC-TV. Chevenm

Week

a package of post-1950 Warner Bra
films . . . UAA features to WOR-T^
New York; KHJ. Los Angeles
WVEC-TV. Norfolk: WOC-TV, Dai
enoort: WRGP-TV. Chattanooga
WTVR. Richmond; WTAP-TV. Pari

in

Chicago

. . . CNP's Jim

A BILLIONJOLLARS ON A
SILVERIPLATTER

(BBDOl on WHIO-TV, Dayton, ;q
WISH-TV. Indianapolis: Southw
Public Service. KSWS-TV, Roswe
Y M.: Kerns Bakery on WLAC-T
Nashville: and to stations KGM!

WJIM-TV, Lansing; KREX-T*
Grand Junction, and KID-TV, Idah
Falls.
More sales: WTVH,

Peoria, bougl

ersburg, W. Va.: WOOD-TV. Grai^
Rapids, and WSIX-TV. NashvilH
also UAA Popeve and Warner Broj
cartoons to KTLA. Los Angeles)
WTOP-TV, Washington: WFAM-Tl]
Lafavette: WTRF-TV. Wheeling)
WOOD-TV. Grand Rapids, af
WTTG. Washington.

Programs: Goodson-Todman Pr<
ductions signed Howard Erskine t
produce and Larry Marks to produc
Medical Detectives, a new tv suspens
series based on Berton Roueche's n<n
els and his stories in the New Yorke
magazine.
Promotion:

NTA

is oroviding

special Trailer Quiz to stations buy
ing its post-1948 20th Centurv Fo:
feature film package. Viewers
asked to identify forthcoming tv f*
leases from glimpses of scenes
The American Legion Auxiliary'
GoldenandMike
went to Ziv-UA'
Man
the award
Challenge.

Research:

Ziv-UA sales researcher

have discovered that the syndicatioi
exactly a gift . . . but it's yours
with one simple buy. Buy WSFA-TV and
you effectively reach Montgomery and
Central-South Alabama . . . where a

buying pendulum is swinging towan
sponsors and away from stations. Thl
year, for the first time, sponsors

million people spend over a billion dollars every year.

signing the majority of film contract
(53%), compared to the last year when
stations still did most of the nej

WSFA-TV

NBC

/ ABC

MONTGOMERY-

CHANNEL

ating (51% ). The rise was attributed
to the entrance of national advertised
into syndication; they comprise 31^8

12

of buyers of Case of the Dangeroui
Robin currently', compared to virtualnothingago.
when Sea Hunt started]
fourlyvears
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS

$2.00
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100

40 cents each
30 cents each
25 cents each

RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

100 to 500
500 or more .

20 cents each
15 cents each

To Readers' Service, SPONSOR,
Please send me

40 E. 49th Street,
the following:

TIMEBUYIN6 BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS

.'60 AIR MEDIA BASICS ISSUE
JIMEBUYING BASICS
.TELEVISION BASICS
.RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS
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PUBLIC

More here and there: WIIC, Pit!

• October-April 1959-1960: 569

SERVICE

burgh, giving cash grant of S2.0G
to WQED, the local educational
station for needed sound-proofing
terial . . . WSEN, Baldwins^
\. Y., began a school bus safety
ture alerting motorists of cautii
areas . . . WLW-D, Cincinnati,
quainting area people with out*
space mysteries with the prog]
Expedition Space.

sponsors
This does not include the political
coverage of conventions, presidential
campaign doings and election returns.

Stations throughout the country
have gone presidential-poll happy
as never before.
The polls varj as to methods: some
are phone-ins and others are by
card-: some of the phone solicitations
are based on carefully devised samples and others are willy-nilly from
the phonebook.

Here and there: WMCA,
N.Y.C.,
premiered last weekend, The Time Is
\ow, a dramatized study of how one
southwestern city integrated peaceful . . . WLAM, Lewiston, Me., received kudos from the local paper

\t any event it's a game at which
anybody can play and it has this
likely asset: stimulating actual voting

Kudos: WCAU-TV, Philadelphl
recipient of certificate for meritorio<
public service from the Internal Re
enue Service of the U. S. Treasi

with a feature article and photos spot-

at the polling-place.

lighting the station's public service
program on City Council doings . . .
WIL, St. Louis, did its part in fire
prevention week by airing special announcements and taking active part

Advertisers are taking a shine to
public service programing:
Sponsorship figures of this type of
programing, over the past three years,

Department for the program Is
Deductible? . . . WCSH-TV, P.«
land, recipient of the American Hea
Association's 1960 tv award
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis-St. IJ
news department honored with Radi
Television News Directors AssocJ

in the city's parade . . . KTRK-TV,
Houston, telecast Expedition Houston,
a historical documentary . . . WFILTV, Philadelphia. KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, WBZ-TV, Boston. WJZ-TV,
Baltimore. KYW-TV, Cleveland, and
KPIX, San Francisco, to present
University of the Air series, produced
by Triangle.

bear this out. according to CBS's
John Karol.
Quarter-hour sponsored programs
on three networks increased like this:
• October- April 1957-1958: 357
sponsors
• October-April 1958-1959: 475
sponsors

tions top national award . . . WADS
Ansonia, Conn., president and gener
manager Sydney E. Byrne-, awards
honor title Fund Raising PersonalU

I

of the Year by the Connecticut A~s<i
ciation of Mental Health.

ADVERTISERS WANTED TO KNOW...
THE NUMBER

1 STATION

IN THE DES MOINES

SO . . .

AREA

MARKET!

THE RESULTS

ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES
SELECTED THE AREA!

?

IT WAS THE 23 COUNTIES WHICH
ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES
DEFINED AS THE DES MOINES MARKET

PULSE, INC. MADE
THE
TO

THE SURVEY!

PERIOD COVERED
FRIDAY, JUNE

MONDAY

15-28,

1960

CHARLES STONE, General Manager
JIM DOWELL, V.P. & Dir. of National Sales

AGAIN WAS RATED
^^^^^^

^^T

^■■IFIRSTjV>\

I

Ikl

W«»^^*W«f

TUC

OO

f AIIMTV

DES MOINES
ADVERTISER AREA
FOR

COMPLETE

INFORMATION

ON

KIOA

CONTACT

KIOA

OR

ADAM

YOUNG,

INC.,

SPONSOR

REPRESENTATIVES
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LOOK WHAT'S
HAPPENED TO
TELEVISION
IN OREGON!
NEW

THREE

STATION

MAJOR

KVAL-TV Ch. 13
EUGENE •

MARKET

\UWEEN

PORTLAND,

.ND SAN

FRANCISCO,

■ ■ • .- •'•

NETWORK

AILED "OREGON TRIANGLE
ELEVISION
THAT DOMINATES
IE ONLY

•PORTLAND

OREGON
CALIFORNIA.

hat brings the only clear picture to
'er 100,000* TV homes with an
' timated buying income
< $685,062,000.*

KCBY-TV Ch, 1 1
• COOS BAY
KPIC-TV Ch. 4
• ROSEBURG

Easy to buy! One order, one
billing to your Hollingbery man
or Art Moore & Associates
(Portland-Seattle)
*A very conservative estimate
if you have looked at other
ratings and surveys.

A-y
KPIC-TV Ch. 4
ROSEBURG
Affiliate

T&ilmtjfol
ONSOR

•
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KCBY-TV Ch. 11
COOS BAY

r^JE3

ROCKFORD

^ mil

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKER
Donald H. McCannon, president of W
inghouse Broadcasting Co., was present)
with the coveted Pulse "Man of the Yea
award. He was honored by Pulse for "I
dedication to the industry and enlightem
leadership of the Westinghouse Broadca;
ing Co.. and of the NAB TV Code Re
Board which set industry goals, and
instrumental in raising public service pi
framing and industry commercial standards."
Previous winnerthe Pulse award included Robert Kintner, and Marion Harper I
Harold Miller has been elected vice president and associate media director of Grey
Advertising, Inc. Coming to his new post
from Benton & Bowles, Miller succeeds
Eugene A. Accas who is shifting over to

ANOTHER WRBL-TV EXCLUSIVE
IN GEORGIA'S SECOND
MARKET

the radio tv department as v. p. for network relations. Most recently Miller was
v.p. and manager of the media department
at B&B. Earlier he was media research
manager for the Biow Co. Other Grey appointments: Philip Brani
and Helen M. Wilbur have been made assistant media directo:
Milton H. Raymond has been named se|
ior vice president of Grey Advertising, I:
as well as chairman of the agency's nev
created administrative plans board of I
New York office. Ravmond joined Gn
in June of this year as a v. p. and accoi
group supervisor. For 10 years prior,
was v. p. first of Dowd, Redfield & Jol
stone and later, in 1959. its successor (
hen. Dowd & Aleshire. Earlier he was with Lester Harrison, Inc. Ri
mond is a native New Yorker, married to singer Dorothy Sarnc
James A. Jurist was appointed director of
business affairs for California National
Productions, a subsidiary of the National
Broadcasting Company. Jurist, who came
to NBC in 1956 from the accounting staff
of Arthur Young & Co., was employed first
as financial analyst at NBC. Later, he
moved up to manager of internal auditing,
then to chief accountant, director of operating budgets. Chicago born, Jurist lived in Brooklyn, has a B.A. fro
Columbia College, an M.B.A. from Columbia's School of Busines
SPONSOR

•
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We Me Phased
k tffnn&unce mat

WSJS Radio & Television
by
winston-salem/greensboro
Are Now Represented Nationally

^eters, Griffin, Woodward,

inc.

Triangle Broadcasting Corporation

President

'NSOR

•
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
// has often been said that television creates its own markets. Owners

of area

tr stations point out this is particularly true of them. A vocal spokesman
this point is John W. Guider, president of WMTW-TV,

on

Portland, Me., (Mt.

Washington, N. H.). Guider naturally feels strongly about the fact that the
com entional methods of market ranking do not take into account the specific
coverage advantage that area stations have. According
4r>0-odd commercial

to Guider, of the

television stations in the U. S., only five are area types.

'YES, VIRGINIA,

THERE

■ or a long time we have been pounding away at timebu\ers with statistics to the effect that there exist two
types of tv stations. Those that serve metropolitan markets
and are termed metropolitan stations and a group of station- that are termed area stations, that do not serve one
particular metropolitan market but serve a number of
markets, both metropolitan and smaller.
\\ e realize that there are a number of reasons for a misunderstanding ofthe terminology area station; mainly, we
realize some of this misunderstanding stems from the fact
that there are only about five stations in this country which
are in truth area tv stations as against some 450 other
commercial tv stations.
However, the reason we stress the fact that we are an
area station and not a metropolitan station should be obvious. Start out with the proposition "markets" and you can
get a pretty good idea of the difference in our "market"
and the "market" of a city serving a metropolitan area.
Traditionally stations have been located in and for major cities, and their market has been generally accepted as
the market of that city in the sense that the market has
been defined by the Census Bureau, or by custom, or by
the various agencies that list and give statistics for "markets."
An area station has no such "market." Its market consists of a great many small towns and rural communities
and farms, and in the past it has not been gathered togethei into any tidy little package such as exists for any
station located in the first 200 cities (from a population
standpoint) in the country.
A Bloomington, III.; a Reno, Nev., or a Charleston, W.
Va.j will find itself listed among the markets in a dozen
places, but Mt. Washington, reaching a population several
times greater than any of these places may not be found in
some conventional market listings.
Recentl) however, a television research outfit threw out
it- long-established
concept of what constitutes a market

ARE

AREA

STATIONS'

and merely measured the actual area served by the varioi
stations. For the first time Mt. Washington was listei
not only for the first time as a market, but as the SOtf
market in the country — an extremely important indicatio
of the difference between area and metropolitan stations.
The thing that we hope timebuyers will file away in thei
minds for use in buying time in the future is that a majc
population center can account for less than 15% of toti
population coverage I in our case, for example, the city <
Portland, Me.). Another example: by far the majority d
our viewers are to be found in some 1,100 small town1
that lie within our primary service area.
When a distributor or a marketing man speaks of Por
land, he means the entire marketing area of Maine, Nc
Hampshire, and Vermont. His distribution lines begin i
Portland and cover the tri-state area. The advantages c
an area station to advertisers of nationally or regionall
distributed products are obvious.
As an area station we encounter evidence every day ths
all the rules are made for metropolitan stations and non
of them ever considers its application to area station:
Countless examples could be made beginning right with th
FCC rules: provisions which make all the sense in th
world for most stations are absurd when applied to are
stations. Consequently, it is important that the termino
ogy "area station" be more closely studied by the peopl
who are investing an advertiser's money in the tv mediuit
An area station is in a rather unique position. There i
no other medium that can cover an area like a tv are|
station. Neither by tv from "metropolitan" stations, radio
newspapers, match boxes, billboards or any other form o
advertising is it possible to reach such a large number o (
people without using a greater number of outlets.
So in the future, when someone mentions area station
and asks about them, I hope the answer will be "Yes, ^ in
ginia, (and Miss and Mr. Timebuyer), there is suchr
thing as an area station."
SPONSOR
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AMERICA'S

FAVORITES

Gerber Products Company— makers of America's favorite baby food— and the CBS
Television Network's "Captain Kangaroo"-America's favorite children's programhave completed an uninterrupted alliance of four years. And now their fifth year is
beginning. The key to such a successful relationship? Sales results! As Gerber begins
its fifth consecutive year of sponsorship, the Captain Kangaroo family salutes its
friends at Gerber and says "thank you" for continued support and trust.

CAPTAIN

KANGAROO/CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

addition to Gerber Products Company, represented by D'Arcy Advertising Company, Captain Kangaroo salutes these other sponsors: American Doll &
>y Corp.; The Borden Co.; Colgate-Palmolive Co.; Colorforms; Coniinental Baking Co.; P. H. Hanes Knitting Co.; Hollywood Brands, Inc.; Little Crow
illing Co.; The Kitchens of Sara Lee, Inc.; Arnold. Schwinn & Co.; Schaper Manufacturing Co.. Inc.; The Welch Crape Juice Co., Inc; Warner-Lambert
I larmaceutical Co.; A. C. Spalding & Bros. Inc.; Kellogg Co.; Rainbow Crafts, Inc.; Tootsie Roll Co.; Texaco, Inc.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS
The

man

and

the challenge

When, in early January. Governor LeRoy P. Collins steps
in as president of the NAB, he will have the enthusiastic backing of a large majority of broadcasters.
Nearly every radio and tv man we have talked to since the
Collins appointment was announced on 10 October. has expresesd gratification and delight that the NAB selection committee was able to find a man of such stature to head up the
Association.
Several have pointed out to us that Governor Collins, even
before the Democratic Convention in Los Angeles swept him
to national tv prominence, was an energetic user of the broadcast media during his two Florida term-.
He brings to the NAB a sympathy with and an understanding of the power and importance of radio and tv, as well as a
high-level knowledge of political and legislative problems.
But the Governor also faces one of the most challenging
and difficult jobs which exist anywhere in American business.
No other large industry — and we say this very deliberately
— has as many rugged individualists, or as many conflicting
viewpoints, as has the broadcast business.
This is at once its strength, but also and especially in times
of crises the industry's great weakness. It i- difficult for
strong leadership to assert itself, even when strong leader?
are desperately needed.
The test of Governor Collins, after he has had a chance to
absorb the complex and exhausting details of his new post.
will be whether or not he can give the industry the vigorous,
powerful, and forward-looking leadership it genuinely deserves.
If he becomes merely a "Washington spokesman" for the
private aims and ambitions of a heterogeneous group of
broadcasters, he may be an attractive and highly ornamental
figure, but he will have failed the larger task.
If, on the other hand, he can use his office to exert a strong
positive influence both externally with the public and government, and internally, within the industry itself, he will give to
broadcasting what every thoughtful man among us know- we
should have.
This is the challenge the Governor faces. In this we wish
him well and. as he assumes his difficult post, we pledge him
our support.
^
90

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Oh, NAB Code! Product protectij
took its lumps (lining that wild Wor]
Series, at least during two game
Ever\ time GM's commercial ende
it seemed, the radio announcer can
on with. 'Here's Ford!:' And whei
did all those Dooming homers land
Why, in Scheidey Park!
The Summit:
a runu
around
town that There's
David Susskind
NTA's Open End has plans to tt
his interview with Mr. K with a re
bombshell in late December. 11
guest has not yet been announce*
but word is out that Mr. Susskii.d
questions are being drawn up for hii
by a panel of leading theologians.
ATTN: Media Directors! Repi
sentative Joe Martin uncovers
ready-made ad medium in his hoc
( with Robert J. Donovan i *■
First Fifty Years in Politics." I
reveals. "I always make a point j
shaking hands with bartenders wlie!
ever I come across them, becaul
their recommendations, voiced at tfo
moment when mens minds are hig
ly receptive to ideas, carry
weight in a community." But Co
gressman, the boys got so confus
last year they elected Miss RheinL(*l
to the State Legislature.
ATTN: Harry and Bert! Those p
who are always one step ahead of t
raw. the strip-teasers, have done
again — this time under the influen
of spot tv and radio. There's nowi
pair who call themselves "The P<
Sisters." Quite a take-ofj.
ATTN:

Admen!

The New Engla

Journal of Medicine" reported, at
a study of Trappist monks, that "mi
er a peaceful life nor a diet extren
ly low in meat and animal fat
daily physical exercise ' presei
(them) from the ills often linked
high life
pressure
civilization""
the
of the
average typifie<l
Americ
business or professional man. 1
an onion in it this time. Arthur.
The truth stinks: Jack Can*
morning broadcaster at \^ IL.
Louis, sends along a hard-luck sto
about a guy who spent $4,000 f>l
halitosis cure and then found out tl
no one liked him anyhow. Well. I
better than no breath at all.
SPONSOR
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SPECIAL SPRING OFFERING.
OF

BABY CARRIAGES

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC

and

CBS

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. This Channel 8 station
is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities as well. WGAL-TV delivers
this responsive, prosperous viewing
audience at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS

i* J + !
■

i

i i

.

-r

■ B

WNAX-570 NATIONAL
PLOWING CONTEST -HOST
TO PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Focal point for the attention of 160,000 visitors to
the 1960 National Plowing Contest and Soil Conservation Field Days was the assembly area where
presidential candidates, Vice-President Richard Nixon
and Senator John Kennedy delivered major farm
policy addresses.
Despite rain, mud and inclement weather, huge
crowds of midwesterners visited Plowtown, U.S.A.
near Sioux Falls, South Dakota to hear the presidential aspirants, tour the 100 acres of farm exhibits
and watch contestants from 14 states compete for
the national plowing titles.

Most of the major farm machinery manufacturers
were represented in the exhibit area, displaying and
demonstrating over $5,000,000.00 worth of the latest
farm equipment.
WNAX-570's co-sponsorship of this national farm
event is a part of a continuing program of service
to agriculture, reflecting the long record of leadership in farm broadcasting in WNAX Big Aggie
Land where the farmer is King.
WNAX-570, the nation's 40th Radio Market is the
only single medium that reaches and delivers this
rich agricultural area.

A
CBS RADIO
TllT WNAX-570
I

¥
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WILL SPOT
RADIO HIT
$200 MILLION?

Boston

Some industry people
think it will reach
that level this year,
but
others
disagree

the wonderful world of music

Page 27

Admen question
merchandising
by stations
Page 30

How Bob Mohr
ROBERT

E. EASTMAN

& CO., Inc.

AND — The Wonderful World of Selling join forces
to provide the advertiser a vital avenue of
growth
your

in one

east

man

of
New

the
York

Dallas

AIR TRAILS

.

Chicago
St. Louis

stations are

WEZE,

Boston; WKLO,

WING,

Dayton;

and WIZE,

nation's

WCOL,

Springfield,

Louisville;
Columbus;
Ohio.

richest

markets.

San Francisco
Detroit

Atlanta

Los Angeles

putNo.Timex
in
1 spot
Page 35

SPONSOR'S 9th
annual farm
radio/tv report
Page 37

VITAL BUY/6TH

CITY/KTRK-TV/

2ldf
Just as important as one's 2nd shoe is
Michigan's 2nd TV market ... that rich
industrial outstate area made up of
LANSING-FUNT-JACKSON
and 20
populous cities . . . 3,000,000 potential
customers . . . 684,200 TV homes (ARB
March '60) . . . served
WJIM-TV for 10 years.

exclusively

by

v* JIM -TV,
ring the nation's 37th r

ively serve LANSING . . . FLINT. . . JACKSON
. Represented by Blair TV. WJIM Radio by MASLA
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Will spot radio hit $200

million?

27

SRA says "yes," some reps say "maybe." All are more concerned t
the concentration of ads in top markets, tv-oriented spot radio buyi

30

What air buyers say about merchandising
Timebuyers indicate in the seventh NBC Spot Sales opinion panel tl
station merchandising is on the upswing in radio, on the decline in

33

How radio rebuilt 'N. Y. Times' image
Colorful copy is helping erase idea that newspaper is ponderous to rejj
Saturation radio helped raise weekday circulation 17% in four years' tii)

35

MEANS
LISTENER
LOYALTY

FARM
37

38

. . . and 30 years of KTRH
programming has developed a pattern of listener
loyalty blanketing over 80
counties, serving over
1,087,100 radio households
and extending over 60,000
square miles. Comprehensive news reporting,
tasteful music, sports, farm
information and variety
give KTRH the popular balanced programming that
benefits over four million
people.

KTRH
50,000 WATTS -740

Bob Mohr put Timex on top
Revolutionary7 watch merchandising concept of placing Timex in dru
tobacco, and novelty chains was largely Robert Mohr's innovate
RADIO

TV,

I960

NATRFD

41

Why International Harvester uses rad 0
uses
network tv
Why Massey- Ferguson
Farm market basics from th e Census

42
44

farm rad
new sellii
advertise
Agricultui

Farm sponsors and markets
changes
sparks major

40
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AND

sponsor's 9th annual summary of trends and highlights in
and television summarizes how media work with marketing in
concepts. Included in this section are reports from farm
as well as new farm market data from the 1959 Census of
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ERIC

HARTMANN

— MAGNUM

PHOTOS

*i) i?j *sj ihi sTi p
ALL THAT IS NECESSARY
FOR THE FORCES OF EVIL
TO WIN IN THE WORLD IS
FOR ENOUGH GOOD MEN
TO DO NOTHING"
VOTE TUESDAY

EDMUND

BURKE

—

NOV. 8

s message was created in our agency to remind our people that voting is not a right, not a privilege, but a responsibility of citizenship. It appears
\\e in the belief that others will also find these words a timely reminder of a basic principle. YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC. Advertising, New York.
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in Madison, Wis.

BIG

NEWSMAKEI
of the week

FAVORITES
Jim Mader, Jack Davis, Roy
Gumtow,
Tom

Luella Mortenson,

Hooper, Steve Heefner

ON THE

ISetv freedom for broadcasters and the accompanying respoM
sibilities is the main theme of this falVs series of eight .Y fl
regional conferences.
Recent governmental moves point /■
ward looseneil controls on over-all program planning and
the political field.
Policy committee is spreading the icon
The newsmakers:
The NAB has fielded a three-man rel
team charged with the job of bringing broadcasters up to date <
changing relations with the Federal Government. Dividing up tl

BIG

eight-conference course are Clair R. M
Collough, president of the Steinman
tions; G. Richard Shafto, executive v
WIS-AM-TV,

STATION
10,000
make
Most

watts at 1070

Kc.

WKOW
"Wisconsin's
Powerful
Radio
Sta-

tion.'

MEAN

• FCC's plans to permit broadcasts
to arrange their programing categories on the basis of specific corl
munity needs instead of fixed percentages.
• More lattitude for broadcasters in dealir
with political canq

eral radio/tv joint appearances without the
provision of equal opportunitv for minor

of

adults

at

lowest cost per

partv candidates.
• Cancellation of the FCC policy statement which had implied broadcaster responsibility to announce the source of
. Richard Shalio
phonograph records received free of charge
though used only for broadcast purposes.
The NAB triumvirate is telling broadcasters throughout the natu
that should the FCC's new programing proposals go into effe<
the\ will be able to "forget about percei
ages or most of them, and organize pr
graming structure to meet the needs ai
desires of the community in light of oth
services that are being provided to tl

Ben Hovel, Cen. Sales Mgr.
Tony

Moe,

Exec. Vice Pres.

Larry Bentson,
Phone

President

community." "Other services" presun
would include educational stations, v

Headley-Reed

or Wayne-Evans,

Mpls.

IT] RADIO
POWERFUL

RADIO

Act per-

mitting this year's major candidates for
President and Vice President to make sev-

responsive audience

Madison's
thousand.

These men are addressing themselv
primarily to three recent government
changes of heart:

modification of Communications

VALUE FOR YOU
"able-to-buy"

McCollough

dates, brought about bv Congressional

BIG

A

Columbia, S. C, and Merr

Lindsay, executive v.p., WSOY-AM-F?
Decatur, 111., who make up the NAB polit
committee.

STATION

Merrill

Lindsay

music systems, theaters, and education
institutions, as well as other commer i
broadcasting stations. The NAB looks fo
ward to elimination of duplication if fixe
percentages go.
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HENRY

WATTERSON

could have been the"Col. Henry "of WPTR
Because WPTR

creates the kind of exciting, independent

radio that would have fit Watterson's temperament like a
glove. The "Colonel", as he was affectionately called, saw
:he news not as news alone but as an obligation to take a
position on it as well. In the process, like WPTR, he lit a lot
» if fires.
yet this very dissemination of news (48 broadcasts every
lay) and the independent thinking about that news (edi.xirials whenever and as often as necessary) has made WPTR
he outstanding radio voice it is today . . . and the Number 1
public service station in its area as well.
ii the process WPTR
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and clients, too. According to Pulse it is the dominant station
in this 2,000,000 plus market. Local sponsors give it more
local advertising than the next three stations combined. At
the national level it carries more total advertising than the
next two stations put together. In every way— people buy
what it has to sell.

Represented nationally by Robert E. Eastman & Co. In New
England— by Foster and Creed.

Leople-M- J-^X. 50,000 WATTS
ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan

Mounsey,

Exec. V.P. — A

division

of SCHINE

ENTERPRISES.

adventure
HAWKEYE

CANNONBALL

AND

THE

Already renewed
in cities like New
York, Los Angeles
and Detroit on
basis of first-year
success . . . riproaring high-gearof two
adventures
long-haul truckers.

I ACT
LMOl

0F

THE

MOHICANS
Dramatization of
James Fenimore
Cooper's famous
"Leatherstocking"
stories... John Hart
and Lon Chaney
play Hawkeye and
Chingachgook
in
this
stirring
"Eastern."

RAMAR OF
THE JUNGLE

COUNT OF
MONTE CRISTO

Louisville, Dallas
and Boston are
just a few of the
cities where repeats
—sometimes the
10th or llth-of
this series have
consistently won
largercompletely
audiences—
and

Another distinguished
dramatization of a
famous classic, this time
Alexander"Count
Dumas'of
dashing
Brings
the full
Monte alive
Cristo."
spectacle of one of the
world's most thrilling
adventure stories.

trounced competition!

■-

V

mystery

NEW YORK
CONFIDENTIAL

MYSTERY IS
MY BUSINESS
Mysteries are
again the show of
the moment and
this one, relating
the tremendously
popular adventures
of Ellery Queen,
master detective,
is among the best
of them all.

||P

location
series,
This filmed-onabout
New stars
York's
8,000,000,
winning
new who's
kudos
Lee Tracy,
for his role in
"The
Best Man."
Broadway's

_

comedy
THE ADVENTURES
OF TUGBOAT
ANNIE

\

Norman Saturday
Reilly Raine's
beloved
Evening
Post characters Annie
i and Capt. Bullwinkle
f come hilariously alive
in this series that is
tickling funny bones
all across America.

HALLS OF IVY

r>

Sophisticated and
so very funny, this
delightful series
tells about the head
of a small college,
his wife and his
rather large family
of teachers and
students. Stars
Ronald Col man
and Benita Hume.

award
winning

CJOEFLFL'ISE
The most watched dog in America is available
as your watch dog, offering you the best
sales protection a sponsor can have to win
blue ribbon ratings for you. JEFF'S COLLIE
has won the Emmy and Peabody Awards,
as well as a host of others and is among
the most popular TV shows in America.
Three wonderful years of
JEFF'S COLLIE are now available. Each
of them or all of them offer you the best
safeguard we know for increased profits
in the coming season.

leneral drama
ACTION THEATER
PACKAGE
For adventure, for
romance and all-round
entertainment, these
feature films from a
major Hollywood studio
star Barry Sullivan,
Rhonda Fleming,
Rory Calhoun, June Havoc
and many other luminaries.

fiblic service bellringer
DING DONG
SCHOOL
"Miss Frances" Horwich
leads this TV classroom
for young children and
their parents. All-new
.edition of the
show which won
Emmy and Peabody
Awards and many more
have been praised by
critics and audiences.

Jk

STAGE-STAR
SHOWCASE
From Stage 7 and
Your Star Showcase,
two of the best general
drama series, comes
this specially selected
group of non-violent,
all-family
stories.
Entertainment's
keynote. Thomas the
Mitchell,
Peter Lawford, Diana Lynn
are among the stars.

Here are VVm ways to convert
sporadic spot users into sponsors.
Find out today which ITC series
is available in your market.
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by gill-perna
SUN

RAY

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta

STATIONS

WALT - Tampa;

WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN - Philadelphia

by Joe Csitlt

Sponsor
backstage
Up front in tv: politics & pay
The Great Debaters, Vice President Richard
Nixon and Senator Jack Kennedy, did indeed
get some not-too-restrained fury into exchanges
in the second and third meetings, and there is
no reason to believe that the fourth session,
scheduled for 21 October (next Friday as this
is written) will revert to the dull and polite
postures of Debate No. 1. And the Arbitron
reports on the second and third duels indicated that the candidates
did not lose too much audience. Arbitron had indicated that the
first meeting was witnessed by 73 million viewers in 29.4 millioi
homes. Its figures for the second meeting showed 66 million viewers
in 24.6 million homes, and for the third, a climb back to 70 millioi
viewers in 26 million homes.

SPIRITS
Talk about vintage years! In
the last three, wine, ale and beer
advertising has increased 206%
on WPAT. The secret? Our programming, whose uniquely still
and sparkling properties provide
the perfect setting for any product. And, of course, our unparalleled vineyard ... an area of 31
counties in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut where more than 17,000,000
people live, work and buy in more
than 5,000,000 radio homes.
There's no doubt about it:
WPAT is a peerless seller of
America's leading labels. Among
them: Ambassador, Budweiser,
Ballantine, Carling, Cinzano,
Gallo, Hensler, Heineken's, Krueger, Knickerbocker, Martini &
Rossi, Miller, Moet, Opici,
Piels, Roma, Rheingold, Ritppert,
Schaejer, Schlitz and Schmidt. All
of them, in only three short years,
have advertised on WPAT ... the
station with the spirit of success.

&

Presumably the fireworks of the second meeting re-attracted soni<
of the citizenry which was driven away by the excessive quietude
of the first debate. However, the generation of a little heat on bod
sides apparently has created a new, and possibly even more serious
problem. The Quemoy-Matsu issue was the one over which the
candidates fell into the most bitter and vehement differences. Am
the result was that far too much time was devoted by each of thq
men to this single issue. For as important as the issue is, it certainly
is no more important than a number of other issues before the
voters. This poses, of course, the dilemma that if a debate over i
single question is to become honestly emotional with a subsequen
necessity for somewhat more time for rebuttal and counter-rebuttal
many other important issues may suffer from lack of time and atten
tion. I am inclined to agree with Mr. Nixon that two hours woule
be a far more sensible time span for debates such as these than the
one-hour stanzas we have been witnessing. I say this with a ful
awareness of the possible result feared by many : that the candidates
will be unable to hold the attention of a great many viewers over i
two-hour spread. Notwithstanding this objection, I would certainh
like to see the two-hour debate attempted.
Veep sporting a rug?
At least one review on the third debate (13 October) brought tc
light yet another risk the candidates participating in these word-fest:
encounter.
Variety viewer Carp, in covering the third meeting, said
". . . Surprisingly, no one has mentioned it before, but Vice
President Nixon is wearing more than make-up. To one who ha!
known him for 14 years and lives near him, it is an obvious fac
that Nixon has more hair up front on tv than he does arounc
Washington.
He must be wearing a hair piece."
This portion of the review was picked up and run as his leac
(Please turn to page 14)
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Food, toys, candy, clothing — all youthinspired items plus merchandise for adults
get effective exposure in this new WBENTV late-afternoon entertainment package.
Youngsters revel in the kiddie acts, circus
features and adventure segments. Adults
•enjoy the nostalgia of seeing big
names of a bygone day.
From Warners' 2000-plus

library of famous featurettes, 210 are professionally integrated into daily programs
of interesting variety.
THE BIG MAC SHOW can do a big job
for you in Western New York. With backto-school planning and holiday promotions
coming up, now's the time to make your
move. A good place is the BIG MAC
Show on Ch. 4 — where your dollars
always count for more.

get the facts

big MAC

WB EN-TV
The Buffalo Evening News Station
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CBS

CH

in Buffalo

Affiliated with WBEN

Radio

WSYR-TV

DOMINATES
THIS BIG
MARKET

-

Sponsor

backstage

item, Thursday (20 October) by New

{Continued from page 1

York Journal American I

columnist Jack O'Brian. I have no idea whether or not, or to wh<
degree it might cost Mr. Nixon votes if the citizenry learns thj
he's wearing a rug. But as stated by Carp, there seems to be sonu
thing faintly unattractive, if not vaguely dishonest about the Vee
presenting more hair on the tv tube than he does around the Capito
On the threshold of FCC

hearings

On Monday (24 October) the Federal Communications Commi
sions kicks off its hearings on the Connecticut pay television situ;
tion. There have been several very interesting developments on th
front in the past week or so. To begin with the FCC is limiti
participation in the hearings to the parties directly concerned,
cept for a representative of the National Association of Broadcaster
nl
The NAB's tv v.p. will be the only public witness, and the on]
witness not directly and specifically concerned with the Connectici
case.
This means that only duly authorized representatives of the Hai
ford Phonevision Co. and the Connecticut Committee Against Pi

WSYR-TV
(Syracuse, Channel 3)
delivers 44,287 more
homes than its major
competitor.
WSYR-TV plus Satellite
WSYE-TV deliver
73,089 more homes
than the major
competitor.
The big bonus of 28,180 homes
delivered by WSYE-TV (Elmira,
Channel 1 8) MEANS BIG MARKET
DOMINATION.

''All figures NCS No. ) weekly circulation

WSYR-TV

Tv will be permitted to testify. HPC, as you'll recall, is of cours
RKO General, Inc. and Zenith Radio Corp. Zenith has just set U]
firm called Teco to promote the Zenith pay tv system, and Ted
announced that it has just hired highly successful and veteraj
Broadway, Hollywood, and television producer Leland Havward ^
program director for Phonevision. You remember that on tv H
ward produced the sensationally successful Mary Martin-Ethel Me
man show for Ford's 50th anniversary a few seasons ago, as well
the more recent Fabulous Fifties. He currently has Miss Martin
Sound of Music and Miss Merman's Gypsy on Broadway
Hayward is the second major entertainment figure on the produ
tion and programing level to go to work for current key pay
operations.
Miss Jean Dalrymple, of course, works in a capacil
similar to Hayward's for Paramount's International Telemeter p
tv system. Miss Dalrymple, you probably know, has a distinguisli

g outstanding work w
ncareer
theuctio
New York
City behind
Center. her, includin
(prod
Miss Dalrymple, and her associates in the Paramount Telemeti
set-up, have just concluded a deal with the American Federation
Television and Radio Artists. And this, I would guess, brings a g<
deal closer, the day when specially produced plays on tape will
presented on the Telemeter pay tv system.
The Telemeter group, you'll recall, is the one which has been coi
ducting the Etobicoke experiment about which I've done sever
previous pieces. Telemeter, incidentally, just released the list of tl
motion pictures they've run in Etobicoke since last February, aloii
with the percentage of the subscribing homes which payed to vie
each. It is interesting to note that only three films were viewed I
more than 40% of the subscribers and of these three, two vei
religious pictures, The Ten Commandments, and The Nun's Sloi
Etobicoke's continuing experiment, and the next several week?
the FCC should shed important new light on the pay televisil
picture.
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Time buyers
at work

UP

FRONT

THAT
iarry Durando, Donahue & Coe, New York, is impressed with the
ontribution of merchandising support on the part of spot radio.
With the ever-increasing competition for the attention of the Amerian consumer, advertisers and agencies are pressing more and more
H wring every possible value out of the appropriation. We recently
ompleted a spot radio campaign
_..._
nd realized a tremendously effecve merchandising program with
lis buy. These promotional packges were provided by top stations
i each market, not just by secndary stations which offer merhandising as a kind of "makeood" for their lack of audience
' rength. Since we at Donahue &
!oe must look for the media values
rst and then consider merchandising secondarily, we were grati'ed to see good broadcast buys coupled with effective merchandising
fans, tailored specifically to our client's needs. Though it's too
fkrly to evaluate this campaign's over-all effectiveness, two results
re in. The advertiser is so enthusiastic that heavier radio weight
!{i 1961 is under consideration. And, other product managers in
ie client's organization are watching with interest and anticipation."
raham Hay, broadcast media supervisor, Compton, New York, outtiies his departmental set-up this way: "Buyers are placed in one
U two groups
at our agency, the brand
buyers and the spot
tiyers. Those serving in the capacity of brand buyers, who work
erectly with the associate media directors on specifically assigned

Wm

schedules which fulfill the brand's
strategy of buying. The actual
buying is done by the spot buyers,
lis group is headed by a supervisor whose job is to train them, to
e that correct buying procedures are followed, and to act as liaison
tween brands with simultaneous campaigns. Brand buyers have time
develop new plans for their brands, while spot buyers concenite on one important aspect of timebuying and learn more rapidly."
31
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the actual buying of spot announcements, they are responsible
for the maintenance of effective

win
•

Northeast Kansas
It's K-TOP

brands, are responsible for over-all
planning for their brands, individual market analyses, testing activities, network program supervision
and servicing, budget maintenance,
client contact on media matters,
etc. While brand buyers do not do

fe
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1490 KC

• TOPEKA

Represented by
FORJOE

AND

CO.,

INC.

The first Nielsen Report* covering all the new shows of the season

THESE SHOW
ALL HAVE IT:
Here's a list worth looking at. It's a list of favorite shows, all
broadcast on ABC-TV and all placing first in their time
periods. Six of them are brand new: Bell & Howell Close-Up!,
Bugs Bunny, Flintstones, The Law & Mr. Jones, My Three
Sons, SurfSide 6. One is new on ABC: Peter Gunn. And
eleven are established winners: Cheyenne, Hawaiian Eye,
Lawman, Maverick, Real McCoys, Rebel, Rifleman, Robert
Taylor's Detectives, 77 Sunset Strip, Untouchables, Walt
Disney Presents. What pleases us most about these shows is
that they please the viewers. And, we trust, the sponsors, too.

in competitive markets most homes watch ABC-TV

most of the time!

THIS SHOWS
HEY HAVE IT:
ABC-TV
NET Y
MCT

Tf

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

RATING

HALF HOUR
FIRSTS

33.7

19.2

25
4

'Source: Nielsen 24-Market TV Report covering all commercially sponsored half-hour evening
programs, week ending Oct. 16, 1960. Sunday, 6:30 to 1 1 PM, Monday-Saturday, 7:30 to 1 1 PM.

ABC TELEVISION

No significant difference!
This was the verdict of
i A. C. Nielsen Company
ng their qualitative
ilysis of the audiences
: two New York TV stations
» leading Network station
and wpix, the prestige
dependent. This special study
/ides a direct comparison
f the audiences of both stations
ring the hours 7-11 PM,
i nights a week:
«LY
)ME

INCOME

OWNERSHIP

AUTOMOBILE
OWNERSHIP
ZE OF FAMILY
1 OF HOUSEWIFE
CCUPATION, HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD
en states: "None of
the comparisons yielded a
significant difference."
Saying it another way, the
"content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading
Network station is the same!
(Details upon request)

v here are
our
^second
ommercials
onight?

the prestige
independent with
network
audiences!

Most significant tv and radio
news of the tveek with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

,

SPONSOR-SCOPE
CBS TV won out over NBC TV in the furious bidding for one of the biggest
daytime plums of the season:
$3.4 million from R. T. French (JWT).
Spot tv — to the extent of $700,000 — will also be the gainer of French's new media
policy which makes tv an almost 90% beneficiary of the company's 1961 budget.
(The major loser is print.) The CBS buy: four quarter-hours a week.
In contending for the business the webs sought to sweeten their offers with nighttime
minutes but French, which had been on CBS, decided to stick to daytime exclusively.
The hard fact of the swing in media strategy is this: French has elected to assign to tv
practically all the money alloted to promote its new line of instant potatoes.
About $200,000 of the money comes from its Bird Care division (Foley).

Gillette's cold remedy division (North) is testing a new tablet in radio.
The plan is to spend around $25,000 in four markets for a minimum of 12 weeks.
Nothing, as yet, has been said about spot tv.

Quett-Peabody (L&N) is supplementing its participations on ABC TV nighttime with spot tv minutes in night fringe time.
Other buys or calls for availabilities in national spot tv the past week: Polident
(Grey); Lanolin-Plus (LaRoche), pre-Christmas; Breck's Glimmer Shampoo (Reach McClinton) ; El Producto (Compton) ; Sheaffer Pen (BBDO Chicago), pre-Christmas; Johnson's
Shoe Polish (NL&B), limited list of markets for introduction, with plans for 15-20
after first of the year; Republican National Committee (Campaign Associates).
Atlantic/Bernstein Associates, New York, is looking for spots in local children's
shows for a campaign which Carnival Toys plans to start in January.

National spot radio can claim a good assortment of 52-week franchise-holders.
These 52-week accounts, occupying the same spots practically from one year into the
next include R. J. Reynolds, Pall Mall, Wrigley, International Harvester, Doan's Pills,
American Cyanimid, Florist Telegraph Delivery and Tubrose Snuff.

If you, as a seller of spot tv, have your eye peeled on the direction of the economy, you might want to ponder this observation made last week to SPONSORSCOPE by a member of management in an agency with about the biggest stake in
the medium:
"When budgets start to tighten, the advertiser looks more sharply for the medium that's
more flexible to his needs. We look to the networks to go on increasing their flexibility
and it would be wise for spot to keep the pace in this regard."
To the average mediaman it may be not only revolutionary but concept-shattering, but bellwether thinkers on the selling end of spot tv think that the fixed spot
for package users works against the best interest of the advertiser.
Their proposal: stop relying on individual ratings; buy on the basis of the station's
reputation and the average ratings obtained by rotating the spots over a period of weeks.
The buyer will be less skittish about the ratings fluctuations of network shows to
which he's linked his spot's fate.
Of course, there's a rub to all this: the nuances of product protection.
0NSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Shell Oil's ad department has informed inquiring reps that it'll take anothi
week or two before it knows where it's headed media-wise for 1961.
The new agency, Ogilvy, Benson & Mathers, hasn't as yet finalized the proposed cor
platform nor submitted a media strategy recommendation. Air media's stake in the She
operation now runs to about $7 million.
Over the years Shell via JWT had built one of the most imposing news franchise
in both radio and tv.
There's a suspicion among some reps that the new agency may recommend network. The
say it won't shock them, since the news periods, because of their premium value, will b
snatched up immediately by Shell competitors.
OBM is expected to extend all radio/ tv commitments to 31 December.

The Metracal-type product continues to burgeon: Quaker's now
with a contestant called Quota, with JWT Chicago as the agency.

in the fiel

Quota's testing in Chicago and Minneapolis tv and expects to go national with spc
the turn of the new year.
Minvitine (C. E. Frank), which is also in the weight-control sweepstakes, has bee
using spot radio for its introduction. It goes network tv next month, with buys c
Dave Gaxroway, Jack Paar and Person-to-Person.

Initial budget: $250,000.

It's no news to the trade that the bulk of national spot spending is being cot
stricted to fewer markets over the years. SPONSOR-SCOPE, to project this situation i
its latest dimensions, has broken down the FCC's 1959 figures in 10-market batches.
Here's how that breakdown stacks up:
NUMBER OF MARKETS
TOTAL SPOT RADIO EXPENDITURES
PERCENTAGE
First
First
First
First
First
Note: In

10
$ 77,944,143
41.4%
20
99,885,602
53%
30
114,822,412
61%
40
125,189,895
66%
50
132,991,923
71%
the 24 October SPONSOR-SCOPE Atlanta should have been included as amoi

the top 20 markets; to be exact, 19th, with an expenditure of $1,849,545.
George B. Storer and Katz last week were discussing the likelihood of Storer
setting up national sales offices in New York and Chicago for its tv stations, I
using Katz for representation of the four outlets in aU other cities.
The rearrangement would not affect Katz' representation of Storer's radio statio
Tv stations involved: WJBK-TV, Detroit; WJW-TV, Cleveland; WAGA-TV, AdanU
WSPD, Toledo.
Also to be settled was the cut-off date, probably not until a year hence.
The vacuum in farm news created by switch of WLS to a metropolitan oper
tion has been filled: 13 Illinois stations have formed their own farm news operatioi
It's known as Farm Radio Service, Inc., with Chicago as headquarters. Organizer!
Lloyd Burlingham, Western Advertising; William Nolan, ex- WLS engineer.
Sponsor support to date reads like a Who's Who in farm broadcasting: Inte
national Harvester, DeKalb Agricultural Association, Keystone Steel & Wire and Honeggq
& Co.

First item on schedule:

noon report from Chicago's Union Stockyard.

It looks as though the BBDO study on the current dimensions of radio and ho
it can best be bought and used will be coming from the printer next week.
The project was started last spring.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

NBC

TV has extended the time discount concept to some of its nighttime programs: the longer you stay with them the lower the price per broadcast.
The principle is definitely an innovation for the business.
Six NBC shows are being offered on this basis. The asking prices per commercial
minute of the six in terms of contracted length:
PROGRAM

FIRST 1961 QUARTER

Dan Raven

UP TO END OF '60-61 SEASON

$27,000
27,000
34,000
34,000
34,000
29,000

Wells Fargo
Canfield*
Klondike
The Deputy
This Is Your Life

$20,000
20,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
24,000

* Replaces Riverboat 23 January.
Still another one-time spot perennial has joined the network tv daytime camp:
General Foods' Baker's Chocolate.
NBC got it. The buy: a quarter-hour on alternate weeks.

Judging from the early ratings returns, the consensus

among

agency tv execu-

tives is that the audience leadership night by night isn't going to be much
from what it was last season.
The offhand appraisal: Sunday: ABC

different

in the early hours and CBS in the latter half;

Monday: CBS'; Tuesday, figured as a toss-up between CBS and NBC; Wednesday:
NBC's; Thursday: ABC's; Friday: CBS' at the start and ABC's after mid-evening; Saturday:
CBS'.Side commentary: General Foods, as usual is doing well with its Monday night program brood, but has problems with the Thursday contingent.

NBC

TV is on the verge of putting into the works a master study on the effectiveness of daytime on-camera personalities vs. filmed commercials in selling a
product in terms of recollection, believability and conviction.
The pilot of this major research project has just been completed and the findings so far
have justified an extensive expenditure.
Obvious objective: sell the advantages of NBC's people like Bill Cullen and Hugh
Downs over the film commercials on CBS TV's high-rated serials and ABC TV's film and
taped show schedule.
Looks like the participation concept in nighttime network tv will be even more
pronounced next season: the networks are exerting pressure on Hollywood suppliers to
direct their producing efforts toward the hour show.
In other words, if they want to sell to the networks, they'd better concentrate
on the longer fare, with their best prospects for the half-hour being the advertisers who
prefer to have their own properties — and these are dwindling each season.
(See 10 October sponsor, page 31, for list of shows under sponsor control.)

Tv network

selling, like spot, has become

pretty much

of a short-term business

and it isn't expected to change during the next two months as the networks seek
to fill the holes — and there'll be many of them^-opening up at the end of the year.
As one network sales executive phrased it last week to SPONSOR-SCOPE: "We're all
starting January with a position of lots of minute vacancies. In fact it could apply to most
of the top network
OR

•
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continued

With Renault turning over its $5 million American

budget to NL&B

excltuiv

ly, the company's future in tv remains pretty much of an enigma.
While the tv portion of the budget was with Kudner the expenditure for the medit
built up to $3 million a year.
Renault's reputed reason for going all out to NL&B: the agency built a pretty go«
track record with its award-winning magazine ads for Renault.
Watch

for NBC

TV and CBS

TV to use the coaxial cables on a broad scale

a replacement for planes for the distribution of news clips to station subscribe!
The shipment by plane has been found by the network news film subsidiaries both i
efficient and archaic
But the really significant fact is this: the mounting
tape in this area.
Agencies top-heavy in medium-sized
the time isn't ripe for somebody
tv markets.

discarding of film for vide

seasonal accounts are wondering

to develop a fourth network

composed

wheth
of maj

Their reason for advancing this speculation: just when the seasonal advertii
needs network facilities most he finds them pretty well loaded with year-rod
customers and the massive type of seasonal clients like Du Pont and National Carbon yi
can afford to buy on a basis of 20 weeks or so.
What their seasonals would like, say these agencies, is to have access to a string of 4
or 50 markets a few weeks before Christmas
refurbishing span.

and before the graduation-wedding-spri

Noted one agency media director who's been wrestling with this problem: it now loo
as though Pat Weaver was a little ahead of his time when he tried to sell a fourth d
work.
Campbell

Soup

(BBDO)

keeps pouring its ad money

into tv: latest buy ig t

four-city pickup of the Thanksgiving Morning Parade via CBS TV.
The events will run for two hours, with the kid viewers the obvious appeal for Campbe
CBS had been offering the remoter in quarter-hour lots for $15,000.
An innovation among some radio stations that doesn't sit well with media
rectors in large agencies: showing the net rate and the commissionable rate
their rate cards.
Contend the media people: this can only add to the confusion over what the rate
for national advertisers.
They add: if such stations had any notion that by posting a net rate they were
it easier for agencies to calculate the end figure for the client, they were away off base.
the agency and the client want to make sure is that the competition in the
hasn't been given an advantageous

rate.

This is being passed along as a cue to what some media analysts are looking f<j
now when, in dealing with a women's product, they weigh the value of one tv sp«
against another — particularly in the evening spectrum.
Accounts like Bristol-Myers, for instance, are primarily interested in the rating (percent
Other accounts, like P&G, focus on the homes factor in determining cost-per-l.OC
A third tribe is primarily concerned with the potential number of women viewers obtainal
from the spot.
In other words, it's a cost efficiencv based not on homes but women.
For

other

news

coverage

in this issue,

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page

Spot Buys, page 51; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 55; SPO*
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 75; and Film-Scope, page 56.
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(Tune in KPRC-TV

What will he
want to see
next Tuesday?
now, let him decide later)

The best to you each morning
noon and night
**^

HOUSTON
g&'s
of Keno

rividual servings of nationwide favorites, in one stai package. ID's Participations, Chainbreaks, Frosted
ipots, and New Special "K" . . . All O.K.!
OF

«
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FROSTEO SPOTSi

^r

Represented Nationally
by Edward Petry & Co.
Na

49th and
Madison
> material, there was certs
unfairly citing Oklahoma
re feel, however, that the La

Misunderstanding

Your story of my sales study in Oklahoma City ("Rocks, Posies Aimed at
Station Drummers," 3 October) has
caused a great deal of misunderstanding and pain.
In the initial correspondence between your publisher, Norman Glenn,
and me, I pointed out that permission
of the sponsoring stations would be
necessary for publication, and that I
would seek such permission. At no
time did you receive a release on the
story. Mr. Glenn, in a letter of 6
September, said that he was leaving
on an extended trip and was turning
the project over to the editorial department. Since I know Mr. Glenn
to be a gentleman, I can only assume
that Mr. Glenn, in his preparations to
leave, failed to call attention to the
need for a release.
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Although your publication without
release is understandable, and can be
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put down to a failure of communication, it is not so easy to understand
your handling of the material. It
does not represent the original report
fairly. To be sure, some radio/tv
salesmen in Oklahoma have done
some poor selling; this is, I presume,
true of all types of salesmen anywhere. But they have also done some
verv fine jobs, especially in sales
service. These good things were not
represented adequately in your story,
which was unfair to Oklahoma City
stations, the salesmen, and my report.
1 hope you will publish this letter
in your letters column, since I would
like two things clear: I did not give
sponsor a release on the story; I
did not write the story.
Sherman P. Lawton
coordinator of bdcstg. instruction
The University of Oklahoma
Norman, Okla.
•

Reader

being

Lawton

printed

Is i

without

to a nii-.uml.Tstan.linc

■

orrect about the story
release. This was due
n the part of our edii SPONSOR'S policy to
Is to the treatment of

Addendum

Your story about the reaction to
station operation plan (see "Reac
to KYA 'Golden Rules' Mixed," s
sor, 10 October 1960) was a :
interesting report.
I believe it's important to note
though you've covered the most >
troversial points of our plan,
left out six of the 16. Certain of
omitted policies involve impor
contributions to station, represe
tive, agency, and client relations
They also affect program control
cedures.
Phase Two involves the estab
ment of a top-level committee (
posed of a cross-section of indi
veterans. The committee is all
fully set and will suggest furthei
periments and review areas of oj
tion that we might bring to
tention. For example, soon on its
to the committee for analysis
startling rate card covering
off the air merchandising suppor
Phase Three of our concepl
volves revamping of intra-statioi
ministrative and functional ]
dures with detailed reports of i
to stations. For example, our t
system has been completely rec
The analysis is available to all
tions and has already been sent l
Bay Area stations with many hi
visited us to investigate persona
We are trying many things 1
will be reported upon after a
period — including the SPONSOR r
zine committe approved invoice :
We urge stations, and anyon
that matter, to request placemei
our mailing list.
Morton J. Wagner
exec, v.p., The Bartell G\
general manager, K.Y /.
San Francisco
SPONSOR
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»E0: Philadelphia's 30th Street Station, emptied by the recent Pennsylvania Railroad strike. WIP helped out by bringing derailed commuters and generous motorists together.

Mr lift for a derailed City. As soon as the recent Pennsylvania Railroad
trike was officially on, so was WIP with on-the-air appeals for motorists to share thenars with derailed commuters. WIP staff-members awoke way before dawn to man a battery
f special telephones and to receive hundreds of calls from as far away as Cape May and
Vilmington. We continued this emergency public service until every commuter had a ride.
VIP's share-the-car operation was in the tradition of public consciousness which has
telped differentiate pioneer- WIP from its fellows for 39 years. And with the added imact of Metropolitan's new concepts, WIP

ition ... in Philadelphia. WIP,

is moving rapidly to the foremost audience

Metrodelphia,

Pa.

I'm
of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Petry

■

Florence merits another look
At first glance you see external beauty. Another look
reveals the market personified— an energetic industrial-agricultural
complex of 1.300.000 people— people you can effectively reach
through a single, exclusive-coverage medium:

I

^WBTW

Florence. South I

P

A Jefferson Standard Station
affiliated with
WBT and WBTV, Charlotte

V
w

^
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leps say major market share of spot radio pie is rising in '60
TOP 10 MARKET

O&O

SHARE

MARKET

SHARE

1958

A

41.5% ^

A

41.4% (

-^12.9% (

1959

^12.2%

liDIO STATION representatives declare that in 1960 national advertisers tended even more toward
mcentrating spot radio money in major markets, to the marked detriment of smaller ones; and to the
ming of o&o's. About 53% of the national business goes to the top 20 markets; about 60% to top 30.

VILL SPOT RADIO HIT $200 MILLION?
SRA predicts that figure for 1960, but many reps
sagree, citing 'dismal' third and slow fourth quarters
Reps are more concerned with concentration of ads
larger markets, unscientific and tv-oriented buying

sale of station time to national spot
advertisers). Other trouble spots
noted by the reps:
• A trend toward concentrating
spot radio money in major markets,
to the marked detriment of the smaller ones. New York alone received
147c in 1959; the top 10 markets
received 41%.

hese are the weeks of decision for

1960 to be "even better than the first

t radio. A "booming" final quarwill mean the biggest year in the

eight" — which at an SRA-estimated
$125,725,000, was 0.7% better than

• The placing of major market
money on o&o stations (plus an occasional top independent). The FCC

iium's history; a below-normal
rth quarter will mean that 1959's
ord dollar outlay will not be

1959 for the same months. "This
could be the year we hit $200 mil-

1959 totals show that the 19 o&o's received more than 12% of the revenue.

A sizable group of reps, however,
declared
lion!" that a general business slowdown will leave the 1960 figures no

Spot radio representatives agreed
that even if a general economic slowdown continues into 1961, spot radio
will be least affected on the thesis that

better than 1959's record $188,143,000 (the official FCC totals for the

when advertising budgets come under
close scrutiny and the fat is trimmed

|ched.
Dptimists among station represenves, including SRA's managing dijtor Lawrence Webb, indicated that
y expect the last four months of
NSOR
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QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS

ON SPOT

RADIO

Will 1960 be another record year for spot radio? if we have a boom
ing fourth quarter we could top last year's $188 million; if not, we could be a little under
1959 — or just about the same. SRA says the first eight months of 1960 stand at $125,725,000.

Will 1961 be a gOOd year for Spot radio? If general economic conditions are
good, spot radio could go for another record year. The transfer of populations from city to
suburb, the increase in tv rates, and the scarcity of attractive television avails aid spot radio.

How will advertisers use spot radio in 1961? With more flexibility than
ever before. Most popular seem
period by means

off, the specific flexibility and economy of spot radio becomes more appealing.
A note of warning against too much
optimism was struck by some reps,
including Stephen A. Machcinski, executive v.p. of Adam Young, who
noted that because of late buying
"the activity for the fourth quarter is
not very exciting so far. You don't
have to be clairvoyant to know there
is certainly a business slowdown.
Maybe advertisers are waiting until
after the elections, maybe until the
first of the year. Whatever the reason, business isn't what it should be."
He added, however, that "if we
have a booming fourth quarter for
spot radio, the SRA predictions will
end up a fact."
A major rep firm which admits
that "business generally has not been
too great — in fact, it was dismal this
summer — but it has not fallen to
pieces, either," warns that the present
state of business — dollarwise — is not
the great problem now facing the medium. ("We are reflecting the economy of the country.")
What must be studied, said the
firm's spokesman, is the gravitation
of so much of the time sales to
the larger markets.

to be four- to six-week flights, spread out over a 10-week

of a two-to-three week hiatus half way through; 52-week clients are still rare.

"Our firm has

conducted a private study which
shows that this has become a relentless trend, and there doesn't seem to
be an end in sight."
Why the drift to the major markets (and usually to the network
o&o's in those markets) ? Because, he
said, so many advertisers buy television spot in major markets and use
spot radio in the same markets "when
they feel the need for all the pressure
they can get in a large competitive
area — where everyone is fighting for
the consumer."
The reps were uniformly encouraged about 1961. Consensus was that
the transfer of population from city
to suburb will encourage more advertisers to take up spot radio in place
of print; that the increase in tv rates,
the difficulty in getting attractive
availabilities, and the steady level of
spot radio prices will encourage many
advertisers to switch at least part of
their television money to spot radio
in the coming year.
Although they are seeking advertisers from all fields, indications were
that the product categories that have
led the usage charts for the past few
years will continue to do the lion's
share of advertising on spot radio —
and their efforts will increase. Auto-

mobiles, cigarettes, beer, and g
line will stay on top of the list, al
with drug manufacturers, soaps,
lines and foods.
Not only will advertisers be bu]
spot radio more in 1961, but
will be buying it differently,
marked
trends developed
in
which are expected to influence
course of spot radio buying for
time to come. The innovations:
While four to six-week flights
tinue to be the most popular me
of using spot radio, and 52-weel
vertisers (excepting tobacco, air
and automobile accounts) are sci
than ever, there has been a groi
tendency to spread campaigns,
example, instead of a solid s
week flight, an advertiser will g
to a market for four weeks, ta
two- or three-week hiatus, and
hit the air for the final three,
same dollars are spent.
The second trend is toward th
creasing use of 30's, 20's and V
separately or in combination
minutes — by a number of spol
counts, including Blue Bonnet,
Club Dog Food, Nescafe, Siesta
fee, United Airlines, TWA, Amei
Airlines, Church & Dwight Bf
Soda, Beech-Nut Coffee, Copenr
SPONSOR
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( iff, and Gulden's Mustard.
\. third trend that has definitely
c .ght on is the use of alternate-week
| edules. Mennen,
Brooks
Catsup
8 1 Ex-Lax are making greater use of
( hiatus in flight schedules.
| In interesting switch on this, as
r orted by The Boiling Co., is
I ployed by Duffy Mott, which has
•ered a series of flights with the
t week of a flight overlapping the
: week of the previous flight. This
o give it saturation during parts of
schedule.
Vlso this year, Boiling noted, more
g-term network radio advertisers
ch as Pharmaco) are using supmentary spot.
Representatives are taking advane of the good times enjoyed by
t radio to prepare sales pitches
t get back to the basic advantages
t the medium, rather than selling it
i id selling it short, some sav) as a
t plementary medium.
. idward Petry & Co. is distributing
f nanual called "How To Get More
* lue Out of Your Spot Radio Ad* tising Dollar" to agency timebuyl . According to Petry's v.p. in
c irge of radio, Ben H. Holmes, the
1 'chure contains not a single diI nsional radio fact. It does not
t npare radio's value with any other
r dium. nor is a single station call
1 er used.
'We've put together the manual as
t uidebook, a check list, a reference
i media men who have grown to
t ik of all air media in terms of tele\ on adjacencies and ratings. By
i I large buyers gravitate to the topl id radio stations, where, in fact,
t climate for their commercial can
Tm be completely ludicrous.
Here in New York," he continued,
I ivers hear the stations, and the
1 lest chunk of dollars goes to est lished. reputable, high-quality opf tions. But with out-of-town stat is, they don't know what they are
1 ing much of the time and go for
t numbers.
si.The old-pro timebuyers," Holmes
move up or out to a great exM, and sometimes principles and
I ctices are not ingrained in the
V;inger ones."
^Perhaps the most important point
1 he Petry primer is the admonition
If advertisers using spot radio to

>f
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reach "everybody" are not taking
full advantage of radio's selectivity
advantages. Decide who the logical
prospects are, the manual advises,
then advertise on the stations and in
the settings that best reach this group.

"Decide Who

You

Want To Reach . .

NBC Spot Sales is urging advertisers to take greater advantage of local
personalities in 1961 to deliver their
spots and participate in merchandising. "A good recorded spot can't be
beat," said v.p. Richard Close. "It
can get people to whistling, humming,
and tapping their feet to a commercial.
"But I believe that increasingly in
1961 advertisers will recognize the
enormously effective selling-plus that
a personal approach can offer." To
do this, he said, advertisers will have
to be more selective.
NBC's spokesman also predicted
less concentration on traffic time,
which "reaches the same fraction of
audience over and over." Instead,
there will be more of a stretch
throughout the broadcast day, including new interest in nighttime.
He also suggested that many prestige advertisers who have shunned
radio will start coming back nowT that
more good music and news stations
are available. "The trend seems to
point toward buying the station that
surrounds a spot with relaxed, listenable sound and appeals to mature,

"By and large," says Ben H. Holmes, v.p. in
charge of radio at Edward Petry & Co., "buyers gravitate to top-rated radio stations" because "they've grown up to think of all air
media in terms of tv adjacencies and ratings."
At the top-rated outlet, however, "the climate
for their commercial can often be completely
ludicrous." Radio must sell its basic strength.

And Buy Time Where
You Can Reach Him"

buying audiences." Mr. Close, echoing Petry, said he hopes for more
consideration of the "qualitative factors" of stations by timebuyers.
To let the timebuyer know exactly
the context in which his message will
be heard, George Skinner, director of
radio programing service at The Katz
Agency, has created a library of taped
quickie "interest" programs, designed
"to establish a climate of greater acceptability for commercial announceAs example: A baby product adments." vertiser can now have his message
follow immediately after a Katz-produced capsule, "Tips for Young
Mothers," 40 seconds of information
and helpful hints on child care. In
addition to the established library,
Katz is prepared to devise special "interest" capsule programs for any advertiser on order, to meet his particular marketing problem.
The
Boiling Co. has come
up

ingly in 1961, advertisers will recognize the enormously effective selling-plui
that a personal approach can offer," says
Richard Close, NBC Spot Sales v.p. This requires a more thorough study of station programing rather than just buying by the numrounds

bers. Buyers must "buy the station that
the spot" with a sound of quality.

WHAT

with still another method of spurring
timebuyers to take the fullest advantage of spot radio. Its salesmen are
working on Saturday and Sunday.
"After polling timebuvers we discovered that many spend a considerable amount of time working

^

AIR BUYERS

The practice gets some raps, praise from timebuyers

who generally agree with many stations that it's wastefu

weekends." revealed William Boiling,
president of the radio division. "Since
January of this year, our sales staff
has worked with buyers on weekends,
in the office or at home. Our weekend selling has more than once meant
the difference between a campaign
getting off the ground in time or an

I he dislike that many stations feel
about merchandising received strong

unhappy client."
The rep firm also issues salesmen's
reports to timebuyers. "In addition
to the usual notes on business placed."
said Boiling, "thev contain remarks
on the advertiser's copy line, sales objectives, desired audience profile, station sound, programing changes, and

support from admen this wTeek in an
XBC timebuyer poll that contained
some verbal blasts at the practice.
When the dust had settled it appeared
however, that radio/tv buyers were
prepared to live with it and have used
it to good effect in the past.
Comments from admen indicated

new research."
Carl H. Schuele, general manager
of Broadcast Time Sales, declared that

general agreement with many stations
who feel merchandising practices are

the best new method of selling spot
radio is the same as the best old method— "personal contact at the agencv
and client levels, equipped with the
facts about the stations we sell."
Rep firms will stress the effectiveness of tving-in ads with local broadcast personalities. Schuele said, and
will step up pressure against the print
media.
Robert E. Eastman summed up for
all of the representatives who talked

^ Study finds merchandising used more among ageiii
cies billing less than $1 million than in larger operations

a means of rate cutting and "keeping
up with the competition."
The poll is the seventh in a series
of timebuyer panels run by NBC
Spot Sales. While the results are not
meant to be projected to the entire
radio/tv ad fraternity, they are believed to be a reflection of an important group of buyers.
Here are some of the more signifi-

cant comments from the critical sido
"Although merchandising is worth
while to the advertiser it is certain 1not, in my opinion, worthwhile foi
radio or tv. Which is better, a small
seldom-heeded success story to whicl
the station's merchandising effort!
have contributed, or greater profitai
bility enabling the individual station)
to improve programing, service^
etc.?" — Donald E. Leonard, direct ex
of media. Fuller & Smith & Rosg
N. Y.
"I do not believe that any advertis1
ing medium should provide merchan
dising services on the basis currentl
being offered. The reality of mei)
chandising services in most cases
that they are in effect a form of rati
cutting. Merchandising service"
should be offered on a flat fee
and not as a bonus on a purchase J

to SPONSOR when he said. "It goes
without saying: that in 1961 all of us
should be a little older and a little
smarter and have figured out wavs
not only to sell harder but to sell
better.
"It appears to us at Eastman, from
many indications, that 1961 will be
the finest vear spot radio has ever
known — with a more intelligent application ofthe medium especially in
the drug, gasoline, automotive, and
cigarette categories.
"We do not believe that business
gains happen iust through wishful
thinking or optimism. There is no
substitute for a maximum amount of
effective calls - — not bv telephone,
but face to face. Much of the
so-called 'art of selling' derives from
taking action. Something must be
done; contact must be made — right
now and continuously."

^

SIZING

UP

their

Spot Sales; Bill Fro

•chandising
study are (I to r) Frederick
T. Lyons, dir. NBC
Radi
mgr. new business and promotion, and Dick Close, v. p. NBC Spot S.
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196

SAY

ABOUT

HOW

AGENCY

MERCHANDISING

PANEL

RATES

STATION

MERCHANDISING

"List the merchandising activities you consider most valuable in order of importance"
Score

In-store displays
Calls on trade

588

1

360

2

311
140

3

108

5

Mailings to trade
On-air tie-in spots
Media tie-in ads

I

Billboards, poster tie-ins

ime or space. Stations are getting
hemselves deeper and deeper into the
lerchandising picture and are using
I as a competitive sales tool." — David
. McDonald, account executive, Erdn Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, San
rancisco.
"Biggest problem is that merchandising isbecoming a real expense to
cations in competitive markets.
Therefore, station managers, reps, or
Juch do not bring up merchandising
ii pitches, but later the timebuyer is
|i trouble if he finds that a competipr was given a merchandising propram — especially if the competitor
|ad a small budget. Stations could
se a full-time merchandising man
rimarily for new ideas, investigatlg better ways to merchandise. Too
uich of it is done without thinking —
, 'whattoo' onapproach
'me stati
of aother
art the
I
comes up with
ver
re11 come up with the same.' " — Lary Hoge, media director, Doremus &
■o., San Francisco.
"Stop it. This is my personal objrvation — not the opinion of the
jgency with which I am affiliated,
lerchandising, as used in most cases
|i a case of rate cutting. The adver-
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Rank

4

6

1

353
197

2

141
79

235
163

3

170

2

4

61
49

4

46

6

6

59
40

1
3

6

5

s for sixth choice.

•Computed by assigning a

(PONSOR

86

Agency billings
Under $1 million

Agency billings
over $1 million

TOTAL
WEIGHTED RANKING*

1960

itser who hollers the loudest gets it.
A good radio or tv station should be
able to sell one thing for one price
(with earned frequency) — coverage.
It then remains for the advertiser
and/or agency to deliver a selling commercial to the proper audience. Merchandising is 'eyewash'
pure and simple. Let the stations
concentrate on selling their station to
the public and the audience delivered
will respond to good advertising.
That's why I say — stop it." — Francis
C. Gillon, radio/tv director, Hume
Smith, Mickelberry, Miami.
Most respondents, however, were in
agreement that merchandising is here
to stay, that it is on the upswing in
radio, not increasing much in tv, that
in-store displays are far and away the
most effective merchandising technique, and that radio stations offer
considerably more merchandising assistance than tv, a development probably due to stiffer competition.
Some other highlights of the study :
• Merchandising has a greater attraction for smaller agencies (billing
under SI million) where more than
three out of four respondents stated
they always or frequently consider

merchandising when setting schedules. In larger agencies the figure
was six out of 10.
• Over one-third of the panelists
reported that they have at one time
bought radio time on the basis of
merchandising first, audience second.
Less than one-fifth reported the same
for tv time.
• Nearly 60% of the panelists feel
that there is justification in asking an
advertiser to share the cost of an exceptional merchandising campaign.
• In-store displays far outranked
every other activity as the most valuable mechandising tool among respondents.
• Over 90% of all station reports
are turned over to clients and account executives.
• About three out of four on the
panel feel that a station would benefit
from having a full-time merchandising specialist on staff.
Most of the over 200 respondents
(62%) are employed by agencies
billing in excess of $1 million. The
remaining 38% work for agencies in
the under $1 million category. The
purpose of the panel, according to
NBC, is to determine trends and cur-

mailings by stating, "only if unusual

DOES

MERCHANDISING

SELL TIME?

"Have you ever bought on the basis of merchandising first, audience second, in order to increase distribution (or for any reason)?"

38%
Billings
under
$1 \oyt
million

RADIO

Billings
35%over
$1 million

Total

63
2
21%

61
1
19%

77
2

80
1

Yet
\o

Don't know
TELEVISION

60

—

19%

Yet
\n

Don't knoic

81

—

This stand received support at the
or personal."
L. C. Gumbinner agencv, N. Y. "Obvious form letter-type mailings,
postcard mailings are a waste of
everyone's money," said Janet Murphy, broadcast media supervisor.
"An individually typed letter to key
retailers giving the exact schedule
and requesting improved or expanded shelf space is great. The letter
should also point out that the campaign will result in increased traffic
and sales — meaning more money in
the retailers' pocket," she said.
It was generally agreed that radio
stations offer considerably more merchandising assistance than tv stations.
The fact that radio stations do offer
more help is probably due in a large
part to the greater competition in the
medium.
"On the whole, radio does a good
job of merchandising." said Edward
Papazian. radio tv media director.

"Is radio and/or tv station merchand sing on the

46%

RADIO

Increasing
Decreasing
Remaining same
Don't know
TELEVISION
Increasing
D (creasing
Remaining same
Don't knoic

Over
$147%
million

13
38
2

11
38
6

30%

30%

20
47

rent problem in timebuying and provide a sounding board for theories
and buj tag pra
ona regard merchandis1 forced upon
them bj the competition, while others
maintain large staffs and provide exThe panel was asked
if they felt that a station was justified
in wiring an advertiser to pay at cost
ire th<- coal of an exceptional
(and
costly)
merchandising
cam-

82

45%
Under
jpswing?"
Total
$1 million

3

10
48
12

12
38
4
30%

48
16
6

paign. Only 10% felt that the client
should pay at cost, about 57% indicated that there was justification in
asking the advertiser to share the
cost.
It is interesting to note that despite a number of disparaging comments by panelists on station mailings, this category ranks No. 3 in the
"most valuable'' list (see chart on
preceding page). Some respondents
did, however, qualify their vote for

& Rogers,
Philadelphia.
IGray
believe
that radio
stations are "Also.
right
in asking for contracts of 13 weeks
or more in order to give the merchandising achance to work. On the
other hand, tv has been lax in not
giving enough in the past. We hope
the situation changes in the future,"
he said.
Station merchandising has a greater impact on agencies billing under
fl million. More than three out of
four respondents in this categorystated they always or frequently consider the services offered by stations
when setting schedules. Six out of
10 (63^ i respondents from SI million and up agencies always or freconsider station merchandising whenquently
buying.
Even though smaller agencies express greater interest in merchandising, more of the panelists from larger
agencies (67%) are able to attribute
product success to merchandising support in a given market. Three-fifths
of the panelists from smaller agencies
can trace results to merchandising.
Here are some comments on the
success of station merchandising from
respondents:
Ted Cramer, radio/tv director. Dennett Advertising Inc.. High Point,
N. C. : "We have seen tv merchandising support, through direct mail and
I Please turn to page 50)
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HOW

RADIO

REBUILT

AN

^ The stolid picture readers have of the 'New York
Times' is recast via colorful copy and saturation buys
^ Copy features testimonials from sports, literary and
show business people. Circulation up 17% in four years

still primly Victorian: it also refuses
to go with a number of other pain swapping free space for free
radio perstime.)
Why should the Times, regarded by
many as the country's most influential paper, be so concerned about circulation?
BBDO

Wne of the more interesting media
developments in recent years is the
spirited but unheralded entry of the
I New York Times into the often-rowdy
; arena of bare-fisted circulation pro' motion.
That the Times has managed to
' come out of this scrap -with its gentility and integrity intact is sufficiently intriguing. But more so is the fact
that at a time when other advertisers
are using radio with which to build
an image, the Times has employed it
': to tear down one its proprietors had
■ so carefully nurtured since 1851. It
: will no longer do to refer to "the
good, grey Times," says BBDO, which
has been leaning over backwards to
paint the Times as a flamboyant, colorful paper ("It's much more interesting . . . and you will be, too")
through the simple expedient of mocking its very seriousness.
It is now some four and a half
years and $1.3 million later since the
day the Times busted loose on the
■ air. Since May, 1956, the Times has
run an average of 75-108 morning
spots a week on New York's WCBS,
WNBC, WABC, WNEW, WOR and
, its owned-and-operated WQXR, plus
some suburban stations in Westchester County and Connecticut. Millions
of New Yorkers, habitues of the
Times as a newspaper, it's said with
understandable hyperbole, are now
making it a point not to miss the
breakfast commercials. Indeed, so intensely do they listen that recently,
i when BBDO
had run out of fresh
I testimonial commercials, instructing
the stations to re-schedule for three
| weeks running, an e.t. featuring acIjtress Julie Harris, irate listeners
j pleaded to "take that damned dame
I off the air."
; That its ad campaign — consisting
I' also of magazine spreads and two) SPONSOR
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sheet billboards — has been successful,
say Times executives, can be shown
in two ways. One is by circulation,
which has gone up on both weekdays
and Sundays. The other is that
the Times is no longer thought of as
the straightlaced grandmother of
U. S. dailies, even if its management
eschews such promotional gimmicks
as reader contests or giveaways. (In
methods of timebuying, the paper is

SEPARATE

APPEAL

IMAGE

v.p. and management supervisor Barry McCarthy puts it this

way: "Advertisers want reach as
well as quality and they are willing
to invest more money in any quality
newspaper that demonstrates vitality.
A growing Times, making impressive,
even overwhelming gains in circulation, adds potency to every salesman's
bidWhile
for business."
the Times prefers to keep its
advertising dollar figures to itself, it

to select audience via suburban radic

'New York Times' campaign. Below, BBDO

writers on ad drive

stations w<
Billings Fu<

one tactic used

in

i (I), Edgar Marvin

,,,,.'
lation -|"

circu-

while thai of the Trib has shrunk, re-

Times
[sen 17%,

Bpectively, 8' ■ and 6%.
The "image" of being good and

i in ulation Borne L0%. \t the
ts national standi
shot up from loth t . » fifth place, and
currently, the proprietor*
<>f the
ire breathing down the necks
of thcii colleagues on the Philadelphia Inquirer and Chicago Tribune.
i \nd. as the ri\ al Iferahl-Triluine is
ruefully
discovering,
its weekdaySunday circulation has shrunk 9.5%.)
Eepeciall] worth noting arc the inroads the Times has heen making in
Buburbia, long the Btronghold of the
arch-Republican Trib. In using such
radio
stations as WFAS,
White
Plains;
W ICC,
Bridgeport,
and
\\ PAL, Peekskill, the Times has penetrated the green curtain, has upped
il- siihurban
weekday
circulation
its Sunday circulation 22%,

TIMES'

RADIO

OGDEN

grej didn't bother the Times as much
as did the finding in a survey that
while people regarded the Times as
"best" and "most comprehensive,"
the] didn't read the paper because
they felt it was "too ponderous,"
"cumbersome," and "serious."
"Frankly," a Timesman said last
week, "this was poppycock, for our
editorial product today bears little, if
any, resemblance to the paper as it
was 10 years ago. We are flip, we
are light, we play with words and
ideas. We had to get this true image
across to New York."
While this thinking was taking
form, BBDO had a copywriter sitting
in the city desk bullpen, reading the
bulldog (early -bird) editions from 11
p.m. to 2:30 a.m., five nights a week,
batting out brief commercial teasers

COPY

NASH

carrying the Times advertising schedule.
BBDO radio/tv copy v.p. Richard
J. Mercer regarded this technique as
"too tiring" for his cubs; what's more,
the rival Trib soon started copycatting this gambit, so the Times
dropped it. In its stead came a number of other light-hearted air copy
approaches, of which the most successful was — and still is, for that matter— the celebrity testimonial. As
Mercer and his chief, Art Bellaire.
saw it, it would not do to have celebrities on the air for the sake of being
celebrities, reading pre-packaged copy
(Please tarn to page 50)

PAPERS'
PEE WEE

IMAGE
REESE

Our postmen on their daily rounds
Are nipped and nibbled by hostile hounds.
When nipped and nibbled below the knees
They quietly murmur, Stop it please,
But when nipped just below and behind their belts
I am afraid they murmur something else.

The Dodgers play three games in Jersey City and
they win three. Yet the fans are riding us all the
way. Even after we pulled that last one out of
the fire.

ANNOUNCER

The speaker is "Pee Wee" Reese, captain of the
world champion Brooklyn Dodgers.

You are listening to the famous poetic humorist,
Ogden Nash.

ANNOUNCER

PEE WEE

REESE

'Times' put it— "the U. S. is ready to snap back."
They've called in chemical companies to try and
develop dog repellents . . . even have clothing
manufacturers working on bite-proof materials.
Fascinating story. Full of facts and yet pleasant

Couldn't figure it out. And then, I picked up my
copy of the 'New York Times'— and there's the answer: a whole article by 'Times' reporter Bill Conklin. Starts right out with the question we're all
asking: "Why do they boo the Dodgers in Jersey
City?" And then it gives the answers. Quotes everybody from fans in the bleachers to local bartenders. Conklin even called Washington to interview
a Hudson County Congressman on the subject. I
read the print right off the page on that story. It

reading. Sort of thing the 'Times' does awfully well.
Can't think of another newspaper would write a
line like— quote: "The government has announced
a campaign to discourage man's best friend from
sampling its employees." Marvelous paper. Read
today's 'Times.' It's so much more interesting . . .
and you will be, too!

was the kind of thing the 'Times' is great for. The
'Times' doesn't stop at what happened— it tells you
why. With us and Jersey City— the answer turned
out to be simple: place is a hot bed of Giant fans.
Me? I'm a 'New York Times' Fan. How do they put
it? "Wake up to the 'Times'." Good move. It's much
more interesting . . . and you will be, too!

MR. NASH
The verse was prompted by a piece I read in the
'New York Times a while back. Seems 5,800 mailmen were bitten by dogs last year. And as the

34

RECASTS

for stories due to appear that morning. Copy was cleared by the night
editor, mimeographed and stuffed in
envelopes, then dispatched into the
bowels of the Times building where,
at 5 a.m., messengers would speed
the commercials to the radio stations
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Robert Mohr

BOB

opened watch outlets

MOHR

PUT

TIMEX

^ Mohr, a 'self-winding' merchandising man, changed
distribution methods in the low-priced watch industry
^

Timex, sold through drug, tobacco, novelty chains,

will up tv budget in '60-'61, and keep using specials
I he man behind the dynamic sales
success and unique distribution of
Timex watches has little time of his
$wn. Robert E. Mohr, vice president
and director of sales, U. S. Time
Corp., is on the go almost as much as
a self-winding watch.
Mohr, a soft-spoken but incisive
executive, is known in the industry
as "Mr. watch-merchandising whiz."
It was his exposure concept to place
Timex watches in drug and tobacco
stores, as well as in jewelry outlets.
Years before Timex began its nowfamous torture test tv campaign,
Mohr
and other Timex
salesmen,
SPONSOR
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"legged it" around the country, setships. ting up dealerships and distributor"Mohr brought Timex to the top,"
W. B. Doner & Co. (Timex agency)
president Sidney Garfield told SPONSOR. "In order to make the advertising work, he had to have the desired distribution, and that's what
he went out and got," said Garfield.
Timex entered network tv in 1956
with one-third sponsorship of the
Steve Allen show. This season Timex
will spend $3 million on network tv,
all in specials. This is a $1 million
boost over 1959's budget, and makes

ON

TOP

Timex the No. 1 network tv watch or
jewelry advertiser.
In the last 10 years Mohr has seen
Timex grow to where it now sells one
in three watches a year. Although
nearly half of Timex's distribution
today is in jewelry stores, the other
half is in drug and tobacco outlets,
department stores and novelty chains.
Half of Timex's in-store sell is
through displays which are supplied
with each order.
"Timex doesn't just sell watches to
retailers," a U.S. Time spokesman
said. "It sells watches and displays."
The displays "speak for themselves,"
where drug and tobacco retailers
may be inexperienced or uninformed
in the timepiece area. Usually featured is John Cameron Swayze.
Timex's No. 1 spokesman, who narrates all of Timex's torture test tv
commercials.
In addition to being a revolutionary boon to the watch
business,

35

Timex was t. entlj
sibk

accredited with
foi providing

Btabilil

nd strength to tin- wholesundries department,*1
by a
tde magazine.
I S. I une t lorp. *™ started in the
mill-' l'i"> when Joachim I.chmkuhl,
it- president, negotiated the merger
..f the \\ aterburj Clock Co. and the
Robert H. [ngersoll Co., producers of
the Ingeraoll watch, the Mickey
watch, and other character
models. I , S. lime -till produces
seven character watches.
Mohr joined I . S. Time in 1946
.:• ■-man.
Hi- uas made director i.t Bales in 1051 and elected a director ofthe corporation in 1056. In
August, 1958 he received his present

position ami title. Mohr also super\i-i- and approves all advertising.
Prior to joining U. S. Time, he was
a territorial representative with Standard Oil of \. J.
Timex's idea from the outset was
to offer a quality product that would
require minimum care, incorporate
the latest styles, and merchandise
them in a variety of colorful displayunits. There are now 45 models on
the market, ranging from $6.05 to
S10.05.
Timex plans to launch its electronic
watch early in January, 1061, priced
somewhere between S30-40, considerably lower than the reported prices
of battery-driven watches planned by
several competitors. The electronic
models also will be marketed in drug
and tobacco stores.

WINCHELL

is featured on first Timex

exclusive jewelry item," Mohr contends, "they're a necessity which
should be as widely available as other
necessities.

and another for outdoor activities."
Mohr maintains the most important
single factor which bulwarks all other
sales influence is pricing. "The
steadily lowering price of a watch in
the past decade is a result of the
manufacturer's ability to make more
watches, the retailer's ability to sell
more watches, and the consumer's
abilit) to buy more watches," Mohr
said.
commer

dergo rough treatment attached to pile-driver

in the there
industry."
Thisspectyear
are 11 tv network
specials planned "and probably more
to come," he said. Of these, there
are six NBC white papers. 60-minute
public affairs programs. "This is our
first entry into public affairs programing, but, as in the past, we are
still trying to reach the broadest pos-

Timex also has expressed interest
in backing an hour-long program on
the controversial cancer drug krebic
zen, but as yet, has not locked up a
network time slot.

and patterns show," said Mohr.
"Women," according to Mohr, "can
nowr afford to own several watches to
match their costume needs. Many of
the fashion-conscious already own
one watch for dress, one for work

tinued this season with John Cameron Swayie
as pitchman. Here Timex watch is about to un-

stuff/' the ad manager of one of
Timex's top competitors told SPONSOR,
"and he commands the highest re-

of a higher-priced watch were incorporated into a popular-priced product," he said.
He forecasts that 40 million

"And a watch is becoming as
changeable as fashion, sales statistics

TORTURE-TEST

gentleman. His competitors, too. admire Mohr's professionability. "Bob
Mohr is a man who really knows his

sible public." In addition. Timex
has lined up Red Skelton specials and
circus programs, the first of which
was telecast Oct. 21.

hit S20 million in 1050, of which 13
million were in the S20-or-under price
category. Watches are no longer an
"All-Star Circus Special' of the season Oct. 21

profits," he said.
The people who work with Robert
Mohr respect him on two counts: He
has virtually made their company
into a success, and is at all times a

Mohr charges Timex's sales success
up to "gradual increase" or taking
things slowly. "All we really did
over the past 10 years was add to the
basic watch. All the characteristics

watches will be sold bvr the industry
within the next decade. Unit sales

PAUL

of American business — make and seln
more at lower prices and thus increase

"The key now is high unit sales
where formerly the retailer point of
\ iew was a single unit 'big ticket'
item. It proves again the basic axiom

"Specials, we feel, have high impact and we do a lot of hard selling.
We believe the public would better
remember the name Timex with specials, than with a w'eekly series,"
Mohr said.
"The proof of our success with
specials is that we're back this year,
with an extra SI million in our budget, where manyr other advertisers
have dropped out of specials in favor
of series," he said.
Mohr pointed out that Timex measures its tv impact by responses to
questions on guarantee cards that
come with each new watch. In addition, these cards also ask new Timex
owners how often they buy watches,
how many they own, and other questions of marketing value.
Timex's network tv commercials
this season will still be of the torture
test variety with John Cameron
Swayze on the pitch side. Latest
"extreme" to prove that "Timex takes
a licking but keeps on ticking" is
bolt of lightning shot through
Timex attached to a telephone pole.
The case is scarred and black but the
watch is . . . you guessed it . . . still
ticking," said Mohr.
SPONSOR
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9th

annual
farm

report

FARM RADIO AND TV

he total number of farms is dwindling, but the
individual farm and farm family are richer than
ever before as land and property grow with mergers and as production and income increase. This
ninth annual farm section traces how advertisers
are turning to tv and radio to sell this prosperous farm market. Radio penetrates 98% of all
farm homes; tv, some 73%.

Tv/radio and the market: There are 1,472
radio stations and 165 tv outlets which broadcast
farm news and information specifically to the farmer. Their objective: To make his occupation — newly termed agribusiness — more pleasant and more
profitable. There's new awareness of clients who
make general consumer items as well as specialized
rural or farm goods that the farmer should be appealed to both as a consumer and a producer.
Functioning in both these roles, farmers this year
will have an annual income of some $50 billion.
SPONSOR
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NATRFD Selling: Most cohesive news and
sales group in farm broadcasting is the National
Assn. of Tv and Radio Farm Directors with some
200 station farm director members. Pres. Wally
Erickson, KFRE, Fresno, Calif., outlines trends.

CaSe hiStOrieS: Reports from two major national farm market advertisers — International Harvester with its spot radio and Massey-Ferguson with
network television — point up patterns which smaller clients can use with equal effectiveness. Among
these pointers: use of strong broadcast farm personalities giving usable information on markets, prices.

harm DaSICS: New government information
from the 1959 Census of Agriculture gives updated
data on such trends as the lowered number of
farms with an increase in individual farm size and
far greater valuation of farm land and buildings.
37

MULTIFLE

PRODUCT

LINE of Myzon Labs., Chicago, is advertised on radio in 52 markets. Company

has developed many new items in

poultry-animal health and teed supplement line, uses radio to expand distribution and to make sales. Dr. Thomas H. Vaughn (r), Myzon president, shows product display to Edwin R. Peterson (I), senior v. p., Keystone Broadcasting System, which carries Myzon advertising on its network

FARM

SPONSORS

AND

CLIENTS
^

MARKETS

SELL

FARM,

CONSUMER

Advertisers interested in reaching over four million

(arm families hypo use of air as the 'personal' media
^ Wide range of products and services are sold to
the fanner as (1) a consumer and (2) a businessman
■ r<>l>;iU\ no single group in the
population has benefitted more from
lli<- advances in radio broadcasting
ih. in people "ii the land."
I In- measure of radio's towering
ni La) lie Hcatv, chief
<>f the Radio and Television Service
of the information office of the U. S.
ire. II.- terms
ili>- medium '"a workhorse of agricultural communii ations, In ingin
avail-

able on a day-in-, day-out, work-a-day
He traces, too, the development of
basis."
radio to its current rate as a "pergonal" medium as it has "yielded the
family gathering places to the television set." His summary of the impart of ihese two broadcast media on
the farming community and the farm
famil) is implicit also in the attitudes
of advertisers — national, regional and
local, alike — in all product lines.

Every year a growing number of
clients buy into the farm market for
their general products as well as for
their more specialized farm and rural
items. With the emergence of television, the buying pace in many cases
is beginning to equal that shown in
radio for the past three decades.
The number of tv markets, of
course, is necessarily smaller than the
number for radio. At this point, according to the USDA, there are 1,472
radio and 165 tv stations carrying
news specifically aimed at interesting
the farmer. Layne Beaty, in the newly issued 1960 Yearbook of Agriculture ("Power to Produce," available
from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C, for
$2.25), estimates that television
reaches 73% of all farm homes, radio, more than 98% of these homes.
SPONSOR
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RADIO

reaches 98%

of all farm homes.

Typical remote shows Jim Rutherford (I),
TELEVISION,

a growing factor in marketing-media plans of buyers, reaches into 73% of all

farm homes. Handling this commercial for Swift livestock feed supplements is "Cotton" Joe
Smith, KGNC-TV,
Amarillo, Texas.
National
NATRFD
includes 59 tv stations in 29 states

PRODUCTS
No other national or local advertising media can begin to match this
kind of quantity circulation. And,
say broadcast proponents, other farm
media can't match the other advantages of tv and radio: immediacy,
flexibility, persuasiveness, mobility
and — perhaps most important — the
personal influence and effectiveness of
the station farm director.
The farm director occupies a
unique niche in the realm of broadcast and of personal selling. He has
been or is a practicing farmer; he is
well respected and influential in his
community; he takes personal interest in advertising messages and delivers live commercials enthusiastically and emphatically (almost always after screening products and
claims). He's known nationally as an
RFD, initials taken from the familiar
SPONSOR
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WITH

pres., Kansas City Livestock Exchange, interviewed by George Stephens, farm director,
KCMO,
Kansas
City, for Midwest
feature

TV AND

R(ural) F(ree) D(elivery) phrase
and from the old Radio Farm Directors national organization. Today,
the group is known as the National
Assn. of Television and Radio Farm
Directors (for separate story on this
group, see page 40).
Probably the most important role
of this farm director is as a professional in agribusiness, the new term
applied to the business of agriculture.
Today's farmer is a businessman, and
— in line with the national trend in
other occupations — the farm businesses which survive are getting bigThe number of farms is declining.
Today they number about four milger. lion in comparison with six and onehalf million at the end of World War
I. But because the land mass for
farming remains constant — about one

RADIO

billion acres — this means the individual farm is getting bigger. And it
means the fanner's material growth
and expenditure are expanding. The
farmer who formerly used one harvester now needs three; the one who
rented a cotton picker now buys one.
Today's average farm investment is
$43,723, with farmers adding an average of $1,000 annually to their
capital investment. Farmers' assets
have risen to a peak of $208 billion,
and almost 90% of this (88%) is
debt-free. Gross income for farmers
last year from all sources totaled
$46.3 billion, with a projected average for the next five years of $50
billion annually.
Thus farming is big business in
every sense of the word — and a growing business. Analysis of the chart on
page 44 will indicate the value per

I, i

J. value per farm in
These

5. liureau
- 1 on ill-- latest 1959
i( ulture.
Data for all
i are no! jrel completed.)
Other <liart« adjacent to the one
died above (ho* trenda in ownership
..f heav] equipment and home appliu well as the predominant
• commercial farms on a statebjr-etat<
The trenda emerging show:
• \ greater penetration of equipment ownership on such items as telephones, home freezers and cars even
though the number of farms is dwindling
• \ higher value on land and on
farm buildings.
• Diversification of farm produce
■pei dairies with a marked concentra-

NATRFD

tion, however, on one type of farming
(such as livestock, fruit-nut, etc.!.
Because of the many local and redifierences in the products produced by farms, radio and tv have
distinct advantages in matching their
flexibility and professional farm staffs
to the community need. A tobacco
grower's
farm those
problems
are vastlydifferent from
of lumbermen
in
the Pacific Northwest. And a sow
breeder in the South has no interest
in what Holstein breeders in the West
are doing.

There are several regional farm
groups of stations geared to meet the
problems of isolating markets and
sighting the specific farm targets.
And station representatives, of course,
cooperate in this kind of pin-pointed
announcement slotting on a spot basis.
The four wired radio networks

These regional variations create
marketing complexities for advertisers, and for development of their station line-ups. A general advertiser of
fencing material, for example, can
use a broad-sweep approach to media
selection and copy content because
most farmers need fencing.
But the

adapt to these advertiser needs in
splintering off regional networks from
the basic network Une-up.
The largest farm radio network in
the country is that of the Keystone
Broadcasting System, which headquarters inChicago and has 884 affi(Please turn to page 60)

SPARKS

MAJOR

ES roadcast's most cohesive group of
communicators is the National Assn.
of Television and Radio Farm Directors— the famed RFDs — who number
almost 200 active farm specialists
working at 59 tv stations in 29 states
and at 135 radio stations in 35 states.
These men have been or are working farmers who know the characteristics of the land and its farming
people in each section of the U. S.
That's why they're in demand by national, regional and local advertisers
to handle client advertising. This is
usually done on a "live" basis because the product or service gets the
additional psychological and sales
value of being tacitly or overtly endorsed bya neighbor for whom farm
people have personal and business
respect.
The president of this group is
Wally Erickson, RFD at KFRE, Fresno. Calif., who comments the association is making moves "to keep up
with the dramatic change in agriculture itself." Among these moves:
1. Altered approaches to meeting

WALLY ERICKSON,
Calif., heads natio

farn

producer of a poultry feed supplement must narrow his marketing target to those areas from which the
greatest number of chickens are produced.

community needs. "In many areas
where farming districts are bordered
by heavy urban populations, TRFDs
are including program segments designed for the city audience.
They

CHANGES
give consumer tips, gardening hints
and interpretation of agricultural
news for city dwellers," says Erickson.
2. Increased sales promotion efforts. Bob Nance of WMT, Cedar
Rapids, la., heads a committee which
reports commercial successes in farm
broadcast media to agencies and advertisers. Says Erickson : "This effort
has paid off in many new sponsors,
and we expect to accelerate this drive
in 3.
the Expanded
year ahead."
membership. The organization now numbers 624 members in various categories. .Among
them are many active and associate
members from government and educational institutions, commercial and
manufacturing firms, advertising
agencies, station rep firms, networks
and farm organizations.
Erickson. in a recent speech before
the National Agricultural Chemicals
Assn., made several strong points
which he is expected to re-stress at
the upcoming annual NATRFD convention in Chicago on 28 November.
Pointing out that the farmer occupies
most of the livable land mass of the
country yet represents "less than 10°c
of the total population." he called
(Please turn to page 62 i
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FARM RADIO SPONSOR

REPORT

Why International
Harvester uses radio
^

Long-time farm radio account continues in broad

sweep effort of sponsoring RFD's throughout country
^

It likes the pluses

of personal identification and

basic understanding of farmers' problems in each area

DIXON
lay,

HARPER,

Marley

&

farm pro at Aubrey, Fin

Hodgson

agency,

Chicago

five percent of IH programing is han-

many smaller areas that need minor

| he farm equipment division of
International Harvester Co., for more

dled by other than RFD's. These are
usually news and weather strips in

than 25 years one of the most consistent, substantial users of radio, currently invests about one-fourth of its
total advertising budget in this ad
medium (sponsor estimate, about
$650,000).
This IH division, through its Chicago agency, Aubrey, Finlay, Marley
& Hodgson, has had 52-week campaigns running concurrently in as
many as 151 RFD (Radio Farm Director) markets. (This client-agency
relationship is one of the oldest on
record, IH having been in the shop
I1 for 37 years, a year after James T.
Aubrey founded the agency as Au!•
: brey & Moore, Inc. in 1923.)

markets where "satisfactory RFD's
are not available," says an agency
representative.
Harvester's methods of using radio
have ranged through the years from
sponsorship of 15-minute news strips
in the 1930s to short flight participations in farm programs at peak sales
seasons.

equipment variations.
• Seasonally, the different farm
operations carried out through the
nation vary all across the calendar.

i^

CHICAGO

The bulk of Harvester's farm radio
i budget is devoted to programs using
\ the radio farm director's franchise
with the listening public. Less than

Because of the number of products
in the IH farm equipment line, the
marketing problem is complex. It is
further compounded by geographical
and seasonal agricultural factors.
• IH sells 219 types of basic models, not counting variations and attachments, or the 23 basic tractor
models.
• Geographically, there are eight
major agricultural areas, each requiring different kinds of machinery, plus

LOCAL-LEVEL INFLUENCE, key to success of International Harvester's use of the local
Radio Farm Director, is discussed by (I to r) J. I. Pettit, IH sup., farm eqpt. adv.; Jim Hill,
assoc. RFD, WCCO, Mnpls.; Don McSuiness, v.p., farm grp. sup. at AFM&H agency, Chicago

Harvester's strategy for meeting
this intricate marketing situation involves the use of various devices to
reach prospects for farm equipment.
These include: national, regional and
state farm magazines, direct mail,
outdoor, radio, tv, newspapers, instore posters, catalogues and field
demonstrations.
But RFD's are the bulwark of IH
advertising. According to D. C. Elliott, manager of farm equipment
consumer relations for IH, "It would
be difficult to conceive a complete
marketing program for farm equipment without RFD radio. IH buys
more than time. We buy influence
when we buy Radio Farm Directors'
At the agency, the bulk of IH's
farm equipment division account is
programs."
handled
by Dixon L. Harper, radio
farm director for AFM&H. Harper,
who has been with the agency for five
years, has come up the RFD route all
the way. He worked as RFD at
WIOU, Kokomo, Ind., and WLS, Chicago. Speaking of Harvester's radio
strategy, he says, "The RFD personalizes the sales message that may
have gained exposure via other media. Frequency of impression is accomplished byreflecting the same
product copy themes on radio as are
featured in print."
Through
the years,
Harvester's
farm equipment division has changed
its marketing strategy to keep up with
(Please turn to page 62)
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Massey-Ferguson

^ Chicago machinery account typifies growing trend
ol national clients to use tv as demonstration medium
^

This

fanners,

uses net tv
undertaking is a pioneer step in agricultural advertising, their attitudes
toward reaching the farmer at the national level are optimistic.

as well as

Stanley S. Roberts, Massey's general manager of advertising and sales

even though its product line is solely rural

promotion,
puts it this
"We way
are
convinced network
tv isway:
the right

account likes to reach city folks

by GWEN SMART
CHICAGO
In 1912 when the FCC issued its
famous "blue book" recommending
(among other requisites for station
license renewals) the establishment
■ .I strong farm departments and the
use of radio farm directors, farm
broadcast ud\ertising acquired its
firsl prominence and stature.

CLIENT'S

NETWORK

Their vehicle: Today on the Farm, a
weeklj half-hour on Saturday (7 a.m.
clock time) , over NBC TV.
The show, live from Chicago, premiered on 1 October in an atmosphere rife with cynical comment from
other sectors of the farm advertising
fraternity. Foremost among these
were such skeptical queries as:
• Why use network tv to reach the

TV

CONCEPT

THE VEHICLE: "Today on the farm," aired Saturdays
at 7 a.m. in each locality on more than 120 NBC tv
stations. Popular singer Eddie Arnold hosts a format
including farm and general news, women's features

THE ADVERTISING

GOALS: To reach the farmer and

his wife on behalf of company's tractors and combines with a 52-week campaign estimated to cost
more than $2 million-a farm advertising innovation

This year ma) mark the latest significant milestone in farm broadcasttnajor network
for the farmer.

tv programing

Instigators of this new farm adverconcepl ,nc \lu-~r\ -Ferguson,
world's largest manufacturer of tracd self-propelled combines, the
network
sponsor,
and
its agency,
by, ( hicago.

specialized farm market which is
highly diversified both geographically and seasonally?
• From a dollar point of view, is
network tv a practical means of
reaching the shrinking farm market?
• Will the farm family watch television at 7 a.m. on a Saturday?
Although Massey-Ferguson and
NL&B
acknowledge
their
52-week

for us. We don't care how others in
the business might criticize us for
breaking with tradition."
Before embarking on the more
than $2 million network campaign,
the client and the agency carefully
planned for their current venture
from a successfully established base.
Massey-Ferguson is no newcomer
to network tv. It has sponsored Red
Foley's Jubilee, USA (ABC TV) on
Saturday nights since January, 1959.
In Canada, too, Massey uses network;
Don Messer's Jubilee on CBC, a Monday night show similar in format to
Jubilee, USA. Although the Jubilee
shows contain more general audience
fare than Today on the Farm, they
are
stays.both rural entertainment main"We don't think there is any such
thing as 'waste circulation' ", Roberts
says. "Network tv's wide audience has
made friends for Massey-Ferguson
with people of all ages and in all
walks of life. Not all of them are in
the market for tractors, but they do
know us, and judging from their responses, they like us — they know
we're good people to do business
with. Our theory is this: the more
people we reach — with whom we establish empathy— the better for Massey-Ferguson inthe long run."
Prior to the start of Massey's first
network tv last year, NL&B's broadcast facilities department carefully
plotted station coverage figures
against the client's sales potential,
with emphasis on primary dealer locations. The same pattern was followed this summer, correlating NBC
TV affiliates' coverage against Massey's current marketing profile.
A total of 192 stations was included in Massey's original order. By 1
October, date of the first show, slightSPONSOR
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ly more than 120 stations had cleared.
NBC's Today has had some bearing on Massey's sponsorship of Today on the Farm. An NBC TV survey of the Today audience, Monday
through Friday, indicates that 13%
of its viewers are farmers.
But the element of risk involved in
this farm-network pilgrimage is well
recognized by the client and the
agency alike. According to George
W. Oliver, NL&B v.p. and MasseyFerguson account executive, "Our
faith in the outcome of Today on the
Farm is not based primarily on any
surveys or on any guaranteed audience for the 7 a.m. Saturday time
slot. Although we expect to pick up
some of the Today audience, we hope
to build our own substantial follow-

NET TV SHOW sponsored by M-F is Today
on the Farm via NBC. At left: (I to r) James
S. Cominos, v.p., tv-rad. prog., NL&B, Cgo;
Bob Aaron, NBC net day prog, mgr.; Star
Eddie Arnold; S. S. Roberts, gen. mgr., adv.,

ing by offering the farmer a new dimension in entertainment and in

sles. prom., M-F. Above: Women's angles are
handled by Carmelita Pope. With her, (I to

graphic, concise information not previously available to him in any other
medium."
Integrated into a variety format,
and hosted by Eddie Arnold, Today
on the Farm features Alex Drier pro' viding national, international and political news, with Carmelita
Pope
1 covering the woman on the farm.
Farm flavor is given also by Mai
| Hanson, a former RFD (WOW, Oma1 ha) who handles farm features via
! filmed interviews with agricultural
il experts around the country who demonstrate the latest techniques and developments in crop and livestock
i progress.
John Scott Keck, NL&B v.p. and
j director of tv/radio programing, has
: this to say of the show.
"The prime
purpose of Today on the Farm is not
to educate the farmer but to present
entertainment
and authoritative in; formation
appealing
to the entire
farm
family.
Future
Farmers
of
America
and 4-H activities will be
highlighted, along with features of
interest to the farm wife. It is not
j Massey's
intent to duplicate daily
I farm market reports or to re-hash
j|last week's news. It does intend to
! demonstrate
up-to-the-minute
prog|| ress in all phases of agriculture for
,|j increased farm production."
To stimulate enthusiasm and create
excitement at the regional and branch
managerial level, a new promotion
within the Massey-Ferguson organization was arranged to announce
plans for the show.
! SPONSOR
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r) Ward Dworshalc, M-F mrlctng. dir.; J. A.
Wiclcizer, M-F gen. sles. mgr.; Sidney Wallach, M-F ad mgr.; J. S. Keck, v.p., tv-rad,
prog, dir., NL&B; G. W. Oliver, v.p., NL&B

A closed circuit telecast originating
from NBC Chicago in September was
beamed to 27 regional and branch
managers. On the set for this "teasercast" were 27 vacant chairs, each one
bearing the name of a man in the
closed circuit audience. Roberts invited them to Chicago the following
week to witness "an important event."
It turned out to be a live preview of
the show, and a tape was made for
each manager to take back with him
for use at district-dealer meetings.
At the audience level, the show was

"Heart and product."
Heart commercials dwell on the
good-life-on-the-farm theme, devoting
nostalgic emphasis on the heritage of
the land from generation to generation.
"To call the heart commercials 'institutional' isnaive," says Roberts.
"The best institutional ad is a good
product
and vice versa."
Productad,commercials
feature some
dramatic cinegraphic effects of tractors at work, demonstrating product
durability, pride of ownership.
At sponsor press time, Today on
the Farm is completing its fifth week,
and Stanley S. Roberts expresses high

promoted by Eddie Arnold via personal appearances on other NBC programs, both radio and tv.
Since determining that network tv
is the most effective route for them,
Massey-Ferguson has, of necessity,
drastically revised its ad budget.
"We'd like to be able to do some

increasing Massey's share of market
which has risen steadily for the past
three years. We attribute much of

farm radio, too, this season," Roberts
says, "but to accommodate our network tv commitment, we can't. In
addition, we've had to dispense with
such peripheral efforts as theater
trailers, hand-out literature, P-O-P
material, sales aids and promotions

the gain to our previous network advertising. And we expect to break
more patterns as well as create new
ones — new patterns in farm viewing
habits. We feel there's no medium
so dramatic as television, and that
our audience will be built on this

and color movies for dealer use."
Commercials used on the show are

premise: The farmer will feel he's
missing something vital if he doesn't
watch Today on the Farm."
^

of two types, according to Roberts:

hope for its future: "We fully expect
our network effort to help us continue

FARM

MARKETING

Total farms are dwindling but acreage and value are rising*

Average age

I ol.
( onn.

33,390
8,292

58.4%

1,162.4

28.2

106.7

$58,417
43,387

$ 55.43
421.05

52.8

48,114

127.25

48.7

33,667

28.7

451.6

III.

154,640

84.7

196.1

Ind.

128,160

80.4

145.2

40,006

lo.

174,707

94.3

64,076

100.56

50.4

82.93

52.0

304.55

53.2

177.5

14,620

Mass.

11,178

22.7

102.2

30,037

Minn.

145,662

60.1

211.4

28,957

68.7

JSeb.

90,475

97.4

Nev.

2,350

Y. H.

6,542

15.6
19.5

35.765
49,914

49,095

15.5

168,673

49.4
50.7
47.6

252.26

17,360

Mo.

319.05

49,883

Me.

22,883

33,373

154.81

48.1

196.6

21,706

110.46

51.6

2,214.3

71,593

36.95

48.9
48.0

527.8
4,669.5
171.9

A. Y.

82,355

44.0

163.8

IS.D.

54,928

93.3

754.9

Ohio

140,353

70.6

131.9

Ore.

37.99

107,840

106.29

18,013

50.9

32,704

244.73

50.9

41,684

93.80
418.34

51.3

52.37

47.4

1,395

98.9

32,433

S.D.

804.7

41,610

92.2

17,811

24.1

712.4

39,714

72.18

50.1

Vt.

12,099

49.6

243.4

19,606

80.34

50.4

44.0

363.9

60.4

161.2

M yo.

51,575
131,215

247

63.1

7,004.0

44,018
21,288
119,697

21,622

567
6,077

148.74

50.3

131.78

48.8

18.56

59,819

52.7

55,726

H ash.

3,624
29,638
4,639

Utah

Wis.

5.861

926

46.9

507.0

63,008

52.8

52.22

20.4

4,877
27,262

49.9

143.60

35.1

8.663

10,228

39,551

23,128

42,573

24,742

88.76

47,804

R.I.

3.647
10.239

266.29

193.6

95.5

Mont.

$ 8.812

480.6

104,345

74.9

sold
ing farmucts prod-

48.9

Ida.

Kant.

Income exceed-

8,484
3.880
26,244
30,072

61

52.4

e been completed.
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Number

of commercial

Field crops

Col.

8,238

323

Conn.
Ida.

8,202

farms in key markets and what they produce*

Dairy
TYPE OF FARMS
(does not include general commercial or non commercial farms)

Vegetables

Fruit-nut

629

360
197
126

263

58,795

Ind.

26,804

517

450
230

Io.

31,251

122

65

Knits.

40,045
2,478

254

Minn.

28,441

Mo.

26,529

Mont.

9,685

Neb.

31,267

Nev.

62
35

N.H.
N. Y.

2,524

2,142
1,472

III.

Mass.

465

184

513

Me.

Poultry

245

1,117
3,146

136

45

162

407

403

564
85

312
147

293

1,814

113
51
1,664

2,694

1

28,684
21,524

762

878

3,320

852
76

2,744

S. D.

6,353

Utah
Vt.
Wash.

10

52,688

31
888
3,677

95

259

43

25

67

3,131

1,436

284

690
259

4,520
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3,439

420

2,827
14,212
24,580
6,176

45

36,099
2,617
2,665

788

481

5,933

1,557

86,338

Figure

of farms reporting.

1,621
3,418
56,728

39,089

2,017

Wyo.

SPONSOR

80,850

50,415
85,035
22,795
1,086
49,687
10,944

4,851

417

7,928

820

•Source: Dept. of Commerce, 1959 Census it Agriculture.

23,524

1,056
238

2,294
22,196

106,685

10,870

1,798

232

9,791
7,154
120,324

38,506

1,111

339

919

7,107

Wis.

35

433
28,240

159
2,350

83,100

339

16,524

3,052

46

30,219

2,808
43,225

2,179

83,930
154,330

3,257

2,273

123,305

96,182

1,563

22

Ohio

R.I.

32,456

2,245

418

N.D.

Ore.

10,866

5,201

26,152
5,381
25,575

5,958
42,476

11,363

Total
commercial
farms

248

5,521
11,217

549

25
91

55

11,297

2,416

112

20

Livestock

9,137
28,152
4,560
9,950
211

106,703

217

FARM

MAR*

Key

?.TING

ates show percent of specially equipped farms is rising*

■ ■'■,": : :!i: rai i i!:![i i i!:':i!: :i;!;:,:,: :!,!J!;: : :i
NO. OF
FARMS

IDAHO
1<).V)

1954
ILLINOIS
1954
1959
IOWA
1959
1 9.7/

K INS IS
1959
1954
MINNESOTA
1959
1954
MISSOURI
1959
1954
NEBRASKA
1959
1954
NEW YORK
1959
1954
SO. DAKOTA
1959
1954
OHIO
1959
1954
OREGON
1959
1954
SO. DAKOTA
1959
1954
WASHINGTON
1959

of lini.,

r..

. ]

TRACTORS
CARS

27,452

22,460

38,740

26,133

16,718

154,640
175,543

128,270
129,400

108,169
89,662

99,592
91,391

128,160
153,593

106,546
110,756

89,133

76,147

77,342

69,645

174,707
192,933

160,213
168,414

115,172

92,432

78,618

80,073

104,345
120,167

87,360
89,936

54,478

83,329

36,493

84,485

145,662
165,225

114,122
112,896

92,333

87,419

63,754

80,433

168,673
201,614

111,757
106,306

83,846
51,117

95,469
87,797

27,104
27,240

28,760

30,242

30,807

32,960
141,890

138,437
147,890

152,194

119,898

113,940
131,219

158,765
169,749

165,672
178,203

92,490
102,749

94,925
105,038

134,216
147,665

135,665
151,396

127,363

133,806
142,360

109,835

128,971

72,559

57,012

63,933

73,132

37,488

60,239

81,908
89,509

85,123
92,681

82,355
105,714

74,225
87,643

53,917
50,421

47,573
53,745

72,998
84,302

73,160
89,695

54,928
61,943

36,033
28,359

36,567
25,195

140,353
177,074

126,868

42,573

1931

IN NUMBER OF FARMS REPORTING
HOME
TRUCKS
FREEZER
(MOTOR)

33,667

90,475
100,846

WISCONSIN
1959
1954

TELEPHONE

113,789

48,366
49,950

90,334

69,894

79,423

69,010

35,954
38,615

27,452

30,368

54,441

22,682

33,510

55,726
62,520

40,018
37,394

33,943

39,086

51,575
65,175

44,056
48,164

131,215
153,558

103,833
103,139

21,850

38,485

31,520

37,226

24,214

38,643

87,047

79,785

64,569

51,929

51,387

58,033

55,872

120,028
137,657

125,194
151,647

35,124
40,353

37,251
46,271
51,759

50,960
57,025

56,917

42,592
45,903

46,257
55,835

121,756

122,586
139,369

135,851

78,710

...iKulture.
Five equipment items were selected as representative
related ownerto the
reporting
i rams reporting any item, such as tractors, may be down but proportionate ownership is higher if
ttnni.
Thus tractors have an 85% saturation in 59 compared with 79 % in '54 even though iie actual number
number of farms nave declined significantly in his flve-year period.

■n.e mtl
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now more than ever
Keystone makes sense
and dollars too

a

here's how:
Keystone has 1115 locally programmed radio stations
covering 54% of all radio homes in the U.S.A.

Keystone has 86% coverage of all farm markets in the country.

4

Keystone offers plus merchandising tailored to your
campaign needs at no cost to you.

Keystone covers Hometown
cost.

and Rural America at the lowest

Write for our complete station
list and our farm market survey.
They're yours for the asking.
Chicago
San Francisco
57 Post St.
Sutter 1-7400
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Detroit
Penobscot Building
WOodward 2-4505

Los Angeles
3142 Wilshire Blvd.
Dunkirk 3-2910

New York
527 Madison Ave.

111 W. Washington

Eldorado 5-3720

State 2-8900

With more

demand

for creative personnel, SPONSOR

What makes
Rollo W. Hunter, ' ■■/». & director of
it radio, Edwin Wosey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
\ if York

\ ■■.I agencj t\ commercial producer is trustworthy, loyal, helpful,
friendly, courteous, kind, obedient,
cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and
reverent Outrageous? Let's run
down the list:
These unsung
paragons
have to
He knows
copy, has
spent a better
part of his
career behind
a typewriter
possess unshakable trustworthiness,
resisting anything redolent of kickback. They also need fierce loyalty
to clients, forsaking their buddies in
production houses and performing
circles. They have to be helpful,
friendly, courteous, and kind when
these attributes apply to their relationship with clients. In reverse, they
have to know when and how to get
tough in behalf of those clients.
Obedience, in this context, means
biting your tongue to repress views
opposed by the boss, at least until
jrou can get him alone. Cheerfulness,
even optimism, is required when
you've just gone into golden hours on
the fiftieth take of a three-second
scene. A keen sense of thrift is essential. Money rolls out like the tide in
television and it takes firm control to
keep costs down. Art sometimes
Minds producers to the realities of
money.
Veto of bravery are common in the
lif« of a producer. He must have the
guts to exercise his own judgment,
though it be at variance with copywrit. ars1 opinions. I believe that a
producer docs a better job if he has
spent part of his career behind a

ASKS:

a good agency tv
commercial
can be a key figure in the search for
cliche-busting television advertising.
1. First of all, he is an advertising
man. He understands the marketing

No deceptions or photographic weasels allowed, even to save shooting
time.
Last on the list, a little reverence
for the advertising business itself

and copy objectives of his brands
and is just as interested in the sales
effectiveness of the commercials he

doesn't hurt. There's something disgusting about the producer who
knocks the business that feeds him.
A producer has to know a lot more
than superficial nomenclature to operate with authority in film and
videotape. He needs taste and, above
all, judgment to apply in wide range
— props, costuming, timing, editing,
and especially music. There's no
room for the tin ear. This all-around
man must also be at home with the
various codes and guild contracts.
He carries heavy responsibilities and

produces as he is in the film festival
awards they may win.
2. He is imaginative and creative.
He has ideas of his own and commands the respect of both copywriters and art directors.
3. He has a strong visual sense.
He sees and thinks in terms of moving scenes and pictures. This may
mean that he also has an interest or
background in drama.
4. He is a film and videotape technician. He understands the basic

shouldn't be thought of as some oddball operating apart from the mainstream of advertising. He has to be
prettyout.much of a true blue scout or
he's

tools and language of his craft.
5. He knows music, if not as a performer, then as an appreciator. He
understands that music is often the

Cordon Webber, v.p. & director broadcast commercial production, Benton &
Bowles, Inc., N. Y.

"third column" in a commercial (picture, words, music) and he knows
how and when to use it effectively.
6. He is an administrator with an

I have been observing during the
past year what I believe to be the
beginning of a revolution — at least an
underground stirring — in agency attitude toward television commercial

equal regard for the figures in his
budget as for the figures that turn up
in his casting sessions. Creative he
may be. But if he lets the budget get
out of control, he and the account can

production.
A new concept of commercial production, itseems to me, is beginning
to emerge.
And this new concept is

end up in disaster.
7. He is a worrier. A man who
worries, cares. And you have to care
a great deal — every day — to produce
superior television commercials.
8. And finally, he has taste — that
vital, infinitely hard-to-define ingredient found in the best commercials. You can't describe it, but you
know when it's there, and worse, you
know when it's not there.

He should
be as in-terested in
sales as
film
festival
awards

William La Cava, v.p. & supervisor of
commercial tv, Cunningham & Walsh Inc.,
New York

encouraging, even demanding, the
birth of a "new man" in advertising
— a new kind of agency commercial

t\ \»-w filer.

producer.
Let me describe what I regard are

"Keep it clean" is the rule this seaion. A producer has to conquer temptation- torig produd demonstrations.

the nine attributes of this "new man"
— this paragon who is at the center of
the production revolution, and who

What every producer has to be is
a creative organizer, a diplomat, and

sf

preferably a combination man of one
e*form
or another; i.e., artist, writer,

photographer, editor. In fact, one of
the best agency
producers
that I
SPONSOR
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producer?
know of started as a singer. There
are no college courses on "Becoming
A Good Producer." This is one of
the few professions in which it sometimes seems a requirement that you
come from other professions, usually,
however, in the allied fields.
As an outstanding producer, one
must not only have the above background, but the added spark of inspiration, for instance — inspiring
studios and their crews by almost becoming a member of their organization until the completion of the job.
The producer must be able to interpret creatively, to know what the public will derive from the message.
Certainly awareness of cost, the
limitations of film versus tape, sound,
and familiarity with the latest techniques are important factors, but this

Why Do Folks Stay Up
SO LATE
In Rochester, N.Y. ?
Rochester's a quiet, thrifty, conservative town— sort
of complacent— a place where you'd hardly expect
to find a flock of late-stayer-uppers. Yet, every evening, far into the night, the home lights shine in thousands of Rochester's neat residential areas! — It's not
the night life that accounts for this— it's the right life!

It's those Wonderful

FEATURE
FILMS

Staging, direction, a creative bent more
important than
being good
technician

EVERY

knowledge does not necessarily make
a good producer. Staging, direction,
a strong tendency toward the creative
instead of the business or technical
end are, in my opinion, far more important in his make-up.
In too many cases, commercial producers have a variety of assignments,
ranging from broker to bookkeeper,
with only a small proportion of their
over-all time actually spent on creative staging and direction. Because
of these varied assignments, producers are hired and promoted on their
abilities as coordinators, technicians,
their knowledge of union codes, and
their skill as negotiators. I feel that
this is a waste and can be eliminated.
Look upon the commercial producer as a creative interpreter who
takes the written word and, with inventive staging and continuity, presents to the client the finest possible
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NIGHT

AT

11:;
Never— no never— has there been such a brilliant, star-studded
array of late-evening entertainment as that offered by our Fall
Festival of Feature Films! Great dramas! Great stars! Great
entertainment!— And a great opportunity for smart buyers who
grab up the golden spots within this super-selling program
structure! Write, wire or telephone today!

CHANNEL
ROCHESTER,
CWVET
EVERETT

McKlNNEY

TV
INC.

lO
N.Y.

• WHEC
THE

TV)
BOULING

CO.

INC.

AIR

BUYERS

Merchandising i^ a far greater factor in radio than in tv, according to
NBC.

point-of-po
irpu|

nylons from 20-30$
,n areas without tlir

I ,11 Stevens,
radio h
director,
u-li."
Weightman Inc., Philadelphia:
\ radio station's merchandising
t] occasions definiterj
moved merchandise for several of our
f I accounts. The station expanded
much effort to see thai promised displays were actually
BEST WAY TO EMBRACE
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

delivered."
THE NEW YORK

This was evidenced in re-

in the style so familiar to listeners

Bponses to the question, "In order to
increase distribution (or for any reaBon), have you ever bought on the
basis of merchandising first, audience second?" Over one-third (38%)
replied ves to this question for radio
while less than one-fifth (19%) answered yes for tv.

everywhere
famous actress(ANNCR:
X with a "Here
word is
about

Since the second most valuable acli\ it\ I see chart page 31) is "calls on
the trade" it would stand to reason
panelists would be in favor of having
a merchandising specialist on the station staff. Almost eight out of 10
respondents (78%) stated that they
would recommend that stations (radio
and tv) employ such persons to make
calls.
Onlj 55$ of the respondents do
not object to having a station merchandising specialist contact their
clients with regard to a schedule,
while 43% definitely do not want to
have their clients contacted.
In summarizing the purpose of the
NBC

When

it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New

York, time buyers sum

up their strat-

egy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether

you

sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can dothe effective job.

fvl

Hotel Theresa. 125th Street t

NEGRO

MARKET

EMBRACES the ENTIRE
IN GREATER NEW YORK.

N. Y. TIMES
(Continued from page 34)

study, Dick Close, vice presi-

dent, NBC Spot Sales, said: "Merchandising isa dilemma for both the
broadcaster and the buyer. It is for
the broadcaster because he is in competition for advertising dollars with
other media, all of whom use merchandising as one weapon to help
create sales for advertisers. And merchandising, properly executed, can
certainly help in this respect. The
dilemma arises, I believe, in determining how much merchandising
support a station can provide and still
make a reasonable profit. On the
other hand, the buyer is caught in a
dilemma because he must equate merI chandising support with advertising
value — and these two factors change
I with each of his clients."

^

Y." ACTRESS: "I love Y because
. . ."). "We felt our celebrities should
be interesting people making interesting conversation about something
they'd just read in the paper — it so
happening that that paper was the
New York Times," noted Bellaire.
After Times promotion chief Irvin
Taubkin gave his o.k. Mercer & staff,
including copywriters Peter Beach,
Paul Murphy and their successors,
Bill Fuess and Edgar Marvin, called
up celebrities all over town. "We'd
ask them if they'd read the Times.
With those who didn't, we dropped
the matter there and then." With
readers, a date would be made, either
at cocktails, supper or in their dressing rooms. "We'd chat, amiably,"
Mercer says, "and since none of us
knew shorthand, we had to become
rather vain about our memories." After the interview, the boys would dash
back to their typewriters, bat out a
rough draft (adhering as much as
possible to the conversational style of
the celebrity) and return for a second session.
It didn't take long for these spots
to catch on, and to acquire a large
and dedicated following by people
who actually wrote the Times to applaud its nerve. And sometimes, nerve
is just what it took. For example, in
turning the live mike over to Andy
("No Time for Sergeants" and "Destry Rides Again") Griffith the incumbent Times management may have
pictured the late Adolph Ochs and
Carr Van Anda turning in their
ANNCR: Andy Griffith for the
New York
Times.
graves
:
GRIFFITH: I am happy and honored to have this opportunity to speak
to you fine folks today about the
New York Times. / mean boy this
here is a real neivspaper and on a par
with my hometown newspaper, the
Mount Airy, North Carolina, Times.
To look at the New York Times is so

JEGvib

Leading^^ Dallas agencies place.
among top 4 stations in total market
and in top 2 for quality market !

satisfying. Them pretty headlines.
And all that handsome punctuation
that the boys worked so hard to learn.
I tell you the Times can do more with
a semi-colon than any paper I know.
And when you see a man studying the
Times you know he's doing some(Please turn to page 53)
SPONSOR
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National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

TV BUYS
Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc., Hanson, Mass.: Schedules for its
holiday cranberry promotion begin early November, in about 30

CHANNEL 9

WTVM
COLUMBUS, GA.

markets. Eight-week placements are for day and night minutes, 15-30
per week per market. Buyer : John Neilan. Agency : BBDO, New York.
Chun King Sales, Inc., Duluth: New schedules on its food products

•

Lionel Corp., New York: Going into 30-35 markets in November
and December with the pre-Christmas drive for its toys. A 30-minute
promotion film is being placed to reach kid and family audiences, and

Pan American

Coffee Bureau, New York: Schedules will start next

Creat

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on the

only primary ABC station between
Atlanta and the Gulf!

•

Top ABC

Programs!

Shows like Maverick, Cheyenne, The
Real McCoys,

minutes and 20's in kid shows are also being bought. Buyer: Jerry
Rettig. Agency: Grey Adv. Agency, New York.
Minute Maid Corp., Orlando, Fla.: A number of new markets get
schedules for its frozen orange juice starting in November. Day and
night minutes and chainbreaks are set to run through the end of
April. Buyer : Chet Slaybaugh. Agency : Ted Bates & Co., New York.

A
82%

start mid-November. Moderate freqencies of day and prime night
minutes are being bought. Buyer: Betty Hitch. Agency: BBDO,
Minneapolis.

Sunset Strip, Hong

Kong, and The Untouchables.

•

The

Best of NBC

Programs like Wagon

Train, The

Price is Right, Huntley-Brinkley
News and Perry Como

. . . plus top

syndicated programs.

month in about 30 markets. Day and late night minutes are being
used for four weeks, 10-15 spots per week per market. Buyer: Hope
Martinez.
Agency: Grey Adv. Agency, New York.
Lever Bros. Co., New York: Testing a number of new products.
Out of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, schedules are being run
on Starlight Shampoo, Reward detergent, and Mrs. Butterworth's
Syrup. Dick Nybord is the buyer. Other test placements are on
Summer County margarine, through SSCB, New York. Mike Cambridge buys.
Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati: Radar, a new hair tonic, is being tested in five markets. Fringe minutes are being scheduled for an
indefinite period. Lou Cappazoli, broadcast supervisor, buys. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

RADIO

Borden's Instant Coffee for November. Filling-in is for two to four
weeks using traffic minutes, in about 40 eastern markets. Buyer:
Lou Bullock. Agency: DCSS, New York.
Ceribelli & Co., Fairlawn, N. J.: Buying traffic and day 30's on
Brioschi, ranging from 10 to 50 spots per week per market. Schedules start 26 November for six weeks in about 30 markets. Buyer:
Mary Dowling.
Agency: Ellington & Co., New York.
•
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COLUMBUS,

GA.

BUYS

Borden Foods Co., New York: Additional money is going into

SPONSOR

CHANNEL 9

WHT

The #1 night-tir
station in
Chattanooga!

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

"

DEPARTMENT

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Hanaea-MacPhee Engineering

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: The Hanson-Mac Phee Engineering

SPONSOR:

STORES

Moran's Department
Store

AGENCY:

Neigher-Scott-Srun

Co., Inc., Volkswagen distributors, felt it had a tough fight
..ii it- bands in 1960 because of the new American compacts.

Capsule case history: With tv's continuing battle to woi
traditional newspaper advertisers, WHNB-TV recently sue
ceeded in the toughest sell of them all, the department store

Foreign car sales were declining for all makes in northern

Selling

\Yw England as well as nationally, and the distributor needed t\ exposure that would give it wide coverage in Vermont,

Conn., on giving tv a whirl for its client, Moran's Depart
ment Store, the station hoped to break down with a test cam

\cu

Hampshire, and Maine. It bought a schedule on

\\ Ml WIN using a weekly ski show in winter and the Let's
Ploy ('"Ii show in summer, in the Wednesday night 10:45
slot. Both programs successfully maintained interest and
enthusiasm for Volkswagen cars and trucks.

Not only did

,m\ dent by the American compacts, but dealer
volume increased 60% to 70% over 1959. "These results
tnplished because of high quality programing, the

the

Neigher-Scott-Shaw

ad

agency

of

Hartford.

paign the resistance against broadcast usually put up by de
partment stores.

Results were better than ever hoped for.

with the test producing record-breaking sales for Moran's.
The advertiser made an immediate decision following a week
of business newspapers had never been

able to produce.

"Moran's has decided to drop all newspaper advertising and
to continue use of your station exclusively," reported Harold

ing promotional activity," said John C. Dowd, the distribu-

J. Shaw of the Neigher-Scott-Shaw agency. "The store's ad
vertising cost on WHNB-TV, in ratio to volume, is the lowest
it has ever experienced. We are completely sold on broad

tor's ad manager. "We have renewed for the coming season."
WMTW-TV, Portland-Mt. Washington
Programs

cast as the best way to sell merchandise in this market.'
WHNB-TV, Hartford-New Britain
Announcement.

CAMERA

GASOLINE

large audience of men reached, and WMTW-TVTs

outstand-

STORES

SPONSOR: Schilling Sales Co.

AGENCY:

& OIL

J. G. Sullivan Co.

AGENCY:

Hart-Conwa

Capsule case history: The Charles W. Schilling Co., a

Capsule case history: The Webaco Oil Co., distributor oi J

camera retailer in South Bend, hesitated to sponsor the week-

Cities Service products for a six-county area in the Rochester

ly Bishop Sheen program on WNDU-TV

because it felt it

New York, market, has sponsored the City Edition Neu

would be difficult to integrate the commercials. It had never

show on WVBT-TV

used tv before and was cautious about placing advertising

Brown, of the Hart-Conway advertising agency, reports tha

thai would offend viewers, in a market where it already

during this period, "City Edition News has played a majo
part in building Webaco sales for Cities Service gasolint

had an established reputation. But working with its agency,
the J. G. Sullivan Co., a soft-sell presentation in keeping
with the dignity of the program was created. Results from
sponsorship were immediate: hundreds of letters the first

for more than four years. Joseph P

fuel oil, and accessories. The program's audience has in
creased from a nine rating to around a 22 since initial spon

week alone • \pressing thanks for bringing the show to the

sorship." The segment's prestige and respect has grown con
sistently in the Rochester market, and solid sponsor identifi

area, and proof of the advertising value was that viewers

cation has been a key factor in sales for Webaco and dealer

came from even distant points covered by WNDU-TV

in the distributor's area. "Special announcements

to

mention their appreciation and make purchases. "Our spon-or^iiii ..f the Bishop Sheen program has become one of our

brin

Webaco's dealers immediate response after the program.
Brown says. "The City Edition News is an integral part <
its advertising, and we consider the program the best t

most effective campaigns," -aid Charles Schilling, "giving
us unprecedented sales from the entire Michiana market."

buy in Rochester in terms of both cost and sales results.

WNDU-TV,

WVBT-TV,

South Bend, Ind.

Program

Rochester
SPONSOR
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N. Y. TIMES
(Continued from page 50)
thing good for hisself. Boy I'm telling you this Times is a real stomper.
Now let me wind up by pointing out
what I think is the clinching argument in favor of this here paper. The
Times is published — now would you
believe it? — seven days a week. Read
the New York Times friends. It's
much more interesting. And if you
can't read, git it anyhow. It'll make
you look important.
"There seemed to be no end to willing candidates," Mercer recalls, adding that occasionally, talent agents
called up the Times to ask that their
client be used. "Each person had
something distinctly personal to say
about the Times," Mercer explains.
Celeste Holm told of wrapping her
Xmas gifts in back issues of the
Times to send to expatriate New
Yorkers; Rod Serling liked the tv reviewsMeredith
;
Willson told of reading the smash reviews of his "Music
Man" hit, and so forth. When the
Times sponsored local baseball and
pro football, it brought to the mike a
number of sports personalities.
"We even launched a sideline series
we called 'unknown readers,' " Mercer says, "calling upon people like
my neighbor in Jersey, who's a wallpaper salesman and Times fan."
More recently, as the novelty began
to wear off the testimonials BBDO
tried another offbeat tack. In the
suburbs, it placed a series of commercials that consisted of mythical letters
to the editors (". . . my world is no
bigger than a station wagon windshield," complained the harried
housewife, whereupon the announcer
urged, "widen your windshield . . .
wake up to the Times"), and commercials that were nine-tenths soundeffects. And, possibly to remind the
readers that the Times wasn't as
avant-garde as all that, BBDO keyed
to the G.O.P. and Democratic con-

"Brawnski Will Be Big
In The Media Department"
Sharp lad that Brawnski . . . he'll join the agency schooled in basic marketfacts. Obviously he knows that South Bend has a higher per household income ($7,553*) than any other Indiana Metro Area . . . that it ranks $1,426*
above the state average.
While a rich market by itself, South Bend is part of a total 15-county area
with buying power in excess of $1.7 billion*! You can't afford to penalize
your sales efforts in a market of this scope ... it calls for an all-out aerial
offensive! And no station reaches South Bend aerials like WSBT-TV!
The nation's oldest UHF station, WSBT-TV has dominated this market since
its opening day. Year after year it delivers 45% share of sets in use with top
CBS programs and popular local shows.
Don't fumble sales potentials in the big South Bend market. Get the latest
signals from your Raymer man.
'Sales Management

ventions "historical vignettes" that
revealed the Times to be "the paper
of record" at all conventions dating
back to when Lincoln was nominated.

WSBT-TV

"We haven't begun to exhaust all
the possibilities that still lie before
us," Bellaire said the other day.
"This is one of those dream accounts
in advertising, where the product is
continually changing. It is virtually
impossible to become bored with the
Times — either reading it, or writing
about it."
^
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1960 Survey of Buying Power

SOUTH

BEND,

Channel

ONE

OF

CBS'

HIGHEST-

INDIANA

22

RATED

Ask Paul H. Raymer, National Representative

STATIONS

It's a habit...

walchingr I$/£j-T/V *«■ fkesno
(California)
Valley. . .
KMJ-TV

Most Fresno farmers wouldn't let any chore keep them
from watching their favorite farm program, TODAY
IN AGRICULTURE. KMJ-TV sends reporters and
photographers into the field to gather this farm news
direct. And with approximately 30,000* farms in the
KMJ-TV area, the program's popularity is easy to un<x\. Just another reason why KMJ-TV has such a
high degree of viewer loyalty.

first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
,.

of the Bees
' McCLATCHY
COMPANY
BROADCASTING

nt's I960 Survey of Buying Power

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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Wharfs happening in U. 5. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
31 OCTOBER

PUBLICATIONS

WEEK

I960

INC.

RKO and Hartford Phonovision president Thomas F. O'Neil made a firm pledge
to the FCC that the company would not only refuse to bid against free-tv for attractions but would refuse anything which could be sold to free-tv.
He also forecasts a loss of $1 million for his company if the FCC approves the three-year
pay-tv test he seeks.
NAB's Charles Tower had a rough time as his intended testimony was tossed out by the
FCC on grounds that it was a general attack against the system rather than testimony on the
issues in the current proceedings.
FCC chairman Ford noted that the commission has already decided there should be a test
of the system and solely at issue now is whether
tions set down.

the RKO

application meets specifica-

Tower offered a new presentation alleging injury to Hartford tv stations.
Motion picture exhibitor Marcus Cohn set down the basis for a contention that approval
of the bid by RKO, would still control some motion pictures, would violate the anti-trust
laws under the Paramount case precedent.
A fascinating guessing game arises out of a conviction among leading Washington politicos to the effect that debates between presidential candidates are
to become a one-time wonder.

doomed

This is held to be true for two reasons: (1) Republicans are dissatisfied, not so much
with the showing made by their man, as with the fact that Sen. Kennedy has gotten much
free tv time; (2) Republicans traditionally have more money to spend on campaigning and
feel the debate technique has neutralized that advantage. They feel Nixon was by far the
better known candidate, and the appearance of the two men on the same tv saturation platform has acted to neutralize that advantage, also.
Then, regardless of which man is elected, these leading national politicians are of the
firm opinion that four years hence the incumbent president is going to be in no mood to
climb down from his position of White House advantage for an even-up free-for-all.
All of this adds up to a conviction among the men who should know best that the networks may offer free debate time in wholesale lots, but will find it impossible to
bring the candidates together.

Election of a Democratic president to go with the Democratic Congress could
further cool the ardor of Congress for probes of the FCC and other regulatory
agencies.
There are no plans now for sweeping probes of the sort carried on by Rep. Oren Harris,
chairman of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, and the subcommittee is currently slated for the discard.
Harris has promised to hold hearings next year on whether networks should come under
direct regulation by the FCC. However, these are to be held by the permanent House Commerce Communications and Power subcommittee. Nor do they appear in advance to be much
more than a routine followup to the special subcommittee's final report, without too much real
effort to pass a law requiring such regulation.
•
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Significant news, trends in
• FUm
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
31 OCTOBER

I960

•PONSOB
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Nothing makes

media as promotion-conscious

as owning a piece of the tv prop-

erty they're promoting.
Take the case of ITC's Best of the Post, based on stories in the Saturday Evening Post;
the series is owned in part by Curtis Publishing.
The Post went all-out, providing a selective edition spread on 27 August and adding
many tune-in ads in specific markets as the show premiered.
Wholesale news dealers' trucks sprouted posters in Chicago, and stack inserts went into
copies of the magazine at over 8,000 New York and Chicago outlets. (Despite good
reviews, the show's New York premiere on WABC-TV earned only 3.4 on 22 October, against
CBS Films' Brothers Brannagan's 20.3 Arbitron on WCBS-TV.)
The Post was going so far to promote Best of the Post that it was even ready to consider it a factor in the allocation of its own tv money: "If we learned that a station
in one of our markets was running the Post program, we'd probably put the spots for that
market on that station," said BBDO account executive George Morris.
There was also a probability the Post's tv spot schedules would go right into the show
itself in its scheduled markets, noted BBDO timebuyer Jack Van Sluys Maes.
(For latest sales reports on Best of the Post, see FILM WRAP-UP,

p. 70.)

Whether syndication men face the coming months with optimism or pessimism,
the facts are that new half -hour syndication business has been moving along at far
from a pace that anyone could dub a standstill.
At least eight new shows now on the market in the half-hour category are selling and
most have one or mole major, regional deals to their credit.
Here are the latest slles totals of eight new shows:
SYNDICATOR

PROGRAM

& TYPE

NO. MARKETS

CBS Films

Brothers Brannagan (detective)

122

CNP

Deputy Dawg (animation)
Blue Angels (adventure)
Jim Backus (comedy)

83
122

Screen Gems
ITC

Two Faces West (western)
Best of the Post (drama)

145
133

Ziv-UA

Case of the Dangerous Robin (adventure)
Miami Undercover (suspense)

181
18

Note the remarkable variety of program

types represented in these current sales re-

ports which don't even include national spot, renewals, re-runs, and programs
half-hours.
Research men are putting adult animated
gram types making a hit this season.

comedy

other than

into their book of new pro-

Thus Screen Gems' The Flintstones (Miles Labs and R. J. Reynolds) on ABC TV, using
animation in both the program and the commercials, could touch off a chain reaction.
An important factor is the show's integrated commercials, which «mploy the same
mated characters to sell a product.

ani-

An all-animated show has obvious advantages for products such as Miles' brands, which
have often used animation and special effects devices in their drug commercials, using fantasy to talk about an unpleasant subject.
Flintstones didn't elicit many critic's raves, it seems to be guaranteed a wide
base Although
of audience.
SPONSOR
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

ABC Films is in the comfortable
deals to its credit this season.

position of a syndicator with three network

They are: Alcoa Presents, Ralston Purina's Expedition, and Electric Auto-Lite's The
Racers (not yet scheduled), all on ABC TV.
Three other syndicators maintaining their network eligibility this season are: Ziv-UA,
with Bat Masterson on NBC TV and Aquanauts on CBS TV, CBS Films with Angel on CBS TV,
and CNP with Lawless Years on NBC TV.
These four, ABC Films, CBS Films, CNP, and Ziv-UA, all began as non-network
tributors but are now selling to the tv webs as well.

Some

good examples

dis-

of how syndication can be used by institutional adver-

tisers are provided by banks
They are:

sponsoring CBS

Films' Robert Herridge Theatre.

• Prudential Federal Savings (Harris & Love) of Salt Lake City on KSL-TV dropped
the middle commercial entirely to preserve dramatic continuity and limited its opening and
closing messages to institutional advertising and a description of forthcoming programs in its
18 October premiere.
In addition, the bank is scheduling the show as a prime time special.
• The Albany Savings Bank on WTEN-TV, is exploiting each show in the series for
its special audience; it is scheduled every fourth Tuesday at 10:30 p.m.
• Citizen's Fidelity Bank and Trust Co. of Louisville on WHAS-TV, presenting the series weekly at 9 p.m. on Sundays, finds for the first time that it can promote a syndicated
show of its own through teachers of English and drama in public schools, some of whom
make it required viewing; the same bank previously used Gray Ghost and Liber ace.

Stations and syndicators are coming
feature film packages.

to terms on some

of the newer

post-1948

But there are still plenty of hold-outs in both camps: stations and station groups waiting
for a buyer's market and distributors hoping the market will turn in their favor.
A roll call of outstanding hold-outs in both camps would identify the following: the
CBS o&o's among
ducers.

the buyers, Columbia

Paramount,

and MGM

among

the pro-

Nevertheless, UAA, Seven Arts, NTA, Flamingo, PTI, and UA's Lopert have been active
in selling post-1948's.
NTA's 61 for '61 package, for example, made 31 station sales during October. (For
latest sales, see FILM WRAP-UP, p. 70.)

The international market is taking precedence
syndication in a few isolated but interesting cases.

over the domestic

market

in

Formerly domestic demand swept so far ahead of its international counterpart that shows
were still selling abroad one, two, and three years after they went into domestic syndication.
But recently the international demand has boomed while the domestic appetite
for film has been static and the result is that some shows are now first sold abroad
or contracted to start first outside the U. S.
Canada, for example, recently bought CBS Films Robert Herridge Theatre and scheduled several Screen Gems network shows before any U. S. equivalent.
Australia, too, took precedence over the U. S. in buying Robert Herridge from CBS Films
and in buying King of Spades and one other show from Ziv-UA's representative, neither of
which is yet available in the U. S.
57
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A round-up of trad* talk,
trends and tips for admen
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The management of J. B. Williams (formerly Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) is beotniiKt im«
ing urged by close advisers to give up its house agency (Parkson) and place its
sponsor $15 million budget among several agencies.
publications inc.

The argument : a house agency may have its commission-saving advantages — and that's
moot — but it shackles itself creatively by having to depend on a single creative head to
come up regularly with fresh copy ideas.
Ed Kletter is Parkson's No. 1 man.

He replaced Ted Bergmann, now with Revlon.

ABC Radio has high ambitions about attracting lots of new
new programing policy, specifically Flair.
In fact, it's predicting that the number will run around

affiliates with its

50.

According to rep circles, Chicago has suddenly become a nest of agencies which
stress in making new business pitches they can buy spot tv cheaper than others.
Three agencies are said to use this gambit frequently.
They tell prospective accounts they've involved formulas for buying which bring
down the cost-per-1,000.
The rep counter this explanation with one of their own: these agencies seem to have
developed a knack for working one station against another for bonuses.

One of the major tv reps is strongly advising his stations to decline to grant
the usual demand for product protection in one area:
cigarettes.
The stand he takes is that by sticking religiously to the status quo on protection the stations are making it easier for those networks that sell nighttime participations.

If you've ever wondered how they figure the sale valuation of a radio station,
you can take it on the word of an expert, Howard Stark, who just brokered the
sales of WINS and WMGM, both New York, for $10 and $11 million, respectively,
there's no exact formula.
You can take such known factors as the market billings, the number of stations, the rating
position of the station in question and its prestige and earnings, but there's still this question:
how anxious is the prospect to buy into the market?
An old rule-of-thumb that might still apply:
The cartoon gentry are sitting around

five times pre-tax earnings.
waiting to see how

the Flintstones before they rush into making
season.

viewers respond to

pilots of their own for the 1961-62

Reports out of Hollywood are they've already started to bandy ideas around with agency
people. These series, of course, would be directed mainly at the adult level.

Have you ever heard of a corporation

refer to its fiscal span and

the crop

year?
Well, that's the term of measurement used by General Mills.
It obviously relates back to the company's early milling days when it paralleled its op
nation with the wheat farming cycle.
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Nielsen Station Index
gets its measurements
from the rigit homes

n~n qzd[~1

Each NSI sample is a true cross-section of
4he market area it measures. ..reflecting
family size and composition, household characteristics,
and other important data such as ownership of
automobiles, tv and radio sets.
Detailed proof of sample rightness is yours for the
asking. It is one reason why...
MSI is the only validated source of station
audience facts available today ...
pAojudUtf n&liaJde u^G^maticut
Ipx, IrtOGdcGvU a&ueAtitinCf, deoLUcutl
FOR

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101

Howard

Street,

Chicago 45,

NSI is o Registered Service Mark of A. C. Nielsen Company
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[Continued from page 40 i
liated farm stations covering an estimated 77' ( of the farm population.
Edwin I!. Peterson, -enior vice president of KBS, reports on these two
continuing patterns in farm ownership and farm-appeal broadcasting.
"Rather than having a number of
small farms, we are gradually getting into a situation where farmers
are ahsorbing more acreage so that
ownership is getting less each year.
This is because of specialized farm
techniques which are resulting in the
purchase of more machinery and
equipment for each farm. Heretofore,
a farm might have had one tractor.
but now it is necessary for that same
farmer to own two or three."
Therefore, predicts Peterson,
"There should be an upsurge in the
sale of farm machinery and equipment which should also apply to
products associated with new modern
methods of operation which require
fertilizers, sprays and other materials
for the protection of crops."
As for radio programing of
greatest appeal to the farmer and
family, he finds after surveving
Keystone stations that listening

HITCH
MILLER
Joining Mitch Miller and guests at
his table can be a pleasant and profitable move for an advertiser. Listeners find the combination of Mitch,
music, glittering guest stars and a
no-holds-barred discussion of the
entire entertainment world fascinating fare. This special "inside show
business" flavor gives sponsors the
inside track to a large and interested
audience. In all radio, Mitch Miller
is the kind of company you keep . ■ ,

ONLY

CN CLS

RADIO

the
his
the
pat-

terns remain fairly constant. "The
best time to reach the farmer is early
morning, when he listens to news,
weather, farm reports and county
agents. This also applies to the noon
period I when he returns to the house
for lunch). But early evening is also
popular, and local sports reach a very
large listening audience."
He emphasizes the fact, also, that
out-of-house tune-in is a major factor
as the farmer has installed radio receivers inbarns and peripheral buildings and also frequentlv carries a
transistor radio with him as he goes
about his farm chores.
The changing patterns of farming
and the advancing economic growth
of the farmer and his property are
alerting advertisers to seek out this
rich market in new ways. More general product advertisers are moving
into farm areas with tv and radio to
sell consumer items — food and drug
products, household and personal accessories, appliances, cars. It's estimated, for example, that one-third of
all passenger cars sold are purchased
by farm and rural householders. And
the U.S.D.A. reports that farms now
supply onl) 10', of their own food,
compared with 60$ in 1941 and with

an even higher 70' \ in 1923.
Marketing facts such as these mean
an expanded market for consumer
product manufacturers. But the potential is even more vast for manufacturers of such specialized farm
products as fertilizers, feeds, machinery and equipment, building supplies.
Here are some of the more salient
reasons
they're using broadcast media:
1. Tv and radio are geared specifically to farm habits. Farm programs are concentrated in the earh morning period when the farm famil\ arises, during the noon hour when
it eats dinner, during the early evening hours when familv members re2. Broadcast farm directors know
the character of the people in their
coverage area and the nature of the
farm problems. They tailor-make the
"editorial"" content as well as the
commercial content to the needs of
their audience.
3. They give the farmer updated
information, both in the show itself
and in the commercials, which help
money.
him
do a better job and make more
lax.'
4. And farm broadcasters are helping to bring city and country closer
together psychologically by adding
information for city people which
gives them a better understanding of
farm problems and their relation to
them.
5. Station people cooperate extensivelv with profesisonal and governmental agriculturists. For example,
the USDA reports that in 1958 agricultural agents made 288.408 radio
broadcasts and 18.584 telecasts. Demonstration agents in that same year
made 81.076 radio and 6.490 tv ap6. Local-level cooperation with
pearances.
wholesalers and retailers is meshed
with sales and merchandising efforts
with the advertising agency and advertiser so that the farm station director is the focal point in the local
sales effort.
These many appeals are used by
general product advertisers and by
specialized farm market manufacturers in their dual appeal to the farmer
as ( 1 i a consumer and as (2) a
Without exception, farm advertisproducer.
ers stress "news" in their advertising:
news of important developments, new
uses of an item, additional ways in
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which the farmer and his family can
improve their agribusiness methods
and profits.
The major national advertisers in
the specialized farm product areas
range from chemicals (such as American Cyanamid and Merck) through
trucks and tractors (such as General
Motors and Ford ) to seed companies
(Coker and Funk among them) and
feeds (such as Ralston-Purina and
Quaker Oats).
Reports on how such long-time
broadcast sponsors as International
Harvester and Massey-Ferguson use
radio and tv, respectively, are detailed on pages 41 and 42. These are
two of the giants among farm-market
advertisers. But a growing trend is
for smaller companies and for new
advertisers to move into tv and radio.
Typical of an up-and-coming com
petitor in the health and feed supple
ment field is Myzon Labs., Chicago.
sponsor's Midwest editor reports that
this 10-year-old manufacturer of
poultry and animal health and feed
supplements has launched in the past
year an aggressive new product development plan so that it is competing
nationally with such major firms as
Pfizer and American Cyanamid.
The company has become nationally known because of its radio advertising in the past decade, but it's primary strength is concentrated in
about a dozen Midwest states. The
current distribution expansion plan,
however, will make for more concentrated, in-depth marketing in all
areas.
Radio is used for this added depth,
according to account people at Henri,
Hurst and McDonald agency in Chicago. The current radio plan: An
eight-week drive which started two
weeks ago in 52 selected national
markets. In these markets, Myzon is
using 21 farm stations affiliated with
the Keystone Broadcasting System in
line with its concept of "interlocking
saturation strategy" at the local level.
Keystone's merchandising program is
geared to gaining additional retail
outlets for the various Myzon products, which now are distributed
through standard outlets for animal
health products but which are moving
into a new sales source — rural drug
stores.
The current ad budget is about
$400,000, with radio getting about
half of this amount.
Farmers seem to have
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ness and an appreciation of advertising, and of broadcast media in particular. Two recent surveys tend to
document these conclusions. A questionnaire from Wally Erickson of
KFRE, Fresno, president of the National Assn. of Television and Radio
Directors, asked farmers

Farm

"Which source serves you best for
farm news, interviews, farm advisors,
markets, farm calendars and weather?" Radio was chosen first on an
over-all basis with 1,259 or 37% of
the total votes. Radio was listed as
a clear "first" in the interview, market and weather sections.
A general advertising summary,
based on responses from Illinois
farmers, shows that 91% of the farmers think "Advertising in general is
helpful to me as a consumer" and
93% think "Advertising is necessary
to keep business healthy and growing." Almost nine in 10 (87%)
thought "We are better off with advertising than without it," and 68%
think they "can depend more on
statements made in advertising than
on those made by salesmen."
These factors point to a sound psychological base or climate for the reception of commercials and of the
broadcast media. And this climate is
made even more favorable by the
types of programing which stations
schedule for farmers. News continues
as the major favorite of all farmers
in all localities. This classification of
program also extends to such perennial features as market and weather
reports and sports.
There are two other program favorites of the farm community, however: popular music and religion.
The rural family tends to take a rather different approach to religion than
city dwellers, and church and church
activities are an integral part of farm
life.
There is also a large audience for
homemaking or household-hint type
of shows. The farm woman, despite
modern conveniences, still likes to get
cooking, sewing and homemaking information, much of which is related
directly to her function as a farm
wife. And she, too, in her role as a
worker on a farm is interested in the
news reports which tell her — for example— about new weed killers or
seeds for her vegetable garden or
chicken feed. She, as her husband,
is a consumer-producer.
The woman in the farm household

CR0SBY&
CLOONEY
When Bing and Rosemary signed for their weekday
program, Variety wrote: "CBS Radio Still Makes Like
Show Biz." It's this network's tradition, of course.
One that attracts audience .. . sells for sponsors.
Here, Bing and Rosemary join personalities like
Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter and Garry Moore to
offer personal salesmanship unequalled elsewhere. Inall radio, this is the kind of company
you keep..

ONLY
ON CBS
RADIO
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i- also .hi agribarin -- partner.
As
,-u. li. she is infli ntial in decisions
about buying bi h big-ticket items as
farm equip
\ pUol id] "ii bow beat to reach
these lusiness pros was conductthe title "Corporate [mage"
h\ Marateller, Rickard, Gebhardt &
Reed agency. It was launched with
Bpecific relation to farm machinery,
l>ut some of the conclusions are projectdble to other kinds of products.
Among the findings:
"Farmers have very definite images
of various manufactuers, and these
arc definable and measurable. The
corporate image study is a tool of top
management, not just of advertising.
This is because all elements of the
company with which the public has
contact add to or detract from the total corportae image. The total corporate image affects sales directly.
"A corporate image is probably
built up over the years. A factor that
has been a strength may today be a
weakness. Changes in a corporate
image must start with management
policies and decisions. Corporate image study findings offer excellent
guides for creating advertising campaigns that hit the target."
Most clients advertising to the farm
market have both a short-run and
long-run advertising purpose: they
want to sell their product or service
now and to build good will and corporate image which intensifies and
heightens during succeeding years.
Habits, especially with farm people.
tend to be ingrained. Television's and
radio's many clients think the broadcast media serve this dual objective.

NATRFD
{Continued from page 40)
for a better understanding of the
farmer by "city folks." He suggests
that farm people themselves and farm
broadcasters start talking to ''outsiders" rather than to themselves,
that they mend their public relations
fences in an attempt to. first, outline
the
problems and, second,
solve farmers*
them.

zone the farmer out of agriculture, or
tax him out of it, or build a freeway
through his land, or chop him off at
the pocketbook by cutting off price
supports, or regulate him with labor
and building codes, or lower tariffs
on More
imports."
constructive and objective appraisals of the farmer, asserts the
XATRFD president, will show him to
be a businessman doing "a wonderful
job." He cited the "agribusiness concept," now moving ahead full speed
in his home state of California, which
"recognizes that the dollars the farmer spends in his business are turned
over many times in the community
in the form of supplies purchased,
wages paid, services rendered, and in
the costs of processing, transporting
and retailing farm commodities."
Erickson cited a study of a single
California county which showed that
39 representative growers over a
three-year period reported a combined gross income of S9 million annually. Of this, the farmer keeps
one-eighth with the other seveneighths going to the agribusiness
world, he says.
In the forefront of communications
with the public generally and the
business community are the farm
broadcasters. In Erickson's opinion,
the RFD "is a man whose main job is
to bring to the farmers production
and marketing information worth dollars and cents, to help weld the agricultural and agribusiness community
together by serving as a clearing
house of information, to serve as
cheerleader for the farmer and as a
spokesman for him to other segments
of The
the population."
effectiveness of the tv and/or
radio farm director is typified, Erickson thinks, in this summary of why
one chemical firm reported it buys
RFD broadcast efforts: "Because of
low cost, flexibility, select coverage,
appropriateness and influence, the
transferring of considerable prestige
of the tv-radio farm director to the
products advertised.
^

INTERNAT'L

HARVESTER

The farmer's business is different
from that of anyone else. Bays Erick-..i). and because he has the land lots
of people resent the fact and wonder
whs. These people bring new focus
to some of the issues, which are being
cited 1,\ both Presidential candidates,

"The target for our advertising is
smaller in proportion to the total

in making such suggestions as: "Let's

population,"

62

(Continued from page 41)
the changes in American agriculture.
Today there are fewer but larger
farms.

says

Harper.

"Also,

farmers have become 'businessmen'
in increasing numbers. They require
specific service information, and use
farm radio as a tool in conducting
their
IH businesses."
does not consider numbers
alone in determining a good farm
radio buy. The most important considerations in making radio buys,
according to Harper:
1) Personality, background
RFD record of achievement.

and

2) Station coverage.
3) Results of other sponsors in the
same market.
4) Field activity by the RFD
the station.

and

5) Cooperation in merchandising
the radio schedule to IH dealers.
Because of fluctuations in sales situations, and timing of specific campaigns to match the seasonal agriculture variables, the number of markets is not stable at any time. But
Harvester's basic national schedule is
52 weeks, coinciding with the company's 1November fiscal vear.
IH has determined that farm listenership has increased during the past
five years.
According to research made available to IH. there is higher listening
in the early morning hours in most
markets. Says Harper, "Quite often
we find more potential customers listen to radio between 5:45 and 6:30
a.m. than at noon, but this varies depending on the tvpe of agriculture in
the listening area. Where field crops
are the major source of income, farmers are generally not up in the early
morning, and noon is the best program time. In livestock and dairy
areas, morning is a better listening
time than at noon. Generally speaking, a set rule cannot be made for
the best program time on a nationIH has also determined that the
wide basis."
farm-businessman listens to a farm
program for information, and that he
prefers it condensed in one uninterrupted package — usually in the early
morning and at noon.
"The farmer resents having to listen to a variety of radio entertainment between bits of important business information," Harper maintains.
"The RFD speaks exclusively for
IH." Harper explains. "By building
this franchise, he has an opportunity
to know the equipment line, and
through his knowledge of the products, he sells."
^
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Get the TV Tape System with a "Matched"
Line of Program Production Equipment
With an RCA TV Tape System you get equipment that is designed for incorporation into a complete package. You get everything you need from one reliable
source of supply— from cameras to TV tape recorders, including audio, switching,
and special effects. You obtain equipment with a background of experience that
is without equal in the film and television industries. You get the finest pictures—both color and black-and-white . . . Why risk the chance of failure with
unmatched equipment when you can get equipment from RCA that is matched—
both electrically and mechanically— to work in a system.
WHY

NOT

LET AN

"OLD

HAND" ASSEMBLE
YOUR TV TAPE
PRODUCTION PACKAGE ?
Free brochure on RCA
Customized TV Tape
System is avilable. See
your RCA Representative.
Or write to RCA,
Dept. N-264,
Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J.

Broadcast

and

Television

Equipment

• Camden,

New

Jersey

RCA TV Tape Recorder • RCA Video Equipment • RCA TV Film Equipment •
RCA Audio Equipment • RCA Switching and Special Effects • RCA Film
Recording Equipment (Studio or Mobile— Monochrome or Color)

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

& IDEA

I WRAP-UP

Drewrys Limited U.S.A., is diversifying into the soft drink field
The fifth largest brewers in
the eountry has acquired PepsiCola Mokan Bottlers.
Mokan's soft drink bottling franchise covers 32 counties in and
around Lyons and Coffeyville, Kan
sas;
Joplin, Missouri, and Harrison
Arkansas.

FOND MEMORIES were recalled when WLW-I (Indianapolis) promoted its premiere of 'The
Untouchables' with a 1931 Marmon replete with bullet holes. Car and station staffers garbed
as hoods and a gun moll, carried toy guns and toured the city promoting the ABC TV series

Campbell Soup, this year,
chalked up a total marketing expenditure of $44.7 million. This
is about $4 million more than
last year.
The money

went for advertising,

sales, promotion, market research and
home economics.
It didn't specify how much went
for advertising alone.
Campaigns: International Nickel
(McCann-Marschalk, div. McCannErickson) spending over $650,000 in

DIG THOSE CRAZY CHAPEAUX! Worn by KRON-TV (San Fi
secretaries (l-r) Melba Ford, Bruna Vernazza at Exec Secretaries
vention,

hats promoted

'Popeye

with

Mayor Art,'

'Bozo,

The

Ch

POLITICAL PARTYTHON,' recent KTSM (El Paso) 32-hou
3ram of interviews with men in politics, found moderator Ted E
below) taking a breather.
Bender is also a City Cou.

radio next year. $25,000 chunk to go
into a two-week Gleam of Stainless
Steel promotion, 20 February-10
March. 34 radio stations in a like
number of top markets will be used.
The buy: time slots in newscasts . . .
Fradelis Frozen Food (Beckman,
Koblitz) going spot radio to push its
! Loved by the Best Loved Cooks
campaign, 600 spots on 11 L.A. area
stations . . . B. T. Babbitt for Hep
Oven Cleaner (Geyer, Morev. Madden & Ballard) buying eight additional weeks spot tv in N.Y., Chicago,
L.A., Boston and Philadelphia . . .
International Shoe putting together
triple-sell tv effort for next year: tv
spot-concentration in metro markets;
;NBC TV's Jack Paar Show; and
ABC TV's Dick Clark's American
Bandstand.

Personnel

moves:

Robert

H.

Braun from Pepsi-Cola to Best
Foods div. of Corn Products Sales, as
ad\ertising manager.

AGENCIES
Five other agencies are pitching
for the account but don't be surprised if Parker Pen winds up
back at JWT, Chicago, from
whence it departed for TathamLaird.
The account bills around $3.5 million.
Lanolin Plus got a citation from
the FTC and a new chairman of
the board all in the same week.
The complaint concerned Rybutol,
which the FTC said erred when it
claimed effectiveness for that tired

Happy birthday : Johnson's Wax,
kicking off its 75th anniversary 27
December, with a half-hour Red Skeln show emanating from the com-

feeling, loss of a sense of well being
and appeared older than the prospect
customer should.

iny's
center.

Retorted LP's president Morton
Edell: there's nothing wrong with our

research

and

administration

advertising because we tell them Rybutol will help them, and if not, they
should see a doctor.
The new chairman: Wilbur E.
Dewell, former McKesson & Robbins
v.p. and director. He was with that
drug and wholesale firm 35 years.
Lanolin also recently got itself a
new agency: C. J. LaRoche (for its
toiletries division).
Agency appointments: 40 Fathoms
Sales Corp., Chestnut Hill, div. National Sea Products Ltd. Halifax, to
Badger & Browning & Parcher
. . . Spatola Wines, Philadelphia, to
Yardis Advertising, that city . . .
Parfums Corday, Inc. to Philip J.
Lane, N.Y.C. . . . Brownberry Ovens
Wisconsin, San Francisco, to Knox
Reeves, Minneapolis . . . WINS,
N.Y.C, to The Wesley Associates
. . . American Chicle (Dentyne Gum)
from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample to
Ted Bates . . . Pacific First Federal
Savings and Loan. Tacoma, Wash., to
Grant ... The Ovaltine Food Products Co. of Canada to Foote, Cone

be5-YEAR AGREEMENT is made
i«IEW
ween Bridgeport's WICC, which reached
S50,000 goal this month, and rep Adam Young,
kbove (l-r): Adam Young; Ken Cooper,
VICC; Steve Machcinslti, Jr., Young exec v.p.

OCIAL

SEASON

in St. Louis was kicked off

yKPLR-TV telecast of Veiled Prophet Queen's
upper. Station's Evelyn Elmen, dir. women's
, Harry Fender gave event's commentary

UNITED IN COMMON CAUSE was state political rivals Minnesota Gov. Orville Freeman
(facing camera), challenger Elmer S. Anderson reached when two shook hands, then pushed
Minneapolis citizen's stalled car.

WTCN

cameraman

Bill Knoll made timely appearance on scene

X Belding for P i itine . . . S< irfe
Paint Compai Brantford, Ontario,
from Wals' Advertising, Canada to
I < ftB
MUM) l . . . Ultrasonics
( ,,i|, < in li- \\ inters, L.A.
idmen

on the move:

William C.

Monroe from Foote, Cone & Belding, \\ esl Coasl division, marketing
director and v.p. to director of marketing, D'\t(\ Advertising, N.Y.C.
. . . Lawrence Stapleton from
Gram to newly created post. v.p. in
charge of client services, Mogul, Williams &Savior . . . William A. Kin»

from William Esty to assistant radio
and tv director. Lvnn Baker, Inc.,
N.Y.C.
. . . David
H. Haughey
from D'Arcy, Chicago, to J. Walter
Thompson, that city, as associate
media director . . . Jack Henry to
\ .p. for Eastern region and Thomas J.
king to manager, Detroit office, hoth
McCann-Erickson . . . Yolanda R.
Tini from Westinghou.se Broadcasting Corp. to media buyer, S. E. Zubrow, Philadelphia . . . Jeffrey Fine
from Doherty. Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield to Wexton as chief time-

buyer.

More admen on the move: Jack
Cantwell from Compton to Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles as v.p. and
management supervisor . . . Robert
W. Tannehill from Compton to
Smith/Greenland as v.p. and marketing director. He will also serve as
account supervisor.
They were named v.p.'s: Miguel
H. Martinez, Young & Rubicam,
Mexico City . . . Donald C. Graves
and Richard W. Long, both Zir
mer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit . .
Randolph T. McKelvev, senior
v.p. Y&R, N.Y.C. . . . Wilfred S.
King, executive v.p. J. M. Mathes.

only kelQland covers
this 103-county market
completely! simultaneously! no gaps!

Agency promotes six: At Farson,
Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati: John
J. Robinson from consumer division head to v.p.: J. E. Wagner
from account executive to account

NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA

J

Aberdeen

v-

ORTONVILLE
MONTEVIDEO

Watertown
Pierre

highmore

Chamberlain
fc

__
Huron

brooking?

'IPESTONE

Mitchell
SIOUX FALLS.

Benton & Bowles promotes: Lee
Currlin, v.p. and associate media director to v.p. and manager of media
department . . . Rudy Maffei, assistant media director to associate media
director.

WORTHINGTON

supervisor; Barry E. Raut from assistant account executive to account
executive; Walter A. Reese from
assistant account executive to account executive; Walter R. Schulze
from production manager to production supervisor; Ann Smith from
media director to media and billing
control supervisor.
Agency expansion: Benton &
Italy.
Bowles, Australia. New Zealand and

■I"

KELO-LAND is a 73,496 square-mile market,
charted by natural distribution flow of consumer goods. No piecemeal "package" of two
or three unrelated stations can begin to cover it — not without leaving
countless untold, unsold families. Only one television facility — KELO-tv
SIOUX FALLS and its KELO-LAND booster hookups delivers the whole
103-county spread to you — completely, simultaneously, no gaps!
265,490 tv households in 5 states:
(South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska, North Dakota).

Represented nationally by

H-R

In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans i? Associates

Happy Birthday: David Wermen.
Wermen & Schorr, Philadelphia
head: 40 years in advertising.
Thisa 'n' data: Clinton E. Frank
Inc., Chicago, formed Market Mea
surement, a separate research firm.

TV STATIONS
WICC-TV. Bridgeport. Conn., a
uhfer projects an unusual air of
insouciance for the business.
The station, which went all-dav
time (the first) when it found i\
couldn't contend with nine surround
ing vhfers, particularly at night
blithely notes it may
be able t<

fvhat has an eye patch to do with you ?
Two things.
One— it points out how brilliant a job advertising can really do.
Two — it proves that the advertiser who does it generally
winds up with the business.
The moral is obvious.

Which brings up two things more.

One — there are some 7500 men and women involved in the
purchase of national spot. Of this number — the top 2000
control over 95% of the total business. We call them
the "influential 2000". The most economical way to pre-sell
this "influential 2000" is via a schedule in SPONSOR
because SPONSOR has the greatest penetration
of influence with this "influential 2000" of any book
in the broadcast field.
Two— give your ads a "patch" of individuality. Without it—
the page you buy is empty. With it— you can spark a
purchase, increase a schedule, motivate a new appraisal,
change a buying pattern and build your station's
volume every year.
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New York 17

USE

claim another first: the first commercial t\ operation in the I . S. without
commercials.
But, il ds, with a sense of
whims) : lowever, we arc hopeful
of Bell ' (a commercial) in the

Corp., to assistant general counsel of
the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
. . . Victor Camerucci from the
Grolier Society to sales staffer, WLOS-

the biggest third-quarter and
ninth months in the history of
the station.

TV, Asheville,' S. C.
Kudos, WMAR-TV, Baltimore,
Helen Delich Bentley, winner of top
award in the Grocery Manufacturers
of America Trophy Competition.
GMA bronze plaque to E. K. Jett,
general manager and v.p. of WMARTV. GMA certificates of honor went

The plus margins over '59 it reveals for third quarter: net profit,
31 ' i : sales. 17%. For ninth months:
net profit. 37%; sales, 22%.

to Josephine McCarthy, WNBC-TV,
N.Y.C., Rozell Fair Fabiani, WRBLTV, Columbus, Ga., and Mildred
Alexander, WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.

nea

uture. "

VIU: TVs
\\ ABC-TV.

Now York flagship,
boasts about having

More and more

broadeasters are

cashing in on polling-time gimmicks to promote their stations.
A case in point: WAGA-TV, Atlanta,
is conducting a Popularity Poll by
inviting poll-conscious citizens to vote
for their favorite nighttime programs.
Prizes amounting to $13,555 will
be handed out at the close of the station's copyrighted Vote Five For Fall
contest.
Ideas at work:
Crowd

getter: KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, established an all-time high in
attracting crowds to nearby Clarion
during the close of Autumn Leaf Festival. Over 30,000 persons invaded
Clarion (pop. 7,000) to witness last
day doings, parades, contests. The
big attraction: KDKA-TV personalities.
And

never the twain shall meet:

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, happily
combined the facilities and talents of
its sister radio station, WOOD, with
itself, in turning out a successful promotion for Wurzburg's, a department
store sponsor. Both radio and tv station air personalities backed up the
spot commercial schedules with personal appearances at special events in
the store.
People on the move: Jim Hansen, KOMO-TV and KOMO Radio,
Seattle, farm director elected president Northwest region, National Association ofTV and Radio Farm Directors .. . Andrew J. MeCaffrev
to WPIX, N.Y.C., as director of pubrelations . . . George Etkin from
Mien B. DuMont Laboratories. Div.
Fairchild
I imera
and
Instrument

New quarters:
WOW-TV and its
sister radio station, WOW, moved into new combination quarters in
Omaha.
Social note: WSBT-TV, South
Bend, played host to Chicago admen
at the Notre Dame-Michigan football
game in South Bend. Cocktails and
luncheon served at the station, preceded the game.

RADIO

STATIONS

F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky., president did a bit
of provocative prophesying at
the NAB's Omaha meet.
His: outlook for the 1960's for
radio
• Radio research will deal in terms
of radio-equipped people rather in
the outmoded radio homes.
• Station operators to survive will
have to make personal services to the
listener their principal aim.
• As good stations tend to expand
their services to the listener, the "fast
buck
rough. operators" will find the going

T

Leave it to radio to make even
the election returns painless, that
is, for the losers.
WDOK, Cleveland, announces that
it's going to program Music to Watch
the Election Returns By on election
night.
As WDOK explains it: "to create
the proper atmosphere in the home"
and "to complement the election return service of Cleveland's three tv
What wasn't made clear is whether
stations."
the householder would have to keep

both his radio and tv sets going simultaneously toget the intended effect.
Francis
M.
Fitzgerald,
WGIV,
Charlotte, was named to head up
as president the new national Ne- ;
gro Radio Association.
Other officers: Robert Rounsaville,
Rounsaville stations, v.p.; Samuel
Feldman, WEBB, Baltimore, treasurer; John McLendon, Ebony Group,
secretary; Frances Crowell, assistant
secretary. Seven new members were
added to N.R.A.'s membership roster
which lists 37 active charter members.
WSM's Ninth Annual Country
Music Festival in Nashville, early
next month, will bring together
most of the nation's top countrywestern music artists.
Segments of the three day festival
— kicking off on the third of November, will be sponsored by these record companies: Dot, RCA Victor,
Warner
Brothers, Columbia and Capitol.
Food, entertainment and various
scheduled doings are free to all working folk in the country music field.
Ideas at work:
Birthday doings:
WJPS, Evansville, Ind., is changing the usual birthday gift format by giving gifts instead of receiving. The idea : to celebrate the station's 12th birthday, the
last day of this month, names are
being selected (at random) from
cards sent to the station, for a 12th
anniversary grab bag. The grab bag,
filled with a variety of valuable merchandise, includes also, a check for
$13.30 — in commemoration of the
station's dial position.
Cold cash — hot competition:
WINS, N.Y.C., has started a heated
race for a cool $500 prize over a
freezing point. The contest: to the
person who comes up with the most
accurate guess — day, hour and minute— the temperature at the Battery
drops down to the freezing point, for
the first time this season, goes the
award: $500 in cash.
People on the move:
James E.
Fox to station manager, KFMB-FM,
San Diego . . . Julius Hernandez to
Spanish market consultant. WHOM,
NYC. . . . William J. Hart from
WPON, Pontiac, Mich., to general
manager, WILX-TV,
SPONSOR
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. . . decidedly Cleveland's #1 station*

:WHK
And the change is not infant- esimal, either. The new
WHK

is the proud papa of Cleveland's largest* audience,

thanks to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation's
new concepts of service, news and showmanship. When
preparing your Cleveland marketing formula, stir in the right
quantity of WHK.

Consult Dr. Blair, or V.P. 8b General

Manager Jack Thayer, (EXpress 1-5000)

..WHK

Cleveland

A station of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

•Hooper Audience Iml
Pulse Metro Area. 2(
in and out of home. 6 a n
Business Establishment 5

son. and Battle ( ek, Mich. . . . Jeff
York from b . b manager to regional
Bales nun r, XEAK, San Diego,
Ilarr> '.. Wrill from CKLW-AMI\ .|
ii. I,, sales manager, WOKY,
M
iikee . . . Larry M. Harding
from publicity supervisor to promotion manager, WBT, Charlotte, V C.
. . . Bert Martin from KRL X, Phoenix. Bales Mail, to general sales manager, KRIZ, that city.

The breakdown:
NETWORK

It will buy participations in six or
seven markets.
FM made

news around Hartford.

Conn., way, the past month: both
the Hartford Times and Hartford
Courant bolstered their publications with special f m editions.
Scores of fm facts, features and
programing notes were sprinkled
throughout the editions which saluted
the October FM Festival of Music.
FM broadcasters in the San Diego
area are going all out to develop
the medium in their locale by
banding
tion.

together in an associa-

The newly formed San Diego Association ofFM Broadcasters will be
chairmanned by Larry Shushan,
KPRI-FM. Vice chairman, Rav Baker. KFSD-FM.
New fm'er:

WGBS-FM,

Miami.

Thisa 'n' data:
WNHC-FM. New
Haven, Conn., joined Triangle FM
Stations . . . WDTM-FM, Detroit,
began, last weekend, to broadcast
CBS's The New York Philharmonic
Saturday Evening Concert from Carnegie Hall.

NETWORKS
\B( TV i> using Nielsen's 24market report for its latest threenetworks comparison: the exact
weekending, 16 October.
The average audience for all eveDing -hows, all pointed out by that
network,
give it— in that report —
xlvantage over CBS TV and a
2395 advantage over NBC TV.
70

SHARK

HATING

36.6
33.6
29.8

19.2
17.6
15.6

11.*Mon.-Sat.. 7:30-11; Sundav, 6:30ABC gives itself the commercial
half-hours lead Sunday. Monday,
Thursday, Friday: NBC. Tuesday,
\\ ednesday and CBS, Saturday night
onlv. Also 10 out of the top 20 shows:
CBS. 7 and NBC, 3.
NBC

Holiday Magazine (BBDO) will
be doing a test for its December
issue with fm.

AUDIENCE

ABC
CBS
NBC

Radio

salesmen

like period for 1959: the margii
comes to .7%.
Billings for the initial eight month
this year: $125,725,000. January
August 1959 accounted for $124,858.
000.
(See page 27 for article, Will sp<
radio hit S200 million?)
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, radii
division, put together a brochur
exploring the advertising poten
tial of tri-state areas of Virginia
North
Carolina and South Caro
lina.

are show-

ing the network's latest presentation booklet entitled The Four
Keys to Leadership.
KEY I: Audiences: as of August,
1960, audiences for various programing has gone up from 13% to 23%
over a year ago. Also, NBC reaches
largest audiences through-out the
week.
KEY II: Efficiency: NBC delivers
the lowest CPM like News on the

Entitled Car-Va, the booklet com
pares the area with other regions o:
the country and points up major m
keting differences.
A unique promotion gimmick
being utilized by P.G.W. in backi
up the new sales presentation: per
sonal letters from the governors
the tri-state area endorsing the plar
go along with the brochure to agenc
and advertiser decision-makers.

Hour, 36d, Emphasis, 54tf, Monitor,
46c.
KEY HI : Selectivity : NBC reaches
a heavy number of Key Group customers the
i
35-49 age group, based on
Nielsen product usage studies in 1957
and again in 1960) .
KEY IV: Advertiser acceptance:
47% of all the advertising in net
radio is carried by NBC.
CBS-TV has put a price on its
t w o - h o u r four-city pickup
Thanksgiving morning parade.
It's SI 5,000 per quarter-hour.
A single minute participation:
87.500.
Net tv sales: The
Purex
Corp.
(Edward H. Weiss) to sponsor the
first NBC Project 20 event of the
new season, Those Ragtime Years,
22 November . . . Revlon (Grey)
bought sponsorship of NBC's twohour colorcast, Peter Pan, 8 December.
Net people : Craig Rogers from account executive, KNX, L.A. to Pacific Coast network sales manager
for the CBS Radio Network.

Rep
appointments : KNBS-TV
Walla Walla, Wash., to Venard, Rin
toul i, McConnell . . . KANS, Kansai
City, WCRT, Birmingham, Ala., anc
WGMT, Wilson, N. C. to Weed
Radio Corp. . . . WSAF, Sarasota.
Fla., to Spot Time Sales . . . WICD,
Danville, 111., to Young Television
Corp. . . . KTVE, Inc., Monroe-El
Dorado, Ark., to Boiling . . . WICC,
Bridgeport. Conn, to Adam Youna
. . . WRR, Dallas to Gill-Perna.
New quarters: Spot Time Sales,
Hollvwood . . . United Spot Sales.
L.A.

ITC reports such an active September that it might go ahead o!
all of its own previous fourth
quarters in total sales.
Important factors apparent in in
creased business are its large and di
versified stock of shows, including

REPRESENTATIVES

first-runs, but leaning heavily on off'
network runs and syndication re-runs,
The leading ITC show of the month
was Best of the Post, sold in 36 markets: KPAR-TV. Abilene-Sweetwater:

National spot radio for the first
eight months this year, according
to SRA estimates, is ahead of the

KOB-TV, Albuquerque; KCMT, Alexandria: WFBG-TV, Altoona; KFDA
TV. Amarillo; KTVA, Anchorage:
WLW-A, Atlanta; WNEM-TV.
Bav

iCity-Saginaw; KVOS-TV, Bellingjiham; KGHL-TV,
Billings; WNBF,
Binghamton; KTVB( Boise; KCRGjlTV, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo; WCHS■jJTV, Charleston; WGN-TV, Chicago;
vvvUBL-TV, Columbus, Ga.; WHIOM Dayton; KTVC, Ensign; KVALTV, Eugene; WFIE-TV, Evansville;
CTVF, Fairbanks; WDAY-TV, FarK WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne; KFREliTV, Fresno; KFBB-TV, Great Falls;
, napolis; WLEX-TV,
India
iVlSH-TV
^exington; KTVH, Little Rock:
jVAVE-TV, Louisville; WALA-TV.
4obile; WLAC-TV, Nashville; WWLK New Orleans; WROC-TV, Rohester; KSL-TV, Salt Lake City:
YTV, Springfield, Mo., and WPTV,
ampa.
lales: NTA's 61 for '61, feature film
■ackage to WFAA-TV, Dallas;
fKBW-TV, Buffalo; WISH-TV, Ina n a p o 1 i s ; WFLA-TV, Tampa ;
1FAPI-TV, Birmingham; WTPA,
Tarrisburg; KROD-TV, El Paso;
^LW-T, Cincinnati; WATE-TV,
iioxviUe; WFYR-TV, Bismarck;
jIBGT-TV, Boise; KSYD-TV, Wichita
alls; WHVH, Honolulu; KENI, Anchorage; KFAR, Fairbanks; KUTV,

Salt Lake City, and WSPA-TV,

Spar-

International:

Producers Associ-

tanburg . . . Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt now
renewed in 43 markets, latest including WGN-TV, Chicago; WMAL-TV,
Washington; WTVJ, Miami, and
KTVI, St. Louis . . . WTMJ-TV, Mil-

ates of Television's Rocky & His
Friends to TCN, Sydney, Australia,
and to all Australia via the TCN Network.

waukee, purchased Lopert Films'
Latest 62 package . . . MCA TV's
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal reruns to WALA-TV. Mobile; WJWTV, Cleveland; WGAN-TV, Portland; KCMC-TV, Texarkana; WPROTV, Providence; WNCT, Greenville;
WFMY-TV, Greensboro; KPHO-TV,
Phoenix; KSL-TV, Salt Lake City,
and WDAF-TV, Kansas City.

Programs: David L. Wolper's fifth
documentary special will be The
Legend of Valentino, an hour-long
film to be written by Arthur Knight.

More sales: Ziv-UA's Case of the
Dangerous Robin now reported sold
in 181 markets, latest being Fels

It explains every step was all part
of a plan conceived long before the
conventions, and relates how sponsors
participated in promoting not only
the promotions, but interest in registering and voting.

(Aitkin-Kynett) on WBAL-TV, Baltimore, and WREX-TV, Richmond;
Patte Oil (All Herr Adv.) on WTMJTV, Milwaukee; American Coal and
Supply Co. (Louis E. Wake) on
WPTA, Ft. Wayne; Paul F. Bowser
Insurance on WSEE, Erie; Academy
Surplus Sales and El Matamoros restaurants on KTBC-TV, Austin; also
to stations WSIL-TV, Harrisburg,
and KKTV, Colorado Springs.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

WHNC, New Haven, has documented in a 10-page report its
tivity.
eight-month election year ac-

WLS, Chicago, got together with
the Illinois State Police and
worked out a plan to help combat
crime.
The plan:

a direct teletype communicating service was hooked
up
I Please turn to page 74)

'JUST
RIGHT"
FOR DELIVERING
QUALITY
RESULTS
IN GREATER

KANSAS

KBKC
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radio
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"GOOD

MUSIC

IN THE

MODERN
KIOA
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VEIN"

KAKC
TULSA

KBKC
KANSAS CITY

Announcing the Appointment of
Our National Representatives:

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, Inc.
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" SPONSOR'S comprehensh
news bulletins such as Sponsor-Scop
Washington Week, Film-Scope, an
Sponsor Hears are most informative an
extremely useful to m
These easy to find, concise and up to da
sections are (must reading' on my li
PHIL

STUM

BO

McCann-Erickson

Phil Stumbo purchases SPOT for the follov
McCann-Erickson clients: Westinghouse Electric Corp.
National Biscuit Co.

(Bread Division), Bulova Watch <
John Hancock, Look Magazii

Phil Stumbo, with

McCann-Erickson

since

1956,

is one of the most important timebuyers in the industry.
He is responsible for the purchase of over $5,000,000 worth of SPOT and
network time a year. He finds SPONSOR

"must reading" on his list.

Mr. Stumbo is one of the "influential 2000" — The 2000 key men
and women in advertising who determine the placement of over 95%
of all national SPOT business in America.
In the purchase of time for any McCann

client an entire team of top executives

are always involved. These decision-makers may include researchers,
account executives, account or media supervisors — up to the
vice presidents themselves directly concerned with the account.
81 of these decision-makers at McCann

subscribe to SPONSOR.

This situation

obtains in every important agency in the business.
Look at it this way — practically every dollar spent in SPOT is spent
by the "influential 2000" and practically every one
of them subscribe to SPONSOR.

BREAKDOWN OF SUBSCRIBERS
McCANN-ERICKSON
President, Senior Vice Presidents, Vice Presidents
Account Executives
Timebuyers
Media Supervisee, Other Media Personnel
Research, Programming, Publicity

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

40 East 49th St.

TV/RADIO

MU 8-2772

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

AT

WRAP-UP
(Continued from page 71)

Winners

announced

inf Hot Shot contest
Seven Stations Recognized for Outstanding
Merchandising ot Hot Shot Insecticide Schedules
This Year,
Memphis, Oct. 20 — Four television stations and three radio stations won top
merchandising awards recently in a national merchandising contest sponsored by
Hot Shot Quality Products, Inc., Memphis, Tennessee. The seven winners won by
creating unusual and effective ways to tell wholesalers, cooperatives, and chains
about the big Hot Shot Insecticide schedule which was running on their respective
Btations. ■ In addition, they also used unique promotional techniques to get more
customers to buy Hot Shot from their favorite stores. The promotional stunts
ranged from display cards and special floor displays in grocery stores to a dead-bug
contest staged by one station which was literally swarming with dead bugs brought
in by listeners. ■ The radio and television merchandising contest was open to all
stations throughout the country which carried advertising for Hot Shot Insecticides
during the 1960 season. ■ Second place winnter, Mike Schaffer, is not pictured
below because no photograph was received at press time. At the time of the contest,
Schaffer was Director of Promotion & Merchandising for WAVY-TV, Portsmouth,
Virginia.

from the radio station to police headquarters making it possible for WLS
to give out fast, and reliable, crime
development news.
Signal 7, as the service is called,
broadcasts
hourly
information
stolen vehicles, wanted criminals, etc.
Extra bonus: the direct service is
also used to make known area road
conditions.
United Fund

boosters: WSB,

At

lanta, beginning third annual Operation 600 Day for the Fund .
WEJL, Scranton, focussing attention
on the Fund by broadcasting live
from Fund meeting places .
KDKA, Pittsburgh, doing their part
by producing and broadcasting
minute documentary explaining
where Fund money goes.
Here

and

there. WFLA-TV,

St.

Petersburg, showing the station's exclusive filmed report The Demise of
Donna, a half-hour documentary covering the path of the hurricane's
destruction, by request, to civic clubs.
Civil Defense units and industrial!
plants . . . WVOX, New Rochelle,
allaying childish school teacher apprehensions by introducing new
school teachers during station breaks
. . . WBT, Charlotte, N. C. putting

*>

Miss
TV,
First

Ann
Mar,
National
Sales Coordinator, WBALBaltimore,
Maryland,
prize winner.

Mr. Gene A. Bowen, Commercial
Manager,
Radio
Station,
WDVH,
Gainesville, Florida,
Third
prize

Mr. Ed Prendergasr, Manager, Radio Station WBOK
New Orleans,
Louisiana
Prize winner.

youngsters to work admonitioning
drivers to extra road caution by recording (and airing) the childn
safety pleas.
On

the election front: WOOD

and WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids.
Mich., are getting together with IBM
to equip the station with Ramac to
give their listeners (and viewers) the
fastest possible election returns . . .
WHAS, Louisville, director of news,
William Small, current head of the
Radio TV News Directors Assn., tryMr. Frank
Gentry,
Sah
Manager,
WLBT-TV,
Jackson, Mississippi, Prize win-

Mr. Will
Shawver, Ger
eral Manager, Radio
tion WRGR, Starke,
da, Prize winner.

A. Eisenstat, PromoDirector, KPLRTV, St.
, Missouri,
Prize win-

Hot Shot insecticides have had sensational sales increases during
past years.
Hot Shot Insecticides is America's fastest growing brand of quality household insecticides. Despite unseasonably cool weather for bugs during the 1960 season.
Hot Shot has already chalked up sales increases of approximately 25 per cent. Simon
& <,w vim. Memphis, Tennessee, is the agency.

ing to pin down the presidential candidates on establishing future presidential election debates . . . WFIL
and WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, setting
up special Eyewitness election returns
teams for complete coverage electic
night . . . KMOX-TV, St. Louis, has
put out an election guide booklet to
acquaint viewers with election facts
and know-how . . . WING, Dayto
Ohio, setting up voting machine
the station lobby to help instruct vc
ers on its proper use.
%
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Charles M. Amory was appointed director of tv and radio for The Wesley Associates, Inc. Formerly, he was president and
chairman of the board of U. M. & M. Tv
Corp. It was under his direction that U. M.
& M. acquired Paramount Pictures' shortsubject library for tv distribution, thus establishing a precedent now followed by
many Hollywood studios and tv distribution organizations. Prior, Amory founded, and was president of
Minot Tv, Inc., a company
which
merged
later with U.M.&M.
Roeland Jan van Emmerik

has joined

Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard as associate director of media. He comes to Geyer
from Lennen & Newell where he held a
similar post. Van Emmerik joined L&N in
1955 as media research manager. In 1959
he left to serve as general manager of TVQDivision of Home Testing Institute, returning several months later as associate media
director. Earlier in his career, van Emmerik ' vas radio/tv analyst
with N. W. Aver, and, prior to that with A. C. Nielsen (Australia).

BUENOS AIRES
iicunc AIDCC x

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
ONLY
FROM
ON

SECONDS
ANY

FACE

WITH

NBC

CENTER

OF THE

GLOBE

COMPLETE

NEWS

COVERAGE
WVET-RADIO- ROCHESTER 4, NY.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
Robert E. Eastman

%wrw

Inc. He will head the ad agency's New
York office. Dodge, who was one of the
firm's founding officers when it began
operations five years ago, is also a principal stockholder. Prior to this affiliation,
Dodge was a Weiss & Geller v.p. in charge
of radio and tv. Before this he was radio
and tv department director for Kenyon & Eckhardt, where he produced Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Toun and The Victor Borge Show
Jerry Zigmond has been appointed director of promotional activities for the Academy Awards "Oscar" presentation which
will be broadcast exclusively over the ABC
Television and Radio Networks on 17 April
1961. At present Paramount Theatres
PT's West Coast theatres, Zigmond has
specialized in unique advertising and publicity selling of pictures on theater screens.
' bringing the presentation of 3-D pictures at theaters to the public.
SPONSOR
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& Co., Inc.

ROCKFONL.*. YOUR

Bruce M. Dodge has been appointed executive vice president of North Advertising

executive and division manager of ABC-

AWAY

NEWS

CHANNEL

1 ^

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
// hat is this thing called "quality radio"'/ asks Edward A. W. Smith, general
sales manager of KQV, Pittsburgh. His answer, a provocative, controversial
one, is that "quality radio," as some stations label themselves, is not appealing to listeners, but to advertisers. The pitch: "Come on over here, and you'll
be virtually the only diamond in the window. All our listeners will be
hearing only your commercial,

because none of your competitors will be

here!" This could make for dull programing, feels Smith, ivho finds the
atmosphere of many commercial xmquality stations a good deal more exciting.

'QUALITY

RADIO'

AND

THE

tM ust love that car radio. Not only is it a great companion
to me when I'm driving alone, but sometimes it will transport me on a skein of thought which will weave a whole
tapestry of convictions by the time I've reached my destination. Often, just a few words will unravel the first
thread. Last week, for instance, the spool unwound with
these words. "You are listening to Double-vou-and Doubleyou-too. The voice of Quality Radio in Bergsville." When
the same consolation was repeated a few more times, in
between each record, the thread connected with the intimate airways of my mind. I wondered just what the hell
they were getting at.
Were they trying to sell me on quality? I was already
listening to the station, and probably would continue to
listen, just as long as they didn't drive me to another dial
position through boredom. To me, as a listener, it was
redundant at best. Like, "Come on out, it's a fun show."
>a\> who? Abraham Lincoln? Did the repetition of
"Quality Radio" calculate to impress me? If so, it failed
miserably. How about the Andre Kostelanetz record? That
only told me it was another Kostelanetz record. What,
then, was this quality? 1 reflected on whether perhaps the
announcer had gone to a very good school. It could be,
since he sounded bored enough — but, no, it couldn't be
that.
After a few more records, and a few more protestations laid at the door of unclarified, unqualified excellence,
I got it. Double-vou-and Double-you-too wasn't talking to
me at all. It was searching for a man with an advertising
dollar t<> spend, was what it was doing. It was saying
"Look how uncommercial we are! Come on over here, and
\oull be \ irtually the only diamond in the window. All
our listeners will be hearing onlj your commercial, because
none of your competitors will be here!" Just for what
makes me tick, I twiddled into some of the other Bergsville stations.
Boy, business was booming on the u/jquality side of the
street!
The) were selling cars and trucks, Long Island
7"

COMMERCIAL

ATMOSPHERE

ducks, travel by plane and commuter train, buttons and
bows and movie shows, teevee sets and cigarettes, and you
name it. This was commercial atmosphere — the market
In one word — excitement. So much so, that for a moplace. ment you wondered which came first, the excitement or the
people, and then you realized. You build the excitement
first, and the customers will follow. You become encircled
by a commercial atmosphere, and everybody wants in. It
is the tenor of the seafood restaurants at Atlantic City in
midsummer, where they line up for 30 minutes just to get
seated. People who come from places like \ incennes, Indiana, where they eat fish maybe once a year, and wouldn't
queue up two minutes to eat it on the house. "But this is
different." you hear them saw "This is fresh fish. Gotta
be. Look at the turnover."
That was the atmosphere in this radio market place. No
wilted salads, no steam-saturated green beans, no brown
potato salad. Everything fresh today! Today's radio today! Sorry lady, we don't sell dead air!
Is there any wonder that the public flocks to it— to try
to forget Mr. Castro for a while? Mr. Khrushchev. Mr. HBomb, Mr. Infinity? And when the public flocks to this
kind of radio, do you blame the merchants for setting up
a new market place?
Excitement. The promise of something new. every moment; to take your mind off Mister K and his satellites.
You can always get back to him, and you will. Right now,
get caught up in the web of excitement that surrounds the
winner. The web that went home around Floyd Patterson recently: that followed Ingo the year before. The same
that
encircled
1950,
Giants in "51. the
Pirates
in 1960,theandPhillies
Notre in
Dame
any the
year.
As I came off the turnpike, I took one last listen at
Double-vou-and Double-you-too. They were still plugging
the word that is as meaningless as "Imported." still exhorting nameless merchants to set up shop in the deserted
square.
^
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TIE IT UP!
THIS IS THE NEWS. WTCN-TV
HAS BEEN NAMED CO-WINNER
OF A TOP NATIONAL AWARD...

...BY THE RADIO-TELEVISION
NEWS DIRECTOR ASSOCIATION
WTCN-TV SHARES THE AWARDFOR TELEVISION REPORTING

WTCN-TV is rolling in "gopherland. " Powering
ahead. Gaining in the national rankings. Perhaps
nothing points this up so eloquently as the recent
RTNDA national award— shared equally by WTCNTV with a local station that has been quite alone
on its throne for years.
The odds are changing. Much of the smart money
is going on the WTCN-TV "gophers" to win. Why?
New team, new strategy, new impact in the Twin
Cities market.
. . . OF A COMMUNITY PROBLEM FOR 1960-WITH A LEADING COMPETITIVE STATION .. :

It's time to re-assess the relative strengths. Make
sure you've got a winner in the important Twin Cities
market. Get your money down on WTCN-TV while
the odds are still in your favor.
Your Katz man will be glad to book you.

(jLtsg^tftZ
STATION

•

*

. . . THIS IS THE FIRST TIME
IN HISTORY THAT 2 STATIONS
IN THE SAME MARKET HAVE
SHARED THE TOP AWARD.
ONSOR
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MANAGER

wtcn-tv
ABC

STATIONS

FOR

MINNEAPOLIS

Represented Nationally by the KATZ

Agency

AND RADIO
ST. PAUL

i
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10-SECOND

SPOTS

The outcome: Jack Paar's fan;
must have popped out of the prone
position from shock all over the country when he said that if Nixon is
elected the banks will be closed with
in three days and there will be sol
diers in the streets. He added, as the
tice Day.
audience gasped, that it'll be Armis-

A year of violent criticism
It was just a year ago this week (2 November 1959) that
tli«- House Committee on Legislative Oversight re-opened its
quiz -how hearings with the sensational testimony of Charles
Van Doren.
The syrupy, almost maudlin confessions of the young misguided Columbia professor provided the spark which touched
off the most violent explosion of clamorous and hysterical
public criticism our industry has ever known.
During the past 12 months every one of us in radio/tv and
advertising has had to bear the slings and arrows of outrageous attacks upon the honor and integrity of our business.

The reunion: Political pundits are
saying that if Senator Kennedy wins
next week. Benton & Bowles will be
sitting in the same board room again
They predict that Chester Bowles wil.
be in the State Department; that William Benton will be Secretary
o1
Health. Education and Welfare, giv
ing him supervision over programs
for the aged and retired.
Senator
Benton should be an expert on this
He retired from active business at 36
The
formula:
Peter Lind Hayes

It hasn't been easy. There have been times when our
tempers have become taut, our nerves on razor edge.

crew-cut half of NBC's Peter LoveMan,-, shows the influence of admen
if not ad media. He has recently an
nounced a personal recipe for making
martinis.
Fill a glass with gin and

But now, as the year ends, there are heartening signs
that we are safely past the worst of our ordeal.

face Italy for 20 seconds.
The beginning: The Gleema Co. o
Cincinnati will soon be marketing

What have the past months taught us? To begin with, we
all now recognize, more vividly than ever before, that people
<are deeply about our industry. Otherwise they would never
have taken the time and trouble to criticize us.

window cleaning product that has ha<
more
advance,
and free, publicit

But second, and even more important, we have been awakened to the fact that some of us had forgotten — that because
we are constantly in the public spotlight, our responsibilities
are greater, and much more is expected of us.
These are healthy lessons. They've been hard medicine to
swallow. But looking back now to November, 1959, we can
honestly say that the net result ha- been good all 'round.

'Man

of the year'

Don McGannon's "Man of the Year" talk at the 19th Annual Pulse Luncheon is another indication of the growing
maturity of the broadcast industry. Don pointed out to 500
advertisers, agency executives, broadcasters, and station representatives the vital role that the industry can play in proving the superiority of the free world systems of government.
And our thanks to Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of The
Pulse, who has made the "Man of the Year" luncheon one of
the truly distinguished event- of the broadcast industry.
^

than
anvthing
los
its Little
Liver.since ItCarter's
will bePillscallc
"Brand X," and Gleema claims thai
';it ends window washing forever.
What does it do, dissolve glass?
The middle:
From an ABC ad"Emmy-winner Robert Stack stars ii
Walter
Winchell
narrates, the sir
and outs of 'The Rusty Heller Ston
She's a dustv dame devoted to phr
ing both ends against the middle.
O.K., ABC,
we watched the who
show and didnt see her do it once.
The end: Apparently the N. Y. Po
got as flustered as Dinah Shore whf
the latter's zipper got stuck on came: !
and her first show almost came off
extra-living color.

A quote from tl

evening
gazette — "The
zipper ha
started to go in back. I could hear i
popping up and down my back,
was just starting out on camera wad
I heard the wardrobe mistress behii
me say. 'Oh, rear, we're having a 1
tie trouble back here."
We alwav\
say. take your complaints directly
the source.
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WAVE-TV Gives You
28.8% MORE SNEEZES!
(and 28.8% more prospects for your products!)
^SBi A minimum of 28.8^ more families watch
^fcr WAVE-TV than any other television station in
Kentucky, sign-on to sign-off in any average week.
In our heaviest-viewing period, the percentage
is a lot higher than that! And practically every one
of all these extra families has its share of coughs,
snuffles, sneezes, sniffs and other "symptoms of cold"!
WAVE-TV gives you much lower cost-per-1000.
We can prove it. So can NBC Spot Sales. Interested?
CHANNEL

3

•
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\ TV

POWER

NBC

LOUISVILLE

Source: XSf. July. 1960
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TV'S GIFT
TO POLITICS:
$20 MILLION
That's what the webs.
stations will pay out
in effect for coverage
of the 1960 campaign
Page 29

Now underway-

IMON

UNDER

network radio's
'biggest push'
Page 33

Br the shelter of a single, all-embracing KPRC-TV
plan. Programs, spots, participations — every kind
levision you need, all through one source: KPRCChannel 2, In Houston, Texas. All through one
Your Edward Petry & Co. representative. And all
for with one easy-to-handle monthly payment. One
>n, one man, one payment — that's the one modern
to buy Houston television.
iA friendly KPRC-TV representative is waiting for
your call.

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON, TEXAS CHANNEL

2

station, one man, one month// check to pay — that's the
rn KPRC-TV way!"

Courtesy of Travelers
Insurance Companies,
Hartford 15, Connecticut

web
cut-ins work
Burlington's
like local tv

u

Page 36

McCann brings
ad integrity
down to earth
Page 40

THE

QUALIT
TOUCH

■
These are the hands of a billiard
champion. Hands that reflect the experience of the years . . . the dedication of the mind . . . the desire of the
heart. These are the elements which
produce that quality touch! You'll find
them, too, in that which sets great
television and radio stations apart
from the rest!

■HH

TELEVISION
RADIO

The Original Station Reprceentati

obc

cbc nbc • DALLAS

buy St Louis "a la card
*KTVI

rate card your lowest cost

per thousand TV buy in St. Louis
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Quality...with NEWEST

VIDEOTAPE*
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Network radio's 'Biggest Push'
Network salesmen say they have finally found format and are confident
of selling medium into the black. Many admen have "show me" attitude

35

Prop manager puts on daily, one-hour children's program with two live
cameras, but without cameramen, floor managers, production assistants

36

Burlington's massive cut-in drive
Burlington Hosiery, long-time advocate of print, now involved in huge
cut-in plan embracing seven shows, three networks, 981 dealers, 166 cities

One-man

stronghold.

Simplified, economical production . . . the
quickest way to get your sales message
across. In Tennessee WSIX TV offers you
the latest model VIDEOTAPE* television —
improved circuitry insures brilliant reproduction. Complete facilities for both recording and playback ... or send us any
tape that's been recorded on an Ampex
VR-1000 for immediate
scheduling.

^\ /*

tv show puts octupus to shame

Local candidate: Can tv sell this seasonal item?
New York Democratic candidate puts budget into tv to sell Republican

38

the fastest way to sell
the Central South

ARTICLES

Tv's $20 million gift to the campaign
A special sponsor report on what networks and stations will pay out
for the conventions, debates, and special programs of the campaign

He's

buying

30

counties

but

needs

only

half

of

40

McCann's 'Commandos' bring ad integrity down to earth
Frank White heads ethics group concerned with advertising and broadcast content, claims. Here are some steps which the agency is taking

42

Video paves the way for top asphalt maker
Tri-State Asphalt Corp., one of country's leading asphalt makers, finds
consumer-slanted commercials more profitable than institutional type

42

Tv film lands the national sponsor
National sponsors are now using more syndication than ever before as
tobacco, food, drugs, automotives create a new tv film buying trend
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PROBLEM

IN

MATERNITY
Two ladies, timebuyers both, were harassed by a small but
pressing $13,000 spot-buying project. "We need help,"
said Sue to Eve. Said Eve to Sue, "I'll get my daughter."
Said Sue to Eve, "Good idea. I'll call on my daughter too."
The daughters, Marjorie and Karen, after careful briefing*,
performed valiantly. When the smoke cleared away it was
discovered that each person paid for each spot a number of
dollars that was equal to the number of spots she purchased.
Each mother-and-daughter combination spent the same
amount. Sue bought ten more spots than Marjorie. Karen
bought only ten spots.
Who is Karen's mother?
Answer this (with your reasoning) and win a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. (If you've already won it, say so in your
entry and we'll provide a different prize.)

wmal-tv
Channel 7, Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated

with

WMAL

and

WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C,

WSVA-TV

and

WSVA,

Harrisonburg,

Va

PHOENIX

NEWSMAKER
of the week
Hart Cummings, Compton Advertising's young, exuberant
president, warned a group of 1,500 bankers and financial
men assembled in Boston 1 November, that many economists
who criticize advertising iido not really believe in free enterprise.'''' He spoke on "Dynamics

of the Gentlemanly

.Se//.'"

The newsmaker:
Barton A. Cummings, 45-year-old presi
dent of Compton Advertising, has been on a virtual one-man crusade
during the last six months to "counterbalance the unhappy
some people seem to have of advertising." His latest plea for understanding of the profession came on 1 November when he told the
1960 convention of the financial public relations association in Boston: "Advertising is a symbol of a free society and many of the
economists and others who criticize advertising do not really believe
in He
freewarned
enterprise."
the financial group:
"In the intricate structure of our
economy none of us stands alone.
We are all part of the mainland.
If any segment of our economic
structure draws criticism and the
public is stirred against it. there
are politicians, bureaucrats, and
others ready and waiting to seize

^

the opportunity to tear down our
whole system in favor of a lOO'/c

First-place
in 310 quarter hours
...out of a possible 360
(6 a.m.— midnite,
Monday thru Friday).
Share of audience
— mornings, 20;
afternoons, 19;
evenings, 23.
According to the July, 1960,
Phoenix metropolitan Pulse
. . . the hottest buy
in the Valley of the Sun...

K R IZ
call robert e. eostman & co., inc.

state-controlled
i-. v
... economy."
t w
r>
■
tarlier
this
fall,
Cummings

Barton A. Cummings

charged an "actual conspiracy" to undermine marketing in Ameri
exists in certain quarters in Washington.
In addressing the Nationa
Business Publications conference in N. Y. in September Cumming
deplored the speakers at both political conventions "who felt calk'
upon to make extremely gratuitous remarks" about the advertisim
business.
Cummings gave one reason for this criticism of advertising as ".
lack of understanding of the part advertising plays in our economk
process." He said: "I have a suspicion that this may partly be th<
result of the basic orientation of those who teach elementary ec(
nomics — especially at a college level."
In referring to both political and academic remarks about advei
tising. Cummings said: "This sort of irresponsible talk has beer
going on for too long. It will go on even longer unless we all d(
something about it. ... I say it is time that all of us in advertising
stand up and be counted. Maybe we ought to think about getting i
little tough.
At that time he told sponsor "a number of people in the adver
tising business are at work on a soluton to counterbalance the ui>
happv view some people seem to have of advertising," but no deft
nite action had as yet been announced.
^
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Egypt, Caesar went to Syria and Pontus, and in quick order, routed Phamaces II, sending back his
famous message. Balaban Stations haven't taken to wearing the victor's laurel wreath around their
1 but it's a fact Balaban advertisers are conquering their markets. Balaban directs their messages,
Caesar's, straight to the point ... the selling point. Balaban programming, stimulating personalities and
;p-and-go appeal gets listeners and keeps listeners - keeps 'em listening and keeps 'em buying! Let
(lalaban Stations carry your message, straight to the buyer. Balaban Stations - couriers par excellence!
IE

BALABAN

STATIONS

Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.

in tempo with the times • John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

Sold Nationally by the Katz Agency .

MOR

than all other stations combined

The Big Chief can always attract a big,
attentive audience . . . but nothing like
WCCO Radio with more listeners than
all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations
combined!
Besides, WCCO Radio has top acceptance with a tremendous tribe . . .
1,022,610 radio families in a 114-county
basic service area.
Watch

your Big Chief smile when

you add WCCO Radio's lowest cost per
thousand . . . less than one-third the
average cost of all other Twin Cities
stations. It's a powerful way to take
command of a major market.

RADIO
Minneapolis
St. Paul
• Northwest's only
50,000-Watt
Clear Channel1-AStation
* Source:
Nielsen Station Index,
July-August,
1960
6 AM-Midnight,
7 -day week.
Represented by

CBS

RADIO

SPOT

SALES

IT'S POWERful !

wmca

-

SPONSOR
Editor and Publisher
Norman

PRO.

I- ll_ IE

R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

I'll tell you what's in the box
when we reach the lake.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Film Editor
Heyward

Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Jack

■ Three members of the Eikel fami

Lindrup

bear a moment's thought: a Hessian of
cer on the British payroll who lost tl
Battle of Bennington; a merchant wr
built chain-stores in Texas along tf
spreading route of the Southern Paci
Railroad; and Vera Eikel who in 19
wrote and produced the first dramat

Ben Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanger
Diane Schwartz

Art Editor
Maury Kurt7

Production Editor
Lee St. John

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager

With a little ingenuity
you can get Channel 2
almost anywhere.
Seriously, Powerful
does an impressive job
Maine. And remember,
national spot buy on 6

Channel 2
in Eastern
a matching
in Portland

gives you Maine's two major markets at a 5% saving.
See your Weed TV man.

2
WLBZ-TV,
WLBZ

Dougherty

Manager

Herb Martin

Midwest

Manager

Paul Blair

Western

Manager

George Dietrich

CIRCULATION

DEPARTMENT

L. C. Windsor, Manager
Virginia Marlcey

OR
BANG for
BICNE
N
A
M
BROADCASTING

Eastern Office
Southern

wmca
wb
ny
the

WLBZ-TV
MAINE

Arthur E. Breider
Willard

adaptation of a children's story for ne
work radio. ■ While history obscun
the former, achievement proclaims tl
latter, for Miss Eikel is a part of radio
beginning. ■ In 1935 she product
"Women's News" for WOAI-S;
Antonio; was commercial copywriter fj
the Texas Quality Network and aboi
to land in New York as a member of tl
NYU faculty, teaching scriptwriting. I
By 1941 Vera Eikel was a Harper Awa
winner and a regular contributor to tl
CBS Workshop. Some diversionary yea
at Procter and Gamble as radio sups
visor brought Miss Eikel back to ti
scene of former triumph— programmi
for children, this time at WMCA who
she writes and produces the award-wi
ning, "Let's Listen To A Story" a
"Young Book Reviewers."

NEW

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

ADMINISTRATIVE
SYSTEM

Bangor
WCSH-TV,
Portland
WCSH Radio, Portland
Radio, Bangor
WRDO Radio, Augusta

Straus

-

broadcasting

YORK

AM

gr

Radio Sales

DEPT.

S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Michael Crocco; Syd Guttman; Willce Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Dorothy
Tinker; Flora Tomadelli

BUFFALO ■

rpi
RADIO
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GREATEST
STRIPPER
IN THE BUSINESS!!

Concentrate

by John E. McMUlin

in

JACKSON,
MISS.

Commercial
commentary
Radio's role in the '60's
A couple of weeks ago I was invited to fly
down to Paducah and deliver a few, choice, inspirational remarks at the fall meeting of the
Kentucky Broadcasters Association.
In some ways it was a tough trip. I don't exactly quiver with girlish delight at taking an
Electra to Cincinnati, a DC-6 to Nashville, and a
DC-3 to western Kentucky during a torturous
seven-hour journey.
Nor was I particularly proud or happy about my oratorical efforts
before the nearly 200 KBA members who had gathered for their
annual banquet at Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
The truth is — these broadcasters had far more to teach me than I
had to say to them. And it was this reason alone which made my
Paducah jaunt worthwhile.
There in Kentucky I was able to see clearly for the first time the
unique role which radio is destined to play in American life during
the next 10 years.

Did you know?

Over 233,000
TV Homes

• • •
A Billion Dollars
in Retail Sales

• • *

is almost certain to decline in the '60s.
As a result radio is emerging as by far the most important local
voice, the most vital forum for town, county, and state affairs.
And this same pattern, repeated in 49 other states, is creating a .kind
of profound social revolution in American communications.

All in the

JACKSON

Citadels of the democratic

Area

WJTV
KATZ

WLBT
CHANNEL

3

HOLLINGBERY

process

Back in 1920, when commercial broadcasting was just beginning,
the country had a population of 106 million and boasted 2,042 daily
newspapers.
Today, with our census figures expected to hit close to 180 million,
we have 1,756 daily papers, and each year this shows a drop.
Even more significant, huge national media have appeared. Life,

TV Market

CHANNEL

I wonder how many advertising men — let alone sociologists, historians and economists — fully realize what is happening?
Kentucky today has 101 broadcasting outlets (only five of them
tv). By contrast, the state has 26 daily newspapers, and this number i

12

Look, Time, Reader s Digest, the tv networks — all have come into
being in the past 40 years.
Actually, the development of these giants has paralleled the trend?
to bigness, consolidation, and conformity in every other phase of
national life — big government, big labor, big business
And oddly enough, the one counter-force to this massive centrali
zation comes today from the country's radio stations — 4,000 of them
located in every city and most American towns. (In Kentucky I
talked to broadcasters who operate stations in towns of 3,000 people. )
In a very real sense, these radio outlets are citadels of the demo
cratic process.
For it is they which, in their expanding activities
emphasize the rights, interests, and special concerns of the local com
{Please turn to page 14)
sponsor
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NEW Look! NEW Picture Quality! NBW4Va inch I.O.
. . . trie First All-New TV Studio Camera in 8 Years!
RCA's new monochrome television camera Type TK-12 is new in every sense of the word
. . . including startling new improvements in picture quality, significant new savings in
operating costs and manpower, new features that help you sell!
4'/a INCH IMAGE ORTHICON. This new camera uses a larger image orthicon picture
tube— 4*2 inches in diameter. The 50 per cent greater tube size makes it possible to obtain
far better picture detail than has been possible before.
FUNCTIONAL STYLING. A "new look" to identify this camera with the "new
picture" has been given the TK-12, in the form of a distinguishing keystone shape.
Functional in advantage, too, it provides space for an 8y> inch view finder instead of
the usual 5 or 7 inch.
NEW SAVINGS IN OPERATION. High stability and reliability coupled
with a
brand new control concept, permit a single video operator to handle as many as six cameras.
For the normal run he need be concerned with only two operating controls per camera.
ONE MINUTE WARM-UP. Camera set-up is the easiest ever! Turn it on and in one
minute the picture is there. Quality pictures "snap in" each time you turn on camera.
THE BEST PICTURE IN TOWN! The extremely sharp picture, the beautiful rendition
of gray scale and freedom from halo effect make this camera ideal for both "live" broadcast
and TV tape recording.

|Vsk your RCA Representative for complete
nformation. Or write to RCA, Broadcast
nd Television Equipment Division, Dept.
A.E-264, Building 151, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name
RADIO CORPORATION

in Electronics

OF AMERICA

i

Commercial

commentary

(Conufn

munity. the local scene, the almost forgotten individual.
Radio in 1960 provides more outlets for freedom of speech and
freedom of expression, for the development of new voices and new
talents, and for the healthy discussion of local and sectional problems than any other American institution.
I don't pretend for a minute, of course, that everv radio broadcaster isdoing a perfect job, or that there isn't plenty of room for
improvement in much radio programing.
But the fact is — radio is fast maturing in its new democratic role
and, as I found in Kentucky, radio men are already surprisingly involved in civic and community matters.
At the KBA convention the two hottest topics of conversation had
nothing to do with the business problems of broadcasting.
The\ were — should Kentucky hold a new constitutional convention? And — should we back the state's proposed $100 million road
bond issue? After speeches by the Lieutenant Governor and State
Highway Commissioner, the KBA voted to give airtime support to
both projects.

INSI
& FOLDING
Assure yourself of complete
coverage
in America's
richest
market: advertise
on WPAT.
Throughout 31 counties in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut interest in our
station is compounded daily, and
companies who spend time on
WPAT know it. Time is money
on WPAT and you can count on
it. That's why insurance and financial advertising alone has increased nearly 40"; in three short
years on our station thanks to
advertisers like these: Allstate Insurance, The Bank for Savings,
The Bowery Savings Bank, The
Chase Manhattan Bank, Eastman
Dillon Union Securities Company, The Greenwich Savings
Bank, Goodbody & Company,
The B. P. Morton New York Corporation, The New Jersey Bank,
The First National Bank of Jersey
City, Seaboard Finance Corporation and The Williamsburg Savings Bank. These are only a few
of the many blue chip insurance
and financial firms that have
banked on WPAT ... the station
with the jingle of success.

A challenge to national advertisers
I came away from Paducah. not merely impressed with radio's
grass-roots vitality, but absolutelv convinced that within the next 10
years many more bright, imaginative national advertisers will recognize the challenging creative opportunities in this changing medium.
Between 1925 and 1947 — radio's network era — most admen looked
on radio as a glamorous source of national entertainment.
Since 1947 — with the rise of tv and the decline of the networks —
radio, in many agencies, has been little more than a cold-blooded
media buy with an emphasis on ratings and an almost complete disregard of copy and creative selling considerations.
But radio today, with its new "community closeness" offers some
surprising opportunities for alert national advertisers.
For instance, if I were ad manager of any big oil company (and
they all have problems of "local identification"! I'm sure I would
search out what radio does better than any other medium.
Specifically. I might ask my agency to research and discover what
radio stations in my market had the best local neus, and might attempt to ally rav company with this valuable service.
Or I might set out to build franchises in radio's "Communitj
Calendars" the digests of local doings which are proving so popular
on many stations.
Or I might dig deep into the whole field of local sports and other
special events and try to increase product and company goodwill by
sponsoring such activities.
These are the ways in which smart local merchants are using
radio today I radio's local revenues are almost double its national I
and sooner or later national advertisers will copy their methods.
Undoubtedly there will be howls from the agencies.
Remembering my own agency days I can visualize vividly thi
snarls on square-headed account men and red-eyed media buyers
whenever a client insists on a new strategy that requires more work,
more traveling and, above all. more imagination.
But I am almost certain it is going to happen. For radio in the
'60's will be pioneering new areas of local and community impor
tance. And you can bet this fact will not long be lost on the aggres-

WPAT*

sive and imaginative men who direct America's marketing.
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WAPI Makes The Headlines
Audit Report
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Metropolitan Audit

says "a healthy justification for public service." 20 local sponsors on a
year round basis say "Dave

Camp-

bell's People Speak sells merchandise
for us."
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'5.000 Night

Close to ten million viewers
each week- that's who !-watch
The Late Show on the five
CBS Owned television stations.

I

That's a 20% larger audience
per night than last year. And
21% larger than for the nearest
late-evening competition!
Contact CBS Television Spot
Sales. Because, on the five
CBS Owned television stations,
it's better late than ever!
CBS TELEVISION STATIONS
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Operating WCBS-TY New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBM-TY
Chicago, WCAU-TY Philadelphia and KMOX-TY St. Louis.

Reps at work
Frank

Martin,

Blair-Tv,

New York,

answers the magazines that

claim new flexibility for their medium.
"While the sectional
split-run innovation can cut waste circulation, that's only part of
the advertiser's problem.
No magazine has a commanding shan
of audience in any given market as compared with spot tv. Addi-j^^^^^^^^te.;
^^gHM^.
^^MWBB^j^k
Jg
Wm
yW|
"*<■-*^R

tionally, no magazine's circulation
pattern follows an individual advertiser's marketing
curves.
But
sPot tv can ^°"ow tne marketir
objectives exactl) a? needed. True

J^^/f"^*""*pW
■^
^"^
Pfs
^^^
A
^^fe
'^^L W

flexibility consists not only
of I
eliminating waste circulation, but
the strength to deliver the message
to the bulk of a given market and j

j^B%*^S? deliver it with impact." Continues
'^B'-^w '•''' Martin. "In any given market the

^^^^™*^^^^
HhV
M^^S *2

^/sanfrancisco

thin
slicemagazines
of the entire
deliverable!
leading
cover
only

audience. It takes spot tv's tremendous reach to deliver a truly mass
section of the market. What's more, the proven superior impact of
sight, sound, and motion selling is what continues to give spot tv its
consistent growth. Split runs may save dollars, but it takes impact
to

make

sales,

and

dollar

for

dollar

nothing

matches

spot

tv.'

Richard
O'Connell,
executive vice president, Devney/O'Connell
New York, pleads for simplification of rate structures in the in
dustry. "While our firm is totally behind SRA's effort for a single
rate, we are equally desirous of seeing a simplified single rate
adapted throughout. Our own crusade along these lines has borne
much fruit over the past two years.
However, if the revered buyer of
time is to be effectively relieved of
the burdensome aspects of timebuying, further simplification is
imperative. In radio particularly,
frequency discount per se is as
modern as an ear phone set. With

AND

F M

tinrn—l hfmtmiMm. PjiTEIlS. G HIFh'IN. WOODWARD,

GORDON

its elimination, the station operator happily kills short rates and rebates— long the nemesis of billing

BROADCASTING

wc.

COMPANY

<=r4meti:a i <=>util <^AihuL ox
gz/uu yr bole <~>ta&>Hs
KQDY

Son FroadKO

*

KSDO

Son Oxoo

*

KSUZ

PWilx

departments. Devney-O'Connell has
a simple-to-read folder on simplified rates available to one and all on request. In distributing it td
several hundred buyers we received overwhelming support withii
agencies on the buying level. This enthusiasm was outdone only b;
that shown among the heads of major agency billing department:
Remember, that which is easy to buy is. accordingly, easy to sell
SPONSOR
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[tent on pleasing, while posing challenges that are fresh, vital and memorable ... a "Metropolitan"
■rsonality like each member of our media family. . .Television, Radio and Outdoor- Advertising.

lETROPOLITAN BROADCASTING

*m

1

CORPORATION
205 East 67th Str(

r York SI, Sew York

S3

TV STATIONS: WNEW-TV, New York: WTT6, Washington, D.C.; WTVH, Peoria/111.; KOYR. Stockton-Sacramento/Calii
RADIO STATIONS: WNEW, New York; WIP. Philadelphia: WHk. Cleveland
^peratimj^'" Arizona, California, OregonjunLWashj
OUTDOOR: Foster and Kleiser-operating

S\V
\
\
BaaW^

*

--■

fl

1^-

,^w^

.La ^ * ^^^^H

"

HOME

OF

THE

FUTURE

First moon house is designed, ready for
construction and lunar occupancy. Made of

in the LANCASTER/

aluminum, man's moon house has heavy
canopy to shield occupants from con-

HARRISBURG

tinuous dust-fall and scorching 214° heat.

TV

;

J YORK market

WGAL-TV

MARKET

This station with its multi-city coverage
looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

Lancaster, Pa. ■ NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McCollough,
Pres.
The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

' York

•

Chicago

Los

Angeles

•
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Most significant tv mnd radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR
What the impact of the Kennedy-Nixon
programing
advertisers.

in 1961: there'll be lots more

-SCOPE
debates will mean

for public service

of it sponsored by national and local

The source for this prediction: the managements of a couple of top-rung agencies
loaded with durable as well as package-goods accounts.
They say that regardless of who wins the election the interest in probing and documenting what goes on in Washington and internationally will be greater than ever
and that advertisers, aware of this, will be looking for attractions that capitalize no such
interest.

These days, major agencies are taking major steps to allay the pre-election jitters that have assailed many of their clients who rate as leaders in the American
business world.
They've been holding top-level meetings in their clients' offices urging them to unfreeze their budgets and take their calculated risks, rather than wait until they have
been able to assimilate the portents of the election.
Their argument: the time to act is when your competitors are frozen with indecision; itnot only hypoes the economy but heightens your chances of getting a bigger
share of the market or larger profits; also, in a time of uncertainty it's smart to come
out with innovations.

Both International and Brown Shoe have embarked on a pre-Christmas campaign and the reason: the discovery that shoe sales have increased by 12% in the
pre-holiday period without benefit of any promotions
up for Christmas.

of campaigns

specifically set

Heretofore, the big advertising seasons for shoes have been pre-Easter and fall school
opening. The two companies' pre-Christmas activities in air media:
International (Kruonick, St. Louis), both radio and tv in scores of markets.
Brown

(Burnett) : tv in 80-90 markets.

Secondary radio markets are getting the bulk of a four-week blitz being staged
by General Mills' cereal division via DFS, starting 21 November.
The total list: close to 100 markets, with between 35-75 spots per market per week.
Designated time: a.m. traffic, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday.

Bourjois' Evening in Paris
(Gumbinner) is making one of its rare appearances in tv with a pre-Christmas spot campaign in about 60 markets.
Other spot tv activity on the buying or availability-call front the past week:
NEW YORK: Sal Hepatica (Y&R) ; Armour Pressed Meat (Ayer) ; Colgate's Ajax
(McCann-Erickson) ; Berkshire Knitting Mills' hosiery (OBM) ; Anahist (Bates), additional markets; midwest Ford Dealers (JWT) , five-minutes of news, sports or weather, three
times a week; Studebaker (D'Arcy), syndication, starting January; Shulton (Wesley), five
weeks of half-hour pilots in 85 markets (for details see FILM-SCOPE, page 58).
21
CHICAGO:
Hoover and P&G's Joy (Burnett) ; Turns (McCann-Erickson).
•
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contused

The SRA hasn't given up the idea of arranging a clearing house for inform a
tion on competitive spot campaigns in individual markets— data that the bigge
advertisers are still clamoring for.
One way that the rep organization thinks it can solve the problem: having the static d
add one more carbon copy of the invoices they send their reps. This copy would b
sent to an outside organization for processing.

The WBT-WBTV-WBTW
management has put off until after the elections it
decision on what firm will represent it in the national spot area.
The same applies to the WTOP-WTOP-TV-WJAX interests. Billings involved in thea
plums: around §7-8 million.
Few contests for a batch of stations have been as heatedly pressed as this one. At lea*
eight reps have been in there pitching.

DX Sun Ray OiFs §600,000 annual expenditure for farm
markets has some interesting techniques and sales goal.

programing

in 2<

The chief goal: with a substantial number of the farms all-mechanized, farmers an
urged to install oil and gas storage tanks — and, of course, stock up with DX Sun Ray.
In all cases for stations it's a 52-week deal, with five-minute programs Monday, Wed
nesday and Friday. The programs — each dealing with local or regional agricultural infonna
tion or problems — are taped and bicycled from station to station.
The agency that set all this up: Potts- Woodbury, of Kansas City.
Note: DX also sponsors Grand Jury in 50 markets in 26- week flights.

Women buy a substantial share of the beer
same only 17% of the gallonage.
Here are other statistics on beer from a study by
AGE GROUPS
% POPULATION
BEER
18-24
12%
25-49
55%
50 & Over
33%

brewed

in the U.S. but they cod

Continental Can:
DRINKING GALLONAGE CONSUMED
14%
13%
62%
67%
24%
21%

A thought-provoking observation out of Chicago: one way that spot tv migH
be able to retain some of the business going to the networks is to solve the prol
lem of the 30-day confirmation rule.
Cited as a recent case in point: Sawyer's View-master (Montgomery, Portland
couldn't set up pre-Christmas schedules far enough in advance to stimulate dealt
excitement, or stock loading, between confirmation time and air time.
Sawyer, it seems, wanted to order about 110 markets, which would have made it a choil
piece of spot business.
Despite the competitive inroads of network

tv, national spot tv can still b<

of imposing 52-week users, and that doesn't include the soap giants which vary and i
gle their product in their year-round packages.
This national loyal pack included: the Maxwell House coffee brands, R. J. Reynold
American Tobacco, Philip Morris. Alka-Seltzer, Lestoil, Budweiser, Wrigley, W«
son Oil, Sterling Drug, Dristan, Shell and Italian Swiss Colony.

For

other

news

coverage

in this issue,

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page (

Spot Buys, page 52: News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 62; Washington Week, page 57; SPONSO
Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 69; and Film Scope, page 58.
SPONSOR
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FARM

LAD

MAKES

HAY

WHILE

SUN

SHINES

the ^and oj J[ilHk and y^o
Ours
is the bountiful
land of good
living . . . our Colleges
and
Universities ... our big dairy farms and clean small cities — where
farm families are distinguishable only by their higher incomes!
We're qualified to give you added income with
1. Channel
2 for those
extra counties.
2. CBS for the best in Public Service.
«. 400,000 TV homes for greener pastures.

$n h yW oj Jiik and ^okgjjI
GREEN

INSOR

•

BAY,
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WISCONSIN

nail down

49th and

more

sales

Madison
All-media study
I came in contact with the "sponsor
All-Media Evaluation Study" recently,
and in spite of its 1954 copyright,
found it to be so valuable that I'm
hoping to obtain a copy.
Also, can you advise me if there
has been any further study done by
your magazine on media evaluation,
and if so, how it would be possible
for me to obtain a copy?
Wayne K. Nelson
Chimgo Tribune
Evanston,
Illinois
SPONSOR All-Mcdia Evalu
e at $2 per copy.
It is 1 alien Study"
have made since 1954.

Relative to your "Tv and Radio
Newsmakers" column, appearing in
the 3 October issue of SPONSOR, page
80, we note your incorrect designa-

II
with

SAN ANTONIO'S

tion of Mort Bassett as "a partner"
in our company. For the record,
Mort Bassett, who was formerly employed byour firm, is not and never
was "a partner" in Forjoe and Company, Inc. Inasmuch as this statement
creates a misleading and non-existent
legal relationship, which may possibly involve our company in serious
legal matters, we will appreciate your
kindly correcting any such statements
sent in to your fine publication.
Joseph Bloom

ioWoj

president
Forjoe & Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.
We

did ask!

We appreciate the space and leadingarticle treatment you gave to the
ABC Television i.i San Antonio . . .
the Greatest Unduplicated Live
Coverage in South Texas!
Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY

i?
AAAA "Suggestions"
booklets in
your 26 September issue. We're glad
to have the help of such publicity in
bringing the recommendations of our
committee on broadcast media to the
considered attention of broadcasters.
There is a point, though, on which
clarification seems in order.
Your headline, "Why Didn't You
Ask Us?" implies AAAA did not consult the broadcasting industry before

issuing the "Suggestions" booklets..
The fact is that the "Suggestions,
in draft form, were submitted to tl
industry through its national associl
tions— NAB, RAB. SRA. TvB. It
standard practice with AAAA not
publish anything affecting med
without having it reviewed by the a
propriate media organizations. Tr
was done with our recommend^
standard rate cards earlier this ye<
also with our proposed standa
forms for billing, developed set
years ago, which were not releas
for the very reason that broadcasts
through their organizations, did re
ister some objections to them.
The "Suggestions" booklets we
referred to the broadcaster organii
tions during the drafting stages, r
for endorsement of sponsorship, 1
for the purpose of finding out whel
er stations would welcome our reco
mendations, whether there would
dissent or resentment,
whethei
should add anything, leave anythi
out, or change any wording.
We
ceived comments from the broadc;
ers' and representatives'
organi:
tions, and substantial changes u<
made, taking their suggestions
account insofar as possible.
Kenneth Godfrey
secretary
AAAA comm. on bdest. m<
N. Y. C.
Not quite the first
In reference to "Sponsor Speaks'
October, suggest you and R«»j
Greene check with NBC to detenu]
who sponsored their Journey to I
der standing series last Decern f
You will find the answer to be I
Cigarettes, a product of Brown & ^
liamson which therefore must hi
"the first time that a low-cost nati
ally used consumer product ever
presented such an ambitious progr
in the public interest."
Richard
A. Pinkh
Ted Bales & Co.
N. Y. C.
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ifHLI
'HE VOICE OF LONG

ONE OF THE NATION'S MOST HONOREL
SUBURBAN RADIO STATIONS

ISLAND"

honeer in Public Service Programming in the Major Long Island Market . . . WHLI offers
yonsors and their products a Prestige Atmosphere and an influential Long Island Audince . . . unmatched for quality and quantity ...by any other independent or network radio
tation covering this market!

>rover 13 years, WHLI has dominated listening on Long Island
ith programs designed to serve the needs and interests of the
'er-growing Long Island community . . .
Familiar Good Music
• School-Factory Closings
iL I. News and Weather Reports
• Community Activities
Traffic-Road Conditions • Editorial Opinion

Our WHLI "Hall of Fame" attests to the wide-spread acclaim achieved by our high standards of programming "in
the public interest." Prominent from wall-to-wall are dozens of awards and citations from civic, religious, youth,
community, veterans groups and from trade and industry
for programming of exceptional merit and service.

10,000

REPRESENTED

BY GILL-PERNA

WHLI!

WATTS

WSB-TV is first choice
in Atlanta, a market of
1,000,000 served by 3
stations. Its dominance
is not new, but has been
proved by survey after
survey of the market.
The latest surreys show:
first— WSB/TV leads
in number of counties
first— WSB/TV leads
reached."
in net weekly circulation.*
first— WSB/TV leads
in quarter-hour ratings.t
first— WSB/TV leads
in metro area share of sets
use, Sunday thru Saturday.
first— WSB/TV leads
in local and network news
show audiences.t
first— WSB/TV leads
in feature film audience.t
first— WSB/TV leads
in audience delivered for
syndicated shows. t
first— WSB/TV leads
in kid show audiences
including the top rated
Popeye Club.t
*ARB I960 Coverage Study, Atlanta, C
fARB, Atlanta, Go., August, 1960

wsb-fr

channel 2 AtlantJ

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC

WSOC-TV. Charlotte; WHIO WHIO-TV. [

^
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rvs $20,000,000 GIFT
- to the presidential campaign
hat's a conservative estimate of the net costs to tv stations
nd networks for convention, debate, and campaign coverage
pate tomorrow evening or early Wednesday
)rning when tv stations and networks end their
mprehensive coverage of the 1960 presidential
urns, they will complete the greatest single cash
ntribution to American political information and
ucation which has ever been made by any private
lustry or group.
Actual hard money costs to the industry for the
wentions-to-election-day period, 1 July to 8 Nonber, will exceed $20,000,000, according to the
»st conservative and reliable business estimates.
)NSOR
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Many network and station executives checked by
sponsor editors believe that the figure will top
$30,000,000.
For an industry which only a year ago was under
bitter critical attack for neglecting its "public responsibilities," therecord, of course, is an extraordinary one.
Unfortunately, however, it is one side of the tv
story which is too little known or understood by the
general public.
Today, there are few who question the enormous29

Conventions, Great Debates, special programs meant at leas

LOS ANGELES AND CHICAGO coverage of Republican
and Democratic Conventions involved fantastic expenses, probably cost nets and stations over $9,000,000
despite
partial sponsorship
of convention
telecasts

part which tv has played in the Republican-Democratic campaigning of
the last five months.
Preliminary analysis of A. C. Nielsen and other data indicates that at
least 80' r and probably closer to
90% of the 65,000,000 expected to
vote tomorrow will have gained their
primary knowledge of candidates and
issues from tv viewing.
A single one of the Great Debates,
for example, was watched by an estimated 75,000,000 men, women and
children.
By contrast, the seven famous Lincoln-Douglas debates of 1858 attracted, according to Carl Sandburg,
a total of 78,500 people.
But the astronomical audience figures which tv achieved, and the wide
comment which the Great Debates
and convention coverage provoked in
the press, have obscured what to
sponsor is easily the most significant
aspect

30

of the

industry's

effort — the

GREAT DEBATES were a 'tv gift' that totaled nearll
$2,000,000 and this figure does not include spot timj
revenues that were lost by the stations who carried th|
four historic

Kennedy-Nixon

voluntary contributions of hard cash
which tv networks and stations have
made
to the cause of political understanding.
sponsor's estimate of a $20,000,000
cost to the industry has been arrived
at by examining four separate factors.
1. Advertising revenues lost by the
pre-emption of network time for unsponsored political telecasts.
2. Advertising revenues lost by the
pre-emption of spot time for unsponsored political telecasts.
3. Net loss incurred by the difference between the costs and the sale
price of commercially sponsored political telecasts (i.e. convention and
election night coverage).
4. Special-out-of-pocket costs involved in setting up program, production, technical, and other facilities for
campaign coverage.
Not included in the $20,000,000
figures are thousands of man hours
of executive, program,
production,

meetings on the airwayl

and other personnel time involved
handling the expanded political schefl
ules which every network and stati'
has included.
Nor does the $20,000,000 total i
elude the net loss in paid political at
vertising which tv has incurred du
ing the 1960 campaign.
The industry fight for the suspei
sion of Section 315 has actual
meant a drop in expenditures by tl
Republicans and Democrats for
spots and programs over comparab
1956 and 1952 figures. Tv has giv
more free time and received less rev
nue from the major parties.
sponsor's $20,000,000 estimal
however, disregards the losses in pa
political tv advertising, and conce
trates only on the costs of the co;
ventions, the Great Debates, elect
Night coverage and the many sp
cial programs scheduled by both nj
works and stations during the fi^
month campaign period.
7 NOVEMBER
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$20,000,000 in expenses and lost revenue to tv nets, stations

PECIAL PROGRAMS dealing with the campaign in■uded both sponsored and unsponsored varieties,
bsts for such programs to networks and stations over
*id

beyond

advertising

revenue

exceeded

Convention Coverage. For netorks and stations this was by far the
ibst expensive phase of the 1960 poical coverage.
After checking with ABC, CBS, and
JC, SPONSOR believes that the costs
the networks for the Los Angeles
d Chicago sessions will total $9,fO,000 even after deducting income
)m advertisers who participated in
hvention coverage.
Exact costs are not available, and
ly not be for many months (ABC
t week reported that it was just
ting in the last bills for Los Anes), and the complexities of netrk booking may never reveal the
e picture.
However, this much is clear, the
publican and Democratic meetings
ulted in a virtual blackout of prime
ie for a 10-day period, and none
the networks got back from conation sponsors anything like the
l^ertising revenues
lost by preWSOR

•
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$1,500,000

ELECTION NIGHT COVERAGE involving complex technical and news arrangements plus sizable hunks of
both prime and fringe time will set the industry back
at least another $1,000,000, say conservative experts

emptions and indemnifications.
CBS, who sold a complete convention-campaign-election nightpackage
to Westinghouse, reiterated to SPONSOR last week that its own costs
would be "several million dollars" in
excess of the reported Westinghouse
package price of $6,000,000.
ABC and NBC, who had less success in selling convention advertisers
(ABC, for example, claims a 60%
sellout), took heavy losses on the Los
Angeles and Chicago operations.
According to one network spokesman "unless you saw the network
installations, you can't possibly visualize the expenses involved. Each
of us virtually set up a completely
equipped television station with full
engineering facilities, studios, offices, decorations, furniture, for a
five-day operation at the Democratic
Convention, and another complete
station for five days in Chicago."
CBS
alone shipped
60 tons

of

equipment to each of the two political meetings and paid travel expenses
for over 250 people from its New
York and Washington staffs.
The Great Debates which, of course,
took place in free unsponsored time,
will probably, when all bills are in.
have cost the networks nearly $2,0(10.000. Gross time charges alone
for the four meetings will run close
to $1,500,000. and the debates themselves involved far more costly technical and other preparations than is
generally known.
ABC, for instance, cherishes an
AT&T bill for over $17,500 line
charges
"special
the
third for
debate
whichrehearsals"
saw Nixon for
in
Los Angeles and Kennedv in New
York. Regular line charges, of
course, for the debate itself, were on
top of this figure.
"And just wait," one network production executive told sponsor, "until our financial boys start seeing the
31

weighted
with
presidential
topics.
In addition dozens of local tv stations and station groups such as
Westinghouse and Corinthian have
produced special campaign programs.
\( curate figures on the net costs
to the industry of such programing
are. of course, impossible to obtain.
sponsor believes, however, that they

hills for red carpets, security police,
and all the other items which we had
to |>i<>\ i<l«' for the debates."
Special programs. In addition to
the well-publicized conventions and
Great Debates, tv networks and stations have scheduled hundreds of
hours of programs or program features designed to acquaint the public
with the candidates and issues of the
campaign.
Roth sponsored and unsponsored
shows figure in the list. At CBS for
instance, they include such specials
as The Right Man, CBS Reports and

represent an outlay of at lea-t >].500.000 over and beyond anv revenues derived from sponsorship, and
is confident that many tv men will
place the tab at many times that
amount.
Election Night Coverage, on all
three networks will pre-empt at least

Eyewitness to History, many episodes of the unsponsored Face the
Nation as well as appearances on
Person to Person by both candidates.
ABC has had a weeklv Campaign
Roundup series, and has devoted
many of its Open Hearing and College Neus Conference programs to
campaign matters.
At NBC such programs as Meet
the Press, partially sponsored during
July-November
have
been
heavilv

§§

"v:

two hours of prime time (plus manyhours of fringe timet and will involve fantastically complex news and
facilities preparations which will onlv
partiallv be repaid for I as in the case
of convention coverage I by advertising sponsors. CBS. for example, will
have an election night news team of
nearlv 700 and has set up a new nationwide telephone system, tying in

..:"::. ";. '"

IS $20 MILLION

:"

TOO

::

LOW?

In figuring the cash contribution which tv stations and networks
made to the campaign, SPONSOR

tried to estimate conservatively

1

Conventions.
Coverage of Republican and Democratic meetings meant loss to industry of S9.000,000

2

Great Debates.
to nets and stations

Tv asked to make this gift. Cost
will total nearly S2. 000.000

Special programs covering campaign had some
sponsors, but costs exceeded revenues by SI. 500. 000

Election
night telecasts involved huge expenses
and despite sponsorship meant loss of SI. 000.000

CBS headquarters in every slate capital with its Studio 65 in downtown
Manhattan. ABC. NBC and CBS.
will have batteries of electronic computers, dozens of analysts, commeni
tators. and researchers working on
the returns.
Costs to the networks alone iou
election night will run at least SI.
000.000 above revenues received.
Spot Losses. Least understood, bul
one of the heaviest expenses borne b\
the industry, will be the serious cur
tailment in spot revenues suffered b\
stations during the course of the carr.
paign. Following the Republican Con
vention, one Indiana operator of t\
and am facilities reported to SPONSOf
that the conventions alone would cos
him in excess of $40,000 in lost spot!
for which no make-good was possible?
Even if not all of the country's 50(
commercials tv suffered comparabl<
losses, the total spot revenue droppet
by the industry begins to assum«
mammoth proportions when one add
the spots lost in the Great Debate;
and other campaign programs.
sponsor believes it highly conserv
ative to estimate that American ti
stations have given up at least $6,
500.000 in spot dollars for the privi
lege of presenting the presidents
campaign.

In arrivingto atthea public
total "tv
S20.000.000
for gift"
greats<j
political understanding, sponsor ed!
tors checked responsible executive
in every phase of the business. Not
professed to know accurate answei
But all. without exception, questions
certain of sponsor's figures as ti
low. Just before press time, an NI
spokesman called to say that NBC:*
latest figuring showed that the m
work's total cost for the conventithrough the election night peri 2
would "exceed S6.000.CKXT and tb
this figure is "highly conservative
Whether or not the industry tot
of $20,000,000 should be revised i
ward is not. in the opinion of SPO
sor editors, an important questio
The plain
fact campaigns
is — tv"s cash
tributions
to the
havee<>i
most doubled all other contribute

Spot

losses by stations during conventions, debates and other campaign programs top S6,500.000

received by the parties from all oth
sources.
SPONSOR believes that the story I
the industry's campaign gift deservP
wide airing among the public.
*m
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A PERSONAL
dent in charge

presentation
of network

of new CBS
sales George

Network

Radio format is made to Stanley H. Pulver, Colgate-Palmolive medi*
iger (left), by vice presiArkedis.
Schedule
includes
10 minutes of news on the hour, five-min ute feature every half hour

radio's 'biggest push'

^ Web execs say that they have found their format
and are confident of selling the medium into the black
Although many admen have a 'show me' attitude,
the webs say thev are selling what advertisers want to buy
.Wetwork

radio is embarked on the

biggest push of its life. New formats,
new research and — above all — new
enthusiasm, are being thrown into
the fight to get the message of '"what
I we are, not what we were" to potential advertisers.
At first glance, anyone remembering pre-1950 network radio would
think of the 1960-61 schedules as
skeletonized, but a more realistic appraisal would reveal that the radio
networks — all of them when CBS
initiates its new format 25 November
— are selling the way that advertisers
are buying.
' The networks are programing short
[segments of news and features, feeding their affiliates regularly scheduled
Ibits and pieces of hard news, human
interest, sports and variety, with the
.network always(,avaiiable for special
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programs of any length from a football game to a concert to the inauguration on 20 January.
And the networks last week were
optimistic. "We have found our format," said one official, "after a depressing decade of forced change.
Despite all the requiems and, frankly,
lack of advertiser enthusiasm, we are
convinced that we have found a
strong set of bootstraps." He indicated that the network salesmen were
pulling hard "because if we don"t.
nobody else will."
Not everybody was as sanguine as
the network spokesman. Agency observers, although not going as far as
Emil Mogul's suggestion (that "nighttime radio should be abandoned as
we know it today, with a skeleton operation maintaining public service
ipragraming.e eiv.il defense,

and pos- 1

sibly an accelerated national news
me"
attitude.tended to adopt a "show
schedule"),
They pointed out that only NBC
(since March) was in the black, that
ABC has yet to receive much advertiser support for its new Flair programing, that CBS's new format was
as yet untried. They claimed that
stations still don't like the idea of
selling themselves so inexpensively as
affiliates.
And they point to the recently released FCC figures for 1959 which
show that total revenues of the four
nationwide radio networks, including
19 o&o's, were $60.4 million, or 6.4$
below the figures of $64.5 million for
1958. The networks reported a loss
of $4.5 million as compared to a loss
of $4.9 million in 1958. The networks, their 19 o&o's and 3.361 other
stations reported a decline in the sale
of network radio time to $35.6 million, or $23.49? below 1958.
In the face of dollar signs and dissenters, network radio salesmen are
still in an optimistic mood. Their
argument is that what they have given
up in the way of programing thev
have gotten, back, in clearances: thev

can dow promise advertisers a true
network as well as a trul\ economical l>u\.
Station clearance is no longer considered a problem, they stressed, as
the schedules have been drawn up
with the approval and cooperation of
the affiliates, who have in turn promised maximum clearance.
"Our major challenge now/' said a
network salesman, "'is the re-education of the advertiser. So many have
written us off. and in many cases for
good reasons. \\ itfa 80 many ad managers and buyers network radio just
doesn't come to mind anymore at the
ad\ent of a campaign. If we are to
survive, the pitch must be made, and
heard — now."
Activity of the networks last week
that reflected this ':now is the time"
philosophy :
• NBC released a Nielsen study to
show that network radio by the four
"generally accepted" measurements
by which ad media are evaluated is a
good buv. They were: i 1 i audiences.
(2 1 cost-per-1,000, (3 1 coverage of
highest buying groups and (4 1 advertiser acceptance. NBC also stated
that it had been in the black since
March. 1960. would be for the year
as a whole and into the first quarter

of L961 at least — with a big year
expected.
• CBS has been meeting daily with
media men and ad managers of top

um whether he is in the S40C
category or the $25,000 category,

firms to introduce them to the newprograming schedule which goes into

"Secondly, there's frequency,
advertiser spending tv and magazine I
money may only be getting weekly ■
exposure. For the same money, orl
less, we can saturate the nation. A

effect 25 November, stressing a newnews format, personalities, and high
clearance. CBS thus becomes the last
to make the switch from old-time
programing.
• ABC rounds out a month

of

Flair with intensive publicity and presentation activity directed at potential
advertisers, and a prediction that
Flair will catch on with advertisers
bv the end of the first quarter of
1961.
• Mutual has turned over the sales
reins to its president, Robert Hurleigh, who is selling hard on the idea
that the other network program patterns are "copied" from MBS and
that Mutual offers the lowest costper-1,000.
"There are five reasons why any
advertiser is wise to buy network
radio at this time," according to
Howard Gardner, manager-sales development, NBC Radio. "The first is
our cost versus the cost of tv. Network radio gives an advertiser the
chance at a national broadcast medi-

DICK VAN DYKE (center) puts on a happy face for Robert R. Pauley (left) ABC v.p. in
charge of the radio network, a nd William T. Rafael, national program director. Van Dyke, star
'Bye Bye
of the Broadway hit
Birdie,' is host for ABC's
I I daily 'adu't-directsd' Flair features

money doesn't dissipate as quickly as I
in tv.

third plus,"' he continued, "is added
reach. We can take any kind of a tv
schedule and show that a radio schedule will bring in new homes and increase frequency.
"Advertisers must meet the competition, reason number four. If their
competitors are in network radio
heavily and are successful, they must
get in. And, finally, network radio
can help an advertiser force distribution, even in soft goods. With local
stations heavily promoting a sponsored network show," he explained,
"they will be able to sign stores for
tie-in announcements. The local
stores, in turn, will have to have «
large supply of the sponsor's item h
NBC is employing in its latest sales
drive a presentation based on Nielser
figures called, "The Four Keys tc
stock."
Radio Leadership." The "keys," ac
cording to NBC:

HOWARD
velopment,
black' for

GARDNER,
NBC
Radio,
I960 and for
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1. Audiences — As of August. 1960,
udiences for various programing
ave gone up to 23% from 13% over I
year ago. Also, the network reaches
irgest audiences throughout the
eek.
2. Efficiency — NBC delivers such |
>w cost-per-1,000 as 36£ for New,
n the Hour, 54^ for Emphasis, anc
6V for Monitor.
3. Selectivity — NBC

reaches a

eavy number of "kev group" customers (especially the 35-49 age group
ith the highest market value) .
4. Advertiser acceptance — 17' < of
1 the advertising in network radio
carried by NBC (and, SPONSOR estimates, more than 50% of the dolrs'l.
George Arkedis, CBS Radio vice
Resident in charge of network sales.
' leading the drive to introduce CoTnbia's
new
program
schedule.
his is the first time I've really had
^mething to sell all across the sched-

ALL BY HIMSELF: Bob Van Horn, prop r nanager at WSJS-TV, Winst< n Sale n, N. C, puts on
cameras are used
daily hour show sans cameraman, floor ma lagers, production assistants
. Two

ONE-MAN TV SHOW PUTS
THE OCTOPUS TO SHAME

jj" he said, "seven days a week.
le values that we have made availle to radio network advertisers are
Ve to attract them."
'Arkedis is enthusiastic about the
iw format, which hits the airwaves
25 November. Programing is
{Please turn to page 45)

■ ou've certainly heard of a oneman band, but have you ever heard
of a one-man tv program — production and all?
A case in point — and it may be the
only one around — is Bob Van Horn
of WSJS-TV, Winston Salem. N. C.
Van Horn, a jack-of -all-trades by
nature, has put the octupus to shame.
Control room aside, he is the only
person involved in putting on the Bob
Gordon Show, which is aired from 910 a.m. each weekday.
He is m.c, commentator, cameraman, floor man and production assistant, plus a few other people. And—
oh,
yes
he's fact
propthat
manager
at the
station. — The
the American
labor movement hasn't protested is
one of the unanswered questions of
the time.
The production details of this daily
program call for two live cameras, a
"birthday board" with motor-driven
crawl for salutes to kids, live appearances bythe m.c. and introductions.
Because of the programing schedule, there are no cameramen, floor
men or production types available to
get live portions of the show on the
air.

NK W. ERWIN, assistant to the presiof MBS, stresses web-affiliate compatiy as key to eliminating clearance problems
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Since he is an experienced hand at
finding creative and imaginative answers for using sets and scenerv eco-

nomically, Van Horn's set-up for producing the Bob Gordon Shoiv was not
justHere's
luck. how he works: Each morning Van Horn pre-sets his own scenery, lights and sound. He also presets both cameras — one on himself
and the other on the birthdav crawl.
Before he goes on the air, he provides
the audio and video operators in the
control room with a complete cueing
lineup for the program.
While he's on the air, the operators
switch on word cues from Bob to
cover his introductions to the films
coming up and also to present the liw
segments
small
fry. of tricks and games for the
To cue himself, Van Horn rigged
up a clock which he sets up under one
of the camera lenses and switches on
his own mike for his audio cues.
In the beginning of the one-man
operation, naturally, there were rough
spots. But today, the station reports,
the program runs as smoothly as it
would with a full crew.
As a matter of fact, Van Horn's
success is so highly regarded that the
WSJS-TV program manager is now
using the one-man technique on his
daily morning news program (7:25),
and results have been happy there,

CITIES WHERE

BURLINGTON

BURLINGTON

USES CUT-IN

made tv history with its

huge cut-in plan embracing 166 coast-tocities
(dots).
Two
Hawaiian
cities not

sh<

Burlington's massive

cut-in drive

^ Hosiery maker, long-time advocate of print, creating
local-level impact with cooperation of some 980 dealers

and engineered by Donahue & Cod
v.p. and media head Gerald T. A:
thur, embraces 981 dealers in moi
than 166 cities.

^ Support stocking gaining customer recognition with
present plan and combatting hot Supp-Hose competition

Literally
"mountains"
work
were involved
before of
the pape
hua

^Surlington Hosiery, now up to its
neck in one of the most massive cutin arrangements in tv history, is getting as close to retail advertising as
is possible. The idea: customer awareness of Burlington's Support Stocking, now in hot competition with
Mojud's Supp-Hose. first to hit the
buying market, and a consistent tv
advertiser. I See "Tv Supports SuppHose Belt. i. SPONSOR, 17 Oct. I''")1'. i
36

Burlington, whose ad monev went
to print for its hosiery wares, ventured into tv for the first time last
spring with a five-market spot buy to
push its support stocking which came
out in the fall of last \ear.
This season, Burlington Hosiery,
flushed with success over its first tv
try, took the tv route with a gigantic,
cut-in plan involving seven shows and
three networks.
The plan, devised

and first large scale project of thi
kind, could be effected. The plan i
compasses six night net shows: ABO
Laurence Welk, Adventures in Part
dise, Bourbon St. Beat, The Roarin
'20' s: NBC's Dan Raven: CBS' Pi
son to Person; and one morning
show: NBC's Today.
The dealers, located in cities sea
tered across the country (see S)j
above) including two in Hawaii. ;
given local product recognition fc
lowing the filmed commercial
cut-in identification slides (see cai
SPONSOR
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shows

At that time, and strictly on a test
basis, Burlington Hosiery bought tv

Dealer enthusiasm runs high for
his out-size commercial tie-in: a
)lend of local spot effect with net
)rograming prestige. That the jumbo
)roject, which was put into effect
arly in September, is producing
hat the advertiser went after can be

spots in five markets: Boston, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Salt Lake City,

picture opposite)
nentioned above.

in

all the

liirlii 10OH Support 'Stockings

immed up in the comment by Burington Hosiery's advertising and pronotion director, Nathan S. Lanning:
Burlington 'brand- washed' a major
(ortion of the tremendous market of
vomen interested in support hose
hrough the impact of these television
urograms and store tie-ins."
The mechanics of the huge cut-in
Ian, dubbed Bur-tacular, (combinng the name Burlington with the
pectacular aspects of the immense
dan) could be put into motion only
iter a series of agency-advertiser
neetings and "tons" of paper work,
n addition, it involved soliciting the
letworks' blessings; visiting tv staions in plan markets to contract for
he local station tie-in and numerous
alesmen-dealer get-togethers. Hundreds of instruction sheets were
ritten, and dispatched, to everyone
[onnected with the tie-in and many
|>ages of correspondence passed from
tend to hand before the now smooth
oordinated Support Stocking dealers
vorking plan could be employed.
As it stands now, each of the 981
oordinated Support Stocking dealers
| identified during each of the seven
let shows at the cut-in portion of the
iosiery commercial.
The commereials — some taped, othrs filmed — are the same in all the
warkets. The theme: Which is the

SOME

980 DEALERS

located In more than

166 cities throughout the United States are
identified by card slides like the Filene slide
above,
during
the
Burlingtoi

uct which not only serves therapeutically, but as an adornment, as well.
Then, when viewer interest is at its
peak, the local station cut-in tells her
where, in her own locale, she can
purchase the Burlington product.
The Burlington Support Stocking
commercial, incidentally, received
honorable mention during the First
American Film Festival sponsored by
SPONSOR, last year.
It is the same commercial used in
Burlington's first tv try last spring.

and Washington, D. C. An eightweek campaign, it ran from February to April. Six to 10 spots a week
were used, minutes and 20's.
The result of this test try was "beyond expectations," enthusiastically
reported both advertiser and agency
to SPONSOR. It was this first campaign which triggered the huge advertising program now in effect, a
plan which despite its immensity,
works smoothly. The cost of this
unique cut-in? "Minimal" reports
D&C's Arthur — "much less than one
would expect." The campaign, which
began 12 September, will run through
16 December.
As for the networks, ABC and CBS
took a dim view of the maze of paper
work involved in local station tie-in
dealings and aside from granting
authorization, washed their hands
of all details, according to a D&C
spokesman. NBC, on the other hand,
has assumed all the necessary transactions, billings, etc.
^

Arlington Support Stocking? Against
musical, tap dance background, an
attractive woman, legs clad in nylon
jiose, defies the viewer to guess which
!g is adorned with the support stockig. The commercial sells the idea
hat support hose do not need to be
?ss attractive than sheer hosiery. It
lso points out the firm lift and suport of the functional hose, and, conistently emphasizes the name Burington Support Stocking. The dealer
ut-in breaks in at the close of the
ommercial. In short, Burlington's
West, and successful tv plan, features
sparkling commercial which piques
sminine interest in a hosiery prodPONSOR
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DONAHUE
advertising

& COE
and

v p. and media head Gerald T. Arthur (left) and Burlington Hosiery
on director, Nathan S. Lanning, handing over a small portion of the

promot

massive cut-in arrangements, to W.

H. Schneider,

D&C

executive v. p.

LOCAL CANDIDATE:
Can tv sell this seasonal item?

LIGHTING is checked before on-camera work. Gilbert
buys seven announcements weekly on WNEW-TV: after
late-night news during week, mid-evening on weekends

^

New York Congressional candidate, up for election tomorrow, puts entire campaign budget into tv.

He's buying 30 counties but needs to reach only half of one

I \ i- being called on to perform a
small miracle in New York this week
mocratic campaigner for office
backs an established Republican
stronghold.
Il< is Phil |.. (;ill„.rt. Jr.. candidate
agress from New ^ ork's 26th
<li-tri<t in upper Westchester,
who
has pul all <>f hi* campaign money
into local television announcements

38

supplemented with newspaper advertising on tv pages plugging his appearances.
Whether this "seasonal" product
can be sold to a splinter audience remains to be seen — tomorrow. Gilbert
is using the facilities of WNEW -TV,
\i -u } urk. which reaches some 30
counties, to get his message across to
families in his home district — rough-

lv. one half of one county. Thus
Gilbert is paying a premium price in
advertising to ensconce himself in
office.
Another major obstacle: He's in a
predominantly Republican area,
where his opposition claims 76f7 of
the
registration.
this total
far behind
before theBecause
start of he's
the
i Please turn to page 48 i
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ON THE AIR with TelePrompTer, Gilbert tv tactic is
designed to sway Republican stronghold where only
24% of homes are Democratic or Liberal devotees

4

TAPE EQUIPMENT is put into line for final shooting. Gilbert voted for tv

VIEWERS see Gilbert in head-on pose. He uses costly

despite 'waste' coverage because of its impact. First announcement
gained 2.0 Arbitron rating or 88,000 homes, with 2,300 in his area

tv as 'strong measure' to cope with entrenched opponents infight. See SPONSOR next week for outcome

McCANN'S

'COMMANDOS'

^ McCann's Frank White heads 'commando' group of
100 persons concerned with broadcast and ad ethics
^
They've set specific paths which
inh^rity, lead to workable
validation

develop
of ad

taste,
claims

BRING

IwlcCann-Erickson for the fii
time is taking the wraps off its coi
porate system of checks and doubU
checks on advertising and broadcai
ethics. It has revealed its step-by-ste
approaches to an upgrading of cop
claims and product presentation.
Frank White, vice chairman of tlr
board, is spearheading a svstemati
total-agency drive which he describe
as "candle-snuffing" — "putting o
fires before the wastepaper basket b
gins to blaze." White, speaking c
the theme that "ethics is everybod
business" before the Association
Consulting
Chemists
and Chemi<
Engineers
a fortnight ago, trace
some of the beehive activity wbiq
has been going on at McCann
The activity, designed to fost
good taste and integrity, is partic
larly significant (1) because of tr
agency's massive size and influent
in the agency fraternity as well as
all of advertising and (2) becau:
the action follows in the wake
concerned pronouncements from t
Federal Trade Commission and
Federal Communications Commissi'
on the matter of ethics,
McCann is particularly interestt
in the ethical tone of broadcast cor
and presentation, although a revie
group of more than 100 persons
also surveying all other media. The
basic pursuit, says Frank White,
volves "just plain old-fashioned b
esty ...
in the moral, legal, a
money sense of the word but, ev'
more importantly, in our thinki
That's why, he explains, the u
grading starts from the bottom — t
individual agency persons — ai
works up toward the top — rnana".
ment. Good taste and integrity "ca
not be established by a board of <
rectors," but they can be encourag
and developed.

FRANK

WHITE, vice chairman of
the board of McCann-Ericlcson

spearheads all-agency effort
to upgrade
claims, presentation

How is McCann doing this? Fit
of all, by setting up the review groi
in which each of more than 100 p<
sons "has a personal sense of pa
ticipation." These people exchanj
ideas with creative and account ser
ice people with the precise pu:
of defining who is sup©'

AD

INTEGRITY

what, as well as when and why.
A major hurdle was surmounted
when they arrived at a definition of
terms concerning validation — the
substantiation of product claims and
product presentation. Says White:
"Technical and professional validation of product claims is primarily a
responsibility of the advertiser," and
account people get copies of such
validation material from the client
and keep it in the agency files.
The agency itself has primary responsibility for "the validation of
any techniques used in connection
with the demonstration and/or visualization ofthe products which it advertises." Adds White: "This means,
quite bluntly, that when artifices are
used the agency must be sure that the
end result is fair and honest."
Scrupulous appraisal of validation
documents requires double-checks, according to the McCann theory. This
is why all claims are reviewed by

DOWN

TO

EARTH

HOW McCANN'S
FRANK WHITE
TURNS
THEORY TO PRACTICE
Start with the individual
Start with the individual and work up in encouraging "intellectual honesty.'" "Ethics is everybody's business." One admonition: talk less about the general and work harder at
specifics, day by day and hour by hour.

Set up a review group
Set up a reviewing group of more than 100 agency persons
to study electronics and other media
revisions, if any, should be made

to "determine

what

in standard practices."

Meet informally
Schedule informal meetings of this group with creative and
account service people to "determine

and then to spell out

each of the agency's three plans
boards as well as by attorneys. The
legal and the creative groups are
working well together despite initial

just who is supposed to do what, when, and why."

creative "apprehension that the cold
hand of the law would inevitably
slow up the fingers on the typewriters

Isolate meanings and responsibilities of validation in adver-

and crayons on the drawing boards."
The lawyers, however, don't review
actual copy or art work. They "assume responsibility for obtaining, interpreting, and passing on to our advertising professional people all information inconnection with legislation, rulings or other pertinent data
relating to the ethical area of our
operations," explains White.
The agency has taken further responsibility inchecking into the character and reputation of scientists and
consultants who contribute to the material which is used in product claims.
It gets "basic information concerning
the identity and professional standing

Set validation rules
tising copy and claims as well as presentation. M-E's conclusions: "The technical and professional validation of
product claims is primarily a responsibility of the advertiser. The agency has primary responsibility for validation
of any technique used in connection with demonstration
and/or visualization of the products which it advertises."

Have review units
Start appraisal of validation ivith a "Says who?" attitude.
Validation material is reviewed by three McCann plans
boards, attorneys, and the ethics group. Last has sparked

''

check into "character and reputation" of scientists, consultants who contribute to validation.

of all scientific professionals" who
participate in the advertising pro-

Play for keeps!

gram, whether they're hired
client or the agency.
The system is working, says
and there are three major
(Please turn t<> page 48

Back up the program
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forces
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with management

sanction. "Top man-

agement must clearly indicate it's playing for keeps."

TV FILM
gj ^ National sponsors are
m now using more syndication
§f than ever before, says Ziv-UA
^

National brands — tobacco, food, automotives, drugs

— create

FLANNING

CAMPAIGN

scheduled over WTRF-TV

are station account executi

(I) and Tri-State Asphalt Co. vice president Harold Burgey. A leading asphalt i
Tri-State is one of first of its kind to use consumer-slanted television as an advert

i Bob Beall
anufacturer,

VIDEO PAVES THE WAY
FOR TOP ASPHALT MAKER
^%sphalt may not seem like a big
consumer item, but it's fast becoming
one for a leading asphalt manufacturer via television advertising.
Tri-State Asphalt Corp., a regional
industry covering the five states of
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia and Maryland surrounding its
home base of Wheeling, West Vii
ginia, started in tv with an all-institutional approach two years ago, only
to find consumer sell more profitable.
Here's how it happened:
Back in 1958 Tri-State took its firsl
step into t\ with the purchase of minnir -pot- around ball games on
'A rRF-TV, Wheeling. "Our basic
o reach city, town, and government oflieials to make the name of
familiar one. and the first
"'ai'' institutional campaign did just
i hat. ad manager Bernard Witten
told SPONSOR.
"What we didn't expect, though,"
he added, "was the by-product of the
campaign
an extensive increase in
private
drivewaj
and
parking lot business."
That "by-product" started the company'a first-of-its-kind m
trd
42

consumer - directed advertising. In
1959 it purchased the top-rated Seven
O'Clock Report on WTRF-TV, a fiveminute, twice-a-week newscast following Huntley -Br inkley. More consumer-slant (e.g. still slide of private
driveway or supermarket parking lot
with voice-over narration I , coupled
with harder sell effected an almost
immediate reaction: private business
increased
10c/c in just one year's
time.
This year's campaign has shown
an even greater trend toward consumer away from all-out institutional
sell — a strong indication that TriState plans to step up its tv campaigns in the near future. As ad
manager Witten put it: "When state,
cit) and local community officials are
continually reminded of our record
via tv they're impressed. The same
applies to other people in the area.
When a new business, a new school
opens or a private citizen wants to
put in a driveway, they think of TriState because they've seen our commercials. Ithink that's more than
enough reason to stick with tv, don't
you?"
^

film

buying

trend

B here s been a migration of national advertisers into tv film syndication lately.
A quiet but, nonetheless, significant trend is underway, according to
Ziv-UA, and national advertisers are
now doing much more buying than
ever before.
Actually there's nothing new in the
idea of a national client picking up a
syndicated show in a group of markets.See
I
sponsor, 14 February
1959. p. 29, and 20 February 1960.
p. 29.)
As long as 20 months ago, it was
possible to list 25 national brands
which had just come on the scene as
syndication users. But today there's
big news in the augmented role national advertisers are playing in certain shows. To be specific, in 31%
of the markets in which Ziv-UA's
Case of the Dangerous Robin is sold
(over 1801, there's a national sponsor behind the show .
What kinds of national sponsors
use syndication? They're the same
types which use network television.
In some cases, in fact, specific brands
divide up their tv program budget between network shows and syndicated
shows. These categories of national
sponsors are now using syndication:
tobacco, drugs, foods, automotives,
beers, soft drinks, cosmetics, and personal services.
These 15 national sponsors are
currently using Ziv-UA syndicated
-how-: \merican Tobacco, Pet Milk.
Ford Dealers of America, Brown &
Williamson, Safewav Stores. Max
Factor, R. J. Reynolds. Bristol-Mvers.
Miles Laboratories, Johnson & Johnson, Armour, Bardahl, Seven-Up.
Carling's, and Household
Finance.
SPONSOR
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THE

This is not, of course, a complete list
of national sponsors using syndication. What makes the list impressive
is that it's the current client list of
just one syndicator.
The constant increase of national
sponsors has been the key weight
shifting the balance in syndication
from a station-supported to a sponsorsupported medium. Sponsors now do
the majority of syndication buying,
537c of it, compared to 1959 when
stations were in the ascendant with
51' ( of the buying.
In some shows the sponsor majority is even higher, according to the
Ziv-UA survey. Case of the Dangerous Robin, for example, shows 56%
of its sales made directly to sponsors.
In the past, the sponsor share has
often been much lower. Even highly
successful Sea Hunt, now in its fourth
year in syndication, went on the air
in 1957 "with virtually no national
advertisers."
National support for syndication,
however, has not diminished the commitment of regional companies, such
as breweries, gasolines, and utilities.
A roll call of regional advertisers
now using the same syndicator's
shows includes these 20 companies:
Standard Oil of California. Kroger
Co.. Ashland Oil, Phillips Petroleum,
Texas State Optical, Lee Optical, Superior Dairy, Iowa Electric Light,
Standard Oil of Indiana, Lincoln HiBred Corn, LaBatt beer, Lincoln Income Life Insurance, Savannah
Sugar, West End Brewing, Sun Oil,
Cotton Baking, Avera Packing, Pacific Gas and Electric, Sego Milk, and
Congress Brewing.
I Ziv-UA has probably the largest
client list of any syndicator in the
business, and it has produced more
programs for syndication season af'ter season than any of its rivals.
While other important syndicators
endeavor to bring out two, three, or
four new productions for syndication
each year, Ziv-UA says that it has
kept up with its announced policy of
maintaining an average of six new
productions available every year.
In 1960 its six shows include renewals of two programs which made
SPONSOR
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their premieres in past seasons: Sea
Hunt, now in its fourth year of production, and Lock-Up, in its second.
Two of the six shows, Case of the
Dangerous Robin and This Man Dawson, appeared on the tv scene for the
first time in the last 12 months. Another new production, Tombstone
Territory, consisted of new episodes
of a program concept which proved
itself successful on a prior ABC TV

by 13%. Miami Undercover, one of
five tv properties contributed to ZivUA by the United Artists side of the
family, is the first of such shows to
be released since the Ziv-UA combine was formed.
Miami Undercover is sold in 22
markets, including Buffalo, Miami,
Cclumbus, Norfolk, Phoenix, El Paso,
Salt Lake City. Bismarck. Bakersfield,
Houston, Denver, Atlanta, and Los

run. Ziv-UA's sixth entry for 1960,
Miami Undercover, is currently in
production on location and started
sales within the past two weeks.
Ziv-LLA. released Miami Undercover
at this time partly because it believes
that a ratings trend favoring suspense
shows is now happening. In one
study, suspense shows earned a 10%
ratings increase from January to July
during 1960 compared to 1959, while
situation comedy fell 2%, drama
dropped 8%, westerns lost by 11%,
and quiz and panel programs slumped

Angeles. The show stars Lee Bowman and Rocky Graziano and is directed by Howard Koch, a former
director of The Untouchables.

NATIONAL

Returning again to national sponsors and their increased use of syndication, the most interesting questions that arise are why they use syndicated programing at all and how,
once in syndication, they use it.
The buying habits of national sponsors vary. American Tobacco sponsors alternate weeks of syndicated
{Please turn to page 49 I

and regional advertisers who placed orders for syndicated shows this week in-

cluded Household Finance, Burger Beer, and Texas State Optical, all buying Ziv-UA's 'Miami
Undercover,' first <wo alternating on WBNS-TV, Columbus, the third on KPRC-TV, Houston.
Series stars Lee Bowman
(r), Rocky Graziano in suspense episodes filmed in and around Miami

Delinquents r^
Are Chicken,
Texas Is Broke
and Other Trauma
Before you cancel all your Texas time we hasten
to add that the headline refers to the state of
state finances, as seen by the searching eye of
a KHOU-TV camera. Chicken-hearted juvenile
delinquents are microscoped by KOTV. Some
other trauma: WISH-TV takes a hard look at
local school problems, WANE-TV examines
woman's place in the local economy, and KXTV
x-rays Sacramento's new gold rush.
This collective community commentary is a
sampling of work in progress on the local Corinthian television front, a variety of riches folks
don't
haveprograms
to get upareat set
fiveforin evening
the morning
see. The
viewingto
in time made available every third week by
enlightened Face the Nation scheduling on the
part of CBS.
Each Corinthian station is mining this primetime nugget in its own way. Local staffs, confronted with the stimulus of a programming
opportunity in evening time surrounded by network competition, are responding creatively. Instead of a canned package designed largely to
keep one half-hour from rubbing against another, we have exciting explorations of community life, well-budgeted, lovingly planned,
carefully produced, and interesting to area
audiences.
They may even be interesting to advertisers
- but, sponsored or not, they'll be presented
with pride and confidence as local productions
mirroring local conditions, in keeping with the
Corinthian group's emphasis on individual
programming.

Responsibility in Broadcasting
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NETWORK

RADIO

(Continued from page 35)
divided into six categories: news, features, personalities, drama, entertainment, sports. Newscasts will last for
10 minutes on the hour, the final 21/?
minutes of which a station can cut
away for local news if it wishes.
("We've got the best news organization in the business and we're going
to use it for more than headlines.")
On the half hour, CBS will program five-minute features. Stations
have the option to delay them. CBS
has assembled a potpourri of human
interest, information and guest spots.
CBS still retains a strip of a.m.
personalities, including, according to
Arkedis, "the greatest salesman in
the world, Arthur Godfrey, and some
others who are no slouches in this

was kept on the schedule

will have 90-100% clearance." As
for cost-per-1,000, "rate card #38 is
still in effect; prices are the same as

f Tulsa
ABC's Flair has completed its fifth
before."
week, and network officials, including
Robert R. Pauley, vice president in
charge of the network, are declaring

N KXTV

that "for the first time in years, network radio is bullish." Said Pauley,
"we are investing in new programing,
and the dollar outlay is the most pow-

S WANE-TV
' Fort Wayne

\ WISH-TV

' Indianapolis

erful expression of our faith."
Mr. Pauley said that advertisers
should be aware of Flair — a daily 55
minutes of five-minute feature segments starring well-known personalities— by the end of the first quarter
and should be getting on the bandwagon. As of now, he said, it has the
highest clearance of any sustaining

WANE-AM
Fort Wayne
i

WISH-AM

Indianapolis

i

presented by H-R
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"We are considering the stations,"
he stated, "giving them enough advance clearance. We are selling
minutes, 30's, alternate minutes and
30's, and full programs."
Why buy economical
network radio?
"For ofa
tremendous
extension
what you are buying (in cost-per1,000, reach, and frequency) ; to tiein to a personality (like web radio's
"top star," Don McNeill). The medium can be effective for any national
advertiser of every budget range (we
have Cadillacs and Christmas tree ornaments on ABC)."
The barriers that ABC must break

brought up on tv. And the advertisers'
clearance traumas. "In the recent
past, when a national advertiser has
had the budget and the inclination to
buy network radio, he held back because he couldn't get the clearance.
We don't envision these problems any

Arkedis said that there is "no
clearance problem. In most cases, we

/ Sacramento

on a two-week recapturable basis.

Lowell Thomas and Ron Cochran's
In Person. On weekends are Edward
R. Murrow and Mitch Miller.

by Bernstein. In the sports department, an old Yankee double-play combination has taken over. Phil Rizzuto
retains his evening show (with Pat
Summerall of the NY. Football
Giants during the current season)
and Gerry Coleman is spotted
throughout the weekend.

' Houston

can
1-5
the
sale

down, said Mr. Pauley, are the fact
that media departments have been

Drama

S KHOU-TV

The 11 daily Flair segments
be spotted at any time between
p.m. All segments not sold on
network are available for local

department" — Garry Moore, Art
Linkletter, Bing Crosby and Rosemary Clooney; weeknight evenings

"by request of the affiliates." They
voted to retain Johnny Dollar and
Gunsmoke on Sunday evenings. There
is also a Saturday broadcast of the
New York Philharmonic, conducted

\ KOTV

show in network history.

Mutual's programing, which went
into effect 2 January, 1957, limits national sales to (1) five-minute newscasts on the half hour, with 18 now
more."
scheduled weekdays, 17 Saturdays
and 15 Sundays; (2) half sponsorships of major sports events; (3)
participation in a weekday news-indepth feature, The World Today; (4)
specialized newscasts (finance, housewive's news, etc.), and (5) specialized public service packages (conventions, election night, etc.).
"The compatibility factor in Mutual's approach to the networks'
problems," said Frank W. Erwin,
assistant and spokesman for Robert
Hurleigh, "lies in the fact that its entire operation is geared to complementing rather than infringing upon
the affiliates' local images.
"Since January, 1957, the affiliate
roster has grown from 323 to 407
(plus 57 more through regional
groups) and we consider ourselves a
'skyscraper' as well as a 'grass roots'
network. Success in clearing schedules is due," Erwin declared, "to
serving the stations rather than telling them what to do. Stations reciprocate by going all out to accommodate our commercials."
^45

With film elements

Why

fairly stabilized. SPONSOR

ASKS:

is there often a big spread
in commercial

Cordon

Kolvenbach, commercial pro■mg.

\etc

York

ing the question is valid, and
discounting
the obvious
differences
quality and economy operaijin times the same reason
Lid.

given for either a high or low-

.n

Fot example, a new client to a film
companj could be a reason for either

i

Differences
in understanding he t ween
agency and
producers
one factor

a low or high hid: a low hid when the
producer needs the new business and
wants to get "into the shop": a high
bid if the producer is wary of the new
relationship and feels a need for a
cushion in his bid to cover the unforeseen. Conversely, an old client
may occasion a low or a high bid determined bypast experience working
^ith the same account.
Overhead is a large item.
On the
surface, it might seem to be a factor
in raising bids.
However,
it could
■■■ bids. The film compare with a large permanent staff and
- >- real estate has to have volume to -ta\ in business. When things
are -la< k. he may bid low just to
keep hi- people working. With high
fixed costs he is content to break even
or suffer a loss which i^ less than if
there were no films being >hot. Neverhe i- in business to make a
profit, and somewhere else bids will
;her

than

normal

when

'"the

: time of vear mav be
bear."
a factor. W hen things are busy a producer ma\ be more inclined to bid
a good
leveL 1 1
the same con- be ma\ oof want the job at the
u-ual !■
the problems in
facilities, and
at about by one more

nent at that particular time.
To a large extent film companies
start even — equipment, crew costs,
film stock, basics are similar. Some,
by perhaps an unwritten business philosophy, are more conservative or liberal and bid higher or lower as a rule
rather than the exception. With all
these reasons and many more unmentioned and unknown, one possibility seems much more cogent: the
factor of misunderstanding. The degree of detail of the storyboards. the
explanations of the boards, the manner of getting bids, all can change a
bid. If the film producer has a different conception of the sets required,
the time allotted for shooting, the
crew provided, or any of the areas of
variable costs, there is bound to be a
large variance in bids. The remedy
seems obvious — better understanding
and communication. This should be
simple for people whose livelihood
depends on lucid communication.
But. realistically, there are often
areas of misunderstanding even
among those most intimately connected with the commercial. Writers.
art directors, producers, contact men
— even clients — may have a different
mental image evoked from the same
storyboard or script. Certainly if
this problem exists, strides can be
made toward better understanding bv
perhaps a less frenzied pace, more
detailed instructions, and more mutual trust and confidence between
film producers and their clients.
Gerald

Auerbach,

president,

Productions. Inc.. .Vetr York

producers'
time, service, and creativity. Generally, we estimate for far more preparation, production, and post-production time — even at the risk of not
being competitive in price to other
producers. It is our feeling that the
quality of the final production is very
closely related to the amount of planning, insight, and understanding of
the client's needs. The individual
producer's interpretation of the storyboard as well as his own approach in
terms of production values are allimportant aspects in cost estimating.
Pre-bid discussion of client requirements are a must, since it is unfair to
the producer not to have the client
indicate his standards and production
values.
By underestimating the - volved. in order to place the lowest
bid. we run the risk of insufficient
preparation, planning and pre-shooting time and thus of doing an unsatisfactory job. While low bids may
result in securing jobs, poor productions based upon the inevitable result
of underestimating, are not conducive
to gathering future business. Our philosophy is to do a job which will
bring credit to all and thus insure future business coming back to us. Unfortunately, clients often are more
short-sighted than this. Sometimes,
not being sufficiently aware of the
creative contribution and only paving attention to the stark figures on
the bottom of the estimate, the client

Gerald

All production elements, which relate to cost are reasonably equal: that
is. production personnel, union technicians, facilities, lab costs, sound
costs, etc. realize
That'sthat
whythere
it isissoa interwide
range in the prices bid by several
producers
on the same production.
When we are asked to bid on a production, we do so on the basis of two
areas: first, all the standard costs and
second our contributions in terms of

is immediately attracted to the lowest bid. The consequent sacrifice of
qualitv in order to achieve this low
bid will not show up until the production is finished. Then it late, and often the production must
either be scrapped or it requires ex5PONSOR
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bids?
tensive alterations. The old saw of
"you get what you pay for" is remembered too late.
How then to solve the dilemma of
evaluating a bid by more than the
total figure on the bottom? Comparing previous work with that of other
bidders is one answer, but the most
|important factor is for the client to
! feel there is an understanding of
what he wants. Only then profes< sional ability and quality of work can
be attained.
Glenn

Botkin, executive producer,
Ellington & Co., New York

Film producers' competitive bids
: do vary somewhat, but the variation
; is not that extreme when they come
from film companies of relatively the
i same size and caliber.
For instance, three large East Coast
1 producers will bid competitively on a
Variation not
that extreme
when producers
are relatively
same size,
caliber
particular script and storyboard as
will three smaller companies. Needless to say, there will be a greater
spread in bids between the large and
small houses. However, this does not
necessarily indicate that a low bid
from a small company means an inferior or ineffective end product.
Creative and experienced talent are
to be found in both large and small
production firms.
There are instances where competitive bids will vary, but the reasons
for these variations can be attributed
to both agency and film producer.
The advertising agency can be responsible for competitive bid variations ifthe specific job is not spelled
out completely to the company representative bidding. To one film company, the story may go, "We'll shoot
[Please turn to page 49)
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six out of
every ten copies of
SPONSOR
readers
go to
who buy
or influence
the buying of
radio/tv time.
SPONSOR
is written
for them.
through
SPONSOR
they get
what they need
to keep fully
posted every week.

LOCAL

CANDIDATE
ued from />«.-•

political race, he took strong t\ measures in bopes lied make up what
man] think i> an impossible gain.
No major Democratic candidate
ha- been elected in this district since
Franklin D. Roosevelt, although Gilbert made a significant showing in
1958 when he garnered 37$ of the
vote cast His t\ campaign of oneminute announcements liits hard on a
Bingle theme in each "commercial'1
and attempts to focus on hi- personality.

could gel a unique position in the
spotlight Vnother reason: his personality comes through well on the
screen, so the fresh impression he
make- transmits readily to mass auDespite the waste circulation, Gildiences."
bert's ad strategists recommended tv
as an unusual measure — in this instance— to gain maximum impact under highly adverse conditions. They're
foregoing maximum efficiency in the
hope the desired results will be
achieved.
The first minute announcement had
an Arbitron of 2.0, indicating it was
seen by some 88.000 homes. There's
no county breakdown so it's estimated by applying the 2% to Gilbert's district that some 2,300 homes
in Gilbert's eastern and northern
Westchester district were among these
viewers.
sponsor will outline the election
results next week. The Gilbert work-

Mr"- tape-recorded a series of anQouncements which are leing telecast after the late-evening news during the week and during mid-evening
time on weekends. He's the only
local candidate in the New York
area to take this tv tack in what one
associate term- "a hold move to produce an upset and which may he a

ers are hopeful but less than opti-

precedent-setter."
The associate anahzes Gilbert's t\
trj this way: "We wanted to take
advantage of tvs powerful impact,
and there were several factors which
influenced us. For one thing, as the
only local candidate thus exposed he

mistic. They hope there's a shifting
public opinion which can be propelled to pro-Gilbert action by the
tv campaign. But they know the
odds — despite his tv appearances —
are massive.
^

McCANN'S
(Continued from page 41)
which enable it to be effective:
1. "A company can issue staff
memoranda and directives, printed in
gold, establishing so-called 'rules of
the road.' But unless top management clearly indicates that it's redly
playing for keeps, it might as well
save2. the
gold leaf
on the islettering!"
Because
McCann
playing for
keeps, the agency named a top administrative officer to shepherd the program to success. Frank White supervises the ethical program as a "continuing primary responsibility."
3. "Bv talking less about the general and working harder at the specifics, dav bv day and hour bv hour,
we have achieved progress in making
'ethics evervbodv's business.' " savs
White.
Frank White brings to this responsibility impressive experience in publishing, broadcast, advertising, and
business administration. He's been
with MeCann-Erickson since 1954.
first as board chairman of the international companv and then as senior
vice president, treasurer, and chairman of the finance committee of the
over-all corporation. Before that, hi
was president of the XBC and Mutual
networks, president of Columbia R<
ords. treasurer of CBS. treasurer and
business manager of Newsweek,
The problems
andethical
solutions
he's
dealing
with in the
prograi
of McCann are among those which
have commanded his attention with
such professional groups as the Ad
vertising Council and Better Business
Bureau of New York, for which he
serves as a director, and the Ameri

NO,

KNOE-LAND"

'embracing
industrial,
progressive North
Louisiana,
South
West
Mississippi)
JUST LOOK
AT THIS MARKET
DATA
Population
Consumer

Spendable

KNOE-TV
According
to March
V a.m. to midnight,

1,520,100
423,600
Income
1 .186,000
109,000

AVERAGES
1960
ARB
we
7 days a week.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8

Monroe, Louisiana

Drug Sales
Automotive
Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

79.1% SHARE
average

Arkansas,

S 40,355,000
S 299,539,000
S 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

share
CBS

of
•

audience

His work with these groups and a'
McCann is predicated on this pre
cept: "People are basically honest
Thev know the basic difference be
tween
right andhonesty,
wrong."he continued
Intellectual

OF AUDIENCE

79.1%

can Association of Advertising Agencies, the Brand Names Foundation
and the National Association of
Broadcasters, where he previously
served as a director.

from

ABC

A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
4-year colleges in our coverage c

"requires a discipline within tht
conscience of the individual which ioccasionally difficult to enforce. But
if we recognize the necessity for this
discipline, the solutions of at least
some of the problems which we ir
advertising have been facing may be
less difficult to find."
SPONSOR
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hibits continuity, is the nemesis of
effective communications.

(Continued from page 47)
>it pretty tight in a kitchen set." The
(second producer will get the story as
tbeing, "We'd like a nice kitchen set."
The third production representative
-could get the story as, "We'd like a
nice kitchen set and maybe the feeling of outdoors (a rented photo mural) in the background."
I dare say you'd find a difference
in bids and you could hardly blame
any of the three film houses for these
discrepancies.
L On the production house side of
the fence are several types of bids
.which are guaranteed to insure bid
variations. "A door opener bid," a
,bid in which a production company
^will lower its normal profit margin
^and even take a slight loss if it is felt
jthat a bid of this sort will get it
the specific job, and do it well, therefore, giving it the assurance of
^retaining further production on this
account and with the agency.
There are times when a film producer's bid will vary due to his previous familiarization with the client's
;product and mode of operations.
One of the most difficult bid variations that an agency or client cannot
Jfully rationalize is one in which the
film producer's production approach
rjto a storyboard and script is so original that it will warrant acceptance
i of his bid — be it high or low.
] So even though film elements are
fairly stable, I don't believe that we
.will ever have a rate card standardisation for bidding on film commercials; but we'll always have some difiference in bids from film producers.
'William Miesegaes, president, Transfilm-Caravel Inc., New York
There is much to be said in support
Jof continuity where the communications process is involved.
The con-

tinuity of ideas is a cornerstone in
mutual understanding. If we accept
,that tv commercial production is in
Jevery sense part of the communica!tions process, then it follows that the
1practice of bidding, which greatly inNOVEMBER
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It is highly improbable that a sponsor exists today who, in the interests
of effective advertising and economy,
seeks a new advertising agency from
week - to - week or month - to - month.
Such a practice would hardly be economical, much less result in effective
advertising. Yet, the film producer is
asked to perform like the bride, although he is only a bridesmaid!
So, we producers find ourselves in
much the same position of the hypothetical ad agency serving a roster of
itinerant clients. If, therefore, great
differences in bids do sometimes exist, it should be understandable.
These differences are not born of
producer avarice or munificence.
With most agency producers themselves astute estimators of cost, producer greed is inconceivable, and I
don't think we'd find many producers
motivated by sheer generosity.
In order to stay in business, the
producer must have a constantly marketable com modi ty — creativeness.
manual skill, experience, materials,
facilities, etc. Therefore, when competition must be met, he will make
adjustments in the marketable commodity or in the way it is marketed.
The more severe the adjustment, the
poorer the end product. Too many
severe adjustments would literally
drive the producer out of business.
Then, agencies would be faced with a
real threat — a smaller and stagnating
pool of bidders, and tv commercials
that reflected the situation.
All things being equal, differences
in bids will arise because of varying
interpretations of the same storyboard. When these interpretations
are wide apart, the bids will be, too.
Much of this may be attributed to the
lack of continuity which the bidding
system breeds. When a producer and
an agency establish a close working
relationship, a rapport inevitably results and the agency gets precisely
what it's looking for.
Even in that halcyon day when bidding is no more and producers thrive
ulcer-free, the same job rarely will be
equal in cost when produced at two
different studios. That is, costs will
differ so long as human beings continue to think and act differently.
But, in that day, the great disparity
in prices will cease and then, only
then, will creativity truly blossom —
and at bargain prices.
^

TV FILM
(Continued from page 43)
shows in particular markets. When
American Tobacco first entered syndication (with another syndicator)
its chief motive was apparently to ob
tain extra tv circulation for Luckv
Strike. When its initial list of markets included a few in which i
couldn't clear good time, it simpl;
substituted other markets on the theory that people smoke everywhere.
Since using Ziv-UA's Lock-Ur>, Amer
ican Tobacco has substantially
creased its syndication coverage and
investment.
Brown & Williamson is in the process of adding on large markets to its
list for Case of The Dangerous Robin.
So far it has 32.
R. J. Reynolds' syndication strategy is entirely different from the two
brands mentioned above. Re> nolds
buys directlv from stations which
have acceptable syndicated shows on
the air and earning satisfactory ratings. Reynolds' policy is to seek out
good cost efficiency in time periods
which provide nighttime platforms
■T (IF
for its 60-second commercials.
^
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how

A

does

a tatfo<

Two ways.
First — it's a perfect illustration of what
a great campaign can do. Second — it
proves that the advertiser who believes in
advertising ends up a power in his industry.
So — how does this concern a broadcaster?

oncern

you ?

So — it works the same way here.
Every station that sells advertising— and
has equal faith in buying it as well —
always winds up with a bigger share
of spot in its market.
Think it over.
And don't eliminate the "tattoo".
We respectfully suggest you find the
"tattoo" that suits your station image
best — then call SPONSOR.
SPONSOR reaches practically everyone
involved in the purchase of time — of course.
But there's a special segment it reaches
best. We call it "the influential 2000"
because this "influential 2000" actually
purchases better than 95% of all national
radio and TV spot. SPONSOR has a greater
penetration of influence within this group
than any other book in the broadcast field.
That's our sales "tattoo" — substantiated by
every independent survey made.

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

40 East 49th St.

TV/RADIO

MU 8-2772

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

National and regional bu\s
in work now or recently completed

CHANNEL 9

SPOT

BUYS

WTVM
TV BUYS

COLUMBUS, GA.
•

A

Great

82%

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on the

only primary ABC station between
Atlanta and the Gulf!

•

Top

ABC

Programs!

Shows like Maverick, Cheyenne, The
Real McCoys,

•

Sunset Strip, Hong

Kong,

and

The Untouchables.

The

Best of NBC

Programs like Wagon

Train, The

Price is Right, Huntley-Brinkley
News and Perry Como

. . . plus top

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York: Schedules for Colgate Dental
Cream begin this month in a number of markets. Prime minutes and
chainbreak placements run until the end of the year. Buyer: Frank
Morello.
Agency: Ted Bates & Co.. New York.
Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa: Campaign on its appliances starts this
month in reportedly 30-35 top markets. Day and night minutes will
be scheduled, moderate frequencies. Buyer: Marge Flotron. Agency:
Leo Burnett Co., Inc.. Chicago.
The Toni Co., Div. of Gillette Co.. Chicago: Going into about 25
markets this month with schedules for Deep Magic. Short runs of
night minutes will be used in November and December. Media associate: Andy Anderson.
Agency: \^ ade Adv.. Chicago.
Phillips-Van Heusen Corp., New York: Campaign in about 25
markets begins this month on its shirts. Schedules will run up until
Christmas, dav and late night minutes. Buver: Jerrv Rettig. Agency:
Grey A. A.. Inc.. Nca\ York.

syndicated programs.

CHANNEL 9

0@©Q
COLUMBUS,

GA.

Daisy Mfg. Co., Rogers. Ark.: Kicking off the Christmas campaign
for its toy guns in over 50 markets this month. Minutes, three- to
five-minute spots per week per market, are being scheduled. Agency:
L. W. Ramsey Co.. Chicago.

RADIO
Gillette
$25,000
winter.
Agency:

Ask about
availabilities on
WTVC CH. 9
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The —1

Bourjois, Inc., New York: Over 100 markets get Christmas push
schedules around mid-November for Evening In Paris perfume.
Three-week runs are being set with day and fringe night minutes
primarily, six to 12 per week per market. Buyer: Gail Sessions.
\gency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner A. A.. New York.

night-time

Labs,
will be
Traffic
North

BUYS

Div. of the Gillette Co.. Chicago: Report is that
spent in four markets to test a new cold tablet this
and day minutes will be scheduled for 12 weeks.
Adv. Agency. Inc.. Chicago.

North American Van Lines, Inc., Fort Wayne: Placing schedules to start mid-November to promote its household goods freight
service. Buys are for 6 weeks using 10-minute segments. Agency:
\\ . Schwimmer, Chicago.

Chattanooga!

Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., Indianapolis. Lining up one-week schedules in December in the top markets. Placements are five-minute
news casts. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday through Friday. Buyer:
Marion Jones.

Vgency: Lennen \ Newell, Inc.. New ^ <>rk.
SPONSOR
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BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK NEGRO COMMUNITY.

Metropolitan New York has the largest Negro Community in

That's why more national advertisers place more business on
WLIB than on any other station programming to this vital market—they know that WLIB has proved itself far and away the

America— 1,494,000. And it's growing larger every day.

most effective buy. Get the facts. You'll agree it makes sense
to re-evaluate your media schedule

If ever two thoughts were synonymous— it's the New York Negro
Community and WLIB.

WLIB has by far the largest share of that growing community
in Metropolitan New York. And its lead has grown consistently
year after year.
You can't think of one without the other. WLIB is first in the
Negro Pulse, first in Negro Public Service, first in Negro News.
And it offers more Negro programming than all other stations
in New York combined.

and "LIB IT UP".

*""*

Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue, New York 27, N. Y.

EMBRACES THE ENTIRE NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK
NOVEMBER

1960

RADIO

BASICS/NOVEMBER

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT

RADIO

DIMENSIONS
Radio station index

II

Radio homes
1960

index

1959

End of September 1960

763
3,522

96
217

End of September 1959
3,417
646

52.0
51.4
U.S. homes
U.S. homes

I
I

105 I
157

490
62

Radio set tndox

August 1960

August 1959

Home

794,608

671,713

Auto

340,860

279,424

5,246,329
3,991,961

4,357,421
3,434,345

9,238,290

7,791,766

Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto
re factory production These figures are of U.S. production only. Radios In
jhs add another 15-20% to the home salea figures.

2. CURRENT

LISTENING

PATTERNS

Average hours of in-home radio usage per home per day
2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0
1.5

1.5

1.86

1.89 1.94 1 83

1.86 18? 1.98 1.86 1.91

1.84

1.0

1.0

i.by

1.59
ning

05

0.5

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

The
level 1959-60 Nielsen chart above shows the average hours of in-home radio usage by months of the year. Note that the liste
shows little or no change through most of year. Slight fall-off in summer is compensated somewhat by out-of-home liste
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QUALITY BROADCASTING
BUILDS A NEW HOME
IN RICH, RICH
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
HARTFORD.

HOME

IS CURRENTLY

OF WTIC

ABUILDING.

TV-AM-FM.

^ATTIC-XV

3
BY

WTIC

CBS Affiliate

HARRINGTON,

50,000

WattS
I.

NBC Af&iate
CHRISTAL

COMPANY

Seven 'live quality" commercials wrapped up in one
day with "SCOTCH" BRAND Video Tape!
\\ hile the -tage manager cued the jockeys down the
Btretch and the cameraman caught the aetion from
the roof, ;i complete production crew inside a Mobile
Video rapes, Inc. truck directed and recorded seven
race track commercials in one day lor Union Oil Compan) .
Such a production schedule was possible only
- oti n" brand Video Tape . . . fir-t choice
for lifelike reproduction! The director was able to
monitor the action while it was happening, and see a
playback immediately after each take. Editing was
OT*

IMTjMIHC

done on the spot and combined with other portions
of the commercial. And each complete commercial
was ''in the can"' while the whole crew was still on
location.
"Scotch" brand Video Tape has revolutionized
the industry. For hard sell commercials or big budget
specials, tape cuts production costs to the bone,
eliminates fluffs, makes schedules more flexible and,
most
importantly,
a "live" look.
Its uses
are limitedgives
only the
by production
your imagination.

AND

]VI*Nuf ACTORINC

COMPAN

BOOKLET-Sendfor"Th.
Show is on Video Tape,'
a series of 6 case historie
of tape productions. In
elude 25c in coin for eacl

fd Trademark of 3M Co , St. Paul 6. Minn. Eip

M'N

copy and mail to: 3M Co.
Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minn
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Whafs happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

M
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WEEK

The odds appear to favor FCC approval of the RKO-Hartford Phonevision bid
for a 3-year trial of pay-tv in Hartford, Conn. : But a time bomb for all of broadcasting could be hidden in this particular haystack.
The motion picture exhibitors would be almost certain to appeal any such authorization
to the courts. One of their major points would be that Paramount case dictate against
ownership of theatres, the means for exhibition, by producers of motion pictures.
This is a point which has long been a threat to television and specifically to the networks.
Congressional committees, the Department of Justice and the FCC have all been told on occasion that network ownership of stations violates this precedent.
There has been no disposition toward action in any of these quarters. However, this does
not "insulate" the practice from attack by private parties.
grounds, it would not only endanger a pay-tv grant to RKO,
tion licenses in jeopardy. Beyond that, it would threaten
works, NTA, and anybody else who produces and distributes

If the appeal is made on these
but would also put their tv stathe tv station licenses of the netprograms.

Which is not to say that the courts would rule that the motion picture precedent applies
in the tv field. The courts would determine the question solely on the facts in the tv industry as they might or might not square with the motion picture industry situation.
The important point here is that the government agencies have not, at least not yet, decided to take the question to the courts. For this reason no ruling has yet been made. But the
theatre owners
tion.

are at perfect liberty to initiate a court determination

of the ques-

The exhibitors would be more than willing to turn tv upside down. They cite the need
of the nation for free tv when they oppose pay tv, but they have never failed to do their best
against free tv otherwise. At one time they were cited for violation of antitrust laws in bringing pressure to bear against film studios aimed at preventing release of films to free tv.

E. Barrett Prettyman, head of the President's Conference on Administrative
procedure, has suggested that perhaps regulatory agencies might do with less of a
judicial atmosphere rather than more of the same.
The study of the regulatory agencies had its root in the Harris probe and other Congressional bows in this direction.
The report on the study, containing official recommendations, is expected to arrive on
President Eisenhower's desk on 21 November. Meanwhile, Prettyman said that more informal relations between the agencies and the industries they regulate speed up agency work "in certain areas."
Much

hard work remains before the FCC

rules, FCC chairman
sociation.

can establish payola-plugola ground

Frederick Ford has told the Federal Communications

Bar As-

In the meantime, old FCC pronouncements on the subject are completely invalid. Stations
have only the law which forbids failure to reveal sponsorship, plus the law passed by Congress in the past session, to guide them. Ford said, however, that all need not be chaos. He
told stations, in effect, to interpret the new law with "common sense," and promised the
FCC would be "reasonably lenient in the interim" before new regulations can be
adopted.
7 NOVEMBER
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape
• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
7 NOVEMBER
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If wavering pace of national spot film programing suddenly ends and there's a
major comeback, you can credit a lot of it to Shulton (Wesley Associates).
Shulton cut its network ties and became a national spot programer last year for one simple reason: merchandising — it could get much more from stations than a network.
Since switching its programs budget from network to national spot film Shulton enjoyed
a 30 to 40 per cent increase in counter and shelf space, thanks to station help.
This year Shulton will use 94 stations for five weeks between Thanksgiving and
Christmas for Shulton Holiday Playhouse, actually a group of five former pilot films: Wonderful World of Little Julius (Eddie Hodges), Underwater Agent (Reed Hadley), Ring of
Steel (Margaret O'Brien), Invasion by Three (Chuck Connors), and Priest and Parolee (Lloyd
Nolan).
Trade estimates of a half-million dollar cost are: time, $350,000, and programs,
$150,000.
Charles Amory of Wesley has been visiting stations all over the country clearing time,
preferably on Friday nights before weekly paychecks are spent; he's avoiding Saturday
evening slots where possible, on the theory the family's money is already committed for the
week by then.
Shulton owns the five half -hour films outright; last year it owned Race For Space outright and allowed stations to re-run it in exchange for carrying extra Shulton spots; incidentally, next year Shulton will use six full hour specials.
By last week Shulton had already cleared all its 94 markets except Buffalo, Columbus, 0.,
Rochester, Birmingham, Grand Rapids, Charlotte, Syracuse, Albany-Schenectady, South Bend,
Flint, and Knoxville, where it was still negotiating.
Before it turned to its own program in spot Shulton was a hefty spender in seasonal network specials.
There's a packet of bad news for tv distributors of feature films if a report
concerning ABC TV late night programing turns out to be true.
The report is this: ABC TV has offered Warner Bros. $25,000 a negative for domestic re-run rights for all that studio's product previously shown on its network.
The plan: to pit these off-network hour-long re-runs against Jack Paar and The Late
Show.
If carried into effect, the plan could freeze feature films out of late night spots on ABC
affiliates, remove many sales prospects from the feature film distributors' list and, what's more,
create local feature film surpluses.
Station business of feature film specials to toy and game advertisers is in a preChristmas boom.
This week Parker Brothers (Badger & Browning & Parcher) bought four Sunday afternoon feature film specials from WABC-TV, New York, three of them local tv premieres and
all of them one to six weeks before Xmas.
Budweiser (D'Arcy) suddenly finds itself in the syndication business.
The beer advertiser is selling off markets it doesn't want of Third Man, a series it
bought on a national spot basis (except New York) from NTA.

58
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Sports shows with less sports and more celebrities and prize money are starting an important programing trend.
Following on the heels of Milton Berle's Jackpot Bowling on NBC TV is a syndicated entry by Max Cooper out of Chicago : Jackpot Golf, sales handled by John Rohrs and Associates, also of Chicago.
The new show is a contest for the $260,000 jackpot — not a regular golf match.
The pilot for Jackpot Golf has already been made ; 26 half-hour episodes will be shot on
tape and can be transferred to film.
An old complaint against the networks is making the rounds again: in some
cases the network's price for accepting film shows is said to be re-run distribution
commissions for the network's syndication arm.
In such cases the network's syndication division takes its usual distribution fee of approximately 40 per cent without making a production investment.
Furthermore, some new expressions of discontent have been voiced against what producers call the excessive distribution commission in international syndication, especially
where the distributor only makes a few cable phone calls and ends up with the biggest share
of receipts.
The latest gimmick of one feature film distributor is a 25 per cent surcharge
on movie packages in exchange for a promise to deliver spot business from a national advertiser equal to the price of the package.
Here's how it works: the distributor gives the 25 per cent to the advertiser, bringing its
time buy well below rate card; the station in turn keeps everything it makes selling the rest
of the availabilities.
So far two midwest stations and one eastern outlet are involved.

Hour-long specials with a documentary flair is one program area which stations
can profitably enter as producers and syndicators.
Latest example is a special on the Citv of Chicago, co-produced by WBKB and the BBC,
the former getting the domestic and the latter getting the European syndication
rights.
Additionally, WBKB is hoping to sell several subsequent runs to local sponsors and isn't
overlooking the possibility of theatrical bookings.
Those new animated shows have been doing well for themselves in ratings.
Take CBS Films' Deputy Dawg in Chicago on WBKB-TV; its 11.3 October Nielsen for
Mondays at 6 p.m. led the time period and also scored higher than five established cartoon shows in the market.

MPO is one of the few commercials producers to seek a solution to financing
problems in the sale of stock rather than in a merger. This past week 150,000 shares
of MPO Videotronics went on sale at the American Stock Exchange.
Although MPO's industrials business is climbing faster than its commercials, the latter
still accounted for 85 per cent of its gross business in the last fiscal year.
Incidentally, during the nine months ending in July 1960 MPO grossed $5.5 million, some
32 per cent higher than the comparable 1959 gross; net income during the two periods was
$187,000 in 1960 and $142,000, in 1959.
•
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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There Mere rumblings of another accent-on-youth executive checkerboard

play

within Merle Jones' CBS domain when he returned from his foreign climes trip.
The report has it this way: Frank Shakespeare, Jr., from general manager of WCBSTV to a post at 485 Madison; Bruce Bryant, from head of CBS TV Spot Sales to the chair
vacated by Shakespeare and Frank Walt, WCBS-TV sales manager, into Bryant's niche.
Walt's 34-35; Shakespeare, 37-38; Bryant, 39-40.
The more astute agency management have come to the conclusion that it is hazardous to exceed growth by more than 5-10% a year.
The reasons: (1) the cost of tooling up for a new account — especially in terms of
capital investment — has grown prodigiously; (2) you don't expand your tv operation
with the ease and economy of print; (3) sensitive care must be exercised that personal servthinly.ices to older clients aren't neglected, because of top men spreading out their attention too

If you hear the cosmetic field referred to as the "lunatic fringe," don't be too
quick to respond with a sardonic chuckle.
The men who have built up this business, marketers agree, may give the appearance of
'lunatics," but from them have come some of the smartest merchandisers
of product development.

Relations between one of the biggest
somewhat awry because the president of
(1) Not to pay 15% on talent, since most
such participations booked through the house

A minor woman

and tacticians

users of tv and its agencies have become
the client company has made it a policy:
of the buying are participations; (2) to have
agency.

executive in one of the top New York agencies last week found

out how slowly the wheels grind in a big outfit between personnel decision and notification.
After the breakup of a meeting she was approached with this greeting: "Sorry you're
leaving; we'll miss you."
She spent the next several days, without avail, to find out whether she had a job.

ABC TV says it can't understand why all the tumult about its testing of the 30second commercial and four commercial-breaks concept in daytime when CBS TV
has allowed the practice : it points to the 14 September
case in point.

Secret Storm installment as a

CBS' answer: Yes. American Home was allowed to do it there but the client agreed to
go along with CBS' change of policy which went into effect on 15 September.

Here's what some agency upper-crusters deem their most serious problem :
The inability of a goodlv percentage of creative people to get down to selling from the
established selling story, instead of striving to be cute and different.
In other words, sticking within the confines of the platform, or blueprint
7 NOVEMBER
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IN PITTSBURGH

Take TAE
and See
TAE-Time is ABC-Time!
Let Pittsburgh's hottest
adjacencies carry the
ball for you this season.

WXAE

WTAE
M mmsiOHj^ni pitjsbukgh
CHANNEL

REPRESENTED BY
THE KATZ AGENCY

JbmMm

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

Manischewitz Wine (Grant) ha-4
a spot campaign rolling in botht
tv and radio which is hased all

& IDEA

the way on barter.
Involved are 80 markets at the ft

WRAP-UP

rate of 12-30 tv spots and 30-10n f
radio spots a week per market.
Pressman

Toy

(Cole, Fischer, i:

& Rogow ) is scouting around for v
tv availabilities.
LIVING

TRADEMARKS

of joint WAGA-TV,

Humane

Society contest in Atlanta, are awarded

to Suellen Paschal (I), Darrilyn Dickerson (r) by Allen Anthony, station's dir., air personnel.
Scotties were won by kids' parents for best letters on 'What Humane Saciety means to Atlanta'

The number of markets it'll use \»
and the schedule per market are I
vet to be determined.

31

Strictly personnel:
Joel Stiver J
from Young and Rubicam to medial

supervisor and sales publications director. Best Foods Div. of Corn Prod- I'
ucts Sales . . . Louis A. DeCesare it

promoted to v. p. and director of mar- h
keting. Jacob Ruppert . . . Jack K. it
Carver from Doherty. Clifford.
Steers and Shenfield to Lennen 5
Newell as v. p. and associate media

--

GOV

GIVES GUIDE GOING-OVER at opening of an election display by League of Women Voters of N.Y. With Gov. Nels,

Rockefeller, who's examining CBS Electi.
Guide:
League
of Women
Voters
ofRi

TIME

OF THEIR LIVES m s had by Chicago timebuyers at WNDU
Radi » and Tv fifth anniversary celebration
in Soutl Bend, Indiana.
Pausing to wave
goodbye
c n arriving back in
Chicago are (l-r) Mr. and rV rs. Tom Kennedy, Ruth Babick, Roy McClean a nd Marjorie Flotros

t

<
^^.

. J^k

11 M

1

director . . . Chester H. Dyer promoted to corporation treasurer, Jacob
Ruppert
. . . George
Weissman
iiamed chairman of the board and
chief executive officer. Philip Morris
Overseas.
Thisa
'n' data:
Pabst
Brewing
| JWT) to co-sponsor telecasts of three
lorse racing events over CBS, next
/ear, in keeping with the brewing
firm's policy of emphasizing sportsbasts on tv over other forms of enterainment . . . Prudential Insurance
Co. brochured data on its sponsored
CBS-TV shows, The Twentieth Century, in an attractive folder.

Seminar in New York City last week.
Said Harper: "It is somewhat embarrassing tohear the word "creativity' used so freely and frequently by
advertising agencies when it is rarely
claimed by their clients; who, nonetheless, may have achieved breakthroughs in nutrition, medicine, energy, data-processing, and even survival on the moon."
At the 4A's Eastern Annual Conference in New York City, last
week, Stockton Helffrich, director of the New York Code of National Broadcasters, warned
against the indiscriminate use of
misleading words in tv pictures.

McCann-Erickson's Marion Harder, Jr., strongly objected to the
(frequency by which admen bandy

Said Helffrich: "Our television
code office pitch would be that we
carefully avoid seeing things other
than as they truly are. No need to exaggerate or falsify them, distort or
smear them. To the degree we do so,

•about the word "creativity."
i! Harper spoke out against this form
of over-exploitation at a meeting of
i.he National Newspaper Advertising

only to that degree do we seem to encourage criticism. And only when we
have encouraged such criticism, do we
have to waste our energies in trying

iMAN OF THE YEAR' award, goes to Dot
^fordham U.; Henry Schachte, exec. v. p., Leve

"~^

r

i'< '

OVER

BROADWAY— almost, that

is_with ABC TV's new block-long banner promoting 'The Islanders' series. Set on corner
of 46th St., banner
ties in with traffic safety

SjjjJtevi
i Gik

SsETHEISUNDERSS
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PENCILS,

ANYONE?

Loaded

with them is

WSIX (Nashville) d.j. Bob Bell, who's task as
loser of Pencil Sweepstakes is to sharpen I 12,930.
Singer
Shawn
Kimberly
keeps
official
score

I960

Associates for Glen Raven's hosiery,
tricot, sales yarn and woven fabric
divisions . . . Wilson Manufacturing
(hair curlers, hair accessories), Sunbury, Pa., to Kastor Hilton Chesley Clifford & Atherton . . . Frozen
Cooked Foods Div. Stouffer Corp.,
Cleveland, to Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove, Pittsburgh . . . Tri-State
Broadcasting Co. to Torbet, Allen
& Crane for its Phoenix station.
KUPD ... Mr. Sleep tablets to PanAmerican Public Relations, Newark, N. J. . . . Vermont Development
Commission to The Rumrill Company . . . Lever Brothers to BBDO
for liquid scouring cleanser. Nifty
... P. Lorillard to Lennen &
Newell for Kent, Newport, and Old
Gold Straights ... P. Lorillard to
Grey for Old Gold Spin Filter and
Spring . . . The Ruppert Brewing
account from NC&K to Warwick &
Legler (about $3 million).

on (standing),
pres. Westinghouse Bdcstg. With him (l-r): Rev. L J. McGinley, pres.
. Allen B. Dumont; Leonard Goldenson, pres., AB-PT; Norman Glenn, pblshr., SPONSOR

TV TAKES

\,

to find a healthy recovery from it."
Agency appointments : Glen Raven
Knitting Mills to Philip J. Perlman

from merchandising manager, household products division, Colgate-Palmolive, to accounl executive on new
business development, Frank B.
Sawdon, \Y .C. . . . John Zummer
from Weslej to Grej ...CM. Robin-oii I lom Meredith Publishing to
assistant media director. Honig-Cooper & Harrington, San Francisco . . .
Fred Norman from Paul Rayrner to
I. Walter Thompson. Chicago . . .
Edward N. Hoffman from Hoffman-Manning head to Preiss and
Brown . . . Chester MacCracken to
creative and executive staff. Remington Vdvertising, Springfield, Mass.
. . . Harlan Davis from Fuller &
Smith & l!oss to television department producer. Kudner Agencv.
They were named v.p.'s: Martin
H. Hummel, Jr., Sullivan. Stauffer.
Colwell & Bayles . . . William M.
Ennis, Jr., Ted Bates . . . John S.
Graetzer, Jr., and John Goodwillie, C. J. LaRoche . . . Jeanette
Le Breeht, John F. White, Jr.,
and Albert V. Lowe, Grant Advertising . . . Harold P. Gerhardt,
Doherty. Clifford. Steers & Shenfield.
Vgeiu-y divorcement: Fuller &
Smith & Ross from Westinghouse
Electric.

ing expenditures.
Total gross hillings, spot and net.
for that period: 16,594,310 (TvBRorabaugh i .
Top advertiser: Coca-Cola, $2,202.860.

Thisa 'n' data: Telemeter, who contracted with American Federation ol
Television and Radio Artists, last
week, making arrangements to show
as its first attraction, Gian Carlo

Followed by Pepsi-Cola, $1,563,100; Seven-Up, $934,490; Canada

Menotti's The Consul, a production
telecast over NBC several times in the

Dry, $930,380.
Ideas at work:

Kudos:

With tongue in cheek:
WJRT,
Flint, Mich., is trying out a new mode
of advertising by running editorial
type columns in four local newspapers. The column, entitled On Camera and written by station writers under the pseudonym of Ann Tenna,
incorporates sparkling news bits of
station personalities, doings and programs. Occasionally, the column takes

ent of U.S. Air Force citation "in rec
ognition
of consistent and devoted
past.
service in assisting the U.S. Air Forci

little pokes at tv's foibles.
We point with pride: WICS.
Springfield. WCHU, Champaign, and
WICD, Danville, all Illinois, general
manager Milton D. Friedland, (Plains
Television Stations), saluting the tv
industry election and convention coverage public service endeavors with a
series of 60-second filmed announcements pointing out specific examples
of this unusual public service by the
industry as a whole.

Thisa 'n' data: J. Walter Thompson sparking attendance interest in
company noon-hour seminars by telecasting the sessions on its own closed
circuit-station.
New agency: Williams and Swanson Advertising. Inc., Spartanburg.
S. C.

from account executive. KPLR-TV,
St. Louis, to advertising, promotion
and public relations director, that station . . . Robert C. Diefenbaeh

.

TV STATIONS
No other medium ran touch tv
when it conies t<> filling the mass
marketing needs for soft drink
bottlers, savs TvB's
man E. Cash.

head, Nor-

: I ash: h reaches and
influent es Bofl drink consumers
i all

Cleve

land, to news staff, WPROTV1, Provi
dence, R. I. . . . Allan G. McLellan
from McCurry, Henderson, Enrigbt.
Norfolk, Va.. to account executive.
WAVY-TV. that city.

People on the move: Edward J.
Deane from Ziv-United Artists, to
national sales rep. WTVJ, Miami . . .
Grady Jackson Burney, Jr., from
research manager, WBTV, Charlotte,
N. C, to TvB research advisory committee chairman . . . M. L. Plessner

^

director. IO \\ . and KVWTV,

members of the familj i more often
than an) othei advertising medium.
Soft di ink sales began to climb noticeably during the first half of the
year. At the same time, soft drink
makers hit new heights in t\ advertis-

from WRC-TV, Washington, D. C,
studio operations department, to coordinator of press and promotional
activities, that station . . . Tom Bernstein from sales promotion assistant.
KNX. Hollywood, to merchandising
manager, for KNX Radio's Housewives Protective League . . . Bob
Lyte from promotion director, Tribune Publishing, to advertising director and film buyer. WLBW-TV. Miami . . . Garv Franklin from news

WNBC-TV,

N.Y.C, recipi

Recruiting Service."

RADIO
Worldwide

STATIONS
Broadcasting,

now

operated by Metropolitan, last
week put on its first presentation
to agency people.
The statistical data emphasized the
implications of American industry's
need for stronger competition via advertising inthe international market,
especially Latin-America and Africa.
For instance, it was predicted that
in 10 years it would be selling more ol
their output overseas than in the U.S.
It was pointed out that more and
more U.S. agencies have found it i
perative to have foreign branches
affiliations to bring in big accounts
and that it would be helpful to sucl
agencies to become expert in the us<
of international radio.
Scott McLain has been elected
Group.
president of the Quality Radio
He's New York manager of Croslev
Broadcasting.

on So th On
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\«lm<-n on the move:
Charles
Woi.ini I
Sorensen & Company,
V. iw.dk. Conn., to marketing and
planning assistant, Grant, N.Y.C. . . .
Jon
Ross
ii
Miller,
McKay,
Hfoeck & Hartung, L. \.. to account
supen isor, Trewax account, Tilds &
(nit/. L.A. . . . Edward Tabibian

The latest: Miss Teenage America
The sponsors:
radio stations.
Prizes, said to be more than $150.
000 will go to winners on the local
state and national level.
Miss Teenage America herself will
win the grand prize of a $6,000 col
lege scholarship; a $15,000 tour o
the U.S.: a $10,000 modeling conSPONSOR
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tract; a complete wardrobe, and a
host of sundry gifts.
Manufacturers are going along
with the contest program also. They're
being licensed to use the Miss Teenage America label on their prestige
products.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, (Westinghouse Broadcasting), the world's
first radio station, celebrated its
40th anniversary, 2 November.
To mark the occasion, the station
put out an historical events packet
showing, pictorially, some of its pio, neering events.
Among them :
• Radio's first and most famous
i broadcast: the returns of the Harding-Cox presidential election, 2 November, 1920.
Dr.
I« Photographs of the late
Frank Conrad whose experimental
work led to the beginning of KDKA.
< • The first full-time announcer,
H Harold W. Arlin, now industrial reii lations manager for Westinghouse
Electric in Mansfield, Ohio.
I Ideas at work :
■J Fun for the money : KDWB, Min! neapolis-St. Paul, led local media and
I admen a merry chase for the plum:
•I over $7,000 in prizes, when some 50
\\ agencv people were guests at the sta' tions gigantic treasure hunt, last
| week. Armed with a potpourri of
H clues the admen
ran the obstacle

course in heated pursuit of hidden
i1
treasures. Winners were Art Lincoln,
Bolin-Smith; Eric Foralin, John W.
Bleyer, and
Inc. ; Connie
i Forney.
Betty Hitch, both BBDO.
i Ideas brief but bright :
WWOM, New Orleans, airing frequent dual purpose admonitions to
car listeners: "don't exceed 60 (stallion dial position) on your speedlometer ... or your dial.
KBIG, Catalina, Calif., early
morning personality, Joe Niagara,
egging on listeners to send along
their most unattractive neckties in a
worst necktie competition. Songstress
Patti Page to award prize to owner
of worst looking neckwear. In case
of a tie. ties will be awarded.
People on the move:

Frank

Ma-

•ruca from program manager, WAMP.
Pittsburgh, to promotion manager,
iKYW, Cleveland . . . Ross McCarthy
(from sales manager. KLIV, San Jose,
SPONSOR
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Calif., to commercial manager and
assistant station manager, KXOA,
Sacramento, Calif. . . . Thomas Y.
Gorman, v.p. CBS Radio and general manager WEEI, Boston, appointed head of Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., also, director of Better Business Bureau . . . Richard B. Ullman from national spot sales manager, Richard H. Ullman, Inc., to local account executive. KYA, San
Francisco . . . Anthony C. Fairbanks from account executive,
WLOF. Orlando, Fla., to general
manager. WIBC-FM. Indianapolis . . .
Wilton C. Haff from account executive and marketing supervisor, BBDO,
to public relations director in charge
of research, marketing and merchandising, WKRS. Waukegan. 111. . . .
Thomas P. Duggan from account
executive to sales manager. KICN.
Denver . . . Dick Shireman from
general manager KICN. Denver, to
general manager. KISN. Portland.
To set the record straight: M»*s.
Shirley M. Ott is manager of KRIB.
Mason Citv. Iowa, and Robert J.
Flynn heads up Franklin's WLOD in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. . . . KQV is
also participating in the collective
Pittsburgh station efforts to raise
monev for the United Fund.
Kudos: WSAI, Cincinnati, recipient of first place award in Merchandising Excellence competition by International Breweries . . . K-BOX,
Dallas, winner of two awards: special events coverage award to the station's news staff in recognition of
news director Ray Camay's special
efforts while covering a young desperado's battle with police in Pulaski.
Va.. last April; special traffic safety
efforts award for Airwatch program.

WSYR Delivers 85%
More Radio Homes
Than The No. 2 Station

WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO
STATIONS
COMBINED

Station acquisitions: KGMS, Sacramento, Calif., bought by A. J.
Krisik, Ted Wolf and Judd Sturtevant, from A. C. Morici & Associates.
Sale price: $650,000.
Sale brokered
by Edwin Tornberg & Co
KIMN,
Denver, sold to John Hunter, Bobby
Donner. Jr., and Kenneth Palmer for
$607,000. Seller: Cecil L. Heftel.
Sale brokered by Edwin Tornberg &
Co
KMGM, Albuquerque, bought
by Hollidav Broadcasters from T. I.
Moseley. Sale price: $200,000. Sale
brokered bv Hamilton-Landis & Associates .. . WEW, St. Louis, bought

Top
Top

programming
Top facilities ]
personalities make the difference.

*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

I

\/

bj Franklin Broadcasting Co. Sale
price: 1600,000. Seller: Barrington
Company of St. Louis.
\rw executive setup: WQXI, Atlanta. Ga., owned and operated by Esquire Broadcasting Company of Atlanta, Inc. Ceneral manager. Frank
B. Envin: station manager. Lee R.
Smith: commercial manager. Bob
Watson; chief engineer, Willard
Shimski.
New offices: WMMM, Westport,
Conn., opening new offices in New
York City this week. Metropolitan
Broadcasting Co.. Philadelphia.
Sport notes: WMGM, N.Y.C.. to
broadcast live, the remaining five
game schedule of the Titans of New
York Football under sponsorship of
the Sinclair Oil Co. . . . Mountaineer Network to broadcast 38 West
Virginia University football and basketball games with West Virginia.
Maryland and Pennsylvania PepsiCola bottlers as sponsors.
Happy

birthday: WMAL,
Washington, D. C. 35th anniversary.
12

October
. . . WJPS,31 Evansville.'lnd.,
12th anniversary,
October.
Happy
birthday:
nd, Va 35

WRVA,
. 2 No

Rich

MBS

is issuing a monthly newsletter addressed to affiliates, advertisers and agency executives.
Included in the initial issue is a

station

backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ

Adams Hats is setting a precedent
among hat manufacturers by
being the first to toss its headgear into the network tv ring.
Adam CYIW&S I bought time on
NBC's Jack
Paar Show
Christmas
campaign.

for a pre-

Program note: ABC Radio has
signed Don McNeill, star of the 28
year old Don McNeill's Breakfast
Club show to a new five-vear contract.
Net tv sales: Schick, Inc. t Benton
& Bowles), sharing alternate week
sponsorship with Knomark (Mogul,
Williams and Savior I of CBS' Face
the Nation beginning 14 November.
New
net affiliate:
WBNB,
St.
Thomas. Virgin Islands, with CBS
TV. first of next vear.
M,
-F
ls uck,
FM
WR
New Yor erciisa red
o
m
e
ni g th mriantig. of com
to
a
r
os
g
its pro
The new poli :
• Two one-minute spots at each
quarter-hour break.
• Only one commercial break at
the half-hour.
• Between 8 p.m. and signoff time

More power: KPEN. San Francisco, upped its power to 120.000.

*>

statement by the network's president,
Robert F. Hurleigh. which describes

Fm rep firm branches out : Fine
Music Hi-Fi Broadcasters in San
Francisco and Chicago.

1960 as the year radio and tv '"stood

Thisa "n' data: Arnold Bakers. Port

up His
and reference
was counted."
was to the NixonKennedy confrontations on the air.

Chester, N. Y.. making WJZZ-FM.
Fairfield, Conn, historj b) signing up

which, as Hurleigh put it, "helped
stir public responsibility to the voting
franchise and helped set unprece-

the STORER

The other participations are short
term.

there'll be only one commercial spot
on the hour.

NETWORKS

CLEVELAND

transferred to the Outlaws.

dented highs in registration totals"
and proved what the networks intended: "prove broadcastings historic
worth as communications media."
First of the tv network
hit the dust: NBC
Raven.

as the station's first advertiser . . .
WDHF-FM, Chicago, began 16V,
hours daily, weekdays, programing.
31 October . . . WWMT-FM, New
Orleans, getting together with area
fm radio distributors to plot a largescale advertising program in an effort to sell fm listening and radios.

fare to

TV's

Dan

It'll be replaced by two situation
comedies:
Happy and One Happy
Family.
Colgate's minute on Raven will be

REPRESENTATIVES
Some

20 Petry stations promotion men will get together for the

rep

firm's
SPONSOR

fourth
•

annual
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BPA

convention

seminar in New

Orleans, next Sunday afternoon.
Headed by Petry v.p. and tv promotion man, Bob Hutton, and Bill
Steese the company's radio promotion manager, the group will explore
ideas on audience promotion, sales
presentations, merchandising, research
and trade paper advertising.
How best to cooperate with a rep
is also a subject on the agenda.
PG&W's latest brochure hits
hard at the theme: spot provides
a powerful advertising force.
Contained in the brochure and il-

and also sold to KTVE, Eldorado;
Susie to WBKB-TV, Chicago; WPTV,
West Palm Beach, and WMAR-TV,
Baltimore; Interpol Calling to WAGATV, Atlanta, and General Electric in
Louisville; Four Just Men to KTVE;
New York Confidential to KMSP-TV,
Minneapolis; Stage 7 to Marine Midland Bank (BBDO) on WBEN-TV,
Buffalo; and Your Star Showcase to
KTVE.

moves:

Robert

producer . . . Casper Chouinard
and Charles M. Richter have
formed Tele-Talent, Inc., in Minneapolis at 1513 Foshay Tower . . .
MPI of 136 East 57th St., New York,
will distribute Believe It or Not, a
104-episode five minute series (see
also Personnel, below).
Commercials:

Programs and producers: Danny
Kaye and Sylvia Fine have formed

Charlotte

Lee

to

Keitz & Herndon of Dallas as production coordinator . . . Milton Perl-

YOU'RE ONLY

lustrating this theme are trade ads —
a current campaign — which promotes
along with the medium the markets
and stations PG&W represents.
Personnel

Belmont Television, naming Robert Forrest as v.p. and executive

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

L.

Schuessler from George P. Hollingbery to Petry tv sales staff. Atlanta
. . . Harry Harkins from Katz, Atlanta, to Clarke Brown. Atlanta, as
account executive . . . Richard

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

O'Connell, Devney-O'Connell execute t- v.p., elected president, The
League in Aid of Crippled Children.
Rep appointments: WKMH. Detroit, from Petry to Everett-McKinney.

Off-network re-run shows often
boast of their track records but
few have led the double life of
ITC's Broken Arrow.
The series had runs on ABC TV at
two different times and for two entirely different types of advertisers:
Tuesdays at 9 p.m. for GE and Miles,
and Sundays at 4:30 p.m. for Ralston Purina and Mars.

—

apolis; Consumer's Co-op on KBLR
TV, Goodland, and United Van
Lines on WAGM-TV,
Presque Isle,
NOVEMBER

I960

NCS

Yon might be surprised at just hoiv big
KOLN-TV
MAXIMUM

DELIVERS THE

AUDIENCE

Gunsmoke
Father Knows

IN NEBRASKA*
69,700 homes

Best. .77,700 homes

6:00 p.m. News. . .76,000 homes
10:00 p.m. News. .64,000 homes

Sales: ITC's Brave Stallion renewed
by Drake Bakeries (Y&R) on WPIX,
New York; WBZ-TV, Boston, and
WPRO-TV. Providence, and also sold
to KYTV, Springfield, Mo. ; Jeffs Col
lie to WFBC-TV, Greenville; WXYZTV, Detroit; WALA-TV, Mobile
KTSM-TV, El Paso; WRC-TV, Wash
ington; WAGM-TV, Presque Isle
KMTV, Omaha, and KTVE, Eldorado.
Ark.; Cannonball renewed by WCPOTV, Cincinnati; KMSP-TV, Minne

KOLN-TVs

/ percentages of TV
tkly, day or night.

•February Lincoln NSI

me9ef?eimatio»*

Nebraska's otber big market — LincolnLand — really is, and at bow economically
it can be reached via KOLN-TV.
During prime 6 to 9 p.m. viewing time.
57,000 Lincoln-Land homes tune in
KOLN-TV according to latest Nielsen.
Compare that with any other station in
Nebraska.
Then compare cost-per-thousand figures
for nighttime network shows.
Avery-Knodel can fill in the other
details on KOLN-TV— Official Basic CBS
Outlet for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV

man

50,000WATTS™

joins Dynamic Films a- producer . . . Boh Klein and Alan
Barzman. formerly of Freberg, Ltd.,
have formed
Klein /Barzman
in
Los Angeles at 706 North La Cienga
Blvd. . ..Gil Meyer j,.ins Bill Sturm
as sales v. p.
Merchandising:

RADIO

CBS

Films 1960

Hardie Frieberg is president of
Major Programs. Inc.. (MPI) and
has named account executives Owen

Here
and
there:
KHVH
and
KHVH-TV, Honolulu, pre-empted
all commercial programs and announcements on the night before election to hold an old-fashioned Hawaiian election rallv called Aloha State

Duffy in the northeast. Ed Simmel
in the far west, and Bruce Collier
in Texas and Oklahoma . . . Lionell
Lober to UA as executive assistant to

by giving out condensed ballots . . .
WRC Radio. Washington. D. C.

SERVICE

Station reports to sponsor indicate that local and regional election
returns will be based on tieups made
with firms equipped with such mechanisms.
Incidentally, in one Corinthian
market, tv, radio and the local newspaper have got together for a joint
exchange of returns data collected
by them and processed by an IBM
machine. In other words, for one
night
they've forgotten their business
i i\ alt ies.

CALL

KATZ

Chattanooga's five radio stations
WAPO, WDEF, WDOD, WDXB,
and WOGA. are getting together

A station-to-station rotation plan
is being worked out to keep the local
citizens constantly in mind of the current Seal campaign in progress.

PUBLIC

the STORER
station
backed by 33 years
■'casting

graming. Title: Education and Chan-

Strietly personnel : George Hankoff leaving Screen Gems' national
sales department . . . Jack Heim
named feature sales director of Seven
Arts Associated . . . Marshall E.
Ormond and Thomas P. Miles

This looks like the big year for
IBM and the other electronic calculators out in the grassroots as
far as viewers and listeners are
concerned.

AWARDS "fi.!!"

nel 8.

in an all-out plan to help the local division of the Christmas Seal
campaign.

Max E. Youngstein . . . Jack Sobel to
Screen Gems as national sales manager . . . Robert L. Glaser to CBS
Films, Chicago, as account executive
. . . Edward K. Cooper raised to
domestic sales service manager and
Stanley Moldow to international
sales service manager at CBS Films.

FIRST TIME IN MIAMI
COMMUNITY CLUB

Lancaster. Pa., which

merchandising trophy to Jean Hendrixof \\-i:-l\. Atlanta.

join Chicago regional sales staff of
NBC TV Film Sales of CNP . . .

eT»nTPIAN.16,1961
01 Hit 10 FOR 15 WEEKS

WGAL-TV,

packaged in a fancy brochure a detailed account of its educational pro-

Tv and radio stations in increasing number have taken to telling
their public service stories in
documented form at intervals.
\nionii the late-t cases in point:

Election Rally . . . KOMO-TV, Seattle, made it easy for people to vote

presented Operation Alert. 1 November, a story of the defense of the
North American continent . . . WORTV. N.Y.C., bolstered its belief that
voters could gain better understanding of the candidates by re-examination of the four great debates, re-ran
the entire series last week . . . WFBMTV, Indianapolis, began telecasting
its award winning local public affairs
program. Insight, 30 October . . .
KXOK. St. Louis, to earn its Operation Schools Closed service during
the current school vear.
Kudos:

KTLA,

Hollywood, Dorothy

Gardiner, awarded special public service certificate from the Civil Service
Commission of the Citv of Los Angeles .. . KCRS, Midland, Tex., presented with Pitluk Trophy, and special merit citation for its traffic safety program . . . WRCV, Philadelphia,
recipient of American Bar Association's 1960 Gavel Award for Law in
Action series . . . WOOD-TV, Grand
Rapids, Mich., cited by The Radio
and Television News Directors Assn.
for editorial series. Special RTNDA
award went to station reporter-photographer Del Blumenshine for his
documentary program on the cit) -kid row The Wasted World . . .
WOISD, Atlantic City, winner of annual New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.
public service award.
^
SPONSOR
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IN 4 STATION

V and rad

DETROIT

WJBK-TV

NE^

CONSISTENTLY

LEADS

THE MARKET

ARB says:
^tiH^
^MBI^^^k

|
,
JJp^ '•"w"' %
% |^.

Jack Sobel has been appointed national
-ales manage] of Screen Gems.
Sobel has
resigned from GAC-TV where he was vice
president and director of sales. He had
been at GAC for the past 10 years. At

EIDCT
I
I HO

I

month
month after
Channel 2

has led the overall shareof-audience race in Detroit,
with leads ranging up to 22%

jp^k
Screen Gems, Sobel's first task will be to
_^^CMMP^^^^B set sales plans for Screen Gems
new pro
gram expansion, which include- the
^H
J^^M%
^^^^^■k^^^^opment
of several live network
shows.
some new animated formats, and filmed series scheduled for net

greater share than the No. 2
station 9 AM to sign-off,
Sunday through Saturday.
(May, 1960)

work and syndication to be shot on locations throughout the world
Craig Rogers has been named Pacific
Coast network sales manager. CBS Radio.
A radio executhe for over 25 years, Rogers
was an account executive at CBS Los Angeles o&o KNX since 1958. He began his
career as traffic manager of KDYL. Salt
Lake City, in 1934. and became program
director in 1941. After a stint in the war

NIELSEN says:
I I HO

he was made program director and later a
sales executive for the Intermountain Radio Network. Following a
military term in the Korean war. he joined the Don Lee Network.
Warren

J. Boorom

the six 3-hour periods in
May-June, 1960; first in all six i
periods in July. First in 31 out
J
of 38 quarter-hour periods,
I

has been named direc-

Monday through Friday, '
7:30 AM-5PM in July.
^

KATZ

local promotion. Previously he was director of advertising and promotion for

DETROIT
WJBHV

\\ TOP-AM-FM-TY, Washington. Boorom began his career in broadcasting atKRSN, Los Alamos, N. M., and WWDC, Washington. D. C.
Shepard Charroc has joined Helene Curtis Industries in the newly created position
of tv/radio coordinator. He will be involved with the creative and production
aspects of all Helene Curtis tv and radio

NOVEMBER

I960

month Channel 2

FIRST month after

tor of advertising and promotion for the
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. He comes
to Metropolitan from Radio Advertising
Bureau where he had been vice president
and director of member service. Boorom
joined RAB in 1954 as assistant director of

commercials, as well as time and program
purchasing. Helene Curtis is currently
sonsoring four CBS TV shows. To Tell The
Truth and Witness at night, and As The
World Turns and Edge of Night during the day.
as v.p. tv radio director of Gordon Best Co.
Helene Curtis, Chartoi

I

has led the parade in Nielsen
as well. First in four out of

the STORER
station backed
by 33 years of responsible broadcasting
NATIONAL

I

SALES OFFICES:
625 Madison Ave, NY. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

The syndicator's major pitch to national and regional advertisers has long
been that the client can pick his own

markets.

Taking off from this point,

Oliver /. Unger, president of National Telefilm Associates, points out that
market selectivity is tv's real "magazine

concept," in that advertisers who

buy tv programing selectively are like advertisers who buy specialized magazines to reach selective audiences.

But, Ijnger adds, advertisers can also

buy syndicated shoivs and get the same coverage as they would on a network.

HOW

TO AVOID

WASTE

I here has been much talk in recent months that television would he far better off with a magazine concept. I
say that syndication would he much

better off with a

magazine concept. We reall\ are talking apples and
oranges, so let me be more definitive.
The idea of letting the networks run their own programing without outside interference from the advertiser is
certainly a worth; thought, but under our present svstem
it is doubtful whether Madison Avenue or the sponsor
i\ould ever comply. However, the sponsor who wishes to
reach a selective audience or a specialized group could use
the same techniques as do the advertisers in specialized
magazines. The television advertiser does so by purchasing regional or syndicated shows. If he wants mass audi'•iii •-. there i- the high-circulation magazine such as Life,
Inn if lie wants ;i specialized group, whether it be income
or intellect, he can buy The New Yorker or Harper's.
'Jim-, when a television advertiser wants concentration
he will avoid a network which may have a waste area for
him (such as an anti-freeze manufacturer) and stick to

CIRCULATION

more national distributors are using this technique. For
example. Socony-Mobil Oil had The Sheriff of Cochise
covering its most important markets. D-X Sunray Oil is
in 31 markets with Grand Jury, and most recently Budweiser has purchased 200 markets for the first run of the
syndicated feature The Third Man.

The real problem is

represented by many poor entries for syndication which
are produced by "fly-by-nights" and shoestring producers.
Fortunately, for the television audience, this product of
"junk" is no longer being accepted, so that only those
syndicators who deal in quality are in business.
Another interesting situation has developed that will
give additional strength to the syndicator: that is the
recent FCC ruling which gives local option time an additional half hour. It is a little too early to determine
whether or not this extra half hour, which will be turned
back to the local station, will be utilized for local or syndicated programs by the station itself. It has been the
opinion that affiliated stations will continue to carry network programs. It looks, however, as though they will

ipecific areas resulting in less money paid out and the

at least have the prerogative of selecting their own pro-

possibilit) of LOO?? of the desired coverage, avoiding waste

graming.
Personally, I believe that the packager or syndicator is
in an excellent position in that he can be supplier to not
only the local station but to the networks as well. proi iding

circulation. There is also the argument put forth that you
have to bu) network for saturation coverage. That is just
not true an) Longer. Our own Play Of Tlie Week is in 60
markets; yd it reaches over 75' of the television homes
in the I nited S
Hi-- regional

buy

is nol

something

new.

More

and

he delivers quality. I think that the time is ver\ close
when the buyers' market definitely will become the sellers'
market for syndication.
^
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those who live on air. .

..

In the last three decades advertisers and their agencies

and earn its salt are just much

have spent billions of dollars on air. A lot of people

light reading on a routing list.

too important for

lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.
To those who live on air SPONSOR

serves a function

If you live on air— read SPONSOR

at home. Read

is

it on A time, B time or C time but make sure it's
free time at home. At the price of only $8 a year you

the most definitive study of air in the broadcast in-

can have 52 issues of this most useful publication in

no other publication can match, for SPONSOR

dustry. It is the news of air — the plans of air— the

the field at your side— to see, study, tear out and file.

progress of air — the thoughts of air— the very life of

It's the best investment you'll ever make. Order your
home subscription today.

air — delivered to you every week — 52 weeks a year.

Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads
SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster
reads SPONSOR

at home— because the very chem-

istry of broadcasting— the factors that make it move

SPONSOR
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Food for thought:

SPEAKS

big spread at Leone's Restaurant
for tv and sports writers — and
the N. Y. Football Giants — to introduce a new season of Prudential

CBS

threw a

Insurance Company of America's
Twentieth Century. The first pro-

Tv's $20 million donation
Our lead story this week

("Tv's $20 Million Gift to the

Presidential Campaign," page 29) puts the spotlight on one
of the most amazing phenomena in American life — the voluntas cash contribution by a single private industry to the
country's political understanding and education.
T\ networks and stations will donate at least that amount
of revenue and expenses to covering the election, and it will
be a free gift, freely given.
Some idea of the magnitude of tv's gift can be gained from
the fact that Senator Thruston B. Morton, Republican Chairman, recently estimated that his party would have to raise
$4,500,000

to cover campaign

expenses.

Apparently tv, alone, will contribute more

than twice as

many hard dollars to the election race as both parties will
raise from all other sources.
It is an extraordinary record, and one which we believe
should be brought forcefully to the attention of the industry's
vocal critics.
Tv, in 1960, has proved its public service responsibility
and awareness beyond all shadow of a doubt.

The record on the Great

Debates

While we are still on the subject of campaign

coverage,

there is one other item that has never received the public attention itdeserves.
This is the fact that both Republican and Democratic
er- refused to follow the recommendations
in setting up rules for the Great Debates.
The network committee

composed

lead-

of the tv industry

NBC,

proposed first that the debates employ

"'traditional debating procedures."
When this idea was rejected, the committee

suggested an

alternate format under which the candidates would
tion each other direetK and comment
sponses.

on each other"- re-

Neither oi these proposals found favor with the supporters
Bui important and stirring a- the Greal Debates proved to
be, we think that the) would have been even more effective if

72

food, and whether he thought the
team could train on Leone's fare.
"This high-class food may be all right
for you television people," he replied, "but for my boys they'd have
to throw in some pizza."
Ugh! From an ABC Radio release —
Featured on Flair this week: "Boris
Karloff advises how to overcome children's temper tantrums." // that isn't
the horror story of the week!
Influence of tv depr.: A sponsor
staffer has a 20-month-old cousin,
Jenifer Grant, who sits in front of the
magic box at news time and answers
back. Whenever the tv says. "Lamumba." she shouts, "Kasavubu."
Whenever it says, "Mboya," she says,
"Nkrumah" (and vice versa to both) .
What NBC wants to know is: when

of tv expert- had been followed.

Tv Ad of the Week:

We heard it

the other night on one of the network
channels — "No use being nicked
when
you you
could going
be Schicked!""
on .
how arc
to argue \with
that?

ques-

<>l Vice President Nixon and Senator Kennedy.

the recommendations

"Yes, I do," he replied, "but come to
think of it— it's not Prudential."
Thought for food: At the CBS preview, the Giants" coach. Jim Lee
Howell, was asked how he liked the

they say. "Huntley." does she say.
"Brinkley?"

of John C. Daly, ABC,

Aickelson, CBS. John F. Keating, Mutual, and William
R. McAndrew,

gram, "The Violent World of Sam
Huff," was previewed for the assemblage. After the showing, which depicted broken bones, pulled muscles,
and crunched noses with sound-effects and close-up photography.
SPONSOR asked middle linebacker
Huff if he carried any insurance.

^

Eye, ay! ABC TV says that Walter
Brennan, star of The Real McCoys,
savs that "the e\es of an actor determine ability. Audiences may not realize it. but much of the time they are
watching an actor"? eyes." ^oure
right, Walter. Our favorite is Marilyn
Monroe, icith those crazy 38-23-36
eyes.
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The major selling force
NEVADA"

in the four-state empire
of the Mountain West . . .

appoints
BLAIR

TELEVISION

ASSOCIATES

as national representative
effective November 9, 1960

MADISON

WISCONSIN

it's two with one!
The smart buyer knows that you can buy Channel 3 for
coverage of the basic MADISON-SOUTHERN Wisconsin
Market .... and the ROCKFORD-NORTHERN Illinois
Market. And

Channel

3 is primary CBS for both markets!

ISC-TV

CHAMMEL

MAD

I SON.

Wl SC.

14 NOVEMBER I960
40* a copy* $8 a year
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ANA PROBLEM:
COSTS OF TV
COMMERCIALS

^i

NATION

Clients meet against
a background of big

%,

pay demands by talent,
continued costs rises
Page 27

FIRST
.../#!

USE

New spot radio
market rankings
in the wind

BllfftllO

By a 2 to 1 Marg

Page 31

...in New York State
...in the United States

Depth in the
afternoon—
this is tv?
Page 34

The August 7960 Metropolitan Area Pulse
shows that WKBW

has a larger total share of audience

Out of nowhere
to a nice 70%
distribution

than any other radio station in the top twenty
markets in the United States,
Monday

through Friday.

Page 40
KBW
O.OOO

WATTS

BUFFALO
• Clear

-

1520

Channel
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In the People's
Interest...

WWJ-TV GOES
TO THE MICHIGAN
STATE FAIR

The .nation's oldest state fair. Recordbreaking crowds. And WWJ-TV was
there to entertain and to capture all
the zestful excitement of fairtime for

^Ssie^

the more than seven million persons
in its coverage area.
Service in the people's interest is always
paramount at WWJ-TV— service
that creates a viewing climate that is good
for everyone : the audience, the industry,
the advertiser, too.

WWJ-TV
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Owned
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27

Tv commercials' costs worry clients
ANA convention meets against a background of deep concern about
the rising expenses of commercials and big talent union pay demands

31

New market rankings ahead?
Adam Young is behind a drive to revise spot radio market rank. A poll
has been sent to 300 agency offices to get market opinions from admen

34

Maybe it'll happen and maybe it won't, but here's one picture of wl
selling daytime network video may be like in the not-too-distant future

36

Ray-Eye Productions, Kansas City, uses new automatic script writer for
Builders Showcase program; easily expands from nine to 30 markets

37

Why movies need saturation radio
Martin Theatres, southeastern movie house chain and long-time radio
advertiser, likes saturation campaigns to boost its audience-listening

38

How 74 banks spend radio dollars
Survey of banks finds that most radio users among 125 polled buy at
least half of their area stations, like five-minute news in a.m. rush hour

40

Out of nowhere to 70% distribution
Bean processor builds a more creative television campaign after heavy
use of both radio and tv; moves it up into near-top sales category

Depth in the afternoon

Now!

KSDO

Automatic

tv scripts

FEATURES
Now we are No. 1 . . . bigger
than ever with audience polls
placing KSDO in first place* for
the San Diego total market.
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BASIC
CBS

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES:
NEW

YORK

.

CHICAGO

EVERETT
.
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McKINNEY,
. SAN

INC.

FRANCISCO

Irresistible force...

>rk audiences are irresistibly drawn to the programs they see
on Channel 2. The inevitable outcome: day and night, month-in and
month-out, WCBS-TV remains firmly fixed in the number one spot.
The first weeks of the new television season prove the point all over
again! In a seven-station market, Channel 2 chalks up an over-all 32.4%
share of audience, 34% larger than the second station, 113% larger than

Immovable object!

the third and 14% larger than all the other stations combined; 18 of the
top 25 daytime shows and 20 of the top 25 nighttime shows; more toprated news, public affairs programming, feature film shows, westerns,
variety, dramas, situation comedies than any other station. ^•■^^■«'
Beyond question, the New York television picture remains the same.
In the nation's largest market, the largest audiences stay tuned to . . .
REPRESENTED BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES • CBS OWNED \\T(^

T> C

T\

J

NEWSMAKER
of the week

PHOENIX
In New

York

City last u-eek, Gail Smith,

youthful

tv

advertising decision maker for the nation's second largest
advertiser, rapped the knuckles of television commercial
"play-it-safers" tvith his provocative
keynote speech
at the 4A,s
Eastern
The

and eyebrotc-raising
Annual
Conference.

newsmaker:
Dynamic Gail Smith, 43-year-old General Motors tv advertising head, raised a few inquiring eyebrows

himself when he was appointed to his GM post about a year-and-ahalf ago. There were some who wondered how he would handle the
selling of a hard-goods product after some 14 years with Procter &
Gamble's "impulse" buy soap items.
To GM, Smith brought his packaging goods ad techniques, his tv
orientation (he was president and part-owner of a tv production cornpan) in Hollywood and production
director of WSRR. now WSTC.
Stamford i , and inspired some new
thinking in Detroit.
To the 4A's eastern conference,
Smith brought his thinking on
commercial creativity. He chided
tv commercial production people
for the over-timidity in "play-itsafe" commercials. "Toss it aside"
he urged, "and step out and 'take
some chances' in the area of ideas."
The veteran adman shook his head
. . „ which.
,. ,
over the dull commercials

First-place
in 310 quarter hours
...out of a possible 360
(6 a.m.-midnite,
Monday thru Friday).
Share of audience
-mornings, 20;
afternoons, 19;
evenings, 23.
According to the July, 1960,
Phoenix metropolitan Pulse
...the hottest buy
in the Valley of the Sun...

KR

IZ

coll robert e. eostman & co., inc.

Gail Smith

he opined, "contribute to a bad image of our business." That his
approach proved successful, can be evidenced in the fact that despite
the so-called recession, cars are moving, with Chevy well in the lead.
GM's theory : the automobile has become such a staple in the American family that it can afford to use the same advertising and marketing strategv of packaged goods household items.
An aggressive advertiser, General Motors has maintained a sales
lead in the car industry for some time now. (Except for one year
— 1957 — when Ford stole its thunder and banished Chevy to second
place.) General Motors, who last vear poured over 821 million into
net and spot tv alone, expects next year to top this year's sales.
One of the few bright spots on the horizon, the Detroit car makers
are bolstering their optimistic outlook by embarking upon a costly
experimental program. Already, something like $50 million has
been committed to an over-all budget for new plants, tools, etc., for
1961. It is also a fair indication of what the cream of the bluechip advertisers will be doing to promote their hard-goods next year.
It is safe to assume that creativity will continue to play a major
role in GM's commercials, if the company's Gail Smith has a hand
in it. So far, the combination of his tv orientation marketing concepts has worked well for GM.
^
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Great Debates— do we want more in '64 ?
"Kennedy. Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennedy,"
sang the voice of the singing spot during halves
of the American Football League game between
the Dallas Texans and the Denver Broncos on
ABC TV last Sunday (30 October). "Vote for
Kennedy" concluded the song. And this spot was
immediately followed by Lanvin's "Promise her
anything, but give her Arpege." The juxtaposition of a political pitch with a promise her anything theme struck me
as moderately funny and it got me to thinking again about politics
and television this exciting year, and about their mutual futures.
The Great Debates between the two major candidates have activated a veritable atomic chain of great debates in the past several
weeks. It seems every newspaper and magazine and commentator in
the land has offered its, his, or her opinion on the desirabilitv of
having such capital D-Debates in future presidential campaigns.
Executive editor John McMillin and I have done pieces here in
SPONSOR on the subject, and I'm sure you've read scores if not hundreds of others. I also realize the chances are better than ever that
you have it up to here with treatises on the election and tv'a relationship thereto, etc., and would like to be let up. Yet, at the risk of
losing you to "Sponsor Hears" or some other equally fascinating
piece elsewhere in this issue, I do want to make some final (for this
season) observations on the whole question of the Great Debates.
Called disastrous by some
In the closing weeks of the campaign I heard from more and more
quarters — a number of them quite well-informed generally — that
(as sponsor indicated an issue or two back) there would be no
presidential Great Debates in 1964 and the Presidential campaigns
to come. Nixon, says this school, gave up a tremendous advantage
in agreeing to the '60 meetings because he gave Kennedy the opportunity tobecome as well-known after a few nights as he (Nixon)
had become through his years in the vice presidency. The incumbent in 1964, says this school, who will be far better known to the
nation, naturally, than any opponent, will be mindful of Nixon's
mistake and refuse to meet the man trying to take his job.
Furthermore, says this school, the party which is able to buy the
greatest amount of paid tv time gives up the advantage inherent in
this by indulging in free major debates. All of this, at first superficial glance, seems quite persuasive. And, indeed, this thinking may
turn out to be prevalent enough in '64 to block further major
Debates.
I hope not.

Yet I am not nearly as alarmed by this approach,

which seems to be unduly cynical, as I am by the attitude concern(Please turn to page 12)
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TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
Now jetting from the Tampa
to New York, Chicago, Miami,
key cities in the U.S.— 600 mph
This is but one part of more
flights daily serving the area,
helicopter commuter schedules
Florida cities.

Bay area
and other
DC-8B's!
than 100
including
to nearby

Reminder: This rich Jet-Age market is
dominated by WTVT, the station on the
move — your most profitable buy in.
the Southeast!
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
(49.1%). . . LATEST ARB 9:00 A.M. - MIDNIGHT
CHECK THE TOP 50 SHOWS!
ARB

WTVT
Station B
Station C

42
7
1

NIELSEN

WTVT
Station B
Station C

A.R.B., Tampa-St. Petersburg Metro Area,
August, 1 960, 4-week summary.
N.S.I., Tampa-St. Petersburg Metro Area,
August, 1960.
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backstage

(Continued from page 10)

ing the Debates, of some of our most able and notable eggheads.
Henry Steele Commager, professor of history and American studies
at Amherst, spoke eloquently for this group in the 30 October Sunday New York Times Magazine section in a piece on the debates.
He pointed out that Arthur Krock of the Times has concluded, anent
the Debates, that "the public will demand these joint appearances in
all future presidential campaigns. "
"Let us hope not," Mr. Commager
nervous words.

wrings his well-chosen, if

"These televised press conferences are a misfortune in this campaign, and in future campaigns they could be a disaster. . . . They
submit the greatest elective office in the world to the chances of arbitrary and miscellaneous questions put not to elicit information or to
illuminate problems, but to provide sensations. . . . This formula of
tense and concentrated confrontation, even at its best, is not designed to discover in candidates those qualities really needed for the
conduct of the Presidential office."
Mr. Commager then explains, and probablv with reasonable accuracy, that George Washington would not have come out very well
in a tv debate. That Thomas Jefferson, "for all his erudition and
literary gracefulness, studiously avoided public confrontation."
Even Lincoln, says Mr. Commager, "was not quick in the give and
take of politics," and therefore would have wound up looking like
a bum on tv.
Candidly, can you think of anything sweeter than a 952% increase in business? That's how
much candy and confections advertising alone has increased in
only three short years on WPAT.
What a comfit we are to the men
who make and market America's
finest confections! Or any other
product, for that matter. Our music, so sweet, so low, provides the
perfect setting for your sales message. Dexterously designed to delight listeners throughout 31
counties in New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania and Connecticut, it's the most mellifluous
sound in America's largest market. And how it sweetens sales!
Ask the makers of America's
infections. Ask Fanny
Ferrara Candy, Loft
'
w Candy Company, Schrafffs (Frank G. Shatand William
Wrigley. In three short years, all
of them have advertised on
WPAT ... the station with the
flavor of success.

WPAT

"The present formula of tv 'debate,' " concludes the professor. "is
designed to corrupt the public judgment, and eventually the whole
political process. The American presidency is too great an office
to be subjected to the indignity of this technique."
Greater merit than paid pitches
When I delivered an address a couple of years ago at the Ohio
State Institute, a professor in the audience in the Q and A period
which followed my talk, asked me in all seriousness why American
radio stations didn't fill their air with long, informative talks on such
subjects as the productive capacity of American steel plants, instead
of playing popular records. I do not think the professor was Mr.
Commager,
but blindness
I feel Mr.toward
Commager's
thinking
the tv Debates
bears the same
some screa
mdvon obvious
fact? of
life.
The Debates in the 1960 campaign represented four hours of network time during which the candidates were exposed to the nation's
voters. Estimates are that the candidates received close to 40 hours
of total network exposure if all free and paid time is counted. And
it's a fairly safe guess that on most of this time they speak even less
on the issues, on the truly momentous questions than in the Debates
themselves. So. if the Debates "corrupt" the public judgment, the
total pitches made to us via network tv would doom us forever more.
I hope in 1964 and the years to come we will be able to follow the
advice of somewhat more realistic and knowledgable men, like the
Times' Jack Gould, who, in the same 30 October issue, lauded the
Debates and urged their continuance with a constant eye toward improving their effective presentation. I believe, with Jack, they constitute a major advance in government by the people.
^
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Zotal Covetym

Ff now has 250,000 watts of power from atop Franklin
Mountain 5,000 feet above sea level. Now you can reach all
viewers in the big El Paso market with Channel 13, El Paso's
most powerful station. ABC-TV, top local programming, new
transmitter facilities and low cost-per-thousand make KELPTV the best television buy in the fabulous Southwest.

MAGIC

CARPET

COVERAGE

OF AMERICA'S

46th MARKET

EL

PASO,

Get the full story on this great NEW buy . . . contact Adam Young, Inc., Clyde Melville Southwest
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Time buyers
■ at work
Ed Kahn,

Research Triangle Park
Unleashes New Buying $
You have a new, solid reason for scheduling WPTF. The North Carolina Research Triangle Park has progressed
from "dream" to reality. Early estimates
that the Park will attract research installations employing 7,000 persons appear conservative.
FIRST to be completed was the multimillion dollar Chemstrand Research Center. Following closely will be the Research Triangle Institute headquarters,
the Dreyfus International Center for
Polymer Research, and the U. S. Forest
Service eastern regional laboratory.
MORE WILL FOLLOW. The three institutions which form the Triangle already
provide the largest concentration of research personnel in the South. (North
Carolina State at Raleigh, Duke University at Durham, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.) Now, with the
4,600 acre Park a going operation, the
future development will be substantial.
SCHEDULE WPTF ... a better buy than
ever. And don't hesitate to call if we
can help you or your Southern manager
open doors in this exciting, new segment
of our market. Our towers are practically next door to the Park and we are
intimately familiar with the area's trade
patterns and potential.

v. p. -general manager. Victor A. Bennett, New

York,

believes that the timebuyer "should be treated as the creative man
he is rather than as a facts-and-travel person whose job is almost
mechanical." Says Kahn, "Too often the timebuyer is considered
to have a strictly statistical function. Research is important and
valuable, but equally so is knowledge of the personality and authority of the station — its image.
This plus a complete briefing on a
product and its advertising objectives enables the buyer to determine which stations, time slots,
and schedules are most effective.
It's essential that the timebuver
work closelv with the rest of the
agency so he knows an account's
objectives, and therefore which
audience to reach. A timebuyer
cannot be treated as an individual operator and do his job effectively. He should have the freedom to express his point of view and
have some say about commercials because of his thorough knowledge of the media market and his intuitive judgment in audience
selection. If a close rapport exists between timebuyer and product,
the former can

readily

come

up with the appropriate

audience.''

Lawrence
Burner,
radio tv mgr., Albert Frank-Guenther
Law,
New York, explains why his agency often buys stations that rank
nowhere near the top among the major rating services.
"Our timebuying department operates along the same lines as most, except that
we look to our own rating service.
This is due in large measure to
the nature of many of AF-GL's accounts, such as publishers, financial institutions, and
consumer
clients who make write-in offers.
Thev all must see immediate response to their advertising," points
out Butner.
"Accordingly,
over
the vears. AF-GL has developed an
^^A
^^^k

50,000

WATTS

680

KC

NBC Athhote lor Ro.'e.gh-Durhom
and loi'ern Nonh Carolina
R H. Moson, Generol Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Soles Manager

■
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extremely
valuable list of radio
and tv
with actual performance records.
Manv of our
station buys are based on our past
results. Stations are checked for

past performance, programing, coverage, and image. Very often
AF-GL rates a station No. 1 that the rating services rank nowhere
near as high. We've seen our top-rated station outpull the rating
services' top station in instances where we've bought both. And there
seldom
is a need to wait for the next official ratings issued."
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"But somebody told me I could sell without

WING

in DAYTON

Don't you believe it ! WING carries more national
and local advertising than any other Dayton station because WING delivers more audience and
sales! Get the FACTS from your East/Man or
General Manager Dale Moudy. Stop crying, start
selling, on high-flying WING

TIMEBUYERS...
write a caption for this picture
and win $25 CASH! Deadline
November 27. Winning caption
will appear in December 12
issue. Give your entry to your k

in Dayton!
East/Man,
or mail
Talbott
Tower.
Daytonto 2,WING,
Ohio.

robert e. eastman & co., mo.
national representative
AIR TRAILS stations are WEZE,

'SPONSOR
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Boston; WKLO,

"

This month's Caption Winner:
Thomas J. MacWilliams, John L.
Douglas Associates, Bradenton,
Florida

Louisville; WING,

Dayton; WCOL,

Columbus; and WIZE, Springfield, Ohio.

1960
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From sign on to sign off during the past K
months the programs that came before oui
cameras attracted the biggest audiences in al

The Long View

levision ... as they have consistently done
bver the past five years . . . and as they show
fcvery promise of doing throughout this season.
Source: Nielsen Television Index

WPIX-1 1
i ou're
mpany . . . and

the prestige
independent with
network
advertisers!

•■ WPIX-1 1, New York's
is one
■ at can guarantet you
will never be near "mail order"
pitches, over-long commercials and
selling.
Add the "network atmosphere" of
wi'ix advertisers to the •'network
look" of our programming and the
Nielsen-proved quality of our
and you have at least
..-■lis why your selling
ount mon on WPIX-H.
GENERAL

MILLS,

INC.

COCA-COLA COMPANY
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
KELLOGG COMPANY
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
BROWN

& WILLIAMSON

TOBACCO

CORP.

MILES LABORATORIES, INC.
WANDER COMPANY
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
DEL MONTE FOODS
BORDEN COMPANY
STANDARD BRANDS, INC.
WARNER-LAMBERT
PHARMACEUTICAL
BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY
F & M SCHAEFER BREWING COMPANY
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
TEXAS COMPANY
REVLON, INC.
P. BALLANTINE & SONS
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

COMPANY

CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY, INC.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
RALSTON PURINA COMPANY
FORD DEALERS
SIMONIZ
►TA MINING
AND MANY MORE

where are
your
60~second
commercials
tonight?

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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The forecasters in a couple of top-rank agencies apparently have a different
slant from some key tv stations on the advertising outlook for 1961.
The stations referred to are those polled by a leading rep on their projections for the
coming year.
The consensus : the first half of the year won't find it easy to hold its own with
the first half of 1959 and there was hesitation about rate adjusting for this period; the exception to the latter were some ABC TV affiliates. (However, some of the rep's affiliates expressedbullish
a
feeling, holding that in a time of business hesitation spot, because of its
short-term advantages, can't help but be the beneficiary.)
Contend the top-level agency forecasters : in a time of uncertainty sales managers have
a tendency to underrate their quotas but what advertising will have working for it is this:
the ratio of the ad dollar to the sales dollar will be 5-10% over the normal rate of expenditure.
In other words, this margin will suffice to equate, or even better, the ad money for the
initial half of 1959.

Consolidated's Muriel (L&N)
has joined El Producto (Compton) in bidding
for Christmas gift business via spot tv.
In spot radio Philip Morris, out of Burnett, was somewhat active, scheduling a batch
of markets in various sections of the country.

Tv and radio stations can look to Shell and its new agency, Ogilvy, Benson

&

Mather, to make a decision by 26 November on the company's 1961 media strategy.
SPONSOR-SCOPE also was informed last week that Shell's new copy platform was
likewise still in process of preparation.
Because of the large number of valuable news franchises now held by Shell, the decision
is of especially intense interest to broadcasters and reps.

DuPont

will be adding another several million dollars to its network

soon as it can decide on which of two program

tv pot as

ideas it prefers — the one presented by

Ayer or the one pitched by BBDO, which already administers almost all of the company's tv.
Series suggested by Ayer: an hour based on documented facts, a la Armstrong Theatre. BBDO's candidate : a dramatic anthology, a la GE Theatre.
In either event the show would be a DuPont family affair, with various brands or
divisions participating. It would be strictly sell.

Some reps would like certain drug and toiletries advertisers to address themselves to the ethical implications of a growing practice which, say these reps, has
become no small problem for them.
The practice : collecting availabilities via their national agencies and then turning these
lists of availabilities over to drug chains for buying at local rates as part of a manufacturer-chain promotion deal.
Aside from the unfairness of the procedure, these reps are wondering whether the agencies who are parties to the availability ruse are getting a share of the commissions accruing to the chain's local agency which usually gets the time at the end rate.
SPONSOR
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continued

Adam Young is getting out of fm station representation for this main reason:
his am stations regard fm'ers as competition — in the same medium — for the ad
dollar.
Young's original idea had been to put together a network of fm stations and sell
them strictly as a group, but it didn't work out that way.
The break won't be effective until the end of the year so that the fm'ers will have time
to find other national representation.
Position taken by Young's am'ers: the pattern of radio's programing, especially in
the maj or markets, has tended toward the inclusion of good music and middle-of-theroad music formula stations, which puts such stations in direct competition with local fm
outlets.
Spot tv/radio is in for another
from a new menthol filter, Breeze,
the year.
Trade impression is that KM&J
but it's not clear whether the air media
Bates New York.

dollar spurt from the cigarette field: it'll come
which B&W is intoducing around the first of
Chicago will get this multi-million-dollar brand
buys on Breeze, like Raleighs, will be placed by Ted

Schlitz (JWT Chicago) has become convinced that spot, because of its flexibility, is its best bet and the plans are for heavier air media activity on both local and
regional levels in 1961.
By flexibility the specific connotation is this: the ability to move in and out and
heavy-up as the marketing problems and needs of the time require.
The budgeting on this score may run as high as $2 million.
Texaco can no longer say it's the only petroleum company sponsoring grand
opera: Phillips 66, via KOTV, Tulsa, is airing the Tulsa Operas as a civic contribution.
The station, which sold the proposition direct, is donating the money back to the opera
association. KOTV's basic objective: enhancing its public service image.
If General Motors does any media comparison test, Oldsmobile won't be the
guinea pig: the division's top man, J. F. Wolfram, won't sit still for it.
The plan had been to base the test on some recently developed but unpublicized device from the Oldsmobile laboratory. After the thing had been exposed in tv, radio and
newspapers in three different markets, the relative intensity of the playback would have been
measured.
Something tv stations might look for as sales get more competitive : smaller national accounts hinting their decisions could be swayed by merchandising coop-

eration.

Whether they'll get anywhere with this approach on a broad scale is another question. Tv
stations haven't had to do it, and it's doubtful whether they'll tailor their policies to such
arguments as: (1) this cooperation is important for the sales manager to use in fighting for
using tv and (2) newspapers give it.
Compton, master contract agency for P&G, is taking an in-depth look at the
satellite side of tv broadcasting.
It's asked reps to acquaint it in detail with the relationship of stations on their lists with
mother translator, booster, bonus and satellite outlets, what part of such relationships they
are authorized to speak for, what's the rate setup and whether tape or film may be duplicated for the inter-relationship.
Compton's explanation to SPONSOR-SCOPE: we're just gleaning information; there
are no special implications about future buying policy.
SPONSOR
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continued

CBS TV affiliates will probably be glad to hear there's no chance of the network— at least in the immediate future — adopting the concept of the minute commercial scatter plan for its daytime schedule.
It was CBS' sales department that thought the pattern might be applied to certain of the
shows, but when the proposition got to Chairman William Paley he turned it down
with a firm "no."
ABC TV is using the concept throughout its daytime schedule and NBC TV is permitting iton three programs, with a fourth on the horizon.
CBS' main concern with the idea: if its giant advertisers went for it the schedule
would be cut to shreads and eventually limit the number of participating products.
An a hist (Bates) is pouring more of its seasonal money into nighttime network tv.
The buys : a minute participation each in Outlaws and the Islanders.
Whitehall, out of the same agency, may also unloosen a batch of year-end leftover
dollars for network nighttime participations, with possibly some additional for spot.
More sponsor money
but it's Monday
week.

is spent Sunday night on regular network

tv programing

night that delivers the higghest national audience per minute for the

Curiously also, according to SPONSOR-SCOPE estimates, the gross cost of the week's
program fare this fall runs about neck and neck with last season, even though there's more
time being offered for sale this season.
Note in the following comparison of relative talent expenditures and per minute ratings
what has happened over the year in average tune-in not only Sunday but Saturday
night :
1959
1960
NIGHT

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

TOTAL

PROGRAMING

AVG. RATING

$1,230,000
890,000
810,000
860,000
820,000
930,000
660,000

Source of comparative ratings:

58.9

TOTAL

61.1
56.9
58.3
57.2
51.9
58.1

PROGRAMING

81,160,000
860,000
890,000
770,000
810,000
990,000
630,000

AVG. RATING

60.7
60.7
60.4
60.7
59.4
57.5
63.0

NTI, October.

NBC TV has disclosed the price list of O'Connors' Ocean (John Payne), the pilot
of which had been intended as a series, is scheduled for Tuesday, 13 December, 10
p.m. The rates for this one shot's time and talent: the full hour, $100,000 commissionable ; half
of the hour, $50,000: an individual minute participation, $20,000.
Benton & Bowles, as spokesman for General Foods, last week killed any idea
that CBS TV may have had about readjusting the Thursday night schedule.
The move, as suggested by Esty for Reynolds:

moving

Witness

from

7:30-8:30

to

9-10 p.m., which would have given it a start over ABC TV's Untouchables.
B&B didn't fancy Angel and Ann Sothern taking the early period.

ter.

Colgate hasn't decided as yet on its complete network

setup for the first quar-

The programs it'll stick by in any event: Ed Sullivan, Perry Mason, My Sister Eileen and
Twilight Zone.
Incidentally, there may be quite a surge of spot tv money from this quarter for the
turn of the year.
14 NOVEMBER
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Duke Rorabaugh has obtained the cooperation of the Westinghouse group for
a test of a method to collect periodic data on competitive brands advertising in the
same radio markets — something no longer obtainable from the reps.
Test will be limited to one Westinghouse station and will start January.
The SRA has been trying to initiate such a project for months.
CBS TV has sold the remaining three of its CBS Reports for this year to Philip
Morris, which sponsored the most recent two.
The prospects are that Westinghouse will pick up a batch of them for 1961.
NBC

TV figures that in October it was in a better daytime position than CBS

TV: in terms of total programing it was 69% sold as against CBS' 60%.
The three-year comparison, Monday -Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., as measured by NBC:
network
CBS TV
NBC TV

1960

19 hours; 30 minutes
20 hours; 38 minutes

1959

21 hours
15 hours; 15 minutes

1958

24 hours; eight minutes
17 hours; eight minutes

Note: the yardstick is quarter-hour units sold.
No. 1 topic of this week's meeting of the TvB sales advisory committee: how
do you approach the problem of getting more business for the third-quarter?
The members of the committee have been talking to agencies and advertisers about
that summer lag and what they were told will serve as the basis for the discussion.

It looks like the makers of synthetic textile threads can't help but go on looking
to spot tv as their prime support for the merchandising of the finished product.
The network handicap in this area : the synthetics people would plan these promotions a
year ahead if they could mention specific shows to their apparel customers, but there's
no assurance the same programs will be on the air at that time.
Hence this volatility in programs works to the favor of spot: if the chemical company has
to talk in terms of just tv support spot can serve his purpose even more effectively, since
weight can be pinpointed in the better markets.
WLS, Chicago, is anything but out of the farm programing area: it'll still program at least an hour and a half of it daily in what the station's management describes as a more intelligent and modernized fashion.
The highlights of the farm-directed effort: a farm show from 5:30 to 6:30 a.m.
with 15 minutes of farm news scattered throughout the hour and a half -hour starting noon,
consisting of national, area and local news and weather and farm market reports.
tions.

(For more on the new program picture at WLS

As they witness one spot account

see NEWS

WRAP-UP

under Radio Sta-

after another defecting to network

tv, reps

have come to admit that they've been lax in one respect.
The omission: keeping in periodic touch with goodly users of spot, reselling them on
the vigor and effectiveness of the medium and relating with facts and figures what spot
has done for others in the same or kindred fields.
Also reminding these year-in-and-year-out customers that spot must pack a lot of weight
when the world's biggest advertiser, P&G,
For

other

news

coverage

puts 43%

in this issue,

of its budget into spot tv.

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 8;

Spot Buys, page 53; News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 68: Washington Week, page 55 ; sponsor
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 82; and Film Scope, page 56.
SPONSOR
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THE 11 -COUNTY
RADIO MARKET

Write today for free
market brochure

Accelerating industrial and business activity in the
WFLA-TV 28-County sales area has rocketed population, incomes and sales to new highs!
This important market includes the Tampa-St.
Petersburg Metropolitan area — the nation's 28th and
Florida's second Retail Sales Market — plus 26 other
rich, industrial-agricultural counties.
Get the facts! Send for free market brochure today.
Address Department S, WFLA-TV, P. O. Box 1410,
Tampa 1, Florida.

wftst-fy. M
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The

big

busy

28-

County Sales Area
blanketed
by
WFLA-TV.

w

ESENTED

NATIONALLY

^^^R
^^^^M^^*
^.->y
BY BLAIR-TV

23

It's a habit...

watchingr ]$£ J-TY

in FEESNO
(California)
Valley
KMJ-TV . .

Most Fresno farmers wouldn't let any chore keep them
from watching their favorite farm program. TODAY
IN AGRICULTURE. KMJ-TV sends reporters and
photographers into the field to gather this farm news
direcr. And with approximately 30.000* farms in the
KMJ-TV area, the program's popularity is easy to understand. Just another reason why KMJ-TV has such a
high degree of viewer loyalty.
•Sales Management's

THE

KATZ

first TV station ir,
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees
McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

1960 Survey of Buying Poiver

AGENCY,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
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BEST WAY TO EMBRACE
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

THE NEW YORK

49th and
Madison
Fm

How

guides

do

you

mean,

hottest?

Somehow, in our weekly gleanings of
sponsor, we missed seeing your ex-

Your recent article on Mexico television in the 10 October issue of

cellent article on "Those Fancy FM
Program Guides" that appeared in
the 19 September issue. A very creditable article, indeed, even though it
came to our attention belatedly. Our
onlv wish is that you had been able
to delve just a little deeper into why
these booklets are becoming popular
. . . and exactly what functions they
perform.
If more persons in the advertising
industrv realized the enormous

SPONSOR was interesting and informative.

amount of work and expense that go
into the average fm program guide,
they might well ask, '"Whv do they
even attempt it?"
Upon closer investigation, thev
would see that these program guides
give the listener a tangible link with
the station. For want of a better
word, it can be called a "good will"
link. In the case of our program
guide, "Preview."" the listener also
receives a detailed description of cultural activities throughout our broadcast area. The listener instinctively
feels that the station is genuinely interested inhis listening problems.
Another reason for the program
guides is that they provide the broadcaster land thus the advertiser) with
a tangible link with his listening audience. We see that, in reality, the
listener needs the fm station in order
to escape the cacophony of am and
the fm station needs the selective
listener in quantity in order to exist.
J As a rule, the fm stations realize
that onlv as the intellectual awareness and esthetic values of the public
grow, will the fm station grow. In
our endeavors to satisfy a rapidly
growing demand for quality entertainment, we make everv effort to
show tangible results to both the listener and the advertiser.
David G. Law
sales manager
KLSN
Seattle
JSPONSOR
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There is a point though, that is
open for debate. The author stated
that a local agency is considered the
"hottest" here. If by definition this
means an agencv that has one of the
highest billings, I will agree.
But if the author had been in Mexico City long enough to sample the
opinion on the street and meant the
agencv that is considered the fastest
growing and one that has a reputation for outstanding creative work,
I believe he might have come up with
a different answer.
For example, he would have heard
this: Kenyon & Eckhardt de Mexico
has been in business a little over

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can dothe effective job.

EMJLim
fvf

Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue. New York 27, N. Y.

EMBRACES
NEGRO

MARKET

IN GREATER

THE ENTIRE
NEW YORK

four years. Starting with only one
account, it now has an account list
that includes such "American" names
as Kraft. Kodak. Helene Curtis. Playtex, RCA Victor, Bristol-Myers,
Parker. Jello, Charms, and others.
And while not yet up to the top
billers who have been in business here

DOMINATES
CENTRAL NEW YORK

much longer, K&E billings are substantial and in the millions (U. S.).
He would have also learned that
since the first of the year the agency
has added more billing and more
"name" clients than any other of its
competitors. And that at the Advertising Association of the West convention held here this summer, in the
judging of work created
can agencies, K&E won
total of 12 awards. No
won more than one.
So the next time Mr.

by all Mexifour out of a
other agency
Boehm visits

Mexico, I suggest that he make a
survey among the local agencies and
media about their opinions of the
"hottest" agency. I '11 bet him a
tequila to a taco that he'll be surprised!Jack Miller
Kenyon & Eckhardt de Mexico
Mexico City

WSYR-TV Atom
DELIVERS 44,287
MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
WSYR-TV AND ITS SATELLITE,
WSYETV, DELIVER 73,08» MORE
HOMES

THAN ITS COMPETITOR

WSYR-TV

MORS

MORE

SHESI HIGHEST HIGHEST HIGHEST HI
VpS tops tops tops tops t

miFic terr:
igan tic m

ader leader 1

LET'S COMPARE

U1BTV
IOCASTING

CHANNEL

COMPANY

3 ® CHARLOTTE

CHARLOTTE
ATLANTA
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
BIRMINGHAM
LOUISVILLE
NEW
ORLEANS
NORFOLK
RICHMOND

MARKETSi
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UNA HEADACHE:

TV COMMERCIALS'
COSTS WORRY CLIENTS
Current

Hot Springs conclave will debate the

problem of rising expenses

and talent demands

r■ his week

in Hot Springs, \ a., the Association oi National Advertisers
meeting to discuss industry problems, and one of the toughest they face

a headache that ha- all the earmarks of a worse migraine to come: how
keep down the co>t of television commercials.
This week in New York, the Screen Actors Guild and the American
ederation of Television and Radio Artists were (at presstimc I perched
etween signiijr a new contract for tv commercials at a substantial inbase in base and residual pay — or going out on strike.
^V
This week in major production centers, agency producers who have
een working overtime are putting the final touches to a backlog of comMcials prepared in anticipation of a possible talent walk-out.
And in the wake of this activity, agency and independent producers
ueried by s^BBRigreed on a prognosis for 196LpThe cost of produclg television commercials has ne^H
en higher, and all signs point to
I'ONSOR
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'Indecision
preparation

costs

money,

the better

farther rise in the production costs.
The new demands of SAG and
\l"l 1! \ are not only considered way
out of line bj producers, but are piled
on top of a more than 25% rise in
tin- cos! of making a film commercial
in just five years. Not only are talent
costs up. but so are the costs of animation houses, film production, processing, suppliers, studio rentals, etc.
This is even more discouraging to
producers in the light of the failure

ANA'S

COST

so the

costs

better

the

fall into line'

cal tracks, all are employed in the
search for fresh, original, more memorable advertising. And they all are
more costly.
What can be done to halt spiraling
costs? Most agency producers agree
with Dean Pennington, v. p. in charge
of radio and television commercials
at Gardner Advertising, who declared
that "we are pricing ourselves to a
point where advertisers, agencies,
tape

CONTROL

and film producers, talent — all

KEYNOTER

PHILIP H. COHEN, vice president
and radio/tv director of Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc.,
will be the featured speaker at
the 14 November ANA session at
The Homestead in Hot Springs,
Va., concerned with "How to Keep
Down the Cost of Tv Commercials." He will outline the primary
areas of commercial making in
which costs are rising, discuss
why costs have been increasing
and the principal areas in which
economies can be effected. Following Mr. Cohen's talk, a discusion will be moderated by Sylvester Cleary, marketing coordinator of The Mennen Co. Although many other problems will be
considered by the ANA during its meeting, this Monday afternoon
session should be a highlight, as the problem is a tough one.

more creative product for less money
Four general suggestions for hold
ing costs steady from within the
agency were put to sponsor bv production heads of several leading
agencies.
They are:
• Maintain a closer working association among copy, art and produc
tion so that any unnecessary or overly expensive sets or staging can be
modified and eliminated.
• Keep, as the agency commercial
producer, a close eye on elements of
a commercial that are unnecessarily
costly, and suggest alternative set
tings, processes and demonstrations
In this way, he will be able to do a
great deal toward keeping costs with
in tolerable limits.
• Insist on intensive pre-production preparation. If storvboards and
scripts are carefully studied by the
outside film (or tape) producer, thi
agency producer, the copywriter and
the client — with the view toward
eliminating on-camera performers no!
essential to the effectiveness of the
commercial: and if the production
can be planned so that evervbodv iin full agreement as to what the con
cept and objectives are before one
foot of film rolls, then overshooting
can be avoided. Best bet: shootins
boards prepared bv the film compan\
after a pre-production meeting, em
bodying all changes, to keep shootim
time to a minimum.
• Plan way ahead. Long range
planning by account groups on certain products (such as soaps and]
packaged goods I is a real monev
saver. The ad mav require summei
exterior locations; economy woull
then dictate shooting with the seasons. Instead of having to travel
from Newr York to Florida for surf
scenes in January, costs can obviously be cut when the production ii
in July. for shooting at Jones Beach
planned

of video tape so far to emerge as the
economical medium that the industry
had expected.
Also contributing to the higher
- a trend toward more ambition- concepts in commercials I nececause as the
viewer Bees more and more commercials he becomes more and more sophisticated). I. oration shooting, special effects, animation on live film.
elaborate sets, more elaborate musi2f;

of us — must reappraise our demands
and work together in the interest of
keeping costs steady.
"The alternatives," said Pennington, "are fewer commercials or commercials of lesser quality."
Lntil such an ideal meeting of the
minds can be arranged, agencv production chiefs have concentrated on
putting their own houses in order
and, some noted with surprise, have
often found themselves producing a

Agencymen such as Gordon Webber, v.p. and director of television
commercial production at Benton &
Bowles, contend that this pre-production preparation "is the major factor
in economical production. The commercial producer at an agency." he
said, "has to be a good businessman.
He is the first to know if he is getmoney.
ting a good return on his client s ^
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INTENSIVE

PRE-PRODUCTION

prepa

te client's ad director, William F. Siegel

(center, re

' tv commercial production, Gordon Webber

By working early with the creave group, by bringing the outside
Toduction firm into the picture at
I early stage, by keeping the client
iformed and up-to-date, we can be
luch more efficient and effective

(right)

:ept
penses, preceded this recent day of
i full
and objectives with Benton & Bowie
r Robert Simpson
n the foreground at CBS TV Co imercial Sales studio is B&B produ<

lems, too. But we expect them to give
us the most under existing rules.
They can expect us, in return, to
come well prepared to get the best

this writing:

A

rise from

$80

per

eight-hour day to $100 per five-hour
day; $30 an hour overtime from $15.
A rise in network residuals from $50
to $100 each; a change in the spot

As for the talent unions, he said
results."
use setup from today's $160 payment
for
13-weeks
unlimited
usage
to
hen we start spending a client's
that they may "price themselves right
out of work." Their demands as of
toney in a studio."
$15.60 per "unit." This means that
each actor in each commerGardner's Dean Penningcial for each showing, paid
»n agreed that the business
OGILVY,
under a unit (one-half miligacity of the agency proBenson & Mather's percolator spot for Maxw II House
Coffee is
:alled by competitors "pure creativity on fin " an exber plus thoughtful prelion persons) contract would
get $327.60 for a showing in
ample of low a good spot can be made without elabc •ate cost
anning are factors that can
jep costs at a workable
New York (21 units, indicatvel. But he added a warning the station covers 10.5
million
persons) . In
13
g to independent producs and to the talent unions.
weeks, if a commercial were
to blanket the country
in
"We would hope," he said,
spot, each actor would get
at film and tape producers
about $7,500.
jould do all they can to hold

>sts down. They must reember that we always have
Ie choice of going to the
oducer who gives the most
jr the dollar. We are bound
havily by these rising costs,
id we know their cost problONSOR
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"If a pattern evolves anything like these demands,"
Pennington
predicted,
will
have to cut
down on "we
the
people we use. We will arbitrarily have to say, 'Use
Just enough 29
to

less talent!
1960

may be ready to switch in. and One
is out of focus getting set up for a
shot. The client gets excited because
One is out of focus, and more time
is wasted in explanation. These are
the time-eaters — they consume a tremendous amount of production and
More costliness, another producer
rehearsal time."
added, springs up when the roughcut is put together for a run-through.
An unsophisticated client is never satisfied with this working rough-cut,
still seeing a finished product in his
mind"s eye. The client should be
disciplined by the agency to know
what is finished and what is not.
Anotheron complaint
is the
attitude
extra costs.
Thereclient's
is a
""contingency fee"" in most contracts
to cover anvthing that might go
wrong in production — and this might
be called a "hidden cost." But the extras that result from unnecessary
overtime, even when the client has
J. WALTER THOMPSON effects budget savings by careful experimentation in its own tv and
film studio, early cooperation and analysis among the producer, writer and artist. Here,
William Gibbs, in charge of commercial
production, questions copywriter Angela Van Patten

been responsible for this and he
knows it. cause great tumult at the
clients office when he gets the bill.
The final producer comment

permit a? much creativeness as possible." We will have to go in for
more animation and other techniques
that will avoid the use of talent. We
will have to change our attitude toward the unlimited use of singing

ting the facts across to him. The
producer should have the storyboard
and the script initialed by the client
before shooting begins.
The expensive changes, they noted,
are the ones that take place in the
studio, with union technicians, talent,

groups."
On the matter of pre-preparation.
independent commercial producers
are in full agreement with their counterparts at the agencies. As Ed Kogan of Bahcock and Kogan. tape and
film commercial producers, put it.

lighting and equipment experts standing by and with studio rental by the
hour. This changing of copy and or
concept on the set sends costs up
monumentally.

"1 he first insurance to saving money
mi commercials is good, solid preparation prior to filming or taping.
This implies solidification of the
s< xipt, because once you start changing things during shooting, costs

video tape, they claimed. Because the
client representative can see tape results immediately, he seems to be
driven to insist on changes. This,

mount astronomically."'
Other
producers
expressed
the
opinion that the burden of blame for

A prominent tape producer related the following anecdote, which
he claimed is more typical than not:
"In the conference room, the client,
the agency representative and the
producer have all agreed on a commercial, but each has his own conception of the final product.

ri-ing costs la\ more with the agen; their clients than with them.
I he biggest problem
in the whole
' commercial production, thev
maintained, is ""a lack of unified mind
the agency and the client.""
-- rted that
the agency
should <!i*. ipline its client and should
not take random, superfluous client
•!. without get30

And a new problem has arisen with

said
the producers,
""murder'' to a
schedule
and to the is
nerves.

" \t the studio taping session there
may be four cameras, and a director
can go crazy with a client in the control booth impulsively suggesting.
"Cut to Three, not to Two.' Or. Three

con-

cerned agency
personnel.
are
not enough
really
hep film"There
and tape
producers around. The agencies have
raided the production companies and
hired many young executives who.
while well trained in the technical
aspects of film and tape making, are
not experienced in advertising or the
making of good commercials. They
are technicians, where showmen and

f

creative
advertising
men is are
The answer,
he said,
for needed.'"
agencies
to hire and clients to insist upon competent, experienced, high-priced tv
production talent. "In the long run.
the bigger initial salary outlay will
William Gibbs. who headed the S2
save money."
million
commercial film division of
MGM in its growing years, and writ
is now in charge of all commercial
production i except Ford i at J. \^ al
ter Thompson. New York, has studied commercial making from both
sides of the storyboard. He suggest
that "the most important thing abouti
analvzing a commercial's cost is m
keep a sharp focus on the purpose of]
theGibbs
commercial."
explained
that when JWT
engages an outside producer, its ain
i Please turn to page 46
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RANKING

W Adam Young leads drive to revise spot radio market
definitions, do away with metro area in rating surveys
^

About 300 agency offices being polled on proposed

Advertiser Areas' covering the top 100 metro markets
11-out effort to abolish the
«P%n
netro area for the purposes of spot
radio ratings and set up larger and
nore meaningful market areas is now
Underway.
The drive, if successful, may well
urn some established notions about
aarket ranking topsy-turvy, not to
'ciention the elation and despair
mong station owners who would be
reatly affected one way or the other
Jy changes in market rank.
Spearheading this effort is the
|Ldam Young, Inc. rep firm, which
I>in the process of polling 300 ageny offices in an effort to pin down

exact geographical delineations (by
counties) of the top 90-odd spot radio
markets.
Agencies being polled have received maps of 93 proposed "Advertiser Areas." Along with the maps
are questionnaires in which the respondents can indicate which counties
they would add or delete from the
proposed areas. The end result, the
rep firm hopes, will be a broadly
based consensus of admen and practical definitions of market areas of
"maximum advertiser interest."
Though the Advertiser Areas are
in the tentative category, it is already

AHEAD?

evident, despite what changes will be
made by the agency panel, that the
concept of Advertiser Areas is bound
to play havoc with conventional metro
area rankings. For example, Des
Moines, which is 78th in rank among
metro markets (based on total retail
sales) , ranks 25th under the proposed
Advertiser Area scheme. Other examples: Toledo, 56th in metro rank,
36th in Advertiser Area rank: WilkesBarre-Hazleton, from 83d to 37th;
Harrisburg, from 74th to 38th; Salt
Lake City, 65th to 39th.
Behind the poll lies a number of
years of planning and thinking out
the problems involved on the part of
the Adam Young firm. It is basically a result of a conviction — shared by
many — that the Census Bureau-defined metro areas (or Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, as they
are now technically called ) were not
only artificial definitions for advertising purposes, but basically unsuit-

ECTION
•TYPE HOOPLA — Shown discussing Adam Young poll of admen to create new market definitions are (I to r) George Sternberg, servdirector, Pulse; Frank Boehm, v. p. at Young; Dr. Sydney Roslow, head of Pulse. Envelope with ballots has election-type message urging voting
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able

for

the

1 he metro
|.\ the forces
-ci up years
med ;i came

bu) ing

■ ■I

spot

radio.

area, il i- pointed oul
aligned against it. was
jefore the electronic ad
to the fore and made

meai
. unseen count]
lines
whit h were important in a more leiBurel
Furthermore,
there is
j era.
-..nit
question toda] whether — with
the \ asl suburban gr< wth — the metro
area is useful
for the purpose
for
whic i il \\;ithe other hai

1

ongina
d, there

Iv created.

On

is the undenia-

ble fact that the metro areas do exist
in the sense that there is a wealth
of economic dats available on them
and that useful trends can be spotted
because Census Bureau
figures
go
back many years
The leavy hand of tradition (as
well as the fact that the ad business
would spend only so much for ratings
and no more) made the metro area a
logical choice for comparative station
ratings
early in the game.
They are
the basic areas used by Pulse, which

is allied with Young ir
this
significantlv.
Advertiser Area push.
Thev an
also used bv Nielsen. Although Nid
ures,
nrovides both metro area rating
sen
and

e.)
total station
homes-reached fig
the latter are not area-in-com
mon data — and it is an area in com
mon to most , if not all. stations in i
given
market that Young is looking i
for.

'

■:
•

(Hooper, with three or four ex
ons, defines its survey areas b\
stick ing to a non-toll or local, tele
phone samp]
cepti

1
1

PROPOSED
Metro
Area rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
8
11
10
13
14

17
15
21
22
23
20
16
18
30
24
33
78
27
38
29
25
34
32

Advertiser
Area rank *
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

RANKINGS

Market

New York
L. A.-Long Beach
Chicago
Philadelphia

Metro
Area rank

Advertiser
Area rand

28
26
45
40
56

32
33

Detroit
Boston
San Fran.-Oakland
Pittsburgh

OF 'ADVERTISER

34
35
36
37

74
65
43

39
40

Salt Lake City
Rochester

44
61
60
71
36

Houston

31
69
95

Miami
Cincinnati
Kansas City
Buffalo
Dallas

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

41
82
39
46

50

47

52
51

42
59
35

54
53
55
56
57
58

Columbus, Ohio
Des Moines

37

Albany-Schen.-Troy
New Orleans

63
49

29
30

Denver

31

Hart.-N. Britain

Dayton

81
64
68

59
60
61
62

75
57

63
64
65
66
67
68
70

50

Memphis

55
67
76
62
72
54
98
58
88

Norfolk-Portsmouth
Flint
Providence
San Bern.-Riverside
Grand Rapids
Greensb.-High Pt.
Phoenix
Charlotte

San Antonio
Birmingham

Portland

Advertiser
Area rank*

Omaha

San Jose

Indianapolis
Atlanta

Metro
Area rank

Louisville
Toledo
Wlks.-B.-Hazleton
Harrisburg

Seattle
Milwaukee

Sacramento

38

St. Louis
Mpls.-St. Paul
Baltimore

Tampa-St. Peters.
San Diego

83

Washington
Cleveland

Market

Ft. Worth

97
51
87
99
84
70
79

New Hvn.-Wtrbry.-Mer.
Fresno

Oklahoma City
Orlando
Akron
Wilmington

Nashville

[

Youngstown
Jacksonville

•

Canton
Wichita

69
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
80

a

Springfld-Holy.
Allntn.-Beth.-East.
Ft. Wayne
1

Dvnpt.-Rock Is.-Mol.
Worcester
Shreveport
Chattanooga

'

Stockton
Lansing
Knoxville

:

1

79
Fall R.-Nw. Bedfd.
Mobile

81
83
85
82

El Paso
Spokane
West Palm Beach

84
86

80
94
92
86
90
77

tr
iere Is by total retail sales ;i'i- nhnr
« ranked
by
'Sales Management.'
The following
marke a have bee
are not aubject to change: Pittsburgh. Tulsa, Hartford, Des Moines, Sacramento,
Stockton,
and AUentOwn-EMton liethlehem.
Seven
een combined Into four of the Advertiser Areas.

•lUiikliig 1 n all casea
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Beaumont-Pt. Arthur
Bakersfield

r

Albuquerque
Tucson

92
91
93

96
93

•

Utica-Rome
Trenton

88
87
89
90

Syracuse
Peoria
Tulsa

1
"

Market

Honolulu

73
100
85
91

Richmond
Bridgp.-Stamfd.-Nrwlk.

I

AREAS'

:

Lancaster

previous

agency polls

I

and

►
•
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The alliance of Pulse and Young
in the poll has, undoubtedly, overtones of rating service competition.
Completed questionnaires are to be
returned to Pulse "as a guide in the
preparation of future Advertiser Area
surve\s." However, there is nothing
to stop any rating service from using
the same areas.
A heavy response to the questionnaires will act as pressure on the
radio industry to support the Advertiser Area concept. Whether the pressure will be heaw enough is another
question. Without station support,
the Advertiser Area idea cannot surBut surveying Advertiser Areas
cost more money because they
are invariably larger than the metro
area and it is far from certain that
he stations will be willing to lav out
he extra money. It will be a paricular problem in cases where the
Advertiser Area is larger than a staion's actual coverage.
The current poll being run by
Young is the culmination of a number of specific moves made by the
•ep firm over the past year or so.
..ast year Young published a market
>ook covering the top 60 radio markets in terms of tentative Advertiser
Vreas. At that time there was no
oil made.
As explained by Frank G. Boehm,
ice president and director of research for Young, the first step in
etermining the tentative Advertiser
rea was to extend the Rand Mc(Jally Basic Trading Areas 50 miles
the central city. The 50-mile
gure was chosen after some informal
iscussions with agencymen and
ulse researchers. All minor trading
reas lying within this 50-mile circle
ere included in the final Advertiser
rea. Where the Basic Trading
rea itself went well beyond the 50lile limit, it was still included in the
dvertiser Area, even though some
w-power station would not cover
le full area.
Where Advertiser Areas overlap,
ie larger market was credited, sublet to Pulse ratings. If the latter
cheated that stations in the smaller

HE LOST an election but gained respect for tv
political commercial, used tv against tough odds i

•
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Jr.,

almost won himse

n while making ,
at in Washingtoi

TV'S IMPACT (ALMOST)
WON THIS N.Y. ELECTION
■ elevision did an effective job for
Congressional candidate Phil E. Gilbert, Jr., but it couldn't put him in
the U. S. House of Representatives.
Gilbert, a Democrat placed his entire campaign budget into a NewYork City tv station in an unsuccessful effort to dislodge the incumbent
Congressman in a district with an
exceptionally heaw Republican registration. (See "LOCAL CANDIDATE: Can tv sell this seasonal
item?" Sponsor, 7 November 1960).
At Sponsor's presstime, an almost complete tallv of returns showed
Gilbert with 47% of the votes compared to Representative Edwin B.
Dooley s winning 53%. However,
when Gilbert ran against Dooley in
1958 for the same office, Gilbert received only 37% of the votes. The
almost-final 1960 talley: Gilbert,
88,000; Dooley, 98,000.
In the hectic aftermath of Sen.
John F. Kennedy's victory, Gilbert's
political advisors were still interpreting the meaning of the returns. While
the effect of the presidential vote on

larket did a better coverage job, the 1
Gilbert's showing was taken into ac'nailer market was credited.
count, it was still felt that his video
; The current market book, entitled
exposure was primarily responsible
for his improved vote-getting
\wt Radio '60 ... a 100-Market
Iopraisal, and now in the hands of
strength. An informal survey of 200
voters indicated that about half had
(Please turn to page 46)
I'ONSOR

lil E. Gilbert,

seen Gilbert's political tv spots.
Gilbert ran in New York's 26th
Congressional District, covering the
eastern part of Westchester County,
which is generously peppered with
upper-income suburban communities.
They include Scarsdale (practically
a synonym for upper middle-class
living), New Rochelle, Mamaroneck,
Rye, and other commuter towns.
While a wide variety of socio-economic groups inhabit the district, it
is a favorite residential area for executives in advertising, publishing, and
broadcasting. About three out of four
voters are registered Republicans.
Gilbert's campaign consisted of
minute announcements on WNEWTV, which covers about 30 counties
in the New York Metropolitan area.
Taped in advance, the announcements ran after the late-evening news
during the week and in mid-evening
on weekends. Each spot revolved
around one campaign theme but there
was a pronounced effort to project the
candidate's personality.
In addition to paying for time on
the station, some of Gilbert's money
went for newspaper advertisements
plugging his appearances on tv. He
paid a premium price for his tv time,
but he (almost) got his money's
worth.
f^

Depth in
the afternoon

new Daytime Tv Splitter-Splatter Plan. Lse your own
judgment.

Just don't louse it up.

From the desk of RAGLAN

STULTZ

Dear R. J.— Thanks a lot for the tip. My pitch is all set
for 2:30 tomorrow at the agency. You said to use my
judgment about mentioning our Splitter-Splatter Plan to
them. Frankly. 1 dont think I will. Our plan is one can
of peas I prefer not to open for the simple reason that I
don't understand it too well myself. Ill just nail their,
down on Tillie and tall it a day. — Rags.

by W.
INTENSE

F. MIKSCH

BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Confidential Memo

FROM: EL J. Varmy, v.p. of sales
TO: Raglan Stultz
Here's a hot lead for you. Rags. The Deutschlander
Pizza-Kebab Co. is interested in buying a quarter-hour
slice of <»ur Tcatimc With Tillie two afternoons a week.
Ih.ir agencj is Grovel & Cringe. Hurry over there and
surround -it. RJV
We don't get much in throush the transom
P.S.: I don t know what to say about mentioning our

INTENSE

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Salesman's Call Report
SALESMAN: Raglan Stultz
CALLED
ON:
Deutschlander Pizza-Kebab

Co.

at G&C

A gene v Nothing but my hat.
LEFT WITHREMARKS: Unhappily, the situation here was not nearh
so cut and dried as your memo suggested. The decision
makers were all on hand, but miles apart on any decision. First, the client interest in our Teatime With TiBie
stems from the client ad manager. Stringent Drubb.
whose mother-in-law once attended the show, came awav
with a side of Canadian bacon plus three cases of hand
SPONSOR
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glitter-Splatter Plan, spreading 20's

>ugh 'Hi, Hausfrau,' and scattering 30's into 'The Destiny of FL
Nightshade'

ition and now thinks Tillie is the greatest thing in tv
nee The Untouchables.
When I encouraged Drubb in his bias, extolling Tillie's
rtues and merchandising possibilities, Churl Tenafly,
's tv/radio veep, stamped out of the room. It seems
i;nafly was once the fourth husband of our star Tillie,
lid can't stand her guts.
Osric Grovel, the G&C prexy who also is a.e. on the
count, kept backing away from any opinion on the
[founds that he has never watched any daytime tv show
his life except the World Series. As for Bela Single3e, the associate media director, he just kept beclouding
e issue by muttering about coverage and frequency,
've noticed associate media directors have a habit of
dng this even when nobody's listening to them.)
It was at this point, to break what looked like a hopeis deadlock, that I plunged in with our new Daytime
iilitter-Splatter Plan. I explained that if they would
lit up the total minutes of their proposed buy and
(latter them through all the wonderful daytime prolams we offer all week, they would not only have a little
\Uie but a
■jquite that
"Just then
)e which
pNSOR

•

lot of other garbage. (Naturally I didn't put
way, R.J.)
Tenafly came back to the room to get his
he'd forgotten. He was quick to grasp that
14

NOVEMBER

1960

Tille stood to lose out through the plan, so he instantly
declared himself for it. "Who wants all Tillie anyhow?"
he said. "This guy's plan makes sense. Spread the business around." I figured we were in.
"My mother-in-law won't like it," said the client ad
manager.
I figured we were out.
"Nevertheless," Grovel chimed in, "housewife buying
decisions on such things as Pizza-Kebab are made at
every hour on every afternoon. Why pin our hopes on
only two afternoons when we can unroll the whole blanket for the same money?"
I figured we were in again. So I tossed in my own
original line describing our plan.
"Depth in The Afternoon," I said.
There was a long silence. Singletree was the first to
break it. "But how exactly would we use this plan?" he
demanded. "Just how will we split up the minutes and
splatter them? Try and be specific, Stultz." (Oh, these
assoc. media directors!)
From then on, as they say in boating circles, the seas
got rough. I deliberately had tried to keep my sell as
vague as possible, relying on emotional appeal rather
than on confusing details. As I said before, I don't
really dig our plan. I know it's all spelled out in our
{Please turn to page 62)
35

NOW!

AUTOMATIC

TV SCRIPTS

^ Hulk of half-hour tv show is automatically written,
hut suffers no apparent
loss of script
originality

I he so-called mechanical "brain"
has a new relation; a creative one
that can put a tv script together faster than a hack could bat out an open-

^ New system speeds up Ray-Eye Productions' move to
21 new markets while retaining skeleton staff of writers

ing line.
Called an ""automatic script writer."technically
I
it's three-quarters
automatic i the system has just recently been put into effect at RavEye Productions in Kansas City for
its syndicated Builders Showcase tv
program. The weekly half-hour show,
launched seven years ago in Kansas
City, gives viewers a chance to inspect new homes in their community
via the comfort of the tv screen. It is

S

locally sponsored (sponsors in most
cases consist of utility companies and
manufacturers of building materials),
each week features nine homes bv a
local builder.

ii ii ml

CODED COPY on face of Keysort card above is typed automatically. Below, script girl
stops typewriter for manual insertions which she takes from information sheet sent in by local
builder. Ray-Eye Productions, of Kansas City, finds new script writing system turns out original-sounding copy, eliminates excessive verbiage, and frees its talent for more creative work

Originally produced in the usual
manner — that is with human script
writers — the show presented a problem when Ray-Eye decided to expand
into more markets. The company
had the necessary technical and studio facilities, but the staff of four
script writers obviously wasn't adequate. Not until the "automatic
script writer'" pitched in at the creative end with unmatched speed and
ease. Here's howr the new
works:

system

Each week Ray-Eye receives an
information sheet and still photos of
the homes to be featured from one of
its city production managers.

The

sheet, a type "X," "Y," or "Z," meaning low- average- or high-priced, is
filled in by the builder with data on
the components of the home — exteriors, garages, and description of rooms
— fireplace, paper, walls, windows, etc.
Complete with all the information
necessary for a full script, the information sheet is turned over to a script I
girl who pulls from a compartmentalized tub file a marginally grooved
card for each component on the sheet. .
Every possible combination of selected features for everv component
can be found in the Ray-Eye tub files.
Code numbered I for example, a medium-priced home with fireplace, carpeting and large window in the living
i Please turn to page 62)
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Why

movies

need

saturation

Martin Theatres, southeastern movie chain, uses spot
saturation drives to plug current features in 80 markets
Long-time radio advertiser has reversed old program
^formula in favor of repetition; claims box office is up

M

artin Theatres, a 100-house mo-

tion picture chain in Georgia, Alabama, Florida, and Tennessee, has
been a radio advertiser for almost as
long as radio has been in existence.
;And, over the last 25 years, with the
-different trends in movie-going and
(box office receipts (especially since
tv) the movie chain has maneuvered
its radio spending in different directions to meet the times.
"Today it's saturation, saturation,
saturation," general manager Carl L.
•Patrick told SPONSOR. 'Tor the first
itime in 10 years, box office is on the
up-turn, and we aim to get all the
new and renewed movie-goers into
Dur theatres, with constant reminders
af what's playing and where," he said.
Martin Theatres looks on radio advertising for movie houses as "the
'brime sales agent for the motion picure currently playing." Newspaper
ids, however,
are most heavily re-

.I1PONSOR
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lied upon for actual listings, "and are
more of a reference than an advertisement," he said.
Saturation has been MT's radio
philosophy for the past five years. Before that Martin Theatres sponsored
15- and 30-minute programs. "We
haven't increased or decreased our
radio budget with our saturation
methods," said Patrick, "but rather
redistributed the monies."
Although he wouldn't divulge MT's
advertising budget, he did indicate
that radio eats up around 25%. A
nominal amount is spent in tv, and
the rest in print and billboards. "Our
weekly budget is consistently in five
figures, however," he told SPONSOR.
The tv spot advertising is done only
on the two stations owned by Martin Theatres. These are WTVC,
Chattanooga ; and WTVM, Columbus,
Georgia. The chain owns no radio
stations.

Ml

radio

The resurgence of movie-going is
due to "the novelty wearing off of
tv," Patrick said. For one thing, today's biggest single box office block
in movies is the teenager. "Kids from
10-15 were literally born with tv sets
in the home," he said, adding, "it
can't be a novelty to them." As for
the rest of the population, Patrick
feels they too "find no novelty in tv
and are pretty used to programing
trends by now."
Why does Martin Theatres use radio? "Radio affords us an economical way of saturating an area in creating an interest in a motion picture
that will be playing in our theatres in
that particular area. The repetition
that you can get on radio is not
obtainable from any other media at
a comparative
SPONSOR.

cost,"

Patrick

told

Martin Theatres' radio timebuying
is done by the individual theatre
managers in each particular market.
Suggested copy, themes, length of
spots and patterns to follow are offered by the home office but are not
mandatory. There is no advertising
agency.
Usual time bought is between 7-9
a.m. and between 5-7 p.m. "Since we
are selling motion pictures, which is

HOW
^

74

Most radio advertisers

among 125 polled buy at
least half the area stations
^

Minutes, news

shows

favored; copy is 'straight'
but some also use jingle

MARTIN THEATRES' spot radio saturation campaigns on about 80 southeastern stations are
mapped
out by Carl L. Patrick (I) general manager,
and Ronnie Otwell, publicity director

a commodity for the entire family,
we like to advertise to the home when

disks, tape and other advertising material for use on radio. A good deal

the family is together, to better afford
them to make plans to attend the

of MT's ad budget is spent on trailers and other material from the production outfits, but this is a separate
reserve, apart from the fund from
which radio spending is taken.
In some cases tapes are cut at the
home office and sent to the various

theater," Patrick stated.
MT buys spots on about 80 radio
stations in the four-state area. "We, of
course, are great believers in saturation and we will select a picture that
we feel lends itself to radio advertising and have between 10 and 30
spots per day for a few days on behalf of the film," said Patrick.
The length of the spots used depends primarily on the film. Movies
that best lend themselves to radio
spots are spectaculars such as Hercules, and horror and science fiction
films, said Patrick. The run-of-themill drama is usually advertised in a
10-second spot, the others in 30-second and one-minute ads.
Martin Theatres is mainly in markets averaging 15,000 population.
The largest market, however, is Columbus, Ga. (population: 250,000).
Here, Martin's drive-in theaters sponsor the only actual program on the
Martin ad agenda. This is a 5-minute
sign-off music show on a daytimeonly local station which plugs drivein m«>\ ie-going.
Va foi copj line, this varies considerably inthe different markets and
especially bo with the different pictures thai are playing. Most often
motion picture companies send special copy on their pictures as well as

stations to insure a uniform presentation on radio. Theater managers,
too, work up their own advertising
copy on any local promotions or
campaigns.
It is interesting to note that Martin
Theatres uses no research or ratings
services in determining the success of
its radio advertising. "We measure
the results of our broadcast advertising solely on the basis of box office
gross of the picture we are plugging on radio. We do not need any
service to tell us whether or not our
advertising has been successful. This
is
alwayssaid.
reflected in the box office,"
Patrick
Often theater managers plan tieins with their radio advertising and
the current movie. For example, one
Martin Theatre manager booked A
Girl Can't Help It, which featured
many rock 'n' roll artists. He put on
a saturation radio campaign using a
tie-in that involved playing the records of the artists featured in the
movie. His business for this film increased 300% over normal, Patrick
told sponsor.
^

Hflost banks that use radio — and
80% responding to a recent survey
of leading financial institutions do —
plunge on a grand scale. Of the radio advertisers queried, 63% air their
message on at least half of the stations serving their vicinity.
Architect of the survey which covered 125 of the nation's largest banks
was Raymond F. Blosser, director of
public relations and advertising at
the Union Commerce Bank of Cleveland. Findings based on replies submitted by 74 of the banks were presented at the Financial Public Relations Assn.'s convention in Boston
early this month.
The banks that use radio favor oneminute spots, while news programs
occupy a close second, according to
the survey. Of the banks that responded to Blosser's questionnaire,
71% employ minute announcements,
and 59% sponsor newscasts in one
form or another, the most popular
being five-minute programs. Among
the other types of radio usage reported were weather announcements
20%).
and sports broadcasts (both about
As for timing preference, 89%
specified the a.m. rush hours. The
next most popular period was evening traffic time, mentioned by 65%
of respondents. (There were multiple replies, some banks listing two
or more preferences.)
By and large, the stations airing
commercials for the banks surveyed
are sticking to rate cards. Out of every
10 stations involved, figures show
seven are holding the line, two are
shading somewhat, and only one has
overlooked the card.
SPONSOR
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BANKS

SPEND

Content of the banks' radio commercials tends to adhere generally to
a straight, gimmick-free approach for
81% of those reporting. Among this
overwhelming majority, however,
there is occasional use of lead-in
sound effects or jingles. Frequent
use of lead-in sound effects and jingles was reported only by 14% and
12^0 respectively.
In response to the question of
where radio does its most effective
selling job for banks, there was general agreement that it's in the "savings, checking and/or installment
loans" category. Among the explanations offered: direct action by listener can be urged in the announcements; this type of copy is easiest to
understand in short period of time;
it's of interest to housewives in the
radio audience.
Voted as radio's least effective selling area by the most banks was trust
services. Some of their reasons:
these are not mass appeal services;
more specialized selling technique required; not in keeping with personal
and confidential nature of these services.
Among the banks that have utilized
lead-in sound effects and jingles,
widely varied comments were received regarding their effectiveness.
Three banks found lead-in sound effects helpful in attracting attention
at the beginning of a commercial.
Other opinions ran the gamut from
"excellent," "very effective" through
"good but difficult to do well," down
to "not very effective," and "tend
toward monotony." Likewise with
jingles, widely varying pros and cons
were registered.
One technique favored by about
one-fourth of the responding banks is
to correlate the radio commercials
with their television advertising. The
radio announcements "echo" the tv.
In some instances, "if you close your
eyes you can't tell one from the
other," as one bank reply phrased it.
Radio finished a firm third in the
media preference poll included in the
survey. Daily newspapers were first,
followed by television, with outdoor
in fourth place.

I SPONSOR
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RADIO

DOLLARS

The Television Bureau of Advertising reported to the Financial Public
Relations convention on heightened
utilization of tv by banks and savings
and loan companies. According to

bought by financial organizations in
the 52 markets: 57% use spots only;
29% buy only programs; 14% purchase both.
News and weather account for 82%
of the programs. The study shows
that schedules are spread throughout
the broadcast day.

TvB's study, there's a 181% increase
in the number of announcements such
organizations have used in nine major markets over a three-and-one-half
year period.
Currently TvB's research shows that
a total of 361 financial outfits in 52
markets use television — an average of
seven per market. The figures for
the first quarter, 1960, in these markets show 319 companies in these
52 markets bought 339 programs and
1,822 spots per week.
The breakdown
on types of tv

HIGHLIGHTS
ON

BANKS'

TvB also reported on a survey it
conducted in conjunction with Benton
& Bowles for the Savings Bank Assn.
of New York.
In Buffalo tv spots and a local tv
newscast were added to the print already used in the area — with equal
amounts of money spent for each. A
subsequent survey indicated that recall of tv advertising was one and onehalf times greater than print.
^

FROM
USE

SURVEY
OF RADIO

HEAVY
plunge
is characteristic
of most, who
buy at least half of the stations in their area

2

FORMATS
preferred
are 60-second
spots, fiveminute newscasts; weather, sports also employed

3

'STRAIGHT' copy utilized for the most part, but
some change of pace with jingles, sound effects

MORNING traffic time gets the heaviest portion
of bank radio spots, with the p.m. rush hour next

5

CORRELATION of radio advertising with that on
other media, especially tv, is constructed by some

6

BOOST to 'saving, checking and/or installment
loan' service found to be radio's best contribution.

WHIMSICAL

characters deliver upgraded bean message.

Out of nowhere

Audio man

(c) heckles maestro's efforts to extoll the beans; Boston lady converts him

to 70% distribution

^ Bean processor builds more creative tv campaign
on previous high frequency utilization of radio and tv

Boston, the advertiser began dabbling
in spot tv there and in other New
England markets. It started with

^

short flights of 10-second I.D.'s,
about 10 per week, and favorable results were conspicuous by their absence. But radio-induced sales were

Near the top in tough New England bean market,

Homemaker

is presently operating at triple its '58 gross

going strong, and by 1957 the company saw fit to invest more heavily
Mew England needed another Boston baked bean like a hole in the
head, bul broadcast advertising has
established a home there for the
Homemaker brand, and that domicile
La getting mure comfortable all the
time.
In business over half a century
processing foods for other people's
labels, the Mammouth Canning Co.
of Portland. Me., braved the New

40

England bean market with its own
label, Homemaker, six years ago.
High frequency spot radio over four
Boston stations moved Homemaker
from anonymity to third position
among the myriad Boston-type baked
bean sellers in that city (see "Radio
puts a new Bean in Old Boston,"
SPONSOR, 11 January 1958).
While
radio
was
establishing
Homemaker as a solid contender in

in tv. Short spots — 10's
were employed, but at a
weekly frequency ranging
12, on a 52-week basis,
sional short hiatuses.

and 20's —
heightened
from 40 to
with occa-

Distribution soon was on the increase. More supermarkets began to
promote the item with large displays
toward the end of 1958 and all
through 1959. New sizes found their
way into distribution, including tins
SPONSOR
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containing 11, 16, and 28 ounces.
"Whereas in the early days, a
5,000-case shipment to a chain might
result in as much as 50% carryover
which had to be worked off with additional promotions, in 1959 it became
apparent that grocery buyers could
allocate 30-70 cases per store, depending on locale, and move 3-5,000
cases in any given 10-day period,"
explains Robert O'Brien, president of
Monmouth Canning's agency, Hicks,
Greist & O'Brien. (HG&O is the New
England regional office of Hicks &
Greist, created as a result of an agreement with the Robert F. O'Brien Co.
signed in June, 1960.)
As of six months ago Homemaker
had 65% distribution in New England corporate and independent supermarket outlets, according to a survey by the New England Newspaper
Advertising Bureau. Homemaker 's
agency estimates that in the interim
this figure has climbed to 70%.
With continued expansion comes a
change in Homemaker's tv tactics.
Frequency has taken a back seat to
timing and creative content in the

FREQUENT

working

sessions on behalf of th(

O'Brien, Boston, and John Grunewald, Hicks & Gi

parceling out of the advertiser's sixfigure budget. Homemaker now uses
minutes wherever possible, and places
them in or adjacent to programs with
housewife appeal. Top animation
studios and performing talent have
been brought in for the new commercials.
Under the new arrangement frequency has been cut approximately in
half — i.e. where there were 40 spots a
week of the 10- and 20-second vari-

heckler, and the Boston lady. It utilizes the jingle previously included in
Homemaker commercials, but the
jingle has been dressed up with new
arrangements, and is performed by
top singing and instrumental talent.
Homemaker uses a humorous approach in the commercial to gain attention and enhance memorability.
And the product benefits from contrast with the more or less straight
sell employed in the tv commercials

ety, now there are about 20, provided that number of minutes is
available in the desired time slots.

of Homemaker's competition, according to John Grunewald, Hicks &
Greist account man-liaison with New

The spots are aired primarily in the
afternoon, early evening and during
late evening network fill and feature
films. Stations currently carrying

England clients.
The new animated

the Homemaker tv spots: WNAC-TV,
Boston, WWLP-TV, Springfield,
WRLP-TV, Greenfield, all Massachusetts; WMTW-TV, Poland Springs,
WABI-TV, Bangor, and WAGM-TV,
Presque Isle, all Maine.
Homemaker's new emphasis on creativity ismanifested in an animated
film commercial featuring three invented characters, the maestro, the

commercial

opens with the maestro conducting a
group of musicians while the audio
sounds off with the jingle melody in
march time and the Satisfiers quartet
sings. "They all go home with Homemaker's beans 'cause that's what they
by is a cynical audio man
go Standing
for at home."
(the heckler) who replies to what he
hears in his earphones with, "Heh!
Yeh!
That's what they say."
The
{Please turn to page 64)

Storer Broadcasting Company has learned
that responsible, responsive audiences are
the keys to success in broadcasting. We've
learned that the best way to develop such
audiences is to operate in the public interest.
We've learned, too, that before you can sell
a product or an idea, you first must earn
your position within the community, both
as a good neighbor and as a broadcaster
of integrity.
For 33 years Storer stations have had
responsible, responsive audiences. We are
appreciative of this continued interest and
confidence; and we will do everything within the bounds of good taste and highest
community service to keep them.

STORER

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

33 years of community service
Radio

NATIONAL

Television

DETROIT. . WJBK
CLEVELAND . . . .WJW

DETROIT
WJBK-TV
CLEVELAND . . WJWTV

TOLEDO... WSPD
WHEELING . . .WWVA
PHILADELPHIA. . . WIBG
MIAMI. ..WGBS
LOS ANGELES... KG BS

MILWAUKEE... WITI-TV
ATLANTA
WAGA-TV
TOLEDO
WSPD-TV

SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 / 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

With 'support' often a factor in buying. SPONSOR

ASKS;

Do agencies demand too
much station merchandising?
Wally Purcell, prom., merchandising
mgr., WNDl
TV, South Haul, Ind.
This is one of those "yes and no"
questions. When you speak of intelligent merchandising with a specific
goal done with follow through then I
would
sayit "no."
Bui if
falls into the area which I
term

"inoochandising"

m *■*•

+;k

which

inci-

Yes, when
they want
us to
deliver selling
services, not
advertising

dentally the majority of requests fall
into, then I answer with a great big
"yes." By "moochandising" I mean
the desire of someone to get something for nothing. This includes P.I.
announcements, free plugs, publicity
announcements or other "moochandising" bedfellows.
Some trade paper articles indicate
agencies will be asking for more and
more "extras" as selling becomes
more competitive. If merchandising
is to increase as a by-product of
broadcast advertising then ultimately
the agencies and clients have got to
pay for it in increased rates. Tv
stations are selling people — viewer
people — and if they spend more
money to deliver more people than
the) actually have watching — someone's got to pay.
To be specific I'm sure most stations have received mimeographed
letters, unsigned, asking "anything
you can Ho to help merchandise this
schedule will be appreciated." — or a
request for merchandising from an
agenc) thai had purchased two I.D.'s
per we<k for three weeks (it really
happened I.
\fler all. (here are only so many
in-store displays, billboards and
store-cards and I think that many
times the merchandising goes to the
"wheel that squeaks the most" and
thai i- tint right.
II

I can see why a client wants instore displays. But whose responsibility is it? Is the value of the display the fact that it says "as advertised on Channel 16," or that it
achieves more impulse purchases because of prominence? Is it advertising or is it selling? I also have a
feeling from the lack of reaction of
some agencies that they wouldn't
care particularly if the actual job
was ever done or not — just so they
have a report they can plop on the
client's desk.
I think most merchandising done
today is wasteful (a recent sponsor
article indicated that many agency
people feel the same way ). Maybe
this is too idealistic, but I think that
real merchandising should be concentrated where there is a need because of a specific goal or problem.
Furthermore, it should be entered
into with the cooperation of an agency
and cut off when the goal has been
reached.
Letters to dealers informing them
of schedules or new products, some
personal calls on brokers or stores —
yes. But when you go beyond these,
all the advertisers pay for the merchandising that only the few can
benefit from.
In the end we'll all end up like gas
stations. One pump and price for
stamps. Another pump and lower
price for those who
stamps.

For example, one of our merchandising tie-ins for advertisers is an ad
arrangement with the Amsterdam
News for a series of ads valued at
$100 each. All we need from the
agency is a rough draft of the layout
to go to the paper. We have called
innumerable times and just can't
seem to get any action from anyone
there. They seem to want it, yes.
But
not if
it's going to put
themevidently
out in any
way.
We originally set up our WLIB
merchandising program, not because
agencies demanded this particular
service from us, but because WLIB
services the Negro audience in Metropolitan New York and we felt advertisers should be given every advantage in the Negro market which has
different buying habits than the general markets.
This has been true because WLIB
uses a two-man Negro merchandising
staff who know the merchants, know
the area and can obtain the best display exposures for the products
where they feel this type of merchandising will be effective. This WLIB
team makes regularly scheduled visits
to the major supermarket chains
and large stores to make sure the
products being given the merchandising push are being handled properly.

don't want

Harry Novik, general manager, WLIB,
New York
On the contrary. Here at WLIB
we have found that rather than demand merchandising from us our
biggest problem with the agencies
is to get them to take action on the
merchandising services we offer them.
They will take anything they can
get in the way of plus services, but
trying to get them to do the little
work required by them to enable us
to put our merchandising program
into action is one of the most frustrating jobs we have.

A number of advertisers have indiWLIB

cated they don't feel that the market
serves is a different market

from the general New York market.
But if they followed our merchandising team for a few days, they could
quickly learn a valuable marketing
lesson that, properly applied to future
marketing plans, would pay tremendous sales dividends for their products.
(Please turn to page 64 1
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ONE IF BY LAND

TWO IF BY SEA

PAUL REVERE

43n£3$C-

-<Sfc&fe-£

In 1775 when the two signal lights gleamed from the old North Church
fry, Paul Revere rode like a firebrand into the quiet night to warn all waiting
Middlesex County that the British were coming. And . . . when the British
came, the Minutemen were waiting for them, muskets cocked ... the
message got through. Balaban stations travel like a firebrand, too, with
your message . . . riding straight to win for you on the Balaban policy of^
original programming, exciting personalities and rear selling "know-how".
The news of your product, or your service is carried straight to
the buyer with the Balaban Stations . . . couriers par excellen

THE BALABAN STATIONS:

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

TV

COMMERCIALS

(Continued from page 30)
i- to gel ilit- best price possible for
the best talent possible. On a specification sheet, the producer and (lie
agenc) identify all areas of responsibility ahead of time.
Willi the script and storyboard in
his hands. JWT expects the independent producer to indicate specific
dates of the initial production meeting, the start of photography, the
Dumber of days of studio photography, number of days on location,
completion of photography, rough
cut. interlock and answer print. An
animation producer has a similar
form to complete.
'"1 can go for the cheapest price,"
Gibbs said, "but if I do I can jeopardize the quality."
J. Walter Thompson's pre-production preparation is often more complete than that of other, less wellequipped agencies. The JWT procedure:
1 — The producer, writer and artist
analyze the commercial together before the initial work is done. The account group gives them all the information on how it is to be used, what
factors in the product are to be
stressed, to whom directed, where
they buy it, etc.
2 — The agency producer can experiment with several initial ideas at
the JWT workshop, which is better
equipped than some local tv stations
(complete Ampex sound unit, three
live camera setup, video tape recording unit, complete 16mm film unit,
kinescope unit for recording competitive commercials, tv piped to six locales around the agency).
3 — When the producer and account
executive get back to the client, they
can show him on film — "and this is
before we start paying for an outside
studio"— a rough idea of the commercial, with most of the bugs alreadj ironed out, most of the timing
set, the demonstration all set.
It had been expected that tape
would 9olve some of the problems of
rising costs. This, the agency producers (most of whom have been
broughl up on film) said, has not
happened.
Their general opinion of tape was
thai it is m.t the great money and time
Baving vehicle it was expected to be.
There are, dies -aid. instances when
—if a commercial is proper!} written
16

for tape and good pre-production
planning has taken place — tape can
offer tremendous savings to clients.
But there are still too many "ifs,"
they complained. Editing has not yet
been perfected, is not as flexible as
with film. And the latest figures,
they noted, indicate that only 181
stations out of 535 are equipped with
tape — creating a problem for media.
They also pointed out that film transfers have not been perfected to the
point of "accepted industry quality."
Another cost-cutting method is the
implementation of sheer creativity.
Here's what agency competitors said
about three commercials:
• "Marlboro (Burnett) — it's not
very expensive or elaborate. Just a
facial close-up with emotional appeal,
but successful because of the imagination of the director, the lighting
man and a good track. This approach, ifit's done right, can have
terrific impact and won't be terribly
expensive. It doesn't make a damn
bit of difference what's on the wall in
that dark room or what kind of furniture isused."
• "OBM's percolator spot for Maxwell House. One sound insinuates
taste, smell, all the senses that react
to a good cup of hot coffee. There's
nothing there but the sound track,
one percolator, a couple of pieces of
toast, and the cup and saucer. There'll
be no suffering over talent residuals
here. This is pure creativity on film,
and inexpensive."
• "Have you seen the Elgin Watch
spot by JWT? Just a little baby
playing with a watch. They shot
footage, edited it later and wrote
later, proving their points. I'd say
they did it for surprisingly little
money. Proper casting and creative
planning beforehand . . . blended
with creative direction, lighting, cutting and copy."
Gordon
Webber

of B&B summed

up for his colleagues when he said
that "the bywords are indecision costs
money and the better the preparation
the better the costs fall into line. All
this is good to say, but unfortunately
in the making of film or tape every
situation is a unique one, every case
a special case.
"The very nature of advertising involves new techniques, new formats,
new campaigns. Even with all the
pre-production planning in the world,
occasionally one blows up in your
face."
^

MARKET

RANKING

(Continued from page 33)
some 300 agencymen, is an extension
of the 60-market job. It actually lists
100 metro markets ranked bv total
retail sales (according to Sales Management) but combines seven of the
metro markets into four others —
hence the 93 Advertiser Areas.
Combined were the following: the
Newark. Patterson - Clifton - Passaic,
Jersey City and New Brunswick metro
markets were included in the New
York Advertiser Area (thev had previously been included in the Census
Bureau's New York metro area but
were broken out last year) ; the GaryHammond-East Chicago metro area
was included in the Chicaso Advertiser Area; the Ft. Lauderdale metro
area was included in the Miami Advertiser Area, and the Tacoma metro
area was included in the Seattle Advertiser Area.
Of the 93 Advertiser Areas, seven
have alreadv been firmed through
previous Young polls and are not
subject to change in the present questionnaire. The seven are: Pittsburgh,
Tulsa, Hartford. Des Moines, Sacramento. Stockton, and Allentown-Easton-Bethlehem. In all cases the agencies were polled previous to a Pulse
area study in which the sponsoring
stations agreed to abide by the market delineations decided on bv a majority of the admen auestioned. An
eighth market, Raleisrh-Durham,
which was surveyed bv Pulse after
admen had their say about its geographical outlines, is not included in
the present top 100 market listing.
Admen were given no time limit in
returning the questionnaires, as
Boehm figured the job of making
decisions about some 85-odd markets
will take considerable time.
In looking at U.S. markets on a
broader trading area basis. Boehm
found some interesting statistical
comparisons. The top 100 metro
markets account for 54.5% of the
U.S. population. The same markets,
grouped into 93 Advertiser Areas, account for 69.2^ of the U.S. population.
In the area of retail sales, the top
metro markets account for 60.1%,
but the top Advertiser Areas account
for 73 % . Finally, the effective buying income (EBI) scale shows the
met 50 group corrals 62.7%, while the
Advertiser Area group has 75.2% . ^
SPONSOR
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IN JOPUN, MISSOUR

YOUR
PRODUCT'S
BEST

: KODE-TV :
28% taller and 29% more powerful. Tel
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million annually. The best of CBS and ABC.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising
D. T. Knight. General Manager —

FRIEND

IS

Represented

MA 3-7260

by Avery-Knodel. inc.

MM
CHANNEL

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee. Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people

The FRIENDLY Group's

i] I] a IV
TOPPER

STATION

spend 800 million dollars.
Harry Burke, General Manager —
Represented

OX 8-1505

by H-R

: WRDW-TV
Newest member of the FRIEN0LY Group ser
ing ever a million people with 721 i
dollars to spend. The best of CBS, NBC a

IN JOPUN:
D. T. Knight - MAyfair 3-7260
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor - OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally:
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Want increased sales in this rich industrial and agricultural Four
State Market? Then count on KODE-TV - 28% taller and 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition to deliver the goods.
Ford Motor, General Electric, Maxwell House, Macy's Dept.
Store, Tastemark Dairies, Local Chevrolet Dealers, Duncan
Hines Cake Mix, Bunny Bread, Procter & Gamble and Falstaff
Brewery are just a few of the national and local advertisers who
buy KODE-TV to tell and sell 152,000 TV homes who spend
over 750,000 MILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY.
Member The FRIENDLY Group
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J John J. Lrjux, Exec. Vice-President

ABC Ne
Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir— TA 4
Represented

by Avery-Knedel. Inc.

:

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO

^

RESULTS
BANKS

TRUCKS
SPONSOR:

Volkswagen of New England

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: On 17 October this year Volkswagen of New England staged a Volkswagen Mileage and
Run Contest and promoted it on WMAS,

Springfield, with

40 one-minute announcements per week for four weeks.
Listeners were asked to send their estimates of how many

SPONSOR:

Liberty Bank of Buffalo

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: The Liberty Bank of Buffalo needed
an outstanding promotion for the grand opening of its
Delaware Avenue branch, one that would make the entire
area aware of its facilities. Working with WEBR,

a pro-

mile? the Volkswagen truck would travel on one tank of

motion was conceived with the "Glass Bank" theme. On
opening day, the station broadcast directly from the lobby

gas. The first prize, for the nearest estimate, was 500

of the bank and attracted crowds that made the "Glass

gallons of Mobilgas; second prize was 250 gallons. Additionally, there were 25 consolation prizes. On the day of

Bank" the most talked about thing in Buffalo. D.j. Joe
Rico handled the early evening period from the lobby,

the contest WMAS

broadcast a special remote from the

which brought even larger crowds than during midday,

starting point and followed it with over 40 pickups direct
from the truck during the 16 and one half hours the

and the station's special Trafficopter Reports in the late
afternoon helped tremendously in advertising the opening.

contest was in progress. After the contest, Volkswagen ran

Joseph Trapp, vice president of the Liberty Bank of Buffalo,

another 40 spots per week for two weeks using the results

said: "On the basis of past performances at other branches,
Ave estimated that about 3,000 people would come. But

to promote sales. Result: Ralph D. Jones, Inc., Springfield's Volkswagen dealer, reported it as an outstanding
promotion, bringing hundreds of people to the showroom.
WMAS,

Springfield,

Mass.

Announcements

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR:

Hibschman Pontiac of
Mishiwaka, Ind.

by the end of the day approximately 4,500 people had
passed through, and we attribute most of this to WEBR."
WEBR.

Buffalo

REAL
AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Not only is baseball the great Amer-

SPONSOR:

Program & Announcements

ESTATE
Tern

AGENCY:

Corp.

Direct

Capsule case history: The Terry Corp., having completed

ican pastime but it is also a good way to sell cars. The

eight model homes for its real estate development in the

main attraction for ball fans in this area is the Chicago

Tidewater, Virginia, area, decided to bring it to the attention of the people in this area with an advertising campaign

White Sox, whose night games WNDU

broadcasts. How-

ever. Don Martin. WNDU's sales manager, found that
Grand Slam, a 30-minute quiz show the station ran prior
to the game, appealed to some advertisers more than the
game itself. Mel Hibschman, owner of Hibschman Pontiac
ol Mishiwaka, Ind., bought participations in the show and
his hunch that it would be a veritable gold mine for him

on WAVY

of Norfolk. Since the one important factor in

selling homes is getting people to look, it required big
exposure. WAVY

came up with an advertising campaign

that delivered just that. On opening day people came not
only from the immediate area but from distant points to
examine the homes. A careful check on the number of

was right. The simple quiz device captured fans' imagination immediately: The announcer asked three questions and

people was made by the Terry Corp., and there were over

then phoned a local number and if the person receiving

attracted a caliber of people that had the money to buy

5,000. Also important to the Terry people was that WAVY

the call knew the quiz answers, he won two tickets to a

and were not just window shopping. Usually openings of

White Sox game.

real estate developments bring more viewers than buyers,

This elementary format sold cars for

Hibschman from the first night of his schedule, and has

but WAVY

helped make him one of the leading dealers in his area.

Terry placed the remainder of its campaign with WAVY

\*MM . South H^nd, Ind.

WAVY,

18

Participations

produced a high percentage of sales for them.

Norfolk
SPONSOR
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:

What station do you first tune to for news of the Washington area?*
*Pulse Special Survey, Washington 5 County Metro Area, May 31— June 15, 1960

WWDC FIRST-by a big margin. When it comes to "hometown" news,
nobody beats us in delivering it to the big metropolitan Washington
audience. We deliver the sales big, too. Is your schedule ready?

WWDC
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN

Washington

BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference."

And in growing Jacksonville, F/a. - it's WWDC -owned WMBR
I SPONSOR
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EXPANSI
NEWS RE
INK
SPORISS
PERSJ

Brand new: Lively, five-minute features every day, 43 pro!
grams a week. These combine intriguing ideas and peopl^
like "Your Man in Paris" with David Schoenbrun, f
Woman's Washington" with Nancy Hanschman. Other!
present Charles Collingwood, Douglas Edwards, ZacharJ
Scott, Myrna Loy, Alan King and many more. Long-timl
CBS Radio information and cultural programs continue
of course, including "Capitol Cloakroom/' "Invitation tJ
Learning," "New York Philharmonic," "Face the Nation.)

More good company than anywhere els
in radio. There's just one place to fin
a regularly scheduled all-star lineup th;
includes Arthur Godfrey, Art Linklette
Garry Moore, Bing Crosby, Rosemar
Clooney, Mitch Miller, the colorful nev
"In Person" program nightly featurin,
Ron Cochran and people in the news
They're all on the CBS Radio Network

he GBS Radio Network announces
or the '60s: an expanded program
itructure, new audience appeal and
ielling opportunities seven days a
ifeek — all starting November 28th.

)OTS
RMATION
)WS
NALITIES

Now CBS Radio becomes the first network
1 to present ten minutes of news on the hour.
This means more complete coverage, by the
top news team in broadcasting. In addition:
Edward R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Allan
Jackson, Howard K. Smith, Robert Trout,
News schedule,
Rounduprplus
"World
Tonight"
I "World
on a regular
the unrivaled
I coverage of special events by CBS News.

Ten more weekend sports programs are
' scheduled as ex-Yankee Jerry Coleman joins
Phil Rizzuto and Pat Summerall in providing knowledgeable sports reporting all
week long, 52 weeks a year. And important
events— big Bowl games, the full New York
Giants football season, horse racing's
I Triple Crown, the Masters Golf Tournament—are all on the CBS Radio Network.

I Only the CBS Radio Network offers ad' vertisers such a range of selling opportunities, morning to night, seven days a
week. From a single segment of Arthur
Godfrey to a full-scale saturation campaign. For years, this network has been
first in programs and audiences. Now the
expanded schedule means even greater
I leadership. And more reason than ever
I to use the tremendous selling power of

THE
CBS RADIO
NETWORK

National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

t->r^ REGIONAL
*»
TV POWER

S Jjj ''
^^

TV

BUYS

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York: Bulk of its Pertussin schedules begins this month. Day and fringe night minutes have been
bought for 26 weeks, moderate frequencies. Buyer: Genevieve
Schubert.
Agency: Compton Adv., New York.
E. & J. Callo Winery, Modesto. Calif.: Over 50 markets are getting long schedules on Gallo wines. Most will run up until summertime using night minutes and 20?s. Buying is done out of both the
New York and San Francisco offices of BBDO.
Srudebaker- Packard Corp., South Bend: Plans reported here 10
October are taking shape, with Filmways' situation comedy Wilbur
and Mr. Ed being placed in about 100 markets on a dealer co-op
basis. Run starts early January for 26 weeks. Buyer: Bob Lazatera.
Agency: D'Arey Adv. Co.. New York.
National Biscuit Co., New York: Campaign on Dromedary Dates
begins this month in 10-15 markets. Dav minutes are scheduled

with one buy,
one rate card!

kelQland

Total coverage of 103 counties in South
Dakota.
Dakota Minnesota. Iowa, Nebraska and North

KELO-LAND is a fantastic 73.496square mile market. You merely nibble
at the fringes of it from Omaha or
Minneapolis. Only ONE
tv facility
blankets all 103 counties— completely,
simultaneously, no gaps! That's KELOtv SIOUX FALLS. S. D. and its KELOLAND booster hookups. And all with
one rate card. No tv buy is a national
buy without

JOE

FLOYD,

President

Evans Nord, Cen. Mgr.; Larry Bentscn. V'ce-Pres.
Represented

for six weeks in most markets. Buver: Gerry "\ an Horsen. Agency:
Ted Bates & Co.. New York.

KELO-LAND.

CBS • ABC
KELO tv SIOUX FALLS; and boosters
KDLO tv Aberdeen. Huron, Watertown
KPLO tv Pierre, Valentine, Chamberlain

In Minneapolis

nationally

by Wayne

by H-R

Evans & Ass;: 5-55

Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Going into 15 markets this month
with schedules for Bufferin. Placements are for 26 weeks, fringe
night minutes. Buyers: Joe Ostrow and Frank Moran. Agency:
^ oung & Rubicam, New York.
Lanvin Parfums, Inc., New York: Big holiday promotion on
Arpege and My Sin. with the budget expanded this month for additional markets. Weighty lineup of nighttime I.D."s is placed up
until Christmastime. Buyer: Barbara Sweden. Agency: North Adv..
New \ ork.
International Milling Co., Mankato, Minn.: Scheduling announcements this month for Robin Hood flour in 10-15 markets.
Day minutes and 20' s are set for three weeks. Agency: H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.
Brown Shoe Co., Inc., St. Louis: While shoe advertising is
usually done in the back-to-school and Spring-Easter times, this
advertiser has decided to hit hard in December because it has found
shoe sales up 12% in the pre-Christmas period without any special
promotion. Plans are for use of 80-90 markets for the first two

SPANISH
Programming

Lf J3 PUERTO

("CAN

weeks of December on its children's line. Buyer: Eloise Beatty.
Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

RADIO

BUYS

Dodge Div., Chrysler Corp., Detroit: Schedules begin this month
|in the top markets for its new truck campaign.
Heavy frequencies
!)f traffic minutes run for three weeks.
Agency: BBDO, Detroit.
Whitehall
Laboratories,
Div. of American
Home
Products
-orp., New York: Six-week campaign on Heet Liniment starts 5
December. Day minute schedules go into about 14 markets. Agency:
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
I'.PONSOR
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action
ofsales
Whirl-Wind

WWRL
NEW
YORK
*10:00AM-5:30PM

DE 5-1600
**5:30PM-10:00AM

MICROPHONES
- a type for every requirement

Check your microphone requirements, today. Do
you have one for each purpose — remotes, announce, interviews, boom, general purpose? Use
the handy order coupon to order any microphones
you need.

PERSONAL MICROPHONE
Ideal for Remotes

RCA 77-DX offers full range frequency response
with a choice of three pickup patterns. Available in a satin chrome finish for radio and a
low gloss gray for TV, it will offer years of
rugged dependable service.
$180

HIGH-FIDELITY UTILITY MICROPHONES

Wherever a small inconspicuous microphone is
needed the BK-6B can be used. This 2.3 ounce
unit offers excellent reproduction for every
speech application both in the studio and in
the field.

FINEST QUALITY MICROPHONE
Standard microphone of the industry, the

S&2.50

NOISE-REDUCING BOOM MICROPHONE

General purpose BK-11A microphone is the
modern version of the very famous 44-BX. It
is ideal for every studio use, especially live

Here is the highly directional BK-5A microphone for TV boom use. Its pickup pattern
effectively reduces noise while offering full
range highest quality pickup of the desired
source. The BK-5A is also an excellent choice
for control room use.
$1$5

music pickup. The BK-11A is an economical
high performance unit designed for years of
rugged service.
$125

ORDER NOW BY MAIL!
Order any of these five microphones for prompt delivery.
Send check or money order with your order and microphones will be shipped prepaid. Mail your order to RCA,
Audio Sales, Broadcast and Television Equipment Division,

COMMENTATOR MICROPHONE
The BK-1A is a fine microphone for interviews,
panel shows, and all general announce work.

Building 15-6, Camden, N.J. Use coupon below.

Its rugged construction and insensitivity to
wind and mechanical vibration make the BK-1A
ideal for outdoor remotes.

$75

RCA,

Audio

Building

Sales, Broadcast

15-6,

Camden,

and

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

□

77-DX

~

BK-6B

Television

Equipment

Division, Dept. NB-264

N.J

Pleose send the units checked.

Q

Check

enclosed

BK-llA

~

□

BK-lA

~

BK-5A

AMERICA
Zone
e with order and

save shipping
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The unpredictable Oren Harris and the FCC

WEEK
combined

last week to shock the

broadcasting industry: it was believed that there was a good chance that the worst
of the regulatory storm is over, but this is now considerably less certain.
The Arkansas Democrat who heads the House Commerce Committee and its now-defunct
Legislative Oversight subcommittee made a threatening speech in Nashville. His office made
sure, however, that it was circulated in Washington, the nerve center of regulatory information for the industry.
The FCC for the second time in recent months invoked seldom-used

license can-

cellation proceedings. The first case, involving the Denver water-closet flushing incident,
resulted in a warning and a cease-and-desist order rather than revocation.
Current KRLA,, Pasadena, proceedings are on license renewal as most of these cases have
been. Switching to revocation proceedings, if this turns out to be the trend, is evidence
of a much tougher FCC attitude.

Harris spoke at the 35th birthday celebration of WSM's
little music for broadcasters in his speech.

Grand Ole Opry, but there was

He hit two main points: (1) network regulation; (2) clamping down on widespread buying and selling of radio and tv stations. In some sectors, he even interrelated the two problems.
Higher and higher property prices, he argued, means that broadcasters must operate more
and more for pure profit at the expense of serving their communities. Networking programing in television takes responsibility from the stations, where the law places it.
As to both topics, he demanded "what happens to the opportunity for local self-expression
on radio and television stations? What happens to the need for developing and using local talent in radio and tv programing? What happens to programs designed to serve minority groups
and special tastes?"
He denied any intention of giving the FCC

authority over what goes out on the air by

way of programing, but re-emphasized his determination to see to it that broadcasters are
made to know the air waves belong to the public.
The next Congress will have to decide whether tv networks are to be held equally accountable with the stations, and "what limitations should be placed on the transferability of broadcast station licenses," he added.

The FCC's own get-tough policy took the form of license revocation proceedings against KWK, St. Louis, for allegedly fraudulent on-the-air contests.
Institution of these proceedings coincides with a new push to make the FCC programing ideas more concrete in the application forms.
Present goal is to come to firm conclusions before Congress returns in January. Staff is
working to boil things down for intensive consideration by the Commissioners at an early
meeting.
Agreement appears to be at least 5-2 on the general proposition that a station is to (a)
take affirmative steps to ascertain community needs ; (b) promise to meet them; (c) and
then submit evidence as to how they were met on application for renewal.
Details are at issue, particularly those concerned with the exact form of the renewal and
license applications.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
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One of the first items on the agenda of business in 1961 for syndication may
be a thorough overhaul of international tv film operations.
The economic impetus for soul-searching towards foreign business is this: it's the only
sector of the tv film business that's still booming in frontier fashion.
But don't overlook the main factor of public responsibility, currently a very sensitive spot
in high level policy making: namely, the extent to which U. S. tv film exports tend to
speak for the nation as a whole.
There's serious concern in high circles over the kind of tv
though some shops such as CBS Films have earned a reputation
formation programs, the bulk of our export business consists of
occasionally distortive of the American image.
Most tv film men are interested in matters of business and

film programs we export: alfor distributing news and inhard-hitting action-adventure,
not politics; but the fear has

been expresed that unless something more is done to improve U. S. tv film's international relations that it might become a subject for federal intervention.

Several syndicators were pursuing Ballantine (Esty) this week in the hope that
it might not renew MCA's Johnny Midnight or take another show from that shop.
Ballantine has already renewed its other alternate week regional, MCA's Shotgun Slade.

Stations are doing a brisk Christmas
feature films as pre-holiday specials.

business with toy advertisers on entire

Just among CBS o&o's, for example, these two sales were closed this week.
• General Toy
(Webb Associates)
bought three Saturday afternoon feature films on
WCBS-TV, New York:
Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn, and Alice in Wonderland.
• Remco Industries and American Doll and Toy Co. (Webb Associates) will sponsor
the same three as Children's Film Classics on WCAU-TV,

Screen Gems

and Jack Wrather

Philadelphia.

will cast their lot together on 5 March

when an

hour-long show combining Dennis the Menace and Lassie will be carried on CBS TV.
Both shows have a similar audience and setting and a special script blending the two
back-to-back half-hours will be created for the occasion.
It's believed to be the first time that two network shows have combined in this way.
Each will get extra attention and promotion values at no added production i cost.

Can you, as a buyer or seller of tv film, compose

a more

clearly circumscribed

and apt word for the functions it entails than the term "syndication," or "syndicator"?
The reason this is brought up: people on the film producing and distributing side of the
business feel that "syndication" no longer describes the expanded
certainly has outlived its original connotation.

facets of the field and

They contend the term "syndication" doesn't give sufficient emphasis to the fact that they
also create and produce and that the words imply a diminished sense of prestige.
Network tv film arms and the major independent firms in the same field all produce as
well as distribute, which has led some of their spokesmen to suggest that the term producerdistributor be substituted for "syndicator" where it applies.
56
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

No one has yet come

up with a formula

for liquidizing unsold pilot films on a

large scale.
Occasionally it's possible to sell 13 for a summer replacement, and some producers or distributors skillfully slip them into dramatic anthologies, or sell a few now and then for special
short-term use.
Syndication resistance to unsold pilots is very high, despite the ample production budgets in them. "They're an unknown — stations would rather by an off-network rerun with a name and a track record." says a syndication sales manager.
Film men
rulings.

are still taking a watch-and-wait stance on the recent FCC option time

All theory says that the new ruling will create a film boom; but all experience is against
undue optimism that might lead to unnecessary investments and a new film surplus.

The talk making the rounds this week — that one syndicator was dissolving its
national sales staff — has been categorically denied as untrue.
Nevertheless the story had reasons attached to it which said a great deal about the new
network selling climate: presumably syndicators' chief hopes are more and more to sell to a
network and less and less to an agency or advertiser.
Hence, the allegation goes, one sales chief himself can handle his three best prospects —
ABC TV, CBS TV, and NBC TV — and doesn't need a large staff to cover the conventional national prospect list.
However, the new tendency won't pertain to the biggest network suppliers.

George Shupert's successor as sales chief of MGM-TV
alumnus of ABC Films.

is John B. Burns, also an

Shupert and Burns both joined MGM-TV in 1959; Burns was national sales manager of
MGM-TV before his elevation to the post of general sales manager this week following upon
Shupert's resignation.
Has syndication become a year-round business?
Some say yes : some sav no : the bigger syndicators try to keep some new product in salesmen's hands most of the time, but the medium and smaller-sized syndicators anticipate a
slack season until January — or perhaps longer.
Rod Erickson will become president of Filmways and Martin Ransohoff will
up to chairman of the board.
Erickson recentlv was acting as sales agent for Sam Goldwyn feature films and before that
captained Warner Bros, overseas tv film sales.

move

His activity in programs lately would seem to indicate that Filmways is getting very serious about expanding into more program production.
Schwerin's testing experience has led to a differentiation of three types of comparative demonstration commercials which vary considerably in effectiveness.
They are:
• The actual demonstration:
this tends to be very effective if the product lends itself
to seeing-is-believing treatment.
• The metaphorical demonstration : this works well for remedy products where animation, graphs, etc., do effectively when live-action are not feasible.
• The scientific demonstration:
these laboratory measurements tend to be the least
effective type since frequently there's no product recognizability.
14 NOVEMBER
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Burnett has poined the ranks of the agencies after the Parker Pen account.
Others include: Compton, JWT, F&S&R, Clinton E. Frank.
Insiders still insist it'll be going back to JWT Chicago.

It could be strictly wishful thinking but there are some

agency managements

h

who think that the trend among giant package-goods advertisers to farm out their
products to more and more agencies is beginning to show reversal signs.

The cause cited: the giants are finding it too expensive to be allied with too many agen-l
cies ; every time it adds an agency it has to add another complement of people to serv- |
ice that agency.
These giants find a lot of agencies give them more brains to pick, but the quality of I
brains is often in ratio to the size of the budget.

Watch

for General Mills to come

up with its own

pre-school age show.

Ml go spot and fill a void caused by CBS TV's gentle ousting of General Mil
from Capt. Kangaroo and replacing it with competitor Kellogg.

It's a revolutionary concept but one tv station group's toying with the proposal
of offering one night of the week on the basis of run-of-schedule.
The commercials, naturally, would be rotated from week to week.
The premise: advertisers would increase their spot commitments and the rotating princi
pie would serve spot as an additional tool to buck the network spot carriers.

Don't be surprised if more
baseball and football clubs.

beer companies

become

heavy stock investors in

The actuating motive derives from this question: why pour millions of dollars in
air rights into a club without winding up with some sort of equity?
Among the brewers holding partnerships in teams : Budweiser. the St. Louis baseball operation; Goebel, the Detroit Lions; Falstaff, the St. Louis Cardinals.

Admen are wondering whether an account among the first 10 in tv expend
tures is paying 15% on talent to any of its agencies.
One agency found itself cut off from this account when it objected to waiving any part
of the talent 15%

or booking participations through the account's house agency.

The first sign that an agency is about to lose a substantial account:

people in

the lower echelon who've worked on the account begin looking around for other berths.
It's happening in the case of agency with heavy soap-toiletries billings.

The sudden elevation of an oldtimer in air media to No. 2 position in his agency is attributed to the fact he was seriously considering retirement.
And what was more important: He would take along a nifty pet account.
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By Any Yardstick

Hie big on
Takes the Measure

ARB
PULSE
NIELSEN
TRENDEX

WKRG-1V

CHANNEL

5

MOBILE, ALA.

Call Avery -Knodel, Representative
or C. P, Persons, Jr., Qeneral Manager
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where
people can vote ABC-TV
for all 3,
they elect ABC
NETWORK

•Source:

19.8

RATING*

26

1/2 HR. WINS*

Nielsen 24 Market TV Report co /ering all commercially sponsors d evening programs,
ending October 30, I960. Sunday 6:30-11 PM, Monday— Sat'irda
y, 7:30-11 PM.

week

Where the 3 networks have equal facilities, where the people have a
3~way choice, most homes watch ABC-TV most of the time. The chart on
the left nails that proposition down beyond quibble. But it doesn't give
you the whole story. For the time in question (week ending October 30)
ABC had 26 firsts out of 51 half hour periods, more than the other two
combined. Network Y had 14, Network Z, 11. In the nights-of-the-week
department, ABC led with 4 out of 7. Network Y took 2, Network Z, 1.
On a program basis ABC had the highest rated program and 3 out of
the top 5. It's smart to do business with ARQ TELEVISION

DEPTH
Jiff) Slide-Rule Presentation Kit. hut
I j"u>t choke
ii outup mentally when I try
1 opened m\ dispatch case, spilling
tents on the floor to stall for
time. It was too late to lead them
hark t < > that nice, uncomplicated buy
of Tillie. The] now sat with interest
irhetted and pencils poised awaiting
the plan. I had nowhere to fumble
but forward.
In as coherent a fashion as possible, Jworked out a package for PizzaKebab. I started with a base of one
60-second announcement

three days

a week plus a 10 and two 40's on the
other two days of Teatime With Tillie. That guy Tenafly sure must have
hated her because he stomped out of
the room again. I ignored it and
went on.
I added 20 seconds a day on four
shows of Hi, Hausfrau with a 30 on
Fridays. Then I threw in alternating
15- and 35- second spots on Just
Wait'll Daddy Gets Home for Tuesdays and Thursdays, working in a
pair of 20"s and three 15's on four
days of Hey. Lady. Your Roast is
Burning.
Singletree, with that mixture of
alertness and skepticism peculiar to
cocker spaniels and media buyers,
was noting down everything I said.
But I knew his interest stemmed purely from a desire to trip me up.
I glanced over at Drubb, the client a.m. He had fallen into a deep
sleep. But I plodded on. undismayed.
I spread 20'? over four days of Dr.
Mahonej ■ Psychotic Females and
dropped in a 30 on Monday. Then,
just for kicks. I suggested 40-second
announcements on three of our
Beauty And Her Automatic Washer
■i

gritted

his

teeth.

' ! "1. bring hack agency show
groaned.
• to hear.
Warmed
lenge, I waded
on,
h The Destiny
e and sprinkUp Against It.
Drubb Btirred in his
"We
could do this better with a |
per,'

he mumrun," said

ne know what this*ll do

"You ran even do it with darts. "
Tenafly had wandered back in with a
fistful of darts (some station promotion gift, no doubt i and was pegging
them to a network schedule on the
wall.
Sensing that I might be losing my
audience, I rushed toward a conclusion, lacing the remaining 130 secondsincluding
I
our Bonus 40-Second
Announcement ( through three stanzas of Delinquent Daughter, then settled back with a satisfied air.
Singletree, that sweet-scented media man. who had been writing it all
down, got up. "I'm going out and
have this checked through our electronic computers," he said. "It's too
much for any human brain."
When he returned, he eyed me
stonily. "Mr. Stultz." he said, "your
Splitter-Splatter Plan has just broken
down our computing equipment.
Heaven knows what it will cost to repair. There are two MIT graduates
working on it now, but it may have
to be sent back to the factory. How-

RAY-EYE
'Continued jrom page 36)
room
would
read located
"Y." "F-l-5-6"i,
the card
is easily
then processed for automatic copy and code
numbers, indicating where manual
entries are to he made. This completed, the script writer drops the
cards in a nearby basket, from where
they are marginally keysorted into
file sequence for return to the tub
files and reuse.
One of the most interesting features of the automatic script writer is
its repetitive use of phrases which,
Ray-Eye claims, "not one viewer in
1,000 will detect," because attention
is centered on the visual, with narrative emphasis on particular features
of the home. Key phrases like "unusual exterior," "distinctive styling,"
"decorative yet very functional," are
used over and over with no loss of
viewer interest. In fact, a Ray-Eye
spokesmanof reported,
it's the fantastic
number
word combinations
that

ever," he went on, "just before the
data-processing linkage snapped and
the memory unit exploded, the machine found your plan to have an
8.0025 cr error in announcement allocations plus five seconds of commercial time left over. I have no idea
what the final error would have

gives each script its sense of originality. "Our scripts are sharper, less
verbose and more informative." Too
often, a script writer, tired of the
same descriptive words, strains for
something more original, sometimes
reaching so far, his copy fails to convev what it should "Creative straining is lost on viewers of a show such

"H ou could have taken my word

as Builders Showcase," he added.
"Our audience is after feature infor-

been."
for it. you sneak." I said. "If you've
bust your electronic brain, it's your
Singletree shook his head sadly.
fault."
"Frankly. Stultz." he said. "I don't
think you have the foggiest idea what
\our own plan is about."
With all due respect to our experts
in Tv Network Planning and Sales
Development. R.J.. I must admit I
understand the daytime scatter plans
of our rival networks better than our
own — possibly because they use fewer decimal points.
I_ nmanned bv Singletree's attack
and stung to the quick, I replied,
"Look, our Splitter-Splatter Plan is
not too unlike the plans of the other
three networks — only ours is better.
There it is in a capsule."
Well, it seems none of them knew
that our competition had similar
plans. So now they want to hear
everybody's story before they buy.
\nd that's where things stand now.
But don't worry. All is not lost. It
just looks that way.
^

To copywriters horrified at the
threat of an automatic script writer,
mation."
a word of assurance. "A system such
as ours only releases a competent
writer for work more worthy of his
talents." the Ray-Eye spokesman said.
"Creative writing talent is not so plentiful that it can be wasted on repetitious copy. And let's face it, much commercial
copy is repetitious.
It's and
intended
to convey
information,
only a limited number of descriptive
Effectiveness
the new automatic
phrases
do that of
job."
script writer system is evidenced in
main ways. For one thing. Builders
Showcase, currently in nine markets,
is under contract to expand to 30,
starting January. For another, the
former film technique has been replaced by video tape, which while
more costly is easily compensated by
the savings in new writer costs i no
increase in the original staff of four
script writers is necessary |.
^
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BUT... You Can Penetrate Deeper In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan With WKZO Radio!

e:: I

7-COUNTY
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
SHARE

OF

PULSE
CREEK

AUDIENCE

29
28

1960

— MONDAY-FRIDAY

WKZO
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
12 NOON -6 P.M.
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

REPORT
AREA — JULY,

19
Station "B"
17
17

32

9
Station "C"
8
8

There's no doubt about it . . . WKZO Radio has once
again proved to give greater audience penetration in
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan
than any competitor!
In the new Pulse (see left), WKZO Radio has stretched
its long-standing lead to a spectacular average of 73%
more listeners than Station "B" (6 a.m. to Midnight,
Monday through Friday). WKZO Radio easily holds the
No. 1 position morning, afternoon and evening in all 360
quarter hours surveyed, Monday through Friday.
Ask Avery-Knodel for availabilities on WKZO Radio for
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

%The bathyscaph, "Trieste," recently set a new world's record by diving 36,000 feet below the Pacific Ocean's surface.

WKZO

CBS RADIO
AND

FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

GREATER

WESTERN

CREEK

MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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HOMEMAKER

plies, "Yeh. Baked beans I like,"
chuckling as if he has just scored a
point. In an effort to drown out this
annoyance the maestro speeds up his
musicians, and the quartet rapidly

in! from page 41 '
maestro overhears, glares in his direction, taps his music stand, and belin. This time, when the quartet -iiiL>. "They all go home with
Horn, maker's beans," the heckler interrupts with. "Heh! Boy. They don't
tell you why, though."
This time the maestro grabs the
overhead microphone and in the
forced mild tone of one trying to
control his temper, asks the recalcitrant audio man.
baked beans?"

sings, "They-all-go-home-with-Homemaker's-beans." The heckler demands to know why — and a large
"Why" is superimposed on the
screen.
The Boston lady to the rescue.

IN GREENVILLES. C's 1st MARKET
LEADS

! ladles out a spoonful of Homemaker's
for him.
She continues
the pitch
i and he continues eating, dipping the
spoon into the pot faster and faster,
as the commercial ends.
I
I

■

Homemaker's
utilizes the rebuilt
jingle in its spot radio drive which
continues in three markets. There
are three versions of the jingle to
intersperse: march tempo, swing, and
barbershop.
One radio commercial
includes all three, while others use
copy. one, allowing more time for live
just
Homemaker's radio commercials
are all minutes. Thev currentlv are
aired on WXAC, Boston; WEIM,
Fitchburg. Mass.: and WHEB,
mouth. N. H.

WFBC

5,000 WATTS- 19 HOURS DAILY
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Offered with WORD, Spartanburg,
S. C, as the PIEDMONT GROUP
AFFILIATED WITH WFBC-TV

chandising plan extends equal

mer-

| mouth watering as the Boston lady

i

for the focfs about our leadership

James WRLP,
H. Ferguson,
vp sales,
Springfield,
Mass. WWLPOur complaint is not with advertisers and their agencies demanding
too much of us in the merchandising
efforts. The WWLP-WRLP map plan
for merchandising is clearly spelled
out to our advertisers. Our mer-

This quaint, old, Victorian-type
wheels out a cart topped by a pot of
the product, and delivers the pitch,
during which there is a dissolve to a
live pot of beans. Then the scene
cuts back to the heckler, tongue out,

"Don't — you — like
Whereupon he re-

ASKS

'Continued from page 44 i

Ports-

Homemaker's distribution is gradually spreading into key selected markets outside of New England. At the
outset only promotions are utilized,
but broadcast advertising is contemI plated after the product improves its
position. Included in the newly invaded territory are metropolitan New
York, part of upstate New York.
Michigan. Illinois. Florida, and the
Washington-Baltimore market.
^

T&tih

Leading^p Dallas agencies place,
among top 4 stations in total market
and in top 2 for quality market !

chandising assistance to all our advertisers based on a minimum buy
formula.
However, we do have a gripe. It's
this. Many agencies refuse to hear
the reports of their client's manufacturing reps and those of the wholesale brokers attesting to the effective,
ness of in-store merchandising. In.
short, agencies, rather than simply
being aware of the existence of mer.
chandising services, should attempt
to assess their effectiveness — one;
against the other.
All too many broadcasters render
the lip-service type of merchandising
without actually delivering the real
thing. Agencies unable to visit each
market and evaluate the merchandise
ing assistance themselves, should listen to the people able to report on
such merchandising assistance. The
people who observe these services
continuouslv and first hand: the
brokers and product representatives
in the market.
All the rating points in the book
won't sell a single can of beans by
themselves. Unless you have a solid
recommendation on merchandising
from the people who represent you
in the market you cannot reallv be
sure whether or not such merchan-.
dising is effective. And sometimes
it"- even more difficult to explain a
sales increase than it is to defend a
buy based solely on cost-per-thou.
sand.
We don't think that agencies de<
mand too much merchandising — we
only wish thev ^vould pav more attem
tion to effective merchandising when
it is being devoted to their benefit. ^
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WAPI Makes The Headlines
break: Tune m
^^^F^rves
Give aggedner,veS° Mter Dark
Atter
„thinfi Broadway

• c;nain filming some

«v
ROBERT
"

,editor
' '
ked,
andvoUiI
hoo
E.t ^Eb
radiothose
who s are
> TV
New
v lEE

^e-.ul of

if J»» ?o"

ft* become ^e
*» badr.to The
e;.es
ex
fte °e*ot
mean

Well, Mr- AaQ
'„ hut an rvour 01 instead "t
. Su cure, of course, but
J-?**^
that

bull but ran fox tne ,_^^^
bumped ribstS t— aa^V

Bill

he showed
vnosure,

You h««l

photo

Lucas is ****%S£

NBC

.

-r^cas takes

iomagical rad

Jim Lucas' popular BROADWAY AFTER DARK
is the sort of show people have come to
expect from WAPI

. . . entertaining, imagina-

tive. It's a typical example of the way WAPI
delivers the programs that deliver the audience!

50,000 WATTS
BIRMINGHAM
REPRESENTED
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... the Northwest Expressway brings the world's busiest jet airport, O'Hare Field, within eighteen minutes of the Chicago Loop.
This new link in Chicago's vast network
superhighways not only
speeds airport traffic, it provides access of
to all interstate toll roads.

In Chicago

WGN
RADIO
reaches more homes
than any other

Chicago advertising medium.

Winner of the Alfred P. Sloan
Highway Safety Award for 1958 and 1959

WGN IS CHICAGO
Quality • Integrity • Responsibility
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS

& IDEA

WRAP-UP
HONORING ADVERTISERS. Brand Names Week (4-14 May) campaign gets undi
James T. Aubrey, Jr. (I), pres. CBS TV Network, presides over first meeting as newly a
chairman of planning committee. With him is Henry
E. Abt, pres., Brand
Brand Names
Names , Foundation
Fojppointed

Look

for Lanolin Plus to move

heavily into network tv via the
minute participation route >»ith
the turn of the year.
The account is baying some tv
hut its weightiest commitments have
heretofore been in bartered time.
Campaigns :
• Gillette Safety Razor spending
over SI million to push its holiday
gift line.
Some and
of itFight
will of
go the
to ABC's
NCAA
football
Week.
Radio stations in more than 100 top
markets
mas sell. will share in Gillette's Christ• Larry's Sandwiches, going
heavy on radio and tv in the L.A. area
to introduce Larry's Poor Boy frozen
sandwiches. Agency: Enyart and
Rose.
• Brooklyn Lnion Gas and
Magic Chef. Cleveland. Tenn.. putting $15,000 into a jointly-sponsored
five-week campaign featuring Magic

40TH FOR BOTH. Celebrating its and radio's 40th anniversary, KDKA, Pittsburgh, return
to 'K' building at Westinghouse Electric Plant, site of its first broadcast (Harding-Cox presidi
Kel election). Participating in celebration: station's (l-r) Ha-old Arlin, first full-time ann
(shown below in early '20's); Ed Schaughency,
newscaster since '32; Les Rawlins, gen. m

GETTING

THE

HANG

OF

IT is Patrid

Zaucha, ad dept. librarian at Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, as she puts up Michigan Associates I
Press Bdcstrs.' ad award for tv docun
'Emergency.'
Aiding her: ad dir. Loi
(I)- Charles
Snell,
v.p. Ross
Roy-BSF&C |
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Chef as Range of the Month. A chunk
of the ad money will go to spot radio.
Agency' D'Arcy.
• General Mills using tv's Na:ional Velvet and Wyatt Earp Show to
introduce its new formula, newly
packaged, Betty Crocker Angel Food
^akes mix. Agency: BBDO.
• Apple Growers Associations,
Vew York and New England, is era>arking on heavy spot radio saturaion this month in 81 major market
tations. Minutes will be used. Agency: Charles W. Hoyt.
• Revere showing its new Designrs Group line with filmed minutes on
I beginning latter part of this month,
levere's pre-holiday sell is slated for
he northeast. Agency: Adams &
!eyes.
• McGarvey-Atwood Flame
loom Coffee being initiated in the
pper Midwest area via an all-out
adio campaign embracing 11 stations
a Minneapolis and St. Paul. More
lan 1,000 spots a month will be
ired during promotion which began
(1 October. Agency: Knox Reeves.

People on the move: Charles D,
Dunkin to Colgate-Palmolive, as v.p.
and Colgate Dental Cream accounl

the dissolution of the bond between Benton & Bowles and Carling Brewing.

executive. He's from Ted Bates
Richard L. Goodwin from ad man

B&B has handled the Red Cap Ale
portion of the Carling account for
nearly 11 years.
No successor agency to B&B has
been named.

ager, DeSoto, to director of advertising and sales promotion, Dodge.
Detroit.
Kudos: Krupnick & Associates,
St. Louis, recipient of first, second
and third place awards in the Third
Annual Awards Competition of the
St. Louis Art Directors Club, for its
animated tv spots . . . Procter &
Gamble president Howard Morgen
to be honored for his "outstanding
service to humanitarian causes" at the
Annual Awards dinner of the Advertising and Allied Industries of Joint
Defense Appeal, 30 November, at the
Waldorf Astoria.

AGENCIES
Almost on the heels of the break
with Continental Oil, there comes

Agency appointments: RCA Victor Canada, record division, to Grey,
Ltd. . . . Head Ski from Hockaday
to VanSant, Dugdale, Baltimore . . .
Hertz Rent-All, new division of Hertz,
to Needham, Louis and Brorby,
New York City . . . Allen B. Wrisley
to John W. Shaw, Chicago . . .
Westinghouse Electric to Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, for its nine apparatus divisions, the atomic power
groups, and five of the company's
general products divisions (over $4
million) . . . WBNY, Buffalo. (Straus
Broadcasting) to Robert S. Risman, that city . . . Zane Construction to Rieger and Wollman, Baltimore .. . Chanel, Bourjois and Little Lady, Canada, to Burley, Nor-

LOHA WEEK in Hawaii found K-POI (Honolulu), Collins Radio
^edar Rapids), sending veteran pilot Chuck Banfe on 9-day, 21,000ile globe-circling flight. Station broadcast live from around world

J:CORD TURNOUT for Pres. Eisenhower's visit to San Die
jitly was covered by KFMB-TV.
Originating from five separate loPrions, station televised Ike's arrival 'live' from 11:30 a.m.- 1:45 p.m

HAVING IT, TOO!
Its 25 year
more to come. Fete for advertise
by station's (l-r) A. M. Spheeris
Mrs. Suzayne Cleaveland, comptrc

for WEMP,

Milwaukee, with many

agencies, local leaders is hosted
pres.; Glen D. Roberts, founder;
er; Hugh Boice, Jr., v. p. -gen. mgr.

man, Craig & Knmmel

Ltd.. lo-

rout...

\. Adamick from H. Daroff & Sons:
and Robert W. Anderson from
Chrysler and Kaiser-Frazier.

PEOPLE <>N THE MOVE: Richard K. Fisher to head new public
relations department, Fletcher Richards, Calkin? & Holden . . . Lloyd
\\ . Durant from Parkson to Lennen
\ Newell as account executive on the
Best Foods-Division, Corn Products
. . . William M. Wood from J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.C.. to account executive. Needham, Louis and Brorby,
that city . . . Scott Young from
\\ MUM -I \ . Chicago, manager, videotape production, to Leo Burnett, Chicago, as program department supervisor .. . Sam Pierce to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, as
director, television programing . . .
William Ziegler, Jr., from JWT,
N.Y.C., to account executive, and
Roland Lesser to media-research
manager, Real-Kill Products, Del
Wood Associates, N.Y.C. . . . William F. Sherry from WVOX-AM,
1 \l. New Rochelle, N. Y., to media
director and account supervisor, S. E.
Zubrow, Philadelphia.

MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

Joseph Battaglia, Jr., from Doyle
Dane Bernbach to Ben Sackheim,
in charge of broadcast programing
and all tv/radio production . . .
William E. McKeachie, McCannErickson president, retiring after 31
years with the company . . . Elwyn
R. Walshe from Fletcher Richards.
Calkins & Holden-Bryan Houston and,
Stuart Gray from NBC to radio/tv
department. N. W. Aver . . . Brian
M. Forster, from American Veterinary Medical Association to farm
radio/tv copy staff, Aubrey, Finlay.
Marlev & Hodgson, Chicago . . . Al
Sarasohn from Kenyon & Eckhardt.
L.A., to creative group head, K&E.
Ww York City . . . Emerson Foote,
president McCann-Erickson (U.S.A.) ,
named chairman, National Educational Committee of Advertising Federation of America.

Ayer adds six to Philadelphia media ilept.: Richard Gehring from
Lewis & Gilman; Mrs. Mildred Farren from Al Paul Lefton: Charles
A. Ventura, Jr., from WWBZ, Vineland, N. J.; Franklin R. Auch, Jr.,
from Fisher, Bruce & Co.; Dorothy
70

Thisa 'n" data:
Hicks & Greist
report it has increased its billings by
>1 million, having added 12 new accounts since the first of the year . . .
Mogul, Williams & Savior to sup
port the Myron A. Mahler Scholarship
at NH LT for the next five years witr
a monetarv boost of $3,000.

TV STATIONS
TvB's latest communiques on tv
customer expansion, names the
confectionery and waxes field.
The highlights:
• Waxes: increased net and spot
gross time billings during the first
six months of this year. 153% over a
like period in 1958. The top advertisers: Johnson, billing, $4,751,055;
Simoniz, 82.710,759; Aerowax. $952,797.
• Confectioners : upped their net
and spot gross time billings for the
first six months of the year by 39%
over the same period in 1958. Top
advertisers: Wrigley, $4,130,653;
Sweets Company of America, $1,721.023; American Chicle. $1,648,975.
Ed Bronson, NAB tv code director, and Dean McCarthy, head of
Storer's own Quality Control operation, described their activities
at a meeting of Storer tv program directors in Atlanta.
The meeting also gave the directors
an opportunity to observe how
WAGA-TV handles its editorials and
to participate in a discussion on promotion and exploitation teed off by

the Races party. Luncheon and cock- 1
tails preceded the racing event . . .
KPHO-TV, Phoenix, partied some
60 advertising agency people from
L.A. and San Francisco during a
weekend of golf, sight-seeing trips
and special events.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Symon B. Cowles from WTTGTV.
Washington,
D. C, to WNEW-TV,
New Yorw City, as director advertis-l
ing and promotion . . . Thomas W.
Bookmyer from sales staff, Look!

magazine, to WJBK-TV. Detroit. as|
sales staffer . . . Jack Yeager from]
Meredith WOW. Omaha, to general!
sales manager KHOL-TY. Kearney- •
Holdrege. Neb., and KHPL-TY. Haves
Center. Neb. . . . Lila Lambert from!
WKRC. Cincinnati, to newly created!
post, promotion and publicity man-l
ager, Taft Broadcasting . . . Vic Lud-I
ington from sales manager, WLYH-1
TV, Lebanon, Pa., to local and re-l
gional sales manager. WSPA-TVJ
Spartanburg. S. C. . . . Peggy Rog-I
ers from WLW-T. Cincinnati, to pro-1
motion director. WKRC-TV. CineinI
nati . . . Donald E. Hardin froml
TV Guide to advertising merchandis-1
ing director. WKRC-TV. Cincinnati

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
Arthur Eisentat from advertising
and promotion head, KPLR-TY. St
Louis, to director merchandising an<
marketing, that station . . . Richard
Marsh, from operations manager
KNXT, and the CBS TV Network, t(
head of separate operations depart
ment. KNXT, Hollywood . . . Doro
thy Mugford, from WDAU-TV
Scranton, Pa., to manager of promo
tion and community antenna systen

J. J. Kelly, Storer national sales manager, and national tv program director Ewald Kockritz.

liaison,
WNEP-TV.'
Scranton-Wilkes
Barre, Pa.
. . . Ed Bonham
to loca
sales manager. WAVY-TV, Norfolk
Va. . . . Tom Thornton, from na
tional sales coordinator for KNX

Ideas at work:
WDSU, New Orleans, is sponsoring

CRPX, Hollywood, to account execu
tive that station . . . Hank Weiss

a high school marching bands competition. Six high schools are putting
their best feet forward in hopes of
marching off with the trophy prize.
Acting as judges are station officials.

merchandising manager for House
wives Protective League, to nationa
sales coordinator. KNX-CRPN. Hollv
wood.

Special notes: WSTV-TV, Steubenville, Ohio, played host to a group
of food brokers, manufacturers, and
advertising people at a special Day at

ent of National Optimist Award fol
its outstanding youth programs

Kudos:

WTAE,

Pittsburgh, recipi

ing 1959-60.
(Please turn to page 74)
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Quality
(Dusic
Stations
WIFI

iThe New Dimension In Radio
In Major Markets

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

To 450,000 FM homes in metropolitan
Philadelphia, WIFI means fine music at
92.5 on the dial. The ever increasing
number of local and national advertisers
using WIFI attests to its popularity in

iese are your Quality Music FM Stations

the nation's 4th largest market.

. . Delivering the largest single Quality market in America
. . The Fine Music audience, most influential, most efficient
and most responsive.

s market now represents over one quarter of ALL U. S.
riilies. The fastest growing advertising audience today
reached most effectively through Quality Music proems. An audience which cannot be duplicated with any
sr broadcast medium. Loyal and receptive Quality Music
ience listening averages 3 hours per day, 4 days per week.
sponsive: Quality Music audiences are pace setters at
tl1 age of acquisition and are able to buy. Quality Music
ertisers have found this audience to be most responsive
veil-directed appeals.
If V Cost: Because the medium is young and growing fast
ility Music Stations offer the chance to establish time and
ience franchises at extremely favorable low cost. Any
v ;lker-Rawalt office listed below can give details on these
iions. We hope you will contact them soon.
National Representative — WALKER- RA WALT
Chicago
Madison Ave.
York 17

360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III.
Andover 3-5771

liy Hill 3-5830
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Boston
100 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.
Hubbard 2-4370

WYZZ

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

The Pioneer FM fine music station serving 200,000 FM homes in the ScrantonWilkes-Barre, Hazelton area of 3 million
people. Since 1947 WYZZ has built up
a "captive quality music audience" unduplicated by any other station in the

WFMM

BALTIMORE,

MD.

The fine arts music station for 130,000
FM families in the 12th national market,
Quality Music program format and
quality control of commercial copy gives
the advertiser a solid unduplicated responsive audience. A station for national advertisers to check carefully when
setting up radio plans for Baltimore.

COMPANY,

INC.

Los Angeles
672 S. Lafayette Parle PI.
Los Angeles, Calif
Dunkirk 2-3200

San Francisco
260 Kearney St.
San Francisco, Calif
Exbrook 7-4827

"THIS
NEW LINK
WILL MAKE
NORFOL
V
K, A.,
THE MANHA
TTAN
OFTHE
Construction has begun!
"Once the Chesapeake Bay crossing is completed, Greater Norfolk, the
experts say, will burst into millions and become the —South''
's leadingMAGAZINE
market."
NEWSWEEK
The new MYj -mile bridge-tunnel link will put Tidewater, Va.,
70 miles and 1*4 hours closer to New York, and on the fastest
route to Florida.

Charles K. Agle
City Planning

This mammoth 200 million dollar project already is boosting
business in the market. What a time and place to plant a promotion
dollar, for profit, for growth!
Already metropolitan Tidewater (Norfolk & Newport News) has
the greatest concentration of population in the entire Southeast —
820,000 people in half the area of metro Atlanta or Miami !
TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell it, and sell it. For WTAR-TV
is the most powerful medium in the market — first in every rating
survey ever made here!

WTAR-TV

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
CHANNEL 3 ^

Represented by I EdwardYpetry *Yco., Inc.) The Original Station Representative
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WRAP-UP
{Continued from page 70)
NAB's Tv Code Review Board
chairman. E. K. Hartenbower,
speaking before the seventh annual New Products seminar in
New York City, advised advertisers and broadcasters to protect
their joint stake in radio/tv commercials by blending "good sell
with good sense."
Said Hartenbower: "Code Board
members have been described as
prissy, picayune

and

mid-Victorian,

but they have demonstrated from experience that it is easier to edit beforehand than to produce a $20,000
commercial that disgusts the public."
His recommendation: adherence to
two basic rules: (1) that a demonstration must prove a claim in fact:
1 2 i there must be no deception of
any kind.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE : Thomas S. Carr, WBAL, Baltimore, v.p.
and general manager, appointed chairman of the political committee for
the Marvland-D.C. Broadcasters As-

fttoti
ffi'-tibro
dehigh
w7

(hl'brouOiw. Slang. A
person who enjoys
something until it
becomes popular.

sociation . . . Floyd Fletcher, cogeneral manager of Capital Cities
Broadcasting Raleigh-Durham, N. C.
tv station, WTVD, named president
of North Carolina Association of
Broadcasters . . . Milton D. Friedland, general manager, Plains Television stations, elected to the Illinois
State Industry Advisory Committee of
the Illinois State Broadcasters Association .. . William B. Colvin from
advertising and sales promotion. WBZTV, Boston, to director of member
services, TvB . . . Harold Cranton
from advertising and promotion director Metropolitan Broadcasting, to
similar post at NTA . . . Roy Danis
from Smith/Greenland to assistant director, Television Information Office.

RADIO

STATIONS

Quality Radio's new head, Scott
McLean, would like to be able to
give advertisers a clearer understanding of the word quality.
His reasoning: "there are many
quality stations, but their objectives
are often varied. We must attempt to
differentiate between 'quality' with a
capital Q and 'quality' with a small
McLean hopes to establish the defi'q'." nition bythe first of the year.
Other plans: to continue and broad-

You couldn't call the people who live in
the some 448,000 TV homes in our area
highbrows, for we have always been
popular. So the best way to reach all of
the non-hishbrows in this market is thru
non- highbrow WSLS-TV. Now if you are
a non-highbrow and want a station that
has been popular for years, and always
will be. ..then, try WSLS-TV in Roanoke,
Virginia.

scope ofclinic.
the organization's
ideasen the
exchange
I See newsmakers, page 82, for
more on McLean.)
Ideas at work:
• WKMF, Flint. Mich., is trying
out a new programing gimmick for
Buick, on a 13-week trial basis. Tailored specifically for Buick's 18,000
area employes, the program has been
named The Factory Whistle. News,
sports, weather and other items of in
terest to Buick workers and their families will be aired on the program designed, according to a Buick spokes
man "to keep our employes informsd
about what is going on at Buick and
will help them to become better acquainted with each other's activities.
If the program goes over, Buick will

ROANOKE,

VIRGINIA

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES,

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES

• WCKY,
Cincinnati, promoting
sign
up for a year."
} our Gal Sunny show bv mailing
brief recorded samples of the show
with messages worded "How
SPONSOR
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THE

RAILTON SPECIAL
IS THE

PACESETTER
IN AUTOMOBILES
It hit an incredible speed of 415 miles per hour

sai
IS CINCINNATI'S

PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

STATION

is the only radio station in

Cincinnati offering a merchandising plan
through supermarkets. Our exclusive tieup with A & P stores offers you extra sales
promotion

. . . guaranteed

in-store

displays for your client's products. In Programming ... In Popularity ... In Productiv ty . . . WSAI is Cincinnati's PACESETTER
radio station

Represented Nationally by Gill-PERNA
THE CONSOLIDATED

Jl'ONSOR
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SUN

RAY

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit

STATIONS

ViSM-Cincinnati; VIPIH-Philadelphia; WALT-Tampa

world tli<l the postoffice ever allow
tlii- bol package
wa\. ru.\s that
your door, draM
nect the phone
hear a 3-minute

to reach you? \n\you've gol it. lock
tli<- drapes, disconand settle hack to
sample of the nicest

thing that's happened to men since
B.B." \ la. t sheel with program time,
station, and show description goes
along with the record.
• WLOB, Portland, Me., cashed
in on Halloween door-ring time by
designating some 100 area homes as
WLOB treat homes. Youngsters were
advised to discard the usual trick or

treat question and to ask, instead, "is
this a WLOB treat home?" Those
who chanced upon a treat home and
popped the right question, received a
certificate which they could redeem
for a silver dollar at a sponsor store.
• WCKR, Miami, is setting out to
prove that listeners dont know their
money sounds. What's more, they're
pa\ ing money to those who can prove
them wrong. To participate in the
station's Sound of Money contest, listeners are asked to correctly identify
the amount of coins which is dropped
during air time. The first person who

th/ TV
MARKET
IN THE
NATION
$2,000,000,000 IN RETAIL SALES
WOC-TV serves the largest market between Chicago
and Omaha . . . Minneapolis and St. Louis. 438,480
TV homes; almost $3 billion in effective buying income; over $1 billion gross farm income.
And to help you get the maximum number of these
dollars WOC-TV specializes in effectively co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level —
the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer
as well as the retail outlet.
Further proof of aggressiveness — WOC-TV offers
the greatest amount of local programming — over
33 hours each week.

|CT
THf QUINT

BETTENDORf
ROCK
HOUNI
1 AM

ISLAND
MOUNT

;r:i;REgP;
Your PGW

■*?

Colonel has all the

CITIES

(acts, figures and other data as

} IOWA

well as day by day availabilities. See him today.

phones with the correct answer, gets
the monev.
• WINS, New York City, is making sure that folks in the metro area
will not he hirdless, come Thanksgiving Day. The station is giving away a
goose a day. To qualify for the handout, listeners are invited to expound,
in 110 words or less, on the provocative subject Why My Goose is Cooked.
The writer of most unusual letter received each day gets the bird.
Station
acquisitions:
WRIB.
Providence, R. I., bought by Springfield Broadcasting Co. from R. I.
Broadcasting for 8225,000.
Sale brokered bv Edwin Tornberg & Co. . . .
KJNO, Juneau. Alaska, bought by J. |
Chester Gordon, owner of KBYR, An- !
chorage. and KFRB. Fairbanks. The i
three stations will be known as Radio
Alaska . . . WTAC,
Flint. Mich.,
sold to Marvin Orleans, Sold Krugman, Louis Tose, Gene Milner and
Tom Reddy. all of Philadelphia. Sale
price, §555,700.
Sale brokered
by
Hamilton-Landis.

j
j
j
[

New quarters: WLS, 360 North
Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Thisa 'n' data: KKAA, Honolulu, j
changed its call letters to KORL . . .
KBIG, L.A.. has put out a new fact
folder pointing up the station's audience, coverage, market statistics and
air personalities.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Ed

Bobbins from program director and
air personality. WVIP, Mt. Kisco, to
WFYI, Garden City. L. I., as network
coordinator, Herald Tribune Radio
Network . . . William E. Clark from
program director, WLEU, Eria. Pa..
to promotion director, WEEP. Pittsburgh .. . James U. Sweeney. Jr..
from account executive. WNHC, Ncg
Haven, to local and regional sales
manager, that station . . . Sherril
Hops from assistant sales service
manager. KNX. Hollywood, to sales
promotion assistant, research and
sales presentations. KNX and the
CBS Radio Pacific Network . . . John I
R. Mahoney to sales staff. WRCV.

")
> ILL
J

Philadelphia.'
MOBE
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Charles
W.
Stone
from
general |
SPONSOR
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manager and v.p. WAMS. Wilmington, Del., to KIDA. Des Moines, as
general manager . . . Norman Wein
from radio tv director. W \ se Adver-

Net affiliate: KIFI-TV, Idaho Falls,
Idaho, with NBC TV, 15 December.

tising, to WDOK. Cleveland, as program director . . . Doug Walker
from sales manager KAGO. Klamath
Falls. Calif., to sales manager. KLIV.
San Jose. Calif.

Net

Resigns : Morton J. Wagner, from
Bartell where he was v.p. and director. Future plans: to head-up proposed broadcasting group.

NETWORKS

Life

Magazine

i Y&R i to sponsor NBC's telecast 25
} ears of Life, 2 March . . . Timex
Watches (W. B. Doner I sponsoring
NBC TV's public affairs series. White
Papers, starting 29 November.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE : Wil-

liam H. Trevarthen. NBC's director of Television Network Operations,
elected v.p. of that department.

REPRESENTATIVES

Here's network radio's 15 leading advertisers for 4 weeks ending 4 September, according to
\ielsen :
TOTAL HOME
BDCSTS.
DELIVERED

ADVERTISERNO. OF BDCSTS.

specials:

(000)
186,386
109.350
89.566
88.926
83.378
62.911
46.938
44.514
38.574
37.296

Pepsi-Cola i 588 1
Chevrolet (218)
Midas (170)
Liggett &Mver 1 303 I
Reynolds. R. J. (269>
Metropolitan Life (125
Ex-Lax 1 136 i
Kellogg (801
Frito 1 155 i
General Foods i 84 1
Grove Div.-Bristol-Mvers (85)
Time, Inc. (81 1
jHudson Vitamin i146i
Seven-Up (68)
Stalev i 44 i

35.705
35.462
35,456
34.368
33.629

National spot tv gross billings, as
measured by TvB-Rorabaugh. for
the third quarter will probably
run slightly under the trend.
The margin for the second 1960
quarter was 9.7^ over last vear.
Indications are the fourth quarter
will show something of a trend recoverv.

H-R's Bill McRae succeeds Katz'
Greg Murphy as head of Atlanta
Station Reps.
Other officers: Dick Hunter. Hollingbery. v.p.: Joe Sierer. Petry. secretarv.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: William Travis from WJJD. Chicaao.
and Jack Hughes from KROC.
Rochester. Minn., to Branham. Chicago, as account executives.

Net tv sales : Ideal Toy to co-spon-

Kekly participation in ABC's Don
UcXeill's Breakfast Club for a six
hnonth period beginning the first of
he vear.

3rograming note: CBS Radio
creaking 19 informational programs,
|ind 10 new sports features beginning
!8 November. CBS wfl] also expand
jts hourly news reports at that time.
'BPONSOR
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Carling regional sold out on WAGATV, Atlanta; KOIN-TV. Portland:
WWL-TV, Detroit; WKJG-TY. It.
Wayne; W ICl -TV, Erie; WROC-TV,
Rochester; KXLY-TV, Spokane:
WLW-T. Cincinnati, and WTAE.
Pittsburgh
. . .season
Ziv-UA's
network sales this
are three
Klondike
and Bat Masterson on NBC TV and
Aquanauts on CBS TV . . . Flamingo
Festival package to WTAE, Pittsburgh, and W CAN. Burlinaton . . .
WW'LP.

Springfield and

WRLP.

Brattleboro. bought Lopert Pictures'
Latest 62 dercover
. to.Household
. Ziv-UA's Finance
Miami Unand
Burger Beer. WBNS-TY. Columbus:
Texas State Optical. KPRC-TV. Houston: WLBW-TY. Miami: KOI-TV.
Denver: WLW-A, Atlanta; KTSMTV. El Paso: WAVY-TV, Portsmouth KDIX-TV.
:
Dickinson : KMOTTV, Minot: KUMV-TV, Williston:
KFYR-TV. Bismarck, and KTVK.
Phoenix.

More sales: Ziv-L^A's Economee
sold Space and Challenge re-runs to
KRON-TV. San Francisco: WJWTV. Cleveland: WHDH-TY. Boston;
CKLW'-TY. Windsor-Detroit: WAGATV. Atlanta: WAVY-TV, NorfolkPortsmouth: WNDU-TV. South Bend,
and WGAN-TV, Portland. Me.: Economee's / Led Three Lives to W CBSTV. New York: W NBQ. Chicaso:
WHBQ-TY. Memphis: WTSN-TY.
Milwaukee: KBTV. Denver: W MALTY. Washington: KSL-TV. Salt Lake
City; WOI-TV. Ames-Des Moines,
and WCTV. Tallahassee . . . V1TV.
Virgin Islands, purchased the following from CBS Films: Annie Oakley,
Phil Silvers. Perry Mason. Track-

sor NBC TV's Macy's Thanksgiving
Day parade telecast.

•Net radio sales: The American
Lamb Council. Denver. I PottsftVmdburv. Kansas City), has bought

Omaha: WHEN-TV, Syracuse; and
WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem; similarly,
alternate weeks of Jim Backus on the

SAG members were voting this
week on whether to authorize
the union to call a tv commercials
strike should it be needed.
More than 14.000 ballots were being circulated: a 75 per cent majority
is necessarv to authorize a strike.

Sales: CNP's Blue Angels alternate
weeks on the Conoco regional sold out
on WWL-TV, New Orleans: WOAITV. San Antonio: KOA-TV. Denver;
KOTV. Tulsa: KHO-TV. Spokane:
KCMO-TV. Kansas Citv : WOW-TV,

down.Francisco
Border Beat.
Patrol.
U'hirlybirds.
San
Honexmooners,
Xavv Log. and / Z-ore Lucy . . .
WWLP. Springfield, and WRLP.
Brattleboro- Greenfield-Keene. purchased the W arner Bros, package of
post-1948 films . . . Banner Films'
Debbie Drake to WWJ-TV, Detroit:
W DSL-TV. New Orleans: WLOS-TY.
Asheville: WDAU-TV, Scranton:
W SB-TV. Atlanta: WLBW-TY. Miami: KCRA-TY. Sacramento: KOTV,
Tulsa: W NEW -TV. New York;
WISH-TV. Indianapolis WANE-TV,
Ft. Wayne, and K ATV. Little Rock.
(Please turn to page 80)

what has an eye^Lpatck

Two things.
One — it points out how brilliant a job
advertising can really do. Two — it proves that
the advertiser who does it generally
winds up with the business.
The moral is obvious.
Which brings up two things more.

t
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One — there are some 7500 men and women
involved in the purchase of national spot.
Of this number — the top zUUU
2000 control ov
over
ut
95% of the total business. We call them
the
?000". The most
mnst economical
ennnnrr
the "influential
"influential 2000".
way
pre-sell this
"influentialbecause
2000" SPONSOR
is
via atoschedule
in SPONSOR
has the greatest penetration of influence
with this "influential 2000" of any book
in the broadcast field.
Two — give your ads a "patch" of individuality.
Without it— the page you buy is empty.
With it— you can spark a purchase, increase a
schedule, motivate a new appraisal, change
a buyingevery
pattern
volume
year.and build your station's
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WRAP-UP
[Continued from page 77 >
Programs and producers: David
L. Wolper signed Jack Haley. Jr..
to a one year contract to develop new

Onedesirable
of New locations
York's
most

MADISON AVENUE
AT 52nd STREET

tv projects . . . Interstate T\ to distribute two new animated series. Snip
and Snap and Foo Foo. both created
by Halas and Batchelor . . . Modern
Talking Picture Sen ice has eight free
travel movies free on Luftnansa . . .
Tele Features will give six slapstick
comedies gratis to any station willing
to pay print costs . . . Peter M. Roebuck acquired 52 more half-hours of
Death Valley Days, known in re-run
as The Pioneers.

Commercials : WOR Recording Division of RKO General. Inc.. has

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere...
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well . . .
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.

Here

and

there:

WTAE.

Pitts

burgh, air personalities. Jean Connelly and Paul Shannon are featured
on the Youth Appreciation Week
posters now being distributed in
\^ estern Pennsylvania bv Optimist
International . . . WXEX-TY. Richmond. Ya.. enlisted the help of area
children to promote a safe Halloween
for the youngsters by airing driving
admonitions bv the voungsters on
film . . . WOOD-TY and WOOD.
Grand Rapids. Mich., getting set for
its sixth annual Toys for Tots Teletron. 19 November for under-privileged children . . . KMOX. St. Louis.

changed its corporate name to RKO
Sound Studios . . . Transfilm-Caracel has produced several commercials
for Shulton i Wesley Associates i for
spot placement in 85 markets within
Shulton Holiday Playhouse before
Christmas . . . William E. Huston
to Transfilm-Caravel as commercials
sales v.p.

Kudos:
WSPD-TY. Toledo. Ohio,
recipient of ALSAC award for the
stations promotion of the fund drive
in the area . . . WRIT. Milwaukee. If

Promotion: Iowa Electric Light
and Power Co. used Ziv-UAs Lock

recipient of Millie. Outstanding Station Award for original and numerous public service activities.

to program Operation Snou -Watch to
keep listeners informed of emergency
school closings.

Up to promote the Iowa town of Eldora: advertiser has the show on
WOI-TY. Des Moines, and WMT-TV,
Cedar Rapids . . . Jim Backus will
make personal appearances in Boston
on \^ BZ-T\ and in New \ ork on
Y\ ABC-TV as well as in Cleveland on
WJW-TY on behalf of his C\P series; advertisers include Carlings and
Union Savings in Cleveland and Hood
Dairy in Boston.
Strictly personnel:
John Leo to
PTI as midwest sales executive.

The magnificent new

This year, an additional $500 will
go to the state or local history agency
which cooperates in producing the
winner.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

The search is on again this year
for the best historv broadcast bv
BML
Co-sponsored this year by the
American Association for State and
Local Historv. a $500 prize will go to
the radio or tv station that puts together the best program dealing with
local or ?tate historv.
Last year's winner: WSB. Atlanta.
Ga.. for the program So fl ell Remembered.

TRADE

DATES

One of the major trade events of
the month

is TvB's sixth annual

confab at Newdorf-Astoria.
York
City's Wal17-18 November.
Among the highlishts on the asenda:
• A report on department store tv
advertising laboratory by Dwight
Shirey. head of Patterson Fletcher.
Ft. \^ ayne.
• Billing discrepancies, by Thomas
A. Wright v.p. Leo Burnett.
• A new approach to selling the
potential of the medium, by tv advertising consultant Harry McMahan.
• What stations can do to help an
agency in buying more tv time: Eugene Accas. Grey v.p.
OTHER

DATES:

NAB

fall conference. 29 November. Biltmore Hotel. New York City
. . . Arizona Broadcasters Association meeting. Mountain Shadows Resort. Scottsdale. Arizona. 2 December. ^
5PONSOB

•
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THE
1960-1961
TIME
BUYING
AND
SELLING
SEMINAR

ANNOUNCING

1 he seventh annual scries of informational luncheon-meetings
or advertising and broadcast
'xecutives seeking specialized
lews, views and data on current
ime buying and selling
procedures.

You are cordially invited to
mend all 15 of these
neetings held in the
Hawaiian Room of the
Hotel Lexington
RADIO AND TELEVISION
every Tuesday, 12 noon to 2 pm, November

EXECUTIVES

presented by the
SOCIETY, INC.

15 through March 21).

'ome of the issues forthcoming: "How trade paper advertising helps us."
Quality or Quantity in network TV — can you have both?" "Copy as media."
Public service programs can pay off . . . in cash." "Local radio in the 60's."
'ome of those who will discuss the issues: ART DURAM, ROD ERICKSON,
VREDE PETERSMEYER, BUCKY BUCHANAN, BILL QUARTON,
1EORGE SKINNER, IV ELLS BARNETT, FRANK MAYANS.
Register now by calling PLaza 8-2450 or fill in and mail the coupon below.
RTES-515 MADISON
NEW YORK 22

AVENUE

-

Please register me for the Time Bu\ing
and Selling Seminar.
Na m e
Address
Company
/ enclose a check for $10.

! ONSOR

•
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NEWS

ACCORDING

TO

DOYLE

Scott McLean,
For the first Hint in Oklohoma, Frank Doyle,
a veteran of more than eighteen years of
news broadcasting, presents a fost moving
news, weather and sports summary. Not
simply wire service copy, but a comprehensive analysis of the NEWS ACCORDING
TO DOYLE, Monday through Friday, 10:0010:15 P.M. Acceptance of program, acceptance of products, guaranteed!

KOCO-TV
OKLAHOMA

CITY

general sales manager of

Crosley's Cincinnati station. WLW. was
elected president and director of the
Quality Radio Group. He succeeds Ward
QuaaL Chicago Tribune Stations head.
McLean, who has been WLW"s general
sales manager since Mav. 1957. joined the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. in 1950. handling radio tv sales. Five years later he
was appointed eastern division sales manager, and in 1956. he was
elevated to the position of administrative assistant to Peter Lasker.
Ralf Brent, Metropolitan Broadcasting
has been named head of \^ orldw ide Broadcasting, the newest Metropolitan division.
Backed up by more than 22 years of broadcasting experience, from the talent to the
executive level. Brents plans for the new
organization include a stepped up commercial advertising activity and program expansion. Headquarters will be in New
York City. A native of Bristol. Pa.. Brent became affiliated with
Metropolitan when the organization purchased WIP. Philadelphia.
Jerry M. Landay has been appointed to
the newly created post of national news
editor for Westinghouse Broadcasting

INTRODUCING

THE

DRYDEVEIST
HOTEL
39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW

YORK

-■; rooms • Terraces • New
appointments,
newly decorated
•
zz'.zr TV • FM radio • New
Ml air conditioning • New
phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt,
pleasant, unobtrusive.

Robert Sarason, General Manager

ORegon 9-3900

Corp. His operational base will be at
VTBCs Washington news bureau headquarters. In his new position. Landay. who has

NEW

been news supervisor of WB<7radio station. WBZ-A. will be in charge of
national coordination and exchange of
news for all the Westinghouse tv and radio outlets. He will also be
charged with the writing and production of special events projects.
Jack K. Carver has been appointed an
associate media director of Lennen &
NeweD, New York City . He comes to
LAN from Doherty. Clifford. Steers and
Shenfield where he was an associate media
director and a vice president. In his present post. Carver will work under the
agency's media director. Herbert Zeltner.
and will direct his attention to the supervision of media planning, development, contact,
specific accounts.

He

i~ married

and
SPONSOR

-'A

and analysis for
the father of two children.
•
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Spend your time more profitably
in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of more people
than any other station

television
Winston-Salem / Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

PETERS.

l&NSOR
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GRIFFIN. WOODWARD- REPS

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
The current methods of dealing with stations guilty of unethical station promotionsHooper
(
deletes station for lengh of promotion, Pulse attaches letter
from complainants to its surveys) while healthy are not adequate, contends
Robert C. Meeker, KCOH,

Houston.

More serious even than the violation is

the "holdover of the hypoed ratings after the unethical promotion." To offset the danger of stations still showing increased ratings after they are reinstated, Meeker suggests that such ratings be deleted not just during the
violating period, but for six months following it. Below, he outlines his plan.

HOW

TO HANDLE

THOSE

FALSELY

HYPOED

RATINGS

I here is a vast difference between good sound station

audiences, more business, and forced his competitors to

promotions to increase listening and unethical promotions

sweat out this period and then he can return to the fold —
an unblemished broadcaster.

that create false inflationary increase of audience response.
The busy timebuyers, not realizing they are looking at
hypoed ratings, obviously buy this station — especially if
the decision rests on ratings alone.
Recently, when such an unethical promotion was brought
to the attention of Hooper, it immediately took action and
deleted X station that was conducting this promotion, for
the months of July, August, and September, as long as this
promotion was going on. Pulse has a different approach
to this type of violation, and instead of omitting the violator, attaches a letter, from the station or stations that
have complained, to the Pulse survey for all advertisers
and agencies to observe.
This type action by the survey services is healthy and
tends to keep stations in line. It also alerts the agencies
that something must be wrong or the "violator" would not
be deleted from the report.
This is all well and good but more serious than the
violation is the holdover of the hypoed ratings after the
unethical promotion. It is this "after period" that could
continue to show increased ratings that the surveys are
compelled to report because the objectionable promotional
period is over and the violating station is now reinstated.

As a suggestion for the cure, let's put some teeth into it.
Not only delete the ratings during the violating period but
also delete the ratings for six months after the violation.
This is what could be accomplished:
The violator presently knows

that in spite of the

malpractice, he will be reinstated in surveys after the violation— whether he be a voluntary subscriber or not. This
means as a non-subscriber, he will look like a dreamboat
and it doesn't cost him a cent. He can also make this violation an annual affair with just time out for the violation.
But, if he realizes that his station or stations will be deleted
for six months afterward, I have a slight suspicion he will
be inclined to review his plans just to protect his own
skin.
The six-month deletion is bound to take some of the responsibility and criticism away from the survey services
that presently have to report even hypoed ratings after th<*
violation has terminated. For regardless of whatever re- 1
porting methods are used, it is difficult for them to determine how long it takes for a violation to wear off. Yes. I
and even though an honest effort is made in the field, it is I

It is (juite apparent that the station manager, conductethical promotion, is aware of this procedure

also difficult for them to report the genuine or handcuffed '
listener. Therefore, to eliminate guesswork, a six-month
hiatus as punishment for the violation, automatically

1 that he will be spanked and slapped on the wrist durg this period. However, he also realizes he has gained

polices all of us and certainly improves our standard of
broadcasting.
W
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WHEELING
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WEST VIRGINIA
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reaching a market that's reaching new importance!
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lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Commuters commuter: Jack Sterling solidified his standing with his
many a.m. commuter listeners on the
morning of his 12th Anniversary
show over WCBS. New York. The
live show goes on the air at 6 (to 10)
a.m. Jack was shaken awake by his

SPEAKS

which are as meaty, informative and valuable as those of the
Association of National Advertisers.

wife at 5:30 — the first time he'd overslept in vears. After a rush to get
dressed he jumped into the car. which
he promptly drove into a puddle,
soaking the motor and causing much
sputtering and smoke. On foot, he

The ANA's annual Fall Meeting, opening today at Hot
Springs, Va., promises to be another in a distinguished series

finally made the 6:30 out of Stamford, Conn., and arrived at the studio at 7:43. Yes, it gets worse . . .

Another

good

ANAjmeeting

Few industry groups ever manage

which sponsor
The program

to put together programs

is always happy to attend.
committee, headed

by Mel

S. Hattwick

of

Continental Oil, has scheduled many features of exceptional
interest to radio and tv men.
Among them is an address by Roger Blough, board chairman of U. S. Steel, on general business conditions and on his
company's advertising objectives and
course, are heavily air media oriented.

strategies which, of

Also, there will be panel discussions led by Doug

Smith

of S. C. Johnson, Gail Smith of General Motors, and Sylvester Cleary, of Mennen, on tv commercial costs (see page 27)
and on client tv problems in a multiple agency setup.
Expected to be named
morning

new ANA

board chairman

at this

session, is Roger H. Bolin, advertising director of

Westinghouse, a top tv spender in 1960.
All in all, the ANA

program

reflects the healthy growing

interest of important national advertisers in the air media.

Well done, air media
of the public for the way in which they handled the political
campaign.
Their coverage was thorough, fair, penetrating, and generous. And while we're on the subject we'd like to single out
for special praise, a handful of courageous stations which did
not hesitate to take positive editorial stands on political subjects, and, in so doing, provided important comment

for their

Jf-

As we have said in the past, editorializing by radio and tv

say. "// you re smoking more now
but enjoying it less, have a Camel."
Cood evening, Ed: One of the networks is about to launch a publicity
campaign to introduce the first "original" tv comedian in years. His
qualifications: he can get through an
hour show without one take-off on
Small World or Person to Person.
For the kids: An adman just back
from a Texas trip says he saw a
Cadillac dealer there who had a pile

room and a sign: "Take One."
Reverse psychology: Rollo W. Hunter of EWRR picked up a trade
magazine called Telephony in a waiting room. When he spied an ad for
an "extra high-tensile telephone line
wire"" called Crapo he was forced to
rip out the page and send it along,
with the comment. "I'm not much for
buying extra high-tensile telephone
wire, but if I ever do buy any I will
make sure it is Crapo.

with extreme

Fun with studies: The Magazine
Ad Bureau of MPA has a study out

editorials during the past four

to show that "more heavily exposed
magazine households buy more than

-tat ion- i- a matter that must be approached
<atc. and onl) b) competent professionals.
I<> those stations whose

Lucky them: The P.R. firm for Philip
Morris was all set to supply cigarettes, as requested, for Tennessee
Williams' new Broadway play. Period
of Adjustment, until it learned the
name of the show's star. He's James
Daly, the guy who comes on tv to

of compact foreign cars in his show-

Both radio and tv deserve the thanks and congratulation-

communities.

this was the day that Dr. Frank Stanton rose at dawn to be in the studio
to congratulate Jack.

months have been treated in this spirit, we'd like to say a
hearty "well done."

^

more heavilv exposed television households." We agree that they buy more
— magazines.

SPONSOR
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Remember How Exciting
Television Used To Be?

WPRO-TV

STILL IS!

In those days, loyal, top-rated audiences were built on exciting local
personalities, exciting local sports and news coverage, and exciting
editorializing, combined with potent network programming.
In these days, WPRO-TV

still builds (and holds) audiences in Southern

New England with 12 top-rated local personalities, covering sports, news and
children's programs, plus C.B.S. programs and first-run movies.
For exciting availabilities, backed by exciting ratings, call
Gene Wilkin at Plantations 1-9776 or your Blair-TV man.

WPRO-TV

Providence

'enowQMMA
EEP

Stories of the man hired to

TROUBLE

OUT

OF

MIAMI!'

21[jNOVEMBER I960
40< a copy »$8 a year
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This
IS THE FCC'S
OPTION
TIME
CUT A MIRAGE?

a commercial

New FCC rules will be
effective on 1 January,
but not much change
is expected by admen
Page 33

Daytime web tv
show costs up
but under control
Page 36

He's starting the day the perfect way, and getting your message via Radio.
Multiply him by millions of listeners at breakfast tables and you'll know
why advertisers make Spot Radio such an important part of their plans.
Albuquerque
Atlanta

WINZ

Buffalo

KSTP

Chicago

WTAR

WISN

KFAB

Dallas-Ft. Worth
Houston

Miami
Milwaukee
M nneapolis-St. Paul
Norfolk-Newport

News
Omaha

WRNL

KPOJ

Portland

KMA
KREM
WGTO

Little Rock

WJAR

Providence

KVOO

Edward

. . Philadelphia

Sacramento

KCRA
WOAI
KFMB

Kansas City

WIP

Richmond
San Antonio
San Diego

• ATLANTA

• BOSTON

Spokane
. Tampa-Orlando
Tulsa

Petry & Co., Inc.
• DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES

Page 38

. Shenandoah

• SAN FRANCISCO

How local public
service sells
for advertisers
Page 41

The Original Station
Representative

' YORK • CHICAGO

Ogilvy's speech
on fees is
ANA bombshell

« ST. LOUIS

THE

QUALITY
TOUCH

These are the hands of a billiard
champion. Hands that reflect the experience of the years . . . the dedication of the mind . . . the desire of the
heart. These are the elements which
produce that quality touch! You'll find
them, too, in that which sets great
television and radio stations apart
from the rest!

TELEVISION

obc

RADIO obc/nbc • DALLAS
Represented by

The Original Station Representath

o^tAe Stand,

STAR-STUDDED

PROGRAMING

STAR PERSONALITIES
STAR FEATURES
STAR
| STAR
STAR-TUNG

FAN CLUB
NEWS
RESULTS!

MORE

LOCAL

MORE

NATIONAL

Than

and
Advertisers

Any Other Philadelphia Radio Station

WPEN

HITCH

YOUR

SALES

WAGON

TO

A

STAR

Represented Nationally by GILL- perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED
SUN RAY STATIONS WPEN - Philadelphia WALT - Tampa; WSAI -Cincinnati

| SPONSOR
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THIS MAN
IS CAREFUL
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things before each
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take-off!

DIGEST

OF

ARTICLES

Option time cut — a mirage?
33

On 1 January, new FCC rules will cut two hours from time networks can
option. But despite early publicity, net effect of change appears nil

36

Here'? a complete rundown for daytime shows. Hike in cost of serials
estimated at ll^r. compared to 47% rise for nighttime comedy shows

Daytime net tv show rates up, but under control

OBM's ANA fee bombshell
38

Pictured

above

American
Flying,

College radio gets boost from BBDO and U.S. Steel

is . . .

Airlines
Captain

David Ogilvy reveals to national advertiser meeting his agency took the
Shell account on a fee basis providing for a 25^ profit on the client

Superintendent

David

of

39

Chambers

TIME BUYERS ARE
CAREFUL TOO! . .
They select Nashville s

WSIX-TV8
. . . YOUR
COST

BEST BUY
PER 1,000!

ON

["•"1 Check

fhese FACTS/

U.S. Steel's buy on Ivy Network plus agency's study of college radio
stations tie in with belief medium is good for selling, recruiting personnel

Why local public service sells
4X

Fiye Corinthian stations' local coverage of national conventions featur
ing state delegations, was an advertising and public affairs succes-

42

Audience-participation events for spots, programs, taped by John Reed
King, draw 300,000 people weekly to itinerant shopping center carnival

45

Research
analyses.

Radio gets out shopping throngs

Trendex's new audience flow data
service offers "audience flow" data for network tv program
Also contained in this section is the network comparagraph j

FEATURES
\S

TV HOMES— 370,700

|X

Population — 1,965,500

\S

Effective Buying
Income — $2,1 55,868,000

l>

Retail

Sales— $1,585,308,000

52
62

Sponsor Asks
Sponsor Hears

49th and Madison

23

Sponsor-Scope

News & Idea Wrap-Up

90
64

Sponsor Speaks
Spot Buys

14

Commercial Commentary

60

Film-Scope

31
66
lO

Newsmaker of the Week

66

Picture Wrap-Up

20

Reps at Work

88

Seller's Viewpoint

90

Ten-Second Spots

86

Tv and Radio Newsmakei

59

Washington Week

H33
d
: 40 E
iirii'k-2772
e
3617
vara

Thone:

nptions

49th

Chicago Ot'ice
8th
Ave
South
Hollywood

St

'49 6

wiHi

TV.

Madison)

612
N.
Phone:

Michigan
FAirfax

4-8089

Pr.nting

U. _JS. countries
S8
a year.
SI 1 Canada
per year '

Ex*cativ«,
Now

York

Ave
Phone:
2-6528.
Los

Editorial,

17.

N.

Superior
Angeles

Office: Western
3110
other

Circilatioa

Y. Telephone:
7-9863
Office:

•»«

MUrrai

•irmingfcaa
6087
Sunset

Etm
Ave.
D- Countries
Hemisphere

Single copies 40^

Printjd i«

U.S.A.

II correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N.
* SPONSOR Publications Inc 2nd class
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75% of Iowa's
retail sales are made
in areas
covered by 50,000 watt

WHO RADIO!
|ES MOINES

It is the

mately 38% of Iowa's consumer spendable income.

" state's largest city. But its Metropolitan Area
.ccounts for only about 9% of Iowa's retail sales.
In addition to Des Moines, there are seven other

is the heart of Iowa.

This means approximately 62% of Iowa's retail
sales are made outside of any metropolitan area.

important metropolitan areas in the state. Together,
i)hese eight metropolitan areas account for approxiIOWA

POPULATION-DOLLAR

DISTRIBUTION
11%

Retail
Sales
% of9%State
Population
Des Moines
Metro Areas

CSI

States
%12%
CSIof

Sales
($000)
State's
%of
36%

284,200

38%

943,600

1,832,792

62%

My.
1,259,097

<7%

remainder
1,904,400

2,975,489

Radio serves more than 800,000 radio

with WHO Radio. This remarkable area is WHO's
"Iowa PLUS" . . . Americas 14th largest radio
market!

401,903

581,1(0
33%

Iowa's 8 Leading
jVletro Areas including Des Moines

WHO

homes in 96 of Iowa's 99 counties {plus a number
of counties in neighboring states) . 75% of all retail
spending in Iowa is done in the areas you reach

2,286,754

WHO Radio is alert, alive, aggressive! It belongs
on any list designed to cover as much as the 14
largest radio markets. Ask PGW for all the
supporting data. (Source: SRDS—Oct. 1, I960)

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

<

Des Moines

. . . 50,000

Watts

NBC Affiliate
s part of Central Broadcasting Company,
Col.
P. A.
Robert

which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
B. J. Palmer, President
Loyet, Resident Manager
H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatives

•ONSOR
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Permit us

Requests! A quiet Sunday
morning program on KCBS
has stirred up more than
16,000 people in and
around San Francisco.
Enough to get them to send
money. The show was "The
Scotch Gardener" with Jim
Kerr, sponsored by the
Liquinox Company. An
offer was made on the program to send listeners a
small packet of seeds for
10^. Letters and dimes
poured in for months. The
sponsor raised the price to
25<" and the requests continued to pour in from 33
counties. That's the way
people respond to KCBS.

Eye-opener! "One Deadly
Drink," produced by
WCAU in recognition of
the 25th anniversary of
Alcoholics Anonymous,
produced an eye-opening
response from listeners
and critics alike. The N.Y.
Times called it "powerful"; Variety, "intelligent
and absorbing" and the
N. Y. Daily News said it
"proves that New York
and Hollywood need not
have a monopoly on important contributions to
broadcasting/Audiences,
actively responsive to provocative programming,
also respond actively to

Sponsors! The response of
sponsors to a program is
not unimportant to a radio
station (or to other advertisers). As •'The Jack
Sterling
its
twelfthShow
year "celebrates
on the air,
it's many, many happy
returns for Eastern Air
Lines and the Franklin
Savings Bank who have
been sponsors since the
initial broadcast. And for
Pall Mall Cigarettes and

advertising on WCAU.

Breyer's
Cream ofwho
have
been Ice
members
the
family for over 5 years.
This long, happy relationship istypical of the way
sponsors respond toWCBS.

RADIO

RADIO

Postcards! Sure, the custom
always write . . . but ]
radio station gets 171J
postcards in one week? /
from 42 states? In St. Loui:
could only be KMOX. E v
year KMOX holds an an;i
Radio Week during Natio
Radio Month. This year
teners were asked to sen J
their names, addresses anc.
cupations to be eligible It
daily drawing of 7 rad
They responded at the rate
more than 24,000 per day! 1
customers always buy, i
And with audience reac:
like this, it's no wonder t
advertisers get swift, siza
results in response to KMO

KCBS...WCAU...WCBS...KMO:
RADIO

SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

NEW

YORK

RADIO

ST.

LOUIS

fill it out:

,er! It isn't a question
"weather" Chicago's
■wmanship Station gets
alts; often it's a quesof whether the sponsor
keep up with the deld. St. Paul Federal,
n its second year of
nering new accounts on
■BM, offered listeners a
det, "Weather Whys."
offer, mentioned once
orning for five succesj days, blew up a storm
'equests running over
)0 per day. Another
r indication that the
5 weather in Chicago
lways bright because
imers respond to the
' listenable showmani programs on WBBM.

Newest! Brand-new on the
Boston scene, "Listen!" a
program on WEEI Radio
from 3:00-6:00 P.M. daily
featuring Paul Benzaquin.
Do people really listen to
"Listen"? Reprints of 6 wellknown New England scenes
by artist, Jack Frost, were
offered to listeners at fifty
cents a set. In the first couple
of days over a thousand requests and fifty-cent pieces
were received. Mail from the

Splendid! "This is a brief
note of appreciation for
the job that Mel Baldwin
is doing for Super M vitamins. This agency has
never experienced such
splendid personal cooperation and such gratifying
results. Mel has gone
through our laboratory
twice and has a thorough
knowledge of the product.
He even answers inquiries
from listeners personally

first program included such

and most important — he
has increased our sales. He

quotes as : " 'Listen !' is what
Boston radio needs today!"
and " 'Listen!' I'm going to
. . ." Around Boston, people
act fast in response to WEEI.

Advertising, Inc. indicates
that ad agencies as well as
listeners respond to KNX.

is
a credit
KNX."
This
letter
fromto W.
C. Beals

VBBM...WEEI...KNX!..

W'

110 CHICAGO

RADIO

BOSTON

RADIO

LOS ANGELES

Exciting programming!
That is the basic reason
for the exceptional audience response to all seven
of the CBS Owned Radio
Stations. Only the C-O stations can offer listeners In
their markets CBS Network
programming
in addition to their
successful
local shows. Now these
local programs have added
DIMENSION. This series
of fascinating, entertaining vignettes-in-sound,
conversation pieces by
the outstanding people
of our time, is yet another
reason why more people
listen to C-0 programming.
When people actively
listen, they are more likely
to hear your advertising
message and respond on

THE CBS OWNED
RADIO STATIONS
REPRESENTED

BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

SPONSOR
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Norman

R. Glenn
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Elaine Couper Glenn
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News Editor
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Midwest
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Editor (Chicago)

Smart
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Heyward
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Ben Seff
Walter F. Season
Michael G. Silver
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Art Editor
Maury Kurtz
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Eastern Office

GATEWAY TO THE HEART OE SOUTH CAROLINA:
The 257,961 people who make WIS-Television's home market
the state's largest metropolitan area (and a close second in
the izvo Carolinas after a 38.1% increase in the 1960 Census)
give Channel 10 their major time and attention, not to say
devotion. This adds up to a 78.5 share of audience, savs
ARB (March 1960). And throughout South Carolina. WISTelevision's 1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers
more of the state, more effectively than any other station. In
short, South Carolina's major selling force is

wis.

THE

Willard

Dougherty

Western

Manager

George Dietrich

CIRCULATION

DEPARTMENT

L. C. Windsor, Manaqer
Virginia Markov

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

WIS-Television. Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
WIS Radio. 560, Columbia, S.C.
WS FA-TV, Channel 12. Montgomery. Ala.
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S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Manage
George
Becker;
Michael
Gutman- WUke
Rich:
Irene Crocco:
Sulzbach;SydDoroth
Tinker; Flora Tomadelli
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WMAQ
IS
FIRST
IN
CHICAGO!
. . . reaching more homes per average quarter-hour each weekday, 6:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m., than any other Chicago station!
The WMAQ daytime reach is 13% greater than the second
station's and 16% greater than the third station's.
the "Sound Of The Sixties" is the favorite sound of
ers, delivering a bigger buying audience for more
WMAQ »NBC Owned -670 in Chicago 'Sold by NBC

In Chicago,
adult listenadvertisers.
Spot Sales

■OURCE: ('III. NS1. A IC. - SKIT . l!*in
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
T/ie seventh annual recipient of the Advertising Council's
Public Service Award is Neil McElroy, chairman of the board
of Procter & Gamble

ami former Secretary of Defense and

leader in a White House
and

Community

Fund

Education
drives,

and

Conference, Red Cross
Cincinnati

charities.

The newsmaker:
Neil McElroy has been selected by the
board of directors of the Advertising Council for its 1960 Public
Service Award to be presented 22 November in New York. The
award, first given in 1954, each year selects an "American businessman who has contributed notably to the welfare of his country and
his fellow citizens."
Roy E. Larsen, recipient of the award last year, will make the presentation toMcElroy this week in New York at the Hotel Plaza award:
dinner. Larsen is chairman of the
executive committee of Time, Inc.
The five other executives who
have been honored with the award
are: Charles E. Wilson
(1954),
Clarence Francis (1955), Paul G.
Hoffman (1956), Sidney J. Weinberg 11957) and George M. Humphrey (1958).
Five hundred eminent industrialists and advertising executives are
expected to attend the presentation ceremonies and dinner
in
honor ofr *r
McElroy.
l
r>i

^'eH McElroy

McElroy was selected for the 1960 award, announced Lee H

Top COTEK&GE

Bristol, chairman of the Council's board, because of his outstanding
past and current services to national welfare and his leadership in
numerous charitable and cultural projects on both the regional and
local levels.
Secretary of Defense in the Eisenhower cabinet for two years,

BONDS

COVERAGE

"WMPc>,anne,32

"BRATTLEBdRo,VT.
GREENrtZWsMASS., KEENE.N.H-

I

#g.pi—

■

McElroy is also especially well-known for his chairmanship of the
1954-55 White House Conference of Education, his national leadership in Red Cross and Community Fund drives, and his participation in many important fund-raising campaigns in Cincinnati.
A speaker at the awards dinner will be Roger M. Blough, chairman. United States Steel Corp.; his topic will be public opinion and
its importance to the health and growth of the American economy.
Sidney J. Weinberg is chairman of the awards dinner committee;,
other members are Bromwell Ault, Richard R. Deupree, Roy EJ
Larsen, Howard Morgens, Charles G. Mortimer, Juan T. TrippeJ
Charles N. White, and Charles E. Wilson.
#
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...notin braggin'
but
we picked
up all
the marbles
The September
ARB shows that
KLZ-TV is tops in
every category!
HIC-KH^Sri.' :;,:Vi':i!i)
- Network Show
• Local Program
Network News
Local News
- Local Sports
• Local Weather
• 10 of Top 15 Shows
KLZ-TV HAS THE
OVERWHELMING
SHARE OF AUDIENCE FROM 9:00
A.M. UNTIL MIDNIGHT SEVEN
DAYS A WEEK!

TW3

CBS

H)

DENVER

Channel
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Television programs that work
for their sponsors in three ways
These PROGRAMS-for

clients of J. Walter Thompson

Company-rank

among the nation's top television attractions. But, along with our clients,
we believe that size of the viewing audience is only one consideration
in creative television programming. Equally important, as it enters
America's living rooms, are the high character and the appropriateness
of the program for the sponsor and his product.

21
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Aluminium Limited Sal<-> Inc.

J. Walter
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Thompson

Company

1

by John E. McMilUn

\Thdfsfef/b/i/rag\

Commercial
commentary
Required

s/t/es - 0/7/y

reading for the industry

My mail the other morning brought me from
Cincinnati a 15-page booklet which, I think,
should be required reading for everyone in our
business.
It is a reprint of a speech delivered by P&G
president Howard Morgens before the National
Industrial Conference Board a couple of months
ago, entitled "Advertising from a Management

I ' If having a solid

adult

I I audience is square, we're
the squarest!
' ' WSUN has the greatest perI I centage
(97.2%)
of adult
I I listeners of any station
Florida's west coast,
more
this adult

I I lead

ship

on

Further-

is

I I throughout the
I j entire 24-hour
broadcast day, and
to the entire 29
county Suncoast
■ area w ith 1,404,403
II people. In WSUN
11 radio homes the
adults control
the listening . . .
they control the
J For top results use
the grown up's station .

Standpoint."
Howard doesn't make many speeches I no one at P&G does). And
he is far less well-known than P&G board chairman and former Secretary of Defense Neil McElroy, who this week (22 Nov.) will be
honored as the Advertising Council's "Man of the Year."
But having worked with him on manv campaigns (he was a P&G
brand man, copy chief, ad manager and executive v.p. before becoming president) I have always admired the clarity, depth, and
directness of the Morgens mind, and his quiet thoughtfulness.
Years ago, when we were a couple of rising young men, he and
I spent innumerable hours in New York and Cincinnati and in the
club cars of Pennsylvania Railroad trains discussing, as young men
do, business principles, philosophy, and ethics.
And what I think Howard has succeeded in presenting in his
"Management Standpoint" speech is the clearest, cleanest, most mature, and thoughtful explanation of advertising's role and value in
our society that I have ever seen.
Perhaps Clem Uhling, manager of P&G's public relations department, won't thank me for this. But I suggest that you write him
immediately for a copy of the Morgens speech.
Meanwhile, here are a few observations on what Howard has to
say. and why I believe his message is so important.
Antidotes to nonsense
He notes at the beginning that "there is a great deal of nonsense
about advertising circulating today" and that "Madison Avenue
seems to be replacing Wall Street as a whipping boy."
As an antidote to this nonsense, he suggests that certain basic principles of advertising need constant restatement, clarification, and
interpretation.
In reviewing these principles — "what we at P&G believe" — remember that Howard is speaking not as an armchair theorist or a flagwaving enthusiast about advertising, but as the practical operating
head of a corporation with more than a billion dollars of annual
sales and well over S100 million in annual advertising expenditures.
1. Consumer advertising can be efficient and productive only if
it is used "in conjunction with a well-organized sales effort and in
support of good quality products which are priced right for the market place." When it is used in this way. advertising is not only the
(Please turn to page 16)
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Everywhere people are NOW

saying .

I

I'm buying the NEW
Keystone Market served BEST
by the Keystone

rHE

NEW

U's

So are Ayer, Bates, McCann, Thompson,

KEYSTONE

Y & R and others.* Why don't you, too, get
more homes for less money in the HarrisburgLebanon-Lancaster-York area?** Buy the
Keystone U's, now available as a group buy
with one billing . .

W HP-TV
WLYH-TV
IWSBA-TVi
| Check these facts for yourself. Send for fully documented
brochure, "Keystone

Market in the Keystone State."

Contact Keystone
representatives:

SPONSOR

•

risburg-Lancaster-Lebanon-York, Marc

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue,
Boiling Co.
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for WHP-TV,

mailable on request

Blair-TV Associates

New York, OXford 7-9737, or any of the following
for WLYH-TV,

Jack Masla

& Co. ror WSBA-TV.

I

Commercial

commentary

(Com. from P. U)

"most efficient method of selling the consumer" but has "many broad
advantages which go beyond mere dollar and cents calculations."
2. Advertising creates markets, but it can only do so for "products which fill a genuine — though often unexpressed or latent — consumer want."' If research shows that consumers do not respond
favorably to a product when exposed to it without advertising, "then
the surest way to go broke is to try to spend advertising money to
create a new market for it."
3. Advertising lowers costs to the consumer. It brings about
savings in manufacturing, sales, and distribution costs, and savings
in buying, financing and many other business operations.
4. Advertising spurs product improvement. "It plays a tremendous part in upgrading consumer products . . . Advertising cannol
sell a poor product. It may get people to try it once. But it cannol
build an enduring business on such a product. In fact the quickesl
way to kill a brand which is off in quality is to promote it aggres
sivelv. People find out about its poor quality just that much more
"I'll go further. Advertising cannot sell a product very lone in
a competitive market if that product stands still quality-wise! Adverquicklv."
tising forces competition. Established products must improve in
order to live."
If king-size billings are your
aim in America's largest market,
you need WPAT . . . Metropolitan New York's reigning good
music station. The long and the
short of it is simply this: WPAT
gets results. That's why tobacco
products advertising alone has increased more than 348% in only
three short years on our station
and that's only one of the many
advertising categories that has
shown record-breaking gains on
WPAT. The reason? We smoke
out listeners in 31 counties
throughout New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut .. . an area where more than
17,000,000 people live, work and
buy in more than 5,000,000 radio
homes. America's leading tobacco men know it. Among them,
count the men who make and
market Benson & Hedges, Camels, Chesterfields, Dukes, General
Cigars, Hit Parades, Kents, L &
M's, Lucky Strikes, Newports,
Oasis, Old Golds, Pall Malls, Parliaments, Tareytons and Winstons. In the past three years, all
of them have found out that
Greater New York's best drawing
station is WPAT ... the station
with the aroma of success.

WPAT

Platform

for image building

Such realistic, authoritative comments (and I am doing Howard a
great injustice by having to summarize them so tersely) deserve, I
believe, wide circulation in two vital areas.
The first is in our schools and colleges. If our writers of economics
textbooks and our teachers of advertising courses based their approach on the experience-tested principles which Morgens has outlined, we'd have a better-educated younger generation.
We'd also have less to fear from such whimsical theoreticians as
Vance Packard and Harvard's Professor John K. Galbraith.
The second and even more important area, however, is right within our own industry.
Every intelligent advertising man I know is being constantly embarrassed bythe exaggerated claims for the business that are made
by some of our own loud-mouthed, fuzzy-minded, and dangerously
superficial brethren.
Whenever I hear some tub-thumping adman-orator boast that our
business "creates desires" and that advertising will keep the American economy humming because we can "make people want more and
more new things." I want to go out and be quietly sick.
Such nonsense plavs straight into the hands of our critics and,
as Norman Strouse of J. Walter Thompson and Gail Smith of General Motors have pointed out in recent weeks, such men damage the
entire reputation of the business.
What Howard Morgens has done in his "Management Viewpoint"
speech is to define clearly, with all the vast authority of "America's
most sophisticated advertiser" exactly what advertising is and is not,
and what it can and cannot do.
His comments provide us all with a solid platform of principles
on which we can begin to rebuild our industry's badly battered public
image. As Howard says, "Advertising injects great vigor into our
economic system; we must make sure that advertising is more widelv
understood."
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goes Philadelphia, determined to be free of slums

and traffic jams. First came Penn Center, downtown, where eight years ago stood a monstrous,
smoke- and soot-blackened train-carrying viaduct called, with some affection, the "Chinese
Wall." Almost complete: $26 million restoration and landscaping project around Independence
Hall. On the boards: Washington Square East— $55 million residential re-development. Already
helping relieve traffic congestion are 14 of 100 new expressway miles planned for inside city
limits. Another Philadelphia center of attention, WIP, has kept Metrodelphians informed of
the big changes, and helped mobilize understanding and support. This is typical of the publicconsciousness which has helped differentiate WIP from its opposite numbers for 39 years.
And with the added impact of Metropolitan's new concepts, WIP
foremost audience position ... in Philadelphia. "VVIP

is growing rapidly to the

IVletFOdelpllicl

Pa.

CAN IT SE
Highest with Women:
More women were reached more often by The Plav of the Week
than am top-rated network program in the New York area.
according to survey data b\ the A. C. Nielsen Compam for a
typical height-of-thc-season eight-week period, ending February
7. 1960. It topped al| network program,-, bar none, with a total of

CAN

36.012,173 women viewer home impressions — fully 12,306,101
more than were attracted bv the second-ranking Wagon Train.
Can The Plav of the Week sell soap, cosmetics, household goods.
or anything else aimed at the feminine contingent? Put that down
as the most academic question of the year.

IT SELL CIGARETTES?

Highest with Adults:
When vou examine the figures for adults — the ones with the real 59,439,469 - the highest of any top-rated network program, in the
purchasing power, not possessed b\ the juvenile set — you have the New York area, for the eight-week period studied. Reach the pcoreal clincher. The audience for The Play of the Week is 989c adult. pie with the dollars to spend. ..for higher sales and profits on the
Its delivered audience of adult viewer home impressions totaled most economical basis. . . through The Plav of the Week.

CAN IT SELL EVERYTHING?
No. 2 in reaching more different
homes in the New York area:
Television's foremost dramatic series. The Plav of the Week, at- (2,780.860) than these highest rated television programs in the
tracted more different homes than anv other top-rated network New York area: The Untouchables. Maverick, 77 Sunset Strip,
program in New York except Ounsmoke. according to the Nielsen Father Knows Best. U.S. Steel-Circle Theatre. What's Mv Line?,
data for the period studied. It attracted more different homes Have Gun .Will Travel and Ed Sullivan show.

CAN

IT SELL YOU?

can't be listening!
IF YOUR

MARKET IS NOT LISTED,
CALL. WRITE OR WIRE:

lj not, you

NTA

NEW

YORK:

LOS

ANGELES:

CHICAGO:

1 0 Columbus

Circle

•

JUdson 2-7300

8530 Wilshire Blvd.

•

OLympic 5-7701

612 N. Michigan Avenue

•

Michigan 2-5561

LL SOAP?.

w mm

THE PLAY
of the WEEK

J

It is later than you think, Mr. Station Manager, and people
( in 1960) are brighter than you think. A new wave is sweeping the land. A wave expressing the hunger and clamor for
finer television entertainment that will stimulate people's
minds, nourish their souls, prevent them from being reduced
to pablum.
Dreamers, are we? Hopeless idealists and utopianists, too?
Well, Mr. Station Manager, perhaps you're the one that's
in that Ivory Tower — out of touch with the mainstream
and pulsebeat of the nation. Want figures? We've gjnt them!
Read them (at left) and rejoice, not weep. Read them —
and you'll discover that if you want the vehicle to sell soap
or cosmetics to women . . . cigarettes or cars to adults, or
anything — from soup to nuts — you can do it... via The
Play of the Week.
It's the vehicle that delivers for vou class-in-the-mass . . . on
the most economical basis possible. And it will deliver, too,
a vast audience with a plus no other television program can
claim — a loyalty and responsiveness from Play of the Week
viewers that translate themselves into extra sales and extra
profits. Take a good look at the 56 stations which are presently alive . . . and kicking up their heels for joy . . . for being
associated with television's most spectacular dramatic series.
The Play of the Week!

STATION

The
56 STATIONSTATIONHONOR
ROLL: (1%C±)
MARKET
MARKET
STATION

MARKET

J lylvania TV Award it News paper Guild of New York Page One AwardisThe Sidney Hillman Foundation AwarditShow Busm

I.

^Todays best
way to
"spin your I
advertising I
yarns" . . .

Reps at work
Nick O'Neill of Young Television Corp.. New ^ ork. considers a
firm grounding in research of utmost importance to the effectiveness
of a tv salesman. "With the ever-increasing complex of formulas
that the agencies are using in the purchase of tv time, a salesman
must understand exactly what a timebuyer is seeking to achieve in
his buy. Only then can the rep be
sure that he is selling his station
in the manner most advantageous
both to the station and the agencv.
Unless we fully understand the
problem and are able to analyze it
properly, we certainly will not be
able to offer the proper solution,5'
observes O'Neill. "Of course," he
hastens to add, "I am not saying
that every time salesman should
have a degree in marketing. Even
if he did, he does not have enough
time to analyze all of the complexities that arise. But it is important
for him to know when to deliver a problem to the firm's research
department, recognizing the capabilities and limitations of research
and suggesting possible further analyses. At Young Television research is stressed as a vital tool in our everyday selling operation."
Jay Whalen,

is on San Antonio's

The Katz Agency, New York, calls attention to a

"new-old frontier in radio, one of the great media buving opportunities too often overlooked by national advertisers — nighttime
radio. This is true because most stations consistently maintain
same basic format and image in the evening as they do before
7 p.m. Best of all, this largely untapped reservoir of potential customers often can be reached at ridiculously low rates. Not only are
the usual Class C or D rates available, but many stations offer combination daytime-evening packages
that deliver nighttime spots at a
fraction of daytime cost, thereby
. A . A ^^Ktr

ABC Television in San Antonio . . .
the Greatest Unduplicated live
Coverage in South Texasl
THE

KATZ

AGENCY

MM

radically lowering the average an-

■B
i^i^HHiiiim

Jtk t
cases
daytime
radio
would
be
■«« ^HIm
bought anyway, the inclusion of a
nighttime schedule allows an advertiser to round out his total audience and thus tremendously increase his reach by adding another

very major listening group at a very minor cost. In addition, nighttime radio offers the advertiser an unparalleled opportunity to penetrate the consciousness of people who are relaxed and listening."
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MORE VIEWERS ARE WATCHING THIS
PICTURE THAN EVER BEFORE...

*k
THE SEASON IS EARLY AND ALREADYTHESE ARE SOME OF YOUR NO.1 CHOICES:

THE UNTOUCHABLES

*']£&

THE NAKED

THE DONNA

CITY

REED

SHOW

"Ssfc, iSr
THE LAW

AND

JL.
WALT

MR. JONES

DISNEY

JL

PRESENTS

Shown each week on Channel 7, these programs consistently top their competition. (According to Nielsen, these
10 shows were rated No. 1 in their time periods at least twice during the four weeks ending November 6, 1960.)
Channel 7's average prime nighttime audience has increased 16°/0 in the past year.* In the same year, competitor network stations have been losing audiences: Station X shows a 5°A> decline; Station Y a 4% decline.
* Monday -Saturday, 7:30-11 PM, Sunday, 6:30-11 PM

WATCH THESE AND THEY'LL SOON BE YOUR NO. 1 SHOWS:

m
STAGECOACH

WEST, Tuesday, 9 PM

H0N6

WABC-TV
Flagship Station

K0N6, Wednesday,

7:30 PM

THE ROARING

20 s, Saturday 7:30 PI

CHANNEL

7

ABC Television Network

THE MOST ENJOYABLE SIGHT IN TOWN
jPONSOR
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Be first
in your block
to strike gold
Even hardened station reps
from New York are astonished
when they come here to learn
first-hand about us and our part
of the country.
We serve a region that's only
slightly smaller than all of Ohio.
Considering the area as a unified
market, one which can be covered
efficiently with minimum media
buys, it compares favorably with
the metropolitan areas of Norfolk, Akron, Syracuse, et al. (Incidentally, the market's currently
being used for a couple of important test campaigns.)

We'd like to find ourselves on
your "must-buy" list. Failing
that, we assure you that your
schedule placed on KGNC stations will pay off in pure gold.
There are ample figures to support our thesis. When you need
them, enedaskreps. us or Katz — our hard-

KGNC-TV and AM
Full power on channel four

KGNC-FM

NBC

10.000 watts — 710 kcs

98.6 mKs

Television and Radio
in Amarillo, Texas
21
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

*>

SPONSOR-SCOPE
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The bombshell of the week and one that's bound to have limitless repercussions: David Ogilvy's revelation before the ANA gathering that his agency took
Shell Oil's $1 1-16-million account on a strictly fee basis.
The move represents the first important breakthrough against the traditional 15%
commission, something that some ANA members have agitated for from away back.
Ogilvy's key argument: the method is sound in that among other things it permits the
agency to recommend less advertising and more peripheral services, if deemed necessary.
(For more on this, see page 38.)
Two more agencies — Ogilvy, Benson & Mather and B&B — have induced clients
to do some token investing in the development of promising tv network programs
instead of leaving this function exclusively to independent producers and the networks themselves.
The OBM plan, in brief: the advertiser — Lever and Bristol-Myers have already agreed to
do it— would subsidize a pilot script plus some outlines for a series idea which looks
good. After this step meets with the client's approval, the agency would seek to induce a
network to come in as a substantial partner. As the agency envisages it, if the pilot film
turns out satisfactorily, the series will at least be assured a good spot on the network.
The B&B plan: develop in co-operation with a predetermined independent producer, following on a more extensive scale what Tom McDermott had started. One prospect in the
works stars Jane Powell.
The general objective, as previously voiced by other agencies (JWT and Y&R) with the
same idea: reduce the advertiser's hazards in programing
have become more acute with each season.

audience returns which

A couple tests that have implications for spot tv :
1) General Mills new pet food, Little Kittens, is starting out in three markets with
daytime ID's via Tatham-Laird.
2) Alka-Seltzer (Wade) is trying out a 12-pack carton (as opposed to the current bottle) on day and night schedules in New Orleans.
Looks

like Esty is making

an annual affair of asking all radio stations with

which it does business to submit a week's logging of its commercials.
The week sought this time: 23-29 October. Accounts involved: R. J. Reynolds,
Leeming and Union Carbide.
Deadline for log reception: 28 November.
Last year some stations bristled against the complete log request and confined their
information to 20-minutes either side of Esty spots.
Purpose of these annual checkups: to make sure (1) there are no product
conflicts within stipulated times, and (2) in the case of Reynolds, dentifrices, mouthwashs
and chewing gums are not adjacent. Esty, incidentally, is by far the biggest buyer of spot
radio.
The trade can count on Burnett media v.p. Tom

Wright to unloosen a gripe

when he's handed a rostrum and an audience.
Wright got his latest chance at the TvB meet in New York last week and his theme was
the mounting discrepancies in station billing and scheduling.
His contention : the situation has become so snafued that it takes an additional staff of
40 people to unsnarl the differences.
DNSOR
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continued

The decision of Red Heart Dog Food (John W. Shaw) to go spot tv — it's heretofore been only in radio — involves some interesting research findings.
A survey the client made showed this interesting difference in the sales approach on dog
vs. cat food: selling cat food is selling an emotion, whereas selling dog food is selling nutrition.
Slicing this contrast a little thinner: cat owners relate emotionally toward their cats, that
is. are intrigued with their beauty, playfulness or what-have-you, while dog owners
want to make sure their pets are getting the right vitamins.
This will be Red Heart's tv activity: 13 and six-week flights in seven markets, for
a start.
That furious activity that the sales promotion people at CBS TV and NBC TV
are engaged in stems from a $4- million daytime carrot that Colgate is holding out
to them.
Seems that Colgate in making its annual reexamination of its network commitments
thought it might be advantageous to allocate all the business to a single network instead
of spreading it between CBS and NBC.
It then became incumbent on the two networks to show which had the better daytime?
proposition in terms of cost-per and end rate.
The immediate

business picture for the tv networks

is rather mixed:

on the

one hand a number of accounts are dangling budgets with short-term provisions |
and, on the other, several important advertisers have deferred action on renewal |
notification dates.
A bright gleam : General Foods is expected to throw quite a bundle of extra money into
tv for the first quarter, this coming out of the hefty profits estimated for the fiscal year
ending 30 April.

HamnTs Beer (Campbell-Mithun) is on the verge of branching out into another big eastern market.
Midwest reps would continue to benefit: the buying will be done either out of Mi
neapolis or through Chicago.
Trade sources say Hamm
air media.

has always credited a goodly share of its growth to the use of

General Mills has come up with its own "Capt. Kangaroo":
it'll be called Pip
the Piper and have both a Saturday noon and Sunday noon edition on ABC TV.
The money will be from the cereal division. DFS handled the Pip deal.
It all debuts after the first of the year.

What might be tagged the mystery of the month in spot : what barter firm supplied Manischewitz Wine (Grant) with its package of tv and radio spots?
SPONSOR-SCOPE

queried the better known

barter enterprises and was informed in]

each case: we don"t know who among us made the deal.
The barter merchants did have this comment: we never solicit an account already in
the medium,

at least one's that buying for cash.

TvB's spot estimates for 1959 had Manischewitz down for $869,470.
P.S. : The Grant agency also said it didn't know where the spot came from.
U.S. Tobacco

(LaRoche)

has turned to radio for a test of its Encore

brands.

It'll use about 150 I.D.'s per market on three stations each in Toledo and Buffalo over
six weeks.
SPONSOR
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continued

The concensus is that the business will have to wait until the early December
ratings to get a true line on how the new network shows are shaping up.
You won't get any argument that at first flush it looks as though ABC TV's fare has
been cutting up the rating patch in heavy fashion, but you will get this proviso : the general picture will be more clearly denned what with a material reduction in preemptions.
Also from knowledgeable tv agencymen comes this prediction : the casualties in the first
1961 quarter will likely fall in record profusion.

Pepsi-Cola (BBDO) will again in 1961 make
sumer, instead of the teenager, in radio.

its major play for the adult con-

The '61 plan is to buy schedules on all four radio networks.
Apparently Pepsi figures it's better to leave the teenage radio pressure to Coca-Cola
and exploit the other pastures.
ABC
series.

TV is now completely off the hook with regard to the Winston

Churchill

Mead Johnson (K&E) has picked up the remaining unsold 18 shows as a medium
selling its Metrecal weight-controller.
Bell & Howell is committeed for the other eight installments.

for

Aluminium of Canada must be having trouble getting clearances for its awardwinning Omnibus series on NBC TV.
It was offering stations, via JWT's media department, the full card for acceptance. The
delays could be anywhere up to 14 days. There'll be seven Omnibuses this season.
Advertisers can buy the seven Mitch Miller shows on NBC

TV on a regional basis.

It'll be the first time that a special series, especially nighttime, didn't require a crosscountry commitment from a sponsor.
AT&T

The series is slated to make its bow in the Friday 9-10 period as an alternate to the
programs on 27 January.

An updated set of figures out of the October I and II NTI periods that definitely won't bring cheer to the print boys:
PERIOD

TOTAL NO. NETWORK

October 1960
October 1959
October 1958

Revlon demonstrated

ADVERTISERS

233
204
168

PERCENTAGE INCREASE
14%
21%

last week that even star talent can be induced to live up

to all the terms of a contract if the sponsor knows he's right and sticks to his guns.
The core of the set-to : Revlon scheduled four commercials in the Harry Belaf onte
special (20 November) . The folk singer retorted he was against four such breaks in his
show since last December the same sponsor was willing to go along with two.
Belefonte was reminded of the provision of his contract which gave the sponsor sole
discretion on commercial placements, and after some crossfire, which even got into print,
all was peace.
Incidentally, the show's cost per commercial insert came to $85,000 each.
P.S. : Revlon will sponsor, starting January, a regular half-hour on one of the networks.
In other words, it won't be depending entirely on specials for tv exposure.
SPONSOR
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continued

McCann-Erickson has apparently gone on a younger-man kick: a number of
the better-known aecountmen and specialists have been nudged into early retirement and others have quit because of change in status.
Affected in media: Bill Dekker, v.p. and director, who's in his 18th year with the
agency, and Ed Wilson, associate media director, who is retiring.
Among the departing aecountmen:
Don Billstone and Charles Pierce.
Rarely has the sales competition between two ratings services been as heated as
that involving the Nielsen and ARB local tv operations the past couple months.
There appears to be no letup in the battle for agency subscribers.
Latest communique out of Nielsen lists these agencies among recent signeruppers: Campbell-Mithun, C&W, D'Arcy,
ards, Ketchum, McLeod & Grove; Maxon,
course, was Lever's decision to make it
Among ARB's most recent local
Bowles, Reach McClinton.

BBDO, EWR&R, Daniel & Charles, Fletcher RichOBM, Wade and NL&B. (Nielsen's big coup, of
the official local guide for Lever agencies.)
service subscribers: DFS, LaRoche, Benton &

Agencies with confectionery accounts will be interested in this: Thinshell Peanut Brittle Mix, which has been testing via tv and radio around Moline, will start
national distribution around the first of the year.
And agencies without a confectionery account will be interested in this: FreshPak Candy Co., Moline, which makes Thinshell, will be shopping for a national agency, preferably in Chicago.
P.S.:

Kraft plans eventually to plug its own peanut brittle on the Perry Como show.

Specialists in tobacco accounts are somewhat puzzled by the fact that of the 12
brands introduced during the past two years none has managed to make a sharp
dent so far on the best-seller front.
The one to watch, they pretty much agree, is Brown & Williamson's Kentucky Kings.
Figured as the top 10 at the going rate for the fourth 1960 quarter: 1, Camels; 2,
Pall Mall; 3, Winston; 4, Kent; 5, Lucky Strike; 6, Salem; 7, Chesterfield; 8, L&M; 9, Viceroy; 10, Marlboro.
Cigarette marketers note that the cigarette rack has become the fastest growing item
in supermarkets from a gross sales angle.
Some

timebuyers in moments of whimsy are inclined to divide the methodology of reps responding to availability calls into three classifications.
These categories, broadly speaking, would run like this:
TYPE #1: The rep salesmen who trades his way up, first submitting a batch of
avails with a high cost-per. If these are rejected, he gets back with a better average— and so
on. But, remark the buyers, as so often happens, by the time the third bid is in the time
has been bought on another station in the market.
TYPE #2 : He's deft at mixing up his best and second best, and throws in the assurance that the lesser spots may be improved in due time.
TYPE #3 : He submits at the start the best spots available according to the plan

that first customers come first and he'll take his chance with what's left over
on
next buyer.
withthethepremise

timebuyers rack up Type #3 as one who helps keep down
These business.
of doing

the agency's cost

news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 10;
59; sponsor
Spot Buys, page 64; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 66; Washington Week, page
Hears, page 62; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 86; and Film Scope, page 60.

For other
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FARM

GAL

TAKES

"HEY

. . . in tde ^and o^ J[iiHk and (c|$mey

Yes, this is the land of gay convertibles — the storybook land of
bountiful living — where today's farmer stores "Hay" in banks, not
barns. To this picture we add:
1. Channel 2 for these extra Counties.
2. CBS for the best in Public Service.
3. 400,000 TV homes for greener pastures.
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The Dial Twister

_

-TV's Most Dependable Computer
(or, how you've changed your viewing preferences over the last 8 years)
Any computer, no matter how marathon the range of its
"intellect," subsists on the facts fed into it by human choice.
Many computers strut their electronic stuff in what is familiarly known as "Video Land." But only one computer really
counts — that's the one that starts the count rolling. The one
who starts the count rolling.
Who?
You.
The Dial Twister.
You are the only computer that ever really created anything. You created another network (see our signature
below). You created a network second to none (see the chart
to the right). You kept twisting and twisting that little dial
on your living-room set and you twisted us right up there...
where we now have 7 of the 10 most popular shows and are
first 4 nights and tied for a fifth. Not since 1957 has Net Y, and
not since 1954 has Net Z, had so high a Share of Audience
as ABC -TV has today.
You (along with millions of other Dial Twisters) have
made ABC the network most people watch most of the time.
That pleasing result came from your computing of certain
facts fed into you. Take such bold new facts as The Untouchables, 77 Sunset Strip, The Real McCoys, The Flintstones,
My 3 Sons, SurfSide 6, The Roaring 20's. You digested them,
computed them and reported those so highly pleasing (to us)
Top Ratings.
When you were in a mood (other computers are incapable
of being in or out of moods) for even more substantial fare, ABC
fed you such responsible Public Service documentaries as
those in the Bell & Howell Close- Up! series and Expedition.
Etc. We confidently expect many more dials to be twisted
our way as you start (next week) computing the intense
significance and inspiring excitement of the forthcoming 26part series, Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years. (Music
background by Richard Rodgers.)
When you were in a mood to compute Sports facts, we
fed (and will continue to feed) you the most Sports hours of
any network: NCAA Football, American League Football,
Fight of the Week, All Star Golf.

And in Specials: Remember how quickly you computed
such extra-special Specials as The Bing Crosby35 9Show,
^
Maurice Chevalier's Invitation to Paris, Elvis Presley's return
to our Frank Sinatra shores, Debbie Reynolds' TV debut.

1

v,

1

45 5

408
46.3

48.1

NET Y
39.9

348

NETZ
39 4

34.5

5029.6

40-

30.5

s
30ABC-TV
20-

ABC-TV
NET Y
^,2 2
319

NETZ
32.9
28.3

Average

25.6
19.7

Share of

21.4

19.8

14.3

1953

38.8

37 5

32 9

53-60

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

Sample
J.I0-

Special coming up: David the Outlaw, two-part
Biblical epic starring Jeff Chandler and Israel.
Obviously, no human computer can be told what to watch
and compute in this land of 180 million human computers.
There is no arm-twisting in this land.
There is, however, dial-twisting a-plenty.
We owe our existence as a network to it. We owe our
phenomenal growth in Client Acceptance to it. Against last
year, ABC's billings are up 30f"c and give every evidence of
continuing to out-pace the growth of any other element in
the TV industry.
So, whether you are an advertiser dialing-in the public...
or whether you are a Dial Twister dialing in for Television's
best . . . ABC-TV is now your first choice.

ABC TELEVISION

InTVtoo...FILM does the'lmpossiblel
HERE, THERE

AND

Multi-image to
used to win the
second Corning
image produced

EVERY WHERE-all

at once!

show multi-use! That's the effect
busy housewife in a brilliant 60Ware TV film commercial. Multieconomically . . . efficiently!

Want special effects? Film is your answer! Film—
and
and film
film alone—
alone can do 3 things for you: (1 ) provide
high-polish commercials,
rich with optical effects;
co
(2) give you cr
crisp, vivid animation; (3) assure penethe world over.
tration tration
and and coverage
co

For further information: Get in touch with Motion Picture Film Departm

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY,

Rochester 4, N. Y.

or W. J. German, Inc. a

i

t: -i

V«
r\

I

.-

L*

JH| I

ADVERTISER: Corning Glass Works— Consumer Products Division
PRODUCER: Audio Productions, Inc.
ADVERTISING AGENCY: N. W. Ayer & Sons, Inc.

49th and
Madison
Sponsored

public

mon in the U. S. because of labor

service

In your 17 October edition I noted
your article of "Sponsors Back 14
Types of Public Service Shows," in
which you have us listed for the
Yale Reports.
In addition to these three hour
Yale Reports, which we did this
year, we have also done the following public service shows with full
sponsorship :
Election '60 Spotlight — an eightmonth Election Series on the 1960
Election which ran from April to
November
1960.
The Yale Glee Club — a half -hour public service show telecast in December
1959.
The New Haven Symphony Orchestra
Debut — half-hour public service show
telecast in December 1959.
Two special 15-minute hurricane Pro-

It is a little disheartening to me to
see the most valid technique possible
being employed in Mexico yet spurned
costs."
in this country because of "labor
costs." When I think of all the
money that is poured into television
each year, some of it successfully,
some of it wasted, it seems to me a
pretty poor excuse to give for not
using personal coincidental interviewing to a greater extent in this country. Some top advertisers, such as
Rexall Drug. Chrysler Corp., ColgatePalmolive Co.. Campbell Co., among
others, have seen fit, in the past
couple of years, to use T.P.I, to qualitatively measure their television proCertainly if they see a necessity
grams.
for personal coincidental interviewing, why haven't other major companies also embraced this technique?

grams the day that "Diana" struck in
Connecticut.
The Science In Connecticut series — a
half hour every third week for the
1960-61 series.
The St. Patrick's Day Parade — telecast in March 1960.
As I stated above, all of the programs mentioned have been completely sponsored in Connecticut and
are of a public service type.
Peter F. Gallagher
adv. & prom. mgr.
WNHC
New Haven

Why is
it comes
costs"
else?
Miles

it alwavs "labor costs" when
to research, but never "labor
when it comes to anything
A. Wallach

Television Personal Interviews, Inc.
president
N. Y. C.
Accurate

We'd like your permission to rearticle
on John's
Bargain
Stores print
inthe full
in our
next edition
of
our company newspaper "Mr. John's

Why

always at research's expense?

I read, with extreme interest, your
article in the 10 October issue of

^

A^

"

sponsor on "What's Going On In
Mexican Television." I was quite
impressed with the way in which
Frank Boehm handled his subject
matter. One thing in particular both
surprised and bothered me. Mr.
Boehm makes mention of the fact
that in Mexico ratings are produced
monthly on a personal coincidental
basis,

which

he

savs

"is not

com-

There have been many things
printed in the past about various
aspects
of John's
Bargain
Store?,
vet
the
article
in sponsor
stands
out for
News."
claritv and interesting presentation.
There were no "misquotes," no erroneous statements, no exaggerations.
Ted Rovce
radio & tv adv. mgr.
John's Bargain Stores Corp.
N. Y. C.
•

SPONSOR is happy to grant reprint requests, providing such requests are made in
and suitable credit Is given this publica-
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OLD NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

Prepared by Chef Dan Evans at the Pontchartrain Hotel

WWL-TV. . . new New Orleans Favorite
Put

3

heavy

tbsp. shortening in
pot; heat. Chop

1

large onion, 2 stalks celery,
2 small green peppers. Saute
in hot shortening until tender,
but do not brown. Add two
cups canned tomatoes, 1 cup
tomato

paste, 2 bay leaves,

1 lb. peeled and
shrimp. Cook

deveined

45 minutes to

1 hour. Salt and pepper to
taste. Serve over base of
cooked rice. (Rice should be
steamed

until light & fluffy.)

Serves 4. Superb with a bottle of rose wine.

Seven days each week the New Orleans audience now gets
comprehensive reports of local and world news on WWL-TV
— New Orleans' most alert reporter. WWL-TV's expanded
news coverage includes:
Mon.
thru
Fri.
Sat.
Sun,

1 5 minutes
45 minutes
1 5-minute
30 minutes
1 5-minute
15-minute

of news 8:00-8: 15 a.m.
of news, sports and weather each afternoon 5:45-6:30
news final nightly 1 0:30-1 0:45
of news, sports and weather 6:00-6:30 p. m.
news final 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Sunday news special 10:00-10:15 p. m.

Ask Katz about WWL-TV's

big new news lineup.

WWL-TV®
NEW

ORLEANS

SPONSOR
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PROBABLE

m'meVLi I 20'792

NOVEMBER

1960

TIME CHOICE

I 27'030 | 29'922 | 29'968 | 24'634 |

THE NETWORKS are expected to choose the best audience periods— 810:30 p.m.— as evening option time under the new FCC rules. At present,
NBC's option time is 7:30-10:30, CBS' and ABC's: 8-11— on most evenings.

OPTION TIME CUT-A MIRAGE?
On 1 January FCC rules, which
cut two hours from the time that
tv webs can option, go into effect.
n just six weeks, the first important
change in television network regulations goes into effect with the cutting
pf a half hour of option time from
bach segment of the broadcast day.
; When the FCC ruling was originally announced in mid-September,
much was heard from unsophisticated outside observers who hailed
(SPONSOR
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But despite early publicity, most
agency and television men think
net effect of change will be nil.

the move as a big step in the direction of network curtailment. However, as of this moment, there is
every indication within the industry
that the aura of action may have
been a mirage.
Certainly the announcement set in
motion the conferences, studies, and
feverish
behind-the-scenes
activity

worthy of its implications. But these
have produced a feeling among agencies, networks, stations, and syndicators that despite the new rules, and
perhaps even because of them, the
status quo in the network-affiliate relationship will be maintained for
some time to come.
Television
advertisers,
especially
33

Washington 25, D. C.

PUBLIC NOTICE - B
mber 16, i960

Bartley,

The Commission en banc, "by Commissioners Ford (Chairman), Hyde,
Lee, Craven, Cross and King, took the following action on Sept.
TV OPTION TIMB

RULES

Ik:

AMENDED

in P*1* **at
ed t
ales now provides
"No license shall be grant
options for network pi
of ti
The^
in each of four segments
ff as herein described.
e*
broadcast day is divid
ssio
comM
er
s^n
P-^
£P
totall nu
numbThe'
of
hour
p.i
6
FSF
e
S
mo
p.m.;
—
6
m
3
to
2r2the
tota
f
to
1 p.m.
the broadcast day ***iS2~^»
could, within each segment
Jnder the P»P°s^« **"£ offered wholly out
network programs .^
^
^ ^
network programs on
additional
e
t
accep
at present,
of the hours designs
riods for network

Sec. 3.658(d) ,(e): first major change in tv network regulations
NEW FCC RULES restrict stations from optioning
more than two and one half hours in any broadcast
segment. Networks must provide 17 weeks notice

those using what on 1 Januarv will
become former prime evening option
time, have been assured by their
agencies that:
• No advertiser who now has a
show on the air will find himself
without clearances when the rules go
into effect, or next fall, or indeed
through
the will
fall not
of be
"62. anv substantial
• There
amount of prime time made available
to local advertisers because of the
ruling.
• There is absolutely no prospect
of any wholesale or even noticeable
dropping-off of markets to the point
where in non-option time it would be
impractical to use the networks.
• The competition for official option time periods will be as tough as
ever, based nut on their official status
and guaranteed clearances, but — as
now — on their obvious choice times.

to affiliates before pre-empting option time sold
by stations on spot basis. "Unsuitable" web
programs
may be rejected after series' start

Most observers based these replies
on the thesis that it will be cheaper
for affiliates to stay with the networks
during prime former option times
than to program locally l although
some exceptions — i.e. some Westinghouse outlets — can be expected to
buck this trend 1 .
They also noted that any programing still available from syndication
sources would not be of "'prime time"
quality, what there is of that having
been gobbled-up long ago: but if
there were the possibility of time being made available, the syndicators
could certainly be expected to come
up with fresh shows.
The one possibility of any change
in the present network-station relationship could come about. Washington sources speculated, only in the
second year of the Kennedy Administration.

If the President-elect fills the one
Federal Communications Commission
opening 1 one member now serves under a recess appointment 1 . and possiblv the chairmanship, with a commissioner who believes in the deletion
of all references to option time from
the rules, action is still expected tc
take more than a year.
Other speculation sees Kennedy appointing a"name" figure to head the
Commission, as part of a general
drive to up grade all of the federa.
regulatorytiveness,agencies'
personnel, effecand public image.
I One rumor has Commissioner
Robert T. Bartlev. who agrees with
the view that option time is not required, being named as the next
chairman.)
Any action that might be taken b\
stations in the light of the new rules
seems to hinse on which half hour?
•
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the networks are planning to drop. On
most evenings, NBC's option time is
now 7:30-10:30 p.m., ABC's and
CBS'. 8-11 p.m. Virtually all speculation puts the new prime option time
at 8-10:30 p.m., but the networks will
have no comment on this until early
December.
Syndicators also indicated that any
action on their part would depend on
the network announcements. As for

by all of their affiliates. ABC said
it would lose $4.5 million in gross
profits.
One sentence, spoken by a top network executive last week, summed up
the entire industry's mood since the
rules change: "Many of the FCC
rules that we feared when we contemplated them have not proved to be

the general feeling in their ranks concerning the ruling, most said that

anything to worry about."
Supporting the wisdom of this lack
of worry is another Washington
source, who stated that the FCC

"the ruling created a little open field
for us, it seemed, but so far nothing
has happened and not much is ex-

doesn't expect anv structural changes
in the present broadcast setup to
come out of its ruling; that, in fact,

pected."
Agency spokesmen were loath to
comment for quotation, but many
anonymously declared the whole area
of FCC "control" over option time
"ineffectual." Networks, thev said,
will continue to program as they have
and will continue to be the seat of
strength. As one adman put it, "I
don't think we or our clients will
know the difference. I think it'll just
blow over and things will remain as
they are."
Why then did the FCC bother to
j make the ruling in the first place,
advertisers have asked. The answer
would appear to be that it was trying
to relieve present and future pressures. The present pressures, originating with the hearings on the Barrow Report in mid-1958 (which found
that option time violated the Sherman
i Act and should be abolished), were
brought by some film syndicators
and stations. The future pressures
would have been Department of Justice or Congressional action if it had
appeared that the FCC was not regulating "broadcasting as constituted"
closely enough.
Network reaction to sponsor's request for a statement was the same as
their initial reaction to the FCC's
ruling: "No comment." (One exception, ABC did have some comment
for the record which follows later.)
Observers felt that this silence was
prudent, because it would seem that
they have lost little if no control over
programing.
In comments filed with the FCC before the recent ruling, NBC and CBS
had estimated a $9.2 million yearly
loss of revenue each if 30 minutes of
;prime time were actually taken back

!
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Webs don't foresee
real changes soon
BEFORE the FCC ruling, NBC and
CBS had estimated a $9.2 million
yearly loss of revenue each if 30
minutes of prime time were actually taken back by the affiliates.
ABC said it would lose $4.5 million
in gross profits. The network presidents and their aides declined
to comment to SPONSOR, indicating that nothing would be said
until the new times were fixed.

a former chairman decided that "the
look of tight control" would save
the present broadcasting setup from
further scrutiny by Congress and/or
Justice, and would cut the ground out
from under those who attacked option time as (1) illegal, (2) giving
the networks too much control, and
(3) hurting the syndicators and suppliers.
The order, which goes into effect 1
January, is designed so that:
• A station may not option more
than two and one half hours to a network in each segment of the broadcast day. Segments are: 8 a.m.-l
p.m., 1 p.m. -6 p.m., 6 p.m. -11 p.m.
and 11 p.m. -8 a.m.
• Networks must provide 17 weeks
notice to an affiliate before pre-empting option time when said affiliate
has a firm, written contract for the
time on a spot basis (only eight weeks
notice has been required).
• Affiliates may reject network
programs as "unsatisfactory or unsuitable or contrary to the public interest," even after a series has started, and may substitute a program
which it feels "is of greater local or
national importance." (Today a station may only reject a network program when the series is first offered;
may only pre-empt for an "outstanding" local program.)
This right to reject programs more
easily has long been sought by the
stations, who had complained before
the FCC that they wished to program
more public service, but option time
limited them. Some observers interpreted this third concession as a
"show me" move by the Commission.
The argument for the networks
(Please turn to page 54)

ROBERT

KINTNER,

NBC

Current quarter-hour program prices of daytime weekc

CBS
NBC

10-10:30 a.m.

10:30-11 a.m.

11-11:30 a.m.

11:30-12 noon

12-12:30 p.m.

December
Bride

Video
Village

1 Love Lucy

Clear
Horizon

Love of Life

$1,000

$1,000

Dough Re Mi

Play Your
Hunch

$1,000
The Price

$1,000

Truth or
$2,900

Is Right

Concentration

Consequences

$3,000

$3,000

$200

$2,800

12:30-1 p.m.
12:30-12:45
12:45-

Search For
Tomorrow

$3,300

Guidii
Ligh

$3,3

It Could Be You

52,825
$3,000

RATES are quarter hour even for half-hour shows in accordance with industry practice. ABC i\
included since it does not break down daytime rates, but rather charges a flat S2,270 per comme

DAYTIME
^

Hike

in cost of serials

NET

TV SHOW

estimated at 11%,

slight

compared to 47% nighttime comedy program price rise
^ Heightened competition in daytime tv field seen as
partial explanation for the relative steadiness of rates
^JaUime network television program costs have seen their share of
increases in the past five years, but
in general they're under firm control.
There even are instances of costs below the 1955 level.
The most noticeable program rate
hike over the five-year period is in
the CBS serials, up an average of
38$ l.\ sponsor estimate. However,
when the current NBC shows in the
same category, down from about
$2,700 per quarter hour in 1955 to
1 1,000 i net i today, are weighed in
with the CBS entries, the percentage
of increase over 55 then drops dowTn
to 11%.
This hike isn't much compared to
36

what has happened with nighttime
program costs. For a half-hour situation comedy after dark, rates are up
an average of 47^, and the increase
is 31 /c for half-hour drama program
costs. The cost of nighttime audience
particiption shows has undergone an
even greater percentage of increase
than that of the other categories.
Back in 1955 the average ran $19,000
as against $33,000 currently: a 69^
rise.
As for the audience participation
categorv, CBS has one show this year,
Video Village, available for $1,000, a
considerable drop in price compared
to the $3,000 quarter-hour rate
charged for such shows as Strike it

RATES

Rich and The Big Payoff five years
ago. CBS also has shows of this type
currently which are more expensive,
but not by much: House Party costs
$3,560; charge for The Verdict is
Yours runs $3,302.
The XBC audience participation
shows for the most part range in
price from $2,800 {Play Your
Hunch), to $3,000 ( Concentration
and The Price is Right I . This is a
barely noticeable increment over the
>2.7ui) charged for a quarter hour of
Feather Your Xest carried on the network in 1955.
One explanation for the relative
stability of program prices in davtime
net tv is the heightened competition.
Now three networks are hard after
the daytime dollar, whereas ABC was
not a factor earlier.
ABC's daytime rate structure does
not readilv lend itself to pinpointing
of program costs. The network
charges a flat rate which averages out
to $2,270 per commercial minute,
with bonus if the advertiser buvs a
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twork television shows carried by CBS and NBC
he World

Full Circle

House Party

Millionaire

"urns

,190

4:30-5 p.m.

3-3:30 p.m.

D-2 p.m.

$1,500

$3,560

Jan Murray
Loretta Young
Show
Show

$1,000

$2,500

Verdict Is

Secret
Storm

Edge of Night

Day

$3,250

$3,300

$3,040

Brighter

Yours

$3,335

$3,302

Young Dr.
From These
Make Room For Daddy
Here's
Malone
Roots
Hollywood

$1,000

$1,000

$2,500

$1,000

ute. The CBS figures are gross, i.e., include agency commission, while net figures are given for NBC.
:ch for Tomorrow

and Guiding Light are agency-produced

UP, BUT

ARE

minimum of seven quarter hours.
(The rough price per quarter hour
for a program only falls somewhere
in the neighborhood of $3,226.) The
network reports the over-all figure is
up slightly over last year based on
other stations now in the lineup.
Tape can add to, have no effect on,
or cut the program costs. It usually
adds to the costs, but if used judiciously that increase can be negligible. The taping process itself is, of
course, an additional expense, but if
the show format allows two or three

for P&G,

and rates shown are estimates

UNDER

The majority of CBS' non-film daytime shows are still live, while four
of them per day are on tape. At NBC
four are usually on tape, two more
are taped from time to time, and two
always are live.
Prospects for future daytime use of

CONTROL
tape are difficult to determine. The
feeling is that the show's content determines whether or not tape is appropriate. Ifmore tape is brought in
to upgrade production techniques,
further program cost increases can
be expected.
^

Current daytime entries at $1,000 each

episodes to be taped in one day this
i expense can be cut way down, if not
iturned into a cost cut. The saving
•comes from eliminating the necessity
;to knock down and reconstruct scen|ery for separate sessions and from
using stage hands and engineers, who
Ireceive a full day's pay even if they
pnly work part of the day. Tape is
!an added expense with soap operas
(because actors have to memorize too
much to allow taping more than one
orogram a day.
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CHEAPER

than same category shows of 1955 are Video Village (I), CBS game show, and NBC

serial Young Dr. Malone, both available at $1,000 per quarter hour this year. Back in 1955 CBS
game shows usually ran $3,000, and the price of most serials on NBC

ran about $1,800-2,000

SHELL-OGILVY

DEAL

ROCKS

^ Hot Springs meeting startled to hear that big oil
company dropped 15% commission for new fee basis
* Ogilvy gets costs plus 25% profit, should net more
on account than previous agency, J. Walter Thompson

SPRINGS.

YA.

y O
asil
the T
talk piece of the 51st
H
E
Annual Fall Meeting of the Association of National Advertisers last
week was a 25-ininute presentation.
1>\ Cyril Martineau. ad manager of
Shell Oil and David Ogilvy. president
of Ogilvy. Benson & Mather on "A
New Method of Compensating the
Martineau
and Ogilvy startled 400
cy.""
Agen
of the country's top advertisers with
the disclosure that when the agency
took o\er the multi-million dollar oil
account five months ago i from J.
Walter Thompson) it did so under an
entirely new compensation arrangement that junked the traditional 15r"r
agenc\ commission in favor of a flat
fee based on costs plus profit.
According to Martineau four agencies figured in Shell's final selection.
All were asked if they would he willins to work on a fee basis.
Three

out of four l all members of the 4 As I
said yes. But Ogilvy went further
and said "we would prefer to work
that way. We believe the commission

ANA

will not audit the Ogilvy time sheets
but will accept the agency statements.
According to Martineau. the oil company "Had no desire to reduce the
commission accruing to our agency.
On the contrarv. we believe the lais worthy
his hire."i appointed
The borerShell
ad of
manager
at the time of the agency change'
said that Ogilvv would earn "'substantially more" than Thompson had
under the previous agency arrangement.
Ogilvy announced that he was willing to enter into this same type of

system is an anachronism."
Shell, says Martineau. has a ""jaundiced view" of the old fashioned 15fc
and "\"V e feel we have plenty of sup-

agreement with any of the 20 accounts represented bv the agency.
Among those in the ANA audience
were Ed Ebell. General Foods and

port from others who think likewise."
The Shell-Ogilvy agreement calls
for the payment of a flat fee that is
based on agency costs plus an additional 25% of costs as profit. Fees
are figured on an annual basis, and
in working out the agency estimate

Henry Schachte. Lever Bros., both
Ogilvy clients. Neither, however,
would comment on the proposal.

says Ogilvy. ''we took into account
direct salaries, indirect salaries, and
overhead expenses. Our profit factor of 25% compares with an average
of 21 Jk for other agencies. We don't
believe it overstates the relative caliber of our service."
Unusual
feature of the deal: Shell

AT LEFT, David Ogilvy, pres..
OB&M, which last summer

Many ANA members expressed interest in the basic philosophy outlined
by Ogilvy: ""ft e will no longer be
remunerated by the media in which
we place advertising.'* Said a prominent food advertiser. "Long range
implications of this will have advertising circles buzzing for months
Ogilvy. in praising the Shell ar(Plea.se turn to page 54 I

ahead."

took over multi-million dollar Shell account after its
long tenure at J. Walter
Thompson, Ogilvy had handled institutional advertising for Standard Oil (N.J.)

AT RIGHT, Cyril Martineau,
mgr., Shell's ad dept.. who,
with Ogilvy. explained terms
of the agency-client agreement which startled more
than 400 top-ranking advertisers gathered at Hot
Springs,

for ANA

meeting.
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PART

ONE OF TWO

PARTS

COLLEGE
GETS

RADIO

BOOST

FROM

BBDO

AND

U.S. STEEL

^

Recent buy on Ivy Network plus agency study of the

country's
^
10

100

college radio

stations

highlights

trend

BBDO believes zoom in college attendance in next
years will make
medium
important
for selling

Last month, U.S. Steel bought time
on Ivy Network and inadvertently
unleashed a bit of college radio speculation. Although little has been said,
in recent years, of the potency of
collegiate broadcasting, the steel company's buy puts the finger on that
medium's steady (but quiet) growth.
For a look at the facts, take Ivy
Network for example: Back in 1948
the Ivy leaguers sponsor list held two
names (and a billing of $500). Today the list shows 19 (with a commensurate rise in billing). Among
them a good representation of cigarette, beer, typewriter, automobile,
travel, phone, finance, and food product companies.
The steady rise in sponsorship is
evidenced in sponsor logs in the more
than 100 college radio stations
throughout the nation.
Why does a blue-chip advertiser
like U. S. Steel go to college radio?
Or any advertiser, for that matter.
Analytically, it goes like this:
SPONSOR
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First, to sell the product. Aside
from the fact that collegians are
lavish spenders (37% more than the
average American), the adventuresome college man lor woman) is
quick to take to a new product —
and, if he or she cottons to it, is
largely responsible for taking it up off
the ground, so to speak.
A case in point: Chino, something
of a household word nowadays, broke
the barrier on college ground. When
Galey and Lord (Burlington Industries), maker of cotton Chino slacks,
media-directed its product to college,
it made a spectacular leap out of relative obscurity as a speciality shop
feature, to one of the biggest selling
wearing apparel items, in little more
than a year and a half.
Another case: Some years back
when men's hats seemed destined to
become as outdated as last year's
calendar, Lee Hat went out on a
head-covering crusade. For this, the

company went, exclusively, to college radio. The rsst is history. Hats
are back on heads and manufacturers
are complacently turning their attention to styling. Statistically speaking,
however. Lee reported ( New York
Times, 17 November, 1952) that
hat sales in the Ivy school areas
(where they purchased airtime), rose
by 20%. This, they pointed out,
came after only a seven-week camStill another case: When electric
paign.
razors first hit the national scene,
they were not immediately embraced
with enthusiasm. There were many
who weighed carefully the merits of
the new shaving device. The average
mature male, set in his ways, was
loathe to depart from his old, but
tried and true, shaving mode. Not so
the college man. He was quick to
grasp the innovation and to pass
along to his imitative companions the
razor's merits. The National Advertising Service back up the results with
these statistics: 63^ of college students own electric razors, far more
than the national share of the market.
Advertisers who go to college radio
take also into consideration, the
brand habit development theory.
Thev go along with the feeling that
many habits and preferences are developed at college age. What's more,
39

major appliances, and the ilk. Not
to mention a variety of other ordinary living products.
The phenomenal increase in college attendance (with much more to
come — I 10 years hence the enrollment,

the preferences are apt to graduate
along with the student and continue
with him in his future life.
An example: Lucky Strike, heavily
promoted on campus ground, is still
one of the top-selling cigarettes, despite the quick rise in filter cigarette
popularity.
Not to be underestimated either,
according to statistics, is the college
students influence in family buying.
College students have much to say
in the choice of family cars, clothing,

so says BBDO's The College Market,
will double) gives impetus to still
another, albeit more subtle, reason
for the recent leaning toward college
radio: large corporation advertisers
may be utilizing the collegiate medium as a personnel recruitment tool.

Even at the present enrollment figure— 3,402.297, the college market is
a fertile hunting ground for executive t\pe persons. And the outlook,
for the not too distant future, is even
brighter. Five years from now, 43%
of the United States population, between the ages of 18-21, will be college enrolled.
The noted sociologist C. Wright
Mills, referring recently to Ivy League
graduates, bolstered this with the prediction. "From Ivy's audience of today will come the managers, the technicians, the professionals of tomorThe advertising, tv and radio field
(to name a few i already boasts a
number of ex-Ivy leaguers in key
positions, among them: Howard
Eaton, now media director for Lever
Bros. ; Richard Morgan. Jr.. CBS TV
row."
sales service rep: John Wolff, account executive, WPRO. Providence,
R. I.: Sherman Strickhauser. program director. WICE. Providence;
Jeffrey Kuklin. manager. WNCN,
New York City: Dan Sobel. tv sales,

IRA AVERY,

BBDO

vice president, is shown here (at left) signing the U. S. Steel account

with Ivy Network. At right is Richard Smith, Ivy general manager, and Adam
tive manager.

Smith

WHEN

and

Dibble,

who

handle

DO THEY

Ivy's

business

transactions,

LISTEN

are

Dibble, execuYale

TO RADIO?

seniors

NBC: Gregory Dawson. Keil-Wachsman Associates: Jake Keever. in
charge of sales, Film Master, Inc.;
Robert Kanzler. public relations. Ford
Motor Co.; Ding Doehler. Television
Art & Commercial supervisor, Young
& Rubicam: Ken Wood, radio-program executive, Young & Rubicam.
Those mentioned above added polish to their schooling by active participation inthe Ivy Network stations.
The training, in these instances, prove
invaluable. NBC's Dan Sobel. an ex-

marked
about manager
the present himself,
Ivy general
Ivy station
re- j'
manager, Richard Smith and Adam
Dibble, executive manager, both Yale
seniors, "they went in little boys and
are ready to emerge now as sophisticated and polished business men."
This thinking is shared by Bill
Hoffman of BBDO. who recalls
a speaking engagement at Princeton,
recently, one of the College Network
affiliates. "I was amazed at the caliber

"Sign-On"-4:00p

Every spring, Ivy Network conducts a listener ship poll at each statime

tion via questionnaires, to determine the campus crowd's listening
and program preference.
The latest data is listed above.

:

Hi

mini

i!

.:.

.

of the questions I was asked," recalls
Hoffman, remarking whimsically, "I
think they could easily teach me a
thing or two about the business."
BBDO's The College Market says
"the college market is important and
{Please turn to page 55)
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How advertisers fared with local convention coverage
The advertiser .

bought the following .
WANE-TV, Fort Wayne, package or three 30-min. and five 5min. programs, five 15-min.

and achieved these results . . .

Eyewitness Reports for convention-election. Price $496020.

"WE BOUGHT it for a direct sales pitch and estimate our commercials reached 900,000— one million
homes times three persons per home for three million commercial impressions. . . . "This package
fit beautifully with our advertising needs."

KHOU-TV, Houston, package
titled Eye on the Texas Dele-

"PACKAGE accomplished three elements we were
after . . . goodwill, good image, and commercial

gates, two 30-min. shows, 18 onemin. bulletins, 17 five-15 min.
film shows. Price: $5,000.

aspects." The bank had "a great amount of response (mail, phone, telegram) and congratulations
on the effectiveness of the coverage.

FALLS CITY
BREWING CO.

WISH-TV, Indianapolis, package of two pre-convention programs featuring Indiana delegation and news flashes convention.
Total: 80 announcements.

"ALTHOUGH it was a one-shot, and has been over
for about three months, we are still getting comment ... the results have been long-lived . . . our
competitors were more conscious of this coverage

CONOCO OIL CO,SAFEWAY STORES

Co-sponsorship of KOTV,
Tulsa, package of two specials
and breaks in newscasts, 66 onemin. commercials a piece, 33 at
each convention. $2,000 each.

SAFEWAY: "We built up desired prestige with this
coverage." . . . Conoco: "An excellent buy ... we
had a chance to be connected with a major national event and yet it provided us with very

ECKRICH MEAT
PACKING CO.

TEXAS NATIONAL
BANK

than of any other advertising we've done."

important local-level

local public service sells

Why
Analysis
convention

of Corinthian client
packages

points

way

success

for local tv

to

programing

new

Shell, Conoco, Safeway, among clients who bought
local tie-ins with national political event in 5 markets
I he plunge into local tv coverage
of the national political conventions
made by the five Corinthian Broadcasting tv stations may point the way
to future public affairs programing
of national political events at a station level. Corinthian's effort was a
successful local public service project
and regional advertising vehicle, advertisers generally indicated.
' All five Corinthian tv outlets
(KOTV. Tulsa. KHOU-TV, Houston,

i
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KXTV, Sacramento, WANE-TV, Fort
Wayne, and WISH-TV, Indianapolis,
were successful in selling their convention package, and in most cases
the buy was merchandised extensively
by the advertiser. For a quick glance
at local coverage sponsorship see
chart above. Not mentioned is Shell
Oil Co. which sponsored KXTV's
coverage.
It was Corinthian's premise that
the "local point of view" was a much-

neglected phase of convention coverage. "By covering the home delegation fully we felt we would be enlarging significantly tv's role as an instrument of political education," C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, CBC president,
said recently. "If a station is to function as a live and vital communications force in its community, it must
undertake a serious journalistic role
of its own," he said.
Anchor man for the five-station
project was Herman Land. Corinthian
director of special projects.
On 6 December the Radio & TV
Executives Society timebuying and
selling seminar will be devoted to
Corinthian in a program entitled
"Public Affairs Programing Can
Pay." At that time, Corinthian will
outline the increasing number of such
41

RADIO

^ 300,000 people per week
drawn to itinerant shopping I
center carnival by spot push I

^ Spots, programs consist of J
audience participation events I
taped by m.c. John Reed King
Wake

the town and tell the

That's how veteran announcer John

EROLD LOTRIDGE
broadcast convention news flashes in studio set with direct cut-ins by KHOUTV personality Dan Rather from convention floor. Texas National Bank sponsored this coverage

Reed King puts over his traveliri
"Shop-A-Thon" show, and he does it
with spot radio — plenty of it.
people."
Shop-A-Thon
is a shopping center
carnival which has proven an effective instrument in drawing crowds

station packages now being developed, and will analyze some of the
ways advertisers can get association
with a national prestige vehicle from
a local viewpoint and an in-built
guarantee for a large audience.
To determine the impact on viewers of the coverage, Corinthian conducted a three-state opinion leader
poll which "while by no means definitive, does suggest very strongly that
local tv coverage of a convention has
an enormous potential "for enlarging
the political understanding of the
American voter."
Some of the findings include:
• 63% of those answering the
questionnaire reported they had seen
either or both of the delegations on
the station.
• 80% of those respondents were
able to name delegates they had seen
on the tv screen — three months after
the event.
• 24% named the station newscaster, in unaided recall, as having
been seen at the conventions.
• Although only 15% of the respondents stated that the local coverage had affected their political views,
it is apparent from the nature of some
additional comments from the remaining 85$ that their attitudes
have been influenced in some way.
Corinthian
feels
local
coverage
conventions close to home and
increases the viewer's sense of partic-

ipation. "Viewers are brought face
to face with delegates whose decisions
affect the choice of candidate and

I to the centers where they patronize
the stores, and test-drive and buy the
Studebaker Lark which is in a numformation of party platforms," said
ber of the shows. For every Shop-ACorinthian.
Thon, most of which last about a
Local coverage also means inweek, the flamboyant King takes to
formed commentary on the major
the air via several radio stations day
events by local commentators who
and night. He urges listeners to come
must also bring the events into sharp
on out, and whets their appetite by
local focus, Corinthian pointed out.
broadcasting audience participation
"Such coverage will certainly have
events, just about all of which involve
an increasing impact on future delemoney or merchandise prizes.
gations tofuture conventions because
And they do come out. Here are
these delegates will know they are
estimates of a few of the throngs that
being viewed by people who know
gathered for Shop-A-Thons over this
them," Leo Cherne, executive director of the Research Institute of Amerpast summer:
• Winston Park, Chicago— 439,400
ica, said recently in N. Y.
As the chart on the previous page
• Northland, Detroit— 409,700
indicates, advertisers were generally
• Thruway Plaza, Buffalo— 380,400
pleased with results sponsorship of
• Southgate, Cleveland— 371,000
the conventions package brought. In
• Eastgate, Indianapolis — 359,000.
most cases the buy was more or less
Shop-A-Thon's administrators, King
an institutional one, and the image
and Jules Baker, don't so much care
sought was successfully projected.
which stations they buy, so long as
"We were able to impress on the
they reach every kind of audience
viewers of eastern Oklahoma that
there is. Often the determining fac
whenever there is an important newstor is availability of five-minute slots
worthy event of national prominence,
for an on-the-air rendition of the
KOTV and Safeway would bring it
Shop-A-Thon audience participation
events. But they also use a large quan
to them," a Safeway spokesman said.
Some of the advertisers mentioned
tity of 60-second spots, so stationin the chart did extensive merchanwithout the lengthier availabilities an
dising of their public affairs buys.
usually included. But whether they
Here is a rundown of this merchanrun 60-second spots or five-minut*
dising activity:
(Please turn to page 55 I
programs, Shop-A-Thon's radio ad
vertising revolves
around
contest-
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GETS

OUT

which in the aggregate appeal to just
about every type of human being.
Mesrs. King and Baker make sure
to include a "broadcast quality" in
most of the Shop-A-Thon events for
radio dramatization purposes. When
the Studebaker Lark is in the show,
there is always a "Marathon Tankful
Run," in which one of the cars sets out
with a full tank, to be driven until the
last drop of gasoline is consumed,
and the one who can guess closest to
how long it'll run wins a prize. The
radio spots carry periodic beeper reports on the Lark's progress.
Another audio-oriented contest consists of dropping five coins and asking contestants to estimate the sum of
the coins from the sound they make.
And in this, as in other contests, the
winner is interviewed, which helps
raise interest on the air. King usually
tags the programs and spots with
news of other events coming up later
in the day, or the following day.
King reasons that radio is a natural
for what his outfit is trying to do. He
explains that most of the people who
come to shopping centers do so by
automobile. Radio reaches them in
their cars as well as at home. They
hear via his spots some of the excitement that's going on at the local shopping center, and out they go. When
they get there, they not only shop in
the stores, but look over the Studebakers, since they are car owners and
therefore the best market for new
cars.
This theory is borne out in automobile sales attributed to the Shop-AThons. Baker estimates that close to
200 cars have been sold thanks to the
12 shows done for Lark thus far. An
average of three to four cars is sold
each day. In Miami 17 were sold during the show itself, and another 43
were added to this total afterwards as
an immediate result, according to
Baker.
Here's how King and Baker bought
radio and, on a smaller scale, televi-

THE WINNER of a Shop-A-Thon audieno
event gets congratulated by John R. King (
Taped version will be worked into carniva
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SHOPPING
sion, in the five markets (listed
above) where the largest crowds were
on hand. In Chicago, where the station lineup was made up of WIND,
WJJD, WBBM, WCFL, and WGNTV, there were 37 one-minute radio
spots and 18 program participations,
radio and tv. The Detroit stations
were WJBK, WKMH, and WWJ over
which
Shop-A-Thon
aired 25 one-

THRONGS
minute announcements

and 37 pro-

gram participations.
In Buffalo the on-air exposure consisted of 75 radio spots 20 seconds in
length, 35 one-minute radio spots, 26
radio program participations and
guest appearances, and four tv program participations and guest appearances. Buffalo stations were WEBR,
WKBW,

WGR,

and WBEN-AM-TV.

Here's how radio (and tv) drew shopping center crowds
Buys

City

Weekly Crowd Size

Chicago

439,400

WIND, WJJD, WBBM,

Detroit

409,700

WJBK, WKMH,

Buffalo

WCFL,

and WGN-TV

37 one-minute radio spots;
18 program participations
(radio and tv)
25 one-minute spots; 37

380,400

and WWJ

WEBR, WBEN-AM-TV,

WKBW,

program participations
Radio: 75 20-second spots;
35 one-minute spots; 26
participations and guest
appearances.
Tv: four
participations and
appearances
73 one-minute radio spots;

Cleveland

371,000

WERE, WGAR, WEWS-TV

Indianapolis

,5d9,OUUnn

WISH, WIBC, WIRE, WXLW,
WFBM.am-TV,
WLWI-TV

The Cleveland story was 73 spots
and five programs on radio plus three
tv participations via WERE. WGAR,
and WEWS-TV. In Indianapolis
Shop-A-Thon bought 65 one-minute
radio spots, nine radio participations,
one quarter-hour radio program, and
seven tv participations. The Indianapolis stations: WISH, WBC, WIRE,
WXLW, WFBM-AM-TV, and WLWITV.
Using a similar buying pattern
Shop-A-Thon has been racking up
crowds averaging 300,000 across the
country. Among the other cities
above the 300,000 mark: Pittsburgh,
Toledo, Cincinnati, Memphis, and
Washington.
The Shop-A-Thon format offers stations many opportunities to promote
themselves before large crowds, and
they cooperate by sending their topflight personalities to the scene to do
remote coverage on their own. This,
of course, helps put over the Shop-AThon. Additionally, the Shop-A-Thon
44

five five-minute radio
programs; three tv
participations
Radio: 65 minute spots;
nine participations. Tv:
seven participations

events provide entertainment for a
large segment of the community and
John Reed King can describe them so
colorfully that radio and tv stations
readily invite him to appear on their
regular programs.

were so heavy he was asked after a
while to withdraw items from the
radio advertising because they were
sold out.

King and Baker feel that they've
made many converts to radio advertising among merchants in the shopping centers. They see how Shop-AThon's radio exposure brings people
out, and start thinking of using the
medium on their own. A shining example of this occurred in Miami
where despite pouring rain a large

Shoppers register for "Silver Dollar
Day" during which a name is drawn
about every five minutes, and each
winner gets to buy a silver dollar for
three cents. The children go diving
for prizes in a haystack. There are
fashion shows with clothes from the

group answered the Shop-A-Thon radio call and gathered outside of Richards' clothing store for a fashion
show. When the proprietor saw this
happen, he declared on the spot that
he'd be buying radio.
Further fervor for radio was inspired in Buffalo when King tested
the pull of stations there. He mentioned specific items on sale at specific stores in his spots, and sales

The Shop-A-Thon events go on day
and night virtually without let-up.

shopping center's stores, and frequently the commentary is done by
female personalities from local stations.
Area sports personalities are invited to speak and demonstrate their
golf, boAvling, etc., talents. Shoppers
are given $10 and sent out to get the
best buys they can for the money,
with a prize to the one judged most
astute. And on go the events, with
radio right there to bring them to the
people, and bring the people out. ^
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s/e
TV BASICS/DECEMBER

Trendex's
Research

service

new

audience

now includes

monthly audience

flow information in network television program report
^%udience flow data, a by-product
of program ratings, is now available
in the Trendex network program report. This recent contribution to the
industry will supplement qualitative
and quantitative data published on a
monthly basis, which include program ratings, reaction, composition,

Network

and other audience measurements.

The inherited rating points are the
number of points carried over from
the previous half hour. The recruited
column represents the additional rating points attributed to channel
switching and new viewers tuning in.
Both figures add up to the rating.
All figures are percent. ^

The basic purpose of audience flow
data is (1) to study and predict the
potential of a show and (2) the possibility of its acceptance in a less
competitive time slot.
Listed below are a group of selected
network
shows
from
the October

audience

flow and reaction

Rating

Show

Inherited

flow data
Trendex report. The data include
audience flow (inherited and recruited columns) and program reaction information. Program ratings
are also included.

data in 27 cities
Recruited

Best

20.6

10.0

11.0

39.0

Checkmate

18.0

13.0

5.0

13.0
6.0

Dante

15.2

11.0

18.6

7.0

4.0
12.0

19.0

Andy Griffith
Tab Hunter
Nat'l Velvet

10.7
15.9

Candid

Camera

9.9

Pete/Gladys

12.9

Stage-West

14.7
14.8

Stanwyck
Tall Man

16.0

Thriller
•Percent of viewers rating the programs

1. THIS

"best"

and "good"

PROGRAM

(NETWORK)

COST

American Football League
& NCAA Football (A)
Bell & Howell Close-Up! (A)
Bell Telephone Hour

(C)

Dow Hour Of Great
Mysteries (N)
Du Pont Show Of The
Month
(C)
Family Classics (C)
Hallmark Hall Of Fame
Bob Hope Buick Show
NBC White Paper (N)

SPONSOR

•
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SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE
Various, 11/24

30,000 Bell & Howell, McCann,
11/25, 12/7, 12/9
AT&T,
12/9N. W. Ayer, 11/25,

250,000
110,000
300,000
265,000

(N)
(N)

NOVEMBER

275,000
320,000

1960

8.0

8.0
8.0
10.0

5.0
5.0
9.0
9.0

16.0
19.0
8.0

6.0

13.0

7.0

23.0

IN NETWORK

during four weeks

285,000

(N)

Blue Bonnet Bowl Game

$ 30,000

32.0
6.0

87.0
61.0
54.0
71.0
69.0
84.0
63.0
78.0
71.0
49.0
70.0

combined

MONTH

Specials scheduled

6.0

4.0
5.0

11.0

Best & Good*

Liggett & Myers, McCann,
12/17
Dow Chemical, McManus,
J&A, 12/13
Du Pont, BBD0, 12/13
Breck, Reach-McClinton,
11/30, 12/10
Hallmark, FC & B (Chicago), 12/16
Buick, McCann, 12/12
Timex, Doner, 11/29

PROGRAM
Omnibus

(NETWORK)

(N)

Our American Heritage (N)
Peter Pan (N)
Pop Warner Championship
Football Game (A)
Project 20 (N)
Red Skelton
(C)
Some Comic Relief (N)
Thanksgiving Day Circus (N)
Thanksgiving Day Parade (N)
Tomorrow

TV

ending 18 December

(C)

Wizard Of Oz (C)

COST

SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

Aluminum, J.W.T., 12/11
120,000
230,000 Equitable, FC&B, 12/2
Revlon, Grey, 12/8
600,000
250,000 12/12
50,000
275,000

Purex, E. H. Weiss, 11/22
Timex, Doner, 11/30
Lanvin, North 12/16

11/24
Lionel, Grey, Ideal, Grey,
11/24
Am. Machine & Foundry,
150,000
C & W, 11/21
200,000 Benrus, Grey, Whitman,
Ayer, 12/11

C O

2. NIGHTTIME

CBS

I

Love

Wizard

G.

Lucy
of

Oz

Walt Disney
Presents
Mills
(DFS)

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

P A

ABC

NBC

CBS

ABC

NBC

No net service

People Are

D.

(Dona

D

Edwards

News
Texaco (C&W)
f-L
«.500tt

No net service

Lassie
Campbell Soup
(BBDO)
i-F
$37,000

Expedition
Ralston
(GB&B)
i-F
$36,000
D

Edwards

| Kaiser Co (TAR)
I Noxema
I W-F

(SSCB)
f

Dennis The
Menace
Kellogg (Burnett)
Best
Foods
(GB&B)
Se-F
$36,000

Colgate (Batea)
alt Kodak (JWT)
V-L
$85,800

R.

D

Edwards

alt Schlitz
To

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

Edwards

(BatM)
Schlltz
(JWT)
)-L
tMIWt

-L(Batea)
$9.500tt

ers (DCS&S)
Canada Dry
(Mathes) Dow
Chem. (NC&C)
J&J
(T&R)

NBC

lohn Daly News

Meet The Pres:
Manhattan Shlrti
Daniel & I

Squlbbs

CBS

Law Man
J. Reynolds
(Eaty)
Whitehall
(Batei)

:on (Gard.
Peter Paul (DFS)
Brls-My
(OBM)

Tell

Laramie

The

Truth*
im.Home
(Bates)
A.C. (McCann)
Am.
Home
alt.
Helene
Curtis

(C. Mlth.)
DPont
(BBDO)
Block
(SSCB)

Bugs Bunny
G. Fds. (B&B)
Golgate (Bates)

No net service

(7:30-8:30)
Colgate (Bates)
B&W
(KM&J)
Dow (MacM.
Smnz
W-F

(DFS)
$85,000

M. David
(Weiss)

National
Velvet
Rexall (BBDO)
Gen Mills
(BBDO)
A-F
$37,00(

Tab Hunter
P. Lorillard
(L&N) (BBDO)
Westcloi
Dr-L
$39.00

Hon;;
Derby

Riverboat
(JWT)
Pete and Cladys R. Digest
P&G (B&B)
Goodyear
(T&R) War-Lam
(Bates)
Nor. Phar. (B&B)
P&G
(B&B)
$3
Union Car. (Esty) Sc-F
R. (D'Arcy)
J. Reynolds
C.
(Brother)
(Esty) ; Stude.
R.

Cheyenne
J. Reynolds
(Esty)

Surside 6
(8:30-9:30)
Bm & Wmsn
(Bates)
Pontiac
(MacMJ&A)
-F
$120.0C

Up

Scott (JWT)
Sc-F
$35,00

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSCB)
W-F
$47.00

B-Xut Life Savers
(T&R) ; Pitt,
ilass (BBDO);
Prestone

~F (Burnett)
$34,000
tellogg
30-10; 12/13 %
Show-Month

Buddy
Bringing

Father Knows
Scott Best
(JWT)
B-Myrs
(T&R)

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills (DFS)
alt P&G
( Com p ton)
F
$40,000

Plllsbury
Dobie
Oi 11 is
(Burnett)
Philip

MorrU

FUUh.!

Alfred
Hitchcock
Ford
(JWT)
My-F
$65.0C

5c-F
$37.00(
(Burnett)
Hawa

The
The Rebel
P&G (T&R)
L&M
(D.F.S.
$42.5(X

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric
(BBDO)
Dr F

Chevy

Show
(10/2 S)
(9-10)
Chevrolet
(Camp-E)

The Islanders
(9:30-10:30)
L&M (Mc-E).

Surside 6
Cluett Peabody
(L&N)
Whitehall

F

Andy Criffith
(B&B)

Candid Camer;
Lever (JWT)
Bristol-Myers

(Camp.-E.)
Brlllo
(JWT)

Winston
Churchill,
The Valiant
Years
Bell & Howell
(McCann)

What's

My Lin.

(Burnett)

Dante
I. Culver (Wade)
Singer
(T&R)
My-F
$37.00'
Buick Show

TJ. Mtrs. (Esty)
(C-E)
B&W
Miles (Wade)
W-F
$88,000

P&G

Red
Stagecoach
West
en. Fds (OBM]
alston (Gardner)

(Burnett)

Skelton

Show
Pet
Milk
(Gardner)
alt
S. C. Johnson
c-F
$54,00'
(F.C&B)

Hennesey
The Islanders
fnlte,l Mtrs.

$36.0(M

(Bates)

Adv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)
DuPont
(BBDO!

Jack
Benny
Lever (SSC&B)
State Farm
(NL&B)
r-L
$80,501

Klondike
.. J.(Eaty)
Reynold!

Stagecoach
West
(9-10)

Loretta
Young
Tonl (North)
alt Warner Lan
(Lam & Feasley
Dr-L
$49,50(
Child
Cuidano
10-11; 12/4 #

M (McC-E)
B.
Williams
(Parkson)
vVhitehall (Bates)

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
(DCSS).
R. J.
Reynolds (Esty)
My-F
$39,001

Lorillard
Fds

(L&N)
(T&R)

Stanwyck
Theatre

Tomorrow
9:30-10:30;

Face The
5Bqulre(M,W&S:
KnowmarkSchick
(B&B)

t+Cost is per segment. Prices do not include sustai
„_
including
ing or co-op programs. Costs refer to average^show
participattalent and production.
They
gross (include 15%
agency commission).

Bayuk (Werman
& Schorr)
Bninswlck-Balki

Alcoa Presents
Alcoa (FSB)
Dt-F
$36,000

Thriller (9-10)
All State (Burnett) Glenbrook
;
Relief; Am.
•
(DFS)
9-10;
12/6

(9:3'

Thriller
B-Nut
Life
avers
Dacco
Dupont
((My-F

(T&R)
(SSCB)
(BBDO)
$S5,

Various sponsors

Nake
Shwaydi
No

Net

Service

Sp-F
$37,001
(McC-E)

They do not include commercials
charges. This chart covers period
26 Sept. -23 Oct. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(C)
Comedy,
(D)
Documentary,
(Dr)
(Au)
Audience
Participation,

SV/NSOR
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G R A P H

\

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

DNESDAY
IS

NBC

ABC

l

CBS

NBC

D Edwards
Philip Morrla
(Burnett)
alt Schlltz
(JWT)
«-L
$9.500tt

News
Texico (CAW)
V-L
$6,500tt

(repeat feed)

(B&B)
alt Amer. Home
N-L

(Burnett)

ssr.ooo

-1 3":
SO a)

Wagon
Train
(7:30-0:301
Ford
(JWT)
5V-F
$88,00C

anauts
(Morse)
d (LAN)
(SSCB)
s. (B&B)

Wagon
Train
B. J. Reynold)
(Esty)
Natl Blae.

K (FC&B)
i (Bates)
1
$39,000
Skelton
)-9:30;

Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
alt Speldel
(NC&K)
H-L
$22,500

(Mc-E)

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)
Johnson & J
(T&R)
3c-F
$10,000

The Outlaws
,S*al.B&W.Du' pont (BBDO) ;
R. (7:30-8:30;
J. Reynolds
Ford
(JWT)
(Esty)
I. Dvd
(Weiss)
Dr-F
$78,000 V-F
$88,000
Family Classics
Peter Pan
:30-8:30;12/100j
The Witness

The Witness
Esq. (MW&S)
Schick
(B&B)

,

The Outlaws
J-Nut Life Savers
T&R) ;War-L«m
(L&F); Colgate
(Bates) ; Stude.
(BBDO) : Pan

(McCann)

(Comptoa)
$41,000

/30#

No net service

D Edwards
Parliament
alt Amer. Home

Matty's
Funday
Funnies
Matte!
(Carson
Roberts)
Sc-F
$10,000

(repeat feed)

Rawhide
(7:30-8:30)
Parliament
(B&B)
G. Fds (B&B)
Dracket
(T&R)
W-F
$80,000

Dan Raven
(7:30-8:30)
Brn. & Wmsn.
KM&.T)
B-Nut
Ale
Sav. ; (T&R)
Dow
(MJ&A)
^restoneOIathes)
tfy-F

Harrigan O Son
(10/7 S)
Reynolds (Frank)
CC-F
$39,000
Rawhide
Bell
& Howell
Nabisco
(Me-E)
Close
Up!

$79,000

Dan

Raven

(D'Arcy)
Studebaker
1

(8-8:30; ll/25)a|

Dvd
Smnz

(10/15
The 7:30-8:30)
RoaringS; 20'j
Anahist
Ritchie
Colgate
Carters
My-F

(Bates)
(K&E)
(Bates)
(Bates)
$83,000

Bonania

Perry
Mason
(7:30-0 40)
ColfaU
(Batea)
Parliament
(BAB)
My-F

(7:30- 8:80)

RCA
(JWT)
Am. Tob. (BBDO)
RCA
(JWT)
$80,000 W-F
$78,000

The Roaring

Derby
Am.

(Mc-E)
Chicle

Perry
Mason
Sterling
(DFS)
Dracket
(TAR)
Moores
(B&B)

Bonanza

(Weiss)
(DFS)

S.

Crey

Theatre
C. Johnson

B&B)
lard
V-F

P. Loril(L&N)
$45,000

3at

Masterson

(9/29 S)
Sealtest (Ayer)
Hills Bros.
V-F

(Ayer)$39,000

Flintstones
Miles
(Wade)
R. J.(Eaty)
Reynold!
CC-F

The Lone

Route 66
(8:30-9:30)
Chevrolet
(C-E)
Sterling
(DFS)
Philip Morris

$44,000 A-F

Westerner
Var.-Lam.(L&F)
J-NutLifesavera
(T&R)
T. Dvd
(Weiss)
Smnz
(DFS)
V-F
$36,000

$85,000

Leave
It To
Beaver
Ralston 20's
(Gardner,
GB&B)
GE

(Grey)

Sc-F

$30,000

Checkmate
(8:30-9:30)
Brn. & Wmsn.
alt.

(Bates)
K. Clark

Tall Man
J. Reynolda

R

Lire Savers (T&R)
W-F(Esty) ; B-Nut
$36,000

(F.C&B)
Uy-F
$80,000
The Deputy

! Sister
ileen
* (LAN)
^Isbury
ornett)

Perry Como
Kraft (JWT)
r-L
$125,000
Bob
Hope
(9-10)
#

Cot i
•cret
Ida (Eaty)
B-Myers
T&R)
$27,000

Perry Como

viy Three
Sons
Chevrolet (C-E)
5c-F
$19,500

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)
Armour (FCB)
L&M (Mc-E)
Sunbeam (FC&B)
Uy-F
$90,000

Angel
S. C. Johnson
(B&B)
Gen.
Foods (B&B)
ic-F
$43,000

eter Loves Mary
P&G
(B&B)
c-F
$38,000

Untouchables
Ritchie
(K&E)
Vhitehall (Bates)

achelor Father
Whitehall
(Batet)
alt Am Tob
(Gumbinner)
c-F
$38,000

Ford
Fortd
-L

to

Show
(JWT)
$45,000

Croucho
Marx

(L&N)
olaroid
(DDB) 1 orillard
Tonl (North)
TJ. Carbide
$30,000
an. Pis (LaRch) i uP-L
Thanksgiving
^anvln
(North)
Day Circus
0-11; 11/24 a)

Bell (9-10)
Telephone

'7 Sunset Strip
(O-IM
Am.
Chicle

Route

r-L
$175,000
lT&T(NW
Ayer)

66

(Batet)
Hy-F
$85,000

77
Ann Sothern
S. C. Johnson
(B&B)
Gen.
Foods (B&B)
c-F
$41,000

Person
Steel Hr
■ka 10-11)
3. Steel
:BDO)

NBC

Texaco (CAW)
v'-L
$6.500tt

alt

P&G
Sc-F

CBS

(Camp.-Mith.)
Zane

The Real
McCoys

ABC

(Bates)
$9.500tt

No net service
News

,
Cuestward Ho!
Ralston (GB&B,
Gardner)
7-Up
(JWT)
Sc-F
$38,000

NBC

DParliament
Edwards
rsxaco
(CAW)
f-L
$6.500tt
Wonderland
(7:30-8:30) A

D Edwards
Philip Morrla
alt Schllti

luanauts

SATURDAY

CBS

No net service

service
wards

-ijjeed)

ABC

- 18 DEC.

John Daly News

ohn Daly News

wards
a i Bates)
r (Bates)
l9.5(KJTt

21 NOV. -

9-10;
12/16
#
Hall of
Fame

Sunset Strip
H. Ritchie

(K&E)
R. J. Reynolda
(Eaty)
Whitehall
(Bates)

Mr. Carlund
Plymouth
(Ayer)
L&M
(DFS)
A-F
$37,000

3ell Telephone
Hour

Hy-F

(B&B)
$45,000

Welk

(9-10)
Dodge (Grant)
J. B. Williams
(Parkson)
Uu-L
$45,000

Lawrence

Welk

Checkmate
Brn.
& Wmsn.
(Bates)(K&E)
alt
Lever

vlichael Shane
(10-11)
Oldsmobile
[Brother)
Pitt.
Glass (BBDO)
upont
(BBDO)
iy-F
$78,000

Twilight Zone
Sen Food (T&R)
Colgate
(McC)
A-F
$36,000

Fight Week
of the
3111ette (Maion)
Miles (Wade)
3P-L
$45,000

alt

Gen Cigar
(TAB)
Polarlod (DD&B)
Gen. Clg. (TAB)
Polaroid
(
)
W-F
$30,000

Have Cun. Will
Whitehall
(Batea)
lit
(JWT)
V-F Lever $40,000

Robert Taylor
in The
Detectives
P&G

Lawrence

The Nation's

Cunsmoke
,&M
(DFS)
alt
Sperry-Rand
SV-F (T&R)$42,000

uP-L
Law
ik« 10- 11)
rant rone
JBDO)
$80,000

Comedy.
SPONSOR

Ernie
Take

•Jo net service

(Sp)

Sports,
•
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AKovacs'
Cood
June Allyson
Look
I upont
(BBDO) 1 o
:onsolidtd
Cigar I r-L
$14,000
(EWR&R)

(V)

Variety,

NOVEMBER

(W)
1960

Net

Service

O

Mr.

Jones
(10/7 S)
P&G
(B&B)
V-F
$41,000
Bell & Howell
Close
12. 9) Up!
«
(10:30-11;

Western. tXo charge for repeats.

Make

History
Eyewitness
Firestone
'.A

to

$25,000
(C-E)

Michael
E

Shane

Brn.

That

& Wmsn.

(T&R)
Spare

Man
No net service

From

Sterling

(DF8)

i F

$25,000

how

does

a tatto

Two ways.
First — it's a perfect illustration of what
a great campaign can do. Second — it
proves that the advertiser who believes in
advertising ends up a power in his industry.
So — how does this concern a broadcaster?

;oncern you ?

So — it works the same way here.
Every station that sells advertising — and
has equal faith in buying it as well —
always winds up with a bigger share
of spot in its market.
Think it over.
And don't eliminate the "tattoo".
We respectfully suggest you find the
"tattoo" that suits your station image
best — then call SPONSOR.

9
x

SPONSOR reaches practically everyone
involved in the purchase of time — of course.
But there's a special segment it reaches
best. We call it "the influential 2000"
because this "influential 2000" actually
purchases better than 95% of all national
radio and TV spot. SPONSOR has a greater
penetration of influence within this group
than any other book in the broadcast field.
That's our sales "tattoo" — substantiated by
every independent survey made.

SPONSOR
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

40 East 49th St.

TV/RADIO

MU 8-2772

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

0

CBS
Lamp

ABCt

NBC

Unto
Feet
•uat

CBS

ABCt

NBC

CBS

NBC
roming;

Adolpb's;
A. E.
December
SUley;
AlbertoCulver; Americar

M)

Bride

Re Mi

(10/10

Brillo;
BristolMyers; Campbell;
Carters
Little
Pills;
Chemway;
Che.ebrough-

S)

lecember

Dough

Bride

Village

Re Mi

Proctor -Silei
Video

alt

Village

Crackerjack; Dow
cont'd Wed.

Play Your
Video

Up & Liv.
rait

Dough

sust alt.
Sterling

mour; Better Vision; Block; Bon
Ami;
Borden;
Look

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

P A

C O

DAYTIME

sust

Rem.

Rand

alt.
Sterltaclit

Colgate
UN

1 Love

in Action

Morning

Three

Love That

Bob

ill "21

Morning
ot

Clear Horizon

Funda

r

Love of Life

CBS
TV
Workshop

The

Texan

Mattel

alt Whitehall
Concentration
Culrer alt

Friends
Sen. Mills. Amei
Chicle, Peter Pai

Beat The

Search
for
Tomorrow
PAG
Cuiding Light
PAG

News (12:55-1)
Gen. Mills

Clock

CBS News
12:55

About

Direction '61

News
(1-1:05)

Faces
No

College News
Conference

Concentration
rTlgldalre
Love That Bob

Clear Horizon
A.Leeming
Culver
sust

(1:45-

Championship
Bridge
Pro-Football
Lines. Shwadyei
Westbend
Amer. Footbal
League
Gen.
Clear.
Colgate,
Schlcl

No net service

Frontiers of
Faith

Love
The

Texan

Beat The

alt G. Mills

No net service

World Turns
PAO
Sterling
alt

Full

Day In C«»rt

Circle

Jan

Murray
Show

About

No net service

Full

Circle
sust

Day In Court

Art
Road To Reality

Linkletter
Wlms. Lvr.

Da,

Show
alt Block

Queen

Pro-Football

J.

alt. B-Nut
PAG

Who

Gold
Seal
P&G

Roots

Brighter Day

Queen

Make

Room

For a

H.

Tick
Curtis

Jeott alt. Quaker

alt

Chemstrand
alt. P&G
Sterling alt P&G
From These
Roots

Queen
Who You

Daddy

ATho You Trust?

sust
Brighter Day
For

Bandstand
Welch.
Lever.

Secret Storm

Edge of Night
PAO

Band.

Seal

Malone

Simoniz

Soxzema.

Amer.

Gold

Armstrong
Is Yours
1rerdlct

You Trust?

Bandstand
Gen. Mills. Lever
Western Tablet

Pro Football

Williams

Toni

Leeming
alt

Pro-Football

B.

Millionaire
sust alt. Tick

Millionaire

For a

Loretta Young

Art altKellogg
Linkletter
Scott.

Day

Loretta Young
Smnz

Day

Daddy

Footbal

P&G

(1-1:05)
News

Ne net service

alt.

Amer.

T

Ne net service

Verdict Is Youn

Football

The

It Could Be You
Miles
alt tust

H. Curtis

Pro-Football
(2-cood.)
Natl. Brewing.

Pro-Football

Footbal

Amer.

PAO For
Search
Tomorrow

Faces

or

Consequences
Nabisco B-Nut
Culver alt rait

PAO
Cuiding Light

About

Truth

Ufe

Vi regional;
Genessee, hi reg

Amer. Football
Plels. Renault
Sinclair.
Pabi

Amer.

of
(wkly)

Clock

net service

World Terns
PAO

Pro-Football
(Partic)

Truth or
Consequences
Miles
pao

It Could Be You
Culver alt tust
P&G alt Mnthum.

CBS TV
Workshop

Price Is Right
sust alt. B-Nut
Mentholatum
alt sust Tonl

Court

Mermen alt Lever
Sterling-

Matty's

Morning

1 Love Lucy

Is Right

Court
A1LP

Camera

Lucy

ABi

cont'd Tl

Play-Hunch
sust alt

alt Whitehall

Price

Pilber:
Chemlca'. j
General
!
Genera.

rreTrrr,
^abs:
G

Stridex

Gen. Mills'
Amer.
Band.
Tonl. Candy
Hollywood

Hollywood

alt

Secret

Quaker

T.

Room
PttG

For

Amer.
Armr.

3I

Hazel B

coTiF

Edge ef Night
PAG
Sterling
lit R.

alt. sust

Make

Storm

Hollywood

ood
lyw
HoTlick Cte

French

Amer «
Matty's
Funda
Funnies
Mattel

Rocky

C

Amateur
Hour
Williams

(3-6; 12/11)

b

G. Mills.
Chicle. P.

Am
Pau

Mon.-Fri.

da

Celebrity
CoH
Kemper
(alt.)

College

Bowl

GE
time

sponsors

Chet
Huntley
Reporting
Amer.
Photo.
Copy
Equip..
Kemper Ins. Co.
i otate on

Here's

American
Bandstand

American
Bandstand

Captain Gallant
Gen.
Mills.
Sweets. Gilbert

Rin Tin Tin
Gen. Mills,
Sweets,
Gilbert

Bands

%

a wee dy basis and

ai e not

regularly

scheduled

for

shows
any
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particular

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (46, 47)
includes regularly scheduled programing from 21 Nov.18 Dec., inclusive (with possible exception of changes
made by the networks after presstime).
Irregularly sched-Gilt-

tGRAP
3NESDAY
S

21 NOV. - 18 DEC.
FRIDAY

THURSDAY

NBC

■ Bride

Dough

t

ABCt

Re Mi

sust alt. Block
Drug

Plage
J. B.
Liptoi
lck

alt Culve

Concentration
Miles alt Gen.
Mills

'

at*

Nabisco alt

/23

oto

n» Proc

P&G

For

Footbal

alt. Tick

Village

Borax

alt

sust

1 Love Lucy

Clear Horizon
Love That Bot

sust

u.*-

alt.

Beat The

Bora:

Love of Life
Amer

Hoot

Search for
Tomorrow
P*G

Clod

Play Your
Hunch

nolds Metals;
S
C. Johnson ; Ster
ling Drug; Welch
Whitehall

alt

Miles.

Leeming

ll-12:an/24

NBC

ABC

December
Bride
Kodak alt sust G. Mis (L 11/7)
sust alt. Borax sust alt. Leeming

Video

Village

About

(1-1:95)

Faces
No

sust

net

NBC

Captain
Kangaroo

Shari Lewis
Natl. Biscuit

Play-Hunch
sust alt.
Mills
Fury
King Leonard
&
Short
Subjects
Gen. Mills

Lipton alt Kodak

Morning

Price Is Right
Lever alt sust
Culver alt.

Court

Kellogg

Magic
Miles

Clear Horizon
Love That Bob

Heinz alt
Whitehall
Truth or
Consequences
Hartz alt sust
P*G

The

R.

Love of Life
Borax alt. Nab.
sust alt

Texan

Concentration
Miles alt Lever

Rand
alt.
Kodak

R. T. French

Mighty

Simonlze

Be

Mile,
alt
Nabisco

Beat The

No net service

About

Clod

Search
P&G
Tomorrow

Cuiding Light

Faces

servic

Mouse

Colgate alt.
Nestle

Truth or
Consequences
Frig, alt sust
P&G alt

Lunch

With

Sky King

Soupy Sales

.l'1
for TL

(12/3

Nabisco

S)

Lone Ranger
Gen. Mills.

My

No net service

Jan
Circle

Murray
Show

Full

Saturday News

alt G. Mills

No net service

College Footbal
Kickoff
Wlllard Storage

No net service

Championship
12/12) Came
«
Football
(l:30-concl. ;

alt.

M.

Dv<

,u,t

Loretta Young
Chemstrand

kletter
Bros

Road

itlOD

Frlgldaire

to Realit

alt

Murray

|an

Nab Show
alt. sust
P. Silex alt.
Block

Day In Court
sust

Carnation alt
Jan

Circle

Art Linkletter
Lever alt Dracket
PUlabury

Loretta Young
P&G alt G. Mis
(L 11/17)
Heinz alt P&G

Full

Drug

Detective
Sterling

Diary
Drug

Wizard

Turns

Best Foods
alt. Vick

No net service

True Story

Sterling

Mr.
As the World
Turns
PAG
Plllsbury

Gen.

Could Be You
P&G

No net service
World

Turn*
G

alt.

Allakazam

A

(1-1:05)
No net service

service

CBS

B-Nut Realt.Mi
Dough

1 Love Lucy

Concentration
G. Mills

It Could
You

Cuiding Light

Heinz alt G Mills

Tape;
Nationa
Biscuit ;Noxzema
Old London; Pa
American
Coffee

Miles

SATURDAY

CBS

Dough Re Mi
Gold
Seal
alt sust
Nabisco alt.

Price Is Right
Camstd. alt Leve

D. S. Steel alt
Lever

alt

Could Be You
W-hall alt
Leeming

m
Light

NCAA

Brid

Video

Morning Court
Am.
Football

Truth or
Consequences
Heinz

f Life

sust

son; Knapp-Mon

Colgate
Price Is Right
Frlfidalra
alt Starling
Heinz

December

Miles;
Minut
Maid; My a 1 1]
cont'd Fri.

Play-Hunch
G.
Mills

Lucy
, alt
t

Products;
Hartz
J. B. Williams
Johnson
& John

Blue
Bonnett
concl.)
«
Bowl Came
Liggett & Myers

Murray

(12/17;

1:30-

Circle
Show

Day In Ceurt

NBA

Basketball

Sponsors TBA
Loretta Young
Art Linkletter
Road

to Realit

alt
alt

Armstrong

P&G

NCAA

Footbal

G
Mills
Oil. L&M
alt G. Mills Competition
Mtrs

Young
naire
Nta

Dr. Malone
Plough.
G. Mill
Heinz.

Is Yours

a

Who

&"

Make

Night

Room
Daddy
Heinz
alt sust

Fo

You Trust

Amer. Band.
Lever.
G. Mills
Armour.
Ame.

Here's
Hollywood
Culver alt. Tonl

Millionaire

Millionaire
Drackett alt au«

Plough

it tit

0

Day
For

From These
Roots

feLL

Jkalt

Queen

Holly-

Verdict Is Your
Sterling alt Leva

Brighter Day
Drackett
Borax
Secret Storm

Dr. Malone
Miles
alt Culve
P&G alt G. Mis
From

Make

Daddy
Room

Fo

sust alt. Leeminf

Edge P&G
of Night

Hollywood
B-Nut alt.

PUlabury

Here's
g.
ins

accounts

be ;ins

10

a.m.

alt.

Nab

Dr. Malone
Mennen
alt.
Simonize
Sterling

Who

You Trust

Amer. Band.
Welch,
Gen.
Mills,
Lever,
Toni.
Positan,

Amer.
Armour.

Band.
Albert

Culver.

West-

Quaker Oats
atl. Tick

Brighter Day
Best Foods Leve

alt

Gold

Make

NCAA

Footbal

NCAA

Footbal

Nab

From These
Roots
sust alt. Plougl
Seal alt.
Daddy
Room

Foi

Secret Storm
Amer Home Pnx
Edge of Night
Quaker Oats
alt. Dracket

Hollywood

College Footbal
Scoreboard
Gen. Mills
Bristol Myers

Here's
American
Bandstand

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

a

Gerber

G. Mis sust alt.

American
Bandstand
eo-op

CT

a

Verdict Is Your

Band.

Northam-Warren., Toni. Posl
tan, B. Myers.

For

These

Roots
alt. Hein

Simnz

Queen

All Star Coif
Reynolds Metals

Captain
Gallant
5-Nut
Savers
Gen.LifeMills

Saturday
Prom
3-Nut
Life Savers

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

J londay

and

co ncludes

10

lolude time, tal

a.n
. Friday.

uled programs appearing during this period are listed
as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled programs not listed are: Tonight, NBC. 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,
Monday-Friday,
participating
sponsorship;
Sunday News

*T

"nt,

production

and

cable costs

Special, CBS, Sunday. 11-11:15 p.m.: Today, NBC, 7-9
a.m., Monday -Friday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.,
8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday and Today on the Farm, NBC.
7-7:30 a.m., Sat. All time periods are Eastern Standard.

With the importance

What

off good exploitation, SPONSOR

type audience
promotion

Richard

Barron, assistant to the gen.
S-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C.
ffo tive audience promotion for us has been a consistent,
•••

inge campaign of program in■>n and public service.
For example, we advertise consistently in the six principal daily pai thin our coverage area: the
jlrSalem
Journal,
the Twin
Sentinel, the Greensboro
News
and Record, the High Point Enterprise and the Thomasvitte
Times.
The ads, which
average 250 lines
per insertion for each paper, are run
as often, as three times a week in all
papers.
Thus, we get a combined
circulation of 260,990 for each insertion. We also use the North Caroline edition of Tv Guide, with weekly
alternating space of one-quarter and
one-half pages.
We also run a seven-day-a-week tv
column in both the Winston-Salem
Journal, a morning paper, and the
Twin City Sentinel, an afternoon pa/ uday On Television contains
story lines of all the major shows for

D

4%

ASKS:

A long-range
campaign
of information and
public service,
not gimmicks

nouncements over slides. For example, we record as many of them as
possible, over the original theme of
the show being plugged. We've done
this for every type of show, from
public affairs to sports to the Saturday night late movie to the top network shows. This type of announcement, in the form of chainbreaks,
gives us a decided advantage over
plain voice-over-slide spots.
One of the biggest promotion guns
is in the field of public service. With
a staff of seven full-time newsmen, we
cover those stories which are important to even the smallest communties
in our area. The hard news coverage
is supplemented by in-depth public
affairs programing. We are also conducting, currently, day-long salutes
to the 16 principal cities within our
coverage. For a full day each week
one of the cities is saluted with announcements telling about the community's culture, history and industry. Sound-on-film interviews are also
done with leading citizens, and are
scheduled on all our daily newscasts.
We have a full-time public service
coordinator who sees to it that all
requests on public service time are
properly coordinated and scheduled
on the air in the best interests of the
participants. At the end of each
campaign the coordinator sends a report to them.
As vou see, all our promotion is

is most

appealing to the audience. As an example of how Ave try to present a different but impressive audience promotion idea, recently the WTRF-TV
promotion department received a
great many requests about our fall
programing.
To satisfy these requests, we produced a half-hour fall preview program. The WTRF-TV promotion deA series of
over a long
promotions
a singlebased on
period
over -all theme

partment sponsored this program —
we wrote and directed it and presented it in prime viewing time. It was a
preview of our top 12 new shows,
with comments and film clips of actions from each. This half-hour show
got a tremendous reception from the
audience and we plan on doing the
same thing each year.
One important factor of audience
promotions, on which we concentrate
each year, is a series of continuing
promotions based on a single overall theme. We know that in order to
make our on-the-air promotions effective we must first get people to
watch.Channel
We have
to make them W~ TRFTV.
7-conscious.

the day and evening, and is liberally
laced with pictures of the stars.
In addition, we publish a monthly
station magazine with news about local personalities and shows, as well
ork -tars and attractions. It
" » subscribers free and
circulation is still rising.

based on public service and dissemination of information. We don't subscribe to the one-shot razzle-dazzle,
here - today - gone - tomorrow approach
which contributes nothing to our effort- to maintain an operation that
has communitv respect and loyalty.

To promote color, we've made a
tie-in with a color set distributor and
-i is sold the buver is

James Knight, promotion director,
WTRF-TV, Wheeling, West Va.
We have found the most effective

the "Starsview 7" Starlets, who were ;
on hand for all of our promotions.
These individual promotions included

I post i aid which, when returned to us, places him on our mailin- li-t for tin- monthly Channel 12
- h( dull'.

audience promotion to be a combination of on-the-air, newspaper, and
continuing off-beat stunt promotions.
We know on-the-air promotions to
be effective and we try to make our
WTRF-TV promotions interesting and

a "Starsview 7" parade; "Starsview
7" — XBC Night at the Races, where .
each race was named
after a new j
XBC
fall promotion,
and at each
event we gave away a new Renault.
|

Our
heavj

52

on-the-air promotion
places
emphasis
on production
an-

This year we feel we have accomplished that purpose with a variety
of promotions
built theme.
around For
a "Starsview
7" over-all
two
months all
air and off
WTRF-TV
We had

\\ e had
SPONSOR

of our promotions-on-thewere tagged with "Watch
'Starsview 7' station."
a quintet of lovely girls,

a ''Starsview
•

21

7"' beauty

NOVEMBER

1960

effective?
ontest; a "Starsview 7" contest for
loats at the West Liberty State
^eachers College homecoming; a
Starsview 7" water ski show and a
alute to "Starsview 7" at the local
ligh school football game.
All of these different promotions
anged continuously over a twononth period, they all were attentionbetters, and they all promoted our
tation and the NBC new fall schedile.

u eCan't
Yoor
Sc
From there,
HANDSHOE

The impact of these promotions, we
eel, has been the most effective aulience promotion effort we've ever
tut forth, and we know it's built up
>ur audience in Wheeling and for the
!<JBC network shows as well.
*ecil L. Trigg, pres. & gen.mgr., TriggI'aughn Stations, KOSA-TV, Odessa, KRODf TV, El Paso, and KV1I-TV, Amarillo
( Provide the best program material
pat a combination of creativity and
poney can produce, then keep the
jtiterest high and audience appetite
^hetted through every promotion deice at your command.
, Sound too simple a solution to a
yorrisome problem? Basically, it is
imple. We solve the program probm first, then when we know peronally that this is what our viewrs will buy, we sell it to them. I
iiave been a salesman long enough to
jiow that when I have a good prod-

You have to Buy Broadcast IN
Lexington to reach the 149,500
homes in the prospering 30county Lexington retail trading
area. The five Lexington Broadcasters consistently and dominantly influence 559,200 people in
making $445,793,000 in retail
purchases and $104,334,000 in
food purchases. Buying Cincinnati or Louisville won't get the
job done in Central Kentucky.
Get your share of $657,165,000
c. s. i. by buying Broadcast IN
Lexington . . . the only way to
reach this rich, growing 30county trading area.

You Have to Buy LEXINGTON
to Cover the Rich, Growing
30-County

can sell it, not only once but
gain and again.
Consider what an ad manager may
;o through to move his product. He'd
onsider his budget, how much he
ould possibly spend. Markets would
ave to be selected, distribution conjidered. The use of media must be
(Please turn to page 56)
IPONSOR

•
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FROM THE FABULOUS FIVE IN LEXINGTON

WBL6 • WlAP • WVLK • WKYT-TV •WIEX-TV

OPTION

TIME

(Continued from jxige 35)
came from an \l'><: executive, \\h<»
reasoned that "if you decrease your
bast "I business then you decrease
your volume. Therefore you decrease
your potential profits while you increase your potential losses. All this
adds up to an unhealthy financial
situation for the networks; and the
sicker the network gets the sicker its
programing gets, and the sicker the
affiliates
get." that if the half hour
He indicated
nightly were lost the networks would
"certainly have to do some pruning."
He couldn't say exactly what would
go, but indicated that the network
was "very happy about the top-flight
public service programs we've recently presented" and would be reluctant
to give them up — but might have to
give some up.
He did say that "the battle for stations is not involved in the option
time controversy," despite speculation
to this effect. "We are not selling
them on fewer hours, but on more
and better programing."
One sidelight to the whole option
time discussion is provided by the
hovering presence of the Department

of Justice. As mentioned before, the
Barrow Report held that option time
was in violation of the anti-trust laws.
President Kennedy's Attorney General will be succeeding one who has
been very active in anti-trust legislation, and whose assistant attorney
general for anti-trust matters, Robert
Bicks, has been one of the sternest
trust-busters in the job. Yet they
didn't bring the matter to the courts.
It is unlikely that the new Attorney
General could be more vehement in
anti-trust actions, and yet the possibility still exists that option time
could be attacked. Even so, observers said, it should take more than a
year until Justice would be ready.
But the study of federal regulatory
agencies by John M. Landis that
Kennedy ordered on 10 November
might stir earlier action.
^

ANA
{Continued from page 38)

1. OB&M helped a client to launch i
a new product. It was so successful!
in test markets that the client had to
build a new factory. In order to pa)
for the factory, the client cancelled!
all advertising for eight months and
OB&M lost $80,000 on the account
for the year.
2. OB&M

advised another client to

change his marketing mix and put
80% of his billing into deals (noncommissionable). Sales went up but
the agency suffered a severe loss.
3. In a third case, cited by Ogilw
as most serious and most significant
of all, the agency has a client spending $4 million in advertising who
needs — and gets — far more service
than the agency can provide under
its 15% commission. "As a result,
part of our service to him is paid for
by certain of our other clients, whose*
accounts are profitable. This is un-|
fair and it troubles my conscience.)

rangement, said it would enable agency management to estimate income
more
reliably and thereby operate
more efficiently.

But it goes on year after year in al-j
most every agency, and will continue
as long as agencies are locked intoj
the rigid 15% commission system,
regardless of the varying costs of thoj

To illustrate, he gave three examples of problems created by the 15%
commission system:

services
required
different
clients.'!
Martineau,
whoby like
Ogilvy
is ai^
Oxford graduate, had a long training

FROM THE
STUDIOS OF

mrf

^

Arrow

in Shell manufacturing and sales before moving into the top advertising
post last May.
His disclosure that the new arrangement had enabled him to lop
$200,000 in annual costs from his
advertising department budget drew
considerable skepticism, as did his
eventual goal of a $500,000 cut.
However, the consensus at Hot
Springs was that the Shell-Ogilvy
deal represented a real breakthrough
■which might easily reform the entire
structure and character of the agency
business.
1 Ogilvy revealed that if the agency's
first year cost estimate is too low,
OB&M will have no recourse. On the
other hand, if the estimate exceeds
costs, Shell will not expect a rebate. ^

COLLEGE

RADIO

{Continued from page 40)
'will continue to increase in importance as part of the total American
consumer market."
What, then, is the college market?
'For one thing, it is no
ante market. And it
leaps and bounds.
proof: four years ago,

longer a penny
is growing, in
For statistical
the total num-

ber of colleges and universities in the
United States was 1,850. Two years
later, in 1958, it had gone up to
1,950. (These figurps from the U. S.
Dept. of Education).
Advertisers who have tried college
radio point out that the college market is a good place to sell — or introduce^— a variety of articles.
Clothing, for instance. A survey
taken at Texas A&M (with a 7,200
sample) in 1957, showed that the students there spent a substantial $853,662 or wearing apparel. The average
number of clothing items in a college
man's wardrobe tallies like this: suits,
3; sports and miscellaneous jackets,
3; overcoats and topcoats, 2; raincoats, 1; shirts, 14; four pairs of
shoes; and at least one hat.
Their collegiate sisters, not to be
outdone, score heavily, clothing-wise,
like this: dresses, 10; suits, skirts and
jackets, 12; sweaters, 10; coats, 4;
blouses, 11; shoes, 9 pairs; 3 hats.
The same Texas A&M study comes
up with a yearly expenditure figure
of $868,320 for amusements; $481,464 in drugs; (with this in mind,
Kean Energizing, bought Ivy Network earlier this fall, to introduce its
newest
product,
Pep-Ups,
a stay-

awake-while-driving product l. and
$758,268 for automobiles. Students
indulge their appetities for foods to
the tune of $1,032,428.
The col lei: ialr male consumer likes
to smoke ( one reason, no doubt, why
cigarette companies who pioneered
with college radio, keep coming back,
year after year). BBDO's College
Market comes up with these smoking
percentages: cigarettes, 59%; cigars,
27' i : and pipes, 17%.
They also like beer land other beverages, inlesser degrees). Beer drinkers score 67%; wine, 32%; and
whiskey, 53%.
Editor's note: The second part of
the College radio story which continues in the 28 November issue of
sponsor, will go into the details involved in collegiate network function,
its jieople. and its sponsors. ^

LOCAL

PUBLIC

SERVICE

{Continued from page 42)
•
made
sal<
line

Conoco — when
the company
the convention buy, the district
office sent letters to its 72 gasostation outlets in the WOTV

coverage area to alert them to the
forthcoming event. Conoco also had

tat broke network records
esday and 4:30pm Sunday
iw available first time locally
STARRING MICHAEL ANSARA AND JOHN LUPTON.
The authentically-set story of the U. S. Indian agent
who made peace with and became a "blood brother"
of the Apache chief Cochise. BROKEN ARROW is the
s that changed network history in 2 completely different
time periods. On both Tuesday night at 9:00 pm
and Sunday afternoon at 4:30 pm, BROKEN ARROW
lifted the ABC-TV Network from a weak third position
to a solid second place. Now BROKEN ARROW
is available to repeat its success for you in your market.

INDEPENDENT

TEL

A "natural"
for station
programing needs.
Direct from its
network success
to you.

informational election booklets as
giveaways at the station level for
hand-outs to customers. "We know
that such merchandising pays off and
is essential," a Conoco spokesman
said, "and we know the gasoline stations were impressed with seeing
their products identified on tv with a
basically national program of the
broadest audience appeal."
• Texas National Bank — ran two
daily ads in both the Houston Post
and Houston Chronicle promoting
the Eye on the Texas Delegates program, and the times it would be on
the air.
• Falls City Brewing — package
was merchandised by the station with
the cooperation of the distributor as
follows: 20,000 convention "fact"
cards were prepared and placed in
retail outlets by the distributor; the
convention and the local bulletin
service were promoted in ads in TV
Guide and TV News, a local publication, for a combined circulation in
WISH-TV coverage area of 100,000;
the series was featured on the regular
mailing of the station program schedule. Single insertions in all three
local newspapers
were
used; day-

glow signs (1 x 6 ft.) were displayed
for about four weeks on the trucks
of the Marion County Falls City distributor; about 85 on-the-air promotion announcements were used.
Corinthian estimates the out-ofpocket cost of the project, to the station group is "roughly $30,000." This
figure does not include factors such
as salaries and pre-emptions, but is
instead a cash cost for expenses accrued during the project. A final figure will be released in the near future.
Following the success of the local
convention coverage, Texas National
Bank election
bought returns.
half ofTheKHOU-TV's
local
other half
was bought by Harris Moving &
Storage. Conoco also bought the
election returns on KOTV and in
other markets. Election returns were
part of Eckrich's Eyewitness package on WANE-TV. WISH-TV sold
its returns to Hudson Paper and
Fehrs Beer, one half each.
^

SPONSOR

ASKS

(Continued from page 53)
fitted to his budget. The right selection of television station, radio, or
newspaper facility must be made and

other complex problems face him in j
the over-all selling of his product.
Now you as a station manager are
confronted with just minor decisions
when it comes to audience promotion >
or the job of building viewers for
your product. You know your market and the media within your mar-'
ket intimately so your main job is to
put the budget to use where it will do
the most good. Use your own station
first. Load it down with spots. Use
every break available. Tell your story
again and again. Your product is
good; it's on your station, so let 'em
know about it. Use your own radio
facility on the same basis. If you
don't have one, buy time from the
top radio station in your market.
(It's surprising how inexpensive that
radio time really is.) Allocate a portion of your budget for lineage in
your leading newspaper. Concentrate
this lineage over short periods, then
lay off for a while, and hit it hard
once again. Utilize Tv Guide. Take
advantage of point-of-sales displays
and never miss a chance to have a
station personality talk favorably
about your television product at civic
clubs and other public gatherings.

■

Entertainment whic
and all-famil
JT\

ork. 67% of
BROKEN ARROW viewers weH
(ARB audience study.) J
i > well for General Electric ar (
Labs that both renewed...!
access repeated for all-famij
ors Mars, Inc., and R
Purina. In transition time period!
ime or nighttime, for adull
or all-family audiences, BK<
ARROW fits the widest possib i
range of audience and advert i
in your market.

j In other words, sell your programs
to your potential audience as hard
,as you'd sell for one of your best clients. If the product is good, a wellrounded, hard-hitting sell campaign
will capture your audience.
Verne

Paule, vice pres. & gen. mgr.,
WJPS, Evansville, Indiana

From an analytical standpoint, audience promotions that were directed
at the major share of the audience
.and those conducted on a simple mail
pull basis, seem to have worked best

lfor the new WJPS radio.
) WJPS had been established at
lEvansville for over nine years before
new ideas, new promotion, and a new
isound were instituted that helped put
>us on top in audience response. In
lour opinion promotion is the key and
must be continuous if audience domi-

nance and thereby dominance in the
market are to be maintained.
To be successful a contest need not
offer a trip to Europe or a spanking
new car for the prize. A case in
point was our Scrambled City contest. The names of three cities in our
listening area were selected and the
letters of one city at a time were given
in scrambled sequence. The contest
ran throughout the day for three
broadcast days. Here a phenomenal
response was generated which indicated contestants had to be listening
to WJPS for several hours at a time
to be able to unscramble all three
names. The prize: a transistor radio.
This contest proved that promotion
must be aimed at the masses, be easy
to enter, relatively easy to win.
When the contest is ended you
have only half the available information. A thorough analysis of all contest letters and cards will reveal approximate age groups, married or
single persons, children or teens, men
or women, and more importantly
where the mail comes from. This is
a simple way to measure the relative effectiveness of various types of
contests.

To counter-balance audience contests, creative public service, in addition to regular public service, of
course, can be equally resultful. Recently, for example, WJPS sponsored
a 50-foot registration trailer which
traveled to various industrial plants
to encourage voter registration. We
enlisted 1,000 new registrations that
country. run up a new record in the
helped
Contests by far lead the audience
promotion field, with continued use
of bus signs, car and truck cards,
window displays and an identifiable
image (such to
as our
"Happy listener
Mike"
caricature)
maintain
awareness of the station's call letters
and frequency. This has been successful for the new WJPS radio.
Modern radio is part of the important industry of show business. Listeners like contests, they like to respond, and they like variety. But
they like the consistency of solid
modern programing that gives entertainment and news. Radio must continue to be different and adequate,
and audience promotion can help
broadcast maintain an original modern concept.
^
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authentically-set adventures . . . starring Michael Ansara
and John Lupton . . .
available locally direct from its network success
in which it broke network records, helping
make ABC-TV the second network . . .
reaching just the right audiences . . . 67% adult, drawing
the largest share of viewers in the all-important
Young Housewife homes . . .
fits any time period . . . sponsored and renewed
by both adult and all-family blue-chip advertisers .
a "natural" for station programing needs . . .
available now first time locally . . .

INDEPENDENT

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

/ 488

What makes RCA
FM Transmitters
better . . .

If you want the very best FM Transmitter available,
you need not shop around. RCA FM Transmitters are
the finest built for broadcasting. They are designed
to the highest standards of quality in the industry.

find that all tubes and components operate well
below normal safety factors. This greatly reduces
chance for component failure. It saves on maintenance
costs and helps keep the station on air.

Examine our FM Exciter, for example. Note especially itsdirect FM system. It is capable of producing
a higher fidelity signal. Also, the RCA Exciter is
easier to tune— and keep tuned— than exciters using
other modulation systems.
Why do RCA FM Transmitters cost more? Because
of our aim at RCA to always build the very best. This
superior quality often shows up in small but vital
features. Take the use of circuit breakers in the 1 KW
RCA FM Transmitter. Fuses could have been used,
but we think of the lost air time when fuses fail . . .
We include a harmonic filter of special design to
assure the reduction of all harmonics to more than
meet latest FCC requirements.

Many more of these significant advantages add ud
to the kind of quality that proves itself in year aftej
year of dependable operation. In addition, you'll
find that RCA Transmitters usually have highe\
resale value . . .
Experience for yourself the quality that makes RCJ
famous. There is a full line of RCA Transmitter:
to choose from: 1 KW, 5 KW, 10 KW, 20 KW, an(
on special order 25 KW or higher. Exciters an(
multiplex subcarrier generators are also availablealong with a series of broadband antennas. Get th<
complete story before you buy. Call your neares
RCA Broadcast representative or write RCA Depart
ment NC-264, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey

Throughout the RCA FM Transmitter line you will

RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden, New Jers<i

The Most Trusted Name in Radio
RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

#►

WASHINGTON

WEEK

Results of the election as they affect broadcasting and advertising are no less
confusing than as to "mandates" in other directions.
A new administration always comes into office resolving to correct whatever excesses have
been found in the previous one. But the regulatory agencies, advertising and broadcasting
have already been raked over the coals by Congress. Question is. what further can be done?

A quick look at the crystal ball suggests these prospects:
• Anti-trust action and policing of advertising can be weakened; can't be strengthened appreciably.
Attorney General Rogers and antitrust chief Robert Bicks over at the Department of Justice had the biggest G.O.P. campaign contributors squirming. Their protests were credited
with sidetracking Senate confirmation of Bicks as an assistant attornev general.
In the Bicks files are results of probes into how the motion picture antitrust actions
resulting in the Paramount consent decrees would fit into the broadcasting picture.
Also probes into alleged monopolies by talent agencies and into how ad agencies might fit
into the picture.
If, as seems likely, Bicks is demoted or replaced, these files will be available to his successor. They cover a wide range of practices, including production of programs by
networks and network option time. Bicks has held option time to be a per se violation
of the antitrust laws.
Thus much
trust assistant.

depends on the attitude of the new attorney general and of his anti-

• The new administration
right off the bat. At the FTC
both open seats are Republican
same political party.
This could pave the way

gets to appoint two FTC and one FCC commissioners
it will have to be one Democrat and one Republican, since
and the law provides that no more than three mav be of the
for another term for present chairman

Earl Kintner,

though the new Democrat will likely be named chairman. At the FCC King's seat will
likely be given to a Democrat. Odds are even as to whether the new Democrat or Bartlev
will be made chairman, with Ford reverting to plain Mr. Commissioner.
At the FTC, it is unlikely that new appointments can bring more vigor into regulation of
advertising. Kintner has moved with the same force as Bicks has done at the Justice Department. The new FCC appointment could, however, swing the FCC still farther toward strict
regulation of broadcasting.
King took the Doerfer seat and thereby substituted for a vote favoring minimum regulation only. He provided the margin in a 4-3 vote which preserved option time from being outlawed totally by the FCC. With another appointment, the result could be reversed.
• However, option time is not likely to be considered again very quickly. The extent of the FCC interest in station programing, whether to shift tv to the uhf bands, whether
to "drop in" new vhf stations, are among questions the answers to which might be swayed by
the new commissioner.
• President-elect Kennedy has no firm views on any of these matters. His appointment of former Harvard law school dean, also former chairman of CAB and SEC Jaine? M.
Landis, to study regulatory agencies was aimed only at finding ways to speed procedures
and cut red tape.
However, Landis may have advice about new appointments.
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
21 NOVEMBER

I960

Copyright I960

PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Seven Arts Associated reports $500,000 business in eight cities for its post-195<
Warner Bros, package and is near to a deal in five other major cities.
The 40 recent feature films were sold to KSD-TV, St. Louis; WWLP, Springfield; WBEN
TV, Buffalo; K0N0-TV, San Antonio; WOC-TV, Davenport; WTVH, Peoria; WTVP, Di
catur, and WTVT, Tampa.
Additional sales are expected shortly in New
more, and Milwaukee.

York, Chicago, Lob Angeles, Bait

Other feature film sales this week include CNP's for two Bob Hope pictures to K0IN-T>
Portland; WJZ-TV, Baltimore; WHNB-TV. New Haven; WAGA-TV, Atlanta; WTMJ-TV, Mi
waukee; WWJ-TV, Cleveland; WISH-TV, Indianapolis; KCMO-TV, Kansas City; KTVU, Sa
Francisco; KOMO-TV, Seattle, and KTUK-TV, Phoenix.
Meanwhile, Jayark Films has acquired six additional feature films, including fii
recent Cagney Productions pictures and one Venus Enterprises film; the Cagney product w:
be distributed to tv domesticallv and to theaters overseas.

Stations are using video tape like squirrels : storing up summer
!o have something to draw on in the winter.

and fall spor

Latest instance is Motor City Golf, a 26 week half-hour local show taped by WXYZ-T
Detroit; besides pros to appear on the show, there'll be some well known amateurs, includii
ABC v.p. James Riddell.

There's a good chance that MCA will put off-network runs of about three R
vue shows into syndication by January.
It's possible that at least one will be a show that simultaneously
work exposure.

continues its n<

A close look at the ratings of NTA's Play of the Week in four major marke
dispels the myth that quality shows don't get good audiences.
In September four-week ARB's, Play of the Week's time period status was first in thra
station Boston, second in four-station San Francisco and Denver, and third in seven-stati(
Los Angeles: in each case the show beat most of the competition.
Here are network shows which Play of the Week topped or almost matched:
CITY & STATION

Boston, WBZ-TV
Denver, KOA-TV
Los Angeles, KCOP
San Francisco, KTVU

P OF W RATING

8.7
10.0
14.3
8.0
9.0
12.0
13.0
13.0
13.0

RATING

8.0
10.0
15.3
6.0
8.5
12.0
13.0
12.0
14.5

OF NETWORK

COMPETITION

Jack Paar
Johnny Staccato
Alaskans
CBS Reports/Witness
Producer's Choice
Aquanauts
June Allyson
Millionaire
I've Got a Secret

Additionally, in the same markets Play of the Week outscored most of its local syni
cated competition, feature films and half-hours.
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Stations are reaping an unusually large harvest of gift advertisers using preholitlay feature films as specials this year.
Two of the biggest types of buyers are: toy and cosmetics advertisers.
In New York and San Francisco, for example, here are perfume sponsors of feature film
specials :
• Lanvin
WABC-TV.

(North Advertising) will sponsor The Greatest Love and The Third Key on

• Chanel will show On the 12th Day twice on KPIX; also, the station is offering specials
sales of Miracle on 34th Street, March of the Wooden Soldiers, The Miracle Man, and Beau
Geste.

One of the bigger breaks to date for post-1948 feature film sales came

this

week as two CBS o&o's picked up NTA's 61 for '61 package.
The stations are WBBM-TV, Chicago, and KNXT, Los Angeles; the new features will go
for the most part into the Best of CBS and the Early-Late Shows in those cities.
Conspicuous by its absence from the transaction was WCBS-TV, New York, which
seems not to feel a need to beef up its movie inventory at this time.

Home building advertisers are using Ziv-UA shows in 30 cities this year.
Case of the Dangerous Robin and Tombstone Territory, for example, are being used in
Arizona, Georgia, North and South Carolina, and Virginia by Bilt-Well Homes of Macon, Wise
Homes of Roanoke, and P. A. T. Homes of Tucson.

The days of the successful small entrepreneur in syndication seem to be over.
Arthur (Skip) Steloff, who founded Heritage Productions to package and sell radio/tv
sports shows, has entered the ITC combine, bringing his properties with him.
The shows include Campy 's Corner, Golf Tip of the Day, Magic Moments
Willie Wonderful.

in Sports,

Five tips on controlling the cost of tv commercials were given by Phillip H.
Cohen, radio/tv director of SSC&B, speaking at the ANA meetings in Hot Springs
this week.
Here they are:
1) Allow enough time to plan and execute commercials. The rule of thumb is seven to
eight weeks for film and nine to 10 for animation.
2) Get in all people who must do approvals at the story board or production meeting
stage, and not after the rough-cut is completed.
3) Know in depth the capabilities and limitations of the various film producers.
4) Keep commercials as simple as feasible, using only those actors and sets that are important to the message.
5) Make sure that people who do the commercials arrive at the studio ready to go
ahead and not still needing to prepare.
The Jingle Workshop has reported success with a mechanical
produces special musical and electronic effects for commercials.

device which

Commercials using these unusual sound tracks have been made for Vick's, Lever Bros.,
Alcoa, and Hamm's.
Advertisers can use well known
lems.

popular characters to solve commercials

prob-

Cluett-Peabody (L&N), for one, is using Charlie Chan in 60 second commercials telling about a wash-and-wear Arrow shirt with unique laundering features.
SPONSOR
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR

HEARS

NOVEMBER I960
q£ paramount interest to Madison Avenue is what the elections in the long run
copyr.oht i960
may portend for the advertising business.
SPONSOR
The expectation of some agency-figure supporters of Kennedy: so long as the association
PUBLICATIONS INC.
leaders of the industry maintain their present ideological entente with the FTC nothing
drastically untoward will happen.
As for the administration's attitude toward tv: it could be largely influenced by the
major role that the debates played in Kennedy's election.
(For more on this theme see WASHINGTON WEEK, page 59.)

Sweets Corp. of America's surprise for the ice cream trade:
it's introducing its
Tootsie Roll ice cream brand in November and in the north (Wilkes-Barre, Pa.).

The fee arrangement between Shell Oil and Ogilvy, Benson
ed to have overseas implications.

& Mather is report-

The story is that David Ogilvy's brother Francis, has a similar fee deal with Shell in England for his Mader and Crowder agency and that it was Francis who got the Shell ball rolling
for his brother David.
Also that brother Francis has a substantial piece of OBM.

Madison Avenue observers assume that radio's advocates will be revealing in documentary form a rounded story on that medium's role in the recent campaign.
One figure tossed around:
one out of five homes used radio for the debates.

A coterie whose growth has meant
rep specialists who make
markets.

much

to the dynamic

side of spot tv: the

it their business to get recognition for the medium-sized

They're the fellows that move in after the initial schedules have been placed.
Their main quarry : the media planners or marketing director or the client himself.
Their chief tools: in-depth factual data not only about the income and retail status of
the market but of the product's potential in that market.

Looks like the tv stars have definitely
box office stars as featured subjects for the
As a case in point, the Saturday Evening
personality domain.
The latest series: Perry

snagged the spotlight from Hollywood's
big circulation magazines.
Post has virtually made the tv firmament its
Como.

There's a curious side of the Campbell Soup account you may never had heard
of : the only wray it might be induced to come into daytime tv is via a news strip.
game

In other words, it doesn't want to have the Campbell name connected with soap operas,
shows or film reruns.

Does the decor of office surroundings affect the turnover in girl personnel?
One rep firm feels that it does. It reports that since it moved into considerably more
plushy quarters the ebb-and-flow of girl help has gone down considerably.
SPONSOR
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"The Sophisticated
Sound of
the Big Bands!"

This is the one radio station in Philadelphia whose Sophisticated Big Band Sound
reaches concentrated adult audiences whose individual purchasing power is greater
than that of any other audience drawn by any other radio station in Philadelphia?

WRCV

RADIO • 1060 • PHILADELPHIA

Sold by NBC Spot Sales • Chimed and Operated by the National Broadcasting Company

*Source: Pulse, Qualitative Report. May 1960

National and regional buy.
in work now or recently completed

CHANNEL 9

SPOT

BUYS

WTVM
TV BUYS

COLUMBUS, GA.
•

A
82%

Great

New

Market!

unduplicated audience on the

only primary ABC

station between

Atlanta and the Gulf!

•

Top

ABC

Programs!

Shows like Maverick, Cheyenne, The
Real McCoys,
Kong, and

•

The

Sunset Strip, Hong

The Untouchables.

Train, The

Price is Right, Huntley-Brinkley
News and Perry Como

. . . plus top

syndicated programs.

CHANNEL

9

Consolidated Cigar Co., New York: Christmas gift promotion on
Muriel and El Producto cigars starts this month in about 10 markets
Joint buy is for four weeks using eight minutes. Lou Crossin is the
Muriel buyer at Lennen &. Newell. New York: Tim Tullv buys on
El Producto at Compton Adv.. New York.
Whitehall Laboratories, Div. of American Home Products Corp.,
New York: Going into about 50 markets this month with schedules
for Anacin. Placements of night minutes run through the WL contract year. Buyer: Jack Flynn. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.. New York.

per market, begin 21 November for four weeks. Buyer: Tom Ricj
Cabe. Agency: Benton & Bowles. New York.
General Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek: Schedules for Post
Top 3 start this month for four weeks. Kid show minutes are beinz
used in about 15 markets. Buver: George Simko. Agency: Bentoa
& Bowles. New York.
General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., Hoboken. N. J.: Introducing Instant Y uban coffee in areas of the South. Southwest, and

<Jl@@Q
COLUMBUS,

begins this month in eight-10 markets. Schedules are for six week-.
cla\ and night minutes. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding. Los Angeles

Schick Incorporated, Lancaster. Pa.: About 50 markets are getting
Christmas schedules on its razors. Night minutes, around 10 per week

Best of NBC

Programs like Wagon

Sunkist Growers, Inc., Los Angeles: Its fresh oranges campaign

GA.

Midwest this month and next, with hea\y spot to support its door-to-j
door free sample marketing. Night minutes and I.D.'s are boughl
in each market for six weeks. Buyers : Al \ oblon and Frank Dewey.
Agency : Benton & Bowles. New York.
Paper-Mate

Co., Chicago: Buying two-week schedules for its pens

to start 9 December. Night I.D.'s will be placed in 20-25 markets.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding. Chicago.

RADIO

BUYS

Philip Morris, Inc., New York: Campaign on Commander

cigarettes

began this month in 10-12 markets. Traffic and day minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s run for four weeks. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago.
he #1

night-fir

Chattanooga!

Sealtest Foods, Southern Div. of National Dairy Products Corp
Charlotte:
Planning a campaign for an earlv January start in abo
30 markets. Schedules of day and traffic minutes, mostly southeastern
markets, will be bought for seven to 14 weeks.
Agency:
Tucktr
Wayne & Co., Atlanta.
SPONSOR
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Oon ere it herde,
at the other out it went.
But al thing which that shyneth as the gold
Nis nat gold, as that I have herd it told.
— Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales
Non teneas aurum

totum quod splendet ut aurum.
— Alanus de Insulis, Parabolat

All is not golde that outward shewith bright.
— Lydgate, On the Mutability of Human
Yet gold all is not that doth golden seem.
— Spenser, Faerie Queent
All that glisters is not gold.
— Shakespeare, Merchant oj Venice
All is not gold that glisteneth.
— Middleton, A Fair Quarrel
All is not gold that glisters.
— Cervantes, Don Quixote
All, as they say, that glitters is not gold.
— DRYDEN, The Wad

and the Fan/her

Apart from demonstrating some remarkable
literary coincidences, we seize upon these
quotations to drag a commercial (kicking and screaming—
A..E.S.) into the act: The total farm income in WMT'a
61-county Nielsen coverage area exceeds the total
production of all the gold mines in the world.
Iowa's 34.8 million acres of tillable soil produce, among
an abundance ol other things, something like ten percent
of the nation's food supply. Yet agricultural Iowa is
considerably less than half the story. Personal
income derived from agriculture accounts for
about 25% of the total: income derived from
manufacturing, trades, services and other sources,
accounts for the rest.
3ood wits jump; a word to the wise is enough.
—Cervantes, Don QuixoU
WMT— CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa.
Affiliated with WMT-TV,

Cedar Rapids— Waterloo: KWMT.

National representatives: The K.at/ Agency.
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Fort Dodge.

Affairs

ADVERTISERS

!

NEWS

& IDEA

Hertz System

is getting set to

break its largest advertising cam-

^ WRAP-UP

The expenditure: ST1 ^ million.
paign.
Spot tv and radio in key markets
will be put to work during the expanded 52-week campaign. Minutes,
20"s and eight-second I.D.'s will be
used.
Norman. Craig & Kummel is the

DABBLIN'

IN APPLES

during KYW, Cleveland, weelc-long contest are station personali-

ties Swingin' Sweeney (I. center), Tom Griffiths (r. center), awaiting restaurateur Morris
Wexler's reaction to housewife's pie. First prize: night out with winner's favorite KYW d.j.

agenc) in the U.S.. Caribbean. Mexico and Hawaii, for Hertz' rent a car.
Needham. Loui? & Brorby handles the
car and truck leasing advertising.

In Hot Springs, last week. Peter
W. Allport was named new president of The Association of National Advertisers.
Other officers: Roger H. Bolin of
Westinghouse Electric, chairman:
John Veckly of U. S. Steel, vicechairman.

COLORFUL

CHARACTER

of Bozo the Clown, caught in oil painting

Francisco, won her first prize in KRON-TVs

by Marjori*

special 'Color Bozo the Clown' contest.

in, sales secretary \ ■ith Peters, Griffin, Woodwar
■ promotion pulled over 5,000 S.F. entries in om

(For details of ANA
page 38 this issue.)

meeting see

Bayers Aspirin ( D F S ) has
turned to spot radio for added
weight
brand. in behalf of its children's
The campaign
starting the end
than one station
used. The rate
more a week.

is for four weeks,
of November. More
per market will he
of schedule: 15 or

and Easter, and interim advertising
campaign. Ocean Spray is scouting
around for tv and radio spot for this
• Instant Maxwell House Cofpush.
fee selling its product via CBS t\
shows The Danny Thomas Show,
Aquanauts and Rawhide. It also has
a heavy tv spot campaign going in top
metro markets with top-rated spots
during prime evening viewing hours.

AGENCIES

Campaigns:
• Admiration Coffee going
heavy on spot tv and radio with its
new animated soft-sell commercial in
the Texas. North Louisiana and
Southern Arkansas markets. Some 20
to 30 minutes weekly w ill be used on
124 radio stations during the 8-week
flight. Twenty tv stations will share
in the campaign with 20-second announcements, five times weekly.
• Ocean Spray Cranberries
(BBDO I spending more than S2 million for the Thanksgiving. Christmas

Agency appointments: National
Theatres, div. National Theatres &
Television, to Cole, Fischer, Rogow
. . . Yolande Corp. to Cohen &
Aleshire, for its Yolande lingerie . . .
Home Equipment, div. White Sewing
Machine. Cleveland, to Dix & Eaton.
Cleveland, for the company's Apex
Reinforced Plastics div. and Industrial Supply . . . Wilkins Coffee Washington. D. C. to W. B. Doner. Baltimore . . . The First National Bank of

YOUNG SPORTS FANS surround Hal Smith, KMOX personality and
star catcher for St. Louis Cardinals, during his interview at annual
Firemen's Rodeo.

Minneapolis, from Olmsted and Folej
and the Firsl National Bank of St.
Paul from Erwin Wasey, Huthrauff

Some 85,000 attended rodeo, viewed KMOX

booth

S Ryan, plus the othei 70 Firsl Hank
Stock Corp. hank affiliates, to BBDO,
St. Paul, Minneapolis office . . . Thomas .1. Mahon Co. to Kenyon & Erkhardt for its I'lienv 1-Drane . . . Rand
McNally, Chicago from Fletcher
Richards. Calkins & Holden. to Grant,
Chicago,
for its corporate institutional advertising.

More agency appointments: Town
Photolabs, Inc. to Frank B. Sawdon . . . Wayne Knitting Mills. Fort
\\a\ne. Ind.. to Ridgeway-Hirsch,
St. Louis, for its Belle Sharmeer hosiery and Belles Socks . . . American
Stores (Acme Markets i to Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia and Newark
. . . Lehn & Fink. div.. Lehn & Fink
Products to Ted Bates for its Noreen
hair preparations.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Her-

TEEN TRAFFIC COURT,' produ ed by WJRT, Flint, with Genesee
County Traffic Safety Commission, :ity and county schools, uses students for court roles.
Program wor Alfred P. Sloan Radio Tv Award

*'*'-

CHANGING

J

HANDS.

.-

Crowell-Collier Bdcstg. Corp. purchases

WMGM, N.Y., from Loew's Theaters Bdcstg. for $10,950,000. Finalizing details: (l-r) Robert Purcell, pres. Crowell-Collier; Arthur Tolchin, v.p.-gen. mgr. WMGM;

NEW AT THE TOP: Quality Radio Group's new officers. They are
(l-r) Daniel Calibraro, secretary-treasurer; Scott McLean, president;
i and Stanton Kettler, vice president. McLean succeeds Ward Quaal
1 SPONSOR
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Lawrence Tisch, bd. chmn., Loew's Thtrs.

bert H. Strauss from Ben Sackheim
to radio-tv production manager. North
Advertising. New York City . . .
David E. Hartman from advertising
and sales promotion manager. Gerber
Plumbing Fixtures. Chicago, to Howard H. Monk & Associates. Rockford,
111., as account executive . . . Terri
Brady from media director. Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden to
Queen for a Day, Inc., as assistant to
the company president . . . Norval
LaVerne to manager. L.A. office,
Fuller & Smith & Ross . . . George
Emerson Cole from J. Walter
Thompson to Mogul. Williams &
Savior as associate creative director
. . . Grace Mathias from traffic manager. WIP. Philadelphia, to Werman
and Schorr, Philadelphia, as time
buyer.

MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

Matt Grass from copywriter, Al Paul
Lefton, to Werman and Schorr, Philadelphia, as copywriter . . . Ned R.
McDavid from public relations man-

ager, McCall's Magazine, to manager, j
public relations section. Leo Burnett.
New York City . . . Harold W. Gully
from manager, public relations section, Leo Burnett, New York, to Chicago office, same firm and capacity
. . . Donald Vogt from Needham.
Louis and Brorby to public relations
account executive, Leo Burnett, Chicago . . . David B. Learner from
GM research laboratories to assistant
director of research. BBDO . . . Louie
K. Fuller from Gehl Bros. West
Bend, to Mathisson and Associate?
Milwaukee, as time buyer . . . Robert
C. Bullen from Don Kemper to

;

I
j

j

J
)

Olian and Bronner as v. p. . . . Shel- \
don Riskin from Alva Tranquil Co. I
to Olian and Bronner as accc""f
executive.

They were elected: Maurice H.
Bronner from executive v.p. to president, Olian and Bronner, Chicago .
Dr. Carl H. Rush, v.p. Ted Bates research department . . . Jerome
Cowle, v.p. Kenyon & Eckhardt. Chicago . . . Norton B. Leo, Fletcher
Richards. Calkins & Holden . . . E.
Dean Landis, senior v.p. and board
member, Compton, Chicago.
Retiring:

Edwin

F. Wilson

from

McCann-Erickson, after 40 vears.
SPONSOR
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II
(PRESTIGE QUOTIENT)
in GREENVILLE,
SPARTANBURG
and ASHEVILLE
The third "Great Debate"' from 7:30 to
8:30 P.M. on October 13: 1960 was one
of those rare occasions when all three
stations serving Greenville. Spartanburg
and Asheville carried the same program
at the same time. WFBC-TY commissioned Western Union to measure the
Giant's P. 0. by making a coincidental
telephone survey in all three metro areas
during the hour-long debate between Kennedy and Nixon. The ratings below were
computed

in the conventional manner

from data supplied by Western Union on
a total of 569 telephone calls.

.

HERE ARE THE RESULTS
OF THE SPECIAL SURVEY!

.
Station

Greenville
Metro Rating

WFBC-TV

48

Sta. "B"
Sta. "C"
Others

Spartanburg
Metro Rating

30

Asheville
Metro Rating

17

7
12

5

33

26

0

0

8

3

37.4
13.1
13.0
3.2

For
Complete
Details

on this survey, and for rates and availabilities, contact the Station or our National Representatives.

Represented Nationally by AVERY-KNODEL,
(SPONSOR
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Rulings
G-S-A
Combination

INC.

G-S-A Combination Share of
Audience

20%
56%
20%
4%

general manager . . . John E. Bandy
II. from WUST, Washington. I). C.
to assistant general manager, \\ D \"\
Philadelphia . . . C. L. Doty from
national and regional -ale-man.
WSAI, Cincinnati, to station director,
that station . . . Marvin Gottlieb
from WOKO.

Ubany, ^ales manager

to KQ\ . Pittsburgh, a- account executive .. . Ford Roberson to general manager. KBIT. Amarillo, Tex.
. . . Richard Bremkamp. Jr.. from
sales manager. WCMW. Canton. Ohio.
to assistant manager, that station.

■

■

'

tf-

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE :
Russ Jondreau from director radio/
tv department. Claud E. Morris & Associates, to K-DAY. L.A.. as sales

"Whatta ya mean TULSA'S a TOUGH
MARKET. . . have you ever used KAKC1"
If you haven't used The New KAKC you don't know how easily your
problem can be solved. You see, The New KAKC is the most "listened
to" station in the 21 county market area of Northeastern Oklahoma
(according to Pulse). And, they're an adult audience too. What about
Station Image? Why, they've got the best. The New KAKC has more
firsts in area service to their credit than all other Tulsa stations com-

promotion manager . . . ^ arner
Rush, from general manager WCRV.
Washington. X. J., to sales manager,
WGHQ. Kingston. X. Y. . . . David
T. Dewey to WE \Y- \M-FM. Plaitsburgh. X. Y.. as promotion director
. . . Eric Bose from account executive to local sales manager. WSAI.
Cincinnati . . . Phil Johnson to news
director. WCSH. Portland. Me.

bined .. . and they're continuing to pile up more! Yes sir, The New
KAKC is Tulsa's best Radio buy in anybody's book. It's been that way
for quite awhile . . . and they intend to keep it that way.

t

Hi, I'm K. A. Casey . . . here to offer you
the best radio buy in Tulsa. Call your Adam
Young representative and see for yourself.

FIRST

IN

TULSA

Cadillac (MacManus.

John

and

Adams)

has again renewed sponsorship of The Cadillac Hour
over KPEX. San Francisco.
The current contract: to run the
program through its 32nd consecutive
week.
Cadillac,

PuMc HaafoC*P'
KIOA
DES MOINES

KAKC
TULSA

STATION
KBKC
KANSAS
CITY

whose

first KPEX

buj

was for a six week try-out. is now
buying spot schedules in other hx |
markets, also.

Fm

listening seems to he catching on all over the country.

A study made by FM Broadcasting, recently, reports these findings:
• KHOL-FM. Holdrege. Nek, 1
local establishments have installed fm I
facilities.
• K1TT. San Diego. Pulse report
shows 5,000 offices and stores listen• KHFM. Albuquerque. X. M.. ex
tensive fm installations in some 501.
establishments.
• WFMQ. Chicago, all IGA stores
as well as several hundred drug store
and offices now fm equipped.
SPONSOR
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38.3%

KETV

INCREASE

LINCOLN
THEATER CHAIN
BUYS ON KETV

1N0

VFS

HOMTAHP

J

LINCOLN
RESIDENT
PRAISES KETV
PROGRAMMING

NE BUY-TWO
OMAHA

Call H-R

PONSOR
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MARKETS:

and LINCOLN!

C^wwfiiZ/

• WSOY-FM. Decatur, III, thr.j
department stores use fm special i
ceivers.
• WGHF-FM,
Brookfield, Com,
U'l' < of the professionals
listen
offices as well as in homes.

NETWORKS
NBC Radio got a rousing vote <
confidence from its affiliates ;
the organization's annual meet
ing in New York City, last weeW

Speaking for the group was Geor<^
W. Harvey: "The last year has bee:
active and profitable and has seui
NBC Radio adapt its network prd
graining to the best interest of th
affiliate stations. Under the presen
format the affiliates have an opportu
nity to fit his local programing int;
a pattern which enables him to opei
ate the best sounding radio station i
his particular area.
"We subscribe fully to the networ
principle of paving compensation fo
the use of a station's facilities."
The group
also paid tribute
NBC's Bill McDaniel "For his leadei
ship in effecting the changes whic
have given NBC Radio its most su(
cessful year since the early fifties."
Highlight of NBC Radio's prog
ress report as reported by Bil
ICK PRINCE OF WALES
>wn English Painter — 1603

K-NUZ
is the NO. 1* BUY
at the lowest cost per thousand!

McDaniel during the network'
affiliate meeting brought on
these facts:
• Monitor ratings have gone u
100' i : rating for Emphasis and NBi
News on the Hour, up 50%.
• NBC

*See latest Pulse or Nielsen

Radio has raised its rate

and will continue to improve its rat
structure.
• NBC has continued to pay fuj

compensation for every minute o
network time carried by network a]
filiate stations.
• NBC

Radio plans no furthe

changes or reductions in the networ]
schedule established at the beginninj
of the year.
Here's how the nets made

out ii

tv billings during the first nin»
months of this year, accordinj
to TvB.

• ABC led in gross time billinj
increases with 29.9% over the san^
period last Vear: from $86,744,444 t
$112,721,410.
SPONSOR
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• Cl!^. \.(>' , increase: from $195,350,810 to $204,356,596.
• NBC,
\.W ,
increase:
$169,188,474 to $177,318,634.
Network

from

tv sales: General Foods

(Y&R) to sponsor VBC's Lunch W tih
Soupy Sales, 3 December . . . Philip
Morris (Burnett) sponsoring three
more CBS public sen ice programs in
the CBS Reports series, beginning 25
November,

BUYING
CANADA?
HERE'S WHY
YOU NEED

Financial reports: CBS consolidated net income for the first nine
months of I960: $15,496,000, compared with $17,497,000 for the same
period last year. Net sales, same period this vear. S336.582.000— last year;
$318,291,000 . . . AB-PT. declared
an extra dividend of 2% common
stock in addition to the regular fourth
quarterly cash dividend of 25c per
share on the outstanding common and
preferred stock. No extra dividend
was paid last vear.
They were named v.p.'s:
M. Perkins, in charge of
programs. CBS Radio . .
Stromberg, Jr.. program
ment. CBS television.

George
network
. Hunt
develop-

; REPRESENTATIVES
TV Capital of Wisconsin

_|-"Mjl_
AVAILABILITIES
IN THE LARGEST
FILM LIBRARY
IN THE MARKET!
CALL BLAIR

AM Radio Sales' Bill Losee takes
a dim view of bygone radio days
nostalgia. In his opinion: "'Nostalgia is neuralgia/'
In his talk to a group of advertisers and broadcasters in Cleveland,
last week, the rep firm's general manager said: "Radio today has more
excitement and potential than it did
The facts:
• Number of licensed stations has
at first."' in 10 years from 1.900 to
increased
3.500.
• There are 156 m

9k

this
with 96.3 f
homescountry
radio homes.
• Portable
sets ha

lion sets in
of all U.S.

BRANTFORD,

ONTARIC

For better coverage of
South West Ontario
With its new 10,000 watt signal
CKPC .blankets
8tj
market
. . BrantfordOntario's
and six othel
urban centres, twelve of the mos
prosperous counties in the proving

For bigger audience share
in this rich market
CKPC reaches a total of 18,501
households . . . tops its nearesl
competitor in share of the Brantforc
audience by 55 percentage points.

For more selling power
at less cost
Your advertising dollar goes farther
because CKPC delivers tremendous
pulling power to influence mor(
buyers more often . . . producing
more sales for less money.

ON THE GO RADIO

ased

from 1,800,000 in 1949 to 7,600,000
last year.
• Last year, 4.000.000 transistor
radios were sold in this country.
the STORER

station

backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting

BRANTFORD

Rep appointments: W H\ N, Springfield, Mass.. to Foster and Creed.
21
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KFMB

RADIO

JX)MINATE§,
JHE BETTER,
PART
OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA!
LARGEST

DAILY AUDIENCES

©

BIGGEST

CUMULATIVE AUDIENCES Q GREATEST
ADULT AUDIENCES
9 BROADEST COVERAGE
WIDEST PROGRAM
PERSONALITIES
©

VARIETY^ FINEST
BRIGHTEST INFORMA-

TIVE FEATURES |jj|) MOST AND BEST NEWS
SMOOTHEST MUSIC
© BEST NETWORK
A

FARTHEST

REACHING

MERCHANDISING

KFMB RADIO O SAN DIEGO
A

TRANSCONTINENT

STATION

(EdwardYpetry *Yco., '"=■)
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Boston .
Perna.

A TELEVISION
ADVERTISING
DOLLAR WELL SPENT
Sell Western Montana
At $1 per 1,000 TV Homes
• 9 OUT OF EVERY 10 TV HOMES view only
KMSO-TV in Far-Western Montana. Captive Audience in 90% of the area.
• 7 CITIES ENJOY KMSO-TV's Best Lineup
of CBS, NBC, & ABC programs in Montana. Missoula, Butte, Anaconda, Helena,
Hamilton Deer Lodge, and Kalispell.
60,300

TV

. \\ \IT. Chicago, to Gill-

LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MAI

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
John
E. Kelley from account executive,
CBS Spot Salts. Vu York City, to
H-R Television as account executive
. . . Edward T. Harvell from broadcast media supervisor, Shell Oil, to
sales staff, Avery-Knodell ... J. Merrill Pietial from sales account executive, Adam Young, to Forjoe & Co.,
San Francisco office, as manager
Western Division.
THE

New quarters: Katz, in L.A.. from
3325 Wilshire Blvd. to 5455 Wilshire
Blvd., next month.

HOMES

VOICE

• NTA's 61 for '61 group was sold
THE NEW YORK

to two CBS o&o's.
• Seven Arts Associated's 40
Warner Bros, post-1950 features were
sold to eight stations paying a total of
$500,000.
Sales: Seven Arts Associated's 40
Warner Bros, features to KSD-TV,
St. Louis; WWLP, Springfield;
WBEN-TV, Buffalo; KONO-TV, San
Antonio; WOC-TV, Davenport;
WTVH, Peoria; WTVP. Decatur;
and WTVT, Tampa . . . NTA's 61
for '61 group to WBBM-TV, Chicago,
and KNXT, Los Angeles ... Two Bob

it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New

York, time buyers sum

up their strat-

egy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether

you

sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can do
the
effective juu.
job.
uie eiieouve

* r

Hotel Th»reu, 125th Street £ 7th Avenue, New York 27, N. Y.

EMBRACES
NEGRO

MARKET

IN GREATER

ISLAND

LONG ISLAND MARKET
(Nassau-Suffolk)

with post-1948 packages found a
meeting ground with stations on
pricing in more and more cities.
Two important packages which registered sales were:

When

LONG

THE GREATER

Feature film sales were especially
brisk this week as distributors

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

OF

Hope features through CNP to KOINTV. Portland; WJZ-TV. Baltimore:
WHBN-TV, New Haven; WISH-TV,
Indianapolis: KCMO-TV, Kansas
City; KTVU. San Francisco; KOMOTV, Seattle, and KTUK-TV, Phoenix
... M & A Alexander's Q. T. Hush,
Private Eye to XETV, San Diego;
KSWO-TV. Lawton; WABC-TV, New
York; KSD-TV, St. Louis; KSTPTV, St. Paul, and WIIC, Pittsburgh
. . . CNP's Jim Backus to LincolnMercur) Dealers Association on
WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.

MORE
LONG

ON

ISLAND

AKRON, ALBANY
AND ALLENTOWN.
PUT

TOGETHER!

n 74,106,000
WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nas^a
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

►10,000 WATTS

WHU

HEMPSTEAD

IONC

ISIANO. N. Y.
Represented by Gill-Pern

THE ENTIRE
NEW YORK

GAS

IS SOLD

Programs

& producers:

Arthur
SPONSOR
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TO

BUYERS!

People buy what they see, and they see it on KTBS-TV
in Shreveport. What these people see are pictures of the
finest quality. What they hear are sounds of truest tone.
What's more, close-up of KTBS-TV power reveals a big
broad coverage over four states (1,361,300* people
and still growing) that brings sales (they spent

3W

$1,337,264,000* in 1959). No wonder time buyers look

to KTBS-TV where people buy. It's the
bright spot for spots in the Southwest
* Sales Management, July 10, I960

HANNEL 3 SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA^^H

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

SPONSOR
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79

(Skip) Steloff joins I'I'C. whii h ai quires the properties <>f his Heritage
Productions . . . WXYZ-TV, Detroit,
video taping Motor City Golf in summer and fall for winter telecast . . .
Jayark Films acquired five Cagney
Productions feature films and one
from Venus Productions for domestic
tv and foreign theatrical distribution;
titles are "Bugles in the Afternoon."
"Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye," "Only
the \ aliant," "Blood on the Sun" and
"Johnn) Come Lately." Jayark also
has Operation Escape, a half-hour series, in production in Europe.
Commercials:

Milton

R.

can I get the most for

my TV dollar in Eastern Mich-

commercials in Surfside Six and Adventures inParadise to stress exclusive laundering features of Arrow
wash-and-wear shirts.

igan.
PEOPLE
Q— Given three pills by a Doctor
and told to take one every
half-hour, how long would the
pills last?
O-Can

WNEM-TV

sell drugs?

ON

man

to marry his widow'.

Q—How

many buy-minded TV

homes arc scried by WNEMTV.

MOVE:

PETRYMAN IN DETROIT

JH^k
A— Take 5! Latest ARB

confirms

that WNEM-TV is first by far
in all of Eastern Michigan.

Lee

Cannon appointed midwest division
manager of Television Personalities,
Inc. . . . David Martin named promotion consultant for two Interstate
animated cartoon series, Snip and
Snap and Foo Foo . . . Burt Solomon appointed UA trade press representative.

PUBLIC

Q— Is it legal in Michigan for i

THE

BRUCE C. MEYER YOUR

Dubin

promoted to senior v.p. of Filmways
. . . Cluett-Peabody (L&N) using
the Charlie Chan character in network

Q—How

OUR CHANNEL 5 WHIZ IS

SERVICE

Those stations that have set up
community advisory community
councils may be interested in
what came out of such a cooperative setup in Baltimore.
WBAL-TV-WBAL and its advisory
council, after exploring a variety of
local interests anent public service,
agreed that the more important projects that might be embarked upon
were these:
Metropolitanism, the psychological
changes of old age, employment of
the aged, the recruiting and training
of career men in all areas of government, student homework habits and
teenage summer employment.

A— One hour. You take the first,
half an hour later you take the
second, and at the end of the
hour you take the third.
A— Not only can— but does! The
325 Drug Stores in WNEMTV'S 25 county area sold $50,728,000 worth of drugs last

A— Not illegal— but impossible!
The man would have to be
year! to hare a widow.
dead
A— 402,000— with an effective
buying income of more than
52,225,000,000.00. A market
you can't afford to miss!

Reports from tv stations show
that more and more advertisers
are backing

up

public service

programing on the local-level.
A case in point: KPIX, San Fran21 NOVEMBER

1960

Hard-boiled rating service
Let's face it: The toughest rating service
of all is determined by the sponsor's pen; ,. .—^
he either signs a renewal or he doesn't. '^^
And, by this standard especially, we shine ^
with a gem-like brilliance. For example, ^^
Esso Standard has sponsored our 11 P.M. t^

news for five years without an interruption. Sealy Mattress has sponsored the
11:10 P.M. weather show for eight years.
Ratings like these from top national advertisers pay off — for our clients and for
us — against any competition.

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL

10,

PROVIDENCE,
SPONSOR

•
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R.I.

cisco. whose locally produced currentevents show, The Face of the City, attracted the sponsorship of Schlage
Lock (JWT).
Other recent KPIX

THE

Public Service in action:
WSB,
Atlanta, conducted its second annual

NEW

UYNI-EISr

radio/tv news hroadcasting conference for North Georgia high school
newspaper editors and their faculty
advisors. 10 November . . . WTTGTV, Washington. D. C.. enlisted the
aid of local business leaders in appealing, via taped announcements, for
community service support of civic
projects . . . KSFO, San Francisco,
repeated its successful Under Glass
performance of last year to raise
funds for the Lnited Bav Area Cru

HOTEL

39th St., East of Lexington Ave.

NEW

YORK

Salon-size rooms • Terraces • New
appointments, newly decorated •
New 21" color TV • FM radio • New
controlled air conditioning • New
extension phones in bathroom • New
private cocktail bar • Choice East
Side, midtown area • A new concept
of service. Prompt, pleasant, unobtrusive.

sade. Studio equipment, turntables.
wire services, records, etc., were
moved to the sports window of a local department store for the event . .
WBBM-TV, Chicago, began. last
week, a 31-week high school invita

Robert Sarason, General Manager

ORegon 9-3900

tournament,
Northwestern

in conUniver-

sit\"s debate
program.
Thirty-two
high schools are competing.

puhlic service

shows and sponsors: Open Heart Surgery. CIBA Pharmaceutical: American Forum. Wells Fargo Bank: the
presidential election coverage, Gallo
\\ Lnea and Serta Mattress.
INTRODUCING

tional debate
junction with

More public service action : KOIL,
Omaha, aired a solemn and thoughtprovoking editorial concerning a fatal
accident involving six area youngsters. The editorial strongly advised
parents to look into the driving
"games" plaved bv the vouthful citizens . . . WRC-TV, Washington.
D. C. telecast a special program,
Condemned to Move, bringing to
light the mixed emotions shown b\
displaced
the city's
former slum residents
areas . . .of
WCKT.
Miami,
readving a documentary. Florida's
Future, dealing with sit-in demonstrations in South Florida . . . WSOC
Radio. Charlotte. N. C. began a series of audience participation programs entitled Party Line, to help
clear un questionable problems on
civic affairs.
Ideas at work:
• WLEE, Richmond, Va.. cashed
in on Halloween night doings to raise
funds for the Christian Children's
Fund. Enlisting the aid of the trick
or treat set. the station put on a

HARVARbTXAWRrTECH?

WLEE

Christian Children's Fund Halloween March. Instead of the usual

sweets hand-out. voungsters solicited
for and received, contributions to
C.C.F.

INTERNATIONAL

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing
industrial,
progressive North
Louisiana,
South
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK
AT THIS MARKET
DATA

Population
Households
Consumer

Spendable

Food Sales
KNOE-TV
According
to March
9 a.m. to midnight,

1,520,100
423,600
Income
$1,761,169,000
$ 300,486,000
AVERAGES
1960
ARB
we
7 days a week.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Photo: Louisiana Tech at Ruston, Louisiana

Arkansas,

Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

79.1% SHARE
average

$ 40,355,000
$ 299,539,000
S 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

OF AUDIENCE

79.1%

share
CBS

A James

of
•

audience
ABC

from

World Wide Broadcasting unveiled the details of its operations and sales plan to the tradepress last week.
It was explained that this setup.
which is a part of Metropolitan, will
be able to put together for coverage
any number of Latin American and
other countries that an advertiser
wishes.
The base rate for Latin-America
will be 8500.
Worldwide will eventually have a
news staff of at least 50 people. At
present it numbers eight.
Also unveiled was a one-hour cello-

A. Noe Station

Represented

by

malic presentation of WW's objectives, reach, clients, etc.
^

H-R Television, Inc.

SPONSOR
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■

six out of
every ten copies of
SPONSOR

go to
readers
who buy
or influence
the buying of
radio/tv time.
SPONSOR
is written
for them.
through
SPONSOR
they get
what they need
to keep fully
posted every week.
SPONSOR

•
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STATIONS

ADOPT

BILLING

FORM

Lasl Ma\ theSPONSOH Standard Spot Practice- Committee proposed a new standardized billing form for
radio T\ spot A Hood of favorable reaction poured into sponsor offices shortly after the propo>al was announced.
To date the billing form Kentucky
has been adopted b\ nearly 140 radio and tv stations in 38 states:'
KBOY
KFLY

Alabama

wcov

WLVL-FM
WOMI

WCOV-TV
WGAD
WKAB

Gadsden
Mobile

Arizona
KGUN-TV
KTCS
Fresno

KARM
KGMS
KPRO
KREO
KRNO

W'estbrook

WTVL

fCaterville

BenA

Pennsylvania
WEST
WGAL
WGAL-TV
WIP

Michigan
WBRB
WLUC-TV
WPON
East Lansing

WSWM-FM
Minnesota
.

.

Braxcley-El Centro

Colorado
KCOL

Ft. Collins
Denier

KHOW
KVOR

.

Hartjord

Florida
wam!
WDVH
WSUN (AM & TV)

-Gainesville
.

St. Petersburg

Georgia
WBBQ

WCBI
WELO
WMOX

South
KBRK

WNAG

...Clarksdale

St. Louis

KADI-FM
KADY

Jefferson City

KRCG-TV
Montana

New

\i-u

KHVH-TV & AM

Honolulu

wizz
Elgin
kitchfield-Hillsboro

Indiana
Vinrrnnes

WEHT-TV
WEOA
WWCA

.

Buffalo

WHLD
WTKO
North

Texas
KBOR

KFMK-FM
KLTV
KOGT

Auburn
„.

Xashvill'
\ashvilh

WSM-TV

Brunsuick

Carlsbad

New York
WAUB
WEBR
WENY

WNOX
WJAK

KCMC-TV
KEYS

Broun still-Houston

_

KRIO
KSPL
KTBB
KWKC

_

WBAG (AM & FM)

Burlington

WHIT
WIRC

Sew Bern

Trie-

„ Dibol
. Mc41h-<

WFAA (AM & TV)
Vermont
WOEV

DaHai
^Abiler,-'
Waterbmv

Virginia
WBOF
WBTM
WDBJ

Carolina

yoriol:
DanviUe
7V.Roanoke
Richmoni
Richmond-Petersburg

WRVA

WJNC
WPTF

WXEX-TV
Washington

KMN?
KSTT

Ohio
WRFD

West
WHLL

KXGI
WDBQ

WSAI

Iowa

KPUG

Dubuque

Oklahoma

Wichita
Pittsburg

KVOO-TV
Oregon
KAGO

Virginia
Theelim.

WEAQ
Wisconsin
Tulsa

Kansas
KFBI
KOAM

^ioux Fall*

Tennessee

Missoula

Mexico

KOAT-TV
KPBM

Illinois

Greenville

Dakota

WSM

Missouri

Hawaii
KGU

ProvidenC''

KSOO (AM & TV)
West Point

WCTC

WJBF-TV
WRFC

Carolina

WESC (AM & FM)
WYNN

KGEZ
KMSO-TV
New Jersey

WBML
WGAC

Island

South
WDIX

WONA
WROB
WROX

Connecticut
WDRC

Yarl
Williamspor'

WHIM

WBKH
Blvthe

WLAN
WORK
WRAK
Rhode

KBUN
Mississippi
WAMY

KYOR

Philadelphia.

WJPA
WKBO

Riverside-San Bernardino

KXO
KYA

WAOV
WAZY

Mediorc

KQEN
KYES
WPSD-TV
Maine
wIab

WAAB

California

WRMN
WSMI

_

Massachusetts

Arkansas

KROP .
KUDE

„.

KGRL

Klamath Falls

Eau Claire

WOBT
WOMT
WRAC

Vanitowc
.

SPONSOR
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WAPI Makes The Headlines
ETV
pbell
Newspapers, ud.t Cam
A
Report
Lauded In
entire \foa the ne^spape^

Birmingham J£v$$Swi

a group\

atio
icJJ
ggns
sai
»^
Codmmnun
tio
izing P^
icaar
munmm
comSu
/••
*
m
unate
"fort
__in others i^ - .

Audit

better

The

repo^^i,,

people

r.,mPbeU's prommg."
unique
s a of
g£p T render
ThV°W
free
process
^A\L
gram,
Service
to the v\n
the area by
m-oRrammmg

^•r*^

»rffL« conver-

to staft
*i*
or
ging time^the
I sations
Discussions
01 issues
weiS,

rth?day,a^Sn°fifr
doui pertaining and.
are fi'
P^f
Ivocational.

The Birmingham

Metropolitan Audit

says "a healthy justification for public service." 20 local sponsors on a
year round basis say "Dave

Camp-

bell's People Speak sells merchandise
for us."

50,000 WATTS
BIRMINGHAM,
ALABAMA
REPRESENTED
SPONSOR

•
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WSYR Delivers 85%
More Radio Homes
Than The IMo. 2 Station
In

an

area

homes,

1.6

^

NEWS

El

emb acing
471,290
18 c ounties,
people
milli on
with
$3
billion

buying-power

. .

WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO
STATIONS
COMBINED

Alan D. Courtney has been appointed vice
president, national sales, for MCA TV,
Ltd., effective tomorrow. Previously with
NBC TV, Courtney held the posts of v.p.,
nighttime programs, administrator for the
network's participating programs, executive producer of the Steve Allen Show, and

Top facilities}^
lake the difference.
NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

1

\f

■f THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

most recently v.p., program administration. A native of San Francisco, the new
MCA TV executive attended Princeton University, the University <
Southern California, and the University of California at Los Angeles
Robert S. Wilson has been appointed t(
the post of vice president and general man
ager of KXTV, Sacramento. Since 1954 hi
had been general sales manager of Corin

WSYR

WCOL
has

SOUND
INFLUENCE
in
Columbus,
Ohio

wc

Advertising is a true investment. It must be based on
sound judgment. In Columbus, you get maximum returns on your investment
when you advertise on the
New WCOL!
The New WCOL offers the
largest listening audience
at lowest cost*. Don't speculate with your dollars. Invest in New WCOL Blue
Chip advertising for greatest returns.
*(You invest in the largest
share of audience for less
than half the cost per
thousand listeners of other
media. Ratings and CPM
figures on request.)
24 hours a day broadcasting
1230 AM
92.3 FM

X.
J
The Capital
-»^
Station
I Columbus 15,
■ Ohioy
Represented by:
-■— ^™
|-^ul robert

thian's station KHOU-TV, Houston. Pre
viously, Wilson served as sales executive
in the television divisions of both Edward

Petry & Co. and The Katz Agency, Inc.; id
the network sales department of the Mutual
Broadcasting System in Chicago, and as commercial manager pi
WALB, Albany, Ga. In W.W. II he was an Army Air Force pilot]
Sherwood Dodge has been elected vice
president and director of marketing of the
toilet articles division of Colgate-Palmolive
Co. He will be responsible for the division's planning and direction of advertising, promotion and merchandising, sales
and distribution activities. Previously,
Dodge was with Foote, Cone & Belding, as
v.p. and national marketing director, and
Fletcher D. Richards, Inc., as executive v.p. and a director of the
agency.

He is a member

of the 4A's media

relations committee.

George Sperry is the new manager of promotion for WGR-TV and FM, Buffalo (a
Transcontinent station) . Most recently with
WNEP-TV, Scranton (also owned by Trans
continent) as promotion manager, Sperry
began his career as an announcer-director
at WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., in September, 1953. He left that station in November, 1957 to join WBPZ-TV, LocH
Haven, Pa., as program director. An alumnus of the U. of Rochester,
Sperry is married, the father of two sons. He is a member of BPA.|
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IN INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and western Nevada)

«ad,o

BEEUNE

!Slil
,W i9Wi

k*>i,:$f-^
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Sacramento is $100,000,000-payroll U.S. rocket and missile center

Well served by Beeline Station KFBK,
modern Sacramento is one of the nation's
leading agricultural centers as well as a
growing industrial community . . . the
rich, bustling hub of an independent inland California market with $1,953,322,000 annual retail sales.* It is also the
State capital.
Here KFBK leads regularly in listening and programming, is No. 1 rating
station most of the time. Farm programs,

news, sports, good music, home economics, school and religious programs
are presented in balanced format typical
of all 5 Beeline stations.
Beeline stations as a group give you
more radio homes than any combination
of competitive stations — at by far the
lowest
SR&D). cost per thousand (Nielsen &
* Sales Management's 1960 Survey
of Buying Power

flAzClodbcJUAj BAoodLco^tUuj Co**f>a>*>tf
SACRAMENTO,
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
The term "specialized mass markets" may seem to contain within it contradictory words but to Ralph N. Weil, president of KATZ, St. Louis, it has
some very specific meanings. The key thought is that the market is specialized but big enough to be called a mass market. Weil is involved in applications for the purchase of KCOR, Spanish-language station in San Antonio,
and WMMW,

Meriden, Conn., as well as in filings for stations in North

White'Plains and Poughkeepsie, N. Y. He had an interest in WOV, New York.

ON

THE

SPECIALIZED

In the last months of our operation of WOV (now WADO)
as a leading Italian language and Negro outlet, Arnold
Hardley, an associate, and myself had begun work on a
new promotional approach whose basic idea we tried to
sum up in the words, "specialized mass markets."
The association of the two words "specialized" and
"mass" may, at first glance, seem contradictory. But the
facts of modern American urban life make them perfectly
compatible. Where a Negro market, for example, actually
constitutes more than 31% of the over-all population, as in
St. Louis, where a Spanish-speaking market comprises
about 52% of the total, as in San Antonio, we are no
longer dealing with a "specialized" market in the sense of
something "smaller." The market is qualitatively specialized, and quantitatively mass.
We have been directly interested in this field of radio
for many years. Experience has confirmed our faith in it
and has given us a set of guiding principles (developed
in good part over the years at WOV) which we have already put to work at KATZ, St. Louis, and which will be
applied to any properties with which we may be associated.
First of all, we believe that the specialized audience deserves quality service. Specialized radio, is nobody's stepchild. Itis a prideful enterprise in the same sense as any
oi radio well-conducted, and everything the
station c\uv< should reflect the desire to do a professional,
craftsmanlike job. on the air and off.
Next, we believe in the kind of specialized radio that
is sensitive to the specific needs, desires, and preferences
of it-; audience. 'I his kind of radio relates directly to the
day-to-da) lives of its listeners and is an embodied part
of theii dailj actii ities. One aspect of this is an alert news
policy, reporting ever) development of special significance
to the communit) s< i ved.

MASS

MARKET'

Further, specialized radio has a two-fold obligation in its
public service efforts. It must collaborate closely with
every legitimate activity, pro bono publico, within the specialized community itself, and it must help the specialized
community attune itself harmoniously with the community
at
large,
in the interests of the civic welfare of all concerned.
Obviously, the broadcaster himself must take a direct
and knowledgeable interest in his operations if all these
purposes are to be achieved.
Now let us glance at some of the business aspects of the
"specialized mass market" approach.
We are now well along toward putting the final touches
on merchandising and promotion plans which will be altogether new in the specialized radio field. We are in the
process of working out, for future application, a new rep
arrangement, and have completed and incorporated our
consultation-advisory organization under the name "Key
Broadcast Management, Inc."
This much is certain: specialized broadcasting is now
coming of age. Great strides have been made in the Negro
and Spanish fields, in particular. Years ago, when WOV
pioneered the formation of the Foreign Language Qualitv
Network with some of the same ends in view as are out-;
lined in this article, we were, perhaps, a little ahead of our
time. But now. audience and advertiser acceptance for
specialized broadcasting is at an unprecedented level, and
it is the purpose of the specialized mass markets concept
to lift the level steadily higher, to a plane comparable with
that of the finest standards in the industry.
There are a number of energetic and well-informed reps
now doing business in the specialized field. We have been
talking things over with them, and will discuss our ideas |l
some future date.
^
SPONSOR
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news covera

big pfctm

CAROLINA NEWS
SPECIAL

11th HOUR REPORT
Monday- Friday 11 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
irty-one regularly scheduled news shows
r week originate at WSOC-TV. This is the most complete
al and regional tv reporting in the Carolinas.
at is why viewers of America's 25th largest television
jrket call WSOC-TV the NEWS station of the Carolinas.
id another reason why your best buy in Charlotte
i/VSOC-TV— one of the nation's great area stations.

WSOC
3NSOR

•

and WSOC-TV
21
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are associated with WSB
1960

Monday-Friday 6:15 A.I

Monday- Friday
7:25 A.M. and 8:25 A.M.

WSiCTV
CHARLOTTE 9-NBC

and WSB-TV.

and ABC. Represented by H-R

Atlanta; WHIO

and WHIO-TV,

Dayton

lO-SECOND

SPONSOR

Commercial

ern Region AAAA

How to run a good convention
Our hat is off to the members of the Broadcast Promotion
Association for the valuable and business-like convention they
ran in New Orleans last week.
Ordinarily, the mere mention of New Orleans conjures up
visions of fun, food, and entertainment — Mardi Gras, Bour-

SPOTS

twist! A recent Westi
Convention heard

these tv definitions I and "how I sei
it") from Allan B. Goldenthal, v.pl
of U. S. Tele-Service Corp.: ordinar^
— totally ineffective; miracle — i
works; regular— antiquated; new—
regular; totally new — even the bottle^
new new new new — certainly not mor>
tlian six months old.
Western

twist: Some other defini

tions have been making the rounds o
Madison and Michigan Aves. They'ri
saying that a tv western is "good guyi
bad guy, good horse, good girl, gun

bon Street, the French Quarter. And we don't for a minute
mean to suggest that these charms were entirely overlooked
by visiting BPA members.
But the prevailing atmosphere of the BPA meeting was

fight" and an adult western is "goo<\
guy, bad guy, good horse, good girt

serious, thoughtful, hard-working, down-to-earth.
The station promotion men who traveled to Louisiana came

"tvisms." Hang on. An adult wesj
ern is an old egg sandwich; prinn
time is the 5:11 to Westport; residual
is a hangover; rating is recognitiot
by headwaiters; fade is to move t\
safer ground; dolly is a blond cai
by the producer; pan is what th\
client does to the commercial, and
boom is what the client lowers.

there to learn "how to"
spent long hours trading
We were particularly
ized its agenda. During

facts about their business, and they
ideas on practical matters.
impressed with the way BPA organthe three-day meeting no less than

18 "how to" subjects were taken up. They ranged from
"How to work with the RAB and TvB" to "How to merchandise" to"How to handle trade press advertising."
Every BPA member we talked to took away from New
Orleans a store of valuable business knowledge that could be
translated into money-making practices at his home base.
All in all BPA, though one of the youngest of the industry's trade groups, put on a demonstration of "how to run a
good convention" that was really impressive.

Sarnoff's |plan for '64
That the BPA organization has grown rapidly in stature
is illustrated by the fact that NBC's Robert W. Sarnoff delivered a major policy speech at the BPA meeting.
The NBC board chairman called for major revisions in the

bad girl, gunfight."
Agency twist: Equal time goes td
Fuller & Smith & Ross for some of it

Election twist: The rash of licensi

plate jokes of a few months ago, sue!
as H20 for Lloyd Bridges, and 38-23
36 for Marilyn Monroe, came to id
ultimate climax early this month. Thl
final entries— JAN 20 for John Ked
nedy, CU 1964 for Richard NixoA
Financial twist: When the staff oj

WLCY, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Flaj
found that the station had made it tt
the top of the local Hooper ratings
there was a big celebration, enjoyed
by everybody but program direct^
Dick Allen. He has mixed emotions
he owns stock in the biggest compel
ing station.

country's political convention and campaign system, based
on the radio/tv experience of the last six months.
Bob Sarnoff suggests that the conventions be shortened, both

Freudian twist: Jack Paar's NBI
crew created no end of havoc durinj
their visit to Hawaii with their maid
landers' view of Island custom!

in days and hours, and that they make "more fruitful use of
the hours when most Americans are able and willing to watch."
He also suggests moving future conventions ahead to late
August, thereby shortening the exhausting campaign period
by about six weeks. We applaud both recommendations, and
are glad that they come from a leader of the industry that has

Peggy Cass said she went to a luaj
where they served poi which si
thought was old yogurt. CharlJ
Weaver said that Grampa Ogg hal

become such a vital part of America's political life.

first one he ran out of gas."

90

^

once had a nightmare about Hawaii

Said Charley, "He dreamed he wa? i
power lawn mower in a room full oj
hula girls, and just as he got to tW

SPONSOR

•
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This station with its multi-city coverage
looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.
A

LOOK

INTO

THE

FUTURE

Now in planning stage for Chicago's
Loop is world's tallest apartment
house. 60-story twin circular towers
are to contain 896 units; 900-car
parking ramp to spiral first 1 8 floors.

Los

Angeles

San

Francisco

Nielsen Station Index gets the
right information from its homes
The NSI Audilogl Recordimeter technique produces
the same answers on set tuning as the accepted
Audimeter method. This has been proved by
simultaneous tests for both techniques in same homes.
Details on this and other studies verifying NSI
data are yours for the asking. More reasons why...
NSl/i the only validated source of station
audience facts available today... psutuidutf lelia/Ue iH^maiian
fob btouzdcadi adae^tUutf deoUicuv

ielsen

tation ndex

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101

Howard

Street, Chicago 45,

Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

NSI, Recordimeter, Audilog ond Audimeter ore Registered Service Marks of A. C. Nielsen Company.

FOR
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TV IS SOLVING

Hooper-Ray

Look here
Mr.f)

JOHN

1 Sold Nationally by THE KATZ Agency, Inc.
|

C. E. HOOPER
7 AM-6

F. BOX Jr.

(Oct. -Dec);

K.BOX
K.NUZ

KONO

KXOL

San Antonio

R

BALABAN
7 AM-6

PM

Mon.-Sat.

(Jan. -Sept.)

RESEARCH

Agencies are
skeptical of
OBM fee plan
Page 30

Whyshops
'maverick7
ad
are
on the rise
Page 32

Commercials go
off the beaten
sound track
Page 38

Station

Dallas

Houston

Worfn

General Manager

FIGURES
PM Mon.-Fri.

A Texas Quadrangle

Tv reaches all

Page 27

. . . the Dallas tiger now!
Managing Director
Parker Daggett

Synthetic yarn makers
tried to reach varied
markets in different
ways.

There'slOTimit
Meeting in
BigT
happening
any day!
fa

FIBERS' SIX
AD PROBLEMS

PROJECTION

"Who's on First?"

NOW!
WFGA-TV

Miff IN
JACKSONVILLE
WFGA-TV now dominates the Jacksonville Market with 55% share of the audience
Latest ARB (August) shows WFGA-TV first, with 55%
metro share-of-audience 9 A.M. to midnight, seven days
a week! WFGA-TV proudly joins its sister stations,
WTVJ, Miami and WLOS-TV in the Carolina Triad,
as the number one station in its respective market.
For highest results in your advertising, choose the
highest-rated station in the Jacksonville area, WFGA-TV!
For the first Jacksonville Starch Survey for over a
decade . . . Contact your PGW Colonel.

WFGA-TG VH

JACKSONVILLE
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY | PETERS,

GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

INC.

Just as important as one's 2nd shoe is
Michigan's 2nd TV market . . . that rich
industrial outstate area made up of
LANSING-FLINT-JACKSON and 20
populous cities . . . 3,000,000 potential
customers . . . 684,200 TV homes (ARB
March *60) . . . served exclusively by
WJIM-TV for 10 years.

WJIM-TV

. JACKSON
i market. Represen

r TV. WJIM

Ra<

BALANCED

© Vol. 14, Vo

ir,

•
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MEANS
LISTENER
LOYALTY
KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .
blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

OF ARTICLES

critical of fee plan

Most agency execs are skeptical of the Ogilvy. Benson & Mather-Shell
fee setup, and are giving the commission system a vote of confidence

32

Agency 'mavericks' on rise
Babcock & Kogan, in New York, and Creative House and Feature Merchandising inChicago, specialize in distinct, legitimate agency functions

35

'Open-circuit' tv kicks off dealer promotion
Coming up a little late with its idea of a Thanksgiving sales drive for
dealers was a godsend for Knodel-Tygrett, Zenith-Norge distributor

36

College radio's receptive audience
College radio is catching on fast among collegians everywhere; BBDO
statistics show more than 87% now own sets. Part Two of a two-part series

38

Commercials go off the beaten sound track
Raxmond Scott (The Jingle Workshop)
invents a new way to combine
musical and electronic resources in radio and tv commercials production

40

Crowers spur grass roots radio
Dulch bulb dealers in at least 39 markets ben ■fit from radio campaign
packaged by trade association.
This includes .t.'s by name announcers

FEATURES
56 Film-Scope

4,000,000 people as:

24 49th and Madison

58 Sponsor Hears
19 Sponsor-Scope

• The news and information
station

62 News & Idea Wrap-Up

74 Sponsor Speaks
46 Spot Buys

lO Newsmaker of the Week

• The variety station
• The network station

72 Seller's Viewpoint

KTRH
50,000 WATTS -740

16 Timebuyers at Work
74 Ten-Second Spots

62 Picture Wrap-Up
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52 Sponsor Asks

70 Tv and Radio Newsmakers
EO Tv Results

12 Sponsor

55

Backstage

Washington

Week

EBBI

KC

~CBS—
HOUSTON, TEXAS
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Tv solves six-sided ad problem
Three mijor synthetic fiber producers had reached buying public, manufacturers, retailers by diverse routes. Tv allows them to reach everyone
Admen

30

• The family
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Somebody
ent network
and stayed
local!
" Somebody" like WJQS in
Jackson, Miss., a station that
had a wallet-stuffing boost in
business of 100% since they
became a Mutual affiliate.
As Lew Heilbroner, General
Manager, puts it: "We did
not know what we were
missing before we signed
with Mutual. WJQS now does
more local business than
any other station in Jackson."
There's
money
YOU in
a Mutual
Radiofor Network
affiliation. Mutual gives you
the most and requires the
least. Mutual gives you 12
hours of news weekly to sell
ocally— Mutual asks 12 hours
of local time for their use.
Your station has the Mutual
advantage, too— the prestige
of world-wide network news,
plus sports and music. And
you are still free to do
your own profitable local
programming— personalities.
features, immediate
area coverage.
1 network— stay local— that's
the Mutual success story.

MUTUAL
IADIO NETWORK

Service to Independent Stations
Subsidiary of
Minnesota Minis
and Manufacturin
Com pan

SPONSOR
Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn
EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

Why Do Folks Stay Up
SO LATE
In Rochester, N.Y. ?

Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton
Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Rochester's a quiet, thrifty, conservative town —
of complacent — a place where you'd hardly ex;
to find a flock of late-stayer-uppers. Yet, every e
ing, far into the night, the home lights shine in tl
sands of Rochester's neat residential areas! — It's noi
the night life that accounts for this — it's the right life!

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich
Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup
Ben Seff F. Scanlon
Walter
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanger
Diane Schwartz
Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

It's those Wonderful

FEATURE
FILMS

EVERY

NIGHT

Production Editor
Lee St. John
Editorial Research
Elaine Johnson

AT

11:

ADVERTISING

DEPARTMENT

Eastern Office
Willard Dougherty

Never — no never — has there been such a brilliant, star-studded
array of late-evening entertainment as that offered by our Fall
Festival of Feature Films! Great dramas! Great stars! Great
entertainment! — And a great opportunity for smart buyers who
grab up the golden spots within this super-selling program
structure! Write, wire or telephone today!

CHANNEL
ROCHESTER,
(WVET
EVERETT

McKINNEY

TV
INC.

lO
N.Y.

• WHEC

TV)

THE

BOLLING

CO.

INC.

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Western Manager
Georqe Dietrich

CIRCULATION
DEPARTMENT
L C. Windsor, Manager
Virginia Markey
Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins
ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Michael Crocco: Syd Guttman; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Dorothy
Tinker; Flora Tomadelli
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DRAW
Ranger Hoby Gilman outdraws 'em all!
His syndicated series, TRACKDOWN, is
first in its time period in Chicago (27.6
rating), Chattanooga (34.3 rating), Great
Falls (44.8 rating), Jacksonville (23.9
rating) ,Miami (11.5 rating) ,New Orleans
(21.6 rating), Seattle-Tacoma (18.5 rating), El Paso (36.0 rating) and in other
markets coast to coast. (Nielsen)
Naturally, Hohy draws advertisers too!
TRACKDOWN has scored bang-up sales
results for such big-timers as American
Tobacco and Mobil Oil (Hoby's sponsors
on the CBS Television Network), Schlitz,
Standard Oil of Indiana, Anheuser-Busch,
and Guarantee Savings & Loan (Fresno).
Sponsor Ziegler Sausages (Birmingham)
sums it up this way: "TRACKDOWN has
proven to be all we hoped it would be."
Produced by Four Star Films, starring
Robert Culp, TRACKDOWN is the only
television series ever to win the official
endorsement of both the Texas Rangers
and the State of Texas. In your area, for
audience and advertiser endorsement
"big as Texas"— sign up Hoby Gilman
and TRACKDOWN. For information call

CBS FILMS

..THE BEST FILM PROGRAMS FOR ALL STATIONS"
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, DETROIT,
BOSTON, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, DALLAS
AND ATLANTA. CANADA: S.W. CALDWELL LTD.

yl*-

Madison

NEWSMAKER
of the week

is the shopping center of
nearly half a million
people! They strip retail
counters

of

well over
A master

half a

billion dollars

worth of goods annually.
The brands they buy are
largely the brands they
are reminded

to buy on

WKOW.

at getting attention, David

Ogilvy, Benson

Ogilvy, president of

& Mather, was even more the cynosure of the

ad business last week following two bombshells
quick succession.
would

The

dropped

first, his announcement

handle the recently acquired Shell account

basis; the other, a report Shell would go 100%

in

that OBM
on a fee

to newspapers.

The newsmaker:
David Ogilvy may or may not like the
idea that his name has been most often invoked in connection with
the eye-patch ad for Hathaway shirts, but from now on that's a thing
of the past. His agency's recent moves in connection with the Shell
Oil account will cause tongues to wag along Madison Ave. for weeks
to come. Ogilvy's open acceptance of fees may well start a trend
whose effect will be felt for years.
The decision to plunge heavily in newspapers means, at the outset,
a $4 million loss to radio and tv.
The television expenditure, which
represents over 60% of the radio
tv total, will undoubtedly be offset

TONY MOE
Vice-President &
General Manager

by quick purchases of the valuable
spot tv franchises which Shell relinquished. Assoon as the first report about Shell's newspaper decision was bruited, avid tv clients
were bugging reps for the time.
What hurt air media more than
the loss of income was the psychological impact
Shell's
The oil firm
has ofbeen
in airpullout.
media

—TV-

WKOW
WKOW
Represented

since the early '30's, when it started an extended run in radio under
the aegis of J. Walter Thompson. The latter held the account until
OBM took it over last summer. OBM had previously dipped its feet
into the oil pool by handling institutional advertising for Standard

Oil (N.J.).

As is common with men who pull dramatic switches. Ogilvy wil
be no hero on Madison Ave. The Street has already showed obvious
skepticism about his fee deal with Shell. OBM's departure from air
media will undoubtedly also generate skepticism in view of the petroleum company's long history in the medium and its first-rate video
franchises. The point has already been raised that OBM's lack of
regional offices may have been a factor in its plumping for news-

-RADIO-

papers. Shell's use of tv required considerable on-the-scene servicing

by Headley-Reed

by At
JWT.
presstime, Ogilvy was keeping his own counsel. It will not be
the first time that admen have expressed doubts about his agency.
Certainly, the Street will be watching for pratfalls.

• Affiliated with WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis.;
WLOL. Minneapol.s-St. Paul; KSO, Dcs Moines;
KELO-land
TV and Radio, Sioux
Falls, S. D.
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JAAIES
GORDON

could have been the " firecracker "of WPTR
Bennett coined the word "fire-crackers" for his editorials in
the New York Herald over a century ago. He could be writing WPTR's radio editorials today. They're just as explosive.
Bennett said what he thought without fear. WPTR

feels that

tiser. At the local level WPTR carries more advertising than
the next three stations combined. At the national level—
WPTR

sells more total time than the next 2 facilities put

together. If you want to build a fire in this market— nothing
will do it faster and better than WPTR.

;ame obligation and follows that tradition of independence
n every editorial broadcast over its air. Perhaps that's why
t has become recognized as one of the outstanding news

See your EAST/man

for full details. Foster & Creed, in New

England.

itations in America. Perhaps that's why more people listen
:o it than to any other station in the market according to

50,000

WATTS

of SCHINE

ENTERPRISES.

Pulse. Perhaps that's why they trust it so much as well.

ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY

Die proof is simple and nobody says it better than an adver-

Duncan
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Mounsey,

Exec.

V.P. — A

division

by Joe Csida

Far -Reaching!
H

I Sponsor
backstage
Some

The 5 A.M. slot is the
only one open, professor.

post-election reflections

Please believe I have no delusion? about being
a political writer. Just one more piece on the
election and then I'll shut up until 1964 at least.
And besides, this is prompted as much by personal considerations as by an overwhelming interest in the late presidential race. Personal reason No. 1 is that I got a bitter and mildly nasty
letter from a radio tv advertising man in Illinois,
named Gingrich, about the fact that I mentioned that Variety's reviewer had pointed out that Vice President Nixon looked like he
wore a wig on one of the debate shows. I mentioned that the New
\ ork Journal American's Jack O'Brian had made reference to this
in his syndicated column, and I pointed it up as merelv one more
risk a politician runs in participating in tv debates.
Mr. Gingrich read me to be a dirty Democrat, who was hustling
votes for Kennedy. Either he didn't read, or he ignored the pieces I
did in which I pointed out that Kennedy's key point in the first debate
i the point that the United States had the lowest rate of industrial
growth of any country in the world I was an insult to the intelligence
of any adult-thinking voter. I tried very hard, as I do always, to be
as completely neutral in matters of this kind in this column, as it is
possible for me to be. Sad to state. Mr. Gingrich said my "wig"
column had enabled him to make the decision that he would not re-

"Six months ago we
never realized — "
We're exaggerating here, of
course, but the far-reaching effect
of Channel 6 has surprised more
than a few people. It covers 2/3
of Maine's retail sales and 1 4 of
New Hampshire's.
Your Weed TV man will tell
you more.

WCSH-TV

6

MAINE
WCSH-TV

NBC for
PORTLAND
MAINE
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

6, Portland
WIBZ-TV 2, Bangor
WCSH Radio. Portland

WIBZ Radio, Bangor

WRDO

Radio, Augjsta

new his SPONSOR subscription. I think that is very unkind, and what's
more important, shortsighted of him. There are certainly many items
and features in sponsor worthy of his attention and of value to him.
And its much more fun reading a publication if it has at least one
columnist y ou hate. I would be happy to be that for Mr. Gingrich,
if onlv he would renew. All kidding aside, not that it's Mr. Gingrich's
or anvone
all
along. else's business, but I did vote for Nixon and was for him
The other personal reason I want to do this one last piece on the
campaign is because I am extremely proud of the highly professional
job one of my vip. 1945 European colleagues did in the campaign.
I speak, of course, of J. Leonard Reinsch. whom Senator Jack Kennedy had the good sense to employ as his communications consultant. Leonard is much too modest a broadcaster and gentleman to
take any undue bows for the victory of the Democratic candidate.
However, it is generally recognized by everyone, beginning with
President-elect Kennedy, that his television and general broadcasting
activities and strategies were largely responsible for his election.
And vou mav be very sure that Leonard Reinsch made a major contribution to that planning and strategy.
Another member of our 194-3 vip-er group, of whom I'm extraordii Please turn to page 14'
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HOW

TO

TRAVEL

IN THE

BEST

CIRCLES*

Of course you've heard the long-whiskered riddle in which people
are asked to describe a spiral. They invariably do so with much hand
action and few words. So now let's test your skill. Tell us how to draw
the spiral with only a compass and a virgin sheet of paper. Distance
between lines must be the same at all points.
Tell us and win Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" —
Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. If you have already copped this prize,
say so in your entry and we'll provide another, equally stimulating.
*Yes, we know its a spiral and not a circle, but it would ruin our pitch if we
passed up such an opportunity; and so would you if you passed up the 7
o'clock and 11 o'clock WMAL-TV News Finals, where you can travel in the
best-selling circles with the Shell Oil Company, Miller High Life Beer, Ford,
The Washington Gas Light Company, Sunoco and National Bohemian Beer.

wmal-tv
Washington, D. C.

An

Affiliated
SPONSOR

•

with

WMAL
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Evening Star Station, represented by H-R

WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C,

Television, Inc.

WSVA-TV

and

WSVA.

Harrisonburg,

Va

-

Sponsor

backstage

(Continued from page 12 l

narih proud, is Clair McCollough. president of the Steinman Stations
and. as all know, one of the industry's hardest-working and most
brilliant leaders. There is considerable talk that the National Association of Broadcasters is going to set up a chairmanship of its
combined boards, and that Clair is likely to be elected the Association's first chairman. If this is done, Governor LeRoy Collins, the
XAB's new president will, of course, find one of the finest broadcasters in the nation helping him in what, at best, must be a rough
first year.
McCollough

scores again

This past Monday. 1 14 November i chairmanship or no, Clair was
in \^ ashington addressing an NAB Fall Regional Conference. He
made once again the usual solid points about the great necessity for

COMBUSTIBLES
Advertisers who want to kindle
interest among Metropolitan New

what he calls the "emancipation" of the American broadcaster.
Even casual observers of the broadcasting scene are fully aware
of the problems broadcasters have had with continuing threats of
government interference, censorship, and other restrictive influences.
Clair made the verv valid point that he hoped the election would
have made verv plain to most Congressmen and other Government
officials that broadcasters are, for the most part, a responsible, dedicated group of American businessmen, with much more than average
awareness of their obligation to work in the public interest.

York's millions and ignite sales
in
America's
largest
know
that
all roads
lead market
to WPAT.

"Tampering with broadcasting's traditional freedom," Clair told
bis listeners."" represents nothing more than a form of social sabotage

Serving listeners throughout 31
counties in New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania and Connecticut is the business of our station
and the men who make and mar-

against the people themselves."
Clair's further point was that the industry's comportment in the
recent election gave it every right to get off defensive in its attitude

ket America's leading gasolines
and oil products know this kind
of service means sales. That's
why there's been a cracking
477% increase in this category
alone in only three short years
on WPAT. .Motor oil fuel oil,
gasoline, by-product or any product, WPAT gets results. Drive
the direct route to America's
most densely populated market.
Follow the signs. Follow the lead
of advertisers like these: American Oil, Atlantic Refining, Cities
Service, Crown Petroleum, Esso
Standard Oil, Gulf Oil, National
Carbon, Oil Heat Council of New
Jersey, Shell Oil, Sinclair Refining, The Texas Company and
Tidewater Oil. They're only a few
of the many leading makers who,
in the last three years, have advertised on WPAT ... the station with the spark of success.

WPAT

toward Governmental control, and to get on the offensive. He maintained that once freed from the handcuffs of the equal time restrictions, broadcasters showed dramatically and conclusively that they
can be fair on a national level. And if they can achieve this impartiality on a national level, they certainly, said the Steinman chief,
can manage an equal impartiality on a local level.
Hopes

for new

precedent

Clair expressed the hope that the broadcasters' excellent performance all during the campaign might even persuade a Government
agencv such as the Federal Communications Commission that radio
and television men should have far greater programing freedom and
far fewer restrictions than they've had before. Clair pointed out the
extras which broadcasters may be able to give their listeners and
viewers in the wavs of meaningful public service, if they are allowed
to plan their program formats on local community needs rather than
on fixed percentages of program types.
These were, to a very large degree, the same sound points Clair
made during his keynote speech at the last major NAB Convention in
Chicago. These points cannot be made too often. For there are al\sa\s those, in Gov. mment and out, who for whatever reasons, have
their own anti-broadcasting axes to grind.
It's good to see men like Clair continuing the good fight, and ]
hope that he's right. I hope radio and tv will find that their superjob in this past campaign has won them new respect in Governmental
and other important quarters.
^
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This is Chet Long:
The contents of Chet Long's wallet are written in
fourteen languages. In fifteen years of gathering and
giving the news for WBNS Radio, Chet has visited
twenty countries, and traveled 120,000 miles outside the
continental United States. His cards identify him in
press clubs from Tokyo to Reykjavik. In good old

1^^^Gsam "-'*•"*

Americanese, Chefs cards also show he's an annual visitor
to the Circleville Pumpkin Show, a member of the
local Charity Newsies, the Buckeye Boosters, Humane
Society and forty other organizations.

ft ^
\nc

%*«*

^ «.//„„

<Zi

Ti&*

Chet joined WBNS in 1945, after making more than
5000 broadcasts for the Fifth Joint Service Command during
World War II. His news scoops range from an insidethe-walls coverage of the Ohio Penitentiary riot and fire
in 1952 to a continuous 48-hour stretch reporting the
flood in January, 1959. His most recent honor came this
month when his documentary on Korea received the
Headliners Award from Press Club of Ohio for best news
story presented on radio or television. He has been a
commencement speaker in most high schools in Franklin
County, and somehow always seems to work a 26-hour day.
On the occasion of his fifteenth anniversary with
WBNS, we acknowledge Chet's unique place of affection
in Central Ohio. As the man says about men like
Chet — "They don't come along every day."

WBNS-RADIO
OHIO

COLUMBUS,

*°<KR*N YOUR

Timebuyers
at work
Lucy Kerwin, kenyon ^ Eckhardt. New York, call? attention to "a
broken record that"? beginning to get on a lot of timebuyers" nerves.
We hear comments to the effect that some forms of broadcast are
being short-changed — they're not getting a large enough share of the
advertising budget?. I? this really so? I don't believe it one bit, nor
do most of my associates. The decision as to which medium or combination of media should be used
bv each client, obviously, is not
made overnight. Nor is it decided
b\ the timebuyer alone. It's the
result of a thorough evaluation of
a client"? sale? and marketing objective?, copy treatment, appropriation, etc.. followed by a review
of all forms of media to deiermine
which ones would be most effective. \^hen we tell representative?
and station? that a ?pecific client plans to use tv or radio, network or

WVET Radio

spot, we're merely implementing the decision of the agency. I assure
you we never ignore any form of broadcast media. If it isn't selected.
it just didn't fill the bill. But show us a better way to use these broadcast media and we'll evaluate it and recommend
accordinslv."

- LONDON v
t

\

-LU

S£

4-4

ROCHESTER,
ONLY
FROM
ON

SECONDS
ANY

FACE

WITH

NBC

MOSCOW

| PARISp 'tokyo
1— ROME — i

4— (— I— I
•
HAVANA

CONGO

N.Y.
AWAY

NEWS

CENTER

OF THE

GLOBE

COMPLETE

NEWS

COVERAGE
WVET-RADIO -ROCHESTER 4, N.Y.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
Robert E. Eastman

& Co., Inc.

Raymond E. Jones of Young ^ Rubicam's media relation? and
planning dept. report? on his "specialized unit, whose sole function
is servicing the radio and tv spot media. Buying is seldom involved.
But. because our department is staffed by seven associate directors.
12 supervisors, and more than 50 other individuals having buying
responsibilities. Y\R"s spot coordinating unit furnishes great quantities and depth of information. By
providing not only the best and
most pertinent availability data, industrv trends, documented studies
of station visits, etc.. the unit frees
the buying staff for more profitable
efforts in areas of planning and
buying. Maintaining the closest
possible dailv liaison with station
management and their representatives, the spot unit is a constant
source of information that frequently becomes part of an over-all
media recommendation or serves as the basis for an opportunistic
purchase. Advantageously — from the station side of the fence — this
unit functions as a central clearing house where sheer size sometimes preclude? regular contact with each potential ?ource of ?ale.
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"IF THE RCA TV TAPE RECORDER COST
*5000 MORE, WE WOULD STILL RUY RCA
— says Stanley E. Hubbard

of KSTP-TV

being proved at more and more stations where
nothing less than the best will satisfy. Superb pictures, outstanding convenience in operation and unequalled service during and after the sale are advantages that only RCA with its years of television
experience can promise and produce.

Says Stanley Hubbard, "After a careful study for over
a year, our Engineering Staff decided that the RCA
Television Tape Recorder was the best on the market.
It was obvious to us that RCA advantages make all
the difference in picture clarity and realism.
"Since that time, we have purchased three TV Tape
Recorders— one color and one monochrome for
KSTP, and a monochrome for KOB-TV Albuquerque.
Today's increased sales are keeping our facilities
humming. Our advertisers are sold on the consistently high quality of our taped commercials."

Discover for yourself all the values of owning the
RCA TV Tape Recorder. Check Stanley Hubbard
and other enthusiastic users ... see your RCA representative. He can give many reasons why this
advanced Tape Equipment is the best buy for you.

The value of installing RCA TV Tape Equipment is

RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment— Camden, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

in Television

The "network atmosphere" of wrix-ll
so to our advertisers,
. huh are national. You're
with the b< st company . . . and

the prestige
independent with
network
advertisers!

companies . . . on WPIX-11, New York's
Independent. Hero is one
station, that ran guarantet you
will never be near "mail order"
pitches, over-long commercials and
other types of high-pressure selling.
Add the "network atmosphere" of
WPIX advertisers to the "network
look" of our programming and the
Nielsen-proved quality of our
and you have at least
three reasons why your selling
messages count mort on wpix-11.
GENERAL

MILLS,

INC.

COCA-COLA COMPANY
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
KELLOGG COMPANY
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
MILES LABORATORIES, INC.
WANDER COMPANY
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
DEL MONTE FOODS
BORDEN COMPANY

CORP.

STANDARD BRANDS, INC.
WARNER-LAMBERT
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY
F & M SCHAEFER BREWING COMPANY
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
TEXAS COMPANY
REVLON, INC.
P. BALLANTINE & SONS
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

COMPANY

CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY, INC.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
RALSTON PURINA COMPANY
FORD DEALERS
SIMONIZ
MINNESOTA MINING
AND MANY MORE

where are
your
60~second
commercials
tonight?

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
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The most sought-after agency at the moment
partments isJ. Walter Thompson.

I960

Gtpyrlght I960
SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

among

the tv network

sales de-

The cause for this flurry of popularity: it's got wads of new money to spend with
the turn of the year. And this includes a nice chunk for spot tv.
Among the accounts the agency will be buying for: Quaker Oats, Lever, Ford,
Schlitz and 7-Up.
The fly in the ointment as far as the networks are concerned is this: JWT will insist
that it be given a lot of leeway as regards flexibility. In other words, the agency will
look for short-term privileges and opportunity prices.
In the process of the negotiations some of the earmarked network money may find
itself diverted to spot.
The current disposition among network tv shoppers, especially in the daytime
area, to limit their commitments to six weeks over 13, or even as low as three over
six, can have some

serious long-range repercussions.

The effects referred to would be on next fall's programing level.
The networks are already beginning to murmur that if too many

advertisers start

squirming against locking themselves in for 39-52 weeks they'll be forced to revise
basically their own program economy and planning.
To wit : sharp squeezes on the traditions of network buying would lead to a reluctance
on the part of the networks to commit themselves over the long run for expensive
stars and programs.
Spot tv can run up a victory flag on this one : P&G will use nothing but that
medium for one of its older line products, Crisco (Compton), effective 1 July.
It's an unusual move for the company. As a rule of thumb, a P&G brand with 75%
or better distribution is per se a network item, with spot used to bolster weak spot or
for special promotions.
It may have been largely due over the excitement produced by the KennedyNixon debates : average sets in use during October got a boost of about 5% over
last year.
The five- week average (26 September-29 October) , as worked out by ARB, showed an average of 60.4% as compared to 57.6% in the like period of 1959.
Radio missed out at garnering $100,000

from Ocean Spray Cranberries (BB-

DO)
copy. for a four-day blitz because there wasn't enough
The plan had been to split the money between
markets) .

time to clear the proposed

the four networks

and spot (48

The campaign would have been between Saturday 19 November and Wednesday 23 November.
New business activity in spot tv included a call for availabilities in scattered
markets by All-State Insurance via Burnett and the placement of some Christmas
business.
The Christmas schedules: Burgess Vibrocrafters (Tobias, O'Neill & Gallay), top 15
markets, three-week saturation; Consolidated Athletic Supply (Mautner, Milwaukee), toys
in various midwest markets.
•
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A target currently for recruitment to tv from selling quarters: men's underwear.
Their theory: that if a major manufacturer in the field, say, like Reis, could be
brought into the medium hie competitors would quickly follow, as happened in the
case of the bra-foundation brigade.
A report circulating in the trade on this subject: a British underwear manufacturer is
mulling an American tv test if he can get the right distribution in the right market.

The entertainment
did a year ago.

specials don't seem to be doing as well this season as they

Rack up the eleven time-preempting shows of this description Avhich were aired between!
20 September and 11 October and you get an average rating of 18.7 and an average haul
of 8,452,000 homes.
The nine specials which went on during a similar span in 1959 scored an average 22.1
rating and an average of 9,563,000 homes.
Here's how Nielsen measures those 11 September-October specials:
RATLNGS

Dow Mysteries (Sept. 20)
Dow Mysteries (Sept 27)
Fred Astaire
DuPont Show of Month
GE's Horray for Love
Bob Hope
Bing Crosby
Victor Borge
Phil Silvers
Jackie Gleason
Donald O'Connor
Average

10.8
13.4
19.1
17.7
20.9
29.8
21.8
17.4
20.0
23.1
12.7
18.7

TIME-TALENT

AA HOMES

4882,000

C

$235,000
235,000

6,057,000
8.633,000

9,040,000
10.441,000
5.740.000

450,000
425,000
350,000
525,000
400,000
375,000
400,000
425,000
350,000

8,452.000

$380,000

8,000,000
9,447.000
13,470,000
9,854,000
7,865,000

*Show costs from sponsor Comparagraph.

Whatever tv and radio salvage out of Shell Oil's (OBM) sweeping embrace of
newspaper will be strictly vestigial.
In other words, the stations that have been carrying Shell schedules might as well accept
any offers for the periods, and there are said to be plenty.
If OBM buys any air media for Shell it will be in areas where it feels that newspapers can't do the job.
Madison Avenue commentary anent Shell's new media strategy:

It's a big gamble.

NBC TV's daytime sales has made available to agencies a breakdown showing
to what specific degree the CPM goes down as additional stations are added to a
lineup.
It's a special Nielsen analysis dated and stacks up like this:
Number of
Cost-per-1,000
Homes Delivered
Avg. Cost Per
Homes
NBC Stations
Commercial Minute*
Per 2,893,000
Minute**
Top 50
1.08
$3,740
3.978,000
Top 110
$1.29
4,290
Top 170
1.02
4,475,000
4,570
'Average cost based on maximum contiguity and discounts in Class C quarter-hour time
charges for June 1960 and net program charge of $2,500. * 'Audience is average for week
ending 4 March 1960.
SPONSOR
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continued

Two interesting developments bearing on daytime which emerged from ABC TV
sales the past week:
1 ) Several half -hour shows will be placed on seven two-station-market stations on
a delayed basis. Clearance times will be left to the station's discretion, with, of course, the
co-approval of the network and the advertisers involved. Obvious inference: such ABC programs will replace low-rated shows from the network with which the station has a
primary affiliation.
2) ABC clients have been given the go ahead on the use of 30-second commercials. These insertions will be permitted during the second half of a half-hour daytimer and
confined to the major sponsor in that quarter-hour. The commercial breaks for that quarterhour will figure as follows: a minute commercial for the major client; a minute commercial for the minor sponsor; a 30-second commercial for the major and another
30-second commercial for the major client following the credits. The major client uses
his third commercial minute on a cross-plug basis, but this to be on the same series. (For
background on these ABC shortie commercials, see 3 October SPONSOR, page 32.)
NBC TV becomes the sole repository for Colgate's daytime business with the
start of January: the loss to CBS TV, three quarter-hours a week, or $3.7 million
in annual billings.
With the addition of the three quarter-hours NBC TV will be carrying seven quarterhours of daytime a week for Colgate.
For the first time in the history of the medium Colgate will be using one network — CBS
— for its nighttime activities and another — NBC — as its lone daytime outlet.
A significant feature of the deal, as initiated by Bates: NBC for the first time will permit
the use of 30-second commercials and four commercial breaks in a quarter-hour period.
Where the 30's may be sported: (1) right next to the opening billboard and (2) following the closing billboard in each totally owned Colgate quarter-hour segment.
ABC TV and Wrigley have jointly embarked on the run-of -schedule idea —
something brought over from spot— on a grand scale.
The ABC schedule is said to run around $4 million, with this budget over and above
— so the Wrigley ad department assures — the $7 million Wrigley has been spending in
spot and radio.
EWR&R will be the agency of record on the network buy which takes effect immediately after Christmas.
Dimensions and mechanics of the ABC-Wrigley entente: (1) maximum use of daytime minutes seven days a week; (2) announcements will be "snaked" into nighttime
available shows and specials, including unsponsored public affairs programs, weekend sports and Championship Bridge.
Flexibility will be the keynote and the commercials which Meyerhoff has been using in
spot will also go network.
The ROS angle has sprouted two questions among Chicago reps: (1) how will the network keep from back-to-backing a Wrigley commercial on a spot schedule; (2) if
the ABC concept works out to Wrigley's satisfaction, isn't there a likelihood of the gum
manufacturer
cutting back substantiaUy on spot tv. (Meyerhoff is the account's agency
for
spot)
Anyway it's looked at, the deal's quite a sales coup for ABC.
ABC TV pulled all stops in letting the trade know that it registered five out of
the top 10 in the Nielsen 24-market ratings for the week ending 13 November.
CBS TV had three of the leaders and NBC TV, the balance. The only season's newcomers in the 10 were ABC's: Flintstoneand My Three Sons.
ABC also promulgated this comparison. Among the 51 nighttime half-hours it dominated in 21, whereas CBS led in 16.
•
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Esty this time is getting unusually strong support from reps in its annual but
vey of how radio stations are holding to the agency's groundrules on product pro
lection, etc.
A number of the reps have dispatched letters to their stations to get the tapes reques*
ed to the agency as close as possible to the stipulated deadline (28 November).
The reps recall that last year many renewals were held up until the agency had a chanc
to examine the tapes for possible infractions.
Perhaps a joint probe by the agencies' research departments
with the answer to this strictly intramural conundrum.

would come

uj

Lately there's been a big shortage of girls who can handle radio/tv traffic anc
Chicago agencies can't understand why it's been difficult to find applicants with the qualifi
cation, or inclination, for these jobs.
The NATRFD

held its annual meeting in Chicago this week, with the researcl

emphasis on farm family buying habits and the farmer's economic problems witl
his production equipment.
As happened last year, the Chicago Area Agricultural Advertising Association wa
brought into the proceedings to get the viewpoint of agency and advertiser.
A top-rank agency is telling its clients that an analysis it made shows that th<
average tv home watches 500-600 commercials a week, both network and spot.
Also, that this average home could be exposed, if it watched long enough, to as man;
as 10,000 commercials a week.
The point that the brief sought to make: that what the copywriter and commercia
producer delivers is getting more and more important.
All classifications of viewer devoted more time to their tv sets the first week of Marcl
this year than they had the year before.
Following is a comparative breakdown from Nielsen on how much viewing was don«
for that week, according to income, family size, age of housewife and education:
CLASSIFICATION
MAR. 1959 HRS.
MAR. 1960 HRS.

Income
Under $5,000

42.7

news

33.0
39.2
48.8

54.4

Not specified
Education of Head of Family
Less than 4 years highschool
4 years of highschool
1 or more years college
TOTAL U.S. VIEWING
other

41.8
37.7

34.1
43.4

Age of Housewife
16-34
3549
50 & Over

For

39.5

44.6
41.2

$5,000-87,999
$8,000 & Over
Family Size
1-2
3-4
5 & Over

coverage

in this issue,

50.4
49.3
36.9
36.9

45.9
43.8
36.7
33.4

41.4
48.4
39.1
43.1

42.1
38.8
39.9

38.8

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 10

Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 55; sponsoi
Hears, page 58; Tv and Rado Newsmakers, page 70; and Film Scope, page 56.
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[PRC-TV SELLS SO MANY HOUSTONIANS, A
ILOODHOUND COULDN'T FIND THE ONES IT DOESN'T!
lo "ifs" about KPRC-TV. KPRC-TV keeps Houstonians tuned to
hannel 2 up to 17 hours a day! And not just by tricking them
/ith hoopla and gimmicks. KPRC-TV

helps persuade all Houston

-all day and night. That's selling power! KPRC-TV is the neatest,
astest, easiest-to-use salesman you ever laid hands on. Try great
Jew KPRC-TV selling!
Represented
'O.NSOR
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by

EDWARD

PETRY

and

COMPANY

49th and
Madison

If you could profit
from the experience
and know how of

Needed:

reform

for rv buying

selling

In the 17 October issue of SPONSOR,
Bruce R. Bryant, CBS TV Spot Sales,
i "Those Two sponsor Articles Were

H."Jeff" Forbes
who. in the words of the President, Yankee

Division —

RKO

General in Boston, "has been a
loyal and devoted staff member
of our

organization for five

years. As Producer and Director
of our Film

Department,

he

went overseas with other members of our staff and produced
some of our outstanding public
service documentaries. Later he
achieved enviable work in our
sales Department

where he has

completed several years as Account Executive . . . and who a
salesman — sales manager — general manager of radio stations in
the 1940 's, producer — director —
sales executive of TV-Film and
senior account executive of both
(Yankee
WXAC-TV.

Network,

WNAC,

WRKO-FM)

in the

1960's, has an outstanding record of 31

Hi sun

to writi for particu-

lars to : II. •/. Forbes, /- Georgi
Aggoti Road, Needham 92, Muss.

Wrong"), tackles the important industry problem of "disappearing tv
spots" — the ones that are quoted to a
buver, but can't be confirmed.
Our article with which he takes
stern issue. "Don't Call Us — We'll
Call You," makes no mention of spot
tv and directs itself four times to the
radio buying selling function.
However, having recently purchased aFourth Quarter. 1960 spot
tv schedule in some 20 markets with
the doors wide open to the salesmen.
I can readilv undertsand his concern
from the following: 1) Despite the
fact that most of the spots were purchased on-the-spot in person and the
remainder were purchased with no
more than an overnight or one dav
delav in considering the avails. 40',
of the spots quoted were not available
and the entire schedules on five stations were not available. 2 i Largely
because the doors were left open,
10 % of the buy had to be made at
home.
In an era of instantaneous communications we heartih subscribe to a
sweeping reform of the tv buying
selling function in which fresh spots
could be made available and sold instantaneouslv. The onlv other alternative, which we have been forced to
adopt reluctantly on several occasions
is to call the tv stations direct and bur
fresh soots off the board.
Since we are comoletelv hapi v with
our closed door policy of purchasing
spot radio advertising, we also wish
to correct some of the general misinterpretations Mr. Brvant ha> drawn
from our article: li Our buvers are
not "completely out of contact ^;th
the reps for a week" — the lin° of telephone communications are wide ooen
between the secretaries. 9 1 He has
garnered the impression that orders
are not placed until the end of the
week in which the doors are closed.

Actually, since the buyers are fre»from presentations and argumentation, they are able to act immediate^
on the avails delivered to them and
the purchase is relayed by the secretaries moments later. 3) Mr. Brvant
closes with a recommendation for
"extra effort." Were with you on
this. Mr. Brvant — extra effort in
streamlining the old fashioned, expensive, time-consuming facets of our
buying selling function.
Jack Walsh
D. P. Brother & Co
Detroit
Clarification
While
I aooreciate

the

treatment

given our Advertiser Area project i
vour recent issue ("New Market Ranking Ahead "' sponsor, 14 November),
I should like to clarify two points:
1. We are not trying to eliminate,
the metro area, hut are trving to establish alarger common denominator for measuring radio impact, in
line with advertiser marketing reauirements.
The metro area will still be of use
in determining the audiences of the
less powerful stations, and in developrelationshipsadvertising
between
and ing
"outside"
stations.

"in-ide"
effect

2. The rankings of Advertise ~
Areas which SPONSOR has developed
are clearlv based only on the to;)
100 metro areas in the U.S. The
Raleigh-Durham

Advertiser Area.

for example, would rank well within the ton 100. hut is eliminated
from consideration due onlv to the
fact that the metro areas for this
market were not in the top 100.
I believe it should be made cleathat sponsor ranked the top 100 without consideration of anv majket
whose metro area was below the to;)
100 in rank.
Frank G. Boehm
vice president
Adam
V. }'. C.Young, In- .
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TAMPA-ST.

Represented

Nationally

PETERSBURG

by GILL-PERNA

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Boston • Detroit
CONSOLIDATED
SUN
RAY
STATIONS

WALT, Tampa .... WPEN, Philadelphia .... WSAI, Cincinnati
28
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A pretty melody
is like Florence

Florenz Ziegfeld to Florence, South
Carolina— glorifier to glorified! But
Florence doesn't need glorification.
Fifth largest single-station market in the
nation, Florence and WBTW
go together like words and music.

®

WBTW

Florence, South Carolina
Channel 8 • Maximum power • Maximum vc
Represented nationally by CBS Tv Spot Sales

A Jefferson Standard *
affiliated with
WBT

and WBTV,

Ch*

^
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buying public

Reassuring buyer
of fiber quality

Educating, , creating
creating n
of brand C
awareness
'

Reaching retailers
and manufacturers!

among the retailers

' Convincing manufacturers
1 of advisability of fiber

SYNTHETIC YARN MAKERS FIND:

Tv solves six-sided ad problem
Three major synthetic fiber producers had
reached buying public, manufacturers, and
retailers by diverse routes.
Tv reaches all
his season the producers of syn:hetic fibers have a six-sided sellng job, one that becomes more comilicated with the introduction of each
lew fiber.
Du Pont, Eastman Chemical Products, and Chemstrand, major produces and advertisers of nylons, acryics and polyesters, must accomplish
PONSOR
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all
ing:of the following in their advertis• Reach the buying public, most!)
women.
• Educate — to get the consciousness of fiber deeper into the buyer;
to create an awareness of brand
names.
• Reassure

the buyer,

make

him

confident of the values of goods made
with synthetic fiber.
• Reach people in the trade, manufacturers and retailers of goods employing synthetic fibers.
• Convince manufacturers of the
advisability of using the fibers.
• Create enthusiasm among retailers, so they will stock and feature
products made of the fibers.
And the onh medium that hits all
six targets at once, the Big Three
have found, is network television.
To further complicate client and
agency problems, new fibers are constantly being introduced, and in the
27

enter the '60's on a sort of titled
plateau, consumption climbing but i
a slowed rate. The television effort [
is expected to be a big factor, said i
one company spokesman, in pushing !

DU

PONT

MERCHANDISES

WEB

TV

To interest the retailer in its product and to keep him
up to date on what particular fiber will be featured in
its ads, Du Pont sends out weekly folders describingthe
next June Allyson show. They cover in detail every aspect of the upcoming commercials, and remind the
dealer to watch-pointing out that it is "the only prime
evening network show in the soft goods industry." The
promotion pieces note "the specific fiber benefits featured in the commercials," and urge the dealers to "remind your customers about them again." Themes for
the spots and displays come under such headings as
"commercials featuring Orion," or "blends of 65% Dacron," "carpets with pile of 100% DuPont Carpet Nylon."

man-made fibers past the 30°^ i^ark
in the early '60's by accelerating
consumption.
A slide-rule for the future is the tv
outlay of the biggest advertiser, E.
Du Pont de Nemours. Estimated Du
Pont gross network time billings for
the first eight months of 1960 were
$2,748,512 (LNA-BAR) for its various synthetic fibers, which would indicate that 1960's total will jump
above 1959's figure of $3,173,219 (or
67.7$ of the total tv budget for all
Du Pont products). Discounts, especially for the 50-week buy of The Du
Pont Show w ith June Allyson on CBS,
will lower the net figure.

|

I
!
j

Du Pont is the only major fiber adtiser in spot television. Its $125,850 i
outlay in the first half of 1960 (TvB- f
Rorabaugh) went mostly to local j
women's shows in which Du Pont
tied in a showing of fashions and
home furnishings made from its fibers
with promotion for local retailers
w ho were to feature them.
Eastman Chemical has put about I
$400,000 gross time into network tv
for the first eight months of 1960,
mostly daytime. This compares to]
less than $375,000 for all of 1959, its
first vears on the network medium.
The greater frequency of Eastman's
messages this year is even more evident when the firm's dropping of \
nighttime participations, its big out- j
lav for the U. S. open golf championships in1959. and its concentration on the less expensive daytime
shows are noted (plus CBS discounts) .

next few \ ears, blending of fibers will
create new properties for use in new
and different manufactured products.
The dilemma in a nutshell, as reported by one client official: "Half
the people in the trade can't keep up
with what's going on, or for that matter understand it. If we're confused,
imagine how t he public feels."
The public does get confused, but
its waj is being smoothed by advertising especially television, the fiber
producers' agencies agreed. Tv advertising enables the public, and the
trad.-, to identify brand names with

talent and, eventually, ingredients
and their special properties with
brand names.
Regardless of the confusion, the
public has still accepted the synthetics
to the tune of 1 billion, 638 million
pounds of consumption in the 195060 decade (or 25.3% of total mill
consumption of all fibers). In the
previous decade, man-made fibers accounted for 827 million pounds, or
only 13.4%, as compared to rawcotton, raw: wool and raw silk's
86.6%
(Textile Economics Bureau).
It would seem that synthetic fibers

Chemstrand's gross billings for
1960's first eight months were $892,287. For all of 1959 thev were less
than $800,000. The total will be held j
down somewhat, however, because
two network series, The Man and the j
Challenge and Diagnosis Unknown,
succumbed early this fall.
The heavy and almost exclusive
use of network television by the synthetic fiber makers raises the questions, "Why not spot?" and "Are the
spot salesmen falling down in this
area?" To both, the fiber advertising
managers answer that it is not any
weakness on the part of spot, but netSPONSOR
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work's glamor, that lias excluded spot.
"There are so many factors that
;enter into the selling of products
made with synthetic fibers," explained
B. J. Clark, head of the Du Pont textile fibers department television
group, "that network tv is the only
workable answer.
"We can't say, 'Our beans taste
[better, so go buy a can.' We are sell-

ing comfort and neatness or, in other
words, emotions. Network tv personalities like June Allyson are necessary to appeal to the buyer, because so many factors are involved in
this kind of a purchase — price. st\ le.
color, fit.
"But we have a many-sided problem
in the textile industry," he continued.
"We also have to convince people in

the trade and get their enthusiasm
for our fiber." That's where personalities such as Garroway and Paar
come in, Clark said. Their function:
not only to sell to the viewer, but also
to feature products of manufacturers
on their programs, helping to promote certain items that Du Pont feels
will add to the prestige of its fiber.
{Please turn to page 42)

HOW THEY USE TV FOR SYNTHETIC

FIBERS

$2,748,512 -network*
125,850 -spot— (6 mos.)j
Du Pont textile fibers currently have full

HENRY S. BEAN,
v.p., acct. gp.head.
BBDO

■if JH
H. A. ERICSON,

A. J. SMITH, JR., ad mgr.
Du Pont textile fibers

sponsorship of "The Du Pont Show with
June Allyson" overCBS, plus participations
in NBC's morning "Dave Garroway Show"
and evening "Jack Paar Show." The rest of
its outlay goes to local women's shows.

v.p., acct. gp.head,
BBDO

$892,287 - network*

Chemstrand's total effort is now in daytime network programing on NBC, with

JOSEPH R. DALY, v.p.,
a.e., Doyle Dane Bernbach

participations on re-runs of "The Loretta
Young Theater" and on Bill Cullen's daily
"The Price Is Right." It had been scheduled to sponsor the hour-long "Diagnosis
Unknown" on CBS and also "The Man and
the Challenge" on NBC. Both these nighttime shows, however, succumbed early.

ork*
-netwProducts
$400,000
Eastman
Chemical
has placed its
whole television budget on CBS from 10
a.m. to noon daily. The lineup includes

Ail
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reruns of "I Love Lucy" and "December
Bride" plus "Clear Horizons" and "Video
Village." Sponsor has pulled out of nighttime "Ed Sullivan Show" in order to feature more products
to woman
buyers.

ii'iW ilti;li

A TOP

AGENCY

ASKS

OBM

SOME

QUESTIONS

An OBM spokesman declined to answer the questions below posed by a "Top Five" agency, which feels
these points would be brought up by clients who are possibly interested in switching over to a fee basis.

1. What constitutes '"costs?"
Is it total payroll plus an accepted overhead factor?
on all out-of-pocket costs, instead of normal 15% or 17.65%?

Is it 2orr

2. What control does Shell exercise over ''cost" assuming they mean payroll? Do they exercise control on number of people and total dollar payroll and individual salaries?
3. Are these costs related purely to material placed with commissionable media?
4. Is collateral material — sales promotion material, etc. — included also in this arrangement.
in which case would they get cost plus 25r^ ?
5. Is this a manpower package?

Can Ogilvy change a key man on the Shell account without

first getting the client's consent?
6-

Ire normal media commissions paid to Ogilvy and credited by Ogilvy against their charges
to Shell as calculated under the reported arrangement?

7. Does this arrangement create an "innovation' in the sense that media deal direct with the
agency client insofar as payment of media commissions is concerned?
8. Is it true that Ogilvy, under this new arrangement, is no longer functioning as an advertising agency but, instead, as an art — copy & supply house?

ADMEN

CRITICAL

OF FEE PLAN

^ Most agency executives are skeptical about Ogilvy's
'cost-plus-25%' remuneration deal with new client Shell
^ Stations are expected to continue accepting OBM's
orders and will treat business the same as under 15%
I he show-stopping announcement
that Ogilvy, Benson & Mather would
be retained b) it? new client Shell
Oil on a fee basis (sponsor, 21 November) was generally received with
a marked lack of enthusiasm by the
business. Although most
agenc) comments and reactions were
.in

"oif-the-record" they were peppered
with criticism and skepticism. Very
feu indicated OBM's move would
pave the way to a widespread change
in the agency remuneration system.
Meanwhile a check of stations revealed they I stations i do not expect
to treat orders from Ogilvy any differ-

ently than they would orders fron
other agencies operating under the
15' < commission system. It was ;
clarified last week that under the new
arrangement all commissions will be
paid by the media, as before, to the
agencj . The agency, however, wil;
credit all commissions on its bookagainst the decided flat fee which tin
client
pays.have
At to
\ ear's
the differ
cl
will either
make end.
up the
ence between the commission and the
fee that is due. or it will receive t
rebate from OBM. depending on hov
much commissionable advertising
One executive who ''stuck his neck
placed.
SPONSOR
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out" for quotable comment was
,'Robert F. Carney, chairman of the
ioard, Foote, Cone & Belding. He
told sponsor:
"Ogilvy's announcement has opened
the way for a serious comparison of
the fee system vs. the 15% commission s\stem which has limited our
profits arbitrarily. We would welcome anything that might enable us
to do better financially, and certainly on the average this fee system
should enable us to do better."
When the move was announced at
the ANA meeting in Hot Springs
earlier in the month, statements were
issued by Edwin Cox, chairman of
:he board, Kenyon & Eckhardt ( Shell's
agency for institutional advertising)
and Sigurd S. Larmon, chairman,
Young & Rubicam. Cox and Larmon
expressed similar views as follows in
defense of the commisison system:
i • Cox: "In our opinion the commission system is the best that has
yet been developed. It has worked
i^ery well for both agency and client
bver a long period of time, and has
withstood a number of tests over the
years in which advertisers or agencies
pave tried to change it and these
changes have largely been abandoned."
I • Larmon: "In the past there have
jjeen other experiments and other at-

tempts to get away from the commission system of agency remuneration,
but the 15' < commission is still the
standard of our business.
Both specified, however, that their
agencies would not close their minds
to possible changes in their systems
of remuneration.
In criticism of the commission system, FC&B's Carney said : "There are
many basic problems under the commission system. The most pressing
one in terms of finances is that overhead expenses have been going up
constantly and although media rates,
too, have risen, they have not kept
pace with the rise in our costs. For
that matter, neither has the rise in
client budgets been able to compensate for the rise in costs."
General response to a sponsor spot
check df the presidents and board
chairmen of 15 leading agencies, for
reactions to the Ogilvy-Shell move
produced a variety of "no comment,"
"out to lunch," "in a meeting," and
"out-of-town" statements. Those that
did "talk" did so off the record and
with no possibility of attribution to
their particular agency. It was generally expected that most agencies
would not comment until they had a
clearer picture of the structure of the
Ogilvy-Shell arrangement (see box
opposite)
and could have top-level

They Took A Dim View of Ogilvy's Plan

intra-agency conferences to determine
policj and or further action.
On the skeptical side, one president
of a top-level agency said: "(David)
Ogilvy managed to get what he was
after, — a lot of publicity — but in the
process he did an unfair thing: to
imply that the other three agencies
considered by Shell (before OBM's
appointment) had given serious
thought to Shell's fee proposition.
That distinctly wasn't so." (The
other agencies were Benton & Bowles,
J.
Walter Thompson, and Kenyon &
Eckhardt).
The Ogilvy move was also termed
by a leading agency head "an eyepatch job on the business end" (referring to Ogilvy's "eye-patch" print
campaign for Hathaway shirts) . . .
"a seven day wonder" by another . . .
and "a publicity stunt" by a third.
"Ogilvy's move will cause advertisers to raise questions, but the business could occupy itself with more
useful issues — like improving its creativity." said one agency president.
"You're not going to get an)
answers," one executive of a mediumsized shop told sponsor. "Most agencies will await top-level conferences
for a chance to hash out Ogilvy's
move and possibly come up with
plans of their own or completely dis( Please turn to page 44)

He Was In Favor

KENYON
& ECKHARDT's
bd.
chmn. Cox and Young & Rubicam's chmn. Larmon agreed
that the commission system is
"the best that has yet been developed" but both said their
agencies would examine OBM's
plan. Foote, Cone & Belding's
bd. chmn. Carney was critical
of the 15% commission system "which has limited our
(FC&B) profits arbitrarily."
Other top-level agency executives withheld comment, or
talked skeptically "off the record" about the Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather
revolutionary
plan.
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AGENCY
^

ON

'MAVERICKS'

ON

RISE

Contractors1 growth is due to high costs of tv production, creative talent and collateral, extra agenc) services, lack of tape and production facilities in small markets
THE

SET of «

I taping

>

at Telestudio

l Lyn

Babcock and

Ed Kogan, who produce, direct tape ads for ager

I here is a small group of independent non-agency companies, which
might be classified as "mavericks"
springing up on the agency front in
N. Y. and Chicago. These shops operate within the periphery of the industry, perform very legitimate functions, and do so at the request of.
and with the blessing of agencies and
clients alike.
Where small out-of-New ^ oik
agencies could at one time handle
radio spots, the advent of tape, and
the quality of commercials of highbudgeted national spot advertisers,
require experienced professional copvwriters. producers, and directors. In
cases where an agency — small, medior large — can't afford to employ extra or any full-time creative
technicians in tv. peripheral groups
such as Babcock & Kogan in N. Y.
and Creative House in Chicago can
step in and effectively aid an agency.
Feature Merchandising Inc., also of
Chicago, is a service outfit on the
product merchandising side.
These three companies are agencv
[juncts stressing three distinct areas:
• Bahcock & Kogan specialize as
producer-director of tape commercials.
Creative
House
offers
storyboards and copv lines.
• Feature Merchandising Inc. provides in-store merchandising services
for radio tv food advertisers.
Most closely allied with tv is Babcock &Kogan which defines its function in three areas: extension of the
tv department to New York agencies,
a W. Y. branch office for out-of-town
agencies, and directors of tape comtr.ercials for all agencies. B&K operates only in the broadcasting sphere
of advertising.
We operate as an adjunct to the
agency." partner Lyn Babcock told
ponsor. "and are not a film or tape
studio, as so many people falselv beie. " B&K prepares scripts, writes
gles. composes
music,
produces
ind directs tape and film commercials,
landles show supervision, and genifly represents
its clients in all
ireas of tv radio production.
B&K is Miss Babcock and Ed Kern both affable, young
agencv)riented people.
They
joined up
ibout a year ago. Miss Babcock had
iPONSOR.
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been a producer-director with J. Walter Thompson and is a member of the
Directors Guild of America. Kogan
had been director of tv radio of Joseph Katz Co. in \. Y. and executive
producer and head of Edward H.
Weiss & Co.'s N V office. He had
also been director and associate producer atboth CBS TV and NBC TV.
Here are some of the ways B&K
operates. It was called in by Hockaday Associates to produce and direct
two tape commercials for Jantzen
sweaters, and in the process aided
a Hockaday writer in putting the
copy in tv form. For this type of
service (film or tape production >
B&K's fee is commissionaire, in with
the cost of the taping or filming.
Other services, such as storvboards.

ED KOGAN run
through an Auto-Lite commercial with Da> ! Garroway for delivery on
NBC TVs Today
show. B&K directed, supervised the ads ft Grant Advertising,
N. Y.

jingles and scripts are charged separately. In one case. B&K was called
in to write four scripts and two
jingles for American Doll & T05
Corp. whose agency. Webb Associates, has a small tv department. B&K
then supervised production at a N. Y.
film house.
When

Allen B. Wrislev Co.. Chiley

cago, bought into some network da\ time shows on behalf of its bath and
boudoir cosmetic line, B&K produced
and directed five tape commercials at
Telestudios and proceeded to supervise the spots on the air. for Wrislev 's
agency Peitscher & Janda, Chicago.
"There is a necessity for agency supervision on any sort of commercial
participation, film, tape or live.'" said
Kogan. "Many out-of-town agencies
and advertisers don't have anyone
supervising for them in New York.
other than network personnel who.
though very competent are usually
much too busy to treat commercials
withsaid.
the love and care of an agem \ ."
he
A southern prospect told B&K he
wanted to produce in N. Y. two oneminuie spots with six people on camera plus an announcer and a quartet,
utilizing live action, animation, roto
and stop motion. B&K suggested using fewer people in the spot, and that
it was "too husv'" with all the effects
originallv planned. Kogan also told
the southern firm he could get a lower bid from reputable commercial
houses in New York, than could the
advertising agency.

LYN

BABCOCK

(above) directs a shot on a

children's bubble-bath commercial for taping
at NTA TeleStudios in N.Y. Below, a model

wr;

steps
Alle in for the shooting.

Spot was done for
of Pur

I!\ ti anslating the agenc) 'a concept
into technical and production terms
for tin' film or tape producer. B&K
usuall) achieves lower bids for clients.
To prove the point. Kogan suggested the agencj pitch am two film
production houses in N. Y.. and Kou.in pitch two others with similar
price structure. The client got bids
averaging $16,000, Kogan, bids averaging $13,500 which included B&K's
production-supen ision fees.
\- to the future of Babcock & Kogan, "'it depends largeh on educating
small agencies without proper tv departments that there is a need for
high-grade, professional approach, to
ever) commercial today." Continuing: the point, Kogan said, "Madison
Vvenue is everywhere today. There
aren't am small markets anymore.
An advertiser can't have a commercial less than the best, because he is
competing with commercials of multimillion dollar companies, using spot."It is also B&K's contention that
main agencies, large and small, don't
have the budget to maintain sufficient
high-priced, experienced personnel on
its staff on a year-round basis, and
outfits such as B&K offer this type of
talent on a per-job basis.
An example of this is one of B&K's
current jobs for Grant Advertising, a
New York agency with a full-time tv
department.
VERSATILE
house

that

Robert C. Mack, Grant's
adman

Jack

Jack

built,'

Baxter,
specializes

head
in

"This enabled Mack to keep important agency personnel on other AutoLite assignments and gave him
I Mack I added experienced produc-

$600 per storyboard. The fee includes production supervision, if the
shooting is done in Chicago.
Baxter's work comes to him chiefly through advertising agencies, mainly falling into one of the following
categories:

ers. To quote Mack: "B&K has
worked very closely with my own tv
department, so that control always

• Agencies that don't have complete tv creative facilities.
• Agencies that need creative help

remained within the agency."
Although there is no direct affiliation, B&K works closely with NyeDavis on the West Coast. For instance, both firms do work for George
Hartman Co., agency for Hartz Mountain products, heavy daytime tv advertiser.

during peak work load times.
• Agencies that feel a definite need
for an outside, objective approach on
a client creative problem.

In wooing

new

) ear-round representation in N. Y."
Creative House, headed up in Chicago by Jack Baxter, is also closely
allied with tv and is involved with
creating campaigns for all media, but
60^ of this is in tv. For tv clients.

House,
and

or

copy

• Agencies with special client assignments, such as image-building
projects, and the like, but no time for
the quiet contemplation required for
the creation of such a project.

business, B&K

stresses that "our constant activity
in N. Y. puts us in a good position to
save your client considerable money
— from securing lower bids to making various savings during production." It also adds that "service by
professionals on a per-job basis is the
answer to high cost of maintaining
experienced television specialists and

of Creative
storyboards

Baxter provides a complete campaign
concept plus storyboard. He charges

vice president in charge of radio/tv,
hired Babcock and Kogan to supervise production of the Auto-Lite commercials on Dave Garroway's Today
shows and 10 November special.

FEATURE
arrangement

Baxter recently has done tv campaigns for Texise Chemical. Mars
Candy, Vic Tanny Gyms, Hollywood
Bread, and Storz Beer.
Baxter believes his work at Creative House is more personally satisfying as an outlet for his particular talents, than within the framework of
an agency. "In an agency a creative person must declare himself
either as a writer, an artist, a producer, a photographer, or what have
you," he says. "But in an operation
like Creative House we can work faster and more efficientlv without hav-

merchandising field worker Kathleen
on

grocer's

shelf

for
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ing to go through inter-departmental
channels, so often responsible for the
misinterpretation of ideas."
When asked whether or not CH
will ever become a full-fledged agency, Baxter answers: "I have no intention of it. Creative House performs a unique creative service not
available through consultants, advisers, free-lance writers or artists.
Baxter's primary function is hard
to pin down. For instance the Chicago telephone directory lists him
under photographers. The N. Y. and
Chicago Art Director's Clubs call him
an art director. The book "100 Top
Copywriters" cites Baxter, and the
trade press has often referred to him
as a tv writer-director. He has, in
•the past, been creative director of
BBDO. N. Y., and executive v.p. of
Robert W. Orr. In Chicago he served
^as a creative head at Leo Burnett and
'Earle Ludgin. He opened Creative
House in 1958.
Probably the most uniaue of the
three outfits is Feature Food Merchandising which "specializes in the
movement of product." Here's how the
' merchandising service works. In the
iChicago market, for instance, a grocery product advertiser on a station
'(WGN) must spend $500 per week
'on radio for 13 weeks or $1,250 on
\v for 13 weeks. He is then eligible
for the WGN Feature Merchandising
Service, which includes the follow% in-store benefits:
Coverage by Feature Merchandising field staffers of over 500 grocery
outlets in the Chicago area for continual checking of product conditions in both chain and independent
stores. The service includes checking
on pricings, facings, rotation of dated
products, putting up shelf talkers,
shelf strips, working on special shelf
displays, handling coupon and coupon redemption at the end of the day,
id, in independent stores, the field
staffers actually arrange the shelf displays for participant products.
Two davs each week, the FM staffers set up the WGN bargain bars in
grocery stores. At the bargain bar.
all participating products are featured
special display, samples are served.
ind product demonstrations are held.
In turn, the bargain bars are plugged
radio and tv on WGN with an[Plcase turn to page 60)
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COMBINATION
dealers, sparked

sales meeting-entertainment show, staged by Knodel-Tygrett
salesmen
for
enthusiastic response.
Promotion cost was only slightly more than print-type

'OPEN-CIRCUIT' TV KICKS
OFF DEALER PROMOTION
D right and early Thursday morning, three weeks ago, Cincinnatians
who had their tv sets on probably
caught a show which wasn't meant
for them, but which they sat through
and talked about for days after.
It was 7:30 a.m. when some 500
Zenith-Norge dealers put their hands
to their dials, or were routed out of
bed by a phone call and urged to do
so. The occasion: a special Thanksgiving promotion sales meeting sponsored by Knodel-Tygrett Co., largest
Zenith-Norge distributor in the coun
try. The "open closed-circuit" telecast over WKBC-TV, a first for th.
giant ditsributor, was aimed at deal
ers in 29 counties in Ohio. Indiana
and Kentucky. Reason for using a
mass medium like television for an
"inside job" was, in one word. time.
Known for its imaginative promotion campaigns, Knodel-Tygrett this
year gots its Thanksgiving inspiration
a little late. The idea in brief was
that the distributor would give up to
10,000 pounds of turkey to dealers by
Thanksgiving Day for every Zenith or
Norse product sold. Arrangements
were made with the Kroger Co.
whereby dealers would receive certificates for turkeys from the distributor enabling them to reserve the bird

at the supermarket. It was a good
idea, but one which both KnodelTygrett and its agency Farson, Huff
& Northlich, discovered would never
work under the usual procedures —
brochures, letters, telephone calls —
since to complete the campaign in
time, all details had to be in the hands
of the dealers within two days.
A way out of the dilemma was produced in short order by B. K. Pawlus.
broadcast media director, in

FM&N

the form of a half-hour program for
dealers in the early morning when
the\ would be home. The cost, it was
found, would be only slightly higher
than a printed mailing, and advertiser
officials gave quick approval.
That was on Tuesday afternoon at
3 p.m. A few hours later, Pawlus
cleared 7:30-8 a.m. on WKRC-TV for
the coming Thursday.
Onl\ one da\ remained to put a
show together and let the dealers
know about it. And Wednesday was
quite a day. While salesmen kept the
wires hot contacting dealers. KnodelTygrett ad manager Dick Schieman
and Pawlus planned the program and
rounded up Pilgrim costumes for the
salesmen-turned-actors.
At 6:30 a.m. Thursday morning, a
i Please turn to paz;e 44 i
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^ BBDO study shows rarli<
*et owner-hip lipped t<
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like merchandising tie-in*
and college research ~erviee

f
1

1

in colleges e\er\*here
College radio sponsors

r

\^ollege radio, a mere camp
fledgling, is showing g sign
unsettling the staid foundations of a
venerable college institution- the
campus newspaper. The increasing
number of student-owned radios
1950

1958

1954

3.584

2,183
2,079
i and Welfare

19o9
10,000

<more than 87' r, says BBDO's The
College Market', adds credence to
this indication.
The reason, according to the students themselves, is simple and uncluttered: it's easier to garner cam-■■•■ s tidbits by listening to the

COLLEGE

MARKETING

BASICS

1. No. of colleges & universities in Continental U. S.
1958

1956

2. Distribution of U. S. college population
Nielsen region

% students

Nielsen
County size

% students

North, a-t
I .i-i < entral
W est < . rilr.i!
South
Pacific

m>

3. College population by sex and marital state
Male

Female

Married

Single

radio. What's more, radio listening
•rasily into so many other activities.
Take studying, for instance. Surveys have unearthed the fact that collegians keep their radios turned on
while doing after-class lessons. And
the favorite listening spot on the dial
ill ov.n college station. The
reason here also needs no masterminded sleuthing to uncover: the
students have rapport with their college radio stations.
Unlike the commercial stations
which must, bv necessity, strive for
mass appeal, college radio programs
are tailored for the collegiate set
who share a li'- e-mindedness in aims,
interests, ambitions. etc. \- BBDO's
report puts it: "the student turns to
the station for campus news and personalized programing that he could
not expect from the local radio staThe increasing devotion to campus
radio
12'- since
19571 listening,
accounts offorlate.
the ' number
of
portable radios seen i and heard!
about the campus
in places where
SPONSOR
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RADIO'S

RECEPTIVE

students gather for relaxation or conversation.
Television, it is interesting to note,
plays a very small part in the collegiate way of life. The facts: only
one student out of every 10 owns a
tv set and 74' "< of the college students
don't watch any program regularly
(according to BBDO's Th^ College
Market*. The reason: the college
student just doesn't have time for tv:
he's too busy.
As a matter of fact, it was discovered that the largest number of radios
was in use during the so-called peak

back into station
ment.

equip-

The stations broadcast over a wire
carrier-current system, sometimes
called "radiator pipe" transmission
because it goes through the steam
tunnels at the schools. (This system
was invented at Brown, in 1935, and
is now in use all over the country by
college radio stations). The stations
operate on the am broadcast band,
on frequencies ranging from 5 -10 kc.
to 800 kc. Physical coverage embraces the college community and
while transmitter power mav be as

COLLEGE

A SAMPLE of the merchandising ti
by the college networks can be se

betterment

AUDIENCE

radio station pr<

known as the "heeling system." It
means that all interested students work
a trial period of from six to eight
weeks. If, after that time, they qualify, they're elected to fill the broadcasting positions. These heeling competitions, bythe way, go a long way
in assuring station progress and do
much to elevate the quality of men
working there.
Commercial business is solicited
and handled in a professional manner. Ivy Network, for example, puts
together a professional presentation
brochure
containing
all the data

n have learned to utilize every available space for the
leir advertisers. The photo above shows how Lucky Strike
; sports activity bulletin board in the campus corridor

typewriter-poster display featured c

promotional merchandising \
is given a place of promin

tv hours. See chart page 40, 21
November. SPONSOR, for radio listening hours).
There are over 100 college radio
stations in the country. Seven —
Brown. Columbia. Cornell. Harvard.

much as 250 watts, the signal usually
cannot be heard much beyond the
confines of the campus due to the
application of special engineering
techniques.
The broadcast hours average some

Ifniversity of Pennsylvania. Princeton, and Yale, are known as Ivy Network. The rest are under the jurisdiction of College Radio Network.
The networks are operated in a
professional manner comparable to
jcommercial stations with one exception: the collegiate setup is nonprofit and all monies made go right

17 hours a day and the fabulous collection of records housed in their
record libraries would evoke a blush
of shame from many a commercial
station.
The stations are run by students
themselves, sometimes in connection
with the department of tv and radio.
Personnel
is acquired
bv what is

agencymen look for via charts, illustrations, el .
The professionalism noted here has
been applauded bv a number of college radio advertisers. Peter M. Bardach, Foote, Cone & Belding media
supervisor, remarked "Liebman BreweriesRheingold
,I
beer i was among
the very first national accounts that
recognized the value of college radio." One of the reasons: "the enthusiasm and high professional manner with which the broadcast schedules and related merchandising are
37
carried out."
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\n advertiser can buj one station.
or the entire network list, whether
ge Network or 1\ \. Additionally, he can select the schools he
prefers according: to curriculum
Science, electronic:-, medicine, etc.
1 a. lusive womenV colleges lend themselves to the advertising benefits for
Btrictl) feminine products.
There are bonus attractions for the
roll.-e net advertiser:
a thorough-

I
tj
Eg
I

going research service, and an extenBive merchandising program.
An advertiser can buy spots, (live
or transcribed) or sponsor programs:
music, sports, college news, national
and world-wide news. The stations
are all I PI service-equipped.
The cost: the average cost-perl.lMlii i< between 65c and 82. The
average minute spot is S3.96 ( onetime rates — source, The College Radio
Corp. I and the average 15-minute
program costs 811.88.
The research service, free of charge

ti

to a sponsor, by the way. was devised for the purpose of giving agencies and accounts an efficient and accurate polling look at the college audience. In this way, student preferences are tested, before and after an
advertising campaign.
The merchandising tie-in the advertiser can expect embraces campus
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SCOTT

marries music and

The Jingle Workshop,

electronics to each othe,

providing infinite sets of startling applic

Commercials go off
the beaten sound track
^ Inventor Raymond Scott produces a new machine
for his radio/tv commercials firm, The Jingle Workshop

Infinite musical-electronic combinations now give
(j ^
jj
commercials production a brand new audio dimension
m
g
I
of quickly producing infinite and
jj ■" or many years Raymond Scott was
varied musical and electronic effects.
well-known as the musical director of
Known affectionately as Karloff, the
Your Hit Parade. But lately Scott has
\ recent
one:
Roger
Sherman
machine could only have been put
Bowling
Academy
in New
Haven, jj been attracting a good deal of attention as the inventor of electronic
together by a musician (such as
Conn.
In a letter to the Yale college jj
Scott i who is also a devoted elecstation, the owner, Herman
Ferry, 1 equipment for musical effects. One
tronic inventor (such as Scott i .
of his machines, developed in the last
claims it brought about "a far greater jj few months, is capable of startling
The development of the machine
turnout than I had expected."
He I
ends his communication
with the H applications to radio tv commercial
had its beginnings in the spring of
this year when Carl Buffington.
comment, "I would like to talk with {§ production.
\ on before the end of the school vear
Since October 1960, commercials
radio/tv director of Morse Internaso that we can draw up an agreement
tional, asked Scott to develop an unusing Scott's electronic and musical
usual approach to a spot campaign.
for running the contest at least two
effects have gone on the air for \ icks.

posters, campus news ads, cooperative promotion with local merchants,
free courtesy spots, and the distribution of promotional material. Tie-in
contests are also part of the program,
with results gratifying to the advertiser.

or three times next year."
Cigarette and beer companies have
pioneered college radio advertising —
and they have, in most instances, remained throughout the vears. More
recently, however, the sponsor lists
have taken on a brand new look.

Lever
Bros., Alcoa,
and advertisers
Hamm's beer.
Commercials
for other
are

1\ j Network's current sponsor list
looks
like thi^:
\ir France,
AnI Please turn to page 60)

electric organ, by other musical instruments, and by electronic means,
has 200 sound sources and is capable

now being developed and will be
broadcast shortly.
Scott's machine, actually a control
console which selects, modifies, and
combines sounds produced by the

Scott happens to have had a w<
equipped electronic and machine shop
in the basement of his Manhasset,
L. I., home. He has had a full-time
technician at work there for 11 years
to realize some of his ideas.
What began as a hobby turned into
a production device for radio/tv commercials. The electronic and musical
equipment which Scott assembled to
SPONSOR
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produce commercials for Vicks became the core of his present machine.
a machine which is still growing.
That's not all; Scott is ready to invent other musical-electronic machines or accessories as he needs
them. His mechanical and electronic
facilities, worth $100,000, are a plant
right on the premises of his home
which shop and studio operators can
envy.
Had Scott possessed only an electronic and mechanical talent, his invention might have passed unnoticed.
But as a celebrated musician with so
much experience in broadcasting and
advertising, Scott's achievement as an
inventor could not long be kept a secret. To date, representatives of 20
advertising agencies, three film producers, and one station group have
journeyed out of Manhattan on the
Long Island Expressway to Mi
hasset to visit Scott's musical-elec
tronic laboratory.
Scott has already delivered commercials for Vicks (Morse Interna
tional). the Lever Bros, tablet deter
gent Vim I OBM) , Alcoa (Ketchum
McCloud & Grove), and Hamm's Bee
(Campbell-Mithun).
He is currenth

RAYMOND
Where

working on station identifications for
WQXI, Atlanta, an Esquire-Coronet
station. Representatives of these clients and agencies who have made the

Stoddard and Frank Amy; FC&B:
Gordon Kolvenbach; B&B: Roy Eaton
and Norman Tabac. and D-F-S: Arnold Broun.

journey to Manhasset to see Scott's
invention include the following:
Morse International: Carl Buffington, radio/tv director; CampbellMithun: music copywriters Dick Wilson and Tom Shallbetter; OBM:
Newt Mitzman. Chet Maxwell, and
v.p. Dave McColl; JWT: Bill Gibbs,
plus a large number of senior producers, animation directors, and

A Canadian visitor, Henry Karplus, radio/tv director of RoynoldsReynolds and Co., Ltd., of Toronto.
described Scott's achievement as "the
commercial of the future."
Film producers who have made the
\\-\\ to Manhasset to see the new
device include Bert Hecht of Animation, Inc., Mel London of Wilding,

copywriters ; BBDO: v.p. Bernie Haber and commercials writers; Compton: Ruth Davis for Ivory, Martin
Slattery, Ed Rizzo, Wes Eimmart for
Sterling Drug, Marian Kraft, and senior v.p. Anderson Hewitt.
Also. Griswold-Eshleman of Cleveland: Ralph Borzi; Y&R: Bill Whitman; N. W. Ayer: Bill Demarest and
Chuck Manno; McCann-Erickson:
Hal Matthews and Beverly Smith;
KM&G: Warren Rossell; L&N: Ed
Flvnn. Gene Robbins. Jim Harelson.
and Shawn Morison; EWRR: Bill
Thornhurst and Jack Schwartz; Gardiner: Jules Bass and Bill Byrne; C.
W. Hoyt: Tom
Lee: K&E:
Harry

SCOTT'S

the sound

comes

and. Joe Spery, an independent producer and consultant.
The first broadcaster to find out
for himself what Scott has been doing is Barry Sherman of the EsquireCoronet station division.
"I've invented this — what should
I call it — thing," says Scott, "but I
don't want to feel tied to it. Advertisers are always looking for something new in commercials, and I've
put together a way of getting endless
special effects, new sounds, rhythms,
moods. I think I have added one
more instrument to the orchestra that
can be used in commercials. But it's
just that, one more instrument to go
i Please turn to page 61 1

COMMERCIALS
from:

MACHINE

an electric organ, a Clavivox (another

Scott invention), and electronic tone generators which are capable of producing any
pitch that is selected.
What

happens

to the

sound:

it is given a basic rhythmic continuity by

a rotating scanning device in which 200 elements can be combined in infinite permutations of pitch, tempo, meter, timbre, or special mood.
What

the

result

is like: anything from a set of bongos to a full orchestra,

from a whimsical pop and squeak to an evocative emotional background setting the
scene of a commercial Voices and other instruments which are used blend well in
the final delivered commercial.
Who's

using

(KM&G), Hamm's

SPONSOR
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(C-M), and Coronet-Esquire station WQXI, Atlanta.
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RADIO

EXPOSURE

is

s, and

Philip

Klarnet,

Edward Gottlieb p.r. fi
made campaign they'v
prepared

P.r. firm spurs grass roots radio
^ Bulb dealers in at least 39 markets join in radio
drive assembled for Dutch growers trade association
^ Stations, supplied with commercial and 'editorial'
e.t.'s, bring in many more dealers at greater frequency

W

' lien most of \our dealers are
small-community hardware, five-anddime, variety, department, drug, seed
and feed stores, and florists, how do
th< n to give your product
effective radio exposure? Chances
are main of them ha\en"t used radio,
or if the\ have, their techniques ma]
! <• less than com incing.
I he Associated Bulb Growers of
Holland has found a wax. ami njports are that cooperating
dealers

are having a banner fall season.
Based on questionnaires returned. 39
stations definitely have been carrying
Dutch bulb spots, and it is assumed
that many more are but didn't get
around to replying. The bulb dealers are using professional!) done ^.t. s
recorded by known network radio
personalities
in
with editorial and
matterthey're
carriedtying
b\ the
stations on just how and when to
plant bulbs.

This healthy development had
start last July when some 500 of the
dealers were presented with sales kits,
including a description of the radio
campaign mapped out by the growers
association and its public relations
firm. Edward Gottlieb & Associates.
The dealers were asked to indicate
which radio station or stations in
their vicinity they would prefer to
utilize for the projected campaign.
To the station list which grew out
of this inquiry. ABGH sent e.t.'s with
open end for dealer tags and suggested copy for live announcements.
In addition the stations received program material dealing with the subject of bulb planting. There was a
recorded interview with Gustave
Springer. North American representative for the ABGH. in which he anSPONSOR
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Bwers questions on when and how
bulbs should be planted. The interview is supplied in two versions, one
with the questions asked by radio
reporter Jerry Grant, the other open
end, to allow a personality from the
station to tape an interview consisting
of questions in his voice, and answers
D) Springer.
The broadcast material was sent
directly to the stations instead of the
Dutch bulb dealers on the assumption
that stations definitely would follow it
up by contacting dealers, whereas so
many of the dealers had little or no
experience in working with radio stations and might be bashful about initiating a radio buy.
The Dutch
;rowers association thereby furnished
stations with a two-fold selling tool:
ready-made, polished commercials
and program matter with which to
tie in.
And the word from stations is that
it was indeed a handy sales tool.
Among those who reported on results: WIEL, Elizabethtown. Kv.
(sold 100 spots) ; KLIL, Estherville,
owa I 50 spots) ; WARA, Attleboro,
Mass. (55 spots I : KNOR, Norman,
Okla. (50)-; WSGA, Savannah, Ga.
(50) Idaho Falls, Idaho (40). and
WGSA, Ephrata, Pa. I three sponsors,
at least three spots per week, each
throughout a two-three month selling
season ) .
From WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.,
comes word that the material sent out
by the growers association has been
''definite help in selling the bulb
dealers." WHBY, Appleton, Wis.,
jsaid, "The spots were very well done
and the sponsor most pleased." In
the opinion of WSDR, Dixon, 111.,
"It's a good sales tool." At WWRI,
[Warwick, R. I., they found it, "very
acceptable to dealers."
s for the dealers themselves, a
|sampling of reaction shows definite
improvements in sales due to the raIdio advertising.
Paul Musser of Holinger's Farm Market in Ephrata, Pa.,
[says his outfit used radio for the first
time and "sold lots more bulbs than
pver before." Others, who had been
pn radio before, but bought in larger
quantities because they had better
pommercials and program tie-ins to
|work with, were equally pleased.
Three of them report selling out
'jarlier than before, thus eliminating
SPONSOR
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the need to cut their prices toward
the end of the planting season: Edwin Smith of Smith's Feed Store,
Watertown, N. Y.; Roy Warner,
Lynch Hardware, Ithaca, N. Y., and
James V. Conlon of Conlon & Donnell\. Attleboro, Mass.
The Dutch bulb commercials have
the difficult assignment of arousing
interest in flowers at a time of the
year when flowers are few and far
between. The bulbs must be sold and
planted in the fall.
The e.t.'s created for the Dutch
bulb growers association by Gottlieb
consist of dialogue delivered by
Johnny and Penny Olson, veteran network radio personalities. In one the
scene is a garden supply store where
a lady is asking the proprietor's advice on how to start her first garden.
Through their conversation it is made
perfectly clear that fall is planting
time for bulbs, and the directions for
planting are presented in easy-to-understand fashion.
In another spot, the Olsons are
husband and wife. She comments
that it's a beautiful day and asks him
what his plans are. He thinks he's
going to clean the car, but she has
other ideas. When she says it's time
to plant the bulbs, he expresses the
w idespread misconception that spring
is planting time. She sets him
straight on this and proceeds to assure him that the planting is a simple
operation. On hearing how it's done,
he says he'll plant a couple hundred
and still have plenty of time to clean
the car.
Further information on flowers in
general and bulb planting in particular is contained in the five-minute
interview with Gus Springer, which
was supplied to the stations. He goes
into the reasons for planting in the
fall, how to tell when you have a
good bulb, and provides tips on effective planting. And he discusses
characteristics of different types of
flowers.
Listeners to the stations involved

Dealers chose them
for the buib spots:
WFMD
WHOC
KITR

Frederick, Mil.
Philadelphia, Miss.
Blackwell, Okla.

WROX

Clarksdale, Miss.

WOKE
WMID

Charleston. S. C.
Atlantic City, V. /.

WWNY
KID
WRUS

Watertown, \ \
Idaho Falls, Ida.

Russelvilli

K

Lincoln, III.

WPRC

Minion, O.

WMRN
WBEC
KNOR

Pittsfield, Mass.

WSRW
KBFS
WSGA
WIKE
WWST
WSDR

Norman, Okla.
Hillsboro, O.
Belle Fourche, S. 1>.
Savannah, Ga.
Newport, Vt.
If ouster, O.

WEZJ

Dixon, III.
Williamsburg, K y.

WICY
KAOL

Carrol ton, Mo.

WHBY
WIEL
WTTH

Malone, V. Y.

ippleton. II is.
Elizabethtov <■ Ki
Port Huron, Mich.
Cor bin, Kv.

WCTT
WGAD
WFRL
WDOR
KASR

Gadsden, Ala.
Freeport, III.
Sturgeon Bai . Wis
Chadron, Neb.

WSMN

Nashua, V. ff .

WDOS
WRUM

Oneonta. V.Y.

WARA

Rltmjord. Mr.
Attleboro.
Miss.

thereby get an education along with
the sell. This marks a sharp contrast to the bulb dealers' advertising,
such as it was. before the growers
association with its p.r. firm stepped

WALL

Middletown, V. Y.

WGSA

Ephrata, Pa.
Estenille. In.
Ithaca. V. Y.

in and provided the necessary impetus with a ready-made, we'lrounded spot radio campaign.
^

WWRI

KLIL
WHCU

West Warwick, R. 1.

j

SIX-SIDED

AD

PROBLEM

[(nut i mini from page 29)

It was able to start right at the top,
on the Ed Sullivan Show, because the
parent company. Eastman Kodak, was

"Tin- i- not co-o|).*' (Hark stressed.
"It's "iii advertising, bul as we don't
make the finished product we bring
in the manufacturer who does. He
i- more impressed with network than
spot 'Were going to put you on
Garroway' means something to him.
When we saj '-|>of he doesn't know
what the hell we're talking about."
Eastman had the same multiple sell
in mind when it launched its Kodel
polyester fiber in the spring of 1959.

Sullivan's regular sponsor. "Sullivan
ua\<- importance, drama, and a terrific endorsement to the product," according toBruce Roberts, advertising
manager of Eatsman Chemical's textile division. "His lead-ins to the
commercials were highly merchandisable to the trade, also."
Eastman switched to daytime network tv in order to feature more
manufacturers and to reach the women. Women shop for themselves, for

MORE AUTOMOTIVE SALES
ARE MADE IN THE
WWTV AREA THAN
IN TEN ENTIRE STATES!
Consumers in Northern Lower Michigan buy more
automotive products than the total population in
ten entire states* !
WWTV, Cadillac, covers all of Northern Lower
Michigan (see coverage map) and reaches most of
I its households. NSI (June 6-July 3, 1960) for
Cadillac-Traverse City gives WWTV more homes
than Station "B" in 433 of 450 quarter hours
surveyed, Sunday through Saturday. You would
need 13 daily newspapers and 16 radio stations to
come close to WWTV's coverage and penetration
of this large market!

WKZO-TV
WKZO
WIFF

—

RADIO
RADIO

WJEF-FM
WWTV
KOUMV

—

—

GRAND
—
—

KAlAMAZOO-BATTIi
GRAND

GRAND
CADILLAC,

—

RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO

UNCOLN,

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having. // you want it
all, give us a call!

CREEK

RAPIDS

RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO

*Combined automotive and filling station sales in the WWTV
area {$239.8 million) exceeds those in Nev., S.D., N.D., N.H.,
R.I., Hawaii, Del., Alaska, Wyo. and Vt. {Source: SRDS)

MICHIGAN

the household I "important for our acetate fibers used in carpeting") and for
men ("we believe women buy 80% of
men's furnishings").
Chemstrand's tv commercials, now
seen exclusively on afternoon network
shows, are made with the belief that
"textile goods for the family should
be sold to the consumer in the home
throush the use of messages which
actually prove the features of our
fibers," in the words of its director
of advertising, Bernard F. Bertland.
Chemstrand had been in network
tv since 1957, using personalities
like Perry Como. Industry sources
indicate that Chemstrand is looking
around for a nighttime show to replace the series that was pulled by
the network this fall, and to supplement its daytime programing.
At all the agencies involved — BBDO
iDu Pontl.DCS&S (Eastman) and
Doyle Dane Bernbach (Chemstrand)
— the emphasis is on demonstration
of the uses of the various fibers.
They all agreed that the more research, the more it has become evident that there will never be one
fiber that can do everything.
Each agency is trying to gradually
educate the consumer to the fact that
certain fibers are best for certain
products. Du Pont, because of its
lead and its bigger ad budget has
made the consumer "Du Pont Nylon,"
"Dacron" and "Orion" conscious.
The next step is to educate the buyer
to the fact that Dacron is a polyester
fiber and Orion an acrylic fiber, and
to the differences as thev affect him
— in comfort, wear, neatness, "memory," wash-and-wear ability, etc.
Eastman and Chemstrand's big
advertising emphasis parallels Du
Pont's earlier efforts, and are designed to get their brand names into
the shopping language: Eastman
"Kodel" for neater clothing; "Verel"
for softer, bulkier carpets.
It is almost a rare against science
to get these trade names into the public conscience, as more special purpose fibers are exre^e-1 to come into
the market in the near future, and the

NEBRASKA

WWW

blending of natnr~l *vd synthefca
fibers will soon he an imnortant marketing and advertising factor.
"It may be a 10-sided selling job
by 1970," said one agency account
man, "but television will still be the
let way to reach everyone at once,
i o demonstrate the qualities of the
(:' ers, and to create enthusiasm." ^
SPONSOR
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Interview: \JJmMs \-^jJlW^y
President of Dr Pepper tells why he recommends
time on WLW Television and Radio Stations.

"So to doctor and pep up your
sales, just leave it to Crosley
Broadcasting Cooperation— as we
call it. Because the WLW Stations
sure give complete cooperation
to advertisers!"
Call your WLW Stations' Representative . . . you'll be glad you did! The dynamic WLW Stations . . .

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a service of Avco
PONSOR
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OBM

Qounced II! November.
it." he said.

At I as! two quotes in this Mnonattributable" area posed definite pros
na on the subject of tee plu^
tage.
r>"th quotes came from
high-level executives at agencies in
the "Top 10"
On the pro side was the following

signals, -witchboard operators and
secretaries back at the distributorship
were tying up 12 trunk lines, getting
through to late-sleeper dealers.
Believe it or not. at promptly 7:30
the show did go on. Amid the backand-forth ad-lib banter of the seemingly relaxed salesmen-actors, the special purpose of the program came
through very clear: Each Zenith or
Norge appliance ordered from that
dav to Thanksgiving was worth a designated number of pounds of turkey.
Piece de resistance was a drawing
which won free turkevs for 16
dealers.
Success of the show was evident

port : "L ndoubtedly the advertising
industrv. like other industrit--.
inevitably use a pricing system that
"averages" the relationship between
costs and prices. . . . \Thether the
media-compensation method is the
most desirable should be a decision
made by each agency and each client
on its own. What is deplorable is the
attitude in certain quarters that to
question the media-commission method and to consider the possible advantages of a different method ar*»

is willing to give the agencv "total
advertising responsibility." This however, is probably closely correlated to
the fact that Ogilvy will be placing
Shells entire multi-million dollar ad
in newspapers,

i nobody had had any on-camera experience .
i While they w ere being
briefed on the fundamental director

agency services, working relationships and compensation
methods.
On the subject of agency compensation it was stated in the Frey Re-

fessional relationship." one executive
said, on the "con side" of the fence,
"the agenc\ will he captive of the
client. It would change the character
of the business. Re-negotiating contracts would be chaotic.1'
Some agency executives felt the
Hunificance of the Ogilvy-Shell arrangement isnot the new means of
compensation hut the fact that Shell

solely

sleepy sales force trooped into the
\^ KRC studios to prepare for what
was to be an unrehearsed, ad-lib show

three years ago in the Frey Report, a
studv commissioned bv the ANA on

"This new arrangement looks like
a supplier relationship, not a pro-

as an-

TV

i Continued from paa.*'

The Ogilvy-Shell move appears to
be the first adaptation of the recommendations and theories introduced

comment:
"On
the face of it. it
Bounds \en attractive. How can you
It seems to eliminate the danhaving unprofitable accounts.

budget

'OPEN-CIRCUIT'

Up to now,

$2.5 million of Shell's $16 million
annual budget had been spent in t\ .
However, OBM has also offered the
fee basis system of remuneration to
its 20-odd other clients, for which it
i- a— umed a variety of media would
continue to be used. OBMs other
i li.nts declined comment.

even before sign-off time when calls
came flowing into Knodel-Tygrett for
orders. And the latest report at sponsor presstime. is that the 10.000pounds-of-turkey goal will be easily
met.
^

unpardonable breaches of faith. "^

ADVERTISERS WANTED TO KNOW...
THE NUMBER

1 STATION

SO . . .

IN THE DES MOINES

AREA

MARKET!

THE RESULTS ?

ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES
SELECTED THE AREA!
IT WAS THE 23 COUNTIES WHICH
ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES
DEFINED AS THE DES MOINES MARKET

PULSE, INC. MADE
THE

THE SURVEY

PERIOD COVERED

TO FRIDAY, JUNE

CHARLES STONE.

General

MONDAY

15-28,

1960

Manager

AGAIN WAS RATED
V 'AJ^^A.1'

_B»F|RSTt>\

'^?*

I

*

ill

W»

TlJC

m ^W

M WflV

O'i rfMIMTY

DES MOINES
ADVERTISER AREA
FOR

COMPLETE

INFORMATION

ON

KIOA

CONTACT

KIOA

OR

ADAM

YOUNG,

INC.,

REPRESENTATIVES

21.4% MORE HOMES
THAN STATION B*

108.6% MORE HOMES
THAN STATION C*

\J

WLOS-TV IS
FIRST CHOICE
OF THE
CAROLINA
TRIAD!

In the rich, six-state Carolina Triad, WLOS-TV takes
top honors! It is the most watched station all day,
all night, all week — with an average of 34,000 homes
delivered every quarter hour*. So if you want to
sell the Carolina Triad, put your message on
WLOS-TV, with the South's highest antenna. Ask
your PGW Colonel for details.

* March ARB

"Spartanburg
GREENVILLE

WLOS-TV a
Serving

GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG
thf r.a

A

Wometco

Enterprise

National and regional buys

RADIO
BASICS
AM

in work now or recently completed

SPOT

& FM

BUYS

TV BUYS
General Electric Co., Lamp

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.

Div., Cleveland: Campaign on its

large lamps begins 12 December in 125 markets using over 25<> stations. Schedules of minutes and 20"s are being set for four weeks,
about 100 spots per week per market. BBDO. Cleveland, handles the
account: Dick McGinnis is the account supervisor.
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co., St. Paul. Minn.: Western markets get
placements of night minutes in December. There is. also, a report
that the advertiser is about to branch out into another big eastern

It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio

market i See "Sponsor-Scope."' 21 November i . Agency : CampbellMithun. Inc.. Minneapolis.

time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

International Latex Corp., New York: Most of the new markets
being added to the Isodine campaign begin 5 December. Others will
be added up to 2 January, with 124 markets altogether getting dav
and night minutes and 20rs for 15 weeks. Buyer: Margot Teleki.
Agency: Reach. McClinton & Co.. New York.
Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati: Schedules on Jergens Lotion will
start 1 January in over 100 markets. Length is indefinite, probablv
13 weeks in many markets. Day and night minutes and chainbreaks
are being used, frequencies varying. Buyer: Bill Birkbeck. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh. New York.
Seabrook Farms Co., Seabrook. N. J.: First flight of its Snow Crop
national campaign begins 27 December in 65 markets throughout the

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

NOW

country except the West Coast and parts of the South. Eight-week
schedules are for night minutes and day minutes, chainbreaks and
I.D.'s. five to 18 spots per week per market. Buyer: Beryl Seidenberg.
Agency: Kastor. Hilton. Chesley. Clifford & Atherton. Inc.. New York.
Mars, Inc., Chicago: Plans are for a campaign in 40-50 markets beginning inFebruary on its candy line i 3 Musketeers. Snickers. Milkv

FILL COUPON
WE'LL BILL YOU LATER

Wav. Forever \ ours ' . Schedules of minutes and 20"s will be bought
for eight weeks. Buyer: Don DeCarlo. Agency: Needham. Louis &
Brorby. Inc., Chicago.
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis: Three Little Kittens, a new pet

Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100

25 cents each

100 to 500

20 cents each

500 or more

15 cents each

| SPONSOR READER SERVICE • radio basics

food, has been in the test stage for about a month. I.D."s are being
scheduled in three markets at this time, and the report is that the
move to national will begin early 1961. Agency: Tatham-Laird. Inc..
Chicago.
■

RADIO

40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.

BUYS

NAME

Campbell

FIRM

week with Campbell's soup schedules. Placements are for six weeks,
day and traffic minutes. Buyer: Al Davis: Agency: BBDO. New York.
General Foods Corp., Jell-0 Div., White Plains. N. Y.: Eight-week
schedules on Jell-0 Tapioca Pudding beging December in 12-15 markets. Day and traffic minutes. Monday through Saturday, are set.

ADDRESS

Soup Co., Camden. N. J.: Going into 50 markets this

Buver: Lou Fox.

Agency: Young & Rubicam. New
SPONSOR

•
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CREATIVITY

wlmy-tv creates
sales in the nation's 44th market

This fabulous pearl and gem necklace is the
product of someone's unusual ability . . .
creativity. Here in the Industrial Piedmont, greater sales are the product of the
creativity of WFMY-TV. WFMY-TV is the
one station in the area with proven ability

GREENSBORO,

to create greater sales and profits for you.
To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities) . . . where 2.3 million customers have 3.2 billion dollars to spend . . .
call your H-R-P rep today.

N.C.

•NOW
IN OUR 12TH
YEAR OF SERVICE'
Represented by Harrington,
Righter and Parsons, Inc.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston,
SPONSOR
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Detroit

but the television audience

votes every night..
One day, come every four years, the electorate turns
out to choose its President — and, come that same
night, sits down to see how it turned out.
In doing so last week, the vote for the most election
viewing went, convincingly, to Network Z. (It's smart
politics not to name your opponent.)
Now, while in the credit-where-it's-due department,
let us not forget that the television audience votes every
night. And dial twisting, like lever pulling, can shift
the vote from minute to minute.

By Popular Majority
That the dial twisters have, from recent week to week,
shifted to ABC is now a matter of simple, available
record
So, too, went the voting for the week ending November 13. As the chart shows, this Nielsen TV Report*
gives ABC a clear lead in audience. Despite, we repeat.
Network Z's victory on Tuesday night.
Rating Entire
Week Ending
Nov. 13

ABC-TV

I9.4

Rating Entire
Week Excluding
Election Night

20.6

the same five nights of the previous pre-election week.)
Enough figures. Whether your measuring standards
are broad or narrow in gauge, one truth emerges unchallenged. Where the 3 networks compete on an equal
facilities basis,* where the dial twister can dial in all 3
networks, most of the time he dials in ABC.

Heritage Recalling
This, despite any pious pronouncements to the contrary,
did not happen by laurel resting or heritage recalling.
It was achieved by hard work, not hard words. By a
belief in pioneering new programming patterns, by
trend-setting, not trend-spotting. By recognizing that
the dial twisters hold the voting and veto-ing power.
By knowing that you have to be there with the right
new twist when they start twisting the dials.
Significant case in point: We were there firstwith the
Westerns . . . and then, with the right new twist in
Westerns: Maverick. Today, with the noble declarations
about full range programming obligations being tossed
about, it is enlightening to note that Network Z leads
in the number of Westerns on the air (just as it trails
in audience).
This, of course, is their privilege. We're off pioneering again. This time, trend-setting in completely new
television country with The Flintstones . . . TV's first
adult cartoon series... and TV's top-rated show among
all new entries this season.

Coming Events
In the public service area, similar pioneering strides

By nights of the week, if that's your gauge, ABC led
four times (Sunday, Monday, Thursday, Friday). Net Z
took Tuesday (Election Night) and Wednesday.

The Margin Grows
What happens when you look at the numbers uncluttered by the complication of election preemptions?
When you base your rating on how the networks fared
for the five nights following the Election Extravaganza?
The margin grows bigger: ABC leads with 20.5 . . . Net
Y is second with 1 8.2 . . . Net Z last with 1 6.4. (Actually
this is a bigger rating for ABC than we rolled up for

are in evidence. There is television's most ambitious
visual project — Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years
... 26 chapters of living history. There is also a vital
departure in documenting current events, co-produced
with Time Inc., leading off with Yanki — No! . . . a nonpunch-pulling exposition of the coming showdown in
Latin America.
If any or all of this comes as news to you, we'll be
pleased to fill in the details. For the moment, suffice
it to say we are where we are because of what we are
... a forward- moving network alive to the changing
moves of the dial twisters.
How else can a network find and keep favor with them?

ABC TELEVISION

Capsule case histories of successful

I

local and regional television campaigrl

TV RESULTS
MOTION
SPONSOR:

PICTURE

THEATERS

Group of 14 independent- in

southeastern Wisconsin

AGENCY:

HOUSEHOLD
Direct

SPONSOR:

FURNISHINGS

Household Outfitting Co.

AGENCY:

Dir<

Capsule case history: Joe Baisch. a former motion picture

Capsule case history: Household Outfitting Co. of Sera

exhibitor and now v. p. <»f \\ REX-TV. ha? not only succeeded

ton. one of the city's leading household furnishings establisments. has been advertising on WDAU-TY for 24 monti

in getting film houses to place a major portion of their budget- with tv. but has proved that his package promotions
eventually increased receipts 200 to 300'Y at a dozen
theaters in southeastern Wisconsin. On the film Dog Flanders he laid out a coloring contest with over 600 prizes.

with considerable success. The firm carefully checks its
advertising against other placements and in special can
paigns uses only one medium to carrv the ad load. In sellir
storm doors Household bought a five-week campaign

There were 50.000 contest entry heralds distributed by the

v> DAL -TV. using no other advertising. Storm doors are

theaters and also scjeen trailers plugging the contest and

high-priced item and a major-decision product, not usual

\\ HEX-TV programs. A tie-in with the Crayola Co. was arranged, the winning color contest art entries being placed in

bought on impulse. Both the medium and the ad copy hai

of the Jeffris Theatre in Janesville to say: "Working with

to be strong to have impact. Advertising pitched •"Don't juthink about it" to jar viewer inertia, the habit of postponir;
a buy of this type. Martin Loman. department manager fi>
Household Outfitting, tabulated results and reported the rj

\\ REX-TV, we've finally found a successful pattern for merchandising motion pictures in this area that is worth shout-

campaign as an outstanding success. "Our point-of-sal
check showed us that customers came from as far as 31

ing about. We're back in business, which is better than ever!""
WREX-TV, Rockford, 111.
Announcements

miles to buv doors because of our advertising on W DAL -TA

newspapers in all participating cities. The phenomenal success of this promotion and others like it prompted Bill Lalor

Chevrolet

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Ray Benson of Ray Benson. Inc..

Announcement

A L' -TV. Scrantoi

MUSIC

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR:

WD

SPONSOR:

STORES
.Music. Inc.

AGENCY:

Dir^

Capsule case history: Music. Inc.. a local Charlotte must

Ltica. New York, reports that as a result of using tv steadily

store, placed a one-time only schedule on W50C-TY

for five years his sales volume has jumped 268rf . The dealer took over a Chevrolet franchise in downtown Ltica in De-

hi-fi stereo console record players. A Five-Plan was pur

cember 1954 and placed full-page newspaper ads to introduce

to sel

chased using three one-minute announcements in Kilgo'
Kanteen. an afternoon teen-age dance show, and two one

his new showroom. Results were negligible. Then he tried a

minute announcements in the late evening news strip. 11th

two-week campaign on WKTV.

In this short period, his ad-

Hour Report. Bob Douglas, the manager of Music. Inc.. ftl

vertising so out-pulled newspapers that he became a regular
advertiser and has been on the air every month since for five

that if the store sold 16 of the record players the sale woul(
be a tremendous success. The store had ne\er used televisici

Benson feels that "without television. I'm just another

before and had no idea what to expect. Results: The fh<

car dealer."' He turned to tv in the early days of hi? busi■ ration to quick!) establish himself, and over the years
lia- Been do reason to de-emphasize his advertising concentration in television and return to older media since tv has

announcements sold 32 consoles during an eight-day period
Since the campaign cost Music. Inc.. onlj 1300, it -bowed i
large profit for the short schedule. Previously the store hac
used other advertising without realizing full benefit from it

accomplished (Ik- job bo efficient!). "Tv not only practically
made me known overnight, but has sold my cars year in and

and on the basis of its one-time shot decided to u-e t\ reg i-

it successfully in the ltica market." Benson said.

u-ina basically the same schedule as before on the -tation.

WKTV,

tica-Rome, Y

Y

Announcement-

larl\. It- latest expenditure for its tv campaign
wmk

-TV, Charlotte
SPONSOR
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TH E R E'S AIM
IMT"
IIVI F» O RTA
NE
W
SOUND
IN SOUTH FLORIDA

O/M 7fO ZSMD/O

M/AM/

SOUTH
FLORIDA ASKED
FOR IT! That great, ever-growing, multi-million-dollar market .. .with Miami at its
heart. ..has changed, is changing! Its citizens demanded better radio programming, and only WGBS— the Storer station, with 33
years of responsible broadcasting — could answer the demands!
WGBS
ANSWERED
WITH "THE SOUND
OF MUSIC"... a new concept of continuous radio enjoyment,
presenting only the best music, from Rodgers and Hammerstein to Stephen Foster ... 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
>ear!
it's THE
MUSIC
ind keyed
to theSOUND
mood ofOFeach
hour. as only WGBS

could broadcast it— on 50,000 watts— high power, high fidelity, high quality,

AND TOTAL INFORMATION
NEWS... expanded around the clock to include 48 veteran radio newsmen voicing
eports direct from all points of the world . . . local news prepared and aired by the 10 top full-time newsmen at WGBS — the
argest and most experienced radio news staff in Florida!
AN INDEPENDENT
NEW
WORLD
OF RADIO . . . developed after months of discussion, decisions, and
tation changes. The final dramatic and independent step was taken as the only possible way to satisfy those thousands of alert
isteners who were asking for this new kind of programming.
NTRODUCED
VIA A TREMENDOUS
PROMOTION... the biggest and most dynamic promotional "blitz"
ver carried out by a Florida radio station. The public will be intrigued by words and music in the sky; billboards everywhere;
'ds on radio and TV, in newspapers and movie trailers; direct mail! And, to keep the interest high all year, a series of 100 conssts will be conducted — with dignity and restrained excitement!

JOW, TODAY,

WGBS

MOW,

. . CALL

BECOMES

THE

FIRST

BUY

IN SOUTH

FLORIDA ... Miami's prestige

jtation, the one radio station able to offer you a distinctive audience of over half a million families in this fast-growing,
lager-to-buy market!
TODAY.

/GBS, 710 RADIO MIAMI
SPONSOR
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KATZ!
50,000 WATTS
I960

1605 BISCAYNE

BLVD., MIAMI, FLORIDA

A STORER STATIOr

With product

rivalry at an all-time high, SPONSOR

ASKS:

Should reps give out current
information on competitive
Peter Scott, timebuyer, Foot, Cone &
Belding, New York
\-cni \ requests for competitive information have long been a service
problem for radio and television representatives so much so, that an
over-all policy was adopted In the
majority of New York station representatives ofnot giving out competitive information to agencies or advertisers. However, gross inconsistencies exist among the representatives
Current
schedules are

fife

public domain
and reps
should
fully cooperate

with the result that some comply with
agency requests, some give "a little
help," and others abstain completely
from the practice of giving agencies
this needed information — SRA member included.
Perhaps here, it would be best to
define what is meant by the term
"competitive information." Most advertising agencies agree that when
the) issue requests for competitive
information, they would like to know
what activity the competition has currenth running in a limited number of
specified markets. Although every
advertiser would like to know the
budgets, new plans and schedules the
competition has planned for future
campaigns, most agencies, when they
request competitive information, are
concerned only with current and recent schedules — those schedules that
have alreadv run, and therefore could
be considered to fall within ju •I> !i*
domain. It is here that some of the
representatives balk, and the great
differences of opinion occur.
Agencies and advertisers agree that
information concerning competitive
schedules should fall under the station representatives, responsibility in
the day-to-dav servicing of the accounts.
We believe this to be a le:.2

gitimate and reasonable request. Radio and television representatives,
however, have a different opinion.
Where in the past they complied
with agency requests, they now, in
varying degrees, take a different
stand. Some cooperate fully, others
will give "limited" information, and
still others dodge behind makeshift
codes and will not comply at all with
agency requests.
BAR reports have become increasingly more effective and helpful to
agencies. However, even with this
increased efficiency, reports are two
or three weeks behind what is currently running and only cover a relatively small number of markets— with
infrequent reporting. Rorabaugh reports are also extremely useful in the
studv of advertising trends. These
two fine services though, cannot tell
us what was scheduled today and last
week.
At this point we have to turn to
the representatives for help, which
unfortunately at times does not come.
Consistency of policy is badly needed
along these lines.
Larry Levy, tim.ebu.yer, McCann-Erickson
Advertising, New York
The question of whether or not station reps should give agencies competitive information might best be answered bydividing it into two parts:
1. Should competitive information
be released to advertising agencies or, for that matter, to anyone desiring such information?
2. Upon whose shoulders should
the responsibility of supplying
competitive information be
Withplaced
regard
? to the first question, it
is my belief that no advertiser, station, or rep should attempt to withhold competitive information regarding a spot tv schedule on the grounds
that it is confidential, provided that
the schedule has already started to
run, and the information relates only
to that portion of the schedule which
has been aired.

Competitive information dealing
with advertising that is not yet on the
air falls into a different category, one
involving client and agency future
strategy. This is a situation where
both stations and reps are in a position of trust, in so far as seeing thai
this information does not fall into the
hands of competitors. However, once
an advertising schedule is aired it is a
matter of public record, and as such,
I feel, no attempt should be made to
prevent this information from being
readily available.
Which leads into the second question: Who should make this information available or, more specifically,
should this be considered a part of
the rep's function?
It is my contention that station reps
should acknowledge as one of their
functions the service of supplying
agencies with competitive information, provided that such requests are
reasonable. When requests for infor- !
mation surpass this area of reasonability, with regard to the amount of
work involved, then the agency might
consider going to other sources, such
as Rorabaugh or Broadcast Advertising Reports.
However, many occasions do arise
where a buyer must quickly obtain

Should be
normal
servicing
when
part of reps'
request is
reasonable

competitive information for a particular product in several markets. In
such situations I feel the rep should
be willing to assume the responsibility of supplying this information, regarding itas a service which he is
able to afford to the buyer without
going to a great deal of trouble.
A timebuyer's request for specific
competitive activity may be compared
to a salesman's asking the buyer what
he has bought on competitive stations
SPONSOR
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brands?
in the salesman's markets. Both are
examples of mutual cooperation between the buyer and the salesman,
working together to best serve advertiser, rep. station, and agencv.
Margaret Alcott, manager, sales service, The Katz Agency, Inc., New York
As far as television schedules are
concerned, Katz will share certain
types of information about competitive brand activity, when the informa-

tion already is a matter of public record. If the desired information has
been published in a Rorabaugh report, we refer inquirers to that report.
The Rorabaugh service has improved considerably and is now providing a good deal more information
for television than in the past. Much
of the requested data is now readily
available from Rorabaugh. Incidentally, the Katz Agency encourages the
stations it represents to cooperate,
and to promptly furnish Rorabaugh
all pertinent information.
However, we realize some advertisers and agencies may have legitimate
need for more up-to-date information
than is available in the quarterly
Rorabaugh reports. Accordingly, if
we are requested to furnish information on interim brand activity, we
will do so, considering the Katz service a supplement to Rorabaugh.
Katz is prepared to report the number of television announcements or
programs broadcast, the type and
length of announcements or programs, and whether they ran during
the daytime or at night.
We will not. however, reveal schedule specifics, such as the exact locations of announcements, or the adI Please turn to page 61 I
SPONSOR
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K B U Z has no comparable competition
in the Phoenix area . . .
more listeners stay tuned to KBUZ,
the only station scheduling consistently
Fine Radio — Full Time. GASLIGHT PREVUES,
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., with the News in Depth
broadcast at 12 Noon, together with
GASLIGHT REVUE for late evening listening,
gets outstanding results for sponsors. KBUZ listeners
appreciate uninterrupted quarter-hour programming of fine
music . . . with advertising limited timewise — screened tastewise.

Best Fine Radii

uy In The Booming-Buy

i ng Southwest

KBUZ

Sold nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

The

Gordon

KQBY ...

Broadcasting

San Francisco —

KSDO ...

San

Diego —

Phoenix

Company
KBUZ . . . Phoenix

/?

v V

"The Sophisticated
Sound of
the Big Bands!"

This is the one radio station in Philadelphia whose Sophisticated Big Band Sound
reaches concentrated adult audiences whose
individual purchasing power is greater
than that of any other audience drawn
by any other radio station in Philadelphia?
WRCV RADIO • 1060 • PHILADELPHIA

N

v

What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

*

WASHINGTON

WEEK

28 NOVEMBER I960
FCC chairman Frederick Ford forecast his own replacement at the NAB meetowright iseo ing here:
in the next breath, he told the broadcasters in no uncertain terms that
sponsor further regulatory crackdowns are in the cards.
publications inc.
Ford figures to be replaced by a Democrat, whether the new chairman turns out to be
Bartley or the Democrat to be appointed to the interim seat occupied by King. He will continue as a commissioner, however. In fact, there will be only one new face on the Commission next year.
First step, he told NAB, may well be restrictions on sales of stations. The chairman indicated that new rules on this subject are very near the stage where they can be made
public.
Also quite near, are rulemaking proceedings on payola-plugola, and on a new application form putting in tangible terms the FCC determination that broadcasters must serve
their communities.
Another point made by Ford was that the Commission feels its programing hearings, and
particularly the Los Angeles sessions, prove that the stations must have more control
over what goes on the air, and the networks must have less control.
The new application forms will also be issued in the form of rulemaking and Ford warned
that some industry figures might be upset by the FCC proposals in the new programing sections.
He had very kind words for the industry on the score of performance during
the recent political campaigns. Said the industry may, itself, be pleasantly surprised when
the FCC publicizes all the facts.
Ford, at the same time, forecast continued Congressional interest in broadcasting.
He said the lawmakers Avould give strongest attention to regulation of networks, clamping
down on sales of stations, to making possible more television stations and to extending hours
for daytime-only radio stations. He said the clear channel radio program and the related daytime-only problem had been kicked around by the FCC for years, but that he hoped something
could be done soon.
Inferentially, Ford seemed to indicate that the Commission is still aiming to use uhf in
order to make more tv stations possible. There has been a long-dormant commission proposal to move all, or a major part of tv to the uhf bands.
The producers of filmed and taped tv programs can breathe a bit easier : the
Alliance of Television Film Producers petition asking for recognition that programs
already "in the can" can't be changed to conform with "plugola" rules, was heeded by the FCC.
The FCC ruled that such programs will be exempt until the FCC completes new rules on
the subject of free plugs for non-sponsoring products, to fit FCC requirements into the law
passed by Congress this past session.
NBC has been accused of breaking FCC exclusivity rules in its refusal to permit a Lewiston, Idaho, tv translator station to carry NBC programs broadcast by an
affiliate in another city, whether or not the Lewiston affiliate is carrying the programs.
The Commission, in asking the web to explain, said that since all NBC affiliation agreements carry the same provisions, other webs could adopt them. The situation has nationwide significance.
•
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials
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Syndication is nourishing a boom

in three minor

program

areas: sports, chil-

dren's shows, and brief -segment programs.
ITC's invasion of the sports field follows its acquisition of Heritage Productions: now
ITC has formed Javelin Productions under Arthur "Skip" Steloff.
Javelin, with sales manager Mel Schlank, will handle two Peter De Met sports shows: 26
full-hour tapes of National Football League Presents and a yet unproduced series, Woman's
Major League Bowling.
CNP's offering in children's programing will be The Funny Manns, a show combining
Hollywood comedies and new footage being specially filmed at Greenwich, Conn.
Official Films is credited with diagnosing the need for one-minute and five-minute shows
and effecting a recent sales flurry for this type.

All indications are that there'll be a minimum of new syndication product put
on the market in the upcoming winter quarter of 1961.
Insiders see the possibility of an all-time low for syndication in new production investments in the first three months of 1961, with the possible exception of certain companies
which have committed themselves to continual-product policies.
If this forecast holds good, syndicators will necessarily turn in larger numbers to distribution projects not requiring big investments: off-network re-runs, theatrical product released for tv, sports, children's programe, and station production circulated via syndication.
The thorn in syndication's side at this time is the fact that the recent FCC ruling gives
the illusion that half-hours will be plentiful again.
Syndicators are having their first really off year since the tv industry started, although
there are some exceptions, and most are in no mood to send good money after bad with additional production ventures.
If the tv film market continues soft, then syndication prudence will be justified; but if
the film market firms up in January, the industry could find itself guilty of colossal near-sightedness in selling itself short.

Present tendencies are for the formation of more and more tv film "department stores" such as MCA and Screen Gems, handling everything from network
and syndicated programs to feature films and commercials.
At one time there were many different types of companies : network suppliers, syndicators, feature film distributors, commercials producers, tv film packagers, production facilities, and so forth, wtih most companies showing only one or two types of activity.
But today everybody wants to do a little of everything.
In the last season or two ABC Films, CBS Films, CNP, and Ziv-UA have become network
suppliers; UAA this year began its first original tv production with new Popeye episodes, and
just recently CNP went into feature film distribution on a limited scale.
Similarly, Filmways and Fred Niles are new to the tv program production and distribution field, and other commercials firms are hoping to follow.
If current trends continue, it may soon be easier to describe companies

by what

they don't handle than by what they do.
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:The law of diminishing returns seems to be coming into play on syndication
profitability due to the spread of alternate-week buying patterns.
Unless a syndicate* can match up other advertisers in most markets of an alternate-week
regional spread, the unsold halves go to the stations for perhaps half the sponsor sale price,
cutting revenue from individual markets by around one-fourth and greatly adding to the time
and effort of distribution.
What

happens to those alternate weeks is frequently a mystery from the syn-

dicator's point of view: although some syndicators have massive sales forces to push such
alternate weeks locally, most leave it up to the station.
Since there's no systematic way in which stations inform syndicators of what they're
done with these alternate weeks, most distributors can't even guess many places where their
show is half-sustaining or even half-sold to a blue chip buyer.
There's a crying need for sales research in syndication : of all advertising media,
perhaps tv film syndication knows least of all about who's currently paying to support it on the local level.

Station men say you can't blame feature film distributors for trying when it
comes to getting a top price for their 1950's, but the outlets just aren't willing to
pay so much.
According to one source, Seven Arts Associated was asking $100,000 per negative for five top markets in an o&o deal for their post-1950 Warner Bros, features.
The going price on older features for such a five-market deal has been projected to $30,000 to $40,000 per negative, considerably less than half the $100,000 asking price on the new
product.
As a rule of thumb, stations seem

willing to compromise

on 25 to 33 per cent

more for recent pictures than pre-1948's; applying this formula to an o&o deal for five
stations, the result is a price of $38,000 to $53,000 — still only approximately half one distributor's asking price.

The

biggest and most

expensive promotion

and public appearance

tour in

CBS Films' history is now in progress on Brothers Brannagan.
Stars Steve Dunne and Mark Roberts are now in the process of making personal appearances in 19 cities in 12 states.
The five advertisers who'll benefit most from the tour are Blue Plate Foods, in its
Southern regional, American Stores in Baltimore and Philadelphia, and Rheingold
beer and Chesebrough-Pond's in New York.
The premise for financing the tour is that the syndicator pays half of the expenses
and that the station and advertiser split the remainder for one-fourth each; costs
are shared by so many shoulders that each of the parties involved gets quite a bit of promotion value for its money.

Representatives of 20 advertising agencies, three film producers, and one station group have journeyed out of New York City to Manhasset to witness demonstrations of Raymond Scott's musical-electronic devices for commercials production.
The capabilities of this new commercials tool designed for The Jingle Workshop have
been seen by executives from Morse International, OB&M, KM&G, Campbell-Mithun, JWT,
BBDO, Compton, Griswald-Eshleman, Y&R, Ayer, EWR&R, Hoyt, K&E, FC&B, B&B, D-F-S,
and Roynolds-Reynolds of Toronto.
Producers and stations groups who've visited include Animation, Inc., Wilding, Joe Spery,
and Esquire-Coronet stations. (For story, see page 38, this issue.)
•
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Looks like Robert E. Healy has become No. 1 man on tv planning and strateg
at McCann-Erickson, with Jack Van Volkenburg running the day-to-day tv open
tion.
On the official roster Healy is chairman and manager of the home office setup and has
controlling finger in such accounts as Westinghouse, Coca-Cola and Colgate.
Terry Qyne is still calling the shots on Liggett & Myers.
Another recent Marion Harper tactic: bringing in Ed Madden, with antecedents i
NBC, Latex and Geyer, as consultant on new business for McCann-Marschalk.

Two radio stations owned
the block.
The plan:

by one of the major groups

are reported to be oi

convert the proceeds to real estate developments.

Sellers of spot have been doing a burn over the fact that the negotiations wit
AFTRA and SAG over the rate for spot commercials have been handled entirely b]
the networks.
The core of the peeve: spot tv represents a half-billion dollar industry and it would hav
been fair and logical for the networks to have invited in an independent spokesman foi
that sector of the business to sit in on the parleys.

The Bates boys may
never lost an account.

not be able to boast come

early 1961 that the agency ha

One of its smaller clients has been bending a serious ear anent moving the rest of it
business elsewhere.

NBC Radio's talk about going on a round-the-clock basis could, as one observ
er put it, could stem from a desire to underscore these two "security" angles:
1) Most of the NBC Radio o&o's occupy clear channels and the network itself has th
largest number of clear channel affiliates.
2) Clear channels may serve as the most convenient and effective communication
alarmhrlls in the event of a national emergency.
In any event, it'll make the first Night Owl Network in the history of the medium.

Not all the smaller agencies are anxious to make open whoopee over the fac
thrir tv hillings are higher than they were the year before.
The most avid readers of such tidings would be the rating services who charge accord
bug to billing levels and these smaller agencies for economy purposes are careful about tb
rui'.fT points. It could mean a difference of several thousand a year.

What some media analysts think would make

an interesting side breakout froifl

th«- rating services: a comparison of the top stations in the top markets for March
vs. November of the same year.
They note that the fluctuation seems to be greater with each passing season.
SPONSOR
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nparative
ve Daily
culation
"VJ
ami Herald
ami News
ation "B"
ation "C"

363,500*
321,500*
147,200*
289,900*
227,900*

98 Coverage Study —
nuary 1, 1960
Publisher's Statements —
tiarch 31, 1960

13.1% more South Fiorida homes view WTVJ daily than

n

read the area's largest newspaper . . . 147% more
homes than read the second newspaper. WTVJ is viewed
daily in 40.5% more homes than the average of the
other two Miami television stations. Obtain the facts from
your PGW Colonel. Ask him for Profile III.

WTVJ®
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

SOUTH

BY PETERS.

FLORIDA

GRIFFIN. WOODWARD,

INC

COLLEGE

RADIO

v.p. of de Garmo,

(Continued from page 38)
heuser-Busch, Arista Tours, AutoEurope, Beneficial Finance, DannonVogurt Kean Energizing, Lambretta
Motor Skooters, Lanvin Perfumes,
Liebman Breweries, Liggett & Myers,
\<-w ^ ink Telephone Co.. Pan American World Urways, Philip Morris,
I{. J. Reynolds Tobacco, F. & M.
Schaefei Brewing, Joseph Schlitz,
Smith-Corona, Marchant, and U. S.

Steel

How some «>f the sponsors, past or
present, feel about their college radio
Ihi\>. is evidenced by Elliott Nonas,

Inc. of Auto-

Europe: "Any medium for AutoEurope advertising must be capable
of producing an audience with
money, education, a spirit (however
mild) of adventure. Obviously, the
Ivy Network audience shapes up.
Our advertising program with it paid
off in inquiries and eventually in
sales. I am sure that a good deal of
this was due to the extra curricular
merchandising (unsolicited, incidentally) which was expertly woven into
the advertising program. Some of
the larger commercial outfits can take
a lesson!"
^

*7 TV
MARKET
IN THE
NATION
$2,000,000,000 IN RETAIL SALES
WOC-TV serves the largest market between Chicago
and Omaha . . . Minneapolis and St. Louis. 438,480
TV homes; almost $3 billion in effective buying income; over $1 billion gross farm income.
And to help you get the maximum number of these
dollars WOC-TV specializes in effectively co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level —
the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer
as well as the retail outlet.
Further proof of aggressiveness — WOC-TV offers
the greatest amount of local programming — over
33 hours each week.

•»""'™«

1tC
Your PGW

THE QUINT

Colonel has all the

facts, figures and other data as

CITIES

well as day by day availabilities. See him today.
ROCK
MOUNI
EAST

ISLAND HI
MOLINE

l\< LUSIVf

/ IOWA
"I
> ILL.
J

NATIONAL
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(Continued from page 35)
nouncements giving the location of
stores where the bargain bar will be
in operation, and the names of the
A participation advertiser receives
two reports each week, designating
in which stores the activity was performed, the number of bargain bars
set up, information on distribution,
competitive distribution, product exposure before and after merchandising, competitive products on display
and amount of products sold at the
bargain bars. The reports also contain names of non-stocking stores,
and why they are such.
Feature Merchandising has been
operating in Chicago for 25 years in
conjunction with WGN, Inc. In March
1960 Kenneth B. Fleming Jr., then
media head at McCann-Erickson Chicago, purchased the company and became its president. Fleming has been
affiliated with Leo Burnett Co. and
the Chicago office of George P. Hollingbery.
In addition to WGN and WGN-TV,
Chicago, Feature Merchandising Inc.
has branched into three other markets. FM now works with WHO, Des
Moines, KCMO-AM-TV, Kansas City,
and KSTP-AM-TV, Minneapolis.
FM collects its fees directly from
the station, on the basis of an annual
contract which is based on annual
conditions such as the number of participating advertisers.
On 1 August, 1960 Fleming formed
a new division of Feature Merchandising, Feature Sales Promotion.
Through this company, Fleming
works directly with clients and agencies alike. For these clients the company will turn out such jobs as sales
promotion literature, sales training
materials, advertising and promotion
plans, slide and motion films, P-O-P
displays, shelf talkers, etc.
These services fall into categories
of jobs too small for agencies to
handle, and in some cases, jobs too
large for agencies to undertake. One
big job Feature Sales Promotions is
currently handling is a three-month
test of a new product, and it is acting
as the company's sales agent in one
market. Generally speaking, the work
of Feature Sales Promotions is collateral work for agencies which cannot charge clients.
^
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(Continued from page 39)

{Continued from page 53)

to, and not anything to replace musicians and voices. Some of these
commercials work best with these special effects along with singers, mu-

jacent strategy; dollar expenditures;
advance expiration dates, or length of
contract, if still in force; futures of
any sort, such as information about
an account that has ordered but is not

sicians, or an announcer."
Scott is very reluctant to give his
machine a name, since it is the musical talent using the machine as a
tool, and not the machine itself, that
really counts. Charles Barclay, manager of Scott's music commericals
company, The Jingle Workshop, has
suggested that it be called "audimation" since it does for audio what
animation does for pictures. But
some have confused "audimation"
with "automation" and the word
hasn't been accepted. The machine's
unofficial nickname, Karloff, is the
name of an actor.
The machine uses several other
sources of sound. One is a Hammond
electric organ. Others are electronic
tone generators. Still others can be
added if needed. A control panel directs pitch, timbre, intensity, tempo,
accent, and repetition. It can select
from an unlimited number of sources

yet on the air.
As for radio schedules, since there
is no reporting service for spot radio comparable to Rorabaugh, the
Katz Agency will give advertisers
and agencies certain information on
radio schedules which have run or
are

running,

without

divulging

fu-

tures. Such schedules are public
information; anyone who wanted to
spend the time and money to listen
could log what was broadcast. To
save the advertiser this expense in
time and dollars we will tell what we
know about schedules on stations we
represent, information an advertiser
could find out for himself. That
means the length and number of the
spots per week, the starting date, but
not the ending date or the expenditures. The details of exact times are
too costly and difficult for us to reconstruct. ^

THE PICTURE
HAS

and make up infinite combinations
and permutations.
The Manhasset behemoth, containing an electric organ, can do anything the organ can do and virtually
anything imaginable beginning with
an organ. It can sound like a group
of bongo drums. It can give impressions which suggest common noises.
It can create the mood of musical
tone-poems. And it can also take the
advertiser's theme music and produce
limitless emotional variations on it
to suit a variety of musical styles —
all, of course, if Scott is at the controls.
Compared to other musical-electronic effects methods, which rely

in the important

A IANY-S

heavily on playing tape off-speed or
backwards in the fashion of modern
"concrete music," Scott's approach is
far less time-consuming and produces
a much wider range of results. Compared to music from conventional
sources, it is slower in development
but faster in production. It is also
slightly cheaper than ordinary music.
If Karloff doesn't become the accepted name for a process which
mixes so many musical and electronic
elements together and makes them
stay together, perhaps someone might
suggest that it be called Scott's
Emulsion.
^
SPONSOR
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Wl£sS^J. . . Lucky Channel 13 ... is the ONLY area TV
station posting consistent and considerable day and nighttime
audience gains.
ARB, November '58 to March '60, WAST
NSI average ratings, April '59
to March '60, 6 A.M. -6 P.M.,

I

WAST

Saturday-Sunday 6 P.M.-Midnight WAST

SELL Where People BUY
mmsmmmmmmmm

call you r #t^ft JtxxC

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

La Rosa (Hicks & Greist) has a
spot tv campaign going in 16 top
markets to introduce, to the junior set, its newest macaroni product. Mar from Mars x-77.
Involved are minute buys in 8 kiddie shows: Bugs Bunny, Ranger Andy,
Cartoon Playhouse, Popeye, Romper
Room, Felis and Friends, Just for
Fun. and W onderama.

& IDEA

*» WRAP-UP
MIXING BUSINESS AND PLEASURE, Phoenix's KPHO Radio-TV invited agency people for
firsthand look at Phoenix market. Grouped here (l-r): Steve Shannon, station promo, dir.; Jane
Mars, Allene Johnson, K&E, LA.; Jackie Hopkins, JWT, L.A.; Blue Wright, station sales dev. dir.

Stromberg-Carlson is going back
to radio after an absence of moro
than 25 years.
The buy: Special Report, from 3
December to 15 April, in 106 markets.
Agency: D*Arcy.
Campaigns:
• 20 Mule
Team
Products,
U. S. Borax, pouring almost 90^
of its advertising monies into tv in
the company's largest sales push for
its 20 Mule Team Borax and Boraxo.

OUR

FEATHERED

FRIENDS,

the c

riches, took to races at Great

Western Exposition & Livestock show,

rheir jockeys? KFWB

d.j.'s,

ompeted

who

donned

racing

clothes,

against

(Hwyd.)

each

other

NEW

QUEEN:

Karen Wood, voted Miss Channel 22 of I960, accepts

trophy from WWLP, Springfield, Mass. hostess Kitty Broman on 'At
Home With Kitty' show. Winner defeated 50 entrants in station contest

Five CBS daytime shows Love of
Life, The Clear Horizon, Video Village, The Brighter Day and December
Bride, plus a 70 market spot satura-

Montgomery Ward tire tv commercial, Royal Faygo Soft Drink, and
Quaker Oats Ken-L-Ration Waif,
commercial.

tion will bolster the company's syndicated series, Death Valley Days.
Agency: McCann-Erickson.

Best

• American Molasses is buying radio in all markets for support of its
Grandma's Unsulphured Molasses.
Agency : Kastor, Hilton. Chesley, Clifford & Atherton.
• Welch Grape Juice going
heavy on local spot tv to introduce

liked

Hamm's Beer, according to ARB's
September survey, for the fifth consecutive month.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
E. J.
Coleman from advertising manager,
Kraft Foods, Canada, to the company's Chicago office as national marketing manager for confections.

its newest product, Welch's Jellied
Sauce.

designs:
!Kudos:
Morgens,
Iing and
award . .

P&G president, Howard
recipient of the AdvertisAllied Industries annual
. Fred A. Niles Produc-

1 tions, recipient of the Medal Award.
Certificate of Excellence and a Merit
Award from the Art Directors Club,
iChicago.
Awards are in recognition
! of the

company's

SHINE,

ANYONE?

production

of

a

tv commercial:

Andrew

A. Lynn from

rhesebrough-Pond's. He was president of the corporation's Prince
Matchabelli division, a company director and v.p.

Elected : Walter N. Plaut to president and chief executive officer, Lehn
& Fink Products.

For free (courtesy, SPONSOR)

at BPA meet,

it joined (l-r) Jack Lightner, promo, dir., WREX, Rockford, III.;
George Dietrich, west, mgr., SPONSOR; Barbara Roberts, promo, dir.,
KTUL, Tulsa; Barry Sherman,
mng. dir., radio/tv div., Esquire, Inc.

RECENT

AGENCIES
AFA, along with the Advertising
Association of the West, is getling set to hreak an extensive and
continuing campaign for the ad
industry.
The
ahead.

theme:

Let's keep rolling

The idea: To tell the advertising
story to the public in an effort to
clear up misunderstandings which
lead to criticism and grievances.
Springboard for the all-media campaign is National Advertising Week.
5-11 February.
Spearheading the campaign is National Cash Registers' George W.

Head.

The campaign was created by Mi
Cann-Erickson, under the supervision
of its president, Emerson Foote.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Payson Fairchild, Jr., from account executive, Dohertv, Clifford. Steers and

BPA CONVENTION

in New Orleans included electio

new officers. They are (l-r) second vice president Harvey M. Clark,
CFPL, London, Ontario, Canada; president John Hurlbut, WFBM-TV,
Indianapolis; and first vice president, Don D. Curras, KTVI, St. Louis

6TH ANNUAL TvB MEET in N.Y. joined (l-r) C. Lawrence, CBS TV Static is; R. Borel, WBNS-TV, Columbus, O.; G. Marshall, Jr., WJXT, JackMile, Fla.; A. L Read, WDSU-TV, New Orleans; J. Murphy, WLW-T, Cin, ; L. H. Avery, Avery-Knodel; P. Hall, Meredith Pblg.; Evelyn FineP. A. Sugg, NBC; G. Gray, WKTV, Utica; S. Riddleburger, ABC
gan, TvB; R. Clipp, WFIL-TV, Phila.; A. W. Dannenbaum, Jr., Westinghouse

1*911
A%&

Qayward Thresher
. utive brand planning man- bei u _ Drug, to Sullivan.
Stauffer, Cohrell & Bayles as merchandiaingj account executives . . . Ross
II. Ryder from McCarty, San FranI rwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco, as senior account supervisor . . . Thomas J.
Baser. III. from General Electric, to
Philadelphia office, plans-marketing department . . . Andrew F. H.
Armstrong from creative department director. Burnett, to Compton
as \.p.. creative director and advertising plans board member . . . John
J. Wood from Grant to v. p. and
manager Miami office, Keyes, Madden & Jones . . . Dick Stern from
v. p. in charge of KAI&J Miami office
to v. p. in charge of southeastern operations. Chicago . . . Keith B. Shaffer from media group supervisor,
Young and Rubicam to media director. Cleveland office, McCann-Marschalk. division. McCann-Erickson.

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Francis J. Cook to media director.
D'Arcy, Cleveland . . . Fred Gerlach
from Foote. Cone & Belding, Chicago.
to research director, Gardner Advertising. St. Louis . . . Ross Escalette
to director, newly created marketing
and media research department. Phillips-Ramsey, San Diego . . . E. Lowell Sanders from senior marketing
account executive, to marketing director. Doyle Dane Bernbach.

They were elected v.p.'s: Coleman F. Cody, Doremus & Co.. New
York City . . . G. Alden Donham,
Cunningham & Walsh . . . Marion
Forster, Rupert Witalis, James
Sage, at Compton.

Agency
appointments:
Virginia
State Apple Commission to Houck &
Co., Roanoke, Va. . . . Shulton. to
Benton & Bowles, for its Tecnique
Color Tone hair coloring product . . .
Litton Industries to Compton L.A.
office . . . P&G of Canada to Grey for
its Downy Fabric Softener . . . American Chicle to Kenyon & Eckhardt
for its Clorets Mints and Gum.
More agency appointments:
American Oil Company to MacManus, John & Adams . . . Valspar
Corp., to Howard H. Monk & Associates, Rockford, 111. . . . Christopher Dairy Farms to The Wyman
Companv, San Francisco.

out what the public thinks about advertising. "If research shows the public has misinformation about advertising, itwould be possible to correct
it." He also urged television to express its opinions.
• U. S. Steel president. Leslie B.
W orthington, in his talk. Diagnosis:
Economic Myopia, said: "One of the
most dangerous and easilv diagnosable forms of economic mvopia is the
short-sighted view that evervone can
get more and more from government
at the expense of someone else. It
shouldn't require corrective lenses to
see how such an attitude is in direct
opposition to the principles of personal freedom and initiative that

Kudos: Campbell-Ewald, Detroit,
recipient of two Advertising Council
awards: (1) for 10 years of contributed creative work on the U.S. Savings Bonds campaign; (2) for five
years of distinguished services on the
Stop Accidents campaign (National
Safety Council) . . . Fletcher Richards, Calkins and Holden, awarded Advertising Council citation for

made this country what it is today."
• John Vrba. v.p. in charge of
sales for KTTV. L.A.. and Russell
Woodward, executive v.p. of Peters,
Griffin. Woodward, were elected cochairmen of the TvB Sales Advisory

"its generous creative contributions to
the Religious Overseas Aid project."
. . . Foote, Cone & Belding, recipient of Advertising Council award for
creative efforts to producing the Contribute-Work-Vote campaign.

Post BPA

ASSOCIATIONS
Among the highlights of the TvB
meeting the week before in New
York were these:
• Hicks & Greist, senior v.p. Theodore J.Grunewald, recommended that
tv salesmen acquire a working knowledge of merchandise in order to increase their sales potential.
• TvB president, Norman E. Cash,
proposed to research project to find

Committee, succeeding John Dickinson of Harrington. Righter & Persons,
and Croslev's H. P. Lasker.
seminar

notes:

• John Hurlbut, promotion and
public relations manager. \^ FMB, Indianapolis, on taking over as new
BPA president: "Never before has
the broadcasting industrv needed a
strong and active BPA. Ownership
and management needs the counsel of
solid, sound, experienced promotion
and public relations experts — promotion men and women who recognize
all our publics, be they the masses
that control the dial and switch, or
the minoritv of opinion leaders, government officials and the like who
may• Storer's
control our
v.p.licenses."
Lionel F. Baxter.
Miami, recommended that radio station facilities be put to work to promote itself. He said: "Too often we
use our own facilities to promote our
advertisers more than we promote
• A panel discussion centered
ourselves."
about
the use of videotape brought
out the suggestion that videotape be
put to use to augment programs in
the promotion of stations. Robert

JEGviL

Leading%p Dallas agencies place.
among top 4 stations in total market
and in top 2 for quality market !

Guv, program director of WWL-TV,
New Orleans, and Robert Day. Air
pex Corp.. Redwood City. Calif., were
principal panelists.
• WIL. St. Louis, promotion man.
Michael Ruppe, on How To Use
Cross

Media

SPONSOR

Promotion:
•
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TELEVISION
BASICS
Here's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.
Get your own copy and one for everyone
in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.
Included are sections on the broad dimensions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
on network trends; on advertising expenditures— network spot and local; on color
tv and stations presently using color
equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer television audience.

FILL COUPON-WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

40
30
25
20
15

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

each
each
each
each
each

SPONSOR READERS SERVICE • television basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
fNAME
FIRM

I

ADDRESS

}
QUANTITY

!

lv and radio quit being shy about
proclaiming its program of public
ervice and entertainment."

Thisa "n* data: The Southern California Broadcasters Association is
putting together a list of companies
and free-lance radio commercial writers for distribution to ad agencies.

Social note: RTES will hold its annual Christmas prize-drawing 13 December.

motion, are some 200 radio stations.
The high points of the contest:
• Local stations will sponsor and
supervise the selection of a Miss
Teenage Hometown from entrants in
the local contest.
• Hometown winners will compete
for the national title in Dallas during
an all expense paid seven dav event.
• Miss Teenage America will win
a $6,000 scholarship to the college of
her choice: a professional modeling
contract: an extensive tour of the
U. S.: and a complete Miss Teenage
America wardrobe.
Manufacturers in all fields, are bolstering the contest by being licensed
to label their prestige products, Miss
Teenasre America.

TV STATIONS
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
Harold Black from assistant sales promotion production manager, CBS
Television Network, to production
manager, advertising and sales promotion department, CBS Television
Stations Division . . . Tom Burkhart to regional sales manager.
WLOS-TV, Greenville-Asheville-Spartanburg. N. C.

What brands of cigarettes people
in the metro area are smoking
-nd how much, was studied bv
Pulse,
recently for WQXR. New
York City.

P.

Among the findings:
• The peak ^ ear for smoking:
1955 for men: 1956 for women.
• There h^s been a sizable increase
in filter smoking among women.
• Brand switching for both men
and women, has dropped.

"ohnston, KTVU, San Francisco,
sales executive, and Frank G. King,
KTVL, national sales manager,
elected officers, San Francisco-Oak•and Television.

Comparisons were made over the
p-ist five years.

They were elected: Stoddard

• The number of cigarette smokers has dropped.

Ideas at work:

Garry
Moore
Moore fun. That's just what happens every
Monday-through-Friday when Garry and
Durward Kirby blend their special brand
of informality and wit. Millions of listeners
find Garry Moore immediately and immensely likable. No wonder sponsors find
any friend of Garry's is a friend of theirs!
In all radio Garry Moore is the kind of
company you keep

Only
on CBS
Radio

Station
acquisition:
KBAK-TV,
Bakersfield Broadcasting, Bakersfield,
Calif., from Chronicle Publishing to
Reeves Broadcasting and Development.

• WWRL,

New

York Citv. has

just completed a people-to-people pre
gram during which the station's air
personalities cruised the metro neighborhoods in a mobile unit from 10
a.m. until 7 p.m. daily, meeting, and

New offices: KTTV, Hollywood,
establishing New York City sales
headquarters at 420 Madison Ave.,
next week.

interviewing their fans. The personaltouch program was conducted over a
three-week period. As a bonus, fans
who spoke with the station people, re-

Departed : H. Leslie Atlass, a pioneer in the broadcasting industry and
a retired CBS v. p., died in Miami last
week.

ceived a"good luck" souvenir.
• WIP, Philadelphia, has endeared itself to area high school students bycommissioning a national jingles firm to create a special jingles

RADIO
Teenage

blending high school colors, team
names and station call letters. The

STATIONS

Associates unveiled

its

Miss
Teenage confab.
Contest at NAB's
Southwestern
Involved

in

the nation-wide

pro-

spots, aired during teen age listening
times, salute, individually, the 23 high
schools in the city.
• KYW,

Cleveland, is establishing

much good will with the city's canine
lovers w ith its new feature Specs' Dog
28
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House, hosted by Specs" Howard. The
program calls attention to winsome
(and available) pooches from kennels
of the Cleveland Animal Protective
League. Added attraction: the Doggone Bulletin Board which allows lisI teners to post notices of lost or
strayed dogs.
• KNEW, Spokane, program director. Bob Adkins, has dispatched
an invitation to Prince Philip of England to join the station's Foot In The
Mouth Club. To qualify as a member.
listeners (and Prince Philip, tool
must send along an example of a personal experience illustrating the science of Dontopedalogy (opening your
mouth and putting your foot in it).
The invitation to Prince Philip was
triggered when Adkins came across a
UPI storv telling of the English monarch's self-revealed long-time practice
of Dontopedalogy.

Fitchburg. Mass.) . . . Harry O'Connor from KGKB, Tyler, Texas, to national sales rep., Commercial Recording Corp., Dallas . . . Robert Fishman from account executive. \\ CCC,
Hartford, Conn., to commercial sales
manager. WAMS, Wilmington, Del.
. . . John D. Gillman from general
manager. TV Publications, to promotion, merchandising, and advertising
director, WOBS. Jacksonville, Fla
Ray E. David from Williston, N. D.,
Chamber of Commerce manager to
commercial and promotion manager.
KEYZ. Williston . . . Stanley S. Milton from commercial manager.
WMMS, Bath. Me., to sales staff.
WCSH, Portland, Me.

NETWORKS
Net tv sales: B. F. Goodrich

More ideas at work:
• KALL, Salt Lake City, Utah,
cashed in on one of "winter's little
adornments, the snow flake, by running aSno-flake Contest. The station,
according to all reports, was snowed
under with a blizzard of mail from
listeners
iwith an
|recorded
prize: a

WTSL, Lebanon, N. H., and WEIM,

who competed for first prize.
estimate of the area's first
snow fall of the season. The
red flannel night shirt.

How WOL, Minneapolis, promoted its 20th anniversary : For seven
full days the station ran a series of
contests and gimmicks revolving
around the number 20. Among them :
jfun contests and give-away competitions and a music spectacular during
'which the outstanding musical selections of the past 20 years were aired.

(BBDO), Wynn Oil (Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan), Colgate-Palmolive (Ted Bates). Schick (Compton). and Whitehall Laboratories
(Ted Bates) to sponsor NBC
Sugar Bowl Game, 2 January.

TV's

Net programing notes:
ABC TV
will slot its new half-hour family
comedy series. Room For One More,
on Fridays at 7:30 p.m. . . . ABC TV
is getting together with Time, Inc., to
produce four one-hour documentary
programs. The first one, Yanki, No!,
is scheduled for showing 7 December,
at 10 p.m.

Kudos : ABC TV, recipient of commendation from The Association for
Improvement of Mental Health, for
its new daytime series about group
psychotherapy. Road to Reality.

iKudos:
WSJS, Winston-Salem.
(N. C, recipient of the National Safety
Council's Public Interest Award for
"exceptional service to farm safety."
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Del
IGore from account executive. KGOTV, to general sales manager. KGO.
San Francisco . . . Evelyn Woolston
from continuity director, WHEB,
'Portsmouth. N. H.. to merchandising,
(promotion and publicity director for
!the Knight Stations (WHEB, Portsmouth. WTSV, Claremont.
N. H..
(SPONSOR
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE : Gene
Seehafer from Needham, Louis and
Brorby to CBS Radio as account executive .. . Jack Harris, KPRC-TV.
Houston, Tex., v.p. and general manager, re-elected chairman. NBC Television Affiliates Board of Delegates
. . . Donald E. Lowstuter from research specialist, A. C. Nielsen, to
Mutual Radio as assistant director of
research . . . John C. Rome from
sa'es executive. NTA TV to Mutual
Radio as account executive.

Sponsors and audiences get their
money's worth from Johnny Dollar.
This solid, successful private-eye
series consistently keeps listeners
on the edge of their seats. That's
why they're attentive to your selling
message, too. Each high-tension
episode is built around flash-back
dramatizations of Johnny's expense
account for the case he's just solved.
When you audit this show carefully,
you'll put your O.K. on it, too. In
all radio, Johnny Dollar is the kind
of company you keep

©WW
(§M(gIM

REPRESENTATIVES
ivery-Knodel has put together a
radio !-t ii<1> brochure covering
the Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, Pa.,
ana for W ILK.
The report goes into detail about
station's coverage, Facilities, programing, personalities, management, merchandising and cost efficiency.
It also gives a county-by-count)
breakdown of population, radio
homes and sales of consumer products.

Rep appointments: WYDE, Birmingham, Ala., and WAKE, Atlanta,
Ga., I" H-R for national representation . . . Jordan Broadcasting Service
to Intercontinental Services, Ltd.,
for American representation.

Regional utilities companies are
now an important and growing
user of tv syndicated programs.
During the past year they placed
$1.8 million worth of film orders for
Xi\-l \ product, according to a study
1»\ that syndicator.
One power advertising manager
praised tv's ability to demonstrate appliances and to reach the entire family at night.
Hope Natural Gas I Clarksburg, W.
Va.). So. Carolina Electric (Columbia), Dayton Power and Light, and
People's Natural Gas (Johnstown) all
use Sea Hunt; Iowa Electric Light
and Interstate Power sponsor Lock
I p, and Central Power and Light
(Laredo) supports Tombstone Territory.

Sales: CNP's Danger is My Business
to KTVR, Denver; WCHS-TV,
Charlestown; WJAC-TV, Johnstown:
WCYB-TV, Bristol; WGN-TV, ChiW "ROC-TV, Rochester; KSDTV, St. Louis: WCSH-TV, Portland.
Me.; \\(.l \-'IV. Champaign: WRGRTV, Schenectady; and WAIM-TV,
Vnderson, S. C. . . . Banner Films'
W I TO, Washington;
KTVR. Denver;
W 1 VC-TV, Johnstown; WHIO-TV.
Dayton; KHQ-TV, Spokane, and reaewals to WWJ-TV, Detroit, and
WNEM-TV, Ba) City; also / Search

(or Adventure to WDEF-TV, Chattanooga; KTVU, San Francisco;
\\TT\. Indianapolis, and KFSD-TV,
San Diego.

Feature film sales: WOR-TV. New
York, has purchased 200 feature
films, mainly produced since 1950,
from the studios of LA. Warner Bros,
and Paramount . . . Jayark Films'
Blockbuster package to 34 markets,
including KOAT-TY. Albuqueroue;
W LOS-TV, Asheville; WMAR-TV,
Baltimore: WHDH-TV. Boston;
WKBW-TV. Buffalo; WCIA-TV,
Champaign; WBBM-TV, Chicago:
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; WFAA-TV,
Dallas; KEZI-TV, Eugene; WB AYTV. Green Bav: WTIC-TV. Hartford;
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis: WFGA-TV,
Jacksonville: WKZO-TV. Kalamazoo;
KNXT. Los Angeles: WLVA-TV,
Lvnchburg; WTVJ, Miami; WTCNTV. Minneapolis: WKRG. Mobile,
WCBS-TV. New York: WOAY-TV,
Oak Hill; WMBD-TV. Peoria;
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia: KTVK,
Phoenix; WMTW-TV. Portland. Me.:
KUTV, Salt Lake City; KMOX-TV,
St. Louis; KELO-TV. Sioux Falls;
WSBT-TV, South Bend: KHQ-TV,
Spokane: WHEN-TV. Svracuse;
WECT-TV, Wilmington, and KLIXTV. Twin Falls.

Cartoon sales: Banner Films' Cartoon Classics to 23 more markets, including WLW-I. Indianapolis: KOLDTV, Tucson; KZTV, Corpus Christi;
Atlanta National Advertising Agency,
Norfolk; WNEP-TV. Scranton;
KCOP, Los Angeles; WOR-TV, New
York City; KOVR. Stockton; WBAPTV. Ft. Worth; WPST-TV. Miami;
KPHO-TV, Phoenix: WLOS-TV,
Asheville; WTVR, Richmond: WJACTV. Johnstown; WGN-TV. Chicago;
WMAL-TV, Washington; KGW-TV,
Portland, Ore.; WTIC, Hartford;
WGAL-TV. Lancaster; KPIR-TV, St.
Louis: WFMJ-TV, Youngstown;
WJZ-TV. Baltimore, and KTVR, Den-

International:
John N. Mansor
III has resigned as v.p. and genera
manager of Screen Gems de Mexico
S.A.
Programs: Jo Stafford will tap*
13 specials in England for ITC, budg
eted at around 8100,000 each and de
signed for international syndication
Commercials : Hollywood Anima
tors will do the animation and Am
bassador Productions (API) wil
do the live action in a reciprocal pro
duction arrangement between the tw<
HolK wood commercials producers .
NTA-Telestudios reports use
Intersync for the first time in pro
duction for Reynolds Wrap commer
cials.
People on the move: Arthur A
Garbade named business manager
for NTA Telestudios.
Trade
notes:
Batjac Productic
has been denied its motion to enjoin
Seven Arts from distributing to tv it
feature films handled in theaters bv
Warner Bros.

PUBLIC

The sponsor attraction to locallevel tv station public service programing continues to grow.
The latest: KHOU-TV,
Housto
whose 22 half-hour series. Southwestern Closeup. was bought by the Southwestern Savings and Loan
(Sam
Drake Agency. Houston).
in The
tv. buy is the savings firm's first
Public service in action: Capital
Cities Broadcasting has made arrangements with the Israeli Government to
make possible the recording of th^
complete trial of Adolf Eichmann for
tv and motion picture screen showThisa V

News film: CBS Newsfilm has added a new service, on-camera mans
provided to its stations. A kit of 20
basic maps starts the service; special
maps will be delivered within 72
hours for news breaks.

SERVICE

data: WKYT,

Lexington.

Ky.. is working with the University
of Kentucky on the production of ;
15-minute program, I K Reports, reporting University activities .
Radio. St. Louis, getting Bet

KMOX

to launch a 16-week college instruction course, The Key to Understanding Human Relations.
^
VEMBER
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... decidedly Cleveland's #1 station*

And the change is not infant-esimal, either. The new
WHK

is the proud papa of Cleveland's largest* audience,

thanks to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation's
new concepts of service, news and showmanship. When
preparing your Cleveland marketing formula, stir in the right
quantity of WHK.

Consult Dr. Blair, or V.P. 85 General

Manager Jack Thayer, (EXpress 1-5000)
Cleveland

WHK

A station of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

•Hooper

Audience

Pulse Metro

Index, 29.7%.

July-Sept., 1960, 7 a.m.-

p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Area, 26.0%— avg. total share of audience

in and out of home,
Hooper

6 a.m. -12 mid., Sun-Sat., June, 1960

Business Establishment

Survey, 22.3%,

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. -5 p.m.. Aug. 1960

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

XMAS
PARTY
Broadcast
Pioneer
New
Thursday,

York

Chapter

Dec. 8, 6 p.m

Cocktails and

Dinner

Mike Shapiro has been named general
manager of all broadcasting properties of
the A. H. Belo Corp., a post occupied by
the late Alex Keese for some four years
prior to his death earlier this year. Manager of WFAA-TV, Dallas, since 1958,
Shapiro will continue in his role as head of
the tv station. He began his broadcasting
career with the Arrowhead
Network
in
Minnesota and Wisconsin, later moved to KBWD,

Brownwood, Tex.,

KGKL, then to KTXL, San Angelo, and subsequently took the helm
of KECK, Odessa.
He came to WFAA-TV from KTUL-TV, Tulsa,
where he was v.p. and managing director
of the Griffin Co.'s tv stations in both Tulsa
and Little Rock.
Shapiro's new assistant
manager
of the station is Richard
E.
Drummy, Jr. (right), who will continue
to serve as director of sales for tv. Prior to
joining WFAA-TV in 1956, Drummy was
associated with the Dallas tv sales office of
Edward Petry & Co., and also with ABC's
Pacific Coast Television Network as western

Empire

Room

sales manager.
Included in the station's executive changes: Karl
Lambertz, who becomes director of public sendee for am and tv.

Lexington Hotel
Music — Dancing

and Sing

For Reservations call
M. H. Shapiro,
PLaza 9-1500
$7.00 per person

LI

Raymond C. Simms, senior account executive for the past four years with H-R Television, Inc., has been promoted to director
cf sales promotion for that company and

a'.so for its radio counterpart. H-R Representatives, Inc. Prior to joining H-R in
^956. Simms was an account executive of
the NBC radio network for three years.
Earlier he was with Erwin, Wasey & Co. as
associate media dii tor and Kenyon & Eckhardt as manager of the
broadcasting
system in Chicago.
Simms
succeeds Joseph Cook.
Ford Robertson has been appointed general manager of KBUY Radio in Amarillo.
A native Amarilloan, Robertson is a veteran of 12 years' experience in the broadcast industry. He is a graduate of Amarillo
High School and the University of Texas,
is married, and the father of four children.

<

*

Assisting Robertson as new

commercial

manager is Ralph Cercy, who prior to entering radio seven years ago, was in sales promotion and advertising
with one of the nation's top rubber companies. Cercy is married.
SPONSOR
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THIRD

NATIONAL

NEWS
AWARD

. . . presented to us by the Radio Television
News Directors Association for outstanding
reporting of a community problem. This is
the second citation awarded WCCO by
this great group . . . the first coming in
1 955 for being the Outstanding News
Operation of the nation. Last year we
were honored by being named Newsfilm Station of the Year, an award preI
sented
by the University of Missouri
J
school of Journalism and the Encyclopedia
J
Britannica.
We accept these honors with pride. They
signify that we have achieved and are
maintaining our fundamental goal of
excellence in our news coverage. They
symbolize the recognition WCCO Television receives everyday from the vast number of people who depend on this station
for the finest in television news coverage.
This is the difference between Good and
Great in Minneapolis, St. Paul Television.

"WCCO

Television's

annual $1200 four
year scholarship, to an
outstanding student
entering the school of
journalism at the
University of Minnesota,
IS THE FIRST MAJOR
EFFORT

OF ITS SIZE

BY AN INDIVIDUAL
STATION TO PROVIDE
HELP AND
LEADERSHIP

TO

POTENTIAL
JOURNALISTS."

THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

GOOD

AND

GREAT in MinneapolisSt. Paul Television is
WCCO TELEVISION.

*From an address by Prof.
Richard Yokam, School of
Journalism, Indiana University,
to the RTNDA Convention,
October 6, 1 960,
in Montreal, Canada.

Represented by

BRIFFIN AND WOODWARD

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
In the 14 November issue, Robert Meeker of KCOH, Houston, suggested that
stations guilty of unethical promotions to affect ratings not only be taken off
the rating lists during the period concerned but for six months thereafter. In
commenting on this, Frank Boehm, vice president of Adam

Young, Inc.,

warns that proposals to punish such violations may penalize legitimate
promotions. Boehm makes the point that rating services are set up to measure
the size of audience, not to inquire into how the audience grew to that size.
There are few promotions, Boehm says, that affect the validity of ratings.

WHY

MOST

HYPOED

RATINGS

I was intrigued by the "Seller's Viewpoint" item in the
14 November issue. It hits a subject which we have discussed at length with the rating services over the past few
years. Unfortunately, the topic of "falsely" hypoed ratings
is one which has played into the hands of competitive
media.
Let me be specific. The Hooper service, as you know,
depends on getting answers to telephone calls which question listening. If a station runs a promotion that tells listeners to be sure that whenever they answer the phone to
8aj the) are listening to station XXXX, this could indeed
result in a false representation on the part of Hooper for
the market in question. Whenever this is done (and it is
always discovered by the competitor), Hooper has removed
the station from its survey completely, and reinstated it
when the station discontinued this practice — a very honorable way of handling the situation.
On the other hand, there are those contests which are
run legitimately by stations (as do the newspapers) to appeal to the native gambling instinct which I would guess
abides in us all. These contests, in some instances, have
actually been good public services. For example, prizes
are sometimes awarded for the best safety slogan, etc.
Sometimes the contests are good merchandising items
which encourage station listeners to use products advertised
on the station by tying in the contest with gas stations,
supermarkets or asking that wrappers be submitted with
entries. Others merely consist of money prizes for treasure
forth. None of these contests would have
any effect on the measurement of the rating services, and
lions imposed by rating services would be
counter to their role in the broadcasting field.
an example of how ridiculous it would be for
i ii to be policed by the researchers, a few years

SHOULD

BE MEASURED

ago one of the rating services adopted the practice of asking all stations to advise whether they had run any contests
or promotions during the survey period. Some stations responded with glowing accounts of their honesty, at the
same time blasting their competitors for falselv hypoing
their audience. Other overly-honest ( or naive) stations
documented every ounce of promotion including quarter
inch newspaper ads. This data was made a part of the
rating report and rather than helping the situation, created
utter confusion.
Why?
Simply because the function of a rating service is to
measure audience size and composition — not why people listen. If, indeed, people would rather listen to a station because of its contents than because of its music or
soap operas, or news, should that station be penalized by
an inference that such a "contest-prone audience" is reflected inthe rating report? Of course not. If, on the other
hand, the danger is that the actual numbers do not reflect
the true size of the audience (whatever the reason for
listening) because of some promotion, it is then not merely
enough to imply that the numbers are not right, but it is
the duty of the rating service to determine, in fact, whether
the numbers are not accurate and to take steps to improve
techniques so that they will be accurate.
In short, I believe that there are veryr few promotions I
which truly affect the validity of ratings. Promotions may
draw larger audiences, and result, therefore, in bigger
ratings, but this is no cause for censure of broadcasters
or policing of their promotion activities. Any such policing
of broadcasters would, in my estimation, not improve
broadcasting but would penalize the creative broadcasters
who, in the face of severe competition from other media, j
have maintained radio as an effective primary selling fore
to which anyone at the local market level will attest.
^ |
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91 P into iVy^4 3 S newest and
most exciting adventure series . . .
about a father & daughter team,
swimming in troubled waters!
VTA's ASSIGNMENT:
19 Half-Hours completed! Sold in^Z^MarHetsl
YOU'RE SURE to emerge with big
audiences and big sales... with NTA's
exciting adventure series, ASSIGNMENT
UNDERWATER. For example:
IN NEW YORK, with an 11.2 rating and
19.8% share of audience, it out-performed
AQUANAUTS (with a 7.6 and 13.4% share)Arbitron, 10/30-11/5, 1960. What's
more, it's scoring the highest Monday-toFriday rating of the week in the same period
(7-7:30 PM) for its independent station,
lifting the outlet from an average
sixth position to photo-finish leadership
in the time strip.
IN DETROIT, the series is NUMBER ONE in
its time period, according to the latest
four-week rating report (October), with a
16.0 rating and a 32.5% share of audience.
RIGHT NOW, 39 pulse-tingling half-hours
have been completed. And there's a built-in
audience of 8,000,000 underwater
enthusiasts waiting to spear profits for you
...the minute they surface with their
snorkels. Thar they blow... so what are
YOU waiting for?

SPONSOR
SPEAKS
Qualitative or quality?
In recent month- a Dumber of high-ranking agency media
men. such as Leu Matthews of Burnett and Richard Jones <>1
J. Walter Thompson, have expressed dissatisfaction with the
purely "quantitative" research data available in radio today.
The) have called for more "qualitative" facts about the
medium, and to most research men this seems to mean elaborate breakdowns of audience figures into age, income, sex,
and occupation groups.
But we wonder whether this is exactly what these and
other agencymen are -eeking.
I- it possible that there is a semantic confusion here between the words "qualitative" and "quality?"
Isn't it probable that what really disturbs thoughtful advertising executives
Vnd when
they really mean
One thing we

is radio's lack of an over-all "quality imthey speak of the need for qualitative data,
a need for more quality data?
are sure of, all the most popular national

media — tv and mass magazines especially — have an atmosphere of glamor and high quality which make their sales
and acceptance by advertisers much easier.
If agencies really want "qualitative facts" then by all
means let radio give them. But at the same time the industry
must concentrate on building its quality impression too.

What

is too expensive?

acies and advertisers are becoming increasingly worried about the -oaring costs of tv commercials. (See sponsor,
J 1 November, page 27.1
To the extent that these costs are the result of unreasonable
union demands, we agree with the fight to hold them down.
W e also applaud agency and advertiser efforts to eliminate
waste, inefficiency, and costly practices in commercials production, particularly those arising out of inadequate planning.
But at the same time we strongly caution against a pinchpemrj attitude toward tv's commercial messages. No econoire worthwhile if they sacrifice sales power. And even
- prices, the ratio of most commercial costs to time
ipproach the old standard formulas of 10-15%
iction costs in print advertising,
mercials are seldom too expensive, regard -

10-SECOND

SPOTS

That's tv biz! Overheard at a fas!
ionable Madison A\enue lunch place
"^a). Torn, did \ou hear? Yog
Bear's getting his own show!"
Polls apart: At the recent Radio-!
Executives Society luncheon in N. Y
Sam Lubell, the public opinion an;
lyst. answered some questions fro;
the floor. To one from CBS' Charb
Collingwood he prefaced his repl
with, "That's an iffy question, ar
like all iffy questions — it doesn't ma
ter what answer you give." The fin<:
query was. "What services did th
polls and tv computers perform
the election?" His reply: "1 can
Scalesof of
think
any."Justice: Commentate
John Daly finished a recent ABC new
show with an item about a Sweetie
fisherman fined by a court for beat
ing his wife with a live eel. Th\
charge: cruelty to animals.
Total mechanization:

An adman n

a big Los Angeles agency tells u
that the auditing departments com
puter goofed last week and he fouiu
a blank check in his pay envelope
For a moment of panic, he relatehe thought that deductions hod finale
caught up ivith his salary.
Fur will fly: Susan Watson, ingentu
lead in Broadway's Bye Bye Birdi-'
went to a fur shop with her friend—
the wife of a young timebuyer. Afte
finding a jacket to her liking. Suz*
reports, the timebuyer "s wife told tr.i
furrier she'd buy it on one conditic
"If my husband doesn't like it, uri\
you promise not to take it back?"
Copy twist: The following is fc
any bored copywriters who may ha1
that feeling of being in a rut. It
from Echo i the magazine that has <
plastic 33 rpm record every fe ■
pages), and purports to be a Johnsci
& Johnson commercial by. who els I
Bob & Ray. "My name is Warrer
P. Burchfield. friendly young druj
inst. with another story of blessed Id
lief thanks to Johnson's back plasterI'd been out making deliveries wher
my bicvele chain broke and I w
picked up by a gentleman driving
dvnamite truck. Almost immediate.)
he turned, saying. . ." Well, it isn
fast. Fast, FAST!
SPONSOR
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AS
MORE

GOODS

MORE

SIOUX

ADVERTISED
ARE SOLD

ON

KVTV

CITY PEOPLE WATCH

Statistics can be manipulated to say most any-

ON

KVTV

FOR A VERY
KVTV

THAN

SIMPLE
ANY

REASON

OTHER

. . .

STATION

in moving goods in the Sioux City market.

thing you want them to say. And certainly, we
have a whole rate card full of pertinent, and
favorable statistics. But in the final analysis
only one thing is important — did we move
the goods? And this is where KVTV
ARB SURVEY; MARCH,

excels —

And Sioux City is a potent market — over %
million customers with over a billion dollars to
spend. It's KVTV everytime for Audience,
Action and Sales. For complete information,
see vour Katz man.
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PEOPLES
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
KVTV
WNAX
WGAR
WRFD
WTTM
WMMN

Sioux City, Iowa
Yankton, South Dakota
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus-Worthington, Ohio
Trenton. New Jersey
Fairmont, West Virginia

WBZ-TV
BOSTON

WJZ-TV
BALTIMORE

KDKA-TV
PITTSBURGH

KYW-TV
CLEVELAND

KPIX
SAN FRANCISCl

(NBC

(ABC
AFFILIATE)

(CBS
AFFILIATE)

(NBC
AFFILIATE)

(CBS
AFFILIATE)

AFFILIATE)

WHAT HAPPENED TO ALL 5 OF THESE
STATIONS ON ELECTION NIGHT WAS NOT A

COINCIDENCE
Three different network affiliations...yet each of the WBC TV
stations ran "ahead of its
ticket" on election night. Each
drew a greater share of audience than the average of other
local stations on that network
that evening.
This is not coincidence. No more
than it can be called a coincidence
that more local advertisers use
WBC TV stations than any other
TV stations in their markets.
Now, what about ratings? The
WBC TV stations are leaders in
their markets. All five are first or
virtually tied for first place in
share of audience. Again, despite
the fact that one station is ABC,
two are CBS, two NBC*
What makes so many people
tune to the five WBC TV stations ?
We believe the answer lies in the
important identification that our
stations have with community
problems, and in their attempts
to serve the community and the
personal needs of viewers. For

example, over 400 times in the
last few years, WBC stations have
editorialized on local issues, alerting their audiences to the need
for action and infusing them with
the desire to find solutions. Even
more significant, these editorials
have run in time periods when
there are peak viewing audiences.
Also, recognizing the obvious
need and desire for information,
WBC stations have programmed
special national and international
news coverage of world happenings, supplementing the services
received from the networks. The
intention : to give WBC audiences
a locally-oriented point of view,
and as complete news coverage as
These facts have earned for the
possible.
WBC stations the top awards for
significant and outstanding programming in the public service.
So it isn't coincidence. Audiences, advertisers, ratings, community services, awards. These
are the stimuli that prompt viewers and advertisers to turn to
the WBC television stations.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.
/ TV, Boston, WJZ-TV, Baltimore, KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, KYW-TV, Cleveland, fpzDjKPIX, San Francisco. Represented by Television Advertising Representatives. Inc. ^=«s*j;
i/;/; Reports. And if you're wondt
d " otie is 1/10 of 1% below its competitor, i
nee em area of statistical tolerant e.

other is 9/10 of 1%. You might call
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Why KA-PI

ADVERTISERS

690 RADIO
Pueblo, Colorado

I960
a yaar

USE

TIMEBUYERS

• because

KA-PI

Specializes— 100% SpanishLanguage Programs.

• because

KA-PI

Reaches Over 268,000
Spanish-Speaking Americans
in its 1-MV/V Area.
• because KA-PI Has 138,035
Spanish Listeners in its
Primary Coverage Area.

SPEAK OUT IN
NEW SURVEY
sponsor study finds
what buyers think of
their bosses, which
media depts. are tops
Page 27

NBCdaytime
opens 30's
on
network video
Page 32

^—

• because KA-PI is
The broad-timeperiod rating

-IgT^Colorado's
Only
100% Spanish
Language Station.

KA-PIS
Colorado

An affiliate of National Spanish Language

Represented

Network

by

NATIONAL TIME SALES
New

York — Chicago

HARLAN G. 0AKES & ASSOC.
Los Angeles — San Francisco

Page 34

Tv allocation
fears stir

690 RADIO
Pueblo,

gets a toehold

the NATRFD
Page 40

te*

The art of candy dipping! Fewer and fewer
possess this quality touch in a day of
mechanization. And yet, there is no substitute
when it comes to making the finest chocolates.
Nor, can mechanization be the entire answer
when it comes to the quality atmosphere
evident in today's better television and radio
station operations. People .. .their skills, their
dedication, their love of the finer things
provide that all-important difference.
Represented by

/ Station Reprcsentati

TELEVISION
RADIO abc/nbc
BROADCAST

SEF /ICES OF THE

DALLAS
DALLAS

MORN
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. . . he checks out 132 different
things before
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TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

USE

take-off!

DIGEST

OF

ARTICLES

Timebuyers speak out in new survey
27

"Anonymous" study by sponsor reveal- what today's timebuyers fee
about their own and other agencies their jobs, their bosses, their paN
More 30's for daytime network tv
NBC rule against half-minute commercials relaxed to accommodate Col

32

gate;

\B(_."s new version of scatter plan allows split-minute around credit-

34

Broad-time-period rating gets a toehold
Radio surveys by Pulse and Hooper eliminate the customary quarter-hou:
data: agencies hostile, say they need current-type data to sell radi<

36

Magnus' new net radio plus
Magnus organ, formerly all-print advertiser, plunges into network radi<
via Arthur Godfrey who is used to merchandise product to the hi]

TIME BUYERS ARE
CAREFUL TOO!..

38

NAB meetings end on new note of optimism
Final NAB regional session in N. Y. finds Clair McCollough dewing in
dustry in better shape, others stressing gains in broadcasting in past year

They select Nashville's

40

Video allocation fears stir NATRFD
Farm directors, meeting in Chicago, oppose any tv change reducing rural
service. Meeting also hears warning about over-competitive ad pitchy

. . . YOUR BEST BUY ON
COST PER 1,000!

4X

Selling cars on radio: child's play for dealer
Irvin Green, Philadelphia Lincoln-Mercury dealer, virtually stumbled on
a magic commercial formula when he turned over account to new agency

Pictured

above

is . . .

American
Airline's Superintendent
Flying, Captain
David
Chambers

of

WSIX-TV8
[•1 Check

these FACTS!

|>

TV HOMES— 370,700

\S

Population — 1,965,500

\S

Effective Buying
Income— $2,155,868,000

|>

Retail

Sales — $1,585,308,000
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Big stars . . . show business . . . audience
ratings in orbit . . . there's plenty of fun and
excitement for the sponsor in the TV stocking.
But what's in the toe? Will he find the Big
Present . . . that all-important package of

profit? Or just a hole? The answer, invariably, is in the commercials.
It takes a world of skill and imagination
to turn viewers into buyers. We pride ourselves on our ability to provide both.

The commercial is the payoff. ..N.W. AYER
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& SON, INC.

-

SPONSOR
Executive Vice President
Bernard Piatt

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John

TELEVISION
BASICS
Here's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.

E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Senior Editor
Jane Pinkerton

Midwest
Swen

Editor (Chicago)

Smart

Film Editor
Heyward

Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup
Ben Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
Michael S. Silver
Ruth Schlanqer
Diane Schwartz

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Get your, own copy and one for everyone

Art Editor

in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.

Production Editor

Maury Kurtz
Lee St. John

Included are sections on the broad dimen- sions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
on network trends; on advertising expenditures— network spot and local; on color
tv and stations presently using color
equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer television audience.

FILL COUPON — WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
40
30
25
20
15

Elaine Johnson

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office
Willard

Dougherty

Midwest

Manager

Paul Blair

Price Schedule
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

Editorial Research

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

each
each
each
each
each

Western

Manager

Seorqe Dietrich

Production

CIRCULATION
SPONSOR READERS SERVICE • television basics
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.

Dept.

Barbara Parkinson

DEPARTMENT

L C. Windsor, Manager
Virginia Markey

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

FIRM

ADMINISTRATIVE

ADDRESS...

S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accounting Manager

DEPT.

George Becker; Michael Crocco; Syd Guttman; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Dorothy
Tinker; Flora Tomadelli
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RCA 'Traveling Wave'7 Antenna
atop world's tallest structure
gives KFVS one of the world's
largest TV service areas
According- to KFVS-TV, Cape Girardeau,
Mo., programs beamed from this new 1676
ft. tower should reach more than 2 million
people living in one of the largest TV service areas in the world. Yet, thanks to the
excellent null-fill characteristics of the
Antenna, KFVS's close-in coverage will
not be sacrificed for added tower height.
This new "Traveling Wave" Antenna and
tower 2000 ft. above average terrain represent the world's tallest man-made structure. Together they are 204 feet taller than
the Empire State Building. They dwarf the
Eiffel Tower.
The RCA "Traveling Wave" Antenna combines excellent electrical characteristics,
with mechanical simplicity and economy.
Here is a VHF high-band antenna that
has inherently low VSWR and produces
smoother patterns. The design, based on
slot radiators, results in improved
circularity.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N.J.
Even if you are not in the market for the world's tallest, if you
want a VHF High-Band Antenna which combines mechanical
simplicity and economy, especially in high-gain, high-power
applications, your RCA Broadcast Representative can help
with your Antenna planning. See him for complete story. Or
write to RCA, Dept. 0-264, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

The Most Trusted Name
in Television
RADIO

CORPORATION
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October 27,

Mr. Walter **"££££££*

Dear Walt:

leased

The Curtis

is making vonderiui y

that

-sr^^s- ** over ; w the ^^
e Post.
Bfst of th

»»>
Sincerely JW

BEM/vh

Thank you, Mr. MacNeal...and our sincei
sponsors who have all helped us to brin
(Eg

of the season"— the

"BEST OF THE POST" arrived Saturday evening on Channel 7 (WABC-TV)
in an impressive fashion . . . indicating

"BEST OF THE POST, a series of stories
vith a great deal of quality as to acting,
writing and production ... a film anthology based on fiction from The Saturday
Evening Post, the collection appears to
be several notches above the average

there's talent being used wisely in television despite many signs to the contrary
. . .well written, directed and performed
and, above all else, and quietly, it bore

television series."
— Fred Remington, Pittsburgh Press

the mark of intelligent hands..."

— Jack O'Bnan, New York Journal American

"...an unusual amount of production
value not often found in a half-hour film
S..."

"expensive sets, costumes and technical
work and splendid cast ... befitting such
writers as James Warner Bellah (who
wrote and did teleplay for debut episode

-Radio-TV Daily

"...made an evening in front of the
television set worthwhile. Such excel-

'Command'

) ."

-Cecil Smith, Los Angeles Times

lence. Judging from the opener, BEST
"Superbly played. . .chalk up another

OF THE POST is one of the best."
— Barbara Tiritilli, Chicago American

One for WGN-TV."

-Chicago Tribune

"BEST OF THE POST" will be a formidable competitor in the syndication

"Whichever network executive
snubbed this series will have a blushing
face more vivid than the color in which

Sweepstakes."

the series is produced if subsequent episodes match the overall excellence of its

"destined to be one of the highlights of

initial anthology."

the Season

-Hollywood Reporter

..."

—Hollywood Variety

hanks, too, to the stations and
ifo television "one of the highlights
INDEPENDENT
488
ITC OF CANADA,

LTD.

TELEVISION
MADISON

AVENUE

CORPORATION
• NEW

YORK

22

• PLAZA

-Variety

5-2IOO

100 University Avenue • Toronto 1, Ontario • EMpire 2-1166

The
New
Joe
O'Brien
Show
6-10 a.
every morning
Monday through
Saturday

NEWSMAKER
of the week
Broadcasters

in the business for an appreciable length of

time are talking about "The Return of the Native." It'
Theodore C. Streibert, ivho has taken over as v.p.-general
manager of Time Inc. stations WTCN-AM-TV, Minneapolis,
after a seven-year absence from the broadcast business in
which he pioneered, breaking in at WOR, ISeiv York, in 1933.
The newsmaker:
Theodore C. Streibert left his post as
assistant dean of the Harvard Business School in 1933 to begin what
was to be a 15-year association with WOR and the Mutual Broadcast
ing System. He helped found Mutual in 1934, was named v.p.-general
manager of WOR in 1937, and moved up to that station's presidency
in 1945. He also served as Mutual's board chairman from 1949 to
1951.
Streibert's seven years away from the broadcast industry were
divided between government service and private enterprise. President Eisenhower appointed him the
first director of the United States
Information Agency in 1953.
There, his responsibilities included
the Voice of America and all information and cultural activities
overseas.
In 1957, Streibert joined the
Rockefellers' International Basic
Economy Corporation. His duties
at IBEC covered merger negotiations, financing, acquisitions of

Theodore C. Streibert

properties, and new projects.
From the Rockefeller organization, Streibert moves to the Time
Inc. Minneapolis properties, WTCN-AM-TV, taking over as v.p.-general manager, a post vacant since the resignation of Phil C. Hoffman
last September. The stations' manager, Art Swift, continues in that
position.
During his tenure as president of WOR, Streibert launched operations of two television stations: WOIC (TV), Washington, D. C.

fr

W^^
i&
\

f^i-

(subsequently sold to the Washington Post), and WOR-TV.
Among the broadcast industry functions performed by Streibert
over the years: director, National Assn. of Broadcasters; directorv.p., Fm Broadcasters Assn.; director. Broadcast Music, Inc.; chairman, Industry Committee for Negotiations with ASCAP; and director, Broadcast Advertising Bureau, Inc.
Streibert's extra-curricular responsibilities include: trustee. Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences; trustee, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace; trustee and member of the executive committee.
Pratt Institute; and director, Visiting Nurse Service of New York.
His famil) is moving from Greenvale, N. Y. to Minneapolis.
^
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(California)
watching gVt J-T"V **■ Fresno

Fresno women love daytime movies
on TV . . . especially MOVIE
MATINEE on KMJ-TV Monday
through Friday.

This is Fresno's highest rated
weekday movie (ARB, August 1960)
so naturally it's a most profitable

THE
SPONSOR

KATZ
•

AGENCY
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spot for advertisers selling to women.
With winter weather coming on,
MOVIE MATINEE audiences will
no doubt be bigger than ever these
indoor afternoons. Tell them the
good news about your product or
service where watching is a habit
- on KMJ-TV!

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

KMJ-TV
Valley. . .
first TV station in
St

the Billion-Dollar

In lain, E. McUiHin

Concentrate

in

JACKSON,
MISS.

I Commercial
I commentary
Fiasco at the Homestead
NBC pulled a monstrous boner at the recent
Hot Springs meeting of the ANA and I wonder
how many of the top brass at 30 Rock even
know about it.
Certainly I can't believe that Messrs. Sarnoff.
Kintner. Scott. Sugg. Eiges. et al would have
been anything but apoplectic if they had heard

Did

you

know?

Over 2Z3 000
TV Hemes

* • •
A Pillion Dollars
in Retail S ales

• + •
All in the

JACKSON
TV Market
Area

the advertiser comments on the "entertainment"
furnished by the network for the annual ANA dinner.
whole fiasco was engineered without their knowledge.

I am sure th-

With 400 of the country's top advertising men looking on i plus
nearly 300 wives t NBC trotted out a stale, tasteless, and thoroughly
offensive show, headed by Jan Murray.
Murray may be a smash on the borscht circuit, in the louder
Broadway. Las Vegas and Miami hotspots, and in the pages of / ariety. But he is hardly a sweet-smelling dish for an intelligent, sophisticated, mixed audience in evening clothes.
His routine was spiced bv such dubious bits as his story about
trying to buy a hi-fi set from a pansy salesman who chattered leeringly about "woofers and tweeters." And he plumbed the depths of
schlock-type schmalz with his demands to know. "When are you
guvs going to sponsor more comics?"
The next morning at breakfast I was sitting at a table with about
seven ANA members, including Jerrv McMechan of Ford Motor.
Al Thiemann of New York Life. Harrv Schroeter of National Biscuit.
and Bob Gander of Hamilton Watch, when Mel Hattwick of Continental Oil came in.
"Well, Mel," said someone amid snorts of laughter, "what are you
goins to say to NBC?"
"Gosh." said Hattwick, "after last night I guess I've lost my job
as W A program chairman."
Why the frantic flesh-peddling?
Such reactions I and Mel's was the mildest I heard I did nothing,
of course, to enhance the image and polish up the prestige of either
NBC or of the entire television industry.
If this had been merelv an isolated incident — one of those unfortunate flubs that happen in even the best-run corporations — it
wouldn't have been so disturbing.
But having watched many presentations by all three networks and

WLBT
CHANNEL 3
HOLLINGBERY

other broadcast groups before important advertiser audiences. I'm
-rowing more and more worried about air media's batting average.
The truth is — our major competitors, magazines and newspapers,
do a far better job of understanding and appealing to our gilt-edge
customers than do many of us in radio and tv.
One of the hits of the ANA meeting, for instance, was a bright.
I Please turn to page 14)
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THE

BLUEBIRD
IS THE

II

PACESETTER
IN SPEED

BOATS

It hit an incredible speed of
260.35 miles per hour

4^x^

*W*

IS CINCINNATI'S

PACESETTER
RADIO

STATION

WSAI provides Cincinnati's most complete news service. It is the only Cincinnati
radio station with radio-equipped mobile
news units ... it was the first Cincinnati
station to use "beeper" reports . . . the
first to editorialize . . . the first and only
Cincinnati station to "review" the newspapers. In Programming ... In Popularity
... In Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.

Represented Nationally by gill- pern A New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
THE CONSOLIDATED
•
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SUN

RAY STATIONS

WSM-Cincinnati; WIH-Philadelphia; WALT-Tampa

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

THE NEW YORK

Commercial

commentary

'Cmu. from P. 12,

literate, East-paced panel of post-election comments by the editors of
\ewsweek. This came in for a great deal of praise as did the \\ \
speech last year by Scotty Reston of the New York Times.
Two of the most applauded features at recent \NA and A AAA
gatherings were presentations bv Life and Reader's Digest. They
were done with taste, good manners, brightness, and real creativity.
But too often the appearances of the broadcast media before bluechip advertising groups succeed in being dull, stodgy, corny, childish, or as with the Murray show, downright insulting.
\\ In >hould this be?
One reason of course, is that radio and tv are so intimately tied u{
When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can do
the effective job.

with show business, and the average performers attitude toward clients and sponsors is often pretty hostile.
Another reason is that broadcasters too frequently look on these
command performances as excuses for frantic flesh-peddling — for the
fire-sale promotion of tired, inferior, little-known talent — rather than
as immensely valuable public relations opportunities.
But the chief cause of the fiascos. I think, is simply that so mam
of us in radio and tv are so caught up in the details of a hectic complex industry that we never have the time or opportunity to get to
know the men who pav our multi-million dollar broadcast bills.
Let's not underestimate

EMBRACES
NEGRO MARKET

le

Remarkab

IN GREATER

THE ENTIRE
NEW YORK

our clients

If \ou had been at Hot Springs this year, you could not fail to
have been impressed with the intelligence, experience, and maturity
of the ANA members who attended the convention sessions in the
Commonwealth Room of the Homestead.
These were not playboys, or babbitts, or business rubes, but keen,
well-educated, well-traveled men. Henrv Schachte of Lever. A. N.
"Hawie" Halverstadt of P&G? Don Frost of Bristol-Myers, Doug
Smith of S. C. Johnson. Gail Smith of General Motors. Roger Bolin
of \vestinghouse — run down the whole ANA roster and vou will find
it studded with the names of highlv capable, highlv intelligent executives.
To such an audience tv and radio should be able to make the
strongest possible appeal. We start with everything on our side.
A preponderance of ANA budgets go into air media. Tv. in the
minds of most of these men. is their strongest advertising tool.
Moreover, when it comes to entertainment or to any other kind oi
presentation before an ANA or AAAA group, we ought to be able to
beat the pants off newspapers, magazines, or any other medium.
We have the talent, the resources, and the built-in interest of the
worlds most vital communication systems.
But. unfortunately we have not always taken a particularly health)
attitude toward our own best customers.
Too often we have underestimated their taste and intelligence,
selling.
and have imposed upon them with bad manners and over-zealous
At Hot Springs this vear. two of the major problems confronting
the ANA were how to raise the public image of advertising and how
to stimulate greater creativity.
If tv and radio want to maintain warm and sympathetic relations
with this highly important group, then we must make certain that, in
our appearances before them, we exhibit the creativity they respect,
and the kind of imasie thev want for our business.
^
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Acceptance WSB radio proves... a radio station
CAN please its audience, serve the community, satisfy
(Sponsors and still maintain dominance in its market!

For 38 years WSB Radio has been the overwhelming favorite of Georgia listeners.
The latest Nielsen Station Index (July-August) for Atlanta shows WSB led in 213
of 216 rated quarter-hours. This is a direct result of WSB's imaginative programming devoted to the public interest. Melodic tunes and fanciful games are combined
with coverage of community activities and programs devoted to farming, religion and
news. Get the most out of your promotional dollars in Atlanta by advertising on
WSB Radio. A member of the Quality Radio Group, Inc.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC
SPONSOR

•

5
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WSB
radio
"The Voice of the Sout
ATLANTA

WSOC-TV. Charlotte; WHIO WHIO-TV, Dayton.

1960

15

"Todays best
way to
"spin your
advertising
yams".

Reps at work
Bob Gilberrson, of Harrington. Righter & Parsons. Chicago,

sayi

that occasionally he runs across the buyer who wants to plav I've
Got a Secret. "The thing which this rarity among bu\ers \\ant> to
keep secret is the detail of his schedule on a competing station.
And. of course, the person whom he wants to keep in the dark is
the competing stations rep. whose
reason for seeking the information
is that he wants to do his best to
come up with a better schedule
than the buyer now has. What
buyers sometimes overlook is that
e\ erj bu\ is based on current information: the situation changes
from da\ to day and today's good
schedule can be tomorrow's bad
one. If the buyer withholds schedule details because he fears that
the rep will reveal them to a competing advertiser, he can forget it. It just isn't done. Of course,
once a schedule is on the air it is in the public domain. Any buyer
— of tv or ball point pens or buggy wips — does better when two or
more sellers are competing for his business. To keep schedules secret
is to smother competition which would work in the advertiser's favor.'"
Bob Keller of Robert S. Keller. Inc.. New York, who must be the
only rep headquartered in Greenwich Village, explains his offbeat
location this way: "I can do better research and more paperwork at
home where there are no distractions, and I can reach anv agency

is on San Antonio's

buyer in 20 minutes. After all. I sell time in the buyer's office, not
in m\ <>w n. and m\ al>ilii\ to do
the job depends upon what I carry
in my briefcase and in my head,
not upon maintaining a .Madison
Avenue emporium with wall-towall carpeting and shinv chrome
furniture. On the other hand, I
realize it is important for station
men. when they come to New York,
to have a convenient place to hang
their hats, make their telephone
calls and consult with the salesmen. For this purpose, then, the

A3C Television in Son Antonio . . .
the Greatest Unduplitated live
Coveroge in South Texosl
THE

Represented by
KATZ AGENCY

uptown rep office is a necessity, but my station men rarelv come to
\<w York. I go to them so that I can get the essential data first hand.
This is directly related to the sales promotion function which has always been a fundamental principle of my service. Then too. with
buyers' tremendous workload, they have to see salesmen by appointment, and my telephone is just as close to the buyer's as anyone's."
SPONSOR
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

49th and
Madison
Value of station merchandising
The

article

concerning

merchandis-

ing "What
I
Air Buyers Say About
Merchandising'"!, in your 31 October
issue was most interesting.
While some agencies discount the
value of merchandising support by
stations, many stations throughout the
country do contribute extremely valuable assistance through on-the-spot
support on the local level.
A bona fide merchandising service.
in our opinion, can be of ver\ real
value, but it has to be predicated upon
a schedule of sufficient size and duration that will not only compensate the
station for the costs involved, but will
also assure the dealers of sufficient
increased sales to justify their contribution to the effort.
It has always been our feeling that
when a station conscientiouslv desires
to institute such a service as a means
of helping advertisers obtain greater
value from their advertising investment it does have a very definite
place. This is especially true of the
smaller markets which must compete
with the larger ones for their share
of the advertising dollar. It is more
difficult for an advertiser's sales force
to devote the same amount of time
and attention to those areas.
Sincerity of purpose has to be the
guiding influence in determining
whether or not a station should institute merchandising service. If this
element does not exist and a station
wants to present a sham in an effort
to influence business, our advice is to
forget about it and devote the mone\
to strengthening
other departments.
Agencies should insist upon proof
of performance after a campaign is
run — just as they insist upon time
affidavits. Lack of follow-through after a campaign is over has encouraged many stations to just give "lipservice" to merchandising and has let
jthe efforts of others who have gone
jail-out in local support, go unnoticed.
j Brokers, jobbers, and distributors
are well aware of what good, strong,
JSPONSOR
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local merchandising support can contribute. We feel it is a sales tool that
can be profitably employed again if
stations are sincere in their effort to
serve and agencies will take a realistic
attitude toward the amount of service
their specific schedules can command.
David H. Sandeberg
Sandeberg, Gates & Co.
San Francisco

THE

VOICE

OF LONG

ISLAND

THE GREATER
LONG ISLAND MARKET

Bravo!

(Nassau-Suffolk)

May I say that I greeted with enthusiasm the article by Mr. Edward
A. W. Smith in the 31 October issue

MORE

of sponsor I "Quality Radio and the
Commercial Atmosphere.'" Seller's
Viewpoint). This is something that
has needed saying for quite some
time and I am glad to see that a man
of Mr. Smith's caliber was able to
put into words what many of us have
felt for some time.
Frederick Epstein
president
KSTT
Davenport, la.
Tv frequency of message

The "Sponsor-Scope" item I 28 Nov. I
that the average tv home watches
500-600 Commercials a week is a
provocative supplement to General
Foods' Ed Ebels observation that the
typical American is exposed to 1,518
advertising impressions every day.
Not only must copy and commercials be distinctive and compelling, it
also seems manifest that frequency of
sales impression for one's advertised
product is essential to register with
people and motivates them despite
this competitive maze.
In the competitive 1960's. national
spot television's ability and efficiency
in providing the advertiser with multiple impressions per day or per week
in key markets
evident
virtue. is this medium's selfHalsey V. Barrett
director, tv sales div.
The Katz Agency. Inc.
N.Y.C.

GAS

IS SOLD
LONG
THAN

IN ATLANTA,

AKRON,
AND

ON

ISLAND
ALBANY

ALLENTOWN...

PUT

TOGETHER!

GAS STATION

SALES

$1 74,106,000

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
(Pulse)
other Network or Independent Station!

>1 0,000 WATTS

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
IONC ISLAND. N T.
Represented by Gi

BUS

OF

THE

FUTURE

Hydroair Vehicle, now being tested
on land and water, rides on a
self-generated cushion of air 5"
above ground, has 32' x 24'
passenger deck, is expected to
move 1 00 miles per hour over water.

TV

MARKET

in the LANCASTER

f

HARRISBURG / YORK market

WGAL-TV

This station with its multi-city coverage

looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the

reading \ "£s\
^
/^°"'7>>v

outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

LANCASTER'

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McCollough,
Pres.
iative: The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

Los

Angeles
SPONSOR

•
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•

Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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Over $900 million was spent for time, talent and commercials
U.S. air media agencies in 1960.

by the 10 leading

As sponsor has the air billings for this top 10 figured (see 19 December issue for 50
leaders) :
Agency
1960 Tv/Radio Billings
Ran
1
J. Walter Thompson
$151,300,000
2
Young & Rubicam
112,700,000
3
McCann-Erickson
105,000,000
Ted Bates
4
105,000,0§0
BBDO
5
92,500,000
Benton & Bowles
6
88,000,000
Leo Burnett
7
65,600,000
8
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
62,000,000
William Esty
9
60,000,000
N. W. Ayer
10
57,000,000
There's at least one big blue patch in the 1961 sky for spot tv: Bates' media
people are assuring reps that the agency, according to plans in the works, will be
just booming with spot next year.
One Batesite ventured that the spot billings level could run at least 50% over what
it had been for 1960, namely, $47 million.
Incidentally, another agency that's tooling up for a bigger spot year is JWT.

Welch's Grape Juice (Manoff ) and Lorillard's Kent (L&N)
few accounts that gave reps some new tv action the past week.

were among

the

The Welch schedule's for 10 weeks, using minutes and 20's with emphasis on day,
while the Kent call was for prime 20's.
Schick (B&B)
expanded and heavied up on its pre-Christmas promotion.

Ford's media planning has become so intricate and malleable that for the first
time JWT will have a chief coordinator for the client.
He's Jim Luce, one-time timebuying executive and associate media director and lately attached to the agency's tv department.
As director of Ford media planning Luce will pull together all the elements required to
determine whether the account is using the most efficient media patterns.
stationed in the New York office but commute frequently to Detroit.

He'll be

NBC TV is pitching vigorously at U.S. Steel and DuPont with both time slots
and program ideas.
The network, in its attempt to wean the pair away from CBS TV, has its eye on the implied prestige as well as the billings.
DuPont meantime is weighing the "umbrella" program propositions recommended
BBDO and Ayer, and a decision on this could be forthcoming by mid-December.
P.S.: There'll be some special money coming out of DuPont's

by

paint divisiom for a

spring promotion. In there competing for it are NBC TV and ABC TV. The former's stressing daytime, while ABC TV has been urging a combination of day-night minutes.
•
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

The trend among the soap giants to take the authority over advertising out of
the hands of the product managers continues.
It's now Colgate that's making a move in that direction. Come 1 January, Stanley
Pulver, media director of the toiletries articles division, and Richard Paige, media director of
the household products division, will report directly to John L. Bricker, v.p. and director of
marketing.
Pulver and Paige have been reporting to their divisions.
P&G's system: the media departments of all divisions report directly to the general
advertising manager.
In either case the product people leave it to the specialists to worry about advertising
and they just concentrate on production and distribution.
Note: Colgate for the first half of 1961 will devote virtually all of its ad budget to
tv. It was upwards of 90% for the first half of 1960 and 73% in 1959.

Because of
concept, but the
The plan:
them for a spate

its limited budget,
beneficiary will be
move in and out of
of weeks during the

Sheaffer Pen (BBDO) has embraced the flight
network and not spot.
the Jack Paar and Dave Garroway shows; that is. use
major selling seasons.

A supplementary angle: Paar and Garroway wiU lend their names in the merchandising of these promotions, which, in a small way, assumes the function that specials had.

Before it's through, JWT will have retained a goodly portion of Shell's crack
news franchises for such accounts as Ford, Schlitz and Standard Brands.
JWT's attitude:

they're too valuable to let out of the house.

Put this down as a first : General Mills, in shaping up its plans for the next fiscal year, invited a rep to come to Minneapolis and make a presentation en spot tv.
The visitor was the rep firm's business development man and his was a specifically-tooled
presentation on how spot could be used and how much it would cost in various degrees of concentration according to percentages of total food sales.
For example: the type of heavy-up campaign

that might be practical for a batch of

markets that had the potential of 60% of a product's total sales.
Compton Chicago has been handed another one: Parker Pen, for which it had
already been supervising the Eversharp division budget.
It could be only on an interim basis — at least through the spring.

Menthols keep increasing their share of the cigarette market. They had a bigger percentage increase than any other cigarette type during the first nine months
of 1960.
Total menthol units for those nine months : 8.8 billion, whereas all other filters added up
to 9.3 billion. Share of the menthol market now: 12%.
The straights went down 1.6 billion units, putting them
tire market.

at around

50%

of the en-

Formulas differ among advertisers with several agencies as to how they compensate agencies of record on tv programing.
The agency that buys the show in most cases abides by this formula: it takes 15% off
the top on time and talent for making the deal and supervising the program and the remainder issplit up among the other agencies according to the amount of time used by
pach apencv in that show.
SPONSOR
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continued

Hold off belittling the prospects of any more westerns:
pened to make the top 40 in the latest national Nielsen.

three new

ones hap-

That's pretty good considering the fact that only nine newcomers reached that status.
Here's how those nine shows figured in the November NTI :
Program
Network
Rating
Ranking
My Three Sons
ABC TV
25.2
13
Candid Camera
CBS TV
23.6
18
Andy Griffith
Tall Man
Surfside6
Checkmate
Outlaws
The Flintstones

CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
ABC

TV
TV
TV
TV
TV
TV

23.5
22.2
22.1
21.9
21.4
21.1

19
20
27
28
30
37

Stagecoach West

ABC TV

20.6

40

Gillette (Maxon) is being wooed by NBC TV as a potential customer
participations in nighttime westerns and mysteries.

of some

The NBC line: you might need extra weight during the week and we got an assortment of it (Gillette, in addition to football, is sponsoring the fights on ABC TV.)

ABC TV again points to its seasonal rating edge, this time citing the Nielsen
-.4%
November nationals.
Culled from that report by ABC are these nighttime comparisons:
-12%
ABC TV
CBS TV
Avg. Rating Per Minute
Avg. Nov. Homes Per Minute
Avg. Homes Year Ago
Percentage Change
Shows in Top 15

18.6
8,407,000
7,362,000
+14%
6

17.9
8,091,000
9,222,000

NBC TV

17.5
7,910,000
7,938,000
3

6

Says CBS: the political preemptions tended to distort the rating picture; the December
ratings should show us 8-10% ahead on over-all nighttime averages.

An interesting sidelight on how General Motors buying is faring on the tv networks so far may be gleaned from these comparative averages of homes tuned in to GM programs and participations per average minute:
ABC TV. 9.8 million; CBS TV, 8.6 million; NBC TV, 7.7 million.

NBC TV is back to beating the daytime popularity drum : it's saying its daytime
share of audience levels are up compared to a year ago as a result of the network's program
changes.
The share-of-audience figures NBC cites to make its point:
NETWORK
OCT. II NIELSEN 1960
OCT. II NIELSEN
NBC TV
CBS TV
ABC TV
Note:

34.0
33.9
16.6

1959

31.2
40.9
16.2

% CHANGE
-f 9%
-17%
+ 2%

the comparison covers weekdays 10 a.m.-l p.m. and 2-5 p.m.

Selling nighttime participations also has its ticklish questions for network
salesmen.

tv

The one most frequently posed and toughest to answer: how do you merchandise a participation show to distributors and dealers, not to say consumers.
ONSOK
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Nielsen has made available to its NTI subscribers an analysis showing how i
ous program types make use of their nighttime periods.
What this study seeks to measure is whether the programs in each of the categories, \
averaged, are getting the best potential audience out of their time periods.
The usual program type comparison doesn't consider the time periods c
other programs. As a case in point: if most quiz shows were not carried in low audiei
time periods, their ratings would suffer from

comparison

to other, better-schedu

types.
Here's comparison tables on the how-well-used theory, based on October NTI:
PROGRAM

TYPE

INDEX PERCENTAGE

NO. OF PROGRAMS

96.1
84.3
87.7

6
4
11
12
20

General drama — 30 mins.
General drama — 60 mins.
Mystery drama — 30 mins.
Mystery drama — 60 mins.
Situation comedy
Westerns — 30 mins.
Westerns — 60 mins.
Adventure — 60 mins.
General variety — 30 mins.
General variety — 60 mins.
Quiz & aud. participation
Other programs — 30 mins.

91.8
93.8
93.8
113.7
72.8
812
100.0
97.7
68.9

218
6
8
7
9
12

Can spot produce a high degree of sponsor identification?
Users of saturation have found that this can be achieved in ratio to the number

of tv

rating points involved in a campaign.
Their rule-of -thumb : 100 rating points applied on a 5-7 day basis will produce an
8% identification and 200 rating points a 17% identification. If poured into a weekend
the 200 points could register as high as a 35% identification.
Nielsen has its own

explanation as to why its local service shows higher ratings

than ARB's in non-prime time.
The difference, says Nielsen, stems from the fact that an uncontrolled diary (where not
all homes must be accounted for) deflates audience during times when there are fewer
people attending the set.
Further notes Nielsen: ARB figures are lower because during the daytime, early
and late evening there are fewer people to make diary entries with the result that
the cooperation rate (and rating) falls.
Watch for some firm to offer as a syndicated service rate summaries for the
top 10 to 100 markets for newspapers and magazines as well as tv and radio.
The idea for such a service has come from media people on the thesis it would serve t
a valuable planning tool. If the service does eventuate, credit for the basic concept is due the
Katz Agency.
Smaller agencies are complaining
them in an economic
bigger agencies in tv.

that the cost of research services has caught

squeeze that's making it tougher and tougher to compete with the

The custom among the services is to base the fees on billing levels, but the smaller agencies argue that this rising expense, nevertheless, cuts their net-

For

other

news

coverage

In this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 10;

Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 59; and Film Scope, page 56.
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^^^ bridge is a faster way to cross a river. When
it— you buy time.

you take

Actually, to get our work week done, all of us purchase
this commodity from one another. When you hail a cab,
board a plane, or just pick up your phone you
buy time. We could go on.
When

you buy SPONSOR

you buy time, too,

and you ought to know just how much
how little.

you're buying for

You buy iujorrnative time: — a staff of the best reporters
in the field deliver up to the minute news every week, 52
weeks in the year- You buy analytical time: —
the keenest minds in the broadcast industry give you
studies in penetration of the important trends of the
day. You buy digested time: — assembled and assimilated by
experienced hands to bring you the most comprehensive
picture of the broadcast field.

You're buying thousands of hours of this sort of time for
just 15c per issue — 52 issues for $8 a year. Can you afford
to be without it?

SPONSOR

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS USE

"The Sophisticated
Sound of
the Big Bands!"

This is the one radio station in Philadelphia
whose Sophisticated Big Band Sound
reaches concentrated adult audiences whose
individual purchasing power is greater
ban that of any other audience drawn
by any other radio station in Philadelphia?
WRCV RADIO • 1060 • PHILADELPHIA
Sold by NBC Spo

and Operated by the National Broadcasting Company
'Source: Pulse. Qualitative Report. May 1960

^
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ONE

OF

TWO

PARTS

NEW TIMEBUYER SURVEY:
• What timebuyers think of their bosses
• Which media departments are considered tops
}• How buyers feel about their own agencies

K

menca's timebuyers are happy in
'heir work, satisfied with their working
conditions, appear generally to like their
losses, and think their media departments
ire generally good. However, they are
ljuick to make constructive suggestions,
riticize weak points and have strong convictions about their own and other agencies. This is the general conclusion
Jrawn from a 14-city timebuyer survey,
nade through anonymous questionnaires
oy sponsor last month.
The timebuyer sample used was not a
■tatistical sampling, but a representative
5 DECEMBER
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These media depts. are among
best in area, timebuyers
say
New York

Los Angeles

Ted Bates & Co.

J. Walter Thompson

Young & Rubicam

San Francisco

Chicago

BBDO

Leo Burnett
'For

full

listing

of media

ilenartim-nls

Guild, B&B
prai.-i i. see

page

29.

1960

i lion selected from "Timebu) •
ersol the I S.," published bj SPONSOB
earl) i!ii> fall. The responses are not
meant to be "the lasl word"" or indisputable, l>ui are, rather, opinions, feelings, and attitudes of those timebuyers
interested enough to return the questionnaires.
There
was a response

burgh, Detroit, Boston, Atlanta, Houston, Milwaukee, and Kansas City.
Of the total responses, 45.4% came
from N.Y., 14.1% from Chicago,
14.1% from Los Angeles, 7.8% from
San Francisco, and 18.6% from the
other cities. Responses according to
agency
size came
in as follows:

THEIR MEDIA DEPTS. ARE "HOT"

counted as responses, but were nonetheless read with interest. The complaint read as follows:
"Let's knock this bull off and leave
the timebuyers be. What other job
do you know of that gets psycho
analyzed as much as the timebuyer's?
I personally feel you're way out of
line. These are my feelings." It waf
signed by a 35-year-old male time
buyer of Fletcher. Richards, Calkins& Holden. N.Y.
This was the only signed questionnaire. The covering letter stressed
that replies be anonymous, and tht
rest, with answers to sponsor's 17
questions, were unsigned.
For a quick look at timebuyer attitudes on their jobs, their bosses, theii
agencies, and other agencies, note accompanying charts.
Following the question on top
media departments (see chart, page
29) sponsor asked: "If you were to
change jobs, at which agency would

EDWARD A. GREY, v.p. in charge
of media operations, Ted Bates, N.Y.

WILLIAM E. "PETE" MATTHEWS, v.p.
& dir. of media relations, Y&R, N.Y.

you like to work?" Respondents were
asked to list three agencies in order
of preference, and responses were
scored as follows: three points for
first preference, two for second, one
for third.
Most popular agencies among timebuyers from the standpoint of being
attractive places to work, in N.Y.
were Young & Rubicam, Ted Bates.
Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, and Doyle
Dane Bernbach. Here are some of the
reasons, given in the space left for
"Why?" on the questionnaire:
• Young & Rubicam: "larger monappropriated
for and
campaigns.''
"goodiesagency
policies
employee
benefits," "good reputation as far as

THOMAS A. WRIGHT, v.p. in charge
of media dept., Leo Burnett, Chicago

amounting to over 30^ < of the mailing.
The questionnaires
were sent to
timebuyers in 14 cities, broken down
as follows: ol.'C to N.Y., 18.3^ to
to Los Angeles, 5.9%
i rancisco and 14.4'v to 10
other cities. These included Philadelphia. St. Louis.

Minneapolis,

Pitts-

ROD MacDONALD, v.p.-media dept.
head, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S.F.

25.2$ from agencies billing over
SI 00 million; 36.6% from agencies
billing from $25-99 million, and
38.2%
from agencies billing under
25%.
Two questionnaires were returned
as gags and one as a complaint
against the survey. These were not

employer-employee relationship,''
"strong media department." "more
individual responsibility," "well-organized media-wise with efficient hierarchy," "creative media people — not
just number-diggers."
• Ted Bates: "salary increase,'"
"larger agency can afford more," "specialized training."' "efficient," "good
working conditions," "high percentage of air accounts," "have clients
who really understand media, and
media problems," "good reputation.'
• Ogilvy,
Mather:
"intelligentBenson
approach to & media
by con
tact people," "fringe benefits," "most
creative, sound and fastest growing,'
SPONSOR
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"I like to work for a medium-sized
'not too gigan-

j'agency," "creative,"

• Doyle Dane Bernbach: "good
creative up-and-coming shop," "I like
the creative work the agency does,"
"highly creative with great growth potential," "affords the opportunity to
get more involved from the very beginning.'" "'better salaries."
Other agencies mentioned in N.Y.
were Kenvon & Eckhardt. Compton,
J. Walter Thompson, SSC&B, Grey,
BBDO. Wm. Esty, Benton & Bowles,
and DCS&S.
Here is a rundown of how agencies
fared in this category in Chicago,
Los Angeles, and San Francisco.
In Chicago Foote. Cone & Belding
and Xeedham. Louis & Brorby received the most points. This is a sharp
contrast to the score of the question
on '"hot" media departments, in which
Leo Burnett came out on top. Here

CHOSEN

AS TOP MEDIA SHOPS

In timebuyers' opinions, fhese agencies, ranked according to frequency of mention, have reputations for having smart air buyers

N EW

Cunningham

Young & Rubicam
Benton & Bowles

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

Ogiivy, Benson & Mather
BBDO
Grey
Compton

McCann-Erickson

"pay well," "rapid advancement." "could learn a lot," "good
creative atmosphere.

& Walsh

Doyle Dane Bernbach
J. Walter Thompson
Clinton Frank
Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield

SSC&B
Wm. Esty
Foote, Cone & Belding

Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Atherton

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Lennen & Newell

Tatham-Laird
Warwick & Legler

are Chicago timebuvers' reasons for
eyeing FC&B and NL&B:
• FC&B:

YORK

Ted Bates

iCHICAGO
J. Walter Thompson

Leo Burnett

D'Arcy & Bowles
Benton

Foote, Cone & Belding

• XL&B: "efficient." "have strong
accounts," "good working conditions."
"could pick up a lot about business,"
"pav well."
I Other agencies rated high in this
.category in Chicago were Cunning-

Clinton-Frank
Compton
Kenyon & Eckhardt
McCann-Erickson

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &

jham & Walsh. D'Arcy. Leo Burnett,
and Tatham-Laird.

Tatham-Laird

Ryan Meyerhoff
Arthur

; In Los Angeles J. Walter Thompson and Young & Rubicam scored far
and above other agencies. And for
treasons, timebuyers cited the following:
] • JWT:
"I like the chance
to
work
on larger accounts."
"good
rency benefits," "good backing by
supervisors," "salaries high," "chance
Tor advancement."
■ • Y&R: "has a good local media
department." "pays high salaries,"
"excellent fringe benefits," "high creativity."
Others mentioned frequently in the
Los Angeles tally were McCannErickson, Honig-Cooper-Harrington
& Miner, Ted Bates, Dovle Dane
Bernbach. and BBDO.
Similar reasons were given for the
other agencies named in each city,
nut those agencies were mentioned
(in responses with far less frequency.
SPONSOR
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Needham, Louis & Brorb>

Campbell-Mithun
Cunningham

& Walsh

LO S ANGELES
J. Walter Thompson

Honig-Cooper-Harrington &
Miner

Foote, Cone & Belding
Hixson & Jorgensen
McCann-Erickson

Barnes Chase

BBDO

EWR&R
Fuller & Smith & Ross

Doyle Dane Bernbach

SAN

FRANCISCO
Leo Burnett

BBDO
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigl
McCann-Erickson
Honig-Cooper-Harrington
Miner

&

Foote, Cone & Belding
Young & Rubicam

TIMEBUYERS

million seem to ha\e the most "undi
staffed"" media departments. A good
percentage of the under $25 millioi

LIKE THEIR JOBS

agencies also scored high in the "un
derstaffed" category. \ \er\ small
percentage in each category hav
"overstaffed" media department?
with the major it) of the 8100-and-

Are you happy in your work?
(responses

by agency

billings)
Under
74.2%
20.0%
5.8%

Over
$100 million

YES

16.9%
78.2' :
4.9%

TOLERABLY
NO

$25-99
million

over agencies being "just right."
In charting the question. "Do yoi
have any other feelings about you

$25 million

19.4%
2.9%
77.7',

media department?" sponsor brok
down the comments for the chart
I on the facing page i into ""critical . . .
mixed . . . praise" by agency 1 tilings.
Here are some examples of these comments:

Are you satisfied with the working conditions in
your media deportment?
Over
$100 million

82.6%

v.: :

'1 i Agencies billing over $100 m0
lion i highest percentage of praiseworth) responses. I
• Critical: "control at the top iineffective." "could use better re
search facilities, could use stronger
personnel in administrative positions
who would assume more of the pro

46%

(responses by agency billings)

Under
54%

million
$25-99

$25 million

17.4%

NO

72.2',
27.8' ,

graming functions and maintaii
media positions vis-a-vis account sen
ice and client, rather than capitulat

What do you think of your boss?
(responses

by sex)

Female

4%
30%
66%,

SVELL

65.8%
29%
Male

ing to them." "lack of co-relations he
tween various areas within the medi<
department adds needless confusion

5.2%

double work." "unorganized."
• Mixed: "we are doing a gooc
job and have the respect of most ac
count people, but there is always

SO-SO
STINKER

room for improvement." "ours, as
most, does not have the stature it
deserves within the agency." "Him
turnover in research areas a probThere was do agenc) in the San
Francisco area that received a higher
score than an) others in this area.
It was interesting to note that San
Francisco's timehuyers

generally

would "rather stay put"" than change
jobs. Onl) four agencies were cited
in S.F. These were Guild. Bascom ^
Bonfigli, McCann-Erickson, Young &
Rubicam, and V \\ . \\.r. All the
rest of the respondents from S.F,
passed on this question. Here are
some of their reasons:
"I don't know enough
about the
inside workings of enough agencies
ei this honestly," "I'll -tick
I'd like a small shop
I ( ','1 do all media work." "'I
it( nd to change jobs oi

agen-

III sta) here and fight."
of working conditions.

timehuyers in agencies billing under
$25 million appear considerably less
satisfied with the working conditions
in their media departments than are
timebu\ers in agencies billing over
$100 million and from $25-99 million. Lsing the same type of agency
breakdown, the great majority of
timehuyers in all three categories are
happy in their work.
When asked about the qualit\ of
their media departments, the lowest
percentage to find their media departments "good." as opposed to "fair"
and "poor," were in the under S25
million class. A good percentage in
their group just found their media
departments "fair."" Verv few timebin ers considered their media de"poor."
Agencies partments
billing

between

$25-99

• Praise: "'best over-all creative
media department
in theinbusiness.'"
"excellentl)
organized
general,
with promotion from within, "has a
goodlem."
nucleus
"be-a
cause we buy ofallprofessionals."
media we have
complete picture of our accounts and
can do a more intelligent job of budget control allocation." "'hard-work
ing," with a great deal of 'esprit de
corps,' " "best I"ve ever worked in."
(2) Agencies billing between $25
99 million.
• Critical: "generally lacks aggressiveness." "uneducated, underworked, petty." "qualitv estimatorassistant buyers are lacking here
largelv due to size of agency perhaps." "not creative." "lack of sophis
ticated thinking." "organization anc
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■working conditions could be improved," "too many decisions left to
account group, all we dig up is numbers ... no creativeness." "room for
lots of improvement."" "not enough
.time to do an adequate job," "we're
I branch office; need more capable
personnel and a lot more tools to
vvoik with," "need a better training
program." "lack of coordination with
account group and client."
• Mixed: "hardworking, but somewhat underrated by management."
'buying end is good but contractingsstimating end needs reorganization
and more help," "the department has
improved so we can be helpful."
"needs upgrading in minds of other

BUYERS

departments within agency," "not
enough incentive," "a rivalry exists
between our print and broadcast divisions . . . would like to see more cooperation," "having responsibility
without enough authority to back
yourself up."
• Praise: "best job I've ever had,"
"excellent group of personable, intelligent, hard-working, helpful people,"
"good training ground, good opportunity for advancement, high caliber
of (3)
personnel."
Agencies billing under $25
million (highest percent of critical
comment ) .
• Critical: "antiquated," "should
not be so divided as to time and space

SOUND

OFF ABOUT

— should have more communication,"
"unorganized and uncoordinated,"
"does not maintain its rightful position. " "not enough of a challenge,"
"too many chiefs, not enough Indians," "need to clean out the deadwood, eliminate some paper work, and
educate the estimators so the) can
assist the buyers in a better fashion,"
"not properly organized, timebuyers
have to attend to too many details,"
"not enough system."
• Mixed: "will have to be developed so that maintains close contact
with account people," "has qualified
personnel who do an efficient job. but
the biggest failing is not educating
(Please turn to paiie 43 I

OWN

AGENCIES

What do you think of the quality of your media department?
(responses by agency billings)
Over $100 million

Between75.7%
$25-99 million

57.9%
Under $25 million

16.2%

GOOD
FAIR

78.2 r;

POOR

21.8',

8.1%

36.8%,
5.3%

Are you understaffed . . . overstaffed ?
(responses by agency billings)

26%

Over $100 million

73.5%

Between $25-99 million

4.9%

UNDERSTAFFED
OVERSTAFFED

69.1%

NEITHER

67.8%
2.5%
Under $25 million

29.7%
21%
5.5' ,

Do you have any other feelings about your media department?
(responses by agency billings)
Over $100 million

26^:

CRITICAL
MIXED

26%

PRAISE

13.3r,
34.7^

NO RESPONSE
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29.7%

Between $25-99 million

21.6%

30.7%
Under $25 million

7.7%

12i

16.6^

1960

35.1'

48.8r

MORE
^

30's ON

DAYTIME

NBC rule against half-minute commercials relaxed

WEB

TV

interruptions would be dreadful. Thiway. however, the 30-second message-

to accommodate Colgate request for 30's with billhoards
^

ABC has developed new version of its "limited scatter plan*" which allows split minute around the credits

I he

30-second commercial

has

another breakthrough on network television. NBC has put its
stamp of respectability on the half
minute, not merelx for chainbreaks.
but within

half-hour daytime shows.

NBC has permitted 30's for the first
time in order to become the exclusive daytime web tv outlet for Colgatefour
i
quarter hours l . Under
the arrangement (spearheaded by Ted
-in segments that Colgate totally owns, it will be permitted to put a
30-second message alongside the opening billboard and another 30 alongside the closing billboard.
Colgate's commercials will run 30minute-minute-30 in the quarter hour.
By making the plan available to Colgate. NBC will, of course, have to offer it to other advertisers.
In another development, the latest
\ersion of ABC's

"limited scatter

plan" has gone into effect.

It allows

30"s even though a sponsor has not
purchased the entire quarter hour.
The way it works: in the second
quarter hour of a half-hour show, the
first commercial minute belongs to
the major sponsor, the second minute
to the minor sponsor.
Then the major sponsor has the
right to split his second minute into
two 30's — one before and one after
the credits. If the major sponsor
takes advantage of the plan, he must
use his third minute in another stanza
of the same series.
Colgate will also make

use of

NBC's "double cross-plug plan." In
a prior step taken to counter ABC's
"scatter plan." NBC had allowed
cross-plugging — limited to three Mondav-Fridav shows. Dough-Re-Mi 1 1010:30 a.m. I. It Could Be You |12:301 p.m. I . and Here's Hollyuood i 4 :305 p.m. t . An advertiser can buy a
quarter hour but run only one or two
minutes
"major"'
day within
and thea
remainderon onhisanv
other dav
two-week period. The shows are not
interchangeable for commercial purJames Hergen. NBC director of
poses.
daytime
sales, was quick to point out
that the new plan for Colgate s shows
will not increase programing interruptions. "This is a little different
from just selling 30-second commercials." he told sponsor.

HERGEN,

NBC director of daytime

•hat new plan makes 30's pos--creasing trie program
breaks

of the
fit intf
experi
and al

parties have the right of review ."
CBS permits 30's in daytime, but
only where a sponsor splits his regu
lar minute announcement into backto-back 30's or 40-20. This is allowed only once a quarter hour.
In off-the-record comments, network officials were somewhat reservec
to the point of uneasiness about the
30-second breakthrough. At the network that initiated the breakthrough.
ABC. sponsor was told: "Could be
we've opened a can of worms, and we
Agencies also saw a danger in the
may
yet be
sorry."
added
commercial
breaks. ever
though they came next to billboards
or credits and not in the program itself. Admen noted that:
• The audience mav become wearied by so manv messages, ever
though
as such. they don't break up the show
• The audience doesn't time individual commercials. It knows only
that there is an increasing number of
different ones and will begin to reach
many.
for the dial when there seem to be too
• The audience may get the impression that the local station is triplespotting with the fourth commercial
at the chainbreak or after the credits.
Station representatives still maintained that the network moves would
not hurt spot business "as long as the
shortened commercials were kept in

grams further. Obviously. Colgate's
agencies insisted on 30"s in negotiations with NBC and CBS. They chose
NBC and. I believe, a satisfactory

the same quarter hour." They remained wary, however, at the growing breakdown in the traditional
methods of selling network.
The ABC move is a further extension of a plan announced in late September. At that time, the network
said it would allow advertisers who

way of presenting their 30's without
harming the programs.

bought a quarter hour and ran all
three of their commercial minutes

"I continue to be a strong believer
in programing being the most impor-

within that 15-minute period, to divide one of them into two separate
30's or a 40 and a 20. The first takers

"If you chart it out. you'll see that
the wav we've scheduled them the
commercials do not disrupt the pro-

JAMES

areHergen
acceptable."
stressed that "all
shows Colgate bought do not
this category. The plan is
mental, on a 13-week cycle,

tant thing we have," he said. "Added
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HOW

NETWORKS

NBC|J

rro

SELL THEIR DAYTIME

Min.

T— r

30'S

In segments that an advertiser totally sponsors, a 30-second commercial alongside the opening and
closing billboards will be permitted. NBC also offers a limited "cross-plugging" plan with three
weekday shows — one in the morning and two in the afternoon.

ABC
A "limited scatter plan" allows 30-second commercials without total purchase of the quarter hour.
However, the major sponsor must use the third minute in another stanza of the same program
series if he takes advantage of ABC's latest daytime plan.

I

30/30

CBS

Min.

—

ID

CBS permits 30-second commercials in daytime, but only where a sponsor splits his regular minute
announcement into back-to-back 30's or 40-20. Before NBC's new plan was revealed, this same arrangement had been the only exception to that network's "no 30's" rule.

were Block Drug and Whitehall.
Media men did admit that this plan
would be a great help to advertisers
with a batch of non-competitive products to sell. Block Drug, as an example, has divided the commercial
portion of its ABC quarter hours into
minute (Polident), minute (Nytoll,
30 (Minipoo), credits, and 30 (Rem).
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The 30-30 is sometimes divided 40-20.
ABC said then that the approach,
sold only for the second quarter hour,
was superior to "piggybacking" 30's
or 40-20 from a programing standpoint because the fourth commercial
is placed after the closing credits.
This way, according to ABC's television daytime sales v.p. Ed Bleier, the

viewer encounters only three "comBleiermercial
has
jerks." long maintained that
"this is not a war between network
and spot," as some critics have characterized it. His opinion: spot is for
uneven weight as to frequency and
choice of markets; network is for
even, national coverage.
^

RADIO'S

BROAD-TIME-PERIOD
relented in their long-standing opposition to proposals which would do
away with ratings for the shorter time
periods. Statements by two top rep
research executives clearly reflected
their awareness of this feeling by

^ Major Pulse survey for Inter mountain Network, and
Hooper study in Ft. Worth eliminate short time period
^ Initial reaetion from agencies is hostile; research
men say they need the quarter-hour data to sell radio
^%lici years of incessant argument
and discussion on the subject, it
looked last week, as if the broad-timeperiod rating had finally clawed its
wa\ to a radio beachhead.

group during February-March 1961.
• A Hooper study on Fort Worth,
backed by three outlets, which was
quietly mailed to its subscribers over
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Both developments, though related
to special situations, are bound to revive talk on the subject, since the
conventional quarter- and half-hour
rating measurements were scuttled in
both cases. Initial reaction by agencv
researchers indicated thev have not

Though no one could pinpoint the
catalyst that generated the move, two
developments pertaining to broadtime-period ratings came to light at
about the same time:
• \ major survej b\ Pulse for the
entire [ntermountain Network radio

?A

agency researchers. However, a Hooper spokesman told sponsor that discussions with top agency exscutives
indicated the latter felt the Hooper
stud) was a move in the right direction.
The Intermountain Network study,
most important of the two projects, is
particularly ambitious in scope. When
completed it will provide the 51 affiliates of the largest regional network
in the country with
ports. Five of them
studies of Colorado,
Utah, and Wyoming.

58 separate rewill be statewide
Idaho. Montana,
There will be 52

Pulse and Hooper chiefs hope to start rating trend with new surveys
INSUFFICIENT

ACCURACY

of current

radio ratings is a major reason why Pulse
head, Dr. Sydney Roslow (I) and Hooper president Frank Stisser want acceptance of the
broad-time-period rating. Roslow says money
saved by method could be used for qualitative
data. Stisser points to added accuracy of
broad-time-period rating through increase in
sample size. NSI provides broad-period rating, but doesn't

Rep research executives

drop

per-broadcast

data.

don't agree on broad-time-period

INDUSTRY

IS READY

rating

for broad-time-

period rating, says Ward Dorrell ( / 1 , research
chief at Blair. Dorrell proposed method in
sponsor article four years ago. Dan Denenholz, head of research at Katz, is not against
In oad-time-period data but feels they should
he added to customary quarter-hour figures.
Agencies have been against broad-time-period
rating for years as a substitute for shorter
time

period,

haven't

changed

their

minds.
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RATING

GETS

dividual market reports and a com- 1
>site network study.
Broadly, the reports will be in two
•rms. Where IN affiliates face conderable competition, the ratings will
iow (1) audiences by single hours
ised on quarter-hour averages and
I) cumulative audiences for threejur blocks. In the smaller markets
21 of the IN markets are singleation affairs), there will be three)ur ratings based on quarter-hour
/erages and cumulative figures for
te same time period.
Hooper's Ft. Worth report, which
>vers October-November, provides
/erage minute ratings for four dayme periods Monday through Saturay. There are no cumulative audilce figures, a characteristic lack of
le coincidental method. However,
iere are considerably larger sample
zes — which is one of the outstandjig advantages of the coincidental
road-time-period rating.
' The periods measured by Hooper
Ire (1) 7 to 9 a.m., (2) 9 a.m. to
|oon. (3 I noon to 4 p.m. and (4) 4
|» 7 p.m. The two-hour period boasts
| sample size of about 2.500. the

A TOEHOLD— BUT

ize Radio Ratings.'" 8 December 1956)
by Ward Dorrell, erstwhile Hooper
executive and then (and now) head
of research for John Blair.
He said, at the time, "Every station
subscriber to audience measurement
reports and all representatives, every
large agency using radio and its
media departments should immediately request the measurers to eliminate this senseless use of sub-samples
of inadequate size and demand reports on the audiences to the medium in the same manner that the medium is purchased — by large blocks
of time, say, in three-hour periods —
6-9 a.m., 9-noon, etc. This three-hour
span is just a suggestion. A smaller
segment of time might be preferable."
One of the latest public proposals
along this line la proposal that helped
trigger the IN deal) was made by Dr.

UHF-VHF

SIGNAL

Sydney Roslow in a speech before
the Omaha Advertising Club on 27
September. Dr. Roslow, who had
questioned Dorrell's proposal but has
since changed his mind, said:
"Since the advertising message is
spread or distributed across periods
of time, the average rating of the time
period will suffice, rather than individual quarter-hour or program ratings. .. . The concept here is that we
are substituting an average rating for
a broad period of time rather than a
host of individual ratings. It is costly and difficult to obtain these individual ratings. We do it now. We
will be more accurate and we will
save money by using an average rating forRoslow,
a broaderunlike
periodhisof colleagues
time."
Dr.
at Hooper, does not propose to put
( Please turn to page 42 I

COMPARISONS

liree-hour periods will tally about
j.000 telephone homes and the fourjour block will include answers from
Sout 5.500 respondents.
Hooper president Frank Stisser debribed the Ft. Worth study as the
jrst real attempt the firm has made
l» eliminate the conventional time pejods in ratings completely.
The moves by Hooper and Pulse
ome basically out of changes in the
lethods of buying radio since tv
larched importantly into the broadlist scene. It became apparent in the

Rules of thumb about tv signal coverage are always tricky because
of the exceptions that always pop up. Case in point is the chart

irly '50's that saturation buying in
idio — which took the place of seeklg selected, high-rated adjacencies to
etwork shows — plus the declining
;vel of station ratings (due to more
ations and the inroads of tv) were
lusing doubts about the usefulness

These exceptions were particularly obvious in flat, open or treeless areas. In measuring field strength along radials running from

f the "per-broadcast"' rating as well
the sample sizes used.
One of the first detailed arguments
r modernizing radio ratings came
a sponsor article ("Let's Modern-
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on page 24 of SPONSOR'S 1960-61 "Air Media Basics," which gives
estimated distance covered by good quality vhf and uhf signals
and which occasioned some comment from broadcasters who said
these estimates did not apply to their stations. The estimates
were charted by the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters
based on figures from the Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO) and were not meant to apply to every single station in
the United States.
The TASO report, for example, notes exceptions to the generally higher field strength shown by vhf compared to uhf signals.

station transmitters, TASO found uhf exceptions "along radials
running generally southward from Fresno through the San Joaquin
Valley, along one radial running southwest from Philadelphia . . .
and along a radial running northward from New Orleans." Fresno
uhf coverage was particularly effective. Other exceptions were
noted in both the Buffalo and Albany areas.

MAGNUS'

NEW

NET

RADIO

^ Chord organ, formerly all-print advertiser, plunges
into network radio to show how novice can learn to plav
^
Arthur Godfrey and his guests sit down to play and
have a hall: advertiser merchandises Godfrev to the hilt

Hf!a\lu- \<>u
jrou read it. hut
learn to pla\
chord organ in
else.

wouldn't believe it if
hearing that you can
the Magnus electric
minutes, is something

That's \vh\ Magnus,
formerly an
all-print advertiser, has taken a hefty

HERE'S WHAT

radio plunge. Handling the on-air
pitch, which got underway 21 November, is Arthur Godfrey, whose
daily CBS

radio show

(10-11 a.m.

e.s.t. i is carried by the network's entire 198-station lineup. Agency for
the broadcast activities is the Wexton

DEALERS

GOT

IN GODFREY-ORIENTED

KIT

PLUS

Co.. which signed with Magnus a fe\
short weeks before the air campaig:
was launched.
Now. from coast to coast, radi
listeners are hearing it happen. God
frey tells them about the Masrnus o
gan. and he plays it. He makes mi
takes, as is to be expected, but h-t
plays music. Sometimes he asks hi
guests to take a stab at it. The firs
week of Magnus commercials he su:
prised actress Celeste Holm i the show
is unrehearsed > with a request tha
she give it a try. Though somewha
flustered, she sat down to play, an
called the instrument "miraculous."
This provides exactly what Ma:
nus and Wexton
feel the product
needs — believabilitv. When Godf:
who the agency considers the epitc
of believabilitv. plays the organ, f
uinely enjoying
himself, and jekeabout the mistakes that a beginner
is bound to make, housewives frorr.
coast to coast can readilv visualize
the same fun-filled scene reproduced
in their own
homes.
And. wher

SALES MANUAL
in two-color pamphlet form spelling out for dealers the motivations that seem most closely
involved in the purchase of a Magnus electric chord organ.
Material grew out of point-of-sale experience of Wexton men
Adrian Price and Warren Spellman. A letter from Arthur
Godfrey accompanied the pamphlet, urging dealers to par
dose attention to the material contained therein.
POINT-OF-SALE

material

includes

streamers

with

Godfrey's picture and two campaign slogans. "If you can
hum. you can play the Mignus electric organ." and "Make
your home the social center of the neighborhood." And the
/ it cox er folds into a triangle, the two upright sides of which
feature a picture of Godfrey and the slogans.
RADIO SCRIPTS
for one-minute commercials the
dealers, hopefully, will purchase on their own to tie in with
the network radio campaign are included in the sales kit.
th sample print ads. all with Godfrey's picture.
'he dealers may order by mat number.

Godfrey's celebrity guests join in thr
fun. commit their share of goofs, but
nevertheless
play the Magnus
ana
comment on how amazingly easy it is.
the believabilitv reaches still greater
heights.
Godfrey also brings some

more

professional comment into his rendition of the Magnus commercials. For
instance, jazz organist Dick Hyman.
who is in the band on Godfrey's
show, has tried his hand at the Magnus during the commercial, and expressed his approval of the instrument. Godfrev joshingly calls Hyman
a "show-off" when he starts getting
tricky
on the organ.
"Not but
only they
are
the
commercials
believable,
are entertainment." points out Adrian
Price, account supervisor and chairman of the Wexton executive committee.
Just a couple of hours after the first
Magnus commercial hit the air. a
frantic phone call reached Warren
Spellman. account executive at Wexton. It was a buyer from the Westchester County | New York I Wanamaker's department store, wanting to
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aLcdow who is the Magnus distributor
glfor his area. A woman had come to
:he store virtually immediately after
heating
Godfrey's
initial
Magnus
commercial and wanted to buy one.
Though the campaign is much too
■'new for detailed sales results. Spellman reports a number of similar requests have come in and distributors
have registered their approval of the
earlv results.
'■ The Magnus radio
"f'to be mounted in rapid
™jiton got the go-ahead
just two weeks before

campaign had
fashion. Wexfrom Magnus
the date set to

'launch the pre-Christmas drive. Material for the on-air commercials was
iai'a specialized

job

for

the

agency

13(! since Godfrey's method is to familiar■ ize himself with the basic facts about
a product and let his personality take
: over from there. The main prepara1 tions centered around readying disi tributors and dealers for the coming
l- campaign — enlisting their fullest coin operation.
The agency assembled a Godfreyoriented sales kit which it mailed ac-

dealer lists frequently are furnished
to a network for this purpose, Wexton officials feel it is unusual to single
out dealers who have used radio.)
The network in turn sent out a special mailing to its radio affiliate in
each of the 100 cities, pointing out
the dealer names, so the individual
stations could go after spots to tie in
with the network campaign. Here
again timing was significant, in that
the affiliates had the "hot" dealer list
before the campaign hit the air. This
gave them the added selling point that
the dealer could join in right at the
start.
One of the main ingredients of the
sales kit, is a pamphlet describing for
dealers the reasons why people will
want to own a Magnus, and a presentation of the basic sales approach

worked out l>\ Magnus and Wexton
Before this could be put together
satisfactorily, Wexton men Price and
Spellman went out and took a cram
course on how to sell the product —
right on the sales floor.
They found people somewhat on
the defensive when told all it takes to
play the organ is ability to read numbers. They got more favorable reactions by emphasizing the happier,
more interesting home life that can
come from this form of expression.
People liked to hear that this is a way
to interest the children in music, and
to improve their own knowledge of
music, thereby adding to their prestige and popularity because they can
entertain their friends by playing
music for them.
All of this was brought out in the

i : cording to a carefullv timed procedure. On 17 November a night letter
from Godfrey went out to all Magnus
distributors, telling them he'd be helping them sell the organ on his radio
:| program.
a This reached
distributors on the
i 18th, the same day they received a
r sales kit and letter from Eugene A.
Tracey, executive v. p. of Magnus.
In
the letter Tracey suggested that the
distributors pick up the phone and
call the mail room, where by that
time would have arrived a shipment
.' of kits ready to be transferred by the
■ distributor to his dealers.
Beyond distribution of the sales
kits, another very important aspect
of the Wexton preparations for Mag^ nus' radio debut was rapid research
involving which of the Magnus dealers
had been radio advertisers, not only
for Magnus but any of the products
they sell. They covered 100 cities in
the brief time allotted, and found that
anywhere from one to 13 retailers
carrying the Magnus line — and this
includes jewelry, hardware, department and specialty stores — have been
using radio.
Out of this, Wexton built a list of
"hot" leads to turn over to the CBS
merchandising
department.
(While
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THEY

LAUGH

when Godfrey sits

own to play, at least when he
because

goofs, but it's o.k. with hirr
believability sells organs

i tl ni. and an explanation
thi new can
would be. "Makes your home tin- so: of the neighborhood."
- kit;- included a letter from
Godfre) calling on dealers to pitch in
ami help him sell the product In the
letter he urges them to pa> particular attention to the pamphlet explaining the basis f"r the new sales approach.
\lso in the kit were streamers with
Godfrey's picture, sample radio copy
for the dealers own spots, copies of
print ads with Godfreys picture.
which the dealer ma\ order hv mat
number. The kit cover itself serves
as a point-of-purchase piece, which
folds into a stand-up triangle, the two
upright sides of which have a picture
of Godfre) and the new Magnus
slogan.
Additionally, the kit cover fits neat1\ on the organ's music stand i see
picture below). Or. in triangle form,
it can serve as a mobile, suspended
from above.
^

CHAIRMAN

of

NAB

NAB
^
in

policy

committee

Clair

R.

McCollough,

who

MEETINGS

gave

keynote

speech

END

Clair McCollough.
at final NAB
regional session
New
York.
sees industry
in much
better shape

^ Other speaker*
stress big gains in status, image,
and opportunity for broadcasting in past 12 months
New York, V Y.

Steinman stations, and chairman of

The NAB ended its eight-city series
of regional conferences here at the
Biltmore last week on a decided note
of optimism about the state of the
1 ioadcast industrv.

the NAB polic) committee which has
been the NABs interregnum operating body since the death of Presi
dent Harold E. Fellows last winter
and until Governor LeRoy Collins as
sumes the post of NAB head on 4
Januan
I960.

Climaxing meetings in Atlanta.
Dallas. San Francisco. Denver.
Omaha. Washington, and ( I
the N \B membership from northeastern states heard a succession of
- note hopeful sii:ns in the
broadcast spectrum that were in
marked contrast to the doubts, fears.
and uncertainties which assailed the
men
Adrian
D'anned

Warren
Price,

Spellman,
chmn.
of

Magnus

radio

a.e.
exec
push

industry at the time of the NAB
Regional
Fall Conferences in 1959.
Keynote address was delivered by
Clair R. McCollouiih. president of the

In reviewing industry development during the past year. McCollough told the conference that "in
programing and in politics, two
vasth important areas of broadcastin-, ue -eem to be achieving greater
freedom of movement and decision
as well as a higher degree of faith on
the He
partsaid
of legislators
and regulators."'
that this improvement
in
the broadcast
climate stemmed
in
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NAB MEN

POINT TO THESE

SIGNS

1 Political debates, and way they were
handled by the industry did much to
revive the public image of broadcasting

4 Improvement
in commercials
seen
as a result of tv and radio code activities and agency, advertiser cooperation

2 New FCC attitude on programing,
allowing stations to base schedules on

5 Growing
leadership
of broadcasters
in the field of local community affairs.
hailed
by TIO director Lou Hausman

community needs, hailed as ^breakthrough"

3 Recent legislation by Congress called
"95' ( acceptable or even desirable" for
the industry by \ AB's v.p. Wasileivski

ON

NEW

NOTE

part from the fair and impartial way
in which the industry had handled the
political debates without any legislative restraints, and emphasized that
this had happened "as a result of unified and organized action — whether
by NAB members, by the networks,
or by other groups and individuals/"
Commenting on the "public excoriation which was visited upon broadcasters last year." McCollough said,
"comfort can be taken that the resultant shock therapy permitted acceptance by our most unreceptive
minds of the fact that all broadcasters
do have problems in common. If
broadcasting can be faulted as an
industry in one overriding sense, the
error lies here : that we have paid too
little attention in the past to undergirding the broadcasting structure
against the buffetings of unrealistic
and unfair competition." Substantial
progress in correcting this fault has
been made in the past year, according
to McCollough.
He also noted another bright spot,
a "major
SPONSOR
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6 Governor LeRoy Collins, pres.-elecl
of NAB who takes office in January, has
enthusiastic support of broadcast industry

OF OPTIMBSM

casting" in the present inclination of
the FCC to permit broadcasters to
plan their over-all programing on the
basis of specific community needs
rather than to offer programs according to specific percentages.
Such hopeful signs lead McCollough to predict that the radio/tv
industry will grow in freedom and in
influence during the next decade, untrols.

hampered by"unnecessary and archaic" legislative and regulatory con-

To aid in such growth McCollough
proposed for broadcasters a program
based on certain "touchstones":
1 I a determined, organized effort
to bolster the economy through ethical advertising;
2 I a dedication, within our capacities, to the cause of better education:
3 1 an awareness of our res on :-ibility to inform, fully and fairly;
4) a comprehension of the public
interest in order that we may meet it
in a clin.ats of decision fre:l rrafe;
5) and finally a concerted, organized effort to portray our industr. to

the public for what it is and aspires
to become.
Optimism also marked the addresses of other NAB speakers at the
Biltmore. Vincent T. Wasilewski.
NAB

v.p. for government

affairs,

offered lation
as his
which opinion
resulted that
from"the
thelegislast
Congress is "95 % acceptable or even
desirable as far as broadcasting is
He said that both friends and
concerned."
enemies of broadcasting on Capitol
Hill recognize the "great potential for
political power inherent in this industry, and practically all of them are
concerned about this force which can
be harnessed for evil as well as for
W asilewsld e plained that this concern on the part of legislators can be
attributed to "their realization of the
part which the newspaper industry
has played in shaping public attitudes. ... In the minds of many
good." the print media do not
legislators
have a tradition of fairness."
I Please turn to page 42 i

VIDEO

ALLOCATION

FEARS

^ Farm directors' 17th annual meeting in Chicago
la>i week opposes any tv change reducing rural service
^ Conclave also hears warning about over-competitive
pitches, how new census figures affect farm ad budgets
—

CHICAGO

^■merging from the National Association of Television and Radio
Farm Directors" 17th annual convention last weekend, is primary concern
with three major questions facing
tann broadcasters:
• How

proposed changes in FCC

Address NATRFD

on

allocations, census

rules about channel allocation would
affect farm tv coverage.
• How competitively the TRFD
should sell.
• How recently released census
figures on farm income and spending affect farm advertiser media
budget plans.
Arch L. Madsen, assistant executive director, Association of Maximum Service Telecasters. Washington, D. C, explained to NATRFD the
immediacy of the FCC's No. 1 problem— channel allocations — and why
he felt rural America is threatened
with loss of tv service because of the
impending changes. The only workable solution to this problem, according to Madsen, the only one, he said,
which guarantees that farm areas will
not be deprived of television service,
is to obtain additional spectrum space.

ARCH L. MADSEN, asst. exec dir., Assn.
of Maximum Service Telecasters, told farm
directors

rural

tv

coverage

was

threatened

He outlined five proposals now under consideration as possible solutions
to the channel allocation problem:
(1) freeze the present uhf and vhf
assignments, 1 2) selectively intermix
vhf and uhf, (3) degrade present vhf
channels, (4) go all uhf, (5) obtain
additional spectrum space.
A resolution was drawn up by NATRFD, for filing with the FCC, opposing any change in the present allocation of vhf channels 2-13 which
would result in reduced rural area

STIR

tional Harvester. "Most pitches today are overly competitive. It is
more important to dwell on farm
broadcasting in your market, and its
positive aspects. Give us success
stories of other farm sponsors on
Pettit also advised the TRFD's
your station."
against
working with too much pressure to sell at the district manager or
dealer levels. "Although we do encourage these men to listen critically
to our advertising in their territories,"
he said, "and to submit their suggestions, they are not aware of all the
problems involved in mapping out a
national campaign."
Speaking for the agencies, Bob
Palmer, C&W, New York, told the
TRFD's to concentrate mainly on selling themselves — their personalities,
their knowledge of agriculture, and
their community service — and not to
get involved with pitches on station
facilities, coverage or ratings. "That's
the job for station sales departments
and national representatives."
Palmer, who has one of farm broadcasting's most ardent boosters on
Madison Ave., reminded the audience
that the NATRFD standards are the

New farm directors'
chief is a Texan

coverage. The resolution states, in
part, that "rural residents are more
dependent on tv for cultural informamation, education, and entertainment
than urban residents."
Advertisers and agencies, becoming
increasingly aware of the TRFD's
importance in their media planning,
SAM

B. SCHNEIDER,

radio sis. mgr., Cros-

ley Broadcasting's central division, revealed
new census data to the NATRFD convention

participated in a panel stressing noncompetitiveness in farm director selling. "Don't run down the competition," advised Joe Pettit of Interna-

NEW

PRESIDENT

of NATRFD

is George E.

Roesner, farm director for KPRC-AM-TV,
Houston,
as well as KTRE-TV,
Lufltin, Tex.
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) NATRFD
standards by which all farm broadcasting isjudged. "When one TRFD
runs down another by selling too
competitively, it weakens the whole
organization, and the entire structure
of farm broadcasting," he said.
At a joint luncheon meeting, NATRFD and the Chicago Area Agricultural Advertising Association heard
some recently released Census Bureau
facts and spending figures about the
farm market. Not only is farm size
up, but of greater importance to farm
broadcasters and their clients, expenditures for food, clothing, shelter.
and for production equipment has
gone up, too.

BEHIND

THE

MAGIC

VOICE— Beth Olanoff, who

ials from her father and

agency

learns her lines for Irvin Green

head

Richard Olanoff during taping

Li
s

Sam B. Schneider, radio sales manager, Crosley Broadcasting's central
division, stressed that today, a nonfarmer with an annual income of
$10,000 has $10,000 to buy with. On
the other hand, he said that a farmer
with a $10,000 net annual income
spends $50-75,000, that the average
heavy investment per city worker is
about $6,000, while the average heavy
investment required of a farm worker
is about $20,000. In 1860 one farmer
fed himself and three others. In 1950,
himself and 15 others. Today, a
farmer feeds himself and 25 others,
representing a 60% farm production
increase in the last 10 years.
"Although agriculture is national,
all farming is local," Schneider emphasized. "The magazine boys are
finally taking a step in the right direction with their regional editions, but
the very nature of media other than
tv and radio makes it impossible to
serve that agriculture on a trulv local
application basis."
The general atmosphere of the
NATRFD meeting this year, well-attended by some of the largest, consistent farm advertisers, their agency
people and station reps, seemed to
revolve around a growing awareness
of the TRFD's industry stature, and
the increasing importance of the farm
director in industrv economics, but
more important, said trade observers,
was NATRFD's resulting determination to demonstrate its responsibilities
as a service group.
^
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SELLING

CARS

ON RADIO:

CHILD'S

PLAY

FOR DEALER

I here's a four-year-old dynamo on
radio (female, name of Beth) whose
soft-sell commercials punctuated with
girlish giggles are piling up sales for a
Philadelphia Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
The dealer, Irvin Green, virtually
stumbled on the "child's play" strategy early this year when he was seeking a new advertising approach for
both his used and new cars. For some
four years prior. Green was mainly
in newspaper, with, as he puts it,
"some unorganized use of radio
thrown in." This consisted of 16 announcemein
nts I the form of a jingle I per week in drive time, spread
over three stations.
When the new approach came to
mind, Green turned the account over
to the Richard Olanoff Agency, who
came back with even more than he'd
bargained for: an entirely different
sales philosophy. Says Dick Olanoff,
"We set out not to sell cars, but to
sell Irvin Green. . . . People are willing to pay slightly more or go a little further for service if they are convinced that the dealer stands squarely
behind his product. We wanted to
create this kind of an image for Irvin
Saturation radio, Olanoff felt, was
Green."

the best medium for getting that image across. Choosing WIP for the
first flight of announcements, client
and agency worked up a schedule to
reach a large "fringe" audience close
to prime time — 9-10 a.m. and 6:307:30 p.m. A total of 30 announcements were used, spread throughout
the week.
Six months later, scheduling was
revamped and a variation on the
"new philosophy" devised. By expanding announcements to two stationsWIP
I
and WFIL). confining
them t© weekends I throughout Saturday and Sunday l . additional exposures were obtained with practically
no budget increase. Four different
spots — all humorous and all built
around the warm, human Green image— were tested, and out of them
one worked the magic charm. It was
the voice of four-year-old Beth Olanoff, Dick Olanoff's daughter, who
brought customers into Irvin Green's
showroom still chuckling over the
commercials. As a result, other copy
approaches were abandoned in favor
of concentration on new spots using
Beth.
Making the commercials are sur[P lease turn to page 50)

RATINGS

Said one media director at a major
m pagi

, . ings mtc largei Bamplcs, one
reason being thai Puis i surveys homes
|,\ broad rime periods. Hence, ini reaaing sample Bize would be considerabl) more expensive than it is
for Hooper. However, Dr. Roslou
feels the industrj would be better
served bj adding more qualitative
data to t h<- broad-time-peri ><1 reports.
While 1 1< ...fxi and Pulse are breaking new ground in their broad-timeperiod ratings, the) arc not first on
the scene w itti such reports. NSI has
been providing them for some years
i:i addition to per-broadcast data.
I h • NSI data i for both radio and
i\ i provides three-hour ratings and
cumes, plus weekly and monthly
cumes for the three-hour blocks.
Mi u.h Nielsen d;;es not increase its
a I . al - impl ! in c mulating data, the
piling of one day's data onto another"-. sa\ Nielsen's researchers, increases statistical accuracy somewhat.
Despite the promise of bigger sample sizes and more data, agency
spokesmen appeared adamant against
the deletion of quarter- or half-hour
rating figures.

agency, "This tends to muddy the
\ei\ thing we want to know. To get
rid of it would mean we'd he workmore in the dark."
\ ingwell-known
media research executive declared: "I'm dead set against
it. It creates a psychological climate
which weakens radio's ability to be
sold to the client. This is a step in
the wrong direction."
Said another media research executive: "There's too much fluctuation
in audience to depend on three-hour
periods. A station's share can average out. but which end of the average are you
on?" feels the radio inWhile
Dorrell
dustry is ready for the broad-timeperiod rating, he concedes agencies
are as much against it as ever.
Another rep researcher. Dan Denenholz. v. p. and research director of
The Katz Agency, had this to say:
"We go along with the theory of
broader time measurements for radio
so long as they are presented as an
added dimension along with the customary quarter-hour breakdown. They
should help to dramatize the enormous cumulative reach of radio. ^

NAB
{Continued from page 39)
E. K. Hartenbower, v. p. and general manager. KCMO-TV Kansas City
and chairman of the N'AB's Television
Code review board, reported steadv
improvement in the quality and taste
of tv personal products advertising.
He said that the Code committee's
reception at the agency and advertiser levels has "improved greatlv.
In its early days the Code had difficulty in getting its points over to the
agencies, or even in getting to see top
executives." Hartenbower predicted
that even greater improvements in
the taste and accuracy of tv commercials can be expected in the coming
season.
Louis Hausman, director of the
Television Information Office, set up
in October 1959, noted a heartening
increase in community leadership b\
broadcasters. Citing the recent TIO
publication "interaction" which lists
over 1,000 local public relations programs put on by tv stations as evidence of the grow ing stature of broadcasters at the community level, Hausman also praised the publication of
monthly schedules of information an

0
Q

W/AP!!TV

VJ/VJ £=?4 Lp \£§ CH»NN[l
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

'here Advertising pinds Buyers TresVivement!
DECEMBF".

19o0

educational programs by cooperative
efforts of broadcasters in Chicago,
Norfolk. Hartford-New Haven, Houston, Ft. Wayne, St. Louis, New Orleans. Indianapolis. Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and Dallas.
According to Hausman. more than
100,000 community leaders throughout the country will be receiving such
schedules this winter.

in other cities in the survey:
• Atlanta: Named as having smart
radio/tv buyers were BBDO, McCann-Erickson, and J. Walter Thompson. No agencies were cited in the
"job change" area.
• No opinions given for either

fall conferences was heightened by
the enthusiasms which broadcasters

question.
• Detroit: Smart media departments named were Campbell-Ewald
and D. P. Brother; cited as agencies
good to work at were Campbell-Ewald.
D. P. Brother, and J. Walter Thomp-

feel about their incoming president,
'Governor LeRoy Collins.

son. Reasons given included, "reputation," "salary."
• Houston: No responses to either

Finally, the optimistic note on
which the NAB closed its series of

As Clair McCollough noted. "I
have yet to see or hear any public
comment about him from a consequential source, that does not felicitate broadcasters upon their choice."
Collins, in a message to the coniference said, "I am extremely proud
of my selection as president of the
NAB; I am determined to make the
industry a good leader."
"It will be our purpose, yours and
mine, working together, further to
strengthen the industry from within
and to protect it from any effort from
any quarter to weaken the basic principles which are essential to its support and development."

^

TIMEBUYERS
[Continued from page 31 I
I other agency departments as to processes involved." "given the time and
the freedom we could be better,"
"it's a good one but is definitely overworked," "authority is not given to
our buyers, this makes it very difficult."
• Praise: "a grand group with
which to work," "it's a Utopia as far
as media departments go," "very cooperative and congenial, just too
much work for so few," "we achieve
a high degree of coordination in
media selection, a setup which would
be impossible in a larger agency."
Not charted were responses from
cities other than N.Y., Chicago, L.A..
and S.F.. to the questions "Which
agency other than your own. in your
opinion, has a reputation for having
smart radio/tv buyers?" and "If you
were to change jobs, at which agency
would you like to work?" This was
done, primarily, because there weren't
enough responses to the questions
from those cities to draw even general conclusions.
|

Here is a rundown of agencies cited
SPONSOR
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question.
• Kansas City: "Hot" media departments named were at Young &
Rubicam, N.Y.. Guild. Bascom &
Bonfigli, San Francisco, and PottsWoodbury, Kansas City. No agencies
were named in the "possible job
change" area but one timebuyer said
he'd like to work at "any agency
where the media function is properly
valued and acknowledged."
• Milwaukee: No responses to
either question.
• Minneapolis: Smart media departments named were BBDO. J.
Walter Thompson, Sullivan, Stauffer.
Colwell & Bayles, Leo Burnett,
Campbell-Mithun. Jaffe-NaughtonRich, and Knox-Reeves. Cited as attractive job changes were JWT,
BBDO, SSC&B, C-M, Leo Burnett,
with reasons such as "noted for being
willing to pioneer" (JWT); "not
hounded by formula buying," "remuneration," (BBDO).
• Philadelphia: Agencies with reputations for having smart radio tv
buyers included Aitkin-Kynett, Grey
& Rodgers, N. W. Ayer & Sons, BBDO.
JWT, Gray Adv., and Wm. Est\.
Agencies cited as places in which
Philadelphians would like to work if
they were to change jobs included
JWT, BBDO, Aitkin-Kynett, Ayer,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Young & Rubicam. and Wm. Esty. Here are some
of the reasons given: Aitkin-Kynett —
"better salary," Ayer — "more tv/
radio billing," JWT — "excellent
working conditions and benefits for
their employees," "good creative
agency," Esty — "above average reputation for job security," K&E —
"bright personnel," "good and varied
• Pittsburgh: Agencies cited as
accounts."
having "smart radio/tv buyers" were

Ted Bates, McCann-Erickson, Leo
Burnett. Agencies at which timebuyers might like to work if changing
jobs
Ted
and
•

were Leo Burnett ( "reputation" I .
Bates ("salary and creativity" I.
McCann-Erickson.
St. Louis: Unique responses to

the question on smart radio/tv buyers were given, in that all respondents
said either "none other," "best job
I've ever had," or "we are by far the
best in our town," or just plain left
it blank. Mentioned in the area of
job change, however, were Marsteller,
Rickard & Gebhardt & Reed, J. Walter
Thompson,
and
McCann-Erickson.
All responses to the survey were
anonymous and were returned in selfaddressed stamped envelopes which
SPONSOR provided. Therefore, there
was no way of telling from which
agency responses came, and only the
postmarks afforded a method of classifying the responses according to city.
Part II of sponsor's timebuyer attitude survey will appear in the 19
December issue. This section will be
devoted to timebuyer salaries (broken
down by city. sex. agency billings I
and timebuyer agency-advertising
aspirations.
^

ANOTHER WRBL-TV EXCLUSIVE
IN GEORGIA'S SECOND
MARKET

network programming

T-

M SQUAD
HOW
BEAT

/ THIS MAN

NEW

New York's Prestige Independent,
delivers the "right tool at the
right time" — minute commercials
in prime evening time in a
"network atmosphere." / On
wpix-11 your commercials
are in programs with the
"network look." / This
"network atmosphere" also
extends to our advertisers and
our audience. 98% of our
advertisers are national. / The
quality of the wpix audience
has been proved by A. C.
Nielsen to be the equal of the
leading network station's
audience. / Minute commercials
in prime evening time ... in a
"network atmosphere" provide
the "right tool at the right time."

where are your
60 -second commercials
tonight P

/ HIGH

YORK

ROAD

AND

DAWSON

THE

/ MIKE

/ TARGET

CONFIDENTIAL

/ MEET

/ YOU ARE THERE

HONEYMOONERS

/ SHOTGUN

MCGRAW

/ MR. ADAMS
SLADE

/ MEN

FRANCISCO

/ INVISIBLE MAN

/ TRACKDOWN

SERVICE

CHALLENGE

HAMMER
/ SAN

/ DECOY

FOR IT / SILENT

VENTURE
JOURNEY

New York is Giant in size and

/ MAN

A MILLIONAIRE

SPACE

TROOPER

sales. It is not easily sold, wpix-1 1,

/ AIR POWER

TO MARRY

INTO

/ NAVY

/ STATE

/ YOU ASKED

AND

EVE / THE
LOG / BOLD

/ JEFF'S COLLIE / THE CALIFORNIANS
/ WHIRLYBIRDS / AND MANY MORE

/ BOLD

network audiences
No significant difference! This was the verdict of the
A. C. Nielsen Company following their qualitative
analysis of the audiences of the leading Network station
and wpix, the prestige independent. This special study
provides a direct comparison of audiences during the
hours 7-11 PM, seven nights a week / family income
HOME OWNERSHIP / AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP / OCCUPATION in
/ other words, the "content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading Network station is the same!

WIPE

network advertisers
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. / Procter & Gamble
Company / Colgate-Palmolive Company / General
Motors Corp. / Ralston Purina Company / Bristol
Myers Company / General Electric Company / General
Foods Corp. / American Tobacco Company / Standard
Brands, Inc. / Coca-Cola Company / P. Ballantine
& Sons / Kellogg Company / R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company / Borden Company / General Mills, Inc. / Del
Monte Foods / Texas Company / F & M Schaefer
Brewing Company / And many more.

newyork

The only New York independent
qualified to display the
SEAL

OF GOOD

PRACTICE

National and regional buys

RADIO
BASICS
AM

in work now or recently completed

>OT BUYS

& FM

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.
It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio
time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

NOW

TV BUYS
Cold Medal Candy Corp., Brooklyn: Placements on Bonomo's
candies begin 9 January for 13 to 16 weeks, depending on market.
Kid show minutes, around seven per week per market, will be scheduled in 38 markets. Buyer: Joyce Peters. Agency: Mogul, Williams
& Saylor, Inc., New York.
Whitehall Laboratories, Div. of American Home Products Corp.,
New York: Test schedules on Painquilizer are now in several markets
and will run through December. Report is that product will go
national early Spring. Buyer: Josh Wills. Agency: Tatham-Laird,
Inc., New York.
Chun King Sales, Inc., Duluth: Planning a series of flights for its
food products in eastern and western markets. Day and fringe night
minutes have been requested with a January start in mind. Buyer:
Betty Hitch. Agency : BBDO, Minneapolis.
Vick Chemical Co., New York: Theracin, an anti-congestant tablet, has been in the test stage for six weeks in two markets. More
markets are expected to be added shortly. Buyer: Mike Cambridge.
Agency: SSC&B, New York.
Mishawaka

Rubber Co., Inc., Sub. of U. S. Rubber, Mishawaka,

Ind.: Campaign on its Red Ball Jet footwear will start mid-February
in about 50 markets. Participations in late afternoon kids' shows
will be bought.
Agency: Campbell-Mithun, Inc., Chicago.

FILL COUPON
WE'LL BILL YOU LATER
Price Schedule
1 to 10

40 cents each

10 to 50

30 cents each

50 to 100

25 cents each

100 to 500

20 cents each

500 or more

15 cents each

| SPONSOR READER SERVICE • radio basic
40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.

Carnation Co., Los Angeles: Lining up schedules to start mid-January for evaporated milk. Day minutes are being used for 30 weeks
in a number of top markets. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Los Angeles.

RADIO

BUYS

Swift & Co., Chicago: Three-week runs are set for December on
AJlsweet margarine. Moderate frequencies of day minutes and chainbreaks are being scheduled. Buyer: Mary Lou Ruxton. Agency:
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
General Motors Corp., Detroit: Its Guardian Maintenance campaign begins 2 January for nine weeks in about 75 markets. News,
weather and sports adjacencies in traffic times are being bought
using two stations per in major markets; one station per in secondary ones. Agency : D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.

NAME

FIRM

Fels & Co., Philadelphia: Instant Fels campaign begins 9 January

ADDRESS

QUANTITY

and runs through mid-June in 120 markets. Buys are for about 15
< lay minute spots per week per station, averaging three stations to a
market. Buyer: Alan Bobbe. Agency: Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
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all he wants is

JIVE HIM SPONSOR for CHRISTMAS
Without SPONSOR

a buyer of time is lost, despondent, wallowing in a sea of despair. He feels

SO inferior because he doesn't know EVERYTHING that's going on. But with SPONSOR by his side
he operates at concert pitch every hour of the day. This miracle works for any executive whose life
is full of tv and radio.
So give him SPONSOR for Christmas — his own personal copy that he can
pore over in the quiet of his home and come to work — a genius!
(1-4)
one
year's
subscriptions — $5.00
each
(5 and over) one year's subscriptions — $4.00 each

ORDER

NOW— WE'LL

SPONSOR

BILL YOU
THE

SHORTEST

LATER
DISTANCE

40 EAST 49TH STREET, NEW

YORK

BETWEEN

BUYER

17, NEW YORK, MU 8-2772

& SELLER

With the need for exchange

What

of promotion

ideas, SPONSOR

did you get out of the BPA

Doug Holcomb, '/'"'' '"' "' promotion
dng II D II 71 . Scranton, Pa.
[|..w to go without sleep. «>r take
me to the heart of New Orleans'
"Vieux Carre" — a ga\ and festive city
offering cuisine and drinks peculiar
to the t\ days of Yancj Derringer.

Wally
promotion
director,
II \t)lPurcell,
Tl . ^ouih
Bend. Ind.
I came home from New Orleans
with about three short pages of
quirkh scribbled notes, some gathered from the regular meetings, some
gathered from the various suites in
off-the-cuff discussions which I feel
trip.
are worth the price and time for the

Panels on exploitation.
merchandising
opened up many
neu areas

The ''how to via shirt-sleeve" approach to television and radio promotion problems and opportunities pre\ ailed during the BPA's Fifth Annual
Convention. The convention committee, headed by WTVTs Don Curran.
brought together a program based on
the Irishes of BPA members.
The convention brought a record
number of delegates from all sections
of the country. My greatest rewards
came from the panel groups, such as
"How

to I se Exploitation in Broadcast Promotion" and "How to Mer-

chandise inBroadcasting." I've been
a promotion director for over seven
years, but find there is much to learn
and keep up with in the many facets
of station promotion.
The CBS promotion boys hosted a
workshop and dinner on the dav
prior to the convention and pave all
US Columbia guys and gals a chance
to swap idea- and enlighten us on network plus and minus regarding promotion.
The opportunity to meet with repi\e> of the trade pies- was
worth the sojourn — a chance to learn
how to handle trade pres- advertising
and publicity first hand.
Robert
Sarnoff
triggered our
thoughts in his keynote remark- for
• i 5S of oui re-pon-ibili• motional l"i aj -.
lork i'i '61, if you're not
n to join the group!
18

ASKS:

I hope I don't sound like a grandstand quarterback who offers no constructive criticism, but I expected
more from the sessions, in terms of
ideas I could put to use in mv market, than I got — I have not overlooked
the possibility that this may be completelv or partly mv fault.
I felt that this was not from the
selection of topics, which certainly
covered the general areas promotion

least transcripts could be provided
for those who couldn't attend specific
sessions, available, of course, to onl\
those who attend the convention.
In the meetings themselves, it
seemed to me a lot of time was spent
on subjects which were too specific
and too related to one big spectacular
push a station had which was not applicable in other situations. I would
rather have found out more about the
over-all promotion of a station, its
relative expenditures for print, radio,
etc.. and which tvpe proved most successful.
In short. I would be for fewer meetings, with more opportunity for giveand-take discussion, and for presentations which involve a discussion of a
station's total promotion, with accentuation upon the slightlv different
twists which lift an operation out of
the ordinan .

Good results,
•5 fS* ^

4FA

_*^ "Sit
i r
v

but too little
emphasis
on
over-all station
promotion

people are most concerned with, but
rather from the construction of the
meetings themselves. In the way of
constructive criticism. I found it
frustrating not to be able to attend
all the discussions which I felt would
be most valuable to me. Instead of

Dick Paul, director of promotion, advertising, &merchandising. WAVY & WAVYTV, Son oik. la.
The New Orleans BPA seminar was
the third such conclave I have attended since becoming a member of the
Broadcasters" Promotion Association.
and to me it was the most stimulating.
My only regret is that I was onlyable to attend two of the four scheduled sessions in each of the allotted
times. But I must add that the varied

having four sessions at once and re-

The first-hand
contact ue had

peating them once. I'd be for working out a schedule of fewer meetings
or longer hours, so that anyone who
wished to. could attend all the sessions. Maybe a better grouping of
the sessions would have helped. For
instance, on Tuesday a.m.. the four
- were: How to use audience
surveys in promotion, how to promote sales, how to create good public relations and build image, how to
handle trade press advertising and
publicity. It seems to me any promotion manager would be vitally interested in all four of these sessions. At

sparked many
original,
creative approaches

program
of it"shirt-sleeve
offered made
much easier sessions
to select
those that I had a greater interest in.
These I pegged as my "must attend
discussions, although I feel sure that
I would have garnered even more if I
could have attended all the events.
It is really a refreshing experience
SPONSOR
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onvention?
to gather with promotion people from
all across the nation and learn of the
new twists that they are applying to
the promotion, advertising, and merchandising phases of broadcasting.
In addition, it gives one a great deal
of personal satisfaction to speak of
ones own innovations that strike a
responsive chord with others. Personally. Iknow that I come away
from each BPA session with increased
knowledge, fresh ideas, novel gimmicks and new friends.
It is easy to pick up am of the
trade magazines which devote sections to promotion and merchandising, or even the BPA monthly bulletin itself, and read of how Caley
Augustine of WIIC. Pittsburgh, or
Charley Cash of WSM, Nashville, put
on a terrific promotion. But there is
no substitute for the opportunity of
meeting with these fellows around a

9.

\ it
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NO, THIS 15 "KNOB-LAND"

(embracing
industrial, progressive North
Louisiana,
South
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK
AT THIS MARKET
DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
Households
423,600
Automotive
Sales
Consumer
Spendable Income
General Merchandise
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV

AVERAGES

According
to March
1960
ARB
we
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

79.1% SHARE
average

share
CBS

A James

Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

S
40.35.5.000
S 299.539.000
S 148,789,000
SI, 286,255,000

OF AUDIENCE

79.1%

KNOE-TV

Arkansas,

of
•

audience

from

ABC

A. Noe Station

Represented

by

H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: Northwestern State College, Natchitoches,

table and getting it "from the horse's
mouth" just how they did it. Here
you can learn all the facets of the
promotion that space limitations
wouldn't allow in print. To me this is
the most valuable part of the BPA sessions, the chance to meet, talk with,
exchange ideas, and discuss "how-to"
methods used by promotion men.
I feel that "Wonderful WAVY"
will benefit in the months ahead from
what I observed and learned at the

want to talk ratings?
SPONSOR has assembled 50
different ads showing you how
stations all over America have
solved the problem of the
numbers game.

New Orleans seminar. I echo my
own sentiments of BPA prexy John
Huribut's keynote statement — "I'm
glad that I belong to BPA ... I wish
evervone did."
Mary Dee Patterson, promotion director, KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Nebraska
What did I get out of the Broadcasters' Promotion Association Convention? Much of use to my station
and to myself personally.
Robert Sarnoff's keynote address
forecasting a bright future for broadcasting gave an added impetus for
greater strides on promoters' behalf.
| Some of the "how to" sessions that
were most beneficial to me included
I Please turn to page 50)
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IT'S

SPONSOR'S

ADVERTISING

ANTHOLOGY

Whether von want
to talk people
or kinds of people or what
vonr programming does to people
—there are dozens of different
approaches to every conceivable
dvertising problem that confronts
the broadcast industry. All
catalogued and indexed in every
possible size.

IT'S A MUST SEE BOOK
YOU'LL BE SEEING IT SOON

SPONSOR

IRVIN GREEN

SPONSOR

i Continual from \

{Continued from page

easj foi Olanoff, and fun
th. Here's how thej work it:
Equipped with agency -written <<>|»>.
Olanoff and daughter entei recording
studio, sil on floor nr\t to boom mike.
Olanoll feeds lines to Beth, a few
words at a time, with the desired in-

specific pointers in merchandising an
account, how to net the hest results in

flection. She repeats after him. sometimes mispronouncing, sometimes giggling. \t conclusion "I session, the
yards of tape air spliced to conform
to original cop] . bul w ith added charm
,.i some goofs and giggles left in.
Thus far. the spots have achieved
such successful reaction, that Beth s
personalit) is being merchandised in
other ways: gianl billboards and
price stickers on used cars feature a
cartoon <>f her with child-lettered
inscription, "I lu\ m\ friend Irvin
< Ireen.
Now the largest Lincoln-Mercury
dealer in Pennsylvania. Green claims
80* I of his customers refer to the radio spots. Which may he why 100%
of his new ear. 70' < of his used car
ad budgets are in radio, with plans for
expansion in the medium well underway ^

AbKS

Dorothy WLWD,
Sanders,Dayton,
promotion
Ohio manager

19)

the use "| direct mail: how to use auFresh concepts
on direct mail.
audience surmedia veys,
publicity
cross-

What did I get out of the BPA
Convention? A year's worth of s
ulation — and this is the way I feel
after every annual BPA meeting.
There is no way to put a dollar
value on the two-and-a-half day seminar. It was like attending an intensive college refresher course. The
guest experts who talked to us were
excitingly challenging. The promotion managers who conducted the
workshops made me glad I was in the

dience surveys to the hest advantage,
and the dozens of ideas exchanged in
the area of cross-media promotion.
One of the highlights of the convention, to me. was the CBS gathering
prior to the formal opening of the
convention. The most interesting and
most helpful facet of the whole convention in my opinion was meeting
other people just like me — sharing
ideas, problems, and aspirations. And
all of this was set in the exciting city
of New Orleans.
It was my first convention, but I
hope not my last, because I know how7
much more I can gain from those
to come.

Gave all of us
solid information on market
what's
other's
going
on in

business.
The views presented
\
help me for months ahead.
Most important of all. however, the
convention touched off mental sparks
that generated fresh ideas on my part.
BPA is the most inspiring, yet downto-earth professional group in which
I hold membership.
'

NEW YORK • WORLD CENTER FOR RADIO-ELECTRONICS • 1961

J^Wjuii
CONVENTION
Visitors from all over the world
will converge on the Coliseum,
March
20-23, Convention.
for IRE's bigJoin
Showtheand
International
more
than 65,000 radio-electronics engineers who
will attend! □ On the Coliseum's J\
gigantic
floors you'll see the latest ■■+ production
items, systems, instruments and components in
radio-electronics; in radar; in complex air traffic
control; in space communications — in any and

20-23

1961

TIONAJ! CONVENTK

every field of radio-engineering
you care to name. O At the convention, you'll trade ideas with brilliant delegates from the world of radioelectronics, and choose from amongst scores
of papers to be read by experts in their field.
Like the IRE show, the convention is
both a summing-up and a look into the
future! Remember the occasion, the
time, the place.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.
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Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT
Radio

homes

RADIO

DIMENSIONS
Radio

index

1959

1960

so.i *-C2

station

index

End of October 1960

SS-*

49.5

New

radio

radio

Stations

New

station

requests

1 I
52.0
U.S. homes
Source:

1

Jin.

bids in hearing*

Fm
Am

1"
Am
Fm

51.4
U.S. homes

-

196 5. SPONSOR;
1 Mar
met figures In millions.

Radio

station

CP's not

set index

1
1

3.526
785

1
1

106
205

1
1

3,428
657

1
1

97
159

mhly

report,, commercial

1

621

I
64
End of October 1959

Radio

487
•Sept..

1
1

202
34

1
1

29
219

each yea

stations.

set sales index
1959

1960
Home
Auto
Public

Type

106,007,095 98.300,000
40,387,449 37,900,000
10,000.000*

places
To to I

156,394,544

Sept.

Home

Tofol

146,200,000

Sept.

1960

1959

1.102.092

928.457

788.961

717,501

1.891.053

1.645.958

Auto

10,000,000*

1960

6.348.421
4.780,922

5.285.878

11,129,343

9.437.724

4.151.846

Electronic Industries Assn. Home figure* are eatimated reUll aalei. Ml
factory production. These figures are of V.S. production only. Radiol 1
s add another 15-20<Te to the home sale* figurei.

2. CURRENT

LISTENING

PATTERNS

imim iiinnniuQinniiiRnnmnii

Summer

in-home

radio listening, thousands
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS

$2.00
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

TIMEBUYING BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS
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If you dre buying Television
in Providence, Rhode Island,
keep these facts in mind: In daytime NSI* homes
reached, WJAR-TV has more than twice as many
quarter-hour firsts; in nightime NSI* homes reached
three times as many quarter-hour firsts as the second station! Furthermore, in NSI* homes reached,
WJAR-TV carries 8 out of the top 10 network programs, 9out of the top 10 syndicated programs!
WJAR-TV • Channel 10 ■ Providence • NBC • ABC •
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
*Nielsen, August, 1960
Daytime — Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Nighttime — Sun.-Sat. 6 P.M.-midnite
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W hat's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

5 DECEMBER I960
The option time question could be settled in the courts, rather than by the
owrifht iwo
FCC, Justice Department or Congress.
sponsor
KTTV-TV, Los Angeles, long-time opponent of option time in all of these forums, has
publications inc
taken the matter to court. While the court is asked to direct the FCC to submit the question
of option time legality to the Justice Department, the actual outcome of the case could
be more far-reaching than that.
The Justice Department ordinarily would loom large in this question, following the Supreme Court decision to the effect that among government agencies, Justice has jurisdiction
over antitrust matters.
However, the extent of the Justice power is to bring action?, and the final say on specific
accusations rests with the courts.
The KTTV

action, by any measure, has its elements of peculiarity. It is saying, in legal

terms, that the FCC had no right to declare option time "reasonably necessary" to
network operations without consulting the Justice Department.
Depending on how the court permits the case to develop, it is possible that the trial will
result in a court determination, bypassing the Justice Department.

Despite the FCC action sweeping another 26 uhf construction permits— on
which construction had never started— off the boards, uhf still remains a live matter
at the Commission.
Though there have been delays in winding up consideration of "drop ins" of new vhf tv
stations, there is little doubt that the action will be taken and that it will be explained a9 a
temporary step.
The idea is to permit new vhf tv stations at shorter mileage separations in major
markets which now have less than three such assignments. The delays have been
caused by pleas of opponents for more time to marshal their arguments against the device.
The FCC majority remains committed to the idea that there should be more tv stations
than twelve vhf channels will permit. The proposition to shift all tv, or that part of it east
of the Mississippi, to the uhf channels is in a state of suspended animation. The large-scale
New York City test of uhf will be critical in this connection, but its conclusion is at least two
years away.

Reluctance of tv program packagers to tell all to the FCC without repeated
court tests has indirectly strengthened the position of the networks at the FCC : the
webs bare their secrets without prompting.
MCA and the others involved in refusal to give documents to the FCC's Los Angeles hearings have aroused some ire.
While it has been said by some at the Commission and in Congress that the control over
station programing by tv networks is deplorable, others are pointing out that the FCC has
some control over networks.
The same people are arguing that if you knock down the networks in the field of
programing, you would be building up the independent packagers over whom the
FCC has no control whatsoever.
FCC chief hearing examiner James D. Cunningham, in asking the FCC to direct the program packagers to produce the requested information under pain of court action, used some
strong language: such as ". . . unwarranted and unlawful refusal . . . constitutes contumacy . . .
tends to frustrate . . ."
SPONSOR
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
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The biggest feature film purchase in tv history took place this week:
CBS

the five

o&o's signed a contract paying an estimated $10.9 million for a group of approximately 275 feature films distributed by Screen Gems.
The package contains mostly post-1948 but pre-1955 Columbia Pictures product, and includes around 80 pre-1948's from Universal.
WCBS-TV, New York, will get close to 300 pictures and KNXT,

but the three other CBS o&o's— WBBM-TV, Chicago; WCAU-TV,
TV, St. Louis — will get in the vicinity of 275 each.

Los Angeles, only 235,

Philadelphia, and KMOX-

The five-market price per picture is near $39,000, but keeping in mind that more
than one-fourth of the package consists of pre-1948's, a theoretical price projection is possible
of S30,000 each for the older pictures and $42,000 each for the post-1948's. (See FILMSCOPE, 28 November, p. 57.)
This Screen Gems-CBS deal tops the previous record, the MCA-Paramount-CBS purchase,
by several million dollars, but it involves fewer pictures; the same five stations paid
around $7 million for 700 Paramounts, or about $10,000 each.
Note that this week's deal involves a fourfold increase in the price per picture over the
Paramount package, which contained more older pictures.
The negotiation is a victory to some extent for the buyer: the seller reportedly abandoned
some price and re-payment responsibility demands to close the deal.
The sale does not exhaust Screen Gems' post-1948 inventory; it still has over 125 recent
Columbia Pictures features, some still on theatrical lease.
CBS' lease, avowedly in excess of seven years, is understood
after which time the pictures revert to Screen Gems.

to be closer to 10 years,

The Screen Gems sale is the first release anywhere of post-1948 product from Columbia
Pictures; transaction was handled by v.p. Robert Seidelman.

Syndicated program sales seem to have entered a general seasonal decline
which some observers expect to last until January.
But the lull isn't universal, as these sales reports prove:
1) Ziv-UA's Miami Undercover added nine sales to reach the 44 market mark and its
Sea Hunt was renewed for a fourth year in eight more markets to bring that total to 62.
2) Sterling Television sold 150 episodes of Chatter's World
the entire Triangle group.
(For sales details, see FILM

WRAP-UP,

Packagers and producers are moving

to 13 stations, including

page 64.)

ahead with new programs

for 1961-62.

MGM-TV reached a co-production agreement with NBC TV for two full hour series for next season, Cain's 100 and Woman in the Case.
The film studio already has National Velvet on NBC TV and The Islanders on ABC TV,
and has an agreement with General Mills (BBDO) for Father of the Bride.
Filmaster has acquired tv rights to Thornton
expand it into a series.

Wilder's Our Town, and intends to

Robert Stabler of Filmaster obtained the rights from Sy Weintraub of Banner Productions through Harold Breacher of William Morris Agency.
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

The theatrical gross of a feature film is often a poor indicator of its ability to
earn good ratings on tv.
Lately two types of feature films have suffered a ratings slump on tv: westerns and
comedies.
Two explanations are that tv offers enough new westerns of its own to make the theatricals seem repetitious, and that theatrical comedy is often topical and not funny when times
and tastes change.
The best movie ratings performers on tv recently have been war pictures: they
offer unduplicated entertainment since the tv program packagers have steered clear of making
war series and advertisers have been reluctant to support them.

Stations buying pictures made in the last 10 or 12 years find that there's little
new in censorship problems that hasn't already come up in regard to movies produced during the 1930's.
Although the pictures of the 1950's have more mature themes and treatments, the productions of the 1930's often had more risque scenes, costumes, and language.
A special headache of pre-war pictures was the use of slang in referring to minorities,
words which now are in bad taste; the problem reaches epidemic proportions in cartoon stock
which have insulting connotations today.
Stations learned from pre-war pictures to grade features into three general
types: family pictures, adult pictures, and ultra-adult pictures for late, late night showing
well after midnight.
The pictures the stations found too hot to handle — for reasons of ethnic content as much
as sex or violence — are returned to the distributor under an escape clause for exchange or
refund.
Experience with pre-war pictures provides the basis for judgment in censoring or limiting
the use of post-1948's; but a chief difference between very new and very old pictures is that
many pre-1936 pictures were too poor in film quality for telecast use, while the only serious
technical problem with post-1948's, wide screen dimensions, can be solved by a special
process.

Banner Films' package of 21 Tarzan
of exactly 100 tv markets.

features has been sold to date in a total

The package includes 12 RKO's, five MGM's, and four others. Tarzans seen in the series include Glenn Morris, Bruce Bennett, Buster Crabbe, Johnny Weissmuller, Lex Barker,
and Gordon Scott; the pictures were made between 1933 and 1955, and six are post-1948's.
In another feature film sale this week, WBBM-TV, Chicago, acquired a group of Lopert
Pictures features including several recent foreign titles.

Telestudios foresees a major commercials milestone for tape in its first success*
ful application of the Intersync device to commercials.
A Reynolds aluminum commercial (Clinton E. Frank, Chicago) used what's basically a
film one-camera technique to demonstrate a series of Christmas gift articles using aluminum.
Later the various shots were combined from two tape machines and a live logo was added, an editing result hitherto impossible wi:hout Intersync
Applications foreseen by George Gould of NTA-Telestudios include one-camera remote
production, easier use of tape where 10 or 20 second lifts are needed, and future
flexibility in adding changeable titles, such as prices.
The Reynolds commercial was taped at Telestudios by agency producer Don Wallace and
free-lance director Bob Bleyer.
•
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A round-up of trade talk
trends and tips for adnu
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HEARS

The honeymoon stage between an account spending well over $10 million an
its agency seems to have had short shrift, at least from the agency side.
As usually happens, the newcomer to the agency's fold was overwhelmed
tention at the start from all the top brass plus the cream of creative talent.
The client can't understand why all this isn't now

with a

at his beck and call.

The tv director of a top-rung agency with two nighttime network low-raters o
its hands has learned the hard way not to depend on numbers in making clier
recommendations.
His dilemma: he cited an upward ratings trend for a particular night as assurance <
bright prospects for the two new shows but the trend seems to have reversed itself thi
season.

An agency's participants in its $2.5-million profits sharing plan are due fo
long faces come Christmas when the added fruits are announced.
For the second successive year there'll be nothing added to this fund.
The profits are needed for "expansion" and to liquidate blocks of stock turne
in by departing officials.
A paradox that continues to gripe some

sellers of spot radio:

The same agencies that ask rep co-operation in obtaining information on product conpetition in a market refuse to reveal the schedules bought on a competitive station.

There's a school of researchers that's inclined to the credo that the probing o
laymen reactions to programing and commercials is operating in a vacuum.
It's dubious about panels and thinks that the testing should be confined to individuals an<
the gadgets should be carried from home to home for in-depth quizzing.

Do you know what name-dropping
height of rolling in self-importance?

among

the selling fraternity is deemed

th<

It's when they can casually remark, "I've just been to Cincinnati," or "I've just talked h
the boys in Cincinnati."
Meaning, of course, Procter & Gamble.

You've been around the business a long, long time if you can recall when :
• The Waldorf-Astoria and the Astor Hotel, N.Y., used shortwave to whip up tourist busi
ness from Latin America.
• Network program titles like the Beauty Explorer, Good Morning Tonite, the Grouch Club
Problem Clinic, Uncle Walter's Dog House, Court of Missing Heirs and What Would Yoi
Have Done were the mode.
• The NAB board of directors adopted a ban against selling time for the presentation o
controversial issues except for political broadcasts.
• Stations like KMBC, Kansas City; WCCO, Minneapolis; KMOX, St Louis; KNX, L.A.
WSM, Nashville; WLW, Cincinnati, and WCAU, Philadelphia, frequently fed programs t.
their networks.
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WSYR-TV

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKEI
Robert 0. Paxson was appointed general
manager of Corinthian's Houston. Tex.,
station, KHOU-TV. He succeeds Robert S.
Wilson who was promoted to v. p. and general manager of the company's Sacramento.
Calif., station, KXTV. Paxson, who began
his television sales career at KEDD in
Wichita. Kansas, was sales manager of
KTVH, the Hutchinson-Wichita CBS affiliate and, later, sales manager of KETV, Omaha, for more than three
years. Paxson is married and the father of two daughters, 14 and 8.
James F. Simons has assumed the general
managership
of KFWB.
Hollywood.
He
will also continue as the station's national
sales manager.
Prior to his affiliation with
KFWB, Simons was director of operations
for Mutual Broadcasting.
Earlier, he was
associated with John Blair & Co. where he

CI

WSVR-TV Atom DELIVERS 44,287
MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
WSYR-TV

AND ITS SATELLITE,

WSYE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR

*AII figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulol

served as a national radio station sales rep
in the company's Chicago
office. During
his early career he was a WGN, Chicago, sales staffer and later joine*
Hedrick & Co.. Nashville, Tenn., and the Gardner Co.. St. Louis
^^v
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Charles
advertising

E.

Denney

has

been

manager

for

Bulova

appointed
Watch

Co.'s special products:
radios, transistorized radios, portable stereophonic phonographs, razors, and other non-watch consumer items.
He comes to Bulova from
C. J. LaRoche where for the past year, he
Had been account executive on the Norelco
Shavers account. Earlier, he was a v.p. of

Television Programs of America: ad director for Grace Line; tv consultant with General Electric, and NBC net radio account executive.
^ Del Core has been named general sales
manager for KGO Radio, San Francisco.
Gore, who moves up into this position after
two years as account executive for KGOTV, succeeds Jack Stahle who resigned.
Prior to his KGO-TV affiliation. Gore was
general manager of KARM Badio in
Fresno. Earlier, he was with KJEO-TV.
Fresno, where he conducted a dail\ \ariel\
show. At one time, he had also been sales manager there. Gore s I
,-ith KHl R Watso
casting career began as an air person
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VVVOK

IN

BIRMINGHAM

AND

WBAM IN MONTGOMERY BLANKET THE WHOLE
STATE OF ALABAMA, AND
PARTS

OF GEORGIA,

IDA, MISSISSIPPI, AND
NESSEE

FLORTEN-

WVOK 50,000 watts
BIRMINGHAM
WBAM 50,000 watts
MONTGOMERY
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY RADIO-TV
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
SEE SRDS LISTING THIS PACE

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

GE's Lamp Division (BBDO
Cleveland) will have another
spot tv campaign going the early
part of next year, aimed a

& IDEA

WRAP-UP
ANNUAL

MEDIA

PARTY,

spring promotion.
The number of markets, stationand spots have not been decided.

hosted by Mogul, Williams & Saylor, found grouped in a quiet

corner (l-r) Leslie L Dunier, MW&S

v.p., radio/tv and WNBC-TV,

Knox, commentator on 'Family' show, George Pitt.

The division"? la-t spot activit) waa four-week saturation affair, starting
12 September.
Dick McGinnis is the account supervisor.

N.Y.'s Jay Heiten, Carol

Over 700 print, air media

people attended

Campaigns:
• Arnold

Sorensin

has radio

flights going in key markets for it>
Spratts. Agency: Ben B. Bliss.
• Parker Brothers, Salem. Mass. .
going heavv on spot tv and radio in
43 markets in its holiday ad campaign. Agency : Badger and Browning & Parcher. Boston.
• Raeford
Worsted,
dhisn
Burlington Mills, to put 9.600 radio
spots on NBC's Monitor, to work for

COMO

ESTA USTED? plus other such fundamental Spanish phrases are being taught

over WECT, Wilmington, N. C. In cooperation with the New Hanover County Schoi
system, station's objectives are to interest
children in foreign language at early age,
correlate Spanish with other school subjects,
and begin development of a vocabulary in
Spanish. Instructing the tv course is
Helena Cheek (below), associate profess*
modern
languages
at Wilmington
College
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I its 2 80s fabric push, next spring.

Corp., to Geyer, Morev, Madden &
Ballard . . . Archibald Holmes &

(( PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Edgar
W. Nelson appointed director of
marketing, Lehn & Fink Products
Corp. . . . Fred
L. Rutherford
from assistant ad manager to advertising manager. The Drackett Co. . . .
John F. EIrod to director, marketing research. Mars Candy.

Son, Philadelphia, to Gerald F. Selinger, Bala Cynwyd, Pa. . . . North
American Life & Casualt\. to Campbell-Mithun . . . Georgia Shoe Mfg.,
Flowery Branch, Ga., to Richard
Lane, Kansas City . . . Armour &
Co. to Young & Rubicam, for its
foods division products, from Vyer,
($2.5-3 million).

AGENCIES
As soon as some details are settled
JWT will announce that Tom McAvity is as a v.p. in charge of all
programing operations for the
agency.
McAvity, who's been at McCannErickson in a program executive capacity the past four years, will report to Dan Seymour, who recently
was brought in the JWT executive
committee.
Agency appointments : The Lewyt

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
John
Amodeo, formerh with KNOE,
Monroe, La., KELP, and KROD, El
Paso, to \\ hit.- & Shuford, El Paso, as
radio/tv production manager . . .
William Gebhardt from account executive, Bearden - Thompson - Erankel
and Eastman-Scott, Atlanta, Ga., to
Hicks & Greist, N.Y.C., as account
executive . . . William M. Richardson from merchandising department,

Samples for the scribes: Kenyon
& Eckhardt. as agency for MeadJohnson, distributed to the press sixpak samples of liquid Metrecal, M-J
just bought the Winston Churchill
series for Metrecal.

Young & Rubicam, to account supervisor, that company . . . Edward
Freeman from sales promotion manager. Food Farm supermarkets, to
Ben B. Bliss, as director of marketing
. . . Richard V. Morse from Dohert\. Clifford, Steers & Shenfield to
SSC&B as account executive.

Thisa 'n' data: Doherty. Clifford.
Steers and Shenfield. has put together
a market and media report studv on
Puerto Rico. The brochure goes into
detail on industry and income: the
people, background, development and
trend of business as well as market
and media data and the future of the
island.

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE :
Sam K. Beetham from senior account executive, Griswold-Eshleman,
Cleveland, to Comstock & Company.
Buffalo, executive staff . . . George
T. Byers to account executive, and
Richard L. Munson, assistant account
executive. Dohertv. Clifford. Steers &

[CLEARING UP! Readers who puzzled over a picture and caption that didn't match on this page last week, will find a clarification above. At left,
WBAL-TV (Bait.) station mgr. Brent Sunts (I) accepts Heart Assn. of Maryland I960 Communications Award from Bethlehem Steel's Yale Merrill
for station's heart operation program.
At right, new BPA officers (l-r) 2nd v.p. Harvey M. Clark, pres. John Hurlbut, and 1st v.p. Don B. Curran

FINE SERVICE merits WLIB, N.Y., Nat'l. Comm. for Rural Schools
citation. Harry Novik (c), station gen. mgr., accepts award from B.
F. McLaurin
(r), NCRS
bd. chmn.
At left: Judge J. W. Waring

IN THE XMAS OFFING is '61 Thunderbird to winner of RTES
Christmas raffle. Participants in the venture are (l-r) Ed Benedict,
dir. nat'l. sis., Triangle Stas.; Bill Adler, Grey; Dick Salant, v.p., CBS

Shenfield . . . Oliver Barbour, from
radio and i\ programing, Benton &
Bowles, i" Vdvertiaing, Radio and
lil«-\ i-i« >n Sen ices as senior \ .p. and
chairman of the plans board.
lli<\ writ- elected v.p.'s: Paul
W aeon and \\ ayne Stuart-Bullock,
ai Benton & Bowles . . . Zachary
Schwartz, at Ted Bates . . . Robert
L. Haag, at Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Vtherton.
Compton names three in L.A. :
William Chalmers, to v.p. and aciiiiint supervisor, from Fletcher Richard-. Calkins ^ Holden, Tom Lowey
to account executive, from Hoffman
Electronics, and Burnell Grossman
to t\ radin supervisor, from Filmrite
Vsso< iates, HolK wood.

>

New agency : Zed R. Daniels Advertising, 332 South Michigan \ve.. Chi. ago. Billing: $1.8 million. Principal
associates: Raunond Peterson, v.p.
and marketing director: and Ernest
\llen. v.p. and creative director.

creases in OU1 national spot business
and are com iiired that there is a positive correlation between two decades
"\ trade magazine
promotion
two decades of growth.

and

"We feel that the WMT stations
market is better known to radio television timebuyers than others of
equal or larger size principal*) because of consistent trade magazine
promotion."
three
forQuarton's
e\e catching
ads:"rules-of-thunib"
1 1 Be topical
2> Kid the leaders
3 i Kid yourself.
TelePrompTer is joining with industrialist Henry J. Kaiser in
organizing a community antenna
tv system in Hawaii.
The idea: to improve tv reception

late to product ownership and usage
such as coffee and tea drinking, cigarette smoking, automobile ownership, pel ownership, cosmetic puri bases, w ill also be studied.
\ total of .'-50 characteristics will go
into the studj report. Subscribers will
be able to gel additional information
1>\ adding special questions at the
~tart of the survey.
William B. Quarton, WMT station-. Cedar Rapids. Iowa. v.p.
speaking at the RTES Time Buying Seminar last week, credited
the increase in his national spot
business to ;i consistent trade paper ad campaign.
His words: "We look hack at in-

manager. WBRC-TV. Birmingham.
Ala., elected a v.p. of Taft Broadcast-

RADIO

STATIONS

Homemakers

who listen to radi<

are not being "■sold" by so-called
standard advertising talk, according to a recent poll made by
KOL. Seattle.
The ladies were asked to check,
from a list of words and phrases

TelePrompTer will get together
with the University of Hawaii and
state education people to provide
programs at both the school and
adult levels.

generally used in commercials, those
which most sparked their interest.
The results:
• The word rhythm took the high
score, 69.6 % . from among the top
ten words. The others: excitement.
65.2',: relax, 60.8%; lovable,
(.(i.r, : alive, 59.4?? ; variety.
58.6%; informal. 56.5%; company.

Kudos: WCAU-TV, Philadelphia,
recipient of National Safetv Council
public interest award for exceptional
service to farm safetv.

• The word heavy hit bottom with
50.7',.
a rating of 0.0. Others who shared
the low spot were urgent, 1.4^ :

over Honolulu's three stations, and to
make possible an educational tv channel.

TV STATIONS
Pulse is offering to agencies and
advertisers, for the first time, a
complete audience profile for
any network program on a eontinning. 4-times-a-year basis.
I lie new service — Pulse Audience
Profiles, will comprise these things:
1. \ program-by-program breakdown based on characteristics such as
age, occupation, income status and
education.
2. Profile characteristics which re-

Star Telegram to local sales staff.
KT\ T, Fort Worth . . . J. W. McCough has resigned as general manager of WKRC-TV, Cincinnati. Assistant general manager. Charles P.
Dwyer, will serve as acting manager
. . . Robert T. Schlinkert, general

55.0* < : tuneful, 54.3' < ; take part in.

Station acquisition : WFRV. Green
Bay, Wis., sold to WAVE. Inc., for
$1,091,176.
New

offices: KTTV,

L.A. and the

-•> '

Times-Mirror Broadcasting Co.. established New York City headquarters at 420 Madison Ave. The sta-

middle, 1.4^r ; and hurry. 3.6' , .
• The advertising stand-bj words
like savings, economical, rich, generous, sophisticated and magic turned
out to be low-content words.
• The real clinker, proved to be
instant
of 7.3%. which pulled a rating score

tion's account executive. Jack Duffield. will supervise the metro office.

Ideas at work:
• WINS. New York City, is spark-

Happy birthday: KRON-TV. San
Francisco, observed its 11th anniver-

the names of appointees to president-

sary, 15 November.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Patri-

cia Lvon Wright to director of research, KHJ-TV.
L.A. . . . Gene
Lieberman from sales <er\ ice liaison
between National Telefilm Associates
and W NT \ TV to manager of sales
service, WNTA-TV. New York City
. . . Marvin Sehlaffer from production co-ordinator to manager of program operations. WNTA-TV, New
York City . . . Corky Cartwright
from local salesman to local sales
manager, and Ray Menefee from the

ing a bit of post-election political interest b\ inviting listeners to guess
elect Kennedy's cabinet.
who comes up with the
I or the largest number
names) goes the prize of

To the one
correct list
of correct
a complete

diplomats
outfit.Boston, has sold a ra
• WCRB.
dio program to a competitive media:
a newspaper. For the second consecutive \ear. the Boston Globe I BBDCM
is sponsoring the 17-hour long program A World of Christmas Music.
aired from sign-on to sign-off time
Christmas Day. The non-commercial
program I only the sponsor name is
mentioned
during the lesal station
SPONSOR
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Omaha. Neb., to national sales man-

breaks ) brought many congratulaton messages from listeners commending the newspaper-radio tie-in
last \ear and was responsible for this

ager, Star Stations I KOIL-AM-FM.
Omaha i. KICN. Denver, and WISN,
Portland. Ore. I .

year's buy. The program is heavily
promoted by both the newspaper and
station.

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE :
Porter Randall, KFJZ. Fort Worth,
news commentator, is back at his

• WING,

Dayton. Ohio, tested the

good nature of local election bet losers with the offer of a consolation
prize — a loser's kit. The kit: a post
card on which was mounted a thin
Gillette razor blade and the suggestions of possible uses: scraping signs
off car windows, shaving, cutting
your political ties, and. cutting your
own throat. More than 2.000 requests
were made for the kit from election
bet losers.
Kudos: KXOK, St. Louis, general
manager. C. L. Thomas, re-elected
president of the Goodwill Industries
of Missouri . . . KBIG. Catalina.
Calif., news director. Larry Berrill.
recipient of American Heritage Foundation award for the station's preelection public service activities in
getting out the vote . . . WOW,
Omaha. Neb., awarded Golden Mike
certificate from the National American Legion Auxiliarv for its Teen
Dee-Jav contest . . . WBBM, Chicago, recipient of National Safety Council's 1959-60 public interest award
for "exceptional service to farm safei tv."
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Al
Collins, former WNEW and WINS,
both New York City, air personality.
and more recent, from NBC-TV Tonight show, to KSFO. San Francisco
. . . Paul Battisti from assistant
manager to general manager. KAFY,
Bakersfield. Calif. . . . Russ Jondreau from Claud E. Morris & Associates, radio tv department ad director to sales promotion manager. KDAY, L.A. . . . Cal Kolby from
WDRC, Hartford, to W1NF, Manchester. Conn., as regional sales rep
and air personalis . . . Steve Brown
to national program director, Star
Stations. Omaha. Neb. . . . William
B. Decker from WMAQ, Chicago,
station manager to KNBC. San Francisco, as general manager . . . Sam
B. Sehneider from account executive. WLW Chicago, radio division.
J to sales manager. Crosley central di■I vision . . . Steve Shepard, v.p. and
general
manager.
KOIL-AM-FM.
SPONSOR
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mike after a taping assignment which
took him through Africa. Asia, and
Europe . . . Kelley Daniels from account executive to assistant station
manager, and Martin Browne to local sales manager, KATZ. St. Louis
. . . John R. Heiskell from organization director. Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, tofarm director. WSAZ Radio and Tv. Huntington-Charleston.
W. Va. . . . Phil Richardson from
sales manager. KRUX. Phoenix, to
manager. KTKT. Tucson . . . Everett
L. Slosman from promotion director
W B1L D. Trenton. N. J., to promotion
director. WING, Dayton. Ohio . . .
Bill Jenkins from commercial manager. WMKE-FM, Milwaukee, to account executive. WISN,
Milwaukee.
Station acquisition:
KWKY,
Des
Moines, to Tedesco, Inc., from General Broadcasting Services. Sale
price: §165,000.
New quarters: KABC. L.A.. studios
and offices, to newly completed building on La Cienega Boulevard. L.A.,
last week.
Happy birthday: WNEW, New
York City, celebrating 25th anniversarv of its Milkman's Matinee.
Nostalgia a la mode: If you get a
kick out of renewing your memories
with the programing development of
radio, browse through a copy of
Irving Settel's
of
Radio
I Citadel AK Pictorial
It starts History
from the
beginning and carries the pageant of
technical landmarks and mike personalities to the late '50s.

NETWORKS
As NBC

TV

has it figured, it is

carrying, for the second consecutive month, more sponsored time
than either competitor.
NBC"s share of the three-net sponsored time total I 170 hours. 25 minutes Ifor the first week in November,
was 59 hours and 55 minutes.
NBC-TVs

total represents

an

ad-

vantage of 4 hours, 10 minutes
i 7.5' | i over ABC-TV. and 5 hours,
10 minutes (9.49? I over CBS-TV.
Included are Today and The Jack
Paar Show.
NBC-TV's Monday-Friday daytime
schedule says the network, is nov
72.1 'r sponsored, an increase "I
almost 20' , over November last year.
NBC-TV garnered six of the first
10 daytime leaders in the Nielsen
11 November report.
Here are those top 10:
PROGRAM

Guiding Light
Concentration

XET

RATING

NBC
NBC

10.1
9.9

Here's Hollywood CBS
0.7
Search For Tomorrow NBC 9.7
As The World Turns NBC 9.4
Truth Or Consequences NBC 8.7
Price Is Right
NBC
7.0
It Could Be You
NBC
7.0
Make Room For Daddy NBC
7.9
Millionaire
CBS
7.9
As for half-hour wins. NBC had
eight: CBS. five: and ABC. none.
Net
tv sales:
Johnson's
Wax
(Toote, Cone & Beldingl will take
over weekly sponsorship of CBS's The
Red Skelton Show, next week. Johnson also has taken on alternate-weekly sponsorship of four other CBS
shows: Angel, The Ann Sothern
Show, Dick Powell's Zane Grey
Theatre, and The Garry Moore Show.
Net radio sales: The

Insurance

Company
of
North
America
(N. W Avert to sponsor Christmas
Sing With Bing. 24 December, over
CBS Radio.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Clifford Evans from NBC to Sports Network as v.p. programing department
. . . Charles E. Corcoran from manager, video tape, film and kinescope,
operations to director, NBC Television Network Operations . . . Gerald
F. Maulsby, from manager, network
broadcasts, to director, network programs, CBS Radio . . . Sherwood R.
Gordon, owner. Mutual Radio affiliates. KQBY. San Francisco, and
KBLZ. Phoenix, appointed member
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee.
NBC promotes: George D. Matson to newly created position, v.p..
assistant to the president: Robert L.
Stone, to v.p. and general manager.
63

NBC- I \ network; James V. Stabile,
to v.p., staff, NBC television; W illiam H. Tievarthen, \.p.. operations and engineering; and Ernest
Lee Jahncke, Jr.. v.p., standards
and practices.

REPRESENTATIVES
Rep appointment: W W II. AM FM.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. to Weed Radio Corp., for national representation.
PI ( >PLE ON THE MOVE: Frank
Elliot from account executive, CBS

Advertising Promotion Associates on
\\ \l l!-l\. Baton Rouge, and to stations KVOS-TV, Bellingham; KKTV,
( olorado
Springs-Pueblo;
\\ I < 0l\. Minneapolis, and \\M \1. Saginaw-Baj Citj . . . Late-t fourth year
renewals of Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt are
WFW-C. Columbus: WKBW-TV,
Buffalo: KLZ-TV, Denver; WJBKTV, Detroit: \\ I) \1 -T\ . Kansas
City; \Y.\FM. Saginaw-Bay City;
WBIR-TV, Knoxville: WFGA-TV,
Jacksonville, and KYOS-TY, Bellingham . . . Sterling Televisions Chatter sWorld to WNEW-TY. New York:
KPLR-TY, St. Louis: WLBW-TY.
Miami: WGMB. Honolulu: K00L-

Television Spot Salt-, to TvAR, as
account executive . . . Richard Williams from timebuyer, William Esty,
to account executive, Everett-McKinoey.

TV, Phoenix: WHBQ-TY. Memphis:
VvCC0-T\, Minneapolis and all six
Triangle stations: WFIL-TY. Philadelphia: WNHC-TV, New Haven;
WNBF-TY, Binghamton: WFRG-TV,
Altoona: WLYH, Lebanon, and

\>«r\-Knodel appoints three:
Thomas K. Hardy from radio sales

KFRE-TY, Fresno ... A Lopert Pictures package to WBBM-TV. Chicago.

department to tv sale?. John J. Magan from broadcast sales to radio
sales, and Allen B. Long from tv
sales development to tv sales staff.
New

office: Western FM

Sales in

New Wk City, at 38 East 57th St.
Bill Heaton to head the operation.

A sign of syndication optimism
these days is contained in the
fact that several film companies
made the commitment to take
larger quarters this week.
They are:
• Flamingo Films moved to 445
Park Avenue, New York. It will be
proximate to Transfilm-Caravel, another Buckeye Corporation subsidiary. Flamingo's booking and accounting staff will also move to the
new quarters in January.
• TV Marketeers will expand into larger New York quarters at 41 E.
-treet, suite 1120. President
\\ Ann Nathan also revealed that John
Rohrs will represent his firm in Chicago at 612 N. Michigan Blvd.
\ew sponsors "i \l< \ T"\ 's
tn Slade include K. J. Rej nobis.
International Harvester, and Old \lilI ieei
. . Xi\-l V* Miami I n\ ■ demanzi Brew ing and
A KR( - 1 V. CincinW.I. Indianapolis;
to
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International: VITV. Virgin Islands, purchased the following programs from CNP, Screen Gems, or
ITC: Hopalong Cassidy, Steve Donovan, Panic, Victory at Sea, Lassie,
Fury. Four Just Men. Stage 7, Ding
Dong School, Burns & Allen, Father
knows Best, Circus Boy. and Rin Tin
Tin.

Promotion: M & A Alexander's
Q. T. Hush. Private Ere. has signed
license merchandising contracts with
Saalfield Publishing for paste and
coloring books and with Leslie
Henry Co. for guns, holsters, rifles.
and badges . . . Huckleberry Hound
made personal appearances for KelLogg's at KHVH-TV, Honolulu, and
also for KHJK-TY. Hilo.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

Corinthian will announce at an
RTES luncheon this week how its
stations plan to cover the Washington scene in-depth with the
of the new administra-

advent
tion.

The techniques and
will be similar to those
group in covering the
conventions.
In other words, each

relationship
used by the
presidential
station will

be able to acquaint its audience with
what its representatives are doing in
Congress, via taped or filmed

inter-

view-, and to interpret the signifi
cance of other Washington events t(
the specific locality.
Ideas at work:
• WWIL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla..
gave a substantial boost to the local
Junior Chamber of Commerce fund
by turning over an entire programing da\ to the civic group. Designated as Jaycee FJay, members of the
junior organization acted as salesmen
and announcers on 5 December. Proceeds from commercials sold bv the
Jaycees that da\ went to the Javcee
fund.
Public service in action: WCAUTV, Philadelphia, is putting together
an hour-long documentary film directed at the problem of teen-age
gangs. The program, Demons in the
Streets, is being filmed on Philadelphia streets . . . KMEO, Omaha, bolstered the local chamber of commerce
membership drive by airing free commercial announcements of the new
member's business . . . KFDA. Amarillo, Tex., is working hand-in-hand
with Amarillo Air Force Base to
bring news of base activities to Air
Force personnel via a five-minute
show. The Jet Journal of the Air . . .
WBC-TY. New York City, readying
for telecast The Kennedy Story, a
half-hour program depicting the
president-elect's career from 1938 to
the present.
More
public
service
in action:
WABC-TV. New York City, is setting up an education service department to keep area public, private,
and parochial schools posted on the
station's educational, cultural, news
and public affairs programing . . .
KCBS. San Francisco, is encouraging area vouths to give voice to their
opinions, ideas, comments, solutions,
etc., on current events, with the program Viewpoint. Calls from students
onlv will be accepted one night a
week, designated as High School
Wight . . . KFWB. Hollywood, went
to bat for thousands of stranded bus
riders within hours after a bus strike
was called, by airing appeals for
rides.
Kudos:
WMIL
and WMIL-FM.
Milwaukee, program director Bill
Bramhall. recipient of Millie Ward
for public service.
^
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

■

• It's time for buyers to stop using numbers exclusively and start learning
about markets in terms of the types of people within them, according to
Thomas

P. Chisman,

. Norfolk-Hampton,

president and general manager,

WVEC,

Virginia. In his own market, Chisman

have already combined

to initiate a program

WV EC-TV ,

points out, stations

to compile up-to-the-minute

': market data which, he says, "would be unobtainable except through expensive
, research or a census count." Aside from the value of the data, such a program, he contends, will be more acceptable to timebuyers, since it will
' afford all stations in a market equal, and therefore, objective representation.

Cooperative

station plan to help the timebuyer

#% market's a market's a market. I don't know whether
Gertrude Stein would have put it just that way, but unfortunately, have
I
the feeling that a number of agency timebuyers look at our markets in that light without bothering
too often to analyze what a market really is in terms of
over-all economic growth, new industry, higher per buying power, impact of tv as an outstanding advertising
medium, or other extremely pertinent data important to
any advertiser interested in reaching not just the largest
number of people in an area but also the best type of
consumer.
One of the problems television has with agencies is the
humanizing of its markets in terms of the type of people
that make up the market. As long as timebuyers are going
to use numbers for every decision, advertisers are going to
find their marketing
problems
as complicated
as ever.
To try and interpret the Norfolk-Hampton-Newport
News-Portsmouth, Virginia, market in terms of future potential, individual capacity to buy, and over-all growth of
our market, the stations in this market are going to initiate
a program designed to help us compile up-to-the-minute
market data which would be unobtainable except through
expensive research or a census count.
I don't know if any other stations throughout the country have initiated similar combined efforts, but we here in
the Norfolk market feel that we will have taken a major
step in the long road to providing current, factual, and
accurate data on the growth of our market and its various
advantages for an advertiser.
This was not an easy affiliation to forge. Because we are
equal competitors in this market we must maintain our individual policies in programing, sales and other broadcast
aspects that make for keen competition in our industry.
However, we have also been able to understand that to inSPONSOR
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crease our scope of service and to increase our true potential in the areas of advertising, we must make a cooperative effort that will furnish us with a continuing flow of the
latest possible information concerning our market's growth
which will in turn, be made available to ad agencies so that
they will be aware of changes as they occur.
This united effort on the part of the broadcasters in the
Tidewater area we hope will have many advantages. It
will give three tv stations involved, WTAR-TV, WAVY-TV,
and our own WVEC-TV, plus the 12 radio stations in the
area that will be taking part, a much clearer picture of the
problems facing many markets, but at the same time we are
sure it will not dull the competitive battle in which we are
daily engaged.
The most important thing we feel this united venture
will do for all the stations in the Norfolk market, both radio and television, will be to point up the fact that only
through cooperation of this kind from the stations involved
can we get a true picture of our market's growth to the
people who should be most aware of it: the agency timebuyers.
I'm sure that many research brochures loaded with market statistics from individual stations are looked at with a
jaundiced eye. But I feel that with all stations in a market
equally represented in the research and informational findings, the agency timebuyer will be more amenable to facts
and figures compiled, not for the stations' benefit, but to
enable the timebuyer to properly evaluate the latest information for the benefit of the advertiser whose product he is
trying to move.
We don't know how our information will be accepted,
but we know one thing, it will he up-to-the-minute, objective, and statistically accurate. The timebuyer will have to
take it from there.
^
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SPEAKS
Meetings

are getting better

Mid-November found advertising land broadcast advertising inparticular) the meetingest industry in these United
States. Maybe it was needed release after weeks of preelection stress and strain, but advertiser- treked to Hot
Springs, \ a., to attend the ANA Convention: station managers to Vu York and Washington for the TvB sessions and
presentation, the NBC Affiliates Meetings: the NAB District
Meeting; promotion manager- to New Orleans for the BPA
Convention.
It was a great week for the airline-.
It was also a great week for the industry. For more than
ever we noted the flexing muscles and positive purpose as
things were done. Maybe the tough knock- that advertising
land e.-peeially broadcast advertising) have taken are
strengthening the resolve to do a better job. At any rate, shirt sleeve sessions, revolutionary ideas, constructive approaches.
case histories were the order of the dav.
\- we write this the agenda of the Tennessee Association
of Broadcasters Meeting in Memphis stares up at us. Admittedly one of the better >tate association^, the TAB this year
top- all its previous efforts in making its meetings mean
something.

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Bow your heads: A note to admen
who
go for
""relaxer"
lunch and
in the
bar a car
of theat Surburban
Limited tomorrow is the 27th \nniversan of Repeal of Prohibition.
They were thankful: Way more
than 700 media buyers showed up at
the Mogul. Williams & Savior annual
pre-Thanksgiving Day media party
i including one who had ■'SKYWRITING" written on his lapel ID card i .
Cheer flowed through the courte?\ of
M V\ ^S s cheeriest client, and the food
w as abundant. The best part about the
spread, everyone i w ith Thanksgiving
two davs oft" i agreed: they served
everything BUT turkey.
Ail-American Cirl! Tv viewers
should be seeing a lot of Joyce Flissler. scored
She's thea "female
Gil urn"
who
dramatic\ an
success
last
month in concerts i violin i in Mo
cow. AP reported that "a cheering,
shouting Russian audience refused to
let her leave the stage after her second Moscow concert until she had
plaved seven encores and taken 25
curtain calls." And what was her
reaction, the press of a waiting world
asked? She said. "I'm flipped!"
It pays to . . . An ex-urban adman
told us of a farmer who tried everything to slow traffic near his fields i it
was endangering his family and livestock i. who finally hit upon an idea
that works every time. He put up
this sign :

They're chock full of vitamins.
Nudist Camp
SLOW

The meeting that's all fun and frolic is on its way out. Our
congratulations to those solid mid-November se-sions.

Flying on half a wing

Crossina
AHEAD
A

lyric

v. p.,

Leonard

Corwin.

V\t year, says David Ogilvy, the entire $12 million Shell
<»il account will go into new-papers.

WCRB. Boston, sends words and an *
i meaning "unduplicated good music

Hi- announcement i- even more earth-shaking than the news
that OBM i- taking the account on a fee. not 15' \ .

There's
something
a buyer I 3 i
audience"
i : fine, about
that is fine.
fine

sumably Ogilvy, and Shell's ad manager. Cyril Martineau. know what they're doing.
But much -mart money
in Vvenue is betting that they don't.
ed admen predict that the Shell-Ogilvy honeyunder on the rock- of no radio, no t\.
' i 9) on half a win-? Ha- David got
- over both of hi- eve-.' ^

His agencv may be a big one. it may
be an in-between one
It may be a very small one down the
line. line, line
But how does a guy determine after
To

each qualitative sermon
watch consumers* dying
vine. vine, vine?

on

the

It's a simple little trick. b\ the numbers he doe- pick
Win don't the clever buyers realign.'
SOB
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WAPI Makes The Headlines
^^^^^break: Tune in
Give lagged u^^ A{ter Dark
„y ROBERT & .« >«£ ^J-S&Sii
B,%£\^°SX™
plopping "
?adio about

before *e black

Q- t0 \N.\ri »
- -OS

k tomght

.
to

t'^s^^^ • -ple o£d
^g^
You hjA^^H^^Tipag^
photosJ*

n'apcal radio.

Jim Lucas' popular BROADWAY AFTER DARK
is the sort of show people have come to
expect from WAPI

. . . entertaining, imagina-

tive. It's a typical example of the way WAPI
delivers the programs that deliver the audience!

t">^L
50,000 WATTS
BIRMINGHAM

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

HENRY

I. CHRISTAL

CO.,

INC.

ALABAMA

-s.ooo >-.,-

rimary,
man!
MADISON

WISCONSIN

ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS

. two for the price of one!
The smart buyer knows that you can buy Channel 3 for
coverage of the basic MADISON-SOUTHERN Wisconsin
Market .... and the ROCKFORD-NORTHERN Illinois
Market. And

MAD

Channel

I SON.

3 is primary CBS for both markets!

Wl SC
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it's Ctiidfeme you want.

ADVERTISERS

USE

THE TOP 86
SPOT RADIO
CLIENTS
IN '60
Reps pick outstanding

campaigns of the year,
also chart key trends
in use of the medium
Page 29

KiCM

Is tv accepting
movie plugs

DENVER

banned by Code?
Page 32

KOiL

Network and spot
tv spending was
up this summer

OMAHA

Page 34

irs *ReAu06i
you w
KiSM
PORTLAND

all =

JERRY
JERRY

;cm
DICK
DICK

DENVER
J
SHIREMAN,
Mgr. AMHERST

KOiL
— STEVE

!VI ERICA'S

What buyers are

FLESEY, Mgr. CAPITOL 6-7191

HIGHEST

OMAHA
SHEPARD, Mgr. 342-7626
RATED

6-3703

paid; how they
feel about it
Page 39

Only Santa Claus
reaches more
northwest homes
than

Nielsen Station Index agrees
with the national standard
When two separate measurements agree . . . and one is recognized as
the standard of the broadcast industry. . . it speaks well for the other.
When measuring network program audiences, national Nielsen Station
Index (NSI) consistently yields the same answers as Nielsen
Television Index (NTIJ, the accepted national standard.
The facts relating to this comparison are startling.
Ask for them. They will help you see why . . .
NSI is the only validated source of station
audience facts available today...
pMuridUuf neluUde i^^urudia^t fpx, ItAoadcait cu&oesitU>Ut4f deoUionl

Nielsen Station index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101
I

Howard

Street,

Chicago AS,

NSI is Registered Service Mark of A. C. Nielsen Company
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Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

FOR
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ALL
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FACTS
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ADVERTISERS

USE

OF ARTICLES

29

Top 83 radio spot campaigns of 1960
Who are the leading spot radio accounts of 1960? sponsor lists 83 which
have been nominated by leading station representatives as outstanding

32

Is tv accepting taboo movie ads?
Suggestiveness of some movie commercials, making them taboo to Tv
Code, raises new problem for stations, whose own film shows require tact
Summer

tv spending was up

34

Network gross time expenditures rose by 11%, spot by 4% during 1960's
third quarter, compared with 1959 figures. Toiletries are web leader

36

That many versions of D'Arcy's prize-winning spots for Budweiser have
been written, produced, and directed by its creative chief Bob Johnson

'Where

38

there's life . . .' take 175

How to buy (and sell) fm
Successful fm salesman outlines

valuable

guide

lines

for advertisers

using medium and stations promoting it; says fm's cpm often under $1
What

timebuyers are paid

39

Part Two of sponsor's new 14-city timebuyer survey reveals buyers'
salaries broken down by size of agency, sex, city, and experience

42

Jerry Sandford, former program mgr., WVEC-TV, Norfolk-Hampton, Va.,
stepped into clown's shoes one night and has been stepping up show since

Station man

42

scores as star of tv kid show

Off-beat beverage gets medical sell
Bovril, British beverage, reaches nutrition-conscious consumers via radio
broadcasts of Dr. Carlton Fredericks in New York and Philadelphia
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700

b

500

a

Two tv station owners * erect tv antenna towers within guy-wire range
of each other. In fact, a wire goes from the top of each antenna to
the base of the other. The ground between the two is fiat. One tower
is 700 ft. high, the other 500 ft. What is the height above ground
where the two guy wires cross one another? (These are ultra-special,
giant economy size guy wires with no middle age spread or sag.)
Solve this neck-craning problem and receive, absolutely without
strings, a copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. If you have already earned this invaluable
trophy,
so in your entry and we'll provide another brainstimulatingsayprize.
* Obviously, they weren't buddy-buddy or they would have mounted both antennas on a single tower to obtain equal signal coverage. No such problems
exist in Washington, D. C, where all four stations have equal height antennas
— but WMAL-TV leads in market coverage due to its total area promotion of
ABC programs.

wmal-tv
Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R
Affiliated
SPONSOR

•

with

WMAL
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and
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WMAL-FM.

Washington,

D. C,

Television,

WSVA-TV

and

Inc.
WSVA,

Harrisonburg,

Va.
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MORE THAN

Editor and Publisher
Norman

HOURS

R. Glenn

Executive Vice "resident
Bernard Piatt

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

LOCAL
EACH
WEEK

of

EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John

programming

Ben Bodec

This is the PLUS factor that makes
WOC-TV more exciting — more
interesting — more effective than the
competition. Yes, more local
programming for homemakers,
for sports fans, for youngsters . . .
all this in addition to NBC,
top ABC shows and the best of the
syndicated shows.
These are the people that buy

pfq

res.dint """OT^

E. McMillin

News Editor

Senior Editor
Jane Pinlcerton

Midwest

Gwen

Editor (Chicago)

Smart

Film Editor
Heyward

Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Jaclt Lindrup

products
the nation's
TV
market.
Morein than
2 billion47th
dollars
in retail sales ring on the
retailer'sTVcash
register.
Over 438,000
homes
are within
the 42

Ben Seff
Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanqer
Diane Schwartz

counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

Contributing Editor

And to help you get the maximum
number of these dollars WOC-TV
specializes in effectively co-ordinating
and merchandising your buy at
every level — the broker, wholesaler,
direct salesman, key buyer as well as
the retail outlet.

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Editorial Research
Elaine Johnson

BETTENDORF

Your PGW Colonel has all the facts,
figures and other data as well as
day by daySeeavailabilities.
him today.

/ IOWA

2S-.

^

ADVERTISING
DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office

Willard

Dougherty

Western

Manager

George Dietrich

Production

Dept.

Barbara Parkinson

CIRCULATION

DEPARTMENT

L. C. Windsor. Manager

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

T&fih

Leading^ Dallas agencies place.
among top 4 stations in total market
and in top 2 for quality market !

ADMINISTRATIVE

DEPT.

S. T. Massimino. Assistant to Publisher
Laura O. Paperman, Accountino.
Mannqe'
George Becker; Michael Crocco; Syd Guttman; Hermine Mindlin; Wilke Rich; Irene
Sulzbach; Dorothy Tinker; Flora Tomadelli
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
Corinthian, ichose plunge into local tv coverage of the national political conventions, proved to be a commercially
successful vehicle in its five markets, ivill program the Washington inaugural and political doings next month, according
to C.

Wrede

Petersmeyer,

The

newsmaker:

Corinthian

stations

president.

C. Wrede Petersmeyer is optimistic that

Corinthian's second major political events packages will be snapped
as avidly by advertisers, as the first. (For the story, see SPONSOR,
21 November. ) Petersmeyer. wbo made the announcement of his
programing intentions at the R.TES timebuying and selling seminar
in New York City, last week, said that the five Corinthian stations
would be sending news teams to Washington to cover what they
have
which
Day,
week,

labeled: "The New Era — What
will begin on Inauguration
will last approximately a
said Petersmeyer. and will

a jump

It Means." The coverage,

| be a report on the nature of the
new administration, the new Coni gress, the issues being developed,
the legislative and administrative
ferment.
The new public affairs programing concept, according to the Corinthian stations head, was triggered bythe success of the convention package. It is based on the
premise that only individual staC. Wrede Petersmeyer
tions can bring together a satisfactory link between the national scene and the local audience.
Corinthian proved, with its convention package, that public service
sponsorship can make commercial sense. It was quickly, and quite
unexpectedly, picked up by half a dozen local advertisers who, when
all was said and done, applauded the results.

ahead in the Phoenix area
First-place
in 310 quarter hours
...out of a possible 360
(6 a.m.— midnite,
Monday thru Friday).
Share of audience
—mornings, 20;
afternoons, 19;
evenings, 23.
According to the July, 1960,
Phoenix metropolitan Pulse
...the hottest buy
in the Valley of the Sun...

The program, according to the Sponsors themselves, turned out
to be potent in "building prestige," "a successful commercial buy,"
and "a good direct sales pitch."
The Corinthian station people are certain that the new era program packages will be bought as enthusiastically by advertisers come
January.
Corinthian's sales pitch: although the advertiser cannot base his
buy on a rating figure, he will get. in addition to a guaranteed large
circulation and a ridiculously low cost-per- 1,000, lots of goodwill,
much prestige, and high attention.
^
SPONSOR
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phoenix

call robert e. eastman & co., inc.

INDEPENDENT

TELEVISION

Setting the pace
in dynamic special subjects

AMRPNYE'RS
CO
C
Roy Campanella, joined by noted sportscaster
Chris Schenkel, is co-host on this intimate half-hour
series. Campy and Chris interview celebrities
Garry Moore. Mel Allen. Faye Emerson, Kyle Rote.
Sam Levenson. Jack Benny— people who make
the news. Special features such as "Campy's Mailbag"
and the inspirational "Campy's ScrapbooiY'
make "Campy's Corner" one of television's
brightest spots. Available on tape and film.
Also 260 five-minute radio shows.

\rf\
v.

GOLF TIP
OF THE DAY
PGA champ Dow Finsterwald,
a top moneywinner, hosts these
195 five-minute sessions.
Dow shows celebrity golfers
like Jack Dempsey, Buddy
Hackett, Dick Van Dyke,
Roger Maris, Richie Guerin —
and the audience — how to
improve their game. A readymade audience of millions.

MAGIC MOMENTS
IN SPORTS
The sports world's most
thrilling moments — Man
O'War, the first four-minute
mile, Bobby Thompson's famed
homer — in dramatic film clips
from famed Pathe News.
Narration and local "color"
by Leo Durocher, one of
sportsdom's
most
colorful personalities.

MAJOR LEAGUE

WOMEN'S
BOWLING

1*4

26 challenge matches among
the nation's top women
professional bowlers. Winner
from preceding week
challenges reigning champion
Prominent sportscaster
Fred Wolf comments.

and many others like Call the Play,
Animal World, Pulse of the City,
Willie Wonderful. Still other sports and
special subject series are now being
planned. Whatever your programming
needs, you'll find you can do the job
with a sports or special subject
from Javelin Productions.

I
I

CORPORATION PROUDLY
XNNOUNCES ITS NEW DIVISION
wmmmam^mmm

4^

-AND

BACK BIG!

THE NFL
PRESENTS

The National
Football League . . .
26 weeks of full-hour,
full-game TV thrills . . .
You'll see all the great
teams, all the sensational
plays in the 26 most exciting
games of the current NFL 1960
season— brought to you complete
but without the non-action delays Last year, "THE NFL PRESENTS"
racked up big ratings for advertisers from
^^
coast to coast in markets such as Baltimore (1st v
in its time period) ; Tulsa (1st in its time period) ; X
Cincinnati (1st in its time period). (ARB-1960)
This season— another action-packed 26 weeks that
will give stations, regional advertisers— all advertisers the big rating score. WIRE OR PHONE TODAY.

A

DIVISION

OF

INDEPENDENT

TELEVISION

i488
Madison
Avenue
• New
York
22
rARTHUR 'SKIP' STELOFF, General Manager • MEL SCHLANK,

CORPORATION

• Plaza
5-2IOO
General Sales Manager

WIBG

by Joe Csida

^

INFLUENTIAL
PHILADELPHIA

I Sponsor
I backstage

Our courageous

admen— there are some!

I would guess that if the worlds speediest
typist sat at this machine and wrote short, wild,
irresponsible words just as fast as his fingers
could flv. and wrote such words at such a rate
for one solid year, he wouldn't be able to write
all the words which have been written ridiculing
sponsors for their timidity and their refusal to
underwrite anything even slightly controversial
or unpleasant.
Right?
^ et it seems to me that in the last couple of weeks I have seen on
television some of the most controversial and non-Pollyanish shows
I have ever witnessed. And each of them was paid for by some
American advertiser, presumably panting as ever to sell his goods
to a maximum number of citizens.
All-out integration on tv
L ntil I looked at this crisp 1 December evening's papers. I thought
maybe the reason for this was that the present, late 1960 atmosphere
had somehow become a more liberal one. But featured prominently
on all front pages tonight ( as well as on first editions of tomorrow

Leader in Quantity, Quality
and Business Establishments Audience. Leader in
news and new ideas in
Community Service. Latest*
Pulse and Hooper total
rated time periods:
*Pulse 8-county area, Aug.,
1960; Hooper R.A.I., JulyAug., 1960; Hooper Bus.
Estab., March, 1960.

Another

Great

STORER

Statu

mornings journals I is a fascinating LPI Telefoto out of New Orleans. Louisiana. It shows the ballerina-slippered foot of a young
white lady plunged from toe to instep into the backside of a young
man. also white, in as accurately placed a kick as Pat Summeral
ever achieved in picking up an extra point or three for the New \ ork
football Giants. Attached to the foot is a not unshapelv leg. covered
just below the knee bv a satiny looking dark skirt. If the woman
were managing this forceful, obviously vicious and precise boot in
the seat without a handicap of any kind it would be remarkable
enough. But two New Orleans policemen and a somewhat disgustedlooking male civilian are watching the performance. And this adroit
voung woman is holding in her arms a little girl of approximately
four vears of age, with long blond hair, as she i the woman, not the
little girl l executes this exact place-kick. The kickee is a young man
named Lanny Goldfinch, a Tulane University student who showed up
for school with three Negroes. The artful kicker is unidentified, but
she is obviously a wholesome, prideful young New Orleans mother
tr\ing to avoid having her blond-haired baby contaminated by the
unholy necessity of going to a school in years to come, which has
been and or is attended by Negroes.
I think is it a reasonable assumption that this young mother uses
lipstick, powder, rouge, hair spray, and other items of general beautification. I think that not only she, but all her New Orleans sisters
who have been putting up such a valiant fight against integration,
exert everv effort to make themselves as lovely and as appealing as
possible to their husbands and lovers. It follows, therefore, that they
i Please turn to jxige 12 i
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where the DIAL STOPS
. . . THE BUY BEGINS!

in Providence
that's WPRO-TV
PROOF BY EXCLUSIVE MARKET SURVEY FOR
YOUR PRODUCT! With our TMP (Test Market Plan),
you get 500 in-home interviews before you advertise,
and 500 after your schedule is completed. WPRO-TV
absorbs all survey costs and no minimum schedule
is required.
PROOF BY AUDIENCE SURVEYS! Take your choice
of any survey. WPRO-TV delivers mosf audience in
this rich area, with two billion dollars to spend. WPROTV's 50 mile radius of response includes all of Rhode
Island, Southeastern Massachusetts including Fall
River, New Bedford and Cape Cod, plus eastern Conn.

CAPITAL

I SPONSOR
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PROOF BY CASE HISTORIES! Here's one, but it's
typical. Salty Brine (5:30-6:30 P.M., M-F) suggested
once that his audience phone Elmo Topp (friend of
Emily Tipp). Result? 36,000 calls in one hour, plus a
request by the phone company
response!
WANT

MORE

FOR YOUR

to desist. That's

TV DOLLAR?

Call Gene

Wilkin at Plantations 1-9776, or your Blair man.
Either way, when you buy WPRO-TV, consumers buy
your brands.

BROADCASTING

CORP.

Sponsor

backstage

{Continued from page 10 1

are excellent prospects for the products of such manufacturers a?
Revlon. Yet it was just a couple of weeks ago, when the New Orleans crusade was beginning that Revlon sponsored a Harry Belafonte spectacular, named simply enough (and with no intent to deceive) the Harry Belafonte Show.
It was one of the very best musical shows I have even seen on
television. But it was integrated as all hell. Little white boys and
girls played in scenes with little Negro, Spanish, Cuban, and other
boys and girls. For that matter big white boys and girls played in
scenes with big boys and girls of shades other than pink and white.
It was solid, delightful entertainment. But it is possible, if not probable, that the young New Orleans mother who kicked Lanny Goldfinch right in front of the William Frantz school will never buy
another Revlon product as long as she lives.
The reviews on the Belafonte show ranged from fair to rave, but
nowhere did I read any compliments for Charles Revson, Teddy
Bergman, et al for putting an integrated spectacular on network tv.
They deserve loud applause

DETROIT

Similarly, last Friday, 25 November, another major advertiser,
who must be interested in selling his product to all viewers regardless of color, creed, or current state of servitude, picked up the tab
for a CBS Reports show called "Harvest of Shame." Tins was Philip
Morris, and the show depicted the incredibly wicked way in which
the nation's two to three million migratory workers are taken advantage of by their more prosperous fellow citizens who own farms.
fruit orchards, and the like. Here, too, a substantial number of the
poor humans who were paid wages like one dollar for a 10-hour day
were Negroes. And here, too, many a comfortable, devoted segregationist would highly resent the reminder of how others (particularly
Negroes) were forced to live.
The show was run the day after Thanksgiving, a fact I felt would
further antagonize the nation's kicking mothers. Yet Philip Morris,
trying to sell cigarettes, picked up a large tab for this production.
And yet, I read no large commendations for the tobacco company,
although I have read many a treatise belaboring the cigarette people
for stupid policies like forbidding a character in one of their shows
to be displayed with cigar in mouth, etc.
Timex laid it on the line just a few nights ago on a new NBC
show called the NBC White Paper, in which the entire U-2 incident
was painstakingly and at great (one-hour) length reviewed. This
had nothing whatsoever to do, of course, with Negroes and wasn't
calculated to prevent passionate young New Orleans mothers from
boycotting Timex watches. But it certainly did make Mr. Eisenhower
and the entire Republican administration look rather dim-witted and
incompetent. I would think that rabid GOPers, still smarting from
losing a very close election to young Mr. Kennedy, might very well
decide they would rather give Longine than Timex for Christmas,
after seeing the first NBC White Paper.
Yet, as I say, nobody applauded Timex's courage. I do. I applaud, but loudly, all those sponsors who realize that in the long

the STORER

station

backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting

run they'll win more friends and customers by recognizing and accepting a social responsibility in their shows than they'll lose by
offending a small group of expert kickers among New Orleans
mothers or die-hard Republicans.
^
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WSLS-TV
DEC. 11, I960
J WSLS

& WSLS-TV move advertised merchandise from shelf to pantry in one of America's most important markets. Retail sales are
well over the billion-dollar category. Growing
fast, too. Up 98% in the past ten years.

0

Your Avery-Knodel representative has the
facts and figures. The ones you need, combined
with fast, accurate availabilities, for successful
Spot radio and television campaigns.

ROANOKE-LYNCHBURG

ANYBODY?

WE'VE GOT IT!

0 Effective television advertising belongs on
WSLS-TV, ARB rated number one station in
share of audience . . . number one in homes delivered. Full power, of course. Channel 10. An
NBC affiliate.
Effective radio advertising belongs on WSLS
. . . covering a market 62% larger than any other
Roanoke radio station. Powerful signal— 5000
watts. Low frequency— 610.

r^*7fAVEmr- KNODEL

; in: New York • Atlanta • Dallas • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Chicago

FOR CHOICE AVAILABILITIES TO SELL
THE ROANOKE VALLEY, CALL YOUR
AVERY-KNODEL REPRESENTATIVE.
12
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network programming
M

SQUAD

HOW

/

BEAT
NEW

New York's Prestige Independent,
delivers the "right tool at the
right time" — minute commercials
in prime evening time in a
"network atmosphere." / On
wpix-11 your commercials
are in programs with the
"network look." / This
"network atmosphere" also
extends to our advertisers and
our audience. 98% of our
advertisers are national. / The
quality of the wpix audience
has been proved by A. C.
Nielsen to be the equal of the
leading network station's
audience. / Minute commercials
in prime evening time ... in a
"network atmosphere" provide
the "right tool at the right time."

where are your
60 -second commercials
tonight r

/

ROAD

MAN
/

AND

/ YOU ARE THERE

THE

MIKE

/ TARGET

SERVICE

/ SHOTGUN

FRANCISCO

' INVISIBLE MAN
MCGRAW / STATE

/ MR. ADAMS
SLADE

CHALLENGE

HAMMER

/ SAN

/ TRACKDOWN

FOR IT / SILENT
HONEYMOONERS
VENTURE
JOURNEY

New York is Giant in size and

POWER

A MILLIONAIRE

/ HIGH

/ THIS MAN DAWSON
DECOY
YORK CONFIDENTIAL / MEET

TROOPER

sales. It is not easily sold, wpix-11,

AIR

TO MARRY

INTO SPACE

/ YOU ASKED

AND

NAVY

EVE , THE
LOG / BOLD

/ JEFF'S COLLIE / THE CALIFORNIANS
/ WHIRLYBIRDS / AND MANY MORE

/ BOLD

network audiences

network advertisers
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. / Procter & Gamble

No significant difference! This was the verdict of the
A. C. Nielsen Company following their qualitative
analysis of the audiences of the leading Network station

Company / Colgate-Palmolive Company / General
Motors Corp. / Ralston Purina Company / Bristol
Myers Company / General Electric Company / General
Foods Corp. / American Tobacco Company / Standard
Brands, Inc. / Coca-Cola Company / P. Ballantine
& Sons / Kellogg Company / R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company / Borden Company / General Mills, Inc. / Del
Monte Foods / Texas Company / F & M Schaefer
Brewing Company / And many more.

and wpix, the prestige independent. This special study
provides a direct comparison of audiences during the
hours 7-11 PM, seven nights a week / family income
HOME OWNERSHIP / AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP / OCCUPATION in
/ other words, the "content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading Network station is the same!
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newyork

The only New York independent
qualified to display the
SEAL

OF GOOD

PRACTICE

The Sun Also
Rises in Tulsa £B^
"Please stop saying 'A-a-a-ah-h-h-h!' when
you drink your Cain's coffee. You're teaching
grandpa bad habits."
So wrote a little girl to KOTV's local Helios,
whose enthusiastic coffee breaking on "Sun-Up"
prompted the bit of sponsor identification quoted
above.
KOTV's sun chariot rolls across the Tulsa sky
every morning from 7 to 8. For half that time a
long-established early morning network program
tries to make a race of it on another channel —
but our program out-rates it two- or three-toone. We think we know why.
There's the program's spontaneity. (If someone goofs, corrections are made on camera. It's
not unusual for a cameraman to shout, "What
do we do next?" The audience usually sees the
behind-the-scenes answer.)
But the most significant reason for the program's success is its Ithappy
blend of Without
local service
and entertainment.
is indigenous.
the
unlimited budget of its network competitor,
without the pick of the nation's brain power or
talent— although visiting national personalities
frequently
in an
neverthelessputfresh
andappearance—
informative. "Sun-Up"
It does notis
offer the academic charm of national weather
reports— it tells how to dress the kids this morning. It presents conversation-making neighbors,
not headline-making global celebrities. And,
while it is important to keep up with world
affairs— as "Sun-Up" does through newscasts—
what the viewer really sees is a reflection of life
in his own community.
"Sun-Up" interprets Corinthian's basic programming philosophy. Through the unequalled
CBS eye, we bring our viewers entertainment and
information from the outstanding network. In
addition, regional needs and tastes are met by creative local programming. This, we believe, builds
audience loyalty, wins viewer respect, and helps
make friendly prospects for our advertisers.
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Timebuyers
at work
Jeff Fine, Wexton Advertising. New York, points up the need for
a good marketing background as a means of more efficient radio and
television buying. "We are thoroughly briefed about the marketing
problems of our clients and become involved in media analvses long
before firm recommendations are made to the client. We are conscious of clients" distribution patterns and retailer relationships. In
this way our selection of a participation or adjacency can be made
not only according to pertinent research, industry and local programing trends, audience size and
composition studies, but. very importantly, also in terms of our clients' maximum potential consumer
audience. The most efficient medium is not always the one that
merely delivers the largest total
audience per advertising dollar spent; it should deliver instead the
maximum number of potential buyers for our clients" products and
services for every radio and tv dollar. To make this important distinction, the timebuyer must be informed about all pertinent marketing data and learn to interpret these into sound buying judgment."'
Richard Bunbury, head timebuyer at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Rvan. Inc.. N. Y.. maintains that it is not enough to know the
similarities between markets, i.e.. the standard "poop-sheet"" statistics.
"What we must know."' he emphasizes, "is the multitude of differences, and shades of differences, between these markets." Each one.
Bunbury asserts, exists as a unique
residential center for people having a choice: individuals who have
elected to live, work and play in a

KOTV
Tulsa (H-R)

KHOU-TV
Houston (H-R)

particular geographical locale. "In
order to sell these people a product, service or concept, we must
have some insight into what kind

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

WANE-TV

of individuals they are," Bunbury
savs. adding that this goes beyond
the mere number of families and

Fort Wayne (H-R)

WISH-TV
Indianapolis (H-R)

median income. He points out that

WANE-AM

the market must be explained, an-

Fort Wayne (H-R )

alyzed and discussed before the "moment of truth"" —
"attachment to availabilities and rating information.
a market, insofar as a timebuyer's job is concerned,
he — all things about its people and. obviously, the

WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)

&j&W3®W&
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and not as an
The image of
is— or should
elements that

concern these people and the market. Once we know this."" Bunburv
concludes,
"we have a true and practical image to work with."
1960
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Bought at 1
Sold at 4
In one afternoon, KVAR, Phoenix,
buys Warner's
of the
signs
sponsor atfilms
double
the 50's;
rate
November 17

1 P.M. - New York - Dick Lewis, Pres., KVAR,
Phoenix, and Bob Rich, V.P., General Sales Manager,
Seven Arts Associated, conclude negotiations for
purchase of first release of Warner's Films of the 50's.
November 17

4 P.M. — Phoenix -Tom

Mitchel, KVAR sales

representative, signs Carl Petralia, V.P., General
Manager, Fletcher Jones Chevrolet, to full sponsorship of 25 of the Seven Arts feature films for two
runs on the company's 3-year-old Thursday-Friday
I P.M. "Showcase" ... at twice the previous rate.

Says Bob Vache, Program Director, KVAR, "This fast sale
was wonderful but maybe the most profitable angle for us
is in the fifteen top-notch features we'll use as spot carriers. The twenty-five Fletcher Jones selected were tops
for their particular "Showcase" requirements. But with a
quality package like this, they could have picked any
twenty-five and still left us a gold mine of spot carriers.
"In the past, we'd be lucky to find 30% of the features in a
film package that were really good TV attractions. A lot of
the rest we'd never show. But with the Seven Arts package
100% are features with real audience pulling power."

Warner films of the 50's... money makers of the 60's!
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

NEWYC
270 Park Avenue - YUkon 68922-0 La Crosse, Skokie, III. - ORchardCHIC/
4-'i
67 1 0 Bradbury Lane - ADams 9- -'
DAI.
LOS ANGL
1 1 358 Elderwood St. - GRanite 6-

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
12 DECEMBER
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Whether it's to make up for the misfires of this season or otherwise, there's
quite a flurry of activity in the General Foods and P&G camps toward lining up
network programs for the 1961-62 season.
Generally speaking, the ratings garnered so far by either giant aren't of the breast-beating
type. Both have their nighttime problems, but the indications are that Cincinnati will be
faced with a little more drastic decision-making come early spring.
It's only December but GF is reported already committed for two new series that
won't make their bow until next September-October.
Among the agencies in the forefront of this thrust to pick 'em many months in advance
of starting date are Benton & Bowles and Leo Burnett.
One argument they're using: the reason why the episodes of some series this season haven't
come up to their pilots may be because there wasn't enough time for planning and
execution after the sale was made.

One of the leading eastern brewers is mulling a radio move that could develop
into a trend for the medium locally.
The plan: instead of using spots across the board on disc jockey shows, he would buy
half -hour segments of such programs three times a week and insert a commercial after
each five or six minutes of music.
He feels that this strategy is necessary for his product to make the impression that he
desires and that it would make him a sponsor in the true sense of the word.
Sunoco (Esty) is renewing its spot tv commitments for another 52 weeks.
Other spot tv activity during the past week: Nescafe, also Esty, showed signs of making
heavier use of the medium in 1961; Arid Whirl-In (Bates) took off on another flight.
Spot tv may look to JWT for a welter of business deriving from new products
during 1961.
There'll be campaigns in test markets for newcomers out of the Lever, Kraft, Quaker
Oats and Standard Brands folds.
JWT's apparently run into a buzzsaw in its process of sounding out tv stations on
whether the scheduling of two 30-second commercials back-to-back for Brylcreem
and Eno salts would be acceptable at a one-minute rate.
It seems that the majority of the stations in the top markets peremptorily rejected the
proposition, with a number of them condemning it as an out-and-out case of rate cutting.
However, some stations replied that they would be willing to run the two filmed commercials back to back if the compensation was equal to two 20-minute announcements.
Another point of objection: If these commercials were scheduled as required the addidition of an I.D. would put the station in the position of triple-spotting.
Included among the turner-downers was CBS TV's acceptance setup, which said it
saw no inconsistency in taking piggybacks from Food Mfrs., Colgate and Boyle-Midway. These
piggybacks, it was noted, were properly integrated and had product compatibility.
SPONSOR
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continued

almost on the heels of his acquisition of WINS,

N.Y., is George

B.

Storer's announcement that he'll have his own national sales organization to represent the five Storer tv stations in national spot, effective 1 July 1961.
Two offices will be definitely opened, one in New York and the other in Chicago,
with Peter Storer, now managing director of WSPD, Toledo, as general manager of the
national sales operation.
Katz has the representation of Storer's WJBK-TV, Detroit; WJW-TV, Cleveland;
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, and WSPD-TV, while Blair is now the rep for WITI-TV, Milwaukee.
Among the other facets of the Storer announcement:
• Storer is working on arrangements to have the five stations represented in cities other
than New York and Chicago.
• The seven Storer radio stations will continue to be represented by the present reps,
namely, Katz, Blair and PGW.
• The Storer tv operation will start off with 10 men in New York and the Chicago office
will have an office manager and five salesmen.
Another major change at Storer involves its upper management echelon: the appointment
of two regional vice presidents.
The twosome and their areas of station supervision: Bill Micheals, Detroit and
Cleveland; Terry H. Lee, Atlanta, Toledo and Milwaukee.
Micheals has been managing director of WJBK-TV, Detroit, and Lee, managing director of
WAGA-TV,

Atlanta. These vacancies won't be filled until after the first of the year.

Lanolin Plus, one of barter tv's heaviest users, is contemplating
round place in network tv.

taking a year-

The thinking is nighttime participations — from three to five minutes a week.
Scott Outboard Motors (Campbell-Mi thun Minneapolis) has taken its first step
toward launching a big spot radio campaign.
The agency sent letters to Chicago radio reps asking them for suggestions on the best
way to accomplish image building via their medium.
Scott's never been in radio.
Campbell-Mithun, incidentally, is said to have done quite a job of image building for
Northwest Orient Airlines.
Chicago reps are gratified that with the switch from Ayer to Y&R
account is very much back in the local field.

the Armour

Of course, there's still the question as to how Y&R will recommend the $2.5-3 million be
spent by Armour.
Ayer had been using 15 spot tv markets, while FC&B has leaned to network
ticipations inbehalf of Dash dog food and Armour soap products.
Armour,

incidentally, is expanding

its dog food line, with an unnamed

par-

new brand

assigned to MacFarland, Aveyard. It's a high potency nutrition item, competitive with
Dash. Expected test via tv and radio: the New York market around the first of the year.
To complete the Chicago circle: North's also in on Armour.
Now it's the outdoor medium that's turned to Nielsen for a continuing study
that will help it vie against tv for the advertising dollar.
The first of these studies on how many look at billboards is being shown around at
agencies.
(Nielsen had set up a special department for such services.)
Noted an agency media executive who saw the outdoor pitch: "A medium's chances of
cracking through are as good as the champions it's got in an agency. Tv at the moment
has practically a monopoly on such champions in the average agency and it's up to tv to keep
fortifying those champions."
SPONSOR
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NBC TV is telling advertisers that it's got a public affairs winner in the Nation's
Future (9:30-10:30) and they can hop on the bandwagon for little money.
The rating of this series has almost doubled over three weeks, going from a 5.6 to a
10. The prices asked: $5,000 net per program for the 60-minute telecasts and $2,500 for
the half-hour versions. (The half-hour is every third week.)
P.S.: The tv columnists had been critical of NBC's spotting this series on a Saturday night, when, they contended, people were in the mood for less weighty things.
The average cutoff point at which a nighttime network tv program gets the
heave from a sponsor is somewhere between a 16 and 17 rating.
Nielsen did an analysis of the average rating during the past three years for the shows
that continued into the next season against those that were cancelled and the results
came out this way:
factors
1957
1958
1959
Avg. rating for shows continued
Number of shows continued

23.7%
71

22.9%
69

22.0%
64

Avg. rating for shows cancelled
No. of shows cancelled

15.8%
45

16.4%
42

13.9%
50.

Benchmark

for comparisons:

November- December each year.

CBS TV's Thursday night schedule is being revamped after all.
With General Foods and S. C. Johnson agreeable to moving Angel and Ann Sothern from
9-10 p.m. to 7:30-8:30, the network is replacing them with another hour western—
Gunslinger — in the beart of the evening.
Note: ABC TV has a western, Stagecoach West, in a like period Tuesday and this one
hasn't seemed

to get going in ratings as yet.

Each of the tv networks picked up some daytime business the past week.
ABC got a quarter hour from Morton Frozen Foods (Bates) and 10 minutes a week from
Uncle Ben's rice (Bates) ; CBS was handed a fourth weekly quarter-hour by Corn Products via McCann-Erickson and Mentholatum (JWT) added a fourth quarter-hour to its NBC
obligation.
BBDO has another $1 million of General Mills money for placement in daytime on
one of the tv networks: it would be for the Betty Crocker line.
The miller bought a substantial batch of adaytime on NBC TV this summer for the same
line.

The four dominant types of programing on network tv are running well to form
this season in this respect: the average ratings for newcomers vs. holdovers.
However, what makes this type comparison somewhat different from last fall is that the
incoming

situation comedies

are virtually neck-and-neck

with new

westerns, even

though there were many more new s.c.'s.
Weighted by half-hour telecast, here's an average rating breakdown of the new compared
to the established, showing the number by type and average homes:
Type
Avg. for New Shows
Avg. for Established* Sho>
19.9% (4)
23.9% (17)
10.803.000
Westerns
8.995.000
17.7
(13)
19.5
(11)
Situation comedy
8,000,000
8,814.000
16.9
(9)
16.1
(2)
Suspense mystery
9,628,000
7,639,000
14.5
(7)
16.1
(2)
Adventure
6.554.000
21.1
(41)
7,277,000
17.7
(31)
9,492,000
Type avg.
8,000,000
Source: First November 1960 NTI.
*On network prior to this season.
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National spot radio, according to the SRA's latest estimates, should total around
$200 million for 1960, as compared to $185 million for the year before.
The medium's billings have increased every year since 1955, when it did about $120
million.
By the way, the SRA's estimate for spot radio the first nine months of this year:
$140,477,000. For the like period of 1959: $139,416,000. Plus margin: .8%.
(For more on spot radio projections, see sponsor, 31 October 1960, page 27.)
No question now that Nielsen's going ahead with its magazine/tv cross-media
study : it's appointed Don McClathery, out of the Broadcast Division, to head up this
operation.
The first of these magazine/tv reports will be available in late February.
(For background article on this see sponsor, 26 September 1960, page 38.)
The gap in petrol industry billings continues to widen between tv and newspapers. In 1959 tv's share of gasoline business took a big leap forward and it looks as
though that medium will wind up 1960 with around 45% of the total.
Gasoline billings in tv are moving at the rate of $40 million and about $22 million
for newspapers. The 1959 comparison: tv, $32,800,000; newsprint, $26,000,000.
The availability of that new survey of radio by BBDO has now been put off until
January, due to production problems. The project was first due to come out in August.
It was updated at that time and again revised in October.
As the networks tend to sell their programing in smaller and smaller pieces,
the rating services are faced with the increasing problem of measuring the audiences actually delivered by these smaller pieces.
The networks pooh-pooh the need for inquiring into these small segments, but some
agency researchers contend that this is inevitable since rating services are committed to
follow the needs of the sponsor and to provide as much information as possible in order
to weigh values and effectiveness.
Here's something in which national spot has a stake: the cross-country bread
companies could be headed for a marked upsurge in sales as a result of a change
in production technique and distribution.
A major problem for the giant bakers had been this: keeping the bread fresh for its
more distant points from the central baking plants.
Now it's contemplating this process: only partially baking the loaves and buns at
the big plant, freezing them and having the baking completed at sub plants.
Plaguing the national bakers also: the general trend toward bread consumption
has been down and the realization that if they're to make money they must sell their wares
on a truly national basis and at the most efficient cost.
In the event the economy really softens up it is the feeling of marketers in the
soap field that the high-priced toilet bars will start feeling the pinch.
The biggest seller, by far, remains Ivory, with the next largest share being held by Dial.
The others, in terms of share, fall in this order: (3) Lux, (4) Camay, Lifebuoy, Palmolive,
Zest; (8) Dove, (9) Praise. The biggest loser compared to a year ago: Zest.
For other news coverage in this issue: see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7;
Spot Buys, page 44; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 66; Washington Week, page 55; sponsor
Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film Scope, page 56.
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Any advertising campaign aimed
at America's top sales markets must
include Tampa-St. Petersburg Metropolitan Market — America's 28th
Retail Market — and WFLA-TV!
WFLA-TV

reaches into a market

with more than 372,200° TV sets in the
Land of Profitunity — a rich, busy 28county area where retail sales topped
two and a half billion dollars last year!
Take advantage of this exciting
sales — and profit — opportunity! Spot
your product on WFLA-TV —
dominant in the Land of Profitunity!
Figures from Sales Management I960 Survey of Buying Power.
"ARB, January 1960

fwyuriiteTAMPA
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NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES,

BLAIR-TV

KYWiswayup
in Cleveland!

49th and
Madison

... //i Total audience • Adult audience •Market share • News coverage •
Blue Chip accounts
KYW is your No. 1 radio buy in Ohio's
No. 1 market.
Represented by AM Radio Sales Co.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Inc.

Our careful readers

Many thanks for the "Seller's Viewpoint" exposure in your 28 November
issue. You will be happy to know that
as has been the case in the past, we
have already received several intelligent replies to this item attesting to
the fact that not only was the article
read, it was read carefully.
Frank G. Boehm
vice president
Adam Young Inc.
N.Y.C.
Our amused

readers

Never let it be said that people aren't
reading sponsor. Several weeks ago
you ran an article on Chris Christensen, our advertising-sales promotion
manager. The article was entitled
"Want A Promotion Job? First,
Find a Gimmick." Since it appeared,
we have received over 30 letters from
television promotion men throughout
the country letting Chris know how
funny they thought the article was.
As a result, new friends were made
and old acquaintances renewed.
Alessandro M. Baccari. Jr.
KPIX
San Francisco
Memory

lane

Your
article
on "College
Radio"
i sponsor, 28 November)
was most
interesting.
It was particularly appropriate that you quoted Peter M.
Bardach, media supervisor of Foote,
Cone & Belding;
at one time Pete
was
program
director
of station
WEOS. Hobart College. Geneva, New
York,

when

Irwin just
A. Spiegel
I was
a "heeler."
Broadcast Advertisers
Reports. Inc.
N.Y.C.

Correction

In your issue of 21 November
is an item:

there

might be induced to cone into da;
time tv is via a news strip. In other
words, it doesn't want to have the
Campbell name connected with soap
operas, game shows or film reruns.
I do want to correct this statement.
Currently, for example, we arc
sponsoring on ABC TV daytime soap
operas and quiz game programs.
For years on radio, and later on
television, we sponsored Double or
Vothing la quiz program I.
At present, we are not sponsoring
motion picture film reruns, but have
no reservations whatsoever against
such
participation
view of
show type. from the point of

Rex Budd
dir. of advertising
Campbell Soup
Camden, N. J.
Farm

Co.

info

I would like to correct the informa
tion printed in your 7 November issue of sponsor in regard to DX Sunray Oil Co.'s Farm Radio program.
Our program is called the DX
Farm Information Center and features 16 of the key Midwest radio
farm directors, and broadcasts are
scheduled each Monday, Wednesday.
and Friday over 26 stations. Each
station carries the same broadcast
simultaneously to give the over-all
effect of a network program.
We have an average of three or
four name guests appearing on the
program each month. These are key
industrialists, university agricultural
leaders, and other agricultural experts whom farmers would not normally have the opportunity to hear.
Our basic objective is to provide
the farmer with current farming information and guidance which will
enable him to do a better farming
job. Annual expenditures for this
program are in the $150,000 range.
B. B. Middleton, Jr.

"" I here - a curious side of the
Campbell Soup account vou may
never had heard of: the only way it

coordinator

of adv.

DX Sunray Oil Co.
Tulsa
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'One of our wisest decisions was to purchase the
RCA TELEVISION TAPE RECORDER"
— says Glen Taylor, Pres. and Gen. Mgr. WAVY-TV
time or talent— thanks to simultaneous control track
monitoring, positive assurance that a control track is
being recorded.

"Our station facilities were the best available when we
"went on the air in September 1957, and we are keeping
them so with our RCA TV Tape Recorders. The RCA
machines have provided the means for our program department to produce top quality commercials and proigrams; to insure good viewing and commercials that
sell. Today, WAVY-TV production is sharp, clear and
Itight, thanks to our RCA TV Tape Recorders for both
monochrome and color. Moreover, we use our manpower to the fullest extent."
I Credit special RCA features. You can check through
the entire system for the very best picture with RCA's
many monitoring checks. Electronic quadrature adjustment keeps the picture sharp, assures a perfect alignment in seconds. In playback, even makes tapes produced elsewhere better.

Encouraged by RCA's special values for quality production and the RCA Recorder's top quality picture.
WAVY-TV first installed one monochrome TV Tape
Recorder. Its popularity with advertisers led to a second, this time for color . . . essential for their growing
color requirements.
What are the values that are dictating your need for a
TV Tape Recorder? Is it for "live" quality in your commercials? Oris it for immediate playback and operating
convenience? Production savings? Then why consider
anything less than RCA with its superior picture, outstanding convenience, and space-saving design. Why not
see your RCA Representative for the kind of service
and assistance that only RCA can perform.

You monitor audio continuously off the tape as it is beng recorded. Production is tight. There's no waste of
Let us send you all the
particulars. Write to
RCA Broadcast and
Television Equipment,
Dept. OB-264, Camden, N.J.

RCA Broadcast and Television

The Most Trusted Name
RADIO

CORPORV

OF

Equipment, Camden, N. J.

in Television

AMERICA

A matter of principle
In 1960 the five CBS Owned
television stations devoted
nearly 14 million dollars worth
of station time and facilities
to non-network public affairs
programs and announcements.
The amount in itself is not
of primary importance. But
the principle behind it is. For

the sum (an all-time high!) is
a measure of the emphasis
the five CBS Owned stations
place on community service
programming patterned to the
highest production standards.
The result is a wide variety
of exceptional programs which
won better than 40 awards

72 crj
and citations during the year.
Information programs ranging

In a real sense, the stations'
commercial success makes

from hour-long documentary

possible this wealth of public
affairs programming. And
thus guarantees the program
balance which has always
been a guiding principle of. . .

"specials' broadcast during
prime-time evening hours, to
station editorials, to on-the-spot
reports from the Congo and
from many other top-interest
locations around the world.

CBS TELEVISION

STATIONS

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Operating WCBS-TV New York, KNXTLos Angeies, WBBM-TV Chicago,
WCAU -TV Philadelphia and KMOX-TV St. Louis

>m
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(Just a matter of Relativity)
• CHARLOTTE
»WBTV

IS FIRST

DELIVERS

TV MARKET

55-3%

MORE

IN ENTIRE

TELEVISION

SOUTHEAST

HOMES

THAN

WITH

636,900

CHARLOTTE

TV HOMES*

STATION

"B"**

•7 derision Magazine — Sept. 1960
■ARB 1960 Coverage StudyAverage
Daily Total Homes
Delivered

LET'S COMPARE

UIBTV
JEFFERSON

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

CHARLOTTE
ATLANTA
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
BIRMINGHAM
LOUISVILLE
NEW ORLEANS
NORFOLK

MARKETS!
636,900
528,500
517,600
462,600
420,700
418,900
363,500
297,700
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o reps, is Nestle Co. for Ne<
pres., with Art McCoy
(r]

SPOT RADIO'S
TOP 86 CAMPAIGNS OF 1960
The stand-out spot radio advertisers of the year are nominated
by station representatives for budget size, creative buying, copy
I his week, the buying pace is slow
as the pre-Christmas doldrums descend and the partying spirit rises.
But it's also a season for review, and
those who have perused spot radio's
activity in 1960 see it as a firmament
glistening with a vast number of advertising stars.
Tapping this mood of review. SPONSOR has tabbed roughly 90 stand-out
SPONSOR
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spot radio advertisers for the year.
The choices are based on the calculations and speculations of representative firms billing the most radio dollars. These selling pros agree that
'60 is "one of the best years ever,"
for a variety of reasons, and that '61
will also hold up exceptionally well in
terms of advertiser patronage.
The 90 advertisers and products

the\ cited were chosen because of
their outstanding advertising and radio judgment in any or all of the
following areas: budget allocation,
balance with other media, frequency
of spot radio exposure, imaginative
buying technique, creative copy features.
Nominations range from such longtime spot radio clients as R. J. Rey29

Most-cited spot radio advertisers are chosen
for their unusual media or copy strategy
□olds, Ballantine, Ford and Coca Cola
to in -w asera of the medium such as
Brooks Foods, International Shoe and

that he reaches the rotating as well as
the cumulative audience of each station used in the schedule.

Eljer Plumbing; from basic 52-week
advertisers such as Wrigley, Shulton,
Valiant, to Buch flight specialists as
I Ik- Tea Council and Fels: from hardhitting drives Buch as those for
Nescafe and Tanfastic to educational

• In line with this "in depth of
the market" concept, sponsors are
buying more than one station because
stations have different sounds and
therefore different audience appeals.
• Agencies and clients these spot
radio days are much more savvy in
their use of copy — whether short or
long. They have, for instance, a
better sense as to when they can cut

campaigns for tin- Watchmakers of
Sw it/trland and the Gasoline Tax Education Committee.
In .-ummarizing spot radio activity
for 1%0. station reps agree on these
trends of the >ear:
• Fewer basic 52-week campaigns,
with a continuing increase in the

off long copy — such as for an introductory campaign — and move into
shorter reminder copy.
• Saturation is living up to its
name, with a gaining number of spon-

number of "flights"' — occasional,
hard-hitting drives which stress frequenc] within a more limited period
of advertising time.

sors realizing aacross
simplethe"spread"
of
announcements
board and

• \cu approaches to buying "in
depth." Formerly, a more usual pattern was for client and agency to buy
a single station in depth — on different
days of the week and at different

station isn't the cause celebre in radio
that it used to be.

times of the day to reach the station's
total audience. A newer approach is
for the sponsor to buy a market —
ratlin than a station — in depth, so

either tangible or intangible. There's
a rising tide of non-tangible selling —
in educational or informational drives

throughout the day does not necessarily mean saturation. A frequency
of 200 announcements weekly per

• All spot radio selling is conceptual, but this concept selling can be

which sell hard on communicating an
idea.
Because of the multiplicity of standout spot radio accounts this year,
and the fact that each has a unique
usage of the medium, sponsor can
highlight only a few of the accounts
which typify certain trends. A full
listing of these 90 nominees, with
their advertising agencies, appears on
One measure of outstanding usage
pagethe31.
of
spot radio medium, of course,
is in terms of money spent. Some
regulars who put huge quantities of
money into spot are the cigarette companies and— particularly during the
past summer — the oil companies. Airlines have been especially heavy this
vear as new jet plane models are put
into service, and another category
which has seen hypoed spot radio action is automotives.
One rep cites as typical, for example, the Buick campaign through McCann-Erickson. "When M-E took
over Buick, it shifted into high tv
gear for new model introduction. This
year, it switched and broke heavy
with
radio, in continues
two flights
thusthefar."
But Chevrolet
to be
top
spot radio spender. Beers, most of
which are known as regional brands,
continue to find spot radio indispensable, and all of the brands are heavy

Why Chock Full o' Nuts and Cream of Wheat are named leaders

CHOCK FULL O' NUTS, Grey Adv., N.Y., and Cre
Wheat, BBDO, Mpls., are among leading food products in
spot radio. At I. (I to r), Chock Full ad. mgr. Richard J.
Newman; Jack Rosenthal, v.p., dir. adv. and mktg.; Herbert Wahon, v.p., gen. sis. mgr. Above, Robert Dunville,
pres.. Crosley Bdcstg., Cin., who discusses C of W in story
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TOP

CAMPAIGNS

COMPANY

& BRANDS

COVER
AGENCY

ALD

Herb. Baker, Chi.

AMERICAN AIRLINES

Y&R, N.Y.

AMERICAN CYANAMID

Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y

AMERICAN MOTORS

(Rambler)

GMM&B, N.Y.

AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
1. Pall Mall; 2. Lucky Strike ; 1. SSC&B, N.Y.; 2. BBDO, N.Y;
3. Riviera; 4. Tareyton
3. SSC&B, N.Y.; 4. L. C. Gumbinner, N.Y.
B. C. REMEDY

C. Knox Massey, Durham, N.C.

P. BALLANTINE {Beer, ale)

Wm. Esty, N.Y.

BEECH NUT (coffee)

Chas. W. Hoyt, N.Y.

BEST FOODS (Corn prods.)

D-F-S, N.Y.

WIDE

PRODUCT

COMPANY

& BRANDS

KASCO DOG FOOD

BULOVA WATCH CO.

McCann-Erickson, N.Y.

CAMPBELL SOUP CO.

BBDO, N.Y.

CERIBELLI & CO. (Brioschi)

Ellington & Co., N.Y.

CHEVROLET

Campbell-Ewald, Det.

CHOCK FULL 0' NUTS

Grey Adv., N.Y.

CHRYSLER CORP.

N. W. Ayer, Phil.

(Valiant)

CLARK OIL

Tatham-Laird, Chi.

CONTINENTAL BAKING

Ted Bates, N.Y.

CREAM OF WHEAT

BBDO, Mnpls.

CURTIS CIRCULATION CORP.

BBDO, N.Y.

DELTA AIR LINES

Burke Dowling Adams, Atl.

DODGE CORP. (Trucks)

BBDO, N.Y.

DUPONT

BBDO, N.Y.

(Telar anti-freeze)

EASTERN AIRLINES

SPONSOR

F. Richards, C&H, N.Y.

(Margarine)

C&W, Chi.
NL&B, Chi.

THOS. LEEMING CO.

Wm. Esty, N.Y.

(Ben Gay, Pacquin's)
MENNEN (Men's toiletries)

Grey Adv., N.Y.

MUELLER'S MACARONI

DCS&S, N.Y.

THE NESTLE CO. (Nescafe)

Wm. Esty, N.Y.

NORTHWEST

Campbell-Mithun, Mnpls.

ORIENT AIRLINES

ORE WASH-CALIF

BROOKS FOODS (Catsup, relish ) Zubrow, Phil.

Donahue & Coe, N.Y.

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
KRAFT FOODS CO.

RANGE
AGENCY

PEAR BUREAU

PARKER BROS, (games)

Pacific National Adv., Port.
B&B&P, Bost.

PEARL BREWING CO. (beer)

Pitluk Adv., San Ant.

PLOUGH CHEMICAL CO.

Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memp.

PLYMOUTH

N. W. Ayer, Phil.

PRINCE MACARONI

Zubrow, Phil.

RAY-O-VAC

H. H. Monk, Rockford, III.

RED HEART (dog food)

John W. Shaw, Chi.

R. J. REYNOLDS (Camel)

Wm. Esty, N.Y.

ROLLEYCO.

(Tanfastic)

Foote, Cone & Belding, S.F.

SHEDD BARTUSH FOODS

Clark & Bobertz, Det.

SHULTON, INC. (Old Spice)

The Wesley Co., N.Y.

STANDARD

BRANDS

{Hunt Club Ted Bates, N.Y.

pet foods; Bluebonnet margarine; Siesta instant coffee)
STANBACK

Piedmont Adv., Salisbury, N.C.

STERLING DRUG

1. Thompson-Koch, N.Y.;
2. Thompson-Koch, N.Y.;
3. D-F-S, N.Y.;

1. Campho-Phenique ;
2. D-Con; 3. Energine;

EUER PLUMBING

F&S&R, Pitts.

FELS & CO.

Aitkin-Kynett, Phil.

SUN OIL CO. (Sunoco)

Wm. Esty, N.Y.

FLORISTS TEL. DEL. ASSN.

Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chi.

TWA

Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y.

FORD MOTOR CO.

J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.

TEA COUNCIL

Leo Burnett, Chi.

GAS TAX EDUCATION COMM.

SSC&B, N.Y.

TIME, INC. (Life, Time)

Joe Gans, N.Y.

GENERAL MOTORS ACCEPT. CORP. Campbell-Ewald, Det.

TRAVELERS INS.

Y&R, N.Y.

GILLETTE

Maxon, Inc., N.Y.

UNION CARBIDE CO. (Prestone,
Eveready batteries)

Wm. Esty, N.Y.

HARPER'S MAGAZINE

Joe Gans, N.Y.

U. S. RUBBER

F. Richards, C&H, N.Y.

HILLS BROS. COFFEE

N. W. Ayer, S.F.

HOUBIGANT

(April Showers)

Ellington & Co., N.Y.

HOUSEHOLD

FINANCE CORP.

NL&B, Chi.

4. Midol

4. Thompson-Koch, N.Y.

(tires)

WARD BAKING CO.

Grey Adv., N.Y.

WASH. STATE APPLE ADV. COMM

Cole & Weber, Seat.
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

McCann-Erickson, Chi.

WATCHMAKERS

INTERNATIONAL SHOE CO.

Gardner Adv., St. L.

J. A. WRIGHT (Silver cream)

Chas. W. Hoyt, N.Y.

KAISER ALUMINUM

Y&R, S.F.

WM. WRIGLEY

A. Meyerhoff, Chi.
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rhose advertisers persisting in ~>2week basic year-round campaigns are
dwindling, being replaced b) a vasl
number of sponsors who prefer the

IS TV ACCEPTING
TABOO MOVIE ADS?

in-and-oul scheduling of Bights. I'all
Mall and |{. J. Reynolds, Valiant
(Chrysler) and Old Spice (Shulton)
are among stead) 52-week customers.
Old Spice, through Weslej Vssoc,

^ Exhibitors' movie commercials raise a new problem
that some may contain suggestiveness taboo to Tv Code

spot ratlin drive buyers.

New ,i ork, continues to have a standout spot radio campaign in terms of
flexibility a combined use of a basic
52-week air schedule implemented
with occasional flights.
Joe Knap, agenc) media director,
traces thi> buying pattern: a basic
52-week schedule during earl) morning traffic periods in 10 major market-, a36-week campaign in 1(> additional cities during peak tune-in
morning slots and a 32-week drive in
the nation"- top l<". markets on weekend- only. During this past year, the
client for the first time experimented
with spot featurettes. a concept which
Knap terms "a wonderful idea which
gives extra identification and attention to an ordinary spot campaign."
Complex scheduling of rotating
times, products and stations provides
for special promotional events, particularly those tied in with Father's
Da) gift giving and with the preChristmas season.
The frequenc) varies, with weekday stations getting schedules averaging five oi six per week and other
stations i often in the same market)
on which weekend schedules are
placed slotting some 10 per weekend.
Quantitv buyers — in terms of announcement saturation — are on the
rise. Clark Gas. for example, a Midwest account hilling through Tathaml.aird. Chicago, stacks as many as
300 announcements weekl) on a single station in a continuing 52-week
ad effort And Prince Macaroni, a
nail) distributed Food product
serviced by Zubrow agenc) in Philadelphia, heavies up with as main as
100 5-eecond and 60-second commercials on a -tation weekly.
Many national advertisers are returning to spot radio after ventures
into other media realms, are hypoing
their previous radio budgets or are
ig into the medium after a long
hiatus.
I Please turn to page 52)

^ Station's own feature films require tact and taste
in using some pictures in late or very late slots only
^Commercials

for movie theaters are

giving broadcasters one of their biggest censorship headaches. Explicit
and suggested sex and violence in
some commercials are said to be far
in excess of what the NAB Code allows. The problem is especially intense at earl) evening hours when
children compose an important segment of the viewing audience.
Concurrently, post-1948 American
and European pictures are posing
a few new programing problems.
Main are suited only for late evening
telecast, some require editing, and a
few cant be shown on tv at all.
Behind the commercials problem is
this: the techniques of motion picture
advertising are different from those of
tv advertising. Some commercials
suggest sexual violence or exotic horror in an offensive wav In tv standard-. Sometimes the picture in its entiretv is acceptable on tv. but a montage of scenes compressed into a commercial produces a deliberated sensational effect that undid) titillates
and arouses.
Tasteful programing can handle
most recent full-length movies on tv.
but a solution to the acceptance of
some movie advertising — particularIv the clearance of early evening
availabilities is more difficult to find.
\ movie can he rescheduled, but an
exhibitor's advertising campaign, once
refused, is lost forever.
Feature film distributors that handle movie-- have foreseen most censorship problems and are usually cooperative with stations. Exhibitors
with broadcast advertising experience
have shown an intelligent sv mpathv
for tv'- problems,

but some still use

agencies only to huv time — not to
prepare commercials — and incorrectly believe that a theater trailer become- a tv spot almost 'as is."
A survev of station managers, film
distributors, and NAB officials, uncovers these five recurrent questions
which stations should ask. and rules
of thumb which they can use on the
subjects of movie programing and
ing:
theatrical exhibitors" spot advertis• \\ hat happens if I buy a feature
film which bv no stretch of the imagination can be shown on tv. no
matter how much it's cut?
• To what extent should I cut or
edit scenes of feature films which are
otherwise perfectly suitalle for telecast?
• \\ hich feature films are so adult
in theme or treatment that they
should be limited to late evening
-how ings onlv ?

• Do I knowingly accept advertising schedules from theaters for spots
whose content just isn't suited for tv?
• \\ hich theater ads. acceptable
for late evening schedules, don't properl) belong on the air in the early
evening hours?
Pictures nut suitable for tv. There
are actuallv \erv few feature films of
this type. Man) were made for
movie houses that specialize in sensational stuff. A few with ultra-adult
themes appear among the imports but
not amounting to more than 2'r. Distributors of foreign features point
out that stations should return indiv idual features thev can't telecast for
others, and should put exchange
clauses in their rental contracts. However such pictures are so obvious that
SPONSOR
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most them.
distributors simph won't bother
with
Pictures requiring, editing. This is
a matter for the conscience of the individual station manager and his film
director or supervisor. Violence is
often more of a problem than sex.
But a big problem now with editing
feature films is neither violence nor

sex, nor is it visual at all : it's the slang
words on the sound track of pictures

for adult themes and treatments,

current use then but aren't acceptable
now. One solution: bloop the sound
track.

largely as a counter-tv tactic. Many
of these pictures are commonly regarded as too adult for afternoon
and morning time periods, and it is
best that they be seen after 10:30 p.m.
A partial listing of titles in this cate-

Pictures for late evening only. After 1948 Hollywood went in heavily

gory :"Barefoot
"I Am a
[Please turnContessa."
to page 60)

and cartoons of the 1930's referring
to minorities, words which were in

Pictures you'll never see on tv: far too adult or off-beat themes

IT'S UNLIKELY you'll ever see pictures like these on television; (I to r) 'Savage Eye,' too off-beat; 'Seven Deadly Sins,'
thematically too realistic, and beatnick 'Pull My Daisy' since story or treatment throughout seem against Tv Code

Stations usually show adult movies like these at late hours only

ADULT STUFF such as sex, mental illness, and violence is acceptable in pictures like (I to r) 'Fuzzy Pink Nightgown,'
'Snake Pit,' and 'From Here to Eternity,' if they are shown in late slots when audience is composed of few children

Only family fare has complete freedom of local time periods

ADVENTURE,

animals, and comedy provide unchallengeable family entertainment, scheduled at all hours, in pictures

like (I to r) 'Casablanca,' 'Lassie Come

SPONSOR
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Home,' 'Kiss and Tell' which are considered acceptable to all age groups

TOP 25 NETWORK
1.

TV BRANDS,
$2,737,368

Westinghouse Institutional

15.
16.

2.

Anacin Tablets

2,556,426

3.

Mutual of Omaha

2,241,610

4.

Texaco (general promotion)

1,997,899

5.

Bufferin

1,728,824

6.

Dristan tablets

1,662,864

7.

Kent cigarettes

8.

Winston cigarettes

1,653,992
1,554,555

9.

Bayer aspirin

1,488,075

22.

10.

L&M filters

1,416,578

11.

Colgate dental cream

1,356,161

Lipton tea

1,329,390

Phillies cigars

1,214,410

12.
13.

3RD QUARTER

14.

SUMMER

Pall Mall

Alberto V05 hair dressing

1,074,816

Kentucky King cigarettes

1,072,357

Westinghouse Electric refrigerator, freezer

1,045,837

19.

Camel

1,037,070

20.
21.

Look magazine

1,024,516

Goodrich Tires

1,024,516

17.
18.

23.
24.
25.

Gleem toothpaste

992,554

Phillips Milk of Magnesia

967,792

Belair cigarettes

929,402

Prudential Insurance

925,707

TV SPENDING

^ Network gross time expenditures rose by 11%, spot
by 4% during third quarter, compared with 1959 figures
^ TvB figures show nine new names in spot tv's top
100; toiletries replace food as leader in network tv
IDoth spot and network tv registered increases in gross time expenditures during the summer quarter of
1960, the Television Bureau of Advertising has disclosed.
The network side showed a healthy
jump of about 11% over the JulySeptember quarter in 1959, while spot
tallied a light 4% rise over the corresponding summer months last year.
Because of new methods of computation by the N. C. Rorabaugh Co.
which went into effect during the second quarter of this year, the actual
dollar total for spot during the 1960
third quarter was lower than the previous year. However, by computing
the latest quarterly figures under the
old method, too, TvB was able to
valid comparison with 1959.

Hence, the 4%

$1,180,186
1,119,155

Tide

increase figure.

The new computation method involves a change in the handling of
rate classifications. Up until the second quarter of 1960, the TvB-Rorabaugh figures broke down spot buys
into three time periods: daytime,
nighttime, and late night. Starting
with the second quarter, there has
been a four-way breakdown: daytime,
early evening, prime time and late
night.
Under the old system, for example,
all announcements and I.D.'s in any
class "A" time (A, AA, AAA) were
classified as nighttime and, therefore,
had the highest class "A" rate applied to them. Under the new system,
TvB explains, "it becomes possible to
assign such announcements and I.D.'s

WAS

UP

which fall into the early evening classification, to an early evening classification rate." The general effect of
these changes has been to reduce the
total for estimated gross time expenditures.
The third quarter figures, therefore,
total $125,012,000 as compared to
$135,013,000 under the old method of
computation. It is the latter figure
which is 4% higher than 1959's summer quarter.
The latest spot tv report goes into
the following details: (1) it lists the
top 100 national and regional spot
spenders, (2) shows spending by industry, and (3) breaks down spending
by time of day and type of buy.
Among the highlights:
• Nine advertisers were in the top
100 group for the first time in any
quarter. They are: Aerosol Corp. of
America, Ball Bros. Co., Jack LaLanne, St. Regis Paper Co., W. A.
Sheaffer Pen Co., Simon & Shuster,
Inc.: Sunkist Growers, Inc.; Tetley
Tea Co., Inc., and U. S. Time Corp.
Spending for these clients ranged
roughly between $200,000 and $400,SPONSOR
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000 except for Aerosol, which racked
up a total of $691,000 for the quarter.
• P&G led the top 100 by far with
a total of $14,428,000 in gross time
expenditures. Lever Bros, came in
second with $3,337,700, General
Foods was third with 83,262,700, Lestoil Products followed with $2,501,000 and Colgate was fifth with $2,428,600. Nineteen of the top 100 accounted for more than $1 million
each.
• The time-of-day breakdown was
as follows: daytime, 27.7%; early
evening. 18^7; prime time, 33.8^ ,
and late night, 20.5%.
• The type-of-buy breakdown: announcements, 73.6r7 : I.D.'s, 11.3%,
and programs, 15.1%.
• The top five industries in spot
tv spending were: food, $29,760,000; cosmetics and toiletries, $13,397,000; ale, beer, and wine, $11,713,000; household laundry products.
$10,868,000; and confections and soft
drinks, S8.093.000.
The network tv total for the past
quarter hit, based on LNA-BAR fig! ures, $158,102,563 in gross time expenditures. This compares wdth 8142,362,130 last year.
Among the network tv highlights:
• The top "brand"' spender was
Westinghouse for its institutional
budget, high because of convention
and campaign coverage. This totaled
82.737,368 for the quarter. Total
Westinghouse spending on network
tv for the quarter was 86,058,429,
making it the fourth largest companv
spender on the webs.
• As in spot tv, P&G was the company leader for network spending, accounting for gross time expenditures
of $10,350,190. The next nine leaders, in order, were Lever Bros., American Home Products. Westinghouse,
Colgate, Brown & Williamson, General Foods. General Motors, Sterling
Drug, and R. J. Reynolds.
• In the industry breakdown, toiletries and toilet goods jumped into
first place, passing food, as a result
of third quarter figures. The toiletry
total for the quarter came to 827.455.384, compared to foods' S25.209,763. For the first nine months of
1960, the toiletry figure came to $83,554.405 while the foods total is 882.602.279.
^
SPONSOR
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TOP

100 CLIENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Procter & Gamble
Lever Bros.
General Foods
Lestoil Products

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Colgate-Palmolive
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
American Home Prod.
Brown & Williamson
P. Lorillard

2,428,600
2,197,600
2,096,700
2,083,500
2,060,800

Bristol-Myers
Kellogg
Miles Laboratories
Nestle
Gillette
American Tobacco
Food Mfrs., Inc.
Ford Motor Co. dealers
General Motors dealers
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift
Coca-Cola Co./bottlers
Standard Brands
J- A. Folger

1,609,900
1,609,700
1,428,400
1,409,800
1,307,700
1,265,100
1,177,500
1,155,200
1,074,400
1,017,900
991,700
908,400
877,900

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
1 9.
20.
21.
22.

$14,428,600
3,337,700
3,262,700
2,501,300

23. Warner-Lambert
24. Philip Morris
25. Pabst Brewing

..869,800
842,400
838,500

26. Anheuser-Busch

779,100

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

PepsRJoTa- Cd7b6ttlers
R- •!• Reynolds
Avon Products
PiUsbury
Theo. Hamm Brewing
Corn Products Co.
Welch
Aerosol Corp.
Shell Oil
Revlon
Continental Baking
Lanolin Plus
Associated Products
Carling Brewing
Norwich Pharmacal
Jos. Schiitz Brewing
Pacific Tel. & Tel.
International Latex
Standard Oil (Indiana)

779,100
776,300
745,700
743,200
738,000
713,600
703,600
691,700
680,100
678,000
665,200
654,800
639,100
619,400
585,900
563,900
550,200
547,400
504,300

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Chesebrough-Ponds
U.S. Borax & Chemical
Falstaff Brewing
Esso
Pharma-Craft

495,700
493,000
479,200
465,300
463,700

IN SPOT
51. Minute Maid
Carnation

52. Vic Tanny
347 American Chicle
55. Atlantic Refining
56.
57.
58.
59.

Carter Products
Sunkist Growers
Standard Oil (Calif.)
Armstrong Rubber

60. General Electric
61. Ex-Lax
62.
Ballantine
64.
63.
65.
66.

United Merch. & Mfrs
A&P
General Mills
Phillips Petroleum

68.
67. Simon
Hertz & Schuster
69. W. A. Sheaffer Pen

TV
$459,200
458,100
449,800
448L5W
434,300
421,600
417,400
413,600
410,500
407,000
398,700
396,300
390,800
387,300
382,500
381,800
381,000
377,300

375,800
375,000
369,000
Swift
Piel Bros.
Burgermeister Brewing 368,500
360,100
Sterling
Drug
B. C. Remedy
360,000
Safeway Stores
356,000
International Shoe
344,400
324,400
United Vintners
General Motors
320,400
C. Schmidt & Sons
319,800
Kroger
314,800
Miller Brewing
313,600
312,900
Parker Pen
Oscar Mayer
302,800
Beech-Nut Life Savers 298,000
Duncan Coffee
284,100
Hudson Pulp & Paper 275,400
267,800
Schaefer Brewing
264,300
Jack LaLanne Co.
Andrew Jergens
263,800
261,000
Pepperidge Farm
259,400
Ball Brothers
Drug Research Corp. 256,100
M. J. B. Company
253,300
251,100
Tetley Tea

70. Hills Bros.
71.
72.
73.
74.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Chrysler Corp. dealers 249,900
248,900
E. & J. Gallo
248,400
St. Regis Paper Co.
Plough
248,200
U. S. Time Corp.
247,800

35

'Where there's life' . .
^ That many versions of D'Arcy's prize-winning spots
for Budweiser have been written, produced, and directed
by its versatile radio/television creative chief Bob Johnson
L* j -I week, in a building surrounded by a dusty wasteland that will
some day
Center for
small army
turned out

be Manhattan's Lincoln
the Performing Arts, a
of technicians and talent
a dozen new Budweiser

commercials in what may have been
the quietest film studio known to
admankind.
The reason : Bob Johnson was in
from D'Arcy in St. Louis, giving orders, instructions, and opinions in a
just audible whisper. Watching him
move from camera to mike boom to
a tray of beer at the center of the
humidor that was MPO Videotronics'
Stage B, an MPO official noted with
admiration that "most agencies need
seven guys to do what he does."
What he does is write, direct, block
out the music, and supervise produc-

tion of all Budweiser radio and television commercials — including more
than 175 versions of the "Where
there's life, there's Bud" theme to
date. That theme, the D'Arcy crew is
proud to point out, has won some
sort of radio and tv award every
year since its inception (in 1955).
Even more important, it has been a
major factor in pushing Budweiser
from a slow second to the nation's
top selling beer.
How do you keep a commercial
theme fresh for five years and more?
Johnson spoke about that during a
break from filming, with frequent interruptions for consultation by cameraman (and MPO director of photography) Gerry Hirshfeld, art directors Paul Petroff and Bill Molyneux.
and assistant director George Marvin.
"Frankly, I've lost track of how

FIRST TV version was 'a visualization of the
sound we had created for radio,' with closeups of the instruments,
valves, music sheets

many we've done," said D'Arcy's
radio/tv creative director who, with
his closely-cropped, no-nonsense haircut, wouldn't look small in the locker
room of his hometown Chicago Bears.
"I still don't feel that the theme has
outworn its welcome. Repetition, politely and lightly done, will work for
a long
time." or what he calls "the keyHis rules,
notes of the Bud commercials," boil
down to just three:
• The use of music ("good music,
well played").
• A lack of copy ("this is in tv
versions, of course, and extremely important; we seldom run to more than
16 or 18 words").
• Natural, familiar sound effects.

BOB

JOHNSON

checks the story li

Prior to 1955. Johnson explained.
Budweiser had never used a jingle oi
a theme. When D'Arcy suggested a
commercial with music, the client wanot sure it would be appropriate.
However, they o.k.'d it, "and I gues>
you'd say it's been quite successful."
The theme itself was written by musician-conductor Rus David, with an
assist from Johnson. "We tried go
give Bud a more friendly, youthful,
modern

image,"
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V,

MPO

director of photography Gerry Hirshfeld

"Lntil then it had been more solid
and conservative.
"Television was at first a visualization of the sound we had created for
radio, the earliest spots showing
sharp closeups of the instruments, the
valves, the music sheets. From those
(•first ones we've moved into realistic
{situations."
Johnson didn't care to discuss what
(specifically went wrong with some
products'

commercials,
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did

before shooting starts on the

latest s

of the 'Where there's

have some thoughts born of his own
experience in commercial making.
"So often a television commercial
will neglect the obvious — things that
would help to sell the product.
"To me, the obvious is half the
storj when highlighted by sound effects: the opening of a bottle, the
pouring of the beer — sounds which
we could so easily overlook during
the filming.
"It's

a sensory

thing,

making

a

life, there's

Bud'

commercials

beer commercial. With that in mind,
we have also segued into the use of
food; food and beer go together. If
we show a steak, you hear the sizzle.
You hear the crackling of a hot dog
and the popping of corn over a fire.
This lends credibility and realism,
and gets a lot of people thirsty, too."
I he advantage of making commercials for a consumer product, he said,
is that everything we do and see is
I Please turn to page 62 )

HOW

TO BUY

(AND

SELL) FM

^ Harrisburg fm account man offers guide lines for
those who promote and advertise in the fm medium
^ Says fin's cost-per-1,000 is under $1 in mediumsized markets,
sees many
additional
client benefits

Wi,ith

advertiser interest in fm

showing sizable gains in the past year
(see sponsor 30 April, 7 May, 14
.May. 8 Aug., 29 Aug. 19 Sept.. 3
Oct. I , emphasis has shifted to the
practical sales and advertising aspects
of the broadcast medium.

Recently, sponsor received from
radio/ tv management consultant
Richard P. Doherty a special fm report bv a Dohertv protege. Ham W.
Wells,' Jr., of WHP, Harrisburg.
Wells, out of his experience as a topflight radio salesman and a thorough

study of the fm medium, has put together some exceedingly valuable
guide rules for those who use and
those who sell fm.
Following are excerpts from the
Wells report:
1. The U. S. fm audience:
Average daily listening time:
hours

4.4

Most popular hours: 6 p.m. -9 p.m.
Audience age: 37% in the 25-40
age group
Audience income: 49.4f7 between
S5.000- 10.000
Audience occupation: 47.6^ professional or executive
Audience education: 51.4^ college
2. Advertisers for fm
graduate.
Fm lends itself to at least four types
of advertisers:
a l Those with quality products

Harry W . Wells, account executive at W HP. Harrisburg, is
a top- flight broadcast salesman
who has done a great deal of
practical work and research on
fm sales problems and strategy

ADVICE TO FM ADVERTISERS
1L00K

FOR BASIC SALES RESULTS
ured audience circulation.

well beyond mere meas-

with heavy sales among higher income families.
b) Institutional advertisers i banks.
insurance companies, travel services,
etc. i who look for advertising impact among upper middle class and
high income families.
c) Mass producers and advertisers
who want added advertising coverage
among higher income, executive-professional families.
d i Advertisers who plan for longrange sales results as against those
who must have sales results "tomorrow." (E.g. house paint, automobiles
and others who know their selling job
is a long term process.)
3. Hotv to use fm
a) Aim for sales results, not merely circulation figures.

2

4

INSIST ON LONG COMMERCIALS (60-80 seconds) to get full,
effective delivery of your message.

b) Use long commercials (60-80
seconds) for full effective delivery of
message.

INSIST
THAT
NO COMPETING
PRODUCTS
within the fm time periods you buy.

c) Insist on product protection — no
competing
products within your time
slot.

be

BUY AND "OWN" WHOLE PROGRAM SEGMENTS.
for 5-7 days a week, or news or weather strips.

advertised

Eg. 7-8 p.m.

CONCENTRATE YOUR SPONSORSHIP on those fm stations
which promote fm locally as a progressive medium.
:

!•:

:ii:iiiiii:i!i!ii

d) Buv and "own" complete program segments. For example. 7-8
pan., five days a week, or weekly
strips of newscasts and weathercasts.
Association of multiple cumulative
weekly program sponsorship with full
commercials is essential to fm effectiveness.
i Please turn to page 63 i
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A QUICK GLANCE

AT TIMEBUYER

SALARIES

"What are you paid?9'
Under $5,000

MALE
FEMALE

8.8%

$5,000-$7,499

$7,500-$10,000

Over $10,000

38.9%

35.4%

25.7%

55.5%

28.8%

6.9%

"Do you think you are paid enough?"
YES

84.6%

MALE

15.4%

75.7%

FEMALE

24.5%

PART

TWO

OF TWO

NO

PARTS

WHAT TIMEBUYERS ARE PAID
^ New SPONSOR timebuyer survey reveals male timebuyers' salaries are higher
than females' wages, but ladies indicate stronger desire to remain air media buyers
It looks like its a man's world in
timebuying circles, on at least two
fronts — salary and agency advancement. Male timebuyers are generally
better paid and stand a greater
chance to achieve their agency aspirations, than female timebuyers. However, more female timebuyers indicate a desire to make a career of
timebuying, while more men aspire
to branch out as media directors, account executives, station owners, or
enter some form of agency management.
These conclusions are drawn from
sponsor's 14-city timebuyer survey
made through anonymous questionnaires this fall. For a look at timebuyer attitudes on their own media
departments, their jobs and bosses,
SPONSOR
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and agencies with "hottest" radio/tv
buyers, see SPONSOR, 5 December,
1960, p. 27. Also in that story is a
breakdown of the cities from which
respondents come and the percentage working in agencies billing over
$100 million, $25-99 million, and
under $25 million.
The average age of respondents
was 30 for males, 33 for females.
It is interesting to note that male
timebuyers are highest paid in
smaller agencies and female timebuyers, highest paid in agencies billing between $25-99 million. As indicated on several questionnaires
from males in the smaller agencies,
the timebuyer's function often includes all-media buying or some sort
of associate-assistant media director-

ship, due probably to smaller staffs.
As the charts show, New York is
far and away the most lucrative area
for timebuyers, although no female
timebuyers indicated salaries above
$10,000 in that city. Chicago has
the highest percentage of female timebuyers paid over $10,000, with Milwaukee second. Philadelphia had the
the highest percentage of male timebuyers paid over $10,000 after N. Y.
A classic answer to the question
"Do you think you are paid enough?"
which popped up in about 10% of
the questionnaires: "Are you kidding?" Therefore it would seem surprising that almost one-quarter of the
female respondents felt they are paid
enough. Here is a breakdown
these particular respondents :

of

PAY- WISE, IT'S A MALE

TIMEBUYER'S

WORLD

A breakdown of timebuyer s(daries by agency billings
Under $5,000

OVER

$100 MILLION

S5.000-S7.499

33.3%
8.3%

MALE
FEMALE
$25-99

MILLION

45.8%

MALE
8.3 %

FEMALE
UNDER

50%
25%
8.3%
4.8%

41.1%
9.5%

35.3%
71.4%

Over S10.000

16.7%

41.7%

33.4%

$25 MILLION

MALE

50%

S7.500-S10.000

23.6%
14.3%

29.2 r"(
29%

FEMALE

Timebuyer annual incomes broken down by cities
NEW

YORK

35.5%
46.1%

MALE

35.5%
53.9%

FEMALE
CHICAGO

71.4%

MALE

59.1%

FEMALE
WEST

75%

COAST

MALE

11.1%

FEMALE
OTHER

66.6%
25%

CITIES
23%

MALE

46.1%

28.6%
28.5%

12.4%

25%
22.3%

41.6%

33.4%
15.5%

15.4%

FEMALE

• 50$ of the women answering
yes to this question were over 40.
• 509? were paid between $7.5$10,000 per annum; 10$ between
$5,000-$7,499, and

10',

ovei

$10,-

• (>nr < were from the West Coast;
12rr from N. Y.. and the rest from
other cities.
At )eact two of the male respond40

ents who felt the\ were paid enough
indicated on their questionnaires that
the\ were heads of their agencies as
well as tiniehuvers.

tor." instead of media director, \side
from this, the largest number of
female responses fell in the category,
"grow as timebuyer." Here are some
examples of these answers 1 all of the
following came from women time-

Although the percentage of women
who hoped to become media director
wa- higher than that of men, most
of the women who fell into this cate-

buyers, age 35 or over 1 :
"What are your agency — adver-

gorj answered "associate media director." or "assistant media
direc-

job

tising aspirations?" "To do a good
and make more money
in my
SPONSOR
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Resent position." "to do the best job,
have the most interesting one and
make the most profitable living." "to
grow in the job I now have," "continued increase in stature in present
job," "to continue on a long-term
basis with this agency, grow with it
in media."
All of the above respondents felt
these aspirations could be filled,

PAY

Under $5,000

eventually, at their present agency."'
Responses from women under 30

10-15 years
Over 15 years

as we can efficiently handle."
As the chart shows, a nominal percentage ofmale respondents were interested in remaining timebuyers.
But most male respondents want to
stay in the agency business, if not as
media directors or account executives,
then in some phase of agency management. There were numerous responses to the effect of "own my own
iagency," in the male department.
Several male respondents expressed
an interest in owning their own radio
station. The ages in this area ranged
from 26 to 42.
Here are some other male responses
to this question:
"Management position in radio/tv
department or with network," "to be
a No. 1 broadcast specialist,"
"currently media, having switched a
couple of times from and to account
service," "move up and along in the
media department," "have increased
responsibility either in media or account level," "to be of maximum help
to our clients and to stay ahead of
their needs."
On the female, side, here are some
other responses :
"Would like to get into tv programing at an agency or at network
level," "handle print media exclusively or industrial accounts," "am
now senior media buyer — next step
would be media director which does
not appeal," "honestly, am working
until I decide to retire for matrimonial purposes," "make all the money
I can and then get married or travel,"
"marry the president." The last three
SPONSOR
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BY EXPERIENCE
$5,00075%$7,499 $7,50019%
$10,000

1-2V2 years
3-41/2 years
5-7 years
71/2-91/2 years

in this category included: "do exactly what I am doing," "to be a very
good timebuyer (or eventually —
media director's assistant)," "to do
the best advertising and merchandising job possible for as many clients

CHARTED

47%
46.1%
40%

47%
7.8%

Over $10,000
6%

46.1%
60%
100%

FEMALE
1-2 1/2 years
3-4V2 years
5-7 years
71/2-9V2 years
10-15 years

80%

20%
18.3%

54.5%

8.4%

58.3%
50%
50%
40%

27.2%
33.3%
50%
50%
20%

40%

Over 15 years

should she have intended to remain
indicated these aspirations couldn't
be filled at their present agency.
One interesting comment came
from a Los Angeles female timebuyer
who said, although she is planning
to be married soon and therefore to
retire, her agency "is undisposed
toward women as account executives," her particular

aspiration,

TIMEBUYERS

in the agency business.
It is also interesting to note that
a smaller percentage of women felt
their agency aspirations could be fulfilled at their present agency, an indication perhaps, that women are generally skeptical of substantial advancement in agency business.
^

LOOK

TO FUTURE

What are your agency-advertising aspirations?
MEDIA DIR.

MALE
FEMALE

MALE
FEMALE

27.3%
36.4%

ACCOUNT

27.3%

EXEC.

MNGMT.
20.1%

11.3%

GROW AS
TIMEBUYER
5.4%

OTHER
14.5%

NO RESPONSE

25.1%

11.3%

15.9%

5.4%

Can they be fillea at present agency?
YES
15%
NO
NOT SURE
NO RESPONSE
5.9%
18.8%
60.3%
MALE
6.5%
48%
15.2%
30.4%
FEMALE

OFF-BEAT
, ^ Nutrition-conscious fans
of Dr. Fredericks respond to
radio pitch for British Bovril
^ Commentator ups value
to sponsor via authorship of
print ads, and recipe books
Dovril.
the beef-extract
beverage
long a favorite in Britain, reports
hefty advances these days in what had
DELUGED by fan mail, Bungl
Sandford,
station progi

STATION MAN SCORES AS
STAR ON TV KID SHOW
■

rom paper work to top-drawer en-

tertainment. That"? literally the overnight success storv of one Jerry Sandford, erstwhile program manager of
WVEC-TV, Norfolk-Hampton, Va.
And he owes it all to that peculiar
set of circumstances which sometimes
mold themselves into a thing called
crisis.
It all came about when a young
performer who had taken over the
role of Bungles, the Clown, and m.c.
for the station's Three Stooges comedy kid series, was held back by a
storm when trying to return from a
trip to the Midwest. Taking what
they felt the only way out of this lastminute crisis, station execs prodded
the program manager into the studio
and hoped for the least at best.
They got exactly the opposite. In
true "Horatio Alger" style. Sandford
met the severe challenge head-on and
knocked the kids dead. After two
days of bungling his way through
the show, the new Bungles was bombarded with more mail than the program had ever received. So naturally.
Sandford's temporary assignment ^achanged to a permanent one. to the
satisfaction of all concerned.
This could be the end of the Btory,

except that there's another equally
happy and interestingly profitable
side to it: advertisers have gone allout in endorsing the Bungles show
for its powerful impact. Savs sponsor David Nesson, president of Nesson Sales Co.. one of the largest toy
distributors in the area. "Bungles has
a tremendous attraction for the kids.
He has been wholly responsible for
making our tv advertising the wonderful success that it is."
From the Tidweater area. Bryan
Rhodes, general manager of Levine
Enterprises, which operates 11 theaters there, reports, "Some of the
largest audiences experienced by our
theaters can be directly attributed to
our advertising on the Bungles show."
In a two-month period Bungles has
pushed the Three Stooges show to
No. 1 spot (weekdays, 5:30-6:40
p.m. i, and to the enviable position
i ARB rating of 26 i of the highestrated kids show in the NorfolkHampton market.
Is it any wonder, then, that these
days WVEC-TV executives are keeping a sharp eye out for any other hidden talent on the staff? After all, they
reason, you never know when another
crisis may strike.
^

| been an uphill struggle for American
I distribution.
The product is not cheap (49 cents
per two-ounce jar), and its appeal is
limited primarily to the nutrition-conscious. After a few abortive attempts
over the years to catch on in the U.S..
Bovril now appears to be well on its
way, and assigns no small portion of
the credit to radio, a medium it previously resisted.
The radio campaign revolves
around noted nutritionist-commentator Dr. Carlton Fredericks, Ph.D.,
and currently encompasses New York
(WORi and Philadelphia (WJMJ).
Bovril's U. S. distributor, the Red
Line Commercial Co., and Paul
Smallen Advertising, its agency, are
convinced listeners
that Fredericks*
nutritionconscious
are a natural
for
this product. And they've found association with him a great help for
distribution.
Fredericks" contribution to the Bovril cause goes still further. He and
the agency work together on print
ads, dietary booklets, etc., wherebv
wider reach is achieved for the nutrition expert's Bovril endorsement.
"Sales have tripled in New \ot<
since Harold
we addedWeinberger,
radio four years
ago.''
says
partner
in
the Smallen agency. "While it's too
early to figure sales percentages since
we went on the air in Philadelphia,
we know that we've gained distribution there on the strength of our participation intheYork
Fredericks
In the New
regionalshow."
editioi
of this month's Reader's Digest is a
SPONSOR
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BEVERAGE

GETS

MEDICAL

•itwo-page advertisement consisting of
an article by Dr. Fredericks about

which the American Medical Association Council on Foods has named as

Bovril as a "Relief From Tiredness,"
as the ad is titled. And Bovril ran

figuring in nutritional deficiencies of
Americans. One of the best ways to
help you and your family obtain
enough of these vital nutrients is to
have at least one cup of Bovril beef

ads in New York newspapers to call
attention to the Digest ad.
The extra promotions based on the
Fredericks sponsorship have been go„ing on since the relationship began.
During the first year there was an
on-air offer of Dr. Fredericks' book,
"Eat, Live and be Merry," for 50
cents (bookstand price was one dollar) and the paper band from a Bovril jar. They knew they were on their
way when some 3,500 orders came in
over a four-week period despite the
fact that Bovril's distribution in New
York wasn't very far along in those
days.
Two years ago the Fredericks program's extra-curricular performance
was even more encouraging. That
time it was a jingle contest — fill in
the last line — with an MG automobile
as the prize. The contest was announced in New York and vicinity
newspapers and on the Fredericks
program. While considerably more
money was spent on the print phase
of promoting the contest, Fredericks
outpulled the newspapers at the rate
jof two entries to one, according to
agency tabulations.
And, more recently, Dr. Fredericks
j wrote a 24-page diet recipe book on
i behalf of Bovril. He offered it on his
show, while other publicity for the
free booklet included newspaper ads,
car cards and a "flier," about two
million copies of which were distributed in supermarkets. Requests for
the book, most of the recipes of which
include Bovril, numbered approximately 7,000 in the New York area,
with roughly half coming directly to
the station in answer to Fredericks'
on-air announcements.
In developing Bovril copy for Dr.
Fredericks' broadcasts, the Smallen
agency usually ties in with the tone
and content of the broadcasts. Sample scripts lead with such phraseology as: "Many times in my broadcasts Ihave mentioned that protein
and Vitamin B Complex are factors
'SPONSOR
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broth every day. . . ."
Bovril began to take an active interest in radio in the mid-'50's when
the Red Line Commercial Co. became
U. S. distributor and the account
moved to Paul Smallen Advertising.
The agency felt strongly from the
start that radio was the way to pinpoint the audience Bovril needed.
Reluctantly, Bovril people accompanied Smallen people to a Fredericks broadcast. There was a studio

SELL

audience in those days, and Bovril
had the opportunity to see first-hand
the interest engendered by Fredericks.
That was about six years ago.
Bovril has sponsored the doctor in
New York ever since, added WJMJ,
Philadelphia, last year when the show
went there on a syndicated basis —
and stands ready to buy the spreading show as soon as it hits the air in
markets where the product has distribution.
The Carlton Fredericks program,
which is heard twice daily on its
home station, WOR, is currently syndicated in 35 markets. Its syndicator, C. F. Productions, reports that
22 of the markets have been added
just since September.

^

COPY POINTS get once-over at WOR studio where broadcasts of Dr. Carlton Fredericks (I)
originate. Harold Weinberger, partner, Smallen Advertising, goes over Bovril scripts with the
nutritionist before air time.

Agency designs Bovril copy to blend with the nutritionist's program

FRESH MONEY!

\ational and regional buys
in work now or recently completed I

SPOT
TV

BUYS
BUYS

Pepsodent Div., Lever Bros. Co., New York: Renewals and new

Research Triangle Park
Unleashes New

Buying $

You have a new. solid reason for scheduling WPTF. The North Carolina Research Triangle Park has progressed
from •"dream*' to reality. Early estimates
that the Park will attract research installations employing 7.000 persons appear conservative.
FIRST to be completed was the multimillion dollar Chenwrand Research Center. Following closely will be the Research Triangle Institute headquarters,
the Dreyfus International Center for
Polymer Research, and the U. S. Forest
Service eastern regional laboratory.
MORE WILL FOLLOW. The three institutions which form the Triangle already
provide the largest concentration of research personnel in the South. (North
Carolina State at Raleigh. Duke University at Durham, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.) Now. with the
4.600 acre Park a going operation, the
future development will be substantial.
SCHEDULE WPTF ... a better buy than
ever. And don't hesitate to call if we
can help you or your Southern manager
open doors in this exciting, new segment
of our market. Our towers are practically next door to the Park and we are
intimately familiar with the area's trade
patterns and potential.

placements on Dove Bath and Toilet Bar start 1 January in a num1 er of top markets. Day and fringe night minutes are being set. some
fox 52 weeks. Buyer: Art Topal. Agency: Ogilvy. Benson ^ Mather.
Inc.. New "\ i nk.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., New York: Campaign on its Golden
Showcase tissues starts in December. Moderate frequencies of day
and night minutes and 20"s will run for 26 weeks. Buyer: Betty
Nasse. Agency : Grey Adv. Agencj . New \ ork.
Srreirmann Biscuit Co., Div. of United Biscuit Co., Cincinnati:
About 40-45 markets will get schedules beginning 1 January for its
bakery products. Prime minutes and 30-minute programs are bought
for 24 weeks using an average of one show and five spots to a market. Buyer: Lyle Allen. Agency: Ralph H. Jones. Cincinnati.
American Sponge & Chamois Co., Long Island City. N. Y.: Planning a campaign for about 20 markets to start late January for its
Amsco sponges. Four-week schedules will be used, day and some
late night minutes. Buyer: Isabelle Stannard. Agency: Daniel &
Charles. Inc.. New York.
Austex

Foods, Inc., Austin. Tex.: Campaign on its food products

starts early January. Distribution is Southeast. Southwest, and MidWest. Dav and night 10"s are being scheduled for 10 weeks. Agencj :
Fitzgerald. New Orleans.
National Federation of Coffee Growers of Columbia, New York:
New drive for Coffee of Columbia is planned for a January start in
about a dozen markets. Lineup will be for 21 weeks, night minutes
and 20's. Bu\er: Charlotte Corbette. Agency: Doyle Dane Bernhach. Inc.. New \ ork.
Quaker City Chocolate & Confectionery Co., Inc., Philadelphia:
Fen-week campaign for Good & Plentv candv begins 1 Januarv in
Boston. Baltimore. Buffalo. Chicago. Cleveland. Detroit. Los Angeles.
New Haven. New \ ork. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, and Washington.
D. C. Schedules are for late afernoon and earlv evening minutes to
reach kid and adult audiences. Elmer Jaspan. v. p. of radio tv. is the
buying contact. Agency: Bauer & Tripp. Inc.. Philadelphia.

RADIO
American

BUYS

Tobacco Co., New York: Renewals and some new sched-

ules begin 2 January in 50-65 markets for Pall Mall cigarettes.
Traffic and day minutes are being placed up to 52 weeks, with
frequencies ranging from 20 to 85 per week per market. Buyer:
Fred Spruytenburg. Agenc\ : SSCB. New \ ork.
Park & Tilford-Tinex & Norex Labs, New York: New activity
on Amitone begins 19 December. Thirteen- week schedules of day
and traffic minutes are used, light frequencies. Buver: Mary Lou
Benjamin.
Agency:
Grey Adv. Agency. New York.
SPONSOR
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A NEW HOME for
m^
595,883* Central Texans!

Now . . . the finest and newest facilities ... to serve a rich audience of 595,883 in Central Texas!
New AM-FM-TV

facilities combined with energetic coverage of local and state news

provide you with a unique grip on the rich Central Texas market. Make your advertising
dollar work overtime . . . you deliver more homes per dollar on KTBC than with any
other station in Texas.

NEW FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO YOU . . .
TV PRODUCTION

RADIO PRODUCTION

• RCA Video Tape Recorder
•Telescript 6000 (314 x 414) Rear
Screen Projector
• Kliegl Silicon Light Dimming
Board
and Patch Panel'
• Counterweight System for Flying Sets
and Lights

• Collins Cartridge Tape Recorder
• Ampex Console Tape Recorders
• Magnacorders
• Multiplex on FM

KTBC

• RCA Special Effects Switching Unit
• Complete Movie and Still Photographic
Lab

AM ■ FIVI ■ TV
'A and

B Coverage

Areas

based

[Represented
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Sales

— 11 STIN,

TEXAS

Management.

Nationally

by

Paul

H.

Raymer

1960

Company
45

. . ■:.;

Lady Borden has Victor Borge on a spot ... in fact, on se
eral spots, because spots are good for sales. And Vic
Borge's good for spots — especially Lady Borden Ice Crea
Spots. It's another example of how the Spot Medium fj
gone big time. Successful advertisers like Borden's kr
the power of spots well placed . . know the wonderful fl
bility. Most likely you should be using the spot rnedu
right now. Call your nearest
^^^
On Spot and Will ShOW yOU hOW

spot will work for you.

J&fR^W^^&Representa

^^^^

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO

RESULTS
HOME

■builders
SPONSOR:

Evansville Garage Builders

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Louis Rothschild, owner of Evansville Garage Builders (one and two car garages) of Evansrille, Ind., has been a firm believer in radio advertising for

SPONSOR:

SALES
Carl J. Grant Realty Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Boone Nevin of WHBQ says, "When
within two hours after a commercial is heard the advertiser

he past year. The company, which caters to middle income

closes a sale for $25,000, it's almost like instant sales."
Actually, it comes pretty close to being just that. The Carl

lome owners, has been using weekend spot announcements

J. Grant Realty Co. of Memphis decided to concentrate all

3n the new WJPS, of the same city, to promote sales for

its radio effort on Sunday in order to bring buyers into its

lome garages. Commercials are produced by WJPS

subdivision just outside the city. Grant placed a schedule

sopy lines vary with the season. In late summer

and

emphasis

s on cold weather protection for the family car; in winter
mphasis shifts to the fact that no down payment is neces-

of 10 one-minute e.t.'s on WHBQ

exclusively. Said Nevin,

"After the first spot on the Jack Darnell Big Time Show,
a car bearing Mississippi plates drove up to the model home.

sary with low-cost monthly payments. In a recent test,
anploying the same strategy, Evansville Garage scheduled

The potential customer had just transferred to Memphis.

ive 30-second announcements on Saturday after 1 p.m. and
ive announcements on Sunday afternoon. Rothchild reported

the spot and drove directly to the development, signed the

While driving in on Highway 61 with his family he heard
contract, toured the development and deposited a binder.

hese spots gathered leads and in turn resulted in the pur-

All this in two hours. The firm feels the $25,000 sale was well

.hase of 10 garages priced upwards from $795. Rothchild

worth the cost of the spot: under $10. Where other media,

las found that WJPS

brings in over 90% of his customers.
Announcements

FJPS, Evansville, Ind.

rv SETS
PONSOR:

with larger budgets, failed, radio delivered immediately.
WHBQ,

Memphis

DEPARTMENT

Knapp T.V. Atlanta, Ga.

AGENCY:

Direct

lapsule case history: Knapp T.V. sells only tv sets, no
ther appliances. Radio has been the only medium

which

as consistently been building store traffic and producing
Jsults. Saturday, 26 Nov., was probably the fastest sell to
ate as a result of its radio schedule which is carried
delusively on WAKE.

An Atlanta resident driving back

SPONSOR:

Announcements

STORES

Blumstein's Department
Store

AGENCY:

Metlis & Lebow

Capsule case history: Metlis & Lebow Corp., advertising
agency, wanted to reach New York's Negro audience for
Blumstein's Department Store, and placed a schedule on
station WLIB. The short campaign sold both agency and
advertiser on WLIB

as "the most efficient and effective way

for us to sell to this market.'' The announcements produced

om the Tech-Georgia game with his family was tuned in

for Blumstein's the most successful promotion the store has

» 1340 k.c. He heard a Knapp T.V. commercial featuring

ever had,' according to Sandford H. Metlis, vice president of

special color tv promotion guaranteeing delivery and in-

the agency. A careful check by the outlet's sales force
showed that sales directly attributable to the station exceeded all other sales combined tracable to other media

allation by 9 p.m. that night. The listener drove di:ctly to the Knapp store. Time elapsed between announceent and actual $795 sale: 18 minutes. Knapp's continug three-year success with radio can be attributed in no
nail way to the annual character voices which WAKE
ices. Knapp T.V., as a result of the WAKE,

pro-

Atlanta, suc-

jss, recently opened a Birmingham store. Exclusive medium

used during the same period. With this reaction, when the
executive of Blumstein's called the agency to find out the
amount of money that had been spent on WLIB he was certain that the original budget must have been at least doubled.

:ing used in the market, with equal results: radio (WYBE).

Blumstein's now uses WLIB for the major part of its advertising allocation to reach Negroes in the New York area.

|AKE, Atlanta

WLIB,

[(PONSOR
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Announcements

New York

Announcements
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With

stations*

How

limited

does

program

PI

SPONSOR

ASKS:

your station build a
local tv special?

Duff Kliewer, i ■/■• in charge of operaWVEi

budget.

Sorfo '.Hampton. V,i.

To pul togethei a local special thai
fulfills the elements ol top telecasting
requires a tremendous amounl of i ooperation on the pari of the station
personnel, a great amount of extra

then would trace the name Enterprise
back to tl
riginal ship which was
built in the 1800's.
That meant that all material had to
he edited, the script adjusted to the
clips, historical data, stills and other
material heing used and all of it tied
together with the proper musical accompaniment and transferred to
audio-tape prior to the day of the
launching.
Each of the members

efforl involving production, creative,
music, and graphic experts and the
teamwork and the timing of the
Rockettes.
\ local station does not have the
budget of a network nor of the big
Metropolitan station, bul a local station, using the tools and abilities of
it- own -tail, ran turn out special
programs everj bit as fine in content
and presentation as the heavily budgeted stations and sometimes even
finer programs.
\\ \ E( -T\ some time ago pul together aProject 60 unit whose purpose was to put together a series of
local "special" programs. I'd like to
use "lie of these programs a- an example of what can be done.
The Project 60 unit consisted ol
Thomas I'. Chisman,
president and
genera] manager "I the station whose
spec ialit) i- the music end ; Tin) Hutton, a historian
and
fine writer.
Lindsa) Tucker
and Frank
Hanna.
"in graphics and ait expert-, and me.
f WVEC-TV's Project 60 pro- a a- based on the launching ol
si atomic powered aircraft carse. Two months hefore
the Enterprise was t" be launched the
unit had a meeting
I" <1 i — » u — tin
spects
f the pi ogram.
It
<]>i\ thai the program was to
i' the nighl of the launi hing
irrier.
I he title Heritagi of n
und the film would open with
e of th< ii' h • a i tier and

TV"s Project 60
different ways.
writing the script
to the National
tion. The Naval

of \\ VEC-

unit then went th.ii
Hutton. who was
went to Washington
Historical AssociaArchives and other

points of information for the material
for the script. The graphic men covered the Navy Yard and other shipping areas for stock footage to he
used. Local citizens loaned stills and
documents of the earlier Enterprise
vessels.
W lien the basic material was put
together, Tom Chisman then laid out
the musical score to go with the material. The day of the launching of
the newest Enterprise about 70rr of
the program had been committed to
tape. From there on the remainder
was to he the actual launching of the
carrier. From the moment the final

I hi-, we [eel, wa- well worth all the
time and effort we put into the program and it is indicative of what a
local station can do in the way of
huilding a local special.

Jerry Barnes, program director, H ITLP,
Springfield, Mass.
In creating local tv specials for our
particular market we use a hasic
formula for anj specials we do — is it
good for the community we serve?
In following this concept we recentlv launched a series titled Focal Point.
\\ e frankl) admit our objective is to
make the series educational, informative and onlj incidentally entertaining. We feel the networks have the
monev and talent to provide basic
entertainment.
For our Focal Point serie- we first
selected the recent influx of Puerto
Ricans into the Springfield area and
the problems that have arisen since
their arrival.
We took our cameras into the
Puerto Kican area and spoke to their
leaders. We enlisted the aid of a
Spanish -peaking Chinese minister to
explain what we were trying to do.
W e photographed the squalor in
which thej were living, their prohns of survival.

film Footage was -hot. the WVEC-TV
Project 60 unit had onlj six hour- to
fit the rest of the program, the films
from the launching, -hot- of the ceremonies, remainder ol the script, and
the musical -core into an integrated
program w hich was shown in prime
viewing time the night the Navy's
pride and joy was launched.
The reaction to this program was
memorable to WVEC-TV. The Naval
Headquarters in Norfolk, following
the showing of the film, called station
\\\ ECTS and asked Chisman if the]
could run the program a week later so
that thej could alert the entire fleet to
watch the program. In addition the
Naval Vrchives, the Naval Headquarter- in the area and the crew of the
Enterprise itself each
a | i int of the program.

requested

The reaction to the program was
tremendous and we received many
messages from our audience for helping enlighten them as to the problem.
We didn't need expensixe props, bigg
priced talent, studio time, rehearsals,
special scenerj or am of the other
trappings norma 11) associated with a
high-priced special program, hut we
know that WW LP. h\ filming this
local special and showing it in prime
SPONSOR
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I viewing time, was carrying out its
premise of programing for the best
interests of the community it serves.
The reaction of our initial Focal
Point special has convinced us we are
on the right track. Consequently we
have other specials scheduled. We did
a special on mental health because we
discovered a tremendous apathy and
lack of education of the general public toward the mentally ill. We
brought in lay people, heads of clinics, toured the mental health facilities in the area and brought our community abreast of current activities
in this field. It wasn't exciting and it
wasn't meant to be. But it received
acclaim from the community.
However, all of our local specials
I are not of the documentary type. We
I have a series scheduled which will
feature Martha Meyers of nearby Jacohs Pillow discussing and demonstrating the various forms of dance.
Artie Shaw is doing a special for
WW LP on What is Jazz Hot? In
nearby Stockbridge there's a fellow
named Norman Rockwell who is
' going to do another special on communication and art and we have several more "specials" planned along
similar lines.
We feel the WW'LP policy for
building local specials is a good one.
Find a subject of interest to the community. Give it a truthful, dramatic
treatment, utilize the facilities and
talent that are available to your area
and with a lot of hard work, ingenious figuring of short-cuts for the budget and enthusiasm for the project, a
local station can put on a "special"
worthy of network recognition.
I Lee Nelson, producer, WMTW-TY.
Washington, New

Mi.

Hampshire

How the local television special is
constructed depends upon why it
should be considered in the first
place. For the why determines what
the program will say, who will say
it. when, where and how.
Whether it is tailored to the requirements ofa local advertiser, created to serve as a station promotion
vehicle, or designed to satisfy a recognized public need, the program
must be entertaining if it's to get and
hold an audience.
The selection of subject material is
relatively easy — for every community
[offers areas of regional interest neither network nor agency producers
can afford to touch.
SPONSOR
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True, the local producer seldom enjoys the array of technical equipment

uou can t cover

ATLANTA
without
and personnel available at the national level. Local budget restrictions
mean costl). imported talent is out of
the question. In the absence of personalities ofcoast-to-coast "marquee
value," then, the burden of proof falls
to the basic soundness of the original
program concept and to the resourcefulness of the people who present it.
At WMTW-TV,
Expedition
— Northern New En-gland offers a
good example of one approach to the
local special. Programed every third

WADK
A

nu■

>

week, with ABC TV's network Expedition aired two out of three, the special's goal is to explore the history,
geography, institutions, and the social, political and economic resources
of the three-state area we cover.
The series was undertaken with
the enthusiastic cooperation of the
departments of education of Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont. It is

24 J4tour

"suggested viewing" for students,
teachers, school officials and parents.
Workshop in Conservation simulated class-room instruction at Maine's
conservation school. Participating
were the Maine State fish, game and
forestry chiefs, and the director of
the school. The live workshop looked
at Maine's disappearing clam, debunked some popular misconceptions
about deer, illustrated the grave importance of good forestry practices
and "keyed out" the pine tree state's
fresh- water game fish.
Others in the planning stage: A
Law Is Born, a documentary tracing
the progress of a piece of legislation
from its introduction by a New
Hampshire state representative to its
ultimate effect upon the citizenrv :
The St. Lawrence Seaway Project;
Mt. Washington Story: and a studv
of the Portland, Maine, waterfront.
The importance of the local special
cannot be minimized. With this device the station can establish the firm
regional image so necessary if it is to
play the vital, influential role in the
lives of its viewers and ever-tightening
competitive situation demands.
^
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Sales Results
Powerful

Thru

Personality

Programming

. . .

featuring a concentration of
dynamic hometown personalities with 81 years of combined proven air-selling experience!

WADE
ATLANTA
For Details And Avails
Contact Daren F. McGavren
Co. or Stan Raymond
WAOK.
Atlanta^ Ga.

IT HAD TO HAPPEN
NETWORK

ABC

24 MARKET

RATING

19.4

ABC-TV FIRST IN 24 MARKETS:..
As the current season took shape, so did an obvious trend -a trend toward
ABC, in markets where all three networks compete equally. It being in the nature of trends to keep trending, note (on the adjoining page) what's happening...
•Source: Nielsen 24-Market Reports from week ending Oct. 16 through week ending Nov. 20. Average audience all network time
periods, 6:30-11 PM Sun., 7:30-11 PM, Mon. through Sat.

IT HAS HAPPENED:
NETWORK

ABC

NATIONAL

RATING

18.5
17i8

ABC-TV NOW FIRST NATIONALLY!
Nielsen's 24 markets have forecast the national preference for ABC. Nielsen
National Report for the two weeks ending Nov. 6 shows more homes (as
above) watching ABC-TV, all over the country, than any other network.
♦Source: Nielsen National TV Report, average audience, 2 weeks ending Nov. 6, 1960. (Sun. 6:30-11 PM, Mon. through Sat., 7:30-11 PM.)

ABC TELEVISION

SPOT

RADIO

i Continued from page 32)
The April Showers line of Houbigant, through Ellington, New York,
is an all-radio account, noted for its
saw} promotional tie-ins. Fels, for
its soap products through \itkin-Kynett, Philadelphia, hacks up its complex media buys with a SPONSOR-estimated spot radio budget of $2-plus
million and a traveling media team.
Sun Oil Co., Continental Baking,
Standard Brands, Chock full o' Nuts
and Cream of Wheat are among
those adding significant amounts to
their spot radio appropriations. Bulova was hack this year with a spring
and fall campaign, and Thomas Leeming is hack with Ben Gay and Pacquin's, as are Prestone and Eveready (Union Carbide).
Dodge trucks, despite limited market possibilities, has moved heavily
into spot this past year, and American Tobacco's Pall Mall has heavier
schedules. American Airlines through
Young & Rubicam, New York, has
implemented its Music 'Til Dawn in
many key cities. Mennen, through
Warwick and Legler, New York,
doubled its 1960 spot radio appropriation for the men's line on the
basis of sales gains.
One representative, commenting on
the Mennen buy, says "Both agency
and client have demonstrated keen
understanding of the use of spot radio
during a recent 20-week campaign."
Spot in more than 75 major markets

ART
LINKLETTER'S
HOUSEPARTY
To millions of listeners, the liveliest Art is
Linkletter. His zany stunts, surprises and
conversations with kids (who say the darndest things) make Houseparty a bright spot
in the day for housewives. And as for sales,
nobody livens them up like Art Linkletter.
In all radio, Art Linkletter is the kind of
company you keep

ONLY
ON CBS
RADIO

was supplemented with network radio, with a.m. and p.m. traffic times
used to reach men. Several stations
in each market were bought to reach
a maximum unduplicated male audience, with multiple stations used to
reach a balance in audience and listenership. "Selective buying was
matched in quality by interesting and
unique
added. transcribed commercials," he
One of the companies cited frequently in sponsor's survey is Chock
Full o' Nuts. New York coffee roaster
and restaurant chain, serviced by
Grey Adv. of that city. The company,
station representatives agree, carries
out a distinctive and consistent spot
radio advertising approach for (1)
introductory drives in new marketing
areas and (2) heavy-up saturation
schedules to meet specific objectives
in established markets.
The

success

of

the

radio

effort,

however, is pinpointed to the tailormade use of radio on a market-bymarket basis, in the opinion of Richard Newman, advertising manager.
He explains that there is no general
pattern to the radio schedule: it is
flexible, "maneuverable to meet the
need of the market." New York, for
example, may get a saturation
strength campaign of 150 announcements weekly, whereas Toledo's similar effort might require only 80 commercials.
Chock Full o" \ut>. as it expands
into new distribution areas (it has
moved from New York and New
England as a regional Eastern brand
toward national distribution throughout the Midwest and some southern
areas in the past couple of years), is
expected to continue with its pattern
of spot radio for the introductory
campaign as well as for follow-up
flights. Most of the copy is transcribed, although established air personalities are used with live copy in
some sales areas. The company also
evaluates station merchandising as an
important part of the total buy.
Schedules for Chock Full o' Nuts
are usually purchased on a weekly
basis, with heavier emphasis on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday on an
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. basis. "Our sales
aim," says Newman, "is the housewife. We feel that she is our customer and can best be reached during
the morning and earlv afternoon
This year has seen the addition of
many accounts new to radio or long
gone from it. Among them were
hours."
Brooks Foods I Zubrow agency in
Philadelphia), which makes catsup
and relish and which went into saturation campaigns with short cop] in
the summer months. International
Shoe, St. Louis, through Gardner
Adv. there, returns to the medium
this month with a major pitch on behalf of its full shoe line to men.
women, teens and children.
Still another new account is Eljer
Plumbing, through Fuller & Smith &
Ross, Pittsburgh, which tried the
medium as an experiment on week
ends only. Stations cooperated witli
tract builders in each area, and results— one observer notes — were "ex
cellent and beyond expectations.'
The account is therefore expected Id
extend its market list next year and
beef up the spot radio budget.
Results are, of course, still another
SPONSOR
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measure for spot radio's stand-outs.
Kaiser Foil, for example, is a classic
in successfully gaining distribution
through clever and unique commercials. Young & Rubicam. San Francisco, reportedly switched half of its
advertising appropriation into spot
radio this past year on the basis of
results.
Another San Francisco account
with unusual results is Tanfastic,
through Foote. Cone & Belding, which
put what one rep estimates as "98r '<
of its budget into spot radio last year
as a new product. And the medium,"
he savs. "took the item from zero to
third place in 17 major market areas,"
so that this year the sponsor has
doubled his budget and zoomed from
17 to 35 markets.
Results continue apace, too. for
such educational campaigns as those
sponsored by the Tea Council,
through Leo Burnett. Chicago, with
onlv spot radio in the summer on behalf of iced tea. and for the newly
formed Gasoline Tax Education Committee, through Sullivan, Stauffer.
Colwell & Bayles. New York.
The buyer on the account. S. F.
I Blaschke. is also executive secretary
of the committee. The program, he
reports, was launched last April and
will continue until next July, when
< the most recent one-cent increase in
federal gasoline taxes is due to expire.
The aim of the drive: "to bring
the facts on gasoline taxation and its
effect on consumer costs to the attention of the public." The media plan
provides for three flights of spot radio
announcements as well as for posters,
newspapers and trade paper advertising.
The spot radio schedule was complicated because tax regulations differ
in each state, and the 48-state campaign therefore required 48 variations on the basic copy line for radio.
The first radio flight, continuing for
six weeks from 1 August this past
summer, included 20 commercials per
week on each of 233 stations in 141
markets. The second flight, four
weeks during the pre-election period
from 10 October, was comprised of
!20 announcements weekly on each of
261 radio stations in 151 markets.
The third flight buy slated for late
spring and earlv summer of next year,
is being developed now.
Results of an 18-city media effectiveness survey document radio's suSPONSOR
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periority in impact. More than 80^?
of the respondents recalled hearing or
seeing advertising on gasoline taxes
recenth. with W \ saying they'd
heard it on radio, 33'^ crediting
newspaper, 32' { seeing billboard advertising and Yl'/c citing television.
Survey was taken among 1,353 men
and women motorists.
Among major spenders is Fels &
Co., through Aitkin-Kynett agencv.
Philadelphia, which ranks among the
top dozen spot radio advertisers nationally and puts a SPONSOR-estimated
$2.25 million into the medium — more
than in any other. The company promotes three products in long copy —
usually full minute commercials —
which are both transcribed and live:
Instant Fels Naptha granulated laundry soap, Gentle Fels liquid dishwashing detergent and Fels Naptha
Cleaner heavy duty liquid.
One of the most distinctive characteristics ofthe Fels radio buying
pattern is the follow-through which
is given by agency representatives in
the field. Alan Bobbe, head of the
radio /tv department and buyer, constantly is visiting stations — as are
his associates — to hear "the very different sounds which radio has."
Says Bobbe: "We can't just rely
on ratings; we need to visit the station people, monitor the local programing and supplement the quantitative data which we get from representatives. The stations learn more
about us and what we wrant to do for
the client, and our relationship is improved because it becomes a more
personal one. We don't normally
buv on trips, but we do make very
detailed trip reports which are referred to constantly."
The Fels annual campaign is
planned in two segments: (1) from
about 30 January to 16 June; (2)
from about 17 July through the end
of November. Each wave of spot
radio advertising carries on for 20
weeks with the schedule concentrated
in 10 weeks on an alternate-week
basis.
In addition to developing unique
buying patterns during the past three
vears. several unusual types of transcribed commercials have also been
written by Fels and the agency to get
maximum listener attention. Transcribed commercials are used almost
exclusivelv. and several jingles have
been produced.
(Please turn to page 60)

UNSMORE
Gunsmoke shattered the mold of the oldfashioned Westerns forever. Since it originated eight years ago on CBS Radio, it
has been the prototype of the adult Western
and a smash hit with listeners and sponsors. Gunsmoke offers advertisers a sales
setting that triggers audience action. In all
radio, Gunsmoke is the kind of company

you I

©HiY

In time of emergency, such as a heavy snow storm, what station do you turn to for
news of school closings, meeting postponements, storm news, etc.?
Pulse Special Survey. Washington 5 County Metro Area, May 31 June 15. 1960

WWDC- first by a mile... indicating our audience expects and gets service. We
consider service to be our most important corollary to entertainment.

i
WWDC
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN

Washington

BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new 'Profile of Preference."

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla. - it's WWDC -owned WMBR
SPONSOR
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

12 DECEMBER I960
The broadcasting and ad industries will probably continue dealing with the FCC
cwight i960
and the FTC in about the same form and in about the same way for a good many
sponsor years to come.
publications inc.

This seemed pretty clear despite regulatory agency studies conducted by Judge Prettyman
for President Eisenhower and similar studies conducted for president-elect Kennedy by Dean
Landis. Also despite a specific study of the FCC arranged by the budget bureau, end-of-November hearings by a Senate subcommittee, and certain further consideration by the Harris
House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee.
Sen. John Carroll (D., Colo.), chairman of a Senate Judiciary subcommittee, at the outset
of his hearings warned that the reform or rebuilding of regulatory agencies would be a
problem for his group for years.
Testimony brought forth all of the old recommendations, including stronger control over
the agencies by Congress and less control from the executive agencies and the White House,
and also vice versa. Likewise, splitting off the judicial functions of the agencies.
Since Landis is to make recommendations to the incoming president this coming Thursday, itwould seem that his testimony should be regarded with special seriousness. However,
agency ground rules can't be set by the president. The agencies are arms of Congress and Congress has this responsibility. Thus the Carroll prediction assumes importance.
Even if the Carroll pessimism about chances for changes at any time in the near future
should be discounted as the opinion of only one man, albeit the subcommittee chairman, there
is the record of Congress. This record is one of delay and more delay on complicated and
controversial matters. And during these very hearings, Sen. Everett Dirksen (R., 111.),
Senate minority leader, once again tangled with Carroll.
This particular disagreement was only on the question of a so-called "ethics code" for
the regulatory agencies which would not permit lawmakers to contact commissioners
off the record. But Dirksen and others of both parties have held the Carroll subcommittee
actionless and powerless for two years just because of the Dirksen position that no ethics
bill should go that far.

The FCC's broadcast bureau, in the final analysis, has no more to say about
final FCC decisions than any contending party: Yet a brief filed by the bureau appears to point toward Commission approval of the RKO-General bid to conduct
pay-tv operations on its newly acquired Hartford station.
The broadcast bureau participated as a neutral between RKO and the theatre owners represented byMarcus Cohn. The bureau, in its final pleading in the case, went down the line
with the RKO arguments and against the arguments of the theatre owners.
gest afew extra conditions as safeguards for the public.

Live radio/tv presidential press conferences

It did sug-

are definitely being given serious

consideration by president-elect Kennedy.
They would be scheduled irregularly, at times selected by the incoming president, and
they would be few in total, press secretary Pierre Salinger told the Women's
Club last Monday.
12 DECEMBER
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

**
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FILM-SCOPE
I960
I960

SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

• Commercials

INC.

ness.

ITC reports a record November

in sales, thanks largely to renewals and re-run busi-

Except for Best of the Post, sold in 18 more markets for a total of 149, ITC did the
bulk of its business with standard established shows.
These included Ramar, Jeff's Collie, Hawkeye, Stage 7, New York Confidential, Four Just
Men, Brave Stallion, Sergeant Preston and other durables, which taken together added up 63
market sales.
(For details, see FILM WRAP-UP,

p. 72.)

Screen Gems will try to get a great deal of sales leverage in post-1948 feature
film distribution from its mammoth sale to the CBS o&o's.
The position of the CBS o&o's in feature film buying has been compared to that of regional beer advertisers in half-hour syndication: make the big deal to start and selling
the rest of the way is downhill.
As a postscript to the sale (FILM-SCOPE,

5 December), a new and slightly higher price

estimate is possible for two reasons: a bigger figure on the contract and fewer features actually involved.
A revised estimate puts the price of the five-station package at $11,045,000.
The number of pictures actually sold is harder to determine: the announcement declared
all five stations got 275 pictures, but unofficial sources hint that only New York got this many
and other stations took only 235.
The transaction was in the works for three months : it's understood a stumbling block was
the lesser need of KNXT, Los Angeles, for features; the distributor reportedly agreed to sell
fewer pictures to some stations and to add pictures in New York, and the buyer made important concessions in keeping up the minimum number of pictures everywhere.
Screen Gems will reportedly cooperate wilh CBS for about 10 or 15 per cent of
premiere costs, to get a good ratings record for sales purposes.
The distribtuor's selling pattern will apparently follow the successful one carried out by
MCA's Lou Friedland on the Paramount package.

A look at some of the new syndicated shows on the air this season indicates
there are properties with excellent chances for success in the ratings books.
CBS Films' Brothers Brannagan, for example, a detective series with a comedy flavor, has
these five early season ratings to report:
MARKET

OCTOBER

RATING

Atlanta
Dallas-Ft. Worth
New York
Providence

18.0
15.0
16.1
18.3

ARB
ARB
ARB (Nov.)
Nielsen

San Diego

15.3 Nielsen

In three of the markets above, the show led its time period for the report — and in
New York, where high syndicated ratings are hard to come by, Brannagan led its time period for nine of its ten first weeks on the air.
SPONSOR
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Land is in sight for tv film packagers who've been pretty much
their income tax liability.

at sea about

The Internal Revenue Service has given its OK to the "income forecast" method, permitting packagers to estimate how much programs will earn and for how long they'll
be leased and then making a payment accordingly.
Two other tax methods are now out the window: the "cost recovery" method, which delayed tax payments until program costs were gotten back, and the full tax in advance, termed
a hardship by the packagers.

The syndicators aren't going to like this piece of advice which one agency gave
to a national client: concentrate your efforts on clearing good time periods and
don't commit

yourself needlessly to one show.

This agency study confirmed the belief that time periods tend to shape syndication ratings and that a good time period is worth waiting for no matter how long it may take.
The part the syndicators especially don't like is that a wait-and-clear attitude toward time
periods isn't too conducive to the big regional deal with a single show.
Another ancillary recommendation:
have on hand.

don't overlook the shows which the stations already

The recommendations came up in the course of searching for a syndication strategy for
a leading national advertiser who also uses network shows; the suggestions were aimed at getting the best CPM's.
However, the study wasn't intended to apply to local and regional users of syndication, for whom show merchandising is very important.

Although new syndicated series will still flow early in 1961, insiders expect the
industry at large to produce far fewer new half -hour series than in almost any previous season.
Syndicators might respond to the challenge with considerable ingenuity and you can expect an increase of improvisation to keep program investments sensible.
Re-runs may well account for an extremely high proportion of the distributors' revenue,
especially new off-network shows with proven track records.
Distributors turned towards separate first-run and re-run sales staffs a few seasons ago;
the new tendency moves the industry back towards one integretaed staff to sell all half-hour
product, removing the re-run salesman's second class status.
But should a shortage of new product develop, it could have lasting implications on the
industry: fiscal experiments, say some insiders, might create a hostile climate for the creation
of long-run shows, thereby damaging

renewal possibilities long into 1962 and 1963.

Beer advertisers are leaning heavily on appetite appeal commercials
vate viewers into selecting their brand.

to moti-

Insiders foresee the possibility of more brands switching from entertainment commercials
to appetite appeal ones.
Incidentally, commercials people don't expect the cancellation of Piel Bros. Bert and Harry
commercials to damage the reputation of humorous commercials.
Humor is a special approach to certain sales problems; the fact that it didn't help the
Piel label in no way militates against its ineffectiveness elsewhere.
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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Here's a figure that indicates the extent to which station representation ha*
grown into a big business.
SPONSOR
PUBLICATIONS

INC

It is estimated that its cost of operation plus sales force this year will run between
$35-40 million.
And it's less than 30 years ago when the exclusive station rep bowed into the radu
business.

Trade opinion strongly favors the boldness
White Paper series (Purex).

being shown

by NBC

As one adman put it: tv is showing that it's prepared to fill a vacuum
timid print journalism.

TV

in it*

created bv i

A couple of agencies with insurance company accounts have had the prospect*
of all tv going uhf brought home to them in an odd way.
They were called in by these clients for some information on tv not as an advertising:
tool but how stations would be expected to fare financially if the all-uhf idea actualh
came to pass.
The reason the insurance companies asked: they had applications for long-term (10
20 years) loans from people in the industry.

This might be something for the marathon

record books.

K&E, acting for Mead Johnson, and ABC TV officials started their negotiations anenthe Winston Churchill series at 9:30 a.m. and carried on the talk right through until
6:30 the next morning.
At 3 a.m. they broke into the sleep of John Mitchell, of Screen Gems, at home to qui?
him about some rerun angle.

Agencies are sharpshooting

for a $5 million account, even though the presi-

dent of the account's present agency saved it recently with a fast presentation.
The theory of the hunters in this case: there must be a basic disquiet on the part
the client that the patch job won't completely mollify.

Sellers of national spot tv say that there's one disadvantage vs. the network*
that's becoming increasing tough.
The handicap they cite: the networks are in a position to rewrite the book, or the
groundrules. to fit a particular situation.

u-ran Madison

Avenueite

thinks he's got a pithy comparison

for the a

- ness of the past and the way it's run today.
\\\ thi?: the agency used to invest in original ideas: now it invests in figures.

On The Gulf Coast

ONE
***G\*^*!>*' *"' >)Takes the Measur

WKRGTY
CHANNEL

5 MOBILE, ALA.

Call Avery-Knodel, Representative,
or C. P. Persons, Jr., General Manager
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SPOT

RADIO
>nicd from pau<

There are fen i onset utive week
54 Bedules, and the client two years
ago approved a move which provide?
for alternate-week schedules allowing
"more frequency and more saturation
with an impetus that carries over,"
Bays Bobbe. He explains that this
kind of a hu\ "gives us a lot of
. an economic saturation." Fels
purchases from one to six stations
per market with anvwhere from 12
to 24 announcements per air per week
per station.
One of many spot radio accounts
which switched from television this
past \ear is the Sheramav division of
Houbigant Sales Corp.. for its April
Showers line of inexpensive teen-age
cosmetics distributed in variety and
chain stores, drug stores and supermarkets.
The all-radio ad effort took advantage of the medium's tie-in possibilities with heavy merchandising of
local-level school dances, station or
disk jockey promotions or other similar events. The 13-week drive started
in April in 45 major market areas,
centering on minutes (although I.D.'s
were used also) — both live and transcribed — slotted in afternoon disk
jockey programs. Schedules peaked
toward the end of the week, when the
dance nights are most prevalent in
American communities. In some instances, admission to the event was
exchanged for labels or tops from
the line of bath and talcum powder
and deodorant. The April-July period was selected because product
usage increases then, according to
Mary Dowling. timebuver at the Ellington agency in New York. The
average announcement frequency she
selected was 48 per week per market.
vi\eral Chicago accounts are noteworthy for their efforts in the past
year, reports sponsor's Midwest editor. The Kitchens
of Sara
Lee,
through Cunningham & Walsh, combines spot with network,
using the
former
to parallel its purchase
of
Arthur Godfrey on CBS. The strategy
resolves around
"personality
sell,"
with the client using strong, local
i lilies in an effort to get more
in each market.
The agency
thinks "a strong product image can
lie built in radio in this way,*' and it
roduced many new Kite hens of
cts with spot radio

heavied up on shopping da\s.
One of the heaviest Chicago buyers
is Herbert Baker for \I4). the client
which launched a spot radio "first"
in August to promote Laundromat
laundry services to the housewife. The
advertiser is using 843 radio station?
in 593 cities, concentrated on Mon-

TV CODE
i Continued from page 33)
Camera." "Lady Godiva," "Monkey
on M\ Back."' the Bardot series,
"Crime of Passion," "Fuzzy Pink

day— the traditional washday — with
t op\ which entices the homemaker to
do her laundry at a Laundromat
rather than at home.

Oddly enough, very old pictures
posed
the same sort of content probNightgown."
lem. Some features in tv distribution
were made before the Hays office
started, and have dialogue, costume,

The major stand-out in spot radio
clients there seems to be Cream of
Wheat, through BBDO. Minneapolis,
which uses only spot radio at an esti-

and situation that weren't permitted
in later years. Some have been shown
in later or very late time periods, others are blue-penciled, and a few have
been returned to the distributors.

mated Sl1^ million annually. It's
expected to hypo the budget in '61.
say station representatives.
Typical of the comments on this
campaign is this statement from
Robert Dunville, president of Croslev
Broadcasting Corp.. Cincinnati:

Many have famous stars and are
shown as movie classics in special late

"Y^ e"re proud to be carrying the
schedule on WLW. If more sponsors
would buy on this thorough, intelligent approach, they'd be astounded
with results from radio."
He says Cream of Wheat takes advantage of the five abilities of radio
which "every campaign needs to reach
its marketing goals with the greatest
efficiency." These are place and time,
profile of the buver. personality of
the air salesmen, quality of the station lineup, and pressure exerted on
the market and consumer. The client,
he says, "understands that radio is
the only medium from a physical or
economic standpoint which keeps up
advertising pressure at all moments
of decision between other advertising
These accounts — and many other
exposures."
in the spot radio fold — are successful
because of an awareness of the market and how their products or services fill the market need. As one
executive v. p. of an agencv said: "I
learned a long time ago that "a great
medium can come into being and
grow only in response to a great inAnd. he adds, this kind of interest
terest."
comes from a client and the agency
and the media salesman filling rather
than manufacturing that need. In
his view, and in the opinions of his
less articulate colleagues, the best
users of spot radio are those who
recognize the need. And the best
sellers of spot radio are similarly
those who see a client's problem and
meet it.
^

time periods.
Advertising not suitable for tv.
Many ads should be rejected on tv
even though the picture in its entirety
may be acceptable. For example, CBS
TV said no on trailers for Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho"' for Alfred
Hitchcock Presents, while that network was carrying the series. What
was legitimate in the screenplay became sensationalism when lifted out
into a tv spot. Similarly, the tease of
the coming attraction in a theater is
transformed into uncontrolled titillation and suggestiveness on the home
screen. As deliberate theater-goers,
youngsters can evaluate this sort of
stimulation in theaters, but as unknowing audiences at home they may
be victims of this kind of suggestiveness out of context.
Advertising for late evening only.
This is among the most pressing Code
problems facing stations today. The
economics is simple: theaters want
their ads to reach teenagers, who
constitute a large part of their audience, and stations are reluctant to
forego this type of business, often
coming in saturation schedules. Theaters want early evening schedules,
and stations must violate the Code to
sell such time for some spots. To do
business or to observe the Code, that
is the question.
Is there a third way out. other than
foregoing spot business of this type
or renouncing the XAB seal of good
practice? Can a station take this
business and still uphold the Television Code? What compromises must
advertiser and station make to escape
two equallv uncomfortable extremes?
The solution apparently depends
i Please turn to page 62 i
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BUT... A Few Well-Chosen Words On WKZO-TV
Move Merchandise In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!
NSI SURVEY— GRAND

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

AREA

June 6-July 3, 1960
Quarter Hours in Which Stations Deliver Most Homes
No. of Quarter Hours
WKZO-TV

STATION B

Per Cent of Total
WKZO-TV

89%
58%

Mon. thru Fri.
7:30 a.m.-Noon
Noon-6 p.m.

80
70

10
50

79
76

5
8

93%
81%

Sun. thru Sat.

11%
42%

STATION B

19%

7%

Here are a few of the reasons why WKZO-TY and the
Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids area should be first-line choices
on any advertiser's schedule.
Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids are among the 55
fastest-growing markets in population and households
(source: Television Magazine), and WKZO-TY is the
overwhelming leader in this big, on-the-go market.
WKZO-TY delivers an average of 128% more homes per
quarter hour than Station B, Sunday through Saturday,
9 p.m. -midnight (XSI— June 6-July 3, I960)!
Depend on WKZO-TY for effective coverage of Greater

Western Michigan.
And if you want all the rest of
Michigan worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to your
WKZO-TV schedule.
[Grantland Rice is credited with having written 67 million words during his long sports writing career.
6 p.m. 9 p.m.

9 p.m.-Sign off

WKZO-TV

100,000 WATTS
•
CHANNEL 3
•
lOOO' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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TV

CODE
//<■(/ from page 60 1

both upon firmness and a willingness
to conciliate on both sides. \ station
that never rejects a commercials order i> in no position to bargain for
editorial changes in commercials.
Similarly, an advertiser that shows
no willingness to recognize tv's special problems can hardly expect the
intelligent sympathy of a station
manager.
One pattern, tried with success on
some stations, is for the station to insi-t on two le\els of acceptability for
theatrical advertising. One commercial is made for early evening showing and is acceptable to a family audience. More liberal standards appl\ to a second commercial which is
shown only late at night to adult audiences. Exhibitors who place their
advertising through agencies with tv
experience have shown a surprising
adaptability in accepting this solution. But other exhibitors, who use
agencies to buv time but not to prepare advertising, have shown less understanding ofthe problem.
The most serious situation arises
when an exhibitor with a frankly sensational "exploitation" picture tries to
get adjacencies to established children's programs. ABC TV affiliates
had to reject much of this business, for example, when it requested
adjacencies to Disney.
\ grey area encompasses early evening programs which are not explicitly children's shows, such as earlv
evening news. A station manager
should exercise good judgment in accepting spots for such adjacencies,
examining closely his audience composition and the literal or suggestive
content of the movie ads.
Organized protest groups are a special case of tv censorship. In some
areas thev are so powerful that station managers afford them a healthy
respect, but in other cities the organized protest can often be dismissed
ged. One station manager, realizing he was in the grip of an organized protest wave, discovered all his
phone lines were tied up with calls
protesting the schedule of a forthcoming feature film. He instructed
his operators to ask. '"Have you seen
the picture?" When the answer invariably proved to be no. the operaBO could rely on a further ques'Have you heard about the picture from anyone who has seen it?"
62

This put the callers on the defensive,
since fen of them knew
anything
about the picture except that they
were members of a group that had instructed them to call. In most cases,
neither the members nor the leaders
of the group had seen the picture:
the] were complaining onl\ because
it was on a blacklist of some kind.
W hen the operators asked callers to
watch the picture and then call again
after they had seen it. the number of
protests thinned out to an insignificant number.
Cartoons present many of the same
problems as feature films, but in more
intense form. Characterizations of
minorities which were acceptable 20

JOHNSON
{Continued from page 37)
liable cialstoare produce
more truean toidea.
life if"Commerwe draw
from every day experiences. One
sound effect we use is a guy poking
around in the silver drawer searching
for an opener. This is the commonest of situations, but on film it is terrifically effective. And think how
easiK we might have passed it by."
Johnson was talking about some of
the satisfactions of producing a good
commercial i like the time a music
critic from The New Yorker wrote to
ask who was on baritone sax i . when
he was called back to stage B.

and 30 years ago. when some tvscheduled cartoons were produced,
are no longer in good taste, and it is
impossible for many station managers to allow them on the air today",
although there is no question of excessive violence or sex.

Bill Susman. MPO producer, volunteered some information about the
Johnson schedule during his flying

It is clear that certain motion pictures on tv and some spot schedules
for theatrical exhibition pose problems of judgment which only the individual broadcaster can solve. If
taste and restraint are not exercised,
some insiders fear coercion bv federal action. But the history of modern mass entertainment proves that
self-censorship can be entirely successful ifit is only practiced.
No code alone can prove absolutely
effective, if only because of regional
differences in what is acceptable on
tv. Furthermore, few broadcasters
want to see a tv code which spells out
what is permitted and then polices the

call is made, he hasn't written any-

industry stringently, if the same results can be achieved voluntarily.
Broadcasters" attitudes towards tv
as a business, it has been pointed
out. do not touch on the special nature of air media. People deliberately
buv movie tickets and printed entertainment, but tv comes into the home
something like water, gas. and electricit] in an easily available service
which must have its content checked
somewhere.
Stations have enough experience
with scheduling movies to have that
problem in control in general. But
sensational movie advertising is a new
problem with complicated causes. Although the solutions also seem a little complicated, many trade people —
station managers, film men. and NAB
officials — agree that thev are attainable. ^

visits to New York. "Bob calls from
St. Louis about two weeks before
were going to shoot and asks us tc
hold three days for him. When that
thing yet. but he and his D'Arcv
team have worked out the general format.
"One week before he flies in he
calls again. This time he gives us the
general outline of the story, indicates
the sets and the people cast-wise. We
have things rolling the next week
when Bob arrives at Idlewild at abou:
noon, and from two to eight we are
in a pre-production meeting. The first
set is approved and dressed the same
night.
"\^ e shoot the following morning.
We shoot as many as nine to 12 com
mercials in three days, minutes ami
20's mostly. On the last night, if itnot past plane time, he gets on one
and flies home.
"Bob comes to New "l ork to work
But he's a serious student of photography and direction, and if he has
any free time he catches as man
foreign
films as he Johnson
can."
The 34-year-old
has beei
paid the highest compliment by hi
competitors, according to Susmar.
"They've imitated him. Three yearago when he featured the tight shot:
of musical instruments, severa
them soon followed. Now that he j
been involved in general "gemutlicl
keif scenes — friendly people having
good

time — others have picked

thi

He was also paid the highest con
pliment by Susman. who said. "Whe
we produce
a commercial,
we ca

Up. too."
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tsuallv expect to have an agency producer, a writer, and a client repreentative in here, all representing
Hfferent viewpoints. Bob is a combilation of all of these."
And he received another from the
ilm crew. Said one member: "He's
remendously popular around here.
-le sort of whispers and they jump,
jet's just say that's unusual for a
lirector."
Johnson's musical ear is tuned by
lis "immense" record collection, as
in associate described it. Although
le has little formal training, the musicians with whom he works respect
lis musical ability and his ear.
'There must have been 1,000 permuations of the original Budweiser
heme," said Susman. "everything
from the Viennese waltz to the cha
Sha. He'll
:o music at
Johnson
since 1955.

get a lot of ideas listening
home or at a club."
has been with D'Arcy
Prior to that he was with

Weiss & Geller in Chicago. During
World War II he spent three years
the Coast Guard. In addition to
his shepherding of the Budweiser
:ommercials, he serves as agency producer for the tv series, U. S. Marshall.
a!f]and he produced and directed the
Dodger-Cardinal baseball games that
Were fed from St. Louis to WNTAIV. Newark-New York.
! He and his wife, Jeri, formerly a
jfashion writer, have two boys. Their
house has a lawn that slopes down to
a creek on the outskirts of St. Louis,
Iwhere he once broadcast Cardinal
games.
1 During a break in filming. Johnson
spoke of what he keeps in mind
when writing a Budweiser commercial, and what any writer should retaember for any product. "First of
Sail, it's got to be believable: you've
got to provide a natural setting for
'the product in use. Then, tell a story.
Provide a logical beginning, middle.
and end.
"There's nothing wrong with entertaining. Imean that in the film
sense; the action must involve the
Iviewer. Finally, stick to live action
for the better representation of the
product."
As to costs, Johnson said that they
:can be held down in the production of
'a quality commercial. 'This may
;sound corny, but costs are held down
|in the original script. The secret is to
*know what medium vou're writing
for."
^
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FM
(Continued from page 38)
e) Buy only fm stations which promote fm locally as a progressive medium of broadcast enjoyment.
4. Secrets of fm programing
Successful fm programing includes
the following ingredients:
a i Distinctiveness from am.
b) Specific program appeal for
given segments of the audience who,
by choice, remove themselves from
am listening.
For example, in Washington one
fm station provides a day-long choice
of top town and country music. Another Washington station features the
finest classical music. In one city, an
fm station plans to concentrate on
jazz. In Harrisburg, the fm station
provides the only evening schedule of
fine album music.
Fm must be distinctive in its appeal
for each market.
c) Consistency of programing, so
that the fm listening public knows
what it will obtain during given periods of the week.
5. How to sell fm
"The big job in building a cumulatively successful fm operation is one
of education and promotion.
"Fm's foot in the door is getting
advertising and business leaders to
use fm personally. The simplest approach is a gift of an fm set to selected persons.

tailer cooperation should
velopment of a regular
monthly list of all fm set
To this should go regular

be the deweekly or
purchasers.
direct mail

program promotion of your station."
"In promoting fm. remember that
this medium is going to reach discerning people. Not all promotion
techniques used by am are proper for
the medium. Screen your promotions
6. Costs of fm
carefully; use discretion."
"In large and medium size cities,
fm's actual cost-per-1.000 compares
favorably with am rates.
"Any number of fm stations are
now pricing on multiple weekly package or weekly segment plans which
provide an average cost-per-1,000
which is not out of line, for the overall week, with significant am stations
in the same respective markets.
"In a medium sized market such
as Harrisburg. with one fm outlet,
fm's cost-per-1.000 does not exceed
si per 1,000 listeners and, moreover,
the advertising impact is high because
of fm's limited advertising "content"
within given program segments.
"Fm is currently to broadcasting
what The New Yorker is to the magazine field — specialized, quality, and
effective segmentized advertising." ^

NEGRO
Community

"This may be accomplished painlessly by working out a trade deal
with a local distributor. Sets must be

Programming

high quality "fm-only" sets — number
depends entirely on market size.
"For direct sales promotion, many
potential fm advertisers may be
found among presidents and v.p.'s of
two or three of the most aggressive
local banks. The higher priced auto
dealers, better restaurants and night
clubs, builders of higher priced
homes, exclusive men's and women's
clothing shops, jewelry stores, are
also logical prestige prospects. Develop the key people in each advertising agency : give them each a set.
"Once you have the backing of
such key men in your market, the
next job is to expand the set count
and educate the public. On-the-air
fm promotion over am or tv is highly
effective. On the retail set level, distributors and dealers will be glad to
work with you in pushing set sales.
"An

important

by-product

of re-

SPANISH
PUERTO
RICAN
Programming

of Whirl-Wind
sales action

WWRL
NEW

YORK

*10:00AM-5:30PM

DE

5-1600

** 5:30PM- 10:00AM

America 9s Top TV Stations are following

3 GREAT HOLU
TO TOP TM
These 4 plus 50 more:

If you \e missed the highway to Big Stars a_^

iVOOD BOULEVARDS
^ENTERTAINMENT!
These 4 plus 50 more:

SOLD

IN THESE

SUNSET 54
WABT Birmingham, Alabama
KNXT Los Angeles, California
KTVR Denver, Colorado
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
(New Haven-New Britain)
WRC Washington, D.C.
WCKT Miami, Florida
(Fort Lauderdale)
WSB Atlanta, Georgia
WBBM Chicago, Illinois
WISH Indianapolis, Indiana
(Bloomington)

MARKETS!

WHAS Louisville, Kentucky
WWL New Orleans, Louisiana
WTCN Minneapolis, Minnesota
(St. Paul)
KPLR St. Louis, Missouri
(Belleville, Illinois)
WOW Omaha, Nebraska
WRGB Albany, New York
(Schenectady-Troy)
WCBS New York City, N. Y.
WBTV Charlotte, North Carolina
WLWT Cincinnati, Ohio
KOIN Portland, Oregon

WTPA Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
(Lancaster)
WCAU Philadelphia, Pennsylvani
WJAR Providence, Rhode Island
WDEF Chattanooga, Tennessee
(Rome, Georgia)
KRLD Dallas, Texas (Fort Worth)
KUTV, KSLSalt Lake City, Utah
WTAR Norfolk, Virginia
Newport News)
(Hampton-PortsmouthKHR Spokane, Washington
KTNT Tacoma, Washington
(Seattle)

SANTA MONICA 54
KNXT Los Angeles, California
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
WCKT Miami, Florida

WBBM

Chicago, ""

WILSHIRE 54
KNXT Los Angeles, California
KTVR Denver, Colorado
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
(New Haven-New Britain)
WCKT Miami, Florida
(Fort Lauderdale)

MTA

WOW Omaha, Nebraska
WCBS New York City, New York
KOIN Portland, Oregon
WBBM Chicago, Illinois
WISH Indianapolis, India
(Bloomington)

WJAR Providence, Rhode Island
WATE Knoxville, Tennessee
WFAA Dallas. Texas (Fort Worth)
WTAR Norfolk, Virginia
KTNT Tacoma, Washington
(See Seattle)
WCBS New York, New York
KWTV Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
WTPA Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
WCAU Philadelphia, Pennsylvani
KRLD Dallas, Texas (Fort Worth)
KTNT Tacoma, Washington
(Seattle)

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

Chevrolet

& IDEA

is using spot tv and

radio to back up its pre-holiday
gift offer of Dinah Shore Christmas reeords.
More than 800,000 records have

WRAP-UP

gone out to Chevy dealers to tie-in
with the company's Once Around the
Block car demonstration campaign.

FARM-FRESH FILLIES, these shapely models appearing with George Shannon (c) on WWLTVs Town
and Country Journ
al' in New
Orleans, give farmer-viewers
healthy respite from
chores. Station farm dir. Shann
>n's 'Dairy Industry' show won I960 Nat'l Milk Pdcrs. Fed. award

Here's the top 25 network advertisers for the third 1960 quarter
in terms of gross timebillings, as
reported by TvB-LNA :

ADVERTISER

GROSS TIME

P&G .. .....
$10,350,190;
Lever
8,351,044
American Home Products 7,830. 128
Westinghouse
6,058,429
Colgate
5.592.959
Brown & Williamson ...... 3.987.802
General Foods
3,620,755
General Motors
3,608,802
Sterling Drug
R. J. Reynolds
Texaco

3,498,987
3,488,581
3,049.474

AIR BUBBLE STUDIO, of vinyl-coated nylon and installed by WCBS in Main Rotunda of
Grand Central Terminal, N.Y., broadcast shows from 29 Nov.-2 Dec. Below, left, crew prepares
for installation of radio equipment, furniture and exterior. At right, finished product; was used
to transmit

'Jack

Sterling,'

'Lanny

Ross'

'Allen

Gray,'

'Martha

Wright,'

'Ken

Bangharf

shows

GRAND

OPENING

in

Elmont.

N.

\

Great
Eastern Mills, was theme of WMCA
|
'Joe O'Brien' remote broadcast.
Below (l-r):
Irving Schneider,
Stanley
Lebow,
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Bristol-Myers
Alberto-Culver
General Mills
National Biscuit
Gillette
Liggett & Myers
American Tobacco
Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident

3,016,841
2.970.151
2.842,615
2.488.263
2,436,630
2,388.238
2,273,508

weeks of December to repeat its offer
of a free, 32-page flash guide book
with each purchase of a sleeve of
flashbulbs.

2.126.894
2.108.768
2.001.889

National Dairy
Miles Laboratories
S. C. Johnson

1.966.751
1.962,258
1.956.706

AGENCIES
W. E. (Pete) Matthews, Y&R
media chief, had some provocative things to say about the research needs of media for the
immediate future, before the San
Francisco Ad Club. One such
comment in particular had to do
with ratings.

Campaigns :
• Gibson Wine, Cincinnati. Ohio.
and Elk Grove, Calif., is trying out
spot tv and radio in 22 markets in
Ohio. Indiana and Kentuckv for the
new theme "Gibson Wine goes good
with
the good
of life."
Agency :
Stockton.
West.things
Burkhart.
Cincinnati.
• Sylvania Lighting, division of
Sylvania Electric Products, buying
radio saturation
for the last two

comparable data on the characteristics— demographic, geographic and
economic — of broadcast audiences."

2.241.610

Philip Morris
P. Lorillard
Ford Motor

surement organization which will be
able to give us uniform, standard and

After noting the limitations offered
by ratings at present, because no
matter how they're projected they become just a number, which, in turn,
becomes the onlv accepted tool in
manv quarters for measuring the
quality and advertising effectiveness
of a program. Matthews said:
"Perhaps it is too much to hope
that at some not too distant future the
media concerned will set up a mea-

Needham, Louis & Brorby is
branching out in a series of new
top-level appointments.
Among them:
• The elevation of company founder and president Maurice H. Needham to chairman of the board.
• Paul C. Harper, Jr., from executive v.p. to president.
• The appointment of two executive v.p.'s: James L. Isham. in charge
of creative services, and Richard H.
Needham, in charge of administration.

The Sealy mattress group, which
spends practically all its ad money in
tv. ha? again switched agencies: this
time from JWT to Earl Ludgin.
Estimated billimrs: $700-800,000.

BURNING

BRIGHT

WHITE

is

this blue-eyed, true white tiger,
first of its kind ever to set foot in
Western Hemisphere. Gift for
children of America, animal was
donated by Metropolitan Bdcstg.
pres. John Kluge (c), to Dr. Theodore Reed (r), dir., Wash., D. C,
National Zoological Park. At left:
WNEW-TV
news dir. M. Weldon

ANNUAL

NATRFD

CONVENTION

held recently in Chicago, found grouped around retir-

ing president Wally Erickson (third from left), KFRE, Fresno, (from l-r) vice president Carl
Meyerdirk, KVOO, Tulsa; secetary-treasurer Robert S. Webster, WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.;
president George
Roesner, KPRC,
Houston;
historian Harvey
Dinkins, WSJS,
Winston-Salem

DON'T OPEN FOR 25 YEARS! Time capsule assembled by WLSV, Wellsville, N.Y.,
; contains local products, publications, radio/
I tv tapes. Sales mgr. James Armstrong in, serfs
copy
of
SPONSOR
for
posterity
i SPONSOR

•
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Agency appointments i Security
Savings and Loan, San Francisco, to
Honig-Cooper & Harrington . . .
Rahr-Green Bay Brewing, Green Bay,
\\ is., to Creative Group, Appleton,
\\ is. . . . \\ illys of Canada to Burley,
Norman Craig & Kutnmel, LTD
. . . McKesson & Robbins i McKesson
Laboratories and wholesale drug
dept.'l to Maxon . . . Quaker Cane
Sugar (National Sugar Refining) to
Young & Rubicam . . . Traub
Manufacturing i Orange Blossom engagement and wedding rings) to
Fred M. Randall, Detroit.

dept., Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,
Pittsburgh, to Applestein, Levinstein
and Golnick, Baltimore, as adminiBtrative assistant . . . John Marshall
from A&P's Woman's Day advertising and merchandising rep to Tatham-Laird. Chicago, as group merchandising executive . . . Dr. Jaye S.
Niefeld from director of research
and media, Keys Madden & Jones,
Chicago to marketing dept. head,
Clinton Frank, Chicago.
They were elected: Shaw, Chicago:
John W. Shaw to chairman of the
board: David E. Guerrant from
executive, v.p. to president.

New offices: Potts-Woodbury,
Kansas City, Miss., opening branch
office in New York City at 527 Madison Ave. Leonard Bridges is v.p. and
office manager.
Ideas at work: Weintraub & Associates, St. Louis, has installed a
"hot media line" for the exclusive use
of media sales reps. The direct connection gives the company instant
news of media availabilities.

Added

ARB

national

informa-

tion: ARB national reports will anaLyse the entire viewing family structure with regard to education, income, age, heads of household and
housewives per age group, and viewers per set. Additionally, the next six
ARB reports will give out information
requested b\ subscribers. Typical information: how many viewing families own dogs. cats, two cars, washing
machines, etc.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Douglas H. Amundson, from advertising and promotion manager,
Air Control Products, to account
executive, Sander Allen. Chicago . . .
Richard B. Bradshaw from account executive, Chicago, office, to
managing director and chief executive officer, Foote. Cone & Belding,
Canada . . . Helen Roberts from
W MT, Cedar Rapids. Iowa, continuity
director, to radio-tv director. Impact
Advertising, Washington, I). C. . . .
Rolf W. Brandis from director
commercial production to radio and
tv director, Edward H. Weiss, Chi. John J. Meskill to media
Mi Cann-Marschalk . . .
Neil R. Bernstein
from tv/radio
68

They were elected v.p."s: Marjorie S. Plants, Ruth Cerrone and
Joan Chamberlain, all at Lennen
& Newell . . . Thomas A. McAvity,
programing, radio tv dept.. J. Walter
Thompson . . . Charles A. Eaton,
Jr., media director, and C. R. LaRoache, general manager, both C. J.
LaRoche.
Shaw adds to broadcast division :
Stuart H. Berg as radio-tv production director, from Kenyon & Eckhart: George A. Wilcox as v.p.
and media director, from Leo Burnett; Maydawn Murray as assistant
radio-tv manager, from CampbellMithun; and John L. Albright to
copy department, from \^ ade.

TV STATIONS

less than 27,000 entries during the
month-long contest to name the station's new symbol (a dignified little
man attired in a colonial-type suit
with cocked hat and buckle shoes l.
Tv, radio, newspapers and billboards
were employed during the promotion,
and 123 separate cash prizes, tied in
with the station's channel number 11,
were given away to entrants. First
prize. Sill 1.11. went to the person
who came up with the winning name
— Mr. Furston Teevee.
• WRAL-TV,

Raleigh, N. C. has

adopted a new type of station identification with emphasis on free enterprise. Using a variety of different
phrasings, the ID goes something
like this — "the voice of free enterprise" and, "the miracle of America
is freedom of the individual.'
• WVET-TV, Norfolk-Hampton,
"\ a., has published a coloring book
for children featuring the station's
kiddie show . Bungles and His Friends.
Some 10.000 of the color books, were
published and distributed to advertisers and among viewers.
• WBKB, Chicago, is giving away
to viewers, a 24-page cook book highlighting 14 ABC shows. Francois
Pope's ABC-TV Gourmet Recipes includes such dishes as London Fish
Pie honoring Winston Churchill — the
Valiant Years: Sukivaki, The Islanders; Potted Ox Joints. Stagecoach
West; Beef Mandarin Style. Hong
Kong; and Irish Lamb

Stew. Harri-

gan and Son.

RKO General is headquartering
its national sales managers in
New York Ci'y.
Heading up the new central sales
office, is Robert J. McNamara. director of sales plans.
The national sales managers: Paul
Martin, KHJ, L. A. (Eastern 1 : Richard Jacobson. KHJ-TY. L. A.: Proc-

Kudos: KRON-TY, San Francisco,
recipient of the national Golden Mike
Award from the American Legion
Auxiliary for its programs in the interest ofyouth . . . KTUL-TY, Tulsa
Broadcasting v.p. Bill Swanson, appointed to the Governor's Economic
Development Commission bv Gov. J.
Howard Edmondson . . . WWL-TV,
New Orleans, farm director. Georse

Yankee
AC-TV.
CKLWHerbert

Shannon, awarded grand prize in the

Clarke. KFRC. San Francisco: Gordon Law head. WHBQ. WHBQ-TV.
Memphis; and Perry Ury, WGMS,
Washington. Robert Wilke has been
named Director of corporate sales
relations.

Federation . . . WNTA-TV, NewYork City, recipient of American \s-

tor Jones, WN'AC Boston &
Network: James Gates. WN
Boston: Sidney Allen, CKLW.
TV. Detroit i Eastern l:

Ideas at work:
• WIIC, Pittsburgh,

received no

1960 Spotlight on Dairying competition bv the National Milk Producer?

sociation
the Unitednews
Nations'
top
award for for
outstanding
coverage
of the 1 N loth general assembly.
More

awards:

A new kind of tv

award is being readied for presentation earlv next year. The award:
Western Heritage Awards, by the NaSPONSOR

•
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decidedly Cleveland's #1* station
A spot announcement
on WHK is the only way
she can get through
to him now. For she's
not the only one
who's overboard.
He is, too— overboard
for Metropolitan's brand
of news, service and
showmanship which
finds WHK

swimming

in listeners and
advertisers. Is your
product in competitioninfested waters? S.O.S.
Blair, or V. P. &
General Manager
Jack Thayer. Just
call EXpress 1-5000.
Cleveland |

WHK

A station
of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

'HOOPER,

all day

average 20.0%

(Oct.-Nov.,

1960)

PULSE,

26.0%

average total share of audie

i and out of home,

Sept. 1960.

I

and

I . Neary. A complete, in-depth news

II- i itage (..enter. Thev will
th.
top Western
feature
Western
documentary
film:
Western -hurt story; Western magazine article ami \\ estern musical com-

v

\

Hall

of

Fame

service, also on a 'round-the-clock
basis, will be part of the new station
"sound."

position.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

J.

Drayton Hastle. v. p. Reeves Broadcasting \ Development Corp.. named
president, company's broadcasting division (Wl SN-TV, Charleston, KBAK-TV, Bakersfield. Calif.: and
pending FCC approval. W HTN-T\ .
Huntington. \V. Ya. i . . . Paul E.
Walton. Jr.. from engineer to operations manager. WNDU-TY. South
Bend. Ind. . . . Gordon L. McGloshen to sales staff. KTYI. St. Louis . . .
Thomas E. Belcher, regional sales
manager, named acting commercial
manager. KAOO-TY. Tulsa . . . John
Devine from commercial and station
manager to acting general manager.
KVOO-TV, Tulsa. . . Robert Peel
from production director and promotion manager. WIND. Chicago, to
promotion manager. W ITI-T\ . Milwaukee . . . Charles Stroud from
promotion department. NBC. Chicago, to director, client service. WGN.
Chicaso.

RADIO
Two

more

STATIONS
radio stations in re-

vamping their programing setups are putting the emphasis on
a "new sound of music" concept.
The stations: WABC. New York
Citv. and Miami's WGBS.
\Y\BC's new sound, according to
Hal Neal. v. p. and general manager
of \BC"s flagship station, will accent
top-selling pop singles and play up
personality deejays.
The stations service and information programing is also being broad' ned. in keeping with the new format.
WABC launched its new "sound"
with a two dav >ing-A-Lonz Sound
Spectacular, last week.
WGBS's new concept in radio
listening is ha-ed on a daily 'roundthe-clock airing of album music featuring a good ~hare of Rodgers and
Hammerstein. Gershwin. Porter. Ber-

to

• chit-chat will be kept
a minimum,
according to
" tor and v. p. Bernard

WCAU, Philadelphia, has issued
a new. and streamlined rate card
which does away with the old
style row-upon-row
of numbers.
Among the innovations: an opportunit\ for advertisers using announcements and programs to combine the
two t\pes of buys for total discount
purposes.
Discounts per contract vear are
based on 300: 500: 1.000: 1.500:
and 3.000 units or more. Discounts
range from 5°c for 300 units to a
maximum of 30' < for 3,000 units or
more.

and Radio Farm Directors . . . Jerry
Friedman from station manager,
K0B\ . San Francisco, to national
sales manager for the Gordon stations (KOBY. KSDG\ San Diego.
KBLZ. Phoenix. Arizona i . . .
Dw ight Case from account executive.
K0B\ . San Francisco, to sales manager, that station . . . Paul B. Evans
from sales manager. WIP. Philadelphia, to director of sales. Worldwide
Division of Metropolitan Broadcasting . . . Norman Prouty. from assistant radio sales manager. Kati
agency, to network sales manager,
Worldwide Division.

NETWORKS
CBS

TV Mill be spending S300,-

data: KAJLL. Salt Lake
granted FCC permission
its davtime power from
5.000 . . . KCUL. Fort

000 in newspaper ads across-thecountry to perk up viewer interest in its nighttime programing.
As CBS sales department explained
it in a form letter to agencies:

Worth. Tex., became the city"s first
full time 50.000 watt independent radio station. 1 December.

"As you know, the first two months
of the fall season were unusual, to say
the least. Political broadcasts, election

New Keystone affiliates: KGUC.
Gunnison. Colo.: WFRX. West
Frankfort. 111.: WOWI. New Al-

specials disrupted this network's
"regular' schedule 59 times in 58

Thisa *n"
City. Utah,
to increase
1,000 to

bany, Ind.: WHOL. Houlton. Me.:
WHHT. Lucedale. Miss.: WBAZ.
Kingston, N. Y.: WREM. Remsen.
N. Y.: KODY. Minot. N. D.:
WWSR. St. Albans. Yt : WMEK.
Chase City. Ya.: and KYCN.
land. \^Yci.

Wheat-

Happy birthday: WWJ. Detroit,
women's editor. Fran Harris, celebrated 30 vears of Detroit broadcasting. 22 November . . . WEJL. Scranton. Pa., celebrated 38 years of broadcasting. 29 November . . . WIBM.
Jackson. Mich., observed its 35th anniversarv. 26 November, with an
open house celebration at the studios.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Charles P. LeMieux. Jr.. from general sales manager. Vi INS. New \ ork
City, to v.p. and director of sales.
Golden Circle Group i \YF0K. Poughkeepsie. N. Y.. WACE. Springfield,
and the company's two new proper■ tiding FCC approval: WKSTi\. Youngstown, O., and WKST-AM,
New Castle, Pa. ■ . . . Harvey Dinkin-. WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. «...
farm service director, elected historian of the National
Association of Tv

campaign coverage and entertainment

nights.
"Accordingly, the network and its
stations are now undertaking a special cooperative newspaper advertising drive for the entire schedule, as
a schedule, for 14 consecutive davs."
Net

tv sales: B. F. Goodrich

iBBDO'. Colgate-Palmolive (Ted
Bates i . Schick Razor iCompton)
and Whitehall Labs i Bates • . will
share sponsorship of the second annual Libertv Bowl football game. 17
December, over NBC-TV.
Net
radio
sales : Pepsi-Cola
i BBDO i bought participation in
ABC's Flair, as did Curtis Publishing iBBDCn.
PEOPLE
ON
THE
MOVE:
Robert J. Galvin from manager,
film operations.
manager, video
scope operations
national director

NBC-TV network tr
tape, film and kine. . . Jack H. Mann.
of sales development

and program coordination. ABC
radio net. taking on additional dutiesof national director of research, ad
\ertising and promotion . . . Jerry
Zigmond. ABC director of promo
tional activities
for the
\caderm
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all he wants is

IVE HIM SPONSOR for CHRISTMAS
Without SPONSOR a buyer of time is lost, despondent, wallowing in a sea of despair. He feels
SO inferior because he doesn't know EVERYTHING that's going on. But with SPONSOR by his side
he operates at concert pitch every hour of the day. This miracle works for any executive whose life
is full of tv and radio.
So give him SPONSOR for Christmas — his own personal copy that he can
pore over in the quiet of his home and come to work — a genius!
(1-4) one year's subscriptions — $5.00 each
(5 and over) one year's subscriptions — $4.00 each

ORDER

NOW— WE'LL

^SPONSOR

BILL YOU
THE SHORTEST

LATER
DISTANCE

40 EAST 49TH STREET, NEW YORK

BETWEEN

BUYER

17, NEW YORK, MU 8-2772

& SELLER

- ' '-. a/ presentations, and Carroll Nye, publicist of the TV network
press information staff, will be ABC's
tatives on the Academy of
Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences'
public relations
rdinating committee foi the 33rd annual Oscar presentation . . . Nicholas C. Gilles to
NBC-TV network as director of business affairs.
Net radio affiliates: KTHS, Little
Rock, Ark.. WMAS, Springfield.
Mass., and WKYW, Uuisville, Ky.,
all with CBS.

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

Tim-

Othj John Canty to account executive. Petry, radio di\ i>on. Chicago . . .
Ralph H. Daniels. Jr., from San
Francisco office. CBS Television Spot
Sales, to account executive, New York
City office, that company . . . Wallace Hutchinson from Independent
Television western sales manager, to
account executive, Blair. San Francisco.

New offices: Peters. Griffin Woodward, in L.A. at 5455 Wilsbire Blvd.

Delta Chi for "outstanding achievements in the field of journalism."
Programing
note:
NBC-TV
to
carry a new series of full-hour color
programs by Walt Disney.
Social note: NBC's Tuenty-Five
Year Club got together for its annual
luncheon. 5 December, at New York
City's Waldorf-Astoria, and honored
nine new members: Carlos Clark.
technical director: H. Weston Conant, sound effects technician: H. L.
Folkerts, technical director: Joseph
M. Milroy. manager, program pricing and servicing: Arthur G. Poppele, operations supervisor; Margaret Riebhoff, station reports coordinator: John J. Roonev. maintenance engineer: John L. Seibert.
supervisor, project engineer, and
Clifford Slaybaugh. director, international enterprises.

Important progress is constantly
being made in video tape coverage and in the growth of twomachine tape stations.
Ampex reports that its records are
now in use in 99 I .S. markets and
that 86 stations in these markets now
have two or more VTRs in use.
Latest stations to purchase Ampex
tv tape equipment are: KOLD-TV.
Tucson: KTYR. Denver: WDBO-TV.
Orlando: WJBF. Augusta: WVUE,
New Orleans: WHYN, Springfield:
WSPA-TV, Spartanburg: WLAC-TV,
Nashville, and WLBT. Jackson.
Second Ampex machines are now
in use at KOOL-TV, Phoenix: KXTY.
Sacramento, and WNCT, Greenville.

Sales: WOR-TY. New York purchased 20 post- 1949 pictures from
Colorama Features for $500,000 . . .
KYAR. Phoenix, sold 40 post-1950
Warner Bros, features to Fletcher
Jones Chevrolet the same dav thev
were purchased from Seven Arts As-

Anniversary note: CBS inducted
32 new members into its 20-Year Club
in special ceremonies, in New York
City. 1 December. The new^ members
received CBS gold pins and were
given a choice of either a stereophonic
portable or console Columbia phonograph, or a Longines 17-jewel, 14karat gold wrist watch.

REPRESENTATIVES
Rep appointments:
KADY.
St
Char]'-. Miss., and KADI. St Louis,
to Jack Masla and Company
for
national representation.
72

Madison: andKINY,
W SAL",
Wausau.
KREX. Juneau:
Grand Junction
. . . UAA reports 14 station sales of
features. Christmas programs, and
cartoons.

Programs: Colorama Features acquired 22 post-1948 Pine-Thomas feature films distributed b\ Paramount
for >2 million: rights include both tv
and theatrical distribution.
Commercials: Kenneth C. Marthey joins On Film. Inc. of Princeton,

N.t t\ affiliate: WNAC-TV, Boston,
with ABC.
Kudos: CBS president. Dr. Frank
Stanton, elected a fellow of Sigma

Elkhart: WBRE. Wilkes-Barre;
WW LP. Springfield. Mass.: WISC,

sociated . . . ITC's Jeff's Collie to
WNAC, Boston; KYTV. Springfield.
Mo.: WTVI. Ft. Pierce: WSEE. Erie:
KMSO, Missoula ;KELO, Sioux Falls:
Ramar to KLFY. Lafayette; WTVI,
Ft. Pierce: KELO. Sioux Falls:
WFLA. Tampa: KFDX. Wichita
Falls; WXTV, Youngstown; Hawkeye to KBLR. Goodland: and four
other stations above: Staiie 7 : Interpol Calling. New York Confidential:
Four Just Men. Brave Stallion to 18
-tat ion- variously; Best of the Post
I., WBAL-TV, Baltimore: WTAR,
Norfolk: KHQ. Spokane: WIMA,
Lima: WDBJ. Roanoke: WSEE. Erie:
WKST. Youngstown. R. I.: WRGB.
Schenectady; WEEK. Peoria: WSJVT

N. J., as producer-director . . . Paul
A. Minor to Transfilm-Caravel as
account executive in tv commercials.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: John
H. Foley to the Cleveland office of
MCA TV . . . Steve Krantz. general manager of Screen Gems i Canada lLtd.. elected a v. p. of the company . . . Howard Alston named
production manager of CBS Films in
Hollywood . . . William (Bill) McGee appointed western division sales
manager of ITC.

More sales: Banner Films" package
of 21 Tarzan pictures, sold to 100 stations: WNAC-TV, Boston: WBBMTV. Chicago: WTIC-TV. Hartford:
KNXT, Los Angeles: W CBS-TV.
New- York: WCAL-TY. Philadelphia;
KCRA-TV, Sacramento: KXTY. Salt
Lake Citv: KMOX-TY. St. Louis:
WBNS-TV, Columbus: WSB-TY. Atlanta: WDSU-TV, New Orleans:
KVII-TY. Amarillo: KFJZ-TY. Ft.
Worth: WAFB-TY. Baton Rouge;
KTNT-TY. Seattle: W SM-TV. Nashville: WTYJ. Miami: WLOS-TV,
Asheville: CKLW. Detroit: KONOTV. San Antonio: KOTY. Tulsa:
KCSJ-TV, Pueblo: KTYK. Phoenix:
KLRJ-TV. Las Vegas: KOLO-TV.
Reno: KAKE-TV. Wichita: W TCNTV. Minneapolis: WREC-TV, Memphi- WFMJ-TV. Youngstown:
WOOD-TV. Grand Rapids: KTBSTV, Shreveport; KTVE. El Dorado:
WTPA-TV, Harrisburg: WNEP-TV,
Scranton; WBRC-TV. Birmingham:
WPTA-TV. Ft. Wayne; W TVY.
Dothan: WLBT. Jackson: WB AYTV. Green Bav: WHTV-TV. Huntington; KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls:
WROC-TV. Rochester: KFMB-TV.
San Diego: KZTV. Corpus Christi;
SPONSOR
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.KOLN-TV, Lincoln; KCBD-TV, Lubibock; WTAR-TV, Norfolk; WTVH,
Peoria; KMJ-TV, Fresno.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

Share your Christmas campaigners are spreading among radio
stations.
A couple of examples:
• WCKR, Miami, to select 25
neediest families, in the Shara-Christmas program for gifting with Christmas dinner and childrens toys, and
the station's Stamps for Toys plan
enabling listeners to send in trading
stamps which will be honored by
Miami agencies for the exchange of
Christmas toys.

the two-day legislative roads committee hearing from the Hillsborough

D. C. recipient of two citations from
the Redevelopment Land Agency for
its 20th November report-in-depth on
the problems and reactions of Washington urban renewal, Condemned to
Move.

County Court House . . . KEX, Portland, Ore., launched a new panel
show, Insurance Clinic, giving listeners an opportunity to get professional
advice concerning insurance . . . WIL,
St. Louis, personality, Dick Clayton,
taking on the personal public service

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE : George
T. Rodman appointed public service

project of boosting the area Christmas Seal Campaign . . .

manager, KGO Radio and KGO-TV,
San Francisco . . . Ben Wechsler

Kudos:

named public affairs director. KYWTV. Cleveland.
^

WRC-TV,

Washington,

THE PICTURE

• WMAL, Washington, D. C. for
the 12th year, opening its annual
Country Store program for the benefit of needy area families. The station
works with the Salvation Army and
the District Lions Club in collecting
and distributing canned goods and
cash.
An

Ohio

group

of advertisers

were urged by TvAR's Tommy
Thompson, to make public servj ice programing an annual project.
His reasoning:
• Community service improves the
corporate image.
• It helps sell the product.
• Gets the salesmen in to see busy
buyers.
• Builds stockholder good will.

in the important

• Creates confidence in the product or service.
• Makes a community welcome the
advertisers plant, or office, in goodneighbor fashion.

ALBANY-S

• Provides advantageous distribution for products.
In addition, Thompson said, "public service shows are the easiest kind
to promote and are priced realistical-

ly-"
Public service in action: WKRCTV, Cincinnati, is showing Your
Man in Washington, a program designed to better inform the public
about their Washington representatives . . . WTVT, Tampa. Fla., canceled its daytime programs, 30 November, and 1 December, to carry

TADY-TROY
MARKET!

WfAST• . Lucky Channel 13 ... is the ONLY area TV
station posting consistent and considerable day and nighttime
audience gains.
ARB, November '58 to March '60, WAST
NSI average ratings, April '59
to March
60, 6 A.M. -6 P.M.,

|

WAST

Saturday-Sunday 6 P.M.-Midnight WAST

SELL Where People BUY
WEmmmmammamoBma

call yoarJJ&RkJTM\

IN GREENVILLE S. C's 1st MARKET

NEWSr
LEADS
Sam

T. Johnston

(left) and Robert C.

Wiegand i below right i were named, last
week, to fill top managerial posts in Taft
Broadcasting. Johnston was appointed general manager of WKRC-TY, Cincinnati,
and \^ iegand. general manager of \^ T\ N-

Ask us or
AVERY-KNODEL
for the facts about our leadership

T\ . the company's Columbus station. Both
are long-time Taft executives. Johnston, a
native of Cincinnati, returns there to headup the tv station where, in 1953, he was a salesman. A year later, he
went to Columbus where he was first sales manager and later general manager of WTVN, Radio. Wiegand conies to his new post from
the Taft Lexington station. WKYT, where,

5,000 WATTS- 19 HOURS DAILY
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Offered with WORD, Spartanburg,
S. C, as the PIEDMONT GROUP
AFFILIATED WITH WFBC-TV

for the past two years, he had been general manager. Eight years ago, when he
first became part of the Taft operations.
Wiegand, was an account executive. Later
he moved to sales manager, and in 1954.

WFBC

to assistant general manager of WTYN-TY.
Wiegand. a native of Springfield. Mass..
and an honor graduate of Boston University,
began his early broadcasting career as a
disk jockey in Attleboro. Mass. Johnston, who attended the University of Cincinnati, has a degree in law from Salmon P. Chase College.

BUY THE
)^
SUPERLATIVE
STATION

William P. Marseilles has rejoined the
Robert E. Eastman Co. as office manager
of the rep firm's newest, and eighth national sales office located in Atlanta, Ga. For
the past six months. Marseilles has been associated with the Link Trainer Corp.
Binghamton. N. Y.. in the company's sales
department. Prior to that time, he had
■ Corps.
been on the New York sales staff of the
Eastman
Co.. which he had originally joined in
Before that he had served as a pilot with the U

Ma

July

of

1958.

John E. Bandy II, has been appointed
assistant to the general manager of X^ DAS,
Philadelphia's oldest independent radio station. His appointment, according to Robert \. Klein, general manager of the Philadelphia Negro station, marks one of the
few times in American radio that a major
market station has appointed a Negro to a
top-level executive post. Bandy, who was a
E Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
•-presented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

popular disk jockej at Washington, D. C."s WUST. was educated in
Europe and Asia.
He is a law graduate of Howard University
SPONSOR
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"No more hassles for Traffic Time for me!
Yve found that Any Time is Selling Time on

WING

in

Our files are full of success stories from
advertisers who have discovered that highflying WING sells the Dayton Market all

services. Get the facts TODAY from your
East/Man or General Manager Dale Moudy.
WING. Talbott Tower. Dayton 2. Ohio.

around the clock. Proof of WING's dominant position in Dayton radio is our consistent first place position in all three rating

This Month's Caption Winner:
Arthur Radkey, Keelor and Stites.
Cincinnati, Ohio

robert e. eastman & co., »«.
AIR TRAILS stations are WEZE,
SPONSOR

•
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Boston; WKLO,

•>•>

Louisville; WING,

national representative
Dayton; WCOL,

Columbus; and WIZE, Springfield, Ohio.

1960

75

frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
The once-over-lightly attitude many agencies have in respect to making spot
radio commercials is in direct conflict ivith the increasing strength and popularity the medium enjoys today, according to H. D. "Bud" Neuwirth, director of sales, WIP, Philadelphia. The solution? Sufficient allocation of funds
to insure the best creatively qualified personnel and, consequently the most
effective commercial message. "Poor commercials" says Neuwirth, "destroy,
even for the moment, the sound image that management is trying to project
. . . We want commercials created by specialists, not by the client's wife."

DON'T

STINT

ON

COMMERCIALS

Spot radio purchasers should take the subject matter of the commercials they place on the air much
more seriously.
Today spot radio is bigger, better, stronger than
ever before. There are more radio stations, more
radio sets, more radio listeners who count on radio
to provide the immediacy of news coverage that only
spot radio can
their day, tell
downtown and
while entertain

deliver — the service features to start
them what to wear, help them drive
back with traffic reports and all the
them.

The spot radio industry has done a fantastic job
of providing advertisers with a capacity audience.
Many alert, aggressive selling agencies are aware of
this power. They expend the time, energy, brainpower, and dollars necessary to insure the creation
of an effective commercial message — a message that
will persuade and force to action this extremely large
and responsible audience. But, unfortunately, a large
number of agencies lack this perspective when it
comes to creating a truly effective commercial. Some
oi these agencies, both national and local, assign topnotch personnel to create a total marketing plan, and
thi evolution into spot radio schedules. Yet, after
all their excellent planning and excellent purchasing, the commercial produced completely negates the
work of the buyers.
'lay, almost five million dollars are spent to

PRODUCTION

gain consumers' attention. No agency or advertiser
can afford to gamble with anything less than the best
creative talent in its copy department or with less
than the best creative use of outside specialists, such
as Stan Freberg, Sandy Green. For example, in a
half-million-dollar budget, a few hundred dollars
will be utilized to create some cornball jingle. Sufficient money must be allocated to gain the best possible commercial. Moreover, in many cases, the man
appointed to choose an outside specialist isn't qualified creatively to select one, and hence more money
is spent in speculative production than in the actual
production itself.
In the top 25 markets, the most important station
is usually an independent whose programing is directed by top management. Poor commercials destroy, even if for the moment, the sound image
that management is trying to project.
Understand, we don't want tv sound tracks. We
want commercials that are created effectively and
properly for spot radio broadcast — commercials that
are created by specialists, not by the client's wife.
Before closing, I'd like to say that there are mam
excellent commercials, particularly the recent crop
from Detroit advertisers (body by Fisher, Chevrolet.
Ford, Oldsmobile), but more are needed. Allocation of sufficient budget and personnel toward this
goal will pay off well in the long run.
^
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Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank
on this-no where in the Carolinas will you find children's
program strength to match that of WSOC-TV. This better
television fare for small fry complements the over-all
program structure that changed audience patterns here
in your 25th largest television market. Buy right. Buy
; WSOC-TV-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC
SPONSOR

•

and WSOC-TV
12
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are associated with WSB

1960

WS9C-TV
CHARLOTTE 9-NBC

and WSB-TV,

and ABC. Represented by H-R

Atlanta; WHIO

and WHIO-TV,

Dayton
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SPOTS

One bubble burst: Nothing is more
exciting than a whole town going

SPEAKS

"spontaneously" nuts over its baseball
team. So why does Ketchum. McLeod
& Grove have to go and spoil it all by
informing us that the "Beat 'em
Bucs" craze in Pittsburgh last fall
originated in its shop, was thought up

The timebuyer

speaks

special, recently completed

survey

h\ copywriter Roger MeGovern?
Crnon guys, is nothing sacred?

out

In this issue (page 39) we are presenting Part Two

of a

Two

bubbles burst: It pays to advertise, but in an election it only pays
the winners. The losers have been

of advertising agency

timebuyers.

trying to get those stickers off the car

Their opinions of their jobs, their bosses, the shops in
which they work, and the agencies they most admire

bumpers, but they don't come off as
easily as they went on. That explains
those stickers all around the country

make

fascinating reading for anyone in the advertising business.
What

that read: xon-lod

impresses us most is the maturity and seriousness

of their judgments.

One bobbled boost: WJMJ, Philadelphia, reported to Broadcast Time
Sales the enthusiastic phone call they
received from a lady who said she
was grateful for their programing and
thought they ought to have a motto.
"Your station is such a relief to

In the past, timebuying has been one of the least appreciated, least well-paid, and least understood
functions.

of all agency

And, going back 15 or 20 years, timebuyers as a group
represented one of the least professional, least sophisticated

hear," she exulted, "that it should be
called the relief station of Philadel-

segments of the business.
But, thanks in large part to the increased importance

of

tv in the total advertising picture, the status of the timebuyer

Unkindest

has been rising rapidly, and the caliber of person engaged

operas are gone, leaving hungry actors and a few unanswered questions.

in this work has improved immeasurably.
Today, though by comparison

with other agency personnel

they are often underpaid and overworked, timebuyers and the
timebuying function are beginning to come into their own.
We

welcome

this as a healthy trend. And

we salute and

congratulate the timebuyers who are represented in the new
sponsor

survey.

Spot radio's continuing

lution to the Ma Perkins script — "On
Thanksgiving Day, the entire family
is gathered
Ma's happiness
house. Maahead,
Perkins
herselfat sees
phia."
primarily because Anushka and her
grandson Junior will be married next
month." How is this Anushka going

of the

major national and regional accounts which use radio spot.
There are some fine corporate names

Take for example the official CBS so-

to get away with marrying her grandson Junior, and will he be happy with
the old woman?

challenge

Also in this issue is a story (page 29) on some

n

cuts of all: The soap

on the list.

But no one who really understands the power and potential
of the medium can be satisfied with the 1960 roster of
accounts.
There are still far too many blue-chip advertisers who are
out of spot radio or who employ it in limited ways.
Total
spot billings for the year, even if they top a record $200,000
till be far short of the half-billion dollar goal which
<>K has advocated.
For the year ahead, we call for an all-out industry effort to
bring to spot radio the business it deserves.

Knowledge

is power: Oppressed by

the media
Thought
you"d
like
to know director?
that in most
parts of
the
U. S. "boss" means cow. And in
Northern England and Scotland
boss means empty or hollow.
Uncomfortable piggyback: Late the
other night a N. Y. channel ran the
picture of Fugitive #1 along with a
recorded announcement in which his
mother pleaded, "Please call the FBI
and give yourself up. Please, please
do this for me." Then followed a
quick I.D.: "Promise her anything,
but give her Arpege . . ."
SPONSOR
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Look mann, suppose you had the best of old-time movie comedy in
130 eight-minute sequences? Suppose they featured such timeless
greats as the Keystone Cops, Ben Turpin, Harry Langdon, Louise
Fazenda and many others in highlights of their merriest comedies?
Well, you can stop supposing-because that's...
FUNNY MANNS. And then some! Each sequence is humor-enriched with
specially created bizarre sound effects and scored with original funfilled, live music. What's more, they're all integrated with up-to-date
laughmanship by FUNNY MANNS and all his relatives: Mail Mann, Milk
Mann, Fire Mann, Rich Mann, Police Mann and so on
up the Mann family tree. Actually, they're all that very
funny mann, CLIFF NORTON. All told, FUNNY MANNS is
a winning combination for kids everywhere, kids of all
ages— everybody who likes to laugh-and who doesn't?

FLEXIBLE MANNS. This show is really flexible. You can integrate single
episodes within larger shows of your own, tie them in with your
local emcee, or put them together for any program length to meet
your individual station programming requirements.
Pre-sold? Discover for yourself how many advertisers and agencies
have already said they want to buy in to FUNNY MANNS. They're just
waiting for this program to be logged in your market!
FUNNY MANNS is produced and directed by the former Executive
Director of Children's Programming at NBC, the man who created
"Howdy Doody," E. Roger Muir, who has proved he knows
how to attract and entertain young audiences.

CNP

With CNP's FUNNY MANNS... the kids in your area
will be laughing. Your advertisers will be happy. You'll
feel pretty good yourself. What are you waiting for?

.intirw
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OUT OF MIAMI!"

From

Oceanfront

To The Everglade;

uTTTT^

LEE BOWMAN
as Jeff Thompson
with

ICKY GRAZIANO
as "Rocky"

rt

><*&&'■

FILMED

ON

.^
LOCATION

IN MIAMI

a background of luxurious hotels, exotic nightclubs
. . . interesting people seeking fun and excitement! A gay careI ee resort that must be kept free of undesirable guests, erring scandal, crime of any sort!
Uere is superb television entertainment

destined

season's most unusual success. The Ziv-UA man
if your market is still open.

to be the

can tell you

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS. INC.
488 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Produced by

40< a copy

• $8
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PEACE

EDWARD

TV/RADIO

ON

RETRY

ADVERTISERS

EARTH

&

CO.,

INC.

USE

QUALI1
touch

Mk

.*4&

V "- '> k$ 1 ",/ ,,

Beauty through si mpl icity, so often
overlooked by the novice, but
paramount in the hands of one who
possesses a quality touch.
This symbolic tribute to the season
is offered to convey our wishes for a
bountiful harvest to each of you. And,
too, may we take this opportunity to say
thanks again for your recognition and
help in making this quality touch a highly
rewarding facet of our own operations.

Rfpre*rnt,,l
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radio & television • dallas
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SALES

by gill-perna
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RAY

WAGON

TO

A

Radio

Station

STAR

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta

STATIONS

WPEN - Philadelphia

WALT- Tampa;

WSAI -Cincinnati
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... he checks out 132 different
things before

•

27

Top 50 air agencies spend 53%
in radio tv
sponsor's end-of-year analysis of agency
billings shows
that the
majors are setting national patterns in tv/radio buying and budgets

34

What's ahead for Ollie and ABC?
^l 42. Ollie Treyz has achieved his first objective: a top-ranking positioa
for ABC. But the most dramatic episodes of ABC story still lit ahead

36

Why food brokers like spot
Study reveals food brokers prefer local media for advertising groceries
and introducing new products; also like network shows with spot tie-ins

37

AMF airs its diversity on web tv
Giant operation selects CBS Tomorrow documentary series as vehicle to
reach opinion makers with its story. Series scoring high audience share

39

Color tv's upper-income audience
Color television homes are of substantial annual income with high
living standards.
Also contained
in this section:
Comparagraph

is . . .

American
Airline's Superintendent
Flying, Captain David Chambers

of

TIME BUYERS ARE
CAREFUL TOO! . .

OF ARTICLES

They select Nashville's

WSIX-TV8
. . . YOUR BEST BUY ON
COST PER 1,000!
[•] Check

these FACTS!

FEATURES
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TV HOMES — 370,700

12 Commercial Commentary

46 Sponsor Asks

p>

Population — 1,965,500

56 Film-Scope

58 Sponsor Hears

l^

Effective Buying
Income — $2,1 55,868,000

24 49th and Madison
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64 News & Idea Wrap-Up

78 Sponsor Speaks
49 Spot Buys

|>

Retail

Sales — $1,585,308,000

8 Newsmaker of the Week

78 Ten-Second Spots

64 Picture Wrap-Up
16 Reps at Work

74 Tv and Radio Newsmakei

76 Seller's Viewpoint

55
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BUY THE
CHOICE CUT!

Iowa has 25% of all the Grade A farm land
in America — has 63 of the nation's topincome farm counties as against 40 for
Illinois, 29 for California, 28 for Minnesota.
There are more top-income farm counties
in WHO-TV's 57-county area than in any
other U. S. television-coverage area. In these
57 counties, the average farm income is more
than $14,000 per year!
When

you buy WHO-TV,

you can figure

that you're buying Metropolitan Des Moines,
Iowa's largest metropolitan center, plus a
iy2 billion-dollar farm and small-town
market bonus in Central Iowa!
No

matter how

you slice it, WHO-TV

gives you the nation's most important farm
market in which there is also a large metropolitan center. Ask PGW for all the facts.

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV,
Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
»' WHO-TV
WHO-TV
J WHO -TV
1WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TVI
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TVI
WHO-TV
WHO-TVI
WHO-TVl
WHO-TVI
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV
Channel NBC13 Affiliate
• Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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GATEWAY TO THE HEART OF SOUTH CAROLINA:

Willard

The 257,961 people who make WIS-Television's home market
the
state's
largest after
metropolitan
area (andin atheclose
the two
Carolinas
a 38.1% increase
1960second
Census)in
give Channel 10 their major time and attention, not to say
devotion. This adds up to a 78.5 share of audience, savs
ARB (March 1960). And throughout South Carolina, WISTelevision's 1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers
more of the state, more effectively than any other station. In
short, South Carolina's major selling force is

Herb Martin

Dougherty

Southern Manager
Midwest
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Paul Blair

Western
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George Dietrich
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Suddenly

you're in the 18th Century.

Our most recent message

dealt with Philadelphia's plans for entering the 21st Century. Today we step back 300 years,
"Elfreth's Alley," whose homes are identical to those in England of that long ago.
ne next May, residents will celebrate "Elfreth's Alley Day" (a legal holiday) by dressing
in costumes of the same vintage as the houses. While they do, it's likely they'll hear
1 talking on-the-air about this revered tradition, as part of its community affairs cover. This is typical of the public consciousness which has helped differentiate WIP from its

■,■:■ ■

osite numbers for 39 years. And with the added impact of Metropolitan's new concepts
news, service and showmanship WIP is growing rapidly to the foremost audience position

in Philadelphia. WIP,
f the Metropolitan Broadcasting

Metrodelphia,

Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, '

Pa.

mn^mummm

NEWSMAKER
of the week
HHH
Frank P. Fogarty, the new chairman of the hoard of Radio
Advertising Bureau, envisions a year of dramatic and convincing evidence of radio's power. The executive vice president of Meredith Broadcasting Co. since last May has become
a major voice in air media after only 10 years as a broadcaster, having joined WOW. Omaha, as gen. mgr. in 1950.

The

newsmaker:

Look forward to a year of "big jump.<-

in radio's prestige and billings" in 1951. That's the prediction of
Frank P. Fogarty. who last week made his second big jump withir
seven months: he was named chairman of the board of the Radic
Advertising Bureau.
As chairman. Fogarty promised a year of bold action to illustrate
radio's worth. He told sponsor to expect to see the results "of a remarkable test of radio's power" by mid-January, when RAB releases
the record of a year-long experiment with radio made by Higbee
of Cleveland, a leading department, in answer to an RAB chalIn rich western New England, WWLPWRLP, the combination reaching
375,000 TV homes, delivers more
sales impressions per advertising
dollar — 64% more than the =2
Springfield Station. Our combined
Grade A signals reach up and down
the Connecticut Valley for over 125
miles.
First in ratings, acceptance and
service - 3 times as many local,
live shows. - Most national, regional and local advertisers of any
Springfield station - Vigorous merchandising — exclusive in the
market (WWLP's in-store displays
reach 75% of all grocery shoppers
weekly).
The powerful force that's selling
western Massachusetts and NorthCentral Connecticut is WWLP, Channel 22 with bonus coverage; WRLP.
Channel 32 covering southern Vermont and New Hampshire. NBC
for 7 years.
SEE YOUR

HOLLINGBERY

MAN

lenge. "Higbee made tests of specific items in competition with
newspapers and recorded the results in depth." he revealed. "We
expect national advertisers as well
as local merchants to study these
results carefully."
Fogartv came from Paxton &
Gallagher, roasters of Butternut
coffee and distributors of other

ml. I'. Fogarty

grocery products, to join the Meredith Stations as general manager of WOW- \M-T\ . Omaha, in 1950
At Paxton he had been v.p. in charge of sales. Just last May he was
elected executive v.p. of Meredith Broadcasting Co. As RAB chair
man. he succeeds Allen \\ . Woodall of WDAk. Columbus. Ga.
As executive v.p. of Meredith in charge of broadcast operations
Fogarty coordinates stations WHEN, Syracuse; KCMO, Kansas City.
Mo.: KRMG. Tulsa: KPHO. Phoenix, and WOW. His headquarterare in Omaha, which has been his home for many years.
The new RAB chairman has served the industry in several capaci
ties in the past decade. He has been a director of RAB, a past direc
tor of the CBS Radio Affiliates Association, and has been a member
of the N \B Freedom of Information and Insurance Committees.
In the coming vear he hopes to accelerate the various activities o:
the RAB, to speed-up the organization's "three-pronged objectives or.
ever) front" b\ "working with the broadcaster to expand his sales
horizons, with the agency to improve radio's image and simplify
procedures in buying and billing, and with the client in selling th<
story of radio."
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The signs are unmistakable. The
crowds are turning to WNBC-TV!
Take news for example. The "11th
Hour News," Monday thru Friday.
It has a larger nightly audience
than any other single- station
news show in the nation!* With
news on five New York channels
to choose from at 11 o'clock, the
figures show that thousands switch
over to Channel 4 for responsible,
comprehensive coverage.
From "The Dave Garroway Today
Show" in the morning, to Ray
Scherer and Leon Pearson in
the afternoon, to award-winning
Gabe Pressman and "The Texaco
Huntley-Brinkley Report" in the
evening, on to John McCaffery
at night, New York viewers are
switching to WNBC-TV in
increasing numbers for clearer,
more complete news reporting.
This is why more people watched
the political conventions and
election night coverage on
Channel 4 than on any other
town!**
station
Join
the inswitch
to the station
where news comes first!
WNBC-TV CHANNEL 4 NEW YORK
NBC Owned and Operated
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
'Source: Nielsen New York report, November, 1960
(and true in all but one complete report
throughout the past year!)
'-Source: Nielsen Instantaneous Audience Ratings.
July and November, 1960

by John E. MrMUUn
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1 Commercial
I commentary

COVER
FLORIDA

Tv goes to the mountain!
In the scrambled annals of television history
1)60 will be remembered. I think, as the vear

LARGEST
MARKET

v/hen the tv industry began taking to heart the
immortal advice of Alpine cigarettes.

and
29 Counties
with 1 station
Tampa-St. Petersburg is Florida's second largest market,
with a metro population of
772,453*! But that's not all!
WSUN is the only station on
Florida's West coast covering
the entire 29 county area with

I've never been quite sure what Doyle Dane
Bernbach were up to with their eerie jingle. "Go
to the mo-un-tain. go to the mo-un-tain. go to
the mo-un-tain. It'll do a lot for you-hoo."
I've always half suspected, in fact, that this bright creative agency
was trying to put over some dark. Freudian, motivational Dichterism
on us poor defenseless persuadees.
But I'll have to admit that the Alpine injunction, goofy as it
sounds, has worked wonders for the television business.
Only a year ago tv was wallowing in the alluvial ooze of perjuries,
payolas. and quiz show scandals. Tv men were lurking like frightened
fauns in the dismal swamps and fearsome fens of public scorn, sneers,
castigation, and censorship threats.
But in 12 short months the industry has shaken off the slime,
stepped boldly out of the mud, and set its feet firmly along the high
road to the mountain of public service and responsibilitv.
The result, as Alpine promised, has done a lot for us.
Balance sheet on the Great Debates

1.420,007* residents.

Most newsworthy and notable of tv's 1960 mountain-climbing
feats were, of course, the four Great Debates last fall.

ADD TO THIS WSUN's
GREAT
ADULT AUDIENCE
(97.2%)** ... the greatest
percentage of adult listeners.
This means ADULT BUYERS

I don't know about you but
press comments
which
those
And, from the standpoint of
not receive the public attention
1. The debates would never

throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day !

been for the vigorous battle which tv leaders waged for the suspension of Section 315 of the Communications Act. This, and this alone,

REACH ALL OF FLORIDA'S
2nd LARGEST \1 VRKET ON
THE ADULT STATION!

620 KC

TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

• Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
'960 Census
"Pulse 6 60

I got awful sick
Nixon-Kennedy
the tv industry,
they deserved:
have been held

of all the ponderous
meetings
produced.
four vital points did
at all if it had not

made the Jack-Dick duels possible.
2. No matter who mav have originallv suggested the idea of the
debates (and the idea antedates the Roosevelt-Wilkie campaign of
1940) the fact is that the tv industry was the prime mover in getting them scheduled in 1960.
3. The debates cost tv networks and stations nearly 82 million
in provable out-of-pocket costs. This extraordinary contribution
was almost completely overlooked by newspapers and critics.
4. The tv industry wanted and suggested better debate formats
than those which were used. The network committee of John Daly,
ABC; Sig Mickelson, CBS; John Keating. Mutual: and William McAndrew, NBC, made several proposals which would have eliminated
the criticisms which the formats received. Their recommendations
(Please turn to page 14)
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were turned down by the Republican and Democratic chieftains.
All in all, tv men can be proud of the part they played in stimulating, producing, and providing these historic spectaculars.
And. as an example of high-minded, Alpine-type mountain-going
it would be hard to beat the Great Debates for, as we say in the ad
business, impact and penetration.
More

hearts

in the highlands

But if the debates were the most colorful, I think in some respects
they were the least important of the ways in which tv aspired to the
heights in 1960.
Far more striking was the great surge of truly magnificent public
affairs programs we have seen in the past six months.
Broadcasts like the Year of the Polaris, Harvest of Shame and
Eyeivitness to History, on CBS, The White Paper and the Irving
Gitlin specials on NBC, Yanki-No! and the Churchill Memoirs on
ABC, are positive evidence that an unprecedented number of tv hearts
are in the highlands these days.
Nor has the going-to-the-mountain process been limited to the networks. Lou Hausman, over at the Television Information Office
has sacks of bulging files on the astonishing variety of new public
affairs programs being produced by local stations.
Station groups like Corinthian and Westinghouse have been seeking the summits with creative and imaginative productions.
Even sponsors have been getting into the mountain-going act. Firestone, Philip Morris, AMF, Purex, Bell & Howell have joined AT&T,
U. S. Steel, Hallmark, and others in setting their sights on the peaks
and not depths of tv achievement.
Actually, the only phase of the business in which the striving for

MONTANA'S
Favorite
Salesman'

altitude has not been apparent has been in entertainment. Hollywood, far from aiming for the mountain has been concentrating on
Death Valley. A dismal succession of program disappointments —
Hong Kong, Peter Loves Mary, My Sister Eileen, The Raven, Garlund, The Islanders — have characterized the entertainment season.

SELL
HOMES

60.300 TV

51. 00 per 1,000 TV

at less

than

HOMES!

Seven Cities Cr 13 Counties enjoy
<MSO -TV's Fine Lineup of CBS,
ABC Cr NBC Programming.
• MISSOULA
• BUTTE
. ANACONDA
• HAMILTON

. HELENA
• DEER LODGE
. KALISPELL

National Representatives

HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
After January 14, 1961

Apparently out there on the West Coast they don't yet read the
Alpine signal loud and clear.
But in every other area the tv industry, by heading for the high
hills and proud peaks, has been doing a lot for itself.
And this I think, is a wonderful thing.
In years past the only thing that was ever wrong with the tv
business was that it had too low an opinion of itself and its own
abilities and potentials.
By brooding over its supposed 14-year-old audience, it developed
its own warped, confused, 14-year-old inferiority complex.
But now in 1960 we have seen a complete transformation, a healthy
flexing of mature muscles, and a heartening determination to scale
our Andes and conquer our Everests.
So much for my sermon on Alpinology. I can't resist ending it
with a quotation from my Grandmother McMillin. She had never
heard of Alpine cigarettes but she knew what they were talking about.
Said Grandma, "When the soldier, the statesman, the scientist, the
scholar, and the businessman reach the top of the mountain, they will
find the poet sitting there waiting for them."
Merry Christmas, and happy mountain-going in 1961 !

^

Folks HATE To Go To Bed
In Rochester, New York!
Rochester's a quiet, thrifty, conservative town — sort of complacent — a place where you'd
hardly expect to find a flock of late-stayer-uppers. Yet, every evening, far into the night,
thousands of home lights shine throughout Rochester's neat residential areas!— It's not
the night life that accounts for this— it's the right life!

it's those Wonderful

FEATURE FILMS
EVERY

NIGHT

AT

11:;
Never— no never — has there been such a brilliant, star-studded array of late-evening
entertainment as that offered by our Fall Festival of Feature Films! Great dramas! Great
stars! Great entertainment! — And a great opportunity for smart buyers who grab up the
golden spots within this super-selling program structure! Write, wire or telephone today!

CHANNEL

lO

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(WHEC TV
•
WVET TV)
EVERETT-McKINNEY
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Reps at work
Al Masini of Edward

Petry, New York, points up a blemish in

an otherwise bright picture of network specials at an "all-time high."
He says, "Everyone should benefit from this better balance of enlightened programing — the viewer who broadens his experience, the
network wdiich gains greater prestige, and the advertiser who wins
new audiences and dividends of
goodwill. Unfortunately there is
an exception to this otherwise
bright picture. Many spot advertisers object to the additional
paper work brought about by
changes in programing, and often
establish a policy of taking credit
instead of accepting make-goods.
An even greater number use these

24 Ml our
euro

Sicciuon
ti
Sales Results
Powerful

Thru

Personality

Programming

. . .

J^k

one-time-only 's as a means of putting a cushion in their budget. If
they are overspent they take credits
everywhere, thus eliminating the necessity of an early termination
or cutback. In too many instances of special event programing, the
station is so busy notifying the client of the change that it doesn't
have time to go out and sell the spot which has been turned down.
More advertisers should review their policies on specials to make
sure they are not sacrificing a new and valuable audience segment."

Charles Warner, of Avery-Knodel, New York, states that "the old
quantity vs. quality argument is essentially one of cpm vs. concept.
In addition to the quantitative values we must have the important
qualitative values: station image, management, programing. This
is concept. Add this to rate card and package plans and you have
an equation that may swing the
balance when a station has the

featuring a concentration of

numbers

dynamic hometown personalities with 81 years of com-

prove the determining factor when
the numbers are even. Thus, when

Kincd proven air-selling experience!

a buyer feels he is getting a schedule on a station which has an efficient, realistic package plan as part

WAOK
ATLANTA
For Details And Avails
Contact Daren F. McGavren
Co. or Stan Raymond
WAOK,
Atlanta, Ga.

slightly against it, or

of a well-planned rate card, when
he feels he can be sure of proper
commercial treatment along with
good distributor relationships, he
will be more apt to continue his
schedule, less liable to give the business to the other stations which
are pitching on numbers alone. Numbers are important, but often
they are used as a crutch by buyer and seller alike. It is said that he
who lives by the numbers will die by the numbers. The important
thing is to get across the station's character, concept, and image."
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Does your advertising

look the same as others?

Does it sound the same?

Many campaigns

are competing

for attention.

But only the outstanding

ones get it.

People buy ideas.

The sharp ones.

Toung & Rubicam,
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Advertising

Ambitious Timebuyers Take Note

A^nuurillo
•Jumps To 33th
In Population
This information won't make you
chief over night, but it could do
wonders for your client's dear sales
curve.
Amarillo's official population is
137,969. From 152nd, we've soared
into the magic circle of the top 100
U. S. cities. In just ten years we've
scaled 68 places and ga'ined 62,000
people.
Add our huge service area and

you get an additional 400,000 population. We think it's worth crowing
about — and worth knowing about.
For the complete astonishing facts
ask us or Katz.

KGNC-TV and AM
Full power on channel four

KGNC-FM

NBC

10.000 watts — 710 kcs

03.1 mgs.

Television and Radio
in Amarillo, Texas
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
19 DECEMBER

I960

Copyright I960

PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Judging from the activity of the past week in national spot, tv stations may
find the outlook for the first 1961 quarter somewhat more encouraging.
The calls for availabilities and schedule placements which kept the reps hopping in the
New York sector included these:
Scott Paper's Soft Weve (JWT), mostly minutes; Peter Paul (DFS), minutes for
nine weeks; Gillette's various products (Maxon), 39 weeks in top 100 markets; Post Cereal
Alphabits (B&B) ; P&G's Prell (B&B) ; General Food's Minute Potatoes (FCB) ; Greyhound Bus (Grey), weather and sports; Yuban Instant (B&B), a new flight, with a switch
from minutes and 20's to 10's; Welch's Grape Juice (Manoff) ; Chef Boy-ar-dee (Y&R),
minutes and 20's. Virtually all of these have January starting dates.
Out of Chicago: Clark Candy (Maxon) is asking for minute avails in and around kid
personality shows for 13 weeks starting 20 March.
Tetley Tea (OBM), after passing up its customary fall flight, will be back in
spot radio next month, with availabilities now in process of collection.
Jell-O (Y&R) will do a flight for its Instant Pudding, effective 16 January, and L&M
cigarettes (DFS) is renewing for most of its major markets and asking for minute
and 30-second avails in various other markets for a January start.

Pall Mall's account people at SSCB say radio stations have no cause for worry
about the brand's status in spot for 1961, but they're deeply concerned just the
same.
As the reps see it, they've got good cause: SSCB not only hasn't renewed for a mass of
the Pall Mall markets but it's given cancellations on a broad scale.
SSCB's Pall Mall timebuying crew were put under specific orders not to discuss
the situation, but SPONSOR-SCOPE obtained this version from a highly placed executive
in the account group:
The agency is merely marking time with regard to spot radio contracting for
1961. The 1961 budget has been virtually approved, but holding up action on a broad
scale is a certain formality at sponsor top level. If anything, Pall Mall will spend more
money on spot radio next year.
However, some radio reps are pretty certain that the 1961 strategy will be along these
lines: the top 25 or so markets will receive 52-week contracts and the medium and
smaller markets will have to be content with flights.
Incidentally, Wooten in his first nine-months estimate put Pall Mall in first place over
Camel, which has held that rank for as far back as can be remembered.

Preparation H, which ran into trouble with the NAB's tv code, is making a stab
at radio.
It's offering 52-week schedules on an almost saturation basis.
Radio stations, wondering about the acceptability of Preparation H under the
NAB's radio code, have consulted that code's director and learned that acceptance would
not in itself violate the conditions of the code as it is now written.
In other words, it would seem entirely up to the station to decide whether the product or
its commercials would be "objectionable to a substantial and responsible segment of
the community," as stated in the code.
19
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Scott Paper (JWT) would like to spend a sizeable wad on daytime spot tv and
also expand its daytime network commitments, if it could sell off the other week
of Bringing Up Buddy (CBS TV).
What it has particularly in mind: adding lots of weight in key markets.
Unlike Whitehall, AlkaSeltzer (Wade) put a wad of year-end money into a
crash spot tv buy:
a heavy-up in the top 50 markets for three weeks.
Because of holiday hiatuses by other accounts, AlkaSeltzer picked up some unusually attractive spots.
Whitehall put its year-end residue into tv network sports participations.
Important news for sellers of spot tv: some astute agencymen think it's about
time that an oft repeated statement be exposed as a myth and delusion : It does not
cost an agency less to service an account in network than in spot.
The facts are these: (1) far more people participate in the selection and handling of a network series and most of them are in the upper-salary brackets, with the
vast majority of them earning at least three-four times as much as a timebuyer; (2)
the expense of checking the reports and bills rendered by the networks is frequently
as great as that involved in a spot campaign of much smaller dollar dimensions. In
other words, there is little difference in the amount of paperwork.
Why the agency often favors recommending network: it can be sold the advertiser as
a complete national entity and afford the agency an opportunity to shower the client
with frequent voluminous reports on how the show is faring ratingwise, in audience
composition, type and whatnot.

Actually, it's something that looms big in the files.

Now it's Campbell-Ewald that will have a media planner concentrating all his
attention on a single account: Chevrolet.
The C-E designee is Bill Kennedy, who was media director of McCann-Erickson in
Chicago. Kennedy will headquarter in Detroit.
JWT recently named Jim Luce the media planner-coordinator for the Ford account, but Luce will shuttle between New York and Detroit.
The Roaring Twenties has been added by ABC TV to the network's list of onehour nighttime shows in which two 30-second commercials are permitted.
The other shows are Naked City and Stagecoach West, and the over-all effect is made for
seven commercial positions instead of six.
General rule for spotting the 30's: one following the middle-of-the-show stationbreak
and the other, as a floater in position 1, 2 or 3.
Bates can be accredited with initiating the nighttime 30 and it stemmed from a
problem it had with B&W's Kools. Seems that Kools couldn't afford minute commercials.
P.S. : B&W last week cancelled out a bunch of its nighttime I.D.'s in spot.
For an interesting insight into how Brown & Williamson's tv expenditures have
been drifting from spot into network, note these comparisons:
In 1959 the time billings were $9,716,773 network and $9,255,640 spot.
The 1960 time billings are running at an indicated $12 million for network and $7
million for spot. (The network figures, of course, don't include program costs.)
Kraft is on the lookout for another weekly show, this one to ride for its confectionery divisions and have children as its target of appeal.
FCB is doing the actual looking and whether the placement of the money will be network or spot depends on what the agency finds.
SPONSOR
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Lever's media
the five shows it's
A report which
the company has the
tv.

continued

department is doing nip-ups over the rating returns to date from
connected with on the tv networks.
is being prepared for Lever president M. C. Mumf ord will show that
largest nighttime accumulative audience weekly for any account in

Of significance here: it took the agency of record, JWT, several seasons to assemble the
time slots.

ABC TV points out that in November it scored as well in TvQ's measurement of
program enthusiasm as it did in Nielsen's measurement of home viewing.
The top 10 new programs in TvQ's count of total score came out thus: ABC, 5; CBS TV,
4, and NBC TV, 1, and the breakdown in TvQ's top 40 was ABC, 18, CBS, 14 and NBC, 8.

NBC TV's research, in response to advertiser query, is working on a new study
involving the value of specials, particularly the public affairs type.
It's also about ready to start analyzing a mass of material about daytime that's been coming in from the field. This data will be passed on to sales promotion sometime in February.

In terms of total home hours of viewing the suspense and situation comedy types
of programing seem to have made the biggest strides this season as compared to last.
There are still more people looking at westerns even though there are less hours of them
than last fall, but the suspense show as an item of popularity shows signs of catching
up with the westerns.
Also worthy of note is this : the anthology drama keeps slipping each year as a
magnet for mass audiences. Its weekly audience in 1958 was 79 million; in 1959, 51.8
million and this fall 47.6 million.
Here's a comparison of total home hours for the past three Novembers, with the program
hours involved in the calculations noted in parentheses :
category
1960
1959
1958
Westerns 153,521,000
Suspense 125,457,000
Sit. Comedy
101,424,000
Adventure 81,634,000
Gen. Drama
47,642,000
TOTAL
509,678,000

(14i/2)
(14y2)
(12
)
(12
)
( 8
)
(61 )

174,978,000
104,130,000
68,712,000
45,280,000
51,889,000
444,989,000

(17V2)
131,805,000
(13V2) 65,494,000
( 8 )
78,022,000
( 7V2)
31,910,000
( 6y2)
79,086,000
(53)
386,317,000

(12i/2)
( 7 )
( 8V2)
( 4V2)
( 9%)
(42
)

Source: 1st November NTI; A. C. Nielsen copyright 1960.

Union Carbide (Esty) has bought an additional 40 nighttime minutes
TV for use in the spring to sell its car waxes.

on ABC

These will be sprinkled over several shows as happened this fall with the same advertiser's
anti-freeze line.

The networks keep snaring 'em away from the spot tv family : among the latest is
Malt-O-Meal (Campbell-Mithun), which has bought into NBC TV's the Westerner.
TvB in its 1959 report showed Malt-O-Meal spending $512,640 gross for spot.

ABC TV has decided to go ahead and schedule the 10 NCAA basketball games
made available to the medium of a Saturday afternoon, starting 7 January.
It's offering them each at a package rate of $23,700 for a quarter.
SPONSOR
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It's all subject to change but Westinghouse's official position at the moment —
as relayed to the networks through Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove— is that it has no
more money for tv in 1961.
CBS TV has been trying to sell Westinghouse the Reports, while NBC TV withdrew
Meet the Press from co-op sales, telling the stations there were prospects of Westinghouse
taking on the interview series nationwide.
Whether Beacham-Ritchie will go through with its plan to test 30-second Brylcreem and Eno commercials back-to-back looks like a tossup.
JWT reported that all except three of the 15 markets it recommended for the test contained a station that would take the back-to-back 30's.
Also that in most cases the stations were agreeable to taking the business at the minute
rate. The others asked for 200% of the minute rate.
(For initial station-rep reaction to JWTs

inquiry see 5 September SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

The latest edition of ARB's local sweep, involving 245 markets, is being made
available to advertisers a week ahead of schedule.
It took 6-8 weeks to process and contains the new format including audience characteristics.
What

would

probably make

a interesting report out of TvB, say in a couple

months : what happened to that spot tv franchise empire of Shell's after it decided to
go newsprint exclusively.
The pith of the story would be: how quickly the periods were gobbled up and by
whom. For instance, JWT, which lost the account to OBM, swung a mass of them to both
Ford and Standard Brands.
In any event, nothing like it had ever been assembled before in the medium.

NBC's shift of its 82.5-3-million advertising to McCann-Erickson may not appear
so surprising if this is taken into account : NBC, particularly from the viewpoint of
tv, has become highly diversified and expansionist on the international front.
Among the NBC subsidiaries that have international interests are California National
Productions (the tv film arm) , NBC Enterprises (merchandising licensors and other things)
and NBC TV, which has financial stakes in several overseas tv operations.
It happens that McCann's international setup ranks among
only in billings but in the number of countries with installations.

the top in this field not

Several of McCann's top executives have had intimate knowledge of NBC operations.
Did you know that the two P&G products that can lay claim to the biggest sales
shares in their respective fields use only spot?
The pair: Clorox and Crisco.
Clorox leads with over 50%
vegetable shortening field.

of the liquid bleach market, and Crisco has 40%

of the

None of the P&G soaps or dentifrices or even cake mixes come anywhere near that share in
their specific markets.

Crest, incidentally, has definitely moved up into second place among
taking over the spot from Gleem, now ranked third.

dentifrices,

Colgate, though its share has been materially clipped, is No. 1 still by a healthy margin.
For

other

news

coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 8;

Spot Buys, page 49; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 59; sponsor
Hears, page 62; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film Scope, page 60.
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NEWS

ACCORDING

TO

DOYLE

49th and
Madison
Feelings akin
For the first time in Oklahoma, Frank Doyle,
a veteran of more than eighteen years of
news broadcasting, presents a fast moving
news, weather and sports summary. Not
simply wire service copy, but a comprehensive analysis of the NEWS ACCORDING
TO DOYLE, Monday through Friday, 10:0010:15 P.M. Acceptance of program, acceptance of products, guaranteed!

I read your "Commercial Commentary" of 7 November with more than
passing interest.
It's a classic.
So you went to the Kentucky
Broadcasters' meeting? So did I. last
spring, as a speaker. They're a
grand group, and. like you, I learned
a great deal in the venture..
Mj station? 250 watts, 1240 on the
dial, town population, 8,770. Single
station market. Daily paper. Just
one of the thousand or so tiny market
stations serving the local community.
No network, just good, solid information, with a bit of music for breathing time. Staff— 18, full time. Plant
investment — S208,134.77 before depreciation. Last year's gross — $233,465.95. This year's estimated — S248,000. And get this, friend— 90.1%
of the gross is local, right off the
main streets in this town and the
small, surrounding Iowa farm towns.
Takes your breath, doesn't it.
A native Iowan? Nope! You have
all of them on Madison Avenue. Me?

using several interviewer contacts
with each and every family in the
sample. This contact is so effective
and the interviewers so thoroughly
trained that no premium is necessary
to obtain a satisfactory return.
James W. Seiler
director
American Research Bureau, Inc.
Bellsville. Md.
Two

of a

Morgens" talk
before the
NationalardIndustrial
Conference
Board
has
come to my attention.
Howard is away from the city, but
I have sent a copy along to him. I
know he would want to join me in
thanking you for your very friendly treatment of this subject.
Incidentally, you will be pleased to
know that we have received quite a
few
requests
of Howard's
talk as
a resultfor
of copies
vour effort.

c. c. uiiiing

I was born and brought up in Brooklyn. New York!
Thought you might be interested.
Keep up the good work.
Ben B. Sanders
KICD
Spencer, la.
Setting the record straight
Just to set the record straight regarding your item on Nielsen local tv service vs. ARB (5 Dec. issue, p. 22),
both ARB and Nielsen are subject to
non-cooperation in diary keeping in
every market in the country except
New York (where both have electronic measurement I . But the most

kind

Your very thoughtful article i "Commercial Commentary"' i in the 21 November issue of sponsor about How-

mgr., pub. rel. dept.
The Procter & Gamble Co.
Cincinnati
You know. I am just almost afraid to
write Clem Uhling. manager of P&G's
public relations department. I would
venture to say he has received thousands of requests for President Howard Morgens' address before the Narecently.tional Industrial Conference Board
So, just to let you know I read your
column, and appreciated it. Perhaps
you have an extra copy of the address and will forward it to me. If

significant fact is that in the majority of the Nielsen markets the "controls" consist of mailing a letter requesting cooperation with a diary and
dollar bill enclosed, with tabulation
of whatever comes back: while under

this doesn't happen to be the case,
you can take it on yourself to forward my letter to Mr. Uhling of Procter & Gamble.

\RB's system every survey in every
single U. S. tv market is conducted

Art Moore & Assoc, Inc.
Seattle

Keep up the
\rt good
Moorework.
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Literally...
the station
on tjie move
in the
market on the move
TAM PAST. PETERSBURG

SHARE
Shows covered live for CBS by WTVT's custom-built Videotape
Mobile Unit read like a TV Who's Who . . .
Herbert Hoover interviewed on Person to Person; Sunday
Sports Spectaculars featuring the auto races at Daytona
Beach, the Los Angeles Dodgers at Vero Beach, and the
Chicago White Sox in Sarasota; plus special interviews
with Florida's Governor LeRoy Collins and our newlyelected President and Vice President, John F. Kennedy
and Lyndon B. Johnson.
WTVT's modern Mobile Unit is one more feature which makes
this dominant station in the market on the move your most
profitable buy in the entire Southeast!

CHECK

OF AUDIENCE

49.1%

Latest ARB 9:00 A.M. - Midnight

THE TOP

50 SHOWS!

ARB

WTVT
Station B
Station C

NIELSEN

42
7
1

WTVT
Station B
Station C

A.R.B., Tampa-St. Petersburg Metro Area, Aug., 1960. 4-weeksummary.
N.S.I., Tampa-St. Petersburg Metro Area, Aug., 1960.

Station on the move

WTVT ®
II

I

W

I

CHANNEL

TAMPA-ST.PETERSBURG

TELEVISION
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As served at Maylie's, tensions fade away.

WWL-TV. . . new
New Orleans Favorite
The best known railroader in these parts, Brakeman
Bill, hosts WWL-TV's big new afternoon kid show
Monday through Friday 4:30 - 5:45. He's a model railroad engineer, and his fabulous train layout is the envy
of every child's eye. Big entertainment package includes Popeye and Bugs Bunny cartoons, too.

Here's

how

to make

it:

Fill Old Fashioned glass with ice
cubes. Pour in 1 oz. brandy or
cognac, '/i oz. rye whisky, grenadine syrup to taste and a squirt of
seltzer water. Twist piece of lemon
peel over drink, stir and serve on
rocks. If you prefer, prepare it with
crushed ice in shaker, blend, strain
and serve as a cocktail.

In the New Orleans market Brakeman Bill puts you
on the inside sales track with the kids and their moms.
Ask Katz for details.

•WWL-TV
NEW

ORLEANS

^
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Broadcast budgets by agency billing size

Total
billingsBroadcast gets biggest share of budget from $100-$199 million agencies

TOP 50 AIR AGENCIES GAVE

53% TO RADIO/TV IN '60
But the 'big 10' shops placed
73% of their ad dollars in tv
and radio. SPONSOR'S

I en advertising agencies this year
'will place $1.46 billion in advertising
— and 73 cents in each of these ad
!dollars will go to television and radio
(for a total of $1.07 billion.
I This fact is based on sponsor's
i end-of-the-year analysis of the top
j 50 agencies (ranked according to air
! expenditures) throughout the coun( try in terms of air investments and
I their relationship to total advertising
SPONSOR
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summary

shows the majors set national
patterns and practices in tv
and radio buying and budgets

expenditure. This concentration of
buying power and weight within the
''top 10" major agencies reflects a
similar concentration of influential
agencies in large cities, particularly

in N.Y.

Of the top 50 agencies. 33 are
located in New York, seconded with
10 in Chicago — the two cities with
the largest representation of ad and
broadcast money.
But some of these

ad giants are located in such other
vital advertising areas as San Francisco, St. Louis and Detroit. A gaining number of medium-sized agencies
are moving into the '"big 50" and inbillings. creasing their share of broadcast
The ''average" agency in these top
50 spends 53% of its ad money on
tv and/or radio, including both the
network and the spot categories. Four
27

The

top

10

spot

agencies— from

1957

through

I960

Grey
I960
Tv

Bates

Radio

BBDO

1959
Tv

Bates

JWT
Esty

B&B

BBDO
Y&R

Mc-E

Radio
1958
T

Mc-E
Bates

Radio

BBDO

1957
Tv

Bates

Compton

Esty
B&B

Burnett

Ayer

Y&R

BBDO

B&B

Mc-E
Ayer

Mc-E
JWT

Mc-E

JWT

Burnett
D-F-S
Mc-E

Esty
D-F-S

Ayer
SSC&B

Compton
D-F-S
Ayer

SSC&B

Compton

D-F-S

Ayer
Y&R

JWT

Ayer
D-F-S

Mc-E
BBDO

D'Arcy

Compton
K&E

D-F-S

C&W
C&W

Grey

Burnett

L&N

B&B

Burnett

Esty

JWT
Y&R

BBDO

FC&B
Grey
K&E

Ayer
L&N

Y&R

BBDO

BBDO

Y&R

Mc-E
Y&R
FC&B
Grant Ayer
JWT
SSC&B L&N
The major tv and radio spot buyers remain fairly constant from year to year, as this chart indicates. Comparison of this chart with the one above will indicate how network and spot are balanced in many agencies

agencies — Bate?. Est) . \^ ade. and
Parkson — allot 80*>c or more of their
total billings to broadcast, with still
a fifth — Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli —
pegging between lO^c

and 80^

for

air. \one of these 50 agencies senicing most of the major national accounts allots less than 20cc for
broadcast,

cies remain fairly constant throughout the years, with McCann and J.
Walter Thompson and Bates and Burnett and BBDO moving up or down

The names of the "big 10"' agen-

the ranking scale a point or two. But

Esty

The top 10 network agencies— from 1957 Estythrough 1960
I960
Tv

JWT

Radio

C-Ewald

1959
Tv

JWT

Radio

C-Ewald

19S8
Tv
Radio
1957
Tv

JWT
JWT

Y&R

Bates

B&B

BBDO

JWT

Mc-E

Y&R
Ayer

Mc-E
EWR&R

D-F-S

BBDO
W&L

Y&R

K&E

Compton

C&W
Bates

GB&B
Ayer
Esty
B&B

Y&R

Geyer
D-F-S

K&E

Bates

BBDO

Esty
D-F-S
BBDO

K&E

L&N

C&W
Esty
BBDO

Y&R
FC&B

EWR&R

B&B

Mc-E
Y&R

Burnett

Y&R

Bates

C-Ewald
Ayer

JWT

Burnett

Mc-E

BBDO

B&B

Bates

Mc-E
FC&B

Bates
C&W

Mc-E
Burnett

FC&B
K&E

Mc-E

Comparison of the top 10 network television and radio agencies, in terms of billing, over the past four
years shows that most of the agencies listed remain about the same but shuffle ranking from year to year
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1960
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their broadcast usage has a more
pronounced pattern — and it's a pattern which continues to move upward.
They allot an average of 58 'A to air
media.

Top 50 air agencies allocate between
20% and 89% to television and radio

The pace of broadcast growth is
also faster than that of total billing
growth, with many agencies who
seem to be stabilized in a certain
billing range nevertheless upgrading
the broadcast budget.
For example, No. 1 in the top 10
list is J. Walter Thompson, which
both this year and last has a sponsorestimated annual billing of $275 million. In 1959 JWT allotted 49% of
its clients' budgets to broadcast, yet
this year — with the same amount of
total billing — it upped the air rate to
55%. Biggest air spenders among the
big 10, in terms of the proportion of
air to total budgets, are Ted Bates
(with 81%) and Esty (with 80r,1.
Among the leading 10 air advertisers in network and spot tv and
radio, JWT emerges as a stand-out
in three classes: it's the leading
spender in network tv, second biggest
in network radio and spot tv.
Here are the biggest spenders in
each of these four broadcast categories, indescending order:
Network television: JWT. Y&R.
Mc-E, Bates. B&B. BBDO. Burnett,
D-F-S, Esty. and K&E.
Network radio: C-E. JWT. Mc-E,
EWR&R, Y&R, C&W, Ayer, Esty,
GB&B, Grey.
Spot television: Bates, JWT.
BBDO. Compton, Y&R. Aver,
Burnett, FC&B.
Spot radio: BBDO. Esty.
Y&R. Ayer, JWT, D-F-S. L&N.
K&E.

B&B,
Mc-E.
Mc-E.
Gicn.

sponsor's analysis of the 1960 figures, as well as those from several
years previously, show a rising wave
of interest in both network and spot
radio. Network radio, for example,
received 21% more revenues from
the top 10 advertising agencies this
year than last, and 9% more in '59
than in '58. Spot radio, too, shows
significant gains: after a '58 slump,
when these top 10 pace setters invested 25% less in this medium, the
billings rose 6% in '59 and in '60.
The bulk of the air billings of the
top 50 agencies as well as the top 10,
however, is allocated to television.
The big 10 this year invested about
1% more in network television than
SPONSOR
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1960

10

40% to 49%

9

30% to 39%

60% to 69%

4

20% to 29%

50% to 59%

0

Under

1

80% or more
70% to 79%

9
13
MORE

THAN

20%

seven in 10 (74%) of the top 50 advertising agencies

spend at least 40% of billings in air media, Sponsor's analysis shows

"58.
in 1959, which showed a 14%

stratum of advertising agencies. Their
weight of tv and radio currently
shows these ratios:

gain

over '58. And spot tv from these
same 10 shops is up 13% over last

In the past four years, the top 10
have invested $400.6 million in spot
radio, $966.2 million or more than
double the first amount in spot tele-

year, following a 6% rise from '58
to '59 and a 10% gain from '57 to
Figures extracted from the top 10
show patterns which are representative of agencies of all billing classes
because the majors are trend and
pace setters within the advertising
profession. Their weights 'and
bal60
ances are followed
through
everv

'56

'59

vision. They've spent $128.8 million
on network radio,'57 $1,965.5 million,
or 15 times that amount, in network
'58
television.
The same weight is evident in an
analysis of total broadcast expendi-

5- Year pattern of 1960's top air agencies
Rank, with percent of air to total billing in parentheses*'53-'60
Top 10
agencies

129%

JWT
Y&R

1 (42)

2 (49)

3 (48)

3 (45)

2 (44)

(55)*
31 (81)

41 (80)
(49)*

5 (75)

5 (66)

7 (70)

3 (20)*
1 (58)

(28)*
34 (39)
2 (42)

2 (38)
5 (27)*
2 (40)

6 (66)

4 (55)

3 (48)

2 (49)

Mc-E
BBDO
B&B

5 (42)

5 (42)

5
1
2
4

G (63)

6 (69)

6 (66)

4 (40)
6 (59)

Burnett
Esty
D-F-S

7 (57)

7 (52)

7 (58)

7 (61)

8 (63)
9 (80)

8 (65)
11 (70)

8 (65)
11 (78)

Bates

1 (40)

(79)
(44)*
(52)
(42)

44
32
16
118

5

7 (57)

6 (60)

8 (66)
9 (80)

9 (62)
8 (65)

9 (60)

13 (29)

11 (31)

10 (60)
13 (25)

same
14
34

9 (40)
9 (42)
10 (42)
Ayer
PATTERNS tracing rising use of broadcast media, shown in terms
of gains in percentage of air to total agency budgets, are indicated
in five-year figures with seven-year gain shown in the last column

1001

'55

lures for the top 10
past four )ears. A
million for network
contrasts with a total
lion for network and
Only three of the
are included in the

year for all four classifications of
broadcast — network and spot tv and
radio. They are JWT, Young & Rubicam, and McCann-Erickson. BBDO
is heavy in everything but network
radio, Esty in all but spot tv. Burnett. Bates, and B&B show up strong

agencies in the
total of $529.4
and spot radio
of $2,931.7 milspot television.
top 10 agencies
top 10 list this

THE TOP FIFTY ADVERTISING
f AIR
Agency
& Rank

1.
2.
3.
3.

JWT*
Y&R*
BATES
McCANN

5. BBDO*
6, B&B
7. BURNETT
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

D-F-S*
ESTY*
AYER*
COMPTON
K&E
L&N

14. FC&B*
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
19.

C-E*
C&W
SSC&B
EWR&R
GREY
NL&B

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

T-L2
WADE*
D'ARCY*
GARDNER
MAXON

Ogllry,

EXP

shows up in only one top 10 list —
that for network radio.
By

and

large,

size

of

the

AGENCIES IN TV/RADIO
ENDITURE

(millions)
1960
1959

% Air to total
1960
1959

(millions)
Spot
$Network
Spent on tv
'60

(millions)
Spot'60
$ Network
Spent on radio

151.4

135.5

275.0

275.0

55

49

91.6

45.8

5.5

8.3

3

112.7

105.0

230.0

220.0

49

48

74.0

23.0

3.7

12.0

4

105.0

55.0

47.0

2

105.0

130.0

120.0

81

80

108.0

218.8

220.0

48

49

68.0

88.0

222.0

210.0

42

42

46.0

140.0

109.0

63

69

53.0

115.0

113.0

57

52

95.0

5

92.5

6

88.0

7

65.6

8

62.0

75.1
58.6

97.0

88.0

63

65

47.6

75.0

68.0

80

70

57.0

55.0

137.0

130.0

42

42

43.8

80.7

78.0

62

56

23.5

47.0

95.1

90.0

50

52

30.1

42.0

85.0

83.0

53

51

40.0

89.0

90.0

49

44

17

36.0

15
16

34.5
32.0

32.0

22
18

29.1

20.0

26.2

23

26.2

21

24.2

20.2

35.5

20
19

23.5

21.6

28.1

23.0

22.0

77.0

25

19.8

16.3

42.6

14.0

31.0

18.1

31

all or part
Ban* D & Mather;

of

figures.
"Agency
4- <ani|ii)ill Mithun;

22.0

3.0

12.0

24.0

f

0.8

22.0

0.6

3.8

39

34

33.5

58

52

11.5

53.0

53.0

60

60

20.3

75.0

70.0

38

29

22.1

51.0

45.5

51

49

19.2

44.0

38.1

59

51

30.4

66

24.3

83

75.0

30

29

36.1

46

45

26.8

58

52

8-

8.0
12.4

24.7

23.3

82.0

Kumim-1;

20.0

1.0
2.6

1.5

65.0

&

t
3.8

6.0

91.0

Craig

0.5

1.3

60.0

ian,

18.4

1.1

27.7

»i. nol
5— Norn

15.0

t

11.3

50.0

45.1

1.5

35.0

12.0

57.0

44.1

30.0

33.8

9
12

14

12.0

42.0

60.0

47.6

2.5

4.0

42.9

11

10
13

0.5

21.0

10.2

13.8
14.8

3.0
14.5

11.1
13.2

6.2
7.9
5.3

16.2

6.4

66

12.1

10.1

89

15.0

8.5

7.5
9.5
8.2

8.1

14.3

an $0.1 million.
-Fuller & Smith & Ross; 7 — Keyes, Madden

0.8
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8.0

3.0

3.0

5.5

t

5.5

5.2

4.9

1.6

6.2

0.2

3.4

0.4

1.6

f

1.0

t

5.0

0.4

3.1

0.3

2.8

1— Lennc
Newell;
2— Tatham& Jones; n8— &Geyer.
Morey, Madden

•
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the

agency's total billings have a direct

Total agency $

Total air $
(millions)
1960
1959

Rank
1959

MEDIA

in the tv top 10, are omitted com- I
pletel) from the radio counterpart.
Erwin
Wasey,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan

IS
DECEMBER

1960

relationship to the proportion each
places in broadcast media. For example, a quintile summary of the top
50 agencies (five groups of 10 agencies each, ranked downward as to
total broadcast investment) shows
!that the top 10 agencies spend an

, BUYING, WITH

average of 58% of their total billings
on tv and/or radio. The range moves
downward to 49.2' > for the bottom
fifth.
In terms of total billing per year,
agencies in the $100 to $199 million
class allocate the most to broadcast:

TOTAL, NETWORK,

61%. The $200 million-plus shops
average 49% of their billings in
broadcast; $50 to $99 million, 53%;
$25 to $49 million, 42%, and $15 to
$24 million, 52%. The over-all average of 53% for these top 50 agencies
contrasts with the higher broadcast

AND SPOT

BY AIR MEDIA EXPENDITURE
Total agency $
(millions)
% Air to total
1960
1959
1960
1959

26. PARKSON
27. DCS&S
28. OBM

14.0

18.0

28.0

25.2

27

29.4

24.1

26

49.0

39.0

35.5

31.3

39.4

44.4

24
32

29. C-M4
30. NC&K5
31. GRANT

30
29
34

F&S&R6
KM&J7
DONER*
GEYER*
36. GB&B9
37. KHCC&A10
38. DDB

32.
33.
34.
35.

37

8.3

50.0

44.0

27

25
49

10.0

3.2
1.1

20.0

20.0

62

59

5.0

6.0

5.0

3.0
3.4

79
32

3.6
7.0
1.8

3.3
5.5

34

8.5

4.0
3.4

42.0

29.0

23

**

34.0

36

47. GUMBINNER
49. LaROGHE

33

31
46
79

7.5

46

**

45

50. H&G16*
50. W&L17

28

**

•

1960

0.5

36.0

26

25

8.0

19.0

18.6

50
48

47

5.2

3.3

19.6

19.3

50

2.6

4.6

16.9

15.0

50

7.2

1.0
2.5

15.5

15.0

25.0
24.0

63

31.0

53
33
55

33

5.8
2.1

22.5

33

33

4.0

15.0

50
32

**

5.2

22.9
17.0
11.2

18.5

21.6

25.0

44
62

**

**

4.5
3.0
1.8

41
60

4.1
3.2
1.9

t

4.5

t

1.5
2.2
1.2

1.4
0.1
0.3

4.0

1.6

3.0
f

0.3

2.5
0.8

0.1
0.3

1.7

0.3

0.7
0.3

0.1
t
0.8

2.2

t

0.1
0.1
2.0

0.1
t

2.0
3.9

3.5

1.3

0.3
2.0

t

4.4
1.3

0.2
t

8.0
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.6
2.0

0.1
0.1

31
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36.0
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0.3

7.9

13.5

41

7.5
6.0

15.0
22.0

45. FRC&H14*
46. R-McC15
47. FRANK

2.0
0.9

8.5

7.3

35

47

0.1

0.5

6.5

59

43
39

40.
42.
43.
44.

t

2.9

41
46

20.0

(millions)
Spot'60
$ Network
Spent on radio

0.4

11.9

47
34
35

30.0

42

11.9

62

21.0

**

(millions)
$Network
Spent on tvSpot'60

61
58

38.0

38

94
54

33
39

D&C11
BROTHER*
L&F"
MW&S13
WEISS
NORTH

39.
40.

89

BILLINGS

t Feasley; 13— Mogul, Wllllami & Saylor; 14—

allocation of .">!'.', for the top 10.
Here are some individual agency
activity, and network and spot t\
I rends which emerge from analysis
of the data on the top 10 tv agencies
of I960, and what they've done in
the past four years.
Spot tv: Ted Bates in spot tv
ranged upward from $34.5 million
in '57 to S42.4 in '58, 847 in '59, and
$47 million in 1900.
J. Walter Thompson rose from
SI 6.0 million in '57 to $24 in '58,
and $45.8 in '60, with the agency
out of the top 10 in '59.
Benton & Bowles" track record: "57.

MOST

BROADCAST

Network

tv: J. Walter Thompson,

'57, $66.4 million; '58, $85.5; '59,
$120; '60, $91.6.
Young & Rubicam: "57. 866 million; '58, $62.5; '59, $70; '60, $74.
McCann-Erickson : '57, $62 million; '58, $61; '59, $69; '60, $68.
Ted Bates: '57, $34.5 million; '58,
$35.7; '59, $43; '60, $55.
Benton & Bowles: '57, $36 million;
'58, $40; '59, $40.5; '60, $53.

lion; '58, $9.4; '59, $11 and in 1960,
$12 million.
Ayer billed $6 million in 1957, $10
in '58, $11 in '59 and $12 million
this year.
J. Walter Thompson: $6 million in
"57: $11.8 in '58, out of the top 10 in
'59 and $8.3 million this year.
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample: from
$8.5 million in '57 to $7 in '58. 88 in
"59 and 88 again this year.
Lennen & Newell moved from 82.9

BBDO: '57, $46 million; "58. $47;
'59, $47; '60, $46.

million in '37 to 88 million this year,

Leo Burnett: '57, $34 million; '58,
139.3; '59, not in top 10; '60, $42.9.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample: '57. not

top 10 in '57, went to $4.4 million in

BILLING

COMES

was out on the top 10 in '58 and '59.
Grey Advertising was out of the

FROM

NEW

YORK

33 of the top 50
are N. Y. agencies
33
io

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT

3

ST. LOUIS

2

SAN FRANCISCO

1

PITTSBURGH

Total

1

50

BROADCAST MONEY is concentrated in the major-market areas, with 33 of the 50 ranking agencies, in terms of broadcast billing, located in New York. Top three air agencies are J. Walter Thompson, Young & Rubicam, and McCannErickson. McCann, a sprawling advertising giant unit made cohesive by manager meetings such as shown at left,
allots 48% of its billings to broadcast, contrasted with an average of 58% for the top 10 shops, 53% for the top 50

$15.5 million; '58, $25 million; '59,
$33.2; '60, $35 million.
BBDO: '57, $25.0 million; '58,
$26; '59, $26; '60, $30.
Compton: '57, $16.3 million; '58,
$20; '59, $17.9; '60, $24.
Young & Rubicam: '57, $19 million; '58, not in the top 10; '59, $21;
'60, $23.
McCann-Erickson: '57, $31 million: '58, $26.6; '59, $21; '60, $21.
\. W. \\.r: '57, $24 million: '58,
S21; '59, $19; '60, $20.
Burnett: '57. not in top 10; '58,
Hi a; '59, $36.2; '60, $18.4.
tej Cone & Beldin;:: '57, $7 million; '58 and '59, not in the top 10;
-14.9.

i 32

'60,top$42.
in
10; '58, $35 million; '59, $37;
William Esty: '57, $31 million;
'58 and '59, not in top 10; '60, $33.8.
Kenyon & Eckhardt: '57, $30.6
million; '58, $29.8; '59, $31; '60,
$30.1.
Spot radio: BBDO: from $12
million in '57 to $13 in '58 and '59;
then to $15 million in '60.
Esty, out of the top 10 ranking in
'57, moved to $9 million in '58. $11.6
in '59 and $12.4 million in 1960.
McCann-Erickson spot radio billings rose from $12 million in 57.
$13 in '58, S16 in '59, dropping this
year to $12 million.
Young & Rubicam: 1957. $10 mil-

"58. $5.5 in '59 and $6.2 million this
Kenyon & Eckhardt : Out of the top
until 1959 and 1960, with $6 million
for each year.
year.
Network radio: Campbell-Ewald
from $3.2 million in "57 to $2.5 in
'58, $6.2 in :59 and $8 million this
J. Walter Thompson: from $6 million in "57 to $4.5 in "58. out of the
top 10 in '59 and $5.5 million in '60.
year.
McCann-Erickson moved into the
top 10 list
in '58 in
and1960.
"59 with $2
million,
$4 million
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan:
$2 million in '57, out of top 10 in '58,
$3.8 in "59. $5.2 million this year.
SPONSOR
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6%

TOP

'60
'59
'58
'57

10 AIR
AGENCIES'
NETWORK
1%

% gain from
prev. year

$ in tv
(millions)

$(millions)
in radio

21%

% gain from
prev. year

386

5,364
5,307
4,619

13%

% gain from
prev. year

(millions)
$ in tv

$$-1957-60
$(millions)
in radio

318

9

6

292

0

292

% gain from
prev. year

999

2,791

14

4,365

RADIO/TV

6

2,463

940
884

10

2,309
2,099

6
25

1,183

IN FOUR YEARS, billings have risen in all areas of tv and radio— spot and network— with the most significant gains from the top 10 agencies appearing in spot tv and network radio. Four-year totals: network tv:
$1,965.5 million; spot tv, $966.2 million; network radio, $128.8 million; spot radio, $400.6 million. In 1960, top
10 are spending a Sponsor-estimated $1.46 billion on advertising, some 63% of which— $1.07 billion— is on air

Esty moved from $1.5 million in
'57 to $3.5 in '58; $2 in '59 and $2.6
in 1960.

Young & Rubicam: $5 million in
'57, $3^8 in '58, $3 in '59, 1960, $3.7
million.
Cunningham & Walsh: from $1.5
million in '57 to $2 in '58 and $3
million in '59, with $3 million this
year also.

Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard
spent $1.6 million on network radio
this year.
These billings for spot and network
tv and radio show patterns of the top
10 which set the pace, weight, and
balance for broadcast media usage of

N. W. Ayer: $2 million in '57, $3
in '58 and $4 in '59, $3 million in
'60.

1960 AIR SHARE OF AGENCY

other agencies — large, medium, and
small in all parts of the country. The
trend, as indicated by individual
agency figures for the past four years,
point to an ever greater allocation for
broadcast media. More qualitatively,
analysis shows that the actual buying
procedure is also sharpening and focusing on more specific and meaningful marketing goals.
^

BILLINGS BY QUINTILE

(Five groups of 10 agencies each in the top 50 in air billings)
GROUP

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH

10 AGENCIES

BY RANK

10 AGENCIES BY RANK
10 AGENCIES

BY RANK

10 AGENCIES

BY RANK

10 AGENCIES BY RANK

THE LARGER the advertising agency, the larger the allocation to
tile analysis. The biggest 10 agencies allocate an average of 58%
smallest in the top 50, 49%. The four agencies with the highest
Parkson, with 89%; Wade, 84%; Bates, 81%; and Esty, 80%, all
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% OF TOTAL BILLINGS IN AIR MEDIA
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1960

58.0%
52.5

57.7

41.8
49.2
air media, as shown in the above quinof their total billings to air media; the
percentages of air to total billings are
for 1960. Dollar figures start on p. 30

i* •;**•?*
mm
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PARTS

AHEAD

FOR

OLLIE

AND

At 42, ABC TV president Ollie Treyz has realized
for the network
hi*. first objective, a top ranking

On 23 April, 1961, Oliver Tn
the Whiz of Willowemoc (N. V i i
the "Bromo-seltzer Kid of West 66tl

^ But the real drama of the ABC story is only just
beginning to unfold, many agencymen tell SPONSOR

Street" will catch up briefly with th<
Massachusetts Strong Boy, John Fitz
gerald Kennedy.
Ollie will be 43 on that date (Ken
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1956 — Kennedy when Adlai Stevenson's second defeat gave wings to his
own presidential aspirations, Treyz
when he rejoined ABC as executive
v.p. of the tv network.
Both have shown an awesome capacity for relentlessly hard work.
Both have scored brilliant personal
triumphs. Both have attracted stalwart admirers as well as a host of
critics who grumble about their
"methods." And with both in 1961
the $64,000 question is not "What
has he done?" but "What is he going
to do and be from here on?"
This past year for the first time
ABC has been able to claim, on the
basis of Nielsen figures, that "more
people watch us than any other network." But as Ollie Treyz pointed
out in a remarkably frank speech to
ABC affiliates two weeks ago, the margin for that claim is "slimmer than
what the Democrats won by in November and, unlike them, we have no
guarantee that we're going to stay in
power for four years."
Actually, the whole problem of
ABC's future position, growth, planning, and maturity is one of the liveliest subjects of current trade speculation in Hollywood, along Madison
Avenue, among broadcasters, and at
the network itself.
Among the questions being argued
by industry seers and sages are such
brain teasers as these:
1. Now that ABC has reached the
top will it broaden its concepts of
network operation? (Recently NBC's
Robert W. Sarnoff, a not wholly unbiased observer called ABC a "nar-

Dl FOR

ABC?

piercing questions.
But SPONSOR, in an effort to gauge
the probabilities and possibilities for
ABC and Ollie Treyz in the years
ahead, has talked with dozens of advertisers, broadcasters, and agencymen, and from them gleaned certain
items which mav be considered straws
in the wind.
Considerable significance, for instance, must be attached to the fact
that several of the biggest Madison
Avenue agencies with whom the network works closely, are exceedingly
optimistic about the ABC future.
"We fight like hell with Ollie," said
a top 10 tv vice president, "but I
don't believe that he and Leonard
Goldenson (AB-PT president) will
ever be satisfied until they have made
ABC the leader in every possible re"ABC is going ahead because
it's sewing up all the best program
sources," said another agency executive who commutes between New
York
and Hollywood.
spect."
"I don't look for ABC to go much

in every other phase of tv."
"You've got to hand it to those

longer a "struggling young man on
the make," face a tougher selling job
than in its up-from-povertv days?
4. Will ABC ever achieve anything like a leadership position in
news and public affairs programs?
Does it even want to?

sneered at it as a "bargain basement
network."

1960

Obviously, no one short of an omnipotent swami with an infallible
crystal ball can possibly know the
answers to such portentous, future-

type product that sparked its upward
drive — continue to work?
3. Will ABC, now that it is no

Both began the most spectacular
phase of their careers in the fall of

19 DECEMBER

7. Will ABC's influence in future
years upgrade or downgrade the medium?

higher
in ratings,
said
an account
man because
on a P&Git can't,"
brand.

5. Will maturity bring ABC a better public image and a better press?
Critics like John Crosby have delighted in taking loud anti-ABC
swipes. Recently Time magazine

•

about Ollie Treyz?

row gauge network.")
2. Will ABC's program formulas
— the western-action-Warner Bros.-

nedy won't hit 44 until 29 May, 1961)
and in certain superficial aspects, at
least, the history and prospects of
these two, hard-driving young men
i are remarkably similar.

SPONSOR

6. How

Willhimself
this "young
man he
in suffer
a hurry"
burn
out? Will
the
fate of such expendable tv network
presidents as Pat Weaver and Louis
Cowan? Has he the capacity to grow
and mature?

"But I do think it's going to improve

ABC guys. They've got a clear-cut
point of view. They think in a
straight line. Maybe you don't always agree with them, but at least
they're not fumbling around." was
another agency verdict.
Such friendly comment I and it outbalanced by three-to-one some hostile gripes that "ABC? crime, action,
and western shows are a disgrace to
the business") is of course far from
conclusive evidence about the network's future.
But at least it indicates a faith on
(Please turn to page 49)

WHY

FOOD

BROKERS

^ Study reveals food brokers show a preference for
local media for introduction and advertising of groceries
^ Brokers ask agencies to consult with them on local
market conditions before making final media decisions
■ ood brokers in effect gave a boost
to local radio/tv advertising for food
products in a report on broker advertising opinions released recently by
the National Food Brokers Assn. and
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove. In essence the brokers feel national adver-

ins. The report also showed that
brokers are critical of advertising
agencies which depend more on ratings than their (brokers') opinions,
in making local media decisions.
With the increase in the importance of supermarkets over the last
10 years, food brokers have emerged
as a forceful voice in media decisions,

tising for grocery items is most effective when accompanied by local tie-

LIKE SPOT
the report points out. "The broker
has his finger on the pulse of the
market he serves and knows his grocery marketing," said NFBA.
Brokers' criticized the agencies on
the following counts:
• "Failure to realize how little
coverage we get from some network
programs when our local stations do
not carry the program."
• "Too much reliance on rating
books and not enough on local audience loyalty to local personalities
( viz. a local 4.8 audience on tv is
going to buy more of a sponsor's
product than a regular audience of
an Brokers
average stressed
6.9 program)."
that if a principal
is going to use network tv, attempts
should also be made to use local
media tie-ins. "Chain stores and retailers are not impressed with national advertising and usually ask: What

r\

are you doing in this market? I don't
care about N. Y., Chicago, and Los

NFBA-KM&G
study reveals
brokers stress
local media
for groceries
Wm. J. Gillilan (I), KM&G marketing v.p.,
Watson Rogers, NFBA pres., analyze study

FOOD BROKERS were asked by NFBA and KM&G how they felt
about networks, magazines as vital advertising media for selling
grocery products as opposed to local media. Responses are
shown below. NFBA also noted that many brokers sell local and
regional products as well as nationally advertised grocery lines.
NATIONAL

LOCAL

Yes

63.4

93.9

/Vo

31.5

REPLIES

t Know

Don'

5.1

100.0

5.2
.9

100.0

Angeles," one broker commented in
the report. "The demand is for local
support,"
It is in he
thissaid.
area that food brokers
feel they can be of utmost help to
agencies. "We feel it is absolutely
essential that the advertising agency
consult with the broker in the territory and closely cooperate with him
if satisfactory results are to be
achieved by the agency, the broker
and his principal," said one broker.
A food broker, as the report states,
is not directly concerned with the
national aspects of a network tv program. He is, however, interested in
showing a grocery buyer that the network program will reach a specific
number of families with desired buying characteristics within the buyer's
market, and will thus move goods.
The report is quick to point out
that brokers do not feel that network
advertising is ineffective in any sense.
But they feel that first its need must
be explained in local terms to them
and to their customers, and that it is
desirable to team it with local advertising when practical.
Responses to a question on
{Please turn to page 52 I
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PRODUCTS

GALORE

share

>elight in AMF

commercial, the audio of which

AMF

two-minute
als demonstrating

the

company's

versatility.

^ First two not only score with mature, upper-income
groups, but pile up 30% and 24.6% share respectively
I he American Machine and Foun-

velopments in science and technology

dry Co. has called on network television to familiarize the public with its
mammoth operation.

will affect future life, "we knew this
was ideal for AMF's corporate expression," states C&W v.p. -account supervisor Russell Jones. "It's entirely
appropriate for AMF to identify with
the future, and such a program is
bound to attract the type of audience
we want to reach. Also, we sensed an
appetite for this type of show among

To its ever-expanding manufacture
of production machinery, AMF added
the automatic bowling Pinspotter just
after World War II, and from there
has continued to branch out in the
leisure-time field. AMF and its agency, Cunningham & Walsh, felt the time
had come to make the company's diversity known, especially to thoughtleaders — i.e. the educated, the influential, and the well-to-do who help to
mold opinion (and buying habits) in
their communities.
When it was learned that CBS and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology planned to combine talents
for a documentary series on how de•

<
I: to reach thought-leaders

airs its diversity on web tv

^ Selects CBS
'Tomorrow'
documentary as vehicle
to reach opinion makers with story of giant operation

SPONSOR
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njunction with the CBS 'Tomorrow' documentary series. AMF's
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the public at large."
Nielsen studies, points out C&W
media supervisor Hermann Braumuller, indicate that the first two programs in the series not only reached
the influential, as anticipated, but the
over-all ratings were even better than
expected. "The Thinking Machine,"
which date with computers, was seen
26 October and scored a 24-market
average audience share of 24.6' 7 . A

30% share was registered by "Big
City — 1980," a study of cities of the
future, on 21 November. In both
cases the Tomorrow entry finished
second in the three-network derby.
The audience for "Time Machine"
was composed 44% of middle-income
level families ($5,000-$7,999), while
28% were from the upper brackets
($8,000 and over). And 40.3 % of
the audience was drawn from the 4054 age group, 27.1% from 55 and
over. The Nielsen figures thus point
to a strikingly well-to-do, mature
group that witnessed Tomorrow and
the AMF commercials.
As for the commercials themselves,
they covered three areas of AMF activity: heavy machinery; leisure time
products; research and development.
Producer Richard Depew explains
that blending the commercials into
the Tomorrow documentary format
was no strain. The emphasis was on
corporate image, with only a touch
of sell in a very low key, and there
was smooth transition from program
material involving machines and cities
of the future to AMF's future-oriented
accomplishments, he states.

or less representing
audience anxious to
fessor from M.I.T.,
participated in the

the non-scientist
learn, and a prowhich institution
show as part of

its 100th anniversary. In "Thinking
Machine" it was actor David Wavne
and Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner. Tv
comedian-m.c. Gary Moore and Dr.
Claude E. Shannon did the honors
for "Big City— 1980."
A dramatic comparison was made
in "Thinking Machine" between the
workings of the human mind and of
a computor. There was disagreement
among scientists on the show as to
whether a computor will ever think
the way the human brain does. Negativists argue that computors have to
be pre-coded to operate, but there
were demonstrations on the show that
the human brain can be considered
"pre-coded" in many ways.
To demonstrate computer potentialities ina way definitely understandable to all tv viewers, there was included in the "Thinking Machine'*
show two versions of a western /writ-

ON CAMERA for 'Thinking Machine' installment of CBS 'Tomorrow' show: M.I.T. Prof. Claude E,
Shannon (seated); dir. Rene Bras (foreground), and pdcr. Thomas Wolf (rear, arm!
folded).

AMF-sponsored

program

explored

According to Depew the biggest
challenge was to tell so diverse a tale
in the time allotted for commercials.
Five two-minute commercials were
developed — two for each show and a
third used in both. The lead-off commercial for the first show was the
closest thing to hard-sell in the lot,
making frequent use of the AMF logo
so viewers would have the company's
identity firmly in mind during the
ensuing, far-softer-sell films.
The commercial shown in both
shows, and likely to be seen again
when CBS repeats one of them in
January, has as its central theme, human hands. It begins with several
pairs of hands, as painted by masters
through the ages, and then shifts to
live hands, laboring as they did in
bygone days. The film goes on to
show how AMF machinery, thanks to
a large-scale research and development program, is taking over more
and more of the tasks which formerly had to be done by human hands,

38

comparison

between

human

brain

and

computer

thus releasing them for more enjoyable, leisure time activities — such as
golf, bowling, water sports, etc. — for
which AMF provides the equipment.
When the second show rolled
around, AMF ran a commercial entirely devoid of the spoken word, the
only audio being music (see stills,
page 37 I . The video follows the progress of a youngster, from the time he
awakens and jumps on his AMF bicycle, accompanying him throughout
his home town where numerous leisure-time activities are going on — all
involving AMF products. The commercial was considered most appropriate for the show about life in cities
of the future, in which it appeared,
since it depicted city leisure-time activity, and leisure time is expected to
be more and more abundant in the
future.
CBS News & Public Affairs constructed both Tomorroiv programs
around informal conversation between a well-known personality, more

ten" by M.I.T.'s TXW-0 digital computer. Pre-coded with numerous possible moves for bandit and sheriff,
each with a gun, a bag of gold, and a
bottle of liquor, the machine had the
sheriff win out in the first version.
The computer's second opus acted out
on the program, however, was highlighted bv an ending unheard of in
the annals of western tv fare : the bandit polished off the sheriff.
Further illustration of how "thinking machine" resembles the human
brain was put forth in a checkers
game between an M.I.T. luminary
and a computer specially coded for
the the game. The computor won.
"Big City — 1980" concentrated on
the brand-new city of Brasilia under
construction in Brazil's interior, and
redevelopment of Philadelphia. It examined the advantages and disadvantages in a totally planned city such as
Brasilia. And there was a thorough
study of the decay that can plague a
city such as Philadelphia, the human
problems encountered in renovating
it, and the encouraging rebirth that
can be accomplished.
The network reportedly has received numerous letters of appreciation for these programs. And in answer to many requests, the films have
been made available to schools.
^
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TV BASICS/DECEMBER

Color tv's

upper-income

I^IBC points out in a recent study
that color television ownership is confined to homes of substantial annual
income and parallel occupation.
The survey, based on various industry sources, reveals the advantage
of color program sponsorship for
high-priced products such as automobiles. Also covered are data on

Distribution

programing and circulation of color
tv vs. magazines.
Color Television Market Facts,
Inc., via NBC, reports 30% of all
color tv set owners fall within the
s5. 000-10,000 annual income range,
with 9% earning below $5,000— a total of 39%. The $10,000-15,000
bracket represents 20% of this grow-

Off color tv homes.

OCCUPATION
Professional
Proprietors, Managers,
Clerical, Sales

Officials

Draftsmen, Foremen

with the purchase of color tv shows.
A Trendex study, issued in June 1960,
revealed 68% of the color homes
owned 1958 or later model autos vs.
of a matched black-and-white
[Please turn to page 64)

by occupation
13%

10%
10%

OWNERS*

48%
13%

19%

14%
1%
11%

u. s.**

12%
6%

Retired, Unemployed

9%

Not Reported

8%

Other — Agriculture
Service

6%
3%

Household

....

Laborers
1

an inviting figure for advertisers after
a select audience, in addition to the
black-and-white viewing audience.
Automobiles are among the highticket items which stand to benefit

44%

U.S. homes
COLOR

audience
ing medium and the remaining 41%
earn over $15,000. The median income of color tv set owners is $13,123,

^ Facts and figures gathered by NBC, other industry
sources prove color television the acme of class media

Suiwv of Color Television. Market Facts, Inc.. December
"Bureau
of Census.
Population
Reports.
20 Ju
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1. THIS MONTH

IN NETWORK

TV

Special s scheduled during four weeks ending 15 January
PROGRAM

(NETWORK)

Basketball Tournament (A)
CBS Reports (C)
Bell Telephone Hour (N)
Bob Hope Buick Show (N)
Christmas Mass (A)
Christmas Tree Lighting
(White House)
(A)
W. Churchill Special (A)
Cotton Bowl (C)
Equitable's Am. Heritage (N)
Gator Bowl (C)
Music For A Xmas Nite (A)

COST
$110,000
57,000
285,000
320,000

Mead Johnston, 1/1
350,000 1/2
230,000 Equitable, FC&B, 1/13
12/31
250,000
12/25

1/1

Music— New Year's Nite (A)
NBC Opera (N)

SPONSOR
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12/25. 1/1

1960

PROGRAM (NETWORK)
NBC White Paper (N )
N.Y. Philharmonic (C)
Orange Bowl (C)
Omnibus (N)

SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE
Miles, Gillette, 12 31
Philip Morris, 12 26
AT&T, Ayer, 12/23, 1/6
Buick, McCann, 1/11
12 24
12 23

Project 20 (N)
i

Projection 21 (N)
The Renegade (N)
Sports Film (A)
Story Of Love (N)
Tournament of Roses (A)
Tour, of Roses Parade (N)
Tribute To A Patriot (N)

COST

SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

$ 175,000
40,000 'Timex V2, Doner, 12 20
Ford
400,000 1 2
Thompson,
1 1
120,000 Aluminum,
U. S. Steel, BBD0, 12 21„
12/29
50,000 12/30
12 27
Miles, Gillette, 12/24
50,000 1/3
Quaker Oats, 1/2
700,000
Minute Maid, Bates, 1/2

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

P A I

C O

2. NIGHTTIME

CBS

ABC

NBC

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC

Meet The Pre*
Manhattan Shirt
(Daniel A Chi
1-L
$6.50<

Walt

Disney
People Are

Q. Mills (DFS
Ludens (Mathes!
I Derby (McC-B)
PAG (BAB)
A-F
$94.0

Prudential
(R-McC)
r

iquibbs

(Dona

135.000

(Bates)
Schlltz
(JWT)
H.Wrtt

Canada Dry
(Mathes)
Brillo
(JWT)

Lassie
Campbell Soup
(BBDO)

Shirley Temple
(7-8)
RCA
(JWT)
B-Nut Life
Savers
Dr-L

Kellogg (Burnett
Best
Foods

J Noiema

(GBAB)
8*-F
$38.00

I W-F

(SSCB)

1

Beynolds
(Esty)
Armour
(FCAB)
I Derby
(McC-E)

Colgate (Bates)
alt Kodak (JWT)
V-L
$85,800

Rexall

Velvet
(BBDO)

Gen Mills
(BBDO)

Tab Hunter
P. Lorillard

1. .1. Reynolds
(H>ty)
Whitehall
(Batea)

(LAN)(BBDO)
Weetclox

The
The Rebel
PAG (TAR)
LAM
(D.F.S.)

The Islanders
(9:30-10:30)
LAM (Mc-E).

D

Edwards

(repeat feed)

(GB&B)

R.

Cheyenne
J. Reynolds
(Esty)

PAG
(BAB)
Union Car. (Esty)
(Brother)

D Edwards

$26,000
,_ Expedition

alt Schlltt

To

Tell The
Truth*
\rn.Home
(Bates]
A.C. (McCann)
Am. Home alt.
Helene Curtis
(Bates)
5cF
$18.0(H
Pete and Cladys
Goodyear
(TAR)
Carnation
(EWRR)

(C. Mlth.)
DPont
(BBDO)
The

Bugs Bunny
G. Fds. (BAB)
Golgate (Bates)

Smnz
SV-F

Riverboat
. Digest (JWT)
P&G (BAB)
'ar-Lam
(Batea)
B-Myrs

or. Phar. (BAB)

(TAB)
(JWT)

lellogg (Burnett)

ft. J. Reynolds
(D'Arcy)
(Esty); Stude.

(Camp.-B.)

Valiant Years
I (McCann)

BBDO)
Pan Amer. Coffee

$34,000

Mills Earp
(DFS)
ulenWyatt
alt P&G
(Compton)

Scott (JWT)
Sc-F
$35,000

(DFS)
$85,000

B-Nut Life Savers
(T&R) ; Pitt.
lass (BBDO);
Prestone
(Mathes) ;

Dobie
Cillis
PUlsbury
alt

Alfred

(Burnett)
Philip

Hitchcock
Ford
(JWT)

Morris

My-F

$65.0(K

(Burnett)
le-F
$37,000

Chevy
Klondike

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electrle
(BBDO)
Dr F
$51,000

Show
(10/2 S)

Jack
Benny
Lever (SSCAB)
State Farm
(NLAB)
V-L
$80,500

Surside 6
Whitehall
(Bates)

(SSCAB)
P&G
(B&E

Thriller (9-10)
All State (Burnett) Glenbrook
;
(DFS); Am.

J. Reynold*
(Esty)
F

Andy
Gen Criffith
Fooda
(BAB)

U. Mtr». (C-E)
B A W (Esty)
$36,000
Miles (Wade)
W-F
$88,000

Dante
L, Culver (Wade)
Singer
(TAR)
Wy-F

$37,000

Skelton
Show
Pet Milk
(Gardner)
alt

Candid
Camera Loretta
Young
Lever (JWT)
Tout
(North)
Bristol-Myers
alt Warner
Lam
Lam A Feaaley)
(TAB)
AuP-L
$34. 0(
Dr-L

Kellogg
What's
My Line
(Burnett)

Adv. In Paradise
LAM
(McC-K)
J. B. Williams

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
(DCSS).
R. J.
Reynolds (Esty)
My-F
$39,000

Hennesey
Lorillard
G. Fds

(LAN)
(TAB)

Culver (Wade)
Iraer. Gas Co.

•
ttCost ia per segment. Prices do not include sustaining, participating or co-op programs. Costs refer to average show costs including
talent and production.
They are gross (include. 15% agency commission).

B-Nut
Savers

Life
(TAR)

robacco

(SSCB);

Dupont
(My-F

(BBDO)
$85,00

FSB)

"
C. Johnso
•olarold
(DDB)
'lymouth
(Ayer)
(NLAB)
t"5.0°Y

■

nbeam
Naked ( !i

(Werman

Bninswick-Baike
McC-E)
5p-F
$37

Whiten
(9:30-1"

Presents

(LAN)$41,000
r-F

Bayuk
Knowmark:qulre(M.WAS)
Schick
(BAB)

Alcoa

Hawaiian
Carter (

ly-F

Red
Stagecoach
West
o. Fds (OBM)
lalston (Gardner)

(Mathes)
l-F
$110,000

The Islanders
United Mtr».

Laramie
(7:30-8:30)
Colgate (Bates)
BAW
(KMAJ)
Dow (MacM.

No net service

Americans

Buddy
Bringing
Up
(Bates)
Pontlae
(MacMJAA)
JAJ
(TAB)
-F
$120.00

-

No net service

(repeat feed)

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)
Dow (Mao. JAA!
Balaton (Qard.i
Peter Paul (DFS)
Brls-My (OBM)
W-F
$f

National
B.J.

News
Ralston

(TAB]
J70.W

Dennis The
| Kaiser Co (TAB]
Brillo (JWT)

No net service

Mo

Net

Service

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
26 Sept.-23 Oct. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au)
Audience
Participation,
(C) Comedy,
(D)
Documentary,
(Dr)
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G R A P
:dnesday
IBS

19 DEC. - 15 JAN.

ABC

CBS

NBC

ABC

News

Trail

The Witness
(7:30-8:30:
R. J. Reynolds

The Outlaws
tSeal.BAW. Di
pont (BBDO)
Ford (JWT)
If. Dvd
(Wels

Rawhide
Dan
Raven
(7:3»-8:$»)
(7:30-8:30)
Matty's
Fundi
G. Fds (BAB)
Brn. Happy
A Wmsr
Funnies
Dracket (T&R)
Mattel
P. Morris ( )
(KMAJ);
B-N
Sav. (TAB
(Carson
Robert] ) B. Myers ( ) Ufa
My-F
$79
Colgate ( ) :
Elgin

Sl/13
Dan Raven

JTO.O
Wagon
Train
R. J. Reynold!
(E»ty)
Natl BIse.
(Me-E)

-fe

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

(BAB)
Schick "
(McCann)

1 Sister
Eileen
(L&X:

Perry
Kraft
'-L
Buick

^llsbury
iurnett)
2/21 L

Zane
S. C.
(BAB)
lard
W-F

Grey
Johnson
P. Lortl
(LAN)
$45.0O(

Angel
S. C. Johnson
(BAB) Gen.
Foods (BAB)

Como
(JWT)
$125.00
Show

Untouchables
(9:38-10:30)
Armour (FCB)
L&M

(Mc-E)

(BAB) Geo.
Foods (BAB)
Sc-F
$41.00

Person
Peter Loves Man
P&G
(BAB)
Sc-F
$38.0(K

The Outlaws
B-Xut Life Savei

I. Dvd (Weiss
One
Happy
Smnz
(DFS)

Untouchables
Whitehall (Bates)
Beecham

(KA-E)

Mastersor
(9/29 S)
Sealtest (Ayer)
Hills Bros.

(Batet)

Tennessee
Erni
Ford
Show
Fortd (JWT)

77

Sunset Srri i
(9-l»)
Am.
Chicle
(Batea)
My-F
$85.0

77 Sunset Stri i
R. J. Reynolds
(E«ty)

AuP-L

(TAR)$36. oo

West'hs

(7:S»-8*t)
Am.
Tob.
RCA
(JWT)
Am Tob. (BBDC
W-F
$7».<
RCA
(JWT)

My-F

(Mc-E)

(Bates)
3eecham
(K&E
Brillo
(JWT;

Perry Mason
Sterling (DFH
Dracket (TAR
Moores
(BAB

The

Twilight Zone
Gen Food (TAB)
Colgate
(McC)

Tall Man
R. J. Reynold!
alt.
My-F

Card

Detectives
P4G

Ralston (Gardnei ,
OBAB)
GE (Grey)
Sc-F
$30J

Plhs.

Projection 21
12/30;
9-10
|
Am. Heritage

Plymouth
(Ayer)
LAM (DFS)
A-F
$37,00(

(BAB)
$45.0

w-p

s

ATAT(NW
Ayer
V-L
$175.00

Whitehall
(Bates)
Beecham

My-F

B-XulLife

Bell Telephone
(9-10)

Croucho
Marx
Lorillard
(LAN;
Tonl (North)
AuP-L
$30.0(M

Perry
Masen
<7:S<M:3»I
Colgate
(Bate*
Parllameol
(BAB)
My F
$80

Leave
It To
Beaver

66

(8:30-9:30)
Chevrolet
(C-E)
Sterling
(DFS)
Philip Morris
(Burnett)
A-F
$85,001

t

Lan. Pis (LaRch)
Lanvin
(North)

NBC

w-T"

Bat

Bachelor Fathe
Whitehall

Anahist (Bates
Colgate
(Bates

Derby

(T4R) :War-L»i
(LAF); Colgati
(Bates) : Stude
(BBDO): Pan
Amer. Coffee
(Camp.-Mlth.)

Route

ce Is Right
sver (OBM)
»H Speldel
<NC*Ki

rc\vB
(Bates)

The Witness
Esq. IMWtS

CBS

D Edwards
Parliament
alt Amor. Hoax

repeat feed)

Cuestward Ho
Ralston (GB&B
Gardner)
7-Up (XWT)
Sc-F
$38.0'

ABC

NBC

Texaco (CAW)
N-L
I6.509T

(repeat feed)

Wagon

CBS

0Parllmxnt
Edwards
(BAB)

D Edwards
Philip SlOTTil
(Burnett)
alt Schlitz
(JWT)

g (Burnett

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

NBC

Clark

(F.CAB;
$8i

Dodge

Life
Savers
(TAI
W-F
$36.01
(Esty)
; B-Nut

The Deputy

Lawrence
(9-10) Well

alt

Gen Cigar
(TAB)
Polariod (DDAB
Gen. Cig. (TAI

(Grant)

J. B. Williams
Mu-L (Parkson)
$45.

W-F

Lawrence

Michael Shane
(10-11)
Oldsmobile
(Brother)
Pitt.
Glass
(BBDO)
Dupont
(BBDO)

K.

Well

Fight-Week
Gillette
(Maxon
Miles (Wade)
Sp-L
$45.00
12,24:10-10:50»J
Sports Film
Bkstbll
Trnm.|
12
'31;
10-11

Have Travel
Gun. Wi I
Whitehall

Polaroid

'

Cunsmoke
LAM

(DFS)

al:

S perry -Rand

S7S.0
My-F

Ernie
Take

No net service

Kovacs
A Cood
June Allyson
Look
Dupont (BBDO) No
Consolidtd
Clga: Dr-L
$44,000
(EWBAB)

Net

Service

Drama, (F) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile. (L) Live, (M) Misc.
(Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News, (Q) Quiz-Panel. (Sc) Situation
Comedy,
(Sp) Sports. (V) Variety, (W)
Western. tXo charge for repeats.

SPONSOR
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Michael Shane
B-Xut Life Sarei
(TAB)

Brn.

A Wman.

(Bates)
Gillette
(Maxon

Man From
Sterling (DFS]
A-F
$25,0*

THRU THE MAIL OR ON-THE-SPOT?
much more about his markets by periodical on-the-spot visits
your Rep can possibly sell your station intelligently. McGavren
operations . . . visiting local retailers . . . talking with wholesale
market data in detail. For more sales impact . . . ask the man

Obviously, a national spot salesman learns more,
to stations. We feel that this is the ONLY way that
men work at the station level in all phases of station
distributors., .visiting local industries and studying
who knows . . . Ask the McGavren Man !

SPONSOR

•
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®? immsKdim ^

CY OSTRUP

OF

McGAVREN

— SAN

FRANCISCO

— ON-THE-SPOT

WBAL- BALTIMORE

FOR WBAL

represented nationally by...

DAREN F. McGAVREN
w
NEW YORK

SPONSOR

•
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• CHICAGO

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

BALTIMORE

• LOS ANGELES

CO., INC.

• SEATTLE

1960

• ST. LOUIS
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P A

C O

DAYTIME

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
CBS

ABCt

CBS
Sponsors

Adolph's; A.
Suley : Alberto

December

Brid l

8 1/2
Say When
B-Nut; Sterling

Belter Vision;

ABC |

Soon*

CBS

Brillo;Sponsors
BristolMyers;
Campbell;
Carter's Llttl«

December

NBC
Bride

Dough

Re

Mi

General T
Proctor-Slier

rec-);rj fLook Up & Liv

UN

in Action

Mentholatum
Love That Bob

Camera

Threi

Concentration

TournamentRoses

1/2;

cont'c

Concentration
Frltldalre
Love That Bob

Lerer

11:30-1:45

Truth

or

Consequences
Nabisco B-Nut

Search
PAG For

Search for
Beat The

Tomorrow
pag

Clod

Beat The

Tomorrow

Clock

P&G alt G. Mills

No net service

World

Turns

PAG
Sterling alt

Pro-Football

(Partlc.) (1:45-

Championship

Bridge
No. Amer. Van

Natl. Brewing.
hi regional;
Gonessee, % ref
Art

G«n.
Colgate,

Cigar,
Schlci ,

Road To Realit)

Art

Llnkletter

Wlms, Lrr.
Wlms, Van Cam

Football

Amer.

Football

Who

American
Bandstand

Secret Storm

Koizema. Stridex

Bowl#

Amer.

Band.

Tonl. Candy
Hollywood

| Matty's
Fundai
Mattel

alt

Ir/ho You Trust?

Cotton

Celebrity

Seal

rerdict Is Yours

Yoo Trust?

American
Bandstand

Gold

jst alt. Tick
Scott alt. Quaker

alt Gold Seal
Verdict Is Youn

Amer.

Loretta Young

Millionaire

Young
Dr.
Malone
Leemlng

Amer. Foorbal
Plels. Benault
Sinclair. Pabi

altLinkletter
ScoU,
KeUoct
B. Williams

Tick Ol

lit K. T. French

Coif

Omnibus
Kemper
(all '

Gen.' \
Captain

tNote:

ABC

Gallant

Mon.-Fri. daytime sponsors rotate on a weekly basis a

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

Rin Tin Tin

Gen. Mills,
Sweets, Gilbert
e not regularly

scheduled

(or

any

particular

shows

<

periods.

-m*

Alphabetical

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (40, 41)
includes regularly scheduled programing from 19 Dec15 Jan., inclusive (with possible exception of changes
made by the networks after presstime).
Irregularly sched-

■

G R A P H

i

NBC
Dough

ABCt

Re Mi

Brida

1

sust alt. Block

Mage

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

INESDAY
»

19 DEC. - 15 JAN

Play-Hunch

CBS
December

Sponsors
Hartz ;
J.
B
Williams;
Johnson & Johnson
Knapp-Monareh
Lever;
Miles
Minute
Mai.1

sust

Mystlk
cont'd Fri.

Colgate

Bridi

Dough
Gold

alt. Tick

Video

alt

Re Mi
Seal

Miles
alt
Heinz

attt

Price Is Right
Frlildalre
alt Sterling
Heinz

,izon

alt Culve;

Concentration
Mllei alt Gen.
Mills
Nablieo alt
Proctor- Stlex

Court

U. S. Steel alt

Clear Horizon

r

Beat The

Search for
Tomorrow
PAO

Clod

aU

About

Jan

Murray
Show

Full

Frigldeire alt
Knox Gelatin

to Realit)

R.

Gen. Mills
Kellogg

Price Is Right
Lever alt lust

Magic

Allakazam

Concentration
Miles alt Lever

Mighty alt.Mouse
Nestle
suit

Slmonize
Lever
alt

Colgate
alt.
Nestle

Rand
alt.
Kodak

Love of Life
Borax alt. Nab.

Texan

Truth or
Consequences
Frig, alt suit

Search for
PAG
Tomorrow
Beat The

Lunch

With

Soupy Sales
P&G

My

True Story

Sky King
Nabisco

Sterling

Saturday News

Detective
Sterling

Drag

Diary
Drug

News
Cuiding

Light

P&G

alt G. Mills

News

About

Mr.

Faces

Wizard

No net service
No net service
World Turns
Best Foodi
alt. Tick

No net service

Carnation alt
R, T. French
(an

Circle

Lone Ranger
Gen. Mills.

alt

Could Be You

Clod

No net service

Murray

Nab Show
alt. sust
P. Sllex alt.

IU.t

Road

King
Fury
Short Leonard
Subjects&

Art Linkletter
Lever alt Dracket

Loretta
P&GYoung

Pillsbury alt sus

Heinz alt P&G

Full

Circle

Day In Court

2-concl.#
Jan Murray
Show
Whtehl alt. sust

NCAA
Sl/7
Basketball
Sponsors

Art Linkletter
Road

to Realit

Williams alt
alt Armstrong

12/31;
Cator
Bowl

TBA

NBA
Basketball
Sponsors TBA

Loretta Young
NCAA
Basketball

alt G. Mills
P&G alt G. Mills

Young
Young
Dr. Malone
Plough.
G. Mill!

Day
Queen

For

Millionaire
a
Drackett alt lull

Plough

Dr. Malone
Miles
alt Culver
P&G

Queen

For

a

Millionaire
Quaker alt. sust
Gerber

alt G. Mis

alt.

Nab

Dr. Malone
Mennen
alt.
Sterling
From

From These
Roots

Who

kit
Sllex

rtD,y
Storm

You Trust

Verdict Is Your
Sterling alt LeTe

From These
Roots
Simnz alt. Heins

Who

You Trust

Verdict Is Your:
sust
Quaker Oats

alt

Amer.

Band.

Make

Drackett

G. Mills. B-Nut
Welch.
Hazel

sust

A. Home

sust

Daddy
Room

Foi

sust alt. Leeming
alt sust

Amer. Band.
Welch. Gen.

G. Mis sust alt.

Brighter Day
Lever alt sust
Secret Storm
Amer Home Proc
Edge of

Night

Here's
Hollywood
Culver alt

Toni

Ante. Band.
Toni, Positan,
Stridex.
Toni

Edge PAG
of Night

Hollywood

Plllibury

Here's
Heinz

Rocky and
His Friends
f>n Mill'
Gilbert.
Sweets
Am.
Home
Fds
of

accounts

be ?ins

10

a.m.

B-Nut
alt. Plough

Amer. Band.
Alberto.
Culver
B-Nut. H. Bishop

alt.

Make

G.

Ms

'

Tree
W.

*
3Jonday

NCAA
Basketball

Room

For

Proctor-Silex
alt
Culver

Night

Hollywood

Dracket

G

Amer
Home
Sterling

M.

Mis
alt.
Sllex
Here's
David alt

American
Bandstand

American
Bandstand
eo-op

>

NCAA
Basketball

alt Nab
These

Gold Root*
Seal alt.
Daddy

alt Lever
Daddy

■• Prod

listing

The

servlci

Day In Court

Loretta Young

Play-Hunch
Mills

Clear Horizon

Nabtaer.
alt G. Mills

No net service

As the World
Turns
PAG

»ust alt. M. Dr<
(11/12 S)

NBC
Shari Lewis
Natl. Biscuit

Culver

Plllabnry

s Youri

ITalt

net

sust alt. Leeming

(L 12/30)

Court

Be
alt

CBS
Captain
Kangaroo

Re Mi

(1-1:05)

News
(1-1:95)
lust

Faces

No net service

Heinz.

C

Ulla.
P&G

Village

R. T. French

You
It Could

Cuiding Light

No

^tlen

■in

Morning

Truth or
Consequences
Hartz alt sust

Love of Ufe
Texan

News

(tele

kletter

Leeming

Concentration
G. Mills

PAG

No net service

],_

■ Bros

Miles.

Dough

sust alt. Borax
Video

1 Love Lucy
Tick alt
sust

Love That Bob

Turni
0
SCO
rUns

Is Right

ABC

Lipton alt Kodak

Helm alt
Whitehall

alt

Could Be You
W-hall alt
Iteming

ju*

Price

Love That Bob

The
P&G

Nr

tervice

Morning

Truth or
Consequences

Ufa
iTprod

n

1 Love Lucy

NBC

B-Nut

December
Bride
Kodak alt sust

Sponsors

ntins; exd
alt

SATURDAY

CBS

Old London
Peter Paul; Rey
nolds Metals: S
C. Johnson ; Ster
ling Drug; Welch

String
Play Your
Hunch

Village

Borax

ABCt

NBC

All Star Coif
Reynolds Metals
Armour

Lighting,
House*

Captain Gallant
i-NutLifeSavera
Gen. Mills

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills
Crack erjack

and

cc ncludes

10

Saturday Prom
3 -Nut Life Savers

a.n
l. Friday.

uled programs appearing during thi
e listed
period ai
as w ell, with ail dates.
Th e only regu larly schedu -1 a.m.,
led
prois not liste I are: Ton ight, NBC, 11:15 p.m
gran
Mon day-Friday, participatii
lg sponsors hip ; Sunda
y News

*T

hese are packa

?e prices and

i

aclude

time, tal

IS, Sunday, 11-11:15
Special, C] ay-Friday, p articipating
a.m., Mond
8:45-9 a.m
. Monday-F riday and T
7-7:30 a.m . Sat. All time period

and

cable costs

ent, production

a.m. ; Toda
News CBS

7:45-8 a.m.,
Farm,
y,
NBC,NBC,
7-9

iday on the
3 are Easte rn Standard.

With the growth

What

of the U.S. Latin population, SPONSOR

are your tips on selling
to Spanish speaking

Sydney Kavaleer, *p- end station mgr.,
WADO, New York
"How can I get the Spanish speaking market to buy my product and
how do I advertise to reach them?"
The advertiser, in some instances,
i- completely perplexed by the mys-

terv of penetrating the mass market
so different in many ways — with different heritage, culture, background,
and a language barrier — and yet,
these minority groups are so large,
especially in the New York area, that
thev are of extreme importance to the
national advertiser.
New York, for example, is a very
complex market requiring special
analysis and a specific advertising approach. Let's look at the Spanish
speaking market of New York: Very
concentrated, and a group larger than
Seattle or Milwaukee, larger than Miami and Tucson combined. New
York's Spanish speaking market is
the 17th largest market in the U. S.
— earning over Si billion annually:
spending over $240 million on food
alone — more food purchases than the
cities of Richmond and Bridgeport
combined; over 300,000 households.
Can the national advertiser afford
to overlook this tremendous potential for his products? Absolutely
not! But, he must know how to reach
these people. Can he reach them
through general market media — television, newspapers, national magazines, general broadcasting? Absolutely not! We, at WADO, reaching
the mass audience of Spanish speaking, Italian, and Negro find that specialized market radio is the proven
way of reaching these peoples.
In a Pulse survey, Bustello Coffee
represented over 80% of the total cof46

ASKS:

fee purchases in the Spanish speaking
market of New York by advertising
only in specialized Spanish media.
By contrast, national brands of coffees represented only a tiny part of
coffee consumption in the Spanish
market, despite a tremendous frequency and saturation in all general
media in the metropolitan New York
area.
The major breweries exposing their
commercial message through specialized Spanish market media have been
able to capture large shares of the
market, because they supplement their
general market buy with specialized
market media.
WADO has found that an advertiser interested in reaching this important market must be completely familiar with the characteristics and
statistical information about that market. WADO has compiled the information which is available at all times
for the sponsor with a special selling
problem. An advertiser, who is completely aware of the components of
this amazingly fertile market, achieves
immediate leadership and sales dominance, and he achieves this with far
less advertising money and at a faster
rate than he can in the general media
field. The milk company which read
WADO's report on ethnic market
milk drinking habits was quick to
capitalize on the fact that Puerto Ricans consume twice as much milk as
Negroes and 40^ more than the general market.
A tremendous potential lies ahead
for the advertiser who will stop, studv.
and evaluate this market.
Alcoa's successful campaign on
WADO stemmed from its realization
that the Spanish speaking market offered it a prime new source of sales.
WADO, or any other important specialized market media, must be able
to interpret for the advertiser the
sales philosophy necessary to capture that market. This can only be
accomplished through a media operation in depth, consisting of specialists
in the following
departments:
re-

search, merchandising, marketing, advertising, correct copy interpretation,
and, of course, community services.
Reams could be written about this
market. It is so large and different in
character. But the pertinent points
can be summated as follows:
1. Counsel with a knowledgeable
media representative — he can help
you formulate your advertising ap2. Compile complete market inforproach. mation to determine characteristics,
culture, buying, eating, working habits, etc.
3. Make sure that your commercials are understood and translated
into simple colloquial copy. Literal
translations will often be harmful
and do not convey the true message.
4. Where possible, employ a special market consultant who is on top
of the pulse of that market — he
can supplv you with very necessary
first-hand field information.
5. Gain product acceptance and
consumer loyalty through strong
community identification.
6. Actively participate with civic,
social, educational, and athletic organizations.
7. Know how your product is distributed. Make sure that your distributor isknowledgeable so far as
your market is concerned, and that
he has complete rapport with the
people he is selling.
8. Some products can never be
sold in a specialized market, because
thev are at variance with the culture
and habits of the group. Ascertain
before you spend your dollars that
your product is one than can be sold
through an educational program or
one that should be kept entirely out
of the market.
9. Identify yourself with media
personalities who are invited to the
home on a daily basis — the buyer
hears and abides by the sales message
identified with these trusted air personalities.
10. Treat the market with dignity
and respect.
Do not promise that
SPONSOR
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markets?
which you cannot deliver.
Our advertisers have found that the
rewards can be very great!
Sterling Zimmerman,
v.p. & gen.
mgr., KUNO, Corpus Christi, Texas
Spanish speaking markets are markets within markets, and should be
treated as a separate media buy for
coverage with a separate budget, just
as television, English radio, and newspapers are.
A long existing problem facing
agencies and clients has been how to
penetrate these people with product
and service advertising.
The language barrier crops up continually, in spite of advertisers feel
ing that English commercials are un
derstood by all who see or hear them
This of course is an erroneous im

you've Cot to W&d
Fuiuh Line
to fajftn
in the
tk Money /

pression. English commercials are
not fully understood by Latin Americans.

Your campaign will finish in the money if vou start
by buying broadcast I N Lexington. In all the world,
only Lexington broadcasters effectively influence
the $445,793,000 retail purchases made by 559,200
people in the growing 30 -county Lexington trading
area. Get your share of $657,165,000 consumer spendable income by buying broadcast IN Lexington . . .
Don't campaign.
head the wrong direction In planning your
next

Living and working among Latin
Americans have taught us much regarding customs, heredity, and language. As a manager of a full-time
Spanish language radio station. I am
well aware of the definite need of
Spanish radio as a means of communication with the Latin Americans,
the consistent way of informing them
and selling them.
The Latin Americans are good
spenders, and their needs are the
same as the Anglo, they do not live in

You Have to Buy LEXINGTON
to Cover the Rich, Growing
30-County

They prefer the
invitation commercial, ivith a
"Par Favor"
approach
hovels and eat beans and tortillas as
their main fare for three meals a day.
However, they do not comprehend
English well, and many times items
they see on the shelves in the stores
are not familiar to them, so they rely
on those items which are familiar.
(Please turn to page 52 I
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FROM THE FABULOUS FIVE IN LEXINGTON

WBIG * WlAP • WVLK * WKYT-TV *WIEX-TV

¥
t\

NOW FOR TV
DORIS DAY
GORDON MacRAE
GENE NELSON

• PATRICE WYMORE

EVE ARDEN ■ BILLY DE WOLFE • S. Z. SAKALL

TEA

TWO
AN
WARNER BROTHERS
'FILMS OF THE 50V
FROM SEVEN ARTS
tSAA?

NFW

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

YORK: 270 Park Avenue

• YUkon

6-1717

2D La Crosse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-5105
0

Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
J5f Elderwood St.* GRanite 6-1564

OLLIE
National and regional buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

I

BUYS

Home

Foods, Div. of American

Home

Products

Corp., New York: Schedules for Chef Boy-Ar-Dee begin 2 January
and run through 30 June in reportedly 15-20 major markets. Moderate frequencies of day and night minutes and chainbreaks are
being set. Buyer: Tom Viscardi. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Nestle Co., White Plains, N. Y.: Fifty-two week placements on
Nescafe are being lined up in 35-40 markets. Schedules are for prime
chainbreaks and I.D.'s and fringe night minutes. Buyer: Phil McGibbon. Agency: Wm. Esty Co., New York.
P. Lorillard Co., New York: Kent cigarette schedules are being
placed for a 1 January start in about 50 markets. Buys are for 52
weeks using prime chainbreaks, three to five spots per week per market. Buyers: Sally Reynolds and Bob Kelly. Agency: Lennen &
Newell, Inc., New York.
| Buitoni Foods Corp., Hackensack, N. J.:

Planning a campaign to

[ introduce two new macaroni products beginning in January in 20-25
! markets. As with its Wagon Wheels and Space Men brands, the big
| push will be in the kids' shows, with three 13-week runs during 1961
| in most of the markets. Buyer: Larry Butner. Agency: Albert FrankI Guenthen Law, Inc., New York.
Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York: Buying two-week schedules to
promote its Standard Reference Encyclopedia. Day and fringe night
minutes start 18 January in a number of top markets. Buying contact
is Leo Bernstein, adv. mgr. of F&W.
Agency: Leonard Adv., N. Y.

RADIO

BUYS

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York: L&M Filters placements start 1 January in about 50 markets. Schedules run up to 52
weeks, traffic and day minutes, chainbreaks and 30's. Buyer: Dick
Boege. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.
Tetley Tea Co., Inc., New York: New activity on its teas with over
50 markets getting schedules to start 2 January. Day and traffic
minutes will be bought for eight to 11 weeks. Buyers: Art Topol.
Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc., New York.
Swedish Shampoo Laboratories, New York: Day and traffic minutes are being set on Blondex Shampoo. Light schedules begin early
January for 26 weeks in about 30 markets. Buyer: Dick Jones.
Agency: Firestone Adv., New York.
John Morrell & Co., Chicago: Going into top markets with schedules for Red Heart dog food starting 16 January. Day and traffic
minutes and I.D.'s will run for 29 weeks. Agency: John W. Shaw
Adv., Inc., Chicago.
SPONSOR
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the part of some valuable customers
in ABC trends. Ollie Treyz himself,
summing up for sponsor his and
ABC's current operating philosophy,
said "I believe top ratings, in themselves are insufficient, even though
they were indispensable in building

TV BUYS
American

TREYZ

{Continued from page 35)

ABC leadership."
Some industry observers, remembering the way in which ABC has
publicized its rating gains in recent
years, sniffled unbelievingly when
shown this Treyz statement.
There is, however, a growing body
of evidence that Treyz and Leonard
Goldenson mean exactly what they
say, and are determined to broaden
the network's programing base.
Such productions as the Churchill
World War II Memoirs (Ollie himself spent three weeks in London negotiating and arranging for the series) are examples of genuine ABC
interest in broader programing.
An even more significant case is
the deal recently pacted by ABC with
Time, Inc. for the production of five
public affairs specials. Leonard Goldenson, at a preview showing of the first
of these, Yanki-No! said, "We believe
that the American people must be told
about the terrible Communist menace
in Latin America," and there were
few in the audience of newspaper and
magazine writers who doubted Goldenson's passionate personal interest
in this type of "film editorial."
The answer to the question "Does
ABC want to improve its news programs?" must be taken as an emTalking to ABC affiliates recently
phatic "yes."and Goldenson made no
both Treyz
bones about the network's current
news weakness. They promised, however, to "give you as great an improvement innews as we have given
you this year in sports." (In 1960
ABC picked up the Gillette fights,
NCAA football, the new professional
American Football League broadcasts,
and other sports plums.)
Plans for strengthening the ABC
news operation include new on-the-air
personalities and new techniques and
sources. But, of course, at 7 W. 66th
St., the biggest ABC hopes are centered around the arrival in January
of Eisenhower press secretary, James
Hagerty, to take over as news chief,
succeeding John Daly.
49

Of Hagerty, Treyz told sponsor,
The greatest thing about Jim is that
he'll be new to the business. He won't
come in with any pre-conceived ideas
about what can't be done. He'll be
like Leonard in that respect."
The character and business philosophies of Leonard Goldenson loom certainly as the largest single factor in
any prognostications about ABC's
(and Ollie Treyz') future. And far
too little attention has been paid,
even in the trade press, to the new
concept of network operation which
Goldenson introduced, following the
Paramount purchase in 1952.
As a struggling, and decidedly
third place network, ABC was plagued
by an industry practice that had
grown up in the old radio days. During the 1930's and 1940's the networks,
lacking control or ownership of programs were constantly subject to
raids (Paley's brilliant coup in
switching NBC programs to CBS was
the most famous example) and to the
inter-network shifts of programs by
agencies and advertisers.
For ABC, in its early days, the results of this radio-oriented practice,
were almost disastrous. Any time an
ABC show gave signs of vitality, it
was almost immediately moved to a
bigger more powerful network. As
Ollie Treyz puts it, "When

we won

And certainly, in appraising ABC's
future, the concept of absolute network program control is all important. If anything, Goldenson and
Treyz are more sold on the philosophy today than ever before.
As to ABC's future sales techniques, Ollie Treyz says. "I think
we're going to see more and more
network selling done on the Ted Bates
and Charlie Ayres (ABC v. p. I pattern." Essentially this pattern is the
sale of announcements rather than
programs, and the scrupulous scrutiny of cost-per-1,000 values.
Given these twin philosophies of
program control, and selling-based
messages instead of show, the real
question about ABC's future programing iswhether it will expand its
horizons or remain rutted in action,
adventure, and western formulas.
Here again it is impossible to make
absolute predictions, but talks with
Treyz, and with ABC program chief
Tom Moore leave one with the firm
conviction that the network is searching restlessly for new programing directions.
Asked what he believed would be
ABC's greatest expansion in the years
ahead, Ollie said flatly, "qualitative
improvement in night programing."
As an example of a new area which
ABC is currently exploring, he cited
serious dramatic shows, based on
emotional human conflicts, rather

Silent film humor isn't silent
anymore! Now, CLIFF NORTON
as FUNNY MANNS, adds up-todate laugh-making in connection with specially created
sound effects and original
fun-filled, live music. All in
130 eight-minute highlights of
the merriest old-time movie
comedies, featuring such alltime greats as the Keystone
Cops, Ben Turpin and many,

coming into the busiwe Goldenson,
lost."
ness with a fresh viewpoint, recognized the inherent weakness of this

Treyz, after six years at ABC as director of presentations, director of
research, and (briefly) director of
ABC radio, had left the network in
late 1954 to become first president of
the Television Bureau of Advertising.

(the success of this season's The
Flintstones will be followed up next
fall with a new series titled Top Cat),
biblical dramas, and special programs
built around national holidays.

many others. With CNP's
FUNNY MANNS . . . kids in your
area will be laughing. Your
advertisers will be happy.

Coming back to ABC. he flung himself enthusiastically into the job of
rebuilding the network according to
the Goldenson philosophy of complete
network control of its own programs.

Treyz insists that ABC will be "original, not derivative." This insistence
on originality may well provide a

You'll feel pretty good too.
What are you waiting for?

According to most experienced broadcasters and agencymen, this characteristic ABC approach to network operations has been an even more im-

NBC TELEVISION FILMS, A DIVISION OF
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

operational structure and determined
on a change.

than action, gunplay, and adventure.
The first of these, Dr. Kate, with Jane

The most significant step in the
change came in October 1956, when

Wyman is already scheduled for the
fall of 1961.
Other fields to which ABC is turn-

he
hired
back Treyz as the network's
chief
executive.

ing its programing hand are an expansion of original cartoon shows

portant factor in ABC's rise than its
well-publicized program fare of Warner Brothers and westerns, and its
imaginative selling methods.

In all of its program

planning

clue to his own, and ABC's future.
How far can the network carry its
determination to be different? What
tactics will CBS and NBC adopt? ^
Two

weeks from now, following

our Dec.
Yearissue,
End weReport
in sponsor's
26
will bring
you Part
Two of "What's ahead for Ollie and
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what has an eye patch to do with you ?
Two things.
One — it points out how brilliant a job advertising can really do.
Two — it proves that the advertiser who does it generally
winds up with the business.
The moral is obvious.

Which brings up two things more.

One — there are some 7500 men and women involved in the
purchase of national spot. Of this number — the top 2000
control over 95% of the total business. We call them
the "influential 2000". The most economical way to pre-sell
this "influential 2000" is via a schedule in SPONSOR
because SPONSOR has the greatest penetration
of influence with this "influential 2000" of any book
in the broadcast field.
Two— give your ads a "patch" of individuality. Without it—
the page you buy is empty. With it— you can spark a
purchase, increase a schedule, motivate a new appraisal,
change a buying pattern and build your station's
volume every year.

N
THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

40 East 49th St.

TV/RADIO

MU 8-2772

ADVERTISERS

New York 17

USE

FlfXIBIUIY

FOOD

BROKERS

I Continued from page 36)
time indicated
almost unanimously
that six to eight weeks was normally
required for a grocery advertising or
promotion campaign.
Here are some additional comments
relating to broadcast media and agency relationships made anonymously
by several brokers:
• "We recently had an agency
place an order for tv advertising in
our territory with a station 300 miles
from our office. Our territory is
completely surrounded by 6.000-foot
mountains but the agency in N. Y.
thought we could receive the advertising in our market. Incidentally, the
station selected is five feet above sea
level, with a 500-foot tower."
• "We find advertising does a better job for our lines when local advertising is tied in with network. Network advertising alone doesn't do as
• "We
would welcome closer congood
a job."
tacts with agencies aimed for better
understanding and coordination of

130 eight-minute sequences
produced with an experienced
eye to station needs. Old-time
movie greats like the Keystone Cops, Ben Turpin, Louise Fazenda in highlights of
their merriest comedies —
with CLIFF NORTON adding upto-date laughter. You can integrate single episodes within
larger shows of your own, tie
them in with your local emcee,
or put them together for any
program length best suited to
your station requirements.
What are you waiting for?

CNP
NBC TELEVISION FILMS, A DIVISION OF
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

our respective talents."
• "It is my feeling that advertising agencies should take into consideration, whenever possible, the local
advertising in any given market. It is
fine to have large national advertising going for a broker, but some of
this is of such a nature that the consumer only gets a fleeting glance at
the product once or twice weekly, particularly ifit is on tv."
• "Agencies can obtain more information about potential clients
through frequent and consistent contact with brokers."
• "Agencies should learn the grocery business first — not just rate cards
and circulation figures."
• The broker should always be
consulted on local air media buys.
There is no confidence on the part of
the customer in network tv advertising for introduction of new products
because it takes saturation to move
goods the first time 'round."
There are some 3,000 food brokerage firms in the U. S. today. According to the current study, almost $14
billion worth of foods and other products sold in American supermarkets
every year are channeled into distribution, from manufacturer to retailer, through food brokers. NFBA and
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, have received 1,027 returned questionnaires,
representing a 53% return. ^

SPONSOR

ASKS:

(Continued from page 47)
An advertiser's message on Spanish
radio imparts two vital elements:
1. It is an invitation to use the
service
or product. (They need an
invitation.)
2. The copy immediately explains
its function in a language they understand fully. These are essential for a
new product, and consumer loyalty
for an old one.
The Latin Americans are not am
more price-conscious than the Anglo.
They are good judges of quality.
In the Latin American markets in
the U. S., at least 50%

of the total

population is Spanish speaking — in
some
areas
as high as
93r"cadvertisers
are.
It is
no wonder
many
in these markets are racking their
brains as to why they have not captured the sales expected based on distribution and total population. Thev
are reaching only a portion of their
potential market.
The Latin Americans do not like
the hard pitch commercial that is demanding of them. They prefer the
invitation commercial, one with a
par favor approach.
It is also true of these markets that
the customs and the language differ
from one market to another, i.e. : The
Cuban and Puerto Rican areas are
not akin to the Mexican people of
south Texas. Also, south Texas differs from Arizona and California
Spanish speaking people, much like
the difference between New Engenders and Texans.
The managements of Spanish stations are familiar with this situation
and are happy to counsel whenever
possible with factual information
about their Latin American markets.
A common mistake often made, is
in sending English point-of-purchase
material and English jingles for use
in Spanish areas. They do not get the
job done. Spanish point-of-purchase
and well-produced authentic Spanish
Radio jingles and commercials will do
the job when used on a consistent
year-round basis. The Latin American are good citizens who are proud
of their heritage. They are doing
only what is natural when they speak
Spanish. It's their language.
These people are not as a group,
readers of newspapers and magazines
printed in English or Spanish, as evidenced byprintturn
media's
own54)surveys.
I Please
to page
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Its a
habit...

watchingr ]£fy£ J-TV iii fresno
(California)
Fresno males get the KMJ-TV sports-watching habit at a
young and tender age. Throughout the year there's topflight sports programming on Channel 24.
Professional football, top basketball and baseball games
in season ... to name a few of the shows. No wonder
Fresno viewers are unflaggingly loyal to KMJ-TV.

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

KMJ-TV
MeCLATCHY
Valley
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees

PRE ACCEPTED

SPONSOR

ASKS:

[Continued from page 52)
One important fact is: the Latin
American families are much larger
than the Anglo's, with more than one
wage earner per home, making the
average home per capita income substantial enough to provide necessities as well as many luxuries.
Many national, regional, and retail
advertisers long ago recognized the
tremendous importance of the Latin
American markets and have capitalized on their large buying power
through the utilization of Spanish
radio. Listen around, the chances
are, your competitor has been using
it for years. We are all cognizant of
the great Negro market and the
French Canadian market that exists
in the United States, and today the
Latin American markets of the United
States represent one of the great markets for many advertisers and their
products. The surface of three markets have barely been scratched.
Fred J. Rafael, director of marketing,
Quinn-Lowe, Inc., advertising, New York

I

Advertisers know a good
thing when they see it — and
they're sure going for FUNNY
MANNS! Discover for yourself
how many advertisers and
agencies have already said
they want to buy in to FUNNY
MANNS. They like our fresh
way of presenting silent
movie comedy ... in 130
eight-minute programs, each
humor-enriched by specially
created sound effects, scored
with original, live music, integrated With CLIFF NORTON'S upto-date merrymaking. The kids
in your area will go for it, too.
What are you waiting
for?
ain
you w
t are
a
n
w

GNP

N l C
NRP TELEVISION
TFI FVICin Fl
M Aif)DIVISION OF
NBC
FILMS,
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

There are many reasons manufacturers should seriously consider selling the growing Spanish market in
the United States. It is growing not
only in numbers but also in income,
and constitutes about 10% of the
population in the New York area and
even larger percentages in Los Angeles and some parts of the South.
Much depends on the product you
want to sell. Is the product wellknown in Puerto Rico and Mexico,
where most Spanish speaking people
originated? Are they using it now?
Is the name familiar to them?
Are

Many Spanish people speak English quite well, but most have difficulties when hearing it spoken on
radio or television. Since selling
means convincing people, the only
language in which you can sell Spanish people is Spanish. Obvious? Still
you can find English ads in Spanish
newspapers, and hear English commercials on Spanish radio programs.
Perhaps you know someone who
could translate your English advertising into Spanish. Don't let him do
it: your friend may speak perfect
Spanish, but is he a creative advertising man? Your advertising may
be excellent for Americans, but will
it appeal to the Spanish people?
Adaptations and translations of advertising have proved unsuccessful
and can never be as effective as advertising written in the original language.
There are dangerous pitfalls in the
Spanish language. Your friend may
speak the most perfect Castilian Spanish, but not the language of the
Puerto Ricans, particularly of the
Puerto Ricans in New York, who are
using expressions that you would not
hear in Puerto Rico. The same applies to the Mexicans in the L nited
States. To sell Spanish people, you
must speak in their own idiom, and
this is what a specialized ad agency
can do most effectively for you.
In the large cities the Spanish
speaking people live in well-defined
concentrated areas, and can be
reached by newspapers, radio, movie
theaters, and outdoor advertising. Often, the claims of these media are
based on insufficient and unreliable
statistics. That's another reason for
the specialized advertising agency.
Such an agency can also help in
securing distribution for your product. Its contacts with merchants,

thev able to pronounce it? Is the
label in Spanish? Do the package
colors appeal to them?
Remember, our Spanish population
is proud of its old culture and slow to
give up old customs and old friends.
This loyalty may be a great advantage to you because it includes unusually great brand loyalty. While
this may work against you at first,
it will be invaluable in the long run.

trade groups, specialized distributors
and media can pave the way and
open doors for you.
Space does not permit discussion of
successful appeals, nor of reasons for
the varying successes of contests and
promotions. Let me mention that
some costly introductory offers have
failed while some relatively inexpensive creative promotions succeeded.
The Spanish market is well worth
going after. However, successful
American advertising and promotion
techniques cannot be automatically
applied to this market, where only
experience and specialized knowledge
are reliable guides.
^
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E veryb o dy
talks
about
the
weather...

But WDSU-TV
«>

doe:

WDSU-TV employs the full-time services
of a private weather forecasting firm,
headed by nationally known
meteorologist Nash Roberts. And in
New Orleans only WDSU-TV uses its own
weather radar.
No wonder more New Orleanians
depend on WDSU-TV for authoritative
weather information than any other
For in New Orleans, where recreation
and industry are substantially outdoors,
weather is especially important.

FORECAST:
Good sales climate and continued fair
weather —when you advertise on
WDSU-TV.
In New Orleans, only WDSU-TV gives
you the complete weather picture.

MULTIPLY

AND

CONQUER

Six* times what eight-digit number composed of a
combination** of 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9 results in a ninedigit number composed of 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9?
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. (If you have already won
it, say so in your entry and we'll provide a different
prize.)
* We tried to make it work with our channels and frequencies (7,3,63 and 63), but our one brain-cell computer
couldn't do it.
** Combine WMAL-TV with WSVA-TV and get the Washington, D. C. — Harrisonburg, Va. markets at attractive
combination rate.

i0 wmol-tv
Washington,

D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

58

Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,
SPONSOR
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
19 DECEMBER

I960

Copyright I960

8P0NS0R
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

WEEK

The FCC has now taken two more steps in the direction of toughening
regulation : and the end has not yet come.

up on

The Commission pounced almost immediately on a multiple owner with license renewals of 15 months, very quickly after adoption of the rule permitting license renewals for
less than three years.
Then in quick succession the Commissioners were (a) once again unable to come to complete agreement on license application forms, and (b) acted to cut down on the large volume
of station sales.
Barring death, bankruptcy or some other such emergency, stations could not be sold before the holders owned them for three years under a new rule proposed by the
FCC. The commissioners, Hyde and Craven dissenting, said they would listen to industry
arguments until 16 January, but said they would not make their final decision solely on pro
and con arguments received.
The commission said that during the past three years, 555 applications for changes in
ownership — some involving more than one station — raised the question of whether there is
"trafficking in broadcast interests." In 53% of the cases, the FCC added, the stations
had been held for less than three years, or one full license period.
First short-term license renewals went to two radio stations and one tv outlet wholly
owned by Richard Eaton and to two radio stations almost wholly owned by him. The FCC
wasn't satisfied with operating standards, Eaton promised to exercise personal supervision in
the future, and the FCC decided that it should take another look in a year and renewed
the licenses for 15 months.
The action was taken on a 4-3 vote, with Hyde, Craven and King dissenting.
The exact form of the section of the license applications forms which deals with
programing is still much up in the air: however, disagreement revolves more
around form than around substance.
In addition, it is also true that action could be taken in short order, except that the Commission would like to secure a unanimous or nearly unanimous vote. It might very well be
that final action will now be delayed until "recess commissioner"
by a Kennedy appointee.

King is replaced

The fact that King will be replaced assumes new importance.
King replaced former chairman John C. Doerfer, and his voting record indicates he is an
even stronger believer in industry self-regulation than Doerfer was. In all recent decisions
tightening the regulatory net around broadcasting, King has voted along with Craven on the
anti side. Sometimes Hyde was with them, but even on those occasions Chairman Ford, Cross,
Bartley and Lee managed to make it 4-3 in favor of stronger regulation.
Nobody doubts that the new commissioner to be appointed by president-elect Kennedy
will make those decisions 5-2 and occasionally 6-1. Also, with King replaced, stronger
regulatory policies will still carry, even if one of the four deserts on any specific issue.
Rumors about the new Commissioner to take King's place float gayly around
Washington, not stopped or even slowed down by the fact that president-elect Kennedy hasn't even gotten around to considering the post, himself.
Strangely, there are fewer rumors about FTC, where Kennedy will have two posts to
fill. Mills and Kintner are both serving on a recess basis.
SPONSOR
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A round-up of trade talk,
trends and tips for admen
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Timex

has whittled the number

HEARS
of candidates for its next agency choice down

to five or six but it won't reveal the winner until the early part of January.
The company's ad budget for next year may go as high as $5 million.

Look for an announcement of huge importance
— the manufacturer — before the first of the year.

to come

out of Westinghouse

The last time it got heavy newsprint play was back in '57 when it announced it was putting
$11 million a year in the Desilu series.

A good example as to how an account will shrug off one medium-selling
after another until it sees some it likes is New England Mutual Insurance.

pitch

TvB had made multiple presentations over the years but suddenly the company saw a
specific that squared with its idea of public service: the Something Special special on NBC TV.
It deals with the progress made in dealing with children's mental illness.

The owner

of one long-time New York agency — it bills over $10 million — plays

'em so close to the vest that only his president may see the balance sheet.
He brought in a prominent adman and gave him an upper-rank, but the fellow, after a few
months, skipped to another agency when he found out he wouldn't be permitted to look over the
balance sheet.

The rumor of the week along Michigan Avenue : Burnett has acquired the Chrysler-make account along with the Chrysler corporate business already in the shop.
Responded Burnett: we don't know anything about it.

The switch not so long ago of a hefty household
cently revealed, a very simple reason.

goods account had, it was re-

When the new parent corporate president took over he decreed that none of the subsidiaries would pay a commission on the talent portion of nighttime network minute
participations. Also that these spots would be booked through the house agency.
The vamoosed agency refused to accept either of these conditions.

CBS TV is seriously considering doing all its billing by IBM, instead of manually,
and, like ABC TV, turning over to LNA-BAR a copy of the tapes for the monthly
figures released by TvB.
The ABC TV tapes carry the actual net billings as well as the stations involved but the
TvB released figures are calculated according to the gross billings.
Reason inducing CBS toward IBM: the accounts run anywhere

from 200 to 300 a

month, whereas not so long ago the network had to deal with 70-80 advertisers.
SPONSOR
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GOING PLAuES! Year-round, round-the-clock, WBBM-TV newsmen are going places. ..and Chicago
audiences are seeing people, places and events shaping the destiny of nations.
In the past year, reporters Frank Reynolds, Carter Davidson and Fahey Flynn have traveled far and wide
-the Congo, Japan, Korea, Formosa, Austria, Germany, Italy, France, England-to score major news breaks which
viewers have seen either as one-time news "specials" ("Orient in Ferment;' "Anatomy of a Crisis: 'The New Congo
Nation' and 'Africa Marching'"), or as part of WBBM-TV's regular day-in, day-out news coverage.
Clearly, Television 2 Chicago goes to great lengths to bring the world closer to home. Which is one reason
why WBBM-TV's clear-cut leadership goes on and on... why Nielsen has reported WBBM-TV the number one television station in Chicago for the past 66 consecutive reports! WRRM-TV CBS 0wnec1' Television 2 Chicago

TV BASICS
I Continued from page 39)
sample. Multi-car ownership is also
high.
A survey by Color Television Market Facts in December 1959 found
that more than half, or 51'/ . of color
tv homes possess two or more car*
although only 13% of the total U. S.
homes fall into that category. Fortyone percent own at least one car. a
total 92rr with one or more cars,
while only 74% of the total U. S.
families have cars.

A BILLIONJOLLARS ON A
SILVER1PLATTER

A circulation survey conducted bv
NBC and based on various industry
sources places color television on top
of the coverage list. Since color television iswhat might be called a "class
medium." reaching a high income
group, "class" magazines are its
"competition.'" XBC said. The number
of color sets in use is estimated at
500,000, while the New Yorker reports a circulation of 427.053. The
median income of New Yorker subscribers is$8,389, a color tv advantage of 56%.
Circulation l ABC Dec. 1959) and
median income of other upper-level
magazines are: Business Week. 338.626, $14,350; Fortune, 325,298. $14,375; Atlantic, 259,439, $11,000; Harper^, 232.523 $11,000; and Saturday
Review, 224.779. $10,199. Color television has the edge on these publications in either circulation or income
or both.
Color television homes are more
apt to view programs telecast in color.
Summarized from a number of XBC
surveys, ratings for color shows in
color tv homes were twice that of
black-and-white homes. The average
rating of all tv homes for a group of
color shows was 17%. although 33%
of the color tv homes tuned in. Simithe shareProgram
of audience
was 54 r"r
versus larly,29%.
identification,

Sound good? It is! One buy (WSFA-TV)
delivers the lush Montgomery and
Central-South Alabama area, where a
million people spend over a billion
dollars every year.

WSFA-TV

fiBC

/

ABC

MONTGOMERY.

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

CHANNEL

commercial recall, sponsor's slogan
recall, etc., were also high in color
tv homes.
Color programing is growing. The
total number of stations ( including
satellites) equipped to rebroadcast
network color is 367 — 70.6% of all
U. S. stations. Only 104 stations—
21.2% of all U. S. stations— are
equipped to originate some form of

12

local color. Last year's weekly schedule of 18 hours has virtually doubled
this fall with 32 hours of web color
programing.
SPONSOR
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COMMAND
PERFORMANCE
IN BIG AGGIE LAND
Big Aggie — the kindly queen of 2l/4-million listeners — surrounds herself with stars to entertain her subjects.
Such personalities as Jack Bruce, Norm Hilson, Ed Nelson, Tom Edwards and Bob Miller cater to the musical
tastes and fancies of the WNAX-570's five state audience. Add to this array of musical ambassadors, the complete services of the WNAX Farm Department and the WNAX News Department, and you know why Bis Aggie
rates royally in the Midwest.

¥

TllT

SPONSOR

WNAX-570 CBS RADIO
programming for adults of m ages
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PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX,
Yankton. S. Dak.
KVTV,
Sioux City, Iowa
WGAR,
Cleveland. Ohio
WRFD, Columbus-

WHERE
THEY
CAN
WATCH
ALL 3.. .MOST HOMES NOWI
NETWORK

3 NET. SHARE
OF AUDIENCE*

ABC-TV

HALF-HOUR
HALF-HOUR

25

FIRSTS*

38%

NETY
NETZ

SECONDS*

14
19

28%

7

18

♦Source: 24 Market TV Report- Program Appraisal Supplement to National NTI Reports. Week ending Dec. 4, 1960.
Sun., 6:30-11 pm. Mon. thru S at.. 7:30-11 pm. ^Nielsen CPM Report, average evening one a week programs. Oct. 1960

"

HVATCH ABC:
12

'TV SHOW BUYING
MADE EASY" might well
be the title of this
current Nielsen Program
Appraisal Supplement.*
It's that quick, that
revealing in its guide to
program preference.
And the preference, as
the chart shows, is
very big for ABC. Out of
51 half-hours, ABC
took first 25 times. ..over
three times as many
firsts as Network Z.
Reason: such new
triumphs as SurfSide 6,
Bugs Bunny, Naked City,
My Three Sons,
Flintstones,
The Law and Mr. Jones.
More reason: such
continuing strengths as
Cheyenne, Peter Gunn,
Adventures in Paradise,
Rifleman, The Real
McCoys,The Untouchables,
77 Sunset Strip,
Robert Taylor's Detectives,
The Rebel.
Most reason, particularly
in view of its lowest
cost per Mt,for making
ABC-TV your first choice.

ABC TELEVISION

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

& IDEA

WRAP-UP

The A.!N.A.-4A"s committee fi
the Improvement of Advertisin
Content, is asking media adve:
tisers to express their feelings o
objectionable ads.
Special invitations have been ser
out to heads of national media ass<
ciations. along with copies of the coir

TOP HONORS for promoting highway safety on television go to WBTV, Charlotte, N. C,
officers Charles Crutchfield (r), exec v.p.-mng. dir., Jefferson Standard Broadcasting; and
Kenneth Tredwell, Jr., v.p.-mng. dir., WBTV, from Gov. Luther H. Hodges of North Carolina

mittee's booklet — How you can hel
stop advertising, deemed objection
able — to send along their complain
and criticisms.
Comments from trade press edito
and tv critics and columnists, are ah
being solicited.
Campaign :
• McCall's is using taped radii
commercials and tv spots to introduc
their new broadcasting spokeswoman
Katherine Austin, personified by MiDuncan MacDonald. The campai«
will
be svmbol.
used to endorse McCall's Ls^
Tested

DECORATIVE
land, Ore.)

SCHEME.

Community

Adding esthetic touch to entry blank b,
62 Contest.

Sign

advertising

$1,000 for i

e three John Robert Powers models who turned out for KGW

|

actually contains each of those dollars (silver) in station's call letter
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acquisition: Franklin Foods, Ann
Lrbor, Mich., by American Home
Products.

J'EOPLE ON THE MOVE:
WilHii|iiam L. Morrisette,
Jr., Eastern
Air Lines' v.p. -sales, taking on addilional duties of advertising . . . Sevnour
Molbegott
promoted
from
3 rade promotion manager. Pepsodent
a as division, to product manager. Pepson lent and Life Line Toothbrushes.
.ever . . . Howard D. Wolfe from
levere to director of sales and adiplaii fertising.
Peter
Paul.
Naugatuck,
!!onn. . . . Roland Gomez to media
lirector, Exquisite Form Industries.

nx agencies spent over $20 milion each in spot tv this year.
m I The sextette and their expenditures,
l»ffl order: Bates. $47 million; JWT,
«45
million;
B&B.
$35
million;
M <3BD0, $30 million; Compton,
-nillion and Y&R, $23 million.
•I-'

I For in-depth

CLEANUP,

sponsored

, Stockyards
|3osters

turned

analvsis

d

by
Nat'l.

$24

of agency

KLEO,
Bank,

Wichita,
gave

pennies

1960 billings, see page 27 of this
issue.)

Candy to Knox Reeves
. . . E-Z
Food Shop Division to Chuck
Shields . . . Endicott Johnson to

Clinton E. Frank, Chicago, and
Weekley & Valenti, Houston,
have worked out a joint plan for
handling their respective share
of the Continental Oil account.
Continental switched to Frank from
B&B last October.

Hicks & Greist . . . Candy-Gram,
Chicago, to Cole, Fischer, Rogow
. . . Arnold Bakers to Donahue &
Coe (SI million l . . . Craig-Martin
Toothpaste, division. Comfort Mfg.
Chicago, to Olian and Bronner,
from Erwin Wasev. Ruthrauff and
Rvan . . . Western Jet-Soft Sales, to
Tilds & Cantz . . . Continental Coffee to Herbert Baker . . . Royal
McBee of Port Chester. N. Y.. to

Weekley & Valenti have been handling collateral material and sales
promotion for the oil companv since
1953.

Young

& Rubicam for its Electronic Data Processing Systems . . .
State Brand Creameries. Mason City,
Ris-Van. Belmond. Iowa; and Vego,

The biggest guessing game of the
week on Chicago's Michigan Avenue revolves around who will replace Bruce Huston, radio buyer

Mason City, all to Mohawk Advertising .. . Chicken Delight to Tilds
& Cantz.

at Meyerhoff on Wrigley's multimillion spot schedule in 156
markets.
Hufton is going into the national

Sharing the Christmas: Kudner,
New York Cit\ . employees and their

guard for six months — leaving behind the biggest radio account out of
the midwest.
Agency

Killion
for

appointments :

Svce.
election

in after polls closed. Above,
station's Marc
crew dispose
of 38,000
posters
received

NEWS
for

Pearson

BROADCASTING
N.

Georgia

Frank Saither,
of Journalism,

HIGH

families, gathered together a truckload of dresses, sweaters, shoes, toys
and candy for Christmas delivery to
the children of St. Labre Mission, in

high
WSB
U.

HOOPERS,

school

CONFERENCE,
news

Radio gen.
of Georgia;

new KQV

editors,

by

WSB

faculty

Radio Tv,
advisors

joined

Atlanta,
(l-r):

mgr.; Dean John Drewry,
Grady
School
Marcus
Bartlett,
WSB-TV
gen.
mgr.

(Pittsburgh) basketball team, which has raised

over $2,000 for charity, features cheer leaders (l-r) Mary Louise Fiorucci, Pat
Longo, Carol
Robinson,
Ruth Ferguson.
Team
physician:
d.j. Rod Roddy

Helen Lydon from director of
radio/tv. John W. Shaw, to business
manager, radio/tv dept.. Clinton E.
Frank.

Ashland, Montana.
Many of the garments were hand-sewn and knitted by
staff Bide >>f the Kudner group.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Kenneth S. Olshan. and John S. Rothschild, from senior space buyers to
assistant media supervisors, and F.
Richard Olsen from senior timeInner, to assistant media bu\er. all at
DCSS . . . Stephen Zimmerman
from product manager. Lever Bros.,
to account executive. Best Foods-Di-

MORE PEOPLE ON THE MOVE :
Robert Widholm to broadcast media

vision ofCorn Products Company account, Lennen & Newell . . . Jack
M. Bristow from account executive
to Chicago office manager. BBDO . . .
C. E. Livingston from director of
media and secretary. Ketchum. MarLeod & Grove, to director of market-

Weiss, and Dorothy Parisi. al.
Dovle Dane Bernbach.

v.p. and copv director, Foote. Cone &
Belding. New York City . . . H. R.
Haldeman to manager. L. A. office.
J. Walter Thompson . . . Thomas
W. Jipson, to account executive. AC
Spark Plug Division account, D. P.
Brother. Detroit . . . George P.

New

City . . . Manning Rubin from Cargill. Wilson & Acree. Richmond. \ a..
to tv producer. Benton & Bowles. New
York Citv . . . Louis N. Brockway.
Young and Rubicam director, named
consultant to the National Educational Television and Radio Center.

v.p. McCann-Erickson. to senior v. p.
and member of board of directors.
Kudner . . . John Shull from account supervisor. Lennen & Newell,
to account executive. Wade. L.A. . . .

super\ isor for
products accoj
Steers & ShenL
Karcher and j
Jr., at Clinton
Krone. Willia
Reider. E.

supervisor. Doherty, Clifford. Steers
& Shenfield . . . John S. Williams
from Henderson. Greenville. S. C. to

Turner. Jr., from commercial producer. Lambert & Feasley to tv com
mercial producer, Alcoa account.
Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York

in" planning, Vic Maitland & Associates .. . C. Burt Oliver, from v. p.
and managing director to national
broadcast manager. Foote. Cone &
Beldins . . . Bruce L. Newman from

Benoze. account
Eastman Chemical
l)ohert\. Clifford.
. . . Kenneth B.
fred S. Trude,
Frank . . . Helmut
Taubin. David

They

were

elected

v.t>-*s:

BALTIMORE? TULSA?
DALLAS?

Jack

offices:

Storm

Advertisit

in Albany. New York . . . Grubb
vertising, in Indianapolis.

.

Thisa 'n' data:
Hicks & Grei
during the first 10 months of the ye
has increased its billing bv $4 mill:
and added 12 new accounts . . . Lyi
Baker agencv has issued another
stallment of its Baker's Dozen ne\
letter and a new format for it.

TV STATIONS
The cigar industry's advertisii
dollars are going at the rate i
three out of four to tv. accordir
to TvB's Norman Cash, on tl
premise that the medium is be
for reaching the male market.
The TvB statistics: An estimati
55 rr of all the men in the count
is reached bv network cigar comm(
cials during a sinsrle. average week.
John Walsh, CBS TV's coordin,
tor of special programs, has bee
named director of the T\ Acai
emy's International Television
Festival.
The first Festival is scheduled
New York Citv and Washington i
the fall of 1961.
The theme: Greater World Unid
standing Through I nternatioanl Tel

NO,
(embracing
industrial,
West Mississippi)

KNOE-LAND'

progressive North

JUST

Population
Households
Consumer

Spendable

Food Sales
KNOE-TV

LOOK AT THIS
1320,100
423,600
Income
$1,761,169,000
$ 300,486,000
AVERAGES

According
to March
1960
ARB
we
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.

Louisiana,

average

Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Ideas at work:
• WNBC-TV. New York Citv
an effort to determine the network

Arkansas,

MARKET
DATA
Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

79.1% SHARE

KNOE-TV

South

$ 40,355.000
$ 299.539.000
$ 148,789,000
$1,286,255,000

OF AUDIENCE

79.1%

share
CBS

A James

of
•

audience
ABC

A. Noe Station

Represented

by

H-R Television, Inc.

000 barrel-per-day refinery of the
i products ore mode."

from

most popular programs, conducted
Pick The Hits contest. The idea
viewers were asked to submit bahVl
listing their favorite ten progran
(in order
of popularity
'i. plus
word
statement
telling why.
Thea M
prize among many: a trip to Roi
for two with cash gift of 8500.
• KPIX, San Francisco, alert'
local tv columnists to its holiday pr;
graming by distributing among thei
teleidoscopes
SPONSOR
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ou roll it . . . let ASC

■\ >

ride it !

RCA Vidicon Chain, with Automatic Sensitivity Control,
Assures Uniform
Picture Quality . . . Automatically
> show the "Film of the Day" at its very best, use the
IA Vidicon Camera Chain, Type TK-21C— now with
itomatic Sensitivity Control. By electronically con)lling sensitivity of the camera tube, the TK-21C
tomatically rides gain for you . . . assuring superior
)roduction of films with little or no operator attenj>n. The operating convenience and uniform picture
;ality will add new spark to your film programming
j. give better service to your clients.
'tis improved camera chain with Automatic Sensitivity
Jtntrol senses variations in camera output level, and
Impensates for wide transitions in highlight density,
faction time is rapid— less than )4 second for a 10 to 1
jange in highlight brightness. Even under the worst
jtiditions, a transition from extremely dense to very
Get the full facts on the new
RCA TK-21C Vidicon Film
Chain! See your RCA
Representative or write to
RCA, Broadcast and Television
Equipment. Dept. OC-26.
Building 15 1, Camden, X. J.

light film (100 to 1 change) can
than one second. Automatic
supplied as part of new RCA
Chains. Previous TK-21 models

be accomplished in less
Sensitivity Control is
TK-21C Vidicon Film
can be converted.

An integral part of a matched line of RCA TV equipment, the vidicon film system has been established as
the standard of the industry. Continued improvements,
such as automatic sensitivity control, make RCA vidicon chains one of your best equipment buys. Remember
when you buy RCA you get the most advanced equipment .. . plus the kind of service before and after the
sale that only RCA with its broad background in
broadcasting can provide.
RCA

Broadcast

and Television

Equipment, Camden,

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

N. J.

and the call letter 5. Attached also,

erations from new studios on Holly-

w;i~ a me->agc reading "be on the
lookout for holiday programs on
KPIX, Channel 5, CBS For the Bay

month.

wood's Columbia Square, end of this

\i•va."KDKA, Pittsburgh, for the
third consecutive year, dramatized
the holida) season by sponsoring the

Social note: KRON-TV, San Francisco, played host to some 30 Eastbay
advertising reps at a luncheon at
Trader Vic's in Oakland. 1 December.

arrival <>f the city's official Santa
Claus. Santa, who arrived on a tugboat, amid a police siren tooting fanfare, water spraying fire boats, sea
scouts and the Gateway Clippers, was

Sharing the Christmas ideas:
KABC-TV, Hollywood, rounded up
over 22,000 toys for Christmas distribution to underprivileged children,

met on shore by the station's air personalities (and several thousand
Youngsters with parents) and escorted to his habitat — for the season —
at Home's department store.
• WPIX, New York City, for the
second consecutive year, will devote
four-and-one-half telecast hours,
Christmas Day, to a special Christmas Party program for the area
youngsters. Manv of the favorite kiddie show stars will be on hand to entertain, and a variety of cartoons will
be shown.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

So-

terios Pappas to WTTG-TV. as director of advertising and promotion
. . . John A. Serrao from general
sales manager to station manager,
Stan Anderson from operations
manager to local sales manager. Dan
Kawakami from program manager
to program and operations manager,
and George Hooper from tv director to production manager, all at
KHVH-TV. Honolulu.
Kudos: WTAE, Pittsburgh, recipient of first place, Golden Quill Award,
for its coverage of the marathon steel
strike . . . WJXT, Jacksonville, Fla.,
awarded citation from the Protestant
Radio and Television Center, Atlanta,
for the station's "contribution to the
religious life of our nation through
its generous public affairs programing" . . . WBTV, Charlotte. N. C.
named TV Grand Award winner of
the first annual competition among
North Carolina tv stations for "outstanding leadership in promoting
highway safety," by the N. C. State
Motor Club.
New quarters:
KYW and KYWTV, Cleveland. Ohio, moved into its
new broadcasting studios and offices
at Sixth St. in downtown Cleveland
. . . KNXT,
72

Hollywood, to begin op-

during its second annual Chucko's
Christmas Show for Toys for Tots, 3
December, for the U. S. Marine Corps
Reserve. The show, which was held
in the L.A. sports arena, drew7 a
crowd of nearly 17,000 children and
adults. Admission fee: a new tow
Happy

birthday: WAST-TV, Albany, New York, to observe second
anniversary as a vhf, 1 January.

bor Day, 7 December. The trio ha\^
been broadcasting all the station pro.
grams, with the exception of hourlj
five-minute newscasts, from the clos
et-sized structure, for the past week
The plan, Project 13, Escape, was
originated by the WAAT staffers anc
approved by the Civil Defense authorities. Crates of survival items
canned and dried foods, 30 gallons b
water, a chemical sanitation unit
games and books, and miles of pre
recorded tape to sustain normal broad
casting, went into the shelter with the
pioneers. A three-by-five foot window
in one wall give passers-by a view ol
the emergency studio, and the broad
casters as thev go about their isolat
ed daily routine.
• WWL, New Orleans, has set out
to raise some $3,000 for their 15th
consecutive Toys for Tots campaf
This year, as in the past, the stati
will adopt all the youthful patients al
the city's charity hospital and provide them with toys and a Christmas

RADIO

STATIONS

The idea of wooing the high school
student with new angles is spreading
among radio stations.
A stunt that seems to be catching

party. The $3,000 will, with the spfe|
cial 50',' discount from wholesaler;
make possible some $6,000 worth o
toys for the children in the hospit
24 wards.
• KGW,

Portland, Ore., spenl

on: Specially contrived jingles, incorporating area school names, colors, team names, mottos, etc., aired
throughout the broadcasting day.

over $8,000 to promote its KGU
Com in unity 62 stunt. Basic idea
crossword puzzle containing question
about the community and KGW, witl

Among the stations that are playing up this audience promotion bit:
WHK, Cleveland; WWDC, Washington, D. C; and the three Balaban stations: WIL, St. Louis, WRIT, Milwaukee, KBOX, Dallas.

620 prizes awarded to winners. T
kick-off the drive, ads were placed ii
over 26 different newspapers. In ad

Ideas at work:
• WSB, Atlanta, Ga., is still digging out from under the mound of
turkey wishbones which accumulated
during the station's Thanksgiving
Wishbone contest. Hundreds of ingeniously wrapped wishbones poured
into the station when the station offered a prize for the largest one. A
six-incher made off with the plum.
• WAAT, Trenton, N. J., is testing the broadcasting potential of an
underground fallout shelter. The station's air personalities: Frank "X",
Tommy Bacon, and Harry Newman.
were locked into a ten-foot square,
eight-foot high shelter by Trenton
Mayor Arthur Holland and Congressman Frank Thompson as alert sirens
sounded in recognition of Pearl Har-

dition, five spots a day were used oi
tv, and spots every ten minutes on
radio. Some the
400 metro
placards
were placei"
throughout
Portland
area
bus cards on city buses, 30 modeb
dressed in black leotards were garbei
in brilliant red barrels with the word
Love that KGW, on it. and station
disk jockeys dressed themselves
costumes and made the rounds of ma
jor shopping centers, spreading
word. Over one million entry blank
were distributed.
• KALL, Salt Lake City, trie
gered a state-wide promotion to pom
out its wider coverage and increase*
broadcasting hours. The gimmicks
(1) tributes to every town and com
munity within listening radius and
(2) every school in the state is being
encouraged to send along the name
an outstanding student candidate f<
a scholarship to be awarded to thi
outstanding student of the year.
SPONSOR
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Raymond L. Vanderslice from assistant promotion manager. WIBG, Philadelphia, to promotion manager,
WJBK, Detroit . . . Allan MacDonald from director of sales development, KFWB, L.A., to sales staff,
KEWB, San Francisco-Oakland,
Calif. . . . Beth Parrish to WGMS^
TEST YOUR MARKETING SKILL
ON THIS FIVE-FINGERED
TELEVISION QUIZ

Q— Which is Eastern Michigan's
most colorful station?

Q—A

bear is running toward a

house with jour southern exposures. What color is the
bear?
Q-Can

WNEM-TV

sell clothes?

Q—A man said he found a coin
marked 46 B.C. Is he lying or
telling the truth?
Q— Which television station dominates Michigan's Golden Val-

ley?

Washington. D. C, as public relations and promotion director . . .
Howard L. Emich from station
manager to general manager, WMAM,
Marinette, Wis.-Nenominee. Mich. . . .
Charles S. Tappy from commercial
manager, WMNC, Morganton, N. C,
to sales staff, WQMR, Washington.
D. C. . . . Nick Barry who resigned
as co-manager. WTIG. Massillon.
Ohio, to Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York City . . . Armand LaPointe to KHJ-AM-FM and TV. Hollywood, as director of merchandising
. . . David L. Miller, Jr., from sales
manager. WHK. Cleveland, to midwestern sales rep. WNEW, New York
City . . . Richard Eichner from account executive. WNHC-TV, New
Haven, Conn., to sales staff. WAVZ.
New Haven . . . KA-PI, Pueblo. Col.,
has gone lOOT Spanish and adopted
a single rate policy.
MORE

PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE :

Ed Montray from account executive
to sales manager and Al Zimmerman
from midwestern sales rep. Radio
Press International, to sales staff,
KQEO, Albuquerque. N. M. , , .
David L. Miller, Jr., from sales
manager, KYW, Cleveland, to midwestern sales rep, WNEW. New York
City . . . Denver I. Dever from station manager, WARU. Peru. Indiana,
to sales manager, WTAP. Parkersburg, W. Va. . . . Tom Shanahan
to public relations and promotion director, WEMP, Milwaukee. Wis. . . .
Joseph R. Fife, KYOK, Houston,
general manager, elected a v.p. of the
OK Group . . . Ken Carey from AM
Radio Sales, San Francisco manager,
to assistant manager, KSAY, San
Francisco . . . Lee Gorman from assistant to the president. Gotham
Broadcasting, to general sales manager. WINS. New York City.
AND

MORE

PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE: Bill Ryan from Industry
Publications sales manager to sales
staff WVIP. Mt. Kisco . . . Charles
F. Bunn
Sponsor

•
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from KHOL-TV,

FM

and

OUR CHANNEL 5 WHIZ IS
FRED W. JOHNSON YOUR
PETRYMAN IN ST. LOUIS

A-WNEM-TV,

Channel 5, with

complete color transmitting
facilities.

d| \

A-White-a polar bear. The
house would have to be at the
North Pole to have four southern exposures.
A-You

bet! S75, 737,000 was

spent last year on clothing in
the rich, 2 5 -county area served
exclusively by WNEM-TV.
A— He must be lying — no one
knew it was B.C., so coins
wouldn't be marked that way.
A-W'XEM-TV

is the dominant

station in this dollar-rich
Flint-Bay City-Saginaw-Midland market, with 24.69c
share of the audience from 8
am to 1 1 pm daily.

I [oldn -<■. VI... sales staff to
sales ma
er, K.M \. Shenandoah,
Iowa . . . Fred Von Stade from
i l\. Cincinnati, national sales
manager to general manager, \\ KYT,
that cit) . . . William B. Decker
from station manager, \\ M \Q. Chii ago, to general manager, KNBC, San
Francisco.
Sports sales: Hudepohl Brewing,
Cincinnati, Ohio. (Stockton. West.
Burkhart) is sponsoring the Cincinnati Royals professional hasketball
games over stations WKRC. Cincinnati iorigination points : WPFB-AM
& FM, Middletown, 0.: WMOH.
Hamilton. 0. : WEE, Springfield.
().: WLAP-AM & FM. Lexington.
Ky.; WCYN, Cynthiana, Kv.:
WTTM, Ma3 s\ ille, Kj . ; and WEKY,
Richmond. K\. . . . Franklin Creamer) has bought half sponsorship of
the 18-game University of Minnesota
basketball schedule over WTCN,
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Station acquisition: KMAK, Fresno. Calif., sold by McMahan Broadcasting to group headed by Rilev R.
Gibson. Sale price: $185,000. Brokered by Edwin Tornbers & Co.
New affiliate: KAVL.
Calif., with Mutual.

Lancaster.

Happy birthday: WGAR. Cleveland, celebrated its 30th anniversary.
15 December.

The fm audience in the San Francisco area is not quite as large as
earlier reports had it figured, according to a recent Western Union survey.
The survey, which was ((inducted
jointly by KPEX and KSFR. showed
the listening audience to be 33J5 and
not 17' r as had been widely claimed.
The study was based on a sample
of 1. 000 completed calls in San Francisco, Oakland. Berkeley. San Mateo.
Palo Alto and San Jose.

land, Ore., launched the holiday shopping season for one of its fashion
(enter sponsors with a two-hour
stereophonic broadcast
of 1/v Fair
l.adx.
Fm sponsors: Johnson County
National Bank I Galvin-Farris-Allvine I renewed with KXTR. Kansas
City . . . Blaha & Co. bought hourlong program Idlewild Calling, and
The Olympic Ski Shops of Brooklyn.
Manhasset. and Rockville Center,
bought a 15-minute skiing report over
WLIR. Garden City, N. } .

NETWORKS
CBS TV has resolved a triplethreat situation affecting its news
operation by these moves:
a i The appointment of Richard S.
Salant as chairman of a new lv formed
news executive committee. His confreres on the committee will be William Paley. Frank Stanton. James
Aubrey. Arthur Hull Hayes. Merle
Jones and Sig Mickelson. president of
the CBS news division.
b i Giving Salant authority to determine news policies and operation
of the news division and over the
scheduling of news programs.
The triple-threat which the action
will tend to assuage, if not overcome:
1) Intramural differences among
officials over who had the decisive
word over (b).
2 1 The emergence of NBC TV
News as a formidable competitor for
CBS" preeminence in that field for the
past 20 years.
3 A cloud of speculation raised
bv CBS affiliates as to the reasons for
this shift of preeminence.
Salant. a general CBS

v. p. since

1952. has been specializing as a network advocate in FCC and Congressional hearinss.

dropped to a 6.4. Shares during the
Pan span: NBC. 53.8 and ABC and
CBS together. 31.4.
Net tv sales: Gulf Oil < V\R • to
sponsor !\BC Special News Reports
. . . Philip Morris i Leo Burnett.
Chicago I and Hygrade Food ProductsW.
i
B. Doner. Detroit i sharing
their national sponsorship of NBCTV's National Football League Championship game. 26 December, with
seven regional sponsors: National
Brewery i Doner l . Liebmann
Breweries (Foote, Cone & Beldingi.
Falstaff

Brewing t Dancer-Fitzgerald-Samplei. Standard Oil of
Indiana (D'Arcy), Standard Oil
of Ohio i McCann-Marschalk i . Hills
Brothers Coffee i Aver i . and Theodore F. Hamm ' Campbell-Mithum I.
Net radio affiliate*: WAME.
Miami. KCOL. Fort Collins. Colo..
KENO. Grand Junction. Colo..
KGEM. Boise. Idaho. KWIK. Pocatello. Idaho. KMON, Great Falls.
Mont.. KOPR. Butte. Mont..
KMBY.
Richfield.

Billings. Mont.. KSVC.
Utah, all with ABC . . .

WKYW,
CBS

Louisville.

Kv

Net tv affiliates : KNOX-TV,
Forks. N. D.. with ABC.

with

Grand

Program note: Jackie Gleason replaces The Garlund Touch, after 13
weeks, over CBS TV, 20 January.
L&M Cigarettes I Dancer-FitzgeraldSample i . and Pl\ mouth (Ayeri to
sponsor.
Net special: NBC TV will repeat
Astaire Time. 20 February, at 8:309:30 p.m. Sponsor: Chrysler i Leo
Burnett*.

ABC-TV's daytime schedule is
84% sold out for the month of
December, and the first quarter
of 1961.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Roger
O'Connor from sales manager.
WCAE. Pittsburgh, to CBS Radio as
account executive.

The sales figure — the largest in
the
network's daytime history: ST1 L.
million.

Thisa "n* data: WFBM-FM. Indianapolis, began a 20-hour programhedule, 1 December . . .
WFMM-FM,
Baltimore,
started a
ries featuring the Baltimore
KPVM-KPFM, Port-

ABC,
7.3.
Pan went
ABC'sto
rating awith
the Following
Untouchables
a 30.1 and CBS with Ann Southern

ARB's multi-city anent the Peter
Pan (NBC TV) special: It hit a
high of 36.6 and an average of 35.0
for the two hours, with CBS averaging at the same time a 13.4 and

REPRESENTATIVES
Rep appointments: WNBH-AM.
New Bedford, and WOCB-AM. Wed
Yarmouth, to Walker-Raw alt. for
New England regional sales representation .. . KBAK-TV. Bakersfield.
SPONSOR
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Calif., to Select Station Representatives for New York to Washington, D. C, area . . . WBSM, New
Bedford, Mass.. to Foster and Creed
. . . WOTR, Corry, Pa., WKRZ,
Oil City, Pa., WSPN, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., WMOD, Moundsville. West Va.. KGEN, Tulare. Calif..
WPAC, Patchogue. L. I.. WINC,
Winchester. Va.. WSIG, Mt. Jackson,
Va.. WFVA, Fredericksburg. Va..
WHYL, Carlisle. Pa.. WAYZ.
Waynesboro. Pa.. WELD, Fisher.
West Va., KMAP, Bakersfield. Calif.
(for mid-west and East Coast rep
only). KCCR, Pierre. So. Dakota.
KCOG, Centerville. Iowa. WSEN.
Baldwinsville, N. Y.. KUTY. Palmdale-Lancaster. Calif.. WFRL, Freeport. 111., WALM, Albion-Marshall.
Mich., and WSFR, Sanford. Fla.. all
to Spot Time Sales . . . WLUK-TV.
Green Bay. Wis.. WLUC-TY. Marquette. Mich., to Young-TV.
tional representation.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

for na-

Tom

White, from sales staff. WINS. New
York City, to sales staff. Broadcast
Time Sales . . . George Eckles to
manager, and Irving Dierdorff.
sales staff, Boston office. Boiling . . .
Peter P. Theg appointed executive
v.p. Broadcast Time Sales . . . Ronald M. Gilbert to account executive.
New York office. CBS Radio Spot
Sales . . . Robert M. Fairbanks
from sales staff, KNXT. L.A.. to account executive. San Francisco office.
CBS Television Spot Sales.

James A. Schulke has resigned as
v.p. in charge of Paramount
Television Productions to free
himself to negotiate for purchase
of the company.
Worth about $10 million, PTP
owns KTLA, Los Angeles, video-tape,
live, and film facilities.
Schulke heads a syndicate which
intends to purchase PTP from Paramount Pictures.
Sales: Ziv-UA's Miami Undercover
to WNEW-TV. New York: Fels (Aitkin-Kvnett) on WHO-TV. Des Moines
and KELO-TV. Sioux Falls: Cheerful Charley's People's Furniture on
WOC-TV. Davenport-Bock IslandMoline:
WBRE-TV.
Wilkes-Barre:
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WFBC-TV,
WFLA-TV,

Greenville; WCTV, Tallahassee; WALA-TV, Mobile, and
Tampa . . . Other stations

buying Banner Films' 21 Tarzan
Pictures (WRAP-UP, 12 December)
include these:
Also, KHGJ-TV, Billings; WKBWTV, Buffalo: WKRG-TV, Mobile;
WTVT, Tampa: WJAR-TV, Providence: KOAT-TV, Albuquerque;
KVOA-TV, Tucson; WDAF-TV, Kansas City; WBAL-TV, Baltimore:
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WLOFTV. Orlando; KATV, Little Rock;
KICU-TV. Bakersfield; WDEF-TV.
Chattanooga; KNDO-TV, Yakima:
KDKA-TV. Pittsburgh: KHQ-TV,
Spokane; WFMY-TV, Greensboro;
W TOP-TV. Washington. D. C;
WFGA-TV, Jacksonville; KVOS-TV,
Bellingham: KIEM-TV, Eureka;
WBIR-TV, Knoxville; KYW-TY.
Cleveland: KROC-TV, Rochester:
WISH-TV. Indianapolis; KMID-TW
Midland: W-TEN, Albany; WTOLTV. Toledo; WTRF-TV. Wheeling:
WTVM-TV, Columbus; WCOV-TV.
Montgomery; WJRT-TV. Hint :
WKRC-TV. Cincinnati; KGBT-TV.
Harlingen: WSBT-TV. South Bend:
WHEN-TV, Syracuse; WGAN-TV.
Portland; KYW-TV, Portland; KSBSTV. Salinas: WO AY-TV. Oak Hill:
\\ REX-TV, Meridian; KPRC-TV.
Houston; KBOI-TV, Boise; KVALTV. Eugene: KIFI-TV. Idaho Falls:
KSFA-TV. Ft. Smith, and KGNS-TV,
Laredo.
International: ZIT — the Canadian
sales arm of Ziv-UA and ITP — reports 142 sales on 27 shows in its
first year. These include Lock-Up to
33 markets, four Carling. Canadian
Tabaconfina, J. E. Mcree and J. I.
Case; Aquanauts to CBC: Sea Hunt
to Lever Bros, on all French language
stations; Highway Patrol to Star Bottling. Calgary Retail Druggist, Vickers and Benson. Irving Oil. Dow
Brewery. Super-Valu stores, and others in 20 markets; Men into Space to
Alpha-Milk. Paulin. Chambers and
others in nine markets; Man and the
Challenge to Canadian Safewa\ and
others in six stations: Cisco Kid to
Alpha-Milk in five: Bold Venture to
Niagara Cycle Massage and others in
three, and Case of the Dangerous
Robin to two. Sixty more sales were
earned by Science Fiction Theatre.
Mackenzie's Raiders, Rough Riders.
Tombstone Territory. Mr. District At-

"X".

torney, Dr. Christian, Harbor Command, Times Square Playhouse, Boston Blackie, I Led Three Lives, Unexpected, My Favorite Story, Yesterday's Newsreel, and Man Called

Programs : NTA to combine "U. S.
Marshal" and "Sheriff of Cochise" in
re-run as 156 episodes of Man From
Cochise.
Promotion:

Columbia Records to

release a Twilight Zone record.
Strictly personnel: Edward W.
Rinker appointed a v.p. of Consul
Films . . . Myrna Massour named
assistant to Ed Justin, merchandising
director of Screen Gems . . . John J.
Howley appointed account executive
in ITC central division.

PUBLIC

SERVICE

WWDC, Washington, D.C., president, Ben Strouse, is depending
upon the potency of broadcast
editorializing to give residents of
the District of Columbia the
right to vote for the country's
president and vice-president.
Strouse triggered a nationwide
campaign urging stations, as a "public service" to give vocal support to
the constitutional amendment granting D.C. that right.
To back up the campaign, fact
sheets and suggested editorial material, has been sent out to more than
300 radio and tv stations.
Public service in action : WTL, St.
Louis, acquainted some 30 area high
school editors with the workings of
community services during a special
station press conference and tour . . .
KDKA Radio, Pittsburgh, gifted the
Information Section of the Pennsylvania State University Agricultural
Extension Service with 200 audio recording tapes . . . KPIX, San Francisco, conducted a workshop discussion on religious programing: entitled
The Hous and Wise of Religious Television . . . KEWrB, San FranciscoOakland, donated a transmitter to
the Christian Broadcasting System . . .
WBBM-TV. Chicago, telecast an
area high school debate — Resolved:
that the electoral college should
be abolished, on its Rebuttal program. ^

VIDEO
TAPE
is the shape of
TV commercials

1

*
*

TODAY

3 tremendous impact of the tape revolution on the
ttion. production and economics of TV is being
ncreasingly in all areas — from network and spot
commercials to dramatic shows and other programming, at both national and local levels. Here, on the
next page, are some of the pleasantly surprising
things you can expect when you turn to tape to shoot
vour next commercials . . .
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6 proved ways "SCOTCH" BRAND LIVE-ACTION VIDEO TAPE
brings new quality and savings to your TV commercials!

The picture "lives" on '"Scotch" brand
Video Tape . . . says to the viewer, "It's
happening right now!" The extraordinary
visual presence of video tape, its real authenticity of sounds, provide a new dimensionof believability to commercial or show,

Immediate
playback— in a matter of
seconds — tells the producer, director, performers, camera crew whether this "take"
is the one to keep, or whether a second will
add worthwhile values of lighting, focus,
pacing and delivery. No processing wait,

Tape saves days because of the uninterrupted work schedules it makes possible,
You complete assignments in less time, then
go on to the next without the distraction of
unfinished business. It helps schedule talent,
studios, crews efficiently.

Fast editing is a video tape feature. Its Special effects machines used in video tape Speeds up approvals. Client approval of
amazing flexibility lets you make last- recording make possible an unlimited se- commercials can be had the same day taping
minute changes. Sight or sound tracks can lection of effects. Wipes, match dissolves, is made! When tape is the medium, the men
be erased and redone speedily. New scenes pixie and giant people, combination of ani- who make the client's decision can be on the
can be inserted and complete rearrangement mated cartoons and live-action people, scene to give their approval when enthusiasm
of elements effected at the last moment. zooms, supers — video tape does them all. is high. No processing delay!

"Scotch" brand Video Tape has
ushered in a new TV age! Along with
audible range and instrumentation
tapes, it was originated and pioneered
by 3M. And it is through continuing
and pioneering research that 3M is
known and recognized as world leader
in the development, manufacture and
distribution of quality magnetic tapes.
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Send for: "The
Show
is on Video Tape,"
a new booklet of case studies on the taping of network
commercials, drama programs, and local "spectaculars."
Enclose 25c in coin to cover mailing and handling
costs. Write 3M Co., Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.

^M"oii^::::":^:::c:::z:z:z^^^

JUST

PUBLISHED!

"A PICTORIAL
HISTORY OF
by

"
RADIOSETTEL

IRVING

Thomas A. McAvity has been appointed
to the newly created J. Walter Thompson
post: vice president in charge of radio tv
programing. He was former!) a senior v. p.
of M-E Productions, and v.p. of tv radio
programing at McCann-Erickson. McAvitv
has also had several vears of programing
experience with
NBC in 1929. as
the network in 1951 after a few years in the
with CBS. At NBC he rose from national
grams, sales head in 1956. He was born in

the networks. He joined
a producer, and rejoined
agency field, and one year
program director to proSt. John. New Brunswick.

Paul B. Evans has been named director of
-ales fur the W orldwide Division of Metropolitan Broadcasting. A veteran in radio
sales, he was formerly sales manager of
Published by Citadel P

• An Ideal Gift for Your Customers Cr Friends!
• A Fine Addition to Your Library!
• A

Terrific

"Sales

Here is the complete story of radio
broadcasting in America . . . -from
crystal sets to the present. All the
stars, all the great shows of radio's
golden age. Over 400 nostalgic
photos.

BELOW

CALL
(Special

or MAIL

COUPON

Delivery)

York 17, N. Y

check

Carl W. Plenary, Jr., has been appointed
v.p. and director of advertising
of the

Jmm
f€P
' "*"** §.

Boyle-Midway division of American Home
Products. He comes to Boyle-Midway from
Fletcher Richards. Calkins ^ Holden. where.

~S**4r^^^

since 1958. he had been an account execu-

^^W
jjflj
II ^^Hi
^H

tivePriur to Brands:
that. Plehaty
affiliated
with Standard
first, aswas
assistant
ad
manager, and later, as assistant to the vice
president in charge of merchandising. Plehaty. who resides in Darien.
Conn., received his B.A. degree from Weslevan I niversitv in 1941.

Ji

sistant advertising manager. He will be in

MUrrayhill 8-2772

find

^^^.
(■Bl^^^m

Oliver L. S. Joy has joined Miles Products, division of Miles Laboratories, as as-

SPONSOR Services
40 East 49 St.
New

has held various sales posts in that city, including NBC Spot Sales, and as sales manager for Storer Broadcasting. Evans has spent the last nine months
researching the field of international
advertising for \^ orldwide.

Door

Opener" For Your Salesmen!

WIRE,

the company's Philadelphia station. \^ IP.
Evans, who began his sales career with the
Hearst newspaper ad service in Chicago,

for S

charge of liaison and coordination of advertising projects between Miles Products
and the companv s advertising agencies.
Jo\ comes to Miles from Boyer Chemical.
Evanston. 111. Prior to that, he was associated with International Minerals and

Chemical at Skokie. 111. Joy. a native of the Chicago area, is married.
He received his A.B. and M.B.A. degrees from Harvard University.
SPONSOR
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint
One of the most important messages broadcasters should impress on advertisers isthat in this "space age" era, where proper timing is a basic requirement, radio and tv — more

than any other media — are equipped to do the

best job. Thus states Robert F. Hurleigh. president. Mutual

Broadcasting

System, Inc., N. Y. It's ironic, Hurleigh points out, that while radio netivorks
today are geared for quick clearances, many advertisers, unaware of this, are
passing them up for print media. This is true of institutional and "umbrella"
advertising, both of which are naturals for the flexibility of broadcasting.

Are you selling broadcast
Il- time for more "space age"' sales thinking by "space
age" lnoadcasters. Some have diversified sales approaches
to match diversification patterns in industry and merchandising. Hut the bulk have not.
Already print media men have taken great strides keeping pace with Americas diversification philosophy, especially for institutional and "umbrella" advertisers. They
have capitalized particularly on the pattern of inducing
defense-participating industries to parlay research and
( reative prowess into full-page advertisements designed to
implant "brand confidence"' for consumer products they
produce. Primarily, such advertising is directly keyed to
timing — and for timing purposes, ironically, there are no
more adaptable systems, none more flexible than the two
broadcasting media.
For example. Western Electric recently spent large sums
in full-page ads timed to coincide with the successful
launching of Tyros II — even though Western Electric is
one of the largest manufacturers of components for broadi asting. Its ads spelled out some of the broadcasting
equipment it created for this weather satellite.
\- far as we know, not one penny for this umbrella
advertising, designed to pinpoint that similar know-how
and components are available in home and business telephones, unit into commercial broadcasting.
Why?
The best answer seems to be the advertiser and his
agenc) were unaware of radio and tv facilities available to
do the job immediately, with print set for complementary
usage later and at much [ess production-in-time cost.
rhere, to us, is one of the major laxities in broadcasters'
thinking and sales planning. All radio networks today are
•i quick clearance-, if given a modicum of time
to plan for such clearances, much less time, as a matter of
fact, than that necessar) to produce and plate the Western
• -ids I noted above.

short?

But they are not being asked — because advertisers probably are unaware of such facilities. Some are, however,
and are reaping profit harvests in consumer sales of products and services.
The umbrella approach is particularly adaptable for
broadcast advertising by companies involved in eyearresting, headline-producing research projects in mi-siles.
man-controlled flights, fuels, motors, pharmaceuticals, etc..
anything that in some way, shape, or form actually is
applicable or usable bv the average consumer.
Components in most of these space age research developments are now available to consumers, though not
in readily recognizable forms. Broadcasters, however.
should emphasize to advertisers the values of reconciling
romantic research usages to understandable product developments and products available already on retail levels.
The same kinds and tvpes of recording tapes, transistors,
tunnel diodes, tv cameras, and miniaturized radio circuitry
controlling bulletin-creating space age research advances
are available — even though in less refined forms — in
today's consumer lines and in services to consumers. This
is what motivates Western Electric. Westinghouse and
U. S. Steel along this umbrella advertising tack.
By failing to use all available communications media
such advertising might be overlooking new opportunities.
Dramatic advances in scientific research, in industrial
creativitj should be clarioned throughout the land with
all the might and force musterable for such purposes.
Broadcasting is one of these potent forces, and is readily
adaptable not onlv to focusing attention on such developments, but can also create the two-way merchandising
streets some diversified companies find most practical in
their umbrella approaches to marketing.
As I said before, space age broadcasting requires space
age sales thinking and planning.
SPONSOR
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If you are buying Television
in Providence, Rhode Island,
keep these facts in mind: In daytime NSI* homes
reached, WJAR-TV has more than twice as many
quarter-hour firsts; in nightime NSI* homes reached
three times as many quarter-hour firsts as the second station! Furthermore, in NSI* homes reached,
WJAR-TV carries 8 out of the top 10 network programs, 9out of the top 10 syndicated programs!
WJAR-TV • Channel 10 ■ Providence • NBC • ABC •
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
*Nielsen, August, 1960
Daytime — Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Nighttime — Sun.-Sat. 6 P.M.-midnite
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lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Influence of tv dept.: A five-yearold we know. Barney Softness, saw

SPEAKS

his first play last week and remarked
for all to hear, "Gee . . . television
with live people in it!"
Texas talk: Jim Ashlock, New York's

Greetings of the season
Every year at Christmastime

somebody

here in our office

biggest back
p.r. man
d'^/o")
heading
to his (at
(TWA)
officewas
on
Madison Ave. the other lunchtime
when a foreign-made sports job
screeched around the corner and narrowly missed him. Shouted Big Jim:

up with the not-too-original idea that we ought to run

"Do that agin, and ah' 11 stomp on

one of those sprightly Christmas-greetings-in-verse such as
Frank Sullivan composes for the New Yorker.

Texas
dessert: Speaking of the Lone
your hood."
Star State, Steve Gelman (Sport
magazine managing ed.) sent along
this conversation he overheard be-

comes

\n<] every year we patiently point out that while Sullivan
can thus send about 40 of his friends a graceful rhymed
greeting, the idea is impractical for us.
We

have at least 10,000 good friends that we'd like to

remember.
And we wouldn't want to leave any out.
But if it is therefore impossible for us to indulge in flights
of personalized Christmas poesy, still we do have very specific holiday best wishes for many of you.
For radio/tv advertisers, for instance, we hope that your

tween two Big D admen. "Say, that's
a pretty blue convertible in the showroom window. I think I'll pick it up
for my daughter." Said the other,
reaching
for his
wallet.
"Hear.
let
me take
care
of it.
You now.
got
No comment dept.: Merry Christmas from the networks. In honor of

To our good friends at advertising agencies we send warmest ^uletide greetings and the wish that 1961 will bring you

the season, they have come up with
some usual entertainment fare, such
lunch!"
as "Dennis Gets Head Stuck in Bean
Pot." and some real switches — e.g.
"The Untouchables Take On Milk

huge bundles of new business, and, even more important, the

Racketeers" and "Tuesday Weld Plays

sweetest profit picture you have ever known.
the Tiny Tims of the industry, we hope that Christina- will

Mormon
Girl on
Zaneseason,
Grey Theatre."
Goriest show
of the
however,
concerns Jack Benny in some sort of
a medical center. The release reads:

mean

"Jack Benny leaves a store full of raw

Xmas

stockings will be stuffed with orders, and that the New

Year will see a quick end to the current recession.

For timebuyers and other media men, too often regarded as
proper, and deserved recognition of your work and importance and that in the coming year, you won't be asking like
' )li\i i Twist for more.
We hope you'll get more!
To the hundreds of hard-working radio station men in
\mkm ica, our Christmas message is short but sweet. We know,
and you know, that the medium you're building is far more
potent than current advertising billings indicate. And we
think you can look for better days in 1961.
To the tv side of the industry, we send heartiest Christmas
congratulations
year.

for the many

accomplishments

Tv has staged a marvelous

in public esteem

This replaces the story of a day-

Based on the character

school boy." // sure does
sound more dreaming
exciting.

comeback

after a barrage of unfair criticism.

of the past

nerves in his wake. . . ."
For the kiddies there are always the
cartoons. ABC sent the following correction: "Superseding the previously
announced closing segment of The
Bugs Bunny Show, the follow ing highlight will be presented — A hungry cat
disguises herself as a skunk in order
to be fed by a zoo keeper in Paris in
the springtime. An unsuspecting real
skunk falls in love with the cutie.

nagination which tv has shown, we know that the New
U I." ati even happier one.

Suggestion box: One adman who
commutes to work via automobile

all of us who are privileged to be a part of this

says that television should add this

most exciting and vital business, we say "God bless us" and
i istmas.
^

fact to its "daytime" presentations —
it keeps a lot of women home ivho
might otherwise be out driving.
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CRUISE

OF

THE

FUTURE

The "Jetstream", new 16' outboard
boat, features retractable rocker-arm
pontoons for smoother riding. Powered
by 75-horsepower motor, craft has
been designed as a family runabout.

MULTI-CITY

TV

in the LANCASTER/
HARRISBURG

j YORK market

WGAL-TV

MARKET

This station with its multi-city coverage

looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

CAcuuteA 8
Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair
McCollough,
Pres.
Representative: The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

•

New

York

•

Chicago

Los

Angeles

Making
your broadcast
advertising dollars
go farther
The key to a profitable return on your
broadcast advertising investment may lie in
your knowledge of a station's true coverage:
How big is the station's market?
How many homes are there in the area?
How many have radios? Television sets?
How many families listen to the station?
How loyal are these families?
How often do they listen or view?
How often do they tune elsewhere?
How does their county distribution fit your
marketing problems?
These are but a few of the questions NCS '61
answers ... it takes the gamble out of time
buying . . . gives you the key to more profitable
use of broadcast media.

FOR

ALL THE

CALL

. . . WIRE

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

MENLO
NCS is

FACTS

... OR

WRITE

TODAY

1, ILLINOIS, 360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
22, NEW

YORK, 575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020

PARK, CALIFORNIA,

70 Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021

X. C.Nielsen Com[

Nielsen Coverage Service
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard

Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400
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ABC-TV FIRST
IN THE
BEST PLACES*
OUNTIES
OUNTIES

ABC-TV
20.6
18.8

16.3
18.1

15.9
18.6

USE

I960: IT WAS
THE PUBLIC
AFFAIRS YEAR
Top news stories and
developments of the
past year are covered
in a year-end review
Starts page 29

Tv: its image
was brightened
The newsmakers
of the year
Radio: big issue
was single rate
Clients: focus

IfuNielsen National TV Index, average audience rating, 2 weeks ending Nov. 6, 1960. Sun. 6:30-11:00 PM,
tl >ugh Sat. 7:30-11:00 PM.

best markets, the A and B counties, ABC-TV is FIRST. (See chart above.)
>e markets (in the A counties alone each central city has a population of
30,000), over 67% of all household expenditures are made.
t-V first in the younger households.* In the younger families where the head
[Ihouse is under 40, ABC-TV has a rating 23.0, network Y has 17.2 and net-

K has 17.1.

I IV first in the larger families.* In families of five of more, ABC -TV has a
|iof 25.5. Network Y has 17.6 and network Z has 16.8.

on ad 'ethics'
Film/tape: era
of ups & downs
Local radio
results in 1960

Food, toys, candy, clothing — all youthinspired items plus merchandise for adults
get effective exposure in this new WBENTV late-afternoon entertainment package.
Youngsters revel in the kiddie acts, circus
features and adventure segments. Adults
enjoy the nostalgia of seeing big
names of a bygone day.
From Warners' 2000-plus \

library of famous featurettes, 210 are professionally integrated into daily programs
of interesting variety.
THE BIG MAC SHOW can do a big job
for you in Western New York. With backto-school planning and holiday promotions
coming up, now's the time to make your
move. A good place is the BIG MAC
Show on Ch. 4 — where your dollars
always count for more.

bIg/VIAC
I Representatives

WB

EN-TV

The Buffalo Evening News Station

CBS

CH.

in Buffalo

Affiliated with WBEN

Radio

dw faprSMift o§ fc'2"df
Just as important as one's 2nd shoe is
Michigan's 2nd TV market ... that rich
industrial outstate area made up of
LANSING-FLINT-JACKSON and 20
populous cities . . . 3,000,000 potential
customers . . . 684,200 TV homes (ARB
March '60) . . . served exclusively by
WJIM-TV for 10 years.

WJIM-TV

rve

LANSING

. . . FLINT.

ented by Blair TV. WJIM

. . JACKSON

Radio by MASLA

BALANCED
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1960 — a public affairs year
There was a host of radio tv developments this year, but few will deny
the most important was tv's public affair- accomplishment This and
other trends and stories are covered to sponsor's year-end report
30
"«*"

Television: I960 saw public affairs prominence; ABC's rise to
equality; spot tv up. web flexibility chafing; FCC option time cut

30

Newsmakers: Capsule report on twenty-three men, who during
this year, have made headlines in the radio and television industry

32

Radio: Top five stories for '60 include single rate issue, CBS
drop of soap operas. NBC in black. Chrysler's fm network ad buy

34

Agencies and advertisers: Among year'-, innovations were new fee
system at OBM. drive for truth advertising, media dept, upgrading

36

Film

38

Washington:
Tighter reins on stations by FCC; moves toward
licensing networks. FTC monitoring of commercials are highlights

MEANS
LISTENER
LOYALTY

and tape: Year of expansion for taped commercials, programs, post-*18 features, foreign film market, national spot film

Radio Results — yearly roundup
KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .

39

V compilation of 1960's most
in capsule case history form

effective radio campaigns, presented
and arranged
in alphabetical
order

blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than

FEATURES

4,000,000 people as:
• The news and information
station

58 Film-Scope

• The variety station
• The network station

lO Newsmaker oi the Week
62 Picture Wrap-Up

• The

family
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60 Sponsor Hears
2 1 Sponsor-Scope

26 49th and Madison
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62 News & Idea Wrap-Up

72 Ten-Second Spots
16 Timebuyers at Work
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THE X-15
IS THE

PACESETTER
IN JET

TRAVEL

It established the record for the fastest
manned flight — 2150 miles an hour

a

sai
IS CINCINNATI'S

PACESETTER
RADIO

STATION

WSAI provides Cincinnati's most complete news service. It is the only Cincinnati
radio station with radio-equipped mobile
news units ... it was the first Cincinnati
station to use "beeper" reports . . . the
first to editorialize . . . the first and only
Cincinnati station to "review" the newspapers. In Programming ... In Popularity
... In Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.

Represented Nationally by gill- Perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED
SUN RAY STATIONS WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN - Philadelphia; WALT - Tampa
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Executive Vice "resident
Bernard Piatt
Elaine Couper Glenn

EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John

TELEVISION
BASICS

E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing

Editor

Alfred J. Jaffe

Midwest
Swen

Editor (Chicago)

Smart

Film Editor
Heyward

Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Jack

Lindrup

Walter F. Scanlon
Michael G. Silver
Ruth Schlanqer

Here's a "must" booklet for everyone involved in television.

DianeSettSchwartz
Ben

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Get your own copy and one for everyone

Art Editor

in your department. You'll be referring
to its useful data all year round.

Production Editor

Maury Kurtz
Lee St. John

Included are sections on the broad dimensions of tv; on audience viewing habits;
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equipment. There's a brand new section
too, this year, on the viewing habits of
the summer television audience.
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Why WWLP bought Warner's "Films of the 50s"
Says Buzz Sawyer, "I'm willing to

give more to get

"In purchasing these Warner's Films of the 50's,
I am in the process of changing our film amortization schedule. I am buying fewer features for the
money, but will be getting longer mileage out of
the stars and titles. It has been my opinion for a
long time that I would

rather telecast a great

feature ten times, than a 'B' or 'C rated feature
twice.

something better."

"For any Film Manager to
package being telecast by
be a hard thing to justify to
and his own management.

watch this Seven Arts'
its competition, would
himself, his sales staff,
As you may gather, we

think the buy we made is not only good business,
but greater programming."

BUZZ

SAWYER,

Film

Manager,

WWLP,

Springfiel

Warner's Films of the 50's . . . money makers of the 60s

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • GRanite 6-1564
For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of the
50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data).

The Longest Night
of the Year
This was headquarters on judgment day. More than
68,000,000 Americans had taken part in the nation's largest and most important audience participation program. The returns were just starting to
come in.
Nowhere had participation been more spirited
than here in Central Ohio where WBNS-TV was
born and raised. The record-high voter turn-out was
a climax to the record interest in our coverage of
the primaries, conventions, the four great debates
and the major political rallies down to "the last
On the issues closest to home, WBNS-TV took
hurrah."
a strong editorial position. Through on-the-screen
films and narrative, we supported bond issues for
metropolitan parks, safer grade crossings, adequate
sewage disposal and improved recreation facilities.
Our advice did not go unheeded. Proponents of
these measures give WBNS-TV credit for a major
assist in their overwhelming passage.
This is gratifying proof WBNS-TV can sell good
ideas as well as good merchandise to an alert,
informed community. This advertising axiom bears
repeating:
—
WBNS-TV"// ryou ivant to be seen in Central Ohio

WBNS-TV
CBS TELEVISION

IN COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch and
WBXS Radio. Represented by Blair TV. 316 kw

SELL

NEWSMAKER
of the week

/*1,000,000
NEGROES

WITH

Amid plans for a continual broadening of its functions, the
Advertising Research Foundation has elected its managing
director, Alcuin W. Lehman, as president and member of
the board. It also named its first chairman from the ranks
of media, Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS Radio*
ARF will disclose a "basic research program" within 60 days.

SPEIDEL
The 3
Speidel stations
serve 87%

of South

Carolina's total
Market . . .

Negro

plus parts of Georgia
and North Carolina

The

newsmaker:

When

Alcuin W. Lehman

discloses de-

tails of the Advertising Research Foundation's new and comprehensive "basic research program" sometime next February, he will be
speaking as president (a new post) of ARF and as a member of the
board of directors. He was just elected to those posts, although
as managing director since 1944 he has filled the top job for 16 years.
The "basic" program will be "research into methods of research,
and the understanding of research, that has a fundamental relation-

Speidel's simple formula
for success:
Specialized programming
to a special audience.
See Group Listings
for combination rates.

ship to all advertising problems."
The new ARF studies will be designed for long-range influence on
the industry, will "accomplish
something that no individual company, agency or organization could
do," according to Lehman. This,
he indicated, is the kind of research that ARF is designed to accomplish— "correctly designed
studies forthrightly reported."
The air media have grown in
importance at ARF in direct proportion to their emergence as a
leading advertising force, Lehman

Representatives —
National— Bob Dore Associates
Southeastern— Dora-Clayton Agency

WOIC
SOOO W
- 1470 K C
COLUMBIA, S. C

1000

W

-

730

CHARLESTON,

KC

S. C

WYNN
250 W

-

FLORENCE,

540
S. C

noted. In 1952, when ARF was reconstituted as a tri-partite membership organization (advertisers, agencies, and media people on the
board), only directors from the first two categories could be chairman. Last year, that rule was amended and Arthur Hull Hayes,
president of CBS Radio, was elected vice chairman. Last week he
became chairman. Others elected at the meeting: Frank W. Mansfield, Sylvania, vice chairman; Lyndon 0. Brown, D-S-F, treasurer;
and five new directors — Robert E. Kahl, Borden Foods Co.; Peter
Langhoff, Y&R; A.
Meredith Publishing
Reporting on 1960
doubled its services

WPAL
KC

Alcuin W. Leh

Edward Miller, McCall's; Edwin I. Sullivan,
Co., and James M. Wallace, N. W. Aver.
activities, Lehman told SPONSOR that ARF had
over 1959, with a record amount of literature

and reports supplied to its members. "In the areas of radio, television
and print, we started more than 60 different consultations in 1960,"
he said. "That's about $4 million of research under the guidance of
ARF. We have also devised new criteria for marketing and advertising research, and created new procedures whereby these criteria are
made workable and effective." Alcuin W. Lehman is happy to follow
in the footsteps of the educator, Alcuin, at Charlemagne's court.
SPONSOR
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BEN

FRANKLIN

could have been "The Mr. Big" of WPTR
Because Ben wouldn't run "formula radio'' any more than
he ran a formula publication. We believe his concept
(like that of WPTR) would be to create the type of
responsible broadcasting that would serve its community
best. The transmission of news, the intelligent interpretation of news and the courage to take stand on issues is
GRASS ROOTS RADIO AT ITS BEST. This is WPTR.
WPTR originated "Action — Central News" — it has a
minimum of 48 newscasts every day — it pioneered "radio
editorials". "Public opinion polls" are among its regular
features. It delivers more public service time to its area

SPONSOR
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than any other radio station in this 2,000,000 plus market.

People trust it.
Perhaps it's why WPTR has more local advertising than
the next 3 stations combined; more total advertising
than the next 2 stations in the market put together.

W
Xeople J. JTC. 50,000
PEOPLE
TX7"DITID

WATTS

ALBANY, TROY, SCHENECTADY
The Dominant Station in the market according to Pulse.
Right up there with Hooper, too. For full details -see your
E AST/man. Foster & Creed, in New England.

by Joe Csida

tnsor

Air media's latest notable achievements
I had hardly managed to get rid of the taste
of the postage stamp I affixed to the envelope in
which I dispatched m\ last column to the SPONSOR offices, when I found myself watching another television program supporting the theme
I'd discussed:
The
increasing
willingness
of
sponsors to be identified with controversial and
otherwise disturbing shows.
It took a real social
awareness,
Harvest of
ports, and
episode on

I'd said, for advertisers to present programs like "The
Shame" (the plight of migratory workers)
on CBS Reor the re-evaluation of the incidents surrounding the U-2
the NBC White Paper.

But Sunday night (4 December), at 10 p.m., Bayer Aspirin,
Gerber's Baby Foods. Quaker Oats, and New England Mutual Life
Insurance participated in one of the most disturbing hours I have
ever witnessed.
M\ daughter Carol is 23 years old and happily, married, and my
son Joe is 14 and doing well in Roslyn High School and on the
soccer team and a bright, happy, well-balanced young man. And I
have often thanked the Lord for the fact that they have turned out
normal and healthy. I doubt that any parent, lucky enough to have
his or her kids grow up sound and nice people, ever felt otherwise.
And I doubt that any parent so blessed ever really appreciates or
understands what it must be like to have a 13-year-old daughter
practicing prostitution, or a 14-year-old boy hooked on junk. This
show Sunday night on NBC TV made you understand it.
It was called "Something Special" — and it was. Robert Young
was the host, and such performers as Tennessee Ernie Ford. Nat
Cole, Arlene Francis, Art Linkletter. Dave Garroway, Sam Levenson, Janet Blair, Garry Moore, and four little Negro children called
"The Little Angels" entertained and talked with and about a 14-yearold junkie and a 13-year-old whore, and all manner of other emotionally disturbed and sick children. The entertainers entertained
in the sense that they sang songs, like Nat Cole doing Kemo, Kimo,
etc., but the entertainment seemed oddly inappropriate, sandwiched
as it was between Reginald Rose's jolting words about these unspeakably unfortunate children.
Demonstrating
the STORE

R station

backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting

CALL

KATZ

social conscience

I almost had a feeling of guilt at the very thought that I was
watching an entertainer doing his work, surrounded by the pathetic
spectacle which Rose's facts slashed into my consciousness. Item:
There are more than one million emotionally sick children in this
country, and there are less than 250 child psychiatrists to attend
I Please turn to page 15)
SPONSOR
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CREATIVITY...

wfmy-tv creates
sales in the nation's 44th market

This fabulous pearl and gem necklace is the
product of someone's unusual ability . . .
creativity. Here in the Industrial Piedmont, greater sales are the product of the
creativity of WFMY-TV. WFMY-TV is the
one station in the area with proven ability

to create greater sales and profits for you.
To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities) . . . where 2.3 million customers have 3.2 billion dollars to spend . . .
call your H-R-P rep today.
*Source: Television Magazine, 1960 Data Book

WON'T

SHRINK

WON'T

STRETCH

ALWAYS

STAYS THE SAME

In TV too...

■

Sponsor

backstage

I Continued from page 12)

them. Item: In this coming school year we will graduate less than
50 new- child psychiatrists.

the

Maybe it was writer Rose's and director Dick Schneider's intention to create an unease, to state it mildly, with the talented offerings of the performers. Intention or not, unease it created. Whether
it succeeded in raising money for the American Child Guidance

impossible!"

Like to show

something

that

doesn't happen— really can't happen? Want to show the "No!" —
thus emphasize the "Yes!"?
Chemstrand Nylon did it brilliantly
. . . visually squeezed a whole
selling sequence into a few film
frames.
Adaptable! . . . That's the way
it is with film !
Film, and film alone, does three
things for you: (1) gives animation—crisp, exciting; (2) provides
the optical effects you've always
required
for high-polish
commercials; (3) assures
you the
^coverage and penetration which
market saturation requires.
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester

4, N.Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest

Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif,

or W. J. German,

Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films,

Fort

Lee, N.J., Chicago,
Hollywood, Calif.

III.,

ADVERTISER:
The Chemstrand
ADVERTISING AGENCY:

Corp.

Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc.
PRODUCER:
Transfilm-Caravel, Inc.

Council (which was its purpose), I don't know. But I'm sure it
made every parent like me, the lucky ones of us, realize how lucky
we are. and more than ever determined to give our kids all the love
and security we are able to give them. And if it did that, it did
something worthwhile.
Again, however, I make the point that the advertisers I mentioned above, must be lauded for buying participations.
It was hardly calculated to create the happiest and most congenial
selling atmosphere in advertising history. More and more, as I
indicated in the piece prior to this, American advertisers, agencies,
networks, and stations demonstrate a most praiseworthy social conscience. And I intend to keep on encouraging it. to whatever small
degree these words have such effect.
Valuable source for station managers
It was just two columns ago that I said a word or two about
J. Leonard Reinsch and the excellent job he did, directing Presidentelect Jack Kennedy's radio/tv campaign. Leonard dropped me a
note, the gist of which was merely that he was just lucky to have
such a telegenic, bright, and excellent candidate to work with.
Sure, just like Leonard is lucky to have written the best book
available on radio station management. That's only because Harper's has such excellent typesetters. Seriously, in 1948 Leonard
wrote a book called "Radio Station Management," which at the
time, was called the best thing of its kind ever done. Now, with a
substantial assist from Elmo Israel Ellis, the manager of programing and production at Cox station WSB in Atlanta, Georgia, and
program consultant to stations WHIO in Dayton, Ohio, and WSOC
in Charlotte, North Carolina, Leonard has updated the book, and it
has just been published in a second revised edition.
As Sol Taishoff, editor-publisher of our esteemed contemporary.
Broadcasting magazine, points out in his foreword to the volume,
the job was much more than one of updating. In the 12 years since
the original edition was published radio broadcasting has undergone
some incredibly extensive changes. Leonard and his second edition
collaborator, have not only kept up with those changes as observers, but much more important, as actual and highly successful
practitioners.
The six Cox stations, of which Leonard is the executive director,
are not only extremely profitable operations, but achieve their profitability while doing outstanding public service jobs in each of the
communities they serve.
If you are not now a station manager, but your ambitions lie in
that direction, you cannot afford not to read this well-conceived and
executed book. And if you are now a station manager, even a successful one, you'll find it a fascinating source for checking your own
operation against the procedures outlined in such absorbing detail
in Reinsch's and Ellis" work.

^15

YOU MISS

Timebuyers
at work
Ruth Clinton, Gardner Advertising, Inc., New York, calls attention
to the importance of devoting thoughtful consideration to station
programing as well as ratings, coverage, and audience composition

THE SIX
BILLION DOLLAR

WHEELINGPITTSBURGH
MARKET WITHOUT

if the best possible radio buy is to be achieved. "Although station
program fact sheets and personality profiles are most helpful, radio
is an audio medium, and the buyer
has to use his/her ears as well as
eyes to get the complete story," observes Miss Clinton. "The rep is
a great help in making it possible
for the timebuyer to become acquainted with the sound of a station and determine if the station's
personality
is right
for of
thetapes
client's
sales
message.
The use
by
the rep in making his sales presentation is an excellent introduction for the buyer to a particular
stations personality. Then, for further education, it's most advantageous for the buyer to be able to pick up the phone, call the rep,
and by means of a special arrangement, listen to the programing on
that station or on competing stations in its neighborhood. This way."
Miss Clinton concludes,
"one can act with optimum
efficiency."
Howard Webb of Ralph Allum Co.. New York, maintains that
highest cost efficiency buys can best be achieved through selection of
several good radio stations in each market, as opposed to purchase
of only the top-rated outlet. "Granted the No. 1 station will reach a
high percentage of the market's audience as time goes on," Webb
says, "but it is possible to reach
the bulk of the audience more
rapidlv and with a lower cost-per1.000 In buying a number of stations. Of course it's considerably
easier, and readily justifiable to

ONLY 50,000 WATT NETWORK

STATION IN AREA

the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL BLAIR

select the highest-rated station automatical y. Inaddition to the fact
that the mechanical processing requires a great deal more time and
effort for a multi-station lun in
each market, extensive analysis is
necessary to get the best possible
I along these lines. Webb reminds that because of the constant change in audiences. "It's a good policy to take a new look at
stations ever) time you buy. I find the representatives extremely
helpful in keeping me up to date on significant developments regarding both stations and markets, so I find it advisable to notify all of
them as far in advance of an upcoming campaign as can be managed."
SPONSOR
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VIDEO
TA
is the shape o

QUALITY

TV commercials

TODAY
h^h^bbh

o

k/
The tremendous impact of the tape revolution on the
creation, production and economics of TV is being
felt increasingly in all areas — from network and spot
commercials to dramatic shows and other programming, at both national and local levels. Here, on the
next page, are some of the pleasantly surprising
things you can expect when you turn to tape to shoot
your next commercials . . .

SPONSOR
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6 proved ways "SCOTCH" BRAND LIVE-ACTION VIDEO TAPE
brings new quality and savings to your TV commercials!

The picture "lives" on "Scotch" brand
Video Tape . . . says to the viewer, "It's
happening right now!" The extraordinary
visual presence of video tape, its real authenticity of sounds, provide a new dimension of believability to commercial or show,

Immediate
playback— in a matter of
seconds — tells the producer, director, performers, camera crew whether this "take"
is the one to keep, or whether a second will
add worthwhile values of lighting, focus,
pacing and delivery. No processing wait,

Tape saves days because of the uninterrupted work schedules it makes possible,
You complete assignments in less time, then
go on to the next without the distraction of
unfinished business. It helps schedule talent,
studios, crews efficiently.

Fast editing is a video tape feature. Its
amazing flexibility lets you make lastminute changes. Sight or sound tracks can
be erased and redone speedily. New scenes
can be inserted and complete rearrangement
of elements effected at the last moment.

Special effects machines used in video tape
recording make possible an unlimited selection of effects. Wipes, match dissolves,
pixie and giant people, combination of animated cartoons and live-action people,
zooms, supers — video tape does them all.

Speeds up approvals. Client approval of
commercials can be had the same day taping
is made! When tape is the medium, the men
who make the client's decision can be on the
scene to give their approval when enthusiasm
is high. No processing delay!

"Scotch" brand Video Tape has
ushered in a new TV age! Along with
audible range and instrumentation
tapes, it was originated and pioneered
by 3M. And it is through continuing
and pioneering research that 3M is
known and recognized as world leader
in the development, manufacture and
distribution of quality magnetic tapes.

Send
for: "The
Show
is on Video Tape,"
a new booklet of case studies on the taping of network
commercials,
local "spectaculars."
Enclose 25p drama
in coinprograms,
to coverandmailing
and handling
costs. Write 3M Co.. Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
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In the congenial mood of the festive holiday season, each member of
the Metropolitan family... Tele vision, Radio, Outdoor and International Advertising . . .wishes you joy in the New Year.

METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTING
FTJ

TELEVISION: WNEW-TV,NewYork;\VTTG,Washiiigton,D.C.;KOVR-TV,Sacraiiieiito-Stoekton,Calif.;WTVH,Peoria,Ill.;
WTVP, Decatur.Ill. RADIO: WNEWAM-FM,NewYork;WIPAM-FM,Philadelphia;WHK AM-FM, Cleveland OUTDOOR
ADVERTISING:FOSTER&KLEISER, in Ariz.,Calif.,Ore.,and Wash . INTERNATIONAL: WRULWorldwideBroadcasting
home office: 205 F/zst 67th Street, New York 21,NewYo

3$£

MICROPHONES
- a type for every requirement

Check your microphone requirements, today. Do
you have one for each purpose — remotes, announce, interviews, boom, general purpose? Use
the handy order coupon to order any microphones
vou need.

PERSONAL MICROPHONE
Ideal for Remotes

RCA 77-DX offers full range frequency response
with a choice of three pickup patterns. Available in a satin chrome finish for radio and a
low gloss gray for TV. it will offer years of
rugged dependable service.
$180

HIGH-FIDELITY UTILITY MICROPHONES

Wherever a small inconspicuous microphone is
needed the BK-6B can be used. This 2.3 ounce
unit offers excellent reproduction for every
speech application both in the studio and in
the field.

FINEST QUALITY MICROPHONE
Standard microphone of the industry, the

$82.50

NOISE-REDUCING BOOM MICROPHONE

General purpose BK-11A microphone is the
modern version of the very famous 44-BX. It
is ideal for every studio use, especially live
music pickup. The BK-11A is an economical
high performance unit designed for years of
rugged service.
$125

Here is the highly directional BK-5A microphone for TV boom use. Its pickup pattern
effectively reduces noise while offering full
range highest quality pickup of the desired
source. The BK-5A is also an excellent choice
for control room use.
$165

ORDER NOW BY MAIL!
Order any of these five microphones for prompt delivery.

COMMENTATOR MICROPHONE
The BK 1A is a fine microphone for interviews,
panel shows, and all general announce work.

Send check or money order with your order and microphones will be shipped prepaid. Mail your order to RCA,
Audio Sales, Broadcast and Television Equipment Division,
Building 15-6, Camden, N.J. Use coupon below.

Its rugged construction and insensitivity to
wind and mechanical vibration make the BK-1A
ideal for outdoor remotes.

$75

RCA, Audio Sales, Broadcast and Television Equipment Division, De
Building 15-6, Camden, N.J.
Please send the units checked. Check enclosed Q

Trusted .Name
in Electronics
KMJIO

CORPORATION

OF

□

77-DX

Q

BK-6B

"

Send to

AMERICA

Enclose remittance with order

BK-11A

□

BK-1A

□

BK-5A

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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Do you know

I960

SPONSOR
INC.

on what front the big tv battle will be fought in 1961?

Some of the keener minds on Madison Avenue say it will be between the agencies and

Owyrliht I960

PUBLICATIONS

-SCOPE

the networks about who has the bigger say-so over the quality factors in programs and the
designation of nighttime periods for certain types of programing.
In forecasting this issue these admen pose a somewhat squirmish question : Granted that
the networks had a right to take the reactions to the tv scandals as a mandate to monopoHze
program scheduling, but has the showing of the current season convinced anybody that
they can carry out this trusteeship all by their loneselves? Or, can they use the cooperative guidance of the creative facilities of people who not only have experienced backgrounds but
the responsibility of administering millions in client billings?
Two other points they make: (1) It's not a question of editorial control but showing a
willingness to glean from any outside source things that suggest spark and excitement;
(2) it's time that the financial people had less to say about programs and that more
element of gamble be injected in programing ideas and personalities.

of the

Action in national spot tv buying and avail-calling the past week was not quite
up to the level of the previous week but it had encouraging overtones for 1961.
The activity in the two leading buying centers included:
NEW YORK: Sterling's Fletcher's Castoria and/or Dr. Caldwell's Laxative (Brown &
Butcher). 3 minutes a week. 13 weeks; American Home's Beefaroni (Y&R), 1-3 minutes a
week in children's shows. 13 weeks; Vitalis (DCSSK fringe minutes; Chase & Sanborn instant
(JWT) ; expansion of markets and schedules for Lever's new cleanser, Reward (JWT) ;
renewals for Dristan (Tatham-Laird)
and much of the Ford list (JWT).
CHICAGO : Campbell's Franco-American gravies, Kellogg's Gold Medal macaroni and spaghetti and Pfizer's animal health products, all out of Burnett; Kitchens of Sara Lee (C&W) ;
Johnson's Stride and Mars candv (NL&B).
Reps deem this a good omen

for 1961 and hope that the account shapes up as

a bellwether for others: Alberto- Culver (Compton)
work back to spot tv.

has begun its transition from net-

Ever since A-C left Wade, where its $11 million budget was in network, reports have
been heard that the company was mulling a return to spot.
Last week Compton put the finishing touches to a 26-week buy in 20-odd tv markets,
with the schedules to start 2 January.

Comes the year end and there's a flurry of some
ers :this time it's for what's available in sports.
The inquirers and the character of their inquiries:

sort among

midwest

advertis-

General Mills' Wheaties (Knox Reeves) : information on all professional, collegiate and
high school sports broadcasts, schedules, availabilities and prices in about 50 markets for
both radio and tv.
Drury's Beer (MacFarland, Aveyard) : various types of sport for a possible spot radio
schedule in Drury markets.
Miller Brewing (Mathisson, Milwaukee) : sports availabilities in tv, also an interest in
news franchises.
•
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continued

Radio's biggest customer, R. J. Reynolds, remains in the fold for 1961 in ever?
dimension:
number of stations and money.
It started issuing renewals last week, with a very small fraction of the over 500 sta
tions involved losing out because of discovered infractions of Reynolds taboos on produc
protection and conflicts.
The checking of tapes and logs as requested by Esty will continue into the latter part
this week.

Here's something

that would brighten the spot tv picture.

Confirmation wasn't obtainable from the advertiser's agencies but the report persistec
last week that P&G's spot expenditures next year will be considerably increased h
its discontent over network station clearances.
One thing that P&G, which is especially squeamish about pressure tactics, wasn't hap
py about: the fact that its agencies had to resort to their personal influences to ge
clearances for certain P&G programs.
Looks like Reach, McClinton will be running into a little difficulty in placing
the barter section of a new spot radio campaign on Isocline and Isodettes.
Several stations that have deals with the barter merchant involved have made it clear ti
their reps that, according to their agreement with the merchant, any account that had beer
a cash customer was not eligible for barter.
The cash side of the campaign:

five-week schedules in three states.

Other national spot radio activity: Hills Bros, coffee (Aver) a saturation flight ii
January and renewals from L&M (DFS) and Ford (JWT).
Pall Mall (SSCB), according to reports in tobacco circles, will go for sports in
big way during 1961, thereby taking a leaf out of the book of its major competitors
As a matter of fact it's unloaded a batch of year-end money in the Bowl games.
(See 19 December SPONSOR-SCOPE

for Pall Mall's new strategy in radio.)

An interesting tobacco trade explanation of how Pall Mall came to replac
Camel as the No. One brand: when smokers found filters were not to their liking the
turned to the oldest king-size on the market — Pall Mall (27 years).
R. J. Reynolds, which has no king-size brand, still has three out of the five to]
brands, which run about as follows: (1) Pall Mall, (2) Camel, (3) Winston, (4) Luck
Strike, (5) Salem.
Significant turns in media strategy for two of the beer giants :
FALSTAFF (D-F-S) : it's pulling out of syndication — it's got Coronado 9 in 70 mar
kets — and putting an equal amount of money into spot announcements.
Has been tied i:
with syndication for seven consecutive years. Also a top regional investor in sports.
BUDWEISER (D'Arcy) : last week asked for availabilities for a massive spot ra
dio campaign with starting dates the first months of next year.
Ford Motor won't make any attempt to assess the
dia test it's now conducting until at least next May.
In this over-all study of media effectiveness, Ford has
for exclusive use of a specified medium. For instance,
network tv, another eight using syndicated shows only and a
ever. For some markets the medium is radio only.

results of the controlled me
blocked off certain market
there are eight markets withou
third octette without any tv what
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continued

With income from spot tightening, CBS affiliates in some quarters are putting
the pressure on the network for a couple of relationship revisions.
The gripes: (1) it's not fair to ask a station to take local cut-in announcements unless the
compensation is equal to a minute or 20-second at the local card rate, because that cut-in
money might have gone otherwise for spot; (2) the rule on no station breaks for specials
should be rewritten so that affiliates won't be deprived of delivering the time to spot
customers under contract.
There's a possibility of these matters being aired when the affiliates meet with CBS
people in New York several days before the May NAB convention in Washington.
CBS at that time may also reveal what the rates will be for affiliates who subscribed to its
proposed closed-circuit news service.
Lever's media department contributed its own year-end bit of cheer to company salesmen with the statement that its nighttime network shows as a group reached more tv
homes per week than the stable sponsored by P&G.
The Lever quintet : Jack Benny, Candid Camera, Checkmate, Price Is Right and Have
Gun-Will Travel. All but one of these is on CBS TV.

If there's any pattern of thinking that's emerging from the networks' contemplation of program schedule for next fall it's this : a trend toward revitalizing the
hour-long anthology drama, but with some new trimmings or concepts.
While this category of entertainment hasn't come off so well rating-wise in camparison with
other dramatic forms during the past two or three seasons, web executives feel new approaches can boost audiences.
The protagonists of this revival recall that tv's greatest shining moments
such series.
DuPont
NBC

last week listened to programing

and time pitches from

came from

CBS

TV

and

TV in its quest for a 52-week series which would serve as an umbrella for all its

products.
The chemical giant probably won't make a decision on the show or which agency, BBDO
or Ayer, will administer it until after the first of the year.
DuPont's Show of the Month is due to fade with the 6 April broadcast.
ABC TV's latest study, which purports to match the media profile to the market
profile, shows that on the average it's reaching not only most of the younger homes
with larger families but the countries with the largest population.
The study is based on
ber 1960 NTI and deals
The basic premise for
ABC TV an 18.6, CBS TV,

I. Age Groups:
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV
n. Family Size:
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV
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all network nighttime viewing as measured by the first Novemwith the average over-all ratings within each group.
these breakdowns are an average weekly viewing level which gives
17.9 and NBC TV, 17.4:
- UNDER 40
55 & OVER
40-54
19.3

23.0

14.3
18.3
18.8

18.0
16.2

17.2
17.1

3-4
18.6
17.9

1-2
13.5
18.0
17.2

5 OR MORE

25.5

17.6
16.8

18.0

III. County Size:
ABC TV
CBS TV

A
21.6
16.3

B
18.8
18.1

C
16.9
20.5

D
14.7
18.5

NBC

15.9

18.6

19.3

17.0

1960

TV

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

National advertisers who have been given to complaining that they can't get the
tv markets they want (outside of the fall season) had better at this moment look
for another alibi.
In the major markets, particularly, not a few local advertisers who took holiday
hiatuses have let their expiration dates go by, which has served to make available some
very choice time.
Word of this has got around to agencies on both Madison and Michigan Avenues with
the result they're moving
January.

on business that wasn't set to go until the latter part of

The sudden spurt has in some markets caused this swing-around in plaints: station managers who prodded their reps recently about the lack of January new business were saying
last week they're afraid they won't be able to handle all the business.
Only four of the 15 top agencies in spot tv for 1960 put better than 20% of
their entire billings in that medium: Bates, Benton & Bowles, Compton and Cunningham
36%
& Walsh.
17%

25%

Here's a comparison of spot tv billings vs. total billings for that 15:
TED

SPOT TV
BILLINGS

AGENCY
BATES

J. WALTER THOMPSON
BENTON & BOWLES
BBDO
COMPTON
YOUNG & RUBICAM
McCANN-ERICKSON
N. W. AYER
LEO BURNETT
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING
CUNNINGHAM & WALSH
LENNEN & NEWELL
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE
WILLIAM ESTY
KENYON & ECKHARDT

47
45.8
35
30
24
23
21
20
18.4
14.8
14.5
13.8
12
11.3
10.2

TOTAL
BILLINGS

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million

275
$130
140
220
80.7
230
219
137
115
89
85
60

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million

14%
BILLINGS
% SPOT TV
30%
10%
10%
15%

16%
17%
24%
16%
12%
15%
11%

97 million
75 million
Note: For all 15 agencies ratio of spot tv to total billings is 95
17%.
CSee 19 December issue for other breakdowns of agencies' billings for '60.)

McCann-Erickson's research department has an answer to this question which
has been perplexing the SRA for years: why does it ignore national spot radio in estimating the billings of various media?
The research department's answer via SPONSOR-SCOPE: (1) the SRA has from
time to time changed the basis of collecting and estimating radio billings; (2) the figures haven't been consistently available from the SRA;
higher than those eventually disclosed by the FCC.

(3) the SRA's tallies have been

SRA's rejoinder: the records will show that none of this is so. In any event, its figures
at times may have been late but they've always been available.
Seemingly getting to be a bonanza for independent research firms: testing tv
copy for both advertisers and agencies.
Agencies used to do it themselves but with the spread of tv the testing of platforms and
individual commercials have become too big and complex.

For

other

news

coverage

in this issue:

see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 10;

Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 57; sponsor
Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 69; and Film Scope, page 58.
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LET YOURSELF GO KPRC-TV, HOUSTON and enter an entirely new world of advertising where every commercial is
transportation to sales results you had not dreamed of. This proud insignia, the KPRC-TV channel number, is
borne by every KPRC-TV advertiser. It proclaims a degree of quality, engineering and good taste unmatched on the
TV sets of the world. Kings, diplomats, princes and connoisseurs have been enchanted by the graceful "2". You
will be too!
KPRC-TV

availabilities include programs, minutes, chainbreaks, and ID'S.

KPRC-TV,
"Courtesy of Mercedes-Benz
26 DECEMBER
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Prices range from about $90 to $1100. Ask your Edward Petry man for a demonstration.

HOUSTON,

Sales, Inc.*

TEXAS

(An Affiliate of the National Broadcasting Company)

SYR-TV
YE -TV
PLUS]

49th and

DOMINATES
CENTRAL NEW YORK

Madison
and Forum which was supported by
SPONSOR.

I don't have "intelligence, experience
and maturity," but I attended the
ANA Convention at the Homestead

WSYB TV AtONI DELIVERS 44,287
MORI HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
WSYB

TV AND ITS SATELLITE,

WSYI-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
All figures NCS No. 3 weekly

circulation

WSYR»TV

and can say "Amen" to your "Commercial Commentary" in the 5 Decembei edition of sponsor.
I'm sending a copy to those at our
table to let them see that some folks
in the broadcasting industry don't approve of such fiascos.
W. T. Clawson
dir., adv. & promo.
Harris-Inter type Corp.
Cleveland

Are these prize winners available
on a single roll of film for use at a
convention such as ours? If so, is it
a complete program in itself with
preface and closing remarks by the
judges? How long does the composite
film run, if it exists, and has it had
much or any exposure to convention
Rav Ackerman
vice chairman
Southwest Council of the
American Assn. of Adv.

groups?

Oklahoma Inc.
City
Agencies,

• Harrte-Intertype Corp. includes Gates Radio,
an important equipment supplier. Mr. Clawson
sent copies
of the "Commercial
Commentary"
.1,1. B.
Mill-:
I.e.- Fpl.x.
U.rN.l.r
Viri.-mp';
ard
Mather.
Pratt &
Lambert;
and CRich-F.
Toll. Shrrwin Williams. Thcv ami their wives
Here sitting nilh Mr. and Mrs. Clawson at the
recent ANA dinner.

• Answering Reader Ackermans question! in
the order they occur: 1) The reel is available it
a 35-minute program, complete with program
notes, introductory remarks for your program
chairman,
and examples of how advertising elnbl
this

■ als

We, here at Barnes Chase Co.,
were all very, very delighted by your

2) Yes to convention group*, hav
e been exposed
>een screened at the AFA, ANA,, both natio
ind western region 4A meetings this year,
veil as by some 50 ad clubs.
Additional information was
awarded Reader
Lckerman
by Walla.
i Tv Cor

"Nev» Timebuyer Survey" in the 5
December issue, and with the listing

On the head

Appreciative

of Barnes Chase under "Chosen as

in Columbus

ew

Pulse tells our story! (Aug.
'60)
a.m. tois6 rated
p.m..
Mori From
I ri , 8WCOL
first in total audience /"
ei ei y quarter-hour! Audience Composition shows that
in this same period — 8 a.m.
to 6 p m . Mon.-Fri., WCOL
reaches more adult women
Listeners than the next two
highest rated stations, < om
hmcd' Need we say more?
24 hours a day broadcasting

TopPersonally,
Media Shops."
I found the comments
nl others most interesting, as well as
enlightening.
Marion Yilmure
media director
Barnes Cliase Adv.
Los Angeles
The commercials

Represented by:

I am sure many of us in the selling
end of radio sincerely hope that the
wisdom.
agencies evaluate Bud's words and

request

program responsibilit) ) of the AAAA
Southwesl Council annual meeting in
New Orleans next 15-18 February.
During this time. I have been filing
program ideas as I came across them
it"> time to go to work!

I bave a Young & Rubicam

■ilumbui 15,

nitely hit spot radio's major prob12 December)
lem ("Seller's . Viewpoint." SPONSOR,

Richard J. Kelliher
eastern sales manager
Adam
N.Y.C. Young Inc.

I have known since last February that
I would be Genera] Chairman (with

now

r The Capital Stati

Congratulations are in order to Bud
Neuwirth, WIP. Philadelphia. He defi-

beaded "17 Award Winning
cials" in which they point
man) awards the) won in
American
l\ Commercials

ad

Commerout how
the first
Festival

Basics

Please send a copy of your excellent
Air Media Basics. Our agency seems
to have misplaced it.
Russel H. Hare
Jysson-Murray Adv.. Inc.
Lansing, Mich.
•

topic*

of

SPONSOR'S

14th

annual

<•>

^robert
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HITCH
YOUR SELLING
TO AIR MEDIA BASICS
AND WATCH YOUR SPOT ZOOM
I960 AIR MEDIA BASICS

$2.00
1 to 10
10 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 500...
500 or more

TIMEBUYIN6 BASICS
TELEVISION BASICS
RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

40
30
25
20
15

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

To Readers' Service, SPONSOR,
40 E. 49th Street, N.
Please send me the following:
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Y. 17

NAME
FIRM

_'60 AIR MEDIA BASICS ISSUE
JIMEBUYING BASICS
.TELEVISION BASICS
.RADIO BASICS, FM BASICS

§

2

each
each
each
each
each
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Focus on Florence

See a picture of old Southern vivacity
blended with the modern point of view.
Florence represents the fifth largest
single-station market in the nation.

®

WBTW

Florence, South Carolina
Channel 8 • Maximum power
• Maximum value
• Represented nationally
by CBS Tv Spot Sales

A Jefferson Standard station I
affiliated with
WBT

and WBTV,

Charlotte |

^
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THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS YEAR
^Jome people will say that tv recovered its image;
others (less charitable) will say it recovered its
conscience. But few will deny that the outstanding
radio/tv development of 1960 was the public affairs accomplishments of the tv industry and the
advertisers who support it.
The trigger was the presidential election, and its
prologues but, while the material was there, it
could have been done with less scope. Nor was
politics the sole factor. Public service sponsorship
in general was clearly on the rise.
Tv's inherent drama grabbed the headlines but
the business was stirred by other news stories and
trends in 1960. For a rundown of the most important, see the following nine pages.
SPONSOR

•
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Year-end report on radio/tv
TELEVISION
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1960 YEAR-END

REPORT

Television's brightened image
TOP

5 STORIES

OF THE

YEAR

1. Debates — spotlight on public affairs
2.
3.
4.
5.

ABC's rise — three networks a reality
Spot up — but web flexibility chafes
Daytime tv — the selling upheaval
Option time — FCC makes some cuts

Wn Monday. 22 August. I960, CBS
President Frank Stanton sat in the
gallery of the U. S. House of Representatives and watched the Congress
vote unanimously to suspend House
rules and approve the Senate-passed
suspension of section 315 of the Communications Act— the controversial
"equal time" rule.

NEWSMAKERS
OF THE
YEAR

Ironically, the final spur to Congress' action may have come from the
tremendous publicity given to competitor NBC's convention coverage
and Robert Sarnoff's timely invita
tion to a Presidential debate. The
legislators were impressed by tv's
growth as a news medium, from its
immediacy to its on-the-spot analysis
to its ability to bring the news to
life. Local stations and independent
station groups, as well as the three
networks, gave admirable convention
coverage to their home cities, a fact
that no elected official can overlook.

It was proper that he should be

The 315 suspension and the convention coverage were the catalysts

there, because the House's action was
the fruition of his five-year advocacv
of a television Great Debate between

for t\ -'s top story of 1960 — the presidential candidates' face-to-face confrontation. There is debate as to

the major parties' presidential candidates. His presence was also symbolic of television's new dual role: a
major news-making as well as newsreporting medium.

whether thev were ''debates," but significantly tv"s top story was also the
nation's top story of 1960, and it pro-

New

presidents for

vided a complete reversal of 1959's
gloomy and suspicious image of tele-

NAB

and ANA;

LEROY COLLINS
The Governor of Florida was named as
NAB president to succeed the late Hal
Fellows after coming into national prominence via radio and tv as chairman
of the Democratic National Convention

ROSSER

two

REEVES

The top executive of Ted Bates agency
took public issue with FTC Chmn. Earl
Kintner in newspaper ads, charging
FTC with wrongly "tarring" Colgate for
visual elements in a tv commercial

SPONSOR
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^
Li^Jr ■

^

a

ment probers and the nation's eager

press.
The most important aspect of this
story is yet to come, for since the
campaign more public affairs pro-

&

grams than ever in tv's history have
been placed in prime time — and they
are attracting sponsors. Advertisers
at both the national and local levels

*m

7
SfSpv

W\r i
vision as a catch-all for fixed quiz
shows, a whipping boy for govern-

■- I, -| — - '
—* "■>*-*•*.

'^t^

wjr

im
iff

&L

m.

are getting on the bandwagon. (Gulf
Oil with $1 million for NBC's Special
New Reports has entered the field of
prime time public affairs shows, lib-

■

erated from the Sunday "intellectual
ghetto," and sponsored by such firms
as Bell & Howell, Philip Morris, Firestone, General Electric, Esquire,
Schick, arid others.)

0m

The reporting in evidence in the
last quarter of 1960 indicated a more
mature attitude toward the problems
facing the nation by the various news
staffs. NBC's challenge to CBS for
network news leadership has spurred
a reorganization at Columbia, and
ABC gives all signs of going for
broke after fresh news talent under
its new chief of news and public af(Please turn to page 51)

agency

-

NEWSMAKER OF 1960: Dr Frank Stanton checks monitor in Chicago befor i start of first
debate, fruition of a five-year sffort to suspend Sec. 315. With him (standing l-r
) are Dorfsman
Leonard
Lou
Reinsch, Cox
Stations, Demo cratic
advisor,
CBS'
Don
Hewitt,
(kneeling)

presidents and a network

chief make

1960 headline news

FRANK STANTON

PETER ALLPORT

DAVID OGILVY

The president of CBS, led the fight

The new president of the ANA was elected at the Hot Springs, Va. conclave at
a time when advertisers were concerned

The iconoclastic, pace-setting president of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather took
over Shell Oil on a fee rather than a

with increasing possibility of government regulation. He joined ANA in 1945

standard 15% commission basis. Formula: costs plus 25% of costs for profit

to suspend Sec. 315— the "equal time"
rule. With the "debates," television's
image started its transformation from
1959's "scandals" to '60's public service

SPONSOR
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;rage of Patterson-Johansson flghi

1960 YEAR-END

REPORT

Single rate is top radio issue
Imadio.

TOP

5 STORIES

OF THE

YEAR

1. SRA comes out for single rate
2. Spot moves closer to $200 million
3. CBS drops soaps; NBC in the black
4. Chrysler's QXR buy a break for fm
5. Standard billing forms proposed

I YEAR:

OLIVER TREYZ
. president led his network's
fight to make three national networks
a reality— ard succeeded, reaching the
top of the ratings (November Nielsen).
a' ons came from ABC

They were

after a decade of media

dominance by tv, is finishing 1960
with quite a healthy glow. Spot maxwell break its billings record again,
as it inched further toward the $200
million mark, and at least one network will have been in the black for
an entire year by the end of the first
quarter of 1961.
Biggest single story of the year
probably
"s August
letter out
to
all tv and was
radioSRAstations,
coming
in favor of a single rate. The vear

in the forefront of

LARRY WEBB

HERBERT D. MANELOVEG
This former station researcher became
BBDO's media director, heading a unit
which supervises the placement of some
$200 million annually in time and space.
He's been with the agency 16 years

As managing director of Station Reps.
Assn., Webb sparked SRA's 1960 decision to come out for a single rate in
August, via a letter unanimously approved bymembers to all U.S. stations

SPONSOR
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also saw the first major national
breakthrough for fm, and attempts to
to standardize billing and contract
forms.
Spot radio continued to pick up
ground in its journey to the $200 million annual billing mark. SRA's head
Larry Webb estimated last week that
1960's billings will hit "around $190
million, or a 1% increase over 1959."
Spot billings have been increasing
steadily for the past five straight
years. FCC's 1959 official total of
$188,143,000 was a record.
All station representatives, however, were not optimistic about a
booming fourth quarter. A general
business slowdown had curbed spot
radio business somewhat, they said.
Webb estimated last October that
the first eight months of 1960 saw
$125,725,000 in business, 0.7% betIter than the same period in 1959.
Some trouble spots in local radio
noted by the reps:
• A trend toward concentrating
spot radio money in major markets,
to the marked detriment of the smaller ones. New York alone received
14%

in 1959; the top markets received 41%.
• The placing of major market
money on o&o stations (plus an oc-

casional top independent).

The FCC

1959 totals show that the 19 o&o's
received more than 12% of the reverising.nue, and reps said that this share is
In summarizing spot radio activity for 1960, reps also agreed on
these other trends:
• Fewer basic 52-week campaigns,
with a continuing increase in the
number of "fights."
• More in-depth buying. A newer
approach is for the sponsor to buy a
market — rather than a station — in
depth.
The top spot advertisers for 1960,
in terms of billings, according to a
sales executive of a leading rep house,
are American Tobacco, Ford, R. J.
Reynolds, and Ward Baking with
Continental Baking (Wonder Bread)
developing into a leader this year.
The dual-rate issue streaked across
1960 (as it has since 1958) and again
failed to settle.

FAMILIAR

to radio audiences for many

years were 'Ma Perkins' (above) <tnd 'Young
Dr. Malone,' two of the 'last of the CBS soaps'
dropped this fall to make way for news format

In August, SRA sent recommendaations for a single rate to all radio
and tv stations. "In the interest of
broadcast advertising's further growth
and development, SRA wishes to recommend a single rate policy for all
spot broadcasting — one rate: a like
l Please turn to page 52)

network growth; high-level media decisions; government

FREDERICK W

(chairman of the FCC accelerated the
trend toward stronger controls over
broadcasting, including much stricter
weighing of license renewal applications

•
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BOB

DAN SEYMOUR

FORD

The successor to John C. Doerfer as

SPONSOR

crackdown

1960

Gaining stature for broadcast marked
the move of broadcast v.p. Seymour to
highest management echelon with appointment tothe executive committee,
one of many JWT changes this year

RAINS

As manager of Paul H. Raymer Co.'s
Detroit office, Rains was instrumental
in evolving fnrs biggest news story of
1960— 52-week. $126,000 QXR network
campaign

to

Chrysler

Imperial

div.

1960

YEAR-END

REPORT

Clients: focus on ad 'ethics'

was full of news of the pro and con

TOP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5 STORIES

YEAR

Agencies, clients foster ad 'ethics
Agency media units are reorganized
OBM jars ad patterns with fee plan
Gain in public service sponsorship
Top 10 air shops put 73% in radio tv

#^
sometimes desperate, always
earnest striving for advertising morals and ethics — and common sense —
keyed the 1960 activity of advertising
agencies and their clients.
Beleaguered by pronouncements
from the Federal Trade Commission,
the Advertising Federation of America, the A>sn. of National Advertisers,
and the American Assn. of Advertis-

MAKERS

JACK L VAN VOLKENBURG
from retirement, the 32-year
- became the top executive
'-Ructions. McCann's
.

OF THE

MMMd
with programoevelopment. negotiations

ing Agencies, among other such influence-molding groups, agencies and
sponsors were hard pressed to come
up with advertising practices which
fulfill a responsibility to the public
and adhere to tenets of good taste and
honesty — yet sell merchandise or services successfully.
The formula, they find, is more
simply stated than practiced. The year

OF THE

YEAR:

fray: Ted Bates purchased six fullpage advertisements in three cities to
counter a Federal Trade Commission
statement about Colgate copy claims:
cigarette companies cooperated with
the FTC in a joint effort to tone down
their filter claims: a sanction by the
.American Dental Assn. of the ingredients in and effectiveness of Procter
& Gamble's Crest toothpaste convinced consumers and boosted its
sales share from 14.59J in August to
18 -r in September.
Advertising ethics: Advertising
committees formed and re-formed in
an effort to encourage "truth in advertising" and to deflect the many
potshots lobbed at advertising. Jack
Cunningham and the AFA developed
a Truth Book, urging cooperation
with federal and city agencies as well
as with local Chambers of Commerce.
One of the more specifically blueprinted moves, and one which remained pretty much under wraps un-

FTC's Kintner tackles ad ethics,

JOHN W. KLUGE

EARL KINTNER

Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.'s pres. negotiated in MBC's biggest station buying
year. Acquisitions: KMBC-AM-TV. Kansas
City; WRUL, Worldwide Bcstg.; KVOR.
Stockton; WTVH. Peoria; WTVP, Decatur

The FTC chairman, despite clashes with
Ted Bates and other agencies, pursued
a program of monitoring radio and tv
stations for allegedly false and misleading ads; fought payola and plugola

SPONSOR
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rector ai BBDO, a promotion follow,
in^ a tionsequence
years' with
associain which of
he 16
started
the
agency as a station researcher.
The more sophisticated agenq ialso pushing to the foreground a
middleman of considerable mystery

REORGANIZATION

of media sections keyed agency activity, as at Fitzgerald, New Orleans,

where stratified assignments, screenings allow more time. (L-r) Don Harris, v. p., dir., med. plans;
Boyd Seghers, asst. bdcst. dir.; H. E. McDonald, med. rsch. v. p.; Peter Pih, mgr., med. rsch.

til late fall, was the McCann-Erickson
"commando"
plan of Frank White,
vice chairman of the board.
More
than 100 people work under his direction to validate advertising claims
— pictorial as well as written — and to
encourage "intellectual honesty."
Media
regrouping:
This year
| saw a great deal of new thinking and
action in the reorganization of agency media departments. Many shops
are heavying up on the quality as
well as the number of people, filling
I in chinks to give more solidity and
j depth.

They're stratifying new positions of authority, giving more precision to planning and strategy and
unifying the work of media executives

tv pro Bergmann

with that of other key divisions.
The trend is for account-creative-tv
and radio-media to work more closely together toward the over-all marketing-advertising goalof each individual client. Among the changes:
Donahue & Coe has added a media
manager and three supervisors. Lennen & Newell added six assistant media directors responsible for account
contact to relieve directors of detail
and necessary distractions. Cunningham & Walsh expanded from three to
five decision levels, adding four key
people in executive capacities.
One of the major media moves of
the year was the appointment of
Herbert D. Maneloveg as media di-

LEE RICH

•
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The most public service-conscious
advertisers of the year invested untold amounts of time and money to
bring the political conventions and
the election returns to the American
public. And the broadcast industry,
in effect, was co-sponsor of this gigantic political show by contributing
some $20 million worth of time and
facilities.
Major convention sponsors on the
television networks included Westing(Please turn to pane 53)

moves to Revlon, agencies broaden media functions

THEODORE G. BERGMANN

Media's role expanded as Rich took on
a new Benton & Bowles post as v.p. for
both media and programing, merger of
two vital advertising phases under
centralized authority for maximum effect

SPONSOR

for the past few years: the media analyst. This man, or woman, bridges
the gap between research and buying,
and has a growing say in verification
of media facts and figures and how
these affect a buying decision.
Public service campaigns: One
of the most imaginative and exciting
agency-advertiser developments of the
year was the maturity with which they
are conceiving and using public service programing, particularly on the
tv networks.

1960

One

of the

busiest advertising-tv

spots became the new job for 30-yearold Bergmann as he became advertising
v.p. at Revlon after resigning the
presidency
of the Parkson
agency

A major NAB worry of 1960 was content of movie commercials on tv, reflected inwarning by E. K. Hartenbower,
chairman of Tv Code review board. He
is v.p. and gen. mgr. of KCM0, Kans.

1960

YEAR-END

REPORT

Film and tape in an
era of ups & downs
In man] ways 1960 was a year of
crisis for the film and tape industry.
Tape use grew bv leaps and bounds
in tv commercials, and taped programs came into the spotlight in syndication for the first time. But important tape commercials producers,
after getting their feet wet. hastily
withdrew.

ADMEN picked
at American TV Ci

NEWSMAKERS

ROBERT KINTNER
NBC's president saw his network rise
to the top in audience and prestige for
its convention coverage and news shows.
f long-range backing of
news chief Bill MacAndrews and others

36

mercials by advertising standards,
making awards and citations for excellence, exhibiting the best according to product or sen ice.
A flurry of syndication mergers
took place: in trade marriages a partner with programing or personnel
hitched up with another with financing. Many new svndication sales
chiefs appeared at the top — mostly
rising from within their own ranks.

Post-1948 feature films began to
move in quantity to stations. There
were some organizational shifts by
distributors to gain access to packages. But there was no revolution in
feature film buying, contrary to some

A nue
bright
picture spot
was in
the syndication's
expansion ofreveforeign telecasting: more channels on
the air meant a substantial increase

expectations.
For the first time a professional
council of admen reviewed tv com-

of demand for L". S. tv film series.
An important tv tape breakthrough
was the perfection of Intersync as an

OF THE

YEAR

Important changes

CLAIR

FREDERIC W. ZIV
A fable came true when Frederic W.
Ziv's syndication company merged with
United Artists TV. forming Ziv-UA. A
Ziv merger, famous possibility in trade
circles for a decade, finally happened

affect tv's

M. McCOLLOUGH

The president of the Steinman stations,
the effective leader of the NAB during
the interregnum, was keynoter of the
Chicago convention and broadcaster of
the year in 1960. as he was in 1959
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TOP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5 STORIES

YEAR

Tape grows but some producers exit
Post-1948 features flow in quantity
First Tv Commercials Festival
Syndicators reorganize
Film registers overseas sales boom

editing device by Telestudios and
other producers. There was a constant increase in the use of video-tape
for commercials, but two producers
abandoned tape: Elliot. Unger & Elliot, and Filmways. RCA, which suffered from the considerable head
start of Ampex in the sale and delivery of tv tape recorders, began to
stage a comeback. Taped programs
like these attracted national attention
in syndication: NTA's Play of the
Week and Screen Gems' Medicine
1960.
In the feature film field, Seven Arts
Associated was formed to distribute
post-1950 Warner Bros, features.
Screen Gems got off to a fast start

news

OF THE

role,

film

with its post- 1948 Columbia Pictures,
selling 275 to the five CBS o&o's.
CNP entered the feature film distribution field. Features were used in
new ways as programing: stations
sold many as pre-holiday specials to
beer, toy, and perfume advertisers,
and ABC TV opened a new door for
old classics with its Silents Please.
Syndication mergers occupied the
headlines on several occasions. In
addition to the Ziv-UA combination,
Javelin (Heritage) became part of
ITC. New distributors, like PTI, appeared on the scene. A new group of
sales, programing, and administrative
managers and chiefs appeared: William Andrews of ITC. John Burns of

financing,

NAB

MGM-TV, Erwin Ezzes of UAA, Hal
Golden of MCA, Daniel Curtis, Carl
Lindeman. and Herbert Schlosser, all
of
CNP, and Jim Victory of CBS
Films.
A major surprise of 1960 was the
vitalitj shown by national spot programing, hitherto used most Ij b)
children's advertisers such as Kellogg's. The biggest new national spot
user was Studebaker (D'Arcy), with
Filmway's Mister Ed in 115 markets.
A holiday national spot program buyer was Shulton (Wesley), using five
half-hours in a pattern that showed
great ingenuity. Budweiser (D'Arcy)
purchased national rights (except
New York) to NTA's Third Man.
The circle of syndicators with network clients continued to grow: ABC
Films, CBS Films, CNP, Sterling, and
Ziv-UA made network sales and became listed among the film houses
that can no longer be classified as
syndicators only. Filmways made its
first move into tv program production, and other commercials producers attempted to do likewise.
The laurels for originality in programing were hoarded by comedy
and animated programs. On the networks. The Flintstones, on ABC TV
(Please turn to page 54 i

leadership, radio, commercials

=£

A
ARTHUR

GEORGE B. STORER
The president of the Storer Stations
announced that he will form his own
national sales organization, following
the lead of Westinghouse. Peter Storer,
now at WSPD, Toledo, will be gen. mgr.
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HULL HAYES

As CBS Radio president, Hayes gave the
final go-ahead to drop CBS' long-standing soap operas in favor of news-feature
format. Hayes also was first broadcaster
to be named chmn.. ARF, this past year

WALLACE A. ROSS
Wallace A. Ross directed tv's first professional trade show for commercials.
Spots were exhibited and compared according to products and services on
nationwide
level for the first time

1960 YEAR-END

REPORT

Washington: more
controls on radio/tv
TOP

5 STORIES

OF THE

YEAR

Tighter FCC reins on stations
Choice of Gov. Collins to lead NAB
Easing political broadcasting rules
Moves toward licensing networks
FTC monitoring of commercials

T

WASHINGTON

he FCC has been shifting toward
stronger controls over broadcasting
since the hearings under Rep. Oren
Harris began in late 1957. The forced
resignation of John C. Doerfer as
chairman of the FCC and the succession to that post of Frederick Ford
this \ear was, however, a turning
point. Since then the trend has accelerated to an uncomfortable degree.
Although the resignation of John
< rti J nne as FTC chairman was entirely his own idea, assumption of command by Earl Kintner brought a similar turning point to that agency in
tin- |>a>t year.
Kintner (1) began his harder poli< % with a program of monitoring radio and tv stations for allegedly false
and misleading ads. (2 1 began making ad agencies parties to complaints,
and (3) threatened to make the ad
media parties.
The FTC was also spurred by the
gs. especially in the
fields of payola-plugola.
Also under
Kintner-Ford.
the two government
agencies greatly increased their cotion and exchange of informathe regulatory pressure

38

was

vastly increased
in that way.
The FCC began a monitoring program of its own and, ironically, the
same Congress which had been scolding the agency for lack of regulatory toughness, sharply slashed the
requested monitoring funds from
$300,000 to half that figure. The cut
was initiated by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash. i. chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, who had
often chided the FCC for not demanding more money to keep closer tabs
on industry practices.
Despite Magnuson's fears of censorship, the FCC went steadfastly
ahead with its monitoring program.
And, despite the reduced funds, the
FCC's monitoring was on a much
larger
The scale
year than
also the
sawFTC's.
the FCC vote
unanimoush that it has the power
I and the dutv I to consider over-all
station performance when weighing
license renewal applications. The
commission did reaffirm, however, it>
inability to consider whether an\ specific program should or should not be
aired, except when obscenity, gambling, etc., were involved.
The FCC moved toward cancella-

tion of the first license in a generation— that of National Airlines' subsidiary, Public Service Television,
for Miami tv channel 10. It also declared Boston channel 5 vacant,
though
Travellerpermitting
to reapply.the Boston HeraldOther illustrations of the fact that
license renewals may no longer be
taken for granted were (1) proceedings against two stations for allegedly
unfair or fraudulent contests. (2) a
cease-and-desist order because of profanity on the air, and (3) provision
for license renewals for periods shorter than the automatic three years to
permit check-ups on stations which
haven't met the FCC* new tighter
standards.
The FCC adopted rigid new rules
on sponsorship identification. These
would have called for an identification even on a single new recording.
However, Congress passed a bill establishing a"rule of reason." The
old practice of buying product and
service plugs is still out the window,
and the rules are still much more restrictive than they were.
As 1960 came to an end, the FCC
proposed strong new controls over
sales of stations. The proposal, if it
is adopted, will force owners to hold
radio and tv stations for at least three
years before they can sell, barring
only
emergencies such as death and
bankruptcy.
Allocations, both radio and tv,
were still very much in the picture
throughout 1960.
Collapse of negotiations with the
military for more vhf tv channels
made transfer to an all-uhf tv system
very much more likely. The FCC
started rule-making looking toward
permitting new vhf stations at mileage separations shorter than now required. These would be permitted
only in large markets with fewer
than three vhf stations — perhaps less
than a dozen.
The FCC also started the ball rolling toward abolishing the clear channels in radio. The proposal is to put
additional stations on these channels
which are now occupied by a single
station at night. As the year came to
a close there was still some chance
that at least a few of the clear channel stations might be preserved and
i Please turn to page 55 i
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RADIO
I 11
AS

A SERVICE

to advertisers and agencies

using spot or planning to, sponsor reprints tin- l>e>t
capsule case histories of 1960, selected from its
regular features "Radio Results"* ami "Tv Results."
This first part of the annual round-up comprehensively documents 32 radio advertising campaigns
and illustrates how the medium is most effectively
being used on the local level in the United States.
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RADIO

RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Costello-Kunze Ford

AUTOMOTIVE
AGENCY: Wm. F. Geisz, Advertising

SUPPLIES

SPONSOR: Goodyear Service Store

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: .Since Costello-Kunz Ford decided

Capsule case history: Goodyear Service Store of La

t.. drop it- advertising in both St. Louis papers in favor of

Crosse, Wisconsin, bought a schedule of announcements on

W II.. the auto agencj has moved from a relativel) obscure

WKBH, also of La Crosse, a promote its "Hog Wild Sale"
on farm tires. According to I. E. Stratton, store manager

position in the market's Ford Dealer's organization to the
No. 1 position in 10 months. Now in its 18th month on WIL,

for Goodyear, WKHB

was used for two primary reasons:

sales have tripled with a saturation approach: a weathercast

"One, we had to have a strong signal to reach the large

everj half hour, day and night, around the clock, seven days

farm area. Two, Jack Martin, the station's farm director,

a week. This nearly $100,000 annual buy constitutes lOO^

is practically Mr. Farmer in this area, and I know that he's

of its advertising, and has proven to be the most effective

must listening for the farm families surrounding La Crosse."
Shortly after the campaign got under way, customers came

and profitable way of selling its cars in St. Louis. The
saturation concept began when Costello-Kunz, together with
WIL, staged a Cavalcade Parade of 100 new cars, which
the station covered as a special promotion. WIL

followed

from not only La Crosse, but from Sparta, Ettrick, and
Bangor. Other business was attracted from Iowa border
towns such as Hokah and Rushford as well as Minnesota

the Cavalcade from the time it hit the Missouri state line,

communities. "It's seldom that any source of advertising can

right to the C-K showrooms. Use of saturation on WIL dur-

be pinpointed for the success of a retail promotion," Stratton

ing this period sold C-K and its agency, Wm. F. Geisz, on
radio, and the advertising was switched completely to WIL.

said, "but I feel that WKBH was mostly responsible."
Goodyear plans to use WKBH in its next special promotion.

W II.. St. I oi i-

WKBH,

Weathercasts

Announcements

BAKERIES

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Volkswagen of New England

La Crosse

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Charles Haas & Sons Bakery

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: On 17 October this year Volks-

Capsule case history: "There is more money to be made if

wagen of New England staged a Volkswagen Mileage and

you use radio," Charles Haas, owner of Charles Haas & Sons
Bakery, hotel and restaurant supplier, discovered when he

Run Contest and promoted it on WMAS,

Springfield, with

40 one-minute announcements per week for four weeks.
Listeners were asked to send their estimates of how many

purchased a spot campaign on WEBR,

miles the Volkswagen truck would travel on one tank of

on the excellent job it had done for the bakery almost one

gas. The first prize, for the nearest estimate, was 500

year after his spot schedule got under way. In that period

gallons of Mobilgas; second prize was 250 gallons. Addi-

Haas reported gross sales had increased approximately 16%

tionally, there were 25 consolation prizes. On the day of
the contest WMAS

Buffalo, some three

years ago. Haas wrote his first letter congratulating WEBR

and he was highly pleased. However, he was skeptical as

broadcast a special remote from the

to how long the situation would last. Haas continued his

starting point and followed it with over 40 pickups direct

schedule and in his next letter wrote, "Not only has our success continued, but it has gained momentum. A check of

from the truck during the 16 and one half hours the
contest was in progress. After the contest, Volkswagen ran

our books for the past two >ears discloses current monthly

another 40 spots per week for two weeks using the results

sales to be almost double those of comparable months in

to promote sales. Result: Ralph D. Jones, Inc., Spring-

the period preceding our entry into radio. Radio has done

IkMvagen dealer, reported it as an outstanding

an outstanding job, and we plan to continue using it. We

promotion, bringing hundreds of people to the showroom.

know now that the medium can sell a special audience."
\\ I.KU. Buffalo
Announcements

Announcements
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RESULTS

CLOTHING

BUILDERS
SPONSOR: Evansville Garage Builders

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Louis Rothschild, owner of Evansville Garage Builders (one and two car garages) of Evansville, Ind., has been a firm believer in radio advertising for
the past year. The company, which caters to middle income
home owners, has been using weekend spot announcements

SPONSOR: Mangel's Women's Apparel

broadcast from its downtown location to stimulate teen-age
traffic. The department store's manager contacted WDXB,
also of Chattanooga, and arranged for a special remote pro-

on the new WJPS, of the same city, to promote sales for
home garages. Commercials are produced by WJPS
copy lines vary with the season. In late summer

and

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Mangel's Women's Apparel store in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, recently conducted a live remote

gram featuring WDXB's

d.j. personality, Larry Johnson.

Johnson was selected "due to his tremendous teen appeal

emphasis

and proven track record." Mangel's Chattanooga manager

is on cold weather protection for the family car; in winter
emphasis shifts to the fact that no down payment it neces-

wrote a letter to his district manager commenting, "I would
say the WDXB remote broadcast here was a success. John-

sary with low-cost monthly payments. In a recent test,
employing the same strategy, Evansville Garage scheduled

ing ability made the whole show outstanding." Not only

five 30-second announcements on Saturday after 1 p.m. and
five announcements on Sunday afternoon. Rothchild reported

did Johnson's broadcast stimulate business, but it brought in
35 new charge accounts from teenagers in the community.

these spots gathere leads and in turn resulted in the purichase of 10 garages priced upwards from $795. Rothchild

Business in general took a 20% jump. Mangel's is now considering a projected schedule which would run over the

has found that WJPS

brings in over 90% of his customers.

Evansville, Ind.

Announcements

IWJPS,

son's generated enthusiasm, off-the-cuff interviews and sell-

next three «r four months, built around Larry Johnson.
WDXB,

Chattanooga

Remote Program

CLOTHING

(CLEANERS
SPONSOR: Cleanrite Cleaners

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Varsity Shops, Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Cleanrite Cleaners of Scranton had

Capsule case history: Buying saturation schedules on

[been an occasional advertiser on WGBI

WVEC,

for the past three

Hampton, Va., the Varsity Shops, Inc., has gotten

consistently quick results for its special sales for several

years. During the cleaner's brief campaign, Joe Le\ \ . owner
lof Cleanrite, experienced outstanding results. So much so

years. Archie Harrison, manager of the stores, with outlets

that he decided to realign his advertising budget and place

in Hampton and Buckroe Shopping Center, attributes much

the greatest percentage of it on WGBI. Since last year he
has been a consistent advertiser on the station. Levy kicked

of Varsity's successful sales campaign to the station. Re-

off his campaign with three spots weekly and then increased
:he schedule to five spots weekly. Cleanrite is currently

and a "Jungle Wonders" promotion, and in both promotions, the WVEC advertising produced new peaks in sales

running six spots a week in the By Phillips Show, from 5:15

for the shops. "We're not interested in audience for sake of

to 9 a.m. By delivers all commercials live from a fact
isheet prepared by Cleanrite. The commercials have been so
effective that customers come into Cleanrite and inform the
)rsonnel, "Be sure to tell By Phillips I said hello." Since
-evy began his intensified campaign the volume of business
tas increased sharply. Levy's satisfaction is evidenced in
lis plans to continue this schedule indefinitely on WGBI.
jVGBI, Scranton-Wilkes Barre
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cently, he ran two campaigns, a "Downtown

audience," Harrison said. "WVEC,

Dollar Days,"

with its better-type pro-

graming, isdirectly aimed at the listener we're interested in
and the listener who gives us the best results. The station's
good music policy, sports and local news programing has
built a ready-made quality market for us in the Hampton
area. It gives us a quality audience that has both high purchasing power and a taste for the kind of clothing we sell."
WVEC, Hampton, Va.
Announcements

RADIO

RESULTS
DISCOUNT

CLOTHING
SPONSOR: William-Dickie Manufacturing Co..
B&J Department Store

AGENCY: Direct

CENTERS

SPONSOR: Davega

AGENCY: Weiss & Geller. Inc.

Capsule case history: The Williamson-Dickie Manufactur-

Capsule case history: Davega. an old line appbance retail

ing Co.. Fort Worth, manufacturers of work and casual

chain whose operations for the past few years have been rath-

clothes, had a problem in introducing its "Guaranteed Work

er static, was recently purchased by new management

Mer-

chandising was revamped somewhat to transform the stores

Pants" to the Asheville, N. C. area. W-D wanted to get its
line carried by the B&J Department Store, and offered the

into general discount centers. Radio was added with WMCA

store co-op money for a radio campaign. One hundred spots
were placed on WISE. Asheville. partly e.t/s and partly live.

carrying the major effort, using 37 five-minute newscasts
weekly on the station, along with two other major New York

"We started in February trying to sell the highest-priced
work clothes B&J ever sold." Lloyd Prichard of W-D

re-

ported. "With business at the lowest ebb of the year in
Asheville, we honestly didn't expect much in the way of
retail sales. We were content to think we could tell the
Dickie story to future buyers of work clothes." However, to
W-D's surprise, sales skyrocketed, and the store came up
with 165% reorders on the basic stock. "The results were
outstanding, and we certainly plan to move more merchandise on WISE," Prichard said. "It opened the market to us."
WISE, Asheville
Announcements

DEPARTMENT

stations. Sales within a matter of weeks jumped many times
over the previous period last year, and officials attributed
this increase primarily to radio. The chain's most recent
event was its annual salesathon, when d.j.'s Herb Oscar Anderson and Bob Callab made personal appearances to give
out records and sign autographs. Fans jammed the aisles
and cash receipts for a single day hit one of the store's alltime highs, in spite ot almost continuous rain throughout
the day. The original 13-week test campaign has been renewed, and Davega is planning continued use of the station.
WMCA.

New York

FACTORY

STORES

SPONSOR-. Blumstein's Department Store
AGENCY: Metlis & Lebow
Capsule case history: Metlis & Lebow Corp., advertising
agency, wanted to reach New York's Negro audience for
Blumstein's Department Store, and placed a schedule on
station WLIB. The short campaign sold both agency and

IT

mm

OUTLETS

SPONSOR: Joyce Bedding Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: "How long has this been going on?**
was the reaction to a recent radio campaign on WNDU,
South Bend, by Martin Seuss, manager of the local outlet of
the Joyce Bedding Co., a regional factory sales outlet in this

as "the most efficient and effective way

area. The Joyce Co. had been using only newspaper ads for

f<>r u~ to sell to this market." The announcements produced

its special sales until a salesman from WNDL" convinced
Seuss to try radio just as an experiment. The manager placed

advertiser on WLIB

for Blumstein's the most successful promotion the store has
ever had. according to Sandford H. Metlis. vice president of
the agency. A careful check by the outlet's sales force
showed that sales directly attributable to the station exceeded all other sales combined tracable to other media
used during the same period. With this reaction, when the
executive of Blumstein's called the agency to find out the
amount of money that had been spent on WLIB he was certain that the original budget must have been at least doubled.
ses WLIB for the major part of its adveration to reach Negroes in the New York area.
V*LIB, New York

Announcements

half of his budget with the station using 55 one-minute onthe-spot interview type commercials on ROS for a four-day
period. The remainder went into ad space in the local South
Bend newspaper. During the promotion, he had all his clerks
check where each customer had heard of the sale, to make
sure of the source. A compilation of the reports at the end
of the sale period showed that 70^ of the customers came
because of the WNDU advertising, and showed that radio's
cost was favorable in these special campaigns. Consequently,
Seuss has decided to use radio in all his future promotions.
W.NDU, South Bend
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RESULTS
FOOD

MACHINERY

SPONSOR: Whitesel Bros., Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Quaker Oats Co.

AGENCY: Clinton E. Frank, Inc.

Capsule case history: Whitesel Brothers, Inc., of Harrison-

Capsule case history: As a result of the Second Annual

burg, Va., one of the Shenandoah Valley's largest farm machinery suppliers, has been sponsoring Trading Post with

Aunt Jemima Self-Rising Flour Gospel Singing Contest conducted byWWRL, 40,750 Aunt Jemima packages were sold

Wip Robinson on WSVA, Harrisonburg, for the past-three
years. At approximately the same time Whitesel began its

by grocers all over metropolitan New York. During the contest, which ran for nine weeks, more than 500 contestants —

(radio campaign it opened a branch outlet in Staunton, one
of the three major cities which comprise the market area.
"Wip Robinson deserves a lot of credit for making this new
branch a success," said J. Wilson Lee, secretary and treasurer of Whitesel. "Often strangers come to our stores and
request to see equipment Wip advertisers, and in most cases
a sale is easily made." In one year Whitesel sold 191 hay
elevators. As proof of the continuing response to Robinison's Trading Post a listener from Nearby Charlottesville
heard Robinson mention used balers for sale on the company's program and without even examining the equipment,
placed an order. Whitsel Bros, has been sold on WSVA radio
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.

Programs

soloists, groups and choirs — were heard on Fred Baar's
Gospel Time program, 10:30-12:30 p.m., and "Doc" Wheeler's Gospel Caravan, 12:30-2:30 p.m. Listeners were invited
to vote for their favorites, but the gimmick was that each
vote "must be accompanied by a 'guarantee' label from Aunt
Jemima's Self-Rising Flour." The finals were held at Faith
Temple, and 3,000 people paid the admission price — two
"guarantee" labels from the package — to cheer their favorites home. The winning group received a recording contract
with Savor Records; second prize: a Stereo radio-phono
combination, third: a tape recorder. The contest proved
one of Aunt Jemima's most successful Negro promotions.
WWRL, New York
Programs

FOOD

FINANCE
SPONSOR: General Finance Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The familiar cry of play ball has
a happy ring for the General Finance Co. of South Bend, Indiana. General co-sponsors the White Sox baseball games
oroadcast on WNDU. The tremendous public interest in the

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Strawberry Advertising Comm.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Local growers watched the sale of
their strawberries increase from less than 1.000 crates a day
to just under 6,500 in the New Orleans market alone, at the
peak shipping season, through the efforts of George Shan-

White Sox in the Michiana area (Michigan-Indiana) that

non, WWL's farm director. Although an important part of

t^NDU covers has given the firm a consistent sponsor identiication and enabled it to build a strong year-round cam-

the area's agricultural economy, the New Orleans market
was unaware of the local berry season or the fine quality of

Throughout the year, General uses a

these berries. Growers simply had no demand and buyers

lieries of time signals daily and a five-minute news show six
imes a week. Dick Trinkman, v.p. and general manager of

could name their own prices. Shannon, working with the

paign over WNDU.

General, says: "In five years we've grown from one office to
our in this area largely because of co-sponsorship of the
I
Vhite Sox broadcast and our other WNDU advertising. The

otal long-term loans outstanding is more than 10 times what
|t was before we used WNDU.

executive secretary of t^e Strawberry Advertising Commission, helped create a whole new market in New Orleans. He
traveled, wrote copy, collected money and even delivered
berries. WWL was the only radio station used in New
Orleans and the original expenditure was only" $1,000. Today, two years later, the farmers represented by the Strawberry Advertising Commission are so satisfied by results of

In 1959 alone we had a 20%

j;rowth over the previous year and the future prospects indiate that with WNDU support our growth will continue.

the radio campaign they have increased the budget 20-fold.

FNDU, South Bend

WWL,
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RADIO

RESULTS

FOOD

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Weldon Farm Producers, Inc.

HOME
AGENCY: Direct

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Culligan Water Conditioning Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Recently Weldon Farm Products,

Capsule case history: Radio has proven it can sell for any

Inc., was able to measure results of print and radio cam-

product, and for the Culligan Water Conditioning Co. of

paigns, and radio was the most effective. Campaign was a

Chinchille, Pa., radio has really paid off. The water con-

Bpecial two-week promotion for Alba nonfat milk, and since
the newspaper advertising featured a coupon, it was assumed
that print would outdraw. Newspaper advertising, in one of
New

York's leading morning papers, brought 7,522 re-

sponses. Radio schedule, on Dr. Carlton Fredericks' Living
Should Be Fun program on WOR, New York, brought 8,019
responses when the advertiser had to cancel the promotion at
that point because it was unable to handle the volume. Had
it continued, the radio schedule would undoubtedly have
pulled several thousand more, based on the daily response
to each announcement. The advertiser carefully studied the
results of the campaign. Placements in print and radio were
comparable, in cost and exposure, and proved to Weldon
that broadcast was the better medium for advertising.
WOR, New York

HARDWARE

Announcements

& APPLIANCES

SPONSOR: Vaughn's, Inc. (55 stores of all types)

AGENCY: Direct

ditioning company is currently running a spot announcement campaign on WGBI,

Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa., to

promote the Culligan automatic water softener. In view of
the fact that the product has a limited market, since it is
only useful to residents of hard water areas, Culligan was
skeptical as to radio's effectiveness. Shortly after the schedule got underway, Ed Smallacombe, owner of Culligan
Water Softener Co., told WGBI, "I have sold a large number of water conditioning units and am convinced of
WGBI's

pulling power. I did not anticipate such results,

but now intend to stay with my radio campaign." As a direct result of the campaign he has renewed his present schedule on WGBI

and is now

a regular radio user. "Radio

today can effectively market a great range of products."
WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes Barre
Announcements

HOME

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Scheurer Engineering

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Vaughn's, Inc.. dealer in hardware,
washers, ranges, televisions, air-conditioners, home freezers,

Capsule case history: Selling air-conditioners and heat
pumps to the modern farmer is not as hard as it seems, as

and refrigerators, decided to stimulate business with a satu-

Scheurer Engineering of Wichita Falls, Texas, proved with

ration schedule on KXYZ, Houston. Vaughn's purchased a

a heavy radio schedule throughout the winter. Scheurer is
the local distributor and wholesaler for Carrier air-condi-

two-week schedule during the month of May, which was "the
most effective advertising that we have ever done," said
Claude Vaughn, its president. "Within this two-week period
we actually received more results per dollar spent than ever
before." Following the dealer's two-week concentrated effort,
the company took a hiatus and purchased four newspaper

tioners and heat pumps. Because of the firm's large distribution area, which is predominantly rural, Scheurer needed
area coverage to reach the farm audience. It decided to

ads spread over a two-week period, but did not get the results

place a schedule on KWFT using Roddy Peoples' Farm Reports, 7:15-7:30 a.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning 5
January of this year. Advertising was calculated to promote

that it received on KXYZ. In fact, Vaughn's was still making
sales as a result of its KXYZ advertising during the news-

were almost immediate: Carrier room air-conditioner sales

paper campaign. "Needless to say, this was a very happy
experience," Vaughn said. "We will certainly continue to
/ in all future advertising campaigns. No other
advertising has ever given us these kind of solid results."
KXYZ, Houston
Announcements

mail from rural areas and rural heat pump dealers. Results
jumped 30%

over the same period the previous year and

its summer-winter combination units increased 30% to 40%.
Scheurer Engineering is well satisfied with results and renewed its schedule this month on the Farm Reports show.
KWFT, Wichita Falls

SPONSOR
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RADIO

RESULTS

MAGAZINES

OFFICE

SPONSOR: McCall's Magazine

AGENCY: Donahue & Coe

Capsule case history: To boost subscription sales of McCalVs magazine in the Washington, D. C, area, WTOP

per-

sonality Bob Kelly was on the air for three successive Sundays, 8:15 to 12 noon, pitching 16 issues for two dollars.

EQUIPMENT

SPONSOR: Branham's, Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Last October, Branham's, Inc.,
which sells office equipment in Oklahoma City, bought a
schedule of four announcements per day, Monday through

Results: 661 new subscriptions. Total cost to McCalVs was

Saturday, on KTOK. Since Branham's sought a special audience, itwas decided to use a gimmick to build interest.

only $378. With this kind of success, it bought a second

Each spot mentioned the names of three sales people who

schedule on Kelly's Sunday show for eight weeks, using 12

were old employees and who were well known to customers

announcements per show. This time Kelly's selling brought
1,305 subscriptions, with phone calls and mail coming not

over the years. Psychology behind the campaign was to attract the attention of old customers who had not visited the

only from the Washington. D. C. area, but from as far as

store in recent years as well as new customers in a business where personalized service is important. The radio

Jacksonville, Fla., upstate New York, and parts of West Virginia. Even weeks after each schedule, requests for subscriptions continued. Total direct sales from the two campaign
on the Kelly show was 1,966 and McCall's reported that it
was one of its most successful promotions from every standpoint. The outstanding number of WTOP

orders reduced

the cost-per-subscription for the schedules to only 68 cents.
WTOP, Washington, D. C.

MUSIC

Announcements

spots would also serve as a good reminder to active customers. Results: Don Branham reported that "our October
volume increased 30% over the year before, and fully two
carloads of steel files were sold from our store because of
the KTOK

REAL

STORES

SPONSOR: Walker's Music Store

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Walker's Music Store, Omaha, which
sells records, radios and phonographs, placed a two-day

schedule. In addition, the campaign served

to boost our salesmen's prestige as well as their morale."
KTOK, Oklahoma City
Announcements

ESTATE

SPONSOR: Best Trailer Coach Co., Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The mobile home industry has made
marked inroads in the American economy over the past few

weekend schedule on KBON to promote its record department. No other radio advertising was used. Schedule was

years, especially in the West and South. In the South, the

for twenty 30-second spots on Friday, 15 on Saturday. Spots

coaches there, used radio to promote a grand opening in

pitched a sale on all long-playing albums at $3.09, and a 45
r.p.m. single record or album for one cent when purchased

Houston. The coach company purchased a schedule of announcements onKXYZ to promote its weekend opening. It

with another single record or album at regular price. Results: Over 1,200 customers bought records in the store the

event was held. Best reported an overwhelming response,

Best Trailer Coach Co., Inc., the largest distributor of trailer

was the first time in the mobile home industry that such an

first day alone, and total sales increased many times over a

which the company

normal weekend not only on records, but on radios and

radio, and especiallv KXYZ." Potential customers came in
from Baytown, Anahuc. Conroe. Freeport. La Porte, and the

phonographs as well. "For the purpose of planning future

credited "directly to the medium

of

promotions we tried, as best as we could, to measure adver-

Richmond-Rosenberg area. An estimated 7.000 to 8,000 peo-

tising," Store owner Jack Walker reported. "We'd say seven
out of 10 people heard about the sale on radio. Certainly

that not only did the general public attend but also the

the bulk of our advertising budget will go to KBON

in the

trailer buvers. "It was a terrific asset to us and the indus-

future. We know how effectively it reaches Omaha."
KBON, Omaha
Announcements

try. No other medium could have produced these results."
KXYZ. Houston
Announcements
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ple attended the opening. Of importance to Best was the fact

RADIO

REAL

RESULTS

REAL

ESTATE

SPONSOR: Blue Ridge Shores, Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: To sell lakefront lots ranging in
price from $2,000 to $12,000 per does not require a mammoth advertising campaign. Blue Ridge Shores, Inc. of
Louisa, Va., a subsidiary of American Realty Co. of Springfield, Mass., accomplishes it with an average of three one-

ESTATE

SPONSOR: Terry Corp.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Terry Corp., having completed
eight model homes for its real estate development in the
Tidewater, Virginia, area, decided to bring it to the attention of the people in this area with an advertising campaign
on WAVY

of Norfolk. Since the one important factor in

minute spot announcements per week on WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. The realty firm utilizes no other radio in the

selling homes is getting people to look, it required big

area. In the 12 weeks Blue Ridge has been on WSVA

it is

that delivered just that. On opening day people came not

already 50% sold out. The company originally estimated it
would take at least three years to sell the entire tract. WSVA

only from the immediate area but from distant points to
examine the homes. A careful check on the number of

has not only brought people to Lake Louisa from nearby

people was made by the Terry Corp., and there were over

towns, but the majority drive from Harrisonburg more than

5,000. Also important to the Terry people was that WAVY

exposure. WAVY

came up with an advertising campaign

60 miles distant. Blue Ridge queries each customer as to

attracted a caliber of people that had the money to buy

where he heard of Lake Louisa. Although figures are not

and were not just window shopping. Usually openings of

available, only the medium receiving the greater number of

real estate developments bring more viewers than buyers,

replies retains the account. Blue Ridge has purchased a

but WAVY

schedule using the same spots to run for the rest of 1960.

Terry placed the remainder of its campaign with WAVY.

WSVA, Harrisonburg

WAVY,

REAL

Announcements

produced a high percentage of sales for them.

Norfolk

Announcements

RESTAURANTS

ESTATE

SPONSOR: Carl J. Grant Realty Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Boone Nevin of WHBQ says, "When
within two hours after a commercial is heard the advertiser

SPONSOR: Vonachen's Junction

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Vonachen's Junction, a prestige
restaurant in Peoria, Illinois, nationally known for its railroad motif, has capitalized for the third consecutive year on

closes a sale for $25,000, it's almost like instant sales."
Actually, it comes pretty close to being just that. The Carl

the popularity of sports in central Illinois. The restaurant

J. Grant Realty Co. of Memphis decided to concentrate all

purchased fifteen 10-minute preview programs of local high

its radio effort on Sunday in order to bring buyers into its

school football broadcasts over WIRL, Peoria. The broad-

subdivision just outside the city. Grant placed a schedule
of 10 one-minute e.t.'s on WHBQ

exclusively. Said Nevin,

casts were spread over a two-month period. Following the
first preview program, Vonachen noted a marked number
of customers who came to the restaurant and commented on

"'After the first spot on the Jack Darnell Big Time Show,
a car bearing Mississippi plates drove up to the model home.

the WIRL

'I lie potential customer had just transferred to Memphis.
While <lri\ing in on Highwa] 61 with his family he heard

casts, the restaurant reported that "never have we received
so many compliments nor had so many people tell us about

the spol and drove directly to the development, signed the

the programs. Although we do not have a heavy advertising schedule during the year, these WIRL football preview

contract, toured the development and deposited a binder.
Ml this in two hours. The firm feels the $25,000 sale was well
worth the cost of the spot: under $10. Where other media,
with larger budgets, failed, radio delivered immediately.
WHBQ.

Memphis

Announcements

programs. At the conclusion of the 15 Broad-

shows really paid off." Proof of the result and interest
and its good sponsor identification is demonstrated by the
fact that Vonachen's has reserved the show for next year.
WIRL, Peoria
Programs
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RADIO

RESULTS

SHOPPING

TOYS

CENTERS

SPONSOR: 163rd St. Shopping Center

AGENCY: A. I. Saltzman

Capsule case history: The 163rd Street Shopping Center

SPONSOR: A. B. Charles Hobby Shop

AGENCY: Direct

of Miami wanted a promotion that would attract virtually

Capsule case history: A. B. Charles Hobby Shop purchased a schedule of 14 one-minute announcements on

the entire buying population of the area, and the A. I. Saltz-

WCAE.

To create interest and merchandise the campaign,

WCAE

officers suggested a contest that had never been tried

man Agency and WQAM

gave it exactly that. All WQAM's

d.j.'s broadcast remote from a booth in the Center in an

in Pittsburgh. The idea was to capitalize on the common

around-the-clock "Wake-A-Thon."

complaint of children at Christmastime of "Why

There was no set length

for the broadcast and the d.j.'s competed in prizes for the
one who could stay on the air the longest. The listener who
guessed the total number of hours the d.j.'s would broadcast
from the booth won a vacation in Jamaica, and over 5,000

can't I

play with my electric train like my Dad does?" To combat
Junior's problem, WCAE's contest gave away electric trains
at Christmas to five lucky dads. Using a series of teaser

went to the Center's stores for entries. Schedules were purchased individually by the merchants to announce the pro-

announcements, d.j. Tommy Shafer invited listeners to "Give
Dad his own electric train for Christmas — nominate your
dad. Response was far greater than both WCAE and the

motion— about 20 spots per day for five days prior and two
days after it began. Results: More people than the Center

hobby shop expected. In only three weeks' time, and in
the midst of busy holiday preparations, 5,304 nominations

had ever seen came to see the d.j.'s and shopped in the

were received. Sales-wise, store business increased many-

stores. The "Wake-A-Thon"

lasted five full days — and pro-

fold over the previous year. "I've never spent so little for

duced one of the Center's all-time highs in business volume.
WQAM, Miami
Announcements & Special Broadcast

such a great return," owner Ed Charles told the station.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Announcements

SHOPPING

TV SETS

CENTERS

SPONSOR: One Stop Shopping Center

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A Northwest Kansas retailer won a
citation from the Kansas Association of Radio Broadcasters

SPONSOR: Knapp T.V., Atlanta, Ga.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Knapp TV. sells only tv sets, no

for the most outstanding single radio campaign. The newly

other appliances. Radio has been the only medium which
has consistently been building store traffic and producing

won radio account, Williams Brothers' One Stop Shopping
Center of Atwood, Kansas, retailers in food, wearing apparel,

results. Saturday, 26 Nov., was probably the fastest sell to
date as a result of its radio schedule which is carried

and hardware, decided to consolidate their three-store seg-

exclusively on WAKE.

ments under one roof. In an effort to promote the reorganization and create store traffic, Williams Brothers purchased
a heavy schedule on KXXX,

Colby, Kansas, to run prior to

their three-day grand opening. As part of the situation campaign the store arranged for a special half hour remote program from One Stop featuring the singing team of Doc &
Esther. "This is the greatest number of people I have ever
had in my store at any one time," said Glenn Williams, man-

An Atlanta resident driving hack

from the Tech-Georgia game with his family was tuned in
to 1340 k.c. He heard a Knapp T.V. commercial featuring
a special color tv promotion guaranteeing delivery and installation by9 p.m. that night. The listener drove directly to the Knapp store. Time elapsed between announcement and actual $795 sale: 18 minutes. Knapp's continuing three-year success with radio can be attributed in no
small way to the annual character voices which WAKE

pro-

ager for the shopping group. "We did more business during
the three-day grand opening than in any comparable month

duces. Knapp T.V., as a result of the WAKE. Atlanta, success, recently opened a Birmingham store. Exclusive medium

a year ago. KXXX was exactly the impact we needed."
KXXX, Colby
Announcements

being used in the market, with equal results: radio l WYBE'l .
WAKE. Atlanta
Announcements
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With stiffening station competition,

What's ahead
Bill Schweitzer, programing (ind promotion director, WEBR Buffalo
A completely new concept in radio
programing originated here in Buffalo
about two months ago. WEBR's entire programing structure is based on
a "sing along" format.
WEBR devotes a large percentage
of its airtime to playing numbers

"Sing Along"
music; audience participation is proven
attraction

from "sing along" albums. Because
at this time there is not yet enough
first rate "sing along" numbers to fill
out more than approximately 50%
of WEBR's programing day, other
selections which match in mood,
spirit
nostalgia
along"
albumsor will
round the
out "sing
the musical
structure.

SPONSOR

for radio
programing

jumped on the band wagon by waxing a series of "sing along" station
breaks.
A heavy promotion campaign, selling the concept as fun radio, continually adds to the local excitement
and meshes with programing details.
Numerous half-page ads are placed
in local newspapers. In addition, we
had published elaborate tabloids that
were recently included in the Sun-

day Courier-Express circulation
380,000). These tabloids, designed
with a Gay '90's motif, contained
lyrics to some 200 "sing along" numbers. They were designed for listeners to keep and use to sing along
on WEBR when (or rather if) they
were called on the telephone. This
will enable listeners to actually sing
along on the air, and this is the crux
of promotions.
Most of the half-page ads featured
the lyrics of the "sing along song"
for today, and photos of the recording artists. All the ads played heavy
on the theme: WEBR 960 Sing Along
Radio.

In my mind, the greatest value of

In addition, 50,000 table mats on

our "sing along" format is that it enables our audience to actually participate in the WEBR programing, and
so achieve a closer identity and rap-

the "Sing Along Club," containing
a large coupon were distributed to
every major restaurant in Buffalo
and western New York. Station identification promos were cut by Mitch
Miller for WEBR as well as a halfminute congratulatory message to the
station by Mitch.
Recently we inaugurated a contest
at WEBR based on Roulette Rec-

port with the station. "Sing along"
selections constitute happy, wholesome, well-accepted music with mass
appeal — and something entirely new
as a radio format. This, and its very
simplicity, made us feel that WEBR
would have majority appeal programing' with its new format.
As the originator of "sing along"
as a complete programing format,
I am particularly pleased to see that
il is catching on at stations all across
the country. WMNI, Columbus, has
already adopted it and WMIL, Milwaukee i- planning to do so. We
supplied these two stations with intion and material through their
\Ko WABC, New York, ran
along" programing for two
IS a special promotion.
Recordings
in Dallas

ASKS:

in 1961?
number of stations picked up variations of the contest: WJZ. Baltimore,
WLOB, Portland, Me; WORC, Worchester, Mass; WICE, Providence,
and WCOP, Boston.

ManningKRAK,
Slater,
general manager,
Sacramento
To the time-honored music and
news format, KRAK had added a
third programing entity. To our way
. of thinking, the programing of the
future will be music, news, and community service.
Naturally, a fundamental component of community service is news —
news which is comprehensive, fastbreaking and accurate. Consequently,
KRAK has joined the Mutual Broadcasting System to supplement our own
news coverage. Thus KRAK schedules
at least two complete newscasts each
hour. Our non-network news is almost completely local and regional.
But, of course, full community
service must go much farther than
good news coverage. At KRAK, we
have adopted the magazine concept
of service programing. We schedule
numerous special reports and features to appeal and aid various segments of our listening audience. In
addition to weather and time checks,
we also program traffic reports, skiing
conditions, fishing reports, gardening
tips, household and beauty hints for

ords' new waxing "Dominick the
Donkey" by Lou Monte. Each time
the number is played (and we play
it numerous times a day) a card is
pulled with a listener's name on it
(they are asked to send in names
on postcards). Each winner receives
copies of the platter. At the conclusion of the contest, a "grand winner"
will receive $100 worth of toys, which
will be delivered by Santa riding
on a donkey named Dominick instead of a reindeer.
Having originated the idea, I was
gratified to learn that deejays in a

the ladies, sports schedules for the
men, bowling news. etc.
KRAK's music policy has also been
extensively revived to conform to our
community service approach. On
10 October, 1960 KRAK changed
from being a so-called formula station relying on hit records to its curSPONSOR
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rent format, built around the single
idea of "easy listening.' " Music is
essentially selected for its nostalgic
value, but liberally sprinkled with
current selections without the rock
'n' roll beat. Audience composition
studies of the total market determine
the degree of nostalgia KRAK
grams.

pro-

Irv Schwartz, vice president & general
manager, KUDL, Kansas City, Mo.
We believe that a strong trend in
"modern"

radio

programing

today,

hanced with more creativity and supplemented bysuch programing distinction as exclusive vignette features; on-the-air personalities; and
more comprehensive-appeal promotions, and services.
For example, KUDL pioneered the
new editorial approach in Kansas
City a year and a half ago. These
are one minute capsule features on
subjects of community interests in
which the station usually takes a
stand and tries to effect positive action.
To sum up; the combination of the

modern, smooth, fast-moving tight
production with a less frantic, more
warm and human approach produces
a more believable sound — more appealing tolisteners and more effective
for advertisers.
This "human sound" will more and
more be heard on stations across the
country.

Robert- S. Richmond, vice president,
WMEX, Boston
If you're wondering
where
the
melody
went — the almost forgotten
{Please turn to page 56)

Strong d.j.'.

Kb

identify with
personalities

and the format of the future is the

MORE THAN

"human sound."
Declining is the frantic, mechanical
sound favored by so many of the
formula stations.
KUDL's programing is, we feel, indicative ofthe new sound taking hold
across the country. KUDL programs
popular music by actual survey as
many stations do, but includes a
more comprehensive choice of selections for a wider range of audience
appeal.
The format is built around strong
personality deejays. Whereas most
formula stations relegate their deejays to the role of an impersonal
voice, KUDL features the warmer,
person-to-person approach. Our air
personalities have distinct individual
characteristics, and listeners are able
to spend much longer time with their
air "friends," with whom they are
able to identify.
Emerging is a trend to the return
of the disk jockey as an effective personality. However, unlike in the days
of "old" radio, he is now integrated
more conspicuously into the modern
production and program format. At
KUDL the disc jockey is being utilized as a showcase salesman.
Because so many stations have
adopted the hectic, mechanical sound,
individual operations can quickly lose
their identity unless they program for
more day-long staying power and
continued tune-in appeal for the listener. While the production should
be equally tight, it must now be enSPONSOR
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HOURS

LOCAL
EACH
WEEK

of

programming
This is the PLUS factor that makes
WOC-TV more exciting — more
interesting — more effective than the
competition. Yes, more local
programming for homemakers,
for sports fans, for youngsters . . .
all this in addition to NBC,
top ABC shows and the best of the
syndicated shows.
These are the people that buy
products
the nation's
TV
market.
Morein than
2 billion47th
dollars
in retail sales ring on the
retailer'sTVcash
register.
Over
438,000
homes are within the 42

Eg

counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

z::^!r:

And to help vou get the maximum
number of these dollars WOC-TV
specializes in effectively co-ordinating
and merchandising your buy at
every level — the broker, wholesaler,
direct salesman, key buyer as well as
the retail outlet.
Your PGW Colonel has all the facts,
figures and other data as well as
day by daySeeavailabilities.
him today.

SSSSr}-"
£™

^

National and regional buys

RADIO
BASICS
AM

in work now or recently completed

SPOT

DUYS

& FM
TV BUYS

You'll find comprehensive
data on in and out of home
listening, SPOT and network
trends, set production, seasonal changes, hour by hour
patterns and the unique and
growing auto audience.

Standard Brands Inc., New York: Going into approximately 45
markets with schedules for Instant and Regular Chase & Sanborn
coffees. Runs are for 13 weeks, with a two or four week hiatus in
some markets in March, using day and night 60's, 20's and I.D.'s.
Buyer: Helen Davis. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

It should be on every desk
of every one in your shop
who is in any way involved
in the purchase of radio

Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.: Twenty-four markets get schedules
on Soft Weve bathroom tissue in January. Late and early evening
minutes are being bought for 13 weeks, five to eight per week per
market. Buyer: Marie Barbato. Agency: J. Walter Thompson. N. Y.

time. They're so reasonably priced you just can't
afford to be without them.

General Foods Corp., Jell-0 Div., White Plains, N. Y.: Extending
current schedules of day 60's to run up until Spring, in about 50
markets. At the same time, it is switching its commercials from
live to film. Buyer: Peter Scott. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
New ^ ork.

ORDER
YOUR
REPRINTS

Simon ir Co., Chicago: Placements on its waxes begin late this
month in reportedly 45 markets. Ten-week schedules are for day
and night minutes. Buyer: Peter Van Steeden. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York.

NOW

Colgate-Palmolive

Lazatera.

Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York.

Pepsodent Div., Lever Bros Co., New York: Campaign for Stripe
toothpaste begins in January in about 25 markets. Most placements

FILL COUPON
WE LL BILL YOU LATER

are for 13 weeks, day and late night minutes and 20's. Buyer:
Frank Marshall.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Price Schedule
1 to 10

Co., New York: Schedules for Halo shampoo

start 3 January in about 100 markets. Prime time I.D.'s are lined
up for 52 weeks, three to five per week per market. Buyer: Bob

Continental Baking Co., Inc., Rye, N. Y.: New activity on Hostess Cup Cakes with a number of top markets lined up for 52 weeks.

40 cents each

Davtime minutes and 20's are set to start early January. Buyer:
Art Goldstein. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

50 to 100
100 to 500
500 or more

■SPONSOR

READER

15 cents each

SERVICE

•
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basics

40 E. 49th Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
NAME..
FIRM...

RADIO
■

Canon

BUYS

Mills, Inc., New York: Its White Sale promotion starts 26

December in about 15 markets. Day 30's and 20's will be scheduled
for two weeks. Buyer: Derrick Dyatt. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia.
Clenbrook

Laboratories, Div. of Sterling Drug Inc., New York:

Campho-Phenique schedules begin early January in selective markets. Placements are for 52 weeks, light frequencies of day and
traffic minutes. Buyer: Bob Hall. Agency: Thompson-Koch
New York.
SPONSOR

•
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TV

ings at $494,396,640. This is a 9%
increase over the comparable period
in 1959.

{Continued from page 31)
fairs, James Hagerty. Each network
has scheduled at least one hour weekly in prime time for public service
programing, and is turning back a
half hour every third week for local
station public service shows.
ABCs

elbow room:

Top intra-

industry story of 1960 was ABC's
successful bid for elbow room and its
revolutionizing of network tv selling
(with its effect on spot tv selling) .
ABC, for the first time, took over the
No. 1 spot in largest average audience per (7:30-11 p.m.) minute — in
the November Nielsen national ratings. Although CBS expected to regain the lead in December, blaming
political pre-emptions for a "distorted" rating picture, there was no
doubt that three networks were a
reality.
Most network selling innovations,
which will have a long-range effect
on it and the spot medium, originated
with ABC. The rise of spot carriers
was led by American's 14 hour shows
(involving 13 hours) sold that way
for the fall of '60. NBC TV had eight
spot carriers involving seven hours;
CBS TV five shows involving three
and a half hours. Total — 27 shows,
22^ hours on nighttime network tv.
Another ABC TV innovation,
which may have a long-range effect
on network and spot selling, is the
30-second commercial permitted within nighttime shows. The Roaring
Twenties has recently been added to
Stagecoach West and Naked City on
the list of programs which have, in
effect, seven commercial positions instead of six. They are spotted this
way : one following the mid-show station break and the other as a floater
in the first half hour.
The extension of spot carriers was
also the final push that knocked the
sponsor virtually out of the picture as
far as program control was concerned. On the fall schedule this
year, only 19 shows in 18 time periods were controlled by agencies and
their clients (13 shows on CBS, three
on NBC, three on ABC). This was
only 15% of all programs on nighttime web tv.
And the figures showed the
strength of network tv. Latest totals
from Television Bureau of Advertising for the first nine months of the
year show network gross time billSPONSOR
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Trouble spot: Spot television
seems to be gearing for a big sales
push in 1961. Industry sources report several of spot's best clients leaning* toward less spot and more network purchases. The increasing flexibility of network selling — spot carriers, split networks, scatter plans,
cross-plugs, spreads and "snakes" —
has put spot's paper work jungle in a
cold agency spotlight, and made the
network buy even more of a media
glamor boy for big and small advertisers alike.
Spot tv's gross time billings for
1960 were up, but the boom may have
lost its sizzle. Nine-month totals stood
at $445 million, a gain of 8.5% over
1959's first three quarters. Last year
at this time, the figure was $449 million, a gain of 23.8% over the similar period in 1958. Under N. C. Rorabaugh's new method of computation
(which delivered the '60 figures),
1959's $449 million becomes $410
million.
Network tv affiliates cried out over
spot carriers in 1960, but were not
very successful in getting concessions
from the networks or support from
the agencies. Their plea: as network
selling becomes more flexible, station
selling becomes more rigid.
They suggested an increase in the
number and size of station breaks
between and within network programs, specifically: additional minute
breaks between commercial network
shows in daytime instead of conventional 20- and 10-second breaks; affiliate selling of daytime minutes adjacent to unsold web shows; middle
breaks in hour-long shows when such
breaks do not harm the program content— or, eliminating middle breaks
and substituting 40 seconds before
and after such programs; two 20-second spots between nighttime shows,
and the sale of unsold minutes on a
two-week recapturable basis.
Media directors reacted negatively.
Thev said that in view of the difficulty of clearing time and the increased
cost of network shows, it would not
be practical to lessen the desirability
of these shows by increasing the
amount of commercial time on a local
basis at the expense of the network
advertiser who, after all, makes valuable adjacencies possible in the first
place. Over-commercialization would,

in the long run, affect the size of the
audience and hurt the advertisers, the
networks, and the station.
To the stations' advantage, however, the concept of product protection died a little more in 1960. Typical of off-the-record agency opinion
of the practice: "Many agencies use
the fable of product protection to
freeze out the competition. But everyone loses. The networks lose because
of look-outs; the sponsors lose because the next time it's they who are
locked-out. Back-to-back product protection isfeasible and necessary, but
the degree to which protection has
been carried is unrealistic and cannot
be One
maintained."
station group will take its sales
into its own hands. George B. Storer
announced late in the year that he
will form his own national sales organization, following the lead of the
Westinghouse stations. His target
date is 1 July 1961. Two offices will
be opened, in New York and Chicago,
with Peter Storer, now managing director of WSPD, Toledo, as general
manager.
Daytime doings: 1960 saw a general upheaval in daytime television
selling techniques, and the effect was
to bring a lot of advertisers back to
the medium who had deserted it (it
was in bad shape as late as the summer of '60) . Sales plans — including
spreads, "snakes," scatter plans,
cross-plugging — all favored the advertiser, and helped the smaller budget clients get network exposure.
ABC permitted 30-second commercials within a program, and the others followed this lead. NBC allowed
the use of a 30-second commercial
(alongside the opening and closing
billboards) and four commercial
breaks in the quarter-hour period.
This was to accommodate Colgate,
which put all of its daytime web tv
business (seven quarter hours a
week)
Colgate's nighttime
web t\ on
is allNBC.
on CBS.
ABC permitted 30-second commercials without total purchase of the
quarter hour (an NBC requirement).
However, the major sponsor must use
the third minute in another stanza of
the same program series if he takes
advantage of ABC's latest daytime
plan. The 30's are split around the
final credits. CBS permitted 30's in
daytime, but only where a sponsor
splits his regular minute announcement into back-to-back 30's or 40-20.
51

RADIO
\iul more "flexibility" news was
NBC when it became, in
September, the tit-t network to make
it possible for an advertiser to huv a
daytime regional network when it
sold Beech-Nut the eastern half of
the network.
On option time: In mid-September, the FCC cut one half hour of option time from each segment of the
broadcast day. Despite early publicity, most agency and tv men expect hardly any change in networkaffiliate relationships when the new
times l ABC and CBS have chosen
8:30-11 p.m. as their prime evening
option time"! go into effect on the
first of the year.
\|..-t observers stuck with the the-i- that it will he cheaper for affiliates
to stay with the networks during
prime option times than to program
locally. Advertisers have been assured h\ their agencies that:
• No advertiser who now has a
show <>n the air will find himself without clearances when the rules go into
effect, or next fall, or indeed through
the fall of '(>2 (when the new Administration may be ready to take
further action, perhaps on the ""antitrust" aspects of option time).
• There will not be am substantial amount of prime time made available to local advertisers because of
the ruling.
• There is absolutely no prospect
of any wholesale or even noticeable
dropping off of markets to the point
where in non-option time it would be
impractical to use the networks.
• The competition for official option time periods will be just as tough
as ever, based not on their official
<tatus and guaranteed clearances, but
on their obvious choice times.
Other sections of the FCC ruling
require that networks provide 17
weeks1 notice to an affiliate before
pre-empting option time when said
affiliate has a firm, written contract
for the time on a spot basis (eight
weeks' notice had been required).
iffiliates may reject network

{Continued from page 33)
charge for like services." the recommendations said.
Stiffest agency action was announced 1>\ \. \\ . \\er in June when
it threatened to bypass station representatives and make its own deals
directly with stations unless the reps
got their stations to adopt single
rates. \\ er annualh bills S30 million
in spot radio: S19 million in spot
television, sponsor found that:
• Vn increasing number of stations were going in for one rate to all
(chiefly the strong stations in a market.) Problems in making the switch:
explaining to local advertisers, restructuring discounts, worrying about
the rival stations.
• Some admen felt a strong definition of exactly what is "national" and
what is "local" — and holding to it
would solve the dilemma. A merchant
who owns and operates his own local
retail store would qualify for local.
All others — national.
The new look for network radio is
"what we are. not what we were."
The networks are programing short
segments of news and features, feeding their affiliates regularly scheduled bits and pieces of hard news, human interest, sports and variety, with
the network always available for special programs of any length from a
football game to a concert to the inauguration of20 January.
Last to shed its soap operas was
CBS. which ended the reign of Ma
Perkins, Young Doctor Malone et al
this fall. This makes the network
programing concept, originally adapted by Mutual in June 1957. unanimous. Each network, however, is still
tr\ big to uphold its own particular
image. NBC with Monitor. ABC with
Flair, etc.
The CBS move is the final deathknell of network radio as we have
known it for four decades. '*CBS just
died harder than the others, but the
demise has been ine\ itable for the last
five \ears." said one media v. p. of a
top 10 shop in N. Y. early in the fall.

- is "unsatisfactory
or unsuitable 01 contrary to the public ineven after a series has startsubstitute a program
- I greater local or
al importance."
(Previously, a
could only reject a network
- was first

gram of 11 five minute vignettes. "The
stations can split up all 11 of these
quickies and slot them anytime in
their local programing between one

I only pre-empt for an
im.)
^

and four p.m.." said a network
spokesman.
ABC! will continue with

ABC's biggest program innovation
this year was Flair, a 55-minute pro-

its morning Breakfast Club, moving
into news five minutes before every
hour from 7:55 a.m. to 10:55 p.m.,
five days a week.
ABC also scored a punch of its
own with its coverage of the Patterson-Johannson heavyweight championship fight last June. The fight
drew the largest audience in network
radio history, some 62 million people.
Robert Pauley, ABC vice president in
charge of the radio network, negotiated for the rights to the fight with
TelePrompTer. The price was $200,000. one of the largest amounts spent
for the rights to a single broadcast
event in radio's history.
It looks as if network radio is
headed for better times under the new
programing approach, by supplying
less programing with intended lowering of operation costs.
In the black, and smiling, as it
emerges from its first completed year
of news and service programing, is
NBC. Early in January the network
cut out all soaps and variety shows
and began news-on-the-hour, news
analysis, sports, special events plus
monitor programing plan. At the
time. NBC also announced it would
continue full compensation for its affiliates for these services. Starting in
April NBC's good financial fortune
began coming to the fore.
In spite of a "bad first quarter
financially, the next three quarters of
1960 would put us in a profit position." Bill McDaniel announced. In
June he stated the network was in the
black. As of June 1, he said, there is
"as much network business on the
books as the network showed for the
entire year of 1959," and this year
will be "the first time we have shown
a profit
in eightMcDaniel
years." was able to
In October
announce that the network would be
in profit for the first quarter of 1961.
In November, he announced that
NBC

had 47 % of all sponsored network time and over 50rc of network
advertising dollars.
Also showing a profit for the last
six months of 1960 was CBS. The

network
anticipates
returns"
next vear.
ABC and "higher
MBS remain
in
the red but ABC anticipates a profit
in 1961 as does Mutual.
1960 also was witness to the continued growth of fm. including the
medium's big national breakthrough.
What is considered the largest single
fm buy was made this fall bv ChrysSPONSOR
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ler & Imperial division, Chrysler
Corp. on the QXR network (20 stations) plus seven other fm outlets
across the country.
Through its agency, Young & Rubicam, Chrysler bought a five-minute
news analysis show across the board
on a 52-week basis. It is called The
Imperial Press Club. Tapes originated from the Overseas Press Club in
New York. The deal represents $123,000 broken down as follows: $76,000
for time, $30,000 for talent, $17,000
for production. The transaction was
handled by Paul H. Raymer Co., Detroit, manager Bob Rains.
A study last summer for Heritage
stations in five major markets, conducted byAlfred Politz Media Studies, indicated that 30.3% of all U. S.
homes are now fm equipped. The
study also pointed out that fm fami-

McCaw) for $10 million.
The $10 million price is over 20
times higher than the $450,000 McCaw paid for the station when he
bought it in 1953 from Crosley Bdcstg.
The highest previous radio price was
$7.5 million for WNEW
in 1957.
The Storer option agreement filed
with FCC, provided for a $100,000
down payment on WINS which Gotham will keep should the deal fall
through. The option will stand until
mid-1962.
In November, a deal was closed for
WMGM, N. Y. by Crowell-Collier
Bdcstg. Corp. which topped the WINS
price by $1 million. Principals in this
sale were Robert M. Purcell, president, Crowell-Collier Bdcstg. and
Lawrence Tish and Arthur Tolchin of

a weekday as compared to RAB's reported average for am radio of one
hour and 59 minutes.

Loew's Theatres Bdcstg.
The Negro Radio Association was
organized by charter members representing 37 radio stations and groups
whose programing caters to Negro listeners. Francis M. Fitzgerald of
WGIV, Charlotte was elected chairman of the new organization at its
first meeting in Washington. Stated
aims: to promote studies of Negro

The "paper work jungle" was penetrated on several fronts in 1960. For

programing, improve it, develop Negro broadcasting talent.
^

lies lead the nation's average in incomes, higher education, professional
occupations, and buying power.
These households, Politz noted, listen to fm 3 hours and 22 minutes on

one, SRA announced new, simpler,
standardized contract forms for use
by station reps, in October. This
common billing form has been adopted by many of SRA's members to
date, with an increase expected after
the first of the year.
Last May the sponsor Standard
Spot Practices Committee proposed a
new standardized billing form for
radio/tv spot. A flood of favorable
reaction poured into SPONSOR offices
shortly after the proposal was announced. To date the billing form
has been adopted by nearly 150 stations in 38 states. The billing form
is not intended to be a statement but
is to be used for time charges only.
Heading the six-man committee was
Ralf Brent, former v.p. and sales director, WIP Philadelphia, now v.p.
Metropolitan Bdcstg. Corp.
Among radio's other highlights in
1960 were:
• Storer Broadcasting's option to
buy WINS, N. Y. from Gotham Broadcasting Corp. for a reported $10 million.
•The formation of the Negro Radio Association.
In late July Storer signed an option
to buy WINS from Gotham
(Elroy
SPONSOR
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AGENCIES

& CLIENTS

( Continued from page 35)
house, Mutual of Omaha, 20th Century-Fox, Avco Mfg., Du Pont, Thomas J. Lipton, Brown & Williamson.
Cowles Magazines, Bristol-Myers,
Field Enterprises, B. F. Goodrich.
A gaining number of blue-chip advertisers are using television and network programs to carry to the public
their "institutional" or "educational"
messages. The television "special" has
evolved as a format ideally suited to
this kind of marketing tactic.
As of October, the three television
networks were carrying 300% more
sponsored public service programing
than in the previous year — encompassing the broad category of information, education, and service.
Among those in the front ranks:
Aluminium, Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn., American Machine &
Foundry. Ralston, and some 11 others
for this winter season.

of advertising and broadcast. Tv and
radio are affected deeply because
there'll be a possible loss of some $4
million in broadcast to print.
But broader and more long-range
implications are shaking observers as
they contemplate David Ogilvy's establishment ofa fee system, rather
than the time-honored pattern of setting agency remuneration at 15% of
media costs. The compensation plan
developed by him and by Cyril Martineau, manager of the giant oil firm's
advertising department, provides for
an annual set fee which returns a
25% profit to OBM over and beyond
all out-of-pocket costs.
Commissionable media funds are
tabbed and at the end of the year
either refunded by the agency to the
client for the difference above the set
annual fee or, if the commissions are
less than the figure agreed upon, they
are added to by Shell.
Ogilvy has come in for a lot of
overt criticism about the move, but
there are many admen who side with
him in thinking he has taken a realistic approach to the problem of agency
remuneration in an era of rising costs
and slimming profits for agencies.
Many accounts and their agencies,
in sub rosa fashion, have evolved intricate— and highly personal and secretive— formulas by which they do
business together. Most have implemented the rigid 15% system in some
way. but none has developed such a
pinpointed formula as Ogilvy and
talked about it to the entire industry.
The move, in sponsor's view, portends greater study of the agencyclient compensation plan and further
exploration into new methods.
Account shifts: Shell's agency
switch was the year's most dramatic.
Shifting? of accounts settled down a
bit in the second half of the year after
a flurrv of activity which saw: PepsiCola from K&E to BBDO: Revlon
from LaRoche to Warwick & Legler;
Chrysler, with Dodge cars, from Grant
to BBDO, Dodge trucks from Ross

Agency compensation : There
were varied reverberations from the

Roy to BBDO. Desoto-Valiant from
BBDO to N. W. Aver. These are typical of major changes.
Top 50 agencies: The biggest
ad agencies, representing the higgest
national advertisers, spend more on
broadcast media than their smaller

switching of the Shell Oil Co. account
from J. Walter Thompson to Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, hitting at all levels

sister shops. This is one conclusion
of sponsor's year-end analysis of the
top 50 advertising agencies in terms

oadcast billing and the relation
of air dollars to total ad dollars.
Among the findings: The top 10
Bhops this year spent an average of
73 cents in every advertising dollar on
tv and/ or radio, contrasted with an
average of 53% of total billings in air
media for the top 50 agencies.
These 10, with their estimated 1960
air media expenditures: J. Walter
Thompson, $151.4 million; Young &
Ruhicam, $112.7 million; Ted Bates,
$105 million, tied with McCann-Erickson; BBDO. $92.5 million; Benton &
Bowles. $75.1 million; Leo Burnett,
$65.6 million ; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $62 million; William Esty, $60
million; N. W. Ayer, $57 million.
These huge expenditures and their
growth rate are of deep concern to
agency management on several levels :
in terms of over-all agency profit, of
constant concern because of the fastrising costs of media and servicing;
as related to the cost of broadcast,
particularly, because it takes highly
trained and expensive agency personnel to make effective air decisions and
to watch-dog that choice, especially in
the case of network television.
Rising salaries: Television programing pros, negotiators, producers
need to be increasingly sharp in their
knowledge as well as their instincts to
counsel on tv investments and to protect them later on. Agencies are paying, in many instances, astronomical
prices to get these top people. This
pattern is holding true also for executivea of media departments. These
two facets of agency costing this past
vear have been tackled with more
urgency than ever before.
Agency changes : Management
changes in advertiser corporations
were matched in intensity and longterm significance within the adverli-in^ agencies servicing them. Among
the major agency moves of the year:
• The election of 27-year-old John
Peace to the presidency of William
Est) Co., the third in its 30-vear histor} and a typical industry "nod" to
j oung, vigorous, and alert men in the
industry. The move also marks emer! a media pro to the top ranks
n nagement.
• Naming of 39-year-old Paul C.
Jr.. to the presidency of Needlis S Brorby, the second in
16-year history.
• The
itch for Lee Rich of Benlea from v.p. in charge of

54

media to v.p. in charge of media and
programing, a new post which blends
the medium and the vehicle and makes
for more centralization of authority.
• The upping of David C. Stewart
to succeed William B. Lewis as president of K&E.
• A series of management shifts at
J. Walter Thompson, with George
Reeves, Chicago manager, becoming
executive vice president and remaining in the Midwest ; with the election
of the Detroit executive, William D.
Laurie, Jr., to the board and the subsequent effect of tieing the branch
offices more closely to New York as
well as enhancing them with additional stature; the naming of Dan Seymour, broadcast v.p., to the executive
committee. Earlier in the year, Norman H. Strouse succeeded Stanley
Resor as chief executive officer on
Resor's relinquishment of active leadership after 44 years.
Advertiser changes: Marketing
and media changes are implicit in
many client management moves of the
year. Typical among these:
• The election of W. Rowell Chase
as executive vice president for Procter
& Gamble, broadcast's largest advertiser. Mr. Chase rose from advertising department ranks, an origin more
typical
of ever
today's
top corporate planners than
before.
• The appointment of broadcast
pro Theodore C. Bergmann, 13-year
tv pioneer, as vice president in charge
of advertising for Revlon, Inc.
There were shake-ups aplenty in
every phase of agency and client operation, even more for certain of these
companies in such specific product
areas as automotives and soaps.
Economic effects: Management
plans were in flux, subject to fast
change, for many reasons — some economic, others political, still others
more directly and personally related
to the specific industry or its people.
Manv businesses were experiencing socalled "summer" doldrums throughout much of the year because of a
general pre-election business slowdown and because of a "Let's wait
and see who gets elected" attitude.
The automotives were particularly
affected by this stagnation, made even
more complicated because of the reluctance of the farmer — who buys
perhaps as much as a third of Detroit's product — - to commit himself
financially in an election year.
^

FILM & TAPE
(Continued from page 37)
(Screen Gems) was being carefully
watched, while in syndication new
programs included CBS Films' Deputy Dawg and Brothers Brannagan,
CNP's Funny Manns and Jim Backus,
UPA's Mister Magoo, and UAA's
MeW-Tunes.
Stations started to threaten film
companies as producers and distributors of syndicated shows. Three of
the nation's leading film stations —
WPIX, New York; KTTV, Los Angeles, and WGN-TV, Chicago — made
great progress in program production and sales, using both film and
tape.
The year did not witness as many
mergers in the commercials field as
did 1959. Nevertheless important new
affiliations were made, such as Robert Lawrence-RKO.
Syndication was definitely enjoying an overseas boom. Additional
channels on the air and increased
use of U. S. tv film by existing chan
nels spelled good business for U. S.
distributors. Especially active markets included Canada. Australia, Ja
pan, Germany, and Latin America
The networks also made more investment in overseas broadcasting operations.
National advertisers became bigger
syndication buyers in 1960, especially in the tobacco and automotive
fields, where national spot, regional,
and local syndicated shows were used
in support of other media.
A wave of public affairs shows became "hot" sales properties in syndication in 1960, one of the most unexpected developments of the year.
One of the real accomplishments
and permanent contributions of 1960
was the initiation of a series of annual tv commercials festivals along
professional lines. A council of advertising and broadcast leaders selected commercials for awards and
citations according to their product,
service, or special excellence. An unusual aspect of the festival, directed
by Wallace A. Ross and presented in
cooperation with sponsor, was the
formation of a council of 50 judges
to review the commercials. For the
first time commercials were examined
according to professional standards
by agency, advertiser, production,
and station men.
^
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WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 38)
perhaps be permitted to go to "superpowers" ofup to 750 kw, as compared
to the present maximum of 50 kw.
And at year end, the FCC and some
figures in Congress were becoming
more convinced that all or a major
part of tv must shift over to the uhf
bands. Congress voted $2.25 million
for construction of an experimental
uhf station in New York City to prove
whether uhf can work in what is considered the most difficult locality for
that service. The belief here is that

that the FCC does have the power to
consider over-all station performance
at license renewal time. This was a
major switch.
Hiring of a leading Democratic
politician might mean a further
change. The strategy behind the
Fellows testimony was obviously to
the effect that this particular battle
was already lost and that NAB should
concentrate on keeping the trend toward FCC control at a minimum.
NETWORKS:
tee battle for

The Harris Commitdirect FCC
network

licensing and regulation seemed to
have no end, was not settled in '60,
and was »i\en a top priority once
again for 1961. But the FCC had already tightened the screws on the
webs, all by itself. At year end, more
was in the cards.
The FCC voted 4-3 to cut a
hour from network option time.
three dissents were not against
cut, but were against permitting

half
The
the
any

option time at all. Since Commissioner King was on the side of the
half-hour cut. the new commissioner
to be appointed as soon as President-

if the experiment works, the die will
be cast for all-uhf. at least east of the
Mississippi River.
POLITICS:

The Great Debates were

a highlight feature in 1960, but what
it will mean in terms of future political freedom for broadcasters was still
a question.
Congress permitted free time for
presidential and vice presidential
candidates without the need to give
time to splinter parties, or even to
give time to other major party candidates. This authorization was for
1960 only, and it made possible the
Kennedy-Nixon debates. It also made
possible programs featuring the four
major candidates separately without
measuring the minutes.
Almost as important was the fact
that broadcasting was operating for
the first time under the permanent
relaxation of the Sec. 315 ("equal
time") provisions — exempting news,
panel, and documentary programs
from the requirements.
The consensus was that broadcasting did itself proud along both lines,
and there is no fear of any Congressional move to withdraw the exemption. The Great Debate idea would
have to be renewed, however, and this
is a different situation. Democrats,
who control Congress, might not be
too anxious to pass another such bill
which would give the Republican
1964 presidential candidate such a
forum to combat Kennedy — and free.
NAB:

The death of Harold Fellows

left NAB

to be guided by a com-

mittee for much of the year. Florida's
retiring Gov. LeRoy Collins takes
over in January. Already NAB lobbying strategy has changed, and it
may change more.
During the FCC programing hearings, Fellows testified to the effect
SPONSOR
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[< aned) gets around to it might
well spell the complete end of this
network practice.
The same decision greatly expanded
the rights of tv affiliates to refuse
ntt work programs, and although the
webs protested the affiliates already
had such rights by contract if not by
law, the FCC action was a clear hint
that the affiliates had better become
more active in this area.
The so-called Doerfer plan, under
which the webs would each devote
prime time to public service or cul-

tural programing, was one of his last
proposals as chairman. An opponent
of excess regulation who knew the
ball was bouncing the other way,
Doerfer made no bones of the fact
that adoption of such a plan might
remove some of the regulators pressure.
The webs did as they were advised,
but the forced resignation of Doerfer
for alleged over-familiarity with
Storer and the succession of Ford to
the chairmanship voided any advantage from such voluntary action.

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED

In another action, the FCC outlawed representation of non-owned
stations by networks. Questions of
programing, programing monopoly,
etc., are still bound up in "the FCC's
programing hearings.
«^
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i Continued from page 49 i
art of conversation has replaced it!
my programing.
opinion, talk is what's new
in In
radio
Here at WMEX we experimented
with a solid three-hour talk show, and
it has become an outstanding success. When I say success, I mean
people listen. The latest Pulse ratings
reveal that the non-music Jerry Wil-

IN NEBRASKA

liams show has more listeners than
almost all other Boston radio stations
combined during its time period — an
average share of audience of 45% !
Commercial acceptance has been
overwhelming, too.
The shows format is simple. It is
unrehearsed and every facet of local,
national, and international issues are

To cover the big markets in Nebraska
KOLN-TV DELIVERS THE
MAXIMUM AUDIENCE IN NEBRASKA*
Gunsmoke
Father Knows Best.
6:00 p.m. News. .
10:00 p.m. News.

69,700
.77,700
.76,000
.64,000

&A*&6pi&aOo*

homes
homes
homes
homes

through TV, you've almost got to reach
Lincoln - Land. And to reach this big.
rich market, you've almost got to use
KOLN-TV.
Here's why: KOLN-TV is the only station that really covers the area. Latest
Nielsen credits the station with 57,000
Lincoln-Land homes during prime 6 to 9
p.m. viewing time.
And KOLN-TVs cost-per-tbousand figures for night-time network shows might
happily surprise you. \>k Avery-Knodel
for the facts on KOLN-TV— Official Basic
CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska
and Northern Kan>a>.

K0LNTV

explored. Guests are invited to appear and after discussions with Williams, listeners phone in and comment, argue and discuss the subject
matter. They agree or disagree without being disagreeable. Just to be
on the safe side, Williams screens all
calls by means of an electronic device which delays all voices for seven
or eight seconds.
This all talk show has grown to
such proportions that it is the most
widelv quoted show in New England,
in my judgment. Interesting too. is
the fact that the show is what might
be termed "serious.'? For example,
show folks rarelv appear. The emphasis ison government, civic, health,
education, and political personalities.
We have found people are eager to
express themselves and the intelligence displayed by the so-called
"masses" would surprise our programing and advertising people!
Whoverse
knows
maybe emphasis.
'"talk"' will ^remusic-and-news
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The complicated series of sales and trades aimed at putting ABC into station
ownership in Boston and San Francisco instead of Philadelphia and Boston has
survived its first complete court test.
The Westinghouse appeal on grounds of alleged violation of the RCA-NBC consent decree with respect to the Philadelphia-Boston exchange between RKO and NBC, fell by the
wayside.
The Supreme Court by a 6-3 vote held that it shouldn't consider the case. This is
not a decision, but refusal to hear means that the lower court verdict stands. In this case
the lower court refused to interfere. Only two of the three dissenting votes favored hearing
arguments; the third wanted to affirm the action of the lower court.

There was still nothing whatever on a possible new member

of the FCC:

the

incoming administration, as far as could be learned, hadn't even begun to consider the post on a decision-making level.
For whatever straw might be considered in the wind respecting the regulatory philosophy
of the new administration, some thought has been given to the FTC. Here two posts are open.
It is quite clear that present chairman Earl Kintner can have a full 7-year term on the
FTC if he will be willing to step down from the chairmanship. People close to Kintner say he
is, however, insisting on the chairmanship or nothing.
The FTC situation is different from that o f the FCC. With only one opening at the FCC,
a Democrat will be appointed. With two openings at the FTC, both Republican at the moment, the administration can appoint only one Democrat. Which is how reappointment of
Kintner would be possible, if the new administration approves of his activities.
It is not expected that he will be permitted to retain the chairmanship, however.
Kintner has earned a reputation for tough enforcement, but he also has solid backing
for reappointment from the advertising industry. And it is this record which apparently appeals to the new administration enough to elicit the reappointment offer.

In the first hearing since the elections casting any light on the subject, grave
doubt was cast on the amount of ground broadcasting may have gained by the
"Great Debates."
Hearing was before the House Campaign Expenditures subcommittee, rather than before
a Commerce group. It is the latter which has direct authority over the FCC, and through the
FCC over broadcasting. Nevertheless it was still noteworthy that four out of five Congressmen expressed reservations, and the fifth was silent.
NBC's Robert Sarnoff appealed for an end to the Sec. 315 political equal time requirements and pointed to broadcasting's performance during the recent elections. CBS's Frank
Stanton filed a letter to the same effect. Sarnoff indicated that the resulting enlarged broadcampaigns, the topic of immediate interest to the subcommittee.cast coverage could shorten

Noting that a presidential candidate might not want to debate,
brought on him to do so, Rep. William C. Cramer (R., Fla.) said
trolling campaigns. Rep. Samuel L. Devine (R., 0.) was worried
can't debate well. Rep. Leo W. O'Brien (D., N.Y.) spoke of a local
mailed" into going on a program.
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but that pressure could be
the networks might be conabout a capable man who
candidate being "black-
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Significant news, trends in
• Film
• Syndication
• Tape

• Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
26 DECEMBER i960
CBS Films and N. W. Ayer in New York have worked out one of the most invencopyriiht i960
tive program patterns seen in some time to use syndicated Rendezvous as local supsponsor port for Michigan Bell Telephone Company.
publications iNc

Here's what Michigan Bell's situation was: they were enjoying every-other week benefits
from Bell Telephone Hours on NBC TV, but lacked a program for the in between weeks.
This is what they did: they bought Rendezvous for five Michigan markets in those 26
weeks of the year not covered by the Bell Hour, in effect using regional syndication to
close gaps in weekly network coverage.
Markets are WWJ-TV, Detroit; WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids; WPBN-TV,
WLIX-TV, Jackson, and WNEM-TV, Saginaw; start dates are mid- January.

Traverse City;

Rendezvous is a dramatic anthology with unusual stars for a syndicated series; its selection came after a careful search by conservative-minded telephone officials with a serious concern for the effect of tv programing on their corporate image.
Incidentally, the show was also picked last year on the West
Division of McCormick for much the same reasons.

Coast by Shilling

Michigan Bell will select from 13 episodes initially made for CBS TV and from 26 others
added for syndication.

Looking back at year's end, 1960 was a year of crisis and change for the film,
tape, syndication, and commercials fields.
Despite expressions of discontent and pessimism, many bright and encouraging tendencies
appeared during the year, such as these:
• Tape was being used more widely in programs and commercials.
• Post-1948 feature film distribution finally got into high gear.

• Foreign tv film sales were really booming.
• National spot film programing staged a comeback.
• More and more syndicators entered the ci rcle of network suppliers.

• Stations became more important as syndication producer-distributors.
• National advertisers — especially tobacco
penditures insyndication to date.

and auto companies — made their heaviest ex-

• Comedy, animated shows and sports were the year's new program vogue.
• The industry had its first commercials festival run entirely according to professional advertising criterion.
Nevertheless, the underside of the coin made its presence felt too, and factors like these
served at times as dampers on optimisms :
• Several tape commercial producers exited the medium.
• The long-touted post-1948 feature film revolution didn't come off.

• Caution rather than speculation characterized program investments.
• A few buyers held their breath to see what 1961 business conditions would be like, putting off commitments in the meantime.

Added up, 1960's leading trends showed that companies still plowing exhausted soil were
in real trouble — but that ingenuity, the ability to size up unprecedented situations and
move on them quickly, and flexibility (still one of syndication's real strengths)
could still be put together for profits, sometimes in defiance of all the accepted rules.
58
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

Insiders who use Falstaff (D-F-S) as a bellwether to foretell syndication's direction are confronted with a dismal report: Falstaff will take its $3 million out
of regional syndication entirely.
Falstaff's syndication expiration is understood to be set after last playdates of MCA's
Coronado 9, at which time the entire budget will be put into spot.
Although some of the money will probably end up in announcements within local syndicated shows, the biggest sufferer would be MCA, which has had Falstaff as a regional syndication client with but a single year's exception since 1953.
The accuracy of Falstaff in the past as an indicator of syndication trends was shown in its
switch from a detective series to a western and then back to a detective series over the
seasons.
Cushioning the blow for MCA

to some extent is its involvement in new deal also worth

$3 million: Studebaker's 115-market
negotiated for Filmways.

national spot deal on Mister Ed, which MCA

As of last week Studebaker cleared time through D'Arcy in New York at national rates
in 106 markets, mostly between 7-8 p.m.
The Studebaker-Lark deal is important to watch for several reasons: (1) the revival of
national spot film programing by an adult advertiser, (2) the rise of automotive
spending in syndication, and (3) the emergence of Filmways as a new syndication
production house.
Screen Gems stole a march on its competitors by bringing out its new
cated show, Tallahassee 7000, just before the holidays.

syndi-

What may be the only new syndication entry for January, the show racked up four nice
station deals immediately: WCBS-TV, New York; KABC-TV, Los Angeles; KGO-TV, San
Francisco, and WTVT, Tampa.
The series, probably held to 26 episodes, is getting a lift from its briefness since a 26and 13 pattern fits neatly into January to September schedules.
In production on and off for a year or so, the series stars Walter Matthau and is produced
on location in Florida.
Statisticians will note that it's the fifth show with numbers

in its title in Screen

Gems' current portfolio; the other four are: Rescue 8, Route 66, Playhouse 90, and Showcase 39 (Ford re-runs) .
Automobile

dealers are going for new

sports shows in a big way.

ITC's Javelin Productions reports three dealer buys of its Golf Tip of The Day in the first
two weeks of selling and a total of 42 U. S. sales altogether.
The dealers are: Valiant (N. W. Ayer) in Washington, D. C. on WRC-TV: Ford in
Norfolk on WAVY-TV, and Lex Mayer Chevrolet in Columbus. 0. on WBNC-TV.
The series also made a sweep of Canada; see FILM WRAP-UP.
Stations are using strip programing

to deliver some

p. 66. for details.

remarkable

CMP's.

WNTA-TV, New York, for example, which kicks off syndicated episodes of NTA's Play
of the Week, last week registered costs-per-thousand of S2.25 for homes and SI. 14 for
adults — based on ARB's 27.5 seven-night gross cumes for the Rashomon episode and a S 100
spot rate.
Even more startling than the cost efficiency of strip programing is its manifestation in
quality programing

where premium

rates are often expected.

Robert Klaeger will be back at Trans film again.
He becomes senior v.p. of the Transfilm-Caravel organization as a result of the merger of
that company and his Klaeger Productions.
26 DECEMBER
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HEARS

As far as Madison Avenue is concerned, the first Nielsen of the season to get
really sharp scrutiny will be the first December report.
No longer will the figure boys be able to speculate what the returns might have been were
it not for the election preemptions and. as the Street puts it. everybody will be able to
separate the good prospects from the misfires.

What makes the selling of public affairs programs tougher and tougher ie not
the potential ratings but the fact that the advertiser is barred from seeing the finished product in advance or even knowing what is on the planning boards.
The producers of such fare say that's the only way thev can work and that a sponsor approaching public affairs programing must learn not to become jittery over a few letters
of criticism or complaint.
A good case in point was CBS TVs refusal to let Campbell and Heinz take an advance
peek at Harvest of Shame. I These canners had heard that the CBS Reports show might reflect
untowardly on the canning industry.)
Not that they're discouraged, but these sellers of documentaries frequently wonder
whether the corporate mind is quite ready for boldly linking itself to programing
with a point of view.

A major non-package goods account in tv is headed for a reshuffling of its products for the first time in many years.
The net result of this move: the budget would be split between two agencies whereas, heretofore, the ratio's been somewhere around 80-20.
What miffs the prospective loser especially for years it handled the account at an appreciable loss.
A rep would have to be around the business a long, long time to be able to recall
when timebuying in the leading agencies of the day was carried on by one or two
persons.
Contrast these timebuying pioneers and the number of timebuying personnel these same
agencies contain nowadays:
J. Walter Thompson: Linnea Nelson vs. 46 today.
Young & Rubicam : Hubbell Robinson and Jack Latham vs. 42 today.
BBDO: the late Ned Midgelv vs. 17 today.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample: George Tormey and Bob McNeil vs. 26 today.
Benton & Bowles : Earl Jederle vs. 53 today.
McCann-Erickson : Bill Dekker vs. 21 today.
Compton: the late Leonard Bush vs. 23 today.
N. W. Aver: Frank Barton vs. 20 today.
Bates: Al Toranto vs. 45 today.
Foote, Cone & Belding (then Lord & Thomas)

The insular character of P&G

: John Hymes vs. 14 today.

seems to be undergoing

a metamorphosis.

For example : company speakers when they do get out reveal less and less of the utterly slide-rule approach and lean more and more toward a business philosophy with social
overtones and the public service concept.
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ONE WAY TO
GET ALL THE

Al&tiiSS
Bill Michaels (left) and Terry H. Lee,
(below right) play lead roles in Storer
Broadcasting's major management move,
1 January. Michaels, v.p. and managing
director of Storer's Detroit station, WJBKTV, has been named regional v.p. for Detroit and Cleveland. Lee, v.p. and managing director of the company's Atlanta property, WAGA-TV, has been appointed to a
similar post for Atlanta, Toledo, and Milwaukee. Michaels, who has
been managing director of WJBK-TV since 1954, joined Storer in
1953 when the company purchased KABC in San Antonio. His
broadcasting career began as a sportscaster
in 1940. Later, he moved into sales and

• WTPA HARRISBURG
O
LEBANON

progressed through sales manager and station manager in 1946. Ten years later, he
was named a Storer Broadcasting v.p., and,
last year, was elected to the company's
board of directors. Lee has been managing
director at WAGA-TV, since September,
1959, after serving Storer in similar capacities at WITI-TV, Milwaukee, and
WVUE, Philadelphia. He joined Storer in 1958, coming from
KOVR-TV, Stockton-Sacramento, where he held the post of president.

If you want to get the greatest share
of audience and more total homes (at
the best possible cost) in these 3 important Central Pennsylvania communiWTPA.
ties, buy Harrisburg's No. I station,
With
in

Daniel M. Curtis has been appointed di0£it*£S;&K .

_.'f

rector of sales for California National Productions. He succeeds H. Weller Keever
who resigned a few months ago. Curtis
joined CNP as an eastern field salesman
in 1952. In 1953, he was moved to the

Chicago office and thence to appointment
as central sales manager. Less than a year
later, he became eastern sales manager
n 1958, was named national and regional sales manager. A
of Bridgeport, Conn, he is a graduate of Syracuse University.

the

an

overwhelming

Capital

City,*

superiority

WTPA's

Million watts of power
Full ABC schedule
Paramount and '61 for '61 movies
Top rated Syndicated shows
Superior public service
delivers sign on to sign off in these
markets more homes than the 3 other
stations combined.
Get all the facts from the "best reps
in the business," Harrington, Righfer &
Parsons!
-March

1960

ARB

Norman Williams has been appointed account executive on the New York City staff
of Blair Television Associates. He comes
to Blair from the radio and television division of Triangle Publications, where he
had been a member of the sales staff of
station WNHC,

New Haven, Conn. Prior

to joining the staff of WNHC, he was in
the executive training program of the U. S.
Rubber Co. Williams majored in business administration at Pace
College and Columbia University, following a term of military service.
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HARRISBURG,

PA.

ADVERTISERS

NEWS

& IDEA

WRAP-UP
NEW

STATION

CONCEPTS,

devised by WTAR,

Norfolk, were demonstrated to advertisers,

agencymen by (l-r) station's John Peffer, v. p. operations; Robert Lambe, pres.-gen. mgr.; Dallas
Townsend,
CBS newsman;
Frank Batten, pblshr. Norfolk newspapers;
Ben Holmes,
v.p., Petry

Watch for a third giant oil company to follow in the footsteps of
Texaco and Gulf in resting their
major tv undertakings on news
and news specials.
Gulf's Project '61 series (NBC TV),
which teed off 30 December, will hit
the air in synchronization with the
news breaks.

General Mills, as it once did with
the Lone Ranger, will be sponsoring two weekend installments
of its new kid show, Pip the Piper.
The schedule: 12:30 Sunday and
Saturday on ABC TV, with each a
different chapter.
Pip's being taped in color, even
though the present broadcasts are in
black and white. General Mills' contract with the producer is for five
years and the company was to have a
series on tap in the event color viewing has become the thing among millions of homes bv that time.

DOING

MOST

ABOUT

IT— the weather

—is WDSU-TV's (New Orleans) feminine
weather envoy, who supplied reprints of station's weather campaign in N. Y. during recent
snowstorm, to Sam Tarricone, media supvsr.
GRASS-ROOTS CAMPAIGN staged by KPIX, (S.F.), consisted of Dance Party sponsored by
Sebastopol Optimist Club for scholarship fund. Here, party host Dick Stewart (back to camera),
t with Sebastopol
Mayor-O. E. Dickinson
[c]

DCS&S

(I),

SPONSOR
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Incidentally, under the deal with
the producer Pip becomes the property of the miller at the end of five
wars.
Pip the Piper agency:

DFS.

Campaigns:
• Unitone Corp., Inwood, L. I.,
readying test campaign in three markets for new deafness product. Radio
will be used. Agency: Pace.
• Noxzema Chemical, Baltimore,
Md., to introduce its new makeup —
Cover Girl Pressed Powder and Cover Girl Liquid Makeup — via net tv
and spot radio, early next month.
Agency: Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell
& Bayles.
1 Thisa 'n' data:
Richard Hudnut
has been granted an injunction prohibiting firm
a
known as DuBarry of
4 Hollywood from using the trade name
and trade-mark, "DuBarry." . . . An
advertising committee to help business concerns with their observance
of the 100th anniversary of the Civil
War, has been formed in Washington, D. C. . . . Hallmark distributed

to the press copies of the libretto The
(, olden Child, a December special.
PEOPLE ON THE MONK: Harold K. Temple, president of P. Lorillard, elected chief executive officer
. . . H. Walton Cutshall, Eastern
Air Lines' v.p. and sales manager,
mid-western division. Chicago, promoted to new post, director of advertising, N.Y.C. office.

AGENCIES
Tatham-Laird has created a new
modus operandi for nine of its
senior executives. Their new
titles: management directors.
Each director will be assigned one
or more accounts and work closely .
with the complete agency account
group. Chief responsibility: make
sure that the other directors of the
company, either collectively or individually, are brought into work on
the account wherever their talents and
judgments can be most useful.
Top brass will be pitching in on

daj -to-da\ work Involved on accounts,
rather than just passing final judgni. Hi on the decisions of others
such as i- the case in a plan board
l\ pe of operation.
The new management directors:
Arthur Talhani: Kenneth Laird, president: George Bolas, Charles Standen
and Hal Frazee, vice-presidents;
Ham Barnhart, deputj creative director; Robert Hayes, senior superior. N.Y. office; Jerome Birn. executive copj director; and Harold
Jensen, executive art director.
Wexton's Larry Schwartz foresees a surge in new business for
small, creative agencies, in th<>
coming years.
His reasoning: "clients can no
longer tolerate the kind of 'massmind', the group hand-holding and
group-thinking that characterizes the
'advertising factory.' Nor can clients
look for sound advertising judgment
from agency men so shuttered in
ivor\ towers that their selling instinct
has atrophied and research has become a crutch."

WORST COLLECTION of loud gift ties, requested by KIBG. Catalina, listeners, provokes d.j. Joe Niagara to hold ears. Station donated
Xmas
gifts to L.A. Cancer Clinic for auctioning
at rummage
sale

HIT 'N WIN! For picking top 10 WNBC-TV (N.Y.) shows, Wm. Wilson
(I), wife cop $500 and trip to Rome from NBC v.p., WNBC AM&TV
gen.

mgr., Wm.

Davidson

on

'Family'

show starring

Carol

Knox

(I)

PINAFORE PANEL, daughters of Campbell-Ewald staffers who
chose best doll of 300 dressed by female employees, are twins Patsy
(I), Betsy (second from right) Mixer; Cindy Malsom (c); Karen Hume

Schwartz -\><>k<- before the League
,,f Advertising Agencies in Nen York
City, lasl week.
Agency appointments: Molly Pitch.1 Win.-, to Western Advertising
. . . Prince Macaroni to Bauer &
Tripp. Philadelphia . . . Brown's
Airport Enterprises t<> Rose-Martin
. . . Klanco Products. Indianapolis, di\ ision of Eli Lilly & Co., to Henderson, Greenville. S. C. . . . International Tuna Fish Association to Theodore R. Sills, for its Frozen Tuna.
They were named v.p.'s: Wilson
A. Shelton, head of creative services, to executive \ .p.. Compton . . .
Garth E. Kauffman, at William
Esty . . . Donald E. Leonard, at
Fuller & Smith & Ross . . . Kelso
Tager. at New York office. McCannErickson.
PEOPLE

ON THE

MOVE:

V Jackson from executive
lev. to senior account
Chirurg & Cairns. Boston
Harmon O. Nelson from

John

v. p.. Wesexecutive,
office . . .
broadcast

director, Fuller & Smith & Ross, to
broadcast director-western division,
L \. office, MacManus, John & Adams
. . . Dale Armstrong to publicity
and public relations department. Ted
Bates . . . John D. Kilpatrick from
account group, Edward H. Weiss, to
account executive, Clinton E. Frank.
Chicago . . . Stewart Garner from
film production supervisor, D'Arcy,
to t\ production supervisor on the
Listerine Antiseptic account. Lambert &Feasley . . . John W. J. Mc< roskj from JWT to account executive, \eedham. Louis and Brorby . . .
Harry C. Schaack from the Brass
Rail. Inc.. to associate merchandising
director on the Best Foods-Division
of Corn Products Co. account, Lenrien & Newell . . . Malcolm C. Choate
to director of media and research,
Culver, Boston.

ha. with C. Wendel

Mnench.

both

Chii ago. \'w name: Presba-Muench,
Chan«e

of name:

Kennedy/

Walker. Inc.. Beverly Hills, Calif..
to Kennedy, Walker & Cox. Inc.
New quarters: ketchuin. MacLeod & Grove from Pitt-burgh to
Four Gateway Center, Pa.

Social

note:

Gumbinner celebrated

• .

part)

relationship with Amerieo !'\ hosting a luncheon
for top execs of both firms at
I tel St Regis.
-hi. Fellers and Pres-

granted an injunction in their suit
against the Circle Bar and (irill.
Wayne, Y J. (for having charged
admission for the pri\ ile»e of \ iew in»
a pro football game, last month,
which was not broadcast in the metro
area i . . . The Wmld Federation for
Protection of Animals, The U. S.
Humane Society and the Legion of
Decency, haye drawn up a coopera-

Cowles Broadcasting has been
merged into Cowles Magazines,
Ine.

tive action agreement against the "increasing'' violence and brutality in
tv and motion pictures . . . \\ NEWTV, N.Y.C., personality, Fred Scott,
left 11 December for Panama City,
Ecuador and Peru to represent the

The new companv will be known as
Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting,
Inc.

Ideal Toy Corp. as goodwill ambassador and to distribute toys to need}
voungsters.

TV STATIONS

The merger, according to company
president Gardner Cowles, "is part of
a long-range plan of diversification
which in the past few years had led
Cowles Magazines. Inc.. into various
fields of activity.''
Station properties involved: KRNT
radio. KRNT-FM and KRNT-TV.
Dea Moines; and WHTN-TV. Huntington-Charleston, W.Va.
Television

eontinues

to be the

favorite advertising media
the

nation's

petroleum

for
com-

panies.
According to TvB, the gas and oil
men spent $29,987,440 in gross time
billings I net and spot) in the first
nine months of I960. Last year, for
the same period, the tab came to $23,552.711.
Ideas at work:
• WWJ-TV, Detroit, observed the
19th anniversary of its program,
Mil/.y's Party Time, 17 December, by
having the day proclaimed Milk\
Day. Detroit's Mayor, Louis C.
Miriani. unit along with the idea by
appearing on the show, in person, to
city.
present Milk\ with the ke\ to the

Anniversaries: Krupnick. 25 years
Gumbinner, with \merican Inbacco account, 35 years.

Thisa *n' data: CBS and the New
^ oik Football Giants have been

• KCMT, Alexandria, Minn., gave
awa\ a three bedroom home a- grand
prize in it> recent Get Out the Vote
Contest. The contest: viewers wen
asked to estimate the combined total
vote casl for all candidates for Governor of Minnesota. To facilitate the
contest entries, entry boxes were
placed in a Dumber of area communi-

PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

Bob

King from general manager. KSWOTV, Wichita Falls, to v. p. and general
manager. WTVP, Decatur. 111. . . .
R. L. Cochrane to general sales
manager, KXTV, Sacramento. Calif.
. . . Gordon H. Ritz from manager
Time magazine. Minneapolis-St. Paul,
to staff assistant to the general manager and station manager. W'l'CN
Radio and TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul
. . . Frank Fee from sales staff. KHJTV. L. A., to account executive.
KNXT and the CBS Television Network, Hollywood.
Kudos:

KOMO-TV.

Seattle. Wash.,

local sales manager. Paul R. Swimelar, voted Man of the Year bj the
Seattle Executives Association.
Power
increase:
KELP-TV,
Paso, Tex., to 250.000 watts.

RADIO

El

STATIONS

A hope for the sellers of spot
radio: agency media people in
Chicago reported last week that
clients were expressing re-newed
interest in radio.
The number of accounts requesting
radio information from media departments time
the\ say,lasti> year.
alx.nl 75' '< higher
than tlii—
Two

Chicago

radio stations are

trying out a new type of commercial programing sponsored
by the same local savings bank.
The sponsor : Chicago Federal Sav-

ty places.
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ings (Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap)
bought time on WMAQ, and WGN. to
air its new series, a two-minute capsule report entitled Your Money and
You.

Sanger, executive v.p. and general
manager, WQXR, New York City, in
general manager, The New ^ ork
Tiiiies International Edition, Paris
. . . Earl Steil to sales manager,

Over WMAQ, the sponsor is slanting
its message to the housewife during
the noon hour, while WGN is going
out after both men and women during
the early evening hour.

WJJD, Chicago . . . Joseph A. Grady from operations manager to assistant station manager, WHAT, Philadelphia .. . Terry Mason to manager, KXLY, Spokane, Wash. . . .
James Grau to promotion and advertising manager, WNEW, New
York City.

Ideas at work:
• WIP, Philadelphia, is offering
some listener the chance to win part
ownership in a soon to-be-released
motion picture with the station's current contest. The idea: several times
during the day the station broadcasts the garbled speech of a man
with his mouth full of dental instruments. Listeners are then asked
to submit their contributions as to
what the man might be saving. The
most imaginative entry will win a
$100 share in the U.S. ownership of
the new British film. "Dentist in the
Chair." The best 250 contributions
will win two tickets each to a private
pre-release showing of the movie.
• KBON, Omaha, Neb., brightened the Christmas of an area listener

Station aquisition: KCFI, Cedar
Falls, Iowa, sold by Jane A. Roberts
to Donald Blanchard and Harry
Campbell for $100,000. Sale brokered
by Hamilton-Landis.
Call letter switch: WARL,

Ailing

ton, Ya., to WAVA-AM-FM.
Happy birthday : WWDC's personality, Art Brown, celebrating 25 \ears
in radio, this month.
Exploitation : WRCV,

Philadelphia,

is promoting its big band sound via
colorful ads in newspapers and trade

• WIBG, Philadelphia, provided
the Salvation Army with 99 loaves of
bread during a recent contest. Listeners were asked to send along a
letter telling why he wished to donate
Freihofer Bread and to whom. The
writer of the winning letter received
a transistor radio and 99 loaves of
Freihofer bread to her charity choice,
the Salvation Army.
• WHEB, Portsmouth. N. H..
inaugurated its own Breakfast Club.
To qualify, for membership, listeners
were asked to send in remains of their
breakfast (to determine what folks
eat — and to provide humorous comment for the announcer-host. Howie
Promer). New members received
coffee and other gifts.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Frank
Smith to West Coast sales manager.
KORL.
Honolulu
. . . Elliot M.
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REPRESENTATIVES
Edward Petry disclosed a total of
259 citations, medals, plaques,
and other honors were earned
recently by the radio stations it
represents.
The firm noted that the Petry-represented stations, taken together, have
won more honors for news coverage,
quality programing, and public service than perhaps any other comparably-sized group.
This symbolizes, Petry pointed out,
a high level of quality for the group
he represents.
Petry is also branching out: in
his St. Louis and San Francisco

magazines.
operations.
Personnel moves involved in the

by giving away $1,000 worth of
merchandise in the town's largest department store during the station's
Christmas contest. To qualify, listeners were asked to identify a mystery
object. Clues were aired during the
broadcast hours and some 5000 entries were received before the object
was identified.

program promotion and merchandising department, to assistant manager
of program promotion and merchandising, CHS Radio . . . Arthur Hull
Hayes, presidenl of CBS Radio, elected chairman of the board of directors of the Advertising Research
Foundation . . . Robert O'Connor
from sales staff, Mutual Broadcasting,
to account executive, CBS Radio.

New
quarters:
WERE-AM-FM,
Cleveland, moved into a new modern
design building at 1500 Chester Ave.

NETWORKS
NBC Radio and the National Auto Dealers are getting together in
a public service campaign
mote safe driving.

to pro-

NBC's part in the plan involves
the broadcasting of spot announcements emphasizing highway and driver safety, over its coast-to-coast program Monitor.
NAD A member dealers will extend
cooperation to their nearest NBC station by pre-setting pushbutton radios
on new cars to the frequency of the
local NBC'er.
Net tv sales and renewals: Hanes
Hosiery, Winston-Salem, N. C. (N.
W. Ayer), bought sponsorship of
CBS TV's live coverage of the Kentied] I. .augural Ball... 7-Up (JWT)
has renewed ABC TV's Guestward
Ho! through May.
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE: Joe
Charles Friedman from copywriter,

expansion program: Junius Zolp from
tv department, Chicago, to manager,
St. Louis office; and Rollin P. Collins from
vision.radio
Chicago. department to l\ diJack Stahle. general sales manage]
of KGO, San Francisco. joins the
company's t\ sales staff in San Francisco.
John Blair is readying itself for
the growing use of spot radio, in
the coming year, by expanding its
two separately-staffed radio sales
divisions.
New sales staffers: Emmett Heerdt,
from CBS, and Jerry Gibson, from
Robert Eastman, in the New York
office.
Robert Dwyer. a Blair man since
L954, was assigned t" augment the
staff specializing on the Blair Group
Plan.
Rep appointments: KRML Radio.
Carmel, Calif., to Boiling . . . Eckels
Co., New England radio t\ rep, appointed 1>\ Boiling I" represent itlist in that area . . . Bowman Dairj .
to North Advertising for its BowCal . . . KCMC-TV, Shreveport-Texar65

kana, to Blair Tele\ i-.i«»n Associates . . . KCMJ, Palm Springs, Fla..
to United Spot Sales, for San Francis presentation . . . WBSM, New
Bedford, Mass., to Foster and
Creed, For New England representa-

apolis; WCXT, Miami: KDKA.
Pittsburgh; WFAA-TV, Dallas.
KHOl -TV, Houston, and other stations,
Internatioanl:

International Film

Distribtuors of Panama sold 22 post1948 Paramount Pictures feature- to
the Australian Television Corporation Ltd. network.
Ziv-UA'a Sea Hunt will be seen in
over 100 markets for the fourth
straight
year.
Latest renewals, to assure airing in
at least 104 markets next season, include Calling's and International
Latex on KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh;
People's Natural Gas on WJAC-TV,
Johnstown: L&M and Sterling Beer
on WHAS-TV, Louisville, and stations WHDH-TV. Boston; WLIX-TV.
Jackson: WBRZ-TV. Baton Rouge:
WFBC-TV. Greenville: WANE-TV.
Ft. Wayne; WLW-D, Davton: WCTV,
Tallahassee: WCSC-TV. Charleston:
WDBO-TV. Orlando: WTVH. Peoria: WTVP, Decatur: WSB-TV, Atlanta, and WVEC-TV. Norfolk.
Sales: Seven Arts Associated's post1950 Warner Bros, package to WJARTV. Providence: WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee: WMTW-TV, Portland: KVARTV. Phoenix: WBAY-TV, Green Bay:
and WSBT-TV, South Bend, total
sales grossing S250.000 . . . KHOUTV, Houston, purchased NTA's 61
for '61 package for just under $100,000 .. . WCAX-TV, Burlington, took
a group of 20 Seven Arts Associated
features . . . ITC-Javelin Production's
Golf Tip oi the Day to WGN-TV.
Chi, ago: WHDH-TV. Boston:
WMAR-TV, Baltimore: KPLR-TV.
St. Louis: CKLW. Detroit: WKRCIV. Cincinnati: WSPD-TV. Toledo;
KPRC-TV, Houston: WLW-I. Indianapolis; WBNS-TV, Columbus:
WAVY-TV, Norfolk, and WRC-TV.
Washington . . . WTAE, Pittsburgh,
purchased
K'l
Mister Wagoo
car-

Time

clearances:

Studebaker-Lark

fD'Arcy)
has cleared time for its
Mister Ed series on WNBC-TV, New
WNBQ,
Chicago;
K^ \ -TV,
rid; KI!C\.
Los
\ngeles;
i Minneapolis-St. Paul; Wl II,
IV Philadelphia: WBZ-TV, Boston;
WXYZ-TV. Detroit; WBAL-TV. Baltimore; WSB-TV,
\tlanta: KSBWI\ \\ I W- f, Indian-

Research: Ziv-UA's Sea Hunt had a
50.5' i share of audience over a five
month period, in a special 55-market
stud v.
Trade

notes:

Filmaster has sold

two million S2 par value shares of
stock . . . Sterling Television had
a 27' i increase in net income for the
six months ending 30 September over
the previous vear.
PEOPLE

ON

THE

MOVE:

people, civic leaders, news leaders and
ministers . . . WOW-TV. Omaha,
presented The Autumn Years, a locally produced hour-long documentarv
on the care of the aged . . . WTVJ.
Miami, is running a "round-the-clock
campaign to spur South Floridians into making Christmas a happy one for
some 10.000 Cuban refugee children
in the area.

Ar-

thur Zeiger to MGM-TV as assistant
director of business affairs on the
East Coast . . . Leonard Hammer
takes over post of eastern division
sales manager of L AA.

PUBLIC

national advertisers who are planning
to use net tv on a regular schedule in
the first six months next year, have
agreed to gi\c support to the Vdvertising Council public service campaign . . . KATZ. St. Louis, began
a new series of radio biographies of
great Americans of Negro origin . . .
W SB Radio. Atlanta. Ga.. conducted
a Radio News Clinic showing how the
station writes, reports, edits and
broadcasts all types of news, for the
benefit of an audience of 150 business

SERVICE

More
public
service
in action:
KQV Radio. Pittsburgh. Pa., has set
up a system to advise the public of
any changes in the normal operating
hours of the area's schools, due to inclement weather, etc. In addition, a
special code has been worked out bv
the station and the schools to insure
the reliabilitv of all information . . .
NBC

newsmen

will go to Detroit.

The New York stations (both tv
and radio), plus the networks,
came through in quick and expert fashion in covering the details of the disastrous BrooklynStaten Island air crash.
CBS TV transmitted the first live

9 January, to appear before the Economic Club to discuss Great Decisions
of 1961 . . . WKNB Radio. West
Hartford. Conn., went into action
when thev learned that the \^ indsor
Locks fire alarm was not operating

picture from the Brooklyn scene two
and half hours after it put on the
first bulletin and NBC T\ was doing
the same
about 20 minutes
later.

properly and began airins: periodic
warnings cabins attention to this situation and explaining the alternate
warning system to be used during the
emersencv . . . KOIL. Omaha. Neb..

Other coverage highlights of the
event :
• CBS TV that night did a halfhour special on the catastrophe via
Eyewitness to Witness.
• WABC Radio aired a half-hour
documentary. Today's Air Disaster.
featuring on-the-spot eye-witness reports within hours after the crash.
• WINS, brought first-hand reports from the scene in both Brooklyn
and Staten Island via beeper phone.
• WNJEW Radio set up a Brooklyn Fund with a $1000 starter to aid
those \n1io suffered loss as a result
of the crash. \t press time. the\ had
raised nearlv S5000.
Public service in action: Some 80

is promoting safe driving during the
holiday season bv Daying money to
safe drivers. The idea: traffic monitors keep an eve out for. and jot
down, the number plates of cautious
drivers. The license numbers are then
aired during the broadcast dav and
evening. If the owner of the car
mentioned calls the station, he receives a$10 safe driving award.
Kudos:

WINN

Radio. Louisville.

Kv.. recipient of Public Interest
Award from the Louisville Safet\
Council . . . WWJ. and WWJ-TV.
Detroit. Michigan, recipient of the
Michigan
lic service Cancer
awards Foundation's
for 1960. pub^
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frank talk to buyers of
air media facilities

The

seller's viewpoint

The rise in public affairs programing on tv (see pages 29 & 30 in this issue)
spotlighted the networks' operation in this field, but local tv stations are
becoming more active, also. Exactly what this can mean to the local sponsor
is explained here by Joseph M. Higgins, general manager of WTHI-TV,
Terre Haute, Ind. As Higgins points out, public affairs is not only a rewarding job for broadcasters but is highly appreciated in the community and is
an effective way of improving the image of l><>(/> broadcaster and station.

Local 'image' shows good bet for national clients
Iwl erging of the "corporate image" and "station image"
through sponsorship of locally produced public service programs is taking place more and more — mainly on the local
and regional level. There are some national advertisers who
are moving in this direction, but far too few.
The concept that all broadcast media is local has led radio and television stations to program more and more locally produced information shows patterned after various
network shows. It is obvious to station operators in smaller
markets that this is the way to build station loyalty and be
a strong voice in the local community. In turn local and
regional advertisers are building their image by sponsoring
these shows. And the successes derived by these non-national clients should be indicative of the course national
advertisers and their agencies should take.
Today's "image" developing programs are created by
diligentK searching for outstanding talent and by scheduling features truly designed for the community. Such
factors produce quality public service shows wherein the
client receives top flight sets, professional talent and. most
importantly, an over-all desire on the part of management
to produce quality performance — all to the client's benefit
Such painstaking development is not accomplished over
night, of course. We spent many hours in the buildinj
programs and personalities which would reflect the locai
people. However, once the spadework was done we realized, as other broadcasters did, that it is not only more fun
than daily administrative chores, but the efforts are appreciated bythe community. The end result is simple: the
desired "image" of advertiser and station is projected.
Locally our regional advertisers are maintaining a favorable climate with a varietj of programs. During the
Christmas season musical shows featuring individuals, duos,
quartets, choral groups from high schools, churches, colleges, and other groups have been scheduled. At Eastertime
SPONSOR
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man) of the same type programs are featured.
Throughout the year discussion programs on local, area,
and state topics fill the bill. The old reliable panel shows
featuring dominant and colorful personalities build the
corporate image of Terre Haute industrial groups. This
same programing will accomplish the goal for national advertisers if given the chance.
Admittedly many of these shows went sustaining for
several seasons, but with confidence, trust, and believabilitj
proven the corporations shared with the station in building
its image. Now almost all public service or "image" shows
are sponsored by local concerns.
Our station personnel know the daily habits of our people. We recognize when controversy is "hot" enough to
air. We know what talent is required. This is when- top
management plays an all important role. The personalities
involved "just left the club," or were at last night's political rally, or at last week's wedding reception, or are plain
neighbors. You are always within close contact of everj
situation. As these needs and wants continue to develop
and expand, both corporation and station will benefit immensely. But the most benefit to such a merger goes to
the public.
Broadcasters have proven that objective public service
programs demonstrate beyond any doubt of a knowledge
of the wants and needs of the community they serve.
Broadcasters also know the kind of sales message delivered
from their studio that will have the greatest unpad I" accomplish the corporation image. Local and regional advertisers have shown what success can be attained through
these programs.
With the advent of more nationally sponsored, locally
produced public service shows. I believe, the mutual image
goal of advertiser and station can 1>-' served with distinction and efficiency.
^
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lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Season's Greetings! And in that
spirit, may we reproduce what an
impartial panel i LO-Sec's editor and
his bartender I has adjudged The
Best of 1960:

Well, it was a better year
Two years ago, when sponsor editors sat down to prepare
our regular late December wrap-up issue, we reviewed the
events of 1958, and called it a "rough year."
A year ago, summarizing the fateful happenings of 1959
i remember Charles Van Doren?) we called it, with considerable truth, an "explosive year."
Today, looking back on 1960, we can find no such colorful adjectives to characterize the past 12 months.
But as you will see, in reading the summaries of agency,
advertiser, tv, radio, tape, and film activities in 1960 (pages
29-37), it was definitely a better year in every way.
Financially, of course, practically every phase of the business showed gains, even though some were slight.
Network and spot tv, spot and local radio will go into
] 961 with cheerfully rising sales curves.
But the industry's main cause for satisfaction about 1960
does not lie in the area of sales and billings.
In our opinion, the best things that have happened in the
last 12 months have had to do with the climate and the image
I we hate that word, too) of radio and tv.
In programing, and in commercial content, there have been
tremendous strides made in correcting old abuses and setting
higher goals.
The Great Debates and the sizable increases in public
affairs programs and program sponsorship have been very
heartening.
Equally satisfying have been the energetic efforts of
broadcasters, agencies, and advertisers to improve the qualii\ and content of commercial messages.
We particularly want to applaud the work of the NAB's
Code Boards, and the ANA and AAAA code committees for
\ igorous attention to commercial excesses. And we are proud
that 1960 saw the first highly successful American Tv Commercials Festival, which was spONSOR-backed.
Reviewing 1960 we see no cause for complacency or industry self-satisfaction. We all have an obligation to make
1961 a year of far greater progress and greater accomplishments.
Rut ;it Ica-t we can honestly say tbat radio and tv advertising are in much healthier shape than they were a year
I960 has been a better year.
^

Where there's slogans: AnheuserBusch is in court trying to prevent
the Freewax Division of Chemical
Corp. of America from using "Where
there's life, there's bugs!" as an advertising slogan. Too close, says Budweiser, to "Where there's life, there's
Bud!" Freewax says it took the line
from a John Gay poem of 1770.
"While there is life, there's hope (he
cried)." Freewax would settle for
"Where there's life, you'll find bugs!"
Budweiser still objects. How about:
"There's a bug in your future" — or,
"We're bugmen, not lawmen!"
Influence of tv dept.: A sponsor
staffer has a 20-month-old cousin,
Jenifer Grant, who sits in front of the
magic box at news time and answers
back. Whenever the tv says. "Lumumba," she shouts, "Kasavubu."
Whenever it says, "Mboya," she says,
"Nkrumah" (and vice versa to both).
What NBC wants to know is: when
they say, "Huntley," does she say,
"Brinkley?"
UNusual:

We know an adman who

solved the traffic problem in Ne*
York during the monumental UN sessions with its Heads of State winging all over town. He hired a big.
black limousine, got himself a homburg. and rented four motorcycles
i w ith drivers dressed in black jackets,
blue pants, boots and blue helmets).
His final items were a siren, a little
American flag and a little blue, white
and green one his wife whipped up
on the sewing machine. Police
stopped traffic for a week wherever
he sped, and his office was picketed
for three days by a group that wanted
him to get out of Lithuania.
Uncomfortable piggyback: Late
the other night a N. Y. channel ran
the picture of Fugitive #1 along with
a recorded announcement in which
his mother pleaded. "Please call the
FBI and give yourself up. Please,
please do this for me." Then followed
a quick ID: "Promise her anything,
but give her irpege. . . ."
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'Twas
the month
before
Christmas at ARB, when someone
asked what our greeting would be . . .
to all of the friends we've accumulated,
from sponsors to stations whose programs
we've rated. We thought about cards or the
usual gift, but none of the ideas gave us a lift.
So, after discussion of good and of bad, we
decided to settle on this little ad. It isn't
the best in copy and art, but the feeling
behind it is the greatest part. We
sincerely extend to all those
who may see . . . these
large...
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